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increased by 57% compared with the same time last year,

ABSTRACT

with 73.9% of them “often browsing” or “sometimes

The development of Internet provides greater space and flexibility

browsing” over e-commerce websites. Of this population

for business model innovations, while continuous innovations

31.9% ever made purchase on commodity or service in the

innately characterize the e-commerce models. The innovation

nearest year through web-shops. The fact that Internet has

activities have been greatly enhanced since the US Patent and

been gradually penetrating the society is being more and

Trademark Office issued a patent for the one-click shopping

more reflected in every aspect of our lives

process invented by Amazon. This paper presents an analysis

circumstances, almost the entire world is hailing to the

method, as well as the innovation method, of e-commerce

successful application of Internet in commerce, and many

business models, both based on 5P4F(5P---product, price, place,

hi-tech enterprises invest large amounts of money in

promotion, position; 4F---business flow, information flow, capital

building

flow, logistics flow).

models of western successful enterprises with no fruit or

The paper provides two ways to innovate

[4]

. Under these

websites and advertising , or hurry copying

EC business models : innovation of element property and

even loss of capital. Therefore, the following questions are

innovation through model-composition. With these methods,

necessarily taken into concern and reflected on by people in

practitioners can operate a detailed analysis of the present models

this line or in research: (1) what are the basic models of

and models of their enterprises to search for existing problems and

e-commerce?

consummate the present models with focus. As to the academic

categorized?

circle, it provides a general and referential frame, idea and method

categorization of e-commerce models; especially create one

for the research on EC business model innovation.

adapted to the particulars of a given enterprise? (3) How to

According

to which

(2) How to innovate

system

are

they

on the basis of

procure wealth by use of Internet on the part of the
Keywords : E-commerce; Business model; Innovation; 5P4F

individual and the enterprise? Which model and strategy

1. Introduction

should be adopted to achieve continual success? These are

The electronic commerce, briefed as e-commerce, is the
systematic

integration

of

the

electronic

information

efficiency and convenience, which means enclosing the
whole business process and transaction in an electronic
way [1] . With e-commerce as a new commercial platform,
revolutionary changes have been made to the traditional
business form in a new state of time and space, which find
[2,3]

.

Statistics on the development of Internet in China issued on
July 17, 2001 by CNNIC shows that, the number of
netizens in mainland China has amounted to 26.5 million,

1

readily accepted and a new economic model.
The dynamic of the rapid growth of e-commerce partly

technology involved in prospect of promoting business

their source in the new characteristics of e-commerce

problems imperative to be tackled to make e-commerce

comes from the IT firms such as IBM, Microsoft and
Oracle, providing the infrastructure for e-commerce, and
more importantly, from the unprecedented way of business
activity brought forth by use of Internet and Web-tech, in
addition to the innovative force to transform the traditional
business activity. Innovation of business model helped
Amazon.com rise to the biggest bookstore in just four years,
in place of barnesandnoble.com------the tycoon in the
traditional industry; direct sale and virtual integration made
DELL

a favorite

of PC market.

Sustentation fund: Doctoral subject special scientific research fund of Ministry of Education (No.2000069826).
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[15]

innovation of e-commerce models has become an important

business models(Hamel, 1999)

means of market-promotion and profit-procurement for

EC is a new economy formed on basis of information by

both new-winners on web and traditional enterprises.

both

On this condition, developed countries are continuously

E-commerce effects new markets and new economic

coming up with new e-commerce models. In 1999, listed

activities,

innovative models alone have amounted to more than a

reduction of sectors in the value chain, emergence of new

hundred
[11]

77

[10]

; in 2000, models introduced to China exceeded

the

new

system

including

.

and

industrial

the instant

organization.

flow of information,

media as well as the dynamic transformation of the market

. What is more, US Patent and Trademark Office

and economic principles (Choi et al. 1997)

[16]

. These

approved the patent applications for one-click shopping

variations lead to

process by Amazon.com

judgment; lead to the demand for new strategies and

Priceline.com

[12]

and for reverse auction by

. Many believed the fact which business

business

the change of fundamental value

models.

Research

by

Amit&Zott(2000)

models are protected as patents will undoubtedly stimulate

demonstrates that the business

the innovation of it. Quite a few research institutes and

provides soil for innovation, and the source of value

firms are pouring considerable fund and human resources

creation [17] .

[13,14]

to the development of new e-commerce models

.

The

value

model of a company

realized

in

business

model

innovation exceeds that in allocation of value chain (Poter,
[18]

Obviously, after the formal entry of China into WTO, many

1985)

e-commerce projects like dangdang.com in China may face

(Dyer& Singh, 1998)

the obligation of turning in fee for using patents.

core ability of the company (Barney, 1991)

Except for logistics flow, information flow, capital flow and

The following contents are organized in this way: the

business flow have been integrated by e-commerce, which

sum-up of categorized descriptions of the e-commerce

brings up many new variables and greater space for

business models both at home and abroad are given in the

business model innovation. Nowadays, all the enterprises

second part; the description method of e-commerce models

are on thin ice. Not only is the life circle of products

based on 5P4F are set forth in the third part; in the forth

shortened, but also is of the enterprise strategy. Bill Gates

part the innovation method and accompanying illustration

said a few years ago that Microsoft was only two years

are introduced; and the fifth part concentrates on the

away from failure. And if failure is to be kept apart, the

implications of the method of the 5P4F-based business

enterprise has to continuously innovate its business model.

model innovation, to

In the neo-economics, the key competitive advantage stems

academia and mentions further research directions; the

from non-linear innovations, so it is compulsory that

sixth part is for conclusion.

enterprises be converted from the product-oriented concept

, in forming of inter-company strategic web
[19]

, as well as in use of the specific
[20]

.

both the practitioners

and the

2. E-Commerce Model & Its Categorized Description

to the idea of systematic innovation. While Post-It-Notes of
3M is product innovation, in addition to VCR, First

Although the business model is possibly the aspect most

Direct------an insurance company------and

Amazon are

discussed and least understood as to Internet, yet it proves

both examples of systematic innovation. The stock turnover

to be part of the core content inspected by the VC

rate of DELL is 50/season, whereas that of Compaq is

investment company almost when every new company

comparatively as low as 10-12/season. The difference does

strives for the risk fund. The business model delineates the

not result from restructuring of process, but a brand-new

way of structuring and combination of market trading

business model. In the past 20 years, the majority of

elements (Amit & Zott, 2000)

enterprises

on

coordinative way of the flow of product------commodity,

the

service and information among market bodies in order to

have

optimization------promotion

based
of

themselves
the

efficiency

of

[17]

, in other words, the

available model------but only a small number of them have

promote trade. Professor Michael Rappa(1999) pointed that,

kept on with exploratory experiments on new markets, new

“as far as its most fundamental meaning is concerned, the

client groups and new business models. In the situation of

business model means the way of doing business, a pattern

web-economy in the 21 st century, the challenge facing

vital to a company------a pattern that brings about profit for

enterprises is to be the designer of their industry revolution,

a company. The business model defines the place of the

the creator and beneficiary of revolutionary innovation of

company in the value chain, and directs it how to make

2
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money” . Paul Timmers(1998) views the business model as
containing

the

following

three

elements

[22]

: (1) the

model can belong to different types in this system at the
same time, so it is not unique.

systematic structure of the commodity, the service or the

(2) The system proposed by Paul Timmers is based on

information flow, including different commercial roles and

interactive model and the integration of value chain

functions; (2) the potential profits of different commercial

systematic method of structuring business models includes

roles, and (3) the source of income. The business model has

de-construction and re-construction of the value chain. The

appeared since the division of labor and trade first existed,

structuring and realizing of a typical model usually requires

and is the key to the success of traditional enterprises

[23]

[22]

. The

.

recognition of the elements of the value chain(such as the

The e-commerce model is the core of the existence and

purchasing logistics flow, production, sales logistics flow,

development of web enterprises, since they can seize the

marketing, development, purchase and human resources

new opportunities of the electronic market by way of

management), interactive model------which means 1 to 1, 1

transform of the old model or innovation of a new model.

to many, many to 1 and many to many, and the latest

Presently the enterprise circle and the academic circle are

development of technology. With

launching researches on business models one after another,

different models can be constructed, yet only a few of them

with the research on categorized description of business

are proven feasible. The system provides the general way

models being one of them as the approach of innovating

of thinking for business model innovation. For example, the

e-commerce models. Through categorized description the

blank in Timmers Matrix can be tried to discover new

present model can be more clearly understood, and new

models. Notice that some models of them are copies of

room for model innovation can be founded through the

traditional models on Internet (for example, e-shop), while

categorized composition of models, thus feasible ones not

some are increased in value by way of innovation (for

available in the reality can be explored.

instance, the integration of the value chain).

this method, many

For the time being, the most widely understood and easily

(3)

understood is the categorization according to business

business models on Internet, and recognized nine basic

bodies, as to the e-commerce models, which is B to B, B to

forms including the agent model, the advertising model,

C, B to G, C to G

[24]

. Obviously, this kind of categorization

can not provide any valuable guidance for the enterprises to

Michael Rappa has made a categorical analysis on

the information middleman model, the merchant model,
the

manufacturer

and

the
the

member
utility

model,

model

[21]

the

make business model innovations. Therefore, a more

subscription

delicate one is necessary. In view of the fact that the

categorization belongs to a mixed one without a coherent

e-commerce model need constant innovating as the stiff

system. However, it covers comprehensively, including

model can be instantly popularized by Internet, the

almost all the models. Rappa division is the one widely

imitation of which can soon squeeze out all the profit in the

cited.

previous model, this being an important aspect of time on

model

model,

. This

(4) From the angle of the difference between the new and

Internet, the e-commerce model innovation is the basic

old models, Paul Bambury categorized Internet into two

means in web-economy.

types [25] : the transplanted real-world business model and

In light of this, many researchers abroad have started the

the native Internet business model. An apparent advantage

research on categorization system of e-commerce models,

is that, it can distinguish between the featuring models of

attempting providing a starting point, a direction or an idea

the old and new economy. This system is in possession of

for the e-commerce model innovation. In this field, the

a distinct orientation system that is intact and coherent

present state and comments of the main relative researches

even in concept. There is no doubt that the coverage is

are as follows

[28]

considerably comprehensive. The weakness lies in that

:

(1) A mixed categorization frame of e-commerce models
was published in IT Managers’ World, No.5, 2000

[11]

. The

further division under these two category has not been
given.

frame is featured by its two-sector division system, but in

(5) A more careful categorization of B2B model is mainly

lack of coherence. Therefore it is a mixed categorization

in two kinds: one is based on purchase pattern; the other

and covers a wide range, with a comprehensive pack of

on pivot value-increasing pattern

business models. However it is possible that a particular

systems

are characterized

[26]

. The above two

by their conciseness

and

3
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integrity. The introduction of the status and market feature

companies are in lack of innovation of business models.

of the three roles in B2B market is of good value for

This can be further explained as lack of general frame and

reference,

method for e-commerce model innovation, even assistant

as to the enterprises

who are to adopt

e-commerce; the reason is that they can apply relatively

tools. Application of 5P4F to the description and analysis

models according to the characteristics of the markets they

of the e-commerce model can supply not only the model

are in. Yet, the above systems are aimed at the B2B pivot,

innovation

and of little reference to enterprises that are not willing to

methodological guidance, which

trade by way of B2B pivot. In other words, there exist a

systematic valuation of a model designed.

large number of B2B models without media, and as
expected, these models are not covered under this system.

referential

frame

and

idea,

is to undertake

but
the

3. 5P4F-based Description Method of EC Business
Models

Besides, on the basis of the dominative power over the
business process, McKingsey & Company divided B2B
models

with

3.1 What is 5P4F?

into four categories: the model of selle r’s

domination, the model of buyer’s domination, the model of
the third
domination

party’s
[27]

domination;

the model

of mixed

. Under different models, there is much

5P4F,

with

5P

indicating

Product,

Price,

Place,

Promotion,and Position, and 4F meaning business flow,
information flow, capital

McCarthy’s

“4Ps”

difference between the buyer and the seller as to the

develops

relative initiative,

marketing portfolio, and provides a general frame and

reduction of cost,

improvement of

enterprise’s business model. The following is a detailed

business models as Haobianli on-line stores. However, the

introduction of the connotation of 5P4F and its features in

final loss resulted from the designer’s false judgment of the
professional mora l presumption of the staff during China’s
transitional period (Business Model Analysis Report of
Haobianli On-line Stores) . Therefore, the success of a good

will boost the success of the enterprise’s e-commerce
strategy if measures are taken to overcome the defects in
the environment, to adjust the business model, or to design
when

realizing

Product
Product, the commodity and service provided for the
trading party. Under the web-environment, the product that

environment and the efficacy of its operational strategy. It

strategy

e-commerce.

target market, aims at satisfying the need of the target

business model relies on the compatibility with its business

operational

of

enterprise. It can also be applied to the description of an

In practice, there seemed to be no reason for failure of such

suitable

categorization

method for analysis of the operation and management of an

efficiency and extending of the market

a

from

flow, and logistics flow. It

the

inharmonious relation between the good business model
and the environment.
The achievements summarized above have yet a distance
from providing the e-commerce model innovation with a
systemized theoretical frame and an operational system of
methods, not to mention directing the enterprise as to
drafting an optimized operational strategy for e-commerce
according to the character of its product, the trend of the
market, its place in the supply chain, and the technological
condition of its customer and supplier. This is also part of
the reason for the fact that innumerous enterprises spent
enormously on the e-commerce projects without any gain.
So far from last year, along with the fall of NASDAQ, a
large number of websites at home and abroad closed down,

can be provided are of a great variety, like books, CDs,
flowers, cosmetics, wines, computers and relative products,
air tickets, food, sports equipment, and etc. It contains all,
while the worldwide-standardized products, the digital
products, and the various intangible services are the most
popular ones and enjoy a high rate of growth
The

traditional

product

design

[5]

.
customer’s

is

demand-oriented, adapting to repetitive mass production;
whereas under the web-environment, product design is
interactive between the
example,

Acumin,

customer and enterprise. For

a vitamin

supplier,

can

provide

health-care nutriment according to the prescription of the
customer, which contains more than a hundred kinds of
vitamins, herbal and minerals. On net it can choose a
suitable proportion from more than one hundred ingredients
and provide nutriment that best answers the customer’s
need in accordance with the customer’s symptoms

[7]

.

Price
The three traditional ways of pricing are: the one on basis

with one of its fundamental reasons lying in that these

4
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of cost; the one on basis of value, and the one directed by
competition

[6]

enterprises that adopt the pricing strategy of installment and

. The publicity of the information on net

time-discriminated use.

greatly increases the transparency of the price, and the

Place

same time, some middle links are reduced through net

Marketing channels indicate the circulating path through

marketing, thus time is saved and sale cost lessened. As a

which certain commodity or service shift from producers to

result, the pricing strategy under the Internet environment

consumers. The traditional marketing channel involves a

should combine the above three, and be more variable.

number of levels such as the producer, the agent, the

On this condition, brand pricing proves to be of great

broker (the primary, secondary and third brokers), and the

significance, because (1) market monopoly decreases; (2)

ultimate

the customers’ purchasing psychology tends to be more

management. The function of the traditional marketing

rational, as a result of the mo re choice brought by Internet

channel is unitary, no more than a channel through which

and the following possible comparisons. If the enterprise

commodity transfer from the producer to the consumer. It

prices its product according to the brand, the non-price

largely depends on the quality of the product and the

factors, reputation and credit can be built then

[7]

.

consumer,

and

thus

multi-dimensional

advertisement.

Auction can be even more easily transplanted to the web.

In contrast, the function of web marketing is multifaceted.

For example, ebay.com, auction.com and etc. succeed by

Firstly, the web channel is the one that spreads the

pricing through auction.

information. Secondly, this channel is the shortcut to sell

A new pricing way------reverse auction------can display the

products and provide services. Thirdly, it is the ideal place

demand of the customers through web. Like, a customer

for inter-enterprise business activity, technological training

publicizes his/her demand of 100,000 kg of eggs, together

for customers, and after-sale service

with his/her requirement of a low price. Through Internet,

Web marketing channels have

the reasonable

dynamic

choosing

will intensify

the

[8]

.

two kinds: the direct

retailing one and the indirect retailing one, as shown in

inter-enterprise demand. At the same time, if a single one

Chart 1. The direct one, as the traditional one, is 0-level

cannot meet the demand, it will seize to find a partner to

selling. For example, Dell is a computer company of direct

fulfill the demand together

[7]

.

sale. However, the intermediate retailing channel includes

Some enterprises, such as ASP ( application service

only one level, in other words, there exists only one

supplier), satisfy the customers who need a lot but are not

information broker to communicate the buyer and seller,

willing to buy and who need temporarily but not in the long

and no other levels. China Commodity Trading Center and

term, by leasing software on Internet. There are some other

Sina City of Commerce are both good examples

DIRECT

[8]

.

0-LEVEL

RETAILING
CHANNEL
PRODUCER

CONSUMER

WEB
MARKETING
CHANNELS

INDIRECT

1-LEVEL

RETAILING
CHANNEL

BUSINESS CENTER

PRODUCER

CONSUMER
INFORMATION
CENTER

Chart 1 Categories of web marketing channels

The launch of WAP mobiles provided another channel
for web marketing. It adds the access to Internet to all
the present functions of mobiles. The
telecommunications operators combine Internet with the

mobile communication system, fulfilling people’s need
for mobile office as well as mobile information.
Efficiency again has been increased. As acknowledged,
there were 830,000 mobile holders who had used the
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value-added service of WAP, by the end of 2000. there
is no doubt that the wide application of WAP will
become a new channel of web marketing.
SMS is the value-added service provided by mobile
service producers. With this service, users can receive

that who to serve. In e-commerce, the orientations of

and dispatch any kind of message by mobiles. By way of
Internet, users can dispatch short message to another
specified user. Along with the increase of the number of
the users who gain access to SMS, dispatch of short
message through Internet will be a more convenient and

What commodity currency stands for is the trading of

rapid channel of marketing.

currency are divided as logistics flow and business flow,

Promotion

which suggests the separation between logistics and

Promotion is an important way for enterprises to extent

business. Together with the development of the social

their market. It is a key link for an enterprise to realize its

economy, the commodity trade has been extended to a new

operational value and profit that it chooses a practical

depth and width while the significance of the information

strategy and method according to the particulars. The

of the commodity

emergence of Internet changes the basis on which the

emphasized. Furthermore, what’s accompanying the web

former marketing theory and practice exist, and also the

economy and the electronization of the business process is

way of promotion, method, and the environment
Web promotion means transmitting

[8]

.

technology,

in

the

hope

of

web

stimulating

the

demand------activities to set off consumers’ purchasing
desire and behavior

[8]

group, and so on), enterprises, government and etc.

commodity with money as its intermediary, as well as the
social and economic transfer of commodity from the
production field to the consuming field. According to the
twoness of the commodity value, the forms of commodity

currency

has been day by day

payment and its channels within the traditional intention,
from the business flow

[9]

. Hence, the commodity flow is

divided into business flow, information flow, capital flow
and logistics flow on the e-commerce condition.
Business flow

.

Website promotion is

group (like people of a certain profession or a certain age

the more and more different features, of the way of

information about

relevant commodity and labor with modernized

customers are mainly: the masses, a certain consuming

establishing a website for the

Business low is the trading of commodity between selling

enterprise to build up the enterprise’s image, publicize the

and buying and the moving process of the proprietary rights,

product and launch promotion activities.

in particular,

Web advertisement is to propagate and promote the product

purchasing,

through ISP, For example, the banner and floating balloon

e-commerce circumstances, business flow reflects only the

ads of the front page on portal sites like sina.com and the

transfer of the proprietary rights, but not the payment,

ads

transfer, and etc. of capital

of

size

on

webpages

and

other

categorized

advertisement.

submission
and

such

and acceptation
selling

[9]

of orders,

proceedings.

Under

.

In web economy, the media of business flow are

Mass mail advertisement promotion is to know the
e-mail boxes of a large number of users to rapidly send
the product information to the e-mail boxes of the
consumers. The sender can adapt the message being sent
to the need and preference of the receptors in order to
satisfy the individualized demand of the consumers
better.
Besides, the free use promotion, the inter-linkage

mainly:

promotion, the point-earning promotion, the discount
promotion, and the free gift promotion are all other ways
of the web promotion.

commodity they need and submit orders through Internet

Position

1.EDI,

stipulating

a contract

by EDI. The

technology of electronic digital inter-exchange transmits
electronically and processes automatically the digital report
format,

which

is

produced

according

to

a widely

acknowledged standard between the economic bodies, on
computer

with

the

(Value-Added Net)
Internet.

[9]

It means,

third

party’s

service

or

VAN

; 2. the submission of orders by
the consumers

browse

over the

according to a certain process.
Information flow
Information flow covers not only the provision of

Client position is interpreted as the orientation of the target

commodity’s

that the product or service is intended for, or the problem

technological support and after-sale service, but also the

information,

promotion

and

selling,
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commercial trading certificates like inquiries, quotation

railway. The railway network will become an indispensable

sheets, payment notices, archive-transferring notices and

part of the enterprise’s network of logistics flow. And with

also the financial standing and the credit standing of the

cooperation, the advantages of each party can complement

trading parties

[8]

.

the other, while the railway logistics pattern of e-commerce

The present main forms of information flow are
Internet propagation, e-mails, telephone calls and letters.

will be set up

[8]

.

As the earliest EC company specialized in B2C model,

Capital flow

8848.com has worked out a pattern of logistics flow of its

Capital flow principally refers to the transfer of capital,

own. There are four levels in this pattern: (1) cooperating

including the flow of credit cards, drafts, currency between

with national delivery enterprises to send commodity to

sellers and buyers at different levels together with their

users’ homes in 29 cities in the country; (2) using China

agents by way of banks

[8]

. For the time being, Internet

Post Express to help outside these 29 cites; (3) using the

payment has become an important way of capital flow.

present traditional commercial chain organization like

However, due to the inconvenience for some consumers to

Uni-bond national chain software company; (4) adopting

go on net and worry about the safety of net payment, many

UPS------the

worldwide
[8]

express

company------as

to

web companies support collection at door and remittance

overseas customers

through postal and bank at the same time.

The third party logistics（TPL）, also called agent logistics,

Logistics flow

refers to logistic service provided by the specialized logistic

In 1999, the UN logistic committee held that, logistics flow

intermediary in the logistics channel, for other companies

is the effective movement of raw materials, intermediate

in a given period, by way of stipulating a contract, like the

stocks, ultimate products and relevant information from the

firm, Sunny Wangda, which sets up its own website and

start to the end to meet the demand of the consumers, and

provides unified management over the logistic system as

the process of planning, realizing and operating of the

well as standardized service in about 30 cites over the

reserve. E-commerce logistics flow refers to the allocation

country, with the help of Internet, wireless communication,

of the networked materials and services on basis of

bar code, and such modern information technology

information flow, business flow, and capital flow

[8]

.

.

[8]

.

3.2 5P4F-based Description of EC Business Models

The present patterns of entity commodity logistics flow
are the enterprise self-owned logistics, postal logistics,
railway logistics, third party logistics and the pattern of
logistics flow of 8848.com.
The enterprise self-owned logistics suggests that the

5P4F provides a way to systematically describe the EC
business models, and brings along the following advantages
and features:
1.

market since the descriptions are given on the

enterprise meet the demand for logistics by way of
self-provision. In order to improve the efficiency and
service of logistics flow, the enterprise has to manage
the logistics flow by setting up its own logistics
management department.

2.

China’s post service

3.

is distinguished as to logistics

point of market;

reputation; (3) the present premises, installments, business

It benefits the practical operation of the EC
model to emphasize the operational pattern of
the model;
It can result in a more clear and distinct
understanding of EC models;

allocation, for (1) it has a huge staff for delivery and a
comprehensive delivery network; (2) it enjoys a good social

EC models are never separated from the

4.

It

will

facilitate

the

development

and

innovation of EC models.

functions and disposition process of the post service have

Several typical business models are introduced on the

been equipped with a crude frame of modern logistics flow.

basis of 5P4F for examples, as shown in Table 1.

Nowadays, electronic post service has been set up in places

There are several points to be clarified as to Table 1:

like Beijng, Guangzhou, and Xi’ an

(1) the certain properties that a model shares are

[8]

.

The railway transportation has an incomparable advantage

marked by “*”; (2) Not every model can have

in e-commerce

properties in all the elements; (3) here are listed only

logistics

flow. For instance,

Legend

computers are transported everywhere in the country by

the main properties of 5P4F; (4) the marks within the
brackets in the property column are codes for the
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properties with a view to facilitate the later description
Table 1
Elements

Product

Price

Place

Promotion

Position

Business
flow

Information
flow

Capital
flow

Logistics
flow

of the radar chart.

5P4F-based Description of EC Business Models

5P4F
Properties
Physical products (Pd1)
Digital products (Pd2)
Information services
(Pd3)
Communication services
(Pd4)
Brand pricing (Pr1)
Competition-oriented
pricing (Pr2)
Leasing software on
Internet (Pr3)
Member fee (Pr4)
Distinction pricing (Pr5)
Direct retailing (PL1)
E-marketing (PL2)
E-mail (PL3)
SMS (PL4)
Web advertisement
(Pm1)
Free use promotion
(Pm2)
Discount promotion
(Pm3)
Free gift promotion
(Pm4)
Masses (Po1)

News
service

Free
e-mail

Bit vendor

*
*

*
*

*
*

a certain consuming
group (Po2)
Enterprises (Po3)
Government (Po4)
EDI(Bf1)
Internet(Bf2)
E-mail(If1)
Webpage(If2)
Internet(If3)
Telephone(If4)
Mail(If5)
Credit card (Cf1)
Internet payment (Cf2)
Tradional payment (Cf3)
Collection at door (Cf4)
Enterprise self-owned
logistics (Lf1)
Postal logistics (Lf2)
Railway logistics (Lf3)
TPL(Lf4)
Integrative logistics (Lf5)
Internet(Lf6)

4. 5P4F-based Innovation Method of EC

Teaching
on line

*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Business

Models and Application

*
*

*

*

*

*

The idea of 5P4F-based innovation method of EC business
models is that, after the systematic analysis of the various
properties of EC business models in

web economy

The 5P4F-based descriptions of EC business models can

according to 5P4F, the radar chart of feasible models can be

provide the general, referential frame, idea, approach, and

structured in order to explore and discover new EC

process, and furthermore, can be the assistant tool for

business models from the combination of joint points of the

innovation.

various properties on the radar chart. The work is of
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referential value and guidance for enterprises to carry on

appears after all the joint points are linked together. Each

the model-innovation and design their own models.

joint chain describes a business model, and a number of

The line with arrowhead in the chart stands for the element

chains form a radar chart. The business model radar chart

of 5P4F, and it is called the element line, while the joint

of News service and Bit vender is shown in Chart 2. Since

point on the element line stands for the property of the

news service is provided for free, there is no joint point on

element. Every property of the elements in 5P4F of every

the Price and Capital flow element lines.

business model is marked on the line and a joint chain
Bit vendor
PL
Pm

1

1

2

Po
2

News service

Pr

1

5

3
2

Pd

2

6
2

Bf

Lf

6

If

Cf

Chart 2 the business models radar chart of News services and Bit vendor
Combining the description method of 5P4F and the radar

competition-oriented pricing; also, in the Capital flow

chart, we can innovate EC business models in two ways:

element line a point may be added------sharing with

innovation of element property and innovation through

telecommunication operators according to one’s proportion

model-composition.

(transferring accounts through banks). In this way, a new

1. Innovation of element property

business model comes into being, which is just the newest

5P4F analysis method describes EC business models

model------SMS, presented to public by the influential news

according to the element and the property. Every model in

portal sites not long ago, and through which considerable

the radar chart links all these properties, and on every

income has been brought to these web companies.

element

2. Innovation through model-composition

line

lie much

property

joint

points.

Thus

innovation can be effected through changing or increasing

Innovation through model-composition means combining

joint points as regards a specified EC model chain, in other

different EC business models by inter-permeating and

words, new business model chain can be gained by

coordination to effect complementation of each other’s

changing or increasing properties. The feasibility of the

advantages and values so as to generate a new EC business

new model can be tested in practice according to certain

model and alongside new values. The first step is to

rules.

describe the basic EC models in 5P4F way, and then work

For example, news service are generally provided for free,

out the element property, characteristics and customers’

so there are no joint points on the Price and Capital flow

value of various models. With this, value-complementary

element lines. In order to make full use of the news

models can be combined to form a new one. After the

resources, a joint point can be added to the Place element

combination, the element property may be adapted to the

line------SMS

demand of the market according to the features of the new

for

mobiles-----it

means

that

news

information channels have been increased; and on the Price

model. The following

element line, a joint point can also be added------the

models------free

e-mail

takes the cases of two
and

teaching

on

basic

line------as
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illustrated in Table 1, to demonstrate the method and

quantity of users; (2) high rate of use, almost every day; (3)

process of innovation through model-composition.

mass-orientation

Chart 3 is the radar chart for free e-mail and teaching on

registration information of users. The characteristics of

line. There are some common points shared by these two

teaching on line are listed as follows: (1) charging service,

models,

and

at

the

same

time,

plenty

room

for

with fairly

comprehensive

and true

hence with difficulty in building a large group of users; (2)

value-complementation. The characteristics of free e-mail

relatively low frequency of registered users.

are listed as follows: (1) providing for free with a large
Teaching on line
PL
Pm

Free e-mail

Pr

3

2

Po
2

4

1

1

4

Pd

3

6

2

3

Bf

Lf

2
2
If

Chart 3

Cf

the business models radar chart of Free e-mail and Teaching on line
customers’ value more suitable to the demand of users.

According to the different characteristics of these two
models,

a

new

model

combination------teaching
characteristics of this

can
on

be
line

produced
by

through

e-mail.

Chart 4 is the radar chart for teaching on line by

The

e-mail. a joint point has been added to the Place element

innovated model are that: (1)

line------e-mail; and on the Position element line, a joint

focalized promotion of on-line education by e-mail, like

point

also has been added------masses;

trial use for free; (2) teaching contents being sent every day

information

or according to the demand of users by e-mail, users being

added------e-mail. In this way, a new business model,

able to choose between using on line and downloading; (3)

teaching on line by e-mail , comes into being. For

users being able to deliver suggestions and feedbacks to the

instance

service provider by e-mail. In this way, both the advantages

Englishtown.com are both using this kind of business

and customers’ value of the two models can be brought into

model.

flow

,the

element

line

a

websites,XianFeng

also, in the

point

has

English

been

and

play, to take form in a new composite EC model for new

PL
Pm

Pr
3
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Chart 4

the business models radar chart of Teaching on line by e-mail
business models. What is more, it is also an important

5. Implications and Further Research Directions

aspect for business model research to decide according to

On the point of the practitioners, the 5P4F-based EC

which elements, methods and patterns of categorization to

business model innovation method provides a useful way of

design a dynamic

analysis as well as a tool for innovation. With this method,

enterprise, and which strategies and operational measures

practitioners can operate a detailed analysis of the present

to take.

models and models of their enterprises to search for

EC business model for a certain

6. Conclusions

existing problems and consummate the present models with
focus. Besides, all-round business model innovation can be

The development of Internet provides greater space and

conducted in this way and practical operational strategies of

flexibility

EC business models can be drafted by enterprises from the

continuous

angle of the market with the help of the 5P4F-based

e-commerce models. A successful enterprise should keep

method.

close watch on the development of the market, and perfect

As to the academic circle, it provides a general and

or redesign the business model of the enterprise, so as to

referential frame, idea and method for the research on EC

maintain continuously the competitiveness. The innovation

business model innovation, as well as methodological

activities have been greatly enhanced since the US Patent

guidance for the design of EC models. It can also be

and Trademark Office issued a patent for the one-click

applied in the systematic valuation of the present and

shopping

designed business models.

proposed a systematic method for property description of

Further research directions are, to search for practicable

EC business models based on 5P4F, and a method and an

principles

of

EC

business

models,

to analyze

the

for

business

innovations

process

invented

model
innately

innovations,

while

characterize

by Amazon.

This

the

paper

idea for EC business model constructed on this basis.

characteristics of the EC business model innovation method
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ABSTRACT

theoretical formula, but an advanced technique to obtain the
correct output through simulating the function of human’s

This paper proposes an artificial neural network (ANN)
method to calculate reservoir parameters. By improving the
algorithm of BP neural network, convergence speed is
enhanced and better result can be achieved. Practical
applications prove that neural network technique is of
significant importance for reservoir description.

brain to analyze, judge and synthesize the inputs.
Many examples show that Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
technique can be used to successfully solve the problems of
pattern recognition and parameter estimation widely existed
in well-logging interpretation and reservoir description. This
technique has a good performance to tolerate

faults and

resist disturbance and a strong ability of self-adaptation

INTRODUCTION

non-linear mapping parallel learning and interpretation. It is
Reservoir description is a new practical technique for

capable of recognizing different patterns and predicting

comprehensively investigating and evaluating the reservoir.

reservoir parameters quickly and exactly.

It plays an important role in oil and gas exploration and

The Artificial Neural Networks currently used include

development. The most extraordinary characteristics of

back-propagation neural network, feedback neural network,

reservoir description is that all things are considered,

random neural network and self-organization neural network.

calculation is quantified and full advantage of computer is

Each of them has certain advantages and disadvantages.

taken. As the basis of reservoir description and the important

According to the characters of input and output in reservoir

gist

parameter calculation and the geological requirement, we

of

making

and

adjusting

exploitation

schemes,

parameter calculation and reservoir evaluation are always

choose the back-propagation neural network as the model

the most concerned

for reservoir parameter calculation.

problem

to the exploration

and

development operators. In order to analyze a reservoir
reasonably, it is essential to predict all items of reservoir
parameter accurately. However, it is considerably difficult to
calculate all of the reservoir parameters properly and thus
analyze

the

formations

precisely

by

using

single

well-logging response and simple formula because the
reservoir is

of serious heterogeneity and

well-logging

response curves are badly affected by many complicated
factors underground. Especially for lithological transitional
zone and for regions with complex geology condition,
reservoir parameters predicted using theoretical formula or
empirical formula has greater errors, which brings a series of
troubles to subsequent jobs.34
Neural Network method is a jumped-up method for solving
complex problems. It is not a simple solution process to

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE BP NEURAL NETWORK
The remarkable quality of back-propagation neural network
(BP algorithm) is that it has strong ability of non-liner
mapping and its structure is very flexible. Number of hidden
layers, number of processing units in each layer and learning
coefficient of the network can be determined arbitrarily
according to the specific conditions. Different structure
presents different performances.
The learning process of BP network consists of forward
feeding of input, error back propagation, training and
convergence. In theory, the only requirement for the transfer
function of BP network nodes is that it has differentiability
everywhere. For the

reason that practical applications

demand the network possesses fairly good ability of
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nonlinear mapping, so Sigmoid function is used as transfer

e [ d ik V t j ] f '( s j )

function, i.e., f(x)=1/(1+exp(-x)).

(5)

i1

Therefore, connection weight and threshold value of each

Forward Propagation Of The Input

unit can be adjusted as follows.
V jt a d tk b kj ; j 1,2,3,, p; t 1,2,, q (6)

The vector of the input pattern is supposed as A.
k 1,2,,m
AK a1,a 2 ,,a n 
Where, n is the number of the units in input layer and m is

gt a  dt ; k 1,2,,m ; (0 a 1)
Wij be kja kj ; i 1,2,3,,n

the number of learning patterns.

(7)

j 1,2,3,, p

(8)

q j be ; k 1,2,,m ; (0 b 1)
Where, a and b are learning rates.
j
k

Vector of the desired output pattern is Y.
YK y1, y2 ,, yn 
Where, q is the number of the processing units in output
layer.
S j , is calculated

The input of each unit in hidden layers,

(9)

Training
Training is a repeating learning process during which
connection weights are modified according to the error

firstly.

between the desired output of teacher’s signal and the actual

n

S j 

W a q
ij i

j 1,2,3,, p

j

(1)

j 1

Where,

q

k
j

Wij

forward propagation and error back propagation being

is connection weight,

q1j is the threshold

repeated continually, the actual output gradually closes to the
corresponding desired value.

value of the processing unit, p is the number of the units in
hidden layer and

output of neural network. With the process of pattern

a j is the input vector.

Convergence

The output of each unit in hidden layers is then calculated
In this process, the whole error of the network closes to

using S j as the input of S function.

infinitesimal value.

1
bj  f (S j ) 
1 e sj

The whole error can be described as Equation (10).
(2)

q

y

Ek 

Where, b j is the activated value of unit j in hidden layer.

k 1,2,, q

2

(10)

IMPROVEMENT OF THE TYPICAL BP
ALGORITHM

computed.
n

V

 y j  2

j 1

Then, the input and output of each output unit can be

L t 

k
j

jt b j  gt

(3)

j 1

Ct f (L t)

BP algorithm,

which

has the following

disadvantages, is not a kind of perfect Neural Network.

t 1,2,, q

Where, V jt is connection weight and

The typical

g t is the threshold

(1) The learning speed is lower. It requires several hundreds
or even thousands

of times

of learning

to achieve

convergence even for a very simple problem. 123

value of output unit.

(2) It can’t guarantee that the convergence point is the
Back Propagation Of The Error

minimal of the whole system, which is the fatal disadvantage
of typical BP network. 123

The corrected error of output layer can be presented by
Equation (4).

dtk y
( Ctk ) f '(Lt )
k
k
Where, ( yt C t ) is

t 1,2,, q k 1,2,,m

(3) There are not a theoretical guidance to choose the
(4)

the absolute error between the

desired output and the actual output and

f '( Lt ) is the

number of hidden layer and the number of the units in
hidden

layer.

Experience

is

always

adopted

as

the

accordance. This sometimes lead to a neural network having
many redundant units. As a result, a much longer time

deviation coefficient determined according to the actual

period will be consumed by the learning course. 123

response of each unit.

(4) The learning and memory of the network is not stable

The corrected error of each unit in hidden layer can be

enough. The determined connection weights of a trained BP

described as Equation (5).

network may be changed when the network receives a new
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memory pattern. It may cause the loss of all formerly
memorized learning patterns. To avoid this problem, a new
training process must be conducted with the new learning
patterns together with the former ones. 12[3]

RESERVOIR PARAMETER CALCULATION BASED
ON ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
Selection Of Well-logging Parameters
According to the characteristics of the input and output of

The typical BP algorithm is called normalized error back
propagation algorithm. It is different from the gradient
decline algorithm in
Adjustment of the

the scale of

the whole system.

error is implemented

through the

comparison of the desired output with the actual output,
which will inevitably cause the problem of local minimum.

reservoir parameter calculation and the requirement of
geological condition, through many times of repeat of
calculating, testing and analyzing, in order to sufficiently
extract the characters of well-logging parameters, we select
six parameters as the input of the neural network. They are
Spontaneous Potential (SP), Resistivity of Deep Later Log

The gradient algorithm in the sense of the whole system is
called Accumulated Error Correction Algorithm.

(RLLD),

Resistivity

of

Micro-gradient

Log

(Rmt),

Resistivity of Micro-normal log (Rmd), Interval Transit

Firstly, the corrected error of the output layer is calculated

Time of Acoustic Log (AC) and Resistivity of Shallow Later

using Equation (11).

Log (RLLS).

dtk y
( Ctk ) f '(Lt ) t 1,2,, q k 1,2,,m
k
k
Where, ( yt C t ) is the absolute error between
desired output and the actual output and

(11)
the

f '( Lt ) is the

To assure that the input data represent the real information of
a formation, the upper one third and the lower one third of
the data of

this formation are cut down. Only the

intermediate one third of the data is selected and the average

deviation coefficient determined according to the actual

of them is input into the neural network for training. Each

response of each unit.

parameter is normalized to a rational number between 0.0 to

Then the corrected error of each unit in hidden layer can be

1.0 using the following formula.

computed by Equation (12).

y 

q

e kj [d ik Vt j ] f '(s j )

(12)

i 1

For typical BP algorithm, the corrected error can be
calculated after every times of the learning of each pattern

x  x min
x max  x min

The ultimately constructed neural network contains six input
units and one output unit.
Normalization Of The Well-logging Curves

and, then the corrected error is back propagated. This will
inevitably result in the problem of local minimum. For the

Normalization

of

accumulated error correction algorithm, the errors of m

well-logging data have a common scale in the investigated

learning patterns can be accumulated after they have been

region

calculated, then the connection weights between output layer

apparatus,

and hidden layer or input layer and hidden layer and the

environmental factors.

threshold value of each unit can be corrected using the

The technique to normalize the well-logging data can be

accumulated errors. Because all of the connection weights

divided approximately into two types, i.e.,

are adjusted in the scale of the whole system, so they can

method

reach to the desired value by repeating iteration. The

includes histogram

gradient decline in the sense of whole system error can be

diagram correction

achieved by using accumulated error correction algorithm,

technique

by this way, it is avoided that BP neural network produces

quantitative method often used is trend analysis correction

the gradient decline in the sense of local error.

technique. The common theoretical basis of these two

by eliminating
personnel,

and

by the accumulated error correction algorithm is m-1 times
less than that needed by the local error correction algorithm.
The learning time of the neural network is reduced greatly
and the computation efficiency is obviously improved.

the

and

data

method.

correction

make

and

analysis

other

qualitative

Qualitative

mean

all

of well-logging

time

technique,

technique,
framework

is to

influence

operating

quantitative

methods is that
Times of error correction in every learning process needed

well-logging

method

superimposed

value

correction

technique.

The

sediments with the same or similar

depositional environment have same or similar lithology and
electrical property. That is to say, for all of the wells in the
same region, the well-logging response eigen-value of the
frequency histogram or frequency cross-plot made from the
same kind of well-logging curves of the same standard
formation usually appears the similar frequency distribution.
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To normalize the well-logging data of Nan-2 and Nan-3

2.The distribution of training samples among different types.

region in DaQing, we take the large interval of mud in the

For neural network, different types should have the same or

upper SaErTu oil

similar number of training samples. The attractive area of

zone as the standard

interpretation

formation. Due to the absence of complete data of sampled

the neural network to one pattern is the aggregation of all

cores in this region, histogram technique to is adopted to

possible inputs that lead to the output the neural network

determine the acoustic logging and resistivity logging of the

may produce. To achieve an efficient recognition result, a

standard layers. Resistivity is 3.0 m and interval transit

neural network must have equivalent attractive area to all of

time is 375

ms m . The normalization is completed using

histogram correction technique.
During the process of digitized well logging, eight points per

the patterns.
3. Some information is lost from the well logging curves.
CONCLUSIONS

meter are usually sampled. According to the requirement of
well-logging interpretation, reservoir parameter should be

In this study, artificial neural network (ANN) is creatively

treated continuously in terms of eight points per meter

introduced into the study of reservoir parameter calculation.

throughout the whole well.

A BP neural network is established to predict reservoir
parameters based on well logging data. By modifying the

Selection Of The Topological Structure Of The Neural
Network

typical BP algorithm, the constructed BP neural network can

Through iterative calculating, testing and

analyzing, the

software using some new theories and methods will improve

structure of the neural network is finally determined. It is a

the actual working efficiency and quality, which will exert

four layer BP neural network which includes two hidden

more and more important effects on petroleum industry.

give more accurate and reliable results. Developing Practical

layers. There are 35 and 40 units in the two hidden layers
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This is an

exploratory case study to

analyze the

membership growth of

a virtual community named

SCTNet

diffusion

by

using

model.

SCTNet

(http://sctnet.edu.tw) is designed to facilitate profession

form their own group or community. The so-called virtual

and junior high schools in Taiwan. The diffusion model
the insight

of influential

factors

for the

membership growth on the web site. According to the

than the mass-media advertising. In addition, the diffusion

booming nowadays. There are many factors involved in

different homophilous

groups and lack of heterophilous communications, and the
other is that the isolation is a general problem surrounding

more benefits can be generated such as professional
advices and emotional supports among members. There

for such interactive innovation. After the turning point,

empirical data of this

especially important because they are related to the

How a virtual community grows in terms of increasing its
members can be analyzed through the diffusion model.

the

study does not appear such

circumstance. Thus, several aspects that require further

issues about the amount of registered members are

survival of a virtual community and its further benefits.

should be a so-called “critical mass” in the diffusion curve

However,

appealing visual web pages, a good virtual community

strategies and policies. Among those business essentials,

as an interactive media; the more members gather, the

explosively.

the operation. Except sophisticated on-line functions and

requires relevant information to support for their business

the teachers. Besides, the virtual community is attributed

grows

suggestions or emotional supports [19][21]. However, to

become challenging with more and newer virtual groups

durable goods. The authors propose two possible reasons,

membership

interacting and communicating through the Internet. They

build and to maintain a successful virtual community

process is slower than those of general innovations or

the

community clusters people who have common interests

share similar values, personal experiences, professional

empirical results, the word-of-mouth has stronger effect

one is that teachers belong to

Many possibilities appear on the Internet in this decade.
Individuals who ramble on the Internet make friends and

communications among teachers of elementary schools

provides

INTRODUCTION

Bass [3] developed a model to predict the number of users
to adopt an innovation. The model well described the
sales of televisions, clothes dryers, dishwashers, and other

researched are suggested in the end of this paper.
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consumer durables. There are two main effects for people

and word-of-mouth. The purpose of this research is to

to adopt an innovation or to buy a new product: one is the

discover which factor plays

advertising or mass communication, and the other is the

membership

word-of-mouse. In addition, for the diffusion model to

assumptions of Bass model. In addition, we will evaluate

work appropriately, two conditions are required. First,

the performance of the Bass model for describing and

people should be able to talk to each other freely. For a

interpreting the increase of SCTNet members.

non-user

to

adopt

an

innovation

through

growth

the major ro le in the

of SCTNet

according

to

the

the

word-of-mouth, users have to talk to non-users and
convey

that they are users.

Second,

adopting

BASS MODEL

an

innovation is better than not adopting.

Diffusion is “the process by which an innovation is

The characteristics of virtual community are satisfactory

communicated through certain channels over time among

to the Bass model. Practically a virtual community is an

the members of a social system [20].” Innovation,

innovation for a not-yet-member individual. As the first

communication channels, time, and social systems are

condition

four

of

the

diffusion

model

about

free

essences

contained

in

the

diffusion

process.

communication, Internet has always been a channel for

Moreover, a diffusion process can either be planed or

people to express their opinions or reach any type of

proceed spontaneously. The result might lead to an

information. For the second condition, from the preceding

evolutionary or revolutionary change in a society.

statement about a virtual community, an individual who

The adoption during a diffusion process used to be

attends a group associated with similar interests obtains

described as an s-shaped form. In the beginning when an

several types of support. Thus, the Bass model can be

innovation is introduced, only a small portion of people

applied to Internet for predicting and explaining the

who are called innovators adopt the innovation. After a

growth of a virtual community membership.

while the innovation has been proved beneficial to those

Analyzing through the diffusion model, this research is to

innovators, other people follow so that the diffusion

study a non-profit virtual community, named Smart

process quickly explodes. Finally, through the abundant of

Creative Teachers Network (SCTNet), which has been

adopters, the risk of adoption is perceived to be low. At

built to facilitate the professional conversation among

this stage, laggards join the adoption; thus, the diffusion

junior and elementary school teachers in Taiwan. SCTNet

process slowly reaches its maximum. Many theoretical

was formed in the middle of 2000, and now serves about

models have been derived in order to support the s-shape

15000 members around Taiwan. The web site provides

cumulative distribution; however, most of them are

services such as educational news subscription, email,

practically meaningless.

bulletin boards, teaching resources sharing, chat room,

Bass [3] developed a diffusion model to describe the

special interest groups, etc. There are certain functions

spread of an innovation over time. Since then, it has been

only available for registered members. It is also a

sufficiently discussed and many revisions or extensions

forerunner by adopting the novel information technology

are inspired, especially in the fie ld of marketing. Those

to enhance the interaction and communication among

models are satisfactorily applied for various innovation

teachers in Taiwan.

diffusions,

Based on Bass model, the factors that influence a

agricultural technology, education, consumer durable

non-user to adopt an innovation are mass communication

goods marketing, and software [17][14][7].

such

as

retail
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Rather than the common interest in how to accelerate

by the external force.

diffusion of an innovation, Bass model has its specific
concerns in terms of adopters and diffusion time [20]. Let

Mixed-Influence Model

m be the number of potential adopters and t be the passing
A non-user who intends to adopt an innovation can be
time since the innovation has been introduced into the
affected either by advertising or by word-of-mouth. Thus,
system. The basic assumption of the Bass model is shown
it is rational to combine the external effect (Equation (2))
in the Equation (1).
and the internal effect (Equation (3)) for the diffusion

dN ( t)
g ( t) m N (t) 
dt

(1)

where N(t) is the cumulative number of adopters at time t,

process, and the mixed-influence model can be written as
Equation (4) [3][16]. Furthermore, its integration is
shown as Equation (5). These two equations are the main

and g(t) is the probability of adoption at time t.

forms of the Bass model. In addition, the three diagrams
Equation (1) expresses that the increasing adopters during
a time unit (from t1 to t) equal to the number of

in Figure 1 illustrate the theoretical forecasting of the
innovation diffusion.

non-adopters

multiplied

by

adopting

probability.

Extended from Equation (1), three diffusion models were
derived and briefly introduced.

External-Influence Model
Let g(t) in Equation (1) be simplified as p that represents

dN ( t)
p qN (t ) m N (t) 
dt

(4)



 1 e ( p q )t 
N (t) m

1  q e( p q ) t 


 p


(5)

an external influence by the mass-media communication.
Now the coefficient of innovation p is homogenous

The graph B of Figure 1 contains two figures which are

through any diffusion time t.

the pdf

In addition, it can be

N (t)

and cdf N(t)of innovation adopters. Time

N (t)

assumed that the diffusion process is determined only by

T* indicates the peak of

the external force and written as the following,

inflection point for the S-shaped cdf N(t).

dN ( t)
 pm N ( t )
dt

; meanwhile it is the

Although the Bass model provides abundant implications
(2)
in practice while it is composed of frugal notations, some
constraints summarized by Mahajan and Peerson are
required for its application. First, the adoption is only

Internal-Influence Model
The adoption probability g(t) in Equation (1) can be

affected by two factors, mass-media communication and
word-of-mouth. Second, only one type of innovation

assumed

to

be

the

effect

of

the

interpersonal
involved in the diffusion process without any competitor

communication, that is the influence of word-of-mouth.
or substitute.

Third,

an individual

can adopt

the

Then Equation (1) can be rewritten as,

dN ( t)
qN ( t )m N (t) 
dt

innovation only once. Forth, the maximal number of
(3)

where q is an coefficient of imitation that is also
homogenous through t. Note that Equation (3) is under the

potential adopters is finite and fixed [22]. Finally, prior
adopters and potential adopters can freely communicate.
In order to relax those restrictions and better describe
various situations, the Bass models has been modified by

assumption that the diffusion process is only determined
several researchers [17]. This study is an exploratory case
The First International Conference on Electronic Business, Hong Kong, December 19-21, 2001.
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study that we apply the Bass model to test the

from elementary schools of Kaohsiung. Therefore, it is

membership growth of SCTNet. Through the empirical

determined to analyze the membership growth of SCTNet

estimation of the two adoption coefficients p and q in the

based on their members belong to elementary schools of

Bass model, which factor is more influential is of interest.

Kaohsiung. The total number of primary school teachers

In addition, how the predicted member growth matches

in Kaohsiung is 6344 according to the Ministry of

the empirical data is analyzed and discussed.

Education, Taiwan. That is set for m in the Bass model.
Each SCTNet member can register for only one account.
The registration time when an individual applies for the
membership is treated as the adoption time in the Bass
model. The authors extracted the historical data from the
start of SCTNet to June 20, 2001. The duration contains
thirty-one weeks. Each week is associated with a number
of new members. There are 5457 registration in total. The
data is listed in the appendix.

Bass Model and Parameter Estimation
With the empirical data related to memb er growing and
total potential members, two parameters p and q in the
Bass model can be estimated by different methods.
Figure 1. The Bass model for Forecasting the Rate of
Adoption of a New product. Surce: Mahajan, Muller,
and Bass (1990).

Mahajan et al. [17] provided two perspectives for the
parameter estimation, time -varying and time -invariant
estimation

“Time -varying

procedures.

estimation

procedures are designed to update parameter estimates as
new data become available.” [17, p.9] These procedures

METHOD
Sample and Empirical Data

are not used in this study because the empirical data are
historical records. On the other hand, the time -invariant
estimation procedures include ordinary least square (OLS),

The purpose of SCTNet is to facilitate the professional
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), and nonlinear
communication among teachers in Taiwan. The potential
least squares (NLS). Among those techniques, NLS
SCTNet members are teachers in elementary schools and
usually generates more satisfactory results. In this study,
junior high schools. A team located in National Sun,
NLS is computed by SPSS 10.0 for the statistic estimation
Yat-sen University in Kaohsiung (the second largest city

of p and q.

in Taiwan, on the southern part of Taiwan island) takes
Moreover,

two

important

requirements

have

been

charge of SCTNet platform development, and the Bureau
confirmed. First, the size of adopters should cover the
of education, Kaohsiung city government and many

peak of theoretical n(t*)

distribution; otherwise the

schools and teachers are promoting and managing this
estimations

would

not

generate

stable

and

robust

community. The promoting activities are mostly held in
parameters. Second, the NLS is based on the assumption
Kaohsiung, which results in the majority of members
of continuous variables. For the first condition, the
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exceeds the half of the potential members (it is 3172). For
the second condition, before estimating diffusion model,
the discrete analog to the original continuous differential
equation must be formulated. The original differential
equation is transformed into the following equation,



 1 e ( p q )t 
N (t) m

1  q e( p q ) t 


 p

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Table 1 presents the statistic estimation for p and q in the
Bass model, where p is estimated as 0.024 and q is 0.071.
That R-square is 0.983 which indicates that a good model
fit for the empirical data. Figure 2 shows the empirical
data and the predicted values for cumulative distribution
of registered members.
With results shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, the Bass
model is a good model to describe the membership
growth of SCTNet. In addition, the fact that the estimated
value of q is almost three times of p implies the personal
communication is more effic ient to recruit new members
than the mass-media effect.
Table 1. The results of NLE estimation procedure.
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DISCUSSIONS
e
d
m Diffusion
The Slow
e
m
For the application of the Bass model to the diffusion
b
process ofe general innovation, Lawrence and Lawton [11]
r
suggestedsthat p + q ranged from .3 to .7 is appropriate.
(
Sultan et al. [23] suggested the average values for p and q
5
4 .38 respectively where q is often greater than
are .03 and
5
p. Table 17shows the estimation of p + q as 0.095 which is
)
much smaller than the suggested range of Lawrence and
f
Lawton. o The low value would result in slow diffusion
r
[23]; thatt reflects on the real data to let SCTNet
h
membership grow slowly. Nevertheless, the virtual
i
s and traditional marketing for durable goods
community
s
share veryt few common properties. Further researches are
u
needed to investigate why the slow diffusion happens.
d
y be new references for the value of p + q for
There should
the Internet.

Homophily Effect
Rogers [20] explains how homophilous or heterophilous
communication can affect the diffusion. “Homophily is
the

degree

communicate

to

which

are

a pair

similar,”

of individuals

stated

by Rogers,

who
and

“Heterophily is the opposite of homophily.” Individuals
with similar attributes are most likely to have effective
communications.

Homophily

usually

accelerates

the

diffusion process. However, the homophilous diffusion
patterns spread horizontally rather than vertically because
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the diffusion is limited in a group or system composed by

Critical Mass Does Not Appear

people sharing certain common characteristics. As the
Internet has been attributed to the interactive media as
opposite to homophily, heterophilous interpersonal links
well as telephone, fax, electronic messaging systems, etc.

that is close to Granuovetter’s theory of weak ties connect

For such interactive innovation, the critical mass happens
two sets of homophilous groups [8]. An efficient diffusion
at the time when there is a certain amount of innovation
process

needs

sufficient

heterophlous

links

among
adopters so that each additional adopter would generate

different homophilous groups. It turns out that homophily
extra advantage to a whole system constructed by all the
could be an invisible barriers for an innovation diffusion
adopters [18]. As discussed by Rogers [20, p.314], an
[20].
interactive innovation has a steeper S-curve after the
The

target

population

of SCTNet

is

teachers

of
diffusion reaching its critical mass.

elementary schools and junior high schools in Taiwan. In
A virtual community as SCTNet is also an interactive
these schools, a teacher owns at least an undergraduate
media. The more members gather on the SCTNet, more
degree with specific requirement of education credits.
valuable teaching experiences or resources are shared
Teachers have similar education background and with the
among the SCTNet members. However, the line shown in
same carrer goal as teaching and education. They are
Figure 2 suggests that there is none of the critical mass for
homophilous groups. This might be one reason for the
the SCTNet membership growth. The reason for this
slow diffusion rate of SCTNet membership.
empirical result might be the small sample that consists of
elementary and junior high school teachers in a city of

Effect of Isolation

Taiwan.

Coleman et al. [6] stated that isolated individual who
hardly interacts with

others would not

learn their

CONCLUSION

experiences about adopting the innovation. A system
There are many unique characteristics for professional
contains many isolated persons would result in slow
virtual

community.

Understanding

the

pattern

of

diffusion such that the diffusion rate becomes almost a
membership

growth

can

help

for the

operationed

fixed constant. In fact, isolation has turned to be a general
decisions as well as advertising strategies. This paper is
problem of teachers [2]. Lortie claimed that both physical
an exploratory case study by analyzing the data of
and social isolations have long troubled teachers [15].
SCTNet to observe an innovation diffusion process on the
Harris considered that the architectural structure of school
Internet. In the study, the Bass model provides a good
buildings hinders teachers from interacting with each
model fit to the empirical data, but the diffusion rate
other [9]. In addition, the spirit of autonomy and the
appears to be much slower than traditional durable goods
respect of privacy diminish communications among
used to be discussed in the marketing researches. Several
teachers [5][13].
perspectives of the diffusion process are discussed in this
The cumulative distribution of registered members shown
paper, possible reasons including homophily, isolation and
in Figure 2 looks more close to a straight line than an
the small sample size. Nevertheless, the result is not
S-shaped curve. The result implies that isolation might
conclusive. Further studies are suggested as the following.
exit among teachers, and thus the chain-reaction snowball
Firstly, it has been more than thirty years since the Bass
does not occur.
model was proposed in 1969. It has inspired many
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different diffusion models for various conditions and
applications. Because the virtual community such as

its special

Alternative models are suggested

characteristics.

to be the further

28

Finally, does a life -cycle effect exist in the virtual
community as what the traditional marketing researchers
found from durable goods or innovations? Although it
does not show on the data of SCTNet, life-cycle problem
is an important issue for the operational and strategic
decisions not only for general business, but als o for the
Internet.

Appendix: Source Data
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ABSTRACT
The Internet opens up new business opportunities for the
real estate industry. It provides real estate companies with
new ways to collaborate with service providers, gain
customer and market information, and communicate with
the customer in new ways to turn the industry into a
customer-centric driven modus operandi. It also makes the
real-estate market more transparent, and hence more
efficient. This, in turn, will create downward pressure on
existing commission fees, create multiple revenue
channels, and redefine the role of the agent as an
intermediary.
A collaborative commerce-model framework is developed
and illustrated to act as an enabler for turning these
opportunities into a future reality. The collaborative model
is based on a generic e-business applications framework,
which incorporates Enterprise Resource Planning, Supply
Chain Management, Customer Relationship Management,
Selling Chain Management, and Enterprise Application
Integration and Business Intelligence.
INTRODUCTION
In the traditional real estate environment, the agent is at
the heart of the transaction; without an agent, it is
extremely difficult to either purchase or sell a property.
The agent’s job is to bring sellers and buyers together and
provide them with information, advice, and assistance
throughout the whole property transaction. It is the agent’s
responsibility to help the seller establish a reasonable price
for the property, plan marketing activities, and find
prospective buyers. In return, the client is contractually
obligated to pay the agent a commission fee, which equals
a certain percentage of the sales value [1]. However, the
agent also assists prospective buyers to locate new
properties. In this situation, the agent researches the
market and compiles a comprehensive list of properties
that match the customer’s demands. Once this has been
done, the agent arranges for the client to go and view the
selected properties. The agent then accompanies the
customer and provides him with property information
throughout the entire inspection process. Furthermore, he
helps to negotiate prices and moving-in dates, as well as to
locate banks, insurance companies, and appraisal firms,
etc. In return for the agent’s assistance in completing the
transaction, he receives a proportion of the commission,
paid by the seller – as discussed above (ibid). In some
instances, however, when there is a high market demand
for properties, the buyer’s agent gets commissioned
directly by the buyer.
Although this business model has been around – and has
seemed to work well – for several decades, it is now
starting to fall apart. “Where the industry has excelled is in
customer acquisition and doing deals. It has not excelled
in serving customers…We look at the world from the

inside out. We look at what is good for ourselves and not
at what is good for the consumer” [2]. From the
customer’s point of view, buying or selling a property has
been an extremely long and cumbersome process. The
purchasing experience has involved spending hours in the
car, driving from house to house in order to find a suitable
match – taking up valuable time for the potential buyer.
Furthermore, buyers and sellers have also had to trust
agents to act in their best interest – they themselves have
had little control over the transaction. Information has
been “closely guarded by the real estate community, and
the only alternative for consumers [has been] to represent
themselves” (ibid).
The key point is that the traditional business model has
created very limited value for the customer. The agent has
guarded property information as much as possible, simply
to take advantage of the market. With internet-enabled
customers, the business model is changing. This paper
develops a collaborative commerce framework for the real
estate industry, highlighting some of the features of the
changing business model. Before outlining the functions
of such model, a number of current internet activities in
the real estate sector are summarized.
REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES ON THE INTERNET
Last year alone, companies invested a total of $500
million in online real estate services and analysts now
estimate that there are more than 500,000 real estate Web
sites on the Internet [11], [18]. Empowered by the internet,
customers can access property data, view related pictures
and take 3D virtual tours. At Bovision
(www.bovision.com), for example, visitors can view up to
five different film clips of each property – featuring
different views and angles. Other firms also provide
information such as home layout indications and registered
plans, details concerning zoning and rates, and locality
maps with schools, transport, and shops etc. in order to
help the visitor find a suitable house. “You get more
information from the Internet in just one hour than it
would have taken a week to accumulate 10 years ago” [7].
However, some companies do more than list property and
neighborhood information on their sites. Century21.com,
Homestore.com, and Homeroute.com, for example, have
realized that the Internet can be used in even more creative
ways to heighten the level of customer service. Century21
(www.century21.com), for example, guides the client
throughout most of the relocation experience. To begin
with, the site helps the customer calculate how much
money can be spent on a new property, taking into account
the present income level, taxe s, existing debt payments,
etc. The site also features a mortgage calculator, and helps
with the decoration of the new home. The ‘Century21
Home Planner’ enables customers to visualize the property,
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and experiment with designs before even moving in. The
application provides suggestions as to where the furniture
should be placed, based on information such as the
location of windows, phone jacks, doors and electrical
outlets etc. Furthermore, the company can also suggest
momentary living arrangements; disconnect and reconnect
utilities; and provide free installation of security systems.
Homestore.com (www.homestore.com) propagates the
slogan: “Everything Home on the Internet.” They
developed a portal which links the customer to most
parties needed in the transaction, such as finance and
insurance companies, moving firms, remodeling and
maintenance services etc. [9]. Homeroute.com
(www.homeroute.com) provides a similar service, but in
addition allows its customers to inquire about houses that
are not even on the market yet. It says: “We help make
your dream house…your house!” (www.homeroute.com).
Through the software “Dream Track”, customers can
register their interest in a particular house – which is not
on the market – and receive instant information by email
as soon as the owner decides to sell. It gives people the
opportunity to place offers before the property even
reaches the market.
Although these companies show that the Internet can be
used to serve customers in new ways, the real estate
business model shows still far greater promise in creating
a ‘one-stop’ shopping experience for the customer. With
the Internet as a business platform, “there are endless new
opportunities for partnerships and new ways of thinking
about the business” [11].
Before discussing the e-business enabled collaborative
commerce- model for the real-estate market, it is useful to
review some basic e-business developments and how they
may impact the real estate industry.
E-BUSINESS APPLICATIONS AND REAL-ESTATE
The E-Business Distribution System
The e-business distribution model threatens the existence
of agents in the service industry. The trend of eliminating
these intermediaries, with the help of the Internet, is
referred to as ‘disintermediation’ [20]. The e-business
model for the real estate environment does not encourage
automatic purchases over the Internet. “Homes aren’t
commodities, and no matter how good the virtual-tour
technology gets, it will never reach the point where you’ll
buy a home like you buy a book at Amazon.com with a
one-click purchase” [9]. After all, a home purchase is one
of the most emotional and expensive transactions people
make in a lifetime. The e-business model can, however,
enable companies to facilitate the transaction for the
customer by:
Speeding up the transaction process
Detect problems in the transaction faster and
collaborate to solve them
Enable e-supply chain members to work together
to create customized ‘packages.’
First of all, an e-supply chain for the real estate industry
can significantly speed up the transaction process. All
companies, needed to fulfill the transaction – real estate
agencies, mortgage firms, appraisal firms, moving
companies, legal advisors, etc. –, can all cooperate and

work towards one common goal – to help the customer
complete the transaction. The customer can view homes,
apply for mortgages, and order inspection services, at the
same time [19]. This model can, therefore, significantly
reduce the time needed to complete a transaction.
Furthermore, the e-supply chain members can also detect
problems faster and collaborate to solve them. If the
moving-in date, for example, has to be postponed for a
significant period of time, due to the restoration of a
damaged entity – discovered by the house inspection team
–, the e-supply chain members can immediately inform the
customer of the problem. They can then help the customer
deal with this inconvenience by automatically proposing
properties he could rent in the meantime.
Moreover, the real estate e-supply chain members can also
work together to create customized ‘packages’, such as
‘ Purchase this villa and you get a 10 percent price
reduction at our moving firm, 12 months pool and
gardening care, and free interior design advice.’
Electronic Customer Relationship Management
(eCRM)
Electronic customer relationship management (eCRM) is
the concept of leveraging technology to enhance customer
relationships via the Internet, and includes techniques such
as:
§ Customized and personalized web sites and e-mails,
§ Assistance over the web, and
§ Online rewards
Web Customization and Personalization
Customers who have to go through Web page after Web
page with irrelevant information just in order to reach
something of personal interest are likely to get impatient
and leave the company’s site. In order to avoid this
situation, many companies allow their customers to set up
web sites that match their own interests and needs. This is
called web customization [25].
For the real estate transaction, this would translate into the
creation of personal web folders. Real estate companies
can use personal folders to help clients coordinate and
facilitate their online search for properties
(www.homestore.com). It is not always easy for clients to
remember everything about properties and, as such, they
may often have to go back and try to find the information
all over again. With these folders, customers can collect
property information, pictures, telephone numbers, details
about open houses, maps, etc., throughout the company’s
site and save it all on one single web page. They do no
longer have to use the search engine every time they desire
to view a particular property. Some companies, however,
take the web customization-strategy one step further; they
personalize the web site ‘on the fly’ [14]. These
companies do not require visitors to fill in questionnaires
with personal information; they create personalized visits
by using cookies. “A cookie is a small code left on the
user’s computer that [looks] up information on an ebusiness’s database. This code retrieves information such
as past actions, search interests, or part purchases, which
can be used to personalize the site” [14]. Real estate
companies can also use web personalization to enhance
customer relationships. By using cookies to find out what
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type of properties the client has looked at in the past, the
company can provide him with a web site that matches his
interests. The personalized web site could feature
information about new properties on the market, current
mortgage rates, insurance offers, and security system
information etc. – everything that the customer may have
looked at in the past. The personalization strategy aims at
providing customers with relevant information every time
they log onto the site. After all, detailed information about
fancy villas is worthless to a person who is currently
looking for his first flat.
Personalization techniques are not limited to Web sites; a
company can also employ personalized emails to target
customers [23]. If a customer visits a site and looks at a
specific property several times, but never inquires further
because of the listed price, the real-estate company can use
email personalization to inform the customer as soon as
the list price changes. Companies can also send out
personalized emails to visitors and inform them as soon as
new properties – matching their demands – appear on the
market. This enables companies to serve customers even
when they are not on their site. Personalized emails can
also be used to let people know how the transaction is
coming along once it has been set in motion.
By employing customization and personalization
strategies, a company can create more intimate customer
relationships. However, when companies personalize web
sites they may – at times – deal with rather sensitive
customer information [25]. Consequently, companies have
to be careful of the way they use this strategy. They have
to know which information to collect, how to use it, and
how to inform their customers – if at all – of their
information gathering activities. After all, if companies are
caught invading customers’ privacy, they do not build
relationships; they break them [24]. As such, this strategy
should be used with caution.

operators are unable to deal with all the queries. In this
case, the real estate company could turn to a system that is
based on Artificial Intelligence (AI). “AI is a set of
software tools that enables computers to think like humans
to solve problems. It enables computers to learn and refine
knowledge gained from experience”
(www.uga.edu/caes/AI/glossary.htm#ai). As such,
particular questions could be responded to without the
help of an operator. In the case when the computer would
not be able to respond to a question, the system could
automatically re-route the customer to a trained operator.
Web assistance is essential for this industry. Due to the
fact that the real estate transaction is very emotional and
extremely expensive, customers demand that they receive
utmost service [3].
Online Reward Programs
Real estate companies can also employ reward programs
to lure their visitors to do business with them. The online
real estate company, Century21, uses a reward program
called ‘Air Miles’. This program rewards customers with
two air miles for every US$1,000 property they buy or sell
through their site (www.century21.com). Customers can
collect these miles to receive free rewards, such as car
rentals, long distance calling, weekend trips, and more.
A COLLABORATIVE COMMERCE-FRAMEWORK
FORTHEREALESTATE INDUSTRY
E-Business Applications Framework
In the web-enabled business model, the business model
becomes customer-centric, or demand-chain driven, rather
than supply-chain driven which is currently the case. The
major components of a comprehensive demand-chain
driven, and e-business enabled, management framework
are illustrated in Figure 1[13].

Web Assistance
Apart from personalization, many companies also
implement customer support modules on their site to assist
troubled visitors. The online real estate company,
ZipRealty.com (www.ziprealty.com), for example has a
‘Live Help’ button on its site, which enables visitors to
chat with an operator in real time [8]. In order to receive
personal assistance, the visitor can simply choose from a
list of operators, enter the name of the desired one, and
then wait for a connection. Within seconds, the operator
sends a chat message to the visitor asking him how he can
be of assistance. Products, like this one, allow online real
estate companies to provide a personal touch to the
customer service. It enables the operator to provide the
client with instantaneous information about properties,
‘push’ web pages to him, or update him about the status of
a transaction – all in a personalized manner.
This product is very valuable to the company when the
number of customers, who demand assistance, is relatively
small. However, as the web site traffic increases, there is a
chance that the system can become overloaded, as
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service (if applicable). This way, the company can
coordinate activities and perform different tasks
simultaneously, instead of approaching them one by one in
a chain-like manner.
The Internet can also help companies integrate their ERP
systems across supply chain members [16]. For the real
estate industry, this means the creation of an extended
enterprise – composed of real estate agents, appraisal firms,
insurance companies, and banks etc. – all linked together
through the Internet. This business environment leads us to
the integration of supply chain management concepts in
the overall management framework.

Figure 1. E-Business Applications Framework
(Source: Kalakota and Robinson, 2001, 440)
So far, many online real estate companies have
experimented with separate components of this model.
This paper presents a more comprehensive collaborative
commerce-framework by integrating various components,
as illustrated in Figure 1, to create additional value for the
customer. Some of these components will be briefly
discussed below.
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
ERP is a software system that “integrates key business and
management processes to provide a sky-level view of
what’s going on in [the] organization” [22].
Let’s imagine, for example, that a new client signs up with
the real estate company to sell his house. As soon as a
new file is opened, the ERP system can automatically
inform the relevant departments of the need to:
§ Create a virtual tour of the property,
§ Take property pictures,
§ List the property online as well as in traditional media,
and
§ Send out a personalized ‘thank you for using our
company’ email, etc.
As the transaction progresses, and these tasks are
completed, the ERP system can help employees update the
client’s file, which in turn creates new process
requirements. For example, as soon as the advertising
campaign is up and running – both on the Internet and in
traditional media – the ERP system can automatically send
out an invoice to the customer, charging him for the

Supply Chain Management
Supply chain management is one concept the real estate
business model has lacked in until now. Even though
Homestore.com uses the Internet to link customers to the
sites of partner companies, there is no real cooperation
among them. Consequently, customers are forced to deal
with each company separately. In order to move towards a
more desirable one-stop shopping experience, real estate
companies have to form closer relationships with various
business players, thereby moving towards a collaborative
commerce model.
The collaborative commerce, or c-commerce, model
describes an interactive community where personnel,
business partners, and customers are joined together by the
Internet to collaborate and expand business relationships
[5]. It integrates business activities with all other supply
chain participants to create an extended enterprise, which
acts towards one common goal: to complete the
transaction for the customer.
This is how it can work for the real estate industry. As
soon as a new customer contacts a real estate company –
in order to buy or sell a house -, a new customer file is
opened. With the help of the Internet and the appropriate
technology, the company could then trigger all required
activities, which may include requests for mortgage rates,
house inspections, insurance information, security system
installations, etc. As such, this collaborative community
allows the supply chain participants to jointly handle real
estate transactions. Realty Plus Online Inc.’s
(www.realtyplusonline.com), for example, has developed a
back-office system called closeyourdeal.com. This product
targets online real estate companies who desire to work
together with service companies to create a ‘one-stop’
shopping experience for customers. “With
closeyourdeal.com, real estate agents, buyers, sellers, title
and settlement companies, lenders, appraisers, inspectors,
and attorneys can easily collaborate in a secure Web
environment” (www.closeyourdeal.com). This emerging
real estate c-commerce model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. C-Commerce Model for the Real Estate Industry
(Source: Realty Plus Online Inc.,
www.realtyplusonline.com/19.asp)
All closeyourdeal.com participants can send messages,
share documents, and jointly manage transactions over the
Web. “This saves time, lowers costs, and improves
efficiency” (www.closeyourdeal.com). Each company
receives only the information necessary for its specific
task, and can start processing the order as soon as it is
notified. Furthermore, all partners can track the deal and
see how it progresses.
The most important characteristic of this c-commerce
system, however, is that it allows the customer to get more
involved in the transaction. The customer can access upto-date information about the transaction twenty-four
hours a day and see how it advances. “Allowing
[customers] to see the status of their deals makes all
participants in a transaction more accountable and [it]
promotes better communication between clients and
service providers” [21]. For security reasons, the platform
is protected by firewalls. On September the 18 th , 2000, the
Realty Plus Online Inc. launched its system on a national
level – throughout the United States. The CEO of the
company described this event as “an important milestone
for the real estate industry. This step demonstrates that the
real estate industry is ready to accept online transaction
solutions” [12]. Currently, more than 4,200 real estate
agents and service companies use the system to enhance
business performance (www.closeyourdeal.com).
Although closeyourdeal.com is a groundbreaking
development – which allows companies to collaborate
with each other from coast to coast in the U.S.– it has not
yet considered the possibility to use the c-commerce
environment for linking companies globally. The ccommerce model can enable companies in different
countries to collaborate with each other, whenever needed,
to allow customers to complete deals across borders. The
following scenario illustrates how this business model
would work.
Let’s assume that a Belgian customer contacts an
‘international’ online real estate company – which can
deal with customers in almost any language – with the
desire to buy a holiday home in Spain. As soon as the
company receives the customer’s request, it would contact
a Spanish real estate agency, which would provide it with

the needed property listings over the Internet. This system
allows the customer to view properties in Spain, without
having to deal with the local agency. When the customer
finds a house he likes, he can put in a request over the
Internet. The online company and the Spanish agency can
then collaborate via the c-commerce community to handle
the transaction. They can organize open houses, arrange
for house inspections, help their clients settle on a price,
etc. Because the Spanish company has the cultural
knowledge and understands the market, it could also help
the online company inform the buyer about Spanish tax
laws, insurance necessities, and local neighborhood
information, etc.
Not only does this business model facilitate the transaction
for the customer; it also benefits both the online real estate
company and the Spanish agency. The international online
company can provide its customers with listings and
assistance throughout the entire world, thus improving its
level of service. At the same time, the Spanish company
can increase sales by making it easier for foreign
customers to conduct business. Naturally, the two
companies would have to split the commission in a preestablished manner in order to create an incentive for
collaboration. Aside from enabling companies to increase
the level of collaboration with supply chain members; it
also makes it easy for companies to locate new partners
and suppliers through “reversed auctions” to locate the
most attractive service providers, such as professional
photographers, ad-agencies etc.
All these players offer relatively standardized services,
which make them suitable for the reversed auction model.
With the development of a real estate e-supply chain, the
industry is finally showing signs of efficiency.
Customer Relationship Management
Whereas the ERP and SCM applications deal with backoffice processes, customer relationship management
targets the front-office, its main focus being to deliver the
right knowledge to the right customers at the right time.
This can be achieved with personalization techniques, web
assistance, and incentive programs discussed earlier.
“CRM applications focus on the administrative aspects of
a company’s sales, marketing, and service efforts, they
generally do not directly enhance the customer’s buying
experience” [13, p.206-207]. This is where Selling Chain
Management enters the picture.
Selling Chain Management
The concept of selling chain management aims to improve
the way clients can purchase and sell properties via the
Internet. Its focus is on the buying process, not the sales
process, enhancing the buying process and making it faster
for both customers and salespeople. Traditionally,
customers and sellers have had to rely on the real estate
agent to accomplish this mediating task. However, with
the Internet as a channel, buyers and sellers can now locate
each other without the help of the agent. Taken a step
further, they may even use an e-auction site to settle the
price tag of properties. The E-auction model is built on the
idea that with the right technology, sellers and buyers can
come together via the Internet and settle prices of
properties without even leaving their homes [15]. One
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company that has put theory into action to allow customers
to participate in online property auctions is
1roofrealty.com (www.1roofrealty.com). “We have created
1roofrealty.com because we think the process of finding,
buying, and selling real estate is far too difficult, confusing,
time consuming, and expensive. In short, it is a trade in
need of a fearless and intelligent company to revolutionize
the industry. The public needs valuable and effective
service, lots of choices, and most of all, lower commission
prices. We believe the public has waited long enough; the
time for 1roofrealty.com has arrived”
(www.1roofrealty.com).
1roofrealty.com aims to increase efficiency in the real
estate transaction by allowing customers to handle the deal
by themselves via the Internet.
For a person who desires to sell a property, the company
offers very favorable conditions. In addition to assisting
the seller with traditional advertising campaigns and
organizing open houses, 1roofrealty.com also creates a
Web page with a 360 degree virtual tour of the house,
detailed property information, and links to partners who
provide online school reports, maps, and community
information [17]. Furthermore, it allows the seller to set up
an e-auction on his site and enable interested buyers to
place bids online.
This is how the model works. At the start of the auction,
the seller announces a closing time, which informs
everybody of the duration of the auction. From this point
onward, the buyers can place bids on the site and access
the e-auctions twenty-four hours a day to see how it
progresses. When the seller receives an interesting offer,
he is not obliged to wait until the auction closes to accept
it; he can put the auction into ‘countdown’. At this
moment, all bidders are automatically notified of the
seller’s interest in the particular bid and a new closing time
is posted on the site. This allows all buyers to place last
minute bids before the auction closes
(www.1roofrealty.com).
When the auction comes to an end, 1roofrealty.com does
not remove the property from the site straight away.
Instead the company only posts the word ‘pending’ on the
site. As a result, visitors can continue to take virtual tours
and get information about the property until the deal is
completely finalized. This way, the company minimizes
the seller’s time spent ‘off market’ in a situation when a
deal falls through.
Through this e-auction model, 1roofrealty.com allows its
customers to settle the price of properties without
involving an agent. However, because the parties negotiate
prices all by themselves in this environment, the company
also provides online pricing assistance for the ones who
desire it. On April the 18 th , 2000 the company announced
the use Domania.com’s (www.domania.com) ‘Home Price
Check’ service (1roofrealty.com, 2000). This product
enables customers to view previous sale prices of
properties in a certain area, find out the sale price of a
specific house, or search for houses within a specified
price range (www.1roofrealty.com). This product
empowers online visitors to compare property prices and
learn about the real estate market – an absolute
requirement for people who plan to participate in an
auction. “1RoofRealty and Home Price Check are a

perfect complement. With the combination of our services,
homeowners will know when to sell, where to buy, and
will save time and money in the process” (1roofrealty.com,
2000).
1roofrealty.com argues that its e-auction is “a better way to
sell homes, as it makes the buying process easier and
ultimately nets the most competitive price for the seller”
(1roofrealty.com, 2000). It also gives buyers a fair chance
on the market. All the interested buyers can see the bids as
they are placed on the Internet and they know what they
have to offer in order to make the house their future home.
There is no risk of being overbid without knowing about it.
This e-auction model brings house shopping to a new level.
Many customers will still want to visit properties and view
them in person before entering into a transaction [15].
Buying a new home is, after all, a very emotional
experience and it also involves a lot of money. “Buying a
home [is] a dream, and it’s personal. You need the human
element” [19]. As such, the Internet will not eliminate the
need for open houses. However, due to the fact that the
Internet enables customers to research the market, view
pictures, and take 3D virtual tours, without leaving their
houses the e-business model can significantly reduce the
amount of time customers spend in the car looking for a
suitable house. The necessary research – together with the
bidding and closing processes – can now be handled over
the Internet. As such, this business model provides today’s
time conscious customers with increased value.
Administrative Control
From the previous discussions, it is clear that the
mediating role of the real estate agent as an intermediary is
about to change fundamentally if additional value is to be
created for the customer. Under the assumption that some
mediating needs will remain, such as the organizing of
open-house visits, the Internet enables agents to put their
agendas – together with all the needed documents and
contact numbers – online [6]. The agent’s job is further
facilitated by the recent development of wireless personal
digital assistants (PDA). These are small handheld
electronic devices, which make it possible to access the
Internet no matter where one is located [10]. The PDA
does not require telephone lines or cables to log on to the
Internet. Instead, it uses radio frequency – just like a
mobile phone – to access the Internet. Through the use of
the Internet and these wireless devices, real estate agents
can view property listings, make appointments through
emails, download files, etc – all this while being out of the
office. This enables the agent to be more efficient as he
does not have to be tied to the desk in order to receive
updates on the clients’ transactions. The Internet allows
the real estate agent to access information at any time and
anywhere he likes. In a service industry, where customers
desire up-to-date information, this is of tremendous
importance.
The next section describes how the components described
earlier can be integrated to create a unified collaborativecommerce model.
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Enterprise Application Integration and Business
Intelligence
EAI focuses on linking all systems – both within and
between companies – together, thereby helping the real
estate community integrate ERP systems, CRM modules,
and online applications between all c-commerce
participants, in order to provide a free flow of information
between their disparate systems. For example, it can link
CRM modules together with an e-auction system. This
interconnectivity would allow the company to include eauction information in the web personalization strategy.
As a visitor logs on to the site, the company could inform
him of ongoing auctions that match his profile and past
search interests. Furthermore, the company could also link
the e-auction application with the respective ERP-module,
informing the relevant service companies as soon as an eauction is closed.
As EAI ties all aspects of the e-business together, it also
plays a big role in another application, namely Business
Intelligence. “Business Intelligence is the processes and
procedures that collect, manage, mine, and analyze the
data generated by an enterprise, resulting in information
with strategic value” [4]. It is based on the belief that only
by collecting and analyzing data – and consequently
turning it into knowledge – can companies find the best
ways to serve customers and make decisions.
With the help of EAI, the real estate company can ensure
that data is collected from all systems within the company
– as well as within the partnered and franchised entities –
and entered into a database where it can be analyzed for
trends. This data could include:
§ The kind of properties clients are interested in,
§ The areas that people want to move to,
§ Demographics of customers,
§ Movements of interest rates,
§ Movements of property prices in general,
§ Taxation data, property laws, valuations, zoning
requirements, and
§ Unemployment rates, crime rates, climate, etc. in
different locations.
By collecting such data, the real estate company can come
to understand the market and its customers better. It can
figure out which sort of properties its customers are most
interested in by recording their purchase patterns. It can
look for relationships between customer demographics and
the type of properties they buy. If there is a strong
correlation at any point, the company can use this
information to more successfully recommend houses to
future customers. It can also study the characteristics of
the real estate market – such as interest rates – to predict in
which direction the industry will head. If the interest rates
increase, it becomes more expensive to borrow money and,
as such, people become more reluctant to purchase houses
in such periods. The real estate company could then try to
combat such a down swing by charging customers reduced
commission fees, or by employing an attractive rewards
program.
DISINTERMEDIATION ANDFEE-STRUCTURE
PERSPECTIVES
The collaborative commerce model described earlier may
impact the commission structure of the real-state industry

in more than one way, aside from more efficient
transaction costs. Today’s commission rates have rarely
reflected the level of service provided, and will become
much more competitive once the industry becomes more
transparent. Instead of charging clients a commission rate
for helping them to sell a house, other companies such as
DoItYourself (www.diyhomesales.com.au) charge a much
more modest fee for simply listing the property with them.
This company charges the seller a fixed fee of AU$1,495 –
much less than the average commission fee in the industry
– in order to list his property with information, pictures,
and a 3D virtual tour on its site. It also helps the seller to
establish a reasonable price for the property, place ads in
traditional newspapers, and send out leaflets to people in
the neighborhood. The seller pays the fee either when he
sells his house or after nine months – whichever comes
first. However, once he has paid, the company provides
service for as long as it takes to sell the property. This
business model includes a franchising strategy, where
franchisees are obligated to pay a certain percentage for
every deal they close as well as for every new property
they, themselves, list.
In addition, the real estate company would also be able to
make money off its collaborative relationships. Due to the
increased customer traffic that the listings would attract,
the real estate company would be able to promise service
companies increased business potential if they enter into a
collaborative agreement. The real estate company would
give them access to more customers – most of whom
desire their kind of service at some point in the future – on
one single web site. In return for the provision of increased
business opportunity, the real estate company would
demand a commission fee for each transaction that it helps
these companies to close. This model will work for the
first movers in the industry, after strong ‘branding’ of the
service. However, after that, many small intermediaries
will disappear. This is where the disintermediation will be
evident. As such, real estate companies would diversify
the channels in which they would generate revenue.
CONCLUSION
The Internet opens up new business opportunities for the
real estate industry. It provides real estate companies with
new ways to collaborate with service providers, gain
customer and market information, and communicate with
the customer in new ways to turn the industry into a
customer-centric driven modus operandi. It also makes the
real-estate market more transparent, and hence more
efficient. This, in turn, will create downward pressure on
existing commission fees, create multiple revenue
channels, and redefine the role of the agent as an
intermediary.
A collaborative commerce-model framework as outlined
in the paper may become an enabler for turning these
opportunities into a future reality.
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POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ISSUES
EXTENDED ABSTRACT
This abstract presents the preliminary findings of a study
comparing factors that impact the adoption of e-business
strategies by financial services companies in the United
States and some East Asian countries (Taiwan, Peoples
Republic of China, Hong Kong, South Korea and Japan).
The goal of our research was to explore the factors shaping
e-business strategies intended to provide integrated and
international financial services. We focused on 3 main
aspects,
 Technology and Infrastructure used to support ebusiness,
 Political and Economic issues shaping the regulatory
environment for financial services in each economy, and,
 Cultural issues related to e-business in each country.
Following a review of the literature covering each of the
above aspects, primary data was collected through the form
of structured interviews with managers involved with ebusiness strategy decisions at each company we visited. In
each interview, the intent was to gain an overall perspective
of what it takes for a financial institution to implement an
effective e-business strategy in the context within which it
must operate.
Three types of companies were chosen to be part of the study,
these included:
 Financial institutions were studied to gain insight into
the motivations behind current e-business strategies, as
well as, future directions. The companies in this
category include Citibank, Sanwa Bank and Hanvit
Bank.
 Technology/solution providers were studied to learn
about the issues financial services companies face in
selecting the appropriate technology and the challenges
in integrating the chosen solution. The companies in this
category include BizCurrency.com and NTT Docomo.
 Consulting companies, including Bain and Co as well as
Computer Sciences Corporation, were studied to
understand the direction in which the financial services
industry in each country was headed with respect to ebusiness strategies.

From the political and economic environment angle, the
regulation of the financial services industry and status of
deregulation efforts surfa ced as the dominant factor
impacting e-business strategies. Since 1999, the U.S. has
gone through substantial deregulation in the financial
services industry. The Financial Services Modernization Act
of 1999 has allowed financial institutions to offer all types of
services including, but not limited to, retail and commercial
banking, investment banking, brokerage services, as well as
insurance. In order to provide such products in an integrated
manner, financial service companies have found it necessary
to streamline their operational information systems to share
customer and transaction information across lines of
business. Further, to control costs of customer service, they
are striving to move more retail customers as well as
commercial clients to an online environment where routine
transactions can be automated and non -routine transactions
supported via online interaction with customer support
personnel.
Deregulation lowers barriers to entry, which has the ability
to increase competition. This increased competition drives
down prices and spurs innovation essential for developing Ebusiness strategies. In the end, the consumer benefits by the
convenience of a wider variety of services and lower prices
for those services. However, in order to develop innovative
methods of providing the services that customers and clients
demand, financial services companies have to invest
substantial amounts in upgrading their information systems.
Many Asian governments have begun to embrace
deregulation in hopes of obtaining the same results as in the
U.S. market. The currency crisis of 1997 has also prompted
several companies to introduce deregulation to increase
competitiveness in local financial services. In the countries
we visited, these deregulation efforts are beginning to impact
the local financial services companies. Exceptions to this are
the Peoples Republic of China where deregulation has yet to
take hold and Japan where economic conditions have led to
financial service companies engaging in efforts to
consolidate.
Deregulation in the telecommunication industry has also had
a significant impact on e-business as well. Because ebusiness strategies depend on high quality electronic
communication channels any changes in telecommunication
services has a substantial effect. In the U.S., the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 has led to a restructuring
of the telecommunication services industry with increased
levels of competition. This has brought down prices for
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telecommunication services. With the exception of China
and Japan, all the Asian countries included in our study have
some level of deregulation taking place in the
telecommunication industry. The most extensive impact is in
Korea where both fixed line and mobile access to the
Internet are widely available. In all the other countries, fixed
line access is either more expensive or less available. Mobile
telephones are widely available in all countries of this region
and this platform is being viewed as the way in which
customers will interact with businesses. One reason for the
wide availability of mobile telephony is the less regulated
nature of this service when compared with fixed line
telephone services. In addition, several countries that we
included in our study actively subsidized mobile
telecommunication services in the early stages of their
introduction to facilitate wide acceptance of the technology
in the population. This strategy has proven to be very
successful with high rates of penetration in all countries of
this region. The Peoples Republic of China has a lower
penetration rate when compared with the large population
base but is expected to have the largest number of
subscribers in the world in the next few years.

Although traditional financial services do not require a high
bandwidth, it is important for financial institutions to look
ahead at applications that could better their services by
utilizing more bandwidth.

A third element of the economic environment is the level of
standardization across the financial industry – this is
necessary for banks to implement an effective e-business
strategy. Standardization in procedures and documents
enable financial institutions to develop systems that do not
need constant modification and, therefore, are essential to
the practical implementation of an e-business strategy. These
standards must be agreed to by the majority of the
companies involved, and a strong standard making body is
crucial in bringing those companies together to achieve the
goal of standardization across the industry.

With the population density located around the major Asian
cities, some benefits of conducting transactions over the
internet are decreased. Additionally, the older population in
both in Asia and the U.S. are less willing to embrace this
new technology causing the younger population to be the
target of new e-business strategies. Financial services
companies must also work to educate the population on the
ease of use and benefits offered by their retail services, in
hopes of familiarizing the older population with the newer
technology.

TECHNOLOGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES
The foundation of an e-business strategy deals with the
technology used to implement the needed systems and the
infrastructure available to support transactions. Currently, in
the U.S. e-business infrastructure depends on the fixed line
telecommunication services. The vast majority of U.S.
consumers access the Internet via dial-up, with broadband
access gaining popularity. The reason for this has been the
relatively low prices charged for local telephone calls as well
as the low basic rates and easy availability of telephone
connections to the home or office.
While fixed line is the dominant aspect in the U.S. economy,
wireless/mobile telephony is a major part of the Asian
telecommunications infrastructure.
The maturity and
proliferation of mobile services in Asia are largely due to the
population density, geographic size, and implementation of
advanced technology. Furthermore less regulation of mobile
services and more competition when compared with fixed
line services in certain countries have made the mobile
telephones more attractive to the Asian consumer.
There is a current push to develop the 3-G technology that
will allow for greater bandwidth over mobile handsets.

Finally, the importance of government support in developing
a country’s infrastructure cannot be overlooked.
As
mentioned above, the wireless infrastructure has matured so
fast in large part due to the government subsidies provided
for the use of mobile devices. In addition to the sponsorship
of wireless, As ian governments have led the charge to
increase fixed line, broadband access – with the hopes of
extending this infrastructure to all consumers.
CULTURAL ISSUES
Although many Asian governments are leading the charge in
extending the infrastructure to all consumers, one important
aspect that must be looked at is the willingness of the
consumer to use the technology available.
Financial
Institutions must determine who will use the technology and
work to tailor their services to these individuals.

Our study shows that the three primary factors make for a
very dynamic environment. Therefore, it is essential for
financial institutions to be able to adapt quickly to the
changes in this environment. In addition to adapting to the
changes, banks must work with the governments to make
changes that will shape the regulatory environment in their
favor. While companies must continue to research new
technologies and think about how they can add value to the
existing infrastructure, the recent fallout in e-commerce has
caused a slower adoption of these new technologies. As a
result, financial institutions must be able to leverage the
current technology available and infrastructure in place.
Finally, in creating a global e-business strategy, banks can
never underestimate the cultural aspect at work. Banks must
continue to educate their customers about the benefits of ebusiness and provide incentives to use these services.
NOTE: For a complete version of this paper, please get in
touch with Dolphy Abraham at dabraham@lmu.edu.
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ABSTRACT
The late 1990s have witnessed a spurt in the growth of
online brokerage, as new and established companies
competed for a share of the red-hot market in Internet stock
trading. Companies such as E*Trade, Ameritrade, and
Datek Online emerged, while better-known discount brokers,
such as Charles Schwab, Fidelity, and TD Waterhouse, also
prospered in the new Web-based environment.
The objective of this paper is to study seven U.S. online
brokerage firms: Ameritrade, Charles Schwab, CSFBdirect,
Datek Online, E*Trade, Fidelity, and TD Waterhouse.
These firms will be compared and ranked based on their
commission, features, services, and e-business technologies.
A new group of heavyweight contenders, namely the
traditional full-service brokerages, are now stepping into
online trading. The list includes Merrill Lynch, Prudential
Securities, and Salomon Smith Barney. While the fullservice firms are certain to face significant challenges in
adapting a new way of doing business, their entry is certain
to change the game for the online players.
INTRODUCTION
The late 1990s have witnessed a spurt in the growth of
online brokerage, as new and established companies
competed for a share of the red-hot market in Internet stock
trading. Companies such as E*Trade, Ameritrade, and
Datek Online emerged, while better-known discount brokers,
such as Charles Schwab, Fidelity, and TD Waterhouse, also
prospered in the new Web-based environment.
The objective of this paper is to study seven U.S. online
brokerage firms: Ameritrade, Charles Schwab, CSFBdirect,
Datek Online, E*Trade, Fidelity, and TD Waterhouse.
These firms will be compared and ranked based on their
commission, features, services, and e-business technologies.
COMMISSION
Ameritrade
The commission is $8 per trade. A $5 additional fee is
assessed for limit, stop, and stop limit orders. There is no
limit on the number of shares traded.
Charles Schwab

The commission is $29.95 per trade for up to 1,000 shares.
When the number of shares exceeds 1,000, the commission
is $29.95 plus $0.03 per share over 1,000. Charles Schwab
offers a commission discount to active traders who execute a
qualifying number of trades in a calendar quarter.
The
commission is reduced to $19.95 with 31-60 qualifying
trades and to $14.95 with 61 or more qualifying trades.
CSFBdirect
For customers with account balances below $1,000,000, the
commission is $20 per trade for up to 1,000 shares. For each
share traded above $1,000, the commission is $0.02 per
share. Select clients (those with over $1,000,000 in their
account) will be able to trade up to 5,000 shares before the
$0.02 premium is assessed. The commission is the same for
market and limit orders.
Datek Online
The commission is $9.99 per trade up to 5,000 shares and is
the same for market and limit orders.
E*Trade
For listed stocks, the commission is $14.95 per trade for up
to 5,000 shares. For trades above 5,000 shares, E*Trade
adds $0.01 per share to the entire order. For NASDAQ
stocks and limit and stop orders, E*Trade charges $19.95
with no limit on the amount of shares traded.
The
commission is reduced by $5 per trade for investors with 3074 trades per calendar quarter and by $10 per trade for
investors with 75 or more trades per calendar quarter.
Fidelity
The standard commission is $25 per trade for the first 1,000
shares plus $0.02 for each additional share over 1,000. A $5
charge is added to limit and stop orders.
Discounted
commissions are available to investors who have a minimum
of 12 trades in the prior 12 months. The commission is
reduced to $14.95 per trade for the first 1,000 shares plus
$0.02 for each additional share. For select customers with
more than 240 trades in the prior 12 months, the commission
is reduced to $14 per trade for the first 1,000 shares plus
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$0.02 for each additional share. The $5 premium for limit
and stop orders does not apply to those customers who have
72 or more trades in the prior 12 months.
TD Waterhouse
The commission is $12 for up to 5,000 shares plus $0.01 for
each additional share up to 10,000 shares. The commission
is fixed at $100 for orders of more than 10,000 shares. A $3
per trade charge is added to limit orders. The commission is
reduced to $9.95 for market orders for select customers with
36 or more trades per calendar quarter.
MARGIN TRADING
Ameritrade
Initial margin requirements are $2,000 with a typical 30%
maintenance margin requirement, often increased for highly
volatile stocks and markets.
The margin interest rate is based on the prime rate. Small
debit balances (under $25,000) pay 1% above prime while
large debit balances (over $999,999) pay 1.5% below prime.
Charles Schwab
Clients can borrow a maximum of
of the marginable securities in
minimum equity of at least $5,000.
Schwab imposes a higher margin
70%.

50% of the current value
their account, with a
For some volatile stocks,
requirement of 60% or

CSFBdirect
The initial margin requirement and the maintenance margin
requirement can vary depending upon the nature of the
security. The margin requirements range from 30% to 50%.
The lending rate for margin accounts varies, depending on
the size of the balance in the account. The lending rate is
based on CSFB’s Base Lending Rate (CBLR) which is
currently set at 6.25%. On top of CBLR, the lending rate
premium ranges from 1.5% above (average margin balance
of less than $25,000) to 0.5% below (average margin
balance of $1,000,000 and above).
Datek Online

is subject to margin lending rules established by the Federal
Reserve and the NASD. Furthermore, E*Trade maintains
internal ma rgin policies that are more stringent than the
requirements set by the Federal Reserve and the NASD.
Currently, E*Trade requires that the customer’s equity not
fall below 30% of the value of the securities in the account.
If it does, the customer will then be required to increase the
account’s equity to 35%.
E*Trade’s margin interest rates are not fixed and therefore
are quoted daily and subject to change. The rates are set
according to a base rate, which is set by E*Trade and
determined by commercially recognized interest rates, such
as the broker call rate (BCR). Currently, the base rate is
7.75%. Depending upon the dollar amount borrowed by the
customer and how frequently the customer trades, margin
interest rates range between 2% above the base rate to 1.5%
below the base rate.
Fidelity
Fidelity’s margin accounts are charged an annual rate of
interest that varies from a minimum of 0.25% below to a
maximum of 2% above Fidelity’s base rate. The base rate is
set at Fidelity’s discretion based on commercial rates,
industry conditions, and general credit conditions.
TD Waterhouse
In accounts authorized for margin trading, TD Waterhouse
provides customer financing at the BCR + 1.25% for debit
balances of less than $50,000 and BCR + 0.25% for debit
balances of at or above $50,000. All margin accounts must
maintain a minimum equity of $2,000. Initial margin
requirements range from 50% to 100% while maintenance
margin requirements range from 35% to 100%.
EXTENDEDHOURSTRADING
Ameritrade
Pre-open trades can be executed between 8:00 a.m. and 9:15
a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between 4:15
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Eastern time.
Charles Schwab

The margin interest rate is based on the BCR. Small
accounts pay 2% above while large accounts pay 0.5%
below, with a sliding scale in between. The maintenance
margin requirement varies depending on the security.
Maintenance margin requirements start at 30% and may
reach 100%.
Generally, the maintenance margin
requirement is between 30% and 50%.

Pre-market trades can be executed between 8:00 a.m. and
9:15 a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between
4:15 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Eastern time. Only limited orders
are accepted. Orders up to 5,000 shares are accepted; odd
and mixed lots are subject to certain limitations.
Most
NASDAQ and certain listed stocks are available for trading.
Unexecuted extended hours orders are canceled at the end of
the session and do not carry over to the next day’s regular
market or extended hours trading sessions.

E*Trade
Customers may borrow on margin at E*Trade. These loans
are collateralized by the customer’s own securities. E*Trade

CSFBdirect
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Pre-open trades can be executed between 7:15 a.m. and 9:30
a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Eastern time. Extended hours trading is restricted
to limit orders only and round lot transactions. There are no
good-til-canceled orders allowed and all orders are only
good during the extended trading sessions. Short sales are
allowed for exchange listed stocks as well as NASDAQ
stocks during extended hours trading.
Datek Online
Pre-open trades can be executed between 8:00 a.m. and 9:30
a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between 4:00
p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Eastern time. Customers may enter
NASDAQ limit orders only. They can enter an order for day,
good-til-canceled, day + extended-hours or good-tilcanceled + extended-hours expiration.

The company responds to changing client needs with
continued product, technology, and service innovations.
During the first quarter of 2001, Schwab launched Stock
Explorer, an online stock-screening tool that enables clients
to identify equities that meet the screening criteria of
different investment strategies. Schwab announced Schwab
MyAccounts service, which will utilize technology provided
by Yodlee, Inc. to aggregate online financial information for
clients and enable them to analyze and manage that
information in one password-protected site. Schwab began
offering actively trading clients access to StreetSmart, which
leverages CyberTrader’s trading technology and combines
NASDAQ Level II quotes, real-time streaming news,
unlimited watch lists and real-time streaming interactive
charts with multi-channel access and dedicated personal
support.
CSFBdirect

E*Trade
Pre-open trades can be executed between 8:00 a.m. and 9:30
a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between 4:05
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Eastern time. Only limit orders are
accepted; there are no all-or-none, odd lot, short sale, or
good-til-canceled orders.
Only NASDAQ stocks are
accepted for pre-open trades; both NASDAQ and listed
stocks are accepted for after-hours trades.
Fidelity
Pre-open trades can be executed between 8:00 a.m. and 9:15
a.m., while after-hours trades can be executed between 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m. Eastern time. Orders that can be placed include
limit, immediate-or-cancel, buy-to-cover, cancel, and cancel
and replace orders. All orders are eligible for partial
executions. Some orders that cannot be placed include
market, short sale, fill-or-kill, stop, good-til-canceled, or allor-none orders. Orders must be in lots of 100 shares, which
is also the minimum order. The maximum order is 5,000
shares.
TD Waterhouse
Customers may conduct extended hours trading for
NASDAQ stocks from 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Eastern time.
E-BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES
Ameritrade
Ameritrade offers alerts and trading via personal digital
assistants, web enabled phones, and two -way pages. It uses
secure socket layer technology to encrypt information
transmitted by the customer to the web site.
Charles Schwab

CSFBdirect Anywhere allows account holders access to
price, research, news, and alerts through their pager, digital
cell phone, or personal digital assistant. For cell phones to
be compatible with CSFBdirect Anywhere, the account
holder’s cell phone needs to have wireless service.
Security using the wireless system has been established
through the use of over-the-air encryption and authentication.
This security uses standard secure sockets layer protection
and is considered secure for making transactions using
wireless devices.
Datek Online
Datek launched innovative software applications that have
revolutionized the industry. The NASDAQ Small Order
Execution System (SOES) helps Datek to profit. The Island
ECN System helps bring Datek to the forefront of online
trading. The Island ECN System, much like the SOES,
eliminates the middlemen who normally regulate trading
demand by matching buy and sell orders. This system
currently moves over 100 million shares of stock daily and
only charges a fraction of a penny per share, effectively
eliminating the bid and ask spread.
These software
developments have allowed Datek to assume the role of
stock market liberator by leveling the playing field for the
average small-scale investor.
E*Trade
E*Trade uses encryption and authentication, such as public
key cryptography technology and secure socket layer
technology to provide secure exchange and storage of
information. Intrusion detection systems are used to identify
unauthorized access attempts, while centralized and
automated access controls are in place to limit access to
customer data. Other measures to protect sensitive customer
information include the use of firewalls, network device
controls, and access policies that employees are required to
conform with.
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for limit orders.
CSFBdirect has the lowest account
minimum. Datek Online has the longest extended hours
trading. Table 3 shows the reliability and accessibility of the
online brokerage firms. Reliability is how reliably the
online-broker site could be accessed for an electronic trade.
Accessibility is how consistently a website’s homepage can
be called up across the United States. Datek Online has the
highest reliability while Ameritrade has the highest
accessibility. Table 4 presents the ranking of the online
brokerage firms based on Forrester.com. According to
Forrester.com, TD Waterhouse is the best online brokerage
firm, despite not receiving even one top rating in its six
categories. On the contrary, E*Trade was ranked last overall,
but it received top ratings in two categories: features and
usability. Table 5 shows the ranking of the online brokerage
firms based on Gomez.com. According to Gomez.com, the
best online stock brokerage firm is Charles Schwab and the
worse one is Datek Online.

Fidelity
Fidelity has a well-developed e-business group called
“FeB.” FeB enables investors of Fidelity Investments to do
business online with the launch of electronic account
applications, and is responsible for the design of the web site.
Currently, the group is seeking to implement its applications
in accordance with Electronic Signatures in Global and
National Commerce Act (E-Sign).
TD Waterhouse
TD Waterhouse provides a variety of electronic channels
through which customers can access products and services.
Customers can access their brokerage accounts online
through the Internet as well as through web-enabled phones
and personal digital assistants.
Through webBanking, customers can access a full range of
banking products and services offered by TD Waterhouse’s
affiliated banks through links to webBroker.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
Besides Ameritrade, Datek, and E*Trade, other discount
brokers, such as Charles Schwab, Fidelity, and TD
Waterhouse have emerged to compete in the new Web-based
environment. A new group of heavyweight contenders,
namely the traditional full-service brokerages, are now
stepping into online trading. The list includes Merrill Lynch,
Prudential Securities, and Salomon Smith Barney. While
the full-service firms are certain to face significant
challenges in adapting a new way of doing business, their
entry is certain to change the game for the online players.

COMPARISON AND RANKING OF ONLINE
BROKERAGEFIRMS
Selected statistics of firm size for the seven online brokerage
firms for 2000 are summarized in Table 1. Charles Schwab
is the largest stock brokerage firm in terms of all three
measures of size: number of accounts, revenue, and total
assets. Table 2 presents selected information of the online
brokerage firms. Ameritrade has the lowest commission for
market orders, but Datek Online has the lowest commission

Table 1
Summary of Selected Statistics, 2000
(inmillions)

Brokerage
Ameritrade
Charles Schwab
CSFBdirect
Datek Online
E*Trade
Fidelity
TD Waterhouse

Market Share of Online
Brokerage Assets
3.3%
38.5
2.5
1.4
5.6
30.6
10.5

Revenue
$ 655
7,139
358
N/A
2,202
N/A
1,575

Total
Assets
$ 3,798
38,154
277
3,221
17,317
N/A
10,989

Note:
N/A not available.
Sources: Wall Street Journal, 11/27/2000, p. R6;http://www.hoovers.com
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Table 2
Selected Information of Online Brokerage Firms
Commission
Market
Order
$ 8.00

Limit
Order
$13.00

Margin
Rate
Prime+1%

Account
Minimum
$2,000

Charles Schwab

$29.95

$29.95

BCR+2%

$5,000

CSFBdirect

$20.00

$20.00

CBLR+1.5%

None

Datek Online

$ 9.99

$ 9.99

BCR+2%

$ 500

E*Trade

$19.95

BCR + 2%

$1,000

Fidelity

$14.95 (listed)
$19.95 (NASDAQ)
$25.00

$30.00

BCR+2%

$2,500

TD Waterhouse

$12.00

$15.00

BCR+1%

$1,000

Brokerage
Ameritrade

Extended Hours
Trading (ET)
8 – 9:15 a.m.
4:15 – 6:30 p.m.
8 – 9:15 a.m.
4:15 – 8 p.m.
7:15 – 9:30 a.m.
4 – 7 p.m.
8 – 9:30 a.m.
4 – 8 p.m.
8 – 9:30 p.m.
4:05 – 6:30 p.m.
8 – 9:15 a.m.
4 – 8 p.m.
4:30 – 7 p.m.

Sources: Company Web sites.
Table 3
Reliability and Accessibility of Online Brokerage Firms

Brokerage
Ameritrade
Charles Schwab
CSFBdirect
Datek Online
E*Trade
Fidelity
TD Waterhouse

Reliability (4point max.)
2.65
3.30
3.16
3.27
3.00
3.21
2.99

Accessibility
99.8%
98.8
98.9
98.6
95.8
97.0
86.0

Homepage Download
Time (seconds)
6.00
15.24
7.00
4.00
3.00
9.19
2.00

Source: Kiplinger.com
Table 4
Ranking of Online Brokerage Firms

Brokerage
Ameritrade
Charles Schwab
CSFBdirect
Datek Online
E*Trade
Fidelity
TD Waterhouse

Advice
8.57 (6)
11.13 (2)
9.47 (4)
8.27 (7)
9.04 (5)
11.26 (1)
10.08 (3)

Customer
Service
12.41 (2)
10.71 (5)
12.48 (1)
11.88 (3)
10.04 (7)
10.34 (6)
11.83 (4)

Features
10.30 (6)
11.94 (2)
10.68 (5)
9.72 (7)
12.05 (1)
11.41 (4)
11.70 (3)

Transacting
10.71 (6)
12.57 (1)
11.38 (3)
11.24 (4)
11.55 (2)
11.01 (5)
10.18 (7)

Usability
8.80 (6)
8.38 (7)
9.90 (2)
9.27 (3)
10.10 (1)
8.93 (5)
9.27 (3)

Value
7.42 (2)
3.89 (7)
4.56 (6)
7.59 (1)
4.59 (5)
4.67 (4)
6.07 (3)

Total
Score
58.21 (4)
58.62 (2)
58.47 (3)
57.97 (5)
57.37 (7)
57.63 (6)
59.13 (1)

Source: http://www.powerrrankings.forrester.com
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Table 5
Ranking of Online Brokerage Firms

Brokerage
Ameritrade
Charles Schwab
CSFBdirect
Datek Online
E*Trade
Fidelity
TD Waterhouse

Ease of
Use
4.97 (5)
6.64 (2)
5.19 (4)
4.14 (7)
6.68 (1)
5.79 (3)
4.74 (6)

Customer
Confidence
7.48 (4)
8.04 (2)
8.75 (1)
7.46 (5)
6.79 (7)
7.11 (6)
7.96 (3)

On-Site
Resources
5.52 (6)
8.76 (1)
6.72 (4)
5.25 (7)
8.10 (2)
7.72 (3)
6.55 (5)

Relationship
Services
4.65 (7)
8.49 (2)
5.66 (4)
5.15 (6)
6.16 (3)
8.69 (1)
5.42 (5)

Overall
Cost
9.45 (1)
4.60 (7)
6.41 (5)
9.29 (2)
7.78 (4)
5.33 (6)
8.51 (3)

Overall
Score
5.98 (6)
7.62 (1)
6.45 (4)
5.82 (7)
7.04 (3)
7.13 (2)
6.34 (5)

Source: http://www.gomez.com
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The explosive growth of the Internet has made
Electronic Commerce (e-Commerce) indispensable in
today’s business environment. e-Commerce takes
advantage of the Internet technology to conduct business
electronically via advanced information networking and
communication facilities. The features of ubiquity and
platform independence contribute to the rapid growth of
the Internet. The Internet technology has been
evolutionary, but the business aspects of the Internet
have been revolutionary.
In addition to enhancing traditional business practices,
e-Commerce and the Internet also enable (often in a
revolutionary manner) the creation of new business
opportunities as well as effective business processes.
E-Commerce and the Internet are about access: to
information and business opportunities. Timely access
to information allows a company to operate more
effectively: in inventory control, in supply and value
chain management, in customer care and in procurement.
Information enables better coordination between
business partners (suppliers and distributors) to reduce
transaction costs and to streamline operations.
The Internet also extends the reach of business to
geographically dispersed sets of customers at minimum
costs. It represents a new distribution channel to an
otherwise out-of-reach market. Note that the “Internet”
channel is not revolutionary in extending a company’s
geographical reach. The mail-order catalog business
accomplishes the same function. The Internet model
enhances this geographical distribution model, at a
fraction of the cost. Other new businesses are made
possible (enabled) because of the Internet: the auctioning
market places, notably e-Bay. Such business models
are not possible without the Internet. Businesses cannot
afford not to incorporate the Internet infrastructure in

their strategic as well as operational planning, in order to
remain competitive.
Information flows in both directions between consumers
and businesses. Customers obtain product and price
information from companies, and companies obtain
“profile” information from consumers (through their web
surfing activities). To establish an Internet storefront,
businesses have to decide on how to advertise, how to
attract “eyeball” (foot traffic in traditional
brick-and-mortar storefront model), what to sell and how
to sell. Many radical business models have emerged
because of the Internet: free e-mail and PCs giveaways.
How do we make sense of these business models? This
will be one objective of our research effort: to create
taxonomy for Internet business models.
While there are an estimated more than 30 million
commercial web sites worldwide, with the addition of
5000 new commercial sites per month, some critical
problems have to be understood. These include how to
make your web site recognized, how to know customers’
interests (e.g., the time customers staying on certain
contents of your page, etc), how to manage the www
contents, how to make the customers doing purchase,
and how to manage the e-logistics, e-distribution, and
e-customer service, etc. Only after these problems been
studied, we then can harness the full potential of the
Internet in order to be successful on e-business. In
short, e-business definitely is not just to open a virtual
site on the Internet and then sit and wait for customers to
come.
Internet technology is the enabler of
E-Commerce, but E-Commerce is not “about” the
technology. There is more than the technology to deal
with to be successful in E-Commerce. As a second
objective, we propose to examine consumer behavior
with data derived from the Internet via log-file analysis.
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Many US companies have reported success in
implementing E-Commerce concepts to open their own
business and to gain market share. According to the
survey of “Business 2.0”, the total sales of E-Commerce
are more than 48 billion for the top 100 firms within US.
The top-five list includes Cisco Systems, Dell Computer,
IBM, AOL, and Amozon.com, which have all been
experiencing tremendous growth of the Internet sales
revenue and the contribution of the Internet sales to total
sales. Another important consideration concerns local
conditions: how to apply e-Commerce to Countries
outside the U.S. with different business environments
and cultures.
Considerations include customized
e-Commerce strategic planning and implementation (see
compatibility chart below), economic globalization trend
and the issue of core competence. Take, for example,
Taiwan: a developing country with a population around
23 million primary in a small island of Fareast region.
The economic situation, business environment, and
culture in Taiwan are unique to its own and the
development of e-Commerce for most of aspects is a few
years behind the U.S. For example, the number of
Internet users is expected to reach 6.5 million in this year.
Also according to some recent surveys, only less than
20% users in Taiwan ever shopped on the Internet.
These numbers are in sharp contrast to U.S. data, which
has around 100 million Internet users and more than half
of them have participated in on-line shopping. In
addition, there are also other issues such as the
demographic issue, the culture issue, the retail channel
and local logistics issues that contribute the different
consumer behavior in Taiwan versus in US. Therefore,
we studied the issue of local adoption of U.S. Internet
business models based on the compatibility chart.
In this paper, we investigated the followings:
(a) Environmental
scanning
of
Taiwan
E-Commerce market including current
situations and future opportunities.
(b) Discussion and analysis of companies
successfully applying E-Commerce in the

U.S.
(c) Assessment and evaluation of the different
situations between Taiwan and US markets.
And
(d) constructing a mapping mechanism from US
cyber market to Taiwan cyber market and
identifying the favorable business sectors to
invest.
To achieve the research purpose mentioned above, a
research procedure would be followed with a number of
studies. These studies can be represented as a matrix
which called the E-Commerce compatibility study
matrix. (Table 1)
In addition, a framework of
e-Commerce strategic planning and deployment (Fig.1)
is also proposed and discussed.
u

E-Commerce compatibility study matrix:

A compatibility matrix was designed to construct the
analysis of business environments versus functions and
business opportunities provided over the Internet. This
matrix can be used for US market study as well as for
Taiwan market study. In addition, we can use this
matrix to compare the US and Taiwan business
environments and to suggest the future development of
Taiwan E-Commerce direction. In this matrix, each
cell can be seen as an analysis of whether and how an
element of the business environment affects the
facilitating of a certain E-Commerce function. For
example: in the upper-left corner cell, we would study
whether the legal system in each country affects the
implementation of information storing, sharing, and
distributing over the Internet, then we would discuss how
and to what degree.
In addition, in the cell
corresponding to culture and shopping, we studied how
the culture issues affect the market size of the Internet
shopping. Even though we have seen fast growth of
Internet shopping in US but there is just a very small
market in Taiwan. Can Taiwanese buy behavior or the
characteristics of Chinese culture explain these
differences? We provide our viewpoint on it.
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Table

1

The E-Commerce compatibility study matrix

Legal
Political Culture Security
System
(tax, e.g.)

Size Revenue Market
Model
Size

Barrier-t Competit Infrao-entry
ion
structure

Technology

Capital

Information:
data base
Shopping:
What are you
selling?
Auction
email
voice mail
Fax
Unified Messaging
Business-to
-business
transaction
Banking
Entertainment
Community
Building

New Rules of Games
Quality
•communication
•product
•service
gain

Efficiency
•Timeliness
•front office
automation

Business
Strategy

New Products,
Services,
provide

Functions
HRM Operations
Marketing

Effectiveness
•accessibility
•availability
•content enrichment

Finance R&D

Infomediary,
New
Channels , …

Digital Economy

•...
e-commerce

Fig.1 Framework of E-Commerce Strategic Planning and Deployment
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process/method is an important means of

ABSTRACT

construction efficiency and quality of public building.

This paper presents an integrated system in which a
knowledge-based

decision

support

system

(DSS)

for

selecting planning and design (P&D) tenders in public
building construction. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
method is used to determine the weightings for evaluation
criteria among decision makers and Fuzzy Multiple Criteria
Decision Making (FMCDM) is dealt with the subjectivity
and vagueness in the tender selection process. A case study
consisting of nine alternatives, solicited from a public works
agency in Taiwan, illustrates

promoting the

the effectiveness of the

This study uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to
determine the criteria weights from subjective judgments of
each decision-making group. Since the criteria of building
P&D evaluation have diverse connotations and meanings,
there is no logical reason to treat them as if they are each of
equal importance. Furthermore , the Fuzzy Multiple Criteria
Decision Making (FMCDM) was used to evaluate the
synthetic performance of building P&D alternatives, in order
to handle qualitative criteria that are difficult to describe in
crisp values, thus strengthening the comprehensiveness and

proposed approach and developed system.

reasonableness of the decision-making process.
FMCDM analysis has been widely used to deal with
INTRODUCTION
Preliminary

planning

and design

decision-making

(P&D) is a highly

professional engineering service, which involves enormous
amount of intellectual devotion. In a project life cycle, this
planning and design (P&D) phase is most critical to project
success. Yet, when procuring engineering service, most
public works owners lack the ability to effectively evaluate
tenders. Substandard P&D work is often a direct result of
inadequate

tender

selection.

Effective

evaluation

problems

evaluation/selection

of

involving
alternatives.

multiple
The

criteria
practical

applications reported in the literature [9][10][11][12] have
shown advantages in handling unquantifiable/qualitative
criteria, and obtained quite reliable results. On the other
hand, due to advances in computer technologies and current
information exchange capabilities, there exists a need to
develop a decision support system (DSS) that will assist the
government agency in making critical decisions during the
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phase of building P&D selection process. Thus, this study

evaluation criteria for the hierarchical structure were used in

applied the fuzzy set theory [13] to managerial DM problem

this study.

of alternative selection, with the intention of establishing
Goal

and MCDM framework and developing a decision support

Dimensions

Criteria
C01 Balancng of Site Layout

system in order to help a government entity select the

C02 Site Entry Route
Building Lot Layout

optimum P&D candidate for public building investment.

C03 Matching of Environment
C04 Landscape Arranging

The aim of this paper is to present a systemic approach of

C05 Building Facade

the implementation of DSS in engineering service selection.
Appearance Modeling

Initially, the establishment of a hierarchical structure for

C06 Innovation and Style
C07 Color Scheme
C08 Building Module

tackling the problem of building P&D assessment is

C09 Site Access

discussed, and a brief introduction to FMCDM methods

Plane Planning

(Section 2). Then, introduce the decision support system that

C10 Natural Lighting and Ventilation
C11 Furnishing and Equipment Layout
C12 Public Space Layout

we developed (Section 3). In order to demonstrate the
Electrical & Mechanical
Systems

usefulness of the system, we then examine an empirical case

C13 Utility Systems
C14 HVAC (Heating, Ventilation
and Air conditioning)

in Taiwan (Section 4). Finally, concluding remarks are

C15 Structural Concept

presented (Section 5).

Structural System

C16 Safety
C17 Construction Methods

PLANNING

AND

DESIGN

C18 Conformance to Planning
Requirements

ALTERNATIVES
Degree of Requirement
Accomplishment

EVALUATION MODEL

C19 Using of Building Materials
and Equipment
C20 Budgeting and Schedule
Planning

Building Hierarchical Structure of Evaluation Criteria

Fig. 1 The Hierarchical Structure for Building Planning
& Design Alternatives Assessment

The hierarchical structure adopted in this study to deal with
the problems of P&D assessment for public building is
shown in Fig. 1. The key dimensions of the criteria for

Determining the Evaluation Criteria Weights

evaluation and selection of building P&D alternatives were

Since the criteria of building P&D evaluation have diverse

derived

through

comprehensive

consultation with several
in

architecture

investigation

and

experts, including one professor

engineering,

one

professor

in

significance and meanings, we cannot assume that each
evaluation criteria is of equal importance. There are many

civil

methods that can be employed to determine weights such as

engineering, one experienced architect and five experienced

the eigenvector method, weighted least square method,

staffs of Public Work Bureau of Taipei City Government.

entropy method, AHP, and LINMAP (linear programming

These individuals were asked to rate the accuracy, adequacy

techniques for Multidimensional of Analysis Preference) [4].

and relevance of the criteria and dimensions and to verify

The selection of method depends on the nature of the

their “content validity” in terms of building P&D assessment.

problem. To evaluate building P&D is both a complex and

Synthesizing

wide-ranging problem, so this problem requires the most

the

literature

review,

the

expert

government staff opinions provided the basis

and

for the

inclusive and flexible method. Since the AHP method can

developing the hierarchical structure used in this study.

systematize complicated problems, is easy to operate, and

There are six dimensions including Building Site Layout,

integrates most of the experts’ and evaluators’ opinions, this

Appearance

Modeling,

Plane

Planning,

Electrical

&

study selected AHP to develop weights.

Mechanical Systems, Structural Systems and Degree of

AHP weighting is mainly determined by evaluators who

Requirement

conduct pairwise comparisons, in order to reveal the relative

Accomplishment.

From

these,

twenty
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importance between two criteria [7][8]. If there are n

[3].

evaluation criteria, then the decision-makers must conduct

Fuzzy number

C 2  n(n-1)/2

function is

n

pairwise comparisons. Furthermore, the

~
A

is of a fuzzy set, and its membership

m (x)：R®[0,1] , and it is enshrined with the
~
A

relative importance derived from these pairwise comparisons

following characteristics:

allows a certain degree of inconsistency within a domain.

(i)

Saaty used the principal eigenvector of the pairwise

interval [0,1];

comparison matrix derived from the scaling ratio to find the

(ii)

mA~ (x) is a convex fuzzy subset;

comparative weight among the criteria of the hierarchy

(iii)

m A~ (x) is the normalization of a fuzzy subset, which

mA~ (x) is a continuous mapping from R to the closed

systems.

means that there exists a number x

In engineering service tender selection problem, the group

(x0 )=1.

0

that makes maxm A~

decision-makers should include at least three groups: (a)

Those numbers that can satisfy these requirements will then

building owner, (b) building users, (c) invited experts for

be called fuzzy numbers, and the following is an explanation

evaluation. It is important to integrate the weights between

for the characteristics and the operation of a triangular fuzzy

the groups in decision-making process.

number

Getting the Performance Value
In daily life, we often hear people to express their opinion
with “not very clear”, “probably so”, or “very likely”,

m

~
A

mA~ (x)=(L, M, U) as shown in equation (1).

x L M L  L 
x M


(x)= U xU M  M 
x U

0
otherwis


(1)

indicating that they have some uncertainty or imprecise
judgment. With different daily decision-making problems of
diverse intensity, the results can be misleading if the
fuzziness

(vagueness/uncertainty)

of

human

b. Linguistic Variable
According to Zadeh (1975), it is very difficult for
conventional quantification to express reasonably those

decision-making is not taken into account. However, since

situations that are overtly complex or hard to define; thus the

Zadeh put forward fuzzy theory (1965), and Bellman and

notion of a linguistic variable is necessary in such situation.

Zadeh (1970) described the decision-making method in

A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are words or

fuzzy environments, an increasing number of studies have

sentences in a natural or artificial language. For example, the

dealt with uncertain fuzzy problems by applying fuzzy set

expressions of criteria as “site entry route,” “balancing of

theory. This study includes fuzzy decision-making theory,

site layout,” “landscape arranging,” “building

considering the possible fuzzy subjective judgment of the

“natural lighting and ventilation,” and so on all represent a

evaluators during their evaluation of the building P&D

linguistic variable in the context of this study. Linguistic

alternatives. In this way the methodology for engineering

variables may take on effect-values such as “very high (very

service tender selection can be made more objective. The

good),” “high (good),” “fair,” “low (bad),” “very low (very

applications of fuzzy theory in this study are elaborated as

bad).” The membership functions of the expression values

follows:

can be indicated by triangular fuzzy numbers, as shown in
Fig. 2. The use of linguistic

a. Fuzzy Numbers
Fuzzy numbers are

variables

module,”

is currently

widespread, and the linguistic values found in this study are
a fuzzy subset of real numbers,

primarily used to assess the linguistic ratings given by the

representing the expansion of the idea of the confidence

evaluators. Furthermore, linguistic variables are used as a

interval. According to the definition of Dubois and Prades,

way to measure the achievement of the performance value

fuzzy numbers should possess the following basic features

for each criterion.
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m A~ (x)

can be displayed by a triangular fuzzy number as
follows:

1

Eij = (LE ij , MEij , UEij )
very bad

bad

fair

30

50

good

very good

The preceding end-point values LE ij , MEij , and UEij can

0
0

20

70

80

(4)

be solved by the method put forward by Buckley (1985),

100

Fig. 2 Membership Function of the Five Levels of Linguistic

that is,

Variables

m

LEij = ( LEij ) ¤ m
k

(5)

k 1

c. Fuzzy Multiple Criteria Decision-Making (FMCDM)

m

ME ij = ( ME ij ) ¤ m

Bellman and Zadeh (1970) were the first to probe into the

k

(6)

k 1

decision-making problem under a fuzzy environment, and

m

UEij = ( UE ij ) ¤ m

they heralded the initiation of FMCDM. This study uses this

k

(7)

k 1

method to evaluate the engineering service tender of public

(2) Fuzzy synthetic decision: The weights of the each

buildings construction and ranks the P&D alternatives,

criterion of building P&D evaluation as well as the

which submitted by for each tender accordingly. The

fuzzy performance values must be integrated by the

following will be

calculation of fuzzy numbers so as to be located at the

the method and procedures of the

FMCDM theory.

fuzzy performance value (effect-value) of the integral

(1) Measurement
linguistic

criteria:

variables

Using
to

the measurement

demonstrate

the

of

criteria

evaluation. According to the weight w

j

derived by AHP,

the weight vector can be obtained, whereas the fuzzy

performance (effect-values) by expressions such as

performance matrix E of each of the alternatives can

“very good,” “good,” “fair,” “bad,” “very bad,” the

also be obtained from the fuzzy performance value of

evaluators are asked

each alternative under n criteria, that is,

for conduct their subjective

judgments, and each linguistic variable can be indicated

w = (w 1 , … ,wj , … ,wn )t

(8)

by a triangular fuzzy number (TFN) within the scale

E=(E ij ), i, j

(9)

range of

0-100. In addition,

the

evaluators

can

subjectively assign their personal range of the linguistic
k

From the weight vector w and fuzzy performance matrix
E, the final fuzzy synthetic decision can be conducted,

variable. Take E ij to indicate the fuzzy performance

and the derived result will be the fuzzy synthetic

value of evaluator k towards alternative i under criterion

decision matrix R, that is,

j, and all of the evaluation criteria will be indicated by
set S, then,

R = E。w

(10)

The sign “。” indicates the calculation of the fuzzy

Eij k = (LEij k, MEij k, UEij k),

jÎS

(2)

numbers,

including

addition

the

calculation

and

fuzzy

of

fuzzy

Since the perception of each evaluator varies according

multiplication.

to the evaluator’s experience and knowledge, and the

multiplication is rather complex, it is usually denoted by

definitions of the linguistic variables vary as well, this

the

study uses the notion of average value to integrate the

multiplication, and the approximate fuzzy number R

fuzzy judgment values of m evaluators, that is,

the fuzzy synthetic decision of each alternative can be

Eij = (1/m) ( Eij 1  Eij2 …  ijEm ) (3)
The sign denotes fuzzy multiplication, the sign 
denotes fuzzy addition, E

ij

shows the average fuzzy

approximate

Since

fuzzy

multiplied

result

of

the

fuzzy
i,

of

shown as follows:
Ri = (LRi , MRi , URi ),  i

(11)

n

LRi =  LEij * wj
j 1

number of the judgment of the decision-maker, which
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n

MR i =

 ME ij *

wj

(13)

URi =  UEij * wj

(14)

j 1
n

j 1

(3) Ranking the fuzzy number: The result of the fuzzy
synthetic decision reached by each alternative is a fuzzy
number. Therefore, it is necessary that a nonfuzzy
ranking method for fuzzy numbers be used for during
the building P&D comparison for each alternative. In
other words, the procedure of defuzzification is to locate
the Best Nonfuzzy Performance value (BNP). Methods
of such defuzzified fuzzy ranking generally include
mean of maximal (MOM), center of area (COA), and

Fig. 4

-cut [10][15]. To utilize the COA method to find out
the BNP is a simple and practical method, and there is
no need to bring in the preferences of any evaluators, so
it is used in this study. The BNP value of the fuzzy
number Ri can be found by the following equation:
BNP i =[(UR i LRi )+(MR i LRi )]/3+LR i , I

(15)

According to the value of the derived BNP for each of
the alternatives, the ranking of the building P&D of
each of the alternatives can then proceed.

FRAMEWORK OF THE SYSTEM
Following the approach in section 2, we developed an
integrated system of AHP and MCDM to perform the

Fig. 5

selection of P&D tenders for group decision-making by an
expert system program-KAPPA PC

TM

. The program is able

to consider multi participants perspectives, including owners,
experts and the end-users. The main interfaces of the system
are showed as Fig.3 to Fig. 12.

Fig. 3

Fig. 6
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Fig. 7

Fig. 10

Fig. 8

Fig.11

Fig. 9

Fig. 12
AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE
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This study used the previous case of the Taipei City Police

From the weights results, we find the different DM group

Bureau constructing a branch station building. In this case,

show different

nine architects submitted proposals for the new building

example, the owners group and users group are both very

construction. According to the formulated structure of

concerned about safety of the building structural system, and

building P&D alternatives evaluation, the weights of the

its importance ratio is much higher than the experts’ group

dimension hierarchy and criterion hierarchy can be analyzed.

(the weight of owners’ group is 0.1776, users’ group is

The simulation process

0.1895, experts’ group is 0.0277).

was followed by a series

of

preference

for evaluation

criteria.

For

interviews with three decision-making groups: domain

In estimating the tender performance, first the evaluators

experts (evaluators), superintendents of the Taipei City

define their own individual range for the linguistic variables

Police Bureau (owners), and the users of new building in the

employed in this study according to their subjective

future (policemen, users). Each DM group contained five

judgments within a scale of 0-100. This study has employed

representatives. The domain experts included two professors

the method of average value to integrate the fuzzy/vague

in architecture

judgment values of different evaluators regarding the same

and

design,

two

professors

in civil

engineering, and one experienced architect. The owners

evaluation criteria. In other words, fuzzy addition and fuzzy

included one Director

General, three Deputy Director

multiplication are used to solve for the average fuzzy

Generals and one Secretary General; and the five policemen

numbers of the performance values under each evaluation

(users) were selected by random sampling. Weights were

criterion shared by the evaluators for the nine building P&D

obtained by using the AHP method, then the weights of each

alternatives.

DM group and average weights were derived in Table 1.

Table 1 Weights of Dimensions and Criteria for Assessing Building P&D
Dimension
Building Lot Layout

All

Owner Expert

0.1527

0.1461

User

0.1884

0.0918

Appearance Modeling

0.1334

0.0734

0.2175

0.1054

Plane Planning

0.1737

0.2000

0.2523

0.0737

E&M Systems

0.1566

0.1040

0.0886

0.2957

Structure System

0.2441

0.2712

0.1026

0.3710

Degree of
Requirement
Accomplish-ment

0.1393

0.2049

0.1503

0.0622

Criteria
Balancing of Site Layout
Site Entry Route
Matching of Environment
Landscape Arranging
Building Facade
Innovation and Style
Color Scheme
Building Module
Site Access
Natural Lighting and
Ventilation
Furnish Layout
Public Space Layout
Utility Systems
HVAC
Structure Configuration
Concept
Safety
Construction Methods
Conformance to Planning
Requirements
Using of Building Materials
and Equipment
Budgeting and Schedule
Planning

All
Owner Expert User
0.0551 0.0547 0.0690 0.0300
0.0541 0.0588 0.0728 0.0250
0.0313 0.0219 0.0347 0.0273
0.0122 0.0108 0.0119 0.0095
0.0584 0.0314 0.0954 0.0470
0.0535 0.0302 0.0914 0.0392
0.0215 0.0119 0.0307 0.0192
0.0629 0.0737 0.1074 0.0205
0.0384 0.0490 0.0510 0.0149
0.0386

0.0458

0.0576

0.0142

0.0177
0.0162
0.0926
0.0641

0.0132
0.0183
0.0603
0.0437

0.0165
0.0199
0.0608
0.0278

0.0165
0.0077
0.1479
0.1479

0.0476

0.0369

0.0233

0.0852

0.1416
0.0550

0.1869
0.0475

0.0551
0.0242

0.1873
0.0985

0.0746

0.1235

0.1031

0.0196

0.0418

0.0521

0.0290

0.0291

0.0230

0.0294

0.0183

0.0136
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Furthermore, from the criteria weights of three DM groups

CONCLUSION

obtained

The purpose of this study was to develop a scientific

by AHP (Table

1) and the average

fuzzy

performance values of each criterion of experts for each

framework and computer-based decision support system for

alternative, the final fuzzy synthetic decision can then be

the evaluation of engineering service tender for public

conducted (R i ). After the fuzzy synthetic decision is

building construction. In current methods of building P&D

processed, the nonfuzzy ranking method is then employed

tender selection, government agencies rely only on a panel

and finally the fuzzy numbers are changed into nonfuzzy

of experts

values. This study has employed COA to determine the BNP

fuzziness of subjective judgment and other relative interest

value, which is used to rank the evaluation results of each

groups’ perception in this process. Thus, an effective

P&D alternative. The ranking results produced from the

evaluation procedure is essential to promote the decision

system automatically, and details of it are presented in Fig.

quality. This work examines this group decision-making

13.

process and proposes a multi-criteria framework for building
As can be seen from the alternative evaluation results in

to perform

the evaluation, neglecting the

P&D tender selection. To deal with the qualitative attributes

Fig. 13, the Tender-9 is the best alternative given the weights

in

subjective judgment,

of owners’ group, users’ group and the average of the three.

Hierarchy Process (AHP) to determine the weights of

However, the Tender-7 is the best alternative by the weights

decision criteria for each relative interest group, including

of the experts’ group, clearly different from the other two

the owners’, users’ and experts’ representatives. Then, the

groups. One interesting point that can be observed from Fig.

Fuzzy

13 is that the ranking order of owners group is the same as

approach is adopted to synthesize the group decision. This

the average of the three. The results in Fig. 13 reflect the

process enables decision makers to formalize and effectively

common perception that changes in criteria weights may

solve

affect the evaluation outcome to a certain degree. It is

perception problem of optimal building P&D selection,

evident that most alternatives maintain similar relative

decreasing erroneous decisions and the risky

rankings under different criteria weights.

design changes. An integrated intelligent decision support

Multiple

the

Criteria

complicated,

this

work employs

Decision

multicriteria

Making

and

Analytic

(FMCDM)

fuzzy/vague

significant

system that combines the AHP method and FMCDM
approach to be effective and convenient for evaluating P&D
alternatives. It will assist the government agencies in making
critical decisions during the phase of building P&D selection
process.
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ABSTRACT
To build up a materialized view that perfectly satisfies the
need of the specific enterprise it serves is now the biggest
challenge especially when it comes to larger and larger
scale enterprises as well as more and more complicated and
yet necessary socio-economical information. In this paper,
we shall develop an Intelligent Materialized VIews
Pre-fetching mechanism, also known as an IMVIP, from the
characteristics of affinity grouping so as to enhance the
efficiency of summary data warehouse querying.
The IMVIP mechanism consists of the following two
methods: the Apriori-Model association method and the
Linear Structure Relation. The Apriori-Model association
method explores and deduces the combination of the
relations among individual user session. It is especially
suitable for applications where the combinations of the
relations are to be explored among multi-objective queries
made by more than one decision maker. On the other hand,
the Linear Structure Relation Model develops a set of
principles as to the explorations into the deduced relation
combination above with an aim to constructing a series of
causal-effect association rules. Thus, we can not only
pre-fetch and materialize views that really satisfy the needs
of the decision makers so as to enhance the efficiency of
summary data warehouse queries but also build up
intelligent query paths according to the cause-and-effect
association rules in order to attain the goal of providing
helpful suggestions for decision-making.
Keywords: data warehouse, materialized view, data
mining, association rule, linear structure relation model.
1.

INTRODUCTION

As the business management environment becomes more
and more complicated, bunches and bunches of different
data sources are to be consulted during the decision-making
process in order to make the decision more deliberately
considered. However, one of the most important problems
we must face up to is that the places where the data are
stored are most probably widely distributed, divergent, and
heterogeneous. To solve this problem, such a design as the
summary table manageable mechanism, or namely view
materialization, has been implemented in decision
supporting systems or data warehouses [9][10][12][13].
This way, the information needed for decision-making can
be filtered and combined beforehand at the data sources,
and the summarized data can be offered by functions such
as total (sum), average, or count.
At the first glance, it looks as if the interconnections
between materialized views and data sources could solve
the above problem; however, in reality, it is whether the
materialized view constructed can meet the requirement of
the query for decision-making or not that is the key point

that determines whether or not the problem above can be
successfully solved. Therefore, how to build up
materialized views and make sure that the contents of the
materialized views constructed can really satisfy the needs
is the biggest challenge for all enterprises at the present
time. In addition, in the multi-user environment, a decision
maker would often have to make a series of queries into the
data warehouses for one single decision, where the
collection of the series of queries is called a “user session”.
Queries for decision-making are races against time, and
therefore, to profit more in the tough competitions
nowadays, shortening the time consumed to answer queries
and speeding up the acquisition of summary information
are tasks that cannot wait. In this paper, making use of the
characteristics of affinity grouping among strings of
summary queries, we shall develop an intelligent
materialized views pre-fetching mechanism, also known as
an IMVIP, to enhance the efficiency of summary data
warehouse querying.
The mechanism that we plan to develop here is based on
the very feature of views that they are purely customized.
Finding out the angles from which users dig into the data,
keeping record of the data utilization, we shall propose the
Apriori-Model, which is a revised association method of
Aprioriall [1] of higher efficiency, to dig into the
association combinations between the individual user
sessions and the categories that the data referenced fall into.
With the help of the pre-fetching mechanism, we can
effectively cut down the occurrence of situations where the
target information falls off the data warehouses and has to
be found in the jungle outside. On the other hand, if we can
take a step further and establish the causal relations among
the association combinations, then we can succeed in
providing data warehouse users with an intelligent
information offering environment. Therefore, in this paper,
we shall adopt the linear structure relation (LISREL)[7] to
develop a set of principles that govern the digging into the
association combinations by means of building up the
cause-and-effect association rules. After the two stages of
data mining above, we can not only pre-fetch as well as
materialize the views the decision makers are really in need
of, but also establish intelligent query paths according to
the behavioral patterns of the decision makers and the
causal relations and hierarchical ranking of the data
referenced.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we shall explore into the literature concerned to have a
clear picture of what steps researchers have made in the
history of this field of study. Section 3 will portray the
process in which we translate the records of data utilization
into the data structure we need. Then, in Section 4, we shall
discuss the methodology and steps in our procedure. Here,
we shall give a detailed description as to how we can come
up to the association combinations by means of the Apriori-
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Figure 1. Part of the causal relationships in our research

Model to avoid the weakness of AprioriAll in repeatedly
scanning the data warehouses. Besides that, we shall also
describe how we derive the causality of the association
combinations from the digging principles we develop out of
the linear structure relation model. Then, in Section 5, we
shall discuss the practicability of the association
combinations with causality we come up with in real
applications. Finally, the conclusions will be in Section 6.
2. LITERATURE REVIEWS
The metadata is an important element of the data
warehouses environment. The term “metadata” refers to the
descriptive information of the data in the data warehouses.
It has multiple functions, among which is the establishment
of the rules for data association and access [3]. Therefore,
the rules for causality-attached relations that we derive in
this paper can be stored in metadata as criteria for the
establishment of materialized views. However, little has
been discussed as to how to evaluate whether the contents
of materialized views can successfully cover the needs of
decision makers as well as how to build up a pre -fetching
mechanism to speed up the decision-making process. These
two untouched problems are right the points of this paper.
Deducing association rules for the decisions to be made in
different areas and different data structures can be very
helpful for sequence patterns [1], for multiple-level data [5],
and for weighted items [4]. In addition, the establishment
of the web searching engine with text mining method [8],
and the restoration of mining values via association rules
[11] are all effective ways to help settling on business
strategies and action plans. To join the club, in this paper,
we shall propose a revised version of the Aprioriall
association method [1], named the Apriori-Model. Based
on the strong association among individual sessions under
the same decision to be made, the Apriori-Model is indeed
more effective in deriving association rules.
To measure the interrelationships among the factors
affecting decision-making, statistics proves to be a good
choice. The linear structure relation (LISREL) is a good
statistical method to turn causal relations among variables
into numbers [2][7]. In this paper, we shall make use of
LISREL to derive the causality of the association
combinations. As we mentioned earlier, LISREL is
basically an analytical method to determine if a linear
relation exists between two factors that are not directly
observable. Such a model can help determine if there exists
a causal relationship between the unobservable dependent
variable (derived from the observable dependent variables)
and the unobservable independent variable (derived from
the observable independent variables). As Figure 1 shows,

the goodness of fit indicator (GFI) is used to measure the
fitness of this causality model. The GFI value can be
anywhere between 0 and 1, and a greater GFI value means
a higher degree of fitness. The GFI threshold is determined
according to professional need for different subjects. The
symbol ë stands for every unobservable independent (or
dependent) variable to observable independent (or
dependent) variable regression coefficient (magnitude of
influence). In this paper, there is only one observable
dependent variable; in other words, ë 4 is equal to one. On
the other hand, there is more than one observable
independent variable in our research. Nevertheless, all the
observable independent variables cannot be included in the
relation model. Only when the evaluation result of a
“cause” reveals that the p-value is less than 0.05 does it
mean that this cause has a significant impact on the effect
and that this cause is to be taken as an element of the
association rule.
3. DEFINITION OF DATA STRUCTURE
To make the materialized views of data warehouses meet
the needs of decision makers and thus to enhance the
efficiency of data access as well as to reduce the load of the
network and the frequency of data access in heterogeneous,
distributed data warehouses, in this paper, we shall build up
association rules of causal relationships for the data queried
by decision makers. Based on the Apriori-Model and the
linear structure relation, the association rules are derived
from the interrelations among user sessions. That is to say,
according to the behavioral patterns of the decision makers
revealed by the queries, we can deduce rules that can not
only serve as guides of data withdrawal for every decision
maker but also enhance the effective use of data resources
if the association rules derived are incorporated in the data
warehouses.
Back in the first section, we have defined a user session as
the collection of a series of queries made by one decision
maker for one decision to be made in some multiple-user
environment. Here in this place, we shall take one step
further. The queries made for one decision are defined as
the string of queries a decision maker makes from the
moment she/he enters the data warehouse (or is led by the
warehouse to some other databas es if the data warehouse
lacks the data wanted) until when she/he leaves. Each and
every query can be recorded in the data structure shown in
the first part of Figure 2. Then, the series of queries made
for one decision (namely one user session) can be
organized as the second part of Figure 2 shows, where the
session code is the sequential number of the user session
and the code for data queried is composed of the data codes
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1

User code + time +

Session code + data code +
data code + data code + …

2 Define a user session as the string of queries a
decision maker makes from the moment she/he
enters the data warehouse until when she/he
leaves. Integrate the queries in one session into
a whole.

Session code + data code #1 +
data code #2 + …

3 Remove repeated data codes. Assign
sequential order to the data codes in
the same user session.

Figure 2. Procedure of integrating user sessions into data structure
of a series of queries.
data and to relieve the load of the networks. Thus, the
In addition, there are still two features to the data that we
efficiency of data querying can be enhanced. Besides, up to
keep in store. Number one, a decision maker may probably
now, data mining techniques have been widely used. Under
ask for data of an especially wide variety in her/his one
such circumstances, if we can analyze the behavioral
user session. For example, in the series of queries (sql 1, sql
patterns of the users and explore the goals of the data
2, sql 3, sql 4), suppose query sql 1 is made for “population
queries they make, establishing the causal relations among
density,” query sql 2 for “crime rate,” query sql 3 for
the elements in the association combinations via the linear
“income,” and query sql 4 is made for “salary.” In this
structure relation, then we can weight the causes
and
place, the sequential order of the queries made is decided at
effects accordingly, giving them their query order, and
random; in other words, for the decision maker, there is no
generate an intelligent instructive structure to guide data
sequential order to the queries. Although sometimes the
warehouse users through the querying process. Thus, the
sequential order might actually mean something to the
efficiency of data warehouse operation can be dramatically
decision maker, we decide to ignore it here. To give an
raised.
example, suppose a user wants to analysis the “crime rate.”
Take Figure 3 for example. According to the data structure
She/he makes queries in the arbitrarily decided order of
derived in Section 3, we can put the meaning into the codes
“population density,” “income,” and then “salary;” namely,
in Figure 3. Thus, the series of queries (sql 1, sql 3, sql 5,
the queried items are only weighted according to their
sql 8) can be considered the SQL queries some certain user
expected magnitude of influence on the “crime rate” in
makes for “population” (sql 1), “average income per
such order subjectively by the user. However, in the rest of
capita” (sql 3), “land area” (sql 5), and “average tax paid
paper for simplify the process, we can give sequential order
per capita” (sql 8). By means of association mining, we can
to the data codes belonging to the same session code (see
build up the association combination among the three
the third part of Figure 2). Second, there can be no
{the query for “population” (sql 1), the query for “average
repetition in one user session. In other words, the
income per capita” (sql 3), & the query for “land area” (sql
“population density,” for example, is unlikely to be queried
5)} (see the second part of Figure 3). Then, with the help of
twice in one user session because there is simply no
the linear structure relation, we come to the conclusion that
meaning to it (also see the third part of Figure 2).
there exists a causal relationship in the string of the query
for “population” (sql 1), the query for “land area” (sql 5),
and the query for “average income per capita” (sql 3) (see
4. THE METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE
the third part of Figure 3). Finally, we can figure out that
the query for “land area” (sql 5) is weighted heavier than
To gather the information needed to make one decision, a
the query for “population” (sql 1). Therefore, the final
decision maker must make a string of queries in a user
causal relationship goes that the query for “land area” (sql
session. For a same decision to be made, the user sessions
5), the query for “population” (sql 1) -> the query for
of different decision makers must bear certain relativity
“average tax paid per capita” (sql 3) (see the fourth part of
and similarity with each other. The major objective of this
Figure 3). Such a rule can be stored in the metadata. This
paper is to derive the behavioral patterns of query makers
way, we can put together a rule-based engine organized by
from the data access records and thus to design an
causality rules. Users can then profit from the materialized
intelligent materialized views pre-fetching mechanism. In
views pre-fetching rules and the intelligent instructive
practice, such a mechanism can materialize views for data
mechanism for querying.
warehouse users beforehand, or the materialized views can
To establish association rules of causal relations that the
be pre-fetched and stored in memory or buffer memory so
materialized views can base themselves upon in order to
as to save the time wasted on gathering widely distributed
1
Session
Data codes of every session
Code
S1
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 5, sql 8)
S2
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 5, sql 9, sql 10)
S3
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 5, sql 11)
…… … ….

4
2
Association ombination
{sql 1, sql 3, sql 5}

Association mining

3
Association rule of
causality
sql 1, sql 5 -> sql 3
…… ….

LISREL

Figure 3. Example of association rule of causal relation

Weighted association
rule of causality
sql 5, sql 1 -> sql 3
…… ….

According to calculation result, the
influence of sql 5 on sql 3 is greater
in magnitude than that of sql 1.
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provide decision makers with intelligent guides, we take
the following five steps:
Step 1. Establishing Decision Models
When the queries are asked for the same objective by a
number of decision makers different from each other, the
data accessed must have considerable similarity. User
sessions that are similar to each other can then be organized
into a decision model. This way, we can roughly classify
sessions whose objectives cannot be told at the first glance.
Such association rule establishment upon similar sessions is
obviously more meaningful than that built upon all sessions
with mixed objectives. For example, to explore the
increase/decrease rate of population in a certain district,
decision maker A might make queries for “marriage rate”
(sql i ), “migration rate” (sql j ), as well as “birth rate” (sql r).
That is to say, the user session for decision maker A is S A =
(sql i , sql j , sqlr). For another decision maker B, the three
items above might not be enough. Another query might be
made for “unemployment rate” (sql t ). Namely, the user
session for decision maker B is S B = S A ∪{( sql t )}. These
two very much similar sessions can be organized into a
decision model S A ∪ S

B

= {(sql i , sql j , sql r), (sql i , sql j , sql r,

sql t )}.
Here, we employ a formula to figure out the probability of
overlapping for two events that goes P(A∩B) = n(A∩B) /
n(A∪B) [6] to help decide if two sessions are similar to
each other. In the formula, the item n(A∩B) stands for the
number of elements occurring in both events A and B. On
the other hand, the item n(A ∪B) represents the total
number of the elements included in the two events, where
an element occurring in both events can only be counted
once; in other words, n(A∪B) = n(A) + n(B) - n(A∩B). In
this paper, we define the term “model affinity” as the
degree of resemblance between the two events A and B.
When testing the model affinity, the decision maker has to
offer a threshold to filter the events and decide whether
they should be put into the decision model. Such a
threshold is given the name of “minimum model affinity”
in this paper.
In the process of decision model construction, one session
Si is picked out to be the primary session at first, and the
other sessions, named compared sessions, are extracted one
by one to compare with the primary session and decide the
model affinity, which is represented by ma(S i , Sj ). Here, the
same sqls between S i and S j can be collected together and
represented by same(S i , Sj ). When the value of ma(S i , Sj )
turns out to be higher than the minimum model affinity (î)
preset by the decision maker, then, by definition, S i and S j
are declared to be similar to each other, and S j is put into
the decision model DM(S i )| î where S i is the primary
session. For example, the total number of sessions in Figure
4 is N = 5. The following are the steps of decision model
construction.
Session code Query codes for every session

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4)
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5)
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 6, sql 7)
( sql 1, sql3, sql 5)
( sql 4, sql 5)

Step 1-1. Take S 1 for the prima ry session (suppose î
=
50%).
(1) Take S 2 for the compared session.
Since session S 1 and sessionS 2 have three queries in
common, namely same (S 1 , S2 ) = {sql 1, sql 3, sql 4},
the model affinity between S 1 and S 2 , namely ma(S 1 , S 2 ),
is: number of queries S 1 and S 2 have in common / total
number of queries in sessions S 1 and S 2 (repetitions
eliminated) = 3 / 5 = 60%.
(2) Take S3 for the compared session and obtain ma(S 1 , S 3 )
= 3 / 6 = 50%.
(3) Take S4 for the compared session and obtain ma(S 1 , S 4 )
= 2 / 5 = 40%.
(4) Take S5 for the compared session and obtain ma(S 1 , S 5 )
= 1 / 5 = 20%.
Learning from (1) through (4) of Step 1-1, when S 1 acts as
the primary session, we take S 2 , S3 , S 4 , S 5 , as well as S 1 out
one by one to compare them with the primary session.
Among them, S 2 and S 3 are more similar to S 1 because both
of their model affinity values are larger than î (in other
words, ma(S 1 , S2 ) > 50% and ma(S 1 , S 3 ) > 50%). Therefore,
we can establish the decision model whose primary session
is S1 that goes DM(S 1 )| î=50% = {S1 , S2 , S 3 }.
Step 1-2. By the same token, we can establish a decision
model whose primary session is S 2 as DM(S 2 )|î=50% = {S 1 ,
S2 , S 4 , S 5 }. Then, based on another primary session S 3 , we
can establish the decision model DM(S 3 )|î=50% = {S 1 , S3 };
for primary session S 4 , the decision model is DM(S 4 )|î=50%
= {S 2 , S4 }. Finally, for primary session S 5 , the decision
model is DM(S 5 )|î=50% = {S2 , S 5 }.
Step 2. Pruning Subset Decision Models
Some of the decision models we come up with might turn
out to be the subsets of other decision models. For two
decision models where one is the subset of the other, they
can be considered a long sequence queries for on purpose
and treated as a whole decision model. Cutting off the
redundancy, we remove the smaller decision model (also
called the subset decision model). For example, DM(S 3 ) is
a subset of DM(S 1 ) and should thus be eliminated; at the
same time, DM(S 4 ) and DM(S 5 ) are both subsets of DM(S 2 ),
and thus they should both be removed. For now, only
DM(S 1 ) and DM(S 2 ) survive.
Step 3. Filtering out Non-Significant Decision Models
When a decision model has been established, we should
then consider its popularity among all the sessions. In other
words, if a decision model seldom appears, then it is
non-significant to the needs of decision makers. Therefore,
such a decision model of low popularity is considered not
worthy of exploring and is thus eliminated. In this paper,
we define the session support of S i as ss(S i ) = |DM(S i )| / N,
where |DM(S i )| stands for the number of sessions whose
decision models are based on the primary session S i , and N
stands for the total number of the sessions. When the value
of session support is higher than the minimum session
support (β), it means the decision model is significant. In
our example, the session support value of DM(S 1 ) is ss(S 1 )
= 3/5 = 60%, and the session support of DM(S 2 ) is ss(S 2 ) =
4/5 = 80%. Suppose the preset minimum session support is
70%, then DM(S 1 ) should be eliminated. Therefore, for
now, only DM(S 2 ) survives.

4 User sessions
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Session
code
S1
S2
S4
S5

Codes of queries in each
session
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4)
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5)
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 5)
( sql 4, sql 5)

1- item
set
{sql 1}
{sql 2}
{sql 3}
{sql 4}
{sql 5}

2-itemset
{sql 1,sql 3}
{sql 1,sql 4}
{sql 1,sql 5}
{sql 3,sql 4}
{sql 3,sql 5}
{sql 4,sql 5}

1-itemset support
{sql 1}
3
{sql 3}
3
{sql 4}
3
{sql 5}
3
L

Fig. 5 Example of association
method

3-itemset
{sql 1,sql 3,sql 4}
{sql 1,sql 3,sql 5}
{sql 1,sql 4,sql 5}
{sql 3,sql 4,sql 5}

2-itemset support
{sql 1,sql 3}
3
{sql 1,sql 4}
2
{sql 1,sql 5}
2
{sql 3,sql 4}
2
{sql 3,sql 5}
2
{sql 4,sql 5}
2
L2

C

3-itemset
support
{sql 1,sql 3,sql 4} 2
{sql 1,sql 3,sql 5} 2

4-itemset
{sql 1,sql 2,sql 3,sql 4}

L3

C

Step 4. Mining Association Combinations
Now, we can start to build up association combinations
among the sessions in every decision model DM(S i ) by
association method. Here, we shall first describe how to
construct association combinations by the Aprioriall
association method [1]. Then, to enhance the efficiency, we
shall propose the Apriori-Model to get rid of Aprioriall’s
weakness of repeatedly scanning the databases. In this
paper, we define “model support” as the probability of
occurrence of the query for a certain data item in different
sessions of the same decision model. To filter data items
and decide if they can be admitted in the association
combination, a minimum model support value (represented
by the symbol á) is set for comparison.
Take Figure 5 for example (where the decision model is
DM(S 2 )). Following the Aprioriall association method, we
come from C1 through L 1 and C2 to L2 , and so on and so
forth. Here, C i is the candidate set of i-itemset’s, and L i is
the set composed of i-itemset’s that have the property of
Large, meaning that the model support values of these
i-itemset’s are greater than the minimum model support. In
this example, we set the minimum model support to be
50%. Besides, to make the association combinations in Li (i
= 1, 2, 3 and 4) acceptable, they must be maximal. Here, an
association combination that is maximal cannot be a subset
of another association combination.
When deriving decision models DM(S i ) empirically, what
we need are decis ion models that bear high resemblance
among them so that there can be high similarities among
sessions, which in turn means a convergent objective.
Decision models sorted out by a higher minimum model
affinity value have sessions of higher resemblance.
Therefore, association combinations can be more easily
derived from the common queries among sessions, namely
same(S i , Sj ) instead of following the Aprioriall association
method through the long way from 1-itemset, 2-itemset, …,
to n-itemset.According to the discussion above, we
propose the Apriori-Model association method here to
derive association combinations with the property of
“Large” from same(S i , Sj ). The procedure is described as
follows:
[P1] Sort out sessions with the property of “Large” from
DM(S i )|î
When the minimum model support is set to be d%, we can
use the equation N × d% = f to turn the threshold value
from the form of a percentage (d%) into a number (f). This
number of appearances f is the lowest point that the itemset
must reach to demonstrate it is “large” enough. This lowest
f is entitled the minimum model support count.

In a certain DM(S i )|î , in case that some of the sessions have
identical contents of queries and that the number of such
sessions is larger than or equal to the minimum model
support count, then the contents of these sessions are
immediately “large” and deserve the name of association
combinations. Therefore, these sessions can skip the
processing afterwards. For example, as Figure 6(b) shows,
S10 , S11 , and S 12 share identical query contents, and their
number adds up to be 3, which is equal to the minimum
model support count. Therefore, these three sessions are to
be directly sorted out to establish the association
combination {sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6} without going
through the processing afterwards.
[P2] Establish same(S i , Sj ) for S j  DM(S i )|î , j i
In this step, S i acts as the primary session, and the
compared sessions S j take turns to compare with S i . After
the comparisons, the same query codes sql are organized
into same(S i , S j ). For example, in Figure 6, S 2 = (sql 1, sql
2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8), and S 1 = ( sql 1, sql
2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8, sql 9). Therefore,
same(S 2 , S 1 ) = { sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7,
sql 8}. Keep on with the work, and we can get the result in
Figure 6(c): same(S 2 , Sj ), where j = 1, 3, 4, 5.
[P3] Build up t complex sets com_same ij for j = 1, 2, …,
t, where t =

i )|-1
C |DM(S
f -1

Organizing the elements in any f-1 sets of the name
same(S i , S j ) based on the primary session S i , where the total
number of such sets named same(S i , S j ) is |DM(S i ) | - 1, we
can build up t (=

C

…, same(S ,i

|DM(S i )|-1
f -1

Si(f

-1)

) sets of the kind com_same;

com_same ij = {Si , same(S i , S i1 ), same(S i ,

that is,
S i2 ),

i )|-1
C |DM(S
f -1

Si(f

-1)

)}, where

j = 1, 2, …,

, and same(S i , S i1 ), same(S i , S i2 ), …, same(S i ,

) are any f-1 elements in the set same(S , Si

j ).

For

example, the primary session is S 2 in Figure 6(c). There are
four sets of the name same(S 2 , S j ), where j = 1, 3, 4, 5, and
the minimum model support count is 3. As a result, we can
build up

C 43 -1 = 4! / (2! 2!) = 6 sets of the kind

com_same.
[P4] Derive large itemset R

ij

from the sets com_same ij

Examining the content of every com_same set, if the
number of appearances of a same sql is equal to the
minimum model support count, then we can put this sql in
the large itemset. In our example, com_same 21 = {S 2 ,
same(S 2 , S1 ), same(S 2 , S3 )}. Here, the number of
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Session
code
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S 10
S 11
S 12

Codes of queries made in each session
( sql 1, sql 2,sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7,
sql 8, sql 9)
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7,
sql 8)
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8)
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8)
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8)
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8, sql 10, sql 12)
( sql 2, sql 6, sql 8, sql 10, sql 11)
( sql 3, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 11, sql 13)
( sql 4, sql 6, sql 8, sql 10, sql 12, sql 13)
(sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6)
(sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6)
(sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6)

Session code Codes of queries made in each session
S1
( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8,
sql 9)
S 2 ( sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8)
S 3 ( sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8)
S4 ( sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8)
S5
( sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8)
Note: S 10, S11, and S12 are drawn out due to “Large.”

Fig. 6(b) MD(S2 )| î=60%
same(S i, Sj )
Codes of queries
same(S 2, S1) { sql 1, sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8}
same(S 2, S3) { sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8}
same(S 2, S4) { sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}
same(S 2, S5) { sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}

Fig.6(a) Query sessions
appearances is three for each of sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql
7, and sql8, which is equal to the preset minimum model
support count 3. Therefore, we can derive the association
combination {sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, sql 8}.
Combining the derived association combination sets by the
rule “maximal,” we can come to the final association
combination set R i .
The following examples are two cases for illustrating the
Apriori-Model procedure:
Example 1
(1) Sort out sessions that are large from DM(S i )|î and build
up same(S i , Sj )
In Figure 6(a), the query sessions are made by many
decision makers for their individual objectives; therefore,
we can establish decision models following Steps 1
through 3. Suppose the minimum model affinity is set to
be 60%, then we can set up two decision models
MD(S 2 )| î=60% = {S1 , S2 , S 3 , S 4 , S5 } and MD(S 5 )| î=60% =
{S1 , S2 , S4 , S 5 , S6 }. Take MD(S 2 )| î=60% for example,
which is shown in Figure 6(b). Picking out sessions S 10 ,
S11 , and S 12 that are large, we get the association
combination set {sql 2, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6}. Then
we derive same(S 2 , S j ), where j = 1, 3, 4, 5 as Figure 6(c)
shows.
(2) Build up complex set com_same
In case the minimum model support is 60%, then the
minimum model support count is 4 ×60%≒ 3. That is
to say, this complex set com_same can be any set based
on the primary session S 2 with any two other sets inside
that are members of the family same(S 2 , S j ) (j = 1, 3, 4,
5). In other words, such complex sets include
com_same 21 = { S 2 , same(S 2 , S1 ), same(S 2 , S3 )},
com_same 22 = { S 2 , same(S 2 , S1 ), same(S 2 , S4 )},
com_same 23 = { S 2 , same(S 2 , S1 ), same(S 2 , S5 )},
com_same 24 = { S 2 , same(S 2 , S3 ), same(S 2 , S4 )},
com_same 25 = { S2 , same(S 2 , S3 ), same(S 2 , S5 )}, and
com_same 26 = { S2 , same(S 2 , S 4 ), same(S 2 , S 5 )}.
(3) Derive the large itemset from the complex set
com_same
In com_same 21 = { S2 , same(S 2 , S1 ), same(S 2 , S 3 )}, sql 1,
sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, and sql 8 are query codes that
appear three times each; in other words, they meet the
requirement that the minimum model support count is
equal to 3. Therefore, we can derive a second

Fig. 6(c) same(S 2 , Sj ) for MD(S 2 )| î=60%
association combination set {sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql
7, sql 8} here. Then, according to the complex set
com_same ij (i = 2, j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) built up just above,
we can come up with association combination sets {sql
1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}, { sql 1, sql 3, sql 4,
sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}, { sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 8},
{ sql 1, sql 4, sql 6, sql 8}, and { sql 1, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6,
sql 8}. Again, following the rule of “maximal,” the large
itemsets for MD(S 2 )| î=60% are R 21 = {sql 2, sql 3, sql 4,
sql 5, sql 6}, R22 = { sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 6, sql 7, sql
8}, R 23 = { sql 1, sql 2, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}, and R 24
= { sql 1, sql 3, sql 4, sql 5, sql 6, sql 8}, and R 2 = R 21 ∪
R22 ∪R

23 ∪R 23 .

To put it another way, to come to the

same result, our Apriori-Model needs to do 5 model
support calculations on com_same ij (i = 2, j = 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6), while Aprioriall [1] has to go all the way through
144 itemset model support calculations. In addition,
according to the empirical studies in [1][4][5], model
support calculations are the major factor that affects the
efficiency of the practice of association models.
Example 2
(1) Sort out sessions that are large from DM(S i )|î and build
up same(S i , Sj )
Take DM(S2)| î=50% = same(S i, Sj ) Codes of queries
{S1 , S 2 , S4 , S 5 } built up same(S 2, S1) { sql 1, sql 3, sql 4}
through Steps 1 to 3 same(S 2, S4) { sql 1, sql 3, sql 5}
for example. We can
same(S 2, S5) { sql 4, sql 5}
establish the same(S 2 ,
Fig. 6(d) same(S 2 , S j ) for
Sj ) in Figure 6(d). In
this example, there are
MD(S 2 )| î=50%
no large sessions.
(2) Build up complex sets com_same
If the minimum model support is set to be 50%, then the
minimum model support count is 3 ×50%≒ 2. That
means the complex set com_same can be any set based
on the primary session S 2 with any extra set in the
family of same(S 2 , S j ) (j = 1, 4, 5). Such complex sets
include com_same 21 = { S 2 , same(S 2 , S1 )}, com_same 22
= { S 2 , same(S 2 , S 4 )}, and com_same 23 = { S 2 , same(S 2 ,
S5 )}.
(3) Derive large itemsets from complex sets com_same
In com_same 21 = { S2 , same(S 2 , S1 )}, sql 1, sql 3, and
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sql 4 are the query codes that appear twice and thus

meet the requirement that the minimum model support

From the combination sets in a same decision
model, pick out the sub-rule with the biggest
GFI value as the primary rule, and the others as 10
secondary rules

11
End

No

3

2

Whether there are Yes Enter the association
combination sets
decision models
derived from the same
not yet
decision model
processed ?

Enter
decision

Whether there are
elements not yet
taken for the
effect in the set ?

For one association
combination set, pick out No
the one sub-rule with the
biggest GFI value to be
the sub-rule of this set.

8

Generate subsets from
Yes the combination set
where any item is the
effect and all the others
are the causes

Whether there are
association combination
sets notyet processed in
the decision model ?

Yes
9

5

4

7

6

Pick out subsets that satisfy GFI >β
(preset by the user) to form sub-rules
of causality. Arrange the sub-rules in
such order that causes come first
followed by effects. For the causes, the
ones with bigger λ values come first

Derive the GFI value
and λ value by
LISREL

Fig. 7 Procedure of building up rules of cause-effect relationships by LISREL
count is equal to 2. Therefore, we come to the first
î=50% , where one of the association combination sets is {sql
association combination set { sql 1, sql 3, sql 4} here.
1, sql 3, sql 5}. In this very association combination set, if
From the complex sets com_same ij (i =2, j = 2, 3)
sql 1 stands for the query code for “salary imbalance
derived just above, we can deduce two association
index,” sql 3 stands for the query code for the “ income
combination sets { sql 1, sql 3, sql 5} and { sql 4, sql 5}.
imbalance index,” and sql 5 stands for the query code for
In this place, to get the same association combination
the “average number of crimes committed,” then we can
sets, our Apriori_Model only needs 3 model support
learn from part 5 of Figure 7 that, when deriving
calculations on com_same ij (i = 2, j = 1, 2, 3), while
association rules of causal relationships, we need to pick
Aprioriall [1] has to do 16 itemset model support
out every element in the rules as the effect and the other
calculations.
elements as causes to discuss the appropriateness of the
cause-effect model. For example, if we pick out sql 3 as
Step 5 Establishing cause-and-effect association rules by
the effect, then we can come to the sub-rule sql 1, sql
LISREL
5->sql 3. The linear structure relation model can be
Figure 7 is the flowchart of the procedure to establish
applied as Figure 8 (or parts 6 and 7 of Figure 7) shows.
causality rules by the linear structure relation mode. First,
The test values concerned are listed in Figure 9. According
the decision models built up in Step 1 are to be entered up.
to the test result, the GFI value is 0.702, which is greater
If there are no decision models not yet processed, then we
than the preset GFI threshold (supposedly 0.6). In addition,
come to an end here (see parts 1 and 2 of Figure 7). Then,
the p-value for every element is less than 0.05, and the
we access the association combination sets not yet
regression coefficients are respectively 1 and 0.657. As a
processed in the same decision model (see parts 3 and 4 of
result, we get one association sub-rule of causality sql 1,
Figure 7). In Step 4, Example 2, we deal with association
sql 5->sql 3. Of course, the remaining sub-rules sql 1, sql
combinations by means of Apriori-Model, and three
3->sql 5 and sql 3, sql 5->sql 1 should be further processed
association combination sets are generated from MD(S 2 )|
(by repeating parts 5, 6, and 7 of Figure 7). When this
Retrieve data about
independent/dependent
variables in databases.

Analyze data using
statistical software.

Our example data here are the
salary imbalance indices, income
imbalance indices, and average
numbers of crimes committed
adopted from the twenty-one
county/municipal governments,
Taiwan, 1997.

LISREL model of
Statistical software
applied here.

Fig. 8 The linear structure relation model

Chi-square
GFI
AGFI
RMR

The GFI threshold is set as 60%
here. The testing reveals that the
example has an appropriate
cause-effect relationship.
Establish appropriate
sub-rules.

Examine p-values of causes.
Remove the causes whose
p-values are greater than 0.05.
The p-values of all the cause
items are less then 0.05.

Arrange the cause items according
to their regression coefficients
(from big to small).
The cause items are arranged in the order:
1.Salary imbalance index
2.Income imbalance index

(sql 1,sql 5)->sql 3

Measurement Model Result

Overall Model Fit
Statistic

Test for GFI values to decide
appropriateness of cause-effect
relationship. If a sub-rule is not
appropriate, remove it..

Value

P-value

56.6461
0.702
0.504
0.15

0.01

Fig. 9 Test values of relation models

Parameter
Y1
X1

Estimate
1*
1*

P-value

Notes:
1. X1: salary imbalance index, X2: income imbalance index,
and Y1: average number of crimes committed.
2. The symbol * means the value is kept constant for other
variables to compare with.
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association combination set is done and yet there are still
other association combination sets unprocessed in the
same model such as {sql 1, sql 3, sql 4} and {sql 4, sql 5},
we must also repeat the steps in parts 3 through 7 of Figure
7 on them.
Please note here that there may be more than one
association combination in a decision model. For example,
in MD(S 2 )| î=50% , there are as many as three association
combination sets {sql 1, sql 3, sql 4}, {sql 1, sql 3, sql 5},
and {sql 4, sql 5}. Because there is only one single
objective to one decision model, from MD(S 2 )| î=50% , no
matter how many association sub-rules of causality we can
derive via the linear structure relation model, only the
sub-rule with the highest GFI value is chosen. The reason
is that, among the sub-rules derived from one model, the
one with the highest GFI value is the one with the
strongest cause-effect relationship and thus is the one we
need.
The association rules are picked out the way as follows. In
{sql 1, sql 3, sql 5} from MD(S 2 )| î=50% , we get the
following two association sub-rules of causality sql 1, sql
5->sql 3 (GFI=0.702) and sql 3, sql 5->sql 1 (GFI=0.601).
Out of the two, the sub-rule sql 1, sql 5->sql 3 has a bigger
GFI value, which means the cause-effect relationship
indicated by this sub-rule is stronger; therefore, we take it
(see part 9 of Figure 7). On the other hand, MD(S 2 )| î=50%
still has one other association combination set {sql 1, sql 3,
sql 4}, from which we get three association sub-rules of
causality sql 1, sql 4->sql 3 (GFI=0.500), sql 3, sql 1->sql
4 (GFI=0.503), as well as sql 3, sql 4->sql 1 (GFI=0.402).
Out of the three, sql 3, sql 1->sql 4 has the biggest GFI
value, so the cause-effect relationship it indicates must be
the strongest. Therefore, we take sql 3, sql 1->sql 4. After
we have gone through all the association combination sets,
we compare the GFI values of the sub-rules picked out.
Among them, the sub-rule with the biggest GFI value
(such as sql 1, sql 5->sql 3 in our example) is taken for the
primary rule, and the others (such as sql 3, sql 1->sql 4)
will serve as secondary rules (refer to part 10 of Figure 7).
Since the GFI value indicates the probability of the
existence of a cause-effect relationship, we should of
course reserve rules with high GFI values for later use in
the pre-fetching of materialized views as well as the
intelligent query paths.
5. EVALUATIONA OF IMVIP MECHANISM

1

4.1

Data source 1
Data source 2

………

1.Queried more often
2.Occurring more often

2
Materialized
views

Data
warehouse

4
Data
pre-fetched to
memory

1
2
3
4
5
6

5
Access data for
decision -making
Fetch data
according to
association rules

6

2.1
Rule No.

The raw data we adopt in this paper for the empirical
analysis of our new method are the queries made in Taiwan
government database warehouse within a certain period
of time. Based on the raw data, we derive six association
rules of causality as shown in part 2.1 of Figure 10, which
will help us make it through the inferences in the rest of
this section. Figure 10 below illustrates how our IMVIP
mechanism works. When a decision maker proceeds with
queries for data, the cause-and-effect association rules can
help with the data warehouse operation in the following
steps:
Step 1. The data warehouse (see part 3 of Figure 10) can
fetch and organize the associated data in advance that are
originally shattered in different databases (see part 1 of
Figure 10). However, if there should be a big gap between
the pre-fetched data and the data really practically needed,
the resources put into the construction of the data
warehouse would be a waste. In this paper, the
cause-and-effect association rules derived to build up the
materialized views (see part 2 of Figure 10) are directed at
the needs of the decision makers (see part 2.1 of Figure 10)
in order to enhance the efficiency of the data warehouse.
Step 2. When offering data in the data warehouse for use,
we can fetch the data within the association rules whose
numbers of queries made by the decision maker are higher
(for examp le, in rule 2 of part 2.1 in Figure 10, higher
numbers of queries are made for “number of couples
married,” “population,” “sex ratio,” “income distribution,”
and “population growth”) as well as the data that show up
more often in the derived rules (such as “population,”
which appears three times in the six rules) and store them in
memory in advance when the data warehouse is being setup
(see parts 4 and 4.1 in Figure 10). This way, we can save
the time that would otherwise be wasted on storing media
and searching for data in the hard disk. Of course, the
threshold here needs to be adjusted according to the size of
the computer memory used as well as the sizes of the
databases.
Step 3. When searching for data (part 7 of Figure 10), if the
decision maker offers the objective (for example, to infer
the population growth ratio), then the system can draw out
the associated data (namely the “number of couples
married,” “population,” “sex ratio,” “income distribution,”
and “population growth”) (see part 5 of Figure 10)
according to rule 2 in part 2.1 of Figure 10. However, if the
decision maker does not reveal the objective, then thing
will go another way. Suppose the first query the decision

Objective offered

7

Queries
made by
the
decision
Objective not maker
offered

Rule description

salary imbalance index, income imbalance index ànumber of crimes committed
number of couples married, population, sex ratio, income distribution àpopulation growth
number of companies, number of lands traded, population, unemployment rate àgrowth of local tax
degree of urbanization, education, age group, population, sex ratioànumber of social worker needed
education, degree of urbanization, income distribution, street length, growth of motor vehicles ànumber of traffic accidents
number of cars increased, growth of public transportation, income distribution, population ànumber of parking spaces needed

Fig. 10 Illustration of the IMVIP mechanism
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Methods
of data
maker makes
is for
population. Then, the system will
warehouse
show the dataconstruction
associated with population (for example,
“number of couples married,” “sex ratio,” “income
distribution,” and “population growth” in rule 2; “number
of companies,”
Evaluation“number of lands traded,” “unemployment
rate,” anditems
“growth of local tax” in rule 3; “degree of
urbanization,” “education,” “age group,” “sex ratio,” and
“number of social workers needed” in rule 4; as well as
“number of cars increased,”
“growth of public
transportation,” “income distribution,” and “number of
parking spaces needed” in rule 6) for the decision maker to
choose from for further queries. Then, if the decision maker
makes a second query for sex ratio, the range of associated
data will be narrowed down to rules 2 and 4. After that, if
the decision maker makes a third query for number of
couples married, then the decision maker’s objective is
predicted to be pointing at rule 2, and the system will offer
related data as such (see part 6 in Figure 10). Thus, the
system can provide the decision maker with intelligent data
pre-fetching along the decision-making path, which will
dramatically enhance the efficiency for the decision-making
process.
Assumptions are made for the six association rules in part
2.1 of Figure 10 : (1) The total number of the items is 22
(where items that different rules have in common, such as
“population” that appears in rules 2, 3, 4, and 6, are counted
only once). (2) 11 queries are applied to rules 1, 2, and 3,
individually. (taking up 10.18% of the total number of
queries) 25 queries are applied to rules 4, 5, and 6,
individually. (taking up 23.15% of the total number of
queries).
Table 1 is a list of six different methods of data warehouse
construction codenamed A through F. Among them, none
of methods A through D uses the system proposed in this
paper. On the contrary, both methods E and F are followers
of our IMVIP mechanism. On the other hand, rows a
through f are for evaluation items for those data warehouse
construction methods to examine the working efficiency
performances as to queries for decision-making. For
example, “a: number of data items fetched from data

sources (4)” is to put down the number of data items
queried that cannot but be fetched from their very sources
outside the data warehouse, and the number 4 inside the
parentheses indicates the time complexity for fetching one
data item. If the query a certain decision maker makes is for
rules 3 and 4 in part 2.1 in Figure 10, then Cell A-a will
show 50%, indicating that only half of the data needed can
be found in the data warehouse with the other half outside
in their individual sources. There are totally 10 data items
in rules 3 and 4, and therefore there are still 5 other data
items to be fetched outside the data warehouse. Cell A-b is
for the summary data acquired by calculating and
organizing other data. In rules 3 and 4, such data include
“degree of urbanization,” “age group,” and “sex ratio.”
Cells A-c and A-d suggest that the data warehouse offers
no intelligent decision-making path, and thus the number of
data items shown on the screen is 22, whether or not the
objective has been provided. Cell A-e reveals that 10 data
items must be drawn out from the hard disk. Finally, the
number (113=4×5+3×3+1×22+1×22+4×10) in Cell A-f is
figured out by multiplying all the time complexity indices
in the cells above. It is used to indicate the time complexity
of the particular data warehouse construction method. By
the same token, we can get the corresponding information
as to different data warehouse construction methods in
Columns B through D in Table 1.
As for data warehouse construction methods E and F,
because IMVIP mechanism is employed, there is already
no need to search individual databases for data, nor is there
any need for data calculation and integration. Therefore,
Cells E-a, E-b, F-a, and F-b are all 0’s. Cells E-c and F-c
show that the decision maker faces the 10 data items in
rules 3 and 4 when she/he has revealed the objective. Then,
Cells E-d and F-d indicate that it takes two steps for our
new mechanism to reach the data in rules 3 and 4 when the
decision maker’s objective remains unknown. Here, the
first step is to fetch the data in rule 3. If the decision maker
chooses population, then she/he is going to face the 17 data
items in rules 2, 3, 4, and 6 (excluding population of
course). If the second choice is unemployment rate, then

Table 1. Evaluation of data warehouse construction methods
Proposed mechanism not employed
A: 50% of the B: 50% of the C: 90% of the D: 90% of the
data needed
data needed
data needed
data needed
can be found can be found can be found can be found
in the data
in the data
in the data
in the data
warehouse.
warehouse.
warehouse.
warehouse.
summary data summary data summary data summary data
not processed processed
not processed processed
a: number of data
items fetched from
data sources (4)
b: number of
summary data items
processed (3)
c: number of data
items offered when
user has revealed
the objective (1)
d: number of data
items offered when
user has not
revealed the
objective (1)
e: number of data
items to be drawn
out from hard disk
when queried (4)
f: total time
complexity

Proposed mechanism employed
E: 100% of the data
F: 100% of the data
needed can be found in
needed can be found in
the data warehouse.
the data warehouse.
Summary data processed. Summary data processed.
Data items put in memory Data items put in memory
whose query is applied
whose query is applied
more than 20% of the
more than 10% of the
total number of queries
total number of queries

5

5

1

1

0

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

22

22

22

22

10

10

22

22

22

22

17

17

10

10

10

10

4

0

113

104

97

88

43

27
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the decision maker is going to face the remaining 3 data
items in rule 3. Now, here comes the second step, which is
for the access of the data in rule 4. If the decision maker’s
first choice is population, then, again, she/he is going to
face the 17 data items in rules 2, 3, 4, and 6 except for
population itself. After that, if the second choice is
education, then she/he will face the 4 remaining items in
rule 4. This way, although the number of data items faced
varies from choice to choice, the total number is always 17.
As for Cell E-e, because the data whose query is applied
more than 20% of the total number of queries have already
been put in memory, we have got all the items in rule 4
readily available with the four items “number of
companies,” “number of lands traded,” “unemployment
rate,” and “growth of local tax” not yet loaded in. Then, as
Cell F-e reveals, when the data whose query is applied
more than 10% of the total number of queries have already
been put in memory, we have got all the items in rules 3
and 4 ready for query in memory. Finally, the time
complexity indices in Cells E-f and F-f can also be figured
out according to the above cells. According to the total time
complexity in Cells E-f and F-f, we can find that the
performance is always better if the IMVIP mechanism is
employed.
From the evaluation above, we find out there are three key
factors that affect the efficiency of data warehouse
operations, and they are: whether or not the data items
stored can meet the need for decision-making, whether or
not the system can offer intelligent query paths, as well as
whether or not the data items needed can be pre-fetched
and kept in memory. The time complexity indices for
methods of data warehouse construction in Table 1 have
demonstrated that our intelligent materialized views
pre-fetching mechanism, performing quite well in all the
three key factors above, can offer appropriate
problem-solving plans and will be empirically helpful for
data warehouse construction.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The database components of a data warehouse keep in store
the basic information that decision makers need when they
have to make decisions of all kinds. Since the data sources
usually locate separately in a wide variety of application
systems, where even the working platforms are very
probably heterogeneous, if we can build up definitions for
materialized views that are able to live up to the needs of
decision makers, then we can be successful in lowering the
probability of cases where the data needed have to be
searched for outside of the data warehouse. As a result, we
will be able to not only reduce the load on computer
resources
but also
enhance
the efficiency
in
decision-making.
To satisfy the requirement above, in this paper, we have
proposed an IMVIP mechanism to derive materialized
views fitting various decision makers’ needs from the
Apriori-Model and the linear structure relation model.
Exploring every single query that each decision maker
makes for a certain data item, this intelligent system can
derive the association rules as to the most-often-queried
data items for every possible query objective. Through the
inference of the association rules among queries, in the data
management system, the data about to be queried by the

decision maker can thus be pre-fetched. As a result, the
data access time can be shortened, and the decision-making
efficiency improved. In addition, by means of the linear
structure relation model, the system can determine the
cause-effect relationships among the queried data items in
the association rules. These cause-and-effect association
rules can further serve as more-pertinently-to-the-point
references for decision makers. As a result, such rules will
be great help with the construction and performance of data
warehouses.
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ABSTRACT

The Internet provides a powerful disseminative ability
for users to acquire information more efficiently and quickly.
However, an increasingly large scale of data induces certain
problems as users face a more serious information overload
situation. By using an information retrieval technique,
information push-delivery provides a good solution for users
to acquire rich information from the Internet. In fact,
providing personal service for users is one of the mo st
important issues in an electronic commerce (EC)
environment. In order to increase interaction between
themselves and customers, many enterprises provide
personal services to improve management performance and
competitiveness. However, since the customers have
different preferences for information received from the
Internet, it seems necessary to design a personal information
system to guarantee that the customers can receive the
desired information. In this study, the fuzzy retrieval and
similarity measurement techniques are applied to design a
personal information push-delivery system. The data
resulting from testing a group of students at Da-Yeh
University, Changhua, Taiwan, shows that the satisfaction
degree for the received information for all participants was
70%. These results indicate that the proposed system can
effectively provide correct and interesting information to
users.
Key words : Information push-delivery,
Information
retrieval,
Personal
services,
Similarity measurement.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet, with continuous progress in computer
technology and the pervasion of network environments, has
become a major channel for people to acquire information
on demand by providing access to hundreds of software
programs, documents, sounds, images and many other types
of information [6]. It has been estimated that the amount of
information stored on the Internet doubles every 18 months.
However, the rate of increase in the number of home pages
is even faster, doubling every six months or even sooner
[32].
Users can acquire increasing amounts of information
from Internet resources, but they also face the serious
problem of information overload. Concurrently, web tools
have become more important for developing better solutions
to assist people in acquiring information easily and
effectively [1]. Some web tools possess the ability to track
information and changes within users’ surfing on the
Internet. Further more, by using these surfing data, web tools

can assist users in acquiring and managing information or
documents from the Internet. According to their intelligence
and power, such tools can be divided into browsers, search
engines, notifications, deductions and push-delivery systems
[11].
The search engine is the most popular tool for locating
and managing information on the Internet. However many
unpolished data appear in the result obtained by using
keywords to locate information. Users must refine and
retrieve information that they actually need after utilizing a
search engine. Such problems of information overload on
the Internet have become increasingly serious [10][12]. An
intelligent information agent not only provides the function
of information retrieval and a recommendation for
improving the drawbacks of a search engine, but also
provides a profile to record the user’s personal information.
So it can build an individual push-delivery mode for each
user to solve information overload effectively [10][11][14]
[23][30].
Recently, electronic commerce (EC) has become the
most popular issue on the Internet. In addition to a swift
growth in customers and the dissemination ability to provide
services or information through time and space, a growing
number of enterprises are acquiring customer information
from the Internet. They expect to increase interaction with
customers and improve their service level at the same time
[20]. In other words, using the Internet to provide individual
service and information to meet customers’ preferences and
requirements is the most important issue in an electronic
commerce environment. Thus, we present personal
information push-delivery architecture, and then design a
system to demonstrate its performance. The results from
testing at Da-Yeh University, Changhua, Taiwan, show that
the degree of satisfaction from all participants reached 70%,
thereby indicating that the proposed system can effectively
provide information that meet users’ requirements.
2.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

To obtain information meeting users’ requirements is
the main goal of web tools. Many methods and algorithms
have been proposed to improve the information retrieval
efficacy of the Internet, but we believe our proposed system
is superior. In this section, some related work on
push-delivery concepts and methods are reviewed.
2.1. Information push-delivery agents

Information push-delivery agents can be divided into
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three major types on the basis of their architectural and
operational procedures. According to their characteristics, an
introduction and comparison follow.
(1) Client
A client can analyze a user’s track while surfing the
web without a server and determinate the user’s access
pattern automatically. After acquiring information such as a
hyperlink trend or possible target, a search engine or other
tools are used to locate related information on the Internet.
Then some web pages or hyperlinks are recommended, those
tools such as Letizia, WebWatcher, etc [4][10][11] [21][32].
(2) Server
A server is used to collect a user’s track while surfing
the web, in order to provide user-related information froma
database [10][32]. Fuzzy clustering or other social-filter
methods are usually used to analyze the user’s Travel Path
Graph (TPG) or the content of documents to determinate the
user’s cluster of similar preferences. Then related
information or web pages are recommended to the members
of a common cluster. Some severs use a database or search
agent to locate related information
and provide
recommended information, those tools such as GroupLens,
Ringo, etc. [4][11][18][22][26].
(3) Virtual proxy server
The per-fetch concept is used to build a virtual
hierarchy proxy server, which collects similar contents from
documents or data into different container levels. The Global
Resource Index (GRI) is used to manage the location of
information in a proxy server. When a user becomes a
member of a special proxy server community, he/she can
acquire related information from other members in the same
community [2][28].
Table 1. The functional comparison of information agent
Type
Virtual proxy
Client
Server
Item
server
Using server
No
Yes
No
User
No
Yes
No
community
Information
No
No
Yes
category
Topical
No
No
No
category definition
Push
by
No
No
Yes
category
Hierarchy
No
No
Yes
structure
The recommended information restricted in the results
of search engines locate on the Internet, couldn’t provide
related information from other users, is a prime drawback in
the usage of a client agent. For all, a server agent can
provide related information from other members in the same
community. Fuzzy clustering method is used to build several
user sets with similar attributes in a server agent. Even
though a user set has almost same attributes, still no
category topic could represent what it is. A virtual proxy
hierarchy structure is used in a virtual proxy sever agent to
replace social clustering method in a server agent. But each
proxy server merely collect the most same documents still
couldn’t clarify the category topic in it. The functional
comparison of information agent is shown in table 1. For the

sake of improving those drawbacks of information pushdelivery systems, we advocate a topical category concept to
build an information push-delivery system. Both fuzzy
information retrieval and fuzzy similarity measurement are
used to classify topical category of documents and provide
appropriate recommended information to user.
2.2. Fuzzy information retrieval
According to a user’s prefer topics to locate appropriate
documents in word representation is the definition of the
information retrieval [19]. Term is usually used in automatic
information retrieval to be the index of a documents set. In
order to discriminate the important degree of terms in a
documents set, the weight value is used to describe each
term’s important level in each document. There are three
factors should be considered in the process of determining
the term weight value. Those are term frequency in the
document, prevalence of the term in the entire collection and
the length of the document. And two key stages should be
talked about; extracting term from the document and term
weight adjustment, in the information retrieval processes
[27].
(1) Extracting terms from the document and obtaining its
initial weight value
Filtering and selecting terms related topic from each
textual document, the process of extracting keywords and
determining its weight value described as follow [4][11][12]
[29][32].
i. Filtering out the duplicated documents, not-existed web
pages or documents on the Internet.
ii. Using stop-word list to delete the words, which couldn’t
represent the content of the document.
iii.Counting the frequency of core words.
iv.Extracting keywords from core words by the frequency
order.
v. Obtaining the initial weight value of each keyword by
the normalized frequency.
(2) Term weight adjustment
Term weight adjustment is one of the most important
processes in the information retrieval method. If a term has
higher frequency in a document and lower frequency in the
other documents, it should possess higher weight value in
the document. Using the concept, Term Frequency Inversed
Documents Frequency (TFIDF) has advocated in an
algorithm to adjust a term’s weight value in a documents set.
There are many similar algorithms such as Okapi,
INQUERY and Smart has proposed recently [3][5][10][24]
[25][27].
2.3. Fuzzy similarity measurement
Both keyword and its weight value are used to compose
a term vector. After a document translates to a term vector,
every document can compare with each topical category and
classified into appropriate category. There are many fuzzy
similarity measurement methods include [8]:
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(1) On the Basis of the operation of union and intersection.
(2) On the Basis of the maximum difference.
(3) On the Basis of the differences and the sum of degree of
membership.
Some drawbacks maybe appear after both documents
similarity measuring like [7][8][9][13][15][16][17][31].
(1) When the same elements in both documents have the
same degree of membership overall, the degree of
similarity should be one. In some formulas, the degree
of similarity will be the highest degree of membership in
the same elements seems unreasonable obviously.
(2) In some formulas, if one pair of the same elements
whose degree of membership is one in both documents,
even the other same element pairs have obvious
difference, the degree of similarity become one.
Obviously, the result is un-reasonable and un-acceptable
to us.
(3) Using the maximum of difference method, when one of
the same element pairs appears obvious difference in
degree of membership, even the degree of membership
of others element pairs are nearly equal, the degree of
similarity will still be excessively low.
(4) Using the operation of complement method, when one of
element in both documents that’s the degree of
membership is one, then the degree of similarity will be
zero. Obviously, the result is un-reasonable and
un-acceptable also.
We use Microsoft Excel generator to build 60 random
testing data sets, in order to make a comparison in such
similarity measurement methods. After testing of similarity
measurement, the absolute value of the difference between
each formula and the average degree of similarity of all
formulas is used to evaluate the similarity measurement
effect of each formula. According to the difference between
average value and degree of similarity, the similarity
measurement in Chen [7] should be the better one and its
formula is described as

information from advertis ing agency. All information should
be translated to plain text, and extracted or managed in the
operational processes.
(2) Document database
After information translated to plain text, filtering out
unsuitable information by date, length or other conditions.
The data meet restricted condition would be stored to
document database.
(3) Extracting term
Extracting terms in each document, then computing the
weight value of each term.
(4) Category knowledge database
Constructing the category domain knowledge according
to the key term vector set, and then building the centric set
for each category of domain knowledge. Using the centric
set to provide similarity measuring with each document.
(5) Similarity measurement
Using fuzzy similarity measurement to measure the
similarity between the centric set and each document. And
then categorize the document into push-delivery database by
its degree of similarity of each category.
(6) Push-delivery database
Storing the document after similarity measured to
push-delivery database by category. According to the
similarity of both each document and each category, the
proposed system will provide users the information, which
meets their preferences.
(7) Information push-delivery
According to conditions such as the threshold values or
the maximum number of push-delivery documents, this
push-delivery information system will send each user the
documents by his/her preferences respectively.
(8) User database
User could register his/her profile into user database
such as account, password, name and education background.
The proposed system will provide some categories for user
to fill his/her preference.

information
push-delivery
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membership of the element x i in A and B sets respectively.
The symbol S(A,B) is the degree of the similarity between A
and B sets. n is the number of elements in a set.
user database

3.

SYSTEM STRUCTURE

3.1. Component introduction
According to the related literature of information
push-delivery agents, we propose architecture to design an
active personal information push-delivery system (shown in
figure 1). The major components of personal information
push-delivery system are described as follow:
(1) Raw data and information
The resources of push-delivery information could be
web pages on the Internet or other types of data like goods

raw data and
information

(1)

i 1

B

push-devlivery
database

user register

category
knowledge
database

document
database

extracting term

Figure 1. Architecture of personal information
push-delivery system
3.2. Satisfaction analysis

In order to indicate the proposed system can provide
users the personal information to meet users requirement
effectively, we present two indices, response ratio and
degree of satisfaction of push-delivery information in a
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period, to describe the effectiveness of the proposed system.
In this study, user can represent his/her satisfaction with
semantic variable or score. The semantic variables can be
converted into score of satisfaction by mapping table (shown
in table 2). The two indices are described as follow.
(1) Response ratio
When response ratio of the information is higher, it
represents users are more interested in the information
system push-delivery obviously. The response ratio can be
computed as
r
Ri  i
si
where Ri is the response ratio of the i-th push-delivery
information, r i is the response number of users when they
received i-th information, and s i is the number of users who
received i-th push-delivery information.

questionnaires and message board (shown in figure 2 and
figure 3).
(2) Main system
Main system is in charge with information maintenance
and management about entire system. The functions of main
system include member profile, topical category, and
questionnaires, information push-delivery and satisfaction
measurement (shown in figure 4 ~ figure 9).
4.2. Test process and result
(2)
In this test, our participants are the students of Da-Yen
University, Changhua, Taiwan. The topical categories are
divided into “internet”, ”computer science”, “wireless
communication” and “electronic comme rce”.
The test
procedure is described as follow (shown in figure 10).

(2) Degree of satisfaction of push-delivery information in a
period
In a period, the degree of satisfaction of push-delivery
information in each category can be computed as
n

S c 

T

 S

cti

i 1 t 1

(3)

n T c E max

where S c (0≦S c≦1) is the degree of stratification of
c-th category, S cti is the i-th user’s score of satisfaction of the
t-th information in the c-th category, n is number of users in
the c-th category, T c is number of push-delivery information
for the c-th category in a period, E max is the maximum value
in the semantic translation mapping table (in this case,
Emax =5).

Figure 2. Main web page

Table 2. Score of semantic variable mapping
Semantic
variable

VS

SA

NR

US

VU

Score

5

4

3

2

1

VS: Very satisfying, SA: Satisfying, NR: Normal,
US: Unsatisfying, VU: Very unsatisfying.
4.

Figure 3. Member region

TEST AND RESULT

In this paper, we design a personal information
push-delivery system to indicate the proposed architecture is
feasible and effective.
4.1. System design

Our system divided into web site and main system. The
functions of the proposed system can be described as follow.
(1) Web site
In this web site, the “Da-Yeh University information
center” we named, includes main page, member region,

Figure 4. Main system screen
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Figure 5. Member profile

Figure 9. Graph of degree of satisfaction

instructionofwebsite
operateing

members register

collecting
questionnaires

buliding centroid
byeachcategory

sending push delivery
information

creatingpush
delivery
information

measuringthe
similarity of each
avail document

satisfaction
measurement

Figure 6. Questionnaire form
systemevaluationand
analysis

Figure 10. The process of information push-delivery

Figure 7. Calculation of term weight

Step 1: Members register and the first investigation
All participants should register their profile into user
database on the Internet. And then, they must fill out the
keyword importance questionnaire and also propose some
keywords, which they feel important but the questionnaire
doesn’t appear. According to the collection from the
participants’ res ponse, the main system translates semantic
variable into score by mapping table (shown in table 3) to
calculate the weight value of each keyword (term). The
weight value of each keyword (term) can be described as
5

wi 

Figure 8. Similarity measurement

U

k

*V k

k 1

U T * Vmax

where wi is the importance weight value of i-th term, U k
is the number of users in the k-th semantic variable, V k is the
score of k-th semantic variable mapping, U T is the number of
users, V max is the maximum of score of semantic variable
mapping (in this case, V max = 5)。The weight value of each
category is shown in table 4.
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indicate that the proposed system is feasible and acceptable.

Table 3. Score of semantic variable mapping
Semantic
variable

VI

Score

5

IM

NR

UI

VU
Table 6. Result of the user satisfaction measurement

4

3

2

1

Weight
Maximum Minimum Average
Category

VI: Very important, IM: Important, NR: Normal,
UI: Unimportant, VU: Very unimportant.

Internet

Table 4. Result of the first investigation
Weight Maximu
Category
m
Internet
Computer
science
Wireless
communication
Electronic
commerce

Minimum Average

Standard
deviation

0.938

0.382

0.739

0.126

0.946

0.596

0.781

9.716

0.882

0.548

0.721

0.101

0.972

0.574

0.808

9.210

Step 2:Aggregating proposed keywords and the second
investigation
After filtering out the keywords of all participants
proposed, the main system will aggregate the existed
keywords and the new keywords of participants proposed to
organize a new keywords list in each category. Then select
some more important keywords in each category to form a
new questionnaire. Repeat the process of step 1, the weight
value in each category can be computed and shown in table
5.

Table 5. Result of the second investigation
Weight
Maximum Minimum Average
Category
Internet
Computer
science
Wireless
communication
Electronic
commerce

Computer
science
Wireless
communication
Electronic
commerce

0.646

0.802

0.085

0.949

0.669

0.804

7.739

0.903

0.586

0.775

0.079

0.968

0.701

0.844

5.366

Step3:Information push-delivery and users satisfaction
measurement
After filtering out several electronic newspapers on the
Internet, we obtain 2275 avail-data samples in this test.
Using similarity measurement methods, the proposed system
can push users the information by conditions such as the
maximum number of document, the threshold of degree of
similarity and the expired published date. According to the
collection of the feedback from each participant’s score of
satisfaction after the information, which he/she has read, the
final degree of satisfaction of the proposed system is 0.709
(shown in table 6). In other words, the degree of satisfaction
of all participants in this test is quite high. This result

0.824

0.610

0.717

0.064

0.818

0.637

0.747

0.069

0.803

0.563

0.701

0.069

0.786

0.552

0.671

0.077

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we propose information push-delivery
system architecture and design a personal information
push-delivery system based on knowledge base. According
to the result of testing investigation, it has indicated that the
degree of satisfaction of participants acquire information
from information push-delivery system is quite high. It
means that the personal information push-delivery system
can provide users personal information on the Internet more
feasible and effective.
In an electronic commerce environment with increasing
competitors, a growing number of enterprises emphasize to
build the closeness relationship between themselves and
customers. The personal service is just a best tool to provide
information or services and meet their expectancy in
increasing interaction with customers. Using the architecture
of personal information push-delivery system would provide
a better efficient solution to bring up interaction in an
electronic commerce environment.

Standard
deviation

0.949

Standard
deviation
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This research performs a field study to explore how the hotel

ABSTRACT

enterprises can improve the relationship among companies

The value of customer relationship is well recognized by
and customers.
many

leading

companies,

especially

for

the

In specific, this paper studies three

service
interrelated objectives in order to get a holistic view of

companies.

For the hotel enterprise,

application

of
customers and their relationship to the entire enterprise as

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is a great
follows.
opportunity to increase the customer value and provides a
1.
way to systematically attract, acquire and retain

Provide a framework to review the strategic

the
application in related to customer connections.

customers. The main purposes of this study are to provide
2.

Conduct a field study of the CRM applications on

a framework to review the strategic application in related to
high quality hotel enterprises.
customer connections on high quality hotel enterprises.
3.

Discuss opportunities for hotel enterprises to
leverage customer knowledge and to create

This study has taken the hotel enterprise as an example to
value for customers based on the findings.
perform a field study. These hotels, based on the surveyed
data, have done the connections for customer knowledge in
69%, for customer-connective technologies in 84% and for

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

customer economics in 75%.

As the business world shifts from product focus to customer

Keywords:

focus, managers find out that the enhancement of the

Customer Relationship Management, Field

Study, Hotel Enterprise, e-Business

existing customers

relationship will be benefit for a

profitable and sustainable revenue growth. Wayland and

INTRODUCTION
Many

companies

customer-focused
importance

of

are

transforming

organizations
establishing

Cole [3] have presented the Value Compass model which
themselves

nowadays,
Customer

into

and

the

Relationship

Management (CRM) to better understand what customer
wants and needs becomes obvious. For business, CRM is
more than a software package but is being

a killer

makes explicit connection between what managers know
about their customers and how they can leverage that
information to create customer value. Lin [2] presented a
systemic integrated communications model that might help
enterprises identify the potential issues of CRM and its idea
is similar to the value compass model.

application. It aims to understand, anticipate and manage
the needs of organizations’ current and potential customers.
There

are also

only a few companies

which

have

implemented CRM systems in Taiwan based on a recent
survey [7].

RESEARCH DESIGN
A field study is performed under the research structure
presented in Figure 1. There are five phases in this study.
Since customer connection strategy is so important,
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(1) Customer knowledge
Customer
Connection
Strategy

(A) Build the stock of knowledge
(B) Generate knowledge at the right level and the
Questionnaire
Design

The Value
Compass
Model

CRM
Strategy
Analysis

CRM
System
Design

right depth
(C) Generate the right kind of the knowledge
(D) Leverage knowledge
(E) Apply knowledge management model

Figure 1. Research structure
customer

knowledge

management,

technologies and customer

(F) Build up call center

customer-connecting

(2) Customer-connective technologies

economics applied in high

(A) Identify the main purposes

quality hotel enterprises have firstly been reviewed. Then,

(B) Set up a feedback loop

four dimensions of the relationship value (customer portfolio

(C) Implement new database systems and

management, value proposition design, value-added role as

technologies

well as reward and risk sharing) are identified. Appropriate

(D) Conduct on-line relationship

questionnaire is designed to collect the field information

(3) Customer economics

with subjects restricted to high quality hotel enterprises in

(A) Estimate the value of customer relationships

Taiwan. CRM strategies can be recommended considering
the data analysis from the field study.

agent

(B) Understand

Finally, suitable

the

distribution

of

customer

relationship value

solutions are suggested to fit the needs of CRM demands.

(C) Manage the customer portfolio for maximum

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Descriptive analysis of the questionnaire results is now
provided. The questionnaires were sent to 19 high quality
hotel enterprises in Taiwan. There were 19 responses from

growth
2.

The value compass

The current and future positions for the subjects on the value
compass are shown in Table 1 and 2. Strategies of the high
quality hotel are analyzed in detail as follows.

these 19 companies. The analysis of customer connection
strategies and their positions on the value compass are now

100%

69%

84%

75%

80%

discussed.

60%
40%

1.

Customer connection strategies

20%

The purpose of customer connection is the first priority to

0%

Customer Knowledge

Customer Connective
Technologies

Customer Economics

investigate. In Figure 2 a comparison of how these high
Figure 2. Customer connection strategies
quality hotel enterprises consider about their customer
connection strategies is shown. These hotels, based on the
(1) Customer portfolio management
surveyed data, have done the connections for customer
knowledge in 69%, for customer-connective technologies in
84%

and

for

customer

economics

in

75%.

(A) Attract the largest share of the company’s potential

The
customer base.

implications are as follows.
(B) Offer a moderate level of product variety might be more
effective than fragment the customer portfolio.
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Table 1. The current and future positions of the subjects
Position

Market Group Individual

Core
Product

Extended
Total
Offer
Solution

Situation

Present
Future

13
13

6
5

0
1

6
0

7
7

(G)

Improve

operating

efficiency

and

expand

the

professional capacity.
(4)

Reward and risk sharing

6
12
(A) Define clearly what is meant of the value created in a

Table 2. The current and future positions of the subjects

relationship, what constitutes the shares of the value

(continued)

received by buyers and sellers and how the shares can be
changed.

Position

Product Process Network Neutral Perfor Outcome
Manager Manager Manager
mance
Situation

Present
Future

9
6

6
6

4
7

7
2

6
8

6
9

(B) Consider outcomes-based

rewards for ads on

the

Internet.
3.

Summary of the survey

(C) Achieve the most efficient levels of mass operations to

Summary of the findings are as follows.

produce a fairly uniform product despite the promise of and

(1) There are 69 percent of the respondents who care about

recent advances in flexible manufacturing.

customer knowledge. Most likely, these high quality hotel

(D) Rely on brand image and customer self-selection.

enterprises do not realize the importance of customer

(E) Apply the strategy that the right market is targeted on

knowledge and even don’t know how it works.

the right product with right image.

(2) Although the respondents have higher proportion for

(F) Do no try to distinguish and manage relationships with

customer-connective technologies, it is important to create

several different customer groups.

mutual

(2)

E-commerce era in order to expand the market share.

Value proposition design

value

and

strengthen

bounds

to

engage

in

(A) Use information and knowledge to enhance the value

(3) The respondents have shown that they understand the

proposition.

distribution of customer relationship value because of the

(B) Enhance the core product.

higher proportion for customer economics. However, the

(C) Understand the buyer’s criteria as to the value chain.

high quality hotel enterprises can further maximize their rate

(D) Appreciate the customer’s value and decision-making

of profitable growth

process in its value chain or experience.

proportion to the value of relationships.

(E) Extend the range of the offer.

(4) The hotel enterprises can go for the purposes of

(3) Value-added role

approaching

(A) Increase the application of information and technology

distinctions among the customers for their products; creating

to forge new relationships and partnerships.

a set of related products to address their customers’ need for

(B) Add value to company’s core product.

management knowledge; expending the market by making it

(C) Assign responsibility for some portions of the buyer’s

more economical for buyers and sellers to connect with one

production function or value chain.

another; and assuming part of the risk and reward that the

(D) Provide both buyers and sellers a form of connection

total enterprise will succeed.

more efficient than either one can achieve when operate

(5) The

independently.

e-business for the high quality hotel enterprises is critical.

by deploying their resources in

their markets

customer-centric

very broadly, making

knowledge

management

few

in

(E) Add capacity that exists in the seller’s industry.
(F) Enjoy knowledge-based advantages over the buyers.
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ABSTRACT
This study introduces a framework for evaluating decision
models in organizations that conduct custom software
development. The framework takes the form of a metamodel into which decision models can be embedded and
assessed. In response to the turbulent, heterogeneous task
environments facing software firms, the framework targets
each model’s self-adaptive or inductive features for analysis.
The
evaluation
mechanism
is
comprised
of
homomorphisms from abstract algebra and the transition
function, observability and controllability features of
control systems theory. The meta-model is tested on three
candidates, two static models and a dynamic model based
on Simon’s behavioral model of rational choice.
It
correctly distinguishes the former models as having weak
induction features and the latter as being strong on this
aspect.
INTRODUCTION
Consider the following scenario. An executive
from a software development firm approaches the
management information systems community in search of a
formal decision-making model to help the firm identify and
generate optimal performance across its portfolio of
projects. She is seeking a single, firm-wide model that the
entire management team can adopt and utilize consistently
in developing its strategies. Her company differentiates
itself by employing highly skilled software engineers
capable of delivering tailored, state-of-the-art products to
meet the specific needs of customers.
In response, we suggest that she start with the static
optimization approach from her MBA microeconomics
course.
Her firm should first identify its production
function, to characterize costs, and its target market niche.
It should then generate forecasts for the production factors
and for the market, and choose an output level that
maximizes the revenue-cost differential. Cyert and March
[3, pp. 22-25] summarize this approach for the case of
multi-product firms. If the market has a dominant player,
the firm should also consider a game -theoretic strategy to
maximize minimum profit level across various competitor
actions.
The executive responds by confirming that we have
properly understood the firm’s goal, but she insists that it
differentiates itself on an ability to create custom software
for whatever needs might arise. The firm cannot identify
which particular market niche it will occupy, what the

corresponding demand will be or who the competitors are.
In fact, many of the competitors are likely to be in-house
information
systems
departments
within customer
companies. She further states that continuing technology
improvements are exacerbating the challenge.
Increased
capacity in the hardware and networks on which the
software executes has enabled a concomitant growth in the
number and complexity of possible system features.
A
static model will be of little use. What recommendation
should we offer now?
Because the firm performs custom software development,
its buyers will reserve ultimate authority over product
content. But buyer desires may change over time, and
perhaps even several times over the life of a single
development project. The firm is exposed to the risk that
the final desired function and performance might not be
delivered. Thus the executive’s claim that her firm cannot
determine its market niche ex ante appears reasonable.
In fact, the dilemma of not being able to accurately prespecify desired software features may be a pervasive one.
As much as 80% of software projects are judged to be at
risk because of “creeping user requirements” [9]. As a side
effect, a vendor’s ability to formulate and implement a
profit-maximization strategy is threatened because it is
based on a moving target.
Our response to the executive, then, might be to enhance
the static optimization models with features enabling them
to be modified by the firm as it pursues a moving target.
For example, an approach grounded in dynamic
programming might be more suitable. An even more
comprehensive response would be to develop an inductive
approach whereby the model itself can adapt to pursue a
moving target.
This study lays a foundation for the latter response by
introducing a framework for emulating and formally
comparing inductive decision models of custom software
development. Its inspiration was taken from Holland’s
work in artificial intelligence to test the genetic algorithm
and learning classifier system as models of adaptation [5]
[6]. This research used an approach called a quasihomomorphism, introduced by Holland [8], which allowed
the co-existence of multiple control policies during
stochastic transitions of inductive, rule-based agents. The
meta-model framework in the current study is a
deterministic variant emphasizing a feature allowing the
decision model’s output signals to influence both the
environment and its own subsequent performance.
Otherwise the two frameworks are very similar.
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In developing this meta-model, the firm’s presumed
objective could have been to maximize profitability,
accumulated time -discounted profit over an extended time
horizon. Recognizing this as a potentially intractable goal
for custom software firms led to a less-ambitious objective:
to mitigate the risk introduced by changes in desired
function and performance after commencement of software
development projects. This will be referred to as the risk of
late specification changes. The term risk in this case refers
to any event that might threaten the firm’s profitability,
even though a particular profit level is not being assumed.
META-MODEL FRAMEWORK
The first requirement to be addressed will be to establish
the decision-making boundary by separating model and
environment and locate both internal and external firm
information in the latter. Figure 1 provides a graphical
depiction of this separation, showing the state data for both
roles. The term “data” is used in the broad sense, referring
to both the model’s store of information at a particular time
as well as any procedures for manipulating that store. The
arrow between the two roles reflects the fact that signals
can flow across the boundary from the model to the
environment and vice-versa. The model performance data
or payoff can be included in the signals being sent from the
environment. Ideally this data would include indicators of
future profitability.
In the case of custom software
development, however, the cost of obtaining such
information was considered prohibitively high.
FIGURE 1
Separation Of Model From Environment
•• ••
•• •
•• ••

Third-party observer
(with perfect eyesight
and foresight)

•• ••
•• •
•• ••

this match. A single time period is depicted, as might be
appropriate for a decision model whose sole purpose was
simply to estimate the current environment.
Note the subtle difference between the number of distinct
states, in this case twelve, and the number of different
variables comprising each state. The latter count is the
dimension of the vector of component items, which could
include past performance data, the status of ongoing
projects, latest specifications, et cetera.
Heterogeneous
task environments are accommodated by not placing any
bounds on number or form of these state representations,
and by allowing the finite state machine information
processing activities described earlier. Other descriptions
for such environments are as having high complexity and
large algorithmic information content [2], the smallest
amount of data required to simulate them on computers.
Figure 2 shows a model that attempts to estimate only a
subset of information from a heterogeneous environment.
This could be accomplished either by filtering out selected
variables or by forming aggregates from combinations of
multiple environmental readings (as shown in Figure 2).
FIGURE 2
Modeling a Heterogeneous Environment
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

••••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••••
••••

State data in the
environment

State data in
the model

Time: t=0

A third ro le of outside observer has been added. In practice,
an observer such a consultant may not have any better
information than the firm itself. For purposes of the study,
however, the observer was assumed to have full knowledge
at all times, and represents the portal through which the
operation of decision models can be observed. In models
that utilize supervised learning rather than inductive
learning, this role would be capable of intervening on
behalf of the firm to assist with decision-making.
The example in Figure 1 shows an environment consisting
of twelve possible states, represented within brackets, with
stars identifying current states. The model in this case
enjoys the luxury of having estimated its environment with
100% accuracy, though it may not necessarily be aware of

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

••
••
••
••

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

••••
••••
••••
••••

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

•••
•••
•••
•••

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

••••
••••
••••
••••
••
••••
••••
••••

••• ••
••• ••
•••
••• ••

•

•

To enable induction in turbulent environments, the metamodel would have to allow execution over multiple time
periods, with inspection of intermediate results.
Thus
intermediate
representations
of both model and
environment would be required. A tool that meets this
requirement is the transition function from control systems
theory. Holland [6] provides examples applying the genetic
algorithm and learning classifier system models to the
control domain. It is distinguished by its ability to model
dynamic phenomena and was thus deemed a promising
choice as a referent for modeling turbulent, heterogeneous
task environments. The transition function carries state
variables from period to period in discrete, equally spaced
intervals. As the meta-model executes, the environment
and decision model each trace out a trajectory of states, in
full view of the observer, as shown in Figure 3. In referring
to the value of any particular variable from this point
forward, a time index will be required.
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because the model perfectly mimics the twelve-state
environment in its state data at each step.

FIGURE 3
Transition Function

FIGURE 4
Illustration of a Homomorphism
Structure
(before transition):

••• •
•• •
••• •

••••
••••
•••

••• •
•• •
••• •

• ••
••••
••••

•• ••
•• •
•• ••

••• •
•• •
••• •

•• ••
•• •
•• ••

Operation
(transition) within
Domain structure

(after transition):

• ••
•• ••
•• ••

Homomorphism
mapping a Domain
element to a Range
element
••• •
•• •
••• •

••••
••••
•••

••• •
•• •
••• •

• ••
••••
••••
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••• •
•• •
••• •

Unlike the quasi-homomorphisms used by Holland [8], the
meta-model uses a deterministic transition function.
Whether a decision model can discover this function and
use it to help forecast future states represents a different
challenge. Determining the sequence of decisions required
to induce a particular transition function poses another
challenge. In trying to overcome these challenges, the
better a model can mimic its environment, ceteris paribus,
the better its overall performance should be. The tool that
formalizes the faithfulness of this mimicry is the
homomorphism.
Homomorphisms are functions that arise in group theory in
the study of structures. Certain transition functions are
closed when applied to these structures, offering stability in
repeated transitions within dynamic models. An even more
appealing feature is that we may be able to define a
function from a domain structure to a range structure so as
to preserve the results of all operations within the first
structure. So when the transition function is applied to any
element of the domain structure, followed by application of
this second function, the result would be same as applying
the second function first, and then invoking the transition
function. When such a second function is discovered, it is
called a homomorphism.
Figure 4 illustrates the defining features of homomorphisms.
The horizontal arrows correspond to the transition function
from one structure element to another. The vertical arrows
represent the potential homomorphism from each element
of the top structure to its corresponding element in the
bottom.
The homomorphism obtains if the diagram
commutes; that is, if the element picked out by performing
an operation within the top structure followed by an
application of the homomorphism is identical to the
element picked out by applying the homomorphism first
and then the operation in the bottom structure. Figure 4
depicts most extreme case where the model has sufficient
resources to fully estimate all twelve states in its
environment at both points in time. A typical decision
environment is likely to be vastly more complex than can
be described in only twelve states; and many models may
choose to represent a proper subset of that environment.
The homomorphism, in this case an isomorphism, obtains

•• ••
•• •
•• ••

Homomorphism
mapping a Domain
element to a Range
element

• ••
•• ••
•• ••

Operation
(transition) within
Range structure

A more representative example is depicted in Figure 5,
where the model’s state space is smaller than the
environment’s, but where faithful transitions are still
maintained throughout the trajectory. In this case, the
homomorphism
is a surjection
that maps each
environmental state to its corresponding row in the model
state space for three time periods. The homo morphism
obtains because no matter which path is used to get from
the environment at time t=0 to the model at a subsequent
time, the same state is always chosen.
FIGURE 5
Homomorphism with Smaller Range than Domain
•• • •
••
•
•• • •

• ••
•• • •
•• • •

•
•

•
•

t=0

t=1

•• • •
•• • •
•• •

•
•
t=2

Homomorphisms are useful in the current context because
in spite of the separation of model and environment,
discovery of such a function would indicate a faithful
correspondence between their trajectories. This would
mitigate late specification changes by helping the model
better understand the true states of the environment along
its trajectory. A poorly performing model might not
engender a homomorphism, due either to poor estimates of
its environment or failure to accurately predict the impact
of its own decisions on that environment. Models enact
decisions at each step by sending a multivariate signal to
the environment
and simultaneously
receiving
a
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multivariate signal in return. The closer the firm is to
inducing a homomorphism, the closer these return signals
should be to those anticipated by the firm.
Measuring Model Performance
The indicators used to evaluate each model’s relative
performance were also derived from control theory.
Control systems in engineering contexts tend to focus on
stability as the primary performance criterion [1].
The
focus for the meta-model, however, was on the features
contributing to induction toward homomorphisms.
Observability:
The first control system
feature,
observability [16], describes whether the model gains
sufficient information to estimate and forecast the
environment’s state. For purposes of the current study, this
criterion was not operationalized into a real-valued measure.
Instead, it was sufficient to create a weaker binary indicator
of whether a decision model identifies future states that
could help mitigate the risk of late specification changes.
In more mundane terms, this indicator reflects whether the
model is attempting to forecast a target at which the firm
should aim. Referring to Figure 5, the decision model
would be trying to project which state or states it expected
the environment to attain at time t=2.
A decision model will have little hope of inducing a
homomorphism without some indication of whether its
control policies are driving the system toward the desired
target. When no target is identified up front, the model’s
performance cannot be shown to be better than a randomly
chosen strategy. This doesn’t mean that the target must be
specified to the level of detail of identifying an individual
state. In fact, it may be too costly for the model to create a
target of such high specificity. It does mean, however, that
a target beyond just any randomly chosen future state must
be called out. The optimal future state for a learning
classifier system [5] would provide the agent with the
largest possible payoff. In the current context, this would
be the state that results in minimum specification risk.
Controllability: The second control system performance
indicator is controllability [16], which indicates whether the
model can drive the environment into a desired state in a
finite time. This measure was also operationalized as a
binary variable, this one indicating whether the model
identified an initial control policy. It reflects whether the
model starts with a strategy to guide the firm toward a
particular target, ideally the one identified under the
observability criterion. In Figure 5, this would appear as a
pre-defined decision table that attempts to induce a desired
environmental states when time t=2 is reached.
The
homomorphism would obtain if it were, in fact, to induce
the desired state and recognize it as such.
The term “induce” is used here rather than “cause” since
the model can exert only partial control over its
environment. This reveals the following duality: as the
decision model is trying to inductively learn how to better
mimic its environment, it is also trying to induce that
environment to move closer to a desired future state. In
other words, a desirable outcome of the operation of an
inductive decision model is for the environment to also
undergo “induction” toward the future state most
advantageous to the firm. Holland [7] identifies this
moving-target phenomenon as perpetual novelty,
but

focuses on the genetic algorithm to support agent
adaptation rather than on finding ways to influence the
environment. Control system engineering has tended in the
past to place more focus on modifying the environment, but
with intervention by the outside observer rather than via
model induction.
Model Induction: The final indicator directly measures the
sought-after self-modification characteristics.
When
present, this feature is often referred to as adaptation [6] or
intelligent control [4]. For purposes of the current study,
the measure is a binary indication of whether a model
modifies its control policy based on how well it performs
on the first two criteria. This would be manifested in
Figure 5 if the model were to detect that the firm was off
course at time t=1 and made a correction to its original
strategy. Real-time adjustment based on feedback from the
environment can give a decision model “second chances” in
attempting to attain the desired homomorphism.
For the coarse-grained analysis in the current study, an
affirmative response on all three indicators would represent
a sufficient condition for optimal model performance. The
more negative responses, the worse the model’s
performance.
The meta-model will now undergo a test to determine
whether it can identify the weaknesses in the static models
identified in the scenario. Failure to detect the known
shortcomings of these non-inductive models would cast
doubt on its utility in assessing more sophisticated
approaches.
TESTING THE META-MODEL
Rejection of the Static Model
Observability: The static optimization model calls for
forecasts of both supply and demand and a production
decision that maximizes the difference. This translates into
multiple steps for the custom software firm. First, the
supply side will be considered sufficiently stable so as to
not provide any differentiation among the models. It will
be ignored from this point forward. On the demand side,
the model would choose a time horizon and forecast the
future state of the environmental variable identifying the
software firm’s customer set. This selects a subset of the
future state space, but not necessarily a particular point
since the values of many other variables have yet to be
fixed.
Figure 6 depicts this by displaying multiple
anticipated states (stars in the first row inside the cloud) at
the projected terminal time t=2. Thus the estimate is
expected to be only partially correct in identifying the
correct row, but would become fully correct if and when the
proper column had been estimated. The static model would,
of course, have neither an identified forecast nor a response
at the intermediate time t=1. The double-ended arrows
represent the flow of signals across the boundary separating
the environment and the model. The other arrows represent
the desirable possibility that a homomo rphism has been
induced between the model and the environment.
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FIGURE 6
A Moderately Specific Forecast in the Static Models
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The model would then forecast the function and
performance for the final product these customers are
expected to purchase. While the actual mechanism for
constructing such a forecast was not identified, it will be
assumed that the static model possesses a valid forecasting
technique. Affording it a higher score than has explicitly
been earned is permissible since the goal in testing the
meta-model here is to show that the static model performs
poorly on the three criteria in toto. This move simply shifts
the burden of showing the model’s weakness to the other
two criteria. The claim that it can accurately identify
correct future states to help mitigate the risk of late
specification changes is conceded, and it is granted a
positive score on the first criterion.
Controllability: Though it may perform sufficiently well in
identifying the target, the static model does little to help
custom software firms establish the correct control policy to
drive toward this target. The prescription advises the firm
at the outset of the production cycle to select a profitmaximizing output level.
The high degree of asset
specificity for custom software renders the notion of a
production level meaningless. The firm will produce one
system per contract, or perhaps several, but not nearly
enough to make the notion of a profit-maximizing output
decision useful. The model scores negatively on this
criterion.
Model Induction: A static model utilizes no dynamic
features, and thus no induction, causing it to score poorly
on the third criterion.
The overall meta-model assessment of the static model is
that it performs poorly on two out of the three criteria,
placing it in an exposed position vis -à-vis competing
models.
The assessment successfully replicates the
negative response from the scenario.
Rejection of the Game Theoretic Variation
Consider the game theoretic variation of the static model,
also rejected in the scenario. In addition to its own demand
forecast, the game theoretic model requires forecasts of
what future states competitor firms will reach. Thus the
specificity of the overall forecast of the environment must
be even higher for this model. Assuming that such
forecasting mechanism is available, this model would score

higher on the first criterion. It provides no improvement on
the remaining two criteria, on which the static
microeconomic model had already scored poorly.
A
maximin strategy is a choice of whatever production level
maximizes the firm’s profit in light of knowledge that a
competitor can prevent it from reaching the global optimum.
Inductive adaptation and control are not available to players
in static games. The overall assessment of the static game
theoretic variation is that it performs poorly on two out of
the three criteria, and is thus also exposed to competition in
these areas.
The meta-model successfully replicates the negative
reactions from the scenario.
THE BEHAVIORAL MODEL
The more accurately a decision model can describe a future
target state, ceteris paribus, the more likely it will be to
lead the firm to the optimal outcome. Similarly, the higher
the specificity of this forecast, the more likely an optimal
outcome will obtain. Unfortunately, precise, accurate
forecasts come only at a cost. Otherwise, the executive
from the scenario would not have been seeking help in the
first place.
Simon’s Behavioral Model of Rational Choice [12]
formalizes this phenomenon. The resources that most often
tend to constrain this forecasting endeavor are those of
management attention [13] and time [15, p.22]. In other
words, the more time and attention an organization spends
searching for an optimal future state, the less profitable this
state will be due to the dissipation of scarce management
resources. This lack of sufficient resource to discover a
specific, optimal target is typically labeled bounded
rationality.
Additional resource dissipation can occur as the
organization’s production resources stand idle, waiting for a
decision to be made. Ultimately, the organization may
engage in satisficing, reducing aspirations and settling for a
sub-optimal decision in order to prevent further dissipation.
Any ex post rationality that might be extracted from the
decision process and captured as a decision rule would be
called a heuristic.
Observability: The behavioral model’s first primitive [12]
is a set S of possible future states of affairs, including the
payoff associated with each state. In order to generate this
payoff function, the model must have access to the same
forecast information as was required in the static model.
Thus the behavioral model will score identically on the
meta-model’s first evaluation criterion. In fact, Simon used
variants of the static models presented earlier as reference
points for launching the behavioral model.
Controllability: The second primitive is a set of alternatives,
A, enumerating all possible decisions that could be made.
In contrast to static models, the behavioral model divides A
into alternatives the firm perceives, which Simon labeled Å,
and those that remain unknown. So while A could include
many decision variables beyond just production level, the
model does not assume full knowledge of those variables.
Thus it scores better than the static models by permitting
access to a larger set of decision variables to help aim
custom software firms toward correct targets.
This
feature’s value is tempered, however, by the fact that the
decision-maker may not be aware of these variables and is
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provided with no tools to help utilize them. Thus the
behavioral model earns a reserved positive score on the
second criterion.
Model Induction: Because the behavioral model presumes
less up-front knowledge, it must and does provide the
decision maker with the opportunity to adapt to data gained
later. Acknowledging that adaptation entails added cost,
the behavioral model allows for satisficing to a sub-optimal
decision. These features are well suited for mitigating the
risk of late specification changes. A software firm that is
confident in its initial forecasts of product specifications
and costs can obviate the need for induction altogether. If it
lacks such confidence, however, it can execute the
behavioral model until either the desired confidence level is
attained or the firm grows fatigued from resource
dissipation and settles for a sub-optimal outcome.
During model operation, the firm may wish to keep a
repository of lessons learned to reduce the cost of induction
in the future. Unfortunately, the behavioral model itself
provided little guidance for cataloguing and re-utilizing
these heuristics in real time. Simon’s later work in artificial
intelligence [10] indicates that a production system might
be the appropriate approach to accumulating decision rules
over time, though [5] raises brittleness as a potential
stumbling block for such approaches. Another hurdle is
that production systems may not scale gracefully, resulting
in an overload of distracting information [14, pp.143-144]
or increased energy dissipation [11]. These questions are
left for future research.
The net result is that the behavioral model earns a reserved
positive score on the third criterion. Overall, based on its
equivalent performance on the first criterion and stronger
performance on the second and third criteria, it scores
higher than both static models.
Note the following additional challenge that was not
brought out in the original scenario. The claim that
accurate forecasts are more likely to lead organizations to
better risk mitigation, and better performance in general,
was made earlier. A similar case was made for the value of
more precise specifications. The more precisely a model’s
target state has been defined, however, the more precise
must be its aim in reaching that state. Otherwise, the risk of
late specification changes increases: software engineering
artifacts may have been developed under the assumption of
precise knowledge of an incorrect target state.
If
development under such circumstances were to reach the
target, it would be guaranteed to be striking an erroneous
target.
DISCUSSION AND FUTUR E RESEARCH
What recommendation should be offered to the custom
software firm from the original scenario? Based on the
results of applying the meta-model framework, Simon’s
model is better suited to adapt to the firm’s turbulent,
heterogeneous task environment.
The single -step
approaches of the static models run higher risks of either
forecasting an incorrect target or failing to properly aim for
this target. An inductive approach dilutes the risk of a
single, monolithic decision across multiple risks of multiple
decisions, making risk diversification easier.
A vast amount of work remains to characterize the full
costs of utilizing inductive modeling approaches. Perhaps

the rework costs associated with initial missteps would be
too high to justify an inductive approach, leading a firm to
fall back on one of the static models. A software firm
might be better off settling for a final product that doesn’t
fully satisfy desired function and performance if the
associated pursuit cost is judged to be excessive.
A promising next step in pursuing such questions would be
to replace the three binary performance indicators with
commensurate, real-valued variables that include model
implementation and rework costs. These could ultimately
lead to an absolute performance measure and a much more
reliable approach to ranking decision models.
Much work also remains to flesh out the details of
operating an inductive model in practice. Based solely on
the potential risks uncovered in the current study, it might
be prudent for a software firm to first inventory and track
all specifications across its entire portfolio of development
projects. This data would serve as the initial raw materials
for a centralized decision-making authority serving as the
model’s intelligence, charting initial courses of action,
monitoring feedback, and revising course as needed.
Another important function for this authority would be to
help project teams resist the temptation to prematurely
commit to high-specificity product specifications.
Such
commitments increase the risk of rework costs as the firm
gains more accurate knowledge about correct future target
states. This does not imply that the team, including the
customer, could not offer speculations about what it
estimates the correct final state to be. It does imply that
such speculations must be recognized for their potential
inaccuracy and managed accordingly, including measures
to charge customers who force the commencement of
projects before the risk of late specification changes has
been mitigated. Similarly, a central authority could monitor
and perhaps even enforce other risk mitigation policies such
as preventing the use of labor overtime early in project life
cycles. This would help preserve the energy level of human
engineering resources until later in the cycle, after more
accurate specifications had been discovered.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decay, there has been many information and
Internet technologies advances. Due to the advances,
enterprises are now easier to be scattered throughout the
world to closely reach their customers. However, the
distributed global enterprises have to pay the high cost for
telecommunications among the globally distributed sites.
In this paper, we propose a global packet-phone network that
could be built efficiently with low cost for global enterprises
to provide international telecommunications, fax, video
conferences, and other value added services.
The proposed system has been experimented and used by
many global enterprises. This paper describes the theory of
the global packet-phone network, and discusses how the
system is built in practice.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decay, there have been many advances in
information technologies introduced, for example, fiber
technology [6], FDDI LAN [7], ATM, Gigabit Ethernet,
mobile and wireless communications [1], voice over
FDDI/Ethernet [8], voice over IP [2], etc.
Among the technologies, Internet is an essential
infrastructure for a global enterprise to build more effective
operations and advantages. The development of Internet
has been one of the most important activities [5] in the last
decay. Internetresearch is evolving into the next generation
Internet [3] and may provide real time applications
capabilities.

then from circuit switching to packet switching.
The advantages of packet switching are of many folds: (1)
better bandwidth utilization, (2) higher transmission rate, (3)
capable of value-added services, (4) allows always-on
network connections, …etc.
In this paper, we propose a global packet-phone network that
could be built for each distributed global enterprise to cut
down their international telephone cost and provide more
value added services, such as fax and video conferences.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following session,
we propose the components and configuration of the
network, as well as the global addressing and dialing
schemes. Then we propose the database design for
packet-based virtual circuit management. Next, we propose
the call setup, call in progress and call termination
procedures for each packet-phone conversation.
The proposed global packet-phone network has been
partially implemented and used by many global enterprises.
We then describe the design of high performance
packet-phone exchange device, and finally discuss the
practice and implementation of the system.
THE GLOBAL PACKET- PHONE NETWORK
In this section, we describe the packet-based network for
enterprise’s world-wide telecommunications services.
The GPN Configuration

As the global economy evolves, all enterprises face the
competition from the whole world. Dealing with the global
market has been the trend for all enterprises to adopt. Due to
the advances in information technologies, enterprises are
now easier to be scattered throughout the world to closely
reach their customers. However, the distributed global
enterprises
have
to pay the high
cost for
telecommunications among the globally distributed sites.
Any enterprise which takes advantages of recent
technologies advances can compete better in the global
market [4].
The Evolution of telecommunication technologies have
been from analog transmission, to digital transmission and

Figure 1: The Global Packet-Phone Network
The proposed Global Packet-Phone Network (GPN) consists
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of the following elements:
l
l
l
l
l

Enterprise Packet-phone Exchange (EPX)
Packet-Phone Set (Packet-Phone, for short)
Enterprise Packet-phone Network (EPN)
Backbone Packet-phone Switch (BPS)
Backbone Packet-phone Network (BPN)

EPX and Packet-Phone Set
The most fundamental elements of our GPN are the
enterprise packet-phone exchange, EPX, and packet-phone
set. Each EPX provides voice call connection services upon
user requests: (1) establishes connections for the calling
party, (2) disconnects connections when conversations end,
and (3) converts between voice signals and voice packets
when conversations go on.
The EPX serves as the interface between our GPN network
and the outside world. Therefore, each EPX has interfaces to
be connected to our backbone network, and has
packet-phone ports for voice calls to come in. The
packet-phone set is the device that is attached to EPX
exchange equipment and allows users to make packet-phone
calls.
The packet-phone set is supposed to be able to perform
voice packetizing task, but we propose the system in a way
that has EPX to implement the voice signal and voice packet
conversion. By this way we obtain better flexibilities of the
choices of packet-phone sets. As a consequence, we make
the whole system easier to implement with lower cost and
much more packet-phone sets availability and external
system interconnection choices.
In order to provide flexibility to interface our GPN with
outside world, EPX is designed to have at least three types of
interfaces for packet-phone sets to connect to EPX: (1)
directly connect to EPX, (2) connect to EPX through Private
Branch Exchange (PBX), or (3) connect to EPX through
widely available telephone systems, e.g., the Plain Old
Telephone Systems (POTS), as depicted in the figure.
EPN
Given an enterprise office site with EPX and packet-phone
sets, there is a need of a local network to interconnect them
as a whole. Within the enterprise site, the local network that
interconnects the local EPX and all local packet-phone sets
is called Enterprise Packet-phone Network (EPN).
For local wiring, we may adapt the CIA/TIA
wiring
standards for direct connection wiring purpose. We may
integrate with the existing PBX or POTS wiring and systems
to extend services to users. The configuration of EPN and
the protocol standards to be deployed depend on the
existing systems, say PBX, POTS etc., to be integrated.
With an EPN, then the enterprise is able to integrate packet
switching technologies for local communications services.

However, it is better off if we can extend the communications
into global services.
BPS and BPN
To extend our packet-phone connection into global services,
there is a need to develop a global backbone network in order
to integrate the distributed enterprise sites over the world.
The global backbone network should be able to interconnect
with our EPX (enterprise packet-phone exchanges), and
therefore, integrate them as a whole for global
communications services.
The proposed global backbone network is called Backbone
Packet-Phone Network (BPN). The simplest configuration of
BPN is a collection of communications links that
interconnect all EPX of a global enterprise. The BPN, in
general, is a collection of Backbone Packet-Phone Switches
(BPS) interconnected by communications links. The links are
of free choice to the service providers. The communications
links could be T1, T3, ATM, Gigabit Ethernet, …, etc. The
Backbone Packet-phone Switches are also free of choice to
the service providers, and can be IP routers, ATM
switches, …, etc.
The BPN is designed as a transparent carrier network to
deliver the packet-phone packets upon EPX requests. The
standards of BPN are also free of choice to the service
providers as long as the backbone network can interconnect
with EPX exchanges and deliver the packet-phone packets
transparently.
Both EPX and BPS have capabilities of performing switching
functions. When we deal with switching functions, we may
callpacket-phone switches to refer to both BPS and EPX for
convenience.
The Design of Global Addressing Scheme
In our packet-phone network, both EPX and BPS are of
switching capabilities. For switching purpose, every
packet-phone switch, either EPX or BPS, is assigned a
globally addressable ID, say s. For convenience, each
packet-phone switch can be denoted by [s].
To provide packet-phone service to users, each EPX has also
exchanging capabilities and acts as the exchange interface
between our packet-phone network and the outside world,
say PBXs or POTS, mobile phones, etc. For this purpose,
each EPX is designed to have voice connection ports, say p 1,
p 2, …, pn. Therefore, each voice connection port of an EPX,
(hence, each packet-phone set connected to this port as well,)
can be locally addressable by [p], where p is the port ID. This
packet-phone also can be globally addressable by [p, s],
where [s] is the global address of the locally attached EPX.
Given the globally addressable IDs, each packet-phone
switch pair, say switch a and switch b, can then setup a
communication channel in between, denoted by [s a ]-[s b], to
provide packet-based communication services. For our
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packet-phone services purpose, the communication channel
[s a ]-[s b] can be established by identifying a path between
switches a and b for each voice call packet to be delivered,
and by the switching functions of BPS along the path to
perform (cut-through or store-and-forward)
switching
functions.
Symbolically, for each voice packet of a given voice call,
there is a specific virtual path [s a ]-[s b] for delivering the voice
packet. In fact, this specific virtual path corresponds to a
switching path [s a ]-[s 1]-[s 2]-[s 3]-…-[s m ]-[s b], where [s 1], [s 2],
[s 3], …,[s m ] are the backbone packet-phone switches along
the path for the voice packet between switches a and b. Due
to the advantages of packet switching, all packets of a given
phone call may be switched via different routes to provide
better routing flexibility.
The Design of Global Dialing Scheme
In this section, we describe the global dialing scheme for
each packet-phone to make phone calls. As mentioned earlier,
each packet-phone in our network can be uniquely identified
by a pair of IDs, [p,s], where [s] is global address of the
enterprise packet-phone exchange that the packet-phone is
attached to, and [p] is the associated port ID on the
enterprise packet-phone exchange.
For packet-phone x=[p x,s x]to call packet-phone y =[p y ,s y ], in
our packer-phone network, packet-phone x simply dials the
destination address [p y , sy ] of packet-phone y. Then our
backbone packet-phone network BPN will automatically
establish paths between exchanges s x and s y for
communications between the two packet-phones.
Upon receiving the call request, packet-phone y also
receives the global address of the caller, packet-phone x.
Hence, packet-phone y can also call back to packet-phone x.
It is worthwhile to mention that the virtual channel from x to
y is not necessary to be the same as that from y to x.
Furthermore, each voice packet during the conversation
connection is not necessary follow the same route in our
backbone network because we may utilize the advantages of
packet switching technology to provide flexible routes.
DATABASE AND PACKET-PHONE VIRTUAL CIRCUIT
MANAGEMENT
Distributed Virtual Circuit Management Database
For packet-phone service purpose, we designed a
distributed virtual circuit management database in the
system. With this database design, for each pair of
packet-phone conversation, we have each corresponding
enterprise packet-phone exchange EPX to maintain a
database that stores one entry, called the packet-phone
virtual circuit, conversation virtual circuit, or virtual
circuit (VC), for short. Each VC is stamped with a serial
number for control. This virtual circuit entry is added into the
database once the conversation is activated, and is removed
if the conversation ends.

Note that we do not need a dedicated physical circuit for
each of our packet-phone conversations. The virtual circuit
of a conversation ends if a termination signal is received
(including a hang up signal from any calling party, or a
termination control packet from the remote end), or if no
voice packets and no control packets received from the
remote end during conversation time out interval T, to be
described in the following session.
The Schemes for Silent Mode Management and Failure
Recovery
The difference between our packet-phone and the traditional
one is that the connection between two packet-phones does
not really have a dedicated physical circuit, instead, only a
virtual circuit for each voice packet transmission. Serious
problems then arise: (1) How do we distinguish a virtual
circuit that has no packet traffic is really terminated or just
because that call parties do not speak at all? (2) Will a
packet-phone and the connected port be hanged on because
of some unexpected or process failure problems?
The answer to the first question is as follows. If the caller is
still on the line and the caller just keeps silent, then the
associated EPX is designed to send out silent packets
during the caller’s silent mode. Then even the conversation
parties are in the silent mode, we havesilent packets to tell us
that the conversation is still on going. Hence, we can ensure
that the packet-phone virtual circuit will be kept alive during
the silent mode.
To answer the second question, we set a conversation time
out timer, say T, in the system. Each EPX is asked to do the
following: For each packet-phone virtual circuit, the EPX
must either send out enough, say k, voice packets or silent
packets within each time interval T. Then each malfunction
virtual circuit will be successfully terminated by time out
timer even if the termination packets are not received for any
reason.
PACKET-PHONE CALL MANAGEMENT
The packet-phone must simulate the way people place the
traditional phone calls. As traditionally, there are three basic
procedures to be handled for each call, namely, call setup,
call in progress and call termination. Besides, we propose a
methodology to improve the virtual circuit quality to meet
users’ expectations.
Call Setup
Each packet-phone call is initiated by call setup. In our
packet-phone network, each packet-phone set can be locally
identified by [p], where p is the port ID of the connected EPX,
and can be globally identified by [p, s], where [s] is the
globally addressable address assigned to the EPX.
The following table shows the procedures that caller x
places a call to callee y.
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EPX y. Then EPX x generates two types of packets
as follows. First, EPX x generates a series of call
tones to caller x to ask caller x to wait for the
response from the other end. Second, EPX x
generates the call setup packets, “Call setup (n, [p x,
s x], [p y , s y ])”, and transmits to the destination
enterprise packet-phone exchange EPX y=[s y ], via
Backbone Packet-phone Network (BPN).

Table 1: The Call Setup Procedure

BPN
(Backbone
Packet-Phone
Network)
x
picks
up

….… à*

(2-2)

Then exchange EPX y generates ring tone signals
and informs callee y that an incoming call arrives.
EPX y also generates ring tone packets to EPX x via
the backbone network BPN. Upon receiving ring
tone packets from EPX y, exchange EPX x also
generates ring tone signals to caller x, and tells
caller x to wait for the remote party to pick up the
phone set.

Dial ß*
tone
Dial à*
[p y , s y ]
Call ß*à
tone

Call setup
(n, à*
[p x,s x], [p y ,s y ])

Ring

Ring ß*ß Ring
tone

Line
Busy

Busy ß*ß
tone

y
picks
up

(n,[p y , ß*à
s y ], [p x, s x])

Ring
tone

Busy
ß*à
(n,[p y , s y ], [p x, s x])

INT
tone

*ß
Call ß*ß
tone

Call tone
ß*à
(n,[p y , s y ], [p x, s x])

VC

VC

Case a: The line of Callee y is available

Case b: The line of Callee y is busy
In this case, exchange EPX y sends a interrupt
signal to callee y to inform that there is anincoming
call interupt. Furthermore, exchange EPX y
generates busy tone packets and transmits via BPN
to exchange EPX x. Upon receiving the busy tones,
EPXx generates busy tone signals to inform caller x
that the other end is busy.

….…
Call
tone

Step 3: Callee y picks up the packet-phone set
(3-1) When callee y picks up the packet-phone set, there will
be a corresponding pick-up signal sent to EPX y.

In the table, caller x places a call to callee y. The Enterprise
packet-phone exchange (EPX x) and the packet-phone port
that caller x is attached are [s x] and [p x], respectively.
Therefore, the packet-phone of caller x can be globally
addressed by packet-phone address x=[p x, sx]. With the
same argument, the global address of callee y’s
packet-phone is y=[p y , s y ], where [s y ] and [p y ] are the
address of the corresponding enterprise packet-phone
exchange EPX y=[s y ] and port ID, respectively.

(3-2)

When the phone pick-up signals are received,
exchange EPX y replies to callee y with call tone
signals. At the same time, EPX y generates call tone
packets to EPX x. And, EPX x then generates call tone
signals to caller x to inform that the remote end picks
up the packet-phone already.

(3-3)

After both ends of the call party areinformed with call
tone signals, then each EPX adds a corresponding
virtual circuit (VC) entry into its VC management
database.

Step1: Caller x picks up the phone set
(1-1)

At the beginning, caller x picks up the
packet-phone set and sends a pick-up signal to
EPX x = [s x].

(1-2)

Upon receiving the phone pick-up signal, EPX x
generates dial tones to caller x, and then waits for
the caller to dial the destination number.

(1-3)

Caller x dials the destination address [p y , s y ] to EPX
x.

Step 2: Virtual circuit between EPX x and EPX y
(2-1):

We are now ready to establish a virtual circuit
between the local exchange EPX x and the
destination exchange EPX y.
Given the dialed destination number [p y , sy ] from
caller x, EPX x generates a serial number, n, to
establish a new virtual circuit between EPX x and

Call Termination
Recall that our packet-phone network does not need to
reserve a dedicated physical circuit for each packet-phone
service. Hence, during the conversations, we maintain the
virtual circuit by monitoring not only voice packets
generated by the conversation, but also the silent packets
during the silent mode of the conversation. Therefore,
besides the callers to hang up the packet-phones, we also
need to terminate the virtual circuit if the network fails, or the
conversation operations malfunction and do not follow the
protocol definitions.
The call termination procedure can be divided into the
following cases:
Case 1: Call Hang up:
We state the procedure for the case that caller x hangs up the
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phone set. It is similarfor the case of callee y.
(a) Local Site
l

EPX x terminates the connection between
itself and the phone set of caller x, and
removes the corresponding conversation
virtual circuit entry (n, [p x, s x], [p y , s y ] )
from the VC management database.

l

EPX x generates termination packets
“terminate (n, [p x, s x], [p y , s y ])” to the
remote exchange EPX y via BPN.

(b) Remote Site
l

Upon receiving the termination packets,
EPX y disconnects the connection
between itself and the phone set y , and
removes conversation virtual circuit (n,
[p y ,s y ], [p x,s x]) from the VC management
database.

Case 2: Conversation Timer T Times out
For any conversation virtual circuit still maintained in
the

VC

management

database,

the

enterprise

To overcome this problem, we suggest that, if any end is in
silent mode, then the corresponding EPX must frequently
generate silent packets to the talking side EXP. The talking
side EXP then generate silent signals to the talking side
phone set. We also suggest that the silent signals are
converted to audible “sound of the environmental
background” so that the talker can hear and feel that the
other end is with him or her.
Call in Progress
During the call in progress phase, both parties of call may
speak as wish.
Case 1: Caller x Is Speaking (The same for Callee y)
In case caller x is talking, then enterprise packet-phone
exchange EPX x must encode the voice signals into voice
packet format, and transmit the converted voice packets to
the destination packet-phone exchange EPX y via BPN.
Upon receiving the voice packets, EPX y then decodes the
voice packets back to voice signals to callee y. So, callee y
hears what caller x speaks.
Case 2: Caller x Is Silent ( The same for Callee y)
That is the case that any party are kept silent for a long
enough time. In this case, enterprise packet-phone exchange
EPX x generates silent packets to the remote endfrom time to
time, so that the remote EPX y is sure that caller x is still on
the line. Upon receiving the silent packets, EPX y then sends
silent signals to callee y s o that callee y knows that the other
end is listening.
Table 2: Call in Progress Procedure

packet-phone exchange must ensure that the virtual
circuit is actually alive. If no voice traffic or silent

BPN

packets received d uring the conversation timer T, then

(Backbone
Packet-phone
Network)

we terminate the conversation virtual circuit by:
l

Remove the virtual circuit entry from the
database.

l

From
caller

Silent à*àSilent (n, [p
[p y , s y ])

Disconnect the connection between the
enterprise packet-phone exchange and
the corresponding phone set.

l

Generate call termination packets and
send to the remote site EPX via BPN so
that the other end may terminate the
corresponding virtual circuit ASAP.

Call Quality Improvement with Silent Signals
In the packet-phone conversation process, we usually have
just one end of the two is talking, and the other is only
listening. Note that no voice signals at all come out from the
silent side. This makes the talking side feel that the link
seems disconnected.

Voice à*àVoice (n, [p
[p y , s y ])

From
callee

x,

x,

sx], à*à Voice
s x], à*à Silent
Tone

Voice ß*ßVoice (n, [p y , s y ], ß*ß
[p x, s x])

Voice

Silent T ß*ßSilent (n, [p x, s x], ß*ß
one
[p y , s y ])

Silent

THE DESIGN OF HIGH PERFORMANCE EPX
The most critical element of our GPN is EPX, the exchange
device located at each site of enterprises. Usually, we may
use a computer, or even just a PC, to act as an EPX by adding
voice cards to provide phone set port connections. The use
of PC with voice cards provide an experimental device for
voice digitization. However, the PC model always generates
high heat, causes unstable system operations andis easy to
fail and difficult to recover.
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GPN for Global Enterprises over Internet
In our practice, the EPX is a diskless system with Ethernet
ports and voice connection ports. The Ethernet ports allow
the device to easily integrate with Internet protocols. Each of
the voice port has a dedicated high performance signal
processing chip for high speed conversion between voice
signals and packets. With this high performance chip and
system design, each EPX always provides high performance
as well as reliable system operations.

Due to information advances, Internet connection becomes
an essential infrastructure for global business operations.
More and more global enterprises are now connected to
Internet, and hence satisfy the case 1 described above.

The EPX allows system administrators to setup dial plans
for each global enterprise, based upon the global addressing
and dialing schemes described in previous sessions. In other
words, we first assign a globally addressable ID to each of
the enterprise EPX, assign a dial number to each
packet-phone set, and then we can setup a dial plan for the
enterprise accordingly.
In the implementation, each EPX ID is composed of
a
network address and an exchange number. The network
address is used to connect the EPX to the backbone network,
and only the system administrators need know the network
address of the EPX. The exchange number is the number for
users to dial and make phone calls. In other words, an EPX is
simply a telecommunications exchange device from users’
viewpoint.
Each packet-phone set is attached to an EPX voice port.
Each EPX voice port is also assigned an ID. This ID is used
as the ID assigned to the connected packet-phone set.
Therefore, each packet-phone set is addressable by the pair
of exchange number,x, and port ID, p. Therefore, [s, p] is the
global address of the packet-phone set, and is the number for
users to dial and make phone calls in practice.
As mentioned earlier, EPX has to take care of the silent mode
situation. The silent side EPX sends out silent packets to the
other end so that the talking party can feel that the other end
is listening, and is with him or her.
IMPLEMENTATION PRACTICE OF GLOBAL
PACKET-PHONE NETWORK FOR GLOBAL
ENTERPRISES
A global enterprise usually deals with the whole world as the
target market. As a consequence, a global enterprise usually
has distributed office sites all over the world, and has a big
amount of international telecommunications cost. To
compete in the global market, an aggressive global enterprise
usually: (1) has each of the distributed office sites be
connected to Internet, or (2) has leased lines for
intra-enterprise telecommunications among the distributed
office sites.
In this session, we point out how a global enterprise can be
benefited from using the packet switching technology for
global packet-phone services. Given the description in the
above sessions, we describe how to build a GPN for global
enterprises that is effective, low cost and could be fast
implemented.

Figure 2. GPN over Internet
For each enterprise site, there is a local area network for all
users to get onto Internet. In our experiment, the most critical
place that communications congestion arises is the local area
network of each local site. Most local networks implement
Ethernet networking, and therefore, cause collisions and
long communications delay if the traffic load is heavy.
To deal with the local area network traffic congestion
problem, we suggest introducing a traffic manager between
the local area network and the Internet backbone. In other
words, we suggest giving higher priority and more
bandwidth to voice packets than the other services.
Internet is a global resource for any body to use, and
transmits packetsacross Internet with best effort. The above
GPN over Internet Figure provides an ideal configuration for
such global enterprise to start with. Given the Internet
connections, we may use Internet as the backbone
packet-phone network, and use IP routers as the backbone
packet-phone
switches.
The advantages
of this
configuration is the low cost, fast implementation and global
reach through Internet.
The disadvantages of this configuration are: Internet does
not guarantee the delivery of packets to the destination
within a specified time interval, and does not guarantee at all
whether the packets will be eventually delivered to the
destination. That is, these disadvantages mean that Internet
does not guarantee to meet the requirements for
telecommunications conversations. In practice, however,
one can still use Internet as a possible enterprise
packet-phone backbone.
In implementation, Internet is a collection of IP routers and
telecommunications links. Each telecommunications link is
serial transmission, and therefore, has first-in-first-out
property. Each backbone IP router is usually a high
performance device withqueuing capability. Therefore, once
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voice packets get on Internet backbone, it is very likely that
they may follow first-in-first-out property and arrive at the
destination end with a time delay.
In practice with above mentioned EPX designs, if the time
delay between two sites of a global enterprise is less than 200
ms, then the GPN over Internet solution provides good
enough quality for voice communications services. And the
resulting GPN provides great packet-phone service quality
when traffic manager is appropriately introduced as
described above. Furthermore, the proposed GPN can
provide not only telephone services, but also fax
communications. When work with Internet and video
transmission, GPN may also provide video conference
solutions and many other value added services.
GPN for Global Enterprises with Leased Lines for
Intra-telecommunications
If the a global enterprise has leased lines for intra-enterprise
telecommunications already, then it is rather easy to
implement our GPN to provide packet-phone services for the
global enterprise.
The easiest way to construct a GPN for such enterprise is
using these leased lines to build a private Packet-Phone
Network Backbone. By this way, we may easily maintain the
packet-phone quality of the private BPN by managing
network utilization and transmission delay. Therefore, we
may guarantee the delivery and the delay time of all voice
packets to meet the telecommunications requirements. In
other words, the resulting GPN provides excellent quality
packet-phone global services with minimum added cost.
Furthermore, this private BPN can also serve as the private
internet and connect to the global Internet for more value
added services.

circuit to be terminated improperly. A special scheme
introduced in our procedure is the silent packets to provide
a “background noise” to the talker so that the talker knows
that the other end is really with him or her and listening.
We describe, for practical implementation, how to utilize
Internet technologies and existing Internet resources to
build GPN for global enterprises. In practice, we may use
existing intra-enterprise telecommunications links or use
existing Internet access as the packet-phone backbone for
low cost and speedy implementation.
Our experiment shows that if the network bandwidth is
properly managed for the voice packets in each local area
network, and the ping delay between two sites of the global
enterprise is less than 200 ms, then the proposed GPN
provides excellent packet-phone services quality.
Furthermore, this GPN can provide not only telephone
services, but also fax communications. When work with
Internet and video transmission, then GPN may also provide
video conference solutions, and many other value added
services.
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Abstract

will focus on the function of matching buyers and

The electronic marketplace is a new medium for

sellers.

exchanging

information,

goods,

services,

and

payments. The marketplace houses infrastructure,

Mobile Agents

facilitates transactions, and matches buyers with

Agents areautonomous objects, created for dynamical

sellers. An agent-based marketplace allows corporate

and

data to be maintained by local buyers and sellers and

responsible for executing designated tasks. Agents

transferred to the marketplace only when orders are

can be identified as either strong or weak. Strong

matched. This provides participating companies with

agents have the capabilities of (1) mentalist notions,

autonomy and independence. This study proposes a

(2) rationality, (3) veracity, and (4) adaptability and

framework of using the mobile agent to demonstrate

learning. These capabilities come mainly from the

autonomous behavior in the electronic marketplace.

technology of artificial intelligence. Weak agents, on

distributed

applications.

The

agents

are

the other hand, can complete tasks autonomously,
INTRODUCTION

interact with external objects, and be reactive and

Electronic commerce (EC) sites are developed on the

proactive toward environmental change based on a

same

pre-planed scheme.

infrastructure

as

communication protocols,
security

systems.

network
Web

Through

architectures,
standards, and

the

infrastructure,

electronic commerce transfers products, services,

AN AGENT-BASED ELECTRONIC

money, and information. The applications of EC

MARKETPLACE

include supply chain management, on-line banking,

This study presents an electronic marketplace

procurement and purchasing, on-line marketing and

framework using mobile agents by referring to the

advertising,

models in MAgNET [2], TESTBED [5], and

home

shopping,

video-on-demand,

on-line publishing, electronic malls, travel, and so

BROKERAGE [3]. The marketplace aggregates the

forth [4]. An electronic marketplace has three main

demands of buyers and matches the demands with

functions: matching buyers and sellers, facilitating

suppliers. Figure 1 presents the mobile agent-based

transactions, and providing institutional infrastructure

electronic marketplace framework with the major

[1]. The first function determines product features,

components of the main system, an intermediary

aggregates products, determines prices, and matches

database, a two-stage matching procedure, and an

buyers with sellers. The other two functions relate to

agent manager.

the infrastructure of transactions such as logistics,
settlements, legal matters, and regulations. This study
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Figure 1. The Framework of Agent-Based Electronic Marketplaces

order matching procedure is adopted to search for the
Main System. The main system coordinates the

best combination of suppliers. The intermediary

operations of three sources: the buyers on the client

triggers the two-stage matching procedure, the

side, the suppliers on the server side, and the

filtering stage and the matching stage, after receiving

intermediary. The intermediary uses a 2-stage

bid_spec from suppliers.
Order Aggregation. The buyers and sellers can

matching procedure (which will be discussed later) to
match the buyers and suppliers.
Agent Manager. The mobile agent is the key

have one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, and
many-to-many

relationships.

One-to-one

component in the framework. The intermediary

relationships are the simplest: the mobile agent is sent

marketplace uses Agent Name Service (ANS) to

between one buyer and one supplier to negotiate the

interact with Local Agents. In the Marketplace,

contract. Similarly, one-to-many and many-to-one

Message Generator is responsible for generating

relationships can also involve sending the mobile

communication information, Message Queue is the

agents between designated buyers and sellers. In a

input queue, Message Router outputs the information

many-to-many relationship, a buyer can purchase

to Local Agent, and Message Interpreter analyzes the

products from many suppliers and a supplier can sell

contents of received information. Matching Process

products to many buyers. That is where a marketplace

refers to the 2-stage matching procedure that

is needed: to provide an intermediary to match both

implements filtering and matching operations on the

sides.

acquired estimates by referring to the transactions
history in Record Database.
Two-Stage Matching Procedure. A two-stage

Two types of product assignment policies to find
the best combination of suppliers.
1.

Lowest price first. This policy means that the
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2.

buyers choose the suppliers with the lowest price.

CONCLUSION

To implement the policy, the algorithm (1) sorts

The electronic marketplace finds product features,

suppliers in ascending order based on the

aggregates orders, and determines prices to match

averaged price at the quantity; (2) adds the first

buyers and sellers. This study proposes a mobile

supplier into the selection list; (3) deducts the

agent-based marketplace that matches transactions

supplying quantity from the total order quantity;

while allowing data to be maintained in local buyers

(4) includes the next supplier in the list if ordering

and sellers. The framework provides the advantages

quantity remains; and (5) stops when the order is

of autonomy and independence to companies and is

fully met.

suitable for the distributed architecture of electronic

Largest quantity first. This policy means that the

commerce.

buyers purchase the products from the suppliers

electronic marketplace has the following advantages:

who can provide the largest volume at a time. The

(1)

In addition, a mobile agent-based

The marketplace allows mobile agents to

algorithm (1) sorts suppliers in descending order

operate independently and asynchronously.

by the quantity; (2) includes the first supplier in

Therefore, it is suitable for a heterogeneous

the combination; (3)

environment.

deducts the supplying

quantity from the ordering quantity; (4) assigns

(2)

The two-phase matching process involving the

the next supplier into the combination if ordering

lowest-price-first

quantity remains; and (5) stops when the order is

largest-quantity-first policy can match

fully met.

buyers and sellers effectively.

Both policies generate a set of suppliers in different
combinations

and

prices.

In

general,

the

(3)

policy

and

the
up

The object-oriented programming language can
be used in cross-platform applications.

lowest-price-first assignment can obtain a lower
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ABSTRACT

Here

In this paper, on the basis of the DFP method a class of
non-quasi-Newton methods is presented. Under some
condition the global convergence property of these methods
with Goldstein line search on uniformly convex objective
function is proved.
PROPOSAL OF NEW ALGORITHMS

fk  f 
x k ，t 0，T1 ，t 0，T 2 ，t t t0，〈〈，
0 t 0 1 T1

and T2 are constants, which

t 1，t  0 formula (1.5), that is formula (1.2).
Make (1.5) replace (1.2), the rest procedures are the same to
Algorithm Ａ, the derived algorithms may be written as
Algorithms. The characteristic of Algorithms may be
analyzed as follows
From (1.5), we gain
Q 
t,t
B k 1 
t , t s k  k
yk .
s Tk y k

For problems of unconstrained optimization
n
min f 
x , x R

(1.1)

The quasi-Newton methods is one of the most well
considered, and extensive methods and the DFP method
which is one of quasi-Newton methods, given by
Davidon[1], revised by Fletcher and Powell[2], was first
derived.
Steps of DFP algorithm are as follows
Algorithm A
Step1. Given x1  Rn , B1 is n n symmetric and
positive definite matrix,
Step2. Calculate g k f
calculating,

xk

x ,

k

if

g k  0,

then stop

can be obtained, otherwise turn to the next

When

t 1

or t  1 ,

Q k 
t,t
1 ,
T
sk y k

therefore

t,t are not the quasi-Newton methods. And
Algorithms B
since
they
contain
DFP
method,
therefore
t,t are called a class of non-quasi-Newton
Algorithms B
methods.

t,t , there are two methods to determine
To Algorithms B
the steplength

l k . One is exact line search, the other is

inexact line search. The paper examines Goldstein line

step.
Step3.

d k B 1g k .

search, that is to say

.

l

Step4. Do line search to determine step length

xk 1 xk l k d k .

Step5.

k

.

B s y y s B  sk Bk sk
Bk 1 Bk  k k k T k k k 
1  sT y
s k yk

k
k
T

T

sk  xk 1 xk

y k  g

k  1

yk y k

sT y
 k k
T

(1.2)

(1.3)

 g k

(1.4)

Step7. k :k 1 and go to Step2.
Formula (1.2) is DFP update formula, the present paper
revises (1.2), as follows
Step 6’
T

Bk1 t , t Bk 

T

Bk s k y k Ty ks k B k

T

T

 Qk t , t sk Bk sk

l k satisfy

f ( xk l kd k )f (x k )rl gk dTk k ,

.
Step6.

T

Where

are larger than 1. When

yTk yk

f (x k l kd k )f (x k )sl gk dTk k ,
Where r、s

are constant, and

0 r s 1 .

SEVERAL LEMMAS AND PROOFS[3][4][5]
In order to

discuss the global convergence property of

t,t with Goldstein line search, we may
Algorithms B
x to be as follows
assume objective function f 
x is twice continuously differentiable;
(a) f 
(b) There exist positive constants m and M such that
2 
m y y2 f
x y M y
2

Where

n

Qk 
t,t ty k s f
t  k 1 fk s k g k 
T

(1.9)

2

(1.5)

T

(1.8)

(1.6)

2

n
For all x  R
and all y R ,
hereinafter ‖·‖stands for the Euclidean norm.
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Lemma 1

m 

s Tk y k
sk



2





yk

2

M .

s Tk y k


(2.2)

k 1

(2.3)

2(1s) M T
2(1  r) M T
sk g k sTk g k 
sk g k
(2.4)
m
2M
m
Proof. From mean value theorem and condition (a), (b) we
can get (2.2).
As for the proof of formula (2.3), see〔6〕.
According to mean value theorem and condition (a), (b), we
get


1
f ( xk l dk k )f x( k )s Tkg km ||s k ||2
2

tsTk yk t sTk 2 f (x k ) sk

(2.5)

(2.15)
where

f (xk l kd k) f (x k) rs gTk k

is between

(2.6)

(2.7)

Using (2.2)

s Tk y k
M

(2.8)

and

(2.16)

And from (2.2) obtain

s Tk y k
sT y
|| s k ||2  k k
M
m

(2.17)

Thus (2.7)-(2.9) give

m T
m T
s k y k  t 0
s y
M
M k k

And

M T
M T
s k y k ( T1 T2 )
s y
m
m k k

Let m 1  t 0 m , M 1  ( T1 T 2 ) M ,
then (2.14) hold.
M
m
Lemma 4
If Bk is symmetric and positive definite for k  1 ,
t ,t from the definition of (1.5) is symmetric and
then Bk1 

Which, with (2.7), implies that

positive as well.
Proof. Formula (1.5) can be written as

2(1 r )M T
s Tk y k 
sk gk
m

(2.9)

B k s ks Tk B k Qk (t, t )
 T
Bk 1 ( t, t ) B k  T
y k y kT v k vkT
2
sk B k s k
(sk yk )

From mean value theorem and (1.9) we obtain

1
s Tk g k 1 m || s k ||2 sg Tk sk ,
2

(2.10)

(2.18)
Where
1

Therefore from (2.2) and (2.9) we get

v k s
( kT B k s k ) 2 (

s kT y k (1 s) s kT g k 

m T
s y
2M k k

,

(2.11)

2(1 s) M T
s g
2 M m k k

.

Let

(2.12)

Let ak 0,bk  0for all k  1, and there exis t positive
constants b1,b 2 , such that
k 1

(2.13)

j 1

Q ( t ,t )
~
det( B k )  det( B k ) T k
( s k Bk s k ) 2

Lemma 3
There exist positive constants m1 and M1 such that

(2.20)

y Tk H k y k
det( Bk 1 ( t ,t )) det( Bk ) T
Q ( t , t)
( s k y k )2 k
H k  B k 1 .

From

(2.2)

have Qk (t,t )  0 and

hence

Bk 

Where




bk

,
then

bk  .
k 1 a k
k 1

(2.19)

Then from the calculating formula of revised determinant of
rank 2 and rank1, we obtain

Lemma 2

j

yk
B s
 T k k ) .
s yk
sk B k s k
T
k

B s sT B
Q ( t ,t )
~
B k  B k  k T k k k  kT
y k y kT
2
s k Bk sk
( s k yk )

Which implies that

for all k 1 and

xk1 . From assumed

2
m || s k ||2 s kT f
(x k ) sk M || sk ||2 ,

Qk (t, t ) ts Tk yk t

m || sk || 2 
2(1 r)s kT g k

xk

Q k ( t ,t ) ts kT y k  t

And hence by (2.5) and (2.6) we get

a k  b 1  b 2 l

xk

condition (a) and (b), we obtain

From (1.8) we have

s kT y k 

from the

Qk (t ,t ) tskT yk 2t ( f ( xk 1) f ( xk ) f (xk ) T sk )

s Tk g k .

k 1

|| sk ||2 

(2.14)

definition of (1.6).
Proof. It follows from(1.6) and Taylor's formula that



l kg TkH k g k 

For all

m1 sTk y k Q k ( t ,t) M 1 s kT y k
t,t is
positive integer k , where Qk 

and
Qk (t,t)

(2.14),

2
( sT
k yk )

(2.21)
we

 y k y T
k is

positive definite. Thus from (2.19) and the interlocking
eigenvalue theorem of rank1 revised matrix, we know that
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~
~
the least eigenvalue of Bk and det( Bk ) have the same sign.
~
~
But from (2.20), we know det( Bk )>0, therefore Bk is
positive definite.

Moreover, from (2.21),

we

know

~
t,t )>0, thus by using the interlocking eigenvalue
det( Bk1 
theorem once again, we know that

Bk1 
t,t is positive

definite.
Lemma 5
For all k  1 , we have

l

j 1



(2.29)

j

Therefore from (2.29), we get


( g Tj H j y j )2

j 1

y Tj H j y j



j

exists.

 kC

(2.22)

j 1

Where C is a positive constant.
Proof. According to Lemmas 3, 4 and the proving process
similar to〔3〕, we can prove the lemma.
Lemma6
The following limit holds

lim g kT H k gk  0.

 ( sT g
)2
g1T H 1g 1  j j 1  (2.30)
j 1 Q j ( t, t )

H k yk ykt H k
s ks Tk

H k 1( t (t, t ) H k 
y kT H k yk
Q(t , t ) k

(2.24)

g k 1 g k  yk , we get

g Tk 1 H k 1 g k 1  ylT H k g k 2 g Tk H k 1 y k g Tk H k 1 g k
sT y
sT y
(g T H g ) (s T g )2
 k k 2 k k sTk g k g Tk H k g k  kT k k  k k
Qk (t, t )
Qk (t, t )
yk H k y k
Q k (t, t )
(2.25)
Then
T
k

( g Hk g k )
s gk 1
gTk Hk gk gTk 1 Hk 1g k 1 
y H k yk
Qk (t , t)
2

lim g T
k H kg k  0 ,

If

lim g T
k H kg k
k 

then

k 

from

(2.3)



l

k is known, that is in contradiction with (2.22),

k 1

therefore (2.23) is correct.
Let rk 

(2.23)

Proof. According to (1.5) and make use of matrix inversion
formula, we get

T
k
T
k

 Q (t, t )

From (2.27)、(2.29) and (2.30), we know
k

From (2.24) and

( s Tj g j 1) 2



sTk g k
, then from (2.4) and (2.23), we know
sk yk

gT
k H kg k  0
, therefore there is a subsequence, which
rk
k 
lim

is monotone

g Tk Hk g k 


.


 rk

Lemma 7

decreasing

towards

0, in the sequence

 M 3 , then
Let l m
gj

2

l g k 1

2

(2.31)

Holds for j k, k 1,,1.
Proof. see〔4〕

(2.26)

k of formula (2.26) with j , and extract the
sum from 1 to k to j at the two ends, we get

GLOBAL CONVERGENCE RESULTS[6][7]

Replace index
k

( g Tj H j y j ) 2

j 1

y Tj H j y j



2
k ( sT g
k
j 1 )
g 1T H 1g1 g Tk 1 H k 1 g k 1 
j 1 Q j (t, t )

(2.27)
But from (2.14), (2.3) and (2.4), we get
T
j

2

Theorem1. Assume conditions (a), (b) holds, and

2

k

(ii)


1 2(2s 1) Mm m 2 4(1  r )(1 s M
)
m1
2(1 s ) Mm

2

2

when k is

gTk H k gk
O
 r
 k

sufficiently

large,

k

( s
j 1

T
j

g j)

(2.28)
For 0 r s 1 , we have

2(2 s 1)Mm m 2 4(1 r )(1 s ) M 2
2[(1s ) 2 (2s 1)]Mm [2(1 s ) 2 1] m2

monotone

decreasing,

and s 


,



g Tk Hk g k


 rk

m 

l 1 
 ,
2
M 


m
2M



 is


then

t,t has global convergence property
Algorithms B

lim inf g k  0

(3.1)

k 

T
Proof. From (1.5), (2.3), (2.6) and s j y j

l

(2s 1)2 m2 0
And hence by (2.27) and (2.28) we get

2


xk to be

B
t,t , if one of the

a sequence derived from Algorithms
following two conditions holds
(i) g k 1  gk  yk

sT g

(s g k 1 )
1
  Tj j 2sTj g j s Tj y j 

m1 j 1 
j 1 Q (t , t )

s j y j

k

The main results of this paper are introduced and proved as
follows.



j

y Tj H j g j , we get
rj
2

tr 
Bk 1 tr Bk  2

y
y Tk Bk s k

Qk 
t ,t s Tk Bk s k  kT 2
t

s k yk
yk
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(3.8).(2.4) and (2.31), we obtain
k y B s
k
y
tr 
B1 2  j T j j 
Q j 
t ,t  sTj B j s j  T k 2
j 1
j 1
s j y j 
sj yj

l

k

tr 
B1 

j

g

 g j

2
j 1

 y j

2

2

tr 
B1 

g

j

2
j1

 g j

k

 y j

2





2 M m
l j MM 1k .
21 s 

(3.2)

lim inf g k  0 , then there

Assume condition (i) holds, and

g k  e

(3.3)

For all k 1 . From condition (i), there exist positive
constant L such that
2

2

 g j

2

 y j

2



L

(3.4)

2 M m
l j M 1MR
2 1 s  j1
L
2 M m  k
(3.5)
tr 
l j.
B1  MM 1 
2 1 s j1
C
gk

k 1

2

tr Bk  Bk 
, we know
g Tk H j g j

l
g H g
1

l  l g H g 
tr 
B
e
g


r

T



k

k

k

k 1

T

k

r

2

k

2

k 1

k

k

k

k

(3.6)


Thus, from Lemma 2，(3.5) and (3.6) we know

l

k ，

k 1

this is in contradiction with (2.22).
Now assume condition(ii) to be correct, still suppose
m 
1 l 
1 

lim inf g k  0 ，then (3.4) holds. Let
 2 M ，
m 
k 
1 s
then
(3.7)
0 m 1.
From condition(ii), we know that there exis ts a positive

k  k0 ,
gk H k g k
g H g
gT H g
 k 1 k 1 k 1  k k k (3.8)
rk
rk 1
rk

integer k 0 such that when
T

2

g j 1H j 1 g j 1
T

r j1 1 
l 

r1
g1 2 l g j 1
g1 H 1 g1
T

2

2



m 

1 
1 l  g 2
2 M 
j 1


m Bj 1 mtr B j1  (3.9)
1 s
g Tj 1H j1 g j1
Therefore from (3.2), (3.9), (3.7) and (2.22), we obtain

tr 
B1  2 M m
MM 1  k


l
1 m 21 m 1 s  C 1 m 
j1

j

(3.10)
As the form of (3.10) is similar to that of (3.5), and hence
(3.6) holds too. Therefore from (3.6),(3.10) and Lemma 2,
we know

k

tr 
Bk 1 tr B1 LR 



2



for all j 1 . From (3.2)，(3.4) and (2.22), we get





g j 1

tr Bk 1 

rj

g Tj H j g j

From (3.3)、(2.3) and,

2

k 

rk 1 g k 1
r g
r
r
 1T 1  T j 1
 T j
 g j1
T
g k 1 H k 1 g k 1 g 1 H 1g 1 j 1 g j 1 H j 1 g j1 g j H j g j 

g Tj H j g j

2

g j1 g j y j  L
rj g j 1

2
 rj 1 g j 1 2
rj g j 
 T
 T

j1 g
H g
g j H j g j 
 j 1 j 1 j1

k

k 

is e  0 such that

2





2




j 1

2


rj
rj 1

 g j 1
T
T
j 1
g j H j g j g j1H j 1 g j 1 



sTj g j

j 1

 y j

g Tj H j g j

i 1

2

2

2



k Q 
t ,t s j B js j y j
 j
j 1
s Tj
s Tj y j

l



 g j

2

k

T

k

k

sTj y j

j 1

That is

rj g j 1

2

T

l ，which
j 1

j

contradicts the (2.22), thus

(3.1) must hold.
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ABSTRACT
A normal fuzzy neural network(NFNN) with five layers is
proposed. Focusing on the structure optimization of network,
a new node selection method and corresponding back
propagation learning algorithm rules are presented In the
case with fewer input nodes, the training is more fast in this
kind of neural network. Water-flooded zone identification in
measure-well explanation is an important problem in the oil
field development; especially in its later period. Complex
geology conditions lead to many fuzzy characters in
measure-well curves. In the combination of all kinds of
fuzzy conditions, oil water-flooded behaves as strong
water-flooded, middle water-flooded, weak water-flooded
and no water-flooded, etc. NFNN is applied to water-flooded
identification in oil well measure-well to find its mapping
relation between well measure-well and water-flooded
level,accordingly
realize
the
water-flooded
zone
identification in measure-well explanation of fuzzy oil. Test
results illustrate its practicability.
PREFACE[1][2]

conclusion that both have advantage and disadvantage. It
isn’t difficult to find that their advantage and disadvantage is
supplementary each other. That is, fuzzy logic is fit to
analysis and design procedure from top to bottom when
planning intelligent system, while neural network is fit to
improve and perfect system from bottom to top after
designed a intelligent system initially. Thus, we can realize
advantage mutual benefit by combining them skillfully, that
is, one field’s inherent disadvantage can be equalized by the
other field’s advantage.
Normalized fuzzy

neural

network

(NFNN)

is

network’s character is that fuzzy layer, normalized layer and
rule layer’s node number is assured by computing while
input and output mode and fuzzy layer’s subject function is
definite. Network ‘s train modify fuzzy center, square
subtract and link weigh value from rule layer to anti-fuzzy
output layer.
Water-flooded
zone
identification
of oil field
measure-well explanation is a prominent question during

Fuzzy neural network (FNN) is the combination of fuzzy
logic and neural network, the combination of the two makes

petroleum development, particularly during development’s
middle-late period. Complicated geographic condition has

up for the shortcoming that neural network in fuzzy data
process and the disadvantage that pure fuzzy network in
learning. At the same time, FNN makes the “black box”
question of neural network vitrification, that is, it can realize
many cause and effect relations described in rule by neural

many fuzzy character expressed in measure-well curves, oil
field water-flooded zone is divided strong water-flooded
zone, middle water-flooded zone, weak water-flooded zone

network’s input and output. Fuzzy logic’s obvious advantage
is that it can express human’s logic meanings that often used
more natural and more direct, and it is fitter to direct and
high knowledge expression. But it is very difficult to express
knowledge and procedure changed with time; neural
network can realize self-adaptive by learning function, get
knowledge automatically expressed by (exact or fuzzy) data.
But the knowledge is expressed impliedly in neural network,
and it is difficult to know it’s meanings directly, so we can’t
make semantic explanation directly. We can get the

a

representative model of FNN, it’s basic structure can be
divided five layers: that is input layer, fuzzy layer,
normalized layer, rule layer and anti-fuzzy output layer. The

and no water-flooded zone under the condition of all fuzzy
condition’s combination. We can extract mapping relation
between measure-well curve and water-flood grade by using
NFNN to water-flooded zone identification of oil field
measure-well explanation, so we can realize water-flooded
zone identification’s automatization and avoid misjudging
result from personal factor.
FUZZY RULE’S DESCRIPTION[2]
Fuzzy logic’s general rule can be described as:
Rule k: if x1 is A k1 ,…, xn is A kn ，then
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y 1 is Bk1 ,…, y m is B km (or y 1 =b k1 ,…, y m=b km)

Third layer: normalized layer

thereinto, A ki and B kj is U i and V j’s fuzzy set respectively,
and that

T

X=(x1,x 2 , … , xn ) ∈ U 1 × U2 × … × U

n

This layer normalized the first layer’s output. That is:

and

mA ( xi ) 

T

Y=(y 1 ,y 2 ,…,y m) ∈V 1 ×V 2 ×… × V n is fuzzy logic system’s

ij

input and output. Assuming we have K fuzzy if-then rules.
Fuzzy logic system’s numerical value output made up of
center average anti-fuzzy generator, product reasoning rules
and fuzzy generator has the mode as follows:
K

n

b ( m


y j  k 1 K

kj

i 1

Aki

(1)

mA (x i )

thereinto,

mA

ki

ki

is fuzzy set A ki’s subject function, we

can use Gauss or Sigmiod function.

ki

m

Aij

j 1

thereinto,

mA ( xi )

(3)

( xi )

mA ( xi ) ’s

is

ij

ij

normalized output.

The layer’s node number equals to the second layer’s node

The layer connects premise (normalized node) with
conclusion node (output node). The connection’s rule is:
every normalized node only connect with a normalized node
belongs to the same input node. Thus NFNN network’s
initial structure has K=

n

normalized nodes.The k-th

i

i

NORMALIZEDNEURAL NETWORK’S
ANALYSISSITUS STRUCTURE

mA

ij

ni

number, that is N nodes.
Fourth layer: rule layer

( xi ))

n

k 1 i 1

mA ( x i )

node’s output is:
n

z k mAis (x i )

is subject function of the k-th node of input variable

xi , and assuming x i has n i item nodes that used to fuzzy
partition, that is input variable x i’s fuzzy subject function’s
number is n i . So general NFNN structure be described as
picture 1:

(4)

i 1

thereinto, s=s(k,i), and 1≤s ≤n
i . Assuming n i =3,n=5,
n
5
then N=3n=15, K=3 =3 . If array the second node as
follows:

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
Thereinto,0 shows no connection with fourth layer, 1 shows
have connection. Then, from k=1 to k=3
as follows:
k=1: 001 001 001 001 001 001

5

,connection state

k=2: 010 001 001 001 001 001
…
k=35 : 100 100 100 100 100 100
So, we can get the conclusion as follows:
5

4

i 1

i 1

k s ( k, i )3i 1 3i
(5)
thereinto, s(k,i) is decided as follows rule:

Fig.1 normalized neural network analysissitus structure
First layer: input layer
This layer’s input vector can be exact numerical value

1)

This layer uses Gauss function as subject function, first
layer’s the j-th node’s output responding to x i is:
ij

thereinto, m ij andσ

ij

x i mij

s ij

)2)

(2)

is A ij’s average value and square
n

subtract, assuming N=

n , whereas
i

i 1

layer has N nodes.

i 1

j 1

j 1

(6)

2) if s(k,i)=0, then s(k,i)=3
Fifth layer: anti-fuzzy layer
All the fourth layer’s rule node connect with the layer’s
output node. The layer finishes center average anti-fuzzy.
Assuming the layer has p nodes, output heft j is:

vector, also can be fuzzy vector.
Second layer: fuzzy layer

mA ( xi )  exp((

4

s(k, i) 
( k 
3j  s(k, j)3 j1 )/3 i1 mod 3

j=1,2,…, n i . This

K

K

n

k 1

k 1

i 1`

y j bkj z k 
bkj
mAisi ( xi )

(7)

NORMALIZED FUZZY NEURAL NETWORK‘S
LEARNING ALGORITHM
Using grads decline method to adjust NFNN’s parameters.
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Infinitesimal error function is:

middle, strong water-flooded zone respectively.

1
E D Y
2

2

(8)

thereinto,Y is NFNN’s real output heft, D is expectation
output vector.
If wij is the parameter to be adjusted, study rule is:

wij (t 
1) wij (t) h

E

a w ij t
wij

(9)

study speed; αis inertia coefficient.

choose as follows: max study times 30000, study speed 0.7,
inertia coefficient 0.5, study precision 0.1(the max warp that
each sample’s real output and anticipant output). Network

E
 (y j d j )z k
bkj

train times is 6605 or so actually (each time modify 210
samples until satisfy precision). Study result as follows
(10)

E
d( j, s(k, i)) Y mAij (xi)

 2 )
(y j dj )
bkj(
mij j1
mij
X
X
k1
K
E p
d( j, s (k,i)) Y mAij (xi )

 2 )
(yj dj )
bkj(
s ij j 1
X
X s ij
k1

partly:

K

(11)

(12)

thereinto,
ni

X mAij ( xi )
Y  mAi , s (k ,i ) ( xi )
mAij ( x i )
mij
mAij ( x i )
s

2( xi mij )



s



(14)

mA ( xi )

2( xi mij ) 2

s ij3

ij

d( j,s(k,i))

2
ij

=

Anticipant
output
3
2
3
1
4
⋯

real
output
2.9224964
1.9018251
2.9108875
1.0514562
3.9901506
⋯

Absolute
warp
0.0775036
0.0981749
0.0891125
0.0514562
0.0098494
⋯

sort
3
2
3
1
4
⋯

(13)

j 1

thereinto,

precision of error, then extract another sample⋯. We can
choose 210 samples to train network. Study parameters

Assuming w ij =b ij , mij , andσ ij , we can get:

p

input has three subject functions), 15 normalized nodes, 243
rule nodes and 1 output node.
The study procedure of network use the mode of single
sample loop to modify the error, that is we can extract one
sample to carry out network study random until satisfy the

wij (t) w ij (t )  wij (t 1)
thereinto, η is

NFNN’s analysissitus structure is the model of
5-15-15-243-1, that is 5 input nodes, 15 fuzzy nodes (each

(15)

ij

mA ( x i )

(16)

ij

1, j  s(k , i )

0, j s ( k,i )

.We can get

NFNN network’s update rules if we use equation (10-12)
to(9).
WATER FLOODED ZONE IDENTIFICATION[3]
During oil field measure-well explanation, we choose
representative
five
parameters
(thick,
deep-lateral
resistivity,spontaneousness
potentio,interval
transit
time,puny potentio,water-flooded grade) as input by expert
experience and test analysis due to measure-well
explanation’s too many parameters, while output is

We can use the network after studying to other
measure-well explanation’s
water-flooded zone sort
identification, identification rate can exceed 84 percent
during the same zone block’s measure-well explanation
identification, we have arrived at some level in
water-flooded identification.
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water-flooded grade. Stylebook gives an example as follows:

thick
0.60
0.90
0.20

Deep
lateral
Resistivity
20.000
11.000
17.000

spontaneous
potentio
5.000
1.000
6.500

interval
transit
time
150.00
280.00
148.00

Micro
electrode
2.500
2.000
1.400

Water
flooded
grade
2.000
4.000
3.000

Thereinto, water-flooded grade 2, 3, 4 express weak,
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ABSTRACT
In the cutting stock problem (CSP) a given order for
smaller pieces has to be cut from larger stock material with
some objectives under some constraints.
This note
discusses the relationships between the models for
one-dimensional cutting stock problem (1CSP) under two
different constraints and two different objectives. The two
constraints are equality and inequality constraints; and the
two objectives are to minimize the number and the trim loss
of stock material needed to produce the ordered pieces.
Under equality constraint, we have proved that the models
with both objectives are equivalent, and their corresponding
continuous relaxation problems are also equivalent. Under
inequality constraint, we have given an example to show
that the models with these two objectives are not equivalent,
and their corresponding continuous relaxation problems are
also not equivalent.
INTRODUCTION
In the cutting stock problem (CSP) a given order for
smaller pieces has to be cut from larger stock material with
some objectives under some constraints. The cutting stock
problem is among the earliest problem in the literature of
operational research with various applications in all
industries whose product is in flat sheet form. For example,
manufacturers in the metal, leather, electronic, shipbuilding,
and lumber industries represent a few of industries which
face this problem frequently. For reviews for this problem
the reader is referred to, e.g., Dyckhoff [1] and Hinxman [2].
Not surprising, in real world cutting processes, practitioners
may face different constraints and different criterion. For
example, in some cases the order may need to be satisfied
exactly (equality-constrained problem), and in some other
cases the order can be satisfied with excess production
(inequality-constrained problem). The practitioners may
also observe that in some cases the minimization of the trim
loss is the most important objective involved, and in some
other cases what they most concerned is to minimize the
number of raw materials.
This note discusses the relationships between the models
for one-dimensional cutting stock problem (1CSP) under
two different constraints and two different objectives as
above-mentioned. In the next section, we will give the
detailed mathematical formulation for these problems. In
the “Main Results” Section, we will prove that under
equality constraints the models with both objectives are
equivalent, and their corresponding continuous relaxation
problems are also equivalent. However, under inequality

constraints, the models with these two objectives are not
equivalent, and their corresponding continuous relaxation
problems are also not equivalent. We
will give a
counterexample to show these observations.

DIFFERENT MODELS
Following the notations as in Nitsche et al. [3], an instance
E of the 1CSP is characterized by a 4-tuple (m,l,b,L) where
l=( l 1 , l 2 , … , l m )T and b=(b 1 , b 2 , … , b m )T , that is,
one-dimensional material objects (e.g. paper reels, wooden
lengths, iron slabs) of a given length L have to be divided
into smaller pieces of desired length l 1 , l2 , …, ml in order to
fulfill the order demands b 1 , b 2 , … , bm . A nonnegative
integer vector a=(a 1 , a2 , … , ma)T with a0 is called (feasible )
cutting pattern if

 l a
m

i 1 i

i

L . Furthermore,

assume all

possible cutting patterns be given, and let n be the number
of given cutting patterns a 1 , a2 , … , na, where aj =(a 1j , a2j , … ,
a mj )T.
Let xj denote the number of times the cutting pattern a j is
used (j=1, 2,…,n). Then, the problem of minimizing the
trim loss of raw materials under equality constraints can be
formulated as the following standard integer linear
programming:

(M1 )

min Z=

n

m

j 1

i 1

( L  a

n

s.t.

a

ij

x j bi

l )xj

(1)

ij i

,

i=1,2,…,m,

(2)

j 1

x j  0,

j=1,2,…,n.

integer,

(3)

The problem of minimizing the number of raw material
under equality constraints can be formulated as:

(M 2 )

n

min G=

x

(4)

j

j 1

s.t. (2) and (3).
Similarly, the corresponding problems under inequality
constraints can be formulated as the following,
respectively:

(M 3 )

min Z=

n

m

j 1

i 1

( L  aij li ) x j


n

s.t.

a

ij

x j bi

,

i=1,2,…,m,

(5)

j 1

and (3).
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Table 1. Eight feasible cutting patterns
Cutting
I
II
III
IV V
Pattern
L1 =2.9
1
2
0
1
0

n

(M 4 )

min G=

x

j

j 1

s.t.

VI

VII

VIII

1

0

0

(5) and (3).
L2 =2.1

0

0

2

2

1

1

3

0

L3 =1.5

3

1

2

0

3

1

0

4

Summation

7.4

7.3

7.2

7.1

6.6

6.5

6.3

6

Trim loss

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.8

0.9

1.1

1.4

MAIN RESULTS
Denote
x= ( x1,

( aij ) m n

A=

matrix

x 2 , … x n )T . Furthermore,

and

vector
T

let e=(1,1,…,1)

vector of n-dimension. Then the models (

be the

M 1 ) and ( M 2 )

for the cutting stock problems with equality constraints can
be rewritten as the following:
( M1 )

min Z=

min G=

s.t.

e Tx

s.t. (7) and (3).

(M 2 )

M 1 ) and

are equivalent, and their corresponding continuous

M 1 ) and ( M 2 )

have the same

constraints, we only need to show that the objective
functions are equivalent. The objective function for (

M1 )

is
Z= ( Le

Since

L

T

=

LeT x l T b

=

LG l Tb

and

l Tb

optimal

solution

for

this

(10)

(11)
(12)

model

is

and the optimal objective
*
value is Z(x )=10. That’s to say, use the cutting patterns I
and III for 100 and 50 times respectively. Obviously, there
is over production for length l 3 =1.5 under this solution.

l A ) x

Le T x l T Ax

The

(9)

x * (100,0,50,0,0,0,0,0)T

T

=

1
x1 2 x2 0 x3 1 x 4 0 x5

1 x6 0 x 7 0 x8 100,
0 
x1 0 x 2 2 x3 2 x 4 1 x5

1 x 6 3 x7 0 x8 100,
3 
x1 1 x 2 2 x3 0 x4 3 x 5

1 x6 0 x 7 4 x8 100,
xi  0, integer, i =1,2, … 8.

relaxation problems are also equivalent.
Proof. Since the models (

for

0 x1 0.1x2 0.2 x3 0.3 x 4
0.8 x5 0.9 x6 1.1x7 1.4 x8

(7)

Theorem. The integer programming models (

3)

Min Z=

(6)

Ax=b,
and (3).

s.t.

(M 2 )

( Le T l T A ) x

The corresponding integer programming model (M
this instance is as the following：

The corresponding model (M 4 ) for this instance is as the
following：

.

are constants, (

M 1 ) and ( M 2 )

are
Min G=

equivalent.

x1 x2 x 3 x 4 x5 x 6 x 7  x8

s.t. (9), (10), (11), and (12).
For models (

M3 )

and

(M 4 )

of the cutting problems

with inequality constraints , we only need to change the
constraint (7) to be
Axb.
(8)
Remark 1. The integer programming models (M
are not equivalent.

3)

and (M 4 )

The following is a counterexample. Consider an instance of
the 1CSP with m=3, l=(2.9,2.1,1.5) T, b=(100,100,100) T and
L =7.4. For this instance, there are no more than 60 possible
cutting patterns. Assuming that only the cutting pattern with
trim loss being less than 1.5 is feasible, then n=8 and we
can generate the eight feasible cutting patterns as shown in
Table 1.

The

optimal

solution

for

x ** (30,10,0,50,0,0,0,0)T

this

model

is

and the optimal objective

value is G(x ** )=90. That’s to say, use the cutting patterns I,
II and IV for 30, 10 and 50 times respectively. The number
of the raw materials used in this solution is much less than
that of the optimal solution for model (M 3 ). However, the
trim-loss of this solution is 16, which is much larger than
that of the optimal solution for model (M 3 ).
Let’s now consider the continuous relaxation problems for
the models (

M3 )

and

(M 4 )

of the cutting problems

with inequality constraints.
Remark 2. The continuous relaxation problems for the
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integer programming
equivalent.

models (M 3 ) and (M 4 ) are not

The counterexample given in Remark 1 is also a
counterexample for Remark 2. For the continuous
relaxation problems for the integer programming models
(M 3 ),
the
optimal
solution
is
still

x * (100,0,50,0,0,0,0,0)T

and the optimal objective

value is still Z(x * )=10. For the continuous relaxation
problems for the integer programming models (M 4 ), the

x (30,10,0,50,0,0,0,0)
optimal solution is still
and the optimal objective value is G(x ** )=90.
**

T

CONCLUSIONS
In this note, we have given the detailed mathematical
formulations for one-dimensional cutting stock problem
(1CSP) under two different constraints (equality constraints
and inequality constraints) and two different objectives
(minimization of the trim loss and minimization of the
number of raw materials used). We have proved that under
equality constraints the models with both objectives are
equivalent, and their corresponding continuous relaxation
problems are also equivalent. We also have given an
example to show that under inequality constraints, the
models with these two objectives are not equivalent, and
their corresponding continuous relaxation problems are also
not equivalent.
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ABSTRACT

been widely applied, including the formation of an index
fund and establishment of an arbitrage portfolio for an index

The index portfolio model attempts to form a portfolio

future.

whose time series in the market can trace the selected index

The

as much as possible. The traditional index portfolio model,

coefficients model proposed by Salkin(1989). Salkin’s

estimated

model established the portfolio by minimizing the square

coefficients

models

proposed

by

Salkin,

most

popular

Salkin’s

is the estimated

tracking

error. In this paper, a novel index portfolio model formed by

limitations. First, the global optimal solution can be obtained

minimizing the absolute tracking error is proposed. In

only under certain conditions because the mathematical

addition to preserving the characteristics of Salkin’s model,

programming model of Salkin’s model is a quadratic

the proposed model can guarantee obtaining the global

programming

(QP)

optimum solution and, in contrast to Salkin’s model, it can

concentrates

mainly

avoid the effect of the extreme value, which Salkin’s model

However, in practice, the mean square error may not be an

may not. Also in contrast to the traditional model, the

adaptive proxy of the loss function. Third, extreme value

proposed one is a linear programming model and can then

data may heavily adversely impact the results from Salkin’s

include practical constraints in the models, including the

model. Fourth, Salkin’s model is not a linear programming

transaction cost constraints and limited stock catalog

(LP) model and then is difficult to consider complicated

constraints.

constraints, which would cause the original QP model to be

models address

these

However,

model

established the portfolio by minimizing the square tracking

How the improved

error.

portfolio

model.

model

Second,

on minimizing

has several

Salkin’s

model

the square

error.

constraints would be discussed as well. Moreover, different

a nonlinear programming (NP) model.

empirical studies in the Taiwan Stock Market are provided

In this paper, a novel index portfolio model developed from

to demonstrate the proposed model’s effectiveness.

the mean absolute deviation (MAD) model proposed by

Key words: index portfolio, square error, absolute error,

Konno and Yamazaki (1991) is proposed. In contrast to the

linear programming, quadratic programming

traditional method, the proposed model forms the index
portfolio by minimizing the absolute tracking error between

1. INTRODUCTION

historical returns of the portfolio and the selected index in
the objective function to

obtain the optimal portfolio

The index portfolio mathematical models attempt to form a

investing weights. The MAD model was derived to replace

portfolio whose time series in the market can trace the

the mean-variance (MV) model proposed by Markowitz in

selected index as much as possible. The index portfolio has

1951. The MAD model attempted to transform the MV
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model into an LP problem from a QP problem. In this paper,

the conducts of the formed portfolio were the same as the

the MAD model is reformulated and can be applied to

index. However, the transaction costs of this model were too

forming the index portfolio. Since the proposed model is an

high to satisfy practical applications. In addition to that the

LP model, it can overcome the limitations of Salkin’s model.

stratified model maintained the same index weights in the

Moreover, this study also provides empirical studies in the

portfolio as the index weights of the traced index, market

Taiwan stock market to demonstrate the effectiveness of the

values of the stocks determined the stocks weights. Notably,

proposed model.

the stock would be rejected if the market value of a stock did

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

not reach a certain level. As for the sampling model, it

reviews pertinent literature. The proposed model is then

selected some representative stocks to form the portfolio.

derived in Section 3. Section 4 presents the empirical study

However, this method was somewhat subjective and inferior

process and subsequent results. Section 5 then discusses

to the other two methods in empirical tests.

different problems when forming the index portfolios.

In 1989, Salkin defined the tracking error as Equation (2) to

Conclusions are finally made in Section 6.

evaluate the performance of different index portfolio models.
In this study, the tracking error function in Equation (2) is

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

taken as one of the evaluation functions as well. Equation (2)
is shown as follows:

2.1 Index portfolio models
Rudd proposed two methods in 1980 to form an index

p t , L 

( Pt PtL )
Pt L

d t , L 

( I t I t L )
I t L

portfolio: stratification model and optimization model. The
optimization model was a mathematical programming model
whose objective function was to minimize the residual risk

T

( d

RL 

as shown as in Equation (1). Their empirical results

where P t denotes the value of the portfolio in time instant t, I

Min.w
s.t.

2
P

represents the value of the index in time instant t, p

N

at time instant t, d
(1)

i 1

N

q

i

t,L

denotes return of investment of the

index in past time interval L at time instant t, and R

L

is the

interval L at time instant t.

q i 0, fori 1,..., N

Salkin proposed four index portfolio models: non-stratified

denotes the residual risk of the portfolio,

qi

estimated

coefficients

model,

stratified

estimated

coefficients model, non-stratified capitalization weighted

represents the investing weight of stock i., âi is the â value

model, and stratified capitalization weighted model. In that

of stock i, âp denotes the â value of the portfolio, and N

work, empirical studies were performed by the weekly data

represents the total number of stock categories.

from January 1985 to December 1986 in the Japan stock

Andrews

et

al.

(1986)

is

tracking error between the portfolio and index in past time

1

i 1

w P2

t,L

t

return of investment of the portfolio in past time interval L

b P q i b i 1

Where

pt , L ) 2

t L

indicated that the optimization model was better than the
stratification model.

t ,L

(2)

proposed

three

models

for

market. He concluded that the non-stratified estimated

establishing the index portfolio: full replication model,

coefficients model was the best among those models.

stratified model, and sampling model. The full replication

The non-stratified estimated coefficients model can be

model duplicated the stock weights in the index and, thus,

described as follows:
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T

S

Min.R 
( dt  w jrj ,i )

shown as follows:

2

2

t 1

T

Min.Z (n t v t )

(3)

j 1

t 1

where d t denotes the return of the index at time instant t, r
represents the return of the stock i at time instant t, w

j

s.t .:

j,I

n

n t w t (r jt r j ) x j 0

is the

invested weight of stock j which would be determined by the

(5)

j 1

model. In contrast to the non-stratified estimated coefficient

n t 0,wt 0

model, the stratified estimated coefficients model included

c1 , c2 , c 3

the industry weights constraints in the model.

Furthermore, Li, Chen, and ChiangLin (1998) modified

Basically, the estimated coefficient model is a QP model and

Feinstein’s model to enhance the solving efficiency. Their

can obtain only the local optimal solution if the quadratic

model is shown as follows:
T

Minimize 2wt

matrix in the objective function is not positive-definite.

t 1

2.2 MAD model

s.t.

In 1991, Yamakazi and Konno proposed the MAD model to

(r

n

replace the MV model of Markowitz (1952). However, the

j

r jt )x j wt s t 0

(6)

j 1

MAD model did not consider the covariance relationship

wt 0, s t 0

between assets, thereby inducing the estimate risk. However,

c1 , c2 , c 3

this problem would not arise if the MAD model were

3. PROPOSED MODEL

reformulated to establish an index portfolio model. The
MAD model can be described as follows:
T

N

t 1

j 1

3.1 The proposed index portfolio model

Min.( r j , t rj ) x j

By reformulating the MAD model, the proposed model can
be described as follows which can be applied to form the

s.t.

index portfolio:

N

r x
j

j

 r M ,

(4)

N

x

M ,

j

N

t 1

j 1

s.t.

i 1

0 x j u j , j 1,..., N

(7)

N

x

where x j denotes the invested capital of the asset j, r
represents the return of the asset j at time instant t, r

T

Min.r j ,t x j rt

j 1

j

j

1,

i 1

j,t

0 x j u j , j 1,..., N

is the

average return of the asset j, ρ denotes the minimal return

where x j denotes the invested weight of the asset j, r

of the portfolio, and u

represents the return of asset j at time instant t, r

j

represents the upper invested capital

t

is the

level of stock j.

return of the index at time instant t, and u

The MAD model can be transformed into an LP problem by

limitation of the invested capital of the asset j.

applying the deviation variables and, in doing so, the global

Exactly why the equation (7) can be applied in the

optimal solution is obtained. In a related work, Feinstein and

constitution of the index portfolio can be described as

Thapa (1993) modified the MAD Model to enhance the

follows.

solving efficiency. The model of Feinstein and Thapa is

The objective function of equation (7) is to minimize the
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summation of the absolute tracking error between the returns

Besides,

of the portfolio and the traced index at every time instant.

characteristics of Salkin’s model, including the following:

Therefore, the weights of the resulting portfolio are the

1. The proposed model can include the industrial stratified

optimal

weights

of the assets

by

the mathematical

programming procedure. Thus, the resulting portfolio can

the

proposed

model

contains

excellent

constraints.
2. The proposed model can consider other constraints, such

trace the index.

as â constraint or the exposure limitations for different

The above model can be modified according to the method

risk factors.

of Li, Chen and ChiangLin to enhance the computational

3. Investors can arbitrarily select the analytical period, the

efficiency. The modified model can be as shown as follows:

analytical frequency and the number of stocks.

T

Minimize 2wt

In the following section, some empirical tests are performed

t 1

s.t.

to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.

n

( r

t

r jt ) x j wt s t 0

(8)

j 1

4. EMPERICAL STUDIES

wt 0, s t 0
c1 , c2

4.1 Data description
This section compares the performance between Salkin’s

3.2 Comparison between the proposed model and Salkin’s

model and the proposed model using historical data from the

model

Taiwan stock market. The daily returns of different stocks

The differences between the proposed model and Salkin’s

were calculated by the formula as shown in equation (2).

model can be summarized as follows:

The indexes to be traced include the Simex Index and the

1. The proposed model minimizes the absolute error between

Taiwan Stock Weighted Index (TSWI). Stocks in the index

the portfolio and the index during the analytical period. In

portfolio were arbitrarily selected from different industry

contrast, Salkin’s model minimizes the square error. In

catalogs as listed in Table 1. This table also contains the

practical applications such as forming the index fund

industrial attributes of selected stocks. The analytical period

portfolio, the loss derived from tracking error of the index

ranges from 1997/1/4 to 1998/11/30. Evaluation functions

portfolio is always the absolute tracking error but not the

for both models include the mean square error (MSE), mean

square tracking error.

absolute error (MAE), and correlation function.

2. The proposed model is an LP model and, thus, the global

Both programming models are computed by LINGO Hyper

optimal solution can be obtained in any case. However,

Release 4.0 (LINDO Systems, Inc., 1998) on a PC Pentium

Salkin’s model is a QP model, which cannot ensure that

II 400 with 128 MRAM. The LINGO produced by LINDO

the global optimal solution is obtained.

System Inc. is a mathematical programming package widely

3. Salkin’s model traces the index by the squared error and,

uses in personal computers.

therefore, would be affected by the extreme value data
more seriously than the proposed model.
4. The fact that the proposed model is an LP model accounts

4.2 Comparison of the non-stratified cases
In this sub-section, we compare the non-stratified cases. The

for why more complicated constraints can be included in

proposed model and Salkin’s model are established by

the model and would not hinder the results of the global

arbitrarily selecting twenty-nine stocks in the Taiwan stock

optimal solution.

market as listed in Table 1. Table 2 summarizes the
empirical results for tracing Simex index by two models.
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The in-sample period ranges from 1998/1/3 to 1998/9/30,

1998/11/30. Table 3 display the empirical results of TWSI

and the out-of-sample period lasts from 1998/10/1 to

index portfolio.

Table 1 Selected stocks and their industrial attributes
Industry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Stock
1101 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1202
0
0.36
0
0
0
0
0.01
0
0
0
0.21 0.42
0
1216
0
0.94
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.06
0
0
0
0
1301
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1402
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1433
0
0
0.23 0.77
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1504
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1605
0
0
0
0
0.98
0
0
0
0.02
0
0
0
0
1710
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1802 0.77
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.23
0
0
0
1902
0
0
0
0
0
0.78 0.22
0
0
0
0
0
0
2002
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0
0.99
0
0
2105
0
0
0.92
0
0
0
0
0
0.08
0
0
0
0
2201
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2303
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2306
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2311 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2330
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2342
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2506
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2515
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2603
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2802
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2803
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2804
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2805
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2806
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
2903
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
9907
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
Simex 0.037 0.041 0.084 0.050 0.055 0.012 0.022 0.306 0.043 0.244 0.050 0.035 0.021

Table 2 Performance summary for tracing the Simex index by two models
Portfolio
Evaluation
Function

Simex

Return
Risk
Correlation
MSE
MAE

-0.1120
2.2848
1
0
0

In sample
Salkin’s
Model
-0.1015
2.3799
0.9704
0.0224
0.1109

Proposed
Model
-0.0892
2.3737
0.9710
0.0259
0.1089

Simex
0.2759
3.4341
1
0
0

Out of sample
Salkin’s
Model
0.3085
3.6441
0.9927
0.0239
0.1235

Proposed
Model
0.3024
3.5473
1
0.0191
0.1058

Table 3 Performance summary for tracing TWSI index by two models
Portfolio
Evaluation
Function
Return
Risk
Correlation

Simex
-0.0738
2.0553
1

In sample
Salkin’s
Model
-0.1015
2.3799
0.9726

Proposed
Model
-0.0892
2.3737
0.9718

Simex
0.1306
2.9079
1

Out of sample
Salkin’s
Model
0.3085
3.6441
0.9890
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MSE
MAE

0
0

0.1118
0.2582

0.1141
0.2574

0
0

0.1838
0.3253

0.1628
0.3032

According to the empirical results, regardless of whether in

model in both cases were better than Salkin’s model in the

Simex index portfolio case or in TWSI index portfolio case,

sample regardless of whether in Simex portfolio case or in

the performances of Salkin’s model in both cases were better

TWSI portfolio cases. These results are acceptable because

than the proposed model in the sample if the MSE was taken

the proposed model and Salkin’s model are designed to

as the evaluation function. However, if the MAE was taken

minimize the MAE function and MSE function, separately.

as the evaluation function, the performances of the proposed

4.3 Comparison of the stratified cases

Table 1 lists the industry weights of the selected stocks and

In this sub-section, the industry weight constraints were

the Simex index

included in both the proposed model and Salkin’s model.

summarize the empirical results of these cases.

at time instant 1998/9/30. Table 4

Table 4 Performance summary for tracing Simex index by two models
–
Portfolio
Evaluation
Function
Return
Risk
Correlation
MSE
MAE

Simex
-0.1120
2.2848
1
0
0

In sample
Salkin’s
Model
-0.0997
2.4050
0.9896
0.0272
0.1228

Stratified cases

Proposed
Model
-0.0966
2.4243
0.9892
0.0295
0.1220

Simex
0.2759
3.4341
1
0
0

Out of sample
Salkin’s
Model
0.3210
3.6798
1.0234
0.0269
0.1224

Proposed
Model
0.3252
3.6463
1.0242
0.0225
0.1130

According to the empirical results, the performances of both

Table 4, the stratified cases are not

models are inferior to the non-stratified cases as shown in

non-stratified ones.

inferior to the

Table 2. This is reasonable because more constraints in the
model would reduce the solution space and, in doing so, the

4.4 Empirical tests of different analytical periods

optimal

In this sub-section, we present cases of different analytical

solution

would

be worse

than

that

in the

non-stratified case. However, industrial stratification is an

periods. As Table 2 indicates, the interval of the analytical

attempt to obtain the better results in the forecasting period.

period is 9 months. Table 5 summarizes the performances

According to the results of the out-of-sample in Table 2 and

from two other cases.

Table 5 Performance summary for another two cases
Portfolio
Evaluation
Function
Return
Risk
Correlation
MSE
MAE

1998/4/1-1998/9/30 (164 data)
Simex
Salkin’s
Proposed
Model
Model
-0.2140
-0.1971
-0.1871
2.0948
2.1790
2.2075
1
0.9889
0.9879
0
0.0225
0.0281
0
0.1153
0.1069

1998/7/1-1998/9/30 (71 Data)
Simex
Salkin’s
Proposed
Model
Model
-0.1513
-0.1301
-0.0991
2.5176
2.5685
2.8872
1
0.9816
0.9771
0
0.0229
0.0626
0
0.1894
0.1087
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According to the empirical results, when the MAE function

value data.

is taken as the evaluation function, different analytical

4.5 Empirical results of different selected stocks

periods do not affect the results. However, when the MSE

In this sub-section, we select seventy-seven stocks to form

function is taken as the evaluation function, different

the index

analytical periods affect the results. This phenomenon is

performances of the twenty-nine stocks case. Table 6

owing to that longer analytical periods include more extreme

summarizes the empirical results.

portfolio

for the sake

of comparing

the

Table 6 Performance of tracing Simex index by two models
- Seventy-seven selected stock case
Portfolio
Evaluation
Function

Simex

Return
Risk
Correlation
MSE
MAE

-0.112
2.2848
1
0
0

In sample
Salkin’s
Model
-0.0895
2.3082
0.9886
0.0010
0.0568

Proposed
Model
-0.0742
2.3042
0.9888
0.0106
0.0552

Simex
0.2759
3.4341
1
0
0

Out of sample
Salkin’s
Model
0.2749
3.4443
1.0000
0.0117
0.0821

Proposed
Model
0.2592
3.4284
1.0000
0.0112
0.0829

According to the empirical results in Table 2 and Table 6,

the index portfolio the same as those of the traced index.

the performances of seventy seven selected stock portfolio

This method significantly decreases the solution space and

are better than those of twenty nine selected stock portfolios.

may cause no solution. The second method limits the

This is owing to that more selected stocks extend the

industrial weights of the index portfolio between certain

solution space and, in doing so, a better solution can be

levels, which are derived from the traced index. The third

obtained. However, the portfolio from more selected stocks

method penalizes the industrial weight biases between the

implies higher transaction costs. Moreover, when the total

index portfolio and the traced index in the objective

invested capital is fixed, the portfolio from more selected

function of the models. However, determining the levels

stocks may conduce odd size investment.

in the second method and the penalized parameters in the
third method is rather difficult and may be a subjective

5. DISCUSSION

task.
3. Selecting more stocks to form the index portfolio may

1. Owing to the decrease of the solution space, the

lead to higher transaction costs. However, selecting fewer

performance in the sample worsens more than that in the

stocks to form the index portfolio may lead to investment

non-stratified case when forming the index portfolio by

of too much capital in a single stock, ultimately increasing

the industrial stratified method. The stratified method

the liquidity cost.

attempts to catch the industrial characteristic of the index.

4. The index portfolio can be applied to form an arbitrage

If the stratified methods were adequate, the subsequent

portfolio or an index fund. On the other hand, the index

performance of the forecasting period is better than that of

portfolio model can include the views from the valuation

the

non-stratified

model.

However,

stratification

relatively difficult because a company may contain many
industrial attributes as shown in Table 1.
2. The industry-stratified constraints in the model include
three methods. One method is to limit industry weights of

is

model to form a portfolio combining passive and active
investment.
5. Before forming the index portfolio, a pre-process filter can
be applied to select stocks, thereby enhancing the stability
of the portfolio.
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6. Selection of the evaluation function should consider the
loss function of the practical application.

Financial Innovation”, 1995
[10] Yamakozi,
Deviation

6.CONCLUSION

H. and H. Konno,

Portfolio

Optimization

Application to Tokyo Stock

“Mean

Absolute

Model

and

Its

Market.”, Management

Science., 37(1991), 519-531
This study presents a novel index portfolio model. In
contrast to the traditional Salkin’s model, the proposed
model can obtain a global optimal solution and is unaffected
by extreme value data. Owing to that the proposed model is
a linear programming model, more constraints can be
included into the model to consider practical limitations
when forming the index portfolio. These constraints include
the transaction cost constraint and limited stock catalog
constraint.
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ABSTRACT
Every commercial transaction generates large amounts of
data on consumers for use by organizations. Data from ebusiness is typified by its complexity, quantity, and
noisiness. Neural networks are ideally suited for these
problem characteristics. Furthermore, the fact that neural
networks can estimate the posterior probabilities
associated with the group membership of objects of
interest, makes them a powerful tool of great potential for
e-business applications.
As with all classification approaches, though, the neural
network’s utility is based upon its generalization
performance on new data. In this paper, we propose a
principled approach to building and evaluation neural
network models for e-business applications. First, the
usefulness of neural networks for e-commerce applications
and Bayesian classification is discussed. Next, the theory
concerning model accuracy and generalization is presented.
Then the principled approach is described including
illustrative examples.
INTRODUCTION
Every commercial transaction generates large amounts of
data on consumers for use by organizations in creating and
improving organizational processes and customized
marketing programs. Web-related retailers can link
customer credit card purchases to their site’s search and
browsing records, and even to external databases, to
develop more sophisticated and accurate customer profiles.
This information can then be used to develop
individualized advertising schemes, email distributions,
and suggested add-on purchase items, in addition to any
number of sophisticated programs and processes. These
repositories of data must be properly managed to ensure
the highest return on an organization’s investment. Data
architectures and algorithms are evolving to more
efficiently store and retrieve data and to effectively
transform it into the information and knowledge necessary
to provide superior economic returns and increased
customer satisfaction.
Decision support systems and data mining approaches
have been dominant approaches for improving data
utilization. Decision support systems have enjoyed years
of success in manufacturing
and organizational
management. Their track record, ease of use, and
numerous vendor offerings make them a natural choice in
this process. More recently, data mining approaches have
gained in popularity as commercial offerings have entered
mainstream
use. Utilizing
sophisticated
statistical
correlation procedures, organizations can find and exploit

relationships
behind
customer
behaviors
characteristics that are seemingly unrelated.

and

Another approach, though much less commonly utilized
for e-business applications, lies in (artificial) neural
networks. Neural networks possess many characteristics
that make them appealing for e-business applications as
discussed next.
Neural networks simulate the tabula rasa, or clean slate,
learning processes of biological systems including the
human brain. Unlike traditional statistical methods such as
discriminant analysis or regression methods, tabula rasa
learning is appealing because it makes no prior
assumptions on the form of a solution. Neural networks
allow the data itself to determine the appropriate model
form. Considering that e-business applications can
generate dozens of variables on individual customers with
each transaction, and that each system may contain
thousands of customers with transactions from multiple
sources, the limitations of traditional fixed-form models is
readily apparent.
A second desirable property of neural networks is the fact
that they are consistent estimators. A consistent estimator
is one that converges to the object of estimation (e.g., a
multivariate function) asymptotically for large sample
sizes. It has been shown by several authors
[1][2][3][4][5][6] that neural networks can indeed
approximate any function to desired accuracy. Richard and
Lippmann [7] and Hung, Hu, Patuwo and Shanker [8],
meanwhile, show that neural networks are capable of
estimating posterior probability distributions. Given the
large amounts of data with complex relationships
generated in e-business settings, the usefulness of neural
network applications in this area is promising.
Another strength of neural networks for e-business settings
is the fact that they can handle “noisy” data that might
cause errors in traditional computer programming
approaches. In addition, they can provide output for
decision-making when clear choices of right and wrong
may not exist. Given the variability inherent in human
choice and actions, noisy data is the rule rather than the
exception. Furthermore, the output from neural network
for a classification problem represents a posterior
probability of group membership that can be used to
determine appropriate company actions. For example,
based upon input factors, a customer might be identified as
having a low probability of making additional purchases in
the near term. This information could be used to quickly
generate a short-term buying incentive tailored toward
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highly profitable related items. Furthermore, sensitivity
analysis can be performed to determine what effect
changes on the customer’s input characteristics might have
on purchase behavior. Opportunities then could be crafted
to appropriately entice the customer into becoming a more
regular purchaser.

Bayes rule shows how observing the value of x changes
the prior probability
P ( wj ) to the posterior

The above points show that neural networks are useful in
e-business applications and they should make neural
networks a valuable, though currently under utilized,
addition to the decision maker’s tool chest. In many cases,
neural networks might not be used simply because they are
perceived as a “black box” that is not fully understood. In
other cases, one might point to instances in which neural
networks performed well during model building and even
testing but then failed to live up to expectations during
actual use. Indeed, it is the very advantages of neural
networks — in particular, their reliance on the data itself to
determine appropriate model form and their universal
approximation capabilities —that can sometimes limit their
usefulness in practice. Hence, one must be concerned not
only with the ability of neural networks to learn presented
data accurately but to generalize well to unseen future data
as well.

response). Upon learning demographic and psycho graphic
information on individuals (i.e., object attributes x ) the
probability of response can be modified up or down from
P (w j )to P( w j | x) to reflect this new information.

probability P(

w j | x) upon

BAYESIAN CLASSIFICATION AND POSTERIOR
PROBABILITIES
In a classification problem setting, the underlying
population
generating
process
characterizes
the
relationship between the input attributes x and the output
classes w. This relationship defines the posterior
probability distribution. At this point, simply note that the
posterior probability P( w j | x ) is the probability that an
object belongs to a specified group

w j after we have

the

classification

decision is based. For example, consider an e-mailed based
mass marketing campaign that might generate a two
percent response rate (i.e., prior probability
P ( wj ) of

Furthermore, suppose that a particular x is observed and
is to be assigned to a group. Let  ij ( x ) be the cost of
misclassifying x to group i when it actually belongs to
group j. Since P( w j | x ) is the probability that the object
belongs to group j given x, the expected loss associated
with assigning x to group i can be minimized by
following the Bayesian decision rule for classification,
Decide

wk for x if L k ( x)  imin
Li ( x)
1,2,K M
,
 min

i 1,2,K , M

The purpose of this paper is to present an approach to
building and evaluating neural network models for ebusiness decision-making. To achieve this goal, issues
related to Bayesian classifiers, model estimation error,
model bias and model variance are reviewed first. Then a
principled approach to building and evaluating neural
network models is discussed. Examples will be presented
to illustrate the approach.

which

M

l
j 1

ij

( x) P (w j | x) .

Assuming equal misclassification costs, then the Bayesian
decision rule is to assign an object to the group associated
with the maximum posterior probability:
Decide

wk for x if P( wk | x)  j max
P( wj | x) .
1, 2, K , M

This decision rule yields a minimum expected
misclassification rate or, in other words, the maximum
overall number of correct classifications in the long run.
The above discussion clearly shows the important role of
posterior probabilities in the Bayesian classification decision.
The theoretical relationship linking estimation of Bayesian
posterior probabilities to minimizing squared error cost
functions has long been known. Papoulis [10] shows that the
mapping function F: x y, which minimizes the expected
squared error is the conditional expectation E[y | x] . Since

observed information x related to the object.

in a classification problem the output y is a vector of binary
values, it can be easily shown (see, for example, [8]) that
E[y | x] = P(w| x) . Since neural networks can approximate

Posterior probability forms the basis for the well-known
Bayesian classification theory [9]. According to Bayes rule,
if we obtain an observation x , the prior probability of
belonging to group j, P (w j ) , will be modified into the

any function F arbitrarily closely (universal approximators),
then neural network outputs are indeed good estimators of
the posterior probabilities P(w| x) .

posterior probability, P(

w j | x ) , that object x belongs to

group j by the following equation:
P(w j | x) =

=

f(x , w j )
f( x)
f( x|

w j ) P( w j )

M

f (x | w ) P ( w )
j 1

j

j

, j =1, 2, …, M.

(1)

Many recent papers have provided linkage between neural
networks and posterior probabilities [7][8][11][12][13]
[14][15] for squared error functions and on the crossentropy [16] error function . It should be noted most of
these articles assume infinite sample sizes. It is Hung et al.
[8] and Richard and Lippmann [7] who show that neural
networks minimizing squared-error and cross-entropy cost
functions are capable estimating posterior probabilities for
finite sample sizes. The fact that neural networks can
estimate posterior probabilities makes them powerful
classification tools. It helps to explain their many reported
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successes and is a major reason for the high level of
research activity.
We desire to use neural networks to approximate
accurately the Bayesian posterior probabilities in order to
make good classification decisions. We see from (1) that
computing the posterior probabilities requires specification
or estimation of prior probabilities P (w j ) and conditional
likelihood functions

f( x|

w j ) . While

P (w j ) can be

directly estimated from observed data, the strength of a
neural network approach is that neural network directly
estimates the posterior probability P( w j |x ) based upon
the data presented.
An object’s posterior probability of belonging to a specific
group is of great interest, since it allows us to make optimal
decisions regarding the class membership of new data. For
neural network classification problems, accurately modeling
the underlying generating process is analogous to closely
fitting the posterior probability distribution, which in turn, is
key to maximizing expected classifications. Therefore, from
a perspective of statistical classification generalization, we
are concerned with mo del estimation error relative to the
posterior probability distribution as this directly impacts the
ability to generalize results. In e-commerce applications, this
means for example, we might be utilizing a transactional
database of customer segments w j and their attributes x to
forecast the behavior of a new customer, which is based
upon P( w j |x ) . Maximum expected classification rates are
achieved when the neural network model accurately
estimates the posterior probabilities of group membership,
which results in not only minimized marketing costs but also
in maximizing benefits as well.
MODEL ESTIMATION ERROR: MODEL BIAS AND
MODEL VARIANCE
As noted above, neural networks are intimately dependent
upon the data used for model building. Variations in
training set composition can have significant impact on
neural network performance for unseen objects. Therefore,
for each problem domain, we must be concerned with the
fact that a large number of data sets are possible and that
our current database represents but one particular
realization. To acknowledge this fact, the network model’s
estimation error in the context of multiple data sets can be
written as [17]

ED [( f (x; D) E[y | x]) 2 ] .

(2)

ED represents the expectation with respect to all training
sets, D. In other words, it is the average over all possible
training sets with fixed sample size N. The term
f (x,D) represents the neural network estimate of the true
function y given

inputs

x

. The

term

E[y| x] =

P(w| x) represents the best possible estimate, which for a
neural network classification problem setting, is the
posterior probabilities upon which the classification
decision will be made. Interested readers are directed to
Duda and Hart [1973] for detailed coverage of Bayesian
classification theory.

Therefore, (2) represents the expected model estimation
error of the neural network classifiers over all possible
data sets that could be used in network training.
Decomposing the model estimation error from (2) into
components to measure the average performance of a
model and performance variation resulting from different
data sets gives

ED ( f (x;D)  E[y | x])2 =

(3)

( E D [ f (x; D)] y
E [ | x]) ED [( f ( x; D) ED [ f (x ; D)]) 2 ]
2

“Model Bias”

+

“Model Variance”.

As can be seen, the total mean-squared estimation error for
a classifier can be thought of as consisting of two
components, model bias (squared) and model variance.
The model bias measures the extent to which the average
of the network function E [D f ( x;D)] differs from the best
possible function E[y| x] . In other words, model bias
directly considers the neural network’s ability to learn the
underlying generating process. Model variance, meanwhile,
measures how sensitive the network estimates f (x;D) are
to specific data sets. High model variance is indicated
when model performance changes greatly based upon data
set changes. Generalization performance of a classifier can
suffer if one or both of these components are large.
Often a tradeoff exists between the bias and variance
contributions to the model estimation error which Geman,
et al. [17] called the bias/variance dilemma. Many
methods have been proposed in dealing with the issue of
balancing the bias and variance components. Often, these
efforts attempt to “smooth” network outputs thereby
reducing the variance component. The price to pay is
typically an increase in bias. Therefore, the effect on total
model estimation error can be ambiguous. It bears
repeating that this issue is especially important for neural
network modeling, which relies heavily on the data set in
determining the appropriate model form.
With specific reference to neural network classifiers, these
efforts seek to improve generalization capabilities for
unseen objects. The fact that both model bias and model
variance contribute to model estimation error — and hence
the generalization performance of neural networks —
suggests that an approach utilizing multiple training data
sets is necessary to fully evaluate the performance of
proposed models. Next we will discuss how data available
in e-business environments can be utilized in a principled
approach to building neural networks for specific
application and in more fully predicting the performance
level expected in practice.
A PRINCIPLED APPROACH
Determining the model bias and the model variance in (3)
requires estimating E[y| x] = P(w| x) , the posterior
probabilities. The existence of substantive amount of data
typically available in e-business application presents an
opportunity to construct the group likelihood function
f(x| w j ) and to compute the posterior probabilities
directly from (1). This is indeed a potentially valuable fact
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that should be fully exploited and to which neural
networks are particularly well-suited.
Let x = [ x1 , x2 , …, xp ] be customer attributes associated with
an identified class w j, such as customer segments, that are
contained in an e-commerce database. Commercially
available distribution fitting procedures, such as ExpertFit
[18] can be used to determine the marginal distributions of
x1 , x2, …, xp. Assuming independence, the likelihood
function
can
be
computed
as
follows: f( x| w j )  f ( x1| w j ) f ( x 2| w j )... f ( x p| w j) . If the
marginal random variables are believed to be correlated, we
first break up x into its independent components x = [x 1 ,
x2 , …, xk]. After determining the joint densities of the
individual components, we can compute the likelihood
function from f( x| w j )  f (x 1| w j ) f (x 2| w j )... f (x k | w j ) .
This information, combined with the prior probabilities
P (w j )of each group in the database, is all that is needed to
calculate the object level posterior probabilities of group
membership P( w j |x ) . Knowing the group likelihood
function f( x|

w j ) gives us the ability to generate data from

the fitted distributions. This also allows us to generate
multiple data sets of the same size as the original set.
Otherwise, by splitting up the original data, one is only able
to provide conservative estimates of expected model errors.
The ability to determine the object level posterior
probabilities represents an outstanding potential use for
neural networks in e-business applications. In this context,
decision makers can estimate not only how well a neural
network model will perform with given data but also in the
context of long-term, continuous use. Model performance
can be thoroughly investigated while minimizing the
common problem of overestimating the model’s true
utility. To realize this advantage, though, multiple data sets
are necessary to estimate total model error, model bias,
and model variance and will be used within the proposed
approach as described next.
The Monte Carlo procedure used to evaluate the bias,
variance, and total estimation error is adopted from Geman
et al. [1992] and is described now. Recall from equation (3)
that
Model Bias = (E D [ f (x;D)]  E[y | x])2 ,

(4)

and that the variance is
Model Variance = ED [( f ( x; D) E D [ f (x ; D)]) 2 ] , (5)
where f (x;D)

is the neural network estimator for any

given training set D and E[y | x] is the true function —the
posterior probabilities, which are computed from (1).
The model bias and variance components are estimated by
generating
S independent
random training
sets
D 1 ,D 2 ,K , DS
estimators

used

f (x; D),
1

for training

S

neural

f (x ; D ), K f, x( D
;
2

S

network

) .

The

expected response of the neural networks over all data sets,
E D[ f ( x ;D)] is denoted by f (x) , the average response at
x , and is calculated as
f (x) 

1
S

S

f ( x, D

s

).

(6)

s 1

The model bias and model variance components of an
object x are estimated using:

 (x) E[y | x] 
Model Bias (x) f

2

(7)
2

Model Variance ( x ) 

1 S
f ( x, D s )  f ( x) 
S s 1

(8)

Total Estimated Model Error ( x ) =
Model Bias ( x ) + Model Variance ( x )

(9)

An approach equivalent to the hold-out method of train
and test typically employed for real data sets is utilized in
this framework. The hold-out method typically is used to
deal with the bias-variance tradeoff. In most practical
problems, the neural network is trained on the majority of
the data while a small hold-out sample is used to test
model performance. Sometimes a second hold-out sample,
called a validation set, is also used. This additional
procedure stems from concerns that the small test set may
not adequately cover the generating process input-output
space and hence may itself contribute to bias and variance
problems.
Note that bias and variance in the test set can be mitigated
having a large test set to provide adequate coverage of the
input-output space. Therefore, training on S independent
data sets generates the neural network models.
These
trained models are then presented with each of the test set
object attributes x . The neural network estimated outputs

f (x; DS ) are compared to E[y | x] and the model bias
and model variance components of total estimated model
error are computed using (6) to (9).
While the error measures just described provide insights
into the estimation performance of neural network models,
results based upon classification rates provide a link to a
more traditional evaluation basis. The observed
classification rate is probably the most commonly reported
measure. Dividing the correct classifications by the total
number of observations yields the observed classification
rate. Usually only the observed classification rate is
reported because a single set of real data is available but it
may be misleading as a performance metric as discussed
below. However, for a data set with known posterior
probabilities, it is possible to determine the expected
classification rate using the Bayesian decision rule. This
Bayesian classification rate represents the optimal longrun classification rate one can expect to achieve using the
theoretical object posterior probabilities for classification.
Taking the ratio of these classification rate measures —
observed to Bayesian —yields the Bayesian classification
efficiency (BCE).
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The classification efficiency provides a clearer picture of the
actual classification performance of the neural network
model than does the observed classification rate because it
puts the performance in context of problem difficulty. For
example, consider a two-group problem that results in an
observed classification rate of only 60 percent. If the
problem has an expected Bayesian classification rate of 66
percent, it is seen that the Bayesian classification efficiency
is nearly 91 percent — a much better model classification
performance than first appears.
Below we summarize a principled approach to building
and evaluating neural network models.
1. Compute the posterior probabilities directly from (1)
as described earlier.
2. Divide the data set into S train ing sets and one large
test set. Or generate a data set of the desired size from
the fitted distributions, and divide it into S training
sets. Then use the original data set as the test set.
3. Train the neural networks on the S training sets to get
neural
network
estimators
f (x; D1 ),

f (x ; D2 ), K f, x( D
;
4.

5.
6.

S

) .

Using the test set, compute model bias, model
variance and total estimated model error as in (6) to
(9).
Decide on the best neural network structure based on
the error measures in step 4.
Evaluate the performance of the neural network model
using the Bayesian Classification Efficiency.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
For illustration purposes, in this paper we use simulated
data sets generated with eight input variables which are
grouped into five independent components x = [x 1 , x2 , …,
x5 ]. Here,
x1 = [x1 , x2 , x3 ] Correlated trivariate normal random
variables
x2 = [x4 , x5 ]
Correlated bivariate Bernoulli
random variables
x3 = [x6 ]
Weibull random variable with
concave density function
x4 = [x7 ]
Weibull random variable with
convex density function
x5 = [x8 ]
Binomial random variable with state
space {0, 1, 2, …, 10}.
These random variables are chosen to represent those
likely to be encountered in e-business applications. The
normal distribution is widely applicable to many problems
while correlation between the three normally distributed
input variables yields additional modeling realism and
flexibility. Bernoulli variables model yes/no and true/false
features of a transaction, while the binomial component
represents a countable characteristic. The Weibull
components are highly flexible as parametric choices
change the distribution from convex to concave. Choices
leading to convex shapes model features distributed in
exponential fashion such as seen in many service
situations. A concave Weibull distribution is appropriate in
features where rates of occurrence increase over time.

The illustrative problems contain two- and three-group
settings. The two-group example represents a special case
problem from a neural network and classification
standpoint and may be appropriate for an e-business
situation where one might be trying to decide the
probability of a subsequent customer purchase (yes or no)
so that appropriate enticements can be offered. A threegroup problem sufficiently represents the general case
classification problem for neural network modeling and
might be appropriate in more complex customer
segmentations.
In the example problems, training data set sizes of 180 and
540 objects were used to train the neural networks

f (x;D S ) where S = 30 training set replications are used.
The hold-out test set contains 2400 objects and is the basis
for all reported results. Sample sizes are chosen merely to
facilitate investigation of the bias and variance
components of estimation error in this illustrative problem
setting and can be any size for specified problems of
interest. For e-business applications, though, smaller
customer databases would be expected early in the new
product development cycle and where reliable corporate
intelligence could have the most economic and strategic
value.
A model order selection procedure commonly used in
neural network applications is used. This is achieved by
varying the model architectures from zero to five hidden
nodes. In typical fashion, the number of hidden nodes
resulting in the lowest total estimated model error is
retained and is used in the reporting of classification
results.
RESULTS
The performance of the neural network models in
estimating posterior probabilities and classification
performance will be analyzed in the following manner.
First, the total estimation error and the model bias and
variance components will be discussed. In particular, the
impact of altering the model complexity via hidden node
changes will be investigated. Next, the effect of the
commonly employed model order selection procedure on
expected performance will be covered. It is seen that the
process of selecting the “best” number of hidden nodes can
lead to variable network performance in actual use, a fact
not obvious from using a single data set only. Finally, the
network classification performance from observed (neural
networks) and Bayesian classification rate perspectives
will be presented and it will be seen that the models do a
more efficient job at correctly classifying objects than the
observed classification rate initially indicates.
Model Estimation Error
Figure 1 contains the total estimation error, the model bias,
and model variance performance of the neural network
models across the hidden nodes. The top panel contains
results of the two-group problem, while the bottom panel
presents those of the three-group problem. The scale has
been set to facilitate visualizing the error components.
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In Panel A for the two-group problem with a training
sample size of 180 objects, total estimation error rises
steadily as the hidden nodes increase. It is seen that this
increase in estimation error results almost entirely from the
variance component as the bias remains essentially
unchanged. For a smaller sample size, it is seen that small

models adequately approximate the generating process as
it is represented via the training data. Insufficient
information exists in the data to reduce model bias through
more complex models and mere ly leads to large increases
in model variance.

FIGURE 1
Total model estimation error and bias and variance components across hidden nodes.
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Panel A. Two group problem with 180 and 540 objects in training sample sets.
Three Group Problem
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Panel B. Three group problem with 180 and 540 objects in training sample sets.
As the training set size is increased to 540 objects, more
information concerning the generating process is presented
to the neural networks and more complex models can be
utilized. The total model estimation error remains flat as
the number of hidden nodes increases from zero to two,
then they exhibit a rise in error as hidden nodes increase
from three through five. From zero to two hidden nodes, it
is seen that decreases in model bias are cancelled by
increases in the variance component. Beyond two hidden
nodes, the variance component dominates any changes in
bias, resulting in overall estimation error increases. It
should also be noted that the impact of changing the model
order in the 540 training sample size case is approximately
one-half of what is seen in the 180 training sample size
case. Furthermore, the minimum total error in the 180
training set size case at zero hidden nodes is nearly 45
percent greater than that achieved with 540 objects in
training at two hidden nodes.
Given this available information, model builders could
trade off costs associated with obtaining more data for

training against the posterior probability estimation
performance gains expected. In addition, with 540 objects
in training, modelers could make informed decisions
concerning the impact of selecting the more parsimonious
zero hidden node model as opposed to the two hidden
node model. Decisions could be made as to whether the
slight (approximately 2 percent) improvement in overall
estimation performance, and the concurrent decrease in
model bias at two hidden nodes, is more important than the
increase in prediction variability expected.
The three-group case in Panel B exhibits similar patterns,
particularly for the smaller training sample size. It is
interesting to note, as more information on the generating
process is presented via the larger training sample size,
higher-order models are preferred. From two to three
hidden nodes a large impact on the bias and variance
components is observed even though from zero to two
hidden nodes both components are only moderately
impacted. The three-group problem is more complex for
the network to approximate than the two-group structure is.
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However, while models built on a single data set might not
observe large changes in overall estimation performance,
the dynamics of the individual components are apparent
and brought to the forefront via the proposed approach.
Hidden Node Distribution
The impact of the error dynamics discussed above
becomes even more important for practitioners when one
considers it in the context of the commonly applied model
order selection procedure. Recall that neural network
modelers often train networks of various hidden nodes and
use a hold-out sample to select the “best” number of
hidden nodes. This model would then be used in practice.
Figure 2 contains a count of the number of data sets that
yielded each hidden node as “best” for each problem type.
For example, in the two-group case when trained on 180
objects, all 30 data set replications yielded zero hidden nodes
as the “best” choice in the model order selection process.
The same is true in the three-group case when the training set
size is 180 objects. However, when the training sample size
is increased to 540 objects, the selection process varies from
zero to four hidden nodes —which exhibits even greater
variability in the more complex three-group case.
FIGURE 2
Number of replications (S = 30) at each number of
hidden nodes (0, 2, 3, 4, 5) resulting in the lowest
estimation error.
Best Hidden Node Distribution
45

2 Group,
180 Train

2 Group,
540 Train

3 Group,
180 Train

3 Group,
540 Train

30

framework, classification performance is expanded to
include consideration of the best-expected classification
performance, the Bayesian classification rate, as object
posterior probabilities are known. Considering the
observed rate in relation to the Bayes rate gives a much
more accurate picture of the true classification
performance of the models employed and is called
Bayesian classification efficiency. Figure 3 presents the
classification performance results for the example problem.
The observed classification rate for the two- and threegroup problems is in the 70 percent to 75 percent range.
Increasing training sample size yields an intuitively
expected increase in correct classifications, while the more
complex three-group problem achieves a slightly lower
classification performance than the two-group problem.
While individual decision makers would need to decide if
these rates are sufficient for their specific application, it
can be seen that when the long-run classification rates to
be expected are factored in — which is Bayesian
classification rate and is 78.375 percent in the two-group
problem and 80.417 percent in the three-group case—the
classification efficiency is seen to be much higher.
Efficiency runs from 92.1 percent in the small training
sample two-group problem to over 95 percent when the
training size is increased. In the three-group case, the
classification efficiency is 87.2 percent in the small
training sample example to 90.6 percent for the larger
training sample size. The neural network model
performance in relation to problem classification difficulty
can be used to decide if more observations are cost
effective, if addit ional input attributes should be collected
to effect problem difficulty, or some combination of the
two is indicated.
FIGURE 3
Classification performance evaluation.
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If, for the two-group problem with 540 training sample
size, we happen to train the neural network using the one
data set which yields four hidden nodes instead of two as
the best, an increase of about 100 percent can be expected
in the total model estimation error (see Figure 1). The
implications for practical applications are significant when
one considers the complexity of the underlying generating
process the neural networks are approximating in ebusiness situations and the large number of training data
likely to be employed. It would not be surprising to find
large variations in the number of hidden nodes being
chosen merely because of data set variations and that this
could have significant practical performance consequences
in terms of cost and efficacy. Without utilizing multiple
data sets this would not be apparent and related
performance anomalies, therefore, would go unexplained.
Classification Performance Evaluation
In evaluating the classification performance of neural
network classifiers, the observed classification rate is the
most commonly reported measure. Within the proposed
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CONCLUSION
The neural network is a promising modeling tool for ebusiness applications. Data from e-business is typified by
its complexity, quantity, and noisiness. Neural networks
are ideally suited for these problem characteristics. It has
been pointed out in this paper that neural network
modeling is not a trivial task, though. The total model
estimation error (model bias plus model variance)
approach provides a sound conceptual framework for
using neural networks for the estimation of posterior
probabilities in classification.
In this paper, we have presented a principled approach to
building and evaluating neural network models for e-
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business classification settings. The aim is to facilitate
practical construction of models with better generalization
capability. The approach is then illustrated with simulated
data sets for a two-group problem and a three-group
problem. The total model estimation error is used in the
model order selection to determine the number of hidden
nodes.
Results from this study show that a larger training sample
size will inevitably lead to more complex neural networks
and in turn yield a reduction in the total model estimation
error. We have also proposed the use of Bayesian
classification efficiency for the evaluations of neural
network classification models. Based on the output
measures, our proposed procedure for building neural
network models seems to be conceptually sound and is an
integrated approach with definite promising benefits.
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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses about a management tool for effective
project progress. Considered issue in this paper is a problem
to estimate rational duration of each elementary operation for
meeting final due completion time of a project. An effective
procedure is proposed for this purpose that includes
decision tree analysis, Bayes formula and particular iterative
probability calculation. Three cases were examined to
analyse the characteristics of the proposed procedure and it
was clarified that this procedure provide a powerful support
function for project planning and progress activities in the
era of IT-oriented business environment, where the right
timely decisions are critical.
INTRODUCTION
Project management technology such as PERT/CPM has
been widely used for realising efficient activities of product
development, large-scale production such as shipbuilding
and project planning/management in engineering to order
manufacturing industries etc. This technology mainly aims
to maximise the probability to meet the specified deadline and
to identify which operation is the most likely to be the
bottleneck based on a concurrent engineering context.
In the actual operation processes, this technology is used for
both initial planning phase and recovery phase during the
term that project is proceeded. The former case has been
dealt with the kernel of PERT/CPM logic, i.e. algorithm for
detection of the critical path and the latter have been tackled
by more business oriented software based on the work break
down structure. However, in a current volatile and
competitive environment driven by the diversification of
e-business, guaranteeing the given completion date
accurately, quick re-scheduling for recovery of delay or
adaptation tochange of businessenvironment, e.g. due date
change, trouble on project resource procurement, and
development of technology enabling to cope with these
problems are becoming more and more critical than the past.
For recovery of delay or adaptation to change of business
environment, one possible method is re-allocation of
operation resources such as labour, tools, materials etc.

There are many mathematical models and/or procedures for
rational resource allocation, especially in case of allocation
of human-hour resources in hand[1],[3]. These mainly aim to
minimise expected project duration or to meet the planned
due date at the starting point of a project. However, in reality,
it is not easy, even at the initial stage, to provide a rational
resource assignment for a given due date especially in a
fragile business environment such as stochastically
fluctuated processing time. Also, it is problem-some for a
dynamic situation such as due date change, delay of
schedule due to lack of operation resources. Therefore, these
conventional technologies are less relevant in such
situations.
On the other hand, guaranteeing Just-In-Time completion of
the project in a volatile business environment such as
stochastic fluctuation of processing time is tackled by a
research paper [4], [5]. The procedure discussed in the paper
is an estimation method of duration distribution of each
elementary operation for meeting planned project due date
and it was recommended to use this distribution for design of
improved method of each elementary operation to realise
more accurate completion. However, it is still on the middle
point to identify exact target processing time of each
elementary operation by rational way, which is certainly
necessary for effective progress management to meet entire
project due date.
A schematic procedure proposed in this paper provides a
solution to such research theme. The considered problem is
how to determine rational target operation duration of each
elementary operation for meeting final due completion date
of the project under uncertain processing time environment.
This problem is of rather microscopic view. However, it is
critical because project manager is always asked to actualise
sound project progress. In a volatile environment
characterised by stochastically fluctuated operation time
and frequent due date changes by various reasons, the
effective procedure to guarantee Just-In-Time completion of
the project is an essential weapon in a current competitive
market. To cope with this tough mission, a methodology for
targeting the duration of arbitrary elementary operation of
the project is developed by using decision tree analysis and
Bayes formula. Some example calculations are also
performed to validate the proposed procedure.
METHOD OF SETTING OBJECTIVE TIME DURATION
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In this section, above-mentioned rational determination
procedure of target duration of each elementary operation for
meeting entire project due date under uncertain processing
time environment is proposed.
Figure 1 illustrates the step-wise procedure proposed in this
paper to cope with this requirement. The well-known
Decision Tree Analysis [7] and Bayes formula [6], [2] are
deployed in step 2 and 3 to deduce posterior probability
distribution of each elementary operation’s duration. Step 1
relates to a progress management policy, and step 4 and 5 are
an evaluation module of accuracy of expected project
completion date. Step 6 is preparatory procedure for
improving its accuracy and step 3, 4, 5 and 6 will be iterated
until probability of expected project duration saturates. In
actual progress management can be performed based on the
derived target process time of each elementary operation.
The following description is to compensate the proposed
procedure. Namely, the problem how to estimate the duration
of each elementary operation under the restriction of given
entire project duration can be considered through the
network representation of the considered project.
Figure 2 illustrates a simple example project represented by
activity-on-arrow (AOA) network form.
Probability distribution of the entire project duration can be
obtained through application of decision tree analysis
illustrated in Figure 3 to this network system. That is, firstly,
every possible path is encountered and represented in terms
of tree structure. Then, secondly, possible entire duration
and its probability are evaluated through simple probability
operations.
Subsequent procedure is duration estimation of each
elementary operation under the condition of given entire
project duration given in the step 3. This estimation can be
realised by using Bayes formula expressed in (1). This
formula converts prior probability distribution of each
elementary operation to its posterior distribution under the
restriction of given entire project duration. In this procedure,
X i or X k in the right hand side of equation (1) denotes
prior probability of the event that duration of elementary
operation X is equal to i or k. Y in the right and left hand
side of equation (1) denote target entire project duration. On
the other hand, X k in the left hand side of equation (1) is
prior probability of the event that duration of elementary
operation X is equal to k.
<Bayes formula>
P (X k I Y )
P ( Y | X k )P ( X k )

P ( X k | Y ) 
P (Y )
P (Y | X i )P ( X i )

(1)

i

Where,

Xi :

Mutually exclusive events, which cover the
considered sample space Ω
P ( X i ) 0 , (i 1,2 ,L )

Y:

Conditional event P(Y )  0
CASE CALCULATION

1) A case of small-scale project

As an example project, a network of which structure is simple
but essential with six operations i.e. A, B, C, D, Eand F is
considered (See Figure 4). This network has three operation
paths i.e. ABD, CD and EF, of which the maximum length
path determines the critical path.
Duration of each elementary process is supposed to be
stochastically fluctuated with time distribution given in
Table 1 and the target entire project duration is supposed to
be 16 time units.
Applying the proposed procedure described in Figure 1 to
these data, target time of each elementary operation is
obtained, which is summarised in Table 2.
Fromthis result, it is noticed that path 1 is the critical path as
every posterior distribution of elementary operation
included in the path 1 saturated to each particular point.
Other elementary operation such as operation C in the path 2
has ordinary posterior distribution, which means this
operation has a slack enabling to vary its duration between 6
to 10 time units. Saturation point of distribution of each
operation tends to be the point of biggest prior probability
within a distribution (See elementary operations B and D in
path 1). However, sometimes it saturates to the point with
least prior probability such as operation A. In this case,
progress management system has to ask concerned
correspondent to aim the least likely duration and this makes
difficulty of the management.
2) More complicated project
Next example is more complicated project with five paths to
reach the completion state from starting point and nine
operations i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I (See Figure 5).
The target entire project duration is supposed to be 12 time
units. Also, duration of each elementary process is
supposed to be stochastically fluctuated with time
distribution given in Table 3. The feature of this network is
that elementary operation B has almost singular distribution,
i.e. probability is concentrated on duration 6 (See shadowed
cell in Table 3).
Applying the proposed procedure to these data, target time
of each elementary operation is obtained, which is
summarised in Table 4.
From this result, it is noticed that posterior distributions of
three elementary operations included in the path 3, which has
operation B with almost singular distribution, saturated to
each particular point. This means path 3 may be the critical
path. As a remarkable issue, especially, it is suggested that
operation B should have duration 6 (See shadowed cell in
Table 4) for Just-In-Time completion of this project and this
message has no contradiction with given singular-like
distribution. The other particular phenomenon is that
distribution of operation D also saturated to particular point,
i.e. duration 2 (See shadowed cell in Table 4), which is not on
the critical path.
It is noticed from these results that more intricate phenomena
can be observed if network becomes complicate. These
phenomena are difficult to expect subjectively and, therefore,
the proposed calculation method has its meaning although
calculation becomes tedious according to complexity
increase.
3) Special project
The last example is simpler but more delicate project with two
paths and three operations i.e. A, B and C (See Figure 6).
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The target entire project duration is supposed to be 9 time
units and duration of each elementary process is supposed
to have time distribution given in Table 5. Then, applying the
proposed procedure to these data, obtained target time of
each elementary operation is summarised in Table 6. The
result shows that expected probability of entire project
duration do not saturate to one and posterior distribution of
each operation is not improved by iteration. Table 6 gives
concerned distributions of this situation.
From this result, it is noticed that no prior distribution can
saturate to a particular point. This means that either the case
of duration of operations A = 3 time units and C = 6 time units
or the case of duration of operations A = 4 time units and C =
5 time units can meet the target entire project duration, i.e. 9
time units. Obviously, these cases occur with probability 0.5
and if one of these conditions is satisfied, target project
duration can be attained. Namely, this phenomenon can be
interpreted as existence of some degree of freedom on the
way of progress management.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, a methodology for estimating a rational
duration of each elementary operation of a project was
developed for its successful progress management, i.e.
meeting its final due completion time, and its characteristics
was examined by computer-based quantitative analysis.
Obtained results from example calculations indicate that
probability distribution of each elementary operation given
as prior distribution can be saturated to a particular point in
most case and, therefore, progress manager can assign
resultant time durations as target duration of each
elementary operation. In this sense, it can be notified the
proposed procedure provide a powerfulsupport function for
project planning and progress activities in the era of
IT-oriented business environment, where the right timely
decisions are critical.
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Start
Step 1
Setting a target project duration
Step 2
Calculating the project duration distribution by using distribution
of each elementary operation duration and decision tree analysis
Step 3
Calculating posterior distribution of each elementary
operation duration for meeting target project duration
by using their prior distribution and Bayes formula

Step 6
Replacing prior
distribution by obtained
posterior distribution

Step 4
Calculating estimated probability of specified
project duration by using posterior distribution
of each elementary operation duration
Step 5

No
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Figure 1. Method of setting objective time duration
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Figure 2: An example of activity-on-arrow (AOA) project network [1]
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Figure 3. Decision tree analysis for probability estimation of total project duration
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Figure 4. Project model 1 (a small scale project: AOA representation)
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Table 1. Prior time distribution of elementary operation on each path

Time duration
EO: A
Path1
EO: B
EO: D
EO: C
Path 2
EO: D
EO: E
Path 3
EO: F

2
0.15
－
－
－
－
－
－

3
0.45
0.1
0.05
－

4
0.25
0.25
0.15
－

5
0.15
0.55
0.3
－

0.05
－
－

0.15
0.05
0.1

0.3
0.3
0.15

6
－
0.1
0.5
0.05
0.5
0.6
0.2

7
－
－

8
－
－

0.15
0.15
0.15
0.05
0.3

0.05
0.6
0.05
－
0.2

9
－
－
－
0.15
－
－

10
－
－
－
0.05
－
－
－
0.1
EO: Elementary Operation

Table 2. Target time distribution of elementary operation on each path

Time duration
EO: A
Path1
EO: B
EO: D
EO: C
Path 2
EO: D
EO: E
Path 3
EO: F

2
0
－
－
－
－
－
－

3
0
0
0
－

4
0
0
0
－

5
1
1
0
－

0
－
－

0
0.0484
0.0883

0
0.2782
0.1325

2
3

B

7
－
－
0
0.0084
0
0.1189
0.2649

8
－
－

9
－
－
－
0.0285
－
－

10
－
－
－
0
0.0434
0.9189
－
0
－
－
－
0.1767 0.1609
EO: Elementary Operation
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A
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0
1
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1
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Figure 5. Project model 2 (more complicated project)
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Table 3. Prior time distribution of elementary operation on each path

Time duration
EO: A
Path1
EO: E
EO: A
EO: D
Path 2
EO: F
EO: H
EO: B
Path 3
EO: F
EO: H
EO: C
Path 4
EO: G
EO: H
EO: C
Path 5
EO: I

2
－
－
－
0.2
－
0.2
－
－
0.2
0.2
－
0.2
0.2
－

3
0.2
－

4
0.6
－

5
0.2
－

0.2
－
－
0.2
－
－

6
－
0.2
－
－
－
－

7
－
0.6
－
－
－
－

0.2
0.6
0.2
0.6
－
0.2
0.6
0.6
－
0.6
0.6
－

0.6
0.2
0.6
0.2
－
0.6
0.2
0.2
－
0.2
0.2
－

0.2
－

0.98
－
－
－

0.01
－
－
－

0.2
－
－
－

0.6
－
－
－

0.2
－
－
0.2

8
－
0.2
－
－
－
－

9
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
0.01
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
0.6
0.2
EO: Elementary Operation

Table 4. Target time distribution of elementary operation on each path

Time duration
EO: A
Path1
EO: E
EO: A
EO: D
Path 2
EO: F
EO: H
EO: B
Path 3
EO: F
EO: H
EO: C
Path 4
EO: G
EO: H
EO: C
Path 5
EO: I

2
－
－
－
1
－
1
－
－
1
0.0193
－
1
0.0193
－

3
0.6253
－
0.6253
0
0
0
－

4
0.3747
－
0.3747
0
1
0
－

5
0
－
0
－
0
－
－

0
0
0.9807
－

1
0
0
－

0
0.9807
－

0
0
－

0
－
－
0.1538
－
－
－

1

A

2

B

6
－

7
－

8
－

9
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－
－

0.1452
－
－
－
－
1
－
－
－
0.4330
－
－
－

0.4356
－
－
－
－
0
－
－
－
0.4132
－
－

0.4192
－
－
－
－
0
－
－
－
－
－
－

0.0550

0.1772
0.7678
EO: Elementary Operation

4

C
3

Figure 6. Project model 3 (special project)
The First International Conference on Electronic Business, Hong Kong, December 19-21, 2001.
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Table 5. Prior time distribution of elementary operation

Time duration
Elementary operation A
Elementary operation B
Elementary operation C
Time duration
Project duration

2
0.25
0.25
6
00625

3
0.5
0.5
7
0.25

4
0.25
0.25
0.25
8
0.375

5
0.5
9
0.25

6
0.25
10
0.0625

7
11
-

6
0.5
10
0.25

7
11
-

Table 6. Target time distribution of elementary operation

Time duration
Elementary operation A
Elementary operation B
Elementary operation C
Time duration
Project duration

2
0
0.25
6
0

3
0.5
0.5
7
0

4
0.5
0.25
0
8
0.25

5
0.5
9
0.5
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ABSTRACT
E-business offers organizations many new strategic
opportunities through virtual alliances and supply chain
partnerships. As in the past, IT can provide organizations
with unprecedented market advantages. Thus, not
engaging in e-business may prove to be costly in missed
opportunities and lost leadership. However, transitioning
from a bricks and mortar to an e-business model is not
a simple task; it presents many major organizational
challenges. These include adopting an organizational
strategy that incorporates an information technology (IT)
enabled business model, developing the IT infrastructure
to ensure technology can be delivered to all users,
managing change (i.e., overcoming resistance) and
developing users of the new IT, redesigning or
reengineering management processes and organizational
structure to co-align with the focus of the business model.
This paper suggests an organizational approach and
presents a framework based on the MIT90 framework
for successfully transitioning to an e-business model.
Reengineering and co-alignment of the framework’s
components are vital to the underlying success.
INTRODUCTION
Electronic business (e-business) has heralded many new
opportunities for business organizations through the
expansion and enhancements of their markets, and the
extension and broadening of their supply chains. Broadly
stated, e-business involves the exchange (i.e., buying and

selling) of products, services and information via
computer networks, including the Internet [13].
Information technology (IT) has enabled organizations to
develop strategies centered on an e-business model and
implement radical changes to the way they conduct
business. In one such ambitious instance of e-business,
virtual alliances allow organizations to pool their
resources for both economic production gains and
extensive market reach. Recent developments in the
airline industry exemplify this concept, particularly the
Star Alliance and One World. Rather than one company
expending and risking its resources to enter new markets,
airline companies have joined together in cooperative
alliances to offer seamless travel services that benefit the
travelling public. IT has been the underlying enabler that
has allowed this successful horizontal integration of
market members to flourish through the electronic
exchange of information. The alliance also required
members to coordinate and set a common standard of
performance for their business processes to ensure its
success. Similar success has been achieved in their
vertical integration. For example, fuel contracts are now
auctioned over the Internet. Thus, the Internet and all of
its associated IT have changed the means for conducting
business.
IT can be a powerful tool that enables organizations to
gain an unprecedented strategic competitive advantage in
their markets. As cited in the case of American Airlines
and Sabre in the 1980s [5], technology proved to be an
essential element for a company to effectively compete
and reshaped the way business was conducted in the
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travel industry. Without adopting the same level of
technology possessed by the industry’s leaders, other
companies could not remain competitive. The U.S.
Justice Department later described this one-sided
competitive advantage as being monopolistic when left in
the control of a few. IT has the potential to radically
change the business landscape.
Today, many organizations are finding themselves in
similar situations. Not adopting an e-business model has
placed them in precarious and less competitive positions,
relegated to lesser roles in their markets. Yet, survival
may require enormous investments in IT to enable them
to become e-business ready. Simply introducing IT and
building an IT infrastructure to support e-business may
not sufficiently ensure the longevity of the business.
Throwing more technology at a problem may not
necessarily be the answer. Organizational as well as
individual behavioral adjustments must be considered. To
reap the rewards of IT and e-business, an organization
must seriously evaluate its structure and processes (i.e.,
business, production, distribution, etc.), and determine
how it can effectively integrate IT into them to achieve
higher performance levels. Because the business models
are drastically different, moving from a bricks and
mortar business model to an e-business model requires
radical redesigning or reengineering of its processes. The
frameworks of Leavitt [15] and Scott Morton [22]
indicate that changing an organization’s strategy or its
use of IT will profoundly affect its other areas.
In addition to organizational changes, individual behavior
changes must occur as well.
Several key IT
management studies strongly suggest that the successful
adoption of IT also requires implementing positive
behavior changes [6], [7], [27], [28]. The absence of
implementing such changes could stifle the transition.
Thus, managing the adoption of IT within the organization
may prove to be an essential step to successfully adopting
an e-business model.
Moving from a bricks and mortar to an e-business
model poses serious challenges. To the organization, ebusiness represents a new IT-enabled business model to
which it must adjust into its current methods and
practices of conducting business. Introducing new
technologies poses few challenges that cannot be
overcome through further investments in technology.
However, further investments will have a limited effect
on solving the overall problem. The greater challenges
come from adopting IT since this requires organizational
changes. Given the underlying strategic motives of e-

business, such as to effectively compete, offer and
provide non-duplicable services to a broader market, and
maintain, enhance or gain market share, radical changes
involving reengineering the organization may be
necessary. To successfully implement the e-business
model, What management issues or factors are critical
to the adoption of IT? What organizational design
changes are critical to ensure a successful transition?
The purpose of this paper is to identify and explore these
issues.
BACKGROUND
Essentially, e-business is a business model that is enabled
through information technology (IT). A business model
represents a “clearly stated plan for adding economic
value by applying know-how to a set of resources in
order to create a marketable product or service” [18].
The model should address the organization’s future
growth through the development of knowledge (knowhow) and resource acquisition. With e-business, business
models tend to reorient the organization toward
competing in global markets through electronic networks,
including the Internet. Because IT enables and sustains
these models, business processes that focus on optimizing
individual tasks must be reengineered to allow the
organization as a whole to better meet market
requirements, and take advantage of alliances or
partnerships that either help expedite the delivery of
goods and services, or enhance or expand its markets.
Hammer and Champy [12] define reengineering as “the
fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business
processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical,
contemporary measures of performance, such as cost,
quality, service and speed” (p. 32). An element essential
to reengineering is breakthrough IT, new technology
that supports the radical redesign and implementation of
business processes. Thus, adopting an e-business model
involves introducing unprecedented change, and
acclimating the organization to operate in an IT-enabled
and energized environment, one that requires
reengineering the organization to better fit a different
business paradigm. Hammer and Champy presented
their reengineering concept as business process
reengineering (BPR).
Transforming a bricks and mortar organization to an ebusiness not only focuses on adopting IT, it also involves
reorienting its practices and process around the Internet.
In this regard, El Sawy [9] suggests that reengineering is
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necessary for “rethinking and redesigning business
processes at both the enterprise and supply chain level to
take advantage of Internet connectivity and new ways of
creating value” (p. 7).
Furthermore, reengineering
changes enable and promote the flow of information both
within the organization and with its supply chain partners.
E-business also means structuring the organization to
effectively and efficiently interact with others.
The transformation to an e-business model will impact
several areas of the organization. As depicted by the
MIT90 framework [22], an organization can be viewed
as being composed of five interrelated components:
management processes, structure, strategy, technology,
and individuals and roles (Figure 1). Because they
closely interact with one another, changes to any of the
components will require changes to the others to bring
their objectives and activities back into alignment. For
example, to fully benefit from the adoption of a new
technology, an organization must examine its
management
processes,
structure
(lines
of

communication) and people skills (individuals and roles),
and if necessary redesign them (i.e., implement change)
so they are consistent with and support one another.
Otherwise, this becomes a mere exercise in automating,
rather than a strategy to seize new opportunities. In the
case of e-business, this would be particularly applicable to
all components. The adoption of an e-business model
reflects a new strategy of the organization. The ITenabled business model directly affects management
processes, such as those linked to the electronic
exchange of information and decision making, structure,
and roles and individuals. For the organization to benefit
from IT, both end-users and IT personnel will have to
acquire skills and knowledge that can manipulate (i.e.,
take advantage of) that IT [11], [22]. McKersie and
Walton [17] refer to this as the alignment between the
organization’s
requirements
(i.e.,
information,
communication, coordination, etc.) and its capabilities.
Others refer to this as co-alignment [23].

Structure
Structure

Strategy

Management
Processes
Processes

Technology
Technology

Individuals
Individuals
and
and Roles
Roles

Figure 1.

MIT90 framework

Leavitt [15] presents a four-variable framework and
proposes similar arguments. His framework shows the
organization as a complex system of four interrelated
variables: task (strategy and business model), structure
(communication, authority and workflow), actors (people),
and technology (the means and techniques for performing
tasks and accomplishing goals). Changes to any of the
variables will result in compensatory (or retaliatory)
changes in the others. The internal adjustments are
critical to ensure efficient coordination [25]. As in the
case of BPR, total redesign of the organization may be
required [19]. Neither framework indicates specific

changes, only that change will ripple throughout the
organization.
Organizational and Individual Change
Often, technology changes in an organization occur for
two primary reasons: advances in IT, and changes in the
competitive marketplace (i.e., environment). Advances
in IT enable change (i.e., allow it to do something better)
and lead to changes in an organization’s business
processes. The size of the change (i.e., minor vs. major)
depends on the type of technology the organization adopts
and the objectives for adopting the technology. Most
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organizations will initially embrace IT through promises in
efficiency gains, usually stated as a reduction to the cost
of production [22], or increased productivity [26]. Over
time, their use of a technology matures and new
opportunities are frequently discovered. For example,
advances in network, database and workstation
technologies have led to reductions in the cost of
transmitting, retrieving and processing information in the
banking industry. By adopting these technologies banks
have been able to reduce the cost of processing a
customer’s transaction through their networked
automatic teller machines (ATMs) compared to a (human)
teller. As they developed their IT infrastructures and
began placing ATMs in stores, kiosks and other nontypical banking locations, banks were able to increase
their market presence, and sell convenience to their
customers and other banks (i.e., network banking).
Although the cost of adopting newer technology proved
to be a major investment whose acquisition was difficult
to justify on cost reductions alone, IT played a major role
in enabling new opportunities. Today, electronic banking
allows banks to extend their services beyond the confines
of a brick and mortar operation, and radically change
their business processes and structure. For example,
customers may apply for mortgage and equity loans
online. Thus, when pushed to an extreme, new IT can
become the impetus behind organizational reengineering.
When changes occur in their competitive environment,
organizations will often respond by seeking innovative
applications of IT to either enhance or enlarge the scope
of their products and services, or remain competitive [24].
The objective for adopting newer technology would be to
help distinguish themselves from others in the
marketplace or focus on specific segments of the market.
Thus, the adoption incites at least operational changes
within the organization, if not a strategic change. At the
strategic level, new IT provides the means for developing
new corporate strategies, such as vertical and horizontal
alliances, and virtual organizations, global organizations
that assume separate identifies from those that comprise
them [22]. Vertical alliances consist of vertically
integrated organizations working together as single supply
chain. In contrast, horizontal alliances address the need
for global competition through partnerships.
In either case, the introduction of new technology
requires people to change their behavior. Lewin’s [16]
theory of change suggests that organizational driving
forces must overcome organizational restraining forces
for change to occur. This involves unfreezing (preparing

for change), moving (implementing change), and freezing
(reinforcing change). How an organization overcomes
the resisting forces is critical for two reasons. First,
when improperly managed, change can leave an
organization in a no better situation than before, in which
case it defeats the purpose for change. People by nature
will resist change unless they can be convinced they can
directly benefit or succeed from the change (outcome
beliefs) and the energy they exert to modify their
behavior will be minimal (self-efficacy beliefs). Davis’
[6] theory of perceived use indicates that users of IT will
commit themselves to change only if they believe the
effort required to adopt the change (i.e., perceived ease
of use) is worth the gains they will realize (i.e., perceived
usefulness). These constructs (outcome and selfefficacy beliefs) form the conceptual foundation for the
technology acceptance model (TAM) [7], [27], [28].
Also, once initial impressions are formed, their level of
commitment (to change) will be difficult to change [4].
Thus, change must be introduced in a positive manner.
Other factors that influence the adoption of IT include
organization culture, knowledge sharing and learning [14].
Secondly, Osterman’s [20] survey of organizations
adopting new IT reveals differences in productivity gains
and quality improvements when human resource policies
are supportive of the change. In many cases, the
difference between organizations with low commitments
to human resource policies, and either low or high
investments in new IT was negligible. In contrast,
organizations that provided employee support and training
reaped greater benefits beyond the change in technology.
Thus, adopting new IT not only focuses on the physical
changes, it requires users to embrace change. For an
organization to fully profit from the adoption of new IT,
management must effectively manage change.
Moving to an e-business model requires the
implementation of strategic and IT changes. However,
for the organization to efficiently achieve its new
objectives and goals, it must examine how it will integrate
technology into its structure and processes, and how its
end-users and IT personnel will use the technology to
benefit the organization. This assessment will, in turn,
trigger the reengineering (redesign) of business processes
and development of people skills and knowledge.
REDESIGNING AN ORGANIZATION FOR
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
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The successful transition from a bricks and mortar
environment to e-business will require recognizing the
need for organizational change and carefully planning
change among the interacting components.
An

together toward achieving its redefined goals and
objectives as envisioned in its strategy, all aspects of its
operations must be co-aligned. Figure 2 depicts the
hypothesized associations among the components of the

Structure
Technology
Management
Processes

Successful
Successful
E-business
E-business
model

Strategy
Strategy
Individuals
Individuals
and Roles

organization’s decision to enter the e-business market
reflects its management’s vision to improve the
organization’s position by redirecting its resources to
seize new opportunities made possible through the
advances in IT. To ensure the organization works

MIT90 framework. It suggests that the technology and
strategy components will determine the structure,
management processes, and individuals and roles. Only
after all components are co-aligned will a successful ebusiness model evolve.

Figure 2. Research model
Since the e-business model is IT-based, two events must
first occur: an advance in IT becomes a resource of the
organization, and management formalizes its vision to
integrate IT into its strategy.
Historically,
management’s vision and strategies frequently
determined the technologies the organization would adopt.
Today, this approach does not necessarily hold true. As
a major enabler, IT has the ability to reshape the
organization’s future, and influence or enable strategy. It
can be used to recognize and seize new opportunities.
However, IT alone cannot achieve performance gains
[17]; the two components must work together.
Proposition 1: Adopting an e-business model
requires major changes to an organization’s IT
and IT infrastructure.
The adoption of an e-business model marks a major
change in direction for the organization as prescribed by
its strategies. The change will require new investments

in network and Internet enabling technologies (i.e.,
resources), and its IT infrastructure, that is all associated
technologies that render the network and Internet
technologies accessible and usable throughout the
organization. Importantly, the infrastructure must not
only support the information needs within the organization,
but it must also be capable of extending beyond the
organization and interfacing with external entities in
business-to-business (B2B) and business-to-consumer
(B2C) interactions. Thus, introducing e-business IT to
the organization represents an important initial step
involving acquisitions. However, adopting the newer IT
requires integrating with existing technologies and
successfully applying it through application development.
Because changes to IT and the IT infrastructure are
believed to be a fundamental to e-business, all
organizations must commit themselves to at least this
change. They will impact the capabilities of the other
components.
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Proposition 2: Organizations that successfully
transition to an e-business model will have
reengineered their management processes.
Management processes are those process that ensure the
orderly production of goods and services, and efficient
use of resources. In a bricks and mortar operation,
management processes tend to be isolated and
disconnected from other processes. Often, they focus on
performing a single task efficiently without concerns for
other tasks or production as a whole. The situation
becomes worse when external entities, such as suppliers
and partners, or multiple facilities are involved (in the
production). This problem may be attributed in part to
(organizational) silos that promote self-sufficiency in
functional areas, and the lack of information flowing
between processes. In contrast, e-business models
emphasize coordination. IT becomes the means for
transferring vital information between business units, and
thereby enabling managers at the lower levels of the
organization to assume greater authority over key
decisions and coordinate their tasks with other managers
at their level. Discernible boundaries that once separated
the activities of departments become less apparent. The
same applies to interfacing with external entities, such as
suppliers or buyers. With e-business, management
process will be reengineered to support integration and
coordination through IT. Information shared among
business units and external entities allows their processes
to be consistent with one another.
Proposition 3: Organizations that successfully
transition to an e-business model will have
reengineered their structures.
Traditional organization structures are hierarchical and
were built along functional lines.
Their lines of
communication follow the same pattern and tend to be
one way, from the top down. Information is filtered and
modified as it makes its way through different levels of
management. With the e-business model, organizations
must have the built-in flexibility to move swiftly toward
capturing new opportunities or react quickly to shifts in
the environment. The faster pace at which business is
conducted also requires the organization to be more
responsive to its customers’ needs. Communication
needs to be bi-directional. Innovation often occurs at the
lower levels of the organization, and must be recognized
by upper management, particularly if it can become part

of strategy. At the same time upper management must
be able to direct the organization to function as a single
unit and encourage innovation. As in the case of
management processes, organization structures must
facilitate expedient communication among business units
and their managers through IT. With the e-business,
getting the right information to the right person at the
right time becomes more critical.
Proposition 4: Organizations that successfully
transition to an e-business model will have
successfully aligned their human resources to the
e-business technology.
A key element to ensuring the successful implementation
of the e-business model is the development of human
resources. IT by itself will not produce gains; users
through their actions will eventually decide whether a
technology is successful. The TAM (model) stresses
that the use of IT will only succeed if users (i.e., endusers, IT personnel) perceive significant gains in using it.
Following Ajzen’s [1] assertion that self-appraisal of
intended behavior is the best predictor of subsequent
behavior, TAM suggests that users who commit
themselves to using a system (after an initial exposure)
will follow through (with their commitment) and use the
system. Preparing users for the transition to e-business
will be a critical factor to success.
The adoption of an e-business model will require the
organization to retool users with new skills and
knowledge, acquire human resources knowledgeable with
the e-business technology, and/or contract with another
organization the tasks of implementing and maintaining
the technology (i.e., outsourcing). The former case can
be successfully addressed through change management
and organization development [3]. Whereas change
management oversees the transition (change) from one
state to another, organization development (OD) places
its emphasis on developing an organization’s human
resources to improve organizational effectiveness through
the integration of individual needs and the interests of
organization goals, resulting in greater organization
effectiveness [2], [10]. In contrast, change management
includes managing changing, reducing resistance, and
increasing support and commitment to the change.
Management’s commitment to both change management
and organization development will ensure that users’
activities and contributions will be supportive (i.e., coaligned) of the organization’s new strategy, goals and
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objectives.
Directing vital organizational resources
toward both may also contribute to eventual user
proficiency and satisfaction, and further innovation.
Proposition 5: The degree to which an
organization successfully reengineers (redesigns)
will influence its success with adopting their ebusiness model.
The resources and energy placed into implementing
change reflects a cumulative (total) effort and the
commitment of top management.
Many trade
publications often extol the virtues of BPR and warn of
its failures. They often cite as the leading causes for
failed reengineering attempts the lack of resources
committed to reengineering and plans that restrict
reengineering to a narrow subset of the organization (i.e.,
myopia) rather than the whole. Partial commitments of
resources or localized planning of an e-business model
will lead to the same failures or shortcomings (i.e.,
outcomes fell below expected performance levels). For
the e-business model to succeed, all components of the
model must experience change to co-align them.
Because the components in the model interact with one
another, it may be difficult to isolate and examine the
effects or associations between two components. Also,
when working together, the components may produce a
high level of synergy through their interactions. Thus, the
effects or associations may be greater than their sum,
and other factors may be present.
METHODLEDGY
Data will be collected through a survey of private, nonprofit and government organizations in the US and
Taiwan. The survey instrument (under development) will
be composed of three sections: the demographics of the
organization, the changes to the organization, and the
results the changes (outcomes). Items appearing in the
latter two sections will be measured on seven-point
Likert-type scales (strongly disagree/strongly agree and
not benefit/greatly benefited, respectively).
The changes to the organization section focuses on
determining the types of changes and the degree to which
they occur that organizations experience during their
transition to an e-business. The changes are based on
the MIT90 framework. Each item will characterize

change occurring within a component of the model
(Figure 2).
The results of the changes section (of the survey) will
identify the major end results (outcomes) organizations
experienced and the degree to which they benefited from
the result. Based on the proposed model, changes that
did not occur, or were not fully completed or committed
to during reengineering or redesign are expected to have
an impact on the end results. However, it is not known
to what degree these changes in the organization will
have on the outcome.
For this study, the success of an organization’s ebusiness model implementation will be measured by the
difference between the expected (i.e., preimplementation) and actual (post-implementation) results.
Studies that have examined information system success
have taken this approach [8], [21], [29]. Their results
suggest that success is comprised of two major factors:
implementation success (organizational implementation
success, project implementation success, and technical
implementation success), and system success (data
quality, system quality, and perceived net benefits).
Essentially, they examined whether the benefits that were
originally sold delivered.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Committing the organization to e-business involves
managing changes. Using the MIT90 framework, this
research study posits that change must occur in five
areas (components) for an organization to successfully
transition to an e-business model: strategy, technology,
management processes, structure, and individual and
roles. It is important that change be planned and
managed to ensure all areas are not only changed, but
also co-aligned. When undertaken in a holistic manner,
the organization will reap the benefits of the business
model.
Without co-alignment, activities and tasks
performed within the area would not be supportive of the
organization’s presiding strategy, goals and objectives,
and may be counterproductive.
The distinct differences between the bricks and mortar,
and e-business models require a complete evaluation of
the how the organization conducts its business, and will
lead to the reengineering of its business processes. This
may include developing interfaces with other
organizations. Because e-business is based on an ITenabled business model, reengineering will need to focus
on integrating IT throughout the business model and
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coordinating the activities to ensure everyone works in a
concerted effort.
The framework proposed in the study suggest that the
strategy and technology work together: strategy specifies
how IT will be used to strategically position the
organization and technology enables the organization to
identify and seize new opportunities. Once in place,
these components set the tone for change in the other
components. Reengineering management processes and
structure address the flow of information and enable
managers through the organization to be consistent with
their decisions and in their actions. Change management
and organization develop play important roles to ensure
people use the new IT in a manner that supports the
organization.
Only after reengineering will the
organization reap the full benefits of e-business.
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ABSTRACT
Although small and medium enterprises (SME) make up the
majority of businesses in Taiwan, with limited resources and
technological capabilities, they have historically devoted far
less than the large corporations to the electronic commerce
(EC) frenzy. In order to understand the effects of company
background and their constitution on SME top managers’
perceptions of EC, 600 questionnaires were sent out to a
random sample of SME top managers in seven industries in
the island. The return rate was 10.33%. The results revealed
four types of perceptions of SME top managers:
profit-making, differential-pricing, practical and supportive,
which match closely to the perception types in Cheng’s
study on EC-implemented companies in Taiwan. SME top
managers characterized its company constitution as
self-satisfied, self-dissatisfied, conservative-industrial and
new-industrial. Although company constitution did not show
significant effects on SME top managers’ perceptions of EC,
cross-tabulation showed certain associated relations. One of
the future studies may combine Cheng’s results on
perception types of EC-implemented companies and the
perception types of SME top managers for in-depth EC
strategic analyses.
INTRODUCTION
During the booming period of Electronic Commerce (EC),
many
research
explored
EC-related
studies
on
EC-implemented companies that were mostly add-on units
of large corporations or new businesses, which consisted
only a very small percentage of the entire business. Over
97% of the entire business in Taiwan belongs to the small
and medium enterprises (SME) segment. They looked
forward to EC but lacked enough resources to implement or
even understand it. This pioneer study wished to assess the
SME perceptions on EC.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The problems of Taiwan’s SME include [8] insufficient
capital, weak financial structure, narrow marketing channels,
low profitability, difficulty in getting management
information,
facing
import
competition,
pricing
competitively, dealing with rapid technology progress,

insufficient creativity, high employee attrition rate, lake of
core technology,
higher requirement
of laws in
environmental/labor/social benefits, and rising management
cost. Yu [10] indicated EC utilizes Internet, Intranet and
Extranet as the basis to increase competitiveness, extend
business scope, speed up market response, increase earnings
and lower cost, and provide 365x24 services. Cheng [2]
further pointed out that EC has the characteristics of larger
market and lower entrance requirement.
Combining the SME problems and EC characteristics, Tao
and Yeh [7] concluded that EC would impact SME due to
the weak foundation of SME, increasing integrated
supply-chain and demand-chain activities among larger
corporations, effects of open geographical-boundary by
virtual enterprises, and pressure from competitor’s adoption
of Internet related process improvements. Therefore, even
after EC has crush-landed, businesses are still rationalizing
their EC business issues, or the decision on the more
fundamental issues of electronic business (eBusiness).
Therefore, how to understand the impacts of EC or
eBusiness for Taiwan’s SME is an important issue to be
addressed.
There is already many related Taiwanese literature on
EC-implemented companies. For example, Chen [1] studied
the correlations between factors of implementing EC, such
as environment, strategy, training, system development and
integration, and performance. Lai [4] also explored how
enterprises adopted EC from perspectives of organization,
environment, government policy, network technology and
network provider.
Lin [5] clearly indicated human
resources, such as information and marketing personnel,
affect the implementation and popularity of computer
network. Cheng [2] studied top manager’s EC perception
types since he believed that perceptions affect behavior,
which we think is still an important and yet to be validated
question among top SME managers. Almost all of the above
references studied the adoption and effects of EC on the
EC-implemented
enterprises. However, the lack of
perception study on EC impacts for the majority of SME
who have not implemented EC needs to be addressed.
RESEARCH DESIGN
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The first research question was to find out what are the EC
perception types of top SME managers? The next question
was then how do these EC perception types compared to
those who had implemented EC in Cheng’s study [2]? The
last add-on question was whether the company constitution
affects how the top SME managers perceive EC?
To
answer the above three questions, a survey was conducted to
top SME managers on their perceptions of current company
profile, company constitution, and EC perceptions, with the
constructs as described below:
1. Company profile — industry type,
years
since
established, number of employees, capital, geographic
location, number of information employees and number
of marketing employees
2. Perceptions of EC — eleven factors [2], including
resource integration, profit maximization, interactions
with customers, values creation, customer satisfaction,
globalization, future trend, global logistics, advertise
marketing, differential pricing, and decision capability.
3. Company Constitution —human resource, financial
status [5], computer applications [6], marketing strategy,
marketing channels, customer groups [9], and
management strategy [3].
The above research questions were analyzed by descriptive
statistics for company profile, K-means cluster analysis for
segmenting EC perceptions and company constitution, and
ANOVA for the effects of company profile and company
constitution segment toward perceptions segments. The
questionnaire was designed for Taiwan’s SME that had not
implemented EC. The questionnaire included three parts
with a total of 94 questions. Each questionnaire took about
20 minutes to fill out and had been modified based on the
results of a 12-person pretest.
The questionnaire was designed for the SMEs that had not
implemented EC. According to database of China Credit
Information Service, the SME sample was drawn with the
criteria of employee size between 11 and 200, and capital
between 10 to 150 millions NT dollars. Six hundred
questionnaires were sent out to a random sample of SME top
managers in seven industries with a return rate of 10.33%.
The Cronbach’s αwas 0.9375 for EC perceptions and
0.8812 for company constitution, which were both high in
reliability.
The internal validity on perceptions was
statistically significant for all but two questions.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Profile Analysis
Before discussing results of the three research questions, the
profile of sample companies is summarized as follows: the
coverage across seven industries was acceptable; the highest
percentage of the companies had been established for under
fifteen years; most of the companies had less than fifty
employees, and ninety percent fell under the capital category
under 90 million NT dollars. The above statistics further
confirmed that the sample companies were qualified as SME.
Nearly fifty percent of the companies located in the north.
The highest percentage of companies had 1-3 information
employees while 14.5 percent of the companies did not have

any, a percentage that was considered high. On the number
of marketing employees, the highest percentage of
companies chose 1-3 person(s) and only 2.2 percent had no
marketing staff.
Analysis of EC Perception Type
This research utilized K-Means cluster analysis for obtaining
the four perception types defined as profit-making,
differential-pricing, practical, and supportive:
1. Profit -making — agreed on ”Profit Maximization”,
“Value Creation”, “Globalization”, “Future Trend”, and
extremely agreed on ”EC Value” and ”Unlimited
Development”. Seventeen samples fell into this category,
which was about 27.42% of the responding companies.
2. Differential-pricing
—
agreed
on
”Resource
Integration”,
”Profit
Maximization”,
“Customer
Interaction”, “Value Creation”, “Globalization”, and
“Price differentiation”. This cluster understood market
change and consumer characteristics, and represented 14
of the samples, about 22.58%.
3. Practical — showed fluctuation between “somewhat
disagree” and “unstable”. This cluster thought EC was
difficult to execute. Five samples fell under this group,
which was about 8.06% of the responding companies.
4. Supportive — all showed “agree” on every categories and
thus supported and accepted EC. This cluster contained 26
samples and was about 41.94%.
Except the “practical” group who had no confidence on EC
due to the belief that computer network could never replace
traditional commerce activities, the other three types showed
positive support for EC. Particularly, they held positive
views on “Globalization” and “Customer value”.
Analysis of Company Constitution
The same K-Means cluster analysis applied. Four types of
company constitution
were analyzed.
They were
self-satisfied, self-dissatisfied, conservative-industrial and
new-industrial:
1. Self-satisfied — Except for “somewhat agree” on
“Network Usage”, the respondents all voted “very
agree” on other categories. Companies in this group
were very satisfactory with current situation. Twenty
companies were in this group, which was about 38.71%.
2. Self-dissatisfied –Companies in this group were mostly
not satisfied or had no comments. Twenty were in this
group, which was about 32.26%.
3. Conservative-industrial – Companies in this group were
only somewhat satisfied with current operation. They
were very confident financially, but did not believe the
execution of computer network can be successful. Nine
were in this group, which accounted for 14.52%.
4. New-industrial – Companies in this group were high in
acceptance level of EC and performed well on network
usage and financial aspects. Nine were in this group,
which was about 14.52%.
The “conservative-industrial” type dared not try to run their
companies with computerized process, especially when their
financial status was still satisfactory and thus less willing to
change. The “self-dissatisfied” type performed not well
financially so was more willing to try out computer network
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as a way to strengthen the operation. Relatively speaking,
the other two groups were active in applying computer
network and were financially strong.
Impacts of Company Profile on Perception Type
We used ANOVA for testing whether company profile had
any impacts on management perceptions on EC? The
general hypothesis was H 0 ：µ i = µ j , where µ was the
perception type, and i and j were the individual item in the
company profile . Under the significant level of 0.05,
applying ANOVA proved the F values greater than the
critical values, which verified that no item in company
profile had any significant impact on management
perceptions on EC. However, cross-tabulation did show
certain relationships between each other.
Impacts of Company Constitution on Perception Type
Similar to the above session, we used ANOVA for testing
whether company constitution had any impacts on
management perceptions on EC? The results verified that no
item in company constitution had any significant impact on
management perceptions on EC. Similarly, cross tabulation
showed some relationships between company constitution
and perception types.
Comparison of perception types of other research
In addition to the eleven EC factors, Cheng [2] also
clustered perception types of EC-implemented enterprises
with service function, service quality, investment strategy
and adoption timing. Accordingly, the EC perception types
are opportunity, blindness, pro-activeness andsteadiness. We
found out that our supportive, differential-pricing, profit
making and practical types were comparable to Cheng’s
opportunity, blindness, pro-activeness, and steady type,
respectively.
Assuming our perception types had
equivalent distribution and associations with Cheng’s
perception type, it may imply that SME perception did not
change much after EC bubblization.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The discussion and suggestions of the above results were
summarized below accordingly.
1. Based on the analysis for the second research question,
our perception types had equivalent dis tribution and
associations with Cheng’s perception types [2], which
implied EC perceptions had not changed between
sampled SME and EC-implemented companies, and
before and after EC’s roller coaster ride in year 2000.
More over, if “e” trends steadily develop, we might
predict the behavior of SME from previous related
studies. For instance, our supportive type, like Cheng’s
opportunistic type, might seek investment in EC; our
practical type, like Cheng’s steady type, might hold
back on their investment in EC; our differential-pricing
type, like Cheng’s blind type, might seek a post-period
EC investment; our profit-making type, like Cheng’s
pro-active type, was prone to invest as early as possible.
2. Even though the result for the third research question

3.

showed insignificant relations between the company
profile and company constitution and EC perception
types, cross-tabulation
analyses did show some
associations and relationships. As a result, it deserves an
insightful investigation in the future, which can be
achieved by expanding the constructs of company
profile and company constitution or applying qualitative
approaches such as interviews or case studies.
In addition to utilize previous research results in
predicting future SME’s EC behavior, another future
work is to extend the research structure to SMEs that
are willing to implement EC to understand their
perceptions in EC intention, goals, expectation, strategy
and reward. These research results will directly assist
the majority of Taiwan’s SME with proper preparation
to face the EC impact.
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A True Battle in Internet-based Market
-------------A record of my Internet-based marketing operations

This is an era of network. Even though dot com companies have slumped from the
top of the wave, no one doubt the world based on Internet has arrived. Just as we are
accustomed to travel on vehicle driven by engine instead of animals, we have been used
to depending on network service (e.g. e-business、icq、email、VOD、multi-game、
etc.) instead of traditional service. Only several years ago, people in many countries
tried the life in network as playing a game. Now, maybe this game can be changed into
a new version: life without network.
As the network comes into every corner of people’s life, businessmen of marketing
and sales confront a new challenge: how to use this new channel to sale their products
or service. This challenge is not only for dot com firms but for traditional firms, which
want to improve their competitive advantage. The additional value of network is worth
attentions from traditional firms to take the electronic business into the firms’ operation
activities.

It is my great honor to see the process of e-enablization and take on the marketing
on network of a tradition firm.

This is a big tradition security firm with 3000 employees and a relative long history
in China. It has created another and yet another miracles with the development of

-1-
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Chinese stock market. However, the influence of e-business pushes this successful
winner in traditional business to a crossroad: to keep on or to change. With the
encouragement from achievement of SCHWAB and ETRADE of United States, the
small security firms in China take a most serious challenge to big firms with sufficient
preparation and firm decision, which threatens the big security firms’ position as line
leaders. It presses the big firms to face the fact that only if they can win in the new
internet-based market, can they keep their position as leaders in a new era.

Our firm has a website. Suppose it is given a name of ABC.com. We develop
network service, including stock exchange, stock information, and broker service. Soon
we found that not any website attracted subscribers and customers. Not all the visitors
bought our service. It seems obvious, but how many marketing men really understand it?
Many firms thought e-business as only building websites.

So, I set out marketing to improve the reputation of the website of our firm. When I
was in a dot com firm, I did the similar promotions of the name of the dot com firm.
From such experience, I start to sale the website of a security firm.

The first step of my marketing is to do some correction of our website. The quality
of form and content of the website is the base of further development, just as the quality
of products and service is the key elements of traditional firms. I built an advertising
system at the beginning of website improvement. Some colleagues asked me why
choose this as the first action. We didn’t intend to get profit by posting advertisement
on our website. In fact, I want to use the track function of the advertising system to get
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information of visitors of our pages, so that I can reorganize the pages and structure of
our website according to their interests, habits and something like these. (I haven’t
found other software which is helpful to reorganize the website.) The advertising
system I choose can follow up visitors’ cookie, through which we can know the visiting
tails of visitors in the website. The statistics of such information will help us to know
the relations between pages and finally find out the bottleneck, which obstructs reach to
the pages from which we can get profit.

The statistic results are showed in the following figure:
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Figure 1

This figure shows a page order. The eight columns denote eight pages, one after the
other, and the number on the top of each column is the number of visitors. A visitor
starts from the first page, then the second, and finally, to the eight pages, where the
visitor can buy or sell stocks. Until to the eight pages, can we get commissions from
stock exchange. All these eight pages are correlated into a continuous process.
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Through following up the visiting process, we found that, the visiting number
slumped from page 4 to page 5, indicating the bottleneck is in page 4. We did some
correction of page 4 to eliminate the bottleneck. After such improvement, number of
visitors reaching page 5, and finally page 8 was increased under the same condition as
before, showed as figure 2.
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Figure 2

Another way to increase the visiting number to final page is to reduce some
unnecessary pages. Still use the above example, we took out three pages of them and
were pleased to find that visitors to final pages increased. After careful studies, we took
out or incorporated some pages to avoid visitor decreasing for technology problems or
impatience. At the same time, we found that one of the pages had too much information
for subscribers to understand. So we divided it into two pages for less complication.
After adjustment, we finally had 6 pages, and largely increased the reach rate of the
final page.
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Statistic number told us that 74%visitors of our website didn’t subscribe or open an
account of stock exchange. We investigated the abandonment, and found out obstacles.
We asked them to provide too much information if they wanted to subscribe or open an
account. Visitors felt impatient and unsafe. We divided the subscription sheets into
several sub-pages, which were filled at different sections without the feeling of
obligation. For example, when a visitor gets into the “chatroom”, we will remind him to
have a nickname by a popup. After he stays in chartroom for a while, we suggest him to
get a passport for the next visit. When he comes to the “Forum”, we tell him that maybe
he should leave his email address for facilitating others to answer his message. At the
same time, we suggest him to subscribe our free e-journal of securities study. After he
becomes our subscriber, we remind him to give us some suggestion for our website and
service and give some gifts to him for encouragement or invite him to take part in a
lucky draw. If he is interested in stock exchange, we will set him information about
stock exchange, and encourage him to open an account of online exchange.

Using the same way, we adjusted or reorganized other key processes and affiliated
processes. After these changes, we did a survey, indicating that visitors have better
understanding of our pages. Technical statistics showed that visitors stayed longer in
our website and the page numbers visited by a single visitor greatly increased. Our page
view is more than 3 times as before, and the profit from online exchange increased.
(What must be pointed out is that we didn’t do special promotions to publicize our
website. So the increase of subscription is mainly due to the adjustment of pages.)
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From such adjustment process, we find that change of the form, not the content of
the pages will induce a lot of good changes of visitors. From the jump-up numbers, we
gradually know the habits of our web-customers. However, we haven’t yet solved the
problem of facing personality for cost-profit consideration. Individualized pages need
too much system support, which induce disproportional increase between cost and
profit. So the improvement of website paused here.

With the adjustment and improvement of intra-process, we set out enlarging our
market. What’s the usefulness of a website with perfect service, abundant content and
complete function, if no one know it?

Unfortunately, we met budge reduction, constraining our actions in inexpensive
methods. I searched for good marketing plans from other websites. Using some
fundamental marketing methods in Internet, we succeeded to break through the
landmark of page view ---- one million. We did a statistics about the contribution of
different methods.

1、Search engine registration. We left this work to a small technical firm, whose
software can easily do such investigation by registering at all websites with search
engines. It is much cheaper than doing it ourselves. The investigation results show that
search engines have a little use for getting to our website----about 2.21% of the page
view is from search engines.
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2、Affiliate marketing.

We made cross-link with other websites by banner or

button. Because of the specific interest of our customers, our banners or buttons are
popular on other similar websites. 5.32% of the page view is due to cross-link.

3、Viral-based marketing. We did large scaled viral-based marketing through email.
We sent a flash as well as the ordinary research reports to our subscribers. The flash
contains questions of security knowledge and many links to our website. We
encouraged them to findanswers on our website. This method attracted a lot of visitors.
The emails we sent out have special codes for statistics. Viral-based marketing brought
us about 33% of the total subscribers. In the following marketing, we developed a tool,
which can issue the flash at BBS of well-known websites. It improved the efficiency
greatly.

(The methods above will bring different effect for websites of different lines.)

Finally, we were successful to get money to do more direct marketing. We spent
more on traditional market because the price of ad. is relatively high in traditional
market. In fact, we can promote the name of our website much cheaper in the online
world than in traditional market. We first ran a small quantity of banner advertisements
on well-known portal and vertical websites. We didn’t care about the direct effect of
subscriber increased from the ads. but about the clickthrough rate, which is important to
the ad. effect and cost-benefit consideration. We used as many as possible of different
designs and forms of ad. and studies the customers’ reaction to these ads., which is
helpful for ad. designers and our decision-making. We run a great deal of banner
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advertising of those most popular ads. among customers. The effect of these ads. is very
good, for the RTO is 7%, much higher than the average level of 1-2% of online banner
advertisements. These results made us very exciting. Through a larger scale of banner
advertising, the page view of our website reached to a new peak: 1.7 million, which is
the top one in websites of security line. (We also run some advertising by CPA to
increase subscribers and customers opening an account for stock exchange. It had some
effect too. But the effect and expense is reflected directly in the contract. That’s to say,
it is due to the ability of negotiation, not marketing.)

During those experiences, I find that the intra- and extra-marketing mentioned
above can be fixed up. Not much experience and creation is need, but follow the
process I summarized above. Obtaining identifying from the firm, I extend the concept
of Internet-based marketing. I started to widen communication channels correlated with
network.

Through China mobile manual work secretary station, we start our service of short
message. We can send messages to our customers according to the customers’ setting.
Our brokers will give them suggestions at proper time. We provide much different
information for our customers to choose when and what message they want to get. In
some of our sub-firms, customers can order by mobile phone. The following step will
be the development of CDPD (Cellular Digital Packet Data) and WAP.

When we have reached a relatively high level of websites in security line, we turn
again to our start point of last term but at a higher position----adjust intra-structure of
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our website. We are preparing to give customer the right to “tailor” information
according to their personal interest and habits. We are in the process of modularizing
pages. Customers can build their own pages by the move and click of mouse. We are
thinking of making track of customers’ actions. For example, find a customers interest
by the kind of news he often click and send more such news timely to him. From such
track of customers’ characteristics, our brokers can provide investment portfolio for a
particular customer.

It seems that we need to take a course of e-CRM (electronic customer relationship
management).
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ABSTRACT
While supply chain integration is achieved at three levels:
information, resources and organization, the emphasis of the
paper is placed on how information integration can be
achieved through B2B e-hubs. After reviewing how e-hubs
have evolved since its inception, we examine three groups of
e-hubs classified by supply chain processes, namely
procurement, transportation and customer relationship
management, then a value-gap analysis is performed to
identify the values added by the e-hubs and their potential
gaps and limitations. Finally, we present a framework for
integrating existing e-hubs in order to expand their
functionality to provide a better solution to supply chain
integration.
INTRODUCTION
The rise of the Internet has made it possible to virtually
integrate various channel members and functions of a supply
chain. All participants can transfer the information in real
time with least transaction cost and global reach by using the
Internet as the main medium. While the need of the supply
chain integration has been recognized there was not a single
supportive technology that could cope with the varying
demands of the channels for smooth flows of information
and physical goods. B2B e-hub is the concept to fulfill the
need of end-to-end information flow.
B2B e-hubs are also known as exchanges and marketplaces,
and the name signifies the potential that has been hidden
underneath the concept. There are various e-hubs for
different industries and various functions, providing unique
and overlapping features. The industrial e-hubs basically
facilitate buying and selling processes, whereas functional ehubs provide exchange information on transportation,
logistics or selling facilities.
SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION: A FUNCTIONAL
PERSPECTIVE
The term supply chain management (SCM) first emerged in
the literature in 1982 and has gained prominence in the past
ten years [5]. Although its widespread popularity leads to
numerous kinds of definitions by different industries and
academics, there seems to be a convergence towards the
central theme of SCM. The theme suggests that SCM is an

integrative philosophy of managing flows of material,
information, and finance from the earliest supplier of raw
materials to the ultimate customer.
The root of SCM is grounded in logistics management [5]
[13]. As described by Metz [13], supply chain develops by
progressively integrating a number of functions into the total
process and that this steady advance is propelled and driven
by the explosive development of information technology
(IT). IT makes it possible to enable more information to
travel more accurately and more frequently along the chains
and to synchronize the activities of the chains. As a result,
the trading partners can efficiently coordinate their business
decisions and activities, thereby becoming integrated.
As discussed before, the core of SCM is integration. Lee [10]
points out that supply chain integration constitutes the
following three dimensions: information integration,
coordination, and organizational linkage. It is easily seen
that information sharing is the foundation of supply chain
integration. The last two dimensions can be achieved
through one or a combination of the following four ways:
dyadic management, channel integrator, analytic
optimization, and keiretsu/vertical integration [6]. In this
paper, we focus on how information integration in supply
chain management is enabled and powered by e-hubs
SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND E-HUBS: AN
INTEGRATION MODEL
Most of the existing e-hubs are catering to the specific
industry and also have overlapping features. In this part we
will overview various exchanges that can be classified based
on supply chain processes.
Procurement Hubs
Procurement hubs are initially emerged e-hubs. In their
recent article, Kaplan and Sawhney [9] developed a
framework for classifying these hubs. The authors argue
that e-hubs are best explained according to what kind of
market they serve as well as how they serve the market.
There are essentially two general types of goods purchased
by any company: operating inputs (MRO goods) and
manufacturing inputs (i.e., the direct raw material). While
MRO hubs provides systematic sourcing facility for MRO
goods with the focus on long-term contracts, yield
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management, which usually is operated in commodity
market, provides spot purchasing facility. Both catalogue
hubs and exchanges focus on manufacturing materials
required for specific industry.
Transportation Hubs
In order for shippers to minimize shipping costs and carriers
to maximize capacity utilization, a number of transportation
exchanges have been formed over the last few years.
According to the estimate of Kingsley Group Research [2],
more than 100 transportation exchanges have been already
formed. They are also growing and expanding rapidly
Current researches emphasize the possibility of
consolidation among various logistics e-hubs. Bittner [2] and
Foster [7] also points out that there will be convergence of
service offerings by various transportation service providers.
Currently Transportation exchanges like NTE, Frieghtquote
and Rightfrieght provide load-matching services to shippers
and carriers. Also there are transportation management
platforms that are available from various comp anies like GLog, Manugistics and i2 for individual companies to deal
with customer order management and issues of logistics and
financial related transactions. Companies like Nextlinx,
Vastera, Clearcross and Xporta work as International Trade
Logistics Partner to help companies grow and expand
globally by simplifying and accelerating the importing,
exporting and shipping of any product to any country. If the
three types of e-hubs converge, then they can provide the
ultimate solutions to satisfying the requirements of both
carriers and shippers.
Customer Relationship Management Hubs
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is thought to be
a strategy and not a technology. It is a strategy of collecting
data from all possible channels and using the analysis or
business intelligence to access and shape this data into
information that companies can use to create more profitable
relationships with customers [3]. Total integration of
companies’ ERP systems including SCM and data gathering
channels throughout all company departments must be in
place to derive the promised business value of a CRM
implementation.
In her research, Campbell [3] has stressed the need for
attracting and retaining new and current business partners in
an increasingly competitive B2B e-commerce. CRM offers
personalization of relationships among business partners that
can standardize buying patterns, save money and enable all
partners to react quickly to dynamic business conditions. In
a multi-stage supply chain, where a supplier for a particular
industry can be a customer for another and chain partners
have their own goals that may conflict with each other,
complexities associated with the business model exist if B2B
exchange is adopted. However, since a supply chain includes
not only procurement side but also sales side, the
distributor(s), retailer(s) and end users should be all
considered customers. Therefore, it is generally agreed that

the chief concern of B2B companies in the near future
should be to strengthen the quality of buyer-selle r
relationships, rather than reducing transaction costs [3]. If
exchanges can reposition them as industry leaders and
implement collaborative and personalized services according
to customer’s profile, they can become more attractive.
Value-Gap Analysis
In what follows, we first discuss the limitations of the
procurement and transportation e-hubs that have longer
history than the others, and then analyze the valuable
impacts of e-hubs on four important supply chain functions
and identify the gaps existing in current e-hubs.
Limitations of Procurement E-hubs
Procurement e-hubs are focused on a particular product
or industry or material categorizations such as MRO goods.
However, companies have varying needs of the products that
go beyond industry, product or category restrictions set forth
by individual exchanges. Apart from this, because of the
myriad and overlapping choices available in the market, all
suppliers do not register themselves with a particular
exchange. Although there are a spectrum of private
exchanges operating in the market that are being run by the
industrial powerhouses that have large buying power, the
participants in the private exchanges are usually reluctant to
join the public exchanges. As a result, both buyers and
sellers tend to regis ter multiple exchanges to explore the best
possible deal. If transacting parties solely rely on e-hubs for
finding information, then they would have to surf through
numerous exchanges before finalizing the deal. This makes
the entire procurement process tedious, time -consuming and
costly.
One of the immediate needs after finalizing the deal is to
transport the material, including packaging, customs
clearance, import/export handling, and actual delivery.
While in the traditional marketplaces where there are
members like traders to complete these jobs, there is no such
provision available in procurement e-hubs. For example, in
the absence of clear transportation information available to
the supplier, the supplier may not be able to confirm the deal
and to deliver the purchased items on time.
Limitation of Transportation E-hubs
Transportation e -hubs deal with two channel members of a
supply chain: shipper and carrier. Among the existing
different types of e-hubs, some of them focus on shipping
mode selection such as air, road and rail, while others have
regional focus. For example, some provide assistance for
global transportation; some specialize in customs procedure,
insurance and other matters. Needless to say, even the same
shipper or carrier may have different needs in terms of
product, region or mode of transportation. In this case both
shippers and carriers need to search through multiple hubs to
satisfy their requirements. Furthermore, the services
provided by current transportation e-hubs are limited and are
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not integrated with other functions of the supply chain, such
as procurement and inventory management.
It is necessary to mention that in addition to purchasing and
transportation, packaging and inventory management also
most important functions of supply chain management. All
these functions can be integrated with some of the latest
SCM packages available in the market. At the same time if
e-hubs attempt to provide holistic solutions to various
requests of their clients, they need to also integrate these
functions in their offer portfolio. Currently procurement
hubs provide transaction capabilities with respect to buying
and selling processes, but have limitations in other functions
such as transportation, inventory management and packaging.
Transportation hubs do not provide linkage between
suppliers and shippers/carriers.
A value-gap analysis is performed to examine the impacts of
e-hubs on four key supply chain functions: purchasing,
transportation, inventory management, and packaging. By
doing so, we can clearly identify the values added by the ehubs and at the same time, we also explore the limitations.
E-Hub and SCM Integration Models
In summary, an e-hub is a Web-enabled platform for
multiple trading parties to find, exchange, and prioritize
information related to buying and selling. It automates all
transactions that need to take place in the end-to-end
customer fulfillment process, both inbound and outbound
[11]. Unfortunately, the findings described in the preceding
sections indicate that the connecting capability of current ehubs is limited, and their functionality of existing e-hubs
concentrates on either sell-side or buy-side trading partners,
allowing only pair-wised collaboration and integration. A
number of issues arise concerning the services provided by
existing e-hubs. First, the information flow is transferable
only between immediate trading partners, rather than among
all trading partners. This information transmission
bottleneck leaves the magnitude of the famous bullwhip
effect open. Secondly, the main benefit of using the Internet
and Web based applications in terms of time saving is not
exploited, as both suppliers and manufacturers need to go
through various e-hubs before finalizing the deal. Thirdly,
due to information transmission bottleneck, participants still
need to rely on additional channel of communication.
Finally, because the information moves between only
immediate trading partners, redundancy occurs in
information transfer along the entire supply chain.

In summary, the efforts of the various channel members in
reducing time and cost associated with installing or
matching various software packages, searching time for
functional requirements, redundancy in disseminating the
information, and excess inventory can be reduced drastically.
This integration, along with the opportunities of expanding
the supply chain with the aid of the Internet, makes the
model a better solution to supply chain management.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The close collaboration of the trading partners of the supply
chain with respect to their decisions and activities is the
heart of this business philosophy. Achieving supply chain
integration is divided into three phases: information
integration, resources alignment/integration, and
organizational linkages, where information integration is the
foundation. Information integration requires that the
information is visible, accessible, and shared in all stages of
a customer transaction. In this paper, we focus on how
information integration in supply chain management can be
achieved through e-hubs. We have examined three groups of
e-hubs in relation to supply chain processes: procurement,
transportation and customer relationship management. It is
identified that these e-hubs greatly facilitate the
communication and collaboration among some of the key
trading partners. The limitations of the services offered by
these e-hubs are further examined through a value-gap
analysis. As a result, a framework for integrating the existing
e-hubs into ERP/SCM systems is suggested to provide a
better solution to supply chain management.

[Note that all figures and tables are not included. The
complete paper is available upon request.]

To cope with the problems associated with the current ehubs, we attempt to propose that their capability to connect
all trading partners can be extended when used in
conjunction with some supporting technologies like CRM,
ERP, and SCM. We think that these technologies with their
existing features and functions can collectively provide the
ultimate end-to-end integration. A framework is proposed
here to briefly describe our idea. The concept of integration
is achieved based upon the functionality of existing e-hubs,
CRM, ERP, and SCM.
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ABSTRACT
The Internet, and more recently mobile phones, has seen
tremendous growth over the past few years. This paper
examines the adoption of the Internet and WAP-enabled
mobile phones in Singapore. Specifically, we examine the
profile of Internet users, Internet activities and issues relating
to WAP-enabled mobile phones. The results provide
researchers and practitioners with some insights on the
adoption of the Internet and WAP-enabled mobile phones.
For researchers, such insights would be useful in
understanding the adoption phenomenon, while for
practitioners, such insights would provide some basis for
adopting certain policies to promote adoption.
INTRODUCTION
The number of Internet users has grown exponentially over
the past few years. Similarly, global mobile phone
penetration is expected to reach 1 billion users by end 2002
and 1.16 billion by end 2003 [5]. Wireless Application
Protocol (WAP) for mobile phones is perhaps one of the few
technologies that comes close to emulating the success of the
Internet. Backed by the entire telecommunication industry
(through the WAP forum), coupled with the fact that it
combines two of the hottest innovations – mobile phone and
the Internet [4], WAP is poised to succeed the Internet as the
next big thing. The initial launch of WAP-enabled mobile
phones (the early flag bearer of WAP), however, failed to
capture the enthusiasm of consumers despite overwhelming
coverage given to it by the media. From the initial hype, to
hope and finally disappointment, consumers have been taken
on a roller coaster ride of emotions [6] [8]. WAP has arrived
at a stage where its future remains uncertain.
This study examines the adoption of the Internet and issues
relating to the adoption of WAP-enabled mobile phones
among Internet users. Specifically, we collected data on the
following:

-

Demographic profile of respondents;
Information technology (IT) devices ownership;
IT usage pattern;
Internet activities;
Mobile usage patterns;
Perception of WAP services; and
Other WAP-related issues.

The results should be useful to both researchers and
practitioners in understanding the adoption of Internet and
WAP-enabled mobile phones in Singapore.
METHOD
An online questionnaire was used to gather data for this
study. The URL for the survey websit e was promoted via
advertisements in newsgroups, personalised emails to
Internet subscribers and posting in technology-related
electronic forums. Before actual administration, pretesting
with Internet users was carried out and the survey modified
accordingly to improve clarity and ease of understanding.
1012 usable responses were received.
RESULTS
Demographic Profile of Respondents
The demographic profile indicates that respondents were
predominantly young people from the age group of 20 to 29
years (89%). This is higher than the 64.1% reported by Teo
and Tan [7]. In addition, the respondents were mainly
Chinese (93.0%). Also, males formed the dominant gender
group (73.0%) in this research, while females made up only
27.0%. This figure is comparable to the 26% reported by
www.research [9]. Moreover, respondents with at least a
junior college certificate or polytechnic diploma made up
81.2% of the respondents. Respondents were also asked to
indicate their current profession. Majority of the respondents
were either students (45.0%) or working professionals
(39.9%).
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Last but not least, data about respondents’ income indicates
that majority of the respondents may be relatively new in the
workforce given that majority of them have a monthly
income of less than S$3000 dollars (52.6%) . This figure is
higher than the 33% reported by www.research[9].
IT Devices Ownership

bring Internet access to the general population in public
places such as libraries, these locations are least favored
among the respondents. This info rmation, however, cannot
be used as a counter-argument against the effectiveness of
public terminals as the phenomenon may be due to the result
of the high PC ownership among respondents than the
effectiveness of public terminals.
FIGURE2
Internet Access Location

This section tracks the IT devices ownership in Singapore.
The findings show that both mobile phone and personal
computer (PC) receive relatively high penetration rate
among the respondents (around 89%) (Figure 1).
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FIGURE1
IT Devices Ownership
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Both figures reported are higher than the national average of
74.8% and 59.5% for mobile phones [1] and the Internet [3]
respectively. The high penetration rate of both mobile phone
and personal computer makes the respondents ideal targets
for this study. The rationale is as such: with the arrival of
WAP-enabled mobile phone, those most poised to adopt the
new technology would be those who have prior experience
in surfing the Internet and who also currently hold a mobile
phone.
The pager penetration rate is exceptionally high given that
the national average is only 28.1% while the penetration rate
among the respondents is 43.2%. Such a phenomenon is
baffling given that with the arrival of mobile phone, pager
should be made obsolete. One possible explanation could be
that pager complements mobile phone in that it gives users
the option to return call (using their mobile phones) only
when they deem necessary. In doing so, mobile phone users
can save money from calls that are unnecessary.

Majority of the respondents are frequent users of the Internet.
On average, only 1% of the respondents surf the Internet for
less than an hour per week.
Finally, in terms of Internet skill level, about 30% of the
respondents fall into the intermediate and experienced
categories. The rest of the respondents are equally
distributed between the novice and the expert categories
(Figure 3).
FIGURE3
Internet Skill Level (GVU Scale)
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Internet Usage Pattern
Internet Activities
Figure 2 shows the location of Internet usage. Respondents
usually access Internet from home . This is not surprising
given the high PC penetration rate among the respondents.
Office is the second most popular choice among the
respondents. Once again, this information conforms to
normal expectation. For full-time workers who spend most
of their time in office, accessing the Internet from the office
sounds logical. Despite efforts by various organizations to

In this section, respondents were asked to indicate the extent
to which they have performed the following Internet
activities (Figure 4). Of the following five activities, using
the Internet as a medium for communication emerged as the
most popular activity. This is followed by – in descending
order of popularity – accessing online news, accessing stock
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FIGURE6
Mobile Usage

prices,
cybershopping
and
accessing
calendaring
services. The findings are consistent with the results
obtained by IDA [2].
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FIGURE4
Internet Activities
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FIGURE7
SMS Usage

Communication
Access online news
Shopping
Access stock price
Access calendering/reminder services
Less than 50 per month

29%

Mobile Usage Pattern
50-150 per month

Of the various features offered to a mobile phone user, SMS
emerged as the most popular one (Figure 5). The fact that
SMS, being a data-centric feature, exceeds in popularity over
voice-centric features (Caller ID, Call Waiting and Call
Diverting) will serve to augur well the potential of datacentric services in the future.
FIGURE5
Popular Mobile Phone Features
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8.57%
6.37%
20.00%

SMS
CallerID
Call Waiting
Call Diverting
Voice Mail
International Roaming
Call Baring
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27.69%
20.55%
17.03%

0.00%

150-300 per month

0%

92.09%
90.55%
63.30%

19%

100.00%

Percentage

Perception of WAP Services
This section solicits respondents’ views on WAP services
(Figure 8). WAP services were classified into four categories:
financial services, news, information and purchase (mobile
shopping). Respondents were asked to indicate (on a scale of
1 to 7) the extent to which they will like to access various
services.

Respondents’ monthly phone usage and
respondents’
monthly SMS usage are shown in Figures 6 and 7
respectively.
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FIGURE8
Perception of WAP Services

Other WAP-related Issues

Concert/cinema tickets

This section serves to examine respondents’ perception of
several popular WAP-related issues such as mobile
advertising, expected cost of WAP services and preferred
cost model. On average, 80% of the respondents expect the
cost of WAP services to minimally match the cost of a
normal phone call (Figure 9). In comparison, only 20% of
the respondents expect the cost of WAP services to be less
than that of a normal phone call. This information will serve
as a guide to mobile operators and content providers when
they formulate their pricing strategy.
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FIGURE9
Expected Cost of WAP Services
More than twice the cost
of a normal phone call
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Between the cost of a
phone call and double
this

32%

The same cost of a
normal call

The results show that respondents have expressed significant
interests as evident by the high mean scores over the
following WAP services: buying concert/ cinema tickets
online, receiving appointment reminders, personalized news,
personalized traffic updates based on user’s preferred
commuting route and global news update.
Findings in the previous section on Internet activities have
shown that respondents are less enthusiastic in buying movie
tickets online using a fixed terminal such as PC. In contrast,
respondents have expressed their willingness to perform the
same task using a WAP-enabled mobile phone. One possible
explanation could be that the decision to watch a show is
often made on an impromptu basis where fixed terminals
such as PC may not be readily accessible. Thus, the ability to
order tickets anywhere, anyplace and anytime through a
WAP-enabled mobile phone makes it the ideal device for
such transactions.

33%

Less than the cost of a
normal phone call

21%

0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

Figure 10
WAP Cost Model
58%

Transactional fees
depending on services
types

19%

Data volume-based

14%

Time-based

Of all the WAP services, respondents are least interested in
using WAP-enabled mobile phone to auction items. This
could be attributed to respondents’ lack of interest in auction.
Thus, the mode of delivery of such a service is of
indifference to potential adopters.

35%

Though WAP services could be charged using a variable
cost scheme, majority (close to 60%) of the respondents
( Figure 10) preferred a monthly fixed rate instead. The
simplicity of a fixed rate model coupled with respondents’
familiarity with such a pricing scheme (commonly used in
Internet subscription) may be a possible explanation for this
phenomenon.

Monthly fixed rate

Likewise, accessing appointment reminders online through a
fixed terminal such as PC does not generate as much interest
compared to performing the same activity using a WAPenabled mobile phone. Since the likelihood of sharing a
WAP-enabled mobile phone is low compared to a fixed
terminal such as PC, respondents may feel more secure using
it to retrieve personal information.

30%

Percentage

9%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Finally, on average, 55% of the respondents will not reject
mobile advertisements provided that the advertisements are
personalized and accessing these advertisements will
subsidize the user’s phone bill (Figure 11) . The findings
have shown that the advertising model that will eventually
be used in mobile Internet might differ fundamentally from
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the conventional model employed in the physical world. The
need for personalized advertisements changes the unique
relationship that exists between the advertisement provider
and the recipients; from that of a push relationship in the
physical world to that of a pull relationship where the
initiatives now fall on the recipients. More importantly,
mobile advertising has created a new phenomenon where
advertisement recipients are rewarded explicitly for viewing
an advertisement.

technology (WAP) whose existence is short lived. This has,
inevitably, complicated the efforts needed to rebuild WAP’s
reputation. Thus, it might not be worth the effort for the
telecommunication industry to cling onto a seemingly lost
cause. As such, what turned out as a complete marketing
failure (for WAP) may in fact be a blessing in disguise (for
GPRS and 3G). Hence, it is perfectly logical for the
telecommunication industry to forsake WAP for GPRS and
3G.

FIGURE 11
Perception of Mobile Advertising

If, in any case, the telecommunication industry opts for the
first option, the findings in this research will help policy
makers in formulating remedies to improve the diffusion of
WAP-enabled mobile phones. For instance, instead of
focusing on the functionalities of a WAP-enabled mobile
phone, the marketing campaign should emphasize the
compatibility of WAP phones (and their ass orted services)
with one’s lifestyle. In addition, practitioners may consider
using opinion leaders as spokespersons for their WAPenabled mobile phones. In the context of WAP-enabled
mobile phones, an effective opinion leader must be trendy,
youthful and technologically savvy.

11%
Object it completely
12%
Accept it if it is configured to my
personalized needs
Accept it if it subsidizes my
phone bill

56%

Accept it if subsidizes my phone
bill and is configured to my
personalized needs

21%

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings of this study hold important implications for the
telecommunication industry. What started out as great
promises have now turned into disappointments for early
adopters of WAP-enabled mobile phones. Worse still, WAP
is wrongly accused as the culprit that causes the unpleasant
user experience. The marketing campaign that so
successfully created the initial hype has no answers for the
subsequent backlash. On top of that, the impending
introduction of newer and better technologies such as GPRS
and 3G further deteriorates the image of WAP.
The success of mobile Internet remains uncertain. On one
hand, the telecommunication industry could take immediate
remedies to address the backlash caused by the overselling
of WAP. Doing so, the industry could perhaps win back
adopters’ confidence in mobile Internet, and thus improve
the current situation. On the other hand, the
telecommunication industry could abandon WAP in favor of
GPRS and 3G. Electing GPRS and 3G as the heralds of
mobile Internet not only gives new hopes to current
disgruntled adopters but also gives the industry a second
opportunity to fulfil its past promises. Either way, the key to
future success lies in rebuilding potential adopters’
confidence in mobile Internet which has taken a severe
beating in the aftermath of WAP.
At this juncture, the second option seems to be the one
preferred by many. Why? In an ironic twist of fate, the
backlash of WAP may actually facilitate the diffusion of
GPRS and 3G. With the impending arrival of GPRS and 3G,
potential adopters have doubted the benefits of adopting a

Working with the intuitive assumption that mobile Internet
users should first be users of the Internet, the importance of
cyber reference groups should not be neglected. Cyber
reference groups such as forums and newsgroups may be
crucial in disseminating information to individuals. Since
members of these groups are technologically more advanced
than their peers, their opinions may go a long way in shaping
the adoption intentions of others by skewing their
perceptions of WAP. Hence, it will be prudent for
practitioners to monitor such groups to either correct any
misconceptions about the technology or gather feedback
from this group to further fuel the adoption process.
Mobile operators have always taken every opportunity to
promote the relative advantages of using a WAP-enabled
mobile phone in accessing the Internet over a fixed terminal
such as PC. However, without complimentary mobile
applications, the promise of WAP-enabled mobile phone’s
relative advantages will never be fulfilled. Thus, mobile
operators and content providers should seek to deliver these
complimentary applications, known commonly as "killer
applications" in the telecommunication industry, to improve
the adoption rate.
As of now, to qualify as a killer application, the service must
fulfill two basic criteria: personalization and convenience.
First and foremost, it must be flexible enough to be
personalized to suit individual needs. For instance, as shown
in our findings, accessing news using a WAP-enabled
mobile phone alone does not confer the service the status of
"killer application". Only when users can customize the
news selections to their liking will the tag of killer
application be justified.
Second, a killer application must offer utmost convenience
to the users. The ability to access Internet anywhere,
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anyplace and anytime will only be useful if doing so serves a
purpose, such as meeting a specific time schedule. For
instance, findings from this research have shown that
potential adopters have no qualms buying movie tickets
using a WAP-enabled mobile phone but are less than
enthusiastic when the object to be purchased is changed to
books. Though both activities are similar in nature, one
(buying movie tickets for a particular show at a particular
time slot) is more sensitive to time than the other. Thus, the
convenience offered by WAP-enabled mobile phone will be
much more appreciated by the person buying movie tickets
rather than the one buying a book. Hence, from the above
illustrations, we can see that selling the relative advantages
of WAP-enabled mobile phone alone is not enough to entice
potential adopters. The availability of complementary
applications is equally important.
To further increase the adoption rate of WAP-enabled
mobile phone among potential adopters, mobile operators
could offer different pricing models to attract different
segments. From our findings, of the four pricing schemes
that exist in the market today, potential adopters seem to
have a preference for a pricing scheme that offers a fixed
monthly rate. One possible explanation could be that
potential adopters are used to the fixed pricing schemes
commonly offered by ISPs.
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ABSTRACT
This paper explores and evaluates the use of Octopus in
Hong Kong (HK). There are over 7.4 million cards sold
and 7 million of these are active. The study examines how
transport and other sectors can enhance their services
through Octopus. Six of the forty organisations using the
Hong Kong Octopus card were interviewed.
A
convenience sample of 800 actual and potential Octopus
customers was sent a questionnaire.
Unprecedented growth in the use of smartcard devices had
been recorded in recent years. They are expected to bring
revolutionary changes to businesses, governments and
members of the society. The implications from this study
would therefore be useful for those organisations that use
or plan to adopt and implement the technology.
Results of the survey are discussed, including penetration
rate, figures on card ownership and usage, failure rate,
results from promotion schemes and loyalty programmes,
success factors, users reliance of the system and areas of
improvement. The major reasons for not using the system
are addressed. Findings obtained from interview sessions
were integrated in the discussion.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The global growth of electronic transactions shows people
are becoming dependent on Smart Cards and similar
devices for purchases, communication and services. This
is also true in Hong Kong, as more than 90 percent of the
population (aged 15 or above) own and use the system [8].
Organisations from different sectors in various countries
realise the opportunity of using the Smart Cards as another
channel for businesses operation. In Hong Kong, the
transport and retail sectors are leveraging the powerful
capability of Octopus. Octopus helps organisations
maintain profitable growth by enabling them to automate
work done by employees, reduce cost and retain customers
simultaneously.
The adoption of Automatic Teller Machines (ATM) and
Electronic Fund Transfer at The Point Of Sale (EFTPOS)
in the 1980s led smart card providers to consider that the
uptake of the cards by customers would justify the capital
expense of setting up systems. The small transaction cost
of Octopus is more than offset by the average of 1% fee
charged by the service provider, Creative Star [8].

From the customer perspective, the use of Octopus on the
services such as transport, retail and recreation, that they
commonly frequent, would bring benefits of convenience
and speed. The aim of this study is to explore, and
develop an understanding of the existing Hong Kong
Octopus smart card use and to ascertain other potential
uses and how the system can improve its utilisation and the
services provided.
The first section of this paper briefly introduces smartcard
technology and the Octopus system. The history and future
development of the system will also be addressed in this
section. Research methods and the results of the survey
would be covered in section three and four respectively
before conclusions are drawn in the last section.
2.

SMARTCARDS AND OCTOPUS

This section of the paper will give an introduction to
smartcard technologies and the Octopus system in Hong
Kong. The history and main types of smartcards will be
discussed in Section 2.1 while the Octopus system will be
addressed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 will provide
background information on Creative Star, the founder of
the card and some of the future developments of the card
are covered in section 2.4.
2.1

Introduction of smart cards

It has been almost three decades since Roland Moreno
invented and patented the smartcard technology in 1974
[11]. It gained widespread acceptance in European and
Asian regions [10]. Schlumberger, one of the world leaders
in smartcards forecasted that more than 3100 million
smartcards would be consumed worldwide by the year
2003 [1].
There are many applications to smartcards and usage is
becoming more and more pervasive within our society [10].
The use of smartcard can be found in transits, electronic
payments, banking, access control, telecommunications,
healthcare, education and more. The power, intelligence,
enhanced capacity and the reduced cost provided by the
technology attracted acknowledgements from users and
organisations worldwide [5] [10] [13] [18].
Smart cards normally appear in the same shape as credit
cards and are embedded with a chip or microprocessor that
can handle and store up to 10 to 100 times more
information than traditional magnetic-stripe cards [4].
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They can be found in four different categories: they are
contact, contactless, hybrid and combi [5].
Contact cards contain a chip that is mounted on the surface
of the card and direct contact must be made with the reader
when used. Hence, users must insert their cards into the
reader for verification and it would induce a slower speed
in the process compared to contactless cards. The Mondex
system by MasterCard uses such card technology.
Built in chip and antennas are contained within contactless
cards. Instead of direct contact with the card reader, radio
frequencies were used each time the card is presented over
and in proximity to the reader. The contactless feature
provides speed and convenience over the contact cards and
is very popular in “high volume” businesses such as the
transportation sector where seamless and speedy activities
take place. The Octopus system in Hong Kong, and similar
projects that were launched after it, use such technology.

[6]. Creative Star was authorised to become a deposittaking company in April 2000. Such arrangement broadens
and expanded the use of the medium, including nontransport related services and also as a form of cash card
that is expected to enhance convenience for cardholders
[6]. Transport services currently accounts for over 95% of
the total volume [15].
Octopus cards take two different forms, they are mainly
manufactured in a card format, and therefore they can be
fitted inside ones wallet just like any other cards such as
credit cards and library cards. They are also designed and
manufactured in watch format so they appeared in the
form of a wristwatch.
Within the two different designs and appearances, they
have different categories to accommo date different needs.
Five card categories are issued. They are Adult, Student,
Child, Elder and personalised Octopus cards.

Hybrid card are cards that contain two contact and
contactless chips whereas combi cards contain both the
chips installed on contact and contactless devices. It is
believed that combi cards would ascertain high levels of
security and its potential in uses in banking and mass
transit application is noted [5].

The Octopus system is the largest and most successful
project in the world using contactless smart card
technology. Various awards has been received by Creative
Star and also by the Energy Research Group (ERG, an
Australian based company) for their modeling expertise,
success and their creativity.

2.2

2.3

What is Octopus

Octopus is a non-contact smart card that is used to serve as
a means to a transportation ticketing and payment medium
in Hong Kong. It is a “touch and go” electronic payment
system that offers users an easy and convenient way to
travel. Each Octopus card contains a built-in microchip
that stores all the fare information and other applications.
Users demanding the supported services would simply
“beep” their cards on the fare-processing device and the
correct amount for the transaction will be deducted from
the card. The card can be identified by the reader without
pulling it out from the user’s purses or wallets in most
cases and transactions are completed in less than 1/3
second. It is easy to use and versatile. The card aims to
provide a reliable, cost-effective and convenient payment
method to users [19].
The project was officially launched in September 1997; six
services in the transport sector were supported initially. Its
wide acceptance and popularity caused the number of
supporting services to grow and over 40 services are
supported. As at the end of May 2001, more than 7.4
million cards were issued and approximately 7 million
cards are active. Given the current population of 6.73
million [14], the ratio stands at 1.3 cards per person [8].
Currently the system process on average 6 million
transactions daily and the average value per transaction is
approximately HKD$7 (just under $1 US). Creative Star
processed its 4 billionth transaction since its inception in
May 2001 [3].
The card was previously exempted from the definition of
“multi-purpose card” under the banking ordinance because
of its restricted range of uses and it is also under the
supervision of Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA)

The birth of Creative Star

In 1993 MTRC reviewed the costs of maintaining their
ticketing system and looked for other opportunities to
replace and extend the services. Contactless smartcard
technology was seen as the most beneficial option for the
future [3]. As a result Creative Star was set up in June
1994. Its aim was to promote the services provided by
uniting all the transportation operators to ensure a seamless
ticketing system. These other operators now include Mass
Transit Railway (MTR), Kowloon-Cantoon Railway
(KCR), Light Rail Transit (LRT), Kowloon Motor Bus
(KMB), Citybus, New World First Bus, New Lantao Bus,
New World First Ferry, Star Ferry, Hong Kong and
Kowloon Ferry, Discovery Bay Ferry, Airport Ferry,
Green public light bus, peak tram, Hong Kong tramways
and some non-franchised buses. The services have been
extended further to retail providers such as 7-11, Starbucks
café, school tuck shops, fast food restaurants, bakeries and
to recreational services (35 in all) owned by the councils as
well as other services such as parking meters and car parks.
2.4

Future directions of Octopus

The company is determined to expand to all public
transportation services and other “low-value high- volume
transaction businesses”. They are currently negotiating
with other transportation providers such as taxis and
minibuses and services such as supermarkets, petrol
stations, post offices and working with banks to offer
attractive automatic add-value services to their users.
The company also aims to promote Universal Serial Bus
(USB) card readers for personal computers so that users
can top-up their cards via their card readers installed at
home. Facilitating purchases over the Internet is also an
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option and a potential area that Creative Star and Octopus
will address in the near future [17].
3.

Major reason NOT having
Octopus Others

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3%

A multi-methodology approach was used in this study. A
survey was sent to 800 Hong Kong residents to ascertain
the pattern of card usage. Interviews were obtained from
the organisations using the Octopus card to provide their
services. Interviews were also obtained with the operators
(e.g. bus drivers). Focus groups were run with potential
and current users. The population of this study is anyone
in Hong Kong who has been using Octopus, or who could
potentially use Octopus. The results to the survey will be
discussed in the next section of this paper.
4.

Rarely use
Service
63%

Prefer traditional
payment
17%

RESULTS

This section of this paper will discuss some of the results
collected by the survey. Statistics figures, tables, graphs
and comments will be included so that a better
understanding of how Octopus is perceived by the
respondents can be obtained. Information about (1) card
ownership, (2) usage of cards, (3) failure rates, (4) top-up
habits, (5) results from promotion schemes and loyalty
programmes, (6) satisfaction on number of services
supported and suggestion on potential applications,
(7)
success factors of Octopus, (8) reliance on the system and
(9) factors of how the system can be improved are to be
addressed in the sections below. Results obtained by
interview sessions are also be included with the statistical
results to support various claims.
Out of the 800 copies distributed, 507 questionnaires were
returned and all of them were useable, yielding a response
rate of 63%. Convenience sampling was used in the
distribution process. The survey was distributed in May /
June 2001.
4.1

Refuse to pay
deposit
14%

Lack of trust
in technology

Figure 1:

The major reasons for not acquiring an
Octopus card.

Types of card held by users
Personalised
(Student)

3

Personalised
(Adult)

46

Card Ownership

Most (94.3%) people surveyed owned an Octopus card.
The 29 respondents who do not possess an Octopus card
were asked their reasons for not acquiring one (Figure 1).
A majority (62.1%) of respondents who do not own an
Octopus card suggested that the reason was because they
do not need to have one or rarely used the services
supported by the system. Another 17.2% suggested that
they prefer the traditional payment system, that is, physical
notes and coins over electronic payments and 13.8%
suggested that they were unwilling to pay the HKD$50
deposit on the card. One respondent indicated that a lack
of trust in the technology and one “not in the list response”
denotes the view of a disabled person who does not
frequently travel.
84.1% of respondents are currently in possession of one
card and most respondents owned between 1 to 3 cards.
473 respondents owned in all 514 cards. Most people own
an ordinary card (Figure 2).
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Ordinary cards are anonymous cards unless the user signs
with certain services or schemes. Examples include using
the card as access control to urban buildings; loyalty
programmes with companies that offer promotions or
registration for roll check purposes in schools. Users who
demand auto top-up services with authorised banks must
acquire a personalised card. It is now a popular option
since users may link their top-up arrangement with a credit
card and benefit from cash rewards and an interest-free
period. Users can stop others from using their card if it is
reported missing.
4.2

Card usage

This section will describe how people who responded to
the survey are using the cards. It captures the frequency
with which the respondents used their cards. This question
is divided into three parts that separate the major types of
application supported by Octopus. They are (a)
transportation
and transport related services, (b)
recreational activities and (c) purchases. A scale from 1 to
6 was used to measure the frequencies that best describe
the usage, with 1 being the most frequent and 6 indicating
that the users have not used their Octopus cards for the
particular service. A presentation of the scale used in the
survey is included below.
Coding of Usage)Frequencies

1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 1:
4.2.1

Description
More than 10 times a week
5 - 10 times a week
Less than 5 times a week
Less than 5 times a month
Have used, but cannot classify
Never used

Octopus originated in the transport sector. Nine major
transportation services supporting Octopus were included
in the survey (Table 2) and the most frequently used
services were bus, MTR and KCR. At present, all
franchised bus routes, the entire railway system and some
non-franchised routes are equipped with Octopus readers.
The major bus companies have promised that the ride is
free if the card reader is inoperative.
Transportation Services

Table 2:

467
464
422
401
425
405
400
409
394
0

Mode

4.2.2

Recreational services

The introduction of usage of Octopus card outside the
transport arena was quite new as the Hong Kong Monetary
Authority restricted the use of the system to transport
related services. The telephone booth was the first location
in the list to be supported by the system in this category
(Table 3). Entry to the racecourse was on trial from last
year and Octopus payment is accepted in more than thirtyfive council-owned recreational venues as at June 2001
after it was trailed in selected swimming pools.

N

Transportation

N

The usage of Octopus in parking meters, mini-buses,
tramways, peak trams and ferries are not as high as the
other services discussed above. This might have been
caused by the fact that the Octopus system has not fully
implemented those services. Tramways, for example, only
adopted this technology in April 2001 and readers were
only installed on 25 of their fleet of 163. The usage of
Octopus in parking meters was also under review and not
all meters are equipped with the feature. As seen by the
reliance of the cards by users on buses and the railway
networks, it is expected that its usage would increase.

Recreational Services

Codes used in tables 2 to 4.

Bus routes
MTR
KCRC
LRT
Mini bus
Tram
Peak Term
Ferry
Parking meters
Others

The modal values for bus rides, MTR and KCR were 1, 2
and 5 respectively, indicating that most people surveyed
would use their cards on those services up to 10 times per
week. 58.4% of the respondents use at least one of the
transportation services by Octopus more than 10 times a
week. A presentation of the scale used in the survey is
included in Table 1.

Swimming pool
Entry to racecourse
Entry to urban buildings
Telephone
Others

Table 3:

414
404
406
408
0

Mode

Mean
6
6
6
6

5.75
5.97
5.90
5.79

Usage of Octopus cards for recreational
services.

Table 3 shows that the most used services in this category
were telephone and swimming pools. Mean values ranging
from 5.75 to 5.97 reflect that users have either used their
cards for those services but cannot quantify how often they
do so or that they have never used the card for those
applications. In general, we could comment that users
rarely use those services.

Mean
1
2
5
6
6
6
6
6
6

2.19
2.52
3.88
5.42
4.74
5.63
5.79
5.27
5.90

Usage of Octopus card for transportation
services.

Demand for services in this category is limited to people
with similar interest or habit (e.g. swimming and going to
the racecourse), or restricted to where they live (as for
access controls) and their demand for telephone service. A
recent report shows that the registration of cell phones in
Hong Kong reached over 5.5 million [2]. However, the
Council’s move to implement the system at its venues
would guarantee wide acceptance and cost savings.
4.2.3

Purchases

Outlets
in
the
retail
sector
are
slow
realising the benefits from adopting the technology (Table
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4). With additional services such as supermarkets, petrol
stations and post offices aiming to join and support the
system in the future, more convenience can be offered to
users.
Purchases

N

Mode

Mean

Vending machine
Photo Booth

416
405

6
6

5.54
5.82

Maxim fast food
Maxim bakery
7-11 stores

415
412
417

6
6
6

5.49
5.62
5.35

School tuck shop
Others

400
4

6
3

5.93
3.75

Table 4:

cause damage to cards. Magnetic fields released by
magnets and/or electronic devices, the breach of rules and
regulations in card usage may also result in card failure.
Creative Star considers that card failures would be reduced
significantly if users looked after their cards. Improvement
to the failure rate may also be achieved through education.
The top-up habit of users will be addressed next.
4.4

Top-up habits

Since cards were frequently used for various applications
and services, topping-up is required. This section will
report the top-up habits of the users.

How many times did it
happened?

Usage of Octopus cards for purchases.

Seven-Eleven (7-11) stores attract the most customers
followed by Maxim fast food and vending machines. The
usage in school tuck-shops was the weakest among all
other services listed in this category; again, this can be
expected, as this service is restricted to a targeted group of
users. The respondents nominated three additional services
for which they used Octopus - Starbucks Café, Chinese
style fast food restaurant and photocopying services.

2 Times
21.2%

1 Time
59.8%

The mode was ‘6’ for most applications; it indicated that
users have never used the services by Octopus. The users
do not require the services as much as they do the
transportation ones. Lack of promotion and advertising by
the service providers might also be a reason why those
services are not used extensively [8]. Users’ habit might
change, as they become more experienced and comfortable
with paying for those services with this medium.
Overall, the survey showed that most card owners use their
cards on a regular basis and most of them used it for
transportation. The failure rates experienced by the users
will be discussed next.
4.3

Failure rates of Octopus

There are times and chances where products, technologies
or innovations will fail; Octopus is no exception.
Respondents of the survey are asked to report if their cards
have failed in the past 12 months. The results are presented
in Figure 3.
Of the valid responses to the question, 28.4% (132)
respondents have experienced card failures in the past year.
Considering the scale, volume and the complexity of the
project, this failure rate may be considered as acceptable.
It is important to note that the definition of a “failure”
includes a wide range of incidents where they might have
been caused by the user, but not the system itself. Of the
132 respondents who experienced card failures, over half
(59.8%) experienced it only once. 81% experienced card
failures either 1 or 2 times.
According to the interview with Creative Star, the major
reason for card failure was because users have not properly
looked after their cards. Putting their cards in the back
pockets and using cards without a plastic cover might

3 Times
9.1%

5 Times or
more

Figure 3:

4 Times
2.3%

Card failure frequencies in the past year.
By how much do you top-up your card?

300

250

250

200

150

104
100

50

27 24

19

4

5

22
3

1

4

1

0
0
2

5

0

0
1

0

5
1

0

2

0
0

5
2

0

3

0
0

5
3

0

4

0
0

0
5

0

8

0
0

1

0
0

0

Amount (Hong Kong Dollars)

Figure 4:

Top-up amounts ($).
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Most people (53.8% of all respondents) top-up their cards
by $100. HKD$200 and HKD$250 are also two common
amounts by which people top-up their cards. They
accounted for 22.4% and 5.8% of users respectively.
HKD$250 is the standard amount to be added to cards if
the auto top-up service is arranged with authorised
financial institutions by personalised cardholders.

from the various schemes that were launched. Table 5
shows the respondents’ benefits from the current schemes.
Loyalty Programmes

N
Interchange Services
Half Fare discount on citybus
$1 Elderly discount
MTR Exclusive Discount
MTR/ 7-11 Website
KCRC Loyalty programme
KCRC Exclusive Programme
Others

The result suggested that 28.6% of the respondents top-up
their card twice a week and 25.2% top-up their cards every
fortnight. 39.6% of the respondents top-up their cards at
least once every week. 5.7% of the respondents adopt the
auto-top-up service.
Figure 5 reflects the location where the users surveyed topup their cards. Most people top-up their cards at Railway
(MTR/KCRC/ LRT) stations and VAM (Self value added
machines) located at the stations. 7-11 stores are also a
common place for top-ups. Ferry Piers (also recorded on
the survey) recorded responses.
28.6% (130) of the respondents top-up their cards from
VAM in railway stations, where they can top-up their
accounts by two different methods (by cash or by
Electronic Payment System (EPS)). 121 out of 130 people
answered and 82.6% loaded cash into the machine and
17.4% used EPS. Cash remains the main payment method
even when a cashless alternative was provided.
Top-up locations
Frequency
180

168

160
140

130

126

120
100
80
60
40

30

20
0

Locations

Figure 5:
4.5

Users’ top-up locations.
Results from promotion schemes and loyalty
programmes

Octopus does make use of database technology to provide
benefits and rewards to their customers. As a marketing
strategy, certain service providers have introduced loyalty
programmes and special promotions to attract customers
and increase revenue. This section explores the results

Table 5:

Usage of Octopus
programmes.

44
27
9
76
5
7
12
7

cards

in

loyalty

The loyalty programmes offered by MTR and Bus-Bus
Interchange (BBI) were the top two most popular schemes.
Over half (67.2%) of the respondent did not benefit from
any of the schemes. Only 153 respondents claimed to
benefit from at least one promotion project. The maximum
number of schemes from which users benefited was three.
Creative Star is planning to implement new cards in the
near future to allow more service providers to run more
promotions simultaneously. At present, due to memory
constraints, limited storage space is being assigned to the
cards and it is not possible to allow for large marketing
projects [8].
MTRC reported that the promotion exercise does increase
ridership and benefits their business. By getting the users’
information, by registration with their site and their card
number, the marketing department can now get more
information on the travelling patterns of their commuters.
“This helps a lot in the development of promotions and
other business initiatives” [9].
City bus and KMB responded in interviews that the results
for Bus-Bus Interchange (BBI) schemes were not all
successful (private conversations with KMB and City Bus).
Both companies are enthused that possible arrangements
of new schemes can induce extra cost savings and revenue
to the firm. However, the establishment of new schemes is
inhibited. For example, the railway companies complain of
the threat of reduced market share in some schemes.
Citybus commented that the result of the $1 discount for
the elderly was a big success and enhanced the firm’s
image. The discount was extended due to its popularity [7].
MTR stated that it would make use of database technology
to provide services that add value to their customers [9].
4.6

Satisfaction on number of services supported
and suggestion on potential applications

This section will measure user satisfaction with Octopus
regarding its prevalence. Octopus is now supporting more
than 40 services. Of the 465 people (from a possible total
of 478) who have responded to this question, 60% are
satisfied with the number of services that are currently
supported by Octopus. The 40% of respondents who are
not satisfied with the number of services that are currently
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supported by Octopus were given the chance to select or
suggest the services that they think should be supported by
the system. A list of services selected from the “high
transaction, low value” category were included. Only
responses that are from an unsatisfied user were included.
The services suggested by the respondents are shown in
Table 6.
Potential Services (Ranked)

1. Supermarkets / Chinese market
2. Newspaper stand and magazine stand
3. Road Toll
4. Snack/ food stand
5. Stationery Shop
5 Video games centre
7. Transportation
8. Other services

Table 6:

Score
135
110
90
73
55
55
46

%
74
60
50
40
30
30
25

12

7

Potential services to be supported by Octopus
as suggested by users.

The count column sums up the total of respondents who
have selected the related services. The percentage column
represents the percentage of the respondents choosing the
service. Other services suggested by respondents include
cinemas, clothing boutiques.
The use of Octopus in supermarkets and Chinese markets
were the most popular services that respondents would like
the system to support.

Both newspaper stands and road toll attracted over half of
the respondents. Note that the desire of expended use of
Octopus in transportation services was the bottom of the
list. This might have been caused by the reason that most
of the transportation in Hong Kong is supported by the
system. Respondents were asked to indicate which
transportation service they would like Octopus to support
if it was selected. Most of them suggested that all public
transport should support Octopus. Taxis and minicabs
were the two popular choices.
4.7

Octopus is the world’s largest and most successful
contactless smart card project. With more than 7.4 million
cards issued and a population of 6.8 million, the wide
diffusion of the system is unchallenged. The survey reports
the penetration for people aged 15 and over was 94.3%,
close to the result of 91% recently reported by Creative
Star.
Respondents were asked to rank the three most important
success factors, with the weight of three given to the most
important factor, two to the next and one to the third. The
reasons contributing to its success are presented in Table 7.
The score in the first column gives the sum of the column.
That is, the higher the score, the more importance or
weight that is attributed to the related factor. The second
column counts the total number of responses recorded for
each factor. There were 458 valid responses. The third
column shows the percentage of respondents who have
chosen each factor.

Services suggested to be supported by
Octopus in the future

Factors that lead to success of Octopus

180

1.Quick payment service
2.Easy to carry compared to notes & coins
3.Versatile -support wide range of services
4.Allows for negative balance
5.Accurate
6.Savings over traditional methods
7.Loyalty programme
8.Low failure rates in readers and cards
9.Other benefits

160
135

140
120

110

100

90
73

80
60

46

55

Table 7:
55

4.8

40
20

12

0
Count

Services

Figure 6:

Success factors of Octopus

Potential services to be supported by Octopus
as suggested by users.

Score

Count

%

937
740
443
190
142
105
85
79
5

384
343
265
115
186
59
52
49
3

84
75
58
25
19
13
11
11
1

Factors that lead to success of Octopus.
Reliance on the system

Respondents were asked if there are any services for
which they would not use Octopus. This reflects their
opinions and the level of reliance of the system. 29.2% of
the 448 who responded would pay for all conceivable
services by Octopus card. Of the 62.5% respondents that
would be discouraged from doing so, the reasons are listed
in Table 8.
The major reason (36.7% of the responses) for not using
Octopus for the payment was because it would be difficult
to stop a payment or to get a refund. People were worried
about the security of the system that might cause financial
loss to them. Other reasons included “fear
about
insufficient funds”.
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REFERENCES

Major reason not to use Octopus for all purchases

Score
1.Difficult to stop payment/ get a refund
2.Worried about security / financial loss
3. No statements to keep track of expenses
4.Does not benefit from interest free period
5.Other reasons

Table 8:
4.9

102
74
71
22
9
278

%
37
27
26
8
3
100

Major reason not to use Octopus for all
purchases.
Improvements and future development

In spite of Octopus success, on-going improvement is
essential, as for all other systems. Table 9 identifies
improvements that the users perceive as being most
important. Improving security was seen as the most
important factor for Octopus to consider, with 83.9% of
the respondents including it in their top three. The second
factor is to increase the number of services supported
(82.1% of the respondents).
Factors that Octopus can improve

1.Improve security features
2.Increase number of supported services
3.Improve accuracy rate
4.Improve maintenance of card readers
5.Others

Table 9:

Score

Count

%

878
782
620
359
19

379
371
329
225
13

84
82
73
50
3

Factors that Octopus can improve.

The usage of smartcard devices is now expanded to
national identity cards in Malaysia and Hong Kong [12]
[16]. This study therefore provides some of the essential
background characteristics important to the adoption of
such technology."
5. CONCLUSION
This paper explores the Octopus payment system and
results of the survey were discussed in detail. Information
on card ownership, usage of cards, failure rates, top-up
habits, results from promotion schemes and loyalty
programmes, satisfaction on the number of services
supported and suggestions on potential applications,
success factors of Octopus, reliance on the system and
factors of how the system can be improved were addressed.
It is clear from the results that most Octopus card owners
are satisfied and reliant on the system. This paper allowed
us to explore how and why the system was successful.
It
also revealed that companies could make use of database
as a strategic weapon and new marketing techniques allow
them to benefit from savings and increased revenues.
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ABSTRACT
We empirically analyzed the linkage from computer-based
information technologies utilized for production activities to
the perceived benefits of production information systems,
further to the competitive performance of each
manufacturing plant, after presenting our research
framework and a series of hypotheses. A database used for
the analysis includes forty-six manufacturing plants located
in Japan from three industries (machinery, electrical &
electronics, and automobile). Information technologies we
took up include computer aided design (CAD), computer
aided engineering (CAE), computer aided processes
planning (CAPP), local area networks (LAN) linking design
and engineering stations, computer or direct numerical
control (CNC/DNC), flexible manufacturing systems (FMS),
automated retrieval and storage, material requirement
planning (MRP), just-in-time (JIT) software, simulation
tools, statistical process control (SPC) software, database for
quality information, and electronic data interchange (EDI)
linkages among others.
The benefits of production
information systems were measured in terms of
manufacturing cost reduction, decrease in inventories,
quality improvement, lead time reduction, increase in
flexibility to changing product mix and production volume,
new product introduction time reduction and so on. We
found that there were several information technologies
which did not necessarily show the hypothesized effects,
and there were considerable unexpected or secondary effects
upon the benefits of production information systems.
Furthermore, some important benefits of production
information systems, particularly manufacturing cost
reduction and increase in flexibility, didn’t lead to the
improvement in the corresponding competitive performance
indexes.
Keywords : production information systems, information
technology, empirical research

flexible
manufacturing
systems
(FMS),
automated
retrieval/storage, material requirements planning (MRP),
JIT software, and statistical process control (SPC) software,
to cite a few. More general are databases, local area
networks (LAN) and electronic data interchange (EDI).
These hardware and software have constituted main
modules of the primary production information systems
such as production planning and control system, quality
management system, procurement/inventory control system,
cost management system, new product development support
system, and so on. [3] picked up famous examples of BPR
from Ford’s parts acquisition process and Kodak’s new
product development process. From a strategic perspective,
information technologies are often seen as a source of the
core competence suggested by [2].
The objective of this paper is to empirically examine the
relationships among IT utilization, benefits of the aggregate
production
information
systems
and
competitive
performance by applying correlation and regression
analyses to the plant survey data briefly mentioned below.
A primary concern is whether IT utilization has ever
produced the beneficial effects as expected. As [6][7]
examined this research topic from comparative perspectives,
in this paper we focus on the Japanese manufacturing plants
where the most significant relationships was detected.
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESES
To assess the real contribution of ITs and information
system
modules
to competitive
performance
of
manufacturing plants, we establish a simple analytical
framework with four major characters: information
technologies, production information systems, benefits of
information
systems,
and competitiveness.
The
relationships among those characters are depicted in
FIGURE 1.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the critical information flowing within plants has
been quantitative: production volume, manufacturing cost,
inventory turnover, percent defective, for examp le.
Under
the name of factory automation, numerical control
techniques and computers were introduced into plants very
early compared to other places in business enterprises, and
production information systems have been implemented to
support solving well-structured decision problems.
There
are numerous computer-based information technologies
(ITs) or information system modules that have been used in
the production function. They are computer aided design
(CAD), computer aided engineering (CAE), computer aided
processes planning (CAPP), computer or direct numerical
control (CNC/DNC), computer aided manufacturing,

FIGURE 1
Analytical Framework for Production Information Systems
Operation
Systems

IT
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

CAD
CAE
CAPP
CNC/
DNC
FMS
MRP
LAN
EDI
etc.

l

Production
planning
l Quality
management
l Inventory
management
l Cost management
l New product
development
etc.

Benefits
of IS
l

Manufacturing cost
reduction
l Lead time reduction
l Increased flexibility
l Improved product
quality
l Reduced new
product introduction
time
etc.

Competitiveness
l

Manufacturing
cost
l Conformance quality
l Fast delivery
l Cycle time
l Speed of new
product introduction
l Product capability
and performance
etc.

Being incorporated into primary production information
systems, ITs play roles as drivers to promote the purposes of
the information systems. Hence, characteristics of those
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ITs have been examined in light of the objectives of the
primary production information systems, and possible
benefits of each IT after implementation could be estimated.
For example, CAD is supposed to have a significant impact
upon the period of new product development; CAE seems to
improve reliability of parts and finished goods as well as
hasten the new product development process; CAPP has a
main effect on the reduction in cycle time; and the effect of
LAN could be widespread from the automatic control of
machine tools and robotics through various flows of
production information. On the other hand, each benefit of
aggregate production information systems can be regarded
as a composite of the effects generated from every IT
implemented. Reduction in manufacturing cost could be
attained through implementations of NC machine tools,
FMS, JIT software, simulation tools, computer-based
production equipment control, etc. In general, certain IT
has multiple benefits and certain benefit of the aggregate
production information systems has multiple sources.
In
this research we do not explore the complicated
relationships between ITs and production information
systems and between production information systems and
their benefits one by one. Instead, we bypass the path from
ITs directly to the benefits of the aggregate production
information systems.
Furthermore, the benefits of production information systems
should contribute to competitive advantage in some fashion.
MRP II, simulation tools, and JIT software are often
regarded as key parts for inventory management systems,
whose objectives are to reduce inventory and manufacturing
cost and to smooth the flow of materials and the delivery to
customers. When the objectives are met by implementing
appropriate ITs, the plant becomes globally competitive in
cost and delivery dimensions.
As shown in the next section, this paper deals with eighteen
information technology variables concerning CAD, CAE,
CAPP, NC machine tools, FMS, computer-based production
equipment control, automated retrieval/storage, MRP I and
II, simulation tools, JIT software, SPC software, database
for quality information, LAN, and EDI.
We pick up
twelve benefits of production information systems and
eleven competitive performance indexes, corresponding to
basic objectives in production operations; manufacturing
cost, product quality, quick delivery, and flexibility
(product-mix, production volume, and new product
development).

computer-based production equipment control increase
product-mix flexibility.
(B6) Computer-based production equipment control
increases product-volume flexibility.
(B7) CAD, CAE and electronic linkage reduce new product
introduction time.
(B8) There are no ITs that directly improve customer
service. Secondary effects of ITs could be, however,
expected concerning lead-time and deliveries.
(B9) Electronic linkage increases the level of cooperation
with customers.
(B10) Electronic linkage increases the level of cooperation
with suppliers.
(B11) CAD, CAE and electronic linkage improve product
differentiation.
(B12) CAE, CNC/DNC, FMS, SPC software and database
for quality information improve product quality.
TABLE 1 illustrates the hypothesized effects of ITs on the
aggregate production information systems, (B1) to (B12), as
primary effects.
It also includes some cells which
secondary or indirect effects of ITs.
Similarly, we have the hypotheses on the relationship
between the benefits of production information systems and
the competitive performance indexes.
(P1) - (P12) The Benefits of production information systems
contribute to the corresponding competitive
performance indexes.
In the hypotheses (P1) to (P12), increased level of
cooperation with customers contributes to fast delivery and
increased level of cooperation with suppliers shortens cycle
time among others.
It should be noted that competitive performance of the plant
is influenced by a lot of factors other than computer-based
information systems, although they are not shown in
FIGURE 1 for simplicity. One such factor should be
information systems based on human communication.
More influential to competitiveness are manufacturing
strategy, technology development, quality management,
Just-in-time
production
systems,
human
resource
management,
organizational
behavior, and so on.
Therefore, we can only expect the modest relationship
between the benefits of production information systems and
the competitive performance indexes.
RESEARCH VARIABLES

Then, we propose the hypotheses on the relationship
between implementation of ITs and benefits of the
production information systems as follows:
(B1) CNC/DNC, FMS, MRP I, MRP II, JIT software and
computer-based production equipment control reduce
manufacturing cost.
(B2) Automated retrieval/storage, MRP I, MRP II and JIT
software decrease inventories.
(B3) CAPP, LAN, FMS, automated retrieval/storage,
computer-based production equipment control and
electronic linkage/EDI reduce overall lead-time.
(B4) Automated retrieval/storage and electronic linkage/EDI
improve on-time deliveries.
(B5) FMS, automated retrieval/storage, MRP I, MRP II and

Information Technology Variables (Independent
Variables)
In order to operationalize the analytical framework and the
hypotheses in the preceding section, we introduce some
research variables as below.
The first cluster of variables is concerned with the level of
implementation and utilization of ITs or modules of
production information system. They are put together to
constitute independent variables explaining benefits of the
aggregate production information systems.
A simple
description of each variable is given as below.
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TABLE 1
Hypotheses: Effects of Information Technologies on Production Information Systems
Benefits of PIS

RMFC DINV OLTR IOTD IPMF IPVF RNPI ICSV ILCC ILCS IPDF IPQL

ITs
CAD

P

P

P

CAE

P

P

P

CAPP

P

S

LAN

P

S

CNC/DNC

P

FMS

P

P
P
P

Automated R/S

P

P

P

S

P

S

MRP I

P

P

P

MRP II

P

P

P

JIT software

P

P

P

P

SPC software
Equipment control

P

P

P

P

P

P

S

Quality database

P

S

Orders received by EDI

P

P

S

Orders sent by EDI

P

P

S

Suppliers linked by EDI

P

P

S

Units electronically linked
P: primary effect S: secondary effect

P

P

CAD: Implementation of computer aided design
CAE:
Implementation of computer aided engineering
CAPP: Implementation of computer aided processes
planning
LAN: Introduction of local area networks linking
design and engineering stations
CDNC: Implementation of machine tools with computer
or direct numerical control
FMS:
Implementation of flexible manufacturing
systems
ATRS: Implementation of automated retrieval/storage
systems
MRP1: Implementation of material requirements
planning I (type one MRP)
MRP2: Implementation of material requirements
planning II (closed-loop MRP)
JITS:
Utilization of just-in-time software
SIMT: Utilization of simulation tools
SPCS: Utilization of statistical process control software
CPEC: Implementation of computer-based production
equipment control
DBQI: Utilization of database for quality information
PCOR: Percentage of customer orders received via
electronic data interchange (%)
PPOS: Percentage of purchase orders sent to suppliers
by electronic data interchange (%)
PSPL: Percentage of suppliers linked to the plant via
electronic data interchange (%)
PELL: Percentage of external units (including suppliers,
distributors, company plants, banks, etc.) that
were electronically linked with the plant (%)

P

S

P

P

P

The last four variables are measured in percentage, like 30,
or 75, for the penetration level of EDI or electronic linkage.
The others are dummy variables, taking only two values, 1,
if implemented, or otherwise 0.
Benefits of Production Information Systems
(Intermediate Variables)
The second set of variables deal with perceived benefits of
the aggregate production information systems.
They
become dependent variables of the regression analysis on
ITs and in turn affect competitive performance indexes.
The maximum value of each variable is 5, if every
respondent in the plant strongly agree that the benefit could
be directly attributed to the implementation of ITs and IS
modules in the plant, and the minimum is 1, if they strongly
disagree that. We use the following twelve benefits of the
production information system as critical intermediate
variable:
RMFC: Reduction in manufacturing cost
DINV: Decrease in inventories
OLTR: Overall lead time reduction
IOTD: Improvement in on-time deliveries
IPMF: Increased product-mix flexibility
IPVF: Increased production-volume flexibility
RNPI: Reduced new product introduction time
ICSV: Improved customer service
ILCC: Increased level of cooperation with customers
ILCS: Increased level of cooperation with suppliers
IPDF: Improved product differentiation
IPQL: Improved product quality
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Competitive Performance Indexes (Dependent
Variables)
The third category of variables is concerned with
competitive performance indexes of the manufacturing plant,
relative to global competitors in the industry. They are
subjectively judged by each plant manager on a five-point
Likert scale so that they take discrete integer values from 1
to 5. The following eleven performance indexes include
basic objectives in the production function, that is, cost,
quality, delivery, and flexibility:
MFCT: Manufacturing cost
IVTO: Inventory turnover
FDEL: Fast delivery
DELP: Delivery performance
FCPM: Flexibility to change product mix
FCVL: Flexibility to change volume
SNPI: Speed of new product introduction
CMSS: Customer support/service
CLTM: Cycle time
PCPF: Product capability/performance
CFQL: Conformance quality
Measurement Scales of Information Systems (Auxiliary
Variables)
The last set of variables consists of measurement scales for
the utilization of production information in the
manufacturing plant.
Actual production information
systems are based on not only computers and digital
networks but also human communication, which jointly
determine the competitive performance of the plant.
We
use the following four measurement scales in order to partly
capture the sophistication
level of comprehensive
production information systems (see next section for more
details):
PFEE: Performance feedback
ACCT: Accounting
DPFM: Dynamic performance measures
EXQI: External quality information -supplier quality
controlDATA COLLECTION METHODS
Data used for the subsequent analyses were gathered
through an international joint research on high performance
manufacturing (HPM), some of whose results are shown in
[9]. They are concerned with some important aspects of
manufacturing plants: environment, human resources,
quality, JIT production, IS/ITs, technology development,
manufacturing strategy, improvement and performance.
We could acquire the data from 164 plants located in five
countries: Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and
the United States. Japan accounts for 46 plants, Italy for
40, Germany for 33, USA for 30, and UK for 21. Among
Japanese plants 32 plants are subjectively judged to be
world-class and the rest is randomly sampled from
machinery, electrical & electronics, and automobile
manufacturers. In any plant twenty-six individuals across
levels responded to fifteen types of questionnaires that
partly share the same questions. The respondents included
plant manager, plant superintendent, plant research
coordinator, plant accountant, human resource manager,

inventory/purchasing
manager,
information
systems
manager, production control manager, process engineer,
quality manager, supervisors and direct labor.
Plant-level
data were calculated as an average value of all the valid
responses at the plant for each quantitative question item
and each scale.
In order to identify which ITs and information system
modules had been utilized in the plant, the information
systems manager was asked whether or not the plant had
implemented CAD, CAE, CAPP, LAN, CNC/DNC, FMS,
automated retrieval/storage, MRP I and II, just-in-time
software, simulation tools, SPC software, computer-based
production equipment control and database for quality
information, as well as the percentage of suppliers linked to
the plant via EDI and the percentage of external units that
were electronically linked with the plant.
The
inventory/purchas ing manager also answered the percentage
of purchase orders sent to suppliers by means of EDI and
the percentage of customer orders received via EDI.
Benefits of the aggregate production information systems
for each plant were measured by averaging those scores
which plant manager, plant superintendent and information
systems manager subjectively evaluated in terms of twelve
possible items.
They assessed whether those benefits
could be directly attributed to the implementation of ITs and
information system modules in the plant on a five-point
Likert scale (1=Strongly disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither
agree nor disagree, 4=Agree, 5=Strongly agree). In the
subsequent analysis we pick up the following twelve
benefits of the information systems: reduction in
manufacturing cost, decrease in inventories, overall
lead-time reduction, improvement in on-time deliveries,
increased product-mix flexibility, increased product-volume
flexibility, reduced new product introduction time,
improved customer service, increased level of cooperation
with customers, increased level of cooperation with
suppliers, improved product differentiation, and improved
product quality.
In addition, we established measurement scales for the
utilization of information systems including human-based
communication systems. In this paper we take up four
scales as follows: Performance feedback (responded by
plant research coordinator, information systems manager
and two supervisors), Accounting (responded by plant
accountant, information systems manager and process
engineer), Dynamic performance measures (responded by
information systems manager and two supervisors), and
External quality information -supplier quality
control
(responded by inventory/purchasing manager, quality
manager and information systems manager). [8] pointed
out that process accounting, assigning burden by lead-time
and direct costing were important purposes of information
systems, besides scheduling and tracking workflows, in
world class manufacturing companies. Each measurement
scale was constructed by five to seven question items
evaluated on a five-point Likert scale (1=Strongly disagree,
2=Disagree, 3=Neither agree nor disagree, 4=Agree,
5=Strongly agree). See an appendix at the last part of this
paper for the question items.
Reliability of those
measurement scales was tested according to Cronbach's
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alpha coefficient, and construct validity was examined
through factor analysis . [1] discussed the methodological
issues on empirical research in operations management.
[4][5] showed the details of measurement analysis for the
Japanese plants.

average, 3=Average, 4=Better than average, 5=Superior or
top of the industry).
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Finally, competitive performance was subjectively judged
by the plant manager in terms of the following eleven
indexes: manufacturing cost, inventory turnover, fast
delivery, delivery
performance
(on-time
delivery),
flexibility to change product mix, flexibility to change
volume, speed of new product introduction, customer
support/service, cycle time (from receipt of raw materials to
shipment), product capability and performance, and
conformance quality. Each plant manager was asked to
indicate his/her opinion about how the plant compared to its
competitors in the industry on a global basis on a five-point
Likert scale (1=Poor or low end of the industry, 2=Below

Intercept
CAD
CAPP

RMFC
2.179201
(9.109)**
0.331054
(1.740)
0.303096
(2.275)*

We shall regress each benefit of the aggregate production
information systems on IT variables for the sample of
Japanese manufacturing plants. We start with a regression
model including all IT variables as independent variables,
and then continue to drop some independent variable to
improve significance and fitness of the model. We can use
the data for only nineteen Japanese plants whose IT
utilization data appearing in the final runs are completely
available.

TABLE 2A
Results of Stepwise Regression Analyses
DINV
OLTR
IOTD
3.532766
3.667000
3.794971
(12.175)**
(24.911)**
(33.404)**

IPMF
2.489811
(6.791)**

0.786429
(2.107)*
0.381571
(1.663)

0.461195
(1.920)*

LAN
CDNC

IT Utilization and Benefits of Production Information
Systems

0.547388
(1.963)*

0.243411
(2.301)*

FMS

0.348742
(1.479)
0.849748
(2.363)*

ATRS
MRP1
MRP2

CPEC

0.550440
(2.020)*
0.284766
(3.136)**
0.828896
(9.274)**

DBQI

PSPL

0.298332
(1.686)

0.366179
(1.413)
0.005447
(1.661)

PCOR
PPOS

0.304144
(2.006)*
0.718507
(3.199)**
0.347696
(2.270)*

0.209417
(2.151)*

JITS
SPCS

IPVF
2.348547
(7.728)**

0.288876
(1.892)*
0.003422
(1.983)*

0.003311
(3.142)**
0.006189
(2.114)*

PELL

0.002265
(2.003)*
R2
0.9578
0.2294
0.4119
0.5409
0.6289
Adjusted R 2
0.9241
0.1331
0.3384
0.4491
0.5228
F-value
28.376**
2.382
5.603*
5.891**
5.931**
Values in the parentheses are t-values.
** significant at the 1% level by one-tailed test * significant at the 5% level by one-tailed test

0.7292
0.6251
7.002**
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Intercept
CAD

RNPI
-0.163616
(-0.246)
0.571212
(1.322)

FMS
ATRS
MRP1
JITS

2.163389
(6.896)**
0.329041
(1.672)
0.475647
(2.152)*

CPEC

TABLE 2B
Results of Stepwise Regression Analyses
ICSV
ILCC
ILCS
0.681441
0.605680
2.498129
(0.997)
(1.288)
(5.576)**
1.022662
1.225392
(2.441)*
(3.312)**
0.700880
(4.077)**
0.857662
0.600631
(2.631)*
(1.626)
0.703650
(3.634)**
0.534217
0.436511
(2.896)**
(1.929)*
0.755407
0.330334
(3.732)**
(1.388)

IPDF
-0.584632
(-0.696)
1.806741
(3.265)**

IPQL
1.767615
(5.433)**

1.863695
(4.652)**

1.320860
(4.948)**

0.556091
(2.097)*

0.283001
(1.632)

DBQI

0.600504
(3.812)**

PCOR
PPOS

0.012076
(5.007)**

0.005069
(1.997)*

0.006238
(3.324)**
0.004944
(2.444)*

PSPL
PELL
R2
0.8255
0.7396
Adjusted R 2
0.7584
0.6394
F-value
12.298**
7.384**
Values in the parentheses are t-values.
** significant at the 1% level by one-tailed test

0.009099
(4.308)**
0.8563
0.7845
11.919**

Results of the final runs are summarized in TABLE 2A and
B. Hypothesized effects on the reduction in manufacturing
cost are found significant of CNC/DNC, MRP II and
computer-based production equipment control. FMS and
JIT software, however, have no significant effects on the
costs. On the other hand, unexpectedly, SPC software,
EDI and electronic linkage contribute to the manufacturing
cost reduction. The final run shows both the highest
significance and the best fitness among twelve benefits.
Any hypothesized effects on the decrease in inventories are
not shown, regarding automated retrieval/storage, MRP and
JIT software.
Although quality database and the
percentage of customer orders received via EDI have
marginally significant effects on inventory levels, the
regression model explaining the inventory reduction is the
poorest in significance and fitness.
We can find that CAPP has a significant effect and LAN has
a marginal effect on the overall lead-time, while FMS,
automated retrieval/storage, computer-based production
equipment control, EDI and electronic linkage have no
hypothesized effects.
The percentage of suppliers linked to the plant via EDI
influences
on-time
deliveries,
while
automated
retrieval/storage has no hypothesized effect on the delivery
performance.
Unexpectedly significant effects on the
improvement in on-time deliveries are found in CAPP.

0.006267
(2.324)*
0.005687
(1.594)

0.006716
(2.201)*

0.007986
(3.857)**

0.6159
0.4682
4.169*

0.6465
0.5455
6.401**

0.7447
0.6718
10.211**

* significant at the 5% level by one-tailed test

Marginal effects are also found of SPC software.
Significant effects on the improved flexibility to change
product-mix are found in automated retrieval/storage and
marginally FMS. MRP and Computer-based production
equipment have no significant effects on the product-mix
flexibility. On the other hand, unexpected impacts on the
product-mix flexibility are detected in LAN and JIT.
The result is contrary to the hypothesis that computer-based
production equipment control improves the flexibility to
change production-volume.
Rather, there are some
unexpected influences on the product-volume flexibility.
They are FMS, automated retrieval/storage, MRP I, quality
database, and the percentage of customer orders received via
EDI.
We can find that upon the reduction in new product
introduction time CAD has a marginally significant effect,
but CAE has no such effect. Although the percentage of
external units electronically linked with the plant has no
hypothesized impact on the new product introduction time,
the percentage of purchase orders sent to suppliers by means
of EDI has a highly significant effect. On this benefit there
are many unexpected effects of ITs. They are automated
retrieval/storage, JIT software and marginally MRP I.
Several secondary effects on the improvement in customer
service are found
in automated retrieval/storage,
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computer-based production equipment control, and the
percentage of purchase orders sent to suppliers by means of
EDI. While CAPP, LAN, FMS show no secondary effects
for Japan, CAD and MRP are supposed to contribute to the
improvement in customer service.
Hypothesized effect on the increase in the level of
cooperation with customers is detected in the percentage of
the external units that are electronically linked with the plant,
along with the percentages of customer orders received and
purchase orders sent by means of EDI.
The other
unexpected effects of ITs on the cooperation with customers
are found in CAD, FMS and JIT software.
Upon the increase in the level of cooperation with suppliers,
the percentage of purchase orders sent to suppliers by means
of EDI has a significant effect and also the percentage of
suppliers linked to the plant via EDI has a marginal impact,
but the percentage of the external units that are
electronically linked with the plant show no hypothesized
effect.
Unexpected effects on the cooperation with
suppliers are found of just-in-time software and marginally
automated retrieval/storage and computer-based production
equipment control.
We can find that CAD shows highly significant impacts on
the improvement in product differentiation, while CAE and
the percentage of the external units that are electronically
linked with the plant have no hypothesized effects.
Unexpectedly automated retrieval/storage,
just-in-time
software and the percentage of purchase orders sent to
suppliers by means of EDI improve the product
differentiation.
Upon the improvement of product quality quality database
shows a highly significant effect, but other hypothesized
impacts of CAE, CNC/DNC, FMS and SPC software cannot
be detected. Unexpected effects on the product quality are
automated retrieval/storage, the percentage of purchase
orders sent to suppliers by means of EDI, and marginally
just-in-time software.
These results partially support the hypotheses (P1) to (P12).
There are several ITs which do not show the hypothesized
effects. For instance, CAE has no significant effect on
new product introduction time and product quality; FMS
and automated retrieval/storage neither shorten overall
lead-time nor improve on-time deliveries. JIT software
does not directly decrease inventories. On the other hand,
there found many unexpected or secondary effects of IT
utilization. LAN, EDI or electronic linkage has been
recognized as a source of almost every benefit of production
information systems. Some examples of the unexpected
effects are CAD, FMS just-in-time software upon
cooperation with customers, automated retrieval/storage
upon product-volume flexibility and product quality, MRP
upon customer service, and SPC software upon
manufacturing costs.
Benefits of Production
Competitive Performance
Next

Information

Systems

and

we shall examine the relationships between the

benefits of production information systems and competitive
performance indexes by using a simple correlation analysis.
The results are shown at the upper part of TABLE 3. It has
132 cells, each corresponding to a pair of one benefit and
one competitive performance index. Asterisks in the cells
represent the level of significance for correlations between
the benefits and the performance indexes. They are judged
to support the hypotheses (P3), (P4), and (P8) through (P12).
What is the most surprising is that reduction in
manufacturing cost, decrease in inventories, reduced new
product introduction time, improvement in product-mix
flexibility and production-volume flexibility do not
significantly correlate with the corresponding competitive
performance indexes for the Japanese plants. At least for
these areas, the benefits of production information systems
do not necessarily connect with the improvement in
competitive
performance
directly.
Competitive
performance depends on many factors other than
computer-based
information
systems:
for instance,
human-based communication systems, human resource
management,
quality management,
JIT production,
technology development, manufacturing strategy and so
forth. Production information systems are only one source
of core competence.
Another puzzle is that the benefits of production
information systems sometimes have multiple effects on the
competitive performance indexes. One reason is that those
competitive performance indexes are closely correlated.
Another possible explanation can be given by the
intermediary influence of comprehensive information
systems based on both electronic and human communication.
The lower part of TABLE 3 includes the correlation
coefficients between the benefits of production information
systems and four measurement
scales concerning
information systems in a broad sense. Most of the benefits
of production information systems are significantly
correlated with the measurement scales. Only exception is
for the decrease in inventories. In addition, we could find
that the benefits of production information systems are
closely related with the measurement scales concerning
human resource management, quality management, JIT
production, and manufacturing strategy for the Japanese
sample, as shown in [5]. This possibility should be
explored further along with investigations into determining
the competitive performance of manufacturing companies
from global perspectives.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we made an analytical framework and
hypotheses concerning the relationships among IT
utilization, benefits of production information systems and
competitive performance indexes, (B1) to (B12) and (P1) to
(P12). Main results we can derive from the regression and
correlation analyses applied for Japanese nineteen
manufacturing plants are as follows:
a) The hypotheses concerning the relationships between
IT utilization and benefits of production information
systems, (B1) to (B12), are only partially supported.
There are several ITs which do not necessarily show the
hypothesized
effects:
CAE,
FMS,
automated
retrieval/storage and JIT software.
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TABLE 3
Correlation Analysis on the Benefits of Production Information Systems
Benefits of PIS
RMFC DINV OLTR IOTD IPMF
IPVF RNPI ICSV ILCC
(Competitiveness)
MFCT
*
*
IVTO
*
FDEL
**
*
*
**
DELP
*
**
FCPM
FCVL
*
SNPI
CMSS
CLTM
*
*
**
**
PCPF
CFQL
*
(IS scales)
PFEE
*
**
*
ACCT
*
**
DPFM
*
**
**
**
EXQI
**
**
**
**
** significant at the 1% level by two-tailed test * significant

b)

c)

There are many unexpected effects of IT utilization.
LAN, EDI or electronic linkage has been recognized as
a source of almost every benefit of production
information systems.
The benefits of production information systems do not
necessarily connect with the improvement in
competitive
performance
indexes,
particularly
manufacturing costs, inventory turnover and flexibility
indexes.
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APPENDIX: MEASUREMENT SCALES ON
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Performance feedback intends to collect information on the
kind of feedback used and who receives what.
The
question to the respondents is that
I receive the following information which helps me to
adequately do my job:
1. Quality performance
2. Dependability performance3. Waste reduction
4. New product introduction
5. Financial performance
6. Cost variances
7. Cost of activities
Accounting measures whether or not the plant has adopted
accounting systems based on activity and direct costing.
The question items are
1. Some burden/overhead costs have been converted to
direct costs.
2. Our cost accounting system guides us to eliminate
non-value added activities.
3. We use activity based costing.
4. We have good traceability of costs to their cost drivers.
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Dynamic performance measures intends to assess
the
performance measurement system in terms of changing
detail and object of measures and consider whether the
feedback is timely. The question items are
1. The performance indicators which we use are strongly
related to the planned objectives of the plant.
2. The performance indicators we use change whenever
the planned objectives or programs are changed.
3. The detail of the performance indicators we use changes
with the situation being addressed.
4. We receive performance measurement in time to
perform improvement actions.
5. Our performance measures clearly show objectives and
trends.
External quality information -supplier quality controlmeasures the availability and the easy use of external quality
information regarding suppliers and tests the quality
information exchange from suppliers to plant.
The
question items are
1. Data about quality of parts and components under
purchasing consideration are at our disposal.
2. We can easily use data from tests (of quality) conducted
by a supplier or by an independent laboratory.
3. We have a system for supplier certification.
4. We require evidence of statistical process control from
suppliers of critical parts.
5. Our suppliers have to send us information (documents)
certifying the results of specified tests and inspections
on materials.
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ABSTRACT
This research is an exploratory study and design to find
cross-cultural impact on information systems (IS) managers’
performance, job satisfaction and managerial value,
particularly on American IS and Korean expatriate IS managers
in the United States in the banking industry. Through the
literature review, this study attempts to find the most
frequently used variables which will be used to measure the
magnitude of the cross-cultural impact on those two national
ISmanagers. Finally, this paper presents one research design,
which will use the cultural variables to separate the influences
of the cross-cultural impact on those IS managers from the
other variables.

3.

To examine Korean IS expatriate managers to determine if
they are adapting American managerial practices or if they
are enforcing their own culturally oriented policies at the
personal level and at the organizational level of their
organizations.

LITERATUREREVIEW
Convergence (or universalist) hypothesis contends that
managers are subject to follow industrial norms, attitudes and
behaviorsinordert o comply with the trend of industrialization
of the world [45]. Divergence (or culturogist) hypothesis
argues that managerial differences will remain permanent
around the world as long as differences in culture exist. Child
[14] argues that some IS designs in an organization are
culture-free while others should be designed for a particular
culture if the IS department in an organization is to be effective.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
One of the fundamental issues in cross-cultural management in
IS research is to determine the extent culture impacts on IS
manager's behaviors, beliefs, attitudes, involvement, values,
motivation, commitment,
Table 1. Comprehensive Research Variables Used in
job satisfaction, and
performances in the
workplace [1]. As the
findings of the study
shown in Table 1,
"behavior," "value," and
"performance" are the
variables used very
frequently as research
variables.
Researcher

Year

Black & Proter
Kumar & Bjorn-Anderson

1991
1990

Kel l y, W hatl ey & W orthl ey

1987

Mendanhall & Oddou
Beres
England & Lee

1985
1984
1984

*
*

Adler
D ym esza & N egh andi
England

1983
1983
1983

*
*

Hofstede
Kanungo & W right
Neghandi

1983
1983
1983

*

Church
Bagoz zi
Beres & Portwood

1982
1981
1981

*
*
*

Child
Hart va n y& Puci k
Morris & Sherman

1981
1981
1981

Gorn & Canungo
Cole
Munson

1980
1979
1979

Koch & Steers
Stevens, Beyer & Trice

1978
1978

Beres
Ronen & Kraut
W hitley & England

1977
1977
1977

Redding & Casey
Porter, Steer & Mowday
Miller

1976
1974
1973

*

Rokeach
Hrebinlak& Alluto
Peterson

1973
1972
1972

*

Davis
Marsh & Mannari
Neghandi & Prasad

1971
1971
1971

Goldthropeet al
Nath
W hitehill & T akezaw a

Cross-Cultural Studies

Variablesin Cross-cultural Studies
Behavior

Belief

Attitude

Involvement

Motivation

Value

Commitment

Satisfaction

*

Performance

Effectiveness

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

This study will focus on
the literature review to
find the cultural variables
and develop an initial
model to conduct a
further research with the
following objectives:
1. To examine the
differences and
similarities of the
cultural influences
on American IS
managers and on
Korean IS expatriate
managers in the U.S.
2. To examine the
dimensions of the culture between the two groups of IS
managers.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*

1968
1968
1968

*

*

*

Haire et al
Farmer & Richman
Kluckholn

1966
1965
1965

*

Foa

1964

*

Kerr et al
Whitehill

1964
1964

*

Oberg

1963

Triandis
Kluckholn & Strodbek

1963
1961

McClelland

1961

Har vi s on & Myer
Total

1959

*

*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*

15

*
*
4

9

2

3

13

*
8

3

5

4
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As shown in Table 2, convergence perspective by Black and
Porter [11], Kerr et al [45], Mendenhall and Oddou [53], Miller
[54], Negandhi and Prasad [61] and Tung [74] dominated
international management thought during 1950s in the U.S.
They believed that international differences in management
willdisappearasnations of the world "converge" and become
equally industrialized and use the same management practices

Distinction
Universalists
(Convergence
Hypothesis)

Researchers
Black & Porter
(1991)
Mendenhal & Oddou
(1987)
Tung (1981)

Miller (1973)
Neghandhi & Prasad
(1971)
Kerr et al (1964)

Culturogists or
Psychologists
(Divergence
Hypothesis)

Hofstede (1983,
1981)
Griffeth , Home,
DeNiShi, & Kirchner
(1980)
Ruben & Kealey
(1979)
Munson (1979)
Bass&Berger(1979)

Whitley & England
(1977)
Redding & Casey
(1976)
England&Lee(1974)

Farmer & Richman
(1965)
Haire, Ghiselli &
Porter (1963)
McClelland (1961)

Studies
Studied American manager on
assignment in Hong Kong
about managerial behaviors
anditsrelatedperformances
Managerial behavior is only
determinant of performance
Studied ethnic Chinese
managers who have shown to
honor a tight set of rules,
many of them unwritten
Deemphasized the role of
culture in managerial
effectiveness
Deemphasized the role of
culture in managerial
effectiveness
Argued that through the
imperatives of
industrialization, value
system of managers become
similar
Employee value rather than
attitude & society
comparison rather than
individual
Different management
attitude studied by
nationality
Studiedaboutinterpersonal
and communication skills of
expatriates related to
performance
Studied cultural
differences based on
personal values
Studied managerial
exercises administered to
5,000 managers for 13
nations
Culture and level of
industrialization for
values of managers in five
countries
Studied different beliefs
in eight Asian nations
Studied relationship
between values and success
of managers based on
managers’ value
Studied effectiveness of
countries behaviors as
function of culture
Compared managers among 14
countries about beliefs,
leadership and motivation
Tested correlation between
need achievement and
entrepreneur endeavor in
five countries

Table 2. Convergence Versus Divergence Hypothesis
in performance of their managerial duties.
Numerous culturogists or psychologists [6][22][24][29][31]
[36][37][52][57][66][68][76] are opposite to the universalists.
They viewed that managerial differences will be a permanent
characteristic as long as differences in culture exist. Beres and
Beres et al [8][9] claimed that the typical measure of cultural
values is "methodologically dependent on measures of
individual values." On the other hand, Oberg [63] explained

that cultures take time to converge and that cultural influences
are much stronger. Furthermore, culture is the "most vital"
force for divergence [67].
There are two general thoughts in the relationship between IS
managerial behavior and performance during overseas
assignment. One is the cross-cultural school of thought in
which Farmer and Richman [25][26] would argue that the
effectiveness of a particular managerial behavior is a function
of the culture in which the behavior is performed. England and
Lee [24] and Whiteley and England [76] examined the
relationship between values and success by examining
managers from many nations. On the other hand, Negandhi [59]
who was the advocate of the practical school of thought
assumes that an effective managerial behavior in the U.S. will
be effective in foreign countries too. Researchers such as
Negandhi and Prasad [61] are the ones who deemphasize the
role of culture in managerial effectiveness.
CulturalVariables
Cultural variables uniquely influence on Korean IS expatriate
managers and American IS managers. The commonly used
cultural variables in the literature as follows: history [31][50],
language [35][77], religion [71][75], political system [39],
ethnicity [42], general economic level [32], and geographical
propinquity [31]. Dymsza and Negandhi [20] explained that
the managerial behaviors of American managers in the U.S.,
compared to those in a foreign country and compared the
relationship between managerial behaviors and job
performance in two different contexts. Mendenhall and
Oddou [53] explained that even though managerial behavior is
not the only determinant of performance, it is an important
variable. Lincolnet al[48] have researched cultural differences
in the Asian nations' organizations.
He found that
Confucianism ethic in Korean managers favors vertical social
structures, and the vertical differentiation of the organization's
structure had positive effects on the personal ties and work
satisfaction of the Korean managers. On the other hand,
horizontal differentiation had negative effects on personal ties
and work satisfaction for Korean managers. Turnover rates
are also cited to support it and more committed to their
organizations [15]. Steers [69] and Porter et al [65] defined
organizational commitment as the relative strength of a
manager's identification with and involvement in a particular
organization. Other researchers have also found that age is
positively relatively related to organizational commitment
[38][46][55] in the Asian countries such as Korea. Koch et al
[46] and Stevens et al [70] found that tenure such as number
of years working in the current position or in an organization
has also been found to be positively related to organizational
commitment. Therefore, these two variables, age and tenure,
have been most frequently examined and have shown that the
two variables are most consistent in their relationship to
organizational
commitment,
job
satisfaction,
and
performances.
Motivation and Job Satisfaction
Successful IS managers of multinational firms are dependent
on their performance. Performance of managers, in turn, is
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influenced by the rewards which managers desire to have in
their work situation and by their perceptions of the degree to
which their job expectations are being satisfied [41]. The
findings of Kanungo and Wright [41] gave empirical evidence
on the job-related values and outcomes. Their findings imply
that IS managers' performance is influenced by the levels of
their work attitude, motivation and their job satisfaction. As
shown in Figure 1, Korean IS expatriate managers' in the U.S.
and American IS managers' motivation and job satisfaction are
decided by the interaction between the attitude and value
which the IS managers have toward their jobs, and values
which they have in relation to job outcomes.

Expectation or Values
IS Managers’
Performance

Job
Satisfaction
Perceived importance
related to job
outcomes

Figure 1: Performance of IS Managers

outcomes are culturally determined mainly with the relative
importance of intrinsic versus extrinsic job outcomes.
In their book, Managerial Thinking, Haire, Ghiselli, and Porter
[31] studied leadership and the role of the managers in their
culture, and satisfaction. They [31] found that those managers
in the U.S. and Korea have relatively low homogeneous values.
Separating the impact of culture on the development of
managerial value in IS is a difficult problem for cross-cultural
studies, because the differences in managerial behavior across
cultures could be due to culture, to situational contingencies,
or to individual differences. Thus, a behavior of managers
could be caused by culture, by the situation, or by both of
them [8][9][10].
Kelley and Worthley [43] developed the research design
model that separates cultural effects from other variables. As
shown in Figure 2, a research model was designed according
to the researchers' concept and modified to measure only
culturalvariables influencing both American IS managers and
Korean IS expatriate managers in the United States in the
organizations.
American economic, political and legal
environment will be separated in measuring those managers'
performances, value and job satisfaction. That is why
non-cultural variables by dot lines are disconnected to cultural
influences in contrast to solid lines from both nations' IS
managers.
Recently Kumar and Bjorn-Anderson [47] studied how the
values of systems designers in IS have a substantial influence
on the extent to which IS meets the effectiveness needs of IS
in an organization. An individual manager's personal value
[23][24] system makes a difference in terms of how he/she
evaluates or perceives information, or how he/she behaves.
Therefore, the IS manager's personal or user value system is
viewed as a relatively permanent perceptual framework which
affects the general nature of the IS managers' behaviors
Explanations for Differences of Managerial Behaviors
Researchers in the areaofcross-cultural studies explained why
managers show different behaviors in the different
environment. As shown in Table 3, Ajifuruku and Boddewyn
[3] explained similarities and differences by using cultural,
economic, psychological and sociological variables. These
researchers claimed that out of the four variables, cultural
variables have substantial influences in managerial behaviors.
Harbison and Myers [32] divided managerial similarities and
differences into three categories: economical, psychological
and sociological. Recently, Gudykunst, Yoon, and Nishida [30]
found that Korean managers have a collectivistic culture, and
American managers have a very individualistic culture based
on Hofstede's study. Hofstede [37] divided national culture
into four distinguishable dimensions: power distance,
uncertainty avoidance, collectivism versus individualism and
masculinity versus feminity. Mulder [56] defined power
distance as "the degree of inequality in power between a less
powerful individual and a more powerful other." Hofstede [37]
found that Korean culture is a family, in which exists the
undisputed personal authority of the father-leader, but few

When there is a balance between the job outcomes and the job
value or expectations of the IS managers, their levels of job
attitude or motivation and satisfaction become higher. On the
contrary, if job outcomes do not meet the job expectations of
IS managers, their levels of motivation and satisfaction
become lower. The values of IS managersof two nations to job
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formal rules, which can be explained as large power distance,
and strong uncertainty distance.
The distinction between face culture and self-respect culture
is similar to the distinction between shame and guilt cultures
identified by Ruth Benedict [7]. Other dimensions relevant to
motivation
are
uncertainty
avoidance
and
masculinity-feminity. American society has a willingness to
take some risk (weak uncertainty avoidance) and a need to
perform, to assert oneself (masculinity), the idea of challenge
and achievement.

Korean IS Expatriate
in America

Manager

Korean Cultural
Influences

American

situational [2][12][31][64].
In contextual environment,
Negandhi [59][60] argued not the cultural specificity, but
considered factors such as corporate size , location and market
complexity to be at least equally important to a nation's culture.
In environmental, Farmer and Richman [25][26] suggested that
there are constraints on managerial influence by
socioeconomic, political, legal and technical factors. They
concluded that managerial practices are functions of external
variables.
On the other hand, Nath [58] explained that the behavioral
approach explains managerial behavioral patterns.
This
approach can be divided as follows:
1) Society characteristics connected to the certain
IS Manager
organizational behavior variables [17].
2) Attitudes and perceptions of managers with
respect to management concepts and activities
[7][31][58].
3) Beliefs, value systems and need hierarchies in a
given country [18].

American Thus,
Cultural
in behavioral approach, attitudes, beliefs, value systems
Influences

and need hierarchies are functions of a given culture of a
society. On the contrary, some cross-cultural management
researchers claim that there is increasing evidence to support
the contention that managerial practices, behavior and
effectiveness are as much, if not more, functions of such
American Economic, Political Legal
contextual and environmental variables as they are of
socio-cultural variables [13][59][60]. Finally, Triandis
[71][72][73] divided culture into three patterns:
individualism-collectivism, tightness-looseness, and cultural
Figure 2: Research Design for the Isolation complexity.
of
These three forms are explained in relation to the
Cultural Influences from Other Variables sampling of three aspects of self: private, public, and collective.
Morries[52],Lorenz[49],andEibl-Eibesfeldt[21],Triandis[72]
argued that the collective level of mental programming is
shared with some other people in a country in a region but not
with all other people.
Measurement of Values and Culture
In this research, values and culture are found to be important
variablesi n measuring performance and job satisfaction of the
groups of two national IS managers.
Individuals have values and the values can be used to
compare individuals. On the other hand, culture compares
ethnic groups such as between American and Korean IS
managers. The comparison of cultures assumes that there is
something to be compared. In other words, there is the
distinction between the unique and the comparable, the
specific and the general.
Culture includes systems of values; and values are among the
building blocks of culture. Some constructs are directly and
conceptually related to specific behavior. Fishbein and Ajzen
[27][28]] explained that this is particularly the case for
intentions, managers' subjective probabilities that they will
perform some behavior. On the other hand, other constructs,
among which are attitudes and values, are not directly and
conceptually related to specific behaviors and these attitudes

Korean societies are masculine but have a strong uncertainty
avoidance. That is, Korea is less willing to take risks.
Therefore, security is a powerful motivator for IS managers. In
other words, Korean IS expatriate managers are very eager to
carry out if they are offered security in return. Noburnet al[62]
classified four different perspectives: contextual [59][60][61],
behavioral [18][36][37][58], environmental [25][26], and
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Table 3. Researchers and Their Experimentations for Behaviors
Researchers
Variables in Cross Cultural Studies
Ajifuruke & Boddewyn
(1970
Variables in explanation of managerial similaritie
and differences
1) Cultural
2) Economic
3) Psychological
4) Sociological
Harbison & Myers
(1959)
Variables in explanation of managerial similaritie
and differences
1) Economic development (Kerr et al 1964)
2) Psychological explanation (McClelland 1961)
3) Sociological explanation (Harbison et al argued
that sociological explanation is very similar t
cultural or psychological)
Hofstede (1980)
Four dimensions of national culture
1) Individualism versus collectivism
2) Power distance
3) Uncertainty avoidance
4) Masculinity versus femininity
Kluckholn et al (1945)
Classification of cultural variables
1) Culture as explanatory variable
2) Culture as descriptive concept
Neghandi (1983)
Conceptual and methodological approaches
1) Environmental
2) Behavioral
3) Economic development orientation
Nobum, Birley, Dunn & Payne (1990)
Four perspectives of comparative management
1) Contextual (Neghandi 1983)
2) Behavioral (Davis 1971; Hofstede 1980; Nath 1980
3) Situational (Boddewyn 1966; Haire et al 1966; Adl
1983b; Peterson 1986)
4) Environmental (Farmer and Richman 1965)
Triandis (1989)
1) Individualism versus collectivism
2) Tightness versus looseness
3) Cultural complexity

and values and should include construct validation.
The key constructs to be used are values and culture. Values
are an attribute of individuals and collectivities. Culture
assumes a collectivity. Triandis [71][72][73] and Hofstede
[36][37] explained that values have both intensity and
direction. The values should further distinguish between
values as the desired and the desirable. In this study, culture
would be defined as an ethnic group collectivity what
personality is as an individual IS manager. On the other hand,
personality has been defined by Fishbein et al[27] as "the
interactive aggregate of personal characteristics that influence
the individual's responses to the environment." Therefore,
culture would be one of the main variables used in measuring
the behaviors of IS managers.

Cyert and March [17] used the term "uncertainty avoidance".
Hofstede [36][37] argued that technology and religion are
used to cope with uncertainty. Technology creates short-term
predictability as to its outcomes. IS managers in an
organization try to make the behavior of people predictable.
As suggested by many researchers [36][37][71][72][73], an
uncertainty avoidance can be measured on the basis of the
country mean score for the three questions such as rule
orientation, employment stability and stress.
As Triandis [73] and Hofstede [36][37] suggested,
individualism describes the relationship between the
individual and the collectivity. In some cultures such as that
of the USA, individualism is seen as a blessing and a source
of well-being. On the other hand, it is seen as alienating in
Korea. Triandis [71][72][73] explained that technologies
developed in western individualistic settings more or less
presuppose an individualist mentality in entrepreneurs,
managers and workers. The collectivist value pattern in more
traditional societies sets limit on the technology transfer
possibilities.
One solution is sought in the transfer of
intermediate or appropriate technology which is better
adapted to what already exists in the traditional collectivist
societies. Another solution is the local design of political and
organizational structures which allow collectivism and model
technology to coexist. Korea is an example of the successful
integration of modern technology with more traditional values.
Herzbergetal [34] researched and found that work goals were
different depending on the sex (gender). Manhardt [51]
similarly found that male workers liked to achieve
advancement, responsibility, and supervision of others.
Femaleworkers,however,wouldlike to have ample leisure time,
good relationship with supervisors, etc. Crowleyet al [16], and
Hofstede [37] also had similar findings that male workers
wanted to have advancement, higher earnings, and training.
On the other hand, female workers wanted to have friendly
atmosphere, helping relationships, etc.
There are many researchers [4][19] who have attempted to
comprehend the relationship between attitudes and behavior
using expectancy-values approaches focused on the
relationship between cognition about behavior and the
creation of attitudes and/or intentions toward behavior of
managers. As shown in Figure 4, these researchers have
attempted to examine attitudes towards behavior and that is
the expectancy-value formulation [5][40]. These researchers
[5][40] studied in job satisfaction to success have an intention
to do better performance, productivity, or efforts in their
organization. Therefore, this expectancy-value formulation
can be applied to measure these objectives of the research
using Korean IS expatriate managers and American IS
managers.
CONCLUSION
As an exploratory literature review for cross-cultural related
study and design, this research has attempted to determine the
extent culture impacts on two national IS managers’ values,
job satisfaction, and performances in the organization. As
shown in Table 1, "behavior," "value," and "performance" are
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found to be the variables used very frequently in the literature.
Consequently, these variables will be used for further research
to measure and explain the cultural influences on Korean IS
expatriate and American IS managers in the banking industry.
This study also developed a research design for the isolation
of cultural influences from other variables to measure the
cultural variables only.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims first, to explore the extent of
benefits at different levels of IT applications in
developing nations have realized. Second, this
paper identifies those factors and/or processes
associated with relative success and failure. This
study collected data from fifty-seven firms in
Taiwan using the mail survey method. Based on
the Venkatraman’s (1994) levels of IT
applications, six archetypes were developed to
measure IT implementation (the first three stages
represent evolutionary levels, while the last three
represent revolutionary levels). Results indicated
that a majority of firms are at the evolutionary
levels of IT applications but over ninety percent
of sample firms advanced IT applications within
a three-year time frame. Despite the
transformation, respondents perceived a low
degree of variation in the realized benefits from
IT applications and no significant differences
existed between benefits derived from
evolutionary and revolutionary levels of IT
applications. Exceptions to this were benefits
derived from reengineering the mix of internal
value chain activities and IT applications on
operations. Results from regression analysis
indicated that success of IT applications was best
determined by behavioral and organizational
variables rather than by technical variables.
INTRODUCTION
The world is becoming smaller as boundaries are
removed through open economies with less
restricted flow of goods/expertise and
information across national boundaries and

geographic distance. The development of
information technology (IT) 1 in the past four
decades has further shrunk the world through
electronic
commerce
(e-commerce)
and
electronic business (e-business). According to
industry figures, e-commerce in the US will
reach $41bn by 2002 compared to $7bn in 1998.
Forrester, the US research group, estimates that
US e-business will reach $1.4 trillion in 2003
compared to $19bn in 1997. This equates to ebusiness’s share of US GPD rising from 0.2
percent to 9.7 percent over the six-year period.2
IT has contributed significantly to a seamless
business environment that requires quick
response, flexibility and intellectual resources.
In developed countries, cutting-edge companies
are increasingly employing IT to enhance their
competitive advantage in the global marketplace.
IT has the potential to change companies’
competitiveness, to change the industries in
which they operate, and to fuel innovation [7, p.
40]. For firms to survive and prosper they may
rely on IT to establish niches, or to facilitate
reengineering processes in order to optimize the
internal value chain, or to provide links and
collaborative connections to upstream (suppliers)
1

Throughout this paper, the term IT is used to refer to the
embodiment of information systems (hardware and
software) and communication technologies including
communication hardware and software, transmission and
receipt of data, voice, graphics, and full motion video.
Thus, IT is viewed in a broad sense as it refers to any
artifact whose underlying technological base is comprised
of computer or communications hardware and software.
[14, p. 123]
2

Source:
http://specials.ft.com/ln/ftsurveys/industry/sc6736.htm
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and downstream (customers) components of the
value chain. More and more firms rely on IT to
leverage their resources either within the firm or
to collaborate with other businesses. Specifically,
they may have to consider a good mix or tradeoff
across these activities. For example, they may
spend more resources on design and save
considerably more on manufacturing and
marketing; increase market value and/or market
share by promoting higher quality. The
development of Internet and management tools
(such as i2, Manugistics and SAP’s Advanced
Planning and Optimization) has provided a
common platform to create virtual organizations
or agile manufacturing. In turn, IT applications
facilitate collaboration among businesses all over
the world for enhancing strategic alliance,
exchanging data and knowledge, extending the
supply chain and introducing electronic
procurement.
The potential of IT to enhance a company’s
competitive advantage suggests that enterprises
in developing countries will inevitably have to
undertake IT-based initiatives, if they are to
respond to the threats and opportunities of an
increasingly open and competitive marketplace.
The Digital Opportunity Initiative 3 recently
released a report demonstrating the critical role
that
information
and
communication
technologies (ICT) help generating sustainable
economic development and achieving a range of
social goals in developing nations. Given the
limited resources and infrastructure in
developing countries, it is especially important
for their enterprises to learn more about the
preconditions for successful IT applications, as
well as how to realize the full potential of such
technology. As a majority of extant studies in the
IT literature were mainly conducted in the
United States, it is important for researchers to
add an international perspective to the IT
investment-performance relationships [15] [33].
In particular, to uncover the experience of
organizations in developing countries in Asia
3

The Digital Opportunity Initiative was launched in July
2000 in response to last year’s Group of Eight (G8)
summit, which adopted the Okinawa Charter on the Global
Information Society and created the G8 Digital
Opportunity Task Force (Dot Force). The Dot Force
encourages the G8 leaders to continue their commitment
last year to harness the unique potential of ICT to meet
developing countries’ needs (http://www.accenture,com).

will shed new insights to IT applications. This
paper aims first, to explore the extent of benefits
at different levels of IT applications in
developing nations have realized. To the extent
that many of these have realized net benefits, the
findings can help non-adopters to evaluate
whether they should also seriously consider IT
implementation. Second, there will undoubtedly
be both successes and failures within the existing
IT adopters. This paper identifies those factors
associated with relative success and failure. The
findings can help firms to manage their IT
implementation
by
minimizing
their
costs/mistakes or maximizing the net benefits
from such initiatives. Findings of such research
can also inform policy makers about the needed
levels and forms of support for enterprises in
developing nations to become more effective
global competitors in the IT arena. Our study
focuses on Taiwan firms as they are unique in
their own work-related culture, institutional
arrangements and environment, perhaps also
stages of economic development and supply of
skilled personnel [11] [12]. The findings from
local firms should be especially informative on
the issues of interest.
This paper is organized as follows. The
following section reviews the extant literature on
IT
implementation-performance and
the
theoretical models of success factors. The data
collection methods and variable measurement
are then presented, followed by results of data
analysis and discussions of findings. The last
section concludes with implications of results
and direction for future research.
LITERTURE REVIEW AND
PROPOSITIONS DEVELOPMENT
Levels of IT Applications
An early model of the evolution of IT
applications was the stage of growth theory, first
developed by Gibson and Nolan [1974] and later
expanded by Nolan [1979]. According to this
theory, the growth of IT applications in business
organizations follows a pattern which can be
divided into six stages - initiation, contagion,
control, integration, data administration, and
maturity. The first three stages refer to as a
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period of managing computers and the last three
as a period of managing information (data)
resources. Each stage is marked with specific
features, problems, and organizational changes.
This theory was later augmented by a number of
studies by other researchers (for example, [3] [24]
[32]).
As advances in IT technologies accelerated
explosively in the 1980s and 1990s, the speed
and scope of IT applications also kept pace, and
the stage of growth theory began to lose its
relevancy. Researchers began to focus on the
potential of IT to provide new sources of
advantage for business operations [28] [36] [40]
[43] [52]. In 1994, Venkatraman presented a
synthesis of the action research as a descriptive
theory, which later was developed to a 5-level IT
applications model. Other researchers (for
example [20] [38] [42] [51]) also have proposed
similar models of IT applications.
The benefits of IT can only be fully realized
when firms complement IT investment with
organizational restructuring, reengineering, and
redesign [33]. As suggested by Venkatraman’s
[1994] theory, “the benefits of IT deployment
are marginal if only superimposed on the
existing organizational condition (especially
strategies, structures, processes, and culture.)” (p.
74). Benefits intensify in those cases where IT
investments are accompanied by corresponding
changes in organizational characteristics.
Venkatraman’s [1994] theory has two
dimensions: the range of IT potential benefits
and the degree of organizational transformation.
These two dimensions are embedded in five
distinct IT application levels: localized
exploitation, internal integration, business
process redesign, business network redesign, and
business scope redefinition. The first two levels
of IT deployment are evolutionary in nature,
while the last three are revolutionary.
Venkatraman’s five-stage model is used for this
study as it exemplifies specific characteristics
associated with different levels of IT
applications.
Regardless of the number of IT application
levels that are conceptualized, they should not be
taken to represent progressive stages of
evolution [52, p. 74]. There may be firms that

advance from level zero to level five without
going through the intermediate stages. In
particular, as technologies advance and as other
firms expand their IT applications, there would
be more opportunities, role models, available
technology, and competitive pressures for
leapfrogging to much higher levels of
application. IT application is more than just a
technological change, as associated with it there
may be changes in the boundaries across
function, or strategies, or human skill
requirements. As suggested by Venkatraman
[1994], higher levels of transformation may
indicate higher potential benefits, but they also
require a correspondingly higher degree of
organizational changes. Analysis of the costs and
benefits at different levels of IT application and
their success factors are the central thrust of this
paper. It is important for firms to identify first
the level of IT applications where the potential
costs of the required organizational changes are
justified for the benefits derived. Whether to
advance to a higher level may be driven by
competitive force in the marketplace.
Benefits of IT Applications
Benefits of IT applications in firms have ranged
from being narrowly focused to being enterprisewide. For example, B2E (business to employees)
has become more important because businesses
can realize the benefits quickly. Evidence
revealed hard cost savings by replacing paper
processes used for human resources management
and staff training with cheaper electronic
equivalence. The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG) cites an example from Ford which
published the healthcare brochure online instead
of printing and distributing to staff at a cost of
US$ 1 million. 4 Pfizer, one of the largest
pharmaceutical companies in the world, has
developed an electronic-based drug submission
system that can shorten the approval cycle by the
United States (U.S.) Food and Drug
Administration, resulting in cost savings of
US$142 million thus far [4]. Cisco Systems Inc.
reportedly has saved US$2 billion over the past
four years by implementing Net-based ordering
[7, p. 37]. Rolls-Royce Motors, the car
manufacturer, is moving towards full integration
4

Source: http://globalarchive.ft.com/
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of its suppliers into its design process by sharing
the data in its IBM-managed Catia computeraided design package. This approach has reduced
the design cycle time by 25 per cent and the
number of design changes per component and, in
turn, has saved approximately 30 per cent of the
cost of each component. 5
Despite the anecdotal evidence as discussed
above, to determine the benefits of IT
applications in the real world has proven
extremely difficult. Management always
presumes that IT investment will enhance
financial or economic performance, but they do
not know how to measure the actual impact of
such investment. Research to date has indicated
inconclusive and elusive relationships between
the IT investments and organizational
performance/productivity,
or
so-called
productivity paradox [5] [31] [33] [48] [50].
Equivocal findings
of
IT
investmentperformance studies are mainly due to research
methodological problems, including the timeframe of the data collected and the measurement
of performance [5] [29] [33].
How to measure benefits or success has always
been widely discussed in the IT literature.
Traditional IT investment-performance studies
have mainly relied on financial data including
profitability measures, such as growth in sales,
profit margin, return on assets, return on sales,
return on equity; or efficiency measures (such as
fixed assets turnover, total assets turnover, and
inventory turnover); or stock price [2] [17] [25]
[33] [34] [46] [47] [48] [54]. Other studies have
measured performance in terms of market share
gain, new market penetration, measures of
quality improvement and productivity [31] [55].
However, it has been argued that over-reliance
on profitability or financial market measures
indicate too much emphasis on maximization of
stockholders’ wealth without considering other
stakeholders [9]. Other researchers have called
for performance measures beyond the
conventional techniques. These include analysis
of hidden costs and benefits such as human
resources; soft IT value measures and qualitative
measures including quality changes, product

innovation, improved timeliness of delivery and
personalized customer services [5] [10] [25] [41].
In addressing the importance of qualitative
measures, Tallon, Kraemer and Gurbaxani [2000]
have adopted a process-oriented model to
examine executives’ perceptions of the possible
impacts of IT on critical activities within the
value chain. Similarly, our study measures
benefits of IT applications in terms of the value
added derived from IT application on each
value-chain activity. This approach is based on
Michael Porter’s [1985] value chain analysis that
involves identification of separate activities
within and around an organization and assessing
its ability to provide value-for-money products
or services.
Although it may be possible for benefits of IT to
be realized in the same year when the investment
is made, it is common for such benefits to be in
the nature of longer term returns. Some studies
(for example, [1] [2] [33] [35]) only examined
cross-sectional data and reported positive and
significant effects of IT investment. However,
these results have been commented as not
convincing since their research design ignores
the lag effects of IT investment. More recent
studies have improved the research design by
examining multi-year cross-sectional data or
adopting a longitudinal approach of analysis [16]
[25] [34] [48]. These studies have found strong
empirical validity in supporting the propositions
that relationships do exist between IT investment
and firm performance. In particular, Devaraji
and Kohli [2000] examined eight hospitals over
a three-year period using monthly data, and
found a positive lag effect of IT investment on
organizational profitability. In our study, we
focus on the change in levels of IT applications
based on a two-time frame (namely at the current
point in time and three years ago). We aim at
exploring whether firms advance their
technology over time by comparing the level of
IT applications in current year and that of three
years ago. If such transformation exists, what
would be the value-added of the firm’s current
IT applications relative to that three years ago on
each of the Porter’s [1985] value chain activities?

5

Source:
http://specials.ft.com/ln/ftsurveys/industry/sc673e.htm
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Success Factors of IT Applications
While many firms have used IT with success,
there also are many cases of reported failures, or
at least failing to obtain as much net benefit as
initially expected (the so called productivity
paradox). Gartner Group and its subsidiary,
TechRepublic, Inc. (a technology consulting
company) interviewed 1,375 IT professionals in
North America in their September 2000 survey.
Results indicated that approximately 40% of IT
projects do not produce their intended results.
On average, companies spent an average of $1
million a year for unsuccessful projects, on top
of wasted professional resources that could not
be easily quantified. Failure of IT investments
was mainly due to mismanagement of available
workers; lack of project management training;
lack of supervisor charged with ongoing
evaluation of project viability and, where
appropriate, their timely termination and
reassignment of staff to other activities [Journal
of Accountancy, February 2001, p.24]. In some
cases, the anticipated benefits fail to materialize
within the project time frame. The reasons for
delay in obtaining the benefits are due to
management’s failure to apply strategical
leverage to the full potential of IT and their
failure to overcome resistance to change [17]. In
particular, firms fail to realize that IT
implementation is more than just a technical
change, but rather a wide ranging organizational
change. To function effectively, IT has to be
fully and successfully integrated into users’
activities. Also, management has to consider the
organizational culture and human factor in
assessing the likelihood the workforce will be
able to accept and absorb the technology [8] [13]
[22] [26] [27] [33]. While these studies provide
evidence in developed countries, our study
examines whether the success factors of IT
applications in developing nation will differ.
Specifically, successful IT implementation
depends on the ability of firms to adapt to the
potential disruption in work processes, together
with co-ordination of different stakeholders that
are involved with technological transformation.
In the behavioral accounting literature [44]
developed a comprehensive theoretical model
about the implementation of cost management
systems. Although the model has been mainly

applied to examine success factors of activitybased costing (ABC) systems, it is based on an
extensive review and analysis of the literature on
the implementation of administrative and
technical innovations in organizations [44]. The
underlying assumption of this model is that cost
systems are administrative rather than technical
innovations and as such behavioral and
organizational variables (instead of economic
and technical considerations) can be important
determinants of success. The model identified
seven success factors, namely organizational
culture, controls, champion, change process,
commitment, compensation, and continuing
education. In our study, IT applications are
considered as administrative innovations, as their
success depends on how strong the top
management supports the initiative and how well
it creates a dominant or powerful coalition with
employees, so as to make them accept and work
with the innovations. To this end, we adopted the
Shields and Young [1989] model as it is more
appropriate to the scope of our study while it has
been tested and validated in prior research [44]
[45].
Propositions
Based on the empirical evidence, Venkatraman
[1994] IT application model, Porter’s [1985]
value chain analysis, and Shields and Young
[1989] success factors model, the propositions
for this study are presented below:
Proposition 1: There is a significant variation in
benefits at different levels of IT
applications.
Firms
at
evolutionary levels are expected
to generate a lower range of
benefits
than
that
at
revolutionary levels.
Proposition 2: The levels of IT application
explain the variation in the
benefits derived.
Proposition 3: Behavioral and organizational
variables explain the variation in
benefits of IT applications more
than technical variables.
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RESEARCH METHODS
Data Collection Method
A mail survey was used due to its costeffectiveness in collecting data from a relatively
larger sample than field studies. It was also
considered appropriate to provide initial analysis
for an exploratory study of this kind. Data was
collected by mail survey with 80 firms. The
questionnaire was sent to the appropriate
managers through the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of each firm. Fifty-seven usable
responses were received giving a 71% response
rate.
The questionnaire was designed based on prior
literature and the theoretical models as discussed
under the literature review. It contains three
main sections. The first section explores firms’
current level of IT applications and that of three
years ago in order to evaluate whether they have
advanced their technology over time. It is
expected that firms should expedite IT
applications within a short period of time in
order to meet the innovative challenges and
competitiveness in the rapidly changing business
environment. The second section solicits
whether firms have achieved their expectations
of the IT applications, the associated benefits as
well as the success factors. The final section
collects descriptive information about the firm
and the respondents.
Measurement of Variables
Levels of IT Applications
The typology approach was adopted to measure
levels of IT applications based on the premise
that technological changes should complement
with strategic and organizational changes in
order to realize or maximize benefits. Based on
the Venkatraman [1994] model, six archetypes
were developed to measure different levels of IT
application. 6 The model is adopted as it is well
accepted in the U.S. literature and incorporated

in textbooks. Each of the six archetypes
exemplifies
specific
objectives
and
characteristics of technological transformation,
organizational
structuring,
functional
relationships, information flow and management
guidelines for deriving maximum benefits (see
Appendix 1). Taking a retrospective longitudinal
approach, respondents were asked to indicate
which levels of the six archetypes most closely
reflects their firm’s use of IT at the current point
in time and as of three years ago.
Benefits of IT Applications
Based on Porter’s value chain activities, nineteen
questions were used to measure benefits of IT
applications. For each of the value-chain
activities, respondents were asked to rate the
value added of their firm’s current IT
applications relative to that three years ago on a
seven-point scale with 1= A lot lower, 4=About
the same, and 7=A lot higher.
Success Factors of IT Applications
The Shields and Young [1995] instrument for
activity-based costing system implementation
was adapted to measure the success factors of IT
applications. Sixteen questions were included to
ask the respondents to rate the degree to which
each of the behavioral, organizational and
technical variables is present in their IT. A
seven-point scale was used to measure the
degree with 1=Not at all and 7=To a very great
extent. Behavioral and organizational variables
include top management support; linkage of IT
applications to competitive strategy, operational
quality and speed; training in designing,
implementation and using IT; non-IT ownership
as compared to IT ownership; consensus about
and clarity of IT applications objectives; and
sufficient internal resources. Technical variables
include canned software, customized software;
stand-alone vs. integrated system, and external
consultants.
RESEARCH FINDINGS

6

The six IT application archetypes include the five levels
(labeled as Level 1 – 5) as suggested in the Venkatraman
[1994] model and an additional level (labeled as Level 0)
that represents little or no IT application.

Characteristics of the Firms
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the 57
186
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sample firms. Thirty percent of these firms were
in the servicing sector, 29 percent in
manufacturing and 28 percent in electronic
communication. In terms of number of
employees, 26 percent fell within the range from
1-100, 45 percent from 101–500 employees, and
29 percent of firms employed over 500. Ninetysix percent of the firms assigned employees to be
responsible for IT applications.

IT applications with firms’ size, eight firms with
over 500 employees (referred to large firms)
were at evolutionary levels. On the contrary,
fourteen firms with less than 500 employees
(referred to small and medium firms) were at
revolutionary levels.

Table 2 presents the characteristics of the
respondents. Fifty-eight percent of respondents
reported that they were members of high-level
management and 37 percent at middle level.
Fifty percent of the respondents’ job nature was
primarily related with information systems, 20
percent financial, 20 percent were operational.
Forty-two percent of the respondents were
involved in their firms’ IT applications as
managers, 16 percent as members, and 32
percent as non-members. The respondents’
experience in the firms ranged from 1-25 years
with a mean of 6.82 years and a median of 4
years. Their experience in the current position
ranged from 0.5-18 years with a mean of 3.39
years and a median of 2.25 years.

Respondents were asked to compare their firms’
current IT applications with what their firms had
targeted when it embarked on increasing IT use
three years ago. Sixty-five percent of
respondents considered it as about the same
while 35 percent considered it as higher than
targeted. Regarding the costs incurred for
transition from the levels of three years ago to
the current level of IT applications, 5 percent of
the respondents considered it as much lower, 69
percent considered it as about the same, 26
percent considered it as much higher. Sixtyseven percent of the respondents regarded the
benefits derived the current level of IT
applications as about the same as that of three
years ago, while 33 percent indicated much
higher benefits than that of three years ago. In
terms of the time involved in transiting from the
level of three years ago to the current level of IT
applications, 9 percent considered it as much
shorter, 66 percent considered it as the same,
while 25 percent considered it as much longer.

Firms’ Levels of IT Applications

Benefits of IT Applications

Two percent of the firms selected Level “0” as
their current archetype of IT application, 23
percent at Level 1, 36 percent at Level 2, 34
percent at Level 3, 3 per cent at Level 4, 2
percent at Level 5. These statistics also suggest
that 58 percent were at evolutionary levels while
39 percent were at revolutionary levels.

To measure benefits, respondents were asked to
compare the value-added of their firm’s current
IT application on each of the value chain activity
with that of three years ago. A seven-point scale
was used anchored by 1=A lot lower, 4=About
the same, and 7=A lot higher. Table 3 shows that
the means of value added or benefits on each
activity arising from IT application changes
ranged from 4.46 to 5.32. The mean scores
indicate that certain degree of benefits were
derived from the IT transformation. Specifically,
benefits realized from sharing and coordination
within the organization (mean=5.32); changes in
IT
applications
on
inbound
logistics
(mean=5.11);
technology
development
(mean=4.91); reengineering the mix of internal
value chain activities (mean=4.91); marketing
and sales (mean=4.91); and operations
(mean=4.91) are relatively higher than that from
other activities.

Characteristics of the Respondents

Compared to three years ago, only five firms’
current IT applications (9 percent) remained at
the same level and fifty-two firms (91 percent)
had advanced IT applications. In particular, eight
of these firms had advanced IT applications by
more than one level. Among this group, one firm
even moved from Level 1 to Level 5. Although
these levels might not necessarily be sequential,
it implied a higher degree of transformation if
firms
advanced
IT
applications
from
evolutionary to revolutionary levels within a
three-year time frame. When compared levels of
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Table 1
Characteristics of Firms
Industry
Electronic
Communication
Transport
Manufacturing
Service
Banking
Air Service
Office Equipment
Non- Banking Financial
Institution
Sales Product
Discount/ Volume Sales
Medical Care
Food
Others
Firm Size
1 - 100
101 - 500
501 - 1000
1001 - 5000
5001 - 10000
Over 10000
Employee responsible
for IT Application
Yes
No

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Total

0%

7%

9%

9%

3%

0%

28%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
7%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
9%
7%
2%
0%
0%
2%

2%
14%
7%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%

2%
29%
17%
2%
0%
0%
2%

0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
2%

2%
0%
0%
0%
5%
23%

3%
0%
2%
0%
2%
36%

0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
34%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%

5%
0%
2%
0%
13%
100%

0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%

12%
9%
2%
0%
0%
0%
23%

5%
19%
3%
3%
3%
2%
36%

7%
16%
7%
3%
0%
2%
34%

0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
1%
3%

2%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
2%

26%
45%
12%
8%
3%
5%
100%

2%
0%
2%

21%
2%
23%

34%
2%
36%

34%
0%
34%

3%
0%
3%

2%
0%
2%

96%
4%
100%
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Table 2
Characteristics of Respondents
Level of Management
High- Level
Mid- Level
Others

Job Nature
Finance
Administration
Engineering
Information System
Sales
Manufacturing
Others

Level of Participation
Management
Member
Non- member
Others

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Total

2%
0%
0%
2%

12%
2%
0%
14%

16%
16%
2%
35%

26%
14%
2%
42%

0%
5%
0%
5%

2%
0%
0%
2%

58%
37%
5%
100%

0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%

2%
2%
0%
11%
0%
2%
4%
20%

11%
0%
0%
20%
0%
2%
4%
37%

7%
4%
2%
13%
4%
2%
3%
35%

0%
0%
0%
4%
0%
0%
0%
4%

0%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
2%

20%
6%
2%
50%
6%
6%
10%
100%

2%
0%
0%
0%
2%

11%
2%
2%
0%
15%

11%
8%
11%
2%
32%

14%
7%
16%
8%
45%

2%
0%
2%
0%
4%

2%
0%
0%
0%
2%

42%
16%
32%
10%
100%
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Sample firms were divided into two groups
based on their current levels of IT applications.
Archetypes 1-3 were classified as evolutionary
levels while Archetypes 4-6 revolutionary levels.
Median tests were performed to compare the
benefits realized from changes in IT applications
between these two groups. Results indicated that
no significant differences existed except on
reengineering the mix of internal value chain
activities
(median=5.00,
chi-square=5.17,
p<0.05) and operations (median=5.00, chisquare=7.165 p<0.05). These results offered
weak support to Proposition 1 that there was a
significant variation in benefits of IT application
between the evolutionary and revolutionary
levels.
Success Factors of IT Applications
To measure the success factors, respondents
were asked to rate the degree to which each of
the behavioral, organizational and technical
variables was present in IT applications. A
seven-point scale was used anchored by 1=Not at
all and 7=To a very great extent. Table 4
presents the mean values of these variables in
descending order. There was no wide dispersion
among these variables ranging from 4.23 to 5.77.
The top five variables that were present in IT
applications included top management support
(mean=5.77),
IT
department
ownership
(mean=5.50), a clear and concise objective
(mean=5.47), training in use (mean=5.13) and
training in implementation (mean=5.07).
Impacts of Levels of IT Applications and
Success Factors on Benefits
To examine the impacts of levels of IT
applications and success factors on benefits
derived, we estimated the following multiple
regression model. We created a dummy variable
to represent the evolutionary and revolutionary
levels of IT applications based on Venkatraman
[1994] model and classified the success factors
into behavioral/ organizational and technical
variables based on Shields and Young [1989]
model.

Where
Dependent Variable
BENEFITS = mean
Applications

of

benefits

of

IT

Independent Variables
D = 1 if the firm is at revolutionary levels
= 0 if the firm is at evolutionary levels
SF1 = mean of behavioral and organizational
success factors
SF2 = mean of technical factors
The regression model was significant (p<0.00).
Table 5 – Panel A shows that the adjusted R2
was 37.6 percent. Only the behavioral/
organizational factors provided statistically
significant (p<0.05) explanations of benefits of
IT applications.
We further regressed the individual behavioral
and organizational success factors (independent
variables) on Benefits of IT application
(dependent variable).
BENEFITS = â0 + â 1 Support + â2 Objective
+â 3 Consensus + â4 Link(Strategy)
+ â 5 Link(Quality) +
â 6 Link(Speed)
+ â 7 Training(Design)
+ â 8 Training(Implementation)
+ â 9 Training(Use)
+ â 10Ownership(Dept)
+ â 11Ownership (Users)
+ â 12 Resource +å
(2)
Results indicate that the adjusted R2 was 62.8%
and three variables provided statistically
significant explanations of benefits of IT
applications (p< 0.05): linkage to speed, training
in using IT systems and human resource
adequacy (see Table 5 – Panel B). The
regression results supported Proposition 3 that
the variables representing behavioral and
organizational success factors explained the
benefits of IT applications more than technical
success factors.

BENEFITS = â0 + â 1 D + â2 SF1 + â3 SF2 +
â 4 DSF1 + â 5 DSF2 + å
(1)
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Table 3
Benefits of IT Applications
A lot Lower
Sharing and coordination
Inbound logistics
Technology development
Marketing & sales
Operations
Re-engineering the mix of internal value chain activities
Organizational learning
Customer support
Procurement
Managing customers
Infrastructure
Innovation
Outbound logistics
Managing supplies
HR Management

1

2

3

2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
4%
2%
2%
4%
2%
2%
2%
4%
2%

0%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
4%
5%
0%
4%
4%
9%
2%
2%
4%

3%
7%
4%
4%
2%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
9%
7%
9%
9%

About the same
4
17%
12%
21%
23%
20%
21%
23%
26%
36%
30%
26%
14%
36%
31%
39%

A lot higher
5

6

7

Mean

SD

26%
33%
44%
39%
52%
39%
35%
32%
32%
30%
47%
37%
32%
30%
28%

40%
39%
25%
27%
20%
25%
28%
28%
25%
26%
14%
30%
20%
24%
19%

12%
5%
4%
4%
4%
5%
4%
4%
2%
4%
4%
0%
2%
0%
0%

5.32
5.11
4.91
4.91
4.91
4.91
4.81
4.79
4.79
4.72
4.71
4.65
4.61
4.54
4.46

1.18
1.21
1.09
1.16
1.03
1.11
1.29
1.25
1.04
1.29
1.10
1.33
1.11
1.22
1.11

Based on Porter’s value chain activities, nineteen questions were used to measure benefits of IT applications. For each of the value-chain activities, respondents were asked to rate the value
added of their firm’s current IT applications relative to that three years ago on a seven-point scale with 1= A lot lower, 4=About the same, and 7=A lot higher.
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Table 4
Success Factors of IT Applications
Extremely Low

Management support
Ownership (Department)
Objective
Training (Use)
Training (Implementation)
Consensus
Ownership (Users)
Training (Design)
Canned Software
Customized Software
Link (Strategy)
Resource
Stand- alone
Link (Quality)
Link (Speed)
Assistance (external)

Extremely High

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Mean

0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
0%
0%
2%
4%
2%
2%
4%
2%
9%

3%
0%
2%
2%
2%
0%
2%
2%
5%
5%
0%
4%
6%
0%
5%
14%

3%
7%
5%
5%
2%
11%
11%
7%
7%
7%
14%
16%
7%
13%
14%
9%

9%
7%
12%
18%
29%
14%
23%
28%
23%
23%
16%
15%
26%
25%
21%
23%

9%
23%
23%
38%
30%
42%
27%
28%
29%
33%
39%
31%
35%
38%
30%
14%

48%
43%
40%
29%
30%
21%
29%
28%
30%
21%
19%
27%
17%
20%
21%
24%

28%
18%
18%
9%
7%
11%
9%
7%
5%
9%
9%
5%
7%
2%
5%
7%

5.77
5.50
5.47
5.13
5.07
5.00
4.96
4.95
4.88
4.79
4.79
4.72
4.67
4.59
4.59
4.23

SD
1.25
1.25
1.18
1.10
1.06
1.22
1.22
1.14
1.24
1.35
1.35
1.36
1.32
1.20
1.36
1.81

The Shields and Young (1995) instrument for activity-based costing system implementation was adapted to measure the success factors of IT applications. Sixteen questions were included
to ask the respondents to rate the degree to which each of the behavioral, organizational and technical variables is present in their IT. A seven-point scale was used to measure the degree
with 1=Not at all and 7=To a very great extent. Behavioral and organizational variables include top management support; linkage of IT applications to competitive strategy, operational
quality and speed; training in designing, implementation and using IT; non-IT ownership as compared to IT ownership; consensus about and clarity of IT applications objectives; and
sufficient internal resources. Technical variables include canned software, customized software; stand-alone vs. integrated system, and external consultants.
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Table 5
Regression Results
Panel A - Regression 1
Independent Variables

â

S.E. â

t

p

Dummy (Levels of Applications)

-1.054

-0.580

-0.844

0.403

SF1 (Behavioral and organizational factors)

0.373

0.367

2.313

0.025

SF2 (Technical factors)

0.228

0.239

1.482

0.144

DSF1

0.216

0.634

0.617

0.540

DSF2

0.001

0.040

0.040

0.968

â

S.E. â

t

p

Link (speed)

0.287

0.426

2.219

0.033

Training (Use)

0.531

0.632

2.693

0.010

Resource

0.205

0.312

2.323

0.026

Adjusted R 2 = 0.38, F = 7.75, p<0.001

Panel B – Regression 2
Significant Independent Variables

Adjusted R 2 = 0.63, F = 8.02, p<0.001

Both the regression models 1 and 2 were estimated using “Benefits of IT Applications” as the Dependent Variable.
Regression 1 included 3 independent variables: Dummy variable which represents Levels of IT Applications with a
value of “1” if the firm is at revolutionary levels and a value of “0” if the firm is at evolutionary levels; SF1 which
represents the mean value of behavioral and organizational variables; and SF2 which represents the mean value of
technical factors. Regression 2 included all behavioral and organization factors as independent variables.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS OF
RESULTS
Evidence suggest that firms’ level of IT
applications may not necessarily correspond with
their size. Five small firms with less than 100
employees were at revolutionary levels,
indicating the need of IT to sustain growth of the
businesses. Although the majority of firms
advanced their IT application over three years’
time, the costs involved with IT was not reduced
while the benefits remained the same.
In terms of benefits, there was a small diversion
among the value-added of firms’ current IT
applications relative to that of three years ago. IT
applications improved in internal value-chain
activities more than external activities. In
particular, IT added value mostly to sharing and
communication within the organization; inbound
logistics such as receiving, storing and
disseminating input to production; technology
development; and operations. External activities
such as sales and marketing also benefited from
IT advancement. However, the increasingly
competitive environment has shifted the role of
IT from enhancing efficiency to creating and
maintaining a business global network. With IT
functionality, firms are expected not just to
improve their management information systems
in order to facilitate internal communication,
reporting, logic of structuring, operations and
performance measurement. They need to rely on
IT to build up their competitive edge in the
global market.
Contrary to Proposition 1, the benefits derived
from the evolutionary levels of IT applications
did not differ significantly from the
revolutionary levels. This is inconsistent with the
Venkatraman [1994] IT applications model, that
potential benefits intensified at higher levels of
transformation. The results suggest that firms
might not have undergone correspondingly a
high level of organizational changes with IT
advancement. Benefits cannot be maximized if
IT functionality was just superimposed on the
existing
business
processes.
From
a
methodological perspective, the disappointing
results may be due to respondents’ selfclassification of IT application levels based on
the archetypal descriptions. This selection may

be biased due to variance among managers’
perception of distinct characteristics at each level
of IT applications. One may improve the
classification by objective means such as using
external raters.
Results from multiple regression analysis refuted
Proposition 2 that levels of IT applications
explained variation in benefits. This is consistent
with the findings from prior research relating to
IT productivity paradox [5] [6] [46] [47].
Consistent with Proposition 3, behavioral/
organizational factors have significant impacts
on the variation in benefits. This implies that
whichever level of transformation undertaken by
the firms, potential benefits may be realized as
long as they are consistent with their exploitative
capability. Regardless of levels of transformation,
success of IT applications was determined by
behavioral and organizational attributes more
than technical attributes. This supports the
findings from prior research [13] [21] [22] [45]
[53]. Specifically, certain behavioral and
organizational attributes provided significant
explanation of the variation in benefits. The
success of IT applications is much determined by
linking IT to speed initiatives such that they can
be marketed timely to meet customers’ demand.
Training in using must be provided in order to
enhance users’ skills. Sufficient human resources
also play an important part in facilitating IT
transformation. In our study, it is not surprising
to observe that a majority of managers were
involved in different areas of IT applications. It
is most important for employees to be given the
chance to participate so as to enhance their
acceptance to changes, especially those related
with business process redesign, business network
redesign and business scope.
CONCLUSION
This study explored the benefits and success
factors of IT applications in Taiwan based on the
Venkatraman [1994] IT application model,
Porter’s value chain and Shields and Young
[1989] success factors model. This study
collected data from firms in Taiwan using mail
survey. Based on the Venkatraman’s [1994]
levels of IT applications, six archetypes were
developed to measure IT implementation (the
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first three stages represent evolutionary levels
while the last three represent revolutionary
levels). Each of the six archetypes exemplified
specific objectives and characteristics of
technological transformation, organizational
structuring, functional relationships, information
flow and management guidelines for deriving
maximum benefits. Survey results of 57 sample
firms indicate that benefits derived from the
evolutionary levels of IT applications did not
differ significantly from that of the revolutionary
levels. However, behavioral/ organizational
success factors explained significantly the
variation of benefits derived.
The findings can help firms to manage their IT
implementation
by
minimizing
their
costs/mistakes or maximizing the net benefits
from such initiatives. In particular, evidence
from a developing nation such as Taiwan does
not differ from that of the developed country
such as the U.S.. While we selected Taiwan
firms as they are unique in their own workrelated culture, institutional arrangements and
environment, perhaps also stages of economic
development and supply of skilled personnel, the
findings should be especially informative on the
issues of interest to the policy makers of Asian
countries. Too often, managers, especially in
Asia, think too much in functional and technical
terms and fail to see that IT needs to be
considered
from
the
behavioral
and
organizational perspectives. Accordingly, firms
cannot simply delegate IT design and
implementation to functional specialists, but also
to the employees who are using IT. The success
of IT transformation has to be complemented by
radical organizational changes such as strategy,
structures and processes. Future research may
extend to field study so as to investigate how
firms advance IT applications. Specifically,
investigating the reasons for any failure cases
would be a worthwhile research agenda for the
IT literature.

Appendix 1
Extract of Questionnaire
Section A
Below are six descriptions, or archetypes, of a
firm’s use of information technology (IT). These
descriptions are arranged in an order that goes
from mostly independent, functional and
narrowly-focused systems, to integrative systems
that cut across the boundaries of companies to
link (at least part of) their operations together.
The ordering of these archetypes does not imply
that one archetype is necessarily superior to
another, since each company needs to select the
practices that best fit its needs. Please read
through these descriptions of the archetypes.
After you have read through these descriptions,
you will be asked to indicate which of the
archetypes most closely reflects your firm’s use
of IT at the current point in time, and as of three
years ago.
Level 0
Your firm has little or no IT application
supporting functional areas. Each functional
area has established its own manual procedures
in order to help address operational problems.
Business practices are based on these manual
systems. IT may be applied to situations which
are required by Government agencies such as
IRD, or Customs and Excise.
Level 1
Your firm deploys IT to respond to operational
problems and challenges. IT application is
limited to standard or off-the-shelf transaction
processing systems (for example, a customer
order entry system, a payroll system, an
inventory control system). Decisions to deploy
these isolated systems are decentralized to the
appropriate functional, operational managers.
Accordingly, IT applications are independent of
each other, each serving a specific functional
area. This level of IT applications involves
minimal changes to business processes.
Level 2
Your firm deploys IT for internal integration
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with an objective to improve efficiency,
enhance customer service or co-ordinate
decision-making. This level involves a more
systematic attempt to leverage IT capabilities
throughout the entire business process. Your
firm uses a common IT platform to integrate
different standard systems into a single system
that produces coordinated responses to your
firm’s environment. Your IT systems create
interdependence across functional areas as well
as provides seamless inter-connection for
exchanging structured data on transactions.
Changes in business processes are minimal and
carefully monitored due to the interdependent
nature of the systems.
Level 3
Your firm’s primary objective is to redesign
business processes in conjunction with IT
systems development in order to achieve
strategic advantages. A flattened organization
structure and increased concurrent activities
among team members are the result of this level
of IT application. To complement this IT
application, your firm has undergone radical
changes in organizational structure, personnel
responsibilities and reporting relationships.
Level 4
Your firm’s primary objective of IT applications
is strategic (for example, enhanced decision
making, providing distinctive value-added
services, etc.). IT applications in your firm
enable business transformation which extends
beyond your organizational boundaries to form
inter-organizational systems (IOS) with
suppliers, buyers, and other intermediaries.
Specifically, IT applications trigger inventory
movement across organizations based on
predefined
conditions
without
human
intervention and may provide process linkages
for unstructured tasks (such as design and
manufacturing). Your business (operational)
managers (not just the IT managers) are
required to learn about, and are made
responsible for the IOS or inter-organizational
applications.
Level 5
Your firm’s primary objective of IT application

is to expand business scope in order to maintain
your competitive advantage through product
leadership or combining your competencies
with those of your outside partners. Your
information systems enable you to redefine your
business scope, in other words, expanding your
market, product or service scope. Associated
with the IT applications, there have been
dramatic changes in organizational routines
such as strategies, structure, processes and skills.
Please indicate which level of these six
archetypes most closely reflects your firm’s use
of IT at the current point in time, and as of three
years ago. (Please be sure to provide TWO
answers, one for the current point in time, and
another one for three years ago.)
The archetype that most closely reflects my
firm’s use of IT at the current time is
LEVEL_____
The archetype that most closely reflects my
firm’s use of IT three years ago is LEVEL_____
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ABSTRACT
The rise of the Internet opens up new possibilities and
creates new challenges for investors. The possibilities
include ease of use, cheaper trading costs, and greatly
improved access to information. The challenges include
information overload and a temptation to overtrade.
The
present paper discusses how brokerage firms can improve
their web site designs in order to meet these challenges and
opportunities and to better facilitate the needs of individual
investors. Specifically, the paper discusses how an objectoriented information representation system can be used to
enable both investor-specific information, such as risktolerance level, investment time horizon, and tax status, and
more general information from the financial markets
themselves, such as company P/E levels, to be integrated
into a consistent web presentation that will facilitate the
investor’s making more intelligent investment decisions.
Such an information representation system would be
structured hierarchically, with the investor-specific
information at the top of the hierarchy, driving the
application of market-level, then industry-level, and, at the
bottom of the hierarchy, company-specific information.
Finally, the paper discusses the feasibility of implementing
such a system and some of the promises and pitfalls that may
arise from its implementation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Two of the primary benefits of the Internet and electronic
commerce are greatly improved access to information and
greatly reduced costs of intermediation.
These twin
promises have both been fulfilled in the area of online
investing, which, as a consequence, has seen tremendous
growth over the past few years. Unfortunately, this advance

has been a dual-edged sword for individual investors. One
edge has enabled them to cut through the previously high
cost of commissions and to gain access to a plethora of high
quality information that was once the sole province of
institutional investors. The other edge, which has come back
and cut many investors deeply, is the incentive to overtrade
combined with an information overload, which together can
lead to less than optimal investment decisions. As James W.
Michaels noted in a recent editorial in Forbes Global
magazine [6]:
Let's start with what's dangerous for investors. The
web creates a terrible temptation to overtrade. Think
about it for a moment. To buy or sell a stock in the
days before the web, you got your broker on the
phone—if you could reach him. When the market was
busy that wasn't easy. When you did reach him, he
might talk you out of the trade or maybe suggest a
different one. Between the impulse to buy or sell and
the act itself, there were delays. If the impulse came
after the market closed or before it opened, you had to
wait. There was time to think before you acted.
Now comes the pc and the web. You hear something
alarming on the tv news and decide you should move
your entire retirement plan from stocks into cash.
Make a connection, dance your fingers on a few keys,
and it's done. In less than a minute you've transformed
your entire financial posture. …
Yet all common sense and all experience show thatfew
traders make money—and most buy-and-hold folk
make out very well. Web-trading creates the heady
impression that you—as the brokers' advertisements
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put it—are "in control" of your investments. In fact
you are out of control. …
Yet the web is a terrific tool. Use it to be a smarter
investor, not a faster one. Never mind the streaming
quotes, the momentum measurements, the speed of
execution. That's froth. The web makes mountains of
information available to you without your having to
subscribe to costly publications and statistical
services. The average investor today can be as well
informed as the average investment professional.
Unfortunately, while the Internet can enable the individual
investor to be as well informed as investment professionals,
it is much more difficult for the Internet to enable them to put
this information to most effective use and make more
intelligent investment decisions. There are a number of
reasons for this. First, it is unrealistic to expect a typical
individual investor to be able to conduct rigorous investment
and portfolio analysis, even with support from an intelligent
system. Furthermore, most online investors are unwilling to
pay any significant amount for investment advice, else they
would lose much of the cost advantage of investing through
discount brokers in the first place. Consequently, online
brokerage firms are financially incapable of providing top
quality advice; moreover, such firms face legal restrictions on
the types of personalized financial advice they can publish
online. Finally, one of the inherent advantages of online
investing is its ease of use and its simplicity. Providing a
wide variety of sophisticated tools and professional opinions
would erode this advantage. As a consequence of these
complications, an effective approach to facilitating online
investing must depart from heavy reliance on either expert
systems or traditional investment advice and instead must
focus on the design of the website itself.
2. SURVEY OF CURRENT ON-LINEINVESTMENT
SUPPORT
Today virtually any investor with a computer can get
earnings reports and real time stock quotes online from a
variety of web sites, such as www.yahoo.com, www.aol.com,
and www.cnbc.com.
The online brokerage firms are
beginning to incorporate more information into their web
sites to provide financial advice to assist their clients in
maximizing their chances of achieving their financial goals.
And as clients become more technologically proficient, they
are performing more tracking and analysis of their assets on
the Web. However, survey of the online investment portals
of large brokerage firms finds that the type of support and
information provided by these web sites do not go beyond
the information one could get from their traditional brokerage
offices save for the added convenience of accessibility 24
hours a day, seven days a week. The information found on a
brokerage firm’s web site typically includes general account
balance and portfolio information, trade and order status,

stock quotes, news alerts, watch lists, research information
on stocks and mutual funds and other products and services,
and customer contact information. This information is
usually grouped by categories in a hierarchical structure and
presented in tabular format. Typically, it is not possible to
cross-reference information under different categories, such
as checking account information and studying the
composition of one’s portfolio while simultaneously ranking
the stocks owned by information found under the research
branch.
Of the websites we surveyed, three of the more important
ones (in terms of numbers of users) are those of Merrill
Lynch, TD Waterhouse, and Charles Schwab.
Merrill
Lynch’s approach (www.ml.com) to facilitating online
investment relies heavily on its traditional, offline brokerage
services; its online offerings are basically intended as a
supplement to its traditional brokerage services. TD
Waterhouse's investment web site (www.tdwaterhouse.com)
provides general market information and advice but offers
little customized assistance to individual investors; digestion
of the financial data provided is left to the individual
investor. Of the websites surveyed, only Charles Schwab
(www.schwab.com), a successful discount brokerage, has
taken active steps toward educating its clients through
customized courses on investing.
Several online investment models aimed at improving the
performance of individual investors have recently become
available. NetFolio (www.netfolio.com), an online investment
intermediary with backing from Bear Stearns, has recently
announced an innovative model for online investment. The
system allows individual users to input their preferences and
other information regarding their investment goals. Using
this information, the system will recommend a portfolio,
possibly consisting of securities from different sectors, to
best meet the individual’s investment objectives.
The
system may work well initially while the available information
remains current. However, over time the valuation and
quality of the recommended securities may change
significantly. Such changes could result in a serious
mismatch with the individual's investment goals.
Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the current user
interface, it would be very difficult to detect such deviations,
because the current system does not coherently represent
the knowledge of all involved factors together with relevant
information regarding the investor's portfolio. Consequently,
the individual investor will find it difficult to remain on track
to meet his/her investment goals.
The HOLDRS Trust (www.holdrs.com), another innovative
model for facilitating online investment that was developed
by Merrill Lynch, also allows individuals to select stocks
based on their expected risk and return. A recommended
portfolio is constructed with the consideration of market-,
sector-, and company-specific factors, along with information
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about the individual's investment goals.
A variety of
HOLDRS trust models are available for specific sectors, and
broader-based themes are also available that would allow
individual investors to diversify their investments without
requiring or imposing the same diversification scheme for all
individual investors in the trust. The HOLDRS Trust model
conducts periodic evaluations for each specific HOLDRS, so
its model may be beneficial to long-term investors who do
not frequently change the compositions of their portfolios.
However, this type of support could be ineffective for lessdisciplined investors whose trading behavior is driven by
day-to-day fluctuations of the financial markets.
Despite the successes these web sites have achieved, the
approaches they have incorporated to facilitate online
investing generally suffer from two weaknesses. First, their
assistance is usually best suited to individual investors who
are already disciplined in conducting analysis.
Stock
recommendations are made independently of individual
financial goals; thus individuals must filter and assemble the
information to suit their own requirements. Second, the
guidance provided usually requires time for individuals to
digest, violating the time constraints that are imposed on
online investors by their own psychological impulses. In
general, the online facilitation provided by investment firms
follows their traditional offline investment services and does
not address the unique challenges arising from online
investing.
3. THE IMPORTANCE OF WEB DESIGN IN
FACILITATING ONLINE INVESTING
Ease of web site ease is considered by the online brokerage
industry to be a key competitive factor, as shown in two
recent surveys conducted by market research leaders. [11].
In addition to providing the fastest and most accurate trades,
a record of excellent system uptime and customer response,
and easy navigation, online brokerage firms are also striving
to more closely tailor the information content of their web
sites to the specific needs of their customers.
As an alternative to the existing forms of information
provision, a more effective user interface for investment web
sites would better assist the online investor in understanding
the relative valuation of his or her portfolio versus the
financial markets as a whole and would thus help the
investor to make more rational, better informed decisions.
Typical online investment web sites provide the investor
with a table listing his/her portfolio holdings but otherwise
telling little about either the real contribution and value of
these holdings to the general health, typically measured by
both total return and total risk, of the investor’s overall
portfolio or the portfolio’s suitability for the investor’s
short- or long-term objectives.
Nevertheless, an
understanding and knowledge of these additional attributes
for relevant securities is crucial to long-run success in

investing. In general, a tabular structure that merely lists
primitive data and leaves the digestion of that data to the
individual investor could easily distract the investor’s
attention away from the portfolio’s overall health and its
relation to the investor’s financial goals.
Financial Web sites are generally aimed at self -directed
investors who like making investment decisions on their
own. So, when financial news stories are disseminated to
web sites, their interpretation and relevance are left to the
individual investor to determine. However, data that cannot
be interpreted correctly and in a timely manner by a target
user can be viewed as noise and is useless to the investor
unless it can be quickly processed, interpreted, and
assimilated. Thus, the investment web site must present the
data in a format that readily facilitates such processing and
interpretation and that integrates and that integrates the
newly derived information with the prior knowledge on a
security and the investors portfolio and investment goals.
This would help to turn the “data” into “information” and
would yield the most value to end-users.
Because the amount of data on a security can be
overwhelming, it is virtually impossible for individual
investors, especially novice ones, to thoroughly digest all
the relevant details. Fortunately, the ability to extract from
the overwhelming details that are constantly generated by
the marketplace can be aided by the development of an
intelligent user-interface. Furthermore, different investors
will prefer different levels of information that will be both
digestible to them and relevant to their investments, and they
will prefer to examine securities at varying levels of detail.
Such preferences require flexibility in chaining events over a
time horizon at preferred levels of abstraction and/or from
different analytical perspectives.
To be most effective, an online investment support system
must incorporate a Web-site design that helps the individual
investor to filter through financial data and that presents it in
a more meaningful way. As noted by Hahn and Kim [3],
differences in knowledge retrieval and reasoning approaches
can greatly affect user performance, depending on the
appropriateness of the selected diagrammatic representation,
and an inappropriate user interface design could even
increase the possibility of user mistakes. In the present
research, we propose a supporting system for online
investing that is cost effective, specific, and adaptive to the
changing financial environment.
In summary, an intelligent Web design for supporting online
investment decision-making should possess three key
attributes:
derivability,
diges tibility, and integrity.
Derivability means that the knowledge is so well organized
that the whole representation readily facilitates informed
decisions. Digestibility is the intuitiveness of a Web design
that could be heuristic in reaching a sound decision.
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Integrity is the quality of a Web design that fosters a
fundamental understanding of securities that is not
excessively driven by ephemeral financial news. The rest of
this paper therefore describes a framework based on objectoriented concept for Web design that may effectively
facilitate online investing in light of the above key features.
4. THE OBJECT-ORIENTEDFRAMEWORKFOR
INTELLIGENT WEB DESIGN
Since the advent of the Internet, The current practice among
brokerage houses have attempted to expand their financial
advising services simply by providing more investmentrelated information through their web sites. Unfortunately,
much of this financial information is not delivered in a
manner that adequately meets the specific needs of the
firms’ various clients. However, an alternative approach, the
application of an object-oriented knowledge structure, could
improve both the way information is retrieved by investors
as well as the efficiency with which such information is
utilized. Before setting up an object-oriented framework for
the web site, the relevant investment information must be
categorized into different functional areas.
Three key pieces of investor-specific information that will
have a pervasive influence on invetors’ portfolio and
investment allocation decisions are their risk tolerance levels,
their investment time horizons and their tax status [12]. Such
information is all-encompassing for determining one’s
investment objectives and should therefore be used to frame
how other information, such as market- or corporate-related
information, is applied. Thus, it can be considered as
“metaknowledge”
for the web site’s information
presentation structure. The next level of information in an
information representation system is “heuristic knowledge.”
For an investment web site, the heuristic knowledge is
comprised of the chosen valuation models, through which
the impact of new market information on securities' prices will
be examined. The advantage of adopting such a multi-level
knowledge structure is to ensure that the implications of an
individual investor's investment-related preferences are
reflected in the web site’s presentation of new market
developments.
Financial research has verified the profound importance on
securities’ prices of fundamental factors such as the
strength of underlying market conditions, the assessments of
corporate earnings outlooks, and Federal Reserve monetary
policy. Thus, our valuation model of choice would place a
higher priority on information obtained from fundamental
analysis than on information derived through technical
analysis. Assuming the individual investor concurs with
such a choice, then, for example, when these two types of
information are in conflict with each other, a facilitative web
site would help the investor to focus on the fundamental
data. In addition, our framework could provide investors

with customized investment information to achieve their own
investment goals. The remainder of this section describes
the major dimensions and unique features of an objectoriented information representation system to designed to
accommodate these properties.
e

r

The first dimension in attempting to improve information
retrieval and presentation is to develop an object model
within which to structure the information and its presentation
[7]. Inherent relationships within the object model will
facilitate the expression of a set of knowledge entities, and
the resulting information representation system will naturally
support a reasoning structure. An example is illustrated in
Figure 1, in which basic object classes are defined to
describe specific investment instruments. The Instrument
object class would be able to describe general aspects of a
given investment instrument, such as a specific bond, stock,
or investment portfolio. Additional object classes can also
be derived from the basic object class, such as a Sector class
and an Industry class. With multiple object classes defined,
the information regarding the attributes of an object at higher
hierarchical levels can be derived from the attributes of its
associated objects at lower hierarchical levels.
Taken
altogether, the information at the different levels would
provide a comprehensive characterization of any given
security, with, in our perspective, an emphasis on
fundamental analysis.
n

g

For example, poor performance on the part of a stock could
be caused by a one or more of a wide variety of factors, such
as a general weakening of the market, slow consumer
spending, high inventory levels , poor managerial skills,
pending lawsuits. Thus, the stock of a sound company
within a weak industry could currently be exhibiting poor
performance relative to the market as a whole, but may
nonetheless be a good potential investment, which would be
illustrated by a superior performance relative to its industry.
Such situations would be important to understand and could
easily be indicated within the structure described above.
e

g

MetaKnowledge
Evaluation model
Inv.Instrument:Portfolio(model)
InvInstrument:Portfolio(current)
Sector:Partiallydiversified ?
Industry:Partiallydiversified?
SectorDescription
IndustryDescription

A

G

SecurityDescription
Symbol P/E
Growth 蔮 ..
蔮..
GMH 45
33
蔮..
T
24
40

FIGURE1. Usinganobjectmodeltoexpressaggregationand
generalization.
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Indications such as are described above actually result from
reasoning processes that are implicitly embedded within the
representational structure. The generalization of influences
within an information category yields several conceptual
relationships. Abstraction, a unary relationship, helps avoid
an understanding of the knowledge that is merely procedural.
Projection, another unary relationship, generalizes the
knowledge of a given type of security in terms of a subset of
attributes of that security.
Inheritance, a deductive
relationship, contributes to the inclusion of influences both
from the market and from company- and security-specific
conditions. For display on a web page, each of the two
hierarchies expressing generalization and specialization can
be laid vertically from front to back, with each class instance
transparently lain over top of instances of its parent class.
As an example, different highlighted color presentations of
P/E could be used to indicate whether a firm's P/E is
significantly above, below, or in line with the average P/E for
the industry and the market. An unusually low P/E value
could be presented in green, for example, indicating a stock
that is possibly undervalued and that has a “green light” for
further study. Similarly, extremely high P/E values could be
displayed in red, ones that are in line with the industry in
yellow, and ones in line with the general market in light blue.
Such a highlighted color-coding would quickly alert the
investor to potential investments or to situations where
further study would be justified and could lead to changes in
the investor’s portfolio. Similarly, growth rate figures could
also be displayed with this color-coding to indicate the
relationship of inheritance. For comparative information, an
investor could navigate in the dimension perpendicular to
the tabular structure to see values of the same attribute for all
parent nodes within the same object hierarchy.
Other interface components that could enrich the
expressiveness of the information presentation include
zooming,nesting, and multiple views [8], which could also be
incorporated into the framework described above. As the
following discussion will illustrate, an implicit reasoning
process for sound investment choices is naturally supported
through such a three-dime nsional information representation
structure.
To enable investors to effectively retrieve the investment
information that is relevant to them from the huge set of
market-related information, a set of constraints must also be
included in the object-oriented framework, creating the
structure of constraint objects. When combined together,
these form an implicit-reasoning framework that facilitates the
abstraction of information and the derivation of a layered
structure for it. The implementation of constraints starts with
defining the default constraints [9]. For example, one default
constraint could describe the desired model to use in
estimating a security’s intrinsic value, which should evolve
to reflect changes in such fundamental attributes as general

market conditions and the corporation’s
business
operations but which is unlikely to change dramatically on a
day-to-day basis. Accordingly, investors should buy or sell
securities whenever the relationship between their intrinsic
values and their current market trading prices has changed
significantly. Additional default constraints could then be
organized into a hierarchical structure to help anchor
investors’ decisions to the intrinsic values estimated for
their securities.
In this framework, parent objects contain more general or
common information, including information that affects or is
related to the valuation of ‘typical’ companies within an
industry, such as the average P/E ratio for the industry.
Child objects contain more specific types of information,
such as trends in the level of a firm's P/E ratio. When
investors retrieve P/E-related information, the information
included in the child object will override the information
included in the parent object. However, the parent object
may also contain other information that is not defined within
the child object. In such a case, this information can be
viewed as supplementary information to broaden the implicit
reasoning framework. Finally, a grandparent object can be
created to represent such things as general financial
conditions in the sector or the overall market. For example, in
addition to average P/E levels for the market as a whole,
different economic indicators, like unemployment rate,
productivity, Producer Pricing Index, can be included to
show whether the market is in an expansion or recession
phase.
A set of default constraints must be defined in order to
provide default valuations for typical companies within a
given sector or industry. Equipped with such a hierarchy of
defaults (illustrated in Figure 2), the web site could quickly,
albeit implicitly, answer the following questions for investors
interested in a specific stock, such as Broadcom, which
operates within the semiconductor industry of the
technology sector of the economy:
Is Broadcom a typical company within the
technology sector? If so, the valuation would be
heavily influenced by the top set of default
constraints.
Is Broadcom a typical company within the
semiconductor industry?
If this is the case, the
valuation of Broadcom would entail using the default
constraints at the second layer to supersede the top set
of defaults, assuming any conflicts occurred between
the two sets.
Any additional constraints appearing at the third layer would
imply that Broadcom is subject to additional factors that
would affect its valuation in ways contrary to that of its
industry and sector. Note that a constraint at a non-bottom
layer is always considered a default constraint when there is
at least one entity (e.g., at least one company’s stock) at a
lower layer.
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The use of constraint objects makes complex constraints
manageable, because a group of constraints could then be
organized to constitute a macro constraint. Moreover, a
default hierarchy in correspondence with an object hierarchy
provides an inference mechanism, namely inheritance [10].
For example, the hierarchy of the previous illustration
suggests that an industry in a depressed sector should not
be marked as attractive unless the industry itself possesses
exceptional characteristics. Similarly, a business entity
within a depressed industry would likely deliver poor results,
unless it has some peculiar strengths to enable it to
supersede the defaults attributable to the industry to which it
belongs.

SectorDefaults
Market beta
Growth rate
Returnonequity
Cyclicity
IndustryDefaults
Sectorbeta(additional)
Growthrate(superseding)
Corp.Default
Industrybeta(additional)
Growthrate(superseding)

Figure 2. Defaults at a lower layer may either depict additional
attibutes orsupersededefaultsadoptedfromahigherlayer.

Two observations are worth mentioning in regard to the
default hierarchy. First, the information represented through
the default hierarchy ensures that industry-level information
is incorporated into and reflected in the valuation and
assessment of individual companies within a given industry.
However, firm-specific information is allowed to take
precedence under certain conditions. Thus, for example, the
firm’s valuation may be allowed to deviate from industry
averages, rather than just having typical industry values
imposed on it. Instead, the force of the default hierarchy is
such that only in the absence of any evidence to the
contrary would a company’s valuation be assumed to fall
rigidly in line with industry norms. Assisted by such a
default-reasoning framework, the individual investor could
keep a closer focus on typical values but could also more
readily identify atypical situations. For example, if a P/E ratio
is displayed in green but the growth rate for the same
business entity is displayed in red, this color contrast would
serve as an alert and quickly call the investor’s attention to
information that might otherwise be easily overlooked.
Second, the default hierarchy structure is naturally tailored to
provide investors with a level of information that is most
consistent with their personal investment preferences.
Within the default hierarchy, information is retrieved and
reasoning only proceeds down to the layer that accords with

the investors' investment objectives and their associated
constraints. For example, a mutual fund investor may only
need to know which sector or industry holds the best
potential. An investor interested in value stocks, on the
other hand, may prefer to dig down one or two layers further,
even within a depressed industry or sector, to find potential
bargain-priced companies underneath.
The adoption of a hierarchy of constraint objects for the
information representation system underlying the web site
provides numerous advantages. The vast and comp lex array
of financial market information can be abstracted, sorted, and
stored in different layers according to its application within
the reasoning process. As a consequence of this abstraction
process, investors can more easily focus on the fundamental
aspects of selected securities. Another advantage of the
proposed
object-oriented
knowledge
representation
framework is that investors can save significant amounts of
time in retrieving information, thereby maintaining one of the
key advantages of online investing. Furthermore, the
information presented to the investor by the website is tailormade to be consistent with the investor’s investment
objectives and to meet his or her investment criteria.
Consequently, an adopting brokerage house can provide a
user-friendly web site that not only serves its customers
better but also enhances the efficiency of their investment
decision-making processes. Finally, the probabilistic nature
of the financial markets necessitates rigorous, objective
analysis on the part of the investor. The reasoning process
of the information representation system, supported by the
hierarchy of constraint objects, provides a flexible structure
to facilitate and encourage such analysis.
In today’s financial markets, different investors have
different investment
philosophies,
objectives,
and
constraints, and will even react in different ways to the same
market news. Thus, the most appropriate asset allocation will
be unique to each investor. Consequently, the key challenge
facing the object-oriented information representation system
is to deliver a tailored data structure that satisfies all of the
investor’s unique investment criteria. Furthermore, because
the financial markets are dynamic and are constantly
generating new information, the default constraints
containing individual companies' unique financial data, such
as P/E ratios, revenue forecasts, and growth rates, must also
be continually revised to reflect updated changes.
Therefore, the ability to recognize and cultivate exceptional
knowledge is crucial for an intelligent web-based information
representation system, but additional reasoning mechanisms
to conduct explicit inference with exceptional facts are also
necessary.
As exceptions arise or new information arrives, properly
incorporating their existence would enrich the knowledge
base provided by the defaults, which in theory is always
considered incomplete. Instead of simply replacing the
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existing default constraint, one possible alternative is to add
the updated corporate information to the existing data set,
and then allow the user to click on a pull-down list to view
any default constraints or values that would be superseded
by this new information. Thus, newly added information
would receive the highest priority in the implicit reasoning
process, but the impact of older, possibly contradictory,
information could still be readily seen by the investor. For
example, when a brokerage house changes its rating on a
security, an investor could receive an alert signal. But more
importantly, the underlying reason or explanation for the
rating change on the security could be identified
accordingly. Again, this is an example of constrained default
logic, but the constraints in this example come from siblings
rather than from parents. In the absence of direct evidence
to confirm or to suppress an exception, the information
presentation framework should inform of any inconsistencies
without correcting them. For example, if there is lack of
sufficient information to warrant a rating change on a
security, different color-coded alerts could remind investors
of the inconsistent results obtained. Such alerts could be
delivered through inconsistent colors among the sibling
attributes of the stock.
Exceptions that violate joint
constraints should consequently be promoted only
cautiously in terms of the priority of being applied and
should only rarely replace defaults.
If the system
incorporated multiple levels of confidence, then exceptions
to the defaults could be organized into subclasses within a
list of values; those satisfying joint consistence could be
separated from the others that do not. As increasing
numbers of attributes appear to be taking on exceptional
values, non-monotonic reasoning should allow an
exceptional valuation for the stock to replace the default
standard valuation.

However, while the described framework for knowledge
representation may be technically feasible, its implementation
may not be economically justifiable. Due to the high initial
costs involved in developing such a system, an
implementing brokerage firm may suffer a prolonged drain on
its cash flows before seeing a return on its investment.
Thus, it is advisable that the implementation of the described
framework should follow a spiral methodology in which the
functionality of the whole system is gradually enhanced and
core components are identified and developed so that some
of the potential economic benefits of the framework can be
delivered more quickly. Also, it must be noted that, despite
the promise of such an investment web site, it cannot help
the individual investor to beat the market if the stock market
is informationally efficient. The advantage to the investor of
such a web site design is instead to help the investor to
avoid more common investment mistakes and to achieve fair
market investment returns that are commensurate with the
investor’s desired level of risk exposure.
The knowledge representation framework developed in this
paper addresses critical issues in online investing by
attempting to infuse intelligence into the knowledge
representation of an investment web site. The present
approach departs from traditional knowledge-provision
efforts that are largely unsuited for the format of online
investing. Instead, in response to the unique characteristics
of online investing, the proposed knowledge representation
framework incorporates the intrinsic mechanisms of artificial
intelligence, as a consequence of its object orientation, but,
unlike traditional expert systems, it enforces no rules on
online investors. Rather, it provides heuristic guidance to
them. For all of these reasons, the current research provides
an important advance in the arena of facilitating online
investment.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of internet there are about fifty
thousands of users get access to the internet in Taiwan area.
Given the consensus of internet service providers (ISP’s)
that soon will reach seventy-five thousands within two
years. This would imply that the users of traditional dial
up modems will be facing serious insufficient bandwidth
problems. To make the problem worse, the internet
applications are moving toward multimedia which always
eats up bandwidth faster than expected. Moreover, to join
WTO forces Taiwan to relinquish its telecom market to
international players. These new players sure will jump
into the broadband market. This research is to investigate
the household consumers’ satisfaction in Hsinchu area on
the broadband networking. The findings pointed out that
important demographic variables affecting satisfaction are
gender, age, education, and vocation. Additionally,
dimensions of customers’ satisfaction do have a negative
correlation with customers’ satisfaction. This is to say that
when the higher the degree of a concern the lower the
customer satisfaction. In general, expected service levels
are always higher than that really experienced.
INTRODUCTION
Based on the statistic released from III (Institute of
Information Industry) there are about fifty thousands of
users get access to the internet in Taiwan area. ChungHwa
telecom has the statistic from its subsidiary, the Hinet,
indicates that the size soon will reach seventy-five
thousands within two years. Meanwhile, the users of
traditional dial up modems will be facing serious
insufficient bandwidth problems. This is just due to the
rapid growth of number of users. It also seriously affected
by the multimedia applications on the internet that require
much higher bandwidth than before. Moreover, to join
WTO forces Taiwan to relinquish its telecom market to
international players. These new players sure will jump
into the broadband market. The internet service providers
(ISP’s) sure have a need to understand the customers’
satisfaction to position its own marketing strategy.
Based on the survey of NetValue (October 2000),
population broadband accessing rates vary a lot around the

globe. Korea has the highest ratio of household broadband
accessing rate of 38% meaning more than one third of its
population get access to broadband networking services.
Other countries with different rates are Hong Kong
(7.6%) 、 France(6.8%) 、 United States(6%) 、
Singapore(4.0%) 、 Germany(3.2%) 、 Taiwan(1.9%) 、
China(0.1%). This profile of broadband access rates
indicates that Taiwan is entering the era of broadband
access to internet. In Taiwan area, the two main types of
broadband access are ADSL (Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line) and cable modem. Therefore, in this
research the term ‘broadband’ represents the collective
usage of ADSL ad cable modem. Besides, we focus our
study on the household users and not including the
enterprise users for broadband access. From the
observation on the growth of internet access in Taiwan,
broadband ISP’s sure will be interested in knowing the
customers’ satisfaction to ensure their market shares.
Customers’ behavior is sure a must item for the
formulating the corporate strategy in deploying net
products and services.
The objectives of this research are to investigate the
impact of demographic variables on customers’
satisfaction, to understand the concerns and the
satisfaction of broadband users. Findings of the research
can be a good reference to ISP’s.
LITEATURE REVIEWS
The definition of so-called broadband is depending on
whom you talked to. In this research we adopt the
generally accepted definition that the transmission rate is
higher than 1.544Mbps (Northern American) or 2.048
Mbps (Europe). There are four major types of broadband
technologies, the ISDN (Integrated Service Digital
Network), Direct PC, ADSL (Asymmetric Digital
Subscriber Line), and Cable Modem. Since we focus this
research on the household users therefore we limited
ourselves in ADSL and cable modem accesses when
speaking of broadband.
Based on the personal communications with ISP’s, by the
end of November 15 th , 2000 the size of cable modem users
was around 80 thousands and was a little bit higher than
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that of ADSL(around 66 thousands). However, the lower
installation of ADSL was due to the shortage of ADSL
modems since the number of names waiting list of ADSL
applications was more than 40 thousands. ChungHwa
Telecom is the largest service provider of 56 thousands.
ADSL
The key to the usage of ADSL is its nature of asymmetric
transmission rates of upstream and downstream to the
internet access. This asymmetric nature perfectly matches
the normal use of household applications: people generally
key in a few words on the web browser and waiting to
download bunch of information for reference. The higher
rate of downloading internet files as oppose a lower
transmission rate of uploading a user’s command is
exactly the need of a typical user. Besides, ADSL
technology uses traditional copper telephone wires, or
POTS (Plain Old Telephone Systems). Since the phone
lines in Taiwan has a better coverage than that of cable
TV’s ADSL becomes a better choice. Moreover, ADSL
can directly use the phone line system without deploying a
separate line to a user’s apartment or house it enjoys a
cheaper installation charge than that of cable modem.
Unless one already has a cable installed, most people will
choose ADSL over the cable modem. Note that IDC also
predicts that ADSL will me the mainstream for future data
storage services.
For broadband ISP’s, there are two main ADSL products
in the market: one directly from ChungHwa Telecom, the
HiFly and the indirect HiFly acess from other ISP’s.
HiFly service needs an ADSL modem (sometimes people
might call it ADSL router) which allows a user to keep his
phone line open without interruption of internet access.
The upstream transmission rate is around 64k~~640kbps
while the downstream transmission rate at 512k~~6Mbps.
Other ISP’s might actually use high speed ATM
(Asynchronous
Transmission
Mode)
technology
(transparent to users) with HiFly as the last connection
part to provide an ADSL service. Seednet and many other
ISP’s are providing this‘ADSL equivalent’ service to their
users.
Cable Modem
Most ISP’s that provide cable modem services are those
cable TV companies. However, the business of cable TV
companies are not of concern in this study. The so-called
cable modem uses coaxial cable that transmits cable TV
programs to establish internet access by using an access
device, the cable modem. Two major players of ISP’s that
provide cable modem access to internet are the Giga
Networking and ET Home.
Table 1: A comparison of ADSL and Cable Modem
[Yang2000]

ADSL

User’s Fixed IP Bandwidth Installation
Best for
cost
addresses requirement requirement
Medium Up to 5 Medium to Must be
Small office
to high
high
within 4KM with high
to switch
bandwidth

Cable
Low to
Modem medium

None

Low to
medium

office
Do not
support too
many users on
same cable

needs
Personal
workshop,
household

Customers' Satisfaction
Generally speaking, literature usually discuss customers’
satisfaction by either scope or properties. When scope is
used to describe customers' satisfaction, researchers focus
on the feeling of specific transactions or the overall
feelings. [5,8,9,18]. Those who use the property to
define the satisfaction treat the satisfaction as the process
of cognition evaluation or the emotional reaction after
having used the product. This is an integrated overall
evaluation [11,15,16]. Table 2 summarizes representative
theories on customers’ satisfaction. Since this study is to
investigate the difference between the ‘degree of concerns
before using the broadband services’ and ‘the real
experiences after having used the broadband services’, we
adopt the ‘Expectancy and Disconfirmation’ as the basic
conceptual framework.
Some researchers used "overall satisfaction" to measure
satisfaction [6,7], the others used "multiple items" to
measure satisfaction [13,14]. But most of researches
used both. Two frequently used methods are (1) linear
combinations of perception attributes in regression
analysis. (2) satisfaction of each attribute in regression
analysis to investigate relationships among attributes.
For understanding the main reasons of customers'
satisfaction and un-satisfaction, the research objects are
broadband users and use multiple item to measure the
satisfaction. Because the ISPs are one of information
service industry, the measuring dimensions of satisfaction
are service marketing mix [1], those are product, price,
channel, promotion, physical equipment, service personnel,
service process. The measuring items of satisfaction are
referenced from investigating of web users.
The types of measuring customers satisfaction are simple
satisfaction scale, mixed scale, expectational scale, attitude
scale, affect scale [4]. We use the mixed scale where
"satisfied" and " dissatisfied" mark at both ends of the
continue spectrum of s atisfaction scale.
METHODOLGY
The conceptual research framework is shown in Figure 1.
This research investigates the customer satisfaction of
broadband connections in Hsinchu area. Because the
main broadband connections in Taiwan are ADSL and
Cable modem therefore the scope of "broadband" in this
research covers only these two types of connections. The
research objects are family users. The hypotheses to be
tested are listed below.
H1: The demographic variables are irrelevant to customer
satisfaction.
H2: The degree of concerns on dimensions of customers’
satisfaction are irrelevant to customer satisfaction.
H3: The customers' degree of concern has no significant
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difference from that of customers' real experiences.
The questionnaire consists of four parts. The first part
covers demographic items: gender, age, education level,
occupation, and average personal income per month. The
second part is the customers' degree of concern on product,
price, place, promotion, physical equipment, personnel,
and process. The third part is the customers' degree of
concern on unused broadband connection. The fourth
part is the level of satisfaction that customers' real
experiences of using broadband connections.
The
measure uses five points Likert scale.
We assume that the population of this research is normally
distributed. Since demographic variables are all of
nominal or categorical, one can use ANOVA to test
whether these variables have impact on customers'
satisfaction. When investigating the relationship between
the "customer's degree of concern" (independent variable
X) and "overall customers satisfaction" (dependent
variable Y) one can use simple regression analysis.
When testing the difference between "customers' real
experiences" and "customers' degree of concerns" one can
use pair-wise t-test. This is because that the degree of
concern expressed the perception before using the
broadband services whereas the real experiences are after
using the services.
Sampling design and questionnaire collecting
Since customers name lists are kept confidential for most
ISP services. However, we only got from ISP that the
number of ADSL and Cable modem users in Hsinchu area
were about 800 and 1,600, respectively (at the end of
November, 2000).
A stratified sampling method
according to proportion of ADSL and Cable modem users
are 33% and 67%(ADSL=800/2400=33%,
Cable
modem=1600/2400=67%). Thereafter, with convenience
sampling we sent 300 questionnaires to broadband users.
A total of 238 questionnaires were returned to the
researchers with valid samples of 201.
Table 2
summaries the demographic characteristics of these
samples. Note that the personal income is lower than
reasonable. This might due to conservative culture in
disclosing one's wealth in Taiwan. Moreover, students
are of majority in the survey. This might bias the overall
picture toward young students.
RESULTS
We use the internal consistency method to assure the
reliability. Listed in Table 3 are the Cronbach's α
values showing the reliabilities of the survey. Notice that
all dimensions regarding degree of concerns have
Cronbach's α values larger than 0.6 therefore the
measures reliable [Guielford 1965].
The overall
reliability is as high as 0.9560. The reliability measures
of customer satisfaction are all of 0.6 or higher except the
product dimension. The overall reliability of customer
satisfaction is 0.8861. In short, the whole survey is

reliable.
The analysis of variation (ANOVA)
We used ANOVA to test whether demographic variables
have impact on customers' satisfaction. The analysis
shows that the average personal income per month has no
statistically significant effect. Gender, age, education,
occupation do have statistically significant difference
(shown in Table 4).
The analysis of variation about demographic variables
and the customer satisfaction dimensions
Table 5 shows significant items, marked with it, between
demographic variables and customer satisfaction
dimensions. Note that personal income does not affect
dimensions of customer satis faction.
Simple linear regression analysis
In this section, we investigated the relationship between
the "overall customers' degree of concern" and "overall
customers’ satisfaction". We computed the score and
rank of overall customers' degree of concern.
The
highest degree of concern is on the price item that has a
total score of 1069.
The least weight is given to
"promotion" which has a total score of 581. We then
applied simple regression analysis to find the relationship.
In the regression analysis, these seven factors are used as
predictor variables whereas the customers' satisfaction is
the dependent variable. The results presented in Table 7
and Figure 2.
The coefficient of determination r2 = 0.653, F value=9.43,
p=0.2778 (shown in Table 7). Because p value<0.05, the
overall customers' degree of concern and overall
customers satisfaction have statistically significant
difference. These dimensions can interpret the 65.3%
degree of variance. Figure 2 shows that the linear of
seven factors and overall customers' satisfaction are near
to negative slope. This is to say that the higher the
degree of a concern the lower the customer satisfaction.
The most concern factor of customers is "price". Price is
the highest customer satisfaction. The least concern
factor of customers is "promotion". Promotion is the
lowest customer satisfaction. This observation suggests
that H2 should be rejected.
The analysis of pair-wise t- test
From the questionnaire, we got the data of the difference
between customer's experience of using broadband
connection and the degree of concern before using. Then
we compute the mean, standard error and pair-wise t-test.
The analysis results are shown in Table 8.
Note that the items of low t-values are 8,3,9,6,4 (in
increasing order) which indicate customers are satisfied
with. They are advertisement promotion, convenience
place of payment, convenience place of application, the
effective line speed, and product features announced. On
the other hand, items of high t -values are 18,2,10,19,13 (in
decreasing order). These are items that customers are
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dissatisfied with. They are the quality and reliability of
modems, ISP quickly response to handle complaint,
security and privacy of data transferring network, reliable
network communications, connection fees.

should reject H3. One possible reason that can support our
findings might be that the broadband services are at the
early stage of the product life cycle hence many basic
features of the services are not mature and not stable to
meet customers' needs.

Table 9 lists the order the group sum of values by
dimension from low to high.
It shows that the
"promotion" is the most satisfactory dimension whereas
the "price" is the least one. The overall t-value is
4.634438. Table 10 is the mean rank of customers’
satisfaction items.
The mean ranks of customer's
satisfaction are promotion, channel, Service personnel,
physical equipment. The observation shows that the
satisfaction really experienced is lower than that of
expected or degree of concerns. Note that the t-values
are high enough to reveal this. When p<0.1 indicates
significant difference, one can conclude that most items
exhibit significant difference except the item of
"convenience location of payment".
Therefore one

CONCLUSIONS
Demographic variables such as gender, age, occupation,
and education level do have impact on the satisfaction of
broadband access. The seven dimensions that measure
customers' satisfaction account for 65.3% explanation to
the variance of customers' satisfaction. Moreover, this
study reveals that the degree of concerns before using the
broadband services is inverse proportional to the
satisfaction after real experiences. This seems true that a
high desire for an immature product or service might lead
to low satisfaction.

Dimensions of customer satisfaction

Demographic variables

(product, price, promotion, location,
physical equipment, service
personnel, service process)

(gender, age, education level,
occupation, average personal
income per month)

H2
(Simple regression

H1
(Analysis of
variation)

Satisfaction investigation

analysis)

Customers' degree of
concern

H3
( Pair-wise
t- test)

Customers’ real experiences

Results

Conclusions

Figure 1 Conceptual framework
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Table 2 Descriptive Statistic

9
10

Gender

Male

Female

%

54

46

Age

Under 20

21~30

31~40

41~50

51~60

%

21

61

15

3

0

Education

Elementary

Junior high

Senior high Junior college University

school

school

school

%

1

0

11

Occupation

Engineer

Businessman

Above 60
0
Graduate
school

31

54

3

Student

Other

The

Farmer,

military,

fisherman,

public

herdsman

official,
teacher
%

13

14

8

0

49

Income

Under

50001~

100001~

150001~

Above

(NT$)

50000

100000

150000

200000

20000 0

%

86

13

1

0

0

The type of

ADSL

Cable modem

33

67

16

connection
%

Table 3 Reliabilities
Customers' degree of
concern
Dimensions
Cronbach's α

Customers real
experience
Cronbach's α

0.8620

0.3539

0.6830

0.6971

0.8391

0.7138

Physical
equipment

0.6668

0.8678

Channel

0.7831

0.7339

0.7946

0.7053

0.8335

0.7382

0.9560

0.8861

Product
Promotion
Personnel

Process
Price
Overall

Table 4 Table of significant between demographic variables
and customer satisfaction items (marked with ＊)
Variables
Gender Age
item

Average
Occupation Education personal
income per
month

1
2

*
*

3
4
5

*

6
7
8

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

*
*
*
*
*
*

21
*
*
Remark: 1. ISP can remove connection problem rapidly.
2. Reliable network communications. (no noise, un-interrupt, etc.)
3. Convenience location of payment
5. Service personnel are knowledgeable to deal with customers.
6. The effective line speed.
7. Customers will not wait impatiently for services.
8. Advertisement promotion
9. Convenience location of application
15. Friendly services.
16. The ease of using equipment.
17. The breakdown rate of channels equipment.
18. Connection fees.
19. ISP quickly response to handle complain.
20. Promotion programs of ISP.
21. ISP is flexible in meeting customers' need.

Table 5 Table of significant items between demographic
variables and customer satisfaction dimensions
(marked with ＊)
Demographic
Gender Age Occupation Education Average
Variables
Level
Personal
Dimensions
Income
Of Customer
Permonth
Satisfaction
Service Process

＊

Product

＊

Channel
Promotion
Service Personnel

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊

Price
Physical Equipment

＊

＊

Table 6 Score and rank of overall customers satisfaction
Rank
Dimensions
Score
1
Price
1069
2
Product
919
3
Physical equipment
906
4
Channel
786
5
Service Process
758
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6
7

Service Personnel
Promotion

619
581

21.ISP is flexible in
meeting customers'
need
0.4676 1.1662 5.6849 4.59E-08
11.modem rental fee or
purchasing price
0.6218 1.4022 6.2876 2.01E-09

Table 7 ANOVA of customers' degree of concern and
overall customers satisfaction
ANOVA
Average
Sum of
sum of
squares df
squares

Model
1

Regression 117763.9 1
Residual 62469.8 5
Total
180233.7 6

117736.9
12493.96

Price

F

p

9.425668 0.02778

0.5024 2.7388

10.Security and privacy
of data transferring
0.5721
network
3
4.Product features
announced
0.2288
8.Advertisement
-0.139
Promotion promotion
3
20.Promotion programs
ofISP
0.4129
5.Service personnel are
knowledgeable to deal
with customers
0.4328
7.Customers will not
wait impatiently for
Personnel service
15.Friendly services
Physical 13.The failure rate
16.The ease of using
Equipmentequipment

Note：ta

a

/2 (

=0.1 degree of freedom 200)=1.645 ~ Za

/2 (

1.1983
1.1778

Dimension Sum of t value

201

1

2.6010 0.009986

Channel
Service
personnel

9.29149

2

12.27378

3

6.7689 1.27E -10

Physical
equipment

16.14869

4

16.16869

5

17.75234

6

2.7546 0.006417

1.4165 4.3318 2.34E -05

0.4626 1.5066 4.3539 2.13E -05
3.5879 0.000419

0.6318 1.3652 6.5615 3.92E -10
3.9604 0.000103

9.Convenience location
Channel of application
0.1840 1.1317 2.3058 0.022141
12.Convenience
locationofmaintians 0.5174 1.2086 6.069 6.36E -09
1.ISP can remove
connection problem
Service rapidly
0.5323 1.3748 5.4894 1.21E -07

0.6815 1.4690 6.5778 3.59E -10

). If

Rank

5.389604

1.3467 4.3471 2.19E -05

0.3283 1.1754

=0.1)

Table 9 t-value rank of overall customers’ satisfaction

Product
Service
process

1.1534 -1.7121 0.088410

0.2786 1.1009

a

the paired t-test value is positive, that item has unsatisfaction. If the
paired t -test value is negative, that item has satisfaction.。

Promotion

17.The breakdown rate
of channels equipment 0.6019 1.5168 5.6266 6.15E -08
3.Convenience location
of payment
0.0646 1.0003 0.9165 0.360464

19.ISP quickly
response to handle
Process complain

18.Connection fees
0.8656 1.5352 7.9943 8.88E-14
Note：Assume mean of population=0，that is no difference.

Note ：Paired t value = (mean of sample-0)/(standard error/

Standard
item
Mean
error
t
p
2.Reliable network
communications (no
noise, un-interrupt, etc.)0.8358 1.7429 6.7986 1.08E -10

6.The effective line
Product speed

0.5870 1.3833 6.0166 8.37E-09

Note：Sample statistic t is used for measuring satisfaction.

Table 8 Pair-wise t-test (N=201)
Dimension

14.Installation fees

Price
20.29861
7
Note：t value is used to measure testing satisfaction.

Table 10 Mean Rank of Customers' Satisfaction dimension
Dimension

Sum of Mean

Rank

Promotion

0.502488

1

Channel

0.766169

2

Service personnel
Physical
equipment

1.174129

3

1.562189

4

Service process

1.681592

5

Product

1.910448

6

Price

2.074627

7

Table 11 Overall Mean of customers' degree of concern and
real experiences
Dimensions

Items

Mean a Mean b
3.89

3.05

Product

2.Reliable network
communications (no noise,
un-interrupt, etc.)
6.The effective line speed

3.79

3.29

10.Security and privacy of
data transferring network

3.78

3.2
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4.Product features
announced
Promotion 8.Advertisement promotion

3.22

3

2.97

3.1

20.Promotion programs of
ISP

3.4

2.99

5.Service personnels are
knowledgable to deal with
Service customers
7.Customers will not wait
personnel impatiently for services
15.Friendly services

3.52

3.09

3.51

3.04

3.5

3.22

Physical 13Failure rate of modems
16The ease of using
equipment equipment
17.The breakdown rate of
channels equipment
3.Convenience location of
payment
9.Convenience location of
Channel application
12.Convenience location of
maintains
1.ISP can remove
Service connection problem rapidly
19.ISP quickly response to
process handle complain
21.ISP is flexible in meeting
customers'need
11.modem rent or
purchasing fees
Price
14.Installation fees

3.85
3.57

3.22
3.24

3.77

3.16

3.35

3.29

3.37

3.19

3.65

3.13

3.69

3.16

3.74

3.06

3.54

3.07

3.63

3.01

3.68

3.09

18.Connection fees

3.77

2.91
3.11952
Overall
3.580476
4
Note：a is degree of concern, b is real experiences
Note：a-b=3.580476-3.119524=0.460952, that is overall mean in Table18。
Note：Customer satisfaction is real experiences minus degree of concern.
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Analysis of stage choice of venture capital
Dang Xinghua

xie xinglong Yao guizhou

School of Business Administration, Xi’an University of Technology
Abstract::This paper was based on the study of internal mechanism of venture capital stage choice, centering on
the stage choice of venture capital, studied development stage of venture enterprises and fund demand
characteristic, and carried out practical analysis of coincidence degree of venture capital stage distribution in Xi'an
high-tech zone ,put forward proposals on the stage choice of venture capital in Xi'an hi-tech zone.
Key words : venture capital stage choice
1.Internal mechanism of venture capital stage choice
when invested on specified object ,venture capital usually chooses investment amount an pattern according to
the enterprise’s development stage. Among these stages seed stage is most risky, the capital demand stems from
government and enterprises .At initiative stage, the enterprise need more capital to buy production
facilities ,develop products and market and so on . Because there is no preparation record, the enterprise has little
possibility to get bank loan at this stage, and exceedingly needs the participation of risk investment. At growing
stage, the enterprise begins to sell products and services, but it is still in loss in financial state and has to face with
much internal and external risks. So the intervening and deepening of venture capital plays a deterministic role in
the enterprises’ living through the growing stage. At expanding stage, the enterprise has more marketing income
than expenditure , yielding net profits. At this stage venture capital is of strong liquidity ,the purpose of which is to
help risk enterprises rapidly grow and make enterprises listed on market . At maturity stage, the enterprise doesn’t
need capital eagerly as much as early stage .The main purpose of financial is to introduce some stockholders to
enhance the enterprise’s reputation. The role of capital is mainly beautifying financial statement and preparing for
going on the market.
In order to analyze the dispersion character of venture capital at different stages, we have introduced two
basic parameters risks: investor’s investment income expectation and the introduction cost expectation of the
invested. The two basic parameters are closely related to technology risk, market risk of the invested items, the
management and preparation risk of the investment. Risk investors have different investment expectation profits
demand at different development stages. From the curve of the change regularity of risk investor’s investment
from high to low. Risk investor’s investment expectation profits is high for previous investment. At initiative stage
the lowest capital income demand is from 50 to 70 percent. With the gradual maturity of the enterprise operation,
technology going through the market-tested ,and its investment income expectation will decline step by step, up to
profitable period, the lowest capital income demand reduces to 35 percentto 45 percent.
Correspondingly, with the difference of enterprise development stages, the equity that venture enterprise
willingly make over for certain capital investment is unequal, whose introduction cost expectation takes on a
regular change from high to low. The difference is the obviously slowing down of introduction case expectation at
growing stage. Here we introduce the conception of identity, which shows the coincidence extent between risk
investor’s investment income expectation and investee’s introduction cost expectation. Suppose the function of risk
investor’s investment income expectation is p(t), investee’s introduction cost expectation is c(t), when introducing
identity function, resolutions of them show ass follow:
k(t)=f[p(t),c(t)]
Among these, k(t) is directly related to the change of p(t), that is , the bigger the value of p(t) is ,the bigger
the value of k(t) is , but the value of k(t) is inversely related to the change of c(t), that is , the smaller the c(t)
is, the bigger the k(t) is.
Combined with the risk analysis of enterprise’s market, technology management and other factors at different
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stages are studied variation regularity between capital return expectation and capital-introduced cost expectation of
investors and investees at different stages. we found that the identity function takes on a regularity of inverse u
shape, of which coincidence degree is the highest at expanding stage, and the others relatively low. The reasons
why expansion stage has optimal coincidence degree

is as follows:（1）Based on intrinsic achievements and

accumulation of operation experiences, risk degree decreases seriously;（ 2）when transparent degree of the
invested objects is raised, venture capital participation can be easilycontrolled;（3）Understanding of both sides is
deepened and mutual trust is raised;（4）The corporation invested has become more mature and can obtain money
in a relatively short time.
Except for the above general regularity, the factors that we should consider on stage choice of venture capital
are the actual strength of capital, the ability of risk management and the demand on withdrawing time of risk
capital.
Generally speaking, small-scale venture capital corporations will choose to intervene at the s starting or
growing stages. But for a venture enterprise of strong capital strength, it can choose more other stages. Judging
from the ability of venture enterprises management risks, the choice of Intervening point of risk investment is the
important mark that reflects the comprehensive risk management of venture enterprises .For a venture capital of
less experiences, if it enters at the earlier stage , it may be exposed to large risks and even finally fail. The request
of withdrawing time for venture funds also affects the stage distribution of venture capital. If investors prefer to
long-time capital return period., the scope of stage choice will be relatively wide and then several earlier stages
of venture capital can be considered. However, if investors prefer to short -time capital return period, then the scope
may be relatively narrow, and only later stages of venture capital may be suitable to enter, for example, expanding
or maturity stage.
2.Analysis on demand and supply characteristics of venture funds.
2.1．Analysis on demand characteristics of venture funds.
On the basis of analysis of the main operational and financial index of Xi'an high-tech zone, the paper
classified the corporations in Xi'an high-tech zone according to their developing stages and drew the conclusion
that the corporations rate belonging to starting, growing, expanding and mature stage is separately 23.7
percent,47.4 pecent,18.4 pecent,10.5pecent.
Starting period. At this stage, technological risk that corporations are exposed to decreases, but marketing
risk and capital risk stands out, and the capital is mainly used to establish production system and earlier market
development, which is usually called setting-up capital.
This fund is greatly demanded by the corporations at starting stage, while investment risk degree is very high.
Being Exposed to that high risk at the stage, risk investors usually require high expectation return as compensation.
Growing period: At the stage, the corporations are faced with technical risk and financial risk. The capital is
used to improve market share, to buy more equipment to improve production ability and obtain scale returns.
Demand of this fund is large, and expectation return that risk investors require is still high.
Expanding period. At this stage corporation’s operational achievement has been generally embodied, in
order to develop products and improve marketing ability, more funds are demanded. But because the corporations
are still far from being listed, it is still difficult to obtain money from financial organizations .The participation of
venture capital just can meet the need of corporation that lack money accommodation. At the moment corporations
are mainly face with market risk and financial risk, anxiously expanding funds to stabilize profits, increase current
capital, strengthen market, renew products and maintain the increase of sales and profits. The amount of funds
demanded in this way is very large, but risk is relatively low. The corporations at the later growing stage or the
earlier expanding stage need this type of funds mostly. In the one side, with a corporation’s sales of products
increased and market share expanded, its marketing risk decrease too. On the other side the corporation has been
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operated for several years, its management risk greatly decreases .All these make the corporation’s total risk
decrease, so the expectation return that risk investors demand also decrease. .
Mature-period: At the moment the corporations grow up rapidly and are near to saturating state,
development potential has been fully displayed. The corporations are at the previous stage of being listed, so
investment risk is comparatively low, but there still exists certain marketing risk and financial risk. One of the
main goal of money mobilization is to satisfy the capital demand for a corporation to develop. The other is to
introduce some stockholders who can affect industrial circles to improve the reputation of enterprises and prepare
for going on market. At this stage enterprises need much more capital that venture capital can’t provide.
2.2.the analysis of capital oriented character
From the view about the source of different capitals and stage choice of investment ,considering the
difference of its character and circumstances around it, some venture enterprises have great difference in the stage
choice of venture capital in Xi'an high-tech zone.
1）.Venture capital institutions in the oversea or other investment areas. These institutions have taken up
venture capital for a relatively long time, accumulated many experiences, and taken shape perfect choosing mode
and strict evaluation program. In order to avoid investment failure caused by the distance and information
non-symmetry, these institutions would rather not invest in the enterprises at springtime or growing stage, but at
expanding stage , for example, shanghai ruan-fen invest in Xi'an shi-wei software company.
2).The different kinds of investment funds as a aid for starting an undertakings established by some
departments. For these funds set up by government, they have obvious policy tendency and are invested at seed
period and springtime. For instance, Xi'an science and technology investment ltd.c and Xi'an innovation
investment ltd.c, pertaining to Xi'an science and technology committee, all belong to this type. While these
institutions have limited capital, its investment is limited also.
3).Risk investment institution of great company. For the purpose of expanding its business, improving profit
or setting foot in high –tech fields and seeking diversification, some huge company which come into the stock
marketing also established the venture enterprise in Xi'an high-tech zone, the investment choice of these funds are
usually determined by the business scope of parent company.
4).Xi'an local venture capital institutions,. Several venture enterprises have been set up which mainly take
up risk investment in recent years. These institutions should become the main investors in the future. But at the
moment these companies are young and lack many investment experiences, so they would rather not invest at the
early stage which contains large risk, but later stage, at which the risk is small.
3.The analysis of matching feature o f stage distribution of venture capital
At present, it is clear that the projects which have accepted venture capital at the expanding or mature stage
in Xi'an high-tech zone holds leading status. Among the venture enterprises projects invested in 1999, three
programs stay at the stage of springtime and growth, and the others stay the stage of expansion and maturity.
At the stage of seedtime and springtime, because of big risk, venture capital, no matter coming from
government or folk, they all ask for high profit and more proportion of market as compensation, while it is hard to
accept for people who started his enterprise. Beside, for little money is needed at this stage, generally thousands of
money, many entrepreneurs would rather not accept venture capital, but tend to seek for more national science
capital and innovation funds as an aid, thus the coincide degree is relatively lower.
The venture enterprises in Xi'an high-tech zone stay the stage of growth. They hold great enthusiasm to
accept venture capital, that is, the cost expectation of absorbing capitals is still high .Since now venture capital
company has enough freedom to choose projects, the investment earnings rate that they ask is sill relatively high.
The coincidence degree of venture capital at growing stage is raised to certain extend, but it is still relatively low.
To the enterprise at the stage of expansion in Xi'an hi-tech zone, for such reasons as stable income, the
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growing profit, the perfect management system, the decline of management risk , perfect marketing network, the
improvement of company maturity and reclaim of cash in a short time, the risk of new enterprise is reduced greatly,
meanwhile the required invest profit rate drop too. At the stage only a few banks and other finance institutions
intervene in , so the cost expectation of absorbing capita is still high .At this stage the investment earning rate of
venture capital investors is in coincidence with the capital-introducing cost of venture enterprises to the best
extend , that is, at this stage it is easiest for both reach to investment agreement.
At present there are few companies which stay at the stage of maturity in Xi'an hi-tech zone. But because of
the stable income and profits of the kind of companies, many banks have pay much attention to them. Then the
banks would provide loan to the companies in a relatively low cost. Therefore, although the investment earnings
p(t) that investors required remains as before, the cost expectation of introducing capital is greatly lowered, thus
make the value “coincidence degree” k(t) lo w .
To sum up, the best choice of the stage choice of venture capital in Xi'an hi-tech zone is the expanding
stage. Xi'an high-tech zone begins with the middle and latter stage of venture enterprises, mainly making
investment at the expanding stage. Xi'an is a city full of science research institutions and high schools, many
potential and prosperous advanced science findings. So, this kind of venture capital should be paid attention to
and cooperate with overseas venture enterprises> As the result,risks can be dispersed and more experiences can be
obtained.
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ABSTRACT

consideration. They dubitatively touched the merchandises
they want to buy (accurately, it was an exchange), for

The great changes of Internet have taken place rapidly for

appreciating their real values. As time passes, they also

more than 5 years, not only in basic facilities, but also in

expected to have several reliable bargainers and to exchange

sorts of products & services provided for customers. The

with them immovably. Afterwards, arisen metal money,

issue on trust in online trade becomes an urgent matter in the

paper

development of e-Business. With the survey based 183 users

substituted for labor exchange were related to the issues on

of Internet, this paper analyzes the main factors affecting

trust. As people bartered material objects for metal money,

trust in online trade among Chinese customers. The cause

they always thought of the metal's real value, same as for

that customers have less trust in merchants is short of useful

paper

information. Paying great attention to the information could

e-Business tries to impact the traditional business models, it

reach the objective of fostering consumers' trust.

also ineluctably face the issue.

money

money.

and

the

Today,

equivalent

when

exchange

vigorously

manner

developing

In the world, a lot of research projects on the issue were
INTRODUCTION

spread. Many universities and institutes concentrate the issue
from different aspects by various methods. According to the

The development & application of e-Business based Internet

explanation of Modern Chinese Dictionary, the word trust

are vociferating and impelling a new era of mankind society.

means believe and be willing to trust with. In e-Business, we

As the expanding of online trade, the issue on its trust is

regard it as individual's good wishes to the other individuals

extruding and becoming more important. ICTs relate the

or organizations. And the wishes are based the past behavior

business processes of many companies with each other, and

and compellent guaranty of the individuals or organizations.

make merchants to reduce their operational cost, to enlarge

The social capitals presented by the trust has the same

market,

significance with practical capitals. It could create more

and

to

form

closer

&

wider

international

co-operation relationships. The trade on Internet is general

social value and realize social prosperity.

trends at present.
INVESTIGATION

But, under the circumstance of Internet being like a raging
fire, to build and maintain the trust of vast customers in
online trade is becoming a key factor in the further

Recently, we made a survey on the issue. The goal of our

development of e-Business based Internet. To solve the

survey was to

learn about main effective factors to

problem of trust in online trade is stared in the face. As far

trustworthiness

and

as it is concerned, we must have sufficient cognition and pay

questionnaire survey, we sent 300 questionnaires and got

great attention to it. The trust can be comprehended that, on

back 183 responses. For the pertinence, we chose the users

one hand, users believe their personal information security

as investigated objects who touched frequently the Internet

& privacy under a full protection during trade processes;

and used it every week, not random sample. The average age

on the other hand, they believe their requirements satisfied

of the respondents

by online trade.

weekly-Web-usage is 14.7 hours. The questions of the

In the field of commerce, trust is not a new topic.

questionnaire are ranged from personal information, attitude

Retrospecting

to online trade & its trust, to brand, cooperation with

to remote

antiquity

bazaar

when labor

exchange took place, people had taken the trust into

their

degree

is 28-year-old.

difference.

In

this

And the average

third-party, purchasing process, after-service, and technology.
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trust of the trade should be primarily considered.

In total, 5 aspects and 18 potential factors affecting Internet
trust are investigated. All respondents give their marks

Payment Ways

according to their opinions. We stored the data to Access
Database and then made a statistic analysis.

Species & Quality
of Merchandise

Goods Delivery

RESULT ANALYSIS ON ONLINE TRUST ISSUE
Within 183 respondents, there are 65 people who have the
experience of purchase via Internet, occupying 35.5%; 118
people who never purchase via Internet, occupying 65.5%.

Safety & Trust

Figure 1 shows the obvious difference between their attitude
Figure 2 attention-getting factor in choosing
Figure 2merchants of consumers

to the trade trust.

In Figure 2, people pay more attention to the safety & trust

68.6%

than to the others. At present, when we focus our attention

56.9%

on building logistics system and payment system, we have to
think much of reliability & security of the trade via Internet,
33.8%

to protect individuals' information from illegal use or
damage, and to improve consumers' trust.

18.6%
10.2%
1.5%

0.0% 1.7%

0.8%

Completely
Trust

General

Trust

Factors Affecting Online Trade Trust

Completely
Distrust

Distrust

experienced Non-experienced

We thought, online trade trust of consumers is decided
commonly by several factors. In our questionnaire, we list

Figure 1 contrast between two attitudes to the trade trust

18 potential factors affecting online trade trust according to
5 aspects, including brand, cooperation with third-party,

We see that, in experienced respondents, there are 35.3% of
the

trust

attitude.

It's

much

higher

than

11%

in

purchasing

process,

after-service,

and

technology.

non-experienced ones. But in experienced respondents, there

Respondents are invited to give their corresponding scores

are 7.7% of the distrust attitude. It's much less than 20.3% in

ranging from the lowest: 1 to the highest: 5. Table 1 is the

non-experienced ones. These indicate that, experienced

statistic result of the survey.

respondents have bigger degree of the trade trust than
non-experienced ones have.

The Most Effective Factor in Merchant Choice

to

Consumers

Generally,

there

are two factors

to restrict

Chinese

e-Business development. One is logistics; the other is
payment via Internet. Here, the result of our survey remind
us of a noticeable fact: when the respondents sorted
convenient payment, fast goods delivery, safety & trust,
species & quality of merchandise according

to their

importance, most people put the safety & trust in the first
place, and then, species & quality of merchandise, fast goods
delivery, convenient payment, in turn. Hence, the safety &

Table 1 Factors Affecting Online Trade Trust
3.327
【Brand】
Supports of off-line
4.005
entities
Asset value of Web site
3.585
brand
Species & quality of
3.563
goods via Internet
Click rate of the Web site
2.153
3.620
【co-operation with
third-party】
Seals of approval of CA
institute
Payment Guarantee of
Banking House
Brand logo of logistics
delivery corp.
Federation with the
reliable Web site
【purchase process】
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4.055
4.087
3.432
2.907
3.861
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Fast finding out goods
wanted
Simple order process,
only one time needed
【after-service】
Convenient delivery
system,
goods arrived in time
Receive consumers'
complaint
Real-time Feedback of
opinion & suggestion of
users
Providing order-tracking
service
Clarity of return policy
【technology】
Stability of Service
Function of the Web Site
Navigation speed of web
pages
Page design of the Web
site

3.913

emphasize the follows:
l Logistics Delivery System

3.809

Many consumers expect their ordered goods arrived as soon
3.863
4.306

as possible. Especially for the trade tenderfoot, it means less
risk to get goods earlier. Forasmuch, the ability of logistics
network become an important factor which effects on the
trade trust.

3.825

l CA Institute

3.579

CA centers are set up for identity cognizance of participants
in e-Business activities and for assurance of trade security,

3.344

and radically secure the trade of e-Business to go with a

4.262
3.721
4.142

swing. The

importance of CA centers

is extensively

identified with. For the moment, the internal CA centers in
China are being developed, such as Security Hierarchy
Electronic Certificate Authority (www.sheca.com) , China

3.869

Financial Certification Authority (www.cfca.com.cn), etc..
3.153

But most of the centers are subjected to local area, and
mostly centralize at Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and so on.

Within the 5 aspects, respondents redeemed that the factor
affecting by far the trade trust is after-service. The others are
respectively purchase process, technology, cooperation with
third-party, brand. Those are shown in table 2.

We look forward to coming forth of standard CA institute
approved by market.
l Converse Logistics (Clarity of return policy)
E-Business services come down to a new issue, called
Converse Logistics, namely returning goods. Consumers

Table 2 Comparison Among the Factors of the Trade Trust
4
3.8
3.6
3.4
3.2
3

wonder how to do, in case of receiving wrong goods. That's
a handicap of online trade. Thereby, before submitting the
orders, the consumers always want to learn about whether
they could return the goods or not, when they are dissatisfied
with them. This is the issue of Converse Logistics.

Brand

Cooperation
withthe3rd
side

Purchase
Process

Afterservice

technology

So far, under the circumstance of lack of enough trust in
online trade, it is normal for consumers to pay the most
attention to after-service. In general, consumers always
locate at weak side when they trade with merchants. Now,
the weak side extrudes more and more in online trade. If an
e-Business enterprise give explicit after-service assurance to
consumers, it seems that the consumers have more counters
in their hands during a game and have more trust in online
trade. It is a pity that e-Business enterprises in China have
no such promise to consumers at the present time.
Within all of the 18 factors, the front 6 factors are
respectively: (a) Convenient delivery system, Consumers get
the goods in time;(b) Clarity of return policy;(c) Robust of
service function of the Web site;(d) Payment guarantee of
banking house;(e) Seals of approval of CA institute;(f)
Supports of off-line entities. Thereinto, we would like to

Many e-Business Web sites dealing with the trade ask
consumers to submit their orders on-line and to pay off-line.
In effect, it eliminates the advantage of fast & convenience
of e-Business to large extent. Both the trade sides have to
add taches to their trade process. But by payment on-line,
banking house, as the third-party, not only hurry the speed of
fund circulation, but also play a role in supervision and
protect consumers' rights greatly.
l Stability of System Technology
The

technology

realizing

e-Business

model

becomes

gradually ripeness. Many problems on technology operation
result from human factor. Background operation of a Web
site is a dark box for consumers, who only judge stand or
fall of the Web site and reliable degree by downstage service.
An unstable service system would give bad first impression
to consumers and will cause the reduction of the trade trust.
l Supports of Off-line Entities
The attitude of Chinese Internet consumers to the supports
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of off-line Entities is sense. Within Click rate of the Web site,

they do, the consumers' trusts are to be held. We believe that,

Federation with a reliable Web site, Page design of the Web

along with solving the trust issue, online trade will walk out

site, Providing order-tracking

its vale and meet its gallop.

service, Brand logo of

logistics delivery corp., Click rate of the Web site is at large
thought to have not so much influence to the trade trust. It

RESEARCH FINDINGS

reminds us of existence of Internet practical value besides
eye economy.
From our investigation, some findings are discussed below.

Analysis on Respondents' Attitudes vs. Effective Factors

The Third Party Guaranty to Solve the Trust Crisis of
e-Business

Within the 6 more influential factors, systemservice function
of the Web site, fast delivery system, Seals of approval of CA

From naissance day of e-Business on, its model has relapsed

institute, payment guarantee of bank, Supports of off-line

adversely into trust crisis. Although e-Business could reduce

entities, Clarity of return policy , we made more profound

unnecessary taches greatly and make merchants closer to

analysis in terms of the respondents' attitudes to the trade

consumers, trade counters on Internet just are the pages on

trust. Table 3 shows that, different respondents' attitudes

screens, which not so much reality as dirt-world ones. So

result in different concerned factors.

does the merchandise. Consumers only see sample drawing

Table 3 Respondents' Attitudes and Main Influence Factors

of merchandise they want, but they can't touch it anyway. In

Trust

Gen.

Doubt

system service function

4.41

4.11

4.15

fast delivery system

4.29

4.28

4.44

Seals of approval of CA
institute
payment guarantee of bank

4.18

4.01

4.11

4.18

4.04

4.26

e-Business model. If consumers are in two minds when they

Supports of off-line entities

4.12

3.9

4.48

press the button to make an order, e-Business will appear

Clarity of return policy

3.79

4.42

4.26

meaningless.

Factors

case of making a wrong order, how should they do? As for
after-service, it is difficult to be believed. Merchants via
Internet are different from traditional retail business. Could
they provide with standing after- maintenance & afterservicing? Many doubts water down the advantages of

How to solve the problem? To suit the remedy to the case.
In Table 3, the

consumers, accounting for 19.7% of

Since mistrust is due to lack of information, the first thing

respondents and having the attitude of the trade trust , are

merchants should do is that, let consumers know more about

mostly concerned for system service function and less

themselves. Why did sohu.com in China attract so many

concerned for Clarity of return policy. Because of the trust

users? Some people thought that it provided individuation

in online trade, they pay more attention to e-Business

services. Another people thought it set several standards of

technology ability and to system stability. But another

e-Business model and possess the advantages of those

people, accounting for 64.5% of respondents and having the

aspects. In fact, it has to do with publicizing itself with the

attitude of common, as main body of consumers, pay more

aid of media and rising its transparency. We all felt, during a

attention to Clarity of return policy . The others, accounting

quite long time, when reading newspapers, we nearly

for 15.8% of respondents and having the attitude of doubt,

unavoidably refer to amason.com. Under media's reporting

give their attention to all these factors. It is necessary for

frequently, consumers knew amason.com more and more,

changing consumers' attitudes from

doubt to trust to

and cut down the doubts less and less. It is necessary for a

improve these key factors.

merchant to tell about its status to consumers, such as

All in all, there are many issues on online trade. The issue on

merchandise scale of the Web site, abilities off the network,

trust shares a lot. Consumers distrust online trade because of

especially the private policies & user's securities, and to

the asymmetry of information. Consumers know e-Business

make

merchants less. Enterprises forwardly declare themselves, or

responsibilities of both sides. On one hand, the consumers

make use of third-party, and increase their transparency. If

under a trade trouble could look up in time; on the other

clear

purchasing
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hand, consumers could make sure their orders because they

product representation, level & quality of customer support,

know that their rights are under protection. They believe that,

and privacy policies, etc.. By sorting order based on those,

the background operation of the merchant is ruly at same

third-party can recommend the best merchant on Internet to

time. Besides those above, the information consumers get

consumers.

could come from the subtle design of the Web site. A

application. When a consumer makes an order, the process

merchant would be supposed to consider how to classify

switches to the interface of third-party and an abbreviated

commodities rationally and make them found fast and easily.

survey of purchase takes place. After the date of the pact

At same time, the merchant would also be supposed to do its

delivery, an after-sale investigation to the customer should

best to simplify the trade process and make use of IT to

be arranged so as to learn about the status of his or her

realize one-to-one service for consumers. All of these efforts

satisfaction to the received products.

could help the merchant hold its consumers and increase

Because third-party operates in a neutral situation and its

their loyalty & trust, or else they might be consumers of

ability of collecting information is much higher than any

other merchants at any moment, because the shift cost of

personal consumer, this manner will be more effective and

consumers is zero in e-Business model.

more profitable.

l Merchants

Every

sorted

merchant

must

submit

l Governmental Pattern

Transmit Information to Consumers by

third-party. Although merchants can send information

In traditional economy,

on its own initiative, the information lacks neutrality

third-party like network economy. The government sets up

and can't get rid of consumers' distrust. Therefore, they

quality supervision department to supervise the merchandise

had better transmit

quality in internal market for shaping up the market

information to consumers by

third-party(or say, neutral-party).

we can find

the shadow of

economy. General speaking, the institute is association of

l Merchants might adopt federation manner and federate

consumers. As a representative of most of customers, the

strategic fellowship with big banks providing payment

association collects market information according to the

service or with third-party of stronger object flow. The

basic rights & interests of consumers, and recommends the

strength of third-party is sturdy. with the credit

reliable merchandise. We believe that, in near future, the

standing and

government will set up evaluation institutes of online trade.

business come-and

its

-go

afterward,

third-party would make a collection & appreciation of

l Nongovernmental Pattern

information. They bring consumers a great comfort

Differing

undoubtedly.

nongovernmental

l The consumers with purchase experience on Internet fit

from

the

association

information

of

providers of

consumers,
third-party

pursue their profit & size. In China, the government awards

by far to be third-party to appreciate e-Business. We

ICP certification to ICPs which accord with operation

adopt the method of questionnaire investigation to find

criterions, like traditional management licence. It shows that

out many issues at present, such as attention of the

the government is enhancing the management strength of

consumers on Internet in China, effect of the trust

online trade activities.

degree of online trade to consumption action, the
factors which enhance or weaken trust in online trade.

Advantages of Collecting Information

We regard these as the basis of further research on the
issue of trust.
Collected & sorted consumer purchase information is the
fortune of e-Business economy. If an enterprise based on
e-Business gains universal praise form consumers, its trust

Guarantee of Recommended Merchants on Internet

will be promoted undoubtedly. It had better ask for the help
of the neutral third-party to transmit products & services
The Web site of third-party needs to collect, sort, and

information to consumers. Third-party could give consumers

analyze consumers' intention in different stages. It must

an impression of impersonality, justness when it collect &

capture the appreciation on ease of ordering, choice of

transfer the information. In the e-Business of China, many

products,

Web sites, such as easelink.com and eachnet.com, are

information

of products,

good

price,

web

navigation & looks, shipping & handling, on time delivery,

playing the roles.
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information, the consumer has to worry about whether he or
she could get really the products or services he or she wants.
The consumer

also worries

about

that the personal

information might be let out and be illegally used by others.
As long as both a perfect mechanism driving

away

consumers' worries and the trust are built, e-Business could
be expanded forward.
Our survey also pointed out that, customers' trust has much
to do with his experience in using the network. At the
beginning, he or she might has a lower trust in the network.
But as the experience in purchasing by the network be
more and more, the degree of his or her trust would be risen.
The more a Web site is visited, the more profound the
customers trust in it. Although the related research in China
just start, accompanied with the unceasing development of
Chinese e-Business and the trust being more and more
important, China will expand the research on the issue
extensively and intensively.
we are going to do more painstaking survey, to research on
new issues & methods, and to sum up new experience to
cater for the circumstance of e-Business. We should pay
attention to other impacting on the trade trust, like economy
factors, law factors, and so on. But a set of wholesome law
system is the radical basis of consumers' trust, and comes
down to modify & perfect related laws, and to constitute
some of new laws & rules. Due to the importance &
particularity of those issues, we have to pursue the
researches separately. In addition, our reference resource in
being can't meet the requirement of quantity analysis. We
need more effective methods to help us collect & sort
all-sided data, to make quantitative analysis, and to construct
a perfect model of online trade trust.
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ABSTRACT

Where

In this paper, multi-objective programming is applied to
solve the problem of multi-objective optimization in the
field of drilling engineering. Mathematical model is
established and practical run is conducted for a specific
example.
INTRODUCTION
Drilling optimization is a job consisting of minimum cost
and other indexes such as velocity and footage. Traditional
single objective programming takes other indexes as
constraints. This always deviates from objective facts and
makes the problem no feasible solution. The multi-objective
programming method is an effective way to optimize
multi-objective problems. It adopts some special expression
ways such as "soft constraints" and "preemptive priority" to
successfully overcome the limitation of the single objective
programming method.
BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
PROGRAMMING[1][4][5]
Let controlled variable

as

r
x

, objective function

as

r
f i 
x ,i 1,2,,m , the required object consists of
r
f i 
x (or )bi . Adhibiting positive deviation variable
p i and negative deviation variable n i , then
r
f i 
x ni p i  bi
i 1,2,,n
r
f i 
x  bi , then minimized n i is
If required object is
needed only.
If required object is
needed only.
If required object is

r
f i 
x  bi ,
r
f i 
x  bi ,

then minimized
then minimized

pi

is

ni + pi

is needed only.
Gift every objective function with prior progression, place
the demanded minimum deviation variable of the highest
priority at the first heft position of the vector. The general
form of the mathematic model of the multi-objective
programming problems is expressed as

r
rr rr
rr
min a g 1 (n , p ), g2 (n, p), , g k (n, p )
r
f i 
x ni p i  bi i 1,2,,m

r
n ( n1, n 2 , , nm )
r
p ( p1 , p 2, , p m )

MULTI-OBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS
IN DRILLING TECHNIQUE[2][3][4][5]
The designers must seek for the best scheme while drilling
construction as a serial of factors such as geology,
equipment and technique are limited. Each well has its own
actual situation and special demand, and the emergent
degree among all the requests isn’t equal, there hasn’t
identical measurement in compare with each other. It
indicates the application of the multi-objective programming
in drilling through an actual problem below.
The footage now of a well while drilling is 1,500m, the
geology demand to sampling at the depth of 1,800m. In
order to simplify the construction procedure, the production
decision makers hope to reach the sampling horizon using
only one bit under the premises of security and quality, at the
same time they hope that the drilling cost and the ROP reach
to the best level. Now the minimum direct drilling cost of
the adjacent well is known as ¥80 per meter, the highest
ROP is 9m per hour, the decision maker demand the
designer to supply a group of technical proposal satisfied
desire above.
Establishment Of Optimum Object
First: security production
Second: drilling 300m by one bit
Third: the direct drilling cost lower then ¥80 per meter
Fourth: the ROP higher than 9m per hour.
Selection Of Controllable Variable
Select the chief controllable parameter, which influence the
drilling index directly as variables listed as follows:

K b —— bit type(plastic variable)
W —— WOB, ton
N —— rotary speed, rpm
Ps ——stand pipe weight, kg/cm
Q —— flow rate, l/s

2
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Establishment Of Constrains Condition

V ( W , N ,p s ,Q) d17 d17 9

di
d i , di  0.

Where

(1) WOB
The WOB shouldn’t less than the volume breakdown
pressure of formation drilling (5 ton) and higher than the
highest pressure (25 ton) that bit can endure.

W d 1 d 1 5
W d 2 d 2 25



(1)

(2)Rotary Speed
The rotary speed shouldn’t less than the minimum well
drilling restricting rate (55rpm) and higher than the highest
rate (150rpm) that bit can afford.

(6)

(4)Flow rate
The flow rate shouldn't less than the lowest flow rate (15 l/s)
for carrying cuttings and higher than the largest flow rate (40
l/s) of mud pump liner.
(7)
Q d 7 d7 15
(8)

(5)Constraint of bit bearing load

W N Bn d 9 d 9 0

(9)

(6)Constraint of pump horsepower

Ps Q  N s 7.5 
h d10 d 10 0
Where

Ns

(10)

h

is horsepower rating of mud pump and

is

pump efficiency.
(7)Constraint of bit life

T (W , N) 15 Ct d11 d 11 0
T (W , N) 30 C t d 12 d 12 0
Where

Ct

(11)
(12)

is friction loss coefficient of bit cone.

(8)Constraint of drilling speed

91673.3Q
V (W , N, Ps, Q ) d13 d13 0
2
Dh
Where V (W, N , Ps , Q ) KW A N B N dc e E P .

are

deviation

variables

and





d 10 d 11 d 12 d 13 d 14 , d 16 d 16 , d 15 , d 17 }

(4)
(3)Stand pipe weight
The stand pipe weight shouldn't less than the lower limit
pressure (130kg/cm 2 ) that jet drilling requires and higher
than the upper limit pressure (220kg/cm 2 ) that circulation
system permits.
(5)
p s d 5 d 5 130

Q d 8 d8 40

di

(17)










min a {d 1 d 2 d 3 d 4 d 5 d 6 d 7 d 8 d 9

(3)

p s d 6 d 6 220

and



According to the requires of objective programming
mathematical model, The objective function with minimum
deviation variable can be described as

(2)

N d 3 d 3 55
N d 4 d 4 150



(13)

Then we obtain the optimal project as follows
Bits
type

WOB
(ton)

Rotary
Speed
(rpm)

Stand
pipe
weight
(kg/cm 2 )

Flow
Rate
(l/s)

Bit
footage
(m)

Drilling
Cost
(¥/m)

ROP
(m/h)

J22

20.8

90

142

15.
5

300

85

9.3

In this project, J22 bit is selected and footage is 300m.
Direct drilling cost is higher than desired object slightly and
ROP is higher than desired object. The optimal project meets
well to the decision-maker's desire. And we will not obtain
the feasible solution to this question if we adopt
single-objective optimal method.
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(9)Constraint of bottomhole energy equilibrium
Where

N d N cr d14 d14 0
Nd p
( s Q K c Q 2.8 ) /(7.5 Ab )

(14)
and

N cr

is

the minimum specific hydraulic horsepower.
(10)Direct drilling cost

C (W , N, Ps, Q) d15 d15 80

(15)

(11)Footage constraint

F (W ,N , Ps ,Q ) d16 d16 300

(16)

(12)ROP (rate of penetration)
ROP should be higher than 9m/h.
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ABSTRACT
Mathematics is often used to facilitate a clear
and organized presentation of economic theories
and problems. It provides a simplified approach
for setting up models, making explicit
assumptions about the models, finding optimal
solutions, and extending the results by varying
the parameters and assumptions of the models.
Many economists would agree that a large gain
in clarity and economy of effort can be achieved
by incorporating mathematics into economic
teaching. What limits the use of mathematics in
teaching economics is inadequate preparation of
students in quantitative methods. In addition,
some
mathematical
manipulations
and
calculations turn out to be time consuming and
tedious for class presentations. This paper argues
that both of these problems can be overcome by
using modern mathematical software in teaching
economics.
I- Introduction
As a tool, mathematics can be used to facilitate a
clear and organized presentation and test of
economic problems. It provides a basis for
setting up a model, making explicit assumptions
about the model, finding specific optimal
solutions, and extending the results by varying
the parameters and assumptions of the model. A
large gain in clarity and economy of effort can be
achieved by incorporating mathematics into
economic analysis.

What limits the use of mathematics in teaching
undergraduate courses in economics is students'
preparation in mathematics. It is a known fact
that many students entering higher educational
institutions do not have enough preparation in
mathematics to allow them to manipulate
mathematical symbols, to do numerical
calculations and to graph the mathematical
relationships. These techniques are the basic
tools of economic analysis and the need for them
is of even greater importance in the field of
applied economic. In many colleges, the lack of
mathematical preparation has resulted in
canceling quantitative parts of economic
curriculum, lowering the course standards, and
omitting some of the advanced topics. Even if
students had enough preparation in mathematics,
presenting certain topics in the classroom using
the traditional methods of on-the-board
manipulation is often very time consuming and
tedious.
Software utilization in the classroom has the
potential to radically transform teaching style
from a static lecture walk and talk format to a
technologically dynamic environment with an
interactive and collaborative learning process.
Students not only have the benefit of learning
from lectures but also have access to expert
online resources implemented in the software
that makes the possibility of self study even
more likely. The use of quantitative software
creates a learning community in which the
differentials in quantitative-skill levels become a
secondary to conceptual understanding of course
materials and application of the knowledge to
real world problems.
Since the introduction of mathematical software
programs, Mathematica, Maple, MathLab, and
others have become an increasingly standard
computational environment for scientists,
engineers, financial analysts and many others.
However, economists have rarely used these
software programs in teaching. The use of these
programs in teaching can help to remove
students handicap in mathematical analysis and
allow them to concentrate more on the economic
concepts, theories, and the structure of economic
optimization rather than worrying about details
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of numerical calculations and symbolic
manipulations. Using these powerful and user
friendly software programs which can handle
symbolic, numeric, and stochastic economic
models, students can experiment with the
dynamics of economic theories.
The twodimensional and three-dimensional graphic
features of these programs can help students with
visualizing the relationship among different
economic variables and can be used in
presenting graphical solutions of economic
problems.
Today, it is critical for students of business and
economics to be fully familiar with mathematical
concepts and to be equipped with major
mathematical software programs that can help
them in modeling a problem, finding the solution,
and analyzing it by varying the assumptions and
parameters of the problem. The application of
quantitative software in teaching economics
excels economic students in learning and
practicing economics and motivate them to
become competent in economic theory and
decision process.
Mathematica has been utilized in formulating
and analyzing several advanced economic and
financial models (Varian, 1992 and 1996, ).
However, there are no literature that we know of
which has addressed the pedagogical benefits of
using quantitative software in teaching and
learning quantitative subjects in economics and
decision science.
This paper uses several
features of Mathematica, including its power in
performing numerical calculations, graphic
presentation, and symbolic solutions of equations
to present cases in which the use of quantitative
software can be of enormous benefit in teaching
and learning environment. The ease with which
the numerical and graphic solutions can be done
by a quantitative software and the similarities
between the mathematical formulations and the
software modeling is an argument for using
quantitative software in teaching economics.

Clear [n, t, r, PV]
r = ?; n = ?; R =?;

n

PV 


t 1

R
(1  r) t

The present value formulation in Mathematica is
quite the same as you may find in any standard
text book.
As well, a decision maker or
instructor can set the values of the parameters or
change the values to demonstrate the relationship
among the three parameters of the problem. For
example, with a numerical values of r = 6%, n =
10 years, and R = $100, the PV = $736.01. If
the stream of the values are accrued over the
lifetime (consol), n = ¥, and the present value of
the consol equals to $1666.67. The Mathematica
solution is done as follows:
Clear [n, t, r, PV]
r = .06; n = Infinity; R=100;

n

PV 


t 1

R
(1r) t

{{$1666.67}}
The graph of the present value of stream of $100
annual payments forever as the discount rate
changing from zero to 10%, with an increments
of .05% can be plotted using the Mathematica
command "ListPlot" as:
Clear [n, t, r, PV]
R = 100; n = Infinity;

n

PV 


t 1

R
(1 r) t

;

pvalue = N[Table [PV, {r, 0.1, .005} ] ] ;
ListPlot [pvalue]

II- Numerical Calculations: Present Value
Problem
One of the topics that easily yields itself to
numerical calculation power of quantitative
software is the present value concept. Suppose a
stream of $R is accrued for the next n yeas. The
present value of the cash flows at a discount rate
of r can be formulated in Mathematica as
follows:
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stream of the cash flows (NCF) for the next five
years; NCF1 = $5000, NCF2 = $7000, NCF3 =
$8500, NCF4 = $6000, and NCF5 = $3500, the
Internal rate of return is calculated as follows,

PV
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000

Clear [NCF1, NCF2, NCF 3, NCF4, NCF5,
NCFo, r, IRR]
NCF1=
5000;
NCF2=
7000;
NCF3=
8500;NCF4=6000; NCF5=3500; CFo=2400;

5

10

15

20

Interest
Interval

IRR = N [Solve[

NCF1
(1 + r)

. . . 

NCF5
 CFo =
(1 + r)5

= 0, r] ]

{{r -> 0.08279}}
Present Value and Growth
The present value problem above, can be
extended to include growth of the future earnings.
Suppose the stream of future cash flows is
growing at an annual rate of g per cent. The
present value calculation with the revenue
growth assumption can be formulated as follows:

The formulation in Mathematica follows exactly
the same format of the IRR formulation in any
standard textbook.
If the stream of cash flows for a project is fixed
with a constant growth rate of g, the IRR is
calculated as follows:
Clear [NCF, CFo, g, r, n]
CFo = 24000; NCD = 800; g= .1; n = 20;

Clear [R, r, g, t, n]
R= ?; g= ?; r = ?; n = ?;

n

GPV 


t 1

R (1 + g) t

Solve[

n

NCF (1 + g) t

t 1

t
(1  r)




- CFo =

= 0, r]

;

t
(1 r)

{{r -> 0.0605}}
With a hypothetical numerical assumption of
initial revenue R = $100, n = 10 years, g = 10%,
and r = 6%, the present value is $1232.91.
Clear [R, r, g, t, n]
R= 100; g = .10; r = .06; n = 10;

n

GPV 


t 1

R (1 + g) t
(1 r) t

{{1232.91}}
Internal Rate of Return

where, the internal rate of return is 6.05%. By
changing the values of the parameters of the
equation, a decision maker ofr an instructor can
evaluate the resulting values with minimum
efforts. For example, the problem may be solved
for n, the number of years needed for the project
to achieve break even.
Clear [NCF, CFo, g, r, n]
CFo = 24000; NCD = 800; g = .1; r = .0605;
n

Solve[



t 1

The "Solve" command of the Mathematica is a
powerful tool in finding internal rate of return
(IRR ) for any investment project and its future
stream of cash flows. The tool can be easily
applied in project evaluation, profitability
indexing, and terminal value calculations. For
example, to find the internal rate of return for an
initial investment of CFo = $24000, with the

NCF (1 + g)
(1  r) t

t

- CFo =

;

= 0, n]

{{n -> 19.9908}}
The "ListPlot" command of Mathematica can be
used to visually present the effect of changes in
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growth rate, internal rate of return, initial
investment, or any other parameters of the
problem on the outcome of the project.
For
example, a change in annual revenue growth
from 0% to 20%, with annual increments of 1%
will result in the following net present value plot.
Clear [NCF, CFo, g, r, NPV, n]
CFo = 24000; NCF = 800; r= .0605; n = 20

n

NPV 


t 1

NCF(1 g) t
(1 + r) t

 CFO

;

NPValue=N[Table[NPV, {g, 0,.2,.01}]];
ListPlot[NPValue]

the set of points that simultaneously satisfies the
constraints. To find the constraint region, graph
both constraints using the Mathematica
command "Plot" as follows:
Clear[x1,x2, equ1, cons1]
equ1=Solve[x1+2x2==7,
x2];eq1[x1_]:=x2/.equ1[[1]];
cons1=Plot[eq1[x1], {x1, 0, 7}];
equ2=Solve[3x1+x2==6,
x2];eq2[x1_]:=x2/.equ2[[1]];
cons2=Plot[eq2[x1], {x1, 0, 2}];
cons = Show[cons1, cons2]
region= Show[Graphics[ {Hue[.7], Polygon[{{0,
0}, {0, 3.5}, {1,3}, {2,0}}]}]]
Show[cons , region]
X2
6
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III. Using Graphic Property of Software in
Linear Programming:
The graphic solution of the linear programming
problems is a useful method to illustrate the way
in which the Simplex method arrives at the
optimal solution. The iterations to achieve
optimal final solution starts from the degenerate
corner solution at the origin and progresses to
optimal solution in several iterations, with each
iteration improving the solution over the
previous iteration. To illustrate the use of a
quantitative software in teaching the linear
programming problem, let's start with a standard
linear programming problem given as:
Maximize: Z = 1.5x1 + x2
Subject to: x1 + 2x2 < 7
3x1 + x2 < 6
x1, x2 > 0
The first step in solving the problem is to find
the constraint region. The constraint region is

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

X1

The Simplex method provides us with a prove
that the optimum solution of the linear
programming problems always lies on one of the
corner points of the polygon or on one of the
sides of the polygon, if there are multiple
solutions. The optimum solution, however,
depends on the slope of the objective function
and the point at which the objective function is
tangent to the constraint region. The constraint
region and a group of objective lines are graphed
below
x2
6
5
4
3
2
1

0.5

1

1.5

2

X1

as the objective line is moved from the north east
corner of the quadrant toward the constraint
region, the first point where the objective line
touches the constraint region (the point of
tangency) provides us with the optimum solution
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to the problem. In this case, the solution is (1, 3),
which is the intersection of the two constraints,
and the maximum value of Z is Z = 11.
The optimum solution can be tested for using
the Mathematica command "ConstainedMax" as
follows,

Show[Plot[{eq1[x1], eq2[x1]}, {x1, 0, 2}],
Table[Plot[-4x1+i, {x1, 0, 2}, DisplayFunction>Identity],
{i, 6, 9 }],Graphics[{Hue[.7],
Polygon[{{0, 0}, {0, 3.5}, {1,3}, {2,0}}]}]]

x2

Clear[x1, x2]
ConstrainedMax[2x1+ 3x2,{x1 + 2x2 <= 7,3x1 +
x2 <= 6},{x1,x2}]
{11,{x1->1,x2->3}}

8
6

It may happen that the slope of the objective
function is the same as the slope of one of the
constraints. In that case, the linear programming
problem will have multiple solutions.
Any
point on the constraint function which also lies
on the constraint region will be a solution to the
problem. For example, if the objective function
of the preceding example were Z = x1 + 2x2 ,
which has the same slope as the first constraint,
the point (0, 3.5), or (1,3), or any point on the
line joining these two points is a solution to the
problem. All of these points will maximize Z
with a value of Z = 7. The following figure
shows the case of multiple solutions.
Show[Plot[{eq1[x1], eq2[x1]}, {x1, 0, 2}],
Table[Plot[-.5x1+i, {x1, 0, 2}, DisplayFunction>Identity],
{i, 3, 5 }],Graphics[{Hue[.7],
Polygon[{{0, 0}, {0, 3.5}, {1,3}, {2,0}}]}]]
x2
6
5

4
2
X1
0.5

1

1.5

2

-2

Sensitivity Analysis
For the maximizing problem above, let's relax
the assumption of the fixed inputs and assume
that the second input (capital) can be increased.
Given that the first input (labor) is fixed, the
question is what will be the effect of increase in
capital on total revenue, on outputs (X1 & X2),
and what is the limit of the ncrease in capital.
Formulating the increments in capital to the
optimizing problem gives,
Clear[z,u, x1, x2]
fu=Table[ConstrainedMax[ 2x1+3x2,{x1 + 2x2
<= 7,3x1 + x2 <= 6+i}, {x1, x2}], {i, 20}];
u=N[Table[List[i, fu[[i, 1]]], {i, 20}]]

4
Revenue

3

14
2
13.5
1

13
0.5

1

1.5

2

If the objective line intersects the constraint
region in one of the vertices lying on the axes
(point (2, 0) or (0, 3.5)), the firm will produce
positive amounts of one good and none of the
other. Such a solution is called a degenerate
solution. For example, if the objective function
was Z = 4x1 + x2, the solution would be x1 = 2
and x2 = 0. If the objective function was Z = x1
+ 3x2, the solution would be x1 = 0 and x2 = 3.5.
The following figure shows the degenerate
solution (2, 0).

X1

12.5
Capital
5

10

15

20

11.5

The solution and the graph above show that as
capital input increases total revenue will increase.
With labor input fixed, maximum total revenue
is achieved when capital input is 22 units, where
X1=7, X2 = 0, and the total revenue is $14.
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Now let the first input (labor) be variable and the
second input (capital) be fixed. Formulating the
problem into the constrained optimizing problem
gives:
Clear[z,u, x1, x2]
fu=Table[ConstrainedMax[ 2x1+3x2,{x1 + 2x2
<= 7+i,3x1 + x2 <= 6}, {x1, x2}], {i, 10}];
u=N[Table[List[i, fu[[i, 1]]], {i, 10}]];
ListPlot[u]

The solution of this problem follows the standard
constrained optimization techniques which uses
Lagrangian function (L), which is formed by
augmenting the objective function and the
constraint together with the Lagrange multiplier
(l).
L = U(X, Y) + l(M - PxX - PyY)

Revenue
18

The mathematical solution to this problem can
be solved by optimizing the Lagrangian function

17

L(X, Y, l) = U(X, Y) + l(M - PxX - PyY). This
function may be maximized with respect to the

16

three unknown variables X, Y, and l. The first
order condition is:

15
14
Labor
4

6

8

10

The solution and the graph above show that as
labor input increases total revenue will increase.
With capital input fixed, maximum total revenue
is achieved when labor input is 12 units, where
X1= 0, X2 = 6, and the total revenue is $18.
IV. Constrained Optimizing Problem
Solving even a simple numerical example of a
constrained optimization problem in the
classroom is a time consuming task that every
faculty and student would like to avoid.
The
similarity
between
Mathematica
and
mathematical formulation and the ease with
which the problems can be solved with
quantitative software provide faculty and
students with a powerful tool ni the area of
solving optimization, dynamic problems , and
simulations.
Consider
a
constrained
maximization problem, where the constraint is
an equality.
Maximize:

the utility function subject to the budget
constraint.

U = U(X, Y)

Subject to: PxX + PyY = M
Where the first equation is the objective function
in which U(X, Y) is the utility function, assumed
to be differentiable, and PxX + PyY = M is the
budget constraint. The problem is to maximize

Lx = Ux - lPx = 0

Ly = Uy - lPy = 0

Ll= M - PxX - PyY = 0
A point P(X*, Y*, l *) that satisfies the three
equations of the first-order condition is the
extremum.
The second order condition for L(X, Y, l) to
have a maximum at P is that d 2 L to be negative
definite at the extremum. To find d 2 L, find total
differential of dL with respect to three variables.
Expressed in matrix form, the second-order
condition gives,

Uxx

(dX dY dl ) Uyx

Px

Uxy
Uyy
Py

-Px dX 

 
 PydY
 
0 d l 

The quadratic form of the second-order condition
is said to be negative definite if the bordered
principal of the bordered Hessian,
H =

 Uxx Uxy -Px 


 Uyx Uyy -py  alternate in sign,


 -Px
-Py
0 
beginning with the first bordered principal minor
negative. That is, the second-order condition for
maximum utility at the point P* requires that
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 Uxx

 -Px

Det

 Uxx

Det  Uyx

 -Px

-Px

0 

<

0

 1
 900
{{ 0

 2

and

-Px 

Uxy


-py 

0 

Uyy
-Py

> 0.

{{-4.}}

 D[D[L, x], x] D[D[L, x], y] D[D[L, x], l ] 
 D[D[L, y], x] D[D[L, y], y] D[D[L, y], l ] ]]/. {sol}
D[D[L, l ], x] D[D[L, l ], y] D[D[L, l ], l ]

N[Det[

{{0.02}}
Since the determinants of the bordered principal
minors alternate in sign beginning with the first
one negative, the Hessian is negative definite and
the extremum is a maximum.

L = Log[x y] + l(120 - 2x - 3y);
sol = Solve[{D[L, x]==0, D[L, y]==0, D[L,

l]==0}, {x, y, l}]
Clear[L, U, x, y, l]
L = Log[x y] + l(120

To see the solution point graphically in three
dimensions, plot the objective function and the
constraint together

- 2x - 3y);
sol = Solve[{D[L, x]==0, D[L, y]==0, D[L,

l]==0}, {x, y, l}]

U = Log[x y];
plo1 = Plot3D[U, {x, .5, 40}, {y, .5, 30}]

The first line above clears the values of the
variables from the computer memory.
The
second line formulates Lagrangian function. The
third line derives the first order condition by
finding the first derivatives of L and by setting
them zero. The resulting equations then are
solved simultaneously and the solution set is
assigned a name, here "sol". To find the secondorder conditions, formulate the Hessian matrix in
Mathematica format at evaluate it at "sol", the
solution set of the first order condition.
1

6
4

30

2
0

20

10

' x

30,

y



20}}

10
20

60









3

D[D[L, x], x] D[D[L, x], l ]
N[Det[ 
]]/.{sol}
 D[D[L, l ], x] D[D[L, l ], l ] 

Clear[L, U, x, y, l]



- 4001

2 

3 }}

0 

The determinant of the bordered principal minors
are formulated as below and are evaluated at
"sol",

Now let's formulate and solve a numerical
example of the same problem using Mathematica.
Suppose a consumer has a utility function
expressed as U(x, y) = lnxy, where x and y are
quantities of two goods X and Y consumed by
the consumer. The market price of X and Y are
$2 and $3, respectively. The consumer has a
budget of $120 to spend on the two goods. To
solve the utility maximizing problem for the
consumer and find the optimum quantities of x
and y, form the Lagrangian function in
Mathematica format as:

{{l

0



D[D[L, x], x]D[D[L, x],y]D[D[L, x], ]
MatrixForm[ D[D[L, y], x]D[D[L, y], y]D[D[L, y], l ]

D[D[L,l ], x]D[D[L,l ], y]D[D[L,l ], l 

30
40

The plot of the constraint surface is derived as:
plo2 = Plot3D[2x + 3y-120, {x, 0, 40}, {y, 0,
30}]
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The tangency of the utility function and the
budget constraint is shown in three dimensions
using the command

0
0

Show[plo1, plo2, ViewPoint->{33, 41, 10.6}]
0
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-50
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40
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0

To see the solution point graphically in x-y space,
plot the indifference curves and the budget
constraint through the contour plot:
Clear[u, x, y]
con1 = ContourPlot[U, {x, .5, 40}, {y, .5, 20},
ContourShading->False]
con2 = ContourPlot[2x+3y-32, {x, 0, 40}, {y, 0,
20}, Contours->{0}, ContourShading->False]
Show[con1, con2]

10

20

30

40

The Lagrangian multiplier technique may be
generalized to cases in which a function is
optimized subject to more than one constraint,
provided that the constraints are consistent and
the number of constraints is less than the number
of variables. The Mathematica solution to the
m-constraint case follows the same formulation
as in this section, with derivatives extended to
the new variables introduced to the model.
V- CONCLUDING REMARKS
Advances in semi -conductor and information
technology have breathed a new life into the
abstract formulas, particularly in decision theory,
by making it possible for us to visualize the
concepts in sequential, simplifying, and
accessible graphical presentations with much
flexibility in a timely fashion in the classroom
environment. Given the increasing importance
of quantitative decision theory in the coming
decades, information technology can assist both
students and instructors in spending more of
their efforts on the analytical issues rather than
on routine computational tasks. It is time for
instructors to take full advantage of the
technology in the classroom instructions and
concentrate more on the concepts and theories
than on mathematical computations.
VI- END NOTES
1- The benefits from application of Maple in
teaching economics has been discussed in a
recent article published in the Journal of
Economic Education (Boyd, 1998).
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2- If the number of the constraints is equal to the
number of the variables, locating the extremum
will become a trivial matter of finding the
intersection point of the constraints.
3-You may have noticed that there are two
differences between pure income effect and
income effect of price change. First, they have
different signs; second, income effect of price
change is multiplied by x. Hence, from the pure
income effect, we can get information about the
sign of the income effect of price change.
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ABSTRACT
Trust is imperative for conducting online transactions. To
reduce online risks and foster trust, assurance service
providers, such as TRUSTe, BBBonline, and WebTrust,
audit online businesses to assure their compliance with
principles and criteria for e-commerce business activities.
Of these assurance service providers, WebTrust offers the
most comprehensive services, including programs for
business to consumer and business to business transactions,
certification authorities (CA) and service providers.
WebTrust jointly developed by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) and the Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) offers best
practices and a framework of measurable controls for
electronic businesses, and thus, fosters online trust and
confidence that are critical to the success of
electronic
commerce. As e-commerce matures, WebTrust will play an
increasingly important role in CA-based e-commerce as well
as in the applications service provider industry.
Keywords: E-commerce, Trust, Assurance Services, CAs,
WebTrust
INTRODUCTION
Despite of the recent demise of many dot-com companies, ecommerce is here to stay. However, its future success is
greatly dependent on trust of all parties involved in online
transactions. “Confidentiality, authentication, integrity, and
nonrepudiation are the four most important ingredients
required
for trust
in e-commerce
transactions”
(http://ftp.webtrust.org/webtrust_public/certauth_fin.doc).
Confidentiality protects user privacy and proprietary
information. Authentication ensures the authenticity of an e-

commerce retailer or a consumer by using digital signatures
or certificates. Data integrity ensures that data is not altered
during transmission. Nonrepudiation is protection from
denial of a transaction by either party. Confidentiality can
be provided through encryption.
Authentication, data
integrity, and nonrepudiation can be provided through digital
signatures, and public key certificates. However. without
face-to-face contact, a "bricks and mortar” facility, and
direct physical exchange of goods and credit information,
online commerce faces significant hurdles in developing
trust.
To reduce risk and build trust and confidence online,
principles and criteria for key areas critical to companies
operating in e-commerce marketplaces must be established.
Web site assurance services, such as those provided by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants member
firms (www.aicpa.org), the Better Business
Bureau
(www.bbbonline.org),
MasterCard,
and
TRUSTe
(www.truste.org), ensure online businesses comply to the
established principles and criteria.
Of these assurance
service providers, the AICPA’s WebTrust offers the most
comprehensive principles and criteria for business-toconsumer and business-to-business e-commerce, for services
providers, as well as for certificate authorities
The purpose of this paper is to examine the role of WebTrust
in assuring e-commerce business activities and explore its
potential in providing consumer confidence and entrust in ecommerce. Section one briefly discusses risks associated
with e-commerce. Section two gives an overview of
WebTrust. Second three discusses certificate authorities
(CA) and explores the role of WebTrust in CA-based ecommerce. Section four concludes paper.
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RISKS OF E-COMMERCE
Conducting commerce over the Internet entails unique risks.
In order to provide a trusted environment for consumers, ecommerce businesses must ensure some fundamental
security for transactions over the Internet that includes the
elements of confidentiality, authentication, data integrity,
and nonrepudiation[3]. Confidentiality protects user privacy
and proprietary information. Authentication ensures the
authenticity of an e-commerce retailer or a consumer by
using digital signatures or certificates. Data integrity ensures
that data is not altered during transmission. Nonrepudiation
refers to assurance that an e-commerce retailer or a
consumer will not repudiate having participated in a
transaction after the fact.
Gray and Debreceny [5] categorizes these security risks into
three areas including:
Business Practices and Information Privacy:
A
well-constructed web page may be effective in enticing
consumers to purchase goods and services. Yet, behind the
web page facade the entity may be engaging in deceptive
practices.
Additionally, consumers need information
concerning the entity's ability to fill consumers' orders,
product specifications, product warranties, return policies,
and the resolution of consumer complaints. A lack of such
information may lead to increased risk of losses and lower
satisfaction for consumers.
Transaction Integrity: Without proper controls over
the web site Internet transactions can easily be incorrectly
processed and altered. The result may be incorrect orders,
improper billing, problems with returns and a series of other
problems that undermine the integrity of retail e-commerce.
Consumers want assurance that the entity has the effective
security controls in place.
Information Protection:
A recent Yanklevich
Partners survey of 1,003 American consumers commissioned
by the AICPA indicates that 85% of online users would not
give out their credit card numbers when shopping online
(AICPA, 4/27/98). To gain consumer confidence in the web
site it is important that the entity takes appropriate steps to
protect customer information. This protection includes
security measures such as digital certificates to guard against
the intentional or unintentional leakage of private
information.
HOW WEBTRUST SERVICES REDUCE RIS KS
AND FOSTER TRUST
Certified Public Accountants (CPA) have long been
concerned with the integrity of corporate financial reporting
and the strength of an entity's internal controls to safeguard
assets and to accurately process transactions in their roles as
independent auditors. Independent audits provide investors
and creditors with assurance of the integrity and fairness of
financial reporting and, thereby, greatly contribute to the
efficiency of capital markets. In fact, United States financial

reporting is considered the best and most trustworthy in the
World due in part to the independent audits conducted by
CPA’s [8].
Recently, the CPA profession through the joint efforts of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
and the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA)
have ventured into a new direction offering assurance
services to business-to-consumer and business-to-business ecommerce, service providers, and certificate authorities
(CAs). These services termed WebTru st provide assurance
to consumers and online concerns that e -commerce web sites
meet WebTrust Principles and Criteria for privacy, security,
integrity, availability and confidentiality, and consumer
redress for complaints, and business practices online.
The
key areas included in WebTrust program are a site’s privacy
policies and procedures to protect personal information, its
security practices and control and the availability of the
site’s system, disclosures about its business practices and
transaction integrity, non-repudiation and confidentiality of
information and data. WebTrust assurance is intended to
reduce risks and, thus, increase trust and confidence in ecommerce.
Similar to other forms of assurance services, WebTrust
assurance services are provided by specially licensed CPA
firms and practitioners.
In conducting a WebTrust
assurance process a practitioner audits an online business
and its web site to verify if it meets WebTrust Principles
and Criteria.
Once the WebTrust practitioner has
completed the assurance process, a WebTrust Seal is
awarded to the web site. Customers and business partners
can click on the WebTrust seal to learn about the site's
business practice disclosures, Report of the Independent
Accountant, and Management's Assertions. An example of
the
WebTrust
Seal
may
be
viewed
at
http://cert.webtrust.org/verisign.html.
The WebTrust
practitioner continuously monitors the web site to verify its
compliance with the WebTrust Principle, i.e., business
practice disclosure, transaction integrity, and information
protection. If the web site fails to comply with the
Principles and Criteria, the seal will be revoked.
WebTrust Criteria are the basis for practitioners to assess if
the principle has met at a Website. The WebTrust Privacy
Principle requires the business "discloses its privacy
practices, complies with such privacy practices, and
maintains effective controls to provide reasonable assurance
that personally identifiable information obtained as a result
of electronic commerce is protected in conformity with its
disclosed
privacy
practices.”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/privacy_fin.htm).
The
WebTrust Confidentiality Principle requires that the business
“discloses its confidentiality practices, complies with such
confidentiality practices, and maintains effective controls to
provide reasonable assurance that access to information
obtained as a result of electronic commerce and designated
as confidential is restricted to authorized individuals, groups
of individuals, or entities in conformity with its disclosed
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confidentiality
practice”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/confidentiality_exp.htm). The
WebTrust Security Principle states that business “discloses
its key security practices, complies with such security
practices, and maintains effective controls to provide
reasonable assurance that access to the electronic commerce
system and data is restricted only to authorized individuals in
conformity with its disclosed security practices”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/Security_fin.htm).
Business
Practices/Transaction Integrity Principle states that “the
entity discloses its business practices for electronic
commerce, executes transactions in conformity with such
practices, and maintains effective controls to provide
reasonable assurance the electronic commerce transactions
are processed completely, accurately, and in conformity with
its
disclosed
business
practices”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/BusPracTrans_fin.htm).
The
Availability Principle states the business “discloses its
availability practices, complies with such availability
practices, and maintains effective controls to provide
reasonable assurance that electronic commerce systems and
data are available in conformity with its disclosed
availability
practices”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/avail_fin.htm). WebTrust for
Certification Authorities (CA) establishes universal
standards for issuance of digital certificates so that users of
these certificates can feel confident that the certificate is
valid, credible, and trustworthy.
These standards
surrounding
security,
confidentiality,
authentication,
integrity, and nonrepudiation are designed to increase
confidence in the public key infrastructure (PKI) used by
Certification Authorities. The WebTrust for Certification
Authorities Principle for CA Business Practices Disclosure
states “The Certification Authority discloses its key and
certificate life cycle management business and information
privacy practices and provides its services in accordance
with its disclosed practices. The principle for service
integrity is “The Certification Authority maintains effective
controls to provide reasonable assurance that subscriber
information was properly authenticated, the integrity of keys
and certificates it manages is established and protected
throughout
their
life
cycles.”
(http://www.cpawebtrust.org/CertAuth_fin.htm)
The specific areas of the Webtrust criteria for each of the
above principles include disclosures, policies, procedures,
and monitoring. For each criterion, there are illustrative
disclosures for business to consumer, business to business,
CAs and Service Providers when applicable.
CA-BASED E-COMMERCE
As e-commerce matures, certification authorities (CAs) will
assume an increasingly important role in securing ecommerce[7]. CA service is based on a Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI). PKI uses public/private-key pairs to
provide confidentiality, authentication, integrity and
nonrepudiation required for trust in e-commerce. Keys are
mathematically related so that the data encrypted by a

private key can be decrypted and read only by the related
public key and vice-versa. These keys allow one to sign and
verify signature. The signer keeps the private key and
deposits the public key in an electronic directory of public
keys used to verify digital signature. Using the public key,
anyone can verify that a signature of a particular signer of a
document. A digital signature is more difficult to forge and
cannot be transfer from one document to another document.
Although someone can use your public key to verify your
signature, it prevents him from signing documents in your
name.
However, the logistics of maintaining a directory of public
keys used to verify digital signature is formidable. The socalled certification authorities (CAs) offer digital signature
service. For instance, VeriSign is one such certification
authority [9]. CAs verify the identity of a subscriber, say an
online business, and issue and digitally sign a digital
certificate that includes the subscriber’s public key, identify
information, and an expiration date. Once the online
business receives the certificate, the business can post the
certificate in the web page of his Privacy Policy. Consumer
can check the authenticity certificate. The certificate can be
used to identify the merchant and the key bound in the
certificate can be used to encrypt message from consumer to
an online business. According to the Aberdeen Group, a
Boston-based research firm, the number of global companies
using digital certificates will surge from 20% in 2001 to 98
percent by 2003.
Unfortunately, the proliferation of CAs offering digital
signature services has resulted in a system that is
disorganized and fragmented. Standards are needed for the
management of certificates and the policies and practices
of CAs.
The WebTrust Program for Certification
Authorities established universal standards for issuance of
digital certificates so that users of these certificates may
feel confident that the certificate is valid, credible, and
trustworthy.
These standards surrounding security,
confidentiality,
authentication,
integrity,
and
nonrepudiation are designed to increase confidence in the
public key infrastructure used by Certification Authorities.
Microsoft recently required that all certification authority
companies, which provide security systems for enterprises
transacting commerce online, be certified by WebTrust or its
equivalent in order utilize "public key" security programs
embedded in Microsoft's Internet Explorer Web browser.
CONCLUSION
Confidentiality,
authentication,
integrity,
and
nonrepudiation are the four most important ingredients
required for trust in e-commerce transactions. To reduce
online risk and foster trust and confidence, we need a
trusted third party to police the e-commerce business
activities in order to reduce risks. WebTrust assurance
services are provided by a trusted third party such as a
licensed CPA firm or practitioner based on WebTrust
principles and criteria. WebTrust principles and criteria
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developed by AICPA and CICA are perhaps the most
comprehensive and for conducting trustworthy eCommerce.
Currently, WebTrust is being offered by public accounting
professionals in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Canada,
Denmark, England, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland,
Italy, Netherlands, Puerto Rico, Scotland, Spain, the US
and Wales. As e-commerce matures, WebTrust Program
for Certificate Authorities will play an increasingly
important role. However, it remains to be seen if
WebTrust Program for Certification Authorities will be the
de facto standard in the future.
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formulate the corporate strategy for the same [17]

ABSTRACT

starting from advertising to product distribution.
Many argue that the Web can be used as suitable

No standard till date exists for corporate Web site

marketing tool for consumer products [18], [13] as

design. This paper analyzes the features of the Web

well as for industrial products [8] and services [16].

sites of some of the top performing companies

But the fundamental differences in characteristics

from the Fortune 500 list dealing with various
categories

of products

- consumer

durables,

that exist in these categories of offering by any
company should be reflected in the content and the

consumer non-durables, industrial products, and

design of the corresponding Web sites. So the

services. We show the order of differences on

contents of the Web sites need to be analyzed to

various features that exist in site design among

find out the presence of any such commercial

these categories. We also show the importance

feature. In this paper we have adopted a ‘follow-

assigned to various commercial and design features

the-leader-strategy’

by these category of companies and calculate

to extract

the commercial

features required by a corporate site. Palmer &

weights assigned to these features. These weights

Griffith [15] conducted a study in spring 1997 on

can be used to provide a benchmark to evaluate the

the Web sites of a sample from US Fortune 500

design of any corporate Web site. Next we analyze

group to show the trend in Web site design. There,

the content of some of the top performing Indian

they argued that US Fortune 500 is the most likely

companies in each category and compare them with

group

the corresponding companies from Fortune 500

to have

utilized

the widest

array

of

technologies and innovations in their Web site

group for various features. Finally, we have shown

design. Influenced by the idea we have considered

how a benchmark can be used for overall design

Web sites of the samples from this group to prepare

evaluation of a Web site, taking Indian Web sites

the proposed benchmark.

as an example.

Besides, commercial features the Web sites must

INTRODUCTION

possess some technical features. Palmer & Griffith
[15] argue that media richness, through the use of

The content and the design of the corporate Web

multimedia and other technical features can give a

sites is a matter of great concern for most of the

firm competitive advantage. We have analyzed the

companies. This is evident from the fact that large

content of the Web sites to see the recent trend in

US companies spent $10 billion on their Web site

the actual uses of such features by any Web site.

development in the year 1999 [11]. Many authors

Besides multimedia features, we have studied some

consider a Web site as an efficient medium for
marketing
considerable

communication
amount

[2]

of effort

[7].

design features

So

a

is needed

to

used to enhance

navigability,

improve quality and support visitors while making
a virtual tour in the site.
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According to a survey by Nasscom, India's Internet

of a total of 77 companies. We have sub-grouped

subscribers increased from a meager 0.14 million

these companies based on their market offerings

in November 1998 to over 1.8 million by 31

into 4 groups: consumer durables, consumer non-

December 2000. The number of Internet users also

durables, industrial products, and services. The

increased considerably from 0.7 million to 5.5

sample sizes from these groups are 14, 20, 21 and

million during this period (www.nasscom.org/

22 respectively.

it_industry/ecomm_survey.asp).

We have also selected 80 companies from top 200

The

survey

projects the figure to increase to 10 million and 30

of CMIE list (as on January 2001) for the study.

million for number of subscriptions and Internet

But the Web sites of some of the companies could

users respectively. The total volume of e-commerce

not be accessed due to some reason or other. The

transactions in India was about Rs . 4,500 million in

final list consists of 71 Indian companies with 20,

1999-2000. The Nasscom survey reveals that e-

11, 23 and 17 companies from consumer durables,

business transactions in India are expected to

consumer non-durables, industrial products, and

exceed Rs. 23,000 million in 2000-01 and go up to

services category respectively. Both the lists can be

a whopping Rs. 4,00,000 million in 2003-04

found in Appendix-1. The survey started in March

(www.nasscom.org/it_industry/int_survey.asp).

2001 and continued for 2 months.

With this scenario it is important to see the
preparedness of the Indian companies to cater to

Some

of

the

companies

the situation. In this paper we have also presented

conglomerates

the result of a survey conducted on the Indian Web

business

sites to see the features offer by them and have

offerings. These companies have been grouped

validated them based on the proposed benchmark.

depending on its major product or industry type as

Center for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE),

they have been entered in the US Fortune 500 list.

brings out every year a list of top performing

For example, Boeing, besides aircrafts, also deals

Indian companies. We have selected samples from

with apparels and toy airplane models. But we have

this group for our study.

considered it as a company dealing with industrial

dealing

with

units and various

in

each

multiple
types

list

are

strategic

of product

products rather than a company dealing with
The purpose of this paper is to study the recent
trends in corporate

consumer durables.

Web site design, prepare

benchmarks and evaluate Indian Web sites based

A feature analysis of individual Web site is not

on this benchmark.

possible as each site consists of many static pages
and is capable of generating unlimited number of

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLES

dynamic pages depending on a visitor’s queries.
While searching for requisite features we have

We have selected the Web sites of 80 companies

restricted our study to the home page (index page)

from the first 200 of the US Fortune 500 (as on

and the pages that are 10 mouse clicks away from

January 2001) group of companies to serve as a

the home page. Here we could make one interesting

representative set to prepare a benchmark for

qualitative observation that the sites that provide

corporate Web site design. During the study we

site maps, makes the site navigation easier by

could not access the sites of 3 companies because

allowing links to all the static pages that exists in

of some reason or other. Thus the final list consists
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the site. Navigation becomes difficult if the vis itor

draw the attention of the prospective candidates

does not find such a repository of links and

worldwide and serve as a form of public relation.

searches,

Legal notices mostly warn the users of the site

instead,

randomly

for

a particular

functionality offered by the site.

against any possible misuse of the site and make
them aware of

SELECTION OF WEB SITE FEATURES

thereafter.

the legal actions that follow

Sometimes

they provide

disclaimer

statements that help the company against any
Various authors have given different classification

possible

schemes for classifying Web site features. Palmer

information by mistake through the site. A Web

and Griffith [15] have classified the features into

visitor’s personal data, opinion, etc., are valuable

marketing and technical. Huizingh[10] has given a

source of information for the company. Company’s

different classification based on content and design.

definition of the type of privacy to be provided by

We define the design of a Web site to a set of

the company is likely to make a visitor confident

features that a site might contain. We

and secure to share his personal details and opinion.

have

legal

actions

for

providing

wrong

identified 34 features for design and feature

Company’s declaration of its financial statements

analysis of a corporate Web site. The entire set of

and stock quotes through investor relations is

features

likely to draw more investment from the public.

is further

classified

into two broad

categories, i.e. Commercial features and Non-

Besides the commercial features, the use of Flash

commercial features. Commercial feature includes

can make the site attractive. Use of site map can

some

make the site navigation easy. Foreground and

marketing

McCarthy’s

features

4-Ps - Product,

(classified
Price,

under

Place

of

Distribution, Promotion) and other commercial

background colors can make a site attractive to a
user.

features. The non-commercial features are further
classified as technical features and design features.

All the features other than page size, graphics size,

Table-1 gives an exhaustive list of these features

foreground

and Appendix-2 defines these features. Various

advertisement are of Yes/No type. Page size and

authors, for the purpose of their work, have already

graphics size are measured in terms of kilobytes.

considered some of these features or have cited the

Advertisement is measured in a 4-point scale. But it

importance of these features. Table-2 gives the list

is also considered in the benchmarking process as a

of features considered by other authors, which we

Yes/No type variable to show the presence or

have adopted. Features considered by the authors

absence of advertisement. This feature is again

after conducting a preliminary survey are star-

analyzed afterwards to show the general trend in

marked in Table-1. They are career, legal notices,

advertising in all the 4 categories of Web sites.

privacy statements, investor relation, use of Flash,

Foreground

site map, foreground color and background color.

measured in a 10-point scale.

Next

The features page size, graphics size, foreground

paragraph

describes

the

rationale

for

including these features in the study.

color,

color

background

and

background

color,

color

and

are

color and background colors are not considered in
the benchmarking process as they are assumed to

Career opportunities in the form of current job

be trivial. However they are analyzed separately to

opening information through the Web sites help to

show their general trend in Web site design.
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

that p-values for the non-commercial features other
than use of frames, do not differ at a level less than
or equal to 0.05.

The study consists of three different parts:
1.

A product category-wise

comparison

among the Web sites of the US Fortune

observations can be made on the results in Table 3.

500 companies.
2.

Establishment

of

a

benchmark

for

A product category-wise
between

Indian

The features link to brand sites/product page and
profile appear in more than 85% of the sites in each

corporate Web site evaluation.
3.

Besides the above observation a number of other

comparison

companies

and

US

category. Presence of Internal links is trivial in all
the sites. That means all the sites contain many
number of pages and are fairly navigable. Market

Fortune 500 companies.

research is the least observed feature and appears in
Inter-Category Comparison Within Fortune 500

less than 5% of the sites. The non-commercial

Group

features like real-time interactivity, use of audio
and video is sparse.

In this section we present our findings on the test of
equality

of presence

of commercial

to non-

commercial features across the four categories of

number of products advertised and the amount of

features of the Web sites of the various categories
of companies are likely to differ from one another.
To test our hypothesis, the data has been analyzed

space devoted for advertisement in a page to
evaluate a Web site for advertisement in this scale.
Figure 1 shows the advertising pattern in each

to show the degree of differences that exists among
various categories of companies on individual
features. Table 3 gives the results of chi-square test
performed on each feature individually for all the 4
categories of the companies to test the hypothesis
the

alternative hypothesis that at least two of them are
different. In this Table the p-values indicate the
level of significance at which the hypothesis can be
rejected. It can be seen that the features,

was defined as: 0-nil, 1-minimum, 2-moderate, 3extensive. The authors subjectively considered the

companies. As mentioned earlier, the commercial

that the group means are equal against

The 4-point scale used for measuring advertisement

industry. It can be seen clearly that none of the
industrial

product

company

shows

extensive

advertisement. Consumer non-durable companies
show

a uniform

distribution

categories. Majority of

for

advertising

the consumer durable

companies (about 60%) use moderate level of
advertisement while that for majority of the service
companies was low to moderate.

price,

dealer locator, link to country sites, advertisement,
online ordering, virtual commu nities, customer
support, privacy statements, investor relations and
links to e-markets or e-business sites, differ at a
level less than or equal to 0.05.

Assuming

that the server

speed

of all the

companies is same, the amount of graphics per
home page is directly proportional to the time to
connect to that site. Amount of text is an indication
of the content richness of the sites. Table 4 gives
the mean and standard deviation for both the

Our belief that the non-commercial features do not
differ from one another is confirmed by the fact

features for all the 77 companies taken together.
Figure2 and figure 3 shows the scatter diagram of
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the values of the text and graphics respectively. It

Benchmarking the Features

also be seen that text size and graphics size are
limited to 50KB and 100KB for most of the

We have seen in the earlier section that the

companies.

commercial features differ in various categories of
companies whereas the non-commercial features do

Foreground and background colors are measured in

not.

a 10-point scale (1-10), 1 indicating white 4 blue, 7

commercial features separately for four categories

maroon and 10 indicating black. Other colors are

of the companies. Benchmark for non-commercial

given a number each subjectively in the scale. For

features have been proposed considering all the

all the companies taken together, white appears to

companies together.

So

we

have

prepared

benchmarks

for

be the most favored background color and blue as
the foreground color.

Table-1. Classification Of Corporate Web Site Features

Commercial Features
Product

Non Commercial Features

1. Links brand sites or Product

21. Site search

page

22. Real time interactivity

2. Dealer Locator

23. Use of audio

3. Link to country sites

24. Use of video

Price

4. Price

25. Use of frames

Promotion

5. Advertisement

26. Use of Flash*

Place

6. Sales Promotion
7. On-line Ordering
8. Market research
9. Customer support
10. Virtual Community
11. Customer feedback
12. Profile

27. Site evaluation offer

13. Career*

28. Site map*

14. News and events

29. External links

15. Legal notices*

30. Internal links

16. Privacy statements*

31. Page size

17.Investor relations*

32. Graphics size

18. FAQs

33. Background colour*

19. Contacts

34. Foreground colour*

20. Links to e-markets or e-business sites

(*Features considered by the authors)
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Table-2 The List Of Features Adopted From Other Authors
Features
1.Links to brand sites/ Product page

References
[8], [15], [5], [6], [10], [4], [18].

2. Dealer locator

[8], [12], [4], [18].

3. Link to country sites

[8], [12] [4], [18].

4. Price

[4], [18].

5. Advertisement

[8], [12], [4], [18].

6. Sales promotion

[8], [15], [6], [18].

7. On-line ordering

[8], [15], [5], [6], [10], [4]

8. Market research

[8], [4]

9. Customer support

[5]

10. Virtual community

[1] [18]

11. Customer feedback

[5], [4]

12. Profile

[15], [5], [10]

13. News and events

[8], [15], [5]

14. FAQs

[15], [5]

15. Contacts

[5], [6]

16. Site search

[5], [9], [10] [18].

17. Real time interactivity

[5], [18].

18. Use of audio

[15], [5]

19. Use of video

[15], [5]

20. Use of frames

[15]

21. Site evaluation offer

[15], [5]

22. External links

[15], [5]

23. Internal links

[15], [5]

24. Page size

[15]

25. Graphics size

[15]

26. Electronics market

[3] [14]
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Table3: Results of chi square test for all the features to show the design difference that exists among
various categories of companies.
*p values are < 0.05 .
Consumer
Consumer non- Industrial
Services (N=22)
durables (N=14) durables (N=20) products (N=21)
Yes
%
yes
%
yes
%
yes
%

Features

p value

Commercial Features
Link To Brand Sites/ Product List 14

100

17

85

20

95.2

21

95

0.3084

Price

13

92.9

6

30

1

4.76

18

82

0*

Dealer Locator

4

28.6

1

5

4

19

9

41

0.0465*

Link To Country Sites

14

100

4

20

8

38.1

4

18

0*

Advertisement

13

92.9

16

80

18

85.7

21

95

0.4164

Sales Promotion

4

28.6

3

15

0

0

12

55

0.0003*

Online Ordering

12

85.7

6

30

1

4.76

17

77

0*

Market Research

0

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

0.4093

Virtual Community

4

28.6

1

5

0

0

1

4.5

0.0133*

Customer Support

9

64.3

2

10

2

9.52

15

68

0*

Customer Feed Back

1

7.14

1

5

2

9.52

4

18

0.5252

Profile

14

100

19

95

21

100

22

100

0.4093

Career

12

85.7

15

75

16

76.2

19

86

0.7151

News & Events

11

78.6

18

90

19

90.5

19

86

0.7358

Legal Notice

4

28.6

6

30

8

38.1

7

32

0.9276

Privacy

11

78.6

7

35

8

38.1

16

73

0.009*

Investor Relation

9

64.3

18

90

20

95.2

11

50

0.0016*

FAQs

2

14.3

5

25

2

9.52

3

14

0.5692

Contact
Link To E-Market/ E-Business
sites

13

92.9

11

55

14

66.7

18

82

0.062

0

0

0

0

11

52.4

4

18

0*

Site Search

11

78.6

14

70

19

90.5

15

68

0.3025

Real-time Interactivity

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

NA

Free Site Evaluation Offer

0

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

0.4093

Sitemap

4

28.6

13

65

7

33.3

9

41

0.1125

External Links

0

0

2

10

7

33.3

5

23

0.0561

Internal Links

14

100

20

100

21

100

22

100

NA

Audio

0

0

2

10

0

0

0

0

0.119

Video

0

0

1

5

1

4.76

0

0

0.6138

Frames

0

0

3

15

0

0

0

0

0.0307*

Flash

3

21.4

2

10

1

4.76

2

9.1

0.4593

Non-Commercial Features

N indicates sub-samples size.
Yes indicates total number of samples having the feature in the specified category.
Table 4. Text and graphics in the home page

Text (in KB)
Graphics (in KB)

mean

Standard deviation

21.7484

64.081

16.6183

38.027
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Figure 1. Advertising pattern
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Figure 2: Scatter diagram for
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Figure 3: Scatter diagram for
Graphics
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We propose a weighting scheme to find the relative

Weight

importance assigned to each feature by the US

= ((occurrences of feature 1 in all Web sites) /

Fortune 500 companies. We calculate the weight of



a feature by dividing the number of occurrences of
that feature by sum of the number of occurrences of
the entire set of features and multiplying by 100.
For example, if feature 1 occurs in mcompanies

n

i 1

feature1

Occurrences of feature i in all the

Web

sites) * 100
= (m*100) /


n

i 1

Occurrences of feature i in all

the Web sites)

and there are n such features then
The procedure is repeated for all the categories.
Table 5, 6, 7 and 8 gives the weights of each
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commercial feature in each product category. Table

companies no other category uses the Web as a tool

9 gives the weights for all the non-commercial

for market research. Customer feedback is a low

features.

priority feature in all the sites though the contact
information is of high priority. Thus the companies

We use these weights to benchmark the design of a

seem to assume that the contact address should be

corporate Web site. Extracting its commercial and

the same for all the purposes. Authors speculate

non-commercial

that this type of approach will prevent the free

features

and

adding

the

corresponding weights for features to get an overall

movement of email to the concerned person in the

score can evaluate the design of a corporate Web

company and will result in a delayed response to

site.

the to the customer or the perspective customer.
Companies do not extensively use the features

Besides benchmarking we can also make certain

available for media richness. They might

other observations for various features from the

avoiding such features for the fear of increased

study. For example, link to e-markets or e-business

page upload time. Though some studies [15], [5]

site of the company is a feature observed only in

have highlighted the importance of the media

industrial products and services category. Profile

richness using audio, video and graphics, the

and link to brand sites/product page is invariably

companies in our survey give least importance to

the top priority features of all the categories. Price

these features. This may be to avoid the time delay

for industrial products is most often not displayed

and to decrease the network traffic.

in

the

Net.

But

for

consumer

non-durable

Table 5

Table 6

Consumer durables

Consumer non-durables

Features

be

Weight

Features

Weight

Links brand sites or Product page.

8.537

Profile

Link to country sites

8.537

Investor relations

11.46

Profile
Price

8.537
7.927

News & events
Links brand sites or Product page.

11.46
10.83

Advertisement

7.927

Advertisement

10.19

Contact

7.927

Career

9.554

Online ordering
Career

7.317
7.317

Contact
Privacy

7.006
4.459

News & events

6.707

Legal notice

3.822

Privacy

6.707

Online ordering

3.822

Customer support
Investor relations

5.488
5.488

Price
FAQs

3.822
3.185

Dealer locator

2.439

Link to country sites

2.548

Sales promotion

2.439

Sales promotion

1.911

Virtual community

2.439

Customer support

1.274

Legal notice
FAQs

2.439
1.22

Customer feed back
Dealer locator

0.637
0.637

Market research

0.637

Virtual community

0.637

Customer feed back
Market research
Link to e-market/ e-business

0.61
0
0
100

Link to e-market/ e-business

12.1

0
100
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A Feature -wise comparison of Indian Web

over-stressed

sites with US Fortune 500 Web sites

extensive use by the Indian Web sites.

feature

is an indication

of its

We say, based on Table 3, that the commercial
In this section we compare the Web site features of

features of the Web sites are bound to vary

Indian companies with those of Fortune 500 group

depending on the types of the product. Thus we

of companies. Each comparison is a one-tailed test

compare the commercial features of Indian and US

where we test the null hypothesis p

Fortune 500 group of companies separately for

the alternate hypothesis p

0

0

= p1 against

< p 1 or p 0 > p 1

depending on the appropriate situation. Here p

i

is

each category. Table 10, 11, 12 and 13 give the
results of test performed separately on each group.

the proportion of the Web sites containing a

Table 14 gives the list of over-stressed and under-

particular feature; i=0 for Fortune 500 group and

stressed features in each category. The e-commerce

i=1 for Indian companies. We say a feature to be

is in its infancy in India. This is evident from the

under-stressed if z > z 0.05

fact that under-stressed features are more in each

and a feature to be over-

stressed if z<-z 0.05 where z 0.05 = 1.64. If a feature

category than the over stressed-features. But the

is found to be under-stressed, it means that the

presence of over-stressed features might be either

Indian Web sites tend to use this feature scarcely

the indication of increased concern or an over

compared to their US counterparts. Similarly, an

enthusiasm on the part of the Indian Web site
designers.

Table 7

Table 8

Industrial products

Services

Features
Profile

Weight
12

Features
Profile

Weights
9.129

Investor relation

11.43

Links brand sites or Product page.

8.714

Links brand sites or Product page.

11.43

Advertisement

8.714

News & events
Advertisement

10.86
10.29

Career
News & events

7.884
7.884

Career

9.143

Price

7.469

Contact

Contact

7.469

Link to e-market/ e-business
Legal notice

6.286
4.571

8

Online ordering
Privacy

7.054
6.639

Link to country sites

4.571

Customer support

6.224

Privacy

4.571

Sales promotion

4.979

Dealer locator

2.286

Investor relations

4.564

Customer feed back
Customer support

1.143
1.143

Dealer locator
Legal notice

3.734
2.905

FAQs

1.143

Link to country sites

1.66

Online ordering

0.571

Customer feed back

1.66

Price
Sales promotion

0.571
0

Link to e-market/ e-business
FAQs

1.66
1.245

Market research

0

Virtual community

0.415

Virtual community

0

Market research

100

0
100
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Table 9
Non-commercial Features
Site search

wt
48.4

Sitemap

27

External links

11.5

Flash

6.56

Frames
Audio

2.46
1.64

Video

1.64

Free site evaluation offer

0.82

Real-time interactivity

0
100

The non-commercial features of the Web sites are

weighted sum, henceforth-called ‘score’ can serve

compared without any distinction on category basis.

as a benchmark to see where a Web site stands:

Table 15 gives the results of the test. Site search is
n

found to be the only under-stressed feature and use

S wi

of frames is found to be the only over stressed
feature in the Indian Web sites.

Table 16 gives

the size of text and graphics in the home page for
Indian companies. Compared with Table 4 one can
see that the confidence interval for the population
is 8.5 KB for an alpha value 0.05. This means

i 1

f

i

where, S is the score, n is the number of features, w
is the weight assigned to feature i,

i

fi = 1 or 0

depending on the presence or absence of a feature i.
S is to be calculated separately for commercial and
non-commercial features of a company.

Indian companies’ Web sites contain more graphics
than required,and the text size is much less in
Indian Web sites. One can interpret from this that
Indian companies put more stress on using graphics
than having a richer text content. Assuming that
amount of graphics increases the page upload time
the, the data shows that Indian companies are not
putting more stress on decreasing page upload time.

For example, the score of an Indian consumer
durable

product

(www.bajajauto.com)

company
having

Bajaj
the

Auto

Ltd

commercial

features profile, advertisement, contact and investor
relation, is 29.87. This score for a set of companies
can be analyzed together to give a generalized
picture of their Web site design. For example,
Indian consumer durable product companies have a

EVALUATION OF WEB SITES

mean score of 46.5 and standard deviation 14.23.
So we can say that consumer durable industry

We

propose

that

by

using

the

weights

corresponding to the features present can do a

sector needs considerable improvement in their
Web site design from commercial front.

overall design evaluation of any Web site. This
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Table 10. Comparison of consumer durable companies
US Fortune 500
Indian Companies
Companies (N=14)
(N=20)
yes
Link to brand sites/Product list
Price

%

yes

%

z value

14
13

100
92.86

17
5

85
25

1.52
3.9

Dealer locator

4

28.57

11

55

-1.53

Link to country sites

14

100

1

5

5.49

Advertisement

13

92.86

20

100

-1.21

Sales promotion
Online ordering

4
12

28.57
85.71

7
5

35
25

-0.39
3.48

Market research

0

0

0

0

Virtual community

4

28.57

0

0

2.54

Customer support
Customer feed back

9
1

64.29
7.14

6
6

30
30

1.98
-1.62

Profile

14

100

19

95

0.85

Career

12

85.71

6

30

3.2

News & events
Legal notice

11
4

78.57
28.57

11
0

55
0

1.42
2.54

Privacy

11

78.57

0

0

4.82

Investor relation

9

64.29

8

40

1.39

FAQs
Contact

2
13

14.29
92.86

2
17

10
85

0.38
0.7

0

0

1

5

-0.85

Link to e-markets/ e-business sites.

Table 11. Comparison of consumer non-durable companies
US Fortune 500
Indian Companies
Companies (N=20)
(N=11)
yes
%
yes
%
Link to brand sites/Product list

z value

17

85

9

81.82

0.23

Price

6

30

1

9.09

1.33

Dealer locator
Link to country sites

1
4

5
20

0
0

0
0

0.75
1.59

Advertisement

16

80

10

90.91

-0.79

Sales promotion

3

15

1

9.09

0.47

Online ordering

6

30

1

9.09

1.33

Market research
Virtual community

1
1

5
5

0
2

0
18.18

0.75
-1.19

Customer support

2

10

1

9.09

0.08

Customer feed back

1

5

4

36.36

-2.27

19
15

95
75

11
4

100
36.36

-0.75
2.11

News & events

18

90

8

72.73

1.25

Legal notice

6

30

0

0

2.02

Privacy
Investor relation

7
18

35
90

0
8

0
72.73

2.23
1.25

FAQs

5

25

1

9.09

1.07

Contact

11

55

9

81.82

-1.49

0

0

0

0

Profile
Career

Link to e-markets/ e-business sites.
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Table 12. Comparison of industrial product companies
US Fortune 500
Indian companies
Companies (N=21)
(N=23)
yes
20

95.24

23

100

z value
-1.06

Price

1

4.76

5

21.74

-1.64

Dealer locator

4

19.05

9

39.13

-1.46

Link to country sites
Advertisement

8
18

38.1
85.71

0
12

0
52.17

3.28
2.38

Sales promotion

0

0

1

4.35

-0.97

Online ordering

1

4.76

5

21.74

-1.64

Market research

0

0

0

0

Virtual community
Customer support

0
2

0
9.52

0
3

0
13.04

-0.37

Link to brand sites/Product list

Customer feed back

%

yes

%

2

9.52

6

26.09

-1.42

Profile

21

100

22

95.65

0.97

Career
News & events

16
19

76.19
90.48

11
18

47.83
78.26

1.93
1.11

Legal notice

8

38.1

3

13.04

1.92

Privacy

8

38.1

0

0

3.27

Investor relation
FAQs

20
2

95.24
9.52

14
2

60.87
8.7

2.72
0.09

Contact

14

66.67

22

95.65

-2.49

11

52.38

4

17.39

2.45

Link to e-markets/ e-business sites.

Table 13. Comparison of service companies
US Fortune 500
Indian Companies
Companies (N=22)
(N=17)
yes
21

95.45

17

100

z value
-0.89

Price

18

81.82

8

47.06

2.28

Link to brand sites/Product list

%

yes

%

Dealer locator

9

40.91

9

52.94

-0.75

Link to country sites
Advertisement

4
21

18.18
95.45

1
13

5.88
76.47

1.14
1.76

Sales promotion

12

54.55

3

17.65

2.35

Online ordering

17

77.27

3

17.65

3.69

Market research
Virtual community

0
1

0
4.55

0
0

0
0

0.89

Customer support

15

68.18

12

70.59

-0.16

Customer feed back

4

18.18

4

23.53

-0.41

Profile

22

100

17

100

Career
News & events

19
19

86.36
86.36

2
15

11.76
88.24

4.63
-0.17

Legal notice

7

31.82

1

5.88

1.99

Privacy

16

72.73

0

0

4.58

Investor relation
FAQs

11
3

50
13.64

8
6

47.06
35.29

0.18
-1.59

Contact

18

81.82

16

94.12

-1.14

4

18.18

1

5.88

1.14

Link to e-markets/ e-business sites .
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Table 14. Summery of the observations of Indian companies when campared with
Fortune 500 group
Category of the Indian company

Over-stressed / Under-stressed features

Consumer Durables Companies

Under-stressed features:

Price, Link to country sites,

Online

ordering,

ordering,

Online

Customer

support,

Career, Legal notice, Privacy
Consumer Non-durable Companies

Over-stressed feature: Customer feed back
Under-stressed features:Career, Legal notice, Privacy

Industrial Product Comp anies

Over-stressed feature: Price, Online Ordering, Contact
Under-stressed

features:

Link

to

country

sites,

Advertisement, Career, Legal notice, Privacy, Investor
relation, Link to e-markets/ e-business sites.
Service Companies.

Under-stressed features: Price, Sales promotion, Online
Ordering, Career, Privacy

Table 15. Comparison of Non-Commercial Features Between Indian and Fortune 500 group.
Comparison of Non-Commercial features
Fortune 500 group
n (N=77)
Site search

Indian companies

%

59

n (N=71)

%

z value

76.62

20

28.17

5.9

realtime interactivity

0

0

2

2.82

-1.48

site evaluation offer

1

1.3

1

1.41

-0.06

Sitemap

33

42.86

38

53.52

-0.11

External links

14

18.18

13

18.31

-0.02

Audio

2

2.6

1

1.41

0.51

Video

2

2.6

4

5.63

-0.93

Frames

3

3.9

13

18.31

-2.82

Flash

8

10.34

4

5.63

1.06

Table 16. Text and graphics in the home page of Indian companies

Text (in KB)
Graphics (in KB)

CONCLUSION

Mean

Standard deviation

11.3346

10.7513

74.023

54.939

design. We have also surveyed a sample of Indian
corporate Web sites and evaluated some of them

The authors have surveyed the commercial and

against the benchmark set.

non-commercial features of Web sites of a sample
of US Fortune 500 and derived the degree of

The companies surveyed have been divided into

importance (weights) they attach to each feature.

four

The weighted sum of the features is a benchmark

consumer non-durables, Industrial products and

that can be used to evaluate a corporate Web site

services. We have used various statistical tests to

product

categories:

consumer

durables,
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highlight

the

differences/similarities

existing

A third contribution of the present paper is the

between features of these categories. Once again

analysis

we

differences that exists among Web site features of

feel

that

this

product

category

specific

done

Fortune

to

500

highlight

companies

the

and

significant

characteristic can be kept in mind while designing

US

top

Indian

a new corporate Web site.

corporates.

The study assumes that Forune500 group as the

be standardized not to give a surprise to a visitor to

most advanced group. Since the e-commerce is still

discover two different features in the same name or

in experimental stage by many companies, they

same feature with

way the features are used might not have been used

decrease the search time for a particular feature in

properly by the companies. For example some of

any Web site. As observed by the authors, most of

the sites changed their site structure when observed

the companies maintain multiple sites for various

afterwards by the authors. Thus similar type of

reasons. Sometimes these sites are not mentioned

study needs to be performed to keep track of the

in the main corporate site that authors feel is

recent trend. We have seen just the presence or

desirable.

different names. This will

absence of a particular feature. But the qualitative
aspect of the feature is also required to give a fair

The present study can be extended to know where

judgment about the site.

the Web site stand after the score is known. This
can be done by finding the maximum achievable

Moreover the authors strongly feel the need of a

score by any web site. The data can be further

standard for Web site design features depending on

analyzed to find out the general scoring pattern of

the specific use of a site. The feature name should

the US as well as Indian Web sites.

APPENDIX-1
List of companies along with their Web site addresses
Samples from Top 200 of US Fortune 500
Fortune 500 rankCompany Name
Web site Address
197

Nike

www.nike.com

6

Intl. Business Machines

www.ibm.com

13
20

Hewlett-Packard
Compaq Computer

www.hp.com
www.compaq.com

56

Dell Computer

www.dell.com

87

Xerox

www.xerox.com

150

Sun Microsystems

www.sun.com

84
195

Microsoft
Oracle

www.microsoft.com
www.oracle.com

164

Whirlpool

www.whirlpoolcorp.com

1

General Motors

www.gm.com

4

Ford Motor

www.ford.com

140

Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Eastman Kodak

www.goodyear.com

124
76

PepsiCo

www.pepsico.com

83

Coca-Cola

www.cocacola.com

www.kodak.com
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Coca-Cola Enterprises
Anheuser-Busch

www.cokecce.com
www.anheuser-busch.com

120

Sara Lee
Archer Daniels Midland

www.saralee.com
www.admworld.com

125

IBP

www.ibpinc.com

161

Farmland Industries
H.J. Heinz

www.farmland.com
www.heinz.com

43

Gillette
Johnson & Johnson

www.gillette.com
www.jnj.com

107

Pfizer

www.pfizer.com

129

American Home Products
Abbott Laboratories

www.ahp.com
www.abbott.com

185

Eli Lilly
Schering-Plough

www.lilly.com
www.schering-plough.com

23

Procter & Gamble

www.pg.com

187

Colgate-Palmolive
R. J. ReynoldsTobacco

www.colgate.com
www.rjrt.com

10

Philip Moris
Boeing

www.philipmoris.com
www.boeing.com

52

Lockheed Martin

www.lockheedmartin.com

57

United Technologies
Honeywell International

www.utc.com
www.honeywell.com

42

Raytheon
E.I. du Pont de Nemours

www.raytheon.com
www.dupont.com

89

Dow Chemical

www.dow.com

167

Monsanto
Emerson Electric

www.monsanto.com
www.emersonelectric.com

115

Motorola
Halliburton

www.motorola.com
www.halliburton.com

61

International Paper

www.internationalpaper.com

145

Weyerhaeuser
Caterpillar

www.weyerhaeuser.com
www.CAT.com

181

Alcoa
Illinois Tool Works

www.alcoa.com
www.itwinc.com

108

Johnson Controls

www.johnsoncontrols.com

18

Enron
Dynegy

www.enron.com
www.dynegy.com

180

Intel
Texas Instruments

www.intel.com
www.ti.com

77

AMR

www.aa.com

63

AutoNation
Bank of America Corp.

corp.autonation.com
www.bankofamerica.com

45

General Electric
Time Warner

www.ge.com
www.timewarner.com

123

Winn-Dixie Stores

www.winn-dixie.com

132

McDonald's
J.C. Penney

www.mcdonalds.com
www.jcpenny.com

200

Aetna
Marriott International

www.aetna.com
www.marriott.com

194

Guardian Life Ins. Co. of America

www.glic.com

118
151
79

183
172

135
170

155
9

65
82

121
37

85
106

112
39

11
5

36
49
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TIAA-CREF
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group

www.tiaa-cref.org
www.libertymutual.com

46

Prudential Ins. Co. of America
United Parcel Service

www.prudential.com
www.ups.com

22

Lucent Technologies

www.lucent.com

159

CSX
Merrill Lynch

www.csx.com
www.ml.com

8

Lowe's
AT&T

www.lowes.com
www.att.com

174

Manpower

www.manpower.com

100

Bergen Brunswig

www.bergenbrunswig.com

19
111
48

29
109

Samples from Top 200 of CMIE enlisted Indian companies
CMIE rank

Company Name

Web site address

54

Hindalco

www.adityabirla.com

161

Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.

www.kirloskars.com

15
7

Larsen & Toubro Ltd.
Steel Authority of India Ltd.

www.larsentoubro.com
www.sail.co.in

8

National Thermal Power Corporation Ltd.

www.ntpc.co.in

12

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.

www.bhel.com

14

Tata Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.

www.tatasteel.com

19
165

TELCO
Ballarpur Industries Ltd.

www.telcoindia.com
www.biltpaper.com

52

Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd.

www.hal-india.com

57

Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers Ltd.

www.rcfltd.com

59

Ashok Leyland Ltd.

www.ashokleyland.com

60
75

Sterlite Industries (India) Ltd.
National Aluminium Co. Ltd.

www.sterlite.com
www.nalcoindia.com

77

Crompton Greaves Ltd.

www.cglonline.com

89

Usha (India) Ltd.

www.ushasemi.com

92

Indo Rama Synthetics (India) Ltd.

www.indo-rama.net

6
24

Reliance Industries Ltd.
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.

www.ril.com
www.mahindraworld.com

103

Bharat Earth Movers Ltd.

www.bemlindia.com

107

Bharat Electronics Ltd.

www.bel-india.com

85

Hindustan Motors Ltd.

www.hmppd.com

132
144

H M T Ltd.
Bombay Dyeing & Mfg. Co. Ltd.

www.hmti.com
www.bombaydyeingindia.com

10

Maruti Udyog Ltd.

www.marutiudyog.com

73

Philips India Ltd.

www.philipsindia.com

29

Bajaj Auto Ltd.

www.bajajauto.com

155
46

Asian Paints (India) Ltd
Videocon International Ltd.

www.asianpaints.com
www.videoconinternational.com

51

M R F Ltd.

www.mrftyres.com

62

Century Textiles & Inds. Ltd.

www.centurytext.com

65

B P L Ltd.

www.digitalbpl.com

79
81

Hero Honda Motors Ltd.
Indian Rayon & Inds. Ltd.

www.herogroup.com/honda.htm
www.indianrayon.com

93

T V Sundram Iyengar & Sons Ltd

www.tvssuzuki.com
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102
120

J K Industries Ltd.
Apollo Tyres Ltd.

www.jktyre.com
www.apollotyres.com

133

Arvind Mills Ltd.

www.arvindmills.com

139

Voltas Ltd.

www.voltasltd.com

157

Modi Rubber Ltd.

www.modigroup.com

170
174

Mafatlal Industries Ltd.
Godrej-Ge Appliances Ltd.

www.mafind.com
www.godrejappliances.com

177

Godrej & Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.

www.godrej.com

9

Hindustan Lever Ltd.

www.hll.com

11

I T C Ltd.

www.itc-iltd.com

148
152

Dabur India Ltd.
Godrej Soaps Ltd.

www.dabur.com
www.godrejindia.com

74

Ruchi Soya Inds. Ltd.

www.ruchigroup.com

83

Nirma Ltd.

www.nirma.co.in

150

Mcdowell & Co. Ltd.

www.mcdowellindia.com

153
158

Glaxo India Ltd.
Tata Tea Ltd.

www.glaxowellcome.co.in
www.tatatea.com

176

Shaw Wallace & Co. Ltd.

www.shawwallace.com

187

Allanasons Ltd.

www.allana.com

56

indian railways

www.indianrailway.com

18
13

Videsh Sanchar Nigam Ltd
Industrial Development Bank of India

www.vsnl.net.in
www.idbi.com

16

I C I C I Ltd.

www.icici.com

20

Mahanagar Telephone Nigam Ltd

www.mtnl.net.in

25

Air India Ltd.

www.airindia.com

30
42

Indian Airlines Ltd.
Shipping Corporation of India

indian-airlines.nic.in
www.shipindia.com

69

Wipro Ltd.

www.wipro.com

70

South India Corpn. (Agencies) Ltd.

www.sical.com

71

Housing Development Finance Corpn.

www.hdfcindia.com

141
142

Great Eastern Shipping Co. Ltd.
Federal Bank Ltd.

www.greatship.com
www.federal-bank.com

146

H C L Infosystems Ltd.

www.hclinfosystems.com

162

Housing & Urban Development Corpn. Ltd. www.hudcoindia.com

164

Ahmedabad Electricity Co. Ltd.

www.aecindia.com

172

Vysya Bank Ltd.

www.vysbank.com

APPENDIX-2
Definition of Features
1.

3.

Link to brand site/ product page : The

of a corporate specifically dedicated for its

product description by any such means i.e

operations in another country.

static pages/ database search/ maintaining

2.

Link to country sites : Links to the sites

4.

Price : Availability of price information

separate sites for individual brands.

on the products and services offered by

Dealer locator :

the company.

The variable is true if

the site shows the product description by
any such means i.e static pages/ database

5.

Advertisement

:

Advertisement

on

companies own products and services.

search/ image maps.
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6.

7.

Sales Promotion :Any functionality to

17. Investor

promote companies product / information

company’s

on any type of sales promotion activity.

quotes etc.

Online Ordering: Facility to procure /
order a product (service) online.

8.

Market

Research

:

Any

facility

provided by the site to collect data for

support

provided by the

:

Any

facility

company to help a

customer to select a product/service.
10. Virtual

community

:

groups,

user

(discussion
provided

by the site

financial

statements,

on
stock

18. FAQs : List of frequently asked questions

19. Contact : The contact address of various
key persons in the company.
20. Link to e markets/ e business sites :
Links to the company’s site dedicated for

conducting market research.
Customer

: Information

on companies products and services.

(questionnaire survey, opinion pole etc.)

9.

Relations

Any

e- business / links to some e markets or
portal for the products/ services offered by
the company.

facility

forum

etc.)

to enable

the

21. Site Search : Facility to search company’s
Web site for required information.
22. Real Time Interactivity : Chat facility.

customers to communicate with each other

23. Use of Audio: Presence of any audio files.

on the issues related to the products

24. Use of Video : Presence of any video files.

(services) offered by the company.

25. Use of frames : Use of frames in the Web

11. Customer

Feedback

: Any

facility

(forms, email addresses specifically for
the purpose of

site to divide the user interface to multiple
windows.

getting feedbacks and

26. Use of Flash : Use of flash software.

complaints) provided to the customers to

27. Site Evaluation Offer : Any facility to

put forward their views, complaints and

get users feedback on Web sites design

suggestions on companies products and

and facilities offered by the site.
28. Site Map: A repository and categorization

services.
12. Profile

:

General

company’s

history,

information

on

performance

and

achievements.

happenings and special events to take
place in the near future.
:

Information

on

career

15. Legal Notices : Legal notices to the users

31. Page Size : The size in KB of the
companies home page.

graphics used in the home page.
33. Back-ground color: Back ground color of

of the Web site.
:

Company’s

definition of privacy to be provided to the
users of the Web site.

30. Internal Links : Links to the pages that

32. Graphics Size: The size in KB of the

existing in the company.

Statements

the part of the concerned site.

belong to the concerned site.

opportunities and current job openings

16. Privacy

29. External Link : Links from the home
page (index page) to the pages that are not

13. News and events : Information on current

14. Career

of the links present in the site.

the home page.
34. Fore ground color: Text colour of the
home page.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the findings of the second phase of an
on-going research project into complaint management in
association with the Customer Service Network.
The
objective of this exploratory paper is to try to discover
what constitutes best practice complaint management.
This research took a grounded theory approach based on
rich case studies of the five outstanding organisations
identified in an earlier study.
The five UK service
organisations were a mix of public and private
organisations and included a not-for-profit private heath
insurance company, a telephone banking operation, a
chamber of commerce, a general hospital and a high street
bank. In all of these organisations complaints were given
a very high profile with top-level management support.
Both customers and staff were encouraged to complain and
comment, and systems were put in place to make this as
easy as possible. All comments were logged, tracked,
analysed and were used to drive improvements through the
organisations.
The organisations had cultures that
supported the reporting and sharing and solving of issues
rather than one concerned with blame and hiding problems.
They all understood not only the costs of dealing with
complaints (financial and lost customers) but also the
benefits to the bottom line through customer and staff
retention and process improvement.
COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT
Whilst a good deal has been written about complaint
management from a customer perspective little has been
written about complaint management from an operations
perspective, i.e. how to design and develop processes to
deal with complaints. From a customer perspective there
is a wealth of research about complaint behaviour (see for
example [9] [11] [17] [19]) and indeed one journal, the
Journal of Consumer Satisfaction, Dissatisfaction and
Complaining Behavior, is dedicated to this subject.
Service recovery, dealing with the customer after a service
failure and (usually) a complaint is a key topic in service
management (see for example [1] [2] [7] [12] [15]).
Service recovery research has also been concerned with
developing measurement instruments [4] [8] and
identifying the elements of recovery and recovery
strategies [1] [4] [5] [18]. Service recovery has also been
applied to internal customers [6] and more recently there
has been an assessment of the impact of good complaint
handling on profit [14].

There have been some attempts to identify what is meant
by “good” complaint management though little of which is
underpinned by empirical research (see for example [1] [5]
[12] [15] [16] [20] [21]). Based on this literature it would
appear that “good” complaint management processes:











have clear procedures
provide a speedy response
provide reliability (consistency) of response
have a single point of contact for complainants
provide ease of access to the complaints process
are easy to use
keep the complainant informed
are understood by staff
take complaints seriously
encourage and empower employees to deal with the
situation
 have follow-up procedures to check with customers
after resolution
 use the data to engineer-out the problems
 use measures based on cause reduction rather than
complaint volume reduction.
The purpose of this exploratory paper is to encourage a
stream of research to identify and assess complaint
management processes.
This paper makes an initial
attempt to answer the question, how are “successful”
organisations dealing with complaints in order to satisfy
the four tests of complaint/recovery systems? These tests,
proposed by Johnston [13], are that complaint management
processes should not only satisfy aggrieved customers and
retain their business, but more importantly use such
information
to drive improvements
through the
organisation and improve “bottom-line” performance.
METHOD
“Successful” organisations were identified in an earlier
study [14]. This research was an empirical benchmarking
study which was completed by the customer service
managers in 40 UK service organisations.
The
benchmarking questionnaire was both wide ranging and
detailed with around 200 questions (developed from the
literature and pilot tested in three organisations) covering
dimensions of complaint management such as:
 the complaints management process
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 the culture and attitude of the organisation towards
complaints
 improvements driven by the complaints process
 improvements driven by staff
 satisfying customers who complain
 retaining customers who complain
 the financial benefits
 the retention and loyalty of complaints handling staff
 the attitude of complaints handling staff
 appraisal and reward of complaint handling staff
 recruitment and training of complaints handling staff

to use complaints to improve processes and financial
performance, we took an interpretative, grounded theory
approach [10]. Using Yin’s [22] criteria for case study
research, our research is based on case studies of these five
organisations which provide a richness of material and
allow for an investigation of the many contextual variables.
Whilst a case-based approach is unsuitable for drawing
inferences about a larger population, the objective of this
research was to use case studies for explanatory purposes
and to generalise back to and refine theory.
Structured interviews were held with senior managers at
each organisation.
Discussions were wide-ranging but
specifically covered:

The results found significant correlations between the
“goodness” of the complaint management process
(identified earlier) and customer satisfaction and retention,
staff attitude and retention, process improvement and
financial performance [14].
In order to identify the most “successful” overall
organisations in the study each responding organisation’s
score for customer satisfaction, retention, etc, were
aggregated (unweighted) into a single index (referred to as
business performance).
Figure 1 shows each
organisation’s position in terms of its complaint
management process (1=weak to 5=strong) and their
respective business performance.
Figure 1 Complaint process versus overall business
performance
5

4

3

2

1
1

2

3

4

Complaint processes

Despite this rather crude amalgamation of different
outcomes of complaint management it is interesting to
note a correlation of 0.81 (significant at a 1% level).
Given time and resource constraints we selected the top
scoring five organisations (circled in figure 1).
These
organisations were:
 Western Provident Association, Taunton (a not-forprofit private health insurance company)
 First Direct, Leeds (a telephone banking operation)
 Milton Keynes Chamber of Commerce
 Glan Clwyd District General Hospital, Rhyl (a general
hospital)
 a high street bank
It is interesting to note the mix of for-profit and non-for
profit organis ations and large and small organisations in
this selection. In order to explore the how these successful
organisations designed and managed complaint processes
and balancing the need to satisfy customers with the need

5

process – How did these
 The complaints
organisations handle complaints once they are
received? Also, given that there may be many more
customers who are unhappy and do not complain,
how did they ensure that as many dissatisfied
customers as possible voiced their concerns and
therefore gave the organisations a chance to recover
them?
 Organisational culture – Why did these organisations
believe that complaints management was a key
business priority or area of activity, and how did they
reach that state of belief?
 Improvements and learning – How did the
organisations learn from complaints, such that they
could improve the delivery of their service and
prevent complaints of the same type from reoccurring
in the future?
 Satisfaction of customers who complain – How did
the organisations know that they were truly satisfying
their customers who complained, and not merely
assuming that because they had replied to a complaint
that the customer must automatically be happy?
 Retention of customers who complain – How did the
organisations know that those customers who
complained were actually staying with them,
including those that they believed were satisfied at the
outcome of the complaint?
 Value of complaints – How did the organisations
place a value on complaints management, not just in
terms of the cost associated with managing
complaints but also on the potential benefits from
improving service delivery and retaining more
customers?
The interviews were recorded then transcribed and
additional information and reports were requested to
triangulate the information provided.
RESULTS
The complaints process
Each of the five organisations had very similar service
standards in terms of acknowledging and replying to
complaints (a common standard was to acknowledge
within 24 hours and reply within five working days). The
need for a speedy response was recognised as vital if
complaining customers were to be satisfied. One of the
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methods used by most of the organisations to achieve that
speed of response was to telephone customers wherever
possible, both to acknowledge receipt of the complaint
and also to give them an opportunity to present a human
face to the customer.
Another common feature was that these organisations,
while striving to keep complaints to a minimum, accepted
that mistakes were inevitable and as such operated “no
blame” cultures, except where repeated mistakes were
being made. They empowered staff to take initiatives to
satisfy complaining customers and to look for solutions
without first thinking about whether they might be
castigated for going outside their job descriptions
(although there were limits as to what staff were allowed
to suggest). If staff did exceed those limits, the approach
taken by First Direct for example was to look for learning
points afterwards and to coach the mistakes out.
Managers at each organisation were also convinced that
complaints were the tip of the iceberg, and that for each
complaint they received there were many more customers
that they did not know about who were unhappy.
The
respondents were uniformly of the opinion that they
needed to encourage customers to complain and to make it
as easy as possible for them to do so, because this alone
gave them the opportunity to convert unhappy customers
into loyal ones.
The approach of each organisation differed when it came
to encouraging complaints. Some, such as WPA and The
High Street Bank, relied on leaflets and posters that
informed customers that comments of any sort were
welcome. These were readily available to their customers
and well publicised in communications such as statements
and annual reports as well as in branches and offices.
First Direct, because of the telephone nature of their
business, were of the opinion that a high percentage of
unhappy customers would complain because of the ease of
doing so (their estimate was 80 per cent of their customers
who were dis satisfied would complain).
Glan Clwyd
District General Hospital found that their patients were on
the other hand mostly reluctant to complain because of
fears over the implications for their treatment, however
unfounded. To combat this the hospital devis ed a separate
system where patients could register their comments
without them being recorded as complaints, and they also
carry out regular ward visits to chat to patients in a nonintimidating or non-confrontational atmosphere.
Encouraging customer comp laints and making it easy for
customers to register their dissatisfaction also had the
benefit of letting the organisations know quickly when
something is going wrong. The High Street Bank and
Glan Clwyd Hospital for example both provided tear-off
slips with their complaints leaflets so that customers did
not have to try and find a piece of paper, and the hospital
staff, by making ward visits tried to “tease-out”
complaints from patients, believed that they did in many
cases learn about processes that were going wrong in real
time, and could therefore try and fix them before the
patient was discharged.

WPA in particular was also very keen to ensure that once
a complaint had gone through the process, the customer
was contacted to try and determine how they felt about the
experience of complaining and about the outcome.
At
WPA such closure was considered a vital element in not
only learning from the complaint but also in ensuring that
the customer truly was satisfied. By doing this WPA
hoped to avoid falling into the trap of assuming that
simply because the complaints procedure had been
followed the customer must then automatically be happy
with the outcome.
Organisational culture
In all the organisations that were visited, the attitude
towards complaints was such that there was a real belief in
the value of complaints as a means to learn about
themselves, to improve customer satisfaction and retention
and therefore to derive financial benefits.
This belief in the value of complaints was in each case
driven by top management.
In the case of Western
Provident Association, there was even a main board
director with the title Director of Best Practice who
oversaw complaints management as part of his
responsibilities. At Western Provident complaints were
taken so seriously that every time a customer complained
a senior manager, and on occasions even the Director
himself, offered to visit that customer wherever they were
in the country. The purpose of this was not only to
demonstrate how seriously they viewed the complaint
itself, but also so that senior managers could learn as
much as they could about why they failed to satisfy the
customer.
This was something Western Provident could do because
they received very few complaints, 156 in 1998 out of a
customer base of over 500,000, and only a small
proportion of those took up the offer of a visit. Western
Provident were winners of the Arthur Anderson Best
Practice Award for Customer Service Excellence in 1998.
Even in organisations where there was a rigorous and
prescribed complaints management process, for example
at Glan Clwyd District General Hospital (where
complaints handling is regulated as part of NHS
guidelines on patient service) and at Milton Keynes
Chamber of Commerce (where the Chamber were
required to attain the ISO9000 quality standard of which
complaints handling forms a part), the attitude of senior
managers was such that implementing the required
standard of complaints management was relatively easy.
In the case of the hospital, for example, they already had a
robust process in place before the regulations regarding
the handling of patient complaints were introduced in
1996.
This level of top management support and interest in
complaints management served to focus organisations on
customer service excellence and to take complaints
seriously. At First Direct the chief executive sits at the
centre of the bank’s vast open plan building at Leeds and
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has been known to be asked to come and talk to a
customer by a telephone banking representative.
The five organisations take differing views as to whether
to have a central complaints handling unit or to leave
complaints handling to individual departments or business
units. Western Provident had the opinion that individual
business units should be res ponsible for dealing with their
own complaints. They do not factor in the time and effort
required to manage complaints when scheduling work
loads and deciding productivity levels, so if a business
unit did have to deal with a complaint they had to either
make the time during the working day, or do it when
scheduled work had been completed. In either case the
complaint still had to be dealt with within prescribed
service standards. The view at Western Provident is that
this focused the minds of employees and encouraged them
to try and avoid making mistakes in the first place.
This sort of approach may not be desirable where an
organisation has a number of retail outlets, branches, or
departments across many sites, in which case a central unit
might be more desirable to ensure consistency across a
wide geographic spread. The High Street Bank had a
central complaints unit that dealt with all complaints
addressed to the bank. If complaints were made at a
branch, the branch manager attempted to resolve them
because it would be nonsensical to instruct customers to
write in to the head office unit without making an attempt
to satisfy them first. However, even if the branch manager
was successful information about the complaint and its
resolution was sent to the head office unit for inclusion in
the reporting that the unit produces.
At WPA, First Direct and The High Street Bank, perhaps
unsurprisingly because all three are financial services
organisations, the belief was that excellent service was
becoming a “given” because of competition and consumer
choice, and that the new differentiator that would give
them an edge over competitors was in this field of service
recovery.
The opportunity to convert a dissatisfied
customer into a loyal advocate, and therefore reap the
rewards of retention and referral, was quoted by all three
as one of the basic reasons for managing complaints well.
The High Street Bank formally involved complaints
management professionals in their strategic planning
meetings, so that their experiences of customer concerns
could be incorporated into planning at the bank. At Glan
Cwlyd District General Hospital issues raised by
complaints were fed into the training of staff. These two
examples serve to demonstrate how these organisations
viewed complaints as key contributors to their operations,
and not simply as necessary evils to be handled as best as
possible.

Improvements and learning from complaints
Whether responsibility for managing complaints was held
centrally or was diversified across business units, a
common feature at all the organisations was that the
analysis of complaints in terms of numbers, types and
trends, was performed at head office level.
Complaints data at all the organisations was compiled
centrally and regular reports, at least monthly, were
circulated and discussed not just by managers and
executives but they also formed part of team briefings and
were published in staff newsletters.
All of the
organisations were of the opinion that communicating
complaint data was a good thing as it promoted awareness
in staff of the problems and issues that were being faced,
and how the organisations were performing in tackling
them.
Another common feature was that, whether complaints
were dealt with centrally or not, individual business units
or departments or branches were responsible for ensuring
that changes to processes specific to their areas were being
identified and followed up on, and skills shortages were
being identified and addressed. At WPA specialist teams
had been formed to aid in this process by analysing why
processes went wrong and ensuring that they were fixed,
with other teams providing coaching and training where
necessary. At First Direct project teams took charge of
the changes to ensure that they were consistent and fit
with other business systems. At the High Street Bank the
central unit was responsible for overseeing improvements
and changes to processes, and departments and branches
would be reported to senior management if no actions
were forthcoming.
Staff were seen as a major source of improvement ideas.
At First Direct staff were expected to contribute
suggestions as part of their roles, and to facilitate this the
organisation allowed time for staff to meet informally to
discuss problems and issues that they were encountering,
so that suggestions on how to tackle them and prevent
reoccurrence could be made.
WPA even encouraged internal complaints in the belief
that poor service from one area of the business to another
eventually manifests itself as poor service to customers.
These internal complaints were treated in the same way as
customer complaints i.e. they were logged, tracked,
analysed, improvements were sought, and the same teams
that co-ordinated changes as a result of customer
complaints also took responsibility for them.
At the Milton Keynes Chamber of Commerce the
empowerment given to staff was such that they were
allowed to change their own processes without seeking
approval, provided that they satisfied the Chamber’s
auditing team. A formal review of processes took place
regularly, as did formal audits, so any changes that were
likely to cause problems for other business areas could be
neutralised but when it came to deciding how to tackle
particular tasks the Chamber allowed its staff a large
degree of freedom to decide how to act.
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Satisfaction and retention
All the five organisations carried out extensive work to
determine whether customers were satisfied with the
service they received, and WPA and Glan Clwyd District
General Hospital specifically attempted to determine
satisfaction levels with their complaints processes.
The Milton Keynes Chamber of Commerce regularly
surveyed its customers on all aspects of the service they
have received, and as part of these surveys questions were
asked about whether customers had encountered problems
and if so whether the problems were resolved
satisfactorily. Glan Clwyd Hospital specifically targeted
patients who had complained and asked detailed questions
about their experiences.
WPA on the other hand
attempted to talk to every complainant once the issue had
been resolved, and offered to visit each one at the end of
the process just as they did when the complaint was first
received.
First Direct and The High Street Bank did not specifically
ask customers who complained about their experiences,
but as befits very large national institutions they carried
out regular customer satisfaction surveys and were able to
make inferences about their standards of complaint
handling from the results.
Both these organisations
however did make a point of following up with customers
who had been particularly badly affected or treated. The
High Street Bank even empowered staff to send goodwill
gestures such as flowers or wine if the member of staff felt
this would help repair any damage done to the relationship
with the customer.
The three financial services organisations and the
Chamber of Commerce attempted to talk to customers
who informed them that they are closing accounts,
cancelling policies or membership.
All the organisations were aware of the value of satisfying
complainants because of the effect this had on customer
retention and on the referral business that could be
generated from converting dissatisfied customers into
advocates. This even applied to the Hospital, although to
a lesser degree, which competes, to some extent, with
alternate health care providers such as private hospitals.
First Direct estimated that 40 per cent to 50 per cent of its
business was gained through referral, which is very high
for the sector, and WPA came up top of a survey by NOP
as the private health insurer most likely to be
recommended by its customers.
When it came to retaining customers who complain WPA,
as a mutual organisation, found that it could take decisions
that other companies owned by shareholders, or with
limited and pressured budgets, might not be able to. It
would not be unknown for WPA to agree to pay a claim
for medical expenses that the customer genuinely thought
was allowable even if it was agreed that the company had
no legal obligation to do so.
In such cases the
organisation looked at the potential worth of retaining the

customer over many years and the benefit that such a
decision would bring to the company.
Value and financial benefits
A good understanding of the costs (both financial in terms
of staff costs and compensation and goodwill costs, as
well as time costs) associated with complaints
management could be found at each of the five
organisations.
All of the organisations calculated how much complaints
were costing them.
They used this information in
different ways. All of them undertook this analysis in
order to forecast budgets and expenses, however, the
Milton Keynes Chamber of Commerce also believed that
showing such information to managers and staff was a
good way of focusing minds on the practical realities of
not getting things right the first time.
First Direct was attempting to go further than this by
trying to formulate a measure of “customer experience”
which would help determine the lifetime value of their
customers.
They believed they if they could also
determine by how much that “customer experience” was
either enhanced or degraded depending on how well or
badly a complaint was handled, then they could
understand the lifetime value of a complaining customer.
First Direct were convinced that a positive experience of
complaining could greatly increase the customer’s lifetime
worth to the company, and therefore demonstrated the
value of excellent complaints management not just in
terms of customer satisfaction but also in longer term
profitability and loyalty.
WPA were also convinced that a positive experience of
complaining results in a customer who is much more loyal,
much more likely to refer them to friends and family, and
much more likely to be more profitable in the long term.
However, WPA was not spending time and effort in
formally measuring such things in the way that First
Direct is. Instead, WPA took the view that as an
organisation they intuitively believed that this was correct.
First Direct were the only organisation of the five that was
formally attempting to link the costs associated with
handling complaints and making improvements to
potential savings in the future. They were doing this by
attempting to determine how many future complaints of a
specific type could be avoided if they took the necessary
steps to correct a problem that was giving rise to those
complaints at the moment. By simply multiplying the
total cost of handling one of those complaints with that
number of potential complaints of the same type that have
been avoided in the future, they were hoping to show how
much money could be saved by learning from complaints
and identifying and making improvements.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this paper was to try to discover what the
best organisations are doing that might set them apart in
terms of the way they manage complaints. The top five
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organisations as identified in the earlier benchmarking
study shared many characteristics, in particular:
 Complaints were given a very high profile with top
level support for complaints management.
 Customers were encouraged to complain and
comment, and systems were put in place to make this
as easy as possible.
 Employees were also a major source of ideas.
Suggestions, issues and “complaints” were, in some
cases, logged and tracked like customer complaints.
 The responsibility for the analysis of complaints and
overseeing improvements was taken at head office
level, though the units were responsible for making
the necessary changes.
 Complaints were viewed as opportunities for learning
and improvement.
 Excellence in complaints management was seen as
providing a method of differentiation.
 Reports of complaints issues and learning points were
widely circulated within the organisations.
 Blame was seen as unhelpful.
 Complaint management professionals were involved
in business meetings and decisions, and they had a
direct input into strategic planning meetings. In one
case complaint issues were discussed with the training
function.
 Costs of complaints in monetary and time dimensions
were well recorded and understood.
 Some of the companies were attempting to measure
the lifetime value of customers, and to understand
how the experience of the complaints process could
impact on that lifetime value.
 Front line staff were in most cases encouraged and
empowered to take initiatives to resolve complaints in
the early stages.
 The speed of response was considered vital if the
complainant was to be satisfied.
 Staff were encouraged to raise issues if they saw them
occurring.
 Delighting complaining customers was seen to result
not just in satisfaction but in creating advocates.
 In some cases referral business was much higher than
was usual in the sector.
The top-level support for complaint management was not a
surprising finding. However the development of parallel
systems to encourage staff comments, to log and track
them and deal with them in the same way as customer
comments was more surprising.
The organisational
cultures were key in supporting the reporting and sharing
and solving of issues rather than one concerned with blame
and hiding problems. It is clear that managers in these
organisations understood not only the costs of dealing with
complaints (financial and lost customers) but also the
benefits (to the bottom line through customer and staff
retention and process improvement).
This exploratory and grounded study has a number of
limitations. Aside from the small sample size, which is
not inappropriate for this type of study, the main concern
is that it only evaluated “successful” organisations.
In

order to expand and validate our findings it will also be
appropriate to compare these findings to those less
“successful” organisations where the complaints processes
did not possess the characteristics identified in the
literature in order to ascertain if the features identified
above are only applicable to “successful” organisations.
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ABSTRACT
A little more than three years ago, political and
economic analysts predicted an end to Hong Kong`s
golden era as the financial capital of Asia. Three
years on, and having rolled into the third millennium
on a rising tide of dot.com and technology-led
investment, Hong Kong has brushed off prophecies
of doom and appears to be living to its hard-earned
reputation for adaptability. The recent-signed joint
ventures, such as the $1.6 billion Cyberport and Walt
Disney projects are good evidence suggesting that
Hong Kong`s power as the financial capital of Asia
remains undiminished.

ethically than do other Americans. Hong Kong
individuals who are tolerant, and opportunistic tend
to behave less ethically than do other Hong Kongers.
In contrast, Hong Kong individuals who are positive
and idealistic are more likely to behave ethically than
do other Hong Kongers. Opportunism is found to
be one of the most important determinants in
explaining misconduct. MANOVA and MDA show
that Hong Kong individuals use tolerance, experience,
relativism, negativism, humanism, detachment, and
nontheism more frequently than do people in the U.S.

Perhaps the biggest problem faced by U.S.
e-businesses and multinational firms, seeking to
establish a foothold in a foreign market such as Hong
Kong, is learning how to best treat individuals of the
new market. This is because the cultural and ethical
values of individuals can vary entirely from those of a
multinational firm`s home country. Cultural and
ethical differences can exercise tremendous effects on
the form, content and consequences of business
communications. Multinational firms face a
continual imperative to struggle with these
culturally-driven differences in how consumers will
respond to a given business strategy.
This study is designed to exa mine the determinants of
future Hong Kong and American leaders` attitudes
toward various forms of unethical practices and
detect any differences between them. Multiple
regression analysis reveals that American individuals
who are young, tolerant, and opportunistic tend to
behave less ethically than do other Americans. In
contrast, American individuals who are older,
idealistic and theistic are more likely to behave
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ABSTRACT
E-business is heralding what is being called “the new
economy.” To help managers negotiate this new business
landscape,this articlereview the business and technologies
requirements of modern extended organizations and discuss
how adaptive
business
objects
and controlled
interoperability are the key enabling technologies to the
challenge of integrated value chains. We know unlike
previous decades where enterprises prized independence,
the next decade will be one of business alliances and
competing, end-to-end value chains. Enterprise value
chains comprised of powerful business alliance partners will
exceedingly compete as single entities for customers. Such
extended corporations reach out not only with business
relationships; they must integrate their value business
processes and information systems to realize their business
goal
Keywords: E-Business; Value chains; Business models;
Business processes; Business objects; Workflows;
Business transactions; Interoperability; Change
management;
1. INTRODUCTION
BUSINESS HAS THE POTENTIAL to propel a
company to “break out” of existing strategic constraints
and radically alter business processes, strengthen customer
and supplier ties, and open up new markets. However, to
achieve this success, a company must rethink corporate
strategy in a way that capitalizes on information
asymmetries,leverages customer and partner relationships,
and tailors the right fit of “co-opetition” in its business
model.
In the discussion, we purposefully use the term
E-business as opposed
to E-commerce, because
E-commerce has become synonymous with simply
transacting business over the Internet, whereas E-business
involves fundamentally rethinking the business model to
transform a company into a digitally networked enterprise.
An E-business is an enterprise with the capability to
exchange value (goods, services, money, and knowledge)
digitally. It has properly designed business processes for
this new way of conducting
business. Further, it
understands the human performance challenges not only
within its organizational boundaries but also for other
people in its enterprise network: customers, partners, and
suppliers. E-business is a new way of doing business that
involves connectivity,
transparency,
sharing, and
integration. It connects the expanded enterprise through a
universal digital medium to partners, suppliers, and
customers. It requires the integration and alignment of
business processes, technology, and people with a
continuously evolving E-business strategy. Becoming an

E-business does not happen overnight. It typically follows
an evolution
from initial experimentations with
Internet-related technologies to a transformation of the
company with internet-related into an enterprise prepared to
compete successfully in new environment.
As companies evolve, they integrate their value
chains by redesigning their structures to move from
hierarchical — with a focus on management control — to
horizontal organizations— built around business processes,
teamwork and empowerment. However, new patterns of
cooperation between trading partners are necessary to
successfully respond to new market demands. The concept
of supply chainrefers to the chain of activities, executed by
two or more separate organizations, to fulfill customer orders.
A supply chain that is fully customized will start its
operations after customers place their orders. Jarvenpaa and
Ives [16 ]call this ‘thinking in reverse’, meaning that
organizations should base their production on actual
customer demand rather than producing on stock.
In dynamic network organizations quick build-up and
dismantling of inter-organizational relationships is a
pre-condition for success. In this kind of structure, each
organization will focus on a limited number of core
competencies.. Each organization ultimately concentrates
on those areas where it may have a unique competitive
advantage; others are outsourced and bought in the market.
Concentrating on a limited number of activities offers the
possibility to stay lean and mean, and thus avoid
unnecessary overhead. This requires that all partners keep a
clear view of the coherence of the total system of
competencies within the network. All actors should have an
insight as to where and how value is created and what
contribution they can make based on their own
competencies .
As companies redesign their structures, what is the
role of IT ? The application of various information-based
technologies is both the cause and the effect of new ways to
do
business.
The
convergence
of
IT
and
telecommunications, and the availability of bandwidth
supports and enables new organizational designs. The
networked organization, linkages of supply chain partners
and alliances exploiting uniquely grouped core
competencies are all supported or enabled by modern IT.
From a technology perspective, integrated value systems
require a fully integrated framework and infrastructure
support to provide access throughout the entire chain.
Moreover, this type of universal access must be both
transparent and adaptive. We show a layered approach to
delivering a e-business enterprise framework.(see fig.1 the
e-business enterprise framework).
The ‘foundation technology layer’ provides a secure
and consistent business network that enables robust
information sharing between employees, customers and
suppliers. The ‘enabling technology layer ’ provides a
standard set of technology and business components,
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which are available across the department, and which
combine with the foundation technologies layer to produce
the networked business applications. The highest two
layers in the enterprise framework can quickly form the core
original business process and workflow applications that
can be easily combined and extended to offer a complete
cross-organizational business solution. And have full
self-adaptive capability of quickly changing business
process and workflow with environment and strategic goal
shift.

Business
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Fig.1 e-bussness enterprise framework

As companies evolve, their e-bussiness strategy have
to pass through four levels of E-business development
framework.Finally, Challenges must be surmounted to move
to the higher level. The strategic E-breakout models, listed
below, has four key driving forces that would help move an
enterprise to successful e-business transformation and
realize e-business strategy.
Adaptive business models: Integrated value-chain
organizations seek to streamline their processes and
improve customer service through greater connectivity
between both business processes and key operational
systems. An important business objective of strategic
alliances with suppliers, channel partners and service
providers is to eliminate supply chain discontinuities that
produce delays and waste. Enterprises can only become an
effective link in a leading value chain by re-conceptualizing
the company as a collection of business operations and
processes, by reshaping corporate structures around
modern business processes and by making their internal
processes align with and support the integrated value chain.
This requires that adaptive business models are created to
offer a new way to deliver value to customers. adaptive
business models are needed and currently emerging.
Cross-enterprise interoperability:Another important

requirement is that integrated value chains take advantage
of existing and emerging technologies and systems that can
be used to link and enable the entire value chain. Information
systems play a major part in this drive for competitive edge
as their interoperation allows business allied partners to use
information much more effectively in the rapid delivery of
goods and services to customers. The foundation of this
barrier-free environment is interoperability: the ability of
one system to process information from and to another at a
syntactic and semantic level without requiring either system
to make changes to accommodate the other. Thus, improved
business processes and interoperability
are core
requirements critical to the success of e-business strategy.
Business intelligence: Business Intelligence (BI) is
looked at as a subset of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). CRM enables the collection of
customer data from multiple customer touch points, and the
access, analysis and distribution of those data across the
enterprise. BI is then the process that obtains and analyzes
business and customer data. BI turns data into key
information and actionable learning, makes them available to
business decision makers and implementation personnel
(management, marketing, sales, customer care, relationship
management). BI supports definition and pursuit of key
business objectives around customer intimacy.
Organization infrastructure: The organizations of
today are confronted with the problem on how to strike a
balance between local needs for different systems and
overall needs for connectivity and share-ability of data and
applications. Extreme de-centralization of application of IT
will hamper business developments towards process
oriented and flexible network structures. Attempts to
centralized development of IT in “one fits all” type of
applications will be costly to develop and will result in
systems, which will not support individual business
requirements. The solution to this problem is currently
sought in a distinction between local information systems
and information infrastructure.
This paper provides an overview of the business and
technology considerations, as well as infrastructural
support, that are required to enable the transition of
organizations from relative independence and functionally
oriented business thinking, and traditions, to integrated
value chains. We first discuss five representative types of
business models and then we introduce business objects
and core business processes as the enabling technology for
integrated value systems. Subsequently, we discuss
business interoperability and business intelligence. Finally,
we examine the major factors that drive this transition in
some detail.
2. E-business models
Global competition, technology advancements,
industry deregulation and increasing customer expectations
are only a few factors that are placing unprecedented
demands on business enterprises. Success in today’s
virtual marketplace will depend on creating networks of
cross-industry partners to provide products and services
related to the customer’s basic needs. In order for
companies to be successful, they need to evaluate
innovative new strategies that capitalize on both the power
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of the Internet and the changes in market demands. It is
becoming increasingly evident that yesterday’s business
models, techniques, structures and philosophies are
becoming irrelevant in responding to global market
requirements. Thus, it is not surprising that many
businesses are forced to rethink their on-line business
strategies and their business models. Businesses hoping to
expand their activities onto the Internet are re-engineering or
refining their products and services in order to take
advantage of the new opportunities, as well as face the new
challenges, of the medium.
Over the past two decades, businesses had to adapt
and transform their organizations. A number of change
models have been introduced and tried during that time, but
at best, they produced incremental improvements on the
“fringes” with marginal bottom line results. Many involved
change strategies that launched several change initiatives
within the organization simultaneously, each narrowly
focused on specific aspects of the organization with little or
no preplanning and coordination. This approach tries to
change the organization’s parts but ultimately results in
sub-optimizing the whole system for marginal bottom line
performance. Constant change is now pushing into the very
core of many corporationswith corresponding new business
models emerging from the way in which organizations and
people work together. Any initiative to transform or change
an enterprise must consider how that particular enterprise
operates as an integrated whole, and its relationships with its
suppliers, business partners and customers.
Most traditional seller- or product-driven businesses
create value primarily at the product or line-of-business level.
In contrast to this, the integrated value-chain business
model is customer-centric, where value is created at the
relationship level across products and channels rather than
at the individual product level. One important area of focus in
the customer-centric model is on bundling different products
and services within the same industry to create solutions.
Many companies are adopting a customer-centric business
model, becoming more responsive to and developing deeper
relationships with customers. Relationships with suppliers,
partners and customers need to be mediated almost
exclusively using Internet technology, and the integration
possible is becoming deeper, broader and more seamless
than was ever deemed possible. Processes and value chains
are evolving rapidly as companies outsource non-core
activities and capabilities, leading to more sophisticated
markets and a wider distribution of economic activity, i.e. the
way we do business is undergoing a period of rapid change.
We can distinguish between five representative types
of business models, which are typical of most common
modern IT-based business organizations that engage in
electronic business practices. These include:
1. the teleworking model;
2. the virtual organization model;
3. the collaborative product development model;
4. the process outsourcing model; and
5. the value-chain integration model.
2.1. Teleworking model
In the teleworking model, large number of individuals or

groups work together collaborating with the assistance of
networking and communications technologies. A classical
example of the teleworking model is telemedicine which has
become a business/technical/human paradigm for the
transmission of health related information or services which
may span university medical centers, hospitals, provider
groups, clinics, doctors and nurses, financial and insurance
specialists. For example, telemedical
services can be
delivered by collaborating with a radiologist from a remote
site over specialized medical infrastructure or providing
psychological consulting services to remote clinics or
prisons from the medical office.
2.2. Virtual organization model
Effective contracting for complementary capabilities
through a network of suppliers and subcontractors is a
characteristic of virtual organizing . A virtual organization
may be a temporary or permanent collection of
geographically
dispersed
individuals,
groups,
organizational units, which do not necessarily belong to the
same organization, or entire organizations that depend on
electronic linking to complete the production process.
2.3. Process outsourcing model
Nowadays, organizations are starting to realize they
can interact with customers, partners and suppliers,
exchanging and leveraging knowledge in addition to
undertaking transactions. Facilities that were once central to
the business are now outsourced. Process outsourcing is
the delegation of one or more business processes to an
external provider who owns, manages and administers the
selected processes.
For example, take Ford Motor who decided that the
manufacture of cars will be a declining part of its business
and instead they will concentrate in future on design,
branding, marketing sales and service operations. Like all
modern carmakers, Ford has outsourced the supply of entire
subsystems — from engines and suspension assemblies to
car interiors. In such situations, suppliers application
systems are automatically kept abreast of requirements via
EDI .
2.4. Collaborate product development model
A classical example of a collaborative product
development model is that used by Ford. Ford recently
launched the “A Ford 2000 program” aimed to make Ford a
truly global company, that could centralize the development
of global product categories
that would be customized to meet the demands of local
markets . The company’s central goals for this program were
threefold. Firstly, a company-wide reorganization that
established vehicle centers to take responsibility for the
developments of a given class of vehicles and to design,
engineer and test new technologies. Secondly, the
shortening of new car development times through vertical
and horizontal integration as well as by reducing the variety
of parts that go into its vehicles. And finally, identification of
the aspects of any car model that can be developed
270
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commonly and those that are best customized for a given
market.
Central to the new organization structure and product
development processes was the need to coordinate
disparate product development activities. This called for
flexible information systems and an application for managing
and transmitting design documents across various Ford
Centers around the world. Installing such systems quickly
meant a move away from the company’s traditionally heavy
use of in-house
developed mainframe systems to more agile packaged
client-server software and platforms.
2.5. Value-chain integration model
Value-chain integration uses Internet technology to
improve communication and collaboration between all
parties within a supply chain. Value-chain integration is
necessary if vendors are to coordinate between “upstream”
suppliers,
internal operations
(e.g. manufacturing
processes) , and “downstream” shippers and customers
effectively. With this model, processes once perceived as
internal to the company
must now span the entire value chain. Effective service
providers integrate their operations directly into the
processes of their customers.
With this model, every company in the chain performs a
set or sequence of activities to produce its products. The
links between those activities provide a prime opportunity
for competitive advantage, whether due to exceptional
efficiency or some form of product differentiation. This chain
of partners that work in sequence to create, market and move
goods and services grows even more complex.
Based on the sorts of intimate trading relationships
central to the integrated value-chain model ,modern
business partnerships are eradicating duplication, irrelevant
hand-offs and rework, ensuring that processes run smoothly
and effectively.
It is evident that these new business models have
certain implications on business processes of individual
organizations as the latter have to cope with this transition to
a multiple enterprise environment. Business processes have
to be redesigned as they now cross organizational
boundaries and integrate other homogeneous and / or
heterogeneous
processes and services of diverse
organizations in order to collaboratively achieve the desired
result. The following section discusses how business
objects can be used as the underlying technology in an
integrated enterprise framework for enabling the required
business process interoperability in a value-chain
integration layer.
3. Enabling technologies: business objects and processes
I n addition to a set of sophisticated enabling IT tools,
business objects are the key building block in the
re-engineered (process-oriented) enterprise as they can
realize domain business processes and default business
logic that can be used to start building applications in these
domains. Business objects provide pre-assembled business
functionality that can be used to bring together and
customize applications. They provide a natural way for

describing application dependent concepts such as
customers, products, orders, bills, financial instruments and
temporal information, such as a quarterly earnigs period or
annual tax cycle. Business objects add value to business by
providing a way of managing complexity and giving a higher
level perspective that is understandable by the business .
Business objects package together essential business
characteristics such as business procedures, policy and
controls around business data. This creates a
semantic construct that holds together in a coherent unit the
right business policy with the right data and ensures that the
data is used in a manner consistent with the business intent.
We can separate business objects in two broad categories:
conventional business objects, already described in the
some articles[3,11,12],
and business process objects.Business process objectsare a
kind of active or control objects that bring together business
objects to define a business process. They are characterized
by a set of interrelated activities that collectively accomplish
a specific business objective, possibly, according to a set of
pre-specified policies. A business object is a data with
behavior, while a business process object (henceforth
referred to as business process )operates on business
objects, i.e. it changes their states and
coordinates their interactions. Business processes interact
in a predictable, repeatable manner to produce a recognized
business activity of generic nature in a specific business
domain, e.g. procurement management, general ledger, etc.
Business processes are initiated by events that trigger
activities in the organization[ 1] . These events can be
internal (e.g. rules) or external( e.g. customer requests ). The
business
processes are initiated on the basis of an incoming event
( e.g. a customer request ) and result in an outgoing (event
e.g. the notification that a product is ordered ).
Business processes provide the basic ingredients that
can be specialized and extended to capture domain or
application specific processes — within a particular vertical
domain, e.g. financial, manufacturing— which are realized by
a workflow. Workflow management systems support the
definition, execution and controlling of the business
processes. Work-flow applications rely on an extensive
foundation of
reusable components, viz. the core business processes that
form the basis for building new applications. Workflow
support for integrated value chains should provide the
infrastructure to allow business processes to cooperate and
execute distributively across enterprise boundaries.
Workflow components will necessary be disparated, they
will either be adapted from existing proprietary workflow
products or will be newly developed specifically for the
distributed business infrastructure.
4. Business interoperability
Workflow technology in integrated value chains
manages long-running, process-oriented applications that
automate b usiness processes over enterprise-wide networks.
The workflow can be perceived as a script prescribing the
combination, and subsequent interoperation, of business
processes and objects to reach a joint business goal. The
approach taken here is to develop possibly distributed
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fragments of business
process with the relevant application functionality attached.
These fragments are then combined on the fly, as required, to
suit the needs of each application. Rather than having to
compose ever more complex end-to-end offerings, the
enterprise can leave it to the application developer to choose
those elements that are most appropriate, combining the
process fragments into a cohesive whole. At run-time, the
workflow management system manages the flow of control
and data between the business processes, establishes
transaction boundaries around them as defined in the script
and makes certain that the proper business process units of
the enterprise utilize the services provided by the various
business objects.
Workflow-enabled business processes can track
transactions across department, company and enterprise
boundaries. This type of distributed workflow layer provides
the sequence of business activities, arrangement for the
delivery of work to the appropriate organizational resources;
tracking of the status of business activities; coordination of
the flow of information of( inter- and intra- )organizational
activities and the possibility to decide among alternative
execution paths . Workflow activities may invoke
components from existing applications, for instance, legacy
(wrapped ) objects, and combine them with newly developed
applications comprising business objects and policies.
A key activity in integrated value chains is the
collection, management, analysis, and interpretation of the
various commercial data to make more intelligent and
effective transaction-related decisions. Examples include
collecting business references, coordinating and managing
marketing strategies, determining new product offerings,
granting /extending credit and managing market risk.
Performance of these tasks requires involving collaborative
computing technologies to support distributed workflow
processes. The requirements of transactional work flows
have been described in Ref. [37] . Workflow implementations
of business processes can be not only transactional
processes,
or
classical
transactions,
but
also
non-transactional processes. Transactions as activity
implementations frequently appear when the business model
represents one of the core business processes (order entry,
etc). of an enterprise. Non-transactional
activity
implementations are frequently found within support
processes (travel expense accounts, etc.).
An area of growing interest for the distributed
computing infrastructure , which provides conventional
support, is the integration of Object Request Brokers( ORBs )
with Distributed Transaction Processing (DTP) monitors.
DTPs are important to enterprise-wide and cross-enterprise
applications in which a business procedure may be broken
into a set of processes. DTPs provide an open environment
that supports a variety of client applications, databases,
legacy systems, networks and communications options.
Monitors can support large numbers of users requesting
concurrent access to transaction programs and services, e.g.
database, security, workflow; balance local and distributed
loads to optimize performance; and efficiently synchronize
data updates to multiple databases during transaction using
standard protocols.
Transactions in the business to business electronic

commerce are usually long-lived propositions involving
negotiations, commitments, contracts, floating exchange
rates, shipping and logistics, tracking, varied payment
instruments, exception handling and customer satisfaction.
Business transactions have two basic distinguishing
characteristics. Firstly, they extend the scope of traditional
transaction processing as they may encompass classical
transactions, which they combine with non-transactional
processes. Secondly, they group both classical transactions
as well as non-transactional processes together into a unit of
work that reflects the semantics and behavior of their
underlying business task. In addition to these basic
requirements, business transactions are generally governed
by contracts and update accounts and may include the
exchange of bills and invoices, and ex-change of financial
information services. As a consequence, business
transactions must provide modeling support and mediate
communication, interaction, and coordination among
collaborating people and business activities within and
between organizations. Hence, business transaction
characteristics are better addressed by a process-centered
approach to transaction management that supports
long-lived concurrent, nested, multi-threaded activities .
Business transactions usually operate on documentbased information objects such as documents and forms. A
document is traditionally associated with items such as
manuals, letters, bids and proposals. A form is traditionally
associated with items
such as invoices, purchase orders and travel requests. Both
these media are arranged according to some predefined
structure. Forms -based objects are closely aligned with
business transactions, which have numerical content, while
document-based objects are associated with contracts or
bids. This allows business transactions to interchange
everything from product information and pricing proposals
to financial and legal statements.
Business transactions exhibit two broad phases:
onstruction and enactment. Construction involves the
collection of information based on catalogs and brokerage
systems to locate sources; agreement leading to terms and
conditions
through
negotiation
mechanisms; and
engagement resulting in a formal contract. Enactment
involves deployment across the group of participants in the
transaction; service execution in the context of the contract
and management of exceptions; and termination involving
validation and closing the contact across all participants. In
the
world of electronic business, traditional database
transactions are replaced with long-lived, multi-level
collaborations. It is thus not surprising that they require
support for a variety of unconventional beha ioral features,
which are summarized in the following:
1. General purpose characteristics
(a) who is involved in the transaction;
(b) what is being transacted;.
(c) the destination of payment and delivery;
(d) the transaction time frame; e permissible operations.
2. Special purpose characteristics
(a) links to other transactions;
(b) receipts and acknowledgments;
(c) identification of money transferred outside national
272
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boundaries.
3. Advanced characteristics
(a) the ability to support reversible (compensatible) and
repaired (contingency ) transactions;
(b) the ability to reconcile and link transactions with other
transactions;
(c) the ability to specify contractual agreements, liabilities
and dispute resolution policies;
(d) the ability to support secure EDI, e.g. SET, transactions
that guarantee integrity of information, confidentiality
and non-repudiation;
(e) the ability for transactions to be monitored, logged and
recovered.
Integrated value chains demand advanced transaction
paradigms that relate to their business processes. An
important requirement of business transactions which
deserves mentioning is business commitments. Business
commitments comprise the “glue” that binds businesses
and other organizations at their boundaries. A business
commitment is the result of an agreement between business
parties that may bring about contractual agreements.
Business commitments, viz. contracts, mandate certain
outcomes that are to be produced by the business. They
have a strong recursive element that says that agreements
are composed of more granular agreements such as terms,
conditions and obligations, viz. conditions of fulfillment and
conditions of satisfaction. It is important for a distributed
workflow application to be able to express varying types and
extents of business commitments. It is therefore convenient,
as shown in Ref.[4] , to represent such commitments as
special purpose transactions including their own semantics
and communication protocol. Termination of these contracts
may be a long-lived activity as these may include ongoing
service agreements with on-line customer service delivery
and other complex aspects of overall customer relationship
management. Much of the workflow structure and the
partitioning of work can be driven by an understanding of
the business commitments.
5 Bussiness intelligence
To fully grasp and understand new technologies and
their business impact, business executives require business
intelligence, foresight, and insight. They face two obstacles
to obtaining this critical information:
(1)Rapid change—Business innovation and new learning
occur on a daily basis;
(2)Information proliferation—Executives have hundreds of
legitimate sources of information.
Existing sources of information are generally
fragmented, biased and not focused on the needs of
business process executives. Traditional business partners
can provide some answers; however, consultants, marketing
agencies, systems integrators and technology vendors
provide only part of the picture and often have a stake in a
particular technology, strategy or decision. Media and IT
advisory services are numerous and are generally focused
on specific technologies rather than on the issues and
solutions relevant to the business function.
Focus, relevance and context are lacking. Making
decisions based on the glut of available information about
developments in technology, customer buying behavior and

best-practice technology deployments can be overwhelming.
There is too much information, while too few sources of
comprehensive, objective, strategic and actionable insight.
While data may be abundant within an organization,
the process of effectively obtaining and utilizing information
can be challenging. The challenge may stem from the
management philosophy that information is power and
should only be in the hands of key decision-makers.
We identifies four models that govern information
within an organization. They are dictatorship, anarchy,
democracy and embassies. Your organization may fit
distinctly into one of these models, or it may be a blend of
models.
An information dictatorship makes information
readily available – but only to a few individuals within the
organization. Information is provided to senior management,
to the information technology group that controls it centrally,
or to both. For the most part, information is not shared within
the organization other than through standard reports. At one
of our clients, for example, the tax director requested
information from the IT group to make quarterly decisions
about tax planning and estimated tax payments. He waited
more than a year without receiving the information he had
requested. In this case, the IT group controlled the data and
doled it out based on its own priorities.
When managers and other individuals lack access to
the information they need, they base business decisions on
gut instinct rather than on actual data. An information
dictatorship eventually fosters information anarchy within
an organization.
Information anarchy occurs when managers and
others within an organization develop their own reporting
systems to obtain the information they need to make good
business decisions. Information anarchy is a grassroots
uprising against information dictatorship. Users create
separate and disparate reporting systems that seldom, if ever,
agree with one another. Information from different reporting
systems is rarely comparable because it has been drawn from
different sources, at different points in time or via different
transformation processes.
In the previously mentioned situation, the tax director
and his group developed a series of spreadsheets to address
their information needs. They identified data from several
standard reports, manually selected the data and entered the
data they needed into a new report. This solution was time
consuming, labor intensive and error prone. However, it was
the best available solution available needs because the IT
group was ignoring the director’s request.
As senior management becomes aware of data
redundancy within an organization – as well as duplication
of efforts, wasted resources and information discrepancies,
their support for correcting information anarchy grows until
they are willing to sponsor an enterprise reporting solution.
An information democracy is best supported by an
enterprise reporting architecture that can share information
among individuals, groups and departments within the
organization. BI becomes valuable as an ad hoc query and
reporting tool when individuals within an organization can
access data, analyze it and make business decisions based
on data rather than gut instinct. According to a recent study
by Business Objects, three factors highly influence the value 273
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of an organization’s BI:
l
The level of democratization of BI software within the
organization (measured by the ratio of BI-enabled users
to the total number of desktops).
l
The level of empowerment (measured by the number of
users entitled to perform ad hoc requests for data vs.
the number of total users).
l
The cultural propensity to break organizational
stovepipes (represented by the number of departments
involved in the deployment of the solution multiplied
by the capacity to get access to other departments’
information).
Once an organization realizes the benefits of information
democracy, it can extend its BI to user communities outside
the organization.
Information embassies extend the information
democracy to other user communities – such as customers,
vendors and business partners – that are interested in an
organization’s information. With information embassies, or
extranets, user communities outside of the organization can
access the information they need.
these deployments can be grouped into three
application areas:
 Supply chain extranets – Enable users to view the
distribution cycle from supplier to distributor to
end user. For example, customers who buy
computers from Dell Computer Corp. can check the
status of their order via Dell’s Web site, which
leads them from the manufacturing process to the
date of shipment.
 Customer relationship extranets – Allow
customers to easily access data about their activity
and transactions with an organization in which they
do business. For example, customers of Wells
Fargo Bank can access their account information
and perform online banking from Wells Fargo’s
Web site.
 Information brokerage extranets – Give
organizations that are in the business of collecting
and selling information a fast, secure way to deliver
goods to customers. For example, customers of
Dun & Bradstreet (D&B) can purchase credit
reports or find new customers via D&B’s Web site.
Whichever model of information governance your
organization uses, the progression from information
dictatorship to information democracy and embassies
requires the leadership directive of the chief executive officer.
Without the CEO’s leadership or approval, organizational
change from one model of information governance to
another is extremely difficult, if not impossible.
By understanding which model of information
governance fits your organization, you can determine the
course of progression toward realizing the value of the
information being captured by your organization’s
information systems. Organizations that want to survive in
today’s competitive environment must provide their
employees with BI applications and begin developing an
extranet strategy.

6. The role of the infrastructure
IT and business developments have influenced the IT
management practices. Throughout the computer age,
businesses developed IT management practices
based on centralization. For the first 30 years, the emphasis
was on technology management, and the major challenges
focused on getting the technology to work reliably and as
efficiently as possible. As a consequence, information
technology developed and. was managed as a centralized
resource in most companies. In the 1970’s and 1980’s, most
businesses had adopted centralized, bureaucratic, strict
functional structures with little or no needs for lateral
communication between functions. This organization
structure became the logical basis for many information
systems. Functional departments developed “stove
pipe”-like information systems, which did not allow any
exchange of data between them, leading to an “island
perspective”.
More recently, personal computers began to focus
attention on the users, and on the spread of decentralizing
technologies. The 1980’s produced new technologies for
the end user, and the 1990’s confirmed trends to end user
computing, with communication emerging as a critical
technology to disperse information throughout the
enterprise. Local networks, enterprise networks and
nationwide networks serve to make it easier to move
information around within and among enterprises and their
components. A primary reason for the dispersion of
information technology throughout the enterprise is cost.
The history of information technology is characterized by
constant reductions per unit price and substantial in-creases
in capabilities. A second more important reason for the
strength of IT’s dispersion into the enterprise is the
business requirement for IT-enabled solutions to
competitive and marketing pressures .
Also, business conditions changed. Market and
customer demands for flexibility, responsiveness, quality,
time-cycle reduction, and cost reductions have produced a
considerable range of enterprise responses. Many of them
have taken the form of business innovations described with
terms like business process focus, lateral organization,
networked organizations etc. These typical enterprise
responses have the general effect of breaking down the
hierarchical organization in fundamental ways. Enterprises
move to a larger number of smaller business units or legally
independent businesses, unconnected to the traditional
hierarchy. Changing the organization from the traditional
structure to a more responsive lateral, process oriented
structure was in most companies severely hampered by the
existing information systems architecture based on
functional “islands”.
In the late 1980’s, the alignment/impact model was
developed, which described the relationships between the
business organization and IT . This model acknowledged
that business strategies could be supported or even be
changed by applying IT in line with market demands on the
business. Because different lines of business within a
company operate in different markets with different
requirements, this notion has lead to a widespread
decentralization of IT management to lines of business.
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Information technology and business organizations had
characteristics leading to a widespread proliferation of
different IT solutions throughout the company.
In the second half of the 1990’s, an increased emphasis
on the customer instead of on the product, confronted many
organizations with fact that information systems across lines
of business were not compatible. For example, insurance
companies selling different services or products to the same
customer were not able to get an overall view of the
relationship of that customer with the company. The
problems of lack of connectivity and compatibility became
even more apparent when independent companies began to
cooperate on a more permanent basis and the need for
external integration came up.
The organizations of today are confronted with the
problem on how to strike a balance between local needs for
different systems and overall needs for connectivity and
share-ability
of data and applications.
Extreme
decentralization of application of IT will hamper business
developments towards process oriented and flexible network
structures. Attempts to centralize development of IT in “one
fits all” type of applications will be costly to develop and will
result in systems which will not support individual business
requirements. The solution to this problem is currently
sought in a distinction between local information systems
and information infrastructure.
Information infrastructure
describes the basic
information systems elements intended to be common.
Infrastructure is intended to support common needs and not
individual needs; infrastructure is intended to be a relatively
stable provision. Traditionally, infrastructure is related to
hardware, physical networks, data base management
systems etc. We propose a broader view. We define
information infrastructure as relatively permanent, and
commonly available IT resources and arrangements. This
definition
covers different
types of information
infrastructures: (1)
common hardware, physical networks, e.g. the organization
uses one type of servers, PCs and network(the traditional
view) ;( 2) common information, data and data definitions;
examples are data about customers, products( like product
definitions ), resources etc;( 3) common applications and
application components, not only standard software
packages (like MS office, when used as the application in the .
company )but also application components . Commonly
available standard software components are infrastructural
resources, which can be used by decentrally operating
development teams; and (4)common organizational
arrangements and procedures, for example, security and log
in procedures.
There is no such thing as one common infrastructure.
As not all information and communication demands need to
be solved on a company or industry level, there may be
infrastructures different organizational levels. For example,
what is available as a departmental infrastructure is not
necessarily infrastructure for another department. What is
infrastructure for one business unit, may not be
infrastructure for another. EDIFACT is more or less the
generally accepted EDI message standard for Europe, and as
such a European IT infrastructure element; it is not for the US,
where ANSI is the accepted standard. In other words,

infrastructure is a layered concept: there are different layers
of infrastructures. For example, the higher-most layer in the
integrated value chain could be collaborating industry
networks. The lower most could be an intra-company
enforced for EDI applications.
Dependent on the layer, different stakeholders, with
diverging objectives, are involved in the planning and
implementation of IT infrastructures. Infrastructures require
negotiation, coordination and commitment. Also, the
benefits of infrastructures are not immediately clear; they are
dependent on the use, which is made of it. Infrastructure
projects are, almost by definition, difficult not necessarily
from a technical point of view, but from an organizational
point of view and for that reason costly. The higher the layer,
the more difficult and costly the infrastructure is to build. For
this reason, it would be wrong to assume that the
infrastructure approach will result in “heavy” centralized
systems.
Infrastructures can be classified by the concepts of
Reach and Range[18]. Reach refers to the locations and the
number of people the infrastructure is capable of connecting.
Reach can extend from a departmental layer, to the business
unit layer, to
the enterprise layer and even to national and international
layers. Range refers to functionality in terms of business
activities that can be completed and shared. Range can
extend from simply sending messages and receiving
messages, to accessing stored information, to ultimately
executing complex transactions. Every information
infrastructure is a combination of a specific reach and range.
New business models, based on cross-enterprise (and
cross-functional ) interoperability, depend highly on the
availability of infrastructures. New business
models and cross-enterprise interoperability, thus, can be
differentiated depending on the concept of Reach and Range.
Implementing right combinations of reach and range is
crucial for different types of intra- and inter-company
cooperation. For example, an electronic business application
supporting simple transactions and exchanges of data may
be realized on a global scale. But to what extent is this
possible for an integrated value system comprising complex
supply chains and manufacturing processes? Is an
Integrated Enterprise Framework applicable on a global scale?
From systems theory, it is known that increased
coordination requirements go together with an exponential
cost curve . Agreements on complex functionality with many
participants seem very difficult and costly to accomplish.
Obviously, different types of ‘doable’ infrastructures
emerge. Simple electronic commerce transactions can be
supported by low range and high reach type of
infrastructures; complex value system integration seems
doable on a more restricted scale and thus by high range, low
reach type of infrastructures. Typically, these types of
infrastructures will be found between companies that are
each others major business partners.
7. Summary
Enterprise computing is about consolidating and
harmonizing the many islands of disparate business
processes and information systems scattered through-out
an organization and its partner enterprises into a unified
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whole. Nowadays, companyvalue chains are transformed to
integrated value chains if they are designed to act as an
“extended
enterprise”,
creating
and
enhancing
customer-perceived value by means of cross-enterprise
collaboration. Companies thus face a variety of changes
ranging from streamlining business processes to enabling
outward facing information systems.
In the previous discussion, we have given a de-tailed
account of the business and technology considerations, as
well as infrastructural support, that are required to enable the
transition of organizations from relative independence and
functionally oriented business thinking to integrated value
chains. We argued that the combination of new business
models with controlled cross-enterprise interoperability and
change management are the driving forces that will
eventually transform relatively independent organizations
into cooperating enterprises. We also illustrated how
adaptive business objects and processes are the key
components of these enabling technologies.
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ABSTRACT
As we enter this new millennium, e-commerce is
touted as one of the basic tenets of the radical
transformation in manufacturing and service operations.
This gap between the expected outcomes and actual results
of IT and e-commerce investments indicates that we lack a
clear understanding of the dynamics of this technology. In
this research, we will attempt to further our understanding
e-commerce, by employing a typology to classify it. The
typology can help determine where e-commerce fits in and
what its respective properties are.
FRAMEWORK
In classifying e-commerce, two variables will be
employed - the degree of knowledge complexity and the
degree of technological complexity. Knowledge complexity
is composed of a number of properties including the breath
of domain, rate of change of domain(s), depth of domain,
comprehensiveness
of systems outputs, breadth of
information inputs, ambiguity of information inputs, degree
of information interdependence with outside organizations,
and uncertainty of information inputs.
Technological
complexity is defined by the diversity of platforms,
diversity of technology, database intensity, database
location, diversity of information sources, and processor
location.
Current e-commerce operations require a high
degree of technological complexity given that they employ a
diversity of platforms, diversity of technology, high degree
of database intensity, distributed database locations,
diversity of information sources, and processor locations. In
addition, e-commerce also requires a moderate level of
knowledge complexity given that it is associated with a
moderate level of the following properties: the breath of
domain, rate of change of domain(s), depth of domain,
comprehensiveness
of systems outputs, breadth of
information inputs, ambiguity of information inputs, degree
of information interdependence with outside organizations,
and uncertainty of information inputs.
Given this classification, it will be possible to
hypothesize the effectiveness of e-commerce operations as a
function of business environment and country type.
Depending on the country, industry or company the capacity
to implement information systems will vary. In developing
countries, ability to sustain a high degree of technological
complexity can be difficult, whereas in developed countries
such as the U.S., it is relatively easier to sustain systems
requiring a high degree of technological complexity.

Hence, in general only the more advanced countries
will be able to truly take advantage of the e-commerce
revolution. Thus developed countries such as the U.S.
and those that have recently industrialized such as
Singapore will enjoy a comparative advantage. Among
developing countries, only those regions with islands of
high technology will be able to effectively use
e-commerce.
On the other hand, firms operating in a
relatively stable environment require only a low degree
of knowledge complexity to function. However, as the
environment becomes more dynamic, the degree of
knowledge complexity increases. Hence, the types of
businesses that will flourish with e-commerce will be
those with moderately
turbulent environments.
Specifically, a firm that has relatively flat production
schedules and simple bill of materials such as dairy
products might not gain as much with e-commerce.
However, firms that customize products such as Dell
computers will benefit immensely with e-commerce
transactions.
In conclusion, this research will provide a
mechanism to classify e-commerce operations. In
addition, we develop a theory linking industry
environment and a country_s level of development to
e-commerce effectiveness. The theory indicates that
firms operating in relatively turbulent environment in
developed countries should implement e-commerce.
This research can be of value to both researchers and
practitioners. Specifically,
classifying e-commerce
will allow practitioners to understand the differences
and similarities with other information technologies,
and correspondingly what changes in investments are
needed. In addition, the typology will provide links
between environmental conditions and e-commerce
effectiveness, hence, managers will be able to
determine whether e-commerce is an acceptable model
for their specific operations. In addition, this paper can
be of value to researchers in that it lays a basis for
future empirical research; e-commerce is defined
through its systems properties and can be distinguished
from other properties. Perhaps, researchers can
empirically
test the relationship
between the
environment and e-commerce effectiveness
and
examine the systems properties of e-commerce.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes our recent efforts in developing a text
segmentation technique in our business document management system. The document analysis is based upon a knowledge-based analysis of the documents’ contents, by automating the coherence identification process, without a full
semantic understanding. In the technique, document
boundaries can be identified by observing the shifts of segments from one cluster to another. Our experimental results
show that the combination of the heterogeneous knowledge
is capable to address the topic shifts. Given the increasing
recognition of document structure in the fields of information
retrieval as well as knowledge management, this approach
provides a quantitative model and automatic classification of
documents in a business document management system.
This will beneficial to the distribution of documents or automatic launching of business processes in a workflow management system.

INTRODUCTION
Last decade has witnessed one of the dramatic progresses in
the area of message understanding processing. Buoyed by
the great demand in information retrieval, computational linguists have found themselves at the centre of an information
revolution ushered in by this Internet age [1, 3, 15]. In respect to the well-established information superhighways and
the challenges of the content-based retrieval, message understanding processing is certainly a key technology for
building up information systems in the next generation.
Unlike the current relatively crude search engines that retrieve long lists of documents of often questionable relevance, the needs which systems can “understand” both the
user queries and the semantic information possessed in textual databases are still mounting.
Message understanding is a process aimed at converting a linear sequence of a text into coherent wholes. Most
linguists agree that a primary activity during message understanding is connecting the phrase and sentence that is currently being read with the contents of the immediately preceding sentences. If a reader is able to make such a connection, then coherence is said to achieve. While it is important
for readers to be able to trace continuities in the entities under discussion, it is equally important to locate and understand the breaks or turns in a text. Given the increasing recognition of text structure in the fields of information retrieval

in un-partitioned text, an implementable quantitative model in
coherence identification becomes inevitable.
The recent literature on textual information systems has
begun to respond to this challenge. Morris & Hirst suggest
that the discourse structure of a text can be determined
through an analysis of lexical cohesion [9]. Using hand coding, they use a thesaurus to identify chains of related words
across sentences. Breaks in these lexical chains trend to indicate structural elements in the text, such as changes in topics
and the writer’s intentional structures. Followed the work of
Youmans [24], the concept of text window is used within
which they compute a lexical cohesion function. By moving
the window over the text, they form a linear plot of the lexical
cohesion as a function of the word position. A discourse
boundary is assigned if the value falls below a threshold. In a
similar vein, Kozima proposes a lexical cohesion profile as a
quantitative indicator of marking text boundaries [6]. The
profile is a record of lexical cohesiveness of words in a window that moves forward word by word on a text. Since a coherent text tends to be lexically cohesive, the local cohesiveness suggests coherence in the text. More recently, Yaari
segments text into a hierarchical structure, identifying subsegments of larger segments [23]. Ponte & Croft use lexical
co-occurrences to expand the number of terms for matching
[14]. Litman & Passonneau present an algorithm that use
decision trees to combine multiple linguistic features extracted from corpora of spoken text, including prosodic and
lexical cues [7]. However, their approach is lacking in features
related to lexical cohesion. Nomoto & Nitta detect coherence
through patterns of text co-occurrence [10]. They adopt the
saliency factor as one of their weighting policies. Hearst
segments expository texts into multiple paragraphs of coherent discourse units [4]. A cosine measure is used to gauge
the similarity between constant-size blocks of morphologically analyzed lexical items. However, all the above approaches rely on a single model and take the basic assumption that linguistic knowledge is homogeneous. This assumption can be very misleading while considerable heterogeneity and diversity can be found in linguistic knowledge.
They do not flexible enough to work in message understanding environment which is characterized by almost infinite
variability.
Identification of coherence is a multifaceted process involving most linguistic knowledge, at least lexical repetition,
as well as semantic overlapping. These knowledge sources
cooperate in a more or less synchronized way. However, the
information provided by each knowledge seems independent
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of and has not much bearing on each other. None of these
can fully identify the coherence or provide a general solution
to the identification, but each will provide clues to solve the
problem. Central to our approach is taking lexis as a starting
point for coherence identification. The main objectives of
this research are (i) to investigate patterns of coherence in
expository texts in order to test hypothesis about the textual
continuity; (ii) to devise a measure in order to analyze the
interrelations between each segment; (iii) to formulate a computational model and an objective measure in analyzing coherence; (iv) to propose and implement a method for the
segmentation of texts into thematically coherent units.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we shall first explain our basic formalism in document
modeling. A brief discussion of the orthogonal linguistic
knowledge, which includes lexical preferences and token
saliency factor, will appear in the next section. We shall also
explain how the system can identify the coherence from the
piecewise orthogonal knowledge sources. In order to demonstrate the capability of our system, a simulation is delineated followed by a conclusion.

COHERENCE ANALYSIS
A document is composed of a number of paragraphs, each of
which is made up of a number of segments. A discourse
segment may be a group of sentences or long phrases. Given
that our intention is to explore the means by which various
linguistic factors link sentences, it is necessary to have a
formalismfor representing the links that will accurately reflect
the non-linear complexity of a document and, at the same
time, permit us to handle and interpret them conveniently. In
our consideration of how a document structure is expressed,
we have already established a discourse network that is employed to represent the inter-sentential relationships exis ting
among the segments.
[DEFINITION 1]
A discourse network D is defined by a set of discourse segments, which stands in functional relations to each sentence
in the discourse. The discourse network is represented as a
graph characterized by a 5-tuple [2, 13, 5].
D = G, T, A, E, Wwhere
G is a finite set of the discourse segments composing the
document.
T is a finite set of lexical items (hereafter, called token)
composing the discourse segments.
A is a set of arcs representing the inter-sentential relations
amongst the discourse segments.
E is a set of weights of the arcs.
W is a function W: A E which assigns lateral weights to
arcs.
In our discourse network, the lateral weights between
the arcs among the discourse segments are defined by heterogeneous linguistic knowledge. Let g i, gj G be two discourse segments in the discourse network D, each representing a different segment. If both of these segments are interrelated, the connection between them, i.e., W ij, is assigned a
large positive weight. On the other hand, it is reasonable to
assume that syntactic function words do not denote new
topics, whereas new semantic content words (nouns, main

verbs, adjectives, and some adverbs) do. Given this assumption in our identification, a segment could be generated for a
document simply by removing all function words from those
tokens in the preprocessing.
One aspect of world knowledge essential to constructing the network is to know when two tokens in the segments
are related. Several major types of relationships provide a
document with coherence. First, lexical preference or similarity is crucial in solving many message understanding processing tasks [11, 17, 20]. It provides the inter-cohesive structure by relating its tokens to one another. In addition to the
above lexical preference, we also adopt the token saliency
factor, as corpus-based knowledge, which takes into consideration the frequency of occurrence of the processing token
in the database [18]. We distinguish the semantics of an item
from others through their co-occurrence across different
documents in the document database. It can be regarded as
an associate meaning relationship between regularly cooccurring tokens. In the following sections, we will describe
how this heterogeneous linguistic knowledge can be utilized
in building up the discourse network D and how our coherence identification can take advantage of them.

HETEROGENEOUS LINGUISTIC
KNOWLEDGE
Lexical Preferences
While the syntactic constraints, though necessary, have
little extension in semantic dimensions of the domain of
analysis, it is well known that evaluating semantic similarity
is crucial in solving many tasks in message understanding.
An essential component of the lexical entry of a word is a
definition of its meaning. Whittemore and his colleagues find
lexical preferences to be the key to resolve ambiguity, however, arriving at an adequate representation of the meaning
of a token is a notoriously difficult task [22]. They echo Taraban and McClelland [21, 8] who have shown that the structural models of message analysis are not in fact good predictors of human behavior in semantic interpretation. In this
paper, in order to measure the lexical preferences among a
message, we employ an is-a semantic net and argue that the
shortest paths between any lexical items significantly correspond the semantic distance and semantic relatedness [16].
In our formalism, let X and Y be two lexical items represented
by the nodes x and y respectively in an is-a semantic net, a
measure of the lexical semantic relatedness between X and Y
is given by
Distance(X, Y) = minimum number of edges separating x and
y.
At the same time, the semantic similarity measure S between
the lexical items, or tokens, is defined by:

 x ,y
S ( x, y) :  
0

if Distance( X, Y )  d max
otherwise

(1)

where x, y= [1+Distance(X, Y)] -1. Moreover, in order to
compute the conceptual distances between every segmentpair, all pairwise combination between tokens in one segment
g i and tokens in every other segment g j are generated. For
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each pairwise combination, the following definition is used to
create a metric over the segments in the discourse network.
[DEFINITION 2]
Let gi = {wx1 , wx2 , , wxm } and gj = {w y1 , wy2 , , wyn } be the
two segments, the similarity components due to the lexical
preferences are defined by:

s

S

gi , g j 

1
maxS( wxi , wyi )
max(m, n) wxigi wyig j

(2)

Token Saliency Factor
Token saliency factor is a weight function which computes
the number of each token occurs in a document tf times the
inverse logarithm factor of the number of documents that the
token occurs in a large collection idf [18,19]. Based on the
knowledge from corpus, one advantage of using token saliency factor is that the boundary of topics in a document can
be distinguished by the coherence values of each segment
pairs [10]. The saliency factor for each token in a document is
defined as

r ( wi ) tf ( wi ) idf (w i )

(3)

where token frequency tf is the number of occurrences of a
token w i in a document D i. Document frequency df is the
number of documents in a collection of N in which the token
w i occurs. The saliency factor r(w i) is the product of tf and
log N , the inverse of df factor. When N is large and df i is

W ( g i , g j ) as S g
( i g, j )bs

[DEFINITION 3]
Let gi = {wx1 , wx2 , , wxm } and gj = {w y1 , wy2 , , wyn } be the
two segments, coherence value for the similarity between
segments is calculated by a normalized inner product of the
two text segments g i and gj, the similarity component due to
the saliency factor is defined by:
2r ( wi ) r ( w j )
i, j
(4)

s coh( g i , g j )
2
2

r
(
w
)
r
(
w
)
 i  j
i

j

It yields a value between 0 and 1 representing the coherence
value between the segments.

COHERENCE IDENTIFICATION
The weight generated from all these two major principles are
combined to form an overall lateral matrix W which represents
the connection across each segment-pair.

(gi , g j )

(5)

where aand bare the proportional constants.
A great concentration of weights is near the diagonal of
the lateral weight matrix W which indicates there is high coherence at the neighborhood of each segment. Obviously,
link concentration is a potential indicator of coherence. Most
of the text segmentation techniques are based on the premise
that the coherence should be lower where the topic changes.
Our coherence identification turns to identify clusters generated from the lateral weight matrix. Segments with high coherence will form a cluster. Boundaries are detected through
the shifts of discourse segments from one cluster to another.
We make use of an orthogonal decomposition known as the
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which is a generalization of the well-known eigenvalue decomposition. It has
been used in the solution of unconstrained linear least
squares problems, matrix rank estimation and canonical correlation analysis. In the remaining section, first, we shall explain what the SVD is and then demonstrate how it can be
applied to identify the discourse boundaries.
[THEOREM 1]
m´n
Given a matrix A  R , without loss of generality m n and
m´n
rank (A) = m´n
r, then there exists orthogonal matrices U  R
and V  R such that
T
A = U  V

dfi

small, the token wi is considered to be more important than
others. However, if N is large and the df i is large too, the token wi is considered to be less important in the document.
The frequent tokens that are concentrated in particular
documents are considered to be more important than the
other frequent tokens that occur evenly over the entire
document collection. In other words, the saliency factor favors rare words than common words. Tokens that commonly
found throughout a collection are not necessarily good indicators of saliency. As a result, their importance is downweighted. In our approach, in order to determine the coherence value between segments, the following definition is
employed.

coh

where

S 0 

0 0 




and = diag( l 1,l ,..,l
2

n

),

li > 0 for 1  i  r, lj = 0 for j 

r + 1 and
UTU = VTV = I
The first r columns of the orthogonal matrices U and V
define the orthogonal eigenvectors associated with the r
nonzero eigenvalues of AA T and ATA respectively. The singular values of A are defined as the diagonal elements of 
which are the nonnegative square roots of the n eigenvalues
of AA T. These matrices reflect a breakdown of the original
relationships into linearly independent vectors or factor values.
In our application, the first step is to represent the interrelationships among the segments in the text, as defined in
Eqn. (5), by an overall m m lateral weight matrix W in which
each row and column stands for a unique segment. Each entry, say Wij, represents the weight in which the segment i is
related to segment j and the entry subsumes the contribution
coming from the lexical preferences and the token saliency.
The SVD of the matrix W is then defined as the product of
three matrices,

W BB T
where the columns of B contains the eigenvectors of W and
is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues in descending order:

l 1l ....
l
2

n

The eigenvectors are normalized to have length 1 and orthogonal, which means that they satisfy the following condition: BTB= I. Decomposing a regular matrix into a product of
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three other matrices is not too interesting. However, if the
first k (m) columns of the B matrix and the first (largest) k
singular values of W are used to construct a rank-k of W via
Wk , such that
T
(6)
Wk B kB
k k
then the Wk constructed from the k-largest singular triplets of
W is the closest rank-k approximation in the least squares
sense. Using the Singular Value Decomposition with k is set
to 2, our lateral weight matrix W is truncated into a new segment-by-segment matrix by multiplying the first two singular
values of diagonal matrix with the first two columns of singular vectors of the orthogonal matrix B.

W
mxm

B
mxk



B

kxk

kxm

T

Figure 1: Mathematical representation of the matrix W

The advantage of using SVD is that the truncated matrix
can approximate the higher-order structure in W representing
the association of segments within the document. W k is the
best possible rank-k approximation of W in several senses,
including the square root of the sum of squares of the elements. Another way to express this is that if we project onto
the first k principal components, we have the most accurate
rank-k reconstruction of the original data points in W k . The
truncated SVD matrix is used to show the high coherence
relationships among the segments in the text. It also captures
the most important underlying text structure in terms of the
interrelationships among segments and removes the noise or
variability that plagues the prominent coherence ties.
The major coherence patterns among the text segments
can be represented geometrically under the decomposition.
The result of our coherence identification using SVD is a kdimensional vector space having a vector for each segment.
These vectors have a geometric interpretation as they define
points in a multidimensional space. In order to visualize the
topic changes in a text, we represent each segment within the
text in a two-dimensional Cartesian plane. We make use the
first column of B multiplied by the first singular value  1 for
the x-coordinates and the second column of B multiplied by
the second singular values  2 for the y-coordinates. The proximity of segment vectors in the plane reflects the similarity in
their coherence. As a result, clusters of segment vectors can
be found in the two-dimensional Cartesian plane. The cluster
means a group of segments that is linked by the two coherence factors as described in the last section. Segments within
a cluster have a high coherence index and fully comprehensible. When more coherence ties can be found between the
segment pairs, the pairs will be more contiguous in the twodimensional plane and it is most unlikely that the segment
boundaries lie among them. In other words, segments with
high coherence or under the same topic will form a cluster
while any topic shift in text can be detected by the shift of
segments from one cluster to another.

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
In order to demonstrate the flavor of the analysis and what
the technique has accomplished, a simulation is used to
show the inter-relationships among segments within documents and to illustrate how the principles influence textual
segmentation. Fifteen documents are selected in our implementation with a total of 476 segments and more than 14,000
tokens. The documents are extracted from several categories,
including commerce, information technology, entertainment,
health, education and sport. The total number of paragraphs
obtained is 69. In order to ensure there are topic shifts between the paragraphs within a document, we mingle these 69
paragraphs together in order to produce 15 new documents
by randomly selected 4 to 5 paragraphs for each new document. They are also under a constraint that no consecutive
paragraphs are coming from the same original documents. In
addition, with the assumption that function words do not
denote much important meaning while semantic content
words do, our document preprocessing first removes function words from the documents. At the same time, other relevant information, such as segment ID, segment-token number, and token ID are stored into a database. In order to represent the sole effect of each principle as described in last
section, we demonstrate their outcomes one-by-one in a
document with 23 segments. The newly generated document
is composed of four major paragraphs which come from the
journal Harvard Asia Pacific Review, Asia Computer Weekly
and editorials of a local paper. All these paragraphs are under
the same topic Hong Kong, but certainly with different
themes. This ensures that both coherence and paragraph
boundaries can be clearly identified without any subjective
judgement. Under the principle of lexical preference, every
pair of segments is compared to find the number of same or
similar tokens as defined in Eqns. (1) and (2). As more repetition among tokens can be found between the segments, this
segment pair will have a higher coherence index.
Figure 2 shows the segment clusters formed under lexical preference after the singular value decomposition with k
equal to 2. The number in the figure represents the corresponding segment in the document. The ovals indicate those
segments that are likely close together and may be considered as coherent wholes under the same topic. The distance
between segments in this two dimensional plane reflects the
similarity among them. That is, the denser the segments appear in the ovals, the higher the similarity of the segments is.
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Figure 2: Segment cluster formed by lexical preference after
the singular value decomposition with k = 2. Boundaries occur at discourse Segments 5, 10, 12 since the segments shift
from one cluster to another.

Similarly, in token saliency factor, coherence is measured
at every pair of segments as defined in Eqns. (3) and (4). Or
more precisely, given a segment g i and a block size n, what
we do is to compare a block spanning from g i-n+1 to gi+n-1. It is
based on the idea that the number of token saliency links
shared by segment pairs tends to increase as the distance
between segments decreases. In representational terms, this
means that there is a greater concentration of links near the
diagonal of the lateral weight matrix.
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Figure 4: Segment clusters linked by the combined effect
after the singular value decomposition
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the reader must make a number of bridging inferences that do
not solely rely upon either one. Given this situation, our
working hypothesis described here is that all these heterogeneous knowledge sources must be applied simultaneously.
Figure 4 shows the combined effect of the two principles
such as lexical preference, as well as token saliency. The figure shows that Segments 1-5, 7-11, 13-18, 19-23 are clearly
under different topics and the corresponding topic shifts
occur at Segments 6-7, 12-13, 18-19. By investigating these
results in turn, it is clear that the combined effect achieves
the best result, although the lexical preference, among the
two principles, shows an acceptable performance. One may
expect that the performance will be deteriorated by the inappropriate links as more inter-relationships are added. However, the dimension reduction using singular value decomposition has demonstrated its capability by distilling the
main gist or segment clusters in the noisy environment. This
coarse segmentation provides the outlines and the gist of the
text, omitting details and inconsistencies. This textual segmentation has obvious applications at the beginning of any
summarization processes [12].

0.6

Figure 3: Segment cluster linked by token saliency factor
after the singular value decomposition

Figure 3 shows the segment cluster produced by token
saliency factor after the singular value decomposition. It can
be observed that Segments 7-11, 19-23 are under different
topics. However, the boundaries between the two clusters, 16 and 13-18 are totally unclear. Chaos appears in Segments
13-18 which seem to overlap with Segments 1-6. The application of the lexical preference and token saliency factor is
supported by empirical studies of text structure, and each is
consistent with general assumptions about the nature of
document. However, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, it is clear
that none of these principles are by themselves sufficient to
have a reasonable solution to text segmentation. In the process of identification of coherence among the text segments,

In the following excerpts, we begin by looking at how
the clusters that identified are mapped onto the existing
boundaries across the document. We also provide the lexical
evidences, in the first two clusters, to illustrate how segments can be connected in a coherent series according to the
semantic or pragmatic relations identified so far. The first
cluster, from Segments 1 to 6 as shown below, emphasizes
the technology challenge in Hong Kong.

(Cluster 1, Segment 1)
An economic greenhouse or protected technology zone is
required to encourage both home grown technology initiatives in Hong Kong and China's fledgling technology industries. Hong Kong needs the political impetus to develop
an Asian Silicon Valley, which would provide an appropriate environment for the research
(Cluster 1, Segment 2)
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and development of products and services; this is turn
would produce the trade and revenues for the future. Plans
for an applied science and technology research institute
have been announced by the Hong Kong government. This
institute will provide the means and
(Cluster 1, Segment 3)
the impetus to link basic scientific research to its commercial applications and provide start-up support, such as
low-cost office rent and access to international research
facilities. Another Hong Kong government initiative is the
establishment of a US$5billion innovation and technology
fund to finance projects
(Cluster 1, Segment 4)
which will contribute to technical innovation in Hong
Kong. A US$5 billion quality education fund has also been
created to raise school standards through innovation and
to facilitate technological collaboration between academic
institutions and the business community.
(Cluster 1, Segment 5)
These funding initiatives create the foundation for economic success. Strong financing provides the leverage for
research and development and secures the stability for venture partnerships, which will in turn attract foreign investment and expertise into local markets.
(Cluster 1, Segment 6)
Hong Kong is now poised to become the powerhouse of ecommerce. The proposed Hongkong.com Studio would leverage Hong Kong's core strengths in commerce and communication, stimulate job creation and wealth creation
opportunities in both Hong Kong and China.
(Extracted from Harvard Asia Pacific Review, 3, 1, 1999,
pp.40-41)

In addition to the appearance of the exact lexical repetition, such as the lexical items, technology, research, impetus,
initiatives, innovation, Hong Kong in the first five segments,
the lexical preference bonding can also be observed among
the segments as shown in Table 1.
Lexical Preferences
Technology

lion
Table 1: Links from lexical preferences among the segments
in the first cluster.

While the exact lexical repetition may directly influence
the token saliency factor as shown in Eqn. (4), the lexical
preferences, as captured via our is-a semantic network
shown in Eqn. (2), indicate the coherence as well as diversified sources of interrelations among the cluster. In fact, in
the computational linguistic research, collocation cohesion
describes the kind of ties created by lexical items that are
related to each other only insofar as they tend to appear
together in similar contexts. Our lexical preferences and saliency factor create various degrees of cohesiveness on the
basis of the frequency of their occurrences and proximity in
a text. This collocation cohesion also explains the early formation of Cluster 1 as shown in Figures 2 and 4. Similarly,
Cluster 2 begins at Segment 7 and stretches up to Segment
11. It focuses on the notion of the Hong Kong movies in
Hollywood. This document expresses the personal view of
the author, a Harvard Professor of Modern Chinese Literature, on Asian influences in American popular culture. This
explains why the personal pronouns, such as I, my, we, our,
us can be found across the document. In addition, lexical
items with part-of relation, such as American/Washington,
United States/Washington, and various forms of contrast,
such as Global/Provincial, also provide an unvarying, systematic semantic relationship with each other. Expressions of
similarities or contrasts seem to be of a similar kind of intellectual operation. They both link up the segments within the
cluster.
(Cluster 2, Segment 7)
I choose Hong Kong movies, my favorite subject, for a good
reason. It's about time that Americans become exposed to
foreign cultures, whether they come from elite or popular
sources, because despite its global ambitions,
(Cluster 2, Segment 8)
the United States has become one of the most "provincial"
countries in the world. Academically speaking, there's
nothing new about Asian influence in America. My colleagues and I have been talking about it for several decades.

Segment 1

Segment 2

Segment 3

Government
Economy

Silicon Valley
Political
Economic

Technology/
Scientific
Government
Commercial

Fund

N/A

Applied
Science
Government
Trade/
Revenues
Revenues

Lexical Preferences
Technology

Segment 4

Segment 5

Segment 6

N/A

N/A

Government
Economy

Technological
Institutions
Business

N/A
Commerce

Fund

US$5 bil-

N/A
Economic/
Investment/
Financing
Fund

(Cluster 2, Segment 11)
does not focus on culture in any form. Thus the popularity
of Chinese movies from Hong Kong is a phenomenon worthy of attention, for it gives us an example of how a specimen of that culture is making inroads into the American
mainstreams.

Wealth

(Extracted from Harvard Asia Pacific Review, 3, 1, 1999, p.30)

US$5 billion

(Cluster 2, Segment 9)
However, our effort in studying and teaching Asian cultures
has proven successful only on college campuses. Elsewhere,
American mass media continues to overwhelm the general
public with sensational images, simplistic stereotypes, and
(Cluster 2, Segment 10)
preconceived notions of what makes Asians tick. The business leaders fare a little better than the politicians in
Washington, but their understanding of Asian cultures remains limited to politics and money, and
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The lexical evidences which provide the possible links
among the segment can be found as follows:
Hong Kong Asian  Chinese
I My Our  Us
Culture Culture  Culture
Americans United States Washington  American
Movies Mass Media  Movies
Global  Provincial

[7] D.J. Litman and R.J. Passonneau, Combining multiple
knowledge sources for discourse segmentation, Proceedings of the thirty-third Annual Meeting of the Association (1995).

CONCLUSION

[9] J. Morris and G. Hirst, Lexical cohesion computed by
thesaural relations as an indicator of the structure of text,
Computational Linguistics 17 (1991) 21-48.

In this research, the modeling we put forward is to employ a
novel approach which establishes a network of interrelations
among segments in a document. Coherence between linguistic items is reflected by using various linguistic clues mo deled in our discourse network. The process of text segmentation, from a microscopic point of view, can be regarded as a
process of assigning weights between the text segments. In
order to exaggerate the coherence effect, we have presented
a method for segmenting texts into thematically coherent
units using the SVD technique in matrix computation. Our
initial discourse network is subjected to a singular value decomposition which is interpreted as a particular transformation of a given set of weights into a set of segment clusters.
This novel approach, different from any others, not only
provides more sophisticated text segmentation by reducing
the noise but also provides a clear visual effect in the analysis.
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ABSTRACT
While the computer network is very popular
in many applications, anything is always
electronically rebuilt to pursue higher value. This
is an era of information technology, computers
and networks are linked together to reform the
society, all fields of business administration are
generally reengineering through the adoption of
information and technology. One of the new
requirements is the bid system operated in
Internets. Because the huge cost and
inconvenience in managing paper-based bid
system, e-bid system is then required. A research
team of professors is formed and get the grant
from National Science Council (NSC) to design
and implement the e-bid system for three years.
The objective is to develop an e-bid system with
features of fairness, justice and opening. This
paper explains overall design of the e-bid system;
all tasks in development of e-bid system are
partitioned to five subprojects. The functions of
interfaces and communications are in charge by us,
we have the primary concern to design and
implement an easy and friendly operational
interfaces and secure communications for external
users. With three basic characteristics of the
proposed e-bid system, we hope that the proposed
e-bid system may be applicable for all
governmental procurements.
1. Introduction
While the computer network is very popular
in the current society, anything is always
electronically rebuilt to pursue higher value. So, a
term of “light, thin, shortened and small” is the
best slogan to highlight the particular


characteristics of nowadays products. This is an
era of information technology, computers and
networks are linked together to reform the society,
all fields of business administration are generally
reengineering through the adoption of information
and technology. Both government and civilian
organizations would make use of computers and
networks to improve the performance and look for
the new goal of automation. In all new developed
business modes, electronic commerce (EC)[1] is
the most attractive business mode now. We may
see the EC as a new challenge to the modern
people since the operation in EC is much different
from the conventional form we met before. EC is
also the new source of competitive advantage,
Callon[2] explained that the competitive
advantage of current business is also gained by
using information technology smoothly. The new
development of EC is particularly meaningful to
the government. From the view of EC, all services
provided by government will be reformable.
Governmental procurement is a primary factor to
the national economy, appropriate handle of
governmental procurement will help the increase
of social welfare. However, the use of information
technology to the governmental procurement may
induce
many
problems.
Because
the
announcement of civil engineering and purchase
would concern of many lawful regulations in
which the goals of fairness, justice and opening
have to be satisfied, it would make obstacles to
develop new operational mode of governmental
procurement. Therefore,. a good operational
mechanism under the electronic environment
should be designed and put into practice. The
connection of governmental procurement with the

The authors want to thank the research group of Professors Chu-Hsing Lin in Dang Hai university, Yi -Xion Ye in Chiao
Tung university, Professor Jung-Hui Chiu in Taiwan university of Science and Technology, Professor Chu-Hsing Lin in
Tunghai university, Professor Chi-Sung Laih in Cheng Kung university and Professor Erl-Huei Lu in Chang Gung university,
they help us to develop the overall e-bid system and provide many descriptions for references.
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information technology is the new trend today.
When the high efficiency of adoption of
information technology is believable, the
influence of EC to the governmental procurement
is a natural conjecture. The government should
link the EC mode to the governmental
procurement in order to make procurement
efficient and effective. Therefore, a committee
named Public Construction Commission (PCC)[3]
firstly establishes the Government Procurement
Information System in 1998, this system provides
a rule to guide the governmental procurement.
The important issue is to decide that all purchase
cases with budget over 100,000 NT dollars have
to announce the purchase news in computer
network. This is the first action the government
adopts to use the information technology in public.
When all purchase cases are announced
electronically, another electronic operational
mechanism is also considered that e-bid system
may be required in the near future. Therefore, the
derivation of an appropriate e-bid system is
inevitable. Is any existed e-bid system acceptable
now? While the e-bid system is a required
condition to reach the goal of electronic
government, how to develop a qualified e-bid
system? All these problems are worthy to note.
According to the goal of electronic
government, a good mechanism is required to
make the paper-based bidding system transferred
to EC mode. The e-bid system may be the
objective to reform the disadvantages appeared in
paper-based bidding processes. Since the
requirement of e-bid system is necessary, a
research team from universities is therefore
established. Under an attempt of generation of
integrated operational system for bid system, this
paper aims to develop the communication and
interfaces for the objective e-bid system, all
regulations
and
detailed
processes
are
simultaneously considered according to the guide
issued by PCC. Not only the detailed processes
and regulations are included, but also the security
is considered. A secure operational mechanism
using computer and network is designed and
developed.
While the establishment of e-bid system is
required in the EC environment now, an
integrated research project proposed by several
professors of many universities are developed.
According to “Electronic Industrial Promotion
Program” led by the government and
“E-Commerce”, one of key point schemes of
“Information Society Research and Development

in Information Security Field” led by National
Science Council (NSC), this integrated project is
intended to finish the design and implementation
of e-Bid system in three years [4]. The proposed
e-bid system should be setup on the bases of
fairness, justice and open. The proposed e-bid
system should also developed based on
cryptographic components, the management of
database, the design of fair e-Bid protocol, and the
practice of e-Bid system via Internet are the
objectives for the proposed scheme. We hope to
fulfill the requirements of operation about e-Bid
system of the government in the near future.
2. The Consideration of Different Factors in
Governmental Procurement
To consider extensively, we may point out at
least three conditions much different in
consideration among civil and governmental
procurements, those conditions include:
(1). Making the announcement publicly:
(2). No discrimination among suppliers:
(3). Getting rid of the illegal business practices to
e-bid system:
3. Communications and Interfaces
Communications and interfaces are the
external world to all bidders, all necessary
functions provided by the proposed e-bid system
will be viewed and operated. It is therefore
important to design and develop a secure
environment in which all Internet bidders can
easily operate and feel comfortable. Following to
clear understanding of the detailed procedures
illustrated in government procurement law, all
professors in this project [7] has discussed the
overall process flow and linkages. Consequently,
communications and interfaces are then decided.
The overall operational relationship among
governments and bidders can be designed and
described correspondingly. Integrated e-bid
system is depicted in Fig. 1 and shows the overall
secure operational environment. The procedure
begins as any procurement case is announced, an
announcement will be publicly opened in Internet.
The procedure is terminated as no tender happens.
At the moment bidder submits their tenders,
bidder qualification is tested at the second step.
Only verified bidders get allowance to enter the
bidding system. Keys for cryptographic
components are thereafter used to keep bidding
processes secret. The functions of key
management are always combined with all other
operations. When the tender open time is reached,
Java secret components are used to open all
tenders and compared. A tender coincides the
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requirement of the government budget estimate
would be selected as a qualified tender and notice
the corresponding bidder to continue the
fulfillment of procurement. When any bidder has
complaint or protest, a handling of protest and
complaint is applied. Tracking and control of all
processes are undertaken thereafter. In order to
make operations smooth, illegal attempts or
actions should be avoided and inefficient
procedures should be improved, so tracking and
control is always implemented in the interval the
procurement case is active. All information
generated in the e-bid interval have been kept in a
database. The data kept in the database should be
controlled that only the verified users can access
the database. In addition, the database should also
be maintained correctly since the information
stored in the database has legal value. All directed
linkages along all components illustrate the
correlation. Fig. 1 illustrates all high-level flow
chart for the proposed e-bid system. The directed
linkages also reveal the goal of the
communications and interfaces for the subproject
5.
Using the above-mentioned process flow
chart, the integrated e-bid system may be depicted
as a high-level block diagram shown in Fig. 2 in
which five subprojects with different objectives
are simply explained. From the diagram,
communications and interfaces in Internets are the
primary functions which subproject 5 has to
implement.
4. Features analyses
(1). A detailed process flow is studied and
designed to illustrate the overall bid operational
logic:
(2). Secure components are included based on
the environmental considerations:
(3). Making operational environment easy and
friendly:
5. Conclusion and directions for future
research
Currently, bid systems are always used very
popular now, a fair and open bid system will
provide equal opportunities for bidders to get
grants. Governmental procurement of civil
constructions or public utilities are specially

emphasized the usage of bid system, primary
concern is to look for equality and fairness in
bidding. There are five subprojects divided to
various professors in different universities. We are
responsible of subproject 5 for developments of
communications and interfaces in Internet.
Friendly and secure operation environment in
e-bid system is the primary concern. After much
discussions and studies, a detailed process flow of
overall e-bid system has been designed and
depicted.
Concrete
requirements
for
communications and interfaces in Internet can
therefore be revealed. With such conditions, initial
entry pages for various stages of e-bid system are
designed and implemented. In addition, security
components are also taken into consideration to
get rid of illegal attempts. With such
considerations, the proposed communications and
interfaces techniques are the basic environment
for e-bid system. In the proposed operational
environment, several advantages of detailed
process flow, security components and principle
of user friendly have been gained.
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ABSTARCT
The paper is based on the study of the practices of branded
eating joints in Mexico and India. The branded eating
joints were selected for two reasons: One the sector is very
competitive, two the joints have mature practices and three
these are professionally managed taking sufficient care of
the consumer preferences. India and Mexico are two
countries placed diagonally opposite on the globe. In spite
of a world full of differences between the two, there are
some striking similarities. The study tries to highlight the
differences in customer expectations vis -à-vis the fast food
services in these two societies.
The study evaluated the hypothesis by one, studying the
consumer response- enabling gap analysis – what
consumer wants and what he gets, two by analyzing the
provider opinion of his/ her services, three by making
independent observations.
Most of the service providers have become conscious of
the requirements of the customer satisfaction. They would
like to have valuable feed back from the customer.
Unfortunately, in spite of their best intentions they fail to
understand that consumers of services have needs and
requirements that are typically local. They are used to
designing services and feedback evaluation forms that are
standard and created and used by corporate offices. They
fail to realize that local priorities often are different and
vary from location to location. They perhaps need to even
position their services accordingly. Branded (franchised)
eating joints are a case in point. The study focused on
identifying the relative importance of various service
quality dimensions and the respective gaps.
INTRODUCTION
Ever since the economic liberalization in India in early
1990s, the service sector has witnessed an unprecedented
boom. Both, the local service initiative and the
international participation have increased many folds.
According to Human Development Report, 2000, the

contribution of services to the GDP was 45% 1. As a result
of this structural economic transformation, it has become
apparent that we focus more on services and at a micro
level we need to develop expertise in managing these
service companies- earlier the better. While services have
touched almost every aspect of our existence, one of the
more visible and talked about sector is the quick-serve
food industry, popularly known as the “fast-food” industry.
While the socio-economic construct of the society is
undergoing a huge change owing to the globalization and
thereof the ever-changing aspirations of the consumer,
there has been a growing trend for dining out.
This
opportunity has been capitalized by the local enterprise as
well as the global players like McDonald’s, Domino’s
Pizza, Wimpy’s and Pizza Hut to name a few. Presently
with central government in process of drafting a specific
food processing policy the availability of amount of food
in processed form is expected to increase from 2% to 10%
of the total food produced in the country.
As the competition becomes fiercely intense there is
a
growing pressure that these players look into the
specificities of consumer taste and means to approach
them and thereafter satisfy them. They must use all
resources at their disposal to woo them and retain them.
The key is superior service.
Service providers are often found to be apprehensive of
their service products owing to their intangible nature.
They relentlessly make efforts to tangibilize their offers so
as to convey the concept and design to the consumers. This
leads to creating a context for of fering the services. This
can be understood as the environment of service
encounters. Service literature has identified three important
dimensions of this context (called the contextual variables)
– the participants (their packaging, presentation and
1

Reports by Reserve bank of India (apex central bank of India)
suggest that the contribution of services to the GDP had touched
51.16% in 1998-99 itself.
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interaction), the process and the physical evidence (the
setting, décor, etc.). This thus extends the traditional
marketing mix from four (product, price, place and
promotion) to seven (participants, process, and physical
layout). The service provider thus makes an attempt to
position its services (both copy positioning and product
positioning). The underlying hypothesis of the proposed
study is that the context created by provider is in
consonance with the socio-economic-cultural construct of
the society.
In this paper we have made an attempt to compare the
“branded eating” scenarios in India and Mexico for select
multinational eating joints. For the purpose of study we
have selected McDonald’s, Pizza Hut and Domino’s Pizza
as these have significant presence in both the countries.
We have selected Mexico and India as cases as these two
societies placed almost diametrically opposite on the globe
have striking similarities and differences that we believe
have significant affect on their respective consumers.
Geographically placed between almost the same latitudes
the two countries have striking similarities in their climate
and vegetation. The geographical diversity of the two
countries is comparable. As history suggests that the
accidental discovery of this part of Americas was mistaken
as India. The indigenous people even today are called
Indians. Both the countries have been home to some great
civilizations- Mayas and Aztecs in Mexico and the
Civilization of Saraswati River in India, before they fell to
the European colonizers. While Mexico was a Spanish
colony, India became a British colony.
Yet there are differences in the two cases. While Mexico
has been independent for almost 180 years India is a
relatively young nation with 54 years. The Mexican
society is more homogenous in terms of culture dominated
by catholic traditions and a common language (though
there are some other marginal linguistic groups). Indian
society on the other hand is very heterogeneous- different
racial groups, different religious traditions, almost 18
national languages, high rate of illiteracy, and the
traditional society. This makes the Indian consumer
diverse and fragmented. They have to be approached as
different segments. The effects of colonialism and
bureaucracy are still very visible in Indian systems.
As far as the distribution of population is concerned, 70 %
of Mexicans live in urban locations. As opposed to this 70
percent of Indian live in scattered villages, while the
remaining 30 percent is shared by more than 500 cities.
This has offered an economy of scale to Mexican retailing
including food retailing. On the other hand the sheer
population of India ahs attracted companies from allover
the world. While Mexico had always had the influence of
proximity of United States, India, because of its pre coldwar affiliations had a socialistic leaning. It was only in
early 1990s that the liberalization was effected. The
subsequent political leadership of the country continued

this. Hallmark of Mexican economic progress was the
signing of NAFTA in 1986.
The two countries today are growing and leading
developing economies in the two hemispheres. While
Mexico enjoys the US support, in recent years there has
been a growing US interest in India. While the Mexican
economy has averaged around 3-4 % growth rate the
Indian economy has also show a significant growth rate of
5-6 % during recent years.
Branded Eating Joints in third world: - The current
restaurant system prevalent across the third world is highly
fragmented and unorganized. Anyone with some money
and some real estate can open a restaurant shop and cater
to the demands. There are a number of reasons behind this
fragmented restaurant system. Some of the major reasons
being- poverty and lower literacy levels, low per capita
income, savings focused and less indulgence mindset, poor
infrastructure facilities like roads etc., high taxes, no
exposure to media, high import duties on imported goods,
restaurant is not considered as a business or industry by the
government, and, expensive supply chain.
Besides this there are other reasons too, which led to
stifling of growth of organised segment of restaurant chain
and which have instead led to high fragmentation of
market.
Today, in the third world most of the restaurants are family
run and locally owned. There are very few nationally
present restaurants. But slowly with increasing influence
of media and urbanization the market is shifting towards
organised segment. Seeing the huge market size of
restaurant in the country and the current level of organised
segment many players have jumped into the fray and many
are waiting for the right opportunity to enter it.
ANALYSIS
“Dining out” is more prevalent in Mexican society and
visiting restaurants is a part of routine. Further, pizza and
burger lines are now much accepted as a regular part of the
food. Working people usually go out to eat as it goes well
with their daily busy routines with both husband and wife
being working. In India on the other hand the male
member is generally the earning member and with shorter
working hours every day in a 6-day week, people prefer to
eat at home. They generally get to work with a heavy
breakfast or early lunch and have dinner back home.
Further while the taste for burgers and pizza is picking up,
yet it has not become a part of regular food. It is still a
snack that is enjoyed once in a while- some special
occasions or a freak out. Though McDonald’s had
positioned itself as a “Family Restaurant” it still is a choice
for youngsters. Pizza Hut because of its Premium pricing
in India and the décor and other contextual factors has
almost scared the younger freak-outs and is therefore
visited more by families and elders. This kind of difference
was not visible in Mexican outlets. In India going to
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restaurant with family is limited to only “special
occasions” while it’s the friends that more frequently
accompany to eating joints. While this was true for
Mexican customer also the difference was not much
significant.
Gender preference for restaurants was almost same for
both the cases with male: female ration being 59: 41 for
India as compared to 52: 48 for Mexico. The difference
can be explained by the social norms in two societies- in
India the women are not generally out going. But this trend
is fast changing, especially in the middle and higher
income groups that are the potential segments for these
outlets. Another notable feature was that while Pizza hut
was believed to be more a regular dine-out joint,
McDonald’s was perceived to be a freak-out joint.
Subsequently, the gender ratio was 57: 43 for Pizza Hut
while it was 66: 34 for McDonald’s. In Mexico by contrast,
because of freer mobility of women and their mixing with
men the ratio was 51: 49 and 52: 48 for Pizza hut and
McDonald’s.
Another important variable was age. The most significant
group in India was 18-28 years. While this was an
important group in Mexican outlets also, the other age
groups were also in significant numbers. Mexican outlets
attracted customers of all age groups from 8 to 58 years of
age. In India by contrast the two groups 8 to 18 and 48 and
above were significantly less. This can be explained by the
fact that in a more collectivistic Indian society the young
people especially girls are more dependent on the family
that has shown fewer propensities to visit these outlets (as
a family). Similarly for the elder population visiting
restaurants and other such places is not common unless it
is a family occasion. Mexican society though also
collectivistic and family oriented, allows relatively more
freedom to younger people. The older group also visits
these outlets for routine dining and by official
engagements. McDonald’s in India has to a limited extent
been successful in attracting kids and the their younger
parents through its promotions and play facilities for
children. This was missing in case of both Domino’s and
Pizza Hut.
The marital status also appears to play an important role in
Indian market. Marriage perhaps means the start of “the
family way” of life that is supposed to be significantly
different from the earlier part of life. 69% of the people
who visited McDonald’s were singles. This is also
supported by the fact that the most significant group was
from the age group 18-28. The “freak-out” perception
perhaps played an important role here too. Almost 50 % of
Pizza Hut’s clientele was married. This perhaps augments
its position as a more sophisticated regular dining-out joint.
Domino’s Pizza had an intermediate position with around
40 % of its customers being married. The trend was similar
for Mexican customer though the differences were not
very pronounced- Mc Donald’s 51%, Pizza Hut 56% and
Domino’s Pizza 54% being married.

McDonald’s commands loyalty with 68% of its Indian and
40% of its Mexican customers being frequent visitors. 56%
of Indian customers are frequent visitors at Pizza Hut
while 52 % of Mexican customers say that they are coming
there for second or third time and only 17% say that they
are more frequent visitors. This is perhaps because the
Mexican customer has more choices in terms of eatingjoints. The low percentage of people visiting Domino’s is
because of its positioning as a “home delivery” service.
People do visit Domino’s outlet but subsequently rely on
its home delivery services. But pizza being a nontraditional food for Indians it is generally associated with
fun and special occasions. Domino’s in India have
therefore invested significantly in their restaurants. People
do not consume their pizza out of need or pressure of time
thereby availing of their home delivery services- they do
come to Domino’s for an outing or place an order for pizza
to have something for a change.
Generally people visit these eating joints with their friends.
This inference stand supported by the fact that the
maximum crowd that visits these places one-unmarried
college-going students, thus they come accompanied
mostly by their friends. The companion groups mostly
consist of family, friends & spouse. Looking to the
collectivistic nature of Indian society, McDonalds tried to
position itself as “ A Family Restaurant” yet the
consumer’s do not view it as such. At McDonald’s, 55%
people visit along with their friends and 37% people visit
the place with their family. This is supported by the fact
that most of the people visit McDonalds for freak out.
Thus McDonalds provides them an environment for this.
At Domino's 51% people their visit with their friends and
28% people with their family. Domino's also shows a trend
of visiting the place with spouse, which is minimal for the
other eating joints. At Pizza hut 90% of the people visit
Pizza hut with their friends and family members. So they
have shown equal preference for friends and family
members. Pizza hut provides an ambience, which makes
people visit with their family members, which is not so
with the other eating joints. On the contrary, in case of
Mexican consumers of McDonald’s around 36 % come
with family, 32 % come with friends and only 20% come
with their spouses. In case of Pizza Hut around 48%
people come with friends, 22% with family and only 15 %
with spouses. At Domino’s Pizza maximum customers
come with their friends. As expected in case of family or
spouses they prefer to have the pizza home delivered
Another interesting characteristic of consumption was the
occasion to visit the outlet. In case of McDonald’s (80%)
and Pizza Hut (37%) celebrations (other than birthday’s)
was the most important occasion for visiting these joints.
Domino’s didn’t attract customers for any kind of
celebrations in its premises (less than 20%). In case of
Indian customers analysis showed typicality. Celebrating
birthdays was one of the most important reasons for
coming to joints (around 40%) followed by celebrations of
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other types (32 %). Incase the birthday party was for
friends; McDonald’s was a preferred joint. In case it had
more serious gathering of family and family-friends, Pizza
Hut was more preferred. Thus while the Indian consumer
enjoyed at these outlets for special occasions, the Mexican
consumer was a regular visitor in spite of any special
reasons.Around 35% percent visited for “other” reasons in
case of Mexican consumers while this was as low as 26%
in case of Indian consumers.
As far as the preferred day of visit was concerned it was
more uniform in case of Indian consumers with a variation
of just 6% within different days. This could be attributed to
the fact that many offices in the country (barring the
metropolitan cities) have a six-day work schedule. People
work lesser time each day and have time to enjoy every
day. Mexican society that generally have a 5-day week
have shown greater demands on Fridays (26%), Saturdays
(34%), Sunday (11%), Monday (10%) while the it’s as low
as 4% on Tuesday and 2% on Wednesday. The concept of
weekend is more pronounced in Mexican society. For
Indian consumer weekend and weekdays do not make
much difference. Though Sunday is a preferred day. As
far as the time of the day is concerned in all cases evenings
are the most preferred time. Yet while the traffic is very
thin in during daytime in India (8 to 9 %), it’s more in
Mexico (15-20%). Among all variation in demand for
Domino’s pizza is far less than the other two. This may be
because of the “calling option” at Domino’s.

CONCLUSIONS
Services are ephemeral and experiential. This very fact
establishes the importance of customer perception about
the service quality- in absence of tangible elements. Two
issues are worth noticing. One that service customers looks
out for tangibility in the surrounding context to gather
some clues to base his evaluation on. The service providers
must therefore be very careful in designing the service
environments. Second, the perception of the customer
about the service is what matters and that this perception is
affected by the context. The perception of the customer in
turn is to a large extent dependent on his past experience
and cultural systems. A service context is considered
appropriate only if it is culturally befitting. Customers
judge the context subconsciously through the window of
their cultural context. As more and more service
companies try to go international, they must give a serious
thought to the cultural differences as they attempt to enter
the alien markets. Some elements of culture are more
visible while others are subtle. This would result into some
of the elements of service package being accepted as it is
and some others requiring major modifications.

Indian spend less time in the restaurant with only 62 % in
McDonald’s, 72% in Domino’s and 71% in case of Pizza
Hut staying more than an hour. In case of Mexicans more
than 85% in McDonald’s, 91 % in case of Domino’s pizza
and 95% in case of Pizza Hut stay more than one hour in
the restaurant. Accordingly, the restaurant dining spaces
are larger in case of Mexican outlets as compared to the
Indian outlets. The natural exception being Domino’s
Pizza as many Mexican consumers prefer the home
delivery while Indian consumers of Domino’s may come
down to restaurant to enjoy.
Another very significant difference in two consumer types
is with reference to the source of information they have
about the restaurants. Advertisements and hoarding are the
most important source of information for Mexican
consumers with more than 65% relying on these sources.
The Indian consumers were found to rely more on personal
recommendations of friends and other acquaintances. This
was especially true for Pizza Hut (56%) and Domino’s
Pizza (52%). For McDonald’s 44% respondents reported
that they received information through TV commercials
and newspapers. Hoardings doesn’t seem to be that
important media to reach out for this segment of Indian
consumer.
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ABSTRACT
Browsing in this study is defined as “the in-store
examination
of a retailer’s
merchandise
for
informational and/or recreational purposes without an
immediate intent to buy.” This definition is similar to
the one conceptualised and used by Bloch and Richins
[2] and Bloch, Ridgway and Sherrell [3]. However, the
term “in-store” in this study, refers to both physical as
well as virtual stores.
The activity of browsing calls for the attention of
researchers and marketers for several reasons.
Browsers may make unplanned purchases due to instore promotions or exposure to new products. The
information gathered while browsing may facilitate
future purchases. Furthermore, regular browsers may
influence buying among others since they are often
regarded as opinion leaders. Browsing, a prevalent
activity and an important part of shopping behaviour,
has received little research attention in the past.
The main objective of this study is to investigate and
compare browsing and its antecedents in the context of
both the physical store and the online or virtual store.
As there is limited literature on browsing, we draw
upon other research streams that provide insights into
this behaviour such as external information search,
exploratory behaviour and recreational shopping.
Based on the literature review, in-depth interviews and
results of a pilot study, a set of hypotheses is proposed.
This paper explores the possible antecedents of
browsing such as product involvement, general
enjoyment of browsing, perceived risk, and the need
for recreation and/or product information. The
relationship
between browsing and individual
characteristics such as Optimal Stimulation Level,
Curiosity and Need for Cognition, which has been
largely associated with exploratory behaviour, will also
be investigated. Beatty and Ferrell [1] found that instore browsing is a strong predictor of urge to purchase

impulsively. It would thus be interesting to see if a
similar phenomenon occurs during online browsing.
Hand phones serve as a context for our study, as an
initial pre-test shows that it is the most frequently
browsed product. A survey was posted on the Internet
and a total of 248 surveys were completed, out of
which 193 were identified as browsers and hence were
included for the study. Respondents, who purchased a
hand phone within the last two months or intend to
purchase within the next month, are excluded from the
analysis, as they would more likely be purchase
oriented rather than browsing.
Results of correlation and regression analysis from our
survey date survey show that the extent of browsing, or
how much consumers browse, in physical and virtual
stores, is explained by different antecedents. The
antecedents that predict the extent of in-store browsing
are affective product involvement, curiosity, recreation
motive and the level of perceived risk. Recreational
motive is a stronger predictor of the extent of in-store
browsing compared to information motive. However,
information motive is stronger than recreational motive
for online browsing. On the Internet, consumers
conduct more directed search as compared to in a store.
The variables that predict the extent of online browsing
are affective product involvement, enjoyment of online
browsing, curiosity, the need to gather specific
information, time available and perceived risk. Males
are also found to enjoy online browsing more than
females.
Browsing, regardless of whether it takes place in-store
or online, is a curiosity-motivated behaviour. Finally, it
is found that the desire to purchase as a result of instore browsing is stronger as compared to online
browsing. This finding is interesting as it suggests that
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there is greater likelihood for impulse buying in a store
rather than on the Internet.
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Abstract
Every firm must identify and account cultural
problems related to their online globalization. In
order to accomplish this, they must identify the
characteristics and trends of the Internet and ECommerce in their target market. Next, any firm
must differentiates the lessons of e-commerce in
the U.S. with the target market by analyzing
differences in end user behavior. Finally, they
must formulate a plan to discuss how to remove
cultural barriers to enhance net growth.
This paper specifically presents a study of the ECommerce Market of China. Naturally, the two
primary factors that these firms must consider are
securing a payment system and overcoming any
language barriers. As stated above, this paper
will present an overview of the Chinese market,
differentiate the Chinese market with the United
States, and supply solutions to the E-Commerce
problems that are particular to China.
Cultural Problems in Online Globalization
The Internet has provided easy access to market
products and services across the globe. While
the crux of the attention has been focused on
developing the domestic market, in order to see
sustained growth American companies need to
fully recognize the immense potential of
international markets and use the Internet to tap
these markets. To illustrate the importance of
these foreign markets, Jupiter Globalization
Report published in January 2001, the U.S. share
of the global Internet population will drop from
36% today to approximately 24% in 2005. During
the same period, Chinese Internet users will
increase tremendously [5].
Because American
companies have much more experience, they can
use their lessons learned to be even more
successful in the foreign markets.
American companies, such as Microsoft, Intel
and Compaq, all opened offices in China in the

early 1990s. Following their lead, many other Net
Economy companies also opened their Chinese
offices. All of these companies have encountered
many significant hurdles that can be traced to
cultural differences between the two countries.
These hurdles have limited the effectiveness of
those companies' e-commerce resources and in
some cases have prevented profitability
altogether.
These companies need to realize that Chinese
people's cultural outlook and value system are
different from the system predominant on the
web. For instance, all companies should take into
account language as many Chinese people who
surf the net or wish to surf the net lack English
fluency. Therefore, in this paper, the Internet and
e-commerce strategies in China are discussed as
a case study of unique cultural e-commerce
strategies.
The Current State of Chinese E-Commerce
In July 2001, The China Internet Network
Information Center (CNNIC) reported that the
number of Internet users in China has reached
26.5 million, with 4.54 million using leased lines
and 17.93 million using dial-up connections.
Contrasting this report, the "Statistical Report on
Internet Development in China" said the number
of users accessing the Internet via either means
was only 4.03 million. Additionally according to
the Statistical Report, another 1.07 million people
are connected through appliances such as mobile
telephones and various home information
appliances. Despite this apparent disparity, it is
clear from all of the data that the Chinese market
is already significant and continues to grow (see
table 1 and table 2)[1].
Table 1 Computer Hosts
Computer
Leased line
Dial -up
Hosts
connections
connections
Time
1998.7
542,000
82,000
460,000
1999.7
1,460,000
250,000
1,210,000
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2000.7
2001.1
2001.7

6,500,000
8,920,000
10,020,000

1,010,000
1,410,000
1,630,000

5,490,000
7,510,000
8,390,000
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related products were ranked the second item
that Internet users bought.

Table 2 Internet Users in China
Time

Users

Leased
line

1998.7
1999.7
2000.7

1,175,000
4,000,000
16,900,00
0
22,500,00
0
26,500,00
0

325,000
760,000
2,580,000

2001.1
2001.7

3,640,000
4,540,000

Dial-up
connectio
n
850,000
2,560,000
11,760,00
0
15,430,00
0
17,930,00
0

Both

/
680,000
2,560,000
3,430,000
4,030,000

As seen from the data, China had 26.5 million
users by July 2001 (a 56.8% increase from the
previous year) [2]. While 26.5 million is a large
number, it only represents 2 percent of the entire
Chinese population. In contrast, Approximately
60% (there are 168 million Americans in a total
population of 280 million) who are now online,
according to Nielsen/NetRatings [4]. In China,
women Internet users are increasing rapidly.
According to the "Statistical Report on Internet
Development in China" by CNNIC, 38.7% of the
Internet users in China are women. Internet users
in China tend to be younger than those in the
U.S. In China, 52.9% of the users are in their 20s
and 30s while in the U.S. those with ages from 18
to 54 comprise 60% of the total users. Among
those people in China who access the Internet at
least once a day, 74.9% of them use the Internet
to check e-mail and every Internet user
possesses 2.3 free email accounts on average;
51.3% of them use it to surf the Web [2].
Most Internet users in China are very conscious
of the time spent online, as the dominant internet
service provider, China Telecom, still charges per
minute access fees. Although a number of large
corporations, such as China Unicom, have been
formed and have entered the field of telecom and
Internet, China Telecom still holds a virtual
monopoly in this market. To maintain this
monopoly, while almost every telecommunication
company issues its own calling cards that can be
used to access the Internet, a separate per minute
fee is still charged by the telephone carrier-mainly China Telecom.
Only 31.9% of Chinese Internet users have had
some experience of buying online. In the U.S.
82% of the Internet users purchased at least one
product or service online [6]. The most popular
goods for Chinese online shoppers are books
and magazines, purchased by 58.7% of those
who shopped online at least once. Computer-

Different Payment Systems in the U.S. and
China
One hurdle for online shopping in China, is seen
in the payment options which differ from those
available to Americans. Most U.S. shopping sites
offer credit card payment either on or off-line.
According
to
the
report
by
NetSmartAmerica.com, 70% of those who have
shopped online at least once paid with a credit
card. On the other hand, the most common
method of payment among Chinese online
shopping sites in 2000 is cash payment upon the
delivery and receipt of ordered goods, reflecting
the Chinese preference for cash-based payment.
The pick-up/payment can be done by hourly
workers hired by the shopping sites. Most of the
shopping sites have indeed established branch
offices in the big cities of China.
Statistics show that payment methods for online
shopping in China are as follows: cash and carry
39.16%; credit card 19.87%; post offices
remittance 17.58% Internet 12.54%; bank
remittance 4.87%; EMS 3.35%; bank accounts
transfer 2.63%. Statistics also show that the
payment method that users prefer for purchases
over RMB1000 (approximately USD 121) are as
follows: cash and carry 48.74%; credit card
22.08%; Internet: 9.18%; post offices remittance
5.63%; bank remittance 5.30%; EMS 4.90%; bank
account transfer 4.17%. The primary obstacles of
online purchase are also listed here: security can
not be guaranteed 31.76%; quality of products,
after service and creditability of the merchant can
not be guaranteed 28.33%; inconvenient payment
13.34%; delivery is time wasting, the channel is
not expedite 10.14%; unattractive price 7.74%;
unreliable information 7.28%; others 1.41% [3].
Many ways have been suggested on how to
resolve the above-mentioned problems. One
possible solution is the improvement in China's
Postal Savings Banks. In many countries, the
largest consumer banks where the branches are
located in the postal savings systems. Chinese
consumers need the branches in local post
offices extend throughout the country. If so,
other financial institutions would be hard pressed
to compete.
In fact, the China Postal Bureau has now
announced a new effort to develop electronic
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commerce. A press release by a leading provider
of financial software indicates that the bank card
system will develop 16 gateways with nationwide
settlements for automated teller machines (ATM)
used by the post office. The firm, Shanghai
Huateng Software Systems Co., Ltd. ("Huateng"),
is a veteran provider for China's Golden Card
system and is likely to assure a workable
payments scheme to allow Internet transactions.
Considerable difficulties remain for electronic
commerce in China. Consumer banking still lacks
extensive services and foreign exchange controls
hamper transactions across borders. Still, the
announcement of developments in payments
schemes and the rapid adoption of e-commerce
platforms by banks are impressive. Before China
Posts, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China, China Construction Bank and China
Merchant's Bank among others have launched
platforms. With new electronic payment
arrangements, China is making strides to create
nationwide bankcard and "e-commerce" systems.

the top five sites visited by home users in many
different countries judging by the number of
unique visitors per month, according to Me dia
Metrix, an audience measurement company based
in New York. Both Yahoo! And MSN have
succeeded by making their local offerings as local
as possible. Yahoo! now has operations in 20
countries including China. Jerry Yang, a cofounder of Yahoo!, says: "Our goal is get local
when the growth starts to happen."
While China and other large populated countries
are just now coming on to the Net, Net use has
already exploded. One import factor, which
contributes to the growth of Internet usage, in
general, and e-commerce, in particular, is China
has become a world center of PC production.
Because of the low cost of labor and a
stabilization of the process, many companies
people can easily assemble their machines from
parts at lower cost.

How to remove language barriers for net growth

Good examples of tailoring the global web sites to
suit differences in local cultures are Yahoo! and
Bol.com. Language translation is only one of the
factors that lead to success of Yahoo!. Creating a
locally accepted payment scheme and translating
the web site to local language are the first step of
localization for company’s globalization effort.

Today, a significant portion of people on the
Internet are American. By 2004 it will only be a
third, according to Barry Parr, a senior analyst at
the San Francisco-based International Data
Corporation, and two-thirds of all Internet
spending will be from outside of the United
States. Because nearly 80 per cent of Americans
will soon be online, there is simply more
opportunity for growth outside the United States.
Cisco, one of the largest players on the new, in
one of its commercial shows a flock of children
from all over the world asking: "Are you ready?"
Simply put, US sites are not. In fact, IDC's
research shows that more than half the U.S. sites
surveyed are doing nothing to globalize their
sites and which could threaten their future.
Forrester Research says leading U.S. websites
now turn away almost half of the orders that
originate outside the U.S., and that three-quarters
of the sites are not designed to handle non-U.S.
addresses or work out shipping costs. Many
people think that businesses that those who
don't begin preparing today could soon find
themselves
outflanked
by
their
more
internationally oriented competitors.
Of course, some are already well advanced.
Yahoo!, the Microsoft Network MSN, and a few
others have been globalizing their businesses for
three or four years. As a result, they are among

Conclusion
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Abstract
Technology has drastically changed how
businesses operate. Internet and the subsequent
“E-Commerce,” have granted customers more
bargaining power than ever. Thus, Continuous
Customer Relationship and Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) become the goal for
customer retention. CRM, if performed correctly,
allows creative marketing people to gain insights
from information for new product ideas or new
promotional campaigns and turn them into profits.
CRM has extended beyond sales and marketing to
include functions such as finance, R&D, channel
partners, and even customers.
This paper
discusses the concept of customer-centric
approach in CRM and its components. The
current CRM market, key players, and trends are
also reviewed.
Keywords: customer relationship management
(CRM), Internet, customer centric
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
and E-Commerce
1. Introduction: Customer-Driven Approach
Pareto’s Principle, or the 80/20 rule, states that 80
percent of the profit is derived from only 20
percent of the customers. Studies have shown that
it costs 5 times more to acquire new customers
than to retain existing ones [1]. Since there is no

acquisition cost for loyal customers, and they tend
to be high-volume purchasers and early adopters
to the company’s new products. Loyal customers
also enhance for the company’s reputation through
words-of-mouth [9]. Thus, one of the key success
factors for company to grow is to to establish
“lifetime customers. Customre Relationship
Management (CRM) has the potential to
accomplish this goal [12].
This need of retaining customers has shifted the
marketing concept from product-centered to
customer-centered (or customer-driven) approach
[8].
-----------------------------Insert Table 1 Here
-----------------------------Though the concept is a simple one, to truly
understand the customer needs, a company must
have huge amount of data on customer behaviors
and know how to translate them into valuable
knowledge.
2. CRM: the Definition
Depending on the focus of the party, CRM may be
defined differently, but there are common
characteristics. CRM is the art of science of
acquiring, retaining, and growing profits from
continuous customer relationships across the
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enterprise rather than just within a particular
product or business unit [14]. CRM uses one-toone marketing to customize messages to the needs
of customer segments or clusters. It involves a
process of continually gathering data at all
customer contact points, and then turning those
data into knowledge for building more profitable
customer relationships [12].
In traditional data warehousing, many reports are
beautifully designed but contain no concrete
information for decision making. Similarly, the
key to successful CRM lies not in the amount of
data a company has on its customers, but in how
these data are used by the company. CRM, if
performed correctly, will allow creative marketing
people to recognize new product ideas or new
promotion campaigns from these data and turn
them into profits. This is where data mining
becomes an important tool for identifying patterns
from a chaotic ocean of data. As reiterated by
Dale Kutnick (1999), the president of Meta Group,
a research firm:
“You can spend tons of money deploying
customer
relationship
management
systems or data mining tools, but at the
end of the day, someone has to make a
decision on what is the value of that
information. The winners are going to be
the companies that can make that link and
exploit it early.”
Key functional areas of CRM can be categorized
into three groups as follows.
Traditional CRM: mainly focuses on sales and
marketing functions, including marketing
automation, sales force automation, and
customer service [15].
New CRM: has extended the scope to include
other important functional areas such as
Finance, R&D, Management, Channel
Partners, and even customers [4].
E-Commerce: includes automating the Sales &
Marketing functions above, where it directly
interacts with the customers, and service with
an Internet-based system.

2

Ideally, the information should flow easily among
these functional areas, facilitating team selling,
support, and all points of contacts with the
customers. The customer data will be stored in a
centralized database, enabling the organization to
manage the entire life cycle of the customer
relationships and be able to truly communicate
with the customer with consistent message at any
business points.
3. E-Commerce and Relationship Marketing
The Internet has provided opportunities for
businesses to learn more about their customers and
therefore can customize the marketing efforts to
suit them more effectively. It should be noted,
however, that CRM emphasizes single-user
relationship level. To develop the Internet front
store to serve such a purpose, the following ideas
can be utilized.
Customer-Focused Information System
It is the underlying wishes and interests of each
customer that the business needs to understand
and try to fulfill it in the fastest way possible.
Salvatore Larosa (1998), a business consultant at
Cap Gemini, Italy, provides an interesting
illustration on this issue. Her company uses
“Intelligent Agent” (IA) as a tool to interact at a
single-user level without using human intervention.
She gives an example of a virtual bookstore,
where the Intelligent Agents can create a virtual
experience, allowing a user to pick up a character
from a set, take the role scenarios such as islands,
sea, desert, etc., and create her own virtual
experience as she wishes. At the front end, the
Web user is having fun playing the kind of life she
likes, while the underlying IA records all the
users’ choices. IA can use those data to predict
the customer’s age or habits and store them in a
marketing database. At the end of the play, the
user can then be suggested the kind of book that
she may like from the bookstore database.
Furthermore, if the bookstore shares the back
office database with a travel agency, the company
can benefit from cross-selling by suggesting a
travel vacation that she could buy to reach a place
that she likes.
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In addition, the analysis tools used with the Web
today is becoming more sophisticated. They can
be used to monitor activities on the Web sites
closely, i.e., knowing where visitors have come
from and where they are going once they leave,
check out where people browse and how long they
stay in each section. It can build personal profiles
based on browsing and purchasing patterns and
alert administrators to unusual activities or sudden
spikes in demand [3].
Moreover, with the stored preferences in the
database, the appearance and the content of the
Web site could be customized to recognize each
customer every time she reaches the site or to
immediately offer her a set of product/service
recommendations that she could like. An example
to such features includes, for example,
Amazon.com Web site, where it greets each
customer by name each time she reaches the site
and provides a set of recommendations
immediately based on the past purchase history
and browsing patterns.
Continuous Communications with Customers
It is important that the front-end service makes the
customer feel that the company is recognizing and
knowing her. The system must be designed in the
way that the history of all messages and issues are
tracked and stored, and be easily accessible by all
customer contact points.
Simply having a
customer in the database does not make a
difference. Each person who and each system that
interacts with the customer must have an access to
the centralized database and be able to understand
the customer’s history in a few glances, so that the
interactions can be made more effectively.
Strategic Customer Relationships Management
Many Web sites use the number on the counters as
a way to measure success. However, in fact, it is
not important in the long run to have high number
of people visiting the Web sites, if each of them
does it only once or twice and never come back.
The company must act in such a way that
potentially each Web customer is stimulated to
come back again and potentially on a regular basis.

3

The real challenge, however, is to truly understand
the customer and be able to develop the business
process that can support marketing people in
establishing a long-term relationship with
customers.
This is where data mining and
knowledge base play significant roles. The
knowledge database discovery will act as a data
analysis tool in the back end predicting the pattern
and the way that selected customers change their
taste and behavior during a certain period. It may
discover new meaningful relationship or pattern
that is valuable to the business that may not be so
obvious to the naked eyes. For example, channel
data may contribute to a potentially new channel,
or customer habit data may lead to a potentially
new market segment.
A study by the Alexander Group, Inc., indicates
that customer relationship has become the top
priority for CEOs worldwide. Among them, these
factors are: (1) relationship with customers, (2)
cost competitiveness, (3) effective use of
information technology, (4) managing change, (5)
shareholder value, (6) revenue growth, (7)
industry restructuring, (8) globalization, and (9)
value-added supplier relationships. Figure 1
shows what senior executives expect current
customers to drive their future revenue growth
[13].
------------------------Insert Figure 1 Here
------------------------4. The Web: The Integration That Unifies the
Enterprise
As discussed above, the “front office” of the
business today has been playing significant role in
interacting with the customers and is changing
dramatically from the past.
Many existing
standard processes, such as order entry or
customer information update, have been moved
onto the Internet. At the same time, many new
processes, such as e-mail-based customer support
or co-browsing and application sharing, has also
been adopted into the computer systems.
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With this trend, the real long-range value can be
realized with the integration of the Internet front
end with the existing back system into one
centralized database accessible by all functional
areas of the organization. Zerega (1999) has
stated this rising trend as follows.
“By shifting front-office tasks onto
the Web and then integrating them with
existing client/server or mainframe
back-office applications (some of
which are simultaneously being made
Web read), the long-sought wholly
unified enterprise computing system
may soon become reality.”
Many businesses have had the Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) system implemented to
more efficiently and effectively manage their
back-office processes. However, with today’s
competition, it is essential for the business to
focus on the customer approach and implement
the CRM solution. The trend from now onwards
is to have both front office and back office
systems integrated, sharing the data and
knowledge extending to include sales, marketing,
support, R&D, finance, management, suppliers,
business partners, and customers, with the goal
being
customer-centered
and
increased
effectiveness.
Vaas (1999) gives an insight that the CRM
software package today can do more than just
traditional Sale Force Automation (SFA). “While
SFA applications manage contacts, accounts, and
sales opportunities, CRM does all that, plus it
includes front-office applications that deal with
customers; adds customer and product information;
throws in marketing encyclopedias and product
configuration engines; and has the ability to hook
to back-end systems, including financials,
inventory and Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP).”
CRM Benefits
Advantages of CRM to the business can be
summarized as follows.

4

(1) More effective marketing effort: This can be
achieved because the customer is better
defined. The marketing efforts will be dealing
directly with each customer’s wishes and
interests.
(2) More effective interactions with customer:
Personnel at all business contact points have
access to the database that will allow them to
understand each customer better, in both their
history with the company andtheir interests.
(3) Long-term profit from continuous relationship:
The company gains loyal customer. The
customer gets clear view of products and
services of interests and is able to track order
status. Each of them is communicated with
consistent message at all contact points,
whether it is customer service, sales people, or
technical support. Being able to target and
serve the customers in such ways will keep
customer coming back. This, at the end,
means long-term profitability of the
organization.
(4) Shared knowledge: The customer data will be
stored as the knowledge base in one unified
database obtainable across the enterprise, and
not restricted within just one business unit.
(5) Cost Savings: The link between the front and
the back office applications enable the
company to save costs across the board.
Processes are automated and it eliminates the
paper-driven system. Besides, the entire
service cycle is accelerated.
(6) More efficient and effective sales forces: Sales
staff has the right tools to help them spend
time more efficiently during the sales process,
such as in the areas of pricing and
configuration, and sales methodologies. They
can now spend more time with customers and
sell more products. Bruce Phillip (1999), CFO
of Holphane, has made a remark that “Now
that order information and commercial and
technical support are in a place where anybody
who needs them can access them at any time,
the sales-call preparation time has proved to be
cut in half.”
CRM Challenges
Challenges to successful CRM can be summarized
asfollows.
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(1) Costs: A company needs to assess the costs
needed to purchase the software, hardware,
support, training, as well as the future upgrade
and associated costs. The real value may be
hard to quantify right at the beginning, as it
also depends on other variables such as the
ability for the business to learn the knowledge
from the data acquired and the ability to adapt
the business process appropriately.
(2) Software vendors: The players in this field are
increasing in numbers. The business has to
carefully select the vendors that best suit the
business environment in terms of costs,
amount of supports, capability, and as such.
Jeff Wright (1999), the president of Urban
Ministries, Inc., a religious materials publisher,
gave his failed implementation of GoldMine
Software Corp. over his Macola ERP system
due to the vendors. After eight weeks of his
planning and transferring all the records to the
new system, the result was configuration error
and the system was unable to function.
“Simply put, Write said, the company didn’t
get to the CRM promised land, because its
underlying system was barely robust enough to
support its current load, never mind trying to
add GoldMine to the mix.”
(3) Involvement of higher management: It is
crucial for implementing CRM to, after
finding the right partner, sell it to the upper
management and include them in the process
since planning. Integrated CRM is essentially
powered by the synergy among all the
departments. In addition, a study done by
Exchange Application Inc, Boston, has found
that the companies that have the most success
in implementing CRM solutions always
involve CEO. It is important for the company
to have a customer-oriented culture mindset,
which inherited hierarchically throughout the
organization[2].
(4) Knowledge Database Discovery: This is one of
the most challenging factors for successful
CRM. After investing for the technology and
collecting a huge amount of the data, the
business must be able to learn the relationship
and create knowledge from it.

5

As Peter Johnson, vice president of strategic
technology at Mellon Bank Corp., stated (1998),
“Data mining is the carrot that justifies the
expense of data warehousing, yet the data mining
tool I sonly 20 percent of the solution. The rest is
your ability to apply the tool to solve the
problem...You need the skills of a statistician, the
skills of a computer scientist to understand the
structure of the database and the skills of a
business analyst to frame the problem in a way
that makes sense.”
5. Conclusion: The CRM Market, Players,
and Trends
AMR Research Inc., Boston, predicts that the total
aggregate CRM market will grow from $1.2
billion in 1997 to $11.5 billion by 2002 [11]. The
current main player in the CRM market is Siebel
Systems, whose revenue has risen astonishingly
from $39 million in 1996 to $392 million in 1998.
The company has changed its product focus from
client/server sales-force automation applications to
an integrated, Web-enabled, CRM suite containing
sales, marketing, and customer service modules
that come with prepackaged integration tools for
linking to back-office systems. The company
commands roughly 21 percent of the CRM market,
according to recent estimates from IDC, an IT
research firm [17]. Other major competitors in the
market include Clarify and Vantive, who are
offering a CRM solution to businesses linking its
front office application to the back end system as
well.
Traditional back-office vendors such as SAP,
PeopleSoft, and Oracle are now also coming
forward to offer their own front-office software.
To date, only Oracle offers such a system, while
SAP and PeopleSoft are expected to deliver
similar products by the end of 1999. Oracle’s
senior vice president of CRM products stated that
its strategy is “to go deep into CRM, deep into
ERP, and deep in to e-commerce, and then to
integrate all of it at zero cost.” In addition, Oracle
has recently, in June 1999, taken another step in
filling the gap in its data warehousing strategy by
acquired the data mining business of Thinking
Machines Corp. in Burlington, MA, who sells a
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server based data mining product called Darwin.
The company believes that data mining is a critical
feature for many applications especially ebusiness and CRM.
At this point, Web-enabled products have just set
a new characteristic to the CRM. CRM vendors
such as Siebel, Clarify, and Vantive approach
front-office tasks from the outside looking in,
while ERP vendors like Oracle and SAP, which
have traditionally emphasized automation and
execution of transactions, can be described as
starting from the inside and looking out.
In summary, the key idea to long-term success of
the business in such a competitive environment
today is to utilize the customer-centered approach
and e-service. However, the missing link in ebusiness is e-service, and vendors and enterprises
are racing to provide it. To be successful, e-service
must be part of a complete e-CRM environment,
including sales, marketing, and e-commerce
functionality and content. Internet-based customer
service evolves to become a core component of
the support infrastructure? The Internet
technology is the key to this unified information.
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Table 1: Changing Marketing Mix from marketdriven to customer-driven
The Four Ps
Product
Price
Price
Promotion

The Four Cs
Customer needs and wants
Cost to the customer
Convenience
Communication

Figure 1: Senior Executives’ Expectation from
Current Customers to Drive
Senior Executives Expect Current Customers
to Drive Future Revenue Growth

alliances
7%
new customers
19%

acquisitions
6%

deeper
penetration
46%

new products
22%

Source: Alexander Group, Inc. (1996)
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ABSTRACT
The rapid propagation of the Internet and information
technologies has changed the nature of many industries
through easy collection, analysis, and sharing of
information. Rapid response and product customization
are major concerns in their marketing and strategic
planning. This is particularly significant in the industries
that offer digital contents to their clients, such as consulting
and news services.
In
this
paper,
a
news
recommendation system that allows a news service
provider to analyze its customer profile and then produce
customized news services is developed. An empirical
study using actual news provided by the China Times
shows that the recommendation system outperforms the
traditional headline news compiled by the news editor in
both objective performance indices and customer
satisfaction.
1. Introduction
The rapid propagation of the Internet, along with the
evolution of information technologies, has changed the
nature of many businesses.
The large amount of
transactional data collected from the use of information
systems allows a company to better understand customer
needs and to integrate the knowledge into their product
design and marketing plans. For physical products (e.g.,
computers and televisions), mass customization and fast
response to market needs become critical to remaining
competitive. For digital products (e.g., news services and
other Internet content providers, ICP), personalized
services that offer tailored content to different clients based
on their interests become feasible and necessary.
In fact, the Internet provides an excellent platform for
news or other content to be delivered. Traditionally, the
editor of a newspaper determines the relative importance of
reports and put the ones with high interests into a category
called headlines. All readers view the same set of
headline news, no matter whether they are in hard copy or
in the web page. This certainly is not the best way to
serve clients with diverse interests. Early in 1992, Lorrie
identified three major advantages of e-newspapers that
offer news services on websites or through email delivery:
(1) timely, (2) richness, and (3) customization. The ability
to customize services is what a reader needs.
In order to produce personalized services, the news
provider has to know the preference of different customers
and make proper recommendations. The system that
tailors news to fit the needs of different readers is called a
news filtering or news recommendation system.
Several

approaches have been proposed to provide personal news
services. However, most of them require either tedious
news classification or the customer’s rating after reading,
which is very inconvenient (e.g., Mock and Vemuri, 1997;
Sakagami and Kamba, 1997). The existing methods also
have difficulties in capturing the dynamics of customer
interests.
In this paper, we propose a new approach that builds
customer profiles from their browsing behavior and
analyzes these profiles to produce personal news services
delivered on the web.
2. Literature Review
A few filtering mechanisms have been proposed in
the past. A typical one is to ask the reader to report his
interest after reading. The system can then build a profile
of the reader and make recommendation accordingly.
For
example, Mock and Vemuri [4] presented the Intelligent
News Filtering Organization System (INFOS) that asked
each reader to indicate whether he liked the report. The
system reorganizes the order of news based on the revealed
preference. Results from a pilot test show that INFOS can
effectively reduce the reader’s search load.
Another approach is behavior-based. For instance,
Sakagami
and
Kamba
[6]
developed
the
ANATAGONOMY that learns reading preference from the
browsing behavior (e.g., scroll, enlarge windows, etc.) of a
user. The system has a learning engine and a scoring
engine to produce personalized web news.
News filtering and recommendation can also be
performed based on feedback from others. For instance,
Konstan, et al. [3] proposed a system, called GroupLens,
which summarized the feedback from previous readers to
allow the next reader to determine whether to read it. This
is called collaborative filtering. A system proposed by
Balabanovic and Shoham [1] combines content analysis
and collaborative filtering. It takes into account the
association between a reader and the theme of a report to
identify the discrepancy between different individuals.
3. The Personal News Recommendation Mechanism
In this section, we propose a new approach that is
based on content structure and browsing behavior.
In
particular, the approach focuses on the time a user spent on
reading an article. We shall call it a time -based behavior
analysis for user profile. The basic assumption of the
approach is that a reader will spend a reasonable amount of
time to read if the article is of interest. Reading too long
or too short is unusual.
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The approach consists of four major modules:
structure analysis, reader profile analysis, rating for
recommendation, and learning .

learning module that compares the recommended reports
and the reports that the user actually read. If a significant
discrepancy is found, the system must adjust its
recommendation mechanism.

3.1 Structure Analysis
4. Empirical Study
The first step for personalized service is to analyze
the structure of the news. The foundation of structure
analysis is to identify keywords in a report and to build the
keyword dictionary.
Keywords in each report are
identified based on the property of the words. In our
mechanism, we use nouns with a particular emphasis on the
role and issues mentioned in the report.
After identifying keywords, we further analyze the
position and frequency of keywords. Major steps include:
(1) Determine whether synonyms exist, such as American
Online = AOL, President Clinton = Bill Clinton, Yahoo =
YHOO, etc.. (2) Calculate the frequency of keywords, (3)
Adjusting the weight of each words by their position in the
article, (4) Eliminate noises (i.e., words whose frequencies
are lower than a hurdle), (5) Converting all keyword
frequencies into a ratio, which is the frequency of a
keyword/sum(frequencies of all keywords). The structure
of the report is the collection of valid keywords along with
their respective frequency ratio, such as [Inside.com (.31),
Yahoo (.28), portal (.21), web (.20)].

In order to evaluation the news recommendation
mechanism, an experimental study was performed.
The
benchmarks were the regularheadline approach (HLA) and
the self-reported interests (SRI) approach.
Prototype
systems that present news by HLA, SRI, and browsing
behavior analysis (BBA) approach were developed for the
experiment.
4.1 Experimental variables and hypotheses
The purpose of the experiment is to compare the
performance of different news presentation mechanisms.
Therefore,
the
independent
variable
is
news
recommendation mechanisms , which include BBA, SRI,
and the traditional HLA. The dependent variable is the
evaluation of the systems, which include objective
performance measures and subjective user satisfaction.
The null hypotheses are:
H1: BBA and SRI perform equally well with HLA,
H2: BBA performs equally well with SRI.

3.2 Analysis of Reader Profile
4.2 Experimental Systems
Analysis of customer profile is based on the browsing
behavior, particularly the time spent in reading a report.
The computer records the beginning and ending time that a
user reads a report. The data are then analyzed in the
following steps to build the reading profile: (1) Calculate
the average reading speed of the user, (2) Calculate the
interest level of a user on the report: The interest level of a
report is calculated by the time spent in reading it and is
represented by the ratio of dividing the actual reading time
by the estimated reading time, where the estimated reading
time = total words in the report/average reading speed. (3)
Conduct recency adjustment: recent reports are given
higher weights, (4) Calculate the adjusted interest level of a
reader on a report is the product of the interest level from
step ) multiplied by the recency weight result from step 4,
(5) Build the customer profile: The interest profile of a user
is to multiply news structure by the interest level.
3.3 Rating and Recommendation
Rating and recommendation determine the matching
between a news report and a reader. If the matching level
is higher than the threshold value, the report will be
recommended to the reader. Otherwise, it is dropped.
Steps for matching reports with a reader include: (1)
Determine the structure of the report, (2) Calculate the
matching level: The matching level is calculated by
aggregating the interest levels of different keywords, and (3)
Recommend news based on matching levels: A hurdle can
be set to screen out reports with low matching levels. The
reports whose matching levels are higher than the threshold
value will be recommended.
3.4 Learning
In the real application, the readers’ interests can be
very dynamic. Therefore, the system needs to have a

Three experimental websites that provide news
services were designed. The HLA system copies the
regular headline news approach. That is, the home page
outlines the titles of the headline news that were
determined by the editor. The design of the SRI and BBA
systems is the same except that their home pages are
customized for each individual reader. When a user logs
into the SRI or BBA system, the computer identifies his
reading interests from the user profile and then composes
the recommended news into the homepage.
All systems have automated recording module that
keeps track of the following data: (1) which news the
subject click to read, (2) time spent in reading a particular
news, (3) time spent in choosing a news to read (i.e., the
time that the subject logs on the system but not for reading
the news).
4.3 Measurement Instruments
The background questionnaire collects data about the
subject. It includes 11 questions: (1) most interesting
category of news (a total of 13 categories), (2) least
interesting category of news, (3) if you have 20 minutes,
would you browse titles or read news in a news website, (4)
frequency of using news websites in a week, (5) average
time spent on a news website in a visit, (6) which is your
most common news source (print media, TV, or web), (7)
experiences in using the web, (8) motivation for using news
websites, (9) importance of receiving news and information
to you, (10) preference in filtering news by the system, (11)
choosing news by interests or location of the title.
Both objective performance and user satisfaction of
the subjects were measured. Two indices are common for
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measuring objective performance: precision and recall
(Saracevic and Kantor, 1998). Precision measures the
portion of recommended news that is relevant (i.e., read by
the subject) and recall measures the portion of relevant
news that is recommended. To explore further detail of
the performance, five indices have been developed for the
experiment: acceptance rate, hit rate by the number of news,
hit rate by the reading time , effective usage rate, and
effective reading rate. The definition of these indices is
summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Definition of Subjective Performance Measures
Measure
Definition
Acceptance
Rate No. of recommended and read/No. of
(AR)
recommended
Number Hit Rate No. of recommended and read/Total
(NHR)
No. of read
Time Hit Rate (THR) Total time reading recommended
news/Total reading time
Effective use rate Total time of selecting and reading
(EUR)
news/Total time
Effective reading rate Total time of reading/Total time of
(ERR)
selecting and reading
The instrument for measuring user satisfaction
includes four dimensions: information content, customized
services, user interface, and system value. Satisfaction on
information content is measured by three questions adapted
from Doll [2]. Satisfaction on customized services is
measured by three questions adapted from the personalized
service portion of SERVQUAL[5]. Satisfaction on user
interface is measured by four questions adapted from
Doll[2]. Finally, a question is designed to assess the
overall satisfaction of the user on the system.
All
questions are on a 7-point Likert scale with 1 being least
agreed and 7 being most agreed. The reliability test of the
questionnaire using Cronbach’s alpha shows that the
instrument is generally acceptable because most alpha
values are higher than 0.6.
4.4 Experimental Design and Procedures
The subjects were asked to participate in the
experiment for four days. A total of 96 volunteered
subjects were recruited at the beginning. They were
divided into two groups, one of which viewed HLA and
SRI (Group I) and the other viewed HLA and BBA (Group
II).
Nine of them dropped out during the experiment,.
So, we had a total of 87 effective subjects, with 43 in
Group I and 44 in Group II.
Subjects in both groups were asked to view HLA in
the first three days and fill out a satisfaction questionnaire
after the second day. On the fourth day, subjects in Group
I viewed SRI and those in Group II viewed BBA.
They
all filled out questionnaires again to indicate their
satisfaction with the experimental system.
In order to be close to the real world, the news
adopted for the experiment was actual news provided by
China Times (www.chinatimes.com.tw).
During the
experimental period (June 7 – June 10, 2000), all news
available on the website of China Times before 9:00 am
were downloaded to the experimental system, organized
based on different approaches, and then presented to the
experimental subjects.
4.5 Experimental Results

During the experiment, the HLA system presents 41
news titles to all subjects in the homepage, whereas SRI
and BBA present an average of 17.77 and 17.61
recommended news titles in the homepage to each subject,
respectively. That is, the recommendation systems are
more selective than the standard headline news version.
H1: SRI and BBA perform equally well with HLA
The results of the paired t-test indicate that SRI and
BBA both outperform HLA significantly in all objective
indices and user satisfaction. Therefore, we can safely
conclude that the recommendation systems outperform the
traditional headline approach. The null hypothesis is
rejected.
H2: SRI and BBA perform equally well
BBA performs better than SRI in the rate of effective
use (EUR), but worse than SRI in customization and
perceived value.
The overall satisfaction shows no
significant difference.
Therefore, the null hypothesis
cannot be denied. We conclude that both recommendation
mechanisms are equally good.
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, a novel approach that integrates content
structure and browsing behavior analysis to customize
news services is presented. The empirical evidence
indicates that it performs better than the traditional headline
news approach.
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ABSTRACT
Given the explosive growth of customer and transactional
information, data mining can potentially discover new
knowledge to improve managerial decision making in
marketing. This study proposes an innovative approach to
data mining using Bayesian Networks and evolutionary
programming and applies the methods to direct marketing
data. The results suggest that this approach to knowledge
discovery can generate superior results than the conventional
method of logistic regression. Future research in this area
should devote more attention to applying this and other data
mining methods to solving complex problems facing today's
businesses.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional marketing research is a process in which data
are analyzed manually to explore the relationships among
various factors defined by the researcher. Even with powerful
computers and versatile statistical software, many hidden and
potentially useful relationships may not be recognized by the
analyst. Nowadays, such problems are more acute as many
businesses are capable of generating and collecting a huge
amount of data in a relatively short period. The explosive
growth of data requires a more efficient way to extract useful
knowledge. Thus, marketing is a major area for applying data
mining that aims at discovering novel, interesting and useful
knowledge from databases. Through data mining, marketing
researchers can discover complex relationships among
various factorsand extract meaningful knowledge to improve
the efficiency and quality of managerial decision making.
In order for data mining to work for marketing managers,
several issues have to be addressed. First, the process needs to
adopt a method and produce results that can represent the
structure of knowledge of the specific domain and specify the
relationships among the variables. Secondly, the process
should search the space for the best solution among all
eligible candidates. Thirdly, the results of the data mining
process should allow for comparison with existing methods
using some common evaluation criteria to assist managerial
decision making. Given these problems, we propose an
innovative approach to knowledge discovery in marketing
using Bayesian Networks and evolutionary programming.
First, we introduce the background literature on data mining

and the research problems. Secondly, we delineate the
Bayesian Network learning process and evolutionary
programming for data mining purposes. Thirdly, we apply
these methods to two datasets of direct marketing and
compare the results with those of logistic regression models.
Finally, we explore the implications for data mining in
marketing and directions for further research.
AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO
KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY
The increasing use of computers results in an explosion of
information for businesses. Data can be best used if the
hidden knowledge can be uncovered, thus making data
mining an important research topic. Narrowly defined, data
mining is the automated discovery of "interesting"
non-obvious patterns hidden in a database that have a high
potential for contributing to the bottom line [19]. Within the
broad-scope
definition,
data
mining
encompasses
"confirmation" or the testing of relationships revealed
through the discovery process. Data mining is the core of the
knowledge discovery in database (KDD) process. Thus, the
two terms are often used interchangeably [26]. Research in
this area can be useful for many real-world problems
With computerization of marketing operations, a huge
amount of customer and transactional data can be collected.
Thus, there is a need for a way to automatically discover
knowledge from data [26]. Data mining is increasingly used
by many companies to improve marketing efficiency. Data
mining has many potential uses in marketing, including
customer acquisition,
customer retention,
customer
abandonment and market basket analysis. In addition to query
tools,
descriptive
statistics,
visualization
tools,
regression-type models, association rules, decision tree
analysis, and case-based reasoning, recent development in
artificial intelligence and machine learning has presented
more powerful data mining techniques and analytical tools,
such as artificial neural networks (ANN) and evolutionary
computation methods such as genetic algorithms [19].
Despite the promises of data mining, practical analytical tools
that can assist managerial decision making need to be
developed. One of the promising methods of evolutionary
computation for solving marketing problems is genetic
algorithms (GA). GA was originally developed in the field of
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computer science. Management researchers have adopted its
principles and methods to solve business problems. Genetic
algorithms operate through procedures modeled upon the
evolutionary biological processes of selection, reproduction,
mutation, and survival of the fittest to search for good
solutions to prediction and classification problems [19]. They
are particularly effective for solving poorly understood,
poorly structured problems because they attempt to find many
solutions simultaneously, whereas a linear regression model,
for example, focuses on a single best solution. Another
strength of GA is that they can explicitly model any decision
criterion in the "fitness function," an objective system used to
assess a GA's performance [9] [19].
Recently, methods based on the evolutionary theory such as
genetic algorithms have been applied to marketing problems
such as product design [1], inventory control and product
assortment management [24], brand competition [17], and
marketing mix elasticity [11], direct marketing response
modeling [2] [16]. For instance, to solve the problem of
optimal product design using conjoint analysis, Balakrishnan
and Jacob [1] used Genetic Algorithms (GA) as an alliterative
procedure for generating "good" solutions for product design.
Midgley, Marks and Cooper [17] adopted genetic algorithms
to study how strategies may evolve in oligopolistic markets
characterized by asymmetric competition. Subsequent
simulations of repeated interactions using scanner data of
brand actions show that the artificial agents bred in this
environment outperform the historical actions of brand
managers in the real market.
Recent research and studies in marketing focus on how to
apply GA techniques to specific marketing problems and how
the results compare to other conventional methods. Other
major applications of GA include rule finding, pattern
matching, and optimization. However, a major benefit of GA
relative to other procedures is knowledge discovery in that
they can produce novel solutions and discover relationships
not defined by researchers. They may discover combinations
of predictor variables that no one would have expected to be
predictive beforehand [19]. Such beneficial features can be
helpful for knowledge discovery in marketing and need to be
explored.

making. Against this backdrop, we propose an innovative
approach to data mining in marketing.
The Knowledge Discovery Process
Data mining experts have developed various knowledge
discovery systems to extract knowledge from databases. To
apply data mining to marketing problems and to address the
above issues, we propose an innovative approach to
knowledge discovery in marketing using Bayesian Network
(BN) models and evolutionary programming. In the
following section, we delineate the novel approach to data
mining and describe the learning process using the Bayesian
Networks approach and evolutionary programming (EP).
First, we adapt the data mining process developed by Ngan et
al. [18] and briefly describe its five steps in the process.
Initially, a selection is made to extract a relevant or a target
data set from the database. Then, preprocessing is performed
to remove noise and to handle missing data fields.
Transformation is performed to reduce the number of
variables under consideration. The third and fourth steps
induce knowledge from the preprocessed data. A suitable
data mining algorithm is applied to the prepared data. The
causality and structure analysis learns the overall
relationships among the variables. In the fifth step, the
discovered knowledge is verified and evaluated by the
domain experts, who may discover and correct mistakes in
the discovered knowledge. The discovered knowledge can be
used to refine the existing domain knowledge or incorporated
into an expert system for decision making. If the discovered
knowledge is not satisfactory, these five steps will be
reiterated [26].
In this study, we focus on the third and fourth steps. For
causality and structural analysis, we use Bayesian Network
models to represent the knowledge structure. To learn a
plausible Bayesian Network model, we adopt evolutionary
programming (EP) for the learning process. In the following
sections, we describe the Bayesian Network models and
evolutionary programming including the criteria for model
evaluation and the learning process.
Bayesian Network Learning

As in other fields, data mining for marketing faces several
significant
challenges.
First,
conventional
research
emphasizes hypothesis testing based o n a priori model with a
limited number of variables selected by the researcher. Data
mining, however, discovers the relationships and presents a
posteriorstructure. Thus, the process needs to adopt a method
and produce results that can represent the structure of
knowledge of the specific domain and specify the
relationships among the variables. Secondly, in the same vein,
unlike conventional research that focuses on confirming an a
prior model, data mining by definition should search the
space for all possible alternative representations of the
knowledge and then determine the best possible solution
among all eligible candidates based on a fitness criterion.
Thirdly, since data mining often adopts a method that is
dissimilar to conventional statistical methods, the results of
the data mining process should allow for comparison with
those generated by other methods based on some common
evaluation criteria so that they can assist managerial decision

Although the underlying theory of Bayesian probability has
been around for a long time, building and executing realistic
Bayesian Network models has only been made possible
because of recent algorithms and software tools that
implement them [10] [20]. Bayesian network is a method for
formal
knowledge
representation
based
on
the
well-developed Bayesian probability theory. Bayesian
networks have made tremendous progress and have been
widely adopted by researchers in many fields. Several authors
have given excellent introductions of Bayesian Networks and
detailed comparisons with other methods [4] [6] [7] [8] [15].
The key feature of Bayesian networks is the fact they provide
a method for decomposing a probability distribution into a set
of local distributions. The independence semantics associated
with the network topology specifies how to combine these
local distributions to obtain the complete joint-probability
over all the random variables represented by the nodes in the
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network [7]. The Bayesian network method has been
successfully applied to solve many real-world problems
including software engineering, space navigation, and
medical diagnosis.
The most common computation performed using Bayesian
Networks is determination of the posterior probability of
some random variables in the network. Because of the
symmetric nature of conditional probability, this computation
can be used to perform both diagnosis and prediction [7]. In
essence, a Bayesian network captures the conditional
probabilities between variables and can be used to perform
reasoning under uncertainty. In practice, a Bayesian network
is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each node represents a
domain variable, and each edge represents a dependency
between two nodes. An edge from node A to node B can
represent a causality, with A being the cause and B being the
effect. The value of each variable should be discrete. Each
node is associated with a set of parameters. Thus, let N
denotes a node and

Ð

Ni

i

denotes the set of parents ofN i . And

the parameters of N i are conditional probability distributions
in the form of P(N
possible instance of

i

|

Ð

Ð
Ni

Ni

) with one distribution for each

.

The main task of learning Bayesian networks from data is to
automatically find directed edges between the nodes so that
the network can best describe the causalities. Once the
network structure is constructed, the conditional probabilities
are calculated based on the data. The problem of Bayesian
network learning is computationally intractable. However,
Bayesian network learning can be implemented by imposing
limitations and assumptions. For instance, the algorithms of
Rebane and Pearl [21] can learn networks with tree structures,
while the algorithms of Cooper and Herskovits [3] require the
variables to have a total ordering. More general algorithms
include those by Heckerman, Geiger and Chickering [8] and
Spirtes, Glymour and Scheines [23]. More recently,
Larranaga et al [15] proposed algorithms for learning
Bayesian networks using GA.
The success of Bayesian networks lies largely in the fact that
the formalism introduces structure into probabilistic
modeling and cleanly separates the qualitative structure of a
model from its quantitative aspect [7]. Although the formal
definition of a Bayesian network is based on conditional
independence, in practice a Bayesian network typically is
constructed using notions of cause and effect, making it
powerful for identifying and analyzing the structural
relationships among variables [8]. In addition, the Bayesian
networks method offers several other benefits for marketing
research. Like logistic regression, the Bayesian networks
approach is free from the normality assumption thus it can
handle all types of data, binary, ordinal and continuous.
Bayesian networks also test for independence among
variables so that spurious relationships can be identified and
avoided. Based on the generated model, Bayesian networks
method also calculates a probability score for each case,
which is useful for predicting consumer responses to
marketing activities.

Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary computation is a general term to describe
computational methods that simulate the natural evolution
based on the Darwinian principle of evolution to perform
function optimization and machine learning. The algorithms
maintain a group of individuals to explore the search space. A
potential solution to the problem is encoded as an individual.
An evolutionary algorithm maintains a group of individuals,
called the population, to explore the search space. A fitness
function evaluates the performance of each individual, a
Bayesian network model in this case, to measure how close it
is to the solution. The search space is explored by evolving
new individuals. Based on the Darwin ian principle of
evolution through natural selection, the fitter individual has a
higher chance of survival, and tends to pass on its favorable
traits to its offspring. A “good” parent is assumed able to
produce “good” or even better offspring. Thus, an individual
with a higher score in the fitness function has a higher chance
of undergoing evolution. Evolution is performed by changing
the existing individuals. New individuals are generated by
applying genetic operators that alter the underlying structure
of individuals. It is a general, domain independent method
that does not require any domain-specific heuristic to guide
the search.
Examples of algorithms in evolutionary computation include
genetic algorithms (GA), genetic programming (GP),
evolutionary programming (EP), and evolution strategy.
They mainly differ in the evolution models assumed, the
evolutionary operators employed, the selection methods, and
the fitness functions used. GA uses a fixed-length binary bit
string as an individual. Three genetic operators are used to
search for better individuals. Reproduction operator copies
the unchanged individual. Crossover operator exchanges bits
between two parents. Mutation operator randomly changes
individual bits. Meanwhile, GP extends GA by using a tree
structure as the individual. But EP emphasizes on the
behavioral linkage between parents and their offspring.
Mutation is the only genetic operator in EP. There is no
constraint on the representation in EP. In contrast, ES focuses
on the individual, i.e. the phenotype, to be the object to be
optimized. A genetic change in the individual is within a
narrow band of the mutation step size, which has
self-adaptations. Since evolutionary computation is a robust
and parallel search algorithm, it can be used in data mining to
find interesting knowledge in noisy environment. Data
mining can be considered as a search problem, which tries to
find the most accurate knowledge from all possible
hypotheses.
Evolutionary Programming
Again, Evolutionary Programming (EP) emphasizes the
behavioral linkage between parents and their offspring, rather
than seeking to emulate specific genetic operators as
observed in nature [5]. Different from GA, EP does not
require any specific genotype in the individual. Thus, EP
employs a model of evolution at a higher abstraction.
Mutation is the only operator used for evolution. In a typical
process of EP, a set of individuals is randomly created to
make up the initial population. Each individual is evaluated
by the fitness function. Then each individual produces an
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offspring by mutation. There is a distribution of different
types of mutation, ranging from minor to extreme. Minor
modifications in the behavior of the offspring occur more
frequently and substantial modifications occur less. The
offspring is also evaluated by the fitness function. Then
tournaments are performed to select the individuals for the
next generation. For each individual, a number of rivals are
selected among the parents and offspring. The tournament
score of the individual is the number of rivals with lower
fitness scores than itself. Then, individuals with higher
tournament scores are selected as the population of next
generation. There is no requirement that the population size is
held constant. The process is iterated until the termination
criterion is satisfied.
EP has two distinctive advantages. First, there are no
constraints on the representation. Mutation operator does not
demand a particular genotype. The representation can follow
from the problem. Second, mutations in EP attempt to
preserve behavioral similarity between offspring and their
parents. An offspring is generally similar to its parent at the
behavioral level with slight variations. EP assumes that the
distribution of potential offspring is under a normal
distribution around the parent’s behavior. Thus, the severity
of mutations is according to a statistical distribution. The
flexibility and freedom from constraints of EP make it an
ideal tool as the search mechanism for data mining.
Structure analysis
In the proposed knowledge discovery process, structure
analysis induces a Bayesian network from the data. The
learning approach is based on the works of Lam [12] and Lam
and Bacchus [13] to evaluate a Bayesian network by applying
the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle, which
minimizes error terms while improving the accuracy of the
model. EP is employed to optimize this metric in order to
search for the best network structure.
The MDL Metric
The MDL metric measures the total description length D t (B)
of a network structure B. A better network has a smaller value
on this metric. Let N = {N 1 , ...N n } denotes the set of nodes in
the network (and thus the set of variables, since each node
represents a variable), and Ð Ni denotes the set of parents of
node Ni . The total description length of a network is the sum
of description lengths of each node:

Dt 
B  Dt Ni ,N i 

(1)

N i N

This length is based on two components, the network
description length D n and the data description length D d :

 n Ni ,D
 d Ni ,Ni 
Dt N i ,D
Ni
Ni

(2)

The formula for the network description length is:

Dn Ni ,N i ki log2 
n d si 1s j

(3)

where k i is the number of parents of variable N i , Si is
the number of valuesN i can take on,S j is the number of values
a particular variable in

Ð

Ni

can take on, and d is the number

of bits required to store a numerical value. This is the
description length for encoding the network structure. The
first part in the addition is the length for encoding the parents,
while the second part is the length for encoding the
probability parameters. This length measures the simplicity
of the network.
The formula for the data description length is:

Dd N i , Ni 

 M N ,  log

N i Ni

i

Ni

Ni
M 

2

M N i , Ni 

(4)

As for the description length for encoding the data, a
Huffman code is used to encode the data using the probability
measure defined by the network. This length measures the
accuracy of the network.
Combining MDL and EP
As suggested by Lam et al. [14] and Wong, Lam and Leung
[25], we combine the MDL metric and EP for Bayesian
network learning. Each individual represents a network
structure, which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG). A set of
individuals is randomly created to make up the initial
population. Each graph is evaluated by the MDL metric
described above. Then, each individual produces an offspring
by performing a number of mutations. The offspring is also
evaluated by the MDL metric. The next generation of
population is selected among the parents and their offspring
by tournaments. Each DAG B is compared with q other
randomly selected DAGs. The tournament score of B equals
to the number of rivals that B can win, that is, the number of
DAGs among those selected that have higher MDL scores
than B. In our setting, q = 5. One half of DAGs with the
highest tournament scores are retained for the next generation.
The process is repeated until the maximum number of
generations is reached. The number of the maximum number
of generations depends on the complexity of the network
structure. If we expect a simple network, the maximum
number of generations can be set to a lower value. The
network with the lo west MDL score is output as the result.
Genetic operators
Mutation, the only genetic operator used in EP, is an asexual
operation. An offspring in EP is produced by using a specific
number of mutations. The probabilities of using 1,2,3,4,5 or 6
mutations are set to 0.2,0.2,0.2,0.2,0.1 and 0.1 respectively.
The mutation operators modify the edges of the DAG. If a
cyclic graph is formed after the mutation, edges in the cycles
are removed to keep it acyclic. Our approach uses four
mutation operators, with the same probabilities of being used:
1. Simple mutation randomly adds an edge between
two nodes or randomly deletes an existing edge from
the parent.
2. Reversion mutation randomly selects an existing
edge and reverses its direction.

jNi
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3. Move mutation randomly selects an existing edge. It
moves the parent of the edge to another node, or
moves the child of the edge to another node.
4. Knowledge-guided mutation is similar to simple
mutation, however, the MDL scores of the edges
guide the selection of the edge to be added or
removed. The MDL metric of all possible edges in
the network is computed before the learning
algorithm
starts.
This
mutation
operator
stochastically adds an edge with a small MDL metric
to the parental network or deletes an existing edge
with a large M DL metric.
METHOD
The first data set for this study comes from a direct mail
promotion program from the credit card division of a major
U.S. bank. The database contains the data of 308,857 people
in an "invitation to apply" direct mail promotion program
from the bank. The data include over 2,000 variables,
including consumer demographics and financial information
as well as response data of the consumers to credit card
promotions from a recent twelve-month period. The number
of responders to the promotion was 1,623, representing a
response rate of 0.53%, which is close to the industry
average.
First, we sampled 3,785 records or 1.2% from the database,
including 100% of the responders (1,623) and 0.7%
non-responders (2,162). Following the industry practice,
over-sampling of the responders is performed to ensure
nearly symmetric
distribution
of responders
and
non-responders in the training set and testing set for the
logistic regression model. Since the Bayesian network also
calculate the distribution of probabilities, the same concerns
are also relevant. Thus, Bayesian network learning uses the
same samples so that the results can be compared with those
of logistic regression.
The second dataset comes from a U.S. based catalog direct
marketing company. The particular database stores records of
106,284 consumers' purchase information from 12 catalog

promotions over a twelve year period, including demographic
information appended from the 1995 Census data and credit
information from a commercial vendor. Each case contains
over 300 variables. In this study, we focus on a specific
catalog promotion with a 5.4% response rate. To facilitate the
data mining process as well as model evaluation and
comparison, the research team includes a marketing domain
expert and a data mining expert.
RESULTS
For both datasets, we split the sample into two sets, a training
set and a testing set. For the first data set on credit card
promotion, we developed a logistic regression using forward
selection with the training set and validated with the testing
set. Total 12 variables, considered important for mail
operations by the bank's research department, were selected
for model building, including response to the promotion,
household income, marital status, number of people, number
of children, owner occupied housing, number of vehicles,
vehicle value, number of bank cards, number of direct
marketing mails received, and number of pre-screened offers
received in the last twelve months.
The logistic regression model has a Cox and Snell R-square
of 0.101 and correctly classifies 64.5% of the cases. In
addition, the Hosmer and Lemeshow test has an insignificant
chi-square of 15.41 (DF=8, sig.=0.052), suggesting that the
results predicted by the model is not significantly different
the one that is observed. Thus, the logistic regression model
has a good fit of the data. Then, we generated the empirical
results -- decile analysis of cumulative lift -- a standard
measure by the direct marketing industry (Table 1). The gains
table indicates the first two deciles have cumulative lifts of
274 and 218 respectively, suggesting that by mailing to the
top two deciles alone, logistic regression model generates
over twice as many respondents as a random mailing without
a model. The logistic regression model is used as the baseline
model for comparison with the Bayesian network models.
However, the lift in the fourth declines sharply to 78, which is
lower than the next three deciles (94. 82, 81), suggesting
instability in the model.

Table 1. Gains Table for Logistic Regression of Credit Card Promotion

Decile

Records

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

30833
30794
30721
30798
30825
30805
30803
30768
30725
30845
307917

% of
File
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

Prob. of Percent Cum. %
# of
Active
Active
Active Actives
0.64
0.54
0.48
0.45
0.42
0.39
0.34
0.29
0.22
0.11

1.44
0.85
0.62
0.40
0.49
0.43
0.42
0.31
0.17
0.10

1.44
1.15
0.97
0.83
0.77
0.71
0.67
0.62
0.57
0.53

445
264
191
126
153
133
131
96
53
31
1623

% of
Total
Actives
27.42
16.27
11.77
7.76
9.42
8.19
8.07
5.91
3.26
1.91
100

Cum. # Cum. %
of
of Tot
Actives Actives
445
709
900
1026
1179
1312
1443
1539
1592
1623

27.41
43.68
55.45
63.21
72.64
80.84
88.91
94.82
98.09
100.00
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Cum.
Lift

274
163
118
78
94
82
81
59
33
19

274
218
185
158
145
135
127
119
109
100
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Then, the Bayesian networks method using the same set of
variables was performed, first with the training set and then
validated with the same testing set so that the results could be
compared with those of the logistic regression model (Table
2). Comparing to the cumulative lift of 274 in the top decile of
the logistic regression model, the Bayesian network model
has only a cumulative lift of 261 in the top decile, even
though its lift of 167 in the second decile is slightly higher
than that of 163 in the logistic regression. Overall, the results
of the Bayesian network model fall slightly short of the
logistic regression model. The Bayesian network model
repeats the drop of lift in the third decile (91) that appeared in
the logistic regression, again suggesting instability in the
model (Table 2).
Furthermore, we generated the DAG for the Bayesian
network learning using all 12 variables. The relationship
structure among the variables discovered by the Bayesian
networks appears to be much more complex than that of the
logistic regression model. Most of the relationships
discovered by the Bayesian network learning are meaningful
and easy to understand based on the interpretation by the

marketing domain expert. For instance, dwelling size and
marital status are directly related. The number of children
and the number of adults are also related, which in turn
determine the number of people in the household. In the
logistic regression, they would simply be treated as separate
endogenous variables.
For the catalog promotion data set, we split the data set into
two parts, one for training the response model and the other
one for testing. The training set contains 2,870 respondents
and 5,740 non-respondents. The testing set contains 2,870
respondents and 94,804 non-respondents. Nine variables
were selected for model building: cash payment, total
promotion orders, frequency of purchase in the last 36 months,
money used in the last 36 months, use of house credit card,
lifetime number of orders, average order size, telephone order,
and recency (number of months since the last order). The
logistic regression model has cumulative lifts of 350 and 259
in the top two deciles, which are not exceptionally high given
a 5.4% response rate. The results show a gradual decline of
lifts from the top deciles to the lower deciles (Table 3).

Table 2. Gains Table for Bayesian Network Model of Credit Card Promotion

Decile
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Records
30644
30789
30664
30682
30680
30689
30622
30603
30867
32616
307917

% of
File
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

Prob. of Percent Cum. %
# of
Active Active Active Actives
0.64
1.37
1.37
420
0.55
0.88
1.12
271
0.50
0.48
0.91
146
0.47
0.53
0.82
164
0.45
0.53
0.76
162
0.41
0.56
0.72
171
0.37
0.34
0.67
104
0.32
0.28
0.62
85
0.24
0.18
0.57
56
0.12
0.13
0.53
44
1623

% of
Total
Actives
25.88
16.70
9.00
10.11
9.98
10.54
6.41
5.24
3.45
2.71
100

Cum. # Cum. %
of
of Tot
Actives Actives
420
25.88
691
42.58
837
51.58
1001
61.68
1163
71.67
1334
82.20
1438
88.61
1523
93.85
1579
97.30
1623
100.01

Lift
261
167
91
102
100
106
65
53
35
26

Cum.
Lift
261
214
173
155
144
138
127
118
109
100

Table 3. Gains Table for Logistic Regression of Catalog Promotion

Decile
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Records
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9762
97,674

Prob of
Active
0.57
0.50
0.47
0.43
0.38
0.32
0.26
0.19
0.14
0.08

Percent
Active
10.30
4.93
4.39
2.50
1.98
1.55
1.26
0.94
0.84
0.70

Cum. %
Active
10.30
7.62
6.54
5.53
4.82
4.27
3.84
3.48
3.19
2.94

# of
Actives
1006
482
429
244
193
151
123
92
82
68
2870

% of
Cum. %
Total Cum. # of of Tot
Actives Actives Actives
35.05
1006
35.05
16.79
1488
51.85
14.95
1917
66.79
8.50
2161
75.30
6.72
2354
82.02
5.26
2505
87.28
4.29
2628
91.57
3.21
2720
94.77
2.86
2802
97.63
2.37
2870
100.00
100

Lift
350
167
149
85
67
52
42
32
28
23

Cum. Lift
350
259
222
188
164
145
130
118
108
100
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Table 4. Gains Table for Bayesian Network Model of Catalog Promotion

Decile
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Records
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9768
9762
97,674

Prob of
Active
0.98
0.62
0.38
0.29
0.22
0.15
0.10
0.07
0.05
0.02

Percent
Active
11.65
5.44
3.71
1.74
1.96
1.27
1.26
0.92
0.76
0.69

Cum. %
Active
11.65
8.54
6.93
5.63
4.90
4.29
3.86
3.49
3.19
2.94

# of
Actives
1138
531
362
170
191
124
123
90
74
67
2870

The same training and testing datasets were also used for
Bayesian network learning. The results in Table 4 show that
the Bayesian network model has a cumulative lift of 396 in
the top decile and 290 in the second decile, significantly
higher than those of the logistic regression model. In fact, all
cumulative lifts in the first seven deciles are higher than those
of the logistic regression model. We attribute this difference
to the fact that the catalog data set is much bigger and has a
much higher response rate than the credit card data, thus
making the Bayesian network learning process more
plausible and efficient. Overall, the Bayesian network model
performs significantly better than the logistic regression
model in terms of predicting consumer response to direct mail
promotions.
To make a further comparison concerning the robustness of
the response models using these two methods, we have
employed a 10-fold cross-validation for performance
estimation. From the experimental results, the Bayesian
network model predicts more accurately than the logistic
regression model. Moreover, it provides higher cumulative
lifts in the first few deciles.

DISCUSSION
Conclusions
Logistic regression has been widely adopted by researchers in
direct marketing to select potential respondents. Most direct
mail promotions only target the top two deciles. Comparing
the empirical results of the logistic regression model, the
Bayesian network model captures a larger percentage of
buyers in the top two deciles and can potentially help improve
sales and profitability of direct marketing programs.
Although the results of the Bayesian network method fall
slightly short of the logistic regression with a small dataset,
the Bayesian network approach generates superior results
with a larger sample, suggesting that the Bayesian network
model furnishes a significant better representation of the
structure of data. Meanwhile, the proposed data mining
methods also have several pending problems. First, the
Bayesian network approach with evolutionary programming

% of
Cum. %
Total Cum. # of of Tot
Actives Actives Actives
39.65
1138
39.65
18.50
1669
58.15
12.61
2031
70.77
5.92
2201
76.69
6.66
2392
83.34
4.32
2516
87.67
4.29
2639
91.95
3.14
2729
95.09
2.58
2803
97.67
2.33
2870
100.00
100

Lift
396
185
126
59
66
43
42
31
25
23

Cum. Lift
396
290
235
191
166
146
131
118
108
100

appears to be sensitive to sample size. With a small sample
size, evolutionary programming may not have ample
opportunities to learn the structure of data in order to extract
more accurate representations. Secondly, results generated by
Bayesian networks may be difficult to interpret and need the
input from the domain expert to evaluate the validity of the
discovered knowledge. Despite these problems, our study
shows that the Bayesian network approach with evolutionary
programming can potentially become a powerful and efficient
data mining tool for marketing professionals.
Implications
The explosive growth of data is one of the most significant
challenges facing marketing managers in the information age.
The methods proposed in this study, i.e., Bayesian network
models and evolutionary programming, provide efficient
tools for marketing managers to mine useful knowledge from
data warehouses to assist their decision making. The
proposed methods have two significant advantages. First,
Bayesian network models can offer superior representation of
the structure of data over the traditional methods such as
logistic regression. The Bayesian network method is flexible,
assumption free, and more importantly, it considers the
interrelationships among various factors. Secondly, given the
large amount of data, evolutionary programming presents a
robust and efficient tool to search and discover the best
possible Bayesian network model. In essence, the
combination of Bayesian network models and evolutionary
programming lends a more powerful tool for data mining than
if either method is applied alone.
In light of explosive growth of data, marketing researchers
and database experts have devised various methods of data
mining to discover new knowledge to assist management
decision making. The conventional method in marketing
research, like many social sciences studies, is often theory
driven in that the researcher tests the hypotheses about the
relationships among the interested variables. The current
environment demands more problem-oriented research and
efficient methods to explore the vast quantities of
disaggregated data [22]. The explosive growth of marketing
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data requires efficient data mining tools in order to help
managers uncover useful knowledge for decision making and
improve sales and profitability.
Suggestions for Future Research
Wider applications of Bayesian networks and evolutionary
programming to direct marketing response modeling face
several significant challenges. First, EP procedures are
computationally demanding and perform more slowly than
mathematical optimization techniques. Despite the declining
cost of computing power, model building and validation
using evolutionary
computation
methods are still
time-consuming for large data sets with a greater number of
variables. More research is needed to improve the computing
efficiency of the evolutionary algorithms so that computing
time can be dramatically reduced. Secondly, a more efficient
method is needed to automate or semi-automate the process
of selecting meaningful variables for subsequent analyses and
model building. Although researchers can always exercise
their judgment in a trial-and-error selection process, the
increasing variety and number of variables would make an
automated or semi-automated process more desirable.
Thirdly, in comparison to regression models, EP solutions are
usually difficult to interpret since they do not have standard
interpretative statistical measures that enable the user to
understand why the procedure arrives at a particular solution.
Sample size and proportion of buyers in the sample affect the
performance of the method as they do with regression
analysis. Finally, while evolutionary programming is a
powerful tool for searching and optimizing decision problems,
such methods need to be made user-friendlier to marketing
researchers and more flexible to handle a greater variety of
variables and marketing problems.
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ABSTRACT
The global trend of e-commerce and use of information technology is transforming the
business structure of many industries and the air cargo industry is no exception.

The

requirement for information integration is unprecedented in the air cargo industry. The Hong
Kong Government (via Airport Authority) has initiated efforts to establish a high-tech
logistics center, which could allow the leasing of both information infrastructure and physical
facilities without requirement of ownership. Like any public infrastructure project, a vast
amount of investment is required and there is a vast amount of risk involved as well.

The

success of such a center depends on the commitment of three parties: the Hong Kong
Government, the Investors, and the Users. While each party plays an important role towards
the center’s success, their interests might differ and in some cases be conflicting. In this
paper, we evaluate the benefits, costs, and risks of such a logistic center using a series of
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytic Network Process (ANP) models.

It is

shown that the proposed models can be used to examine the sharing of benefits, costs and
risks such that a design agreeable to all parties can be determined.
(Key words: Fourth-party logistics center, E-commerce, infrastructure project, benefit-costrisk analysis, AHP, ANP)
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1. INTRODUCTION
E-commerce and use of information technology are transforming business structures of
many industries and the air cargo industry is no exception. However, the Hong Kong air
cargo industry comprises of many small-and-medium third-party service providers who are
unlikely to be able to afford the vast amount of capital expenditure required. The Hong Kong
Government (via Airport Authority) has initiated the establishment of a high-tech logistics
center, which could allow the leasing of both information infrastructure and physical facilities
by third-party service providers.
To process an air cargo shipment, a massive amount of information is required. Such
information includes data on shipment, ground carrier, customs, airline, global network, as
well as logistics activities.

It is extremely important for shippers, buyers and air cargo

service providers to be able to track and trace the safety, status, location, and delivery time of
the shipment.

Leung, Cheung, and Hui (2000) has argued that with cooperation among

industry agents and with e-commerce as an enabler, the air cargo industry can form an ecommerce community network, which enables agents of the industry to develop and engage
in logistics integration (Figure 1).
(Insert Figure 1 here)
Here, different Users can share their information on the community network to seek and
negotiate with new customers or partners, plan and control their logistics processes, and to
process fulfillment transactions. Such a community network would be owned and managed
by the logistics center.

The center functions as a fourth-party agent for third-party logistics

service providers, who in turn provide logistics service to companies. Client companies or
agents of the industry can simply plug in and engage in logistic e-commerce activities.
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1.1 Government, Investors, and Users
The Government, Investors, and Users are important parties involved in the fourth party
logistics center (Figure 2).

The Government has an important role in selecting the

appropriate investors, safeguarding the center’s neutrality and in regulating the economic
interests of the Investors and Users. Investors are external companies who will design,
finance, build and manage the center. Users include shippers, forwarders, airlines, integrators,
terminal operators, warehouse operators, distributors, ground carriers, etc.
customers of the center.

They are the

The various forms of ownership are an important design choice.

Government-owned company, service and management contract, leases and concession
contract, BOT, BOOT, BOO, private company are common options for public-private
involvement in large projects (Gresham and Shlaudeman 2000). Not only does the form of
ownership decide the allocation of interests and control-power between different parties, it
also affects the incentives and behaviors of the parties.
(Insert Figure 2 here)
Other than ownership designs, there are also many design issues on the various features
of information infrastructure and the scale of physical facilities (Figure 3). The features of
information infrastructure can range from stand-alone transactions to full information
integration at the industry level. The desirability of individual designs depends on the level
of involvement between Investors, Users and the Government. If both the Government and
the Users take on minor roles, the Investors would assume all the risk and be unlikely to
venture into a large-scale commitment. Investors’ commitment would likely differ, if the
Government supports the establishment of the center by giving land subsidy and tax shelters.
Both the Government and Investors would likely be enthusiastic if Users of the industry show
commitment of support by assuming a portion of the center’s ownership (via their
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professional associations such as forwarders association, shippers association, trucking
associations, etc.). The Government or Investors could provide loans to these associations,
secured by their member’s future patronage of center. Each individual design of the logistics
center has it own sets of benefits, costs and risks for each party.
(Insert Figure 3 here)
The success of such a fourth-party e-logistics center depends on the commitment of the
Hong Kong Government, Investors, and Users. While each party plays an important role
towards the center's success, their interests might differ and in some cases be conflicting. No
one single party would like to assume the inherent vast risk and the need to have risks shared
among concerned parties is critical to the success of the center. However, a systematic
approach to address risks sharing is missing in the literature. A main reason for this void is
largely due to the formidable task of evaluating tangible and intangible risk elements inherent
in such aninfrastructure project.
In this paper, we evaluate the benefit, cost, and risk of a fourth-party logistic center in
Hong Kong using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Analytic Network Process (ANP)
models. Developed by Saaty (1980), AHP is a widely used multi-criterion decision theoretic
that can incorporate both objective and subjective information. AHP first breaks the problem
into a hierarchy of attributes and sub-attributes. Typically, the overall goal is at the top with
the choice alternatives at the very bottom. The relative importance of sub-attributes with
respect to a given attribute is determined by using ratio scales and paired comparisons. Then,
the methodology respectively aggregates weights of sub-attributes at a lower level to form
weights at a higher level.

The final result would be the relative importance of each

alternative with respect to the overall goal. An important feature of AHP is its capability to
evaluate intangibles, a feature due to its use of relative preferences and ratio scales. When
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there exists relationships between attributes in the same level or of different levels, ANP must
be used (Saaty 1996).
2. BENEFITS, COSTS, AND RISKS TO GOVERNMENT , INVESTORS, & USERS
In this section, we provide benefit, cost, and risk models in the form of either AHP or
ANP for each individual party.
2.1 Benefits to Government
The Hong Kong air cargo industry is in need of innovation and technology to compete
regionally and worldwide. The IT infrastructure for air cargo will enhance Hong Kong’s
strategic role of being a high-tech knowledge-based service economy.

The transportation

sector in Hong Kong contributes substantially to the GDP of Hong Kong providing
employment to a significant percent of the population. Job creation takes place in several
ways: jobs for the center itself, jobs from expansion of peripheral industries, and jobs from
the incremental economic growth that the industry creates.

The Government will have extra

tax revenue, and in the situation where land is leased to investors, the Airport Authority will
also receive rental income.

Figure 4 shows an ANP model depicting the benefits to the

Government. The directed arc represents inner-dependency (Saaty 1996). Table 1 gives the
descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 4 here)
2.2 Costs to the Government
The Hong Kong Government adopts a laissez faire policy and is not likely to form joint
venture with Investors. While the Government does not invest in the logistics center, it does
incur certain costs. Firstly, new constructions of supporting facilities in the airport are
needed. The Airport Authority will have to expend efforts in identifying and selecting
Investors.

It needs to form an administrative entity to monitor the development and
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construction of the center and to safeguard the center’s neutrality during its operation. The
Authority must design a contingency plan in the event that the logistics center does not
perform in accordance to specifications either in the construction phase or in the operation
phase. Contingency cost can be a significant cost item.

Figure 5 shows the AHP model

according to the costs of the Government. Table 2 gives the descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 5 here)
2.3 Risks to the Government
For any infrastructure projects, the Government needs to address the risk of failure and
its consequences. It must address whether the macro economic environment supports the
long-term establishment of the center. An important risk is related to the issue of regulating
air cargo infrastructures. It must evaluate the risk of not being able to properly monitor the
development of the center as well as the risk of not being able to safeguard the neutrality of
the center.

The risk of improper contingency measures is another risk consideration. The

Government’s involvement can be a market interference issue, which needs to be carefully
examined.

Moreover, the Government’s contractual commitment should be judicious,

balancing unnecessary fiscal burden with prudent commitment to helping the air cargo
industry. Figure 6 shows the ANP risks model. Table 3 gives the descriptions.
(Insert Figure 6 here)
2.4 Benefits to Investors
The primary direct revenue will come from users’ rental fees. This revenue source will
largely depend on the volume of users who lease the service. As the third party information
infrastructure is an e-commerce platform for the industry, there are many revenue generation
prospects from the platform.

The platform will likely be the central source of market

activities, through which Users obtain their business and it could be developed into a major
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regional market to be linked with other international networks. The potential income from
data mining activities on the platform can be substantial.

There are also opportunities in

developing partnerships with other electronic businesses as well as partnerships in Asian and
China logistics. Figure 7 shows the ANP model for benefits of Investors. Table 4 gives the
descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 7 here)
2.5 Costs to Investors
During the initial preparatory stage, investors incur the costs of designing, bidding, and
business development.

In the development phase, Investors incur major costs in the

construction of the physical facilities as well as the installation development of the IT
infrastructure.

The amount of investment varies greatly with the scale of the physical

facilities. Similarly, the IT infrastructure design also dictates the amount of investment
required in the acquisition of hardware and software. Major investment will be needed for
IT-skilled human resource both in the development and the maintenance of the IT
infrastructure. Financing cost is a major cost item in such a large project.

The opportunity

cost of investing in the project should be taken into account as well. When the center is in
operation, there would be direct and indirect costs of operating the center. Figure 8 shows the
AHP model according to the costs of Investors. Table 5 gives the descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 8 here)
2.6 Risks to Investors
The overall risk that Investors must address is the risk of not able to achieve the targeted
return during the planning horizon.

There are several categories of risk factors that could

contribute to this overall risk: construction, economic, competition, e-commerce, regulatory,
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and level of acceptance by Users. Construction risks involve the risk of having cost overruns and the risk of not able to build the center according to the technical specifications. The
principal economic risk is that of slow growth in Pearl River Delta, a production hinterland of
Hong Kong where a major portion of air cargo via Hong Kong originates and destines.
Competition is also a major risk concern. Regionally, while Hong Kong is a major air cargo
hub in Asia, competition from major cities such as Shanghai, Guangzhou and Singapore will
be keen and could take away a significant portion of business from Hong Kong. Within
Hong Kong itself, other 3rd party logistic centers may be constructed in Hong Kong
competing for air cargo shipments.
Obviously, the success of the center depends on the number of Users that lease the
infrastructure. The uncertainty on the level of User satisfaction is a critical risk factor that is
related to the quality, reliability, pricing, and neutrality of the services provided. But the
highest risk is at the IT front, which is also the feature of the most profitable potential. Today,
competition for B2B e-commerce platforms is fierce and such platform for aviation logistics
is no exception. This is the main attraction for the Users but there is a great deal of
uncertainty regarding its success and failure as well as its competition.

The risk of the

Government over-regulating the logistic center is a plausible concern. Figure 9 shows the
AHP model according to the risks of Investors. Table 6 gives the descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 9 here)
2.7 Benefits to Users
Logistics agents are primary Users of the center. The overall planning and control of
operations are improved due to better coordination of shipments.

Users will be able to

provide better inventory control, and have more effective coordination of integration and
consolidation of air cargo. Waiting time during transit will be minimized and unnecessary
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intermediaries will be eliminated as well. The resulting shipping process is streamlined,
alleviating unnecessary costs in space, handling and inventory. The quality and reliability of
delivery is likely to be improved.

With tracking and tracing, Users can update the status of

shipments in process, notice problems immediately and prescribe solutions effectively.
Outsourcing IT capability as well as physical facilities allow logistics service provider to
concentrate on their innovation of processes.
(Insert Figure 10 here)
Via the third party infrastructures, logistics agents can customize their services as well
as introduce innovative services at low costs. And with strategic partnerships, Users become
very flexible to adapt their services to the dynamic market. From a technology perspective,
the Users of the center would enjoy benefits such as scalability, security, accessibility and
user friendliness. Interoperability might also be developed. Figure 10 shows the AHP Model
according to the benefits of logistics agents. Table 7 describes the criteria.
2.8 Costs to Users
Startup costs for the Users include the membership fees of the center. To be connected
to the IT infrastructure, initial investment will have to be made on interfacing or hook-up
devices. Users will need to recruit or train IT-skilled staff to become conversant with the
operating environment of the IT infrastructure.

Once the connection is made, Users would

incur transaction cost as well as leasing cost of the physical facilities. Figure 11 shows the
AHP model according to logistics agents’ costs and Table 8 gives the descriptions of the
criteria.
(Insert Figure 11 here)
2.9 Risks to Users
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For a third-party e-logistics center, a great deal of users’ business information is
processed through the center. A User’s major concern is whether the center will be capable
of providing secure information processing. Also, since competing companies will be using
the same facilities, neutrality of the center is of paramount importance. Further, once the elogistic platform becomes the central market of air cargo shipments, Investors would control
the market and may levy unreasonable leasing charges. Users should seek guarantee of
neutrality as well as a reasonable pricing policy.

While the third-party center means the

availability of IT and physical infrastructure, it also means that the playing field is now
leveled. Some Users might lose their previously established competitive edge. The process
of change is risky in itself. It is common that the employees object to new ideas and new
technology. Figure 12 shows the ANP model according to logistics agents’ risks. Table 9
gives the descriptions of the criteria.
(Insert Figure 12 here)
3. RISK SHARING IN CENTER DESIGN: AN ILLUSTRATION
In the preceding sections, we have provided Benefits, Costs, and Risks models for
Government, Investors, and Users. In this section, we illustrate how a design of logistics
center can be selected using these models. Firstly, it is important to point out the difference
between AHP and ANP. In general, two attributes are independent if they are unrelated (e.g.
color and smell of food) and are dependent when they are related (e.g. taste and temperature
of food). In the latter case, the preference determination between the two attributes requires
assessment of the extent of dependency between them. Problems with dependency may be
implemented using an AHP framework if the decision-maker is capable of factoring in all the
interactions and can directly provide preferences between attributes. For example, when
assessing the relative importance between taste and temperature of food, the decision-maker
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can somehow incorporate the impact that these two attributes have on each other with respect
to a certain criterion and can come up with their relative preference.

However, if the

decision-maker is not capable of doing so, ANP should be used. Within an ANP context, the
property of having interactions between a cluster of sub-attributes is called innerdependency,
and those between attributes of different hierarchy is called

interdependency (Saaty 1996).

There is no interdependency in our formulations.
3.1 Solution Methodology of Aggregating Benefits, Costs and Risks in ANP and AHP
A commonly used methodology of ranking alternatives based on Benefit-Cost-Risk is to
determine the ratio of (benefits)/[(costs)×(risks)], where the values inside the brackets are the
corresponding weights from solving individual networks or hierarchies (Expert Choice 1998).
This method has two implicit assumptions. First, it assumes that the criteria of benefits, costs
and risks are equally weighted. Second, it assumes that the alternatives are relatively close in
terms of scale. These two assumptions are not realistic for our problem. Here, the relative
importance of benefits, costs and risks potentially varies with respect to individual situations.
The differing scale of the alternatives is an important feature as well.
Alternatively, we construct an aggregated benefit-cost-risk model for each party (Figure
13). The purpose is to have benefits, costs and risks as three primary criteria under the
overall goal, and to attain their weights by pairwise comparisons.

Here, to be able to

compare benefits with costs and risks, we need to seek the decision-maker’s

preferences in

terms of their relative importance. For example, we would ask questions such as “With
respect to the overall goal of User, what is the relative importance between benefits and costs
in designing the center?” For preference determination for sub-attributes under costs and
risks, the questions would be designed such that the relative importance of the respective subattributes would correspond to their relative levels of positive contributions.
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(Insert Figure 13 here)
3.2 Aspects in Determining an Agreeable Solution
There are three aggregated benefit-cost-risk models, representing the interests of the
Government, the Investor and the Users. Different parties might not prefer the same design
and we need to examine how to adjust the design such that we can arrive at a design that
satisfies every party. While solving the problem, there are four possible scenarios:
1. An agreeable solution is found immediately. An agreeable solution is a
design that attains the highest priority for every party.
2.

There is no immediately agreeable solution but such a solution can be

obtained if a design can be acceptably modified. The acceptable ranges of design
changes are provided by the decision-makers.
3.

There is no immediate agreeable solution but an acceptable solution  one

that attains satisfying priority weights or is a close choice to the top-ranked design 
can be obtained immediately or after acceptable modification.
4.

No agreeable or acceptable solution exists.

For the last three scenarios, sensitivity analysis is helpful in identifying the critical
design elements, as well as examining the risk sharing between different parties.
3.3 A Solution Procedure based on Sensitivity Analysis
A solution procedure (Figure 14), based on sensitivity analysis, to determine an
agreeable solution is now provided. Sensitivity analysis assesses that how the change of data
input affects the result. Thus we can adjust some model parameters purposely, and change
the results of AHP and ANP models in desired direction. There are two popular forms of
sensitivity analysis:

the one-factor-at-one-time approach

13

and the

scenario analysis
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(Groenendaal and Kleijnen 1997). The first approach is more suited in our problem, because
it is relatively easy to be interpreted and understood while the scenario analysis might require
too many data inputs.
(Insert Figure 14 here)
For AHP, we use a sensitivity analysis approach developed by Triantaphyllou and
Sánchez (1997). The performance measures under individual criterions are examined one by
one.

The sensitivity of a performance measure is determined by its smallest relative

modification that would change a potential agreeable solution to the top choice. We then
make acceptable modifications on the design. To ensure that the modifications do not make
the design undesirable to other parties, their impacts on the performance measures of other
parties are examined.

Since the ANP formulations in our current problem only involve

innerdependency, we construct individual supermatrix for these clusters and attain the
limiting priorities of their sub-criterions. The limiting priorities become the weights of the
sub-criterions. The ANP models are now in AHP form and we could perform sensitivity
analysis in a similar fashion.
Using the solution procedure, we might find that there is no feasible solution based on
the original designs. We can introduce a new set of design alternatives, which are likely to be
feasible, since our understandings of the problem must be improved during the procedure.
On the other side, it is also possible to find several agreeable or acceptable solutions. If it is
the case, we can exclude the infeasible solutions, and retain the priority weights using the
original comparisons between the remained designs.

Judgement can be made based on the

new priority weights.
We apply simple rules to certain steps in order to improve the efficiency of the
procedure. For example, at Step 2, we examine modified designs that have a relatively high
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geometric mean of the scores. A high value of the mean implies that there are no extremely
low scores, and the design is likely to be acceptable to every party. At Step 3, we examine
designs that are unlikely to be accepted, in order to exclude any infeasible designs as soon as
possible. At Step 8, when examining the impacts of design modifications, we only refer to
the sensitivity performance measures.
4. AN ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the conflict-resolving procedure, we develop the following numerical
example. There are three types of designs in this example. We contrive paired comparisons
according to abridged benefit-cost-risk models. The problem is solved with the following
iterations (Figure 15):
(Insert Figure 15 here)
Iteration 1. Design B is the top choice for the Government, Design C for the Investor,
and Design A for the Users.

Here, Design C is to be examined at first. Of the three parties,

Users are most unlikely to agree with it. Sensitivity analysis for Users shows that the
performance measure of Design C under the criterion User Management is the most critical.
A 32% increase could make Design C the top choice. Here, an electronic network that is
highly compatible with the Users’ legacy systems can be designed for Design C.

This

modification reduces risks of Compatibility and Resistance-to-Change, which are major subcriterions of User Management. It has no major negative impacts on the performance of
Design C for any party. Such modification is acceptable. Hence, Design C is agreeable to
Users.
Iteration 2. For Government, the performance measure of Design C under Service
Economy is the most critical, which requires a 26% increase to give Design C the top ranking.
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However, to achieve this increase, we need to adopt innovative e-commerce measures and
latest information technologies for Design C. It raises Users’ risks of New Technology and
Security, and the performance measures of Design C under these criteria are quite sensitive.
The modification seems to be infeasible.
Iteration 3. The performance measure of Design C under Economic Growth is the next
most critical for Government. It requires an increase of 40%. However, the performance
measure can only be increased as much as 30%, by enlarging the scale of the center within an
acceptable range. With the 30% increase of the measure, the priority weight of Design C for
Government is very close to that of the top choice. Its priorities for Investor and Users are
not obviously affected. Hence, Design C is acceptable to Government with the modifications.
It is now an acceptable solution to all three parties
Iteration 4. We continue the solution procedure to examine whether Design B is an
agreeable solution. Users are examined first. Sensitivity analysis shows that the most critical
performance measure requires a 38% reduction to make the priority weight of Design B
exceed that of the original top choice (Design A).

However, with this change, Design C

attains the top ranking instead of Design B. The next most critical performance measure for
Users requires a 48% change, which is unacceptable. Design B is neither agreeable nor
acceptable to Users.
Iteration 5.

Design A is the last design to be examined. For Government, the most

critical performance measure requires a change as large as 62% to make the priority weight
of Design A higher than that of the top choice. Moreover, this change gives Design C the top
ranking. Design A is not a feasible solution.
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All design alternatives have been examined, and the solution procedure stops as there is
no further agreeable solution.

With acceptable modifications, Design C attains satisfying

priority for every party.
5. CONCLUSION
A fourth party e-logistics center can enhance the competitiveness of the Hong Kong air
cargo industry, especially in this era of e-commerce and globalization. The Government,
Investor and Users play important roles in the development and operation of such a center. It
is important to select a center design that satisfies all three parties. This selection task is a
challenging one as there are a multitude of tangible and intangible attributes.
In this paper, we provide a series of AHP and ANP models that can be used to evaluate
various design alternatives. These models identify and organize the major attributes of the
benefits, costs and risks to the Government, Investor and Users. They provide a conceptual
framework for the design problem. The three principal parties might differ in their criteria of
center selection and a conflict resolution or risk-sharing approach is needed to seek
convergence. Here, we introduce a solution procedure based on sensitivity analysis. It
examines the risk-sharing problem, and leads to an agreeable solution by modifying the
original center designs within acceptable ranges. Such use of AHP and ANP to resolve
conflict between different parties has received little attention in the literature.
In general, the evolution of web-based information technology has reached the stage
where e-commerce activities and e-business processes are intertwined online, creating a genre
of websites that are both marketplaces and management platforms. For the air cargo logistics
industry, such platforms can take the form of a 4th party e-logistics infrastructure. They allow
logistics service providers to outsource their e-commerce and e-business needs.

An

important aspect in designing such an infrastructure is the assessment of the platform’s
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benefits and costs, as well as the judicious sharing of

risks among interested parties. We

believe the present work has provided a framework as well as a solution methodology for
such an endeavor.
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Table 1. Benefits to the Government
Criteria

Description

Job Creation

New job opportunities from the logistics center.

Economic Growth

Overall Economic Growth of Hong Kong.
Center’s contribution.

-

Center

-

Air Cargo Industry Contribution by corresponding development of air cargo industry.

-

Peripheral Industry

Contribution by corresponding development of peripheral industries, such as real estate
and telecommunication industries.

High-tech Service Economy

Contributes towards Hong Kong’s strategic role of being a high-tech knowledge-based
service economy.

Revenue

Government’s revenues that directly come from the center.
-

Land Revenue

Incomes due to land sale or rental.

-

Tax Revenue

Tax collected over the revenue of logistics center.

-

License Income

Payment from selected Investors for the right of building and operating the center.
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Table 2. Costs to the Government
Criteria

Description

Contingency Cost

Cost in the provision of contingency measures.

Initiating & Monitoring Cost

Expenses in initiating the center and monitoring its construction and operation.

-

Land Subsidy

Subsidy in the sale or rental of land to Investors.

-

Public Infrastructure

Construction of supporting public infrastructures, such as transportation system and
telecommunication network.

-

Investor Selection

Cost of selecting Investors and examining center designs.

-

Center Development

Cost of monitoring the construction and further development of the center.

-

Center Operation

Cost of monitoring the regular operation of the center.

Environmental Cost

Noise, pollution, etc.

Opportunity Cost

Opportunity lost for alternative usage of the resources (land and people)

Table 3. Risks to the Government
Criteria
Center Failure

Description
Risk of project failing.

-

Macro Economics
Risk

Downturn of global or regional economies.

-

Competition

Risk due to competition.

-

Contingency

Risk of unsuccessful contingency measures.

Market Interference

Government interference in the free market.

Inappropriate Regulation

Risk of not providing proper regulation.

-

Unfair regulations

Neutrality

-

Over-regulations

Over-regulating brings difficulty to the running of center, while inadequate
regulating is open to abuses.

Risk of Contractual Commitment

Contractual commitments may bring unnecessary fiscal burden to the
Government and taxpayers.

Table 4. Benefits to Investors
Criteria

Description
Investors’ incomes from the center.

Revenue
-

Information Service
Income

Revenues of offering information infrastructures to Users.

-

Facility Leasing
Income

Revenues of leasing physical facilities to Users.

-

License Income

License income from Users.

Potential in Logistics

Business potential in logistics from the center.

-

Hong Kong Logistics

Opportunities in the Hong Kong logistics industry.

-

Asia & China Logistics

Opportunities in the logistics industry of Mainland and other Asian regions.
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Potential in E-commerce

Business potential in e -commerce from the center.

-

Partnership

Partnerships with Users and operators of other e -commerce platforms.

-

E-commerce Database

Business potential from data mining of logistics -related information.

-

E-Logistics Network

Business potential from developing the center’s information infrastructure
into a vertical e -logistics network.

Table 5. Costs to Investors
Criteria

Description
Investors’ costs in the preparation phase.

Preparation Cost
-

License Fee

Fees to Government for permission to construct and operate the center.

-

Transaction Cost

Costs of designing, bidding, negotiating etc.
Investors’ costs in the development of the center.

Development Cost
-

Land

Rental or purchase cost of land.

-

Information
Infrastructure

Cost of establishing information infrastructures offered to Users, including
hardware and software.

-

Physical Infrastructure

Cost of building the physical infrastructures offered to Users.

-

Supporting
Infrastructure

Cost of other necessary infrastructures, such as management information
system for internal use.

-

Financing Cost

Cost of financing the investment.

Operating Cost

Operating costs of the center.
Indirect Cost

Overheads and other indirect costs.

Direct Cost

Direct operating cost of the center.

Opportunity Cost

Opportunity lost for alternative usage of the resources.

Table 6. Risks to Investors
Criteria
Macro Economic Risk

Description
Global and regional macro economic risk.

- Slow Growth to Hinterland

Risk of economic downturn in Pearl River Delta.

- Global Economic Downturn

Risk of global economic downturn.

Construction Risk

Risks incurred in the construction process.

- Cost Overrun

Construction cost exceeds budget.

- Fail to Meet Specifications

Failure to meet the designed technical specifications.

Competition

Competition in logistics business is fierce.
- Asia & Mainland Cities

Competition from major competitors such as Guangzhou and Shanghai.

- Local Competition

Competition from similar projects in Hong Kong.

Users Satisfaction

Users’ satisfaction level with the center.

IT & E-commerce Risk

The uncertainty as well as attractiveness of IT & E-commerce.

- IT & E-commerce Level

Whether the designed IT & E-commerce level is desirable.

- E-commerce Competition

Competition for e -commerce is fierce.
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- Quality & Reliability

Quality & reliability of services offered by the center.

- Pricing

Risk of inappropriate pricing.

Regulation Risk

Risks of regulatory problems.

Table 7. Benefits to Users
Criteria
Effective Planning and Control

Description
Efficiency of logistics operations

-

Inventory Control

Able to develop effective inventory planning for client companies.

-

Eliminate unnecessary
intermediaries

Efficient information avoids unnecessary intermediaries.

-

Minimize waiting time

Use the integrated information system to forecast and plan their work, thus
reducing waiting time at interfaces.

-

Integration &
Consolidation

Allow effective coordination of integration and consolidation of shipments.

Improved Service Quality

Quality of services is improved.

-

Track and Trace
Accuracy

Accuracy in monitoring shipments and logistics services.

-

Responsiveness to
Problems

Minimize human errors, damage and theft, and can identify problems and
prescribe solutions quickly.

-

Mass Customization

Flexibility in customizing processes
requirements at low cost.

-

Capacity Flexibility

Virtual partnerships create more options to deliver goods.

Technology Edge

to

meet

customers’

different

Help Users establishtheir high-tech capability.
-

Security

Users’ information will be protected by the technology of authentication,
authority and audit.

-

Accessibility

Easy accessibility.

-

User Friendship

Ease of use.

-

Scalability

System upgrading is economical.

Table 8. The Costs to Users
Criteria

Description
Users’ costs to start using the center.

Startup Cost
-

Interface devices

Investments on compatible mechanisms to use the center.

-

Human Resource

Recruiting and training of new staff.

-

License Fee

Payment to Investors for use of the center.
Users’ costs to use the center’s infrastructures.

Usage Cost
-

Information Service Charge Payment to use the information infrastructure of center

-

Facility Leasing Fee

Payment to use the physical facilities of center.

-

Operating Cost

Additional operating cost related to the using the center’s facilities.
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Table 9. Risks to Users
Criteria

Description
Users’ risks from the center.

Center Management
-

E-commerce

Uncertainty regarding e -commerce.

-

Security

Security of information processing at the center

-

Pricing

Uncertainty on the future pricing policy of the center.

-

Neutrality

Uncertainty on the center’s neutrality.
Users’ risks from themselves.

User Management
-

Compatibility

Incompatibility in integrating with the center’s management as well as
infrastructure.

-

New Competition
Structure

The center changes the competition scenarios.

-

Resistance to Change

Resistance by employees of Users.
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ABSTRACT

As a new business model in the business society,
E-commerce takes an important place in now and future
business activities Third party logistics is a very
successful ways to implement the logistics concerned
with E-commerce. In developing the cooperation and
alliances relationship between the third party provider
and the companies trust plays an important role. The
article described the role of trust in developing
relationships between the third party logistics providers
and the e-commerce companies. A four dimension of
trust model is provided and the proposal methodology is
given.

INTRODUCTION
As a new business model in the business society,
E-commerce takes an important place in now and future
business activities. The development and the trends of it
are very critical to the whole progress of the economic
society. E-commerce mainly takes two forms, B2B
(Business to Business) and B2C (Business to Customer).
For B2B businesses use the Internet to integrate the
value-added chain that can extend from the supplier of
raw materials to the final consumer. For B2C businesses
use the Internet to service customers in a new channel.
Examples of B2C are e-book stores, e-retailer, e-banking,
etc. Since B2B is an extension of traditional business
models there’s less difficulty to implement than B2C.
History and current data show that revenues from B2B
took most part in the total revenues of E-commerce now
[16]. Although business-to-business electronic
commerce represents the bulk of all electronic commerce,
most attention and speculation about e-commerce has
focused on the B2C segment. As a totally new business
model the development of B2C represents the trend of
t h e
f u t u r e
E- c o m m e r c e .
Since B2C is a new business model what form it takes
and what kind of relationship between participants are
very crucial to the B2C models. B2C use Internet as a
virtual media to communicate with customers. The way
it does business is very different from traditional
business. Among all of these new aspects, Supply chain,
or E-logistic is such a kind of factor that is different from
traditional business. For a traditional business the most
common feature of its supply chain is bound or
integrated with the business itself. Every business has
it’s own supply chain to server itself. With the
evolvement of business environment the interaction
between businesses is deeper than before. The higher and
higher level service demand from customers and

diversified business concerns lead the business to focus
on specialized area. Now the managers are attracted
more and more by the third-party logistics. A third-party
logistics, or contract logistics, is the way that a company
manages its supply chain not by itself but by a third
party.
Lieb notes that during the past few years, interest in the
concept of third-party logistics has increased
substantially [9]. The concept involves the use of outside
contractors to perform logistics functions, which
historically have been performed within a company.
Functions performed by the third party can encompass
the entire logistics process or selected activities within
that process. Many Fortune 1000 manufacturers in the
U.S. are using third-party logistics services more
extensively than they did in 1991, and their commitment
to the use of such services has increased, according to a
recent survey conducted by Professor Robert C. Lieb of
Northeastern University, in conjunction with Mercer
Management Consulting Inc [9].
Increased with the wide adoption of 3-party logistics is
the question as what’s the factor influencing the adopting
of 3-party logistics in E-commerce companies? Steven
[14] did a survey on the 3-party logistics provide and
identify out the main influential factors are customer
orientation, dependability, improved service, mutual
trust & consideration,
cost-saving, long-term
relationship, etc, more that 10 factors. Larry pointed out
that trust played an import role in Buyer-Supplier
relationships [11]. Teng [15] pointed out that in partner
cooperation in alliances relationship confidence to the
other partner has major influence on the relationship
between each other. In Teng’s analysis trust and control
can influence the confidence on the mutual parties.
In previous articles all authors have pay attention to the
effect of trust in the partner relationship or alliances
between organizations. But whether this trust is
applicable in newly born e-companies? Few studies have
paid attention to this aspect. Whether trust also serve as a
very important factor in determining the relationship
between the logistic services provider and the
e-commerce companies? We identify out trust as a main
factors in determinant the buyer-seller relationship and
discussed it from its origin meaning. Then our paper will
deepen our discussion and developed a model of trust for
alliances between e-commerce companies and its 3-party
l o g i s t i c s
p r o v i d e r s .

LITERATURE REVIEW
Many papers have discussed the determinants of third
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party logistics. The relationship exists between the 3rd
party logistics provider and the E-commerce company
itself is a kind of cooperation and alliance relationship
between organizations [14]. Steven discussed the
problem from the providers’ perspective. He identified
out 3 levels of determinants according to their
importance to the influence they produce on the
relationship between provider and companies. Among
Steven’s list constructs like cost-saving, management
expertise, sharing relevant information, Mutual trust &
consideration are in the first level and of first importance
to the development of the relationship between logistics
providers and companies. Teng thought that mutual
confidence between two parts is very import in partner
cooperation in alliances [15]. In Teng’s analysis trust and
control affect each other and their relationship is of a
supplementary character in generating confidence. Since
3rd party logistics services are considered as a kind of
cooperation and alliance between organizations, trust, as
an important factor in determining long and short term
cooperation relationship between organizations, could be
identified out as a main factor to have influence on the
successful implementation of 3 party logistics
relationships.
Many researchers have discussed the determinants of 3rd
part-logistics. Like other aspects it has p Factors like
cost-saving,
pressure from competitors
and
improvement of customer service are the major factors
concerned. Some other factors like firm revenue and firm
size are also mentioned. Though much research has done
on the work of this there are some point that hasn’t been
touched. Especially less attention has been taken on the
trust factor. This is due to the difficulties of measuring
trust. As Larry pointed out that it will be necessary to
develop appropriate measures for trust [11]. Additionally
most research is conducted in the early of the 1990s,
when the e-commerce didn’t develop as fully as today.
Much of the current empirical knowledge about
third-party users is based on research conducted among
Fortune 500 manufacturing firms [7]. Left unanswered is
whether these results can be applied to a broader
audience of businesses, to include (a) smaller
organizations
and/or (b) non -manufacturing
organizations such as B2C companies. Although many
articles have predict the optimistic future of using the
third-party logistics for B2C companies to manage their
supply chain. Few studies have done on this. Also the
characteristics of the businesses make the determinant of
adopting third-party logistics for B2C companies are
different from those of manufacturers. Which factor is
more powerful in determining the adopting of the
third-party logistics? The question for those SME
(small-to-medium enterprises) is even essential because
SME can’t afford the cost for developing their single
supply chain. Let’s examine the logistics of current B2C
companies. www.amazon.com is an e-book stores and
has it’s own logistics network. Dell is a very successful
B2C company selling customized PC and also has it’s
own logistics network. www.8848.com is an e-retailer in
China and has it’s own logistics network and set the post

system as its major channel of delivery cargo. In United
States some companies use Federal Express to delivery
the cargo. Since many companies outsource their
logistics networks to third-party, this can be applicable
for B2C companies. That is each company does not has
to build it’s own logistics network instead a third-party
will provide the logistics work for it. A third-party
logistics center allows leasing of information
infrastructure and physical facilities or logistics services
without requirement of ownership. The following figure
is the model for the third-party logistics network.
With the above description of the third-party logistics
center the question arises why is it that a third-party
logistics center will be the major logistics trend in the
future B2C e-commerce? What factors influence the
trend of the third-party logistics now and future?
Answers to these questions are the main issues
concerned by many IT Managers and researchers. Firm
size has been examined as a factor affecting the adopting
of the third-part logistics. With respect to firm size,
Sheffi suggests that "very small" (defined as less than
$50 million in revenues) and "very large" (greater than
$5 billion in revenues) companies may tend not to
employ the services of third-party logistics providers
[10].
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
There are many factors influence the managers on
adopting the third-party logistics. Factors like cost of
building logistics network by the B2C companies
themselves, cost of outsourcing from third-party
logistics centers, trust problem with the third-party
logistics center, managers’ acceptance of new
technology, firm size, firm type, etc. Here I want to focus
on the firm size factor.
Cost
Cost of building the logistics network by the B2C
companies themselves is obviously the main factor
determining the adoption the third-party logistics
center. According to the transaction cost theory a
transaction will occurs outside the organization on
the condition that the cost of the transaction will be
less that the cost of doing the business insider the
organization. Here the adoption of the third-party
logistics doesn’t fall out of this theory. Now days
B2C is a new trend of doing business and most of
the B2C companies are newly born venture
capital-driven high-tech company. The size of them
is small to medium. Money for them is very
important. What’s more few B2C company gain
profit though the stock price of them is potentially
high. Investing in infrastructure of logistics is
highly cost and the benefit couldn’t be returned in
short time. If the third-party logistic center provides
the specialized logistics infrastructure and services
with a relatively lower price it will be well
welcomed by the B2C companies.
Trust
The trust problem is another factor affecting the
adoption of the third-party logistics. Trust can be
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showed by many behaviors. A lot of previous paper
discussed the meaning of trust and viewing trust
from different perspective [4, 5, 11, 13]. The
behaviors decreasing trust will lead to less or none
adopting of the third-party logistics, vice verse.
The problem is that adopting the third-party
logistics means that B2C companies have to
expose some of their business information to the
third party. Some services are fulfilled by the
third-party directly or indirectly instead of by the
B2C companies themselves. Furthermore the
specialized third-party logistics centers have the
information about the customers and clients of the
B2C companies. Whether they will disclose the
information intentionally or unintentionally is
really an important factor for the managers of B2C
companies to hire the third-party to do their
logistics work.
In much discussion about the meaning of trust Larry
points out that the origin of trust in the buyer-supplier
relationship can be traced into the conception of identity,
image and reputation of the organization. The three

constructs will affect the buying organization’s buying
decision [11]. But the definition of the trust from the
purchasing managers is very different from that of the
academic. Ring and VanDeVen state that two views on
trust can be found in management and sociology
literature: (a) a business view based on confidence or risk
in the predictability of one's expectations, and (b) a view
based on confidence in another's goodwill [12]. In the
risk-based view of trust, parties hedge against uncertain
states of nature, adverse selection, and ethical hazard
through formal contractual means such as guarantees,
insurance mechanisms, and laws. The second view of
trust emphasizes faith in the moral integrity of others'
goodwill.
A research done by Larry showed that purchasing
manager has different perception about the trust. Four
attributers that increase the trust and four attributes that
decrease trust respectively are getting from the survey
done on the purchasing managers [11].

Attributes that increase trust
Attributes that decrease trust
Consistency and Follow-through
Lack of commitment to contract
Sharing ideas, technology, information and cost-saving
Poor Communication
Open Communication and listening
Poor attitude
Multiple respect and honesty
Dishonesty
Table 1. Trust dimensions
The above 8 attributes can be combined into 4 that
has a positive and negative value respectively. The
fours constructs are honesty, information exchange,
consistency and commitment to the

contract, attitude toward the 3PL. These four
attributes can affect trust, which will affect the
adopting of the third-party logistics. The
relationship can be showed by the following graph.

Honesty

Information Exchange

Consistency and
commitment to the contract

Trust

Adopting of the
third-party
logistics

Attitude toward 3PL
H1: Trust will positively affect the adopting of the third
party logistics services.
SURVEY DESIGN
Definitions
In this design, two variables, adopting the third-party
logistics and trust, are concerned. The definition and
how to measure them is given in the following.
Adopting the third-party logistics services
Typically the extent of the third-party logistics includes
outsourcing the warehouse and transportation, and

information networks. For example, most 3PLs can run
their load-optimization software with the freight from
multiple clients. So the 20,000-pound load from
customer An in Cleveland and the 20,000-pound load
from customer B in Akron can be consolidated on a
single truck and save both companies money. The more
customers a 3PL finds with similar geographic needs, the
greater the opportunity. Other supplementary services
provided by the third-party logistics provider, such as the
package and customization of the goods, account for 353
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only a very small part of logistics. Here the degree of
adopting the third-party logistics is measured by how
many services being adopted by the e-commerce
companies. Since the warehousing and transportation are
the major large fraction of the third-party logistics
services, we assign them 40% weight each for the
Adopting parts
Percentage

adopting of the third-party logistics. For the information
network service we give it a 10% weight of adopting it.
And the other supplementary service accounts for 10%
of service.

Information
Network
40
40
10
Table 2. The definition of Adopting third party logistics
Warehousing

Transportation

For each detail percentage of each part there’s a detail
percent for it. Say that a company only adopts part of
warehousing then the degree of adopting should be less
than 40%. The same is true for others.
Trust for the third-party logistics services provider
To better understand and discuss a concept, it must first
be defined. Although trust is frequently mentioned in
discussions about buyer-supplier relationships, it is
seldom defined. As one researcher stated, "Nobody
probably understands what is meant by the word
trust."12 Several researchers have made tentative
attempt to define trust. Hosmer thoroughly analyzed the
definition of trust as it is used from various approaches in
organizational theory and philosophy. He concludes that:
Trust is the expectation by one person, group, or firm of
ethically justifiable behavior - that is, morally correct
decisions and actions based upon ethical principles of
analysis - on the part of the other person, group or firm in
a joint endeavor or economic exchange.l4 This definition,
however, may not be of much use in this discussion
because purchasing professionals may not be clear or
agree on the meaning of ethically justifiable behavior.
Using these definitions and perspectives, it is possible to
say that a trustworthy buyer or supplier is one that
displays the following characteristics:
1.

Does not act in a purely self-serving manner

2.

Accurately discloses relevant information when
requested

3.

Does not change supply specifications, standards,
or costs to take advantage of other parties

4.

Generally acts according to normally accepted
ethical standards

Using the 4 constructs above we can define trust. Here
the four variables, honesty, information exchange,
consistency and commitment to the contract, attitude
toward the 3PL are measured in the ordinal level and
each has two levels, 0 and 1.
Survey Design
What we want to analysis is the effect of trust on
adopting the 3PL services. Here we want to our result
can be generalized to all the B2C companies and can get
use this as a reference on decision with purchasing 3PL
services. Some B2C companies have partly or fully
adopted the 3PL services and some are the potential

Supplemental
Service
10

buyers. Make a sample survey on them will get the actual
data about trust. At the same time such other variables
that affected trust will be controlled.
Controlled variables vs. survey variables
The main variable effect we want to see is the effect of
trust on the adopting of the 3PL services. Trust is
measured through 4 variables, honesty, information
exchange, consistency and commitment to the contract,
attitude toward the 3PL. At the same time we should
control other variables in our survey in order to see the
main effect of the trust. From the literature above we
know that the variables we should control are cost,
pressure from the competitor, improved customer service,
firm size and firm type. In our design we control these
five variables as constant.
Sampling Method
Since we can’t go on a survey on all the B2C
e-commerce company, we must choose a sample frame.
Here I want to select the B2C companies in Hong Kong
as the sample. I can get the list of the B2C companies
from the Hong Kong Enterprise Bureau. Since we want
to control firm size and firm type we use the stratified
sampling method to get 200 B2C companies each from
the 3 districts, Kowloon, Shatin and HK Island. Through
this method we can avoid the non-equal distribution of
the firm size and firm type. The selection within the
district is done by computer program. Then
questionnaire will be sent to the selected companies. To
get the high responsive rate a cover letter saying the
importance of the research is implied and I guarantee that
the study results will be shared for them. The strength of
this method first lies in that it can get not only the data of
the whole population but also can get the data according
to the districts. Second it’s a very convenient way to get
the sample. Third the diversity of the B2C companies is
potentially large than other methods thus sample errors
can be reduced. No matter what kind of method used for
selecting samples there must be the sample errors. For
this method the potential sample errors may be the
sample from Hong Kong may not the represent of the
w h o l e
B 2 C
c o m p a n i e s .
The questionnaire will be used for the survey. The
questionnaire will be structured to three parts. The
first part will be the current status of adopting the 3PL
services, which is about the dependent variable; the
second part is about the subjects’ decisions on the
conditions that 3PL providers provide or not provide
honesty, information exchange and commitment to
contracts, the subjects’ attitude toward the adopting 354
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3PL is asked at the same time. This part is designed
around the independent variables.
Analysis of the result
After the questionnaire is sent back the encoding work is
beginning. First I will check the consistence of the
answers. If the inconsistency answer is found I will call
the companies to ask them again. Given that the above
question the major part are the first and the second party.
The first is about the status of adopting 3PL. After
getting the data I will calculate the percentage of
adopting 3PL services for each company and the mean
and the standard deviation. For the second part, since the
measurement for trust is the four variables honesty,
information exchange, attitude toward the 3PL and the
commitment to contracts, the question are mainly on this
four aspects. After getting data, for each variable we
calculate the mean for each variable and use regression
to analyze the effect of the four variables on the adopting
of the 3PL services.
Some skeptics may say that this design may not reflect
that trust has an effect on the purchasing manager’s
decisions. There may be many other major factors, like
cost, the professions, etc, that will affect the manager’s
decisions. As I have mentioned I have control the main
variable cost so this explanation can be ruled out.
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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates the practical issues surrounding the
development and implementation of Decision Support
Systems (DSS). The paper describes the traditional
development approaches analyzing their drawbacks and
introduces a new DSS development methodology. The
proposed DSS methodology is based upon four modules;
needs’ analysis, data warehouse (DW), knowledge
discovery in database (KDD), and a DSS module.
The proposed DSS methodology is applied to and evaluated
using the admission and registration functions in Egyptian
Universities. The paper investigates the organizational
requirements that are required to underpin these functions
in Egyptian Universities. These requirements have been
identified following an in-depth survey of the recruitment
process in the Egyptian Universities. This survey employed
a multi-part admission and registration DSS questionnaire
(ARDSSQ) to identify the required data sources together
with the likely users and their information needs. The
questionnaire was sent to senior managers within the
Egyptian Universities (both private and government) with
responsibility for student recruitment, in particular
admission and registration.
Further, access to a large database has allowed the
evaluation of the practical suitability of using a DW
structure and knowledge management tools within the
decision making framework. 2000 records have been used
to build and test the data mining techniques within the
KDD process. The records were drawn from the Arab
Academy for Science and Technology and Maritime
Transport (AASTMT) students’ database (DB).
Moreover, the paper has analyzed the key characteristics of
DW and explored the advantages and disadvantages of such
data structures. This evaluation has been used to build a
DW for the Egyptian Universities that handle their
admission and registration related archival data. The
decision makers’ potential benefits of the DW within the
student recruitment process will be explored.
The design of the proposed admission and registration DSS
(ARDSS) will be developed and tested using Cool: Gen
(5.0) CASE tools by Computer Associates (CA), connected
to a MS-SQL Server (6.5), in a Windows NT (4.0)
environment. Crystal Reports (4.6) by Seagate will be used
as a report generation tool. CLUSTAN Graphics (5.0) by
CLUSTAN software will also be used as a clustering
package.
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Alexandria, EGYPT
Tel:
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Fax:
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The ARDSS software could be adjusted for usage in
different countries for the same purpose, it is also scalable
to handle new decision situations and can be integrated with
other systems.
INTRODUCTION
The type of information required by managers is directly
related to the level of management and the amount of
structure in the decision situations they face. Decisions at
the operational level tend to be more structured, those at the
tactical level more semi-structured, and those at the
strategic level more unstructured. Structured decisions
involve situations where the procedures to follow to reach a
decision can be specified in advance. The inventory reorder
decisions faced by most businesses are a typical example
[42].
Unstructured decisions involve decision situations where it
is not possible to specify in advance most of the decision
procedures to follow. At most, many decision situations are
semi-structured. That is, some decision procedures can be
pre-specified, but not enough to lead to a definite
recommended decision. For example, decisions involved in
starting a new line of products or making a ma jor change to
employee benefits would probably range from unstructured
to semi-structured.
Therefore, information systems must be designed to
produce a variety of information products to meet the
changing decision needs of managers at different levels of
an organization. For example, the strategic management
level requires more summarized, ad hoc, unscheduled
reports, forecasts, and external intelligence to support its
more
unstructured
planning
and
policy-making
responsibilities. The operational management level, on the
other hand, may require more regular internal reports
emphasizing detailed current and historical comparisons
that support its more structured control of day-to-day
operations. Thus, we can generalize that higher levels of
management require more ad hoc, unscheduled, infrequent
summaries, with a wide, external, forward-looking scope.
On the other hand, lower levels of management require
more pre -specified, frequently scheduled, and detailed
information, with a more narrow, internal, and his torical
focus [42].
However, managers use different information systems for
each class of decisions. For structured decisions
Transaction Processing Systems (TPS) and Management
Information systems (MIS) are usually used. For the
unstructured decisions, Decision Support Systems (DSS)
Expert Systems (ES) and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)
are used. Executive Information Systems (EIS) are special
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types of information systems that support unstructured
decisions [36] [37] [55].
DSS
DSS were first articulated in 70's. DSS are interactive
computer-based systems that help decision-makers utilize
data and models to solve unstructured problems. DSS are
based on models and procedures for processing data and
judgments to assist a manager in his decision making [56].
A study [51] evaluated the use of DSS in the banking
industry in England. The results of this study showed that
the use of DSS has evolved from being a simple system that
only accessed the corporate data and reported it, to become
knowledge based systems. No details on such knowledge
based systems were given i.e. components, technologies
used etc.
DSS were defined [32] as computer programs that provide
information in a specific application domain by means of
analytical decision models and access to databases in order
to support decision makers effectively in semi-structured
and unstructured decisions. The definition emphasized that
end users of a specific DSS are not always known during
the development but what is well known is the problem.
Also, discussed the data sources of the DSS, ignored
completely the use of historical or archival data sources.
The study was focused on the types of problems, which the
DSS can handle, the data models used, the users of the DSS
and their objectives.
Another study [9] suggested a storage structure that will
contain the results of any statistical queries which are
accessed frequently by the DSS users. The study claimed
that storing such queries’ results would enhance the DSS
performance. The study did not handle the problems
associated with storing results of statistical queries while
the data sources are being updated. That means that the
stored results do not necessarily reflect the most up-to-date
data values. This problem is handled by the use of summary
tables in data warehousing. However the study did not
mention any warehousing components.
A study by [27] examined the organisational strategies for
supporting DSS (e.g. traditional application development
groups, DSS groups within end-user services). The study
mentioned that DSS are increasing exponentially in
organisations, but little is known about how these
organisations support their DSS users. The study
emphasized that support practices affect the DSS groups’
ability to provide support services. managers of twenty
three DSS groups were interviewed (fifty seven
organisations were contacted, twenty three accepted to
participate). The results showed that the support
characteristics tend to vary when comparing groups in
different locations, suggesting that certain strengths and
limitations could be associated with organisational support
strategies. The factors that affect the DSS support services
are; staff-to-user ratio, staff background, use of
evolutionary development methodology, and functional
area of the users.

A study [45] focused on the data structure on which the
results obtained by what-if based DSS are stored.
According to the study, this data structure independently
updated views (IUVs). IUVs are used to store derived data
from the DSS without losing consistency with the original
data. SQL was used to create and maintain these IUVs. The
study is found redundant, as the IUVs they proposed are
basically summary tables that are used to store frequently
accesses queries, and it would have been easier if they had
employed a DW component to resolve the update problems
and this would also allow the system to handle larger
number of records than the proposed IUVs.
Another study [8] on the effectiveness of DSS revealed that
the research efforts on the DSS outcomes, especially those
that take the longitudinal effect, are very few. The study
suggested that the effect of DSS on decision outcomes
develops over time. Also claimed that the DSS effect is due
to two factors; DSS development and the reliance effect (i.e.
the decision maker defers the decision because the
computer will take it later). The research concluded that
both factors affect decision makers, that is, reliance has a
short-term effect whilst DSS development has a long-term
effect. Finally, DSS aided decision makers outperform nonDSS decision maker in organisations.
Another study [12] found out that there are many ways and
various software for organisations to resolve decision
problems. The study claimed that database management
systems and the other decision technologies (i.e. any kind
of computational procedures that have the ability to support
decision making) are little used in real world applications
because the market that distributes them is not professional
enough. Also suggested an electronic market for decision
technologies (Electronic market is a market where the
enabling medium for transactions between consumers,
providers, and services is an information network e.g.
World Wide Web. The DecisionNet was introduced which
performs functions (user accounts, billing, setting up
interfaces) that would have been otherwise need to be
developed for each consumer and/or technology.
A study [6] focused on the knowledge-based decision
support systems (KBDSS). The study claimed that many
KBDSS have been developed, however few systems
address the use of knowledge in the decision problem. The
study suggested a KBDSS for the telemarketing industry
that predicts the probability of a customer disconnecting the
telephone line based on previous promotions and customer
history. The prediction model used a Bayesian network
model linked with an influence diagram. The study was
based on the customer’s history (i.e. transactions), however
their study did not include any DW components.
Another study [33] focused on groups of people taking
decisions together, using what is known as group decision
support systems (GDSS). GDSS allow a variety of
specialists to be assembled whereby each of them is
contributing to the solution using his expertise. GDSS could
stimulate creative thinking and allow people from different
departments to take the decision together. The disadvantage
of GDSS is the possible conflict of the people contributing
to the solution because each has a departmental view.
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However, when all of them share the organisational goals
this could encourage them to be committed to the
organisation rather than individual departments. The study
concentrated on the type of models and decisions taken
rather than the components and technologies that should be
used to implement GDSS.

highly skilled project team members increase the likelihood
that warehousing projects will end on time and budget
constraints and with proper functionality. Also it was
found out that the implementation success with
organizational and project issues will in turn affect the
system quality of the DW.

A final study [2, p.2] said, “The DSS area is probably the
most widely researched in the information systems field
and is one that continues to be a focus for information
systems researchers.”

Knowledge Discovery and data mining

Data Warehousing
Not all the databases at an organization have the same
classification. For example, the running applications have
certain database design requirements and for this reason,
these types of databases are known as operational databases.
They are not designed to respond to spontaneous queries,
however, they are optimized for carrying high speed and
large numbers of users. Another type of database that can
be found in organizations is the DW. This is designed for
strategic decision support, and is largely built up from the
operational databases. The DW can contain a large amount
of data and millions of data records. Smaller, local data
warehouses are called data marts [4] [43].
A DW is the means for strategic data usage [10]. In other
words, DW is a blend of technologies aimed at effective
integration of operational databases into an environment
that enables the strategic use of data [3] [7] [17].
Data Warehousing was introduced to build a logically
centralized data repository to fulfill the requirements of
strategic data usage and prevent local systems from DW
users competition [57].
The purpose of a DW is to establish a data repository that
makes the operational data accessible in a form that is
readily acceptable for the analysis. Only the data required
to meet the executives’ needs are taken from the operational
environment.
DW can be viewed as an information system (IS)
foundation that has the following characteristics [10]:
1. It is used intensively for READ type transactions;
2. It includes a large volume of records in a few number
of tables;
3. Each query is processed in large data sets using multitable joins;
4. It contains current and historical data;
5. It is periodically updated;
6. It supports a small number of users;
7. It is a database designed for analytical tasks;
8. It uses data from different databases, from various
applications.
A study [50] focused on the creation of a DW using SQL
Server. The study includes nothing on how to use front-end
tools to utilize the DW. The study did not mention anything
about the DW indexing strategy.
The factors that affect the DW success were studied [61].
The study findings showed that resources, user participation,

Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) means a
process of nontrivial extraction of implicit, previously
unknown and potentially useful information [20]. This
discovered knowledge could be of great value in many
areas, foremost among which is decision making [14]. The
KDD was defined [41] as a three-step process that involves
data selection, data cleaning, and finally knowledge
interpretation.
KDD is not a separate body of knowledge that stands for its
own. KDD is a multi-discipline branch of science;
databases, statistics, visualization techniques, machine
learning, and expert systems. They all contributed to the
KDD process [25].
On the other hand, data mining gives organisations the tools
to navigate through large amounts of data to find trends and
patterns which can guide the strategic decision making
process. Data mining is not specific to any particular
industry- it requires intelligent technology and the
willingness to explore the possibility of hidden knowledge
that resides in the data. A study results [52] suggest that
data warehousing is not a mandatory comp onent in
establishing the data mining environment, that is, data
mining could be established without using a DW.
There is confusion about the exact meaning of the two
terms ‘data mining’ and ‘KDD’, with many authors
regarding them as synonymous [4] [21]. At the first
international KDD conference in Montreal in 1995, it was
proposed that the term ‘KDD’ would be employed to
describe the whole process of extraction of knowledge from
data. In this context, knowledge means understanding the
relationships and patterns between data elements. It was
further proposed that the term data mining should be used
exclusively for the discovery stage of the KDD process. For
the purpose of this paper, data mining techniques will be
viewed as a step in the KDD process.
A study [48] on the interestingness in knowledge discovery
revealed that the more actionable the discovered patterns
are, the more interested the user is and further the user will
apply those patterns and update his experience accordingly.
The less interesting the patterns the less actionability and it
is more likely that the user will discard the discovered
pattern.
A different research study [49] discussed the degree of user
involvement in the discovery process. The study outlines a
spectrum of degrees of user-involvement and presents the
data monitoring and discovery-triggering approaches that
provide a balanced “division of labor” between the KDD
application development and the discovery engine.
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The security and privacy implications of data mining were
examined by some studies [15]. It was found that data
mining technology provides a whole new way of exploring
large databases. Also, it was revealed that there is a trade
off between restricting the access to data and the
advantages of database and network technology in the
ability to share data.
Some authors [10] differentiated between the operational
data that is used in the traditional information systems, and
informational data that is used in the information systems
built around the mining techniques.
Another study [40] on knowledge discovery by inspection
revealed that simple rules could be discovered by visual
inspection of frequency tables.
The interestingness of the patterns resulting from the KDD
process was examined in some studies [35]. Results
revealed that it is easy to discover a huge number of
patterns from any database, however, most of these patterns
are useless and uninteresting to the users. Results
suggested that to prevent the users from being
overwhelmed by the large number of patterns, techniques
are required to rank them according to their interestingness.
Although data mining is a new strategic tool in the
executive manager’s hand, the strategic value of data
mining is time sensitive, that is the output of data mining
changes over time due to changes of the data sources itself
[25].
In order to conduct effective data mining, one needs first to
know what kind of features and requirements that should be
available for the mining process. According to some studies
[14], these requirements are:
1. Handling different types of data. Because there are
many kinds of databases used in different applications,
one might expect that a knowledge discovery system
should be able perform data mining on different kinds
of data. Since most databases available are Relational
Data Base Management systems -RDBMS,
it is
expected that data mining techniques can find
knowledge easily in these RDBMS. Moreover, data
mining techniques should find knowledge in other
complex data types; for example structured data,
hypertext, multi-media data sets, transaction data, and
legacy databases;
2. Efficiency and scalability of data mining algorithms.
To extract information from a huge amount of data in
databases, the knowledge discovery algorithm must be
efficient and scaleable to large databases;
3. Meaningful data mining results. The output of the data
mining process should be meaningful to the decision
makers;
4. Testing the data mining results. The consistency of
knowledge obtained from the data mining process can
be examined by using different analysis techniques on
the same data set;
5. Mining information from different sources of data.
Mining knowledge from different formatted and
unformatted data sets is a very rich technique that may
enhance the results and increase the confidence level in
the data mining results. Examples of sources of

6.

7.

unformatted data sets are found in the data stored in
Wide Area Networks-WAN, Internet, and many other
external databases. However, this poses the problems
of non-heterogeneous databases - refer to point number
1 in this list;
Security and privacy versus data mining. When data
can be viewed from different angles, it may threaten
other people’s privacy and data security mechanisms.
To resolve this point, it is important to prevent the
disclosure of very sensitive information;
Data cleaning. Before in-depth analysis is carried out
using data mining techniques, the data should be
cleaned, i.e. be error-free, so that we can increase the
confidence in the results.

It was emphasized that the combination of data
warehousing, decision support, and data mining provides an
innovative and totally new approach to information
management [4].

FOUNDATION OF THIS RESEARCH
Foundations of this research in literature
This research will introduce a new DSS methodology;
further the research will study the existing procedures.
Fundamentally the DSS definitions introduced are all
narrow as far as they do not present a comprehensive
definition that encompasses all DSS characteristics.
Further, they do not deal with the new blend of
technologies DSS, Data mining techniques, and Data
Warehousing [52]. Even those who tried to use the
knowledge as DSS component said that it is optional and
independent [56]. Managers and decision-makers that are
the primary users of DSS have an interest in past data but
unfortunately it is either not available or not in a suitable
form for direct use [55]. To overcome these issues this
research introduces and develops the use of KDD
techniques, and DW to the DSS development.
Thus, the research study has three major components; DSS,
KDD, and DW. The idea of linking these three components
has its foundations in literature as follows:
1. [4, p.1] said, “The combination of data warehousing,
decision support, and data mining indicated an
innovative approach and totally new approach to
information management”;
2. [52, p.77] said, “Decision Support is data access
targeted to provide the information needed by the
decision makers. DBs and DW with reporting and
analysis tools optimized to support business decis ion
making are the components of the DSS”;
3. [56, p.135] said, “Organisations are recognizing that
their data contain a gold mine of information if they
can dig it out. Consequently, they are warehousing and
data mining for users to obtain information on their
own and to establish relationships that were previously
unknown”;
4. [24, p.1] said, “Data warehouses, OLAP, and KDD are
leading to new ways of performing decision support
systems and creating executive information systems for
data rich environments. Yet, these developments have
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5.

received almost no attention from academics either in
their research on in teaching”;
[16, p.566] said, “DW and other advances in IT are
now solving the very difficult technical problems. They
make it possible to organize, store, and retrieve huge
volumes of information and to select critical
information for a given decision. However, before
organizations can realize that “grand promise” of MIS,
most will have to reshape their business processes and
decision making cultures to take advantage of the
technology’s new capabilities. This is a non-trivial
transformation”.

Based on the pre-stated literature foundations a decision
was made to develop a new DSS methodology that will
encompass these three major components (i.e. DW, KDD,
and DSS). The new development methodology will be
applied to the admission and registration functions in
Egyptian Universities.
Foundations of the choice of the application domain
The choice of the admission and registration functions in
Egyptian Universities to be this research’s application
domain is based on the following:
1. Reports from the Ministry of Higher Education’s
annual meeting (different volumes from 1980: 1999)
which assured the importance of having a computer
based information system that is capable of automating
the admission and registration related processes and
decisions;
2. The research efforts exerted in the area of admission
and registration functions in Egyptian Universities are
few and incomplete. Examples are:
a. [63] Resulted in the development of a Webbased admission and registration information
system. However, the research did not include
the use of data warehousing and/or any
knowledge discovery technique;
b. Another study [19] resulted in an electronic
payment Registration system. Again the
research neither includes the admission function,
nor the use of data warehousing and/or
knowledge discovery techniques;
c. A third study [38] developed a University Data
Warehouse. The study did not include the use of
any front-end tools (i.e. DSS or EIS);
3. The increasing number of users’ (i.e. Registrars,
Admission Officers, Deans, and Associate Deans)
complaints on their current admission and registration
Information Systems in different Universities;
4. The amount of unsatisfied users’ needs (inability of
current admission and registration information systems
to take decisions, to predict, to profile students, the
inaccessibility of the historical data);
5. The need for a computer based admission and
registration information system, that meet the users’
requirements, has been raised on many occasions:
a. Annual meeting of the Arab Countries
Universities’ Registrars (including Egyptian
Universities’ Registrars);

b.

Annual evaluation of some computer based
admission and registration information systems
in some Universities e.g. AASTMT.
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

This part of the research investigates the admission and
registration functions taking place in the Egyptian
Universities. The Egyptian Universities are classified by
funding into two main categories; private and government
funded.
All Egyptian Universities follow the same regulations and
are controlled by the same authorities; Supreme Council of
Universities and The Ministry of Higher Education.
However, the admission and registration functions are
different in these Universities in the sense of:
1. The Admission function. Private Universities act
independently when making decisions about accepting
or rejecting students. However, in government
Universities these decisions are taken centrally (there is
a central board that accepts and distributes students
between the different academic institutions in each
University);
2. The admission and registration department structure. In
the private Universities, the admission and registration
functions are centralized in one department for the
entire University, whilst in government Universities
there is a separate admission and registration
department in each academic institute in the
University.
Apart from the previous differences, the admission and
registration functions in both University types are similar.
They handle students’ applications, map the students to the
relevant academic institutions, doing course Registration
and other grading-related jobs, graduation, class scheduling
etc.
POPULATION, SAMPLE, AND DATA SOURCES
Population
The population of this questionnaire is the Egyptian
Universities. These Universities are classified into two
groups government and private-funded. According to the
Egyptian Supreme Council of Universities statistics [54],
the UNESCO World List of Universities [62], and the
British Council Global Education and Training Information
Service- Egyptian Universities [22] there are twenty-one
Egyptian Universities; eight are private and thirteen are
government. Each of the twenty-one universities consists of
number of colleges, schools, faculties, and/or higher
institutes. The total number of colleges, schools, faculties,
and/or higher institutes in the entire population is 354.
This research investigates the admission and registration
functions taking place in the Egyptian Universities both
private and government. The admission and registration
functions in both University types are similar in many areas.
That is, they both handle students’ applications, map the
students to the relevant academic institutions, doing course
registration,
grading-related
jobs, graduation,
class
scheduling etc.
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However, there are differences in some areas between the
two University types. For example, private Universities act
independently when making decisions about accepting or
rejecting students whilst in the government Universities
these decisions are taken centrally. Moreover, in the private
Universities the admission and registration functions are
centralized in one department for the entire University,
whilst in the government Universities there is a separate
admission and registration department in each academic
institute in the University.
The sample
As the number of Academic Institutions in Egyptian
Universities is 354 distributed among 21 different
Universities a decision was made to target them all and the
number of Universities that will accept to participate would
be used as a sample. All the twenty-one government and
private universities were contacted to send their
correspondence information and to notify them that they
will receive the questionnaire. Only thirteen universities
(six private, seven government) responded positively. The
questionnaires were sent to these thirteen universities. A
number of 670 questionnaires were sent to 13 universities.
The Response rate
On the University level, out of thirteen Universities
contacted, responses from twelve Universities have been
received. All six private Universities responded, whilst six
out of seven government Universities responded. The
overall response rate at the University level is 12/13=
92.3%.
On the respondent level, out of the 670 questionnaires sent,
167 returned, which gives a response rate 167/670= 24.9%.
This response rate is adequate in this kind of research that is
based on mailed questionnaires [13] [47] [53].
Data analysis

their decisions. This will be achieved throughout the
investigation of the following research objectives:
1. To investigate and critically evaluate the current DSS
practices: Before introducing a new DSS methodology
and a new DSS definition that is able to conform with
the components of the proposed methodology, the
current DSS literature and practices will be reviewed
and analyzed;
2. Develop a new DSS methodology that consists of the
following three components:
a. DSS;
b. DW;
c. KDD. Since there are many techniques used in
different contexts for achieving various goals,
the techniques that will be used are the
following:
i.
SQL;
ii.
Visualization;
iii.
Clustering analysis;
3. Identify the current admission and registration
Information Systems in the Egyptian Universities
concerning the following:
a. The managers’ perspectives towards computers
and their current admission and registration
information systems;
b. Features of these information systems;
c. Functions of these information systems;
4. Extract the information requirements for a new
admission and registration DSS in the Egyptian
Universities concerning the following:
a. The managers’ perspectives towards the role of
computers and the ideal admission and
registration information systems;
b. The decisions that the DSS can take;
c. DSS functions;
d. DSS characteristics;
5. Use the proposed methodology to develop the required
admission and registration DSS.
METHODOLOGY AND ITS TOOLS

Since the research study relies on both primary and
secondary data sources, different data analysis methods will
be used.
Primary data analysis techniques
The data obtained by the questionnaire will be analyzed
using Chi Square (X 2 ) analysis and Canonical correlation
analysis.
Secondary data analysis techniques
The 2000 students’ records will be analyzed using the KDD
techniques; SQL, visualization, and clustering analysis.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The focus of this research is on how to deliver information
and knowledge to a specific category of business managers
(i.e. admission and registration managers) to better
understand their business problems and hence to improve

While the new DSS proposed methodology has three major
components (i.e. DW, KDD, and DSS), the methodology
has four modules; one for each component and a module
zero for the needs’ analysis. Table (1) illustrates the
methodology and its modules, the expected deliverables of
each module and the tools and mechanisms used to
accomplish each of which.
Table (1): The new DSS methodology and its modules
Module
Deliverable
Tools and Mechanisms
Module
Needs’
Questionnaire for user
0:
Analysis
requirements
Cool: Gen CASE tools
Module
Building the
MS-SQL Server:
1:
DW
Star schema structure
Crystal Reports:
Report generation tool
Module
The KDD
MS-SQL Server
2:
process
Cool: Gen CASE tools
The data mining
techniques are:
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Module
3:

Building the
DSS

SQL
Visualization
Clustering analysis
Cool: Gen CASE tools

4.

5.
6.

STUDY RESULTS
Discussion of the study’s first objective No. 1
“Investigate and critically evaluate the current DSS
practices”.
Discussion of this research objective revealed that past
studies on DSS have made significant contributions,
however, new contributions are required to address their
shortcomings. The past DSS research has focused on many
issues, but no integrated approach has been found because
each study has tried to narrow the different aspects of the
DSS. For example, in the 70’s the DSS definitions focused
on data processing, and model. During the 80’s the
definitions focused on CBIS, effectiveness and the
knowledge component appeared as part of the DSS. Whilst
during the 90’s the DSS definitions [51] [46] [42] [38],
focused on the models and problem structureness with more
attention given to the knowledge component. Recently [37]
definitions required the DSS to be interactive and userfriendly. However, no definition has been found to include
all the following aspects: the type of data used, the
management level, the DSS effect, effectiveness of the DSS,
type of knowledge targeted by the DSS. From this analysis
it was evident that none of the definitions found was
comprehensive, and this conclusion led to the need for a
new DSS definition and methodology that are to be
comprehensive.
-

7.
8.

Supporting the corporate strategy that positions the
clients at the center of all operations which could not
be achieved without a DW;
Reduces redundant processing, support, and software
to enhance DSS applications;
Enhancing the work process, which also affects the
success of business process reengineering;
Improve customer service;
Organisations will be able to exceed competitor
capabilities and achieve competitive advantages.

The DW database can be built using the relational model or
star schema structure. The star schema structure is the best
for DW design.
The star schema structure captures the measurements of
importance to the business and the parameters by which the
business
measurements
are
broken
down.
The
measurements are referred to as facts, whilst the parameters
by which a measurement can be viewed are called
dimensions.
Data mining is a useful technique for extracting information
and knowledge from the DW. Data mining is the process of
finding hidden knowledge and unknown facts and trends in
data. Data mining is a step of the KDD process.
There are four different types of knowledge; shallow, multidimensional, hidden, and deep knowledge [4]. Shallow
knowledge can be discovered using SQL, multidimensional knowledge can be discovered using OLAP and
visualization, hidden knowledge can be discovered using
group of data mining techniques, and the deep knowledge
can be discovered by employing the entire KDD process.

Different DW definitions were illustrated and investigated.
However, each of the definitions tried to define the DW
taking into consideration certain point of view. Some
definitions are technical [11], others are about the use of
DW [10], the features [29], or the goals [31]. However, no
definition has been found to be comprehensive covering the
data sources, front-end, and the purpose of the DW in a
business context. This has led to the development of a new
DW definition.

KDD is the process of fining hidden knowledge, patterns
and unknown facts from the data sets. Data mining is a step
in the KDD process.

The DW proposed definition: “A DW is a group of data
extracted from different sources; internal, external,
historical, and personal data archived in one or more data
stores. The purpose of constructing a DW is to provide the
DSS and the decision maker with the necessary data, which
when transformed into information, will provide a better
understanding of the business problem.“

2.

1.
2.

3.

The DW benefits were also clarified:
Increases the decision maker’s productivity by
providing accessible data in a ready to use format;
More cost-effective decision making process by
separating the query processing from the operational
databases;
Enhancing asset and liability management by providing
the overall picture of the enterprise purchasing and
inventory transactions;

1.

3.

4.

Various data mining techniques were discussed
including:
SQL. Query tools are used to extract data that matches
search criteria or to represent this data in a way that the
user finds easier to handle or interpret. By applying
simple SQL users can obtain a wealth of information;
Visualization.
Visualization
techniques
depend
strongly on the human side of the analysis [10]. Data
visualization is emerging as a technology that may
allow organizations to process amounts of data and
present it in a usable format;
OLAP. The key driver for the development of OLAP is
to enable the multi-dimensional
analysis [44].
Although all the required information can be
formulated using relational database and accessed via
SQL, the two dimensional relational model of data and
SQL have some serious limitations for investigating
complex real world problems. A lso slow response time
and SQL functionality are a source of problems [10].
OLAP is a continuous and iterative process; an analyst
can drill down to see much more details and then he
can obtain answers to complex questions;
Association rules. According to [58] [34] [1] [11] [4]
[5], the interest in discovering association rules from
large relational tables has been increased recently.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Association rules are focused on finding relationships
(i.e. associations) between a certain attribute (i.e. target
attribute) that the user is interested in, and the
remaining attributes in a relational table. The strength
of association rules is that they can efficiently discover
a complete set of associations that meet the user’s
requirements. However, there is no single algorithm
that will automatically give the users everything of
interest in the database;
Cluster analysis. Clustering is basically classifying
unclassified data [23] [18]. The data to be classified
consists of a set of items (sometimes referred to as
objects, fields, or records). Each item is described by a
set of characteristics called variables (sometimes
referred to as attributes). The target of clustering is to
classify the items in the data set into a number of
groups (sometimes referred to as classes, or clusters),
such that objects within one group have similarities
with one another. Where the number of items is n, the
maximum number of groups should be n-1 (i.e. the
number of expected groups varies from 1 to n-1);
Decision trees. A decision tree is a predictive model
that provides a means of visualizing complex decision
problems where the questions can be posed in sequence;
GA. The term is a combination of both biology and
computer disciplines, and sometimes referred to as
simulated evolution. GA refers to these simulated
evolutionary systems, but more precisely these are the
algorithms that dictate how populations of organisms
should be formed, evaluated and modified [11];
ANN. An ANN is a computer programs that
implements complex pattern detection and machine
learning algorithms to build predictive models from
large database(s). In order for the ANN to detect
patterns in the data sets, it should learn to detect these
patterns and make predictions, in the same way a
human does. ANN are widely used in many business
applications;
Probabilistic graphical dependency technique. These
models specify the probabilistic dependencies, which
underlie a particular model using a graphical structure.
The model specifies which variables are dependent on
each other. These models are used for categorical or
discrete-valued variables, however, some extensions
also allow for the use of real-valued variables [20].

Each data mining technique has its own features and
characteristics, hence not all the data mining techniques are
applied to a certain application. Rather, each application
applies only one or more data mining techniques that best
fit with the data to be analyzed and the objective of the
entire KDD process.
When applied, each data mining technique should have a
goal and a task. The goals of the data mining techniques are
prediction and description, whilst the data mining tasks are
clustering, classification, summarization, dependency,
regression, and change detection.
The spread of the KDD process especially the data mining
techniques will be enhanced many folds if used with the
DW. Moreover, the DW need a front-end tool (i.e. DSS),

and this is the basic idea of this research, combining these
three ingredients together.

In order to produce effective decision support systems that
are able to enhance the quality of the decision making
process research efforts have concentrated on introducing
different combinations of three components (i.e. DSS, DW,
and KDD), whilst other research efforts have ascertained
the importance of linking them together. Moreover, this
research has found that there have been very little efforts
made to integrate these three components in certain
application areas or to explain how these components work
together and what tools and mechanisms used. The research
efforts can be classified into two groups: the first group
includes those who have tried to show the importance of
linking two components together [29] [39] [56] [28]. The
second group includes those who have assured the
importance of linking the three in future research [4] [26]
[16].
Due to the shortcomings of the traditional DSS definitions
evaluated, and to respond to the new methodology which
combines DSS, DW, and KDD a new DSS definition will
be introduced: “A DSS is a computer-based information
system that deals with semi-structured and unstructured
problems facing managers at all management levels. The
DSS goal is to enhance the decision quality and the
manager effectiveness. To do so, the DSS integrates itself
to the strategic data stores which is the DW, and to the
KDD process that will find the deep knowledge and hidden
patterns in the DW and present them to the DSS user.”
The research objective No.2 ”Develop a new DSS
methodology” was evaluated a new DSS proposed DSS
methodology was also introduced. The methodology
consists of four modules. In Module 0 the needs’ analysis is
performed, the module uses a questionnaire for collecting
the user requirements and Cool: Gen CASE tools planning
and analysis phases to maintain and imple ment the
requirements. In Module 1 the DW will be built, the
module uses MS-SQL Server, star schema structure, and
Crystal reports. In Module 2 the KDD process is to be
applied, the module uses MS-SQL Server, Cool: Gen
CASE tools analysis and design phases , and utilizing the
following data mining techniques: SQL, visualization, and
clustering analysis. In Module 3 the DSS will be built, the
module uses Cool: Gen CASE tools design and generation
phases.
Justification of the chosen tools and techniques proposed by
the new DSS methodology was investigated deeply. For
example, Cool: Gen 5.0 by Sterling is the CASE tool
employed in this research to capture the information needs
at the highest possible level of abstraction and transform
them into executable application systems. The choice of
Cool: Gen CASE tools is based on the following
backgrounds: cost savings achieved by using the Cool: Gen
CASE tool, developer productivity increases by up to 300%,
dramatic improvements in business processes, higher levels
of customer satisfaction, extraordinary flexible and high
performance applications, accelerated systems development,
and greater growth potential. Also, MS-SQL Server was
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chosen to be used in the development of the DW because it
supports both the relational and star schema structure
models efficiently. Moreover, the data mining techniques
were critically evaluated and based on this evaluation SQL,
visualization, and clustering analysis were chosen.
-

1.

2.

3.

4.

-

1.

Different proximity measures were critically evaluated
including Gower, Jaccard, City Block, Euclidean,
Modified Euclidean, and Canberra. The evaluation
obtained the following results:
The research results are consistent with the previous
related work in two findings. Firstly previous related
work indicated that Gower is the most suitable measure
where the data types are mixture. Secondly previous
work also did not recommend Jaccard where the data
types are mixture. When applying Gower and Jaccard
similar results were obtained; Gower was able to detect
similarities and dissimilarities between the different
record groups, whilst Jaccard obtained an extreme
value (i.e. 0 or 1). This is because Jaccard is based on
the number of similarities and dissimilarities and it
completely discards the attribute values, it is possible
that its value could be 1 or 0;
Moreover, City block generated a value of 0.5 for the
first group that includes two very similar records. That
makes it incomparable with the 0.99 value produced by
Gower or the 0.92 produced by modified Euclidean for
the same group. In addition to that, according to City
block the similarity of the records in the second (i.e.
dissimilar records) is .017 which is higher than the
similarity of the records in the last group .01 (fairly
dissimilar records);
Although Euclidean metric measure did not perform
consistently well as Gower and modified Euclidean, it
was decided to be retained and used with the clustering
techniques because of the following reasons: Euclidean
was recommended to be used with many clustering
techniques
(e.g.
Nearest
Neighbour,
Furthest
Neighbour, Ward’s) by many scholars [60] [23] [18],
also the results of the Euclidean measure are good
because it was able to distinguish between similar and
dissimilar records;
Another finding of this research is the results obtained
by the modified Euclidean and Canberra metric
measures (after transforming their results from distance
metric to equivalent similarity coefficients). Previous
work shows that little analysis has been carried out to
apply the modified Euclidean and Canberra metric
measures to a mixture of data types. However, the
results of this research indicate that they are in close
agreement with the results obtained by Gower’s
similarity measure.
Various clustering techniques were studied including
hierarchical methods, optimization, density, and
clumping. The results obtained revealed the following:
The analyst must know that there are many clustering
techniques available each of which has its own
assumptions and gives different results if applied to the
same data sets, the decision on choosing the clustering
technique should be made in the light of the advantages
and disadvantages of the chosen technique and the type
of data to be classified;

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Deciding on the number of clusters is a problem that is
common to most of the clustering techniques. There
are a lot of research efforts to handle this problem,
however, there is no satisfactory solution for
determining the optimum number of clusters [1] [23]
[18]. There is no optimum number of clusters, it
largely depends on the problem being resolved;
Although the concept of hierarchical techniques was
developed in biology, this group of techniques is now
used in many areas. One advantage is that the question
on the optimum number of clusters does not arise since
the researcher is interested in the complete hierarchy;
The biggest disadvantage associated with these
techniques is their inability to reallocate items, which
might be misclassified at early stages [18]. However,
others [30] said that the Nearest Neighbour (NN) has
the greatest mathematical appeal amongst, and would
generate suitable results for most application areas;
The NN and FN techniques have the problem of
chaining [59] [18]. Chaining means that the method
tries to accumulate the new records/case on existing
cluster(s) rather than creating new clusters. As a result
of that, the number of records/cases in each cluster is
highly affected by that problem, that is, few clusters
retain the majority of records whilst the remaining
clusters have quite little number of records;
The optimization techniques suffer from a number of
problems. The techniques are transformation dependent;
that is different results would be obtained from
applying the same technique to the same data set.
However, the advantages of using optimization
techniques are the ability to reallocate misclassified
item in further stages, and these techniques also do not
assume that all clusters are hyper spherical (i.e. have
the same shape). The most serious problem with the
optimization techniques is the large amount of
computation power they require, which in turn makes
them irrelevant for the very large data sets;
The density solutions suffer from the problem of suboptimal solutions; they might be more than one
solution for the data sets (i.e. maximum likelihood).
TAXMAP also suffer from the problem of containing
various parameters that control the technique and
arbitrary chosen by the investigator [18];
The Clumping techniques rather than their unsuitability
for the data sets, they suffer from the problem of
optimization techniques that is the computation power
they need.

Based on the analysis and evaluation of the various
proximity measures and clustering techniques, it was
decided that Ward’s would be used base on a Euclidean
metric proximity measure. Ward’s was less affected by
chaining than NN and FN. Ward’s also obtained a logical
and consistent results because similar students came in a
consequent order and dissimilar students did not come in a
consequent order.
The research problem was defined as the admission and
registration function in Universities.
The research population was defined as the Egyptian
Universities both government and private.
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The response base was identified as Deans, Associate
Deans, Admission Officers, Registrars, and Others.
Searching the literature revealed that no research
questionnaire was found relevant. Hence, a new research
questionnaire (ARDSSQ) was developed and validated. The
ARDSSQ consists of seven constructs, each of which
investigates one research objective.

2.

3.
4.

The population was contacted and asked to participate and
then the ARDSSQ was sent to those who agreed to
participate.
5.
The response rate attained was 92.3% on the University
level, and 24.9% on the respondent level.
Each of the questionnaire constructs will be analyzed in
terms of these three dimensions: University type,
Respondent position, and Whether the University uses a
CBIS or not. The reason for using these three dimensions is
due to the nature of the population, the response base, and
the expected effects of using CBIS on the answers. And
also to identify areas of commonality and discrepancy
between the major segmentations identified within the
population.
-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Discussion of the research objective No. 3-1 “The
managers’ perspectives towards comp uters and their
current admission and registration
information
systems”:
The managers’ perspectives towards computers and
their current admission and registration information
systems is affected by these two dimensions; the
University type and the managers’ position;
The use of CBIS does not affect the managers’
perspectives towards computers and their current
admission and registration information systems;
The percentage of private Universities that use CBIS
(92%) is greater than the percentage of government
Universities that use CBIS (35%);
The DW component is expected to enhance the
decision quality.

-

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

1.

Discussion of the research objective No. 3-2 “Features
of these information systems”:
The features of the current admission and registration
IS in the Egyptian Universities are not affected by any
of these dimensions; the University type, the
respondent position, and the use of CBIS;
The admission and registration information systems in
the Egyptian Universities have the following features:
Printing reports that describe students' records feature,
Electronic stores of students' data;
The admission and registration information systems in
the Egyptian Universities do not have the following
features: Predicting the new applicants' performance,
and Predicting the current-students' performance.
Discussion of the research objective No. 3-3
“Functions of these information systems:
The functions of the current admission and registration
information systems are affected by these two

1.

2.

dimensions; the University type and the manager’s
position;
The functions of the current admission and registration
information systems are not affected by the use of
CBIS dimension;
Different management
levels require different
information needs;
The admission and registration information systems in
the Egyptian Universities have the following functions:
Student description
reports, General statistics,
Classifying students into similar groups, Using the
historical data to describe the Students' history (only in
the private Universities);
The admission and registration information systems in
the Egyptian Universities have do not have the
following functions: Student performance prediction,
and Finding relationships between a student's data
fields.
Discussion of the research objective No. 4-1 “The
managers’ perspectives towards the role of computers
and the ideal admission and registration information
systems”:
The managers’ perspectives towards the role of
computers and the ideal admission and registration
information system is affected by both the University
type and the manager’s position dimensions;
The use of CBIS does not affect the managers’
perspectives towards the role of computers and the
ideal admission and registration information system;
Respondents from the private Universities have a better
understanding to the managers’ perspectives towards
the role of computers and the ideal admission and
registration information system;
There is a need for the DSS to be developed for the
admission and registration functions. The results of the
survey “the admission and registration information
system should be able to help managers take decisions”
showed that 98% of the private Universities, and 100%
of the government Universities think that their
admission and registration information system should
be able to help managers take decisions.
Discussion of the research objective No. 4-2 “The
decisions that are expected to be taken by DSS”:
The decisions that the admission and registration DSS
is expected to take are affected by these dimensions;
the University type, the manager’s position, and the use
of CBIS;
The admission and registration DSS should be able to
take the following decisions:
a. Accept or reject a new applicant;
b. Predict the new applicants that will join the
faculty/college/institute this term/year based on
our archival records;
c. Predict the new applicants that will join the
faculty/college/institute this term/year based on
government statistics on secondary school
students;
d. Predict the new applicants that will join the
faculty/college/institute this term/year based on
our archival records besides other records like
the government statistics;
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e.

f.
g.
h.

i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
1.

2.

1.

Based on our archival records we can make an
applicant-major match and provide this to the
new applicant to help him/her chooses a suitable
major;
Hold the applicant until the following term/year;
Accept or reject the applicant who is transferred
from another educational institution;
Accept or reject the applicant who is transferred
from another educational institution based on
our transfer history records;
Predict a student’s performance based on the
students’ history we keep;
Predict a course’s results based on the courses’
history we keep;
Classifying students into similar groups;
Predict a student’s performance based on the
group that he/she belongs to;
Set the student status to “On probation”;
Make
relationships
between
students'
performance and academic departments;
Forecast course booking;
Decide on Student abandonment.

Discussion of the research objective No. 4-3 “4-3 DSS
functions”:
Both the University type and the manager’s position
dimensions affect the ideal admission and registration
information system functions, whilst not affected by
the use of CBIS dimension;
The ideal admission and registration information
system should have the following functions:
a. Predict new applicants’ performance (only for
the government Universities);
b. Producing student description reports;
c. Provide general statistics;
d. Student classification into groups;
e. Using historical data;
f. Being able to use external data;
g. Finding relationships between students’ data
fields;
h. Gives the user the ability to create ad hoc
reports.
Discussion of the research objective No. 4-3 “4-4 DSS
characteristics”:
The ideal admission and registration information
system should have the following characteristics:
a. Easy to use;
b. Requires minimum training;
c. User involvement in design of the system;
d. Able to grow;
e. Flexible;
f. Integrated;
g. Have E-mail facility;
h. Web-accessible;
i. And cost effective.

2.

3.

4.

5.

-

differs from that number in the government ones {X 2 =
50.79, S, p < .05};
There is a significant relationship between the
respondent position and the use of CBIS by which the
number of Deans who are using CBIS differs from that
number with regard to the Associate Deans, Registrars,
Admission Officers, and Others {X 2 = 19.19, S, p
< .05};
There is a significant relationship between the
respondent position and acceptance to role of
computers as data stores by which the number of
Deans who believe that being a data store is the main
role of computers differs from that number as for the
Associate Deans, Registrars, and Others {X 2 = 14.42, S,
p < .05};
There is no relationship between the respondent
positions and the role of computers as being decision
makers {X 2 = 2.45, NS, p > .05};
There is a significant relationship between the
respondent position and the ownership of a PC on his
desk by which the number of Deans who have a PC’s
on desks differ from that number for the Associate
Deans, Registrars, Admission Officers (Admission
Officer and Associate Deans are the same), and Others
{X2 = 22.77, S, p < .05}.
Statistical analysis using Canonical Correlations
revealed the following:
-0.035 * Y_1 + 0.012 * Y_2 - 1.016 * X_3 =
0.174 * construct_1 + 0.752 * construct_2 +
0.105 * construct_3 + 0.018 * construct_4 0.002 * construct_5 - 0.035 * construct_6 +
0.004 * construct_7

Where the magnitude of the variable represents its
contribution to the variate it belongs to. Variables of
opposite signs represent inverse relationships to each
other’s. That is, among the independents’ variate the CBIS
use (X_3) accounts for the highest effect and works on the
same direction as the University type (Y_1) and both are
opposite to the Manager’s position (Y_2) which has the
least effect on the variate. Also the second, first and third
constructs (in order) have the highest effect on the variate
of the dependent variables. Among the dependent variables
only the fifth construct moves in the opposite direction to
the remaining (DSS decisions). The reason why the first
three constructs have the highest relationship magnitudes is
because they representing the current managers’
perspective towards CBIS, the current admission and
registration IS features, and the current admission and
registration IS functions which are highly affected by the
three independents, whilst the remaining constructs are
about ideal managers’ perspectives and ideal DSS decisions,
functions, and characteristics where the three dimensions
have little impact.
The research objective No. 5 “Use the proposed
methodology to develop the required admission and
registration DSS” was investigated. That is, the
proposed DSS methodology will be applied to the
ARDSS development. The objective has been met by
implementing the methodology’s four modules.
Module 0: Needs’ Analysis
-

1.

Statistical analysis using Chi-squared statistic revealed
the following:
There is a significant relationship between the
University type and the use of CBIS by which the
number of private Universities who are using CBIS
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This module was accomplished in four phases as follows:
1. The first phase is the development and validation of a
new research questionnaire that is used to define the
current admission and registration information systems
in the Egyptian Universities and to explore the
requirements that are not satisfied by these current
systems;
2. The second phase the questionnaire was used to collect
data from the admission and registration managers in
the Egyptian Universities;
3. The third phase, the managers’ information needs that
are required to be satisfied have been identified;
4. The last phase, Cool: Gen CASE tools Planning and
Analysis phases were utilized to start the development.
Module 1: Building the data warehouse
In this module the University DW was designed and
implemented on MS SQL Server. In this module the
research objective No. 2-2 “Designing the DW” was
achieved by the undertaking the following five steps:
1. Study and evaluate the data sources;
2. Establish the source-to-target fields’ matrix as a design
validation tool;
3. Build and the DW Star Schema design using MS SQL
Server;
4. The Updating strategy of the DW;
5. Design the managers’ reports using Crystal Reports.
Module 2: Knowledge from the KDD process
In this module the KDD process was applied to 1800
records. SQL, Visualization, and Clustering analysis
techniques have been used as data mining techniques. The
techniques have been applied for the following reasons:
1. Finding the knowledge which will be stored in the
ARDSS knowledge base;
2. Creating the managers’ reports from the DW.
The knowledge base is found in detail in Appendix (1).

In this module the following components have been
identified:
1. Data management component. In this component the
ARDSS DB has been created in Cool: Gen CASE tools
and being transferred to MS-SQL Server;
2. Knowledge management component. The results of
applying the knowledge discovery techniques were
stored using the design tool provided by Cool: Gen
CASE tools. As new data is added to the DW, the
knowledge discovery techniques run again and new
knowledge could be found, which could affect the
knowledge base by adding new rules, changing or
modifying or deleting existing rules;
3. User Interface. The ARDSS adopts a GUI environment;
4. Users. The users of the ARDSS have been identified
Dean, Associate Deans, Registrars, Admission Officers,
and Others.
1.
2.

The ARDSS capable of taking the following decisions:
Accept or reject a new applicant;
Predict the new applicants that will join the
faculty/college/institute this term/year based on our
archival records;
3. Based on our archival records we can make an
applicant-major match and provide this to the new
applicant to help him/her chooses a suitable major;
4. Hold the applicant until the following term/year;
5. Accept or reject the applicant who is transferred from
another educational institution;
6. Predict a student’s performance based on the students’
history we keep;
7. Classifying students into similar groups;
8. Predict a student’s performance based on the group that
he/she belongs to;
9. Set the student status to “On probation”;
10. Make relationships between students' performance and
academic departments;
11. Decide on Student abandonment.
Testing the ARDSS

The discovered knowledge is considered deep knowledge
because of the following:
1. More than one mining techniques was used:
a. SQL which is able to reach the shallow
knowledge;
b. Visualization which can explore the multidimensional knowledge;
c. Clustering which enables the hidden knowledge
to be identified;
2. The entire KDD process was adopted (i.e. from domain
understanding till the knowledge consolidation),
instead of just applying the techniques;
3. The knowledge rules evaluated by the admission and
registration managers were described as deep and new.
4. Same admission and registration managers who were
involved in the evaluation of the University DW
reports evaluated the discovered knowledge, they
reported positively on the validity of the knowledge;
5. The use of the DW added a strategic dimension to the
discovered knowledge.

The ARDSS has passed successfully four levels of testing
including: consistency check level (provided by Cool; Gen
CASE tools software), professionals’ level, user level, and
model level (using 200 records).
The ARDSS limitation
Following are the limitations of the ARDSS:
1. Restricted to the knowledge stored in its knowledgebase;
2. The ARDSS is able to take only eleven decisions,
which is turn means that not all of the admission and
registration related decisions are incorporated into the
system;
3. The ARDSS is an environment-specific system; that is
it requires a Client/Server environment which has MS
SQL Server 6.5 RDBMS running on a Windows NT 4
OS, Crystal reports 4.6, CLUSTAN graphics 5.0, and a
Windows 95 or 98 on a Pentium machine;

Module 3: Building the ARDSS
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4.

5.

The ARDSS is designed for the Egyptian Universities
to be used by Deans, Associate Deans, Registrars,
Admission Officers, and Others;
The discovered knowledge is based on records drawn
from the AASTMT students’ DB. Although other
Universities’ managers including both government and
private found the majority of the knowledge base
relevant and acceptable, this knowledge can only be
used for decision making at the AASTMT, and if any
other University will use the ARDSS records from this
University need to be included in the KDD process.

The management implications of the ARDSS
The following management implications have
identified:
1. Gaining competitive advantages;
2. Managers are more committed and informed;
3. Better-served customers (i.e. students);
4. The benefits of using CASE tools.

been

-

CONCLUSION
-

-

The proposed DSS methodology suggested by this
research was adopted and applied successfully to the
admission and registration functions in the Egyptian
Universities. The methodology combines DSS, DW,
and KDD together;
The DW component gives a strategic value to the DSS;
The KDD techniques enable the different forms of
knowledge to be found out and reached.
RECOMMENDATION

-

The Ministry of Higher Education and the Egyptian
Supreme Council of Universities are currently setting
the standards and regulations, which both University
types (i.e. government and private) have to fo llow. It is
recommended that these two bodies set the same
admission and registration standards and regulations
for both University types. The researcher has found
some difficulties in some areas and situations
whenever a comparison is to be made between the two
University types. Examples are the following:
a. The respondents.
In some government
Universities the admission and registration
decision makers are: Deans, Associate Deans,
Admission Officers, and Registrars. However, in
other government Universities there are no
Admission Officers or Registrars, the two
positions have been replaced with a position
called Director. On the other hand, in the private
Universities the decision makers are Deans,
Associate Deans, Admission Officers, and
Registrars;
b. Position responsibilities.
There is also a
difference in the definition of the Registrar as a
position in both University types. In government
Universities the registrar is a college/school
level position, whilst in private Universities it is
a University level position. The difference in
responsibilities would affect their information
needs;

The academic year definition. For some of the
government Universities the academic year
starts in September and ends in July, whilst
other government and all private Universities
have
a semester-based
academic
year;
September, February and Summer semesters.
This also affects the design of the admission and
registration Information System that they may
use. For example the Admission procedure
happens once a year in some of the government
Universities and more in others;
d. The grading system.
Some government
Universities follow a descriptive grading system
(Excellent, Very Good, Good, Satisfactory, and
Poor), whilst others follow a GPA grading
system (scale of 4). All of the private
Universities have the same grading scale (GPA);
It is advisable that both University types use the
ARDSS proposed because of the following:
a. The current admission and registration systems
are incapable of providing the managers with
their information needs. For example 69% of
respondents in the private Universities and 73%
in the government Universities reported that
their systems couldn’t predict the performance
of their current students. However, 69% of
respondents in the private Universities and 78%
in the government Universities reported that
they need their systems to predict the
performance of current students. The ARDSS
has the performance prediction capability;
b. The ARDSS fulfills an important design
principle “User-involvement during the system
development process”, on which 86% of
respondents in the private Universities and 83%
of respondents in the government Universities
reported positively;
c. The ARDSS is enhanced with a DW component
that gives the managers access to some reports,
which are based on 10-year time span (or more
if data is available), and are combining
fields/attributes
from many tables/entities
without affecting the performance of the
operational DB. This DW component adds a
strategic value to the use of the ARDSS;
d. The ARDSS is built utilizing KDD techniques
(i.e. SQL, visualization, and clustering analysis)
which give the system the capability to reach
different types of knowledge (shallow, multidimensional, hidden, and deep knowledge);
e. The use of CASE tools in the development of
the ARDSS added the following advantages to
the system: flexibility, scalability, integrity,
complete documentation, business needs and
objectives are the system’s main drivers, and
finally the ARDSS is based on an easy to
understand and deal with GUI;
The Egyptian Universities must pay attention to the
wealth of information stored in their admission and
registration TPS. From these systems lots of valuable
knowledge can be extracted. For example the
admission and registration managers are interested in
reports that are based on ten years time (and sometimes
c.

-
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more). However, they cannot get these reports from
their current systems. Moreover, most of the reports
they need are not built on their current systems, as a
result of that there has been always a time lag between
requesting a report and getting it. Some of these
admission and registration managers were interviewed
and they described some of the reports that need to be
created, the reports have been created based on the data
stored in the University data warehouse.
FUTURE WORK
-

-

-

-

-

-

Web accessibility. Implementing the admission and
registration DSS on the Web, so that senior managers
can log to the Web site and access the system remotely;
Systems integration. Integrating the admission and
registration DSS with other systems e.g. the integration
with the financial system;
Knowledge base comparison. The knowledge base of
the ARDSS is based on records drawn from a private
University students’ DB. Further research could be
undertaken to build the knowledge base based on
records drawn from a government University students’
DB and then compare the results;
Inter Universities Web-Based Data Warehouse.
Develop an inter Universities DW, from which all
member Universities can extract useful information
and helping
them enhancing
their business
understanding and accordingly the decision quality;
Different data mining techniques. The admission and
registration DSS depends on SQL, visualization, and
clustering analysis techniques, however, different
techniques could be studied and applied to the system
where more data is available and the techniques to be
implemented are relevant;
Comparative research studies. Carry out the study
using the ARDSSQ in different countries and compare
the results. It is important to realize that some
modifications need to be made to the ARDSSQ to
reflect any country’s specific educational system
environment.
APPENDICES

Appendix (1) The Discovered Knowledge Base
The discovered knowledge is will be described in the form
of rules in the following sections:
Rule No. 1
How obtained: This rule was obtained by two sources;
interviewing some admission and registration managers at
the AASTMT and documentation review and partially
validated by SQL statement running on the sample data set.
The SQL validation was partially because the sample data
set does not have all the attributes required to validate the
rule e.g. interview.
Decision No. A
“Accept or reject a new applicant”

IF major = “Hotels and Tourism” AND interview=
“Satisfactory” AND high school percentage >= 60 AND
age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE IF major = “Maritime” OR “Marine Eng.” AND
gender= “Male” AND high school percentage >= 60 AND
age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE IF major <> “Maritime” OR “Marine Eng.” OR
“Hotels and Tourism” AND high school percentage >= 60
AND age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE
accept applicant = “N”
END IF
Rule No. 2
How obtained: This rule was obtained by two sources;
interviewing some admission and registration managers at
the AASTMT and documentation review.
Decision No. C
“Predict the new applicants that will join the
faculty/college/institute this term/year based on our archival
records”
IF semester= “September” THEN
applicants predicted = 2000
ELSE IF semester = “February” THEN
applicants predicted = 500
ELSE
applicants predicted = 0
END IF
Rule No. 3
How obtained: This rule was obtained by applying the
Ward’s clustering technique based on a Euclidean metric
measure running on the sample data set.
Decision No. F
“Based on our archival records we can make an applicantmajor match and provide this to the new applicant to help
him/her chooses a suitable major”
Cluster 1: (38 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Azhar” AND high
school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”66”
AND nationality=”Libya’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=”BBA Arabic section” AND age on
graduation=”23” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 2: (81 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”65”
AND nationality=”Egypt’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 3: (136 memb ers)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”65”
AND
nationality=”
Oman’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Hotels and Tourism” AND age
on graduation=”27” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 4: (50 members)
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IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”56”
AND
nationality=”Egypt’’
AND
gender=”Female”
THEN major=” BBA Arabic section” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 5: (146 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Azhar” AND high
school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”52”
AND nationality=”Egypt’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Maritime Transport” AND age
on graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Pass”
Cluster 6: (60 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”52”
AND
nationality=”Egypt’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” BTech. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Poor”
Cluster 7: (42 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”55”
AND
nationality=”Sudan’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Maritime Transport” AND age
on graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 8: (46 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”50”
AND nationality=”Syria’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”26” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 9: (32 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”59”
AND
nationality=”Jordan’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Marine Eng.” AND age on
graduation=”26” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 10: (66 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”58”
AND
nationality=”Egypt’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 11: (206 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”51”
AND
nationality=”Egypt’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 12: (89 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”78”
AND nationality=”Lebanon’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Maritime” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 13: (78 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”73”
AND nationality=”Egypt’’ AND gender=”Male”

THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 14: (78 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”66”
AND nationality=”Jordan’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Maritime Transport” AND age
on graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 15: (37 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Yemen” AND high school
percent=”68”
AND
nationality=”Sudan’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 16: (128 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Libya” AND high school percent=”74”
AND nationality=”Jordan’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 17: (92 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma - Science”
AND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school
percent=”80”
AND
nationality=”Jordan’’
AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Electronics” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 18: (58 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”87”
AND nationality=”Libya’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 19: (107 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”85”
AND nationality=”Saudi’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Maritime” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Excellent”
Cluster 20: (14 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma- Math” AND
high school origin=”Egypt” AND high school percent=”86”
AND nationality=”Jordan’’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND age on
graduation=”24” AND GPA=”Very Good”
Cluster 21: (133 members)
IF high school certificate=”IGCSE- Old” AND high school
origin=”Eritrea” AND high school percent=”76” AND
nationality=”Egypt”’ AND gender=”Male”
THEN major=” Bachelor of Hotels and Tourism” AND age
on graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”
Cluster 22: (9 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma Old- Science”
AND high school origin=” Lebanon” AND high school
percent=”80”
AND nationality=’’
Lebanon” AND
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND age on
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Ve ry Good”
Cluster 23: (27 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma Old- Science”
AND high school origin=”Libya” AND high school
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percent=”63”
AND
nationality=”Lebanon”
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation=”23” AND GPA=”Excellent”
Cluster 24: (37 members)
IF high school certificate=”Thanwya Amma OldAND high school origin=”Egypt” AND high
percent=”69”
AND
nationality=”Libya’’
gender=”Male”
THEN major=” B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation=”25” AND GPA=”Good”

AND
age

Math”
school
AND
age

Rule No. 4
How obtained: This rule was obtained by two sources;
interviewing some admission and registration managers at
the AASTMT and documentation review and partially
validated by SQL statement running on the sample data set.
Decision No. G
“Hold the applicant until the following term/year”
IF high school percentage >= 60 AND age < 25 AND
number of applicants > batch ceiling
THEN deferred applicant = “Y”
ELSE
deferred applicant = “N”
END IF
Rule No. 5
How obtained: This rule was obtained by two sources;
interviewing some admission and registration managers at
the AASTMT and documentation review and partially
validated by SQL statement running on the sample data set.
Decision No. H
“Accept or reject the applicant who is transferred from
another educational institution”
IF major = “Hotels and Tourism” AND interview=
“Satisfactory” AND high school percentage >= 60 AND
age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling AND
previous abandonment = “N”
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE IF major = “Maritime” OR “Marine Eng.” AND
gender= “Male” AND high school percentage >= 60 AND
age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling AND
previous abandonment = “N”
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE IF major <> “Maritime” OR “Marine Eng.” OR
“Hotels and Tourism” AND high school percentage >= 60
AND age < 25 AND number of applicants <= batch ceiling
AND previous abandonment = “N”
THEN accept applicant = “Y”
ELSE
accept applicant = “N”
END IF
Rule No. 6
How obtained: This rule was obtained and validated by
SQL statement running on the sample data set.
Decision No. J

on

“Predict a student’s performance based on the students’
history we keep”
IF high school percentage <= 65 THEN
predicted student performance = “Between 0-2”
ELSE IF high school percentage > 65 THEN
predicted student performance = “Between 3-6”
ELSE
predicted student performance = “Undefined”
END IF

on
Rule No. 7
How obtained: This rule was obtained by applying the
Ward’s clustering technique based on a Euclidean metric
measure running on the sample data set.
Decision No. L
“Classifying students into similar groups”
Cluster 1: (44 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “90” AND year in= “91” AND high school
percent= “73” AND major= “Bachelor of Maritime
Transport” AND graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Very
Good” AND DOB= “72”AND nationality= “Libya” AND
gender= “Male”
Cluster 2: (141 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school
percent= “75” AND major= “B.Sc. Electronics” AND
graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “73”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 3: (128 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “88” AND year in= “88” AND high school
percent= “80” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation date=”94” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “70”AND nationality= “Jordan” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 4: (65 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “88” AND year in= “88” AND high school
percent= “73” AND major= “B.Sc. Marine Eng.” AND
graduation date=”95” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “70”AND nationality= “Jordan” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 5: (116 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “90” AND year in= “90” AND high school
percent= “88” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “72”AND nationality= “Lebanon” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 6: (84 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “88” AND year in= “89” AND high school
percent= “88” AND major= “B.Sc. Electronics” AND
graduation date=”94” AND GPA= “Excellent” AND
DOB= “70”AND nationality= “Jordan” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 7: (79 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school
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percent= “64” AND major= “BBA Arabic section” AND
graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “75”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender=
“Female”
Cluster 8: (148 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school
percent= “63” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“73”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 9: (103 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “92” AND year in= “92” AND high school
percent= “57” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“74”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 10: (147 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school
percent= “56” AND major= “BBA Arabic section” AND
graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “73”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 11: (115 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Azhar” AND high school
year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school percent=
“51” AND major= “BTech. Electronics” AND graduation
date=”97” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB= “73”AND
nationality= “Egypt” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 12: (92 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “90” AND year in= “90” AND high school
percent= “55” AND major= “Bachelor of Hotels and
Tourism” AND graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good”
AND DOB= “72”AND nationality= “Syria” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 13: (45 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “87” AND year in= “88” AND high school
percent= “55” AND major= “Bachelor of Maritime
Transport” AND graduation date=”94” AND GPA= “Poor”
AND DOB= “69”AND nationality= “Libya” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 14: (60 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “88” AND year in= “88” AND high school
percent= “53” AND major= “B.Sc. Electronics” AND
graduation date=”95” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“70”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 15: (43 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “89” AND year in= “90” AND high school
percent= “74” AND major= “Bachelor of Hotels and
Tourism” AND graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Good”
AND DOB= “70”AND nationality= “Oman” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 16: (21 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma - Math” AND high
school year= “88” AND year in= “89” AND high school
percent= “57” AND major= “Bachelor of Maritime” AND
graduation date=”95” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“66”AND nationality= “Eritrea” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 17: (75 members)

high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “90” AND year in= “90” AND high school
percent= “68” AND major= “BTech. Marine Eng.” AND
graduation date=”96” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“72”AND nationality= “Sudan” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 18: (42 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “87” AND year in= “87” AND high school
percent= “58” AND major= “B.Sc. Marine Eng.” AND
graduation date=”93” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“68”AND nationality= “Jordan” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 19: (74 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “87” AND year in= “87” AND high school
percent= “66” AND major= “B.Sc. Marine Eng.” AND
graduation date=”94” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“68”AND nationality= “Jordan” AND gender= “Male”
Cluster 20: (95 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND high
school year= “87” AND year in= “87” AND high school
percent= “65” AND major= “B.Sc. Electronics” AND
graduation date=”94” AND GPA= “Very Good” AND
DOB= “68”AND nationality= “Egypt” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 21: (9 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma New- Science” AND
high school year= “90” AND year in= “90” AND high
school percent= “76” AND major= “Bachelor of Hotels and
Tourism” AND graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good”
AND DOB= “72”AND nationality= “Yemen” AND
gender= “Male”
Cluster 22: (30 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma Old- Science” AND
high school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high
school percent= “79” AND major= “B.Sc. Electronics”
AND graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Very Good”
AND DOB= “74”AND nationality= “Palestine” AND
gender= “Female”
Cluster 23: (34 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma Old- Science” AND
high school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high
school percent= “62” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers”
AND graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good” AND
DOB= “73”AND nationality= “Libya” AND gender=
“Male”
Cluster 24: (10 members)
high school type= “Thanwya Amma Old- Math” AND high
school year= “91” AND year in= “91” AND high school
percent= “69” AND major= “B.Sc. Computers” AND
graduation date=”97” AND GPA= “Good” AND DOB=
“73”AND nationality= “Libya” AND gender= “Male”
Rule No. 8
How obtained: This rule was obtained by applying the
Ward’s clustering technique based on a Euclidean metric
measure running on the sample data set.
Decision No. M
“Predict a student’s performance based on the group that
he/she belongs to”
Depends on Decision No. L.
For example: cluster 1 will be represented as:
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IF high school type= “Thanwya Amma- Science” AND
high school year= “90” AND year in= “91” AND high
school percent= “73” AND major= “Bachelor of Maritime
Transport” AND graduation date=”96” AND DOB=
“72”AND nationality= “Libya” AND gender= “Male”
THEN GPA= “Very Good”

ELSE IF penalty = “Y” AND student GPA >= 2.0 THEN
student abandoned = “W”
ELSE
student abandoned = “N”
END IF
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ABSTRACT
Internet and information technologies break the transaction
barriers, and the permission of the patentable subject matter
for business methods and software acts as the moving power
for enterprises entering into the knowledge competition age.
Computer software can be a patentable subject matter is the
inevitable consequence of the development of technology
and law, while the patentability of business methods reflects
that the advantages of industry competitiveness have shifted
from labor to knowledge and innovation. This study
analyzes the quantity and trends of e-commerce related
patents, and clarify the concepts of patentable subject matter
regarding business methods. Since United States is the
leading country in the e-commerce and the patent system,
decisions and patent statistics of United States are
considered as the references in this study. In addition, a
set of innovation and patent strategies for enterprises is also
proposed to deal with the patent barriers established by
technology leaders.
INTRODUCTION
Industries traditionally rely on land, labors, and mechanical
tools or devices to create fortune.
However, only
knowledge and information can create competitive
advantages when the e-commerce age is coming.
Protection and application of intellectual property rights
therefore become important tasks on the aspects of
competition and survival of enterprises.
The uses of
Internet and information technologies make the mode of
business transactions and products digitized, which prompt
managers not only to innovatively develop technologies, but
also to combine the innovative technologies and methods of
doing business (hereafter referred to “business methods”) to
apply to the transactions and services of e-commerce.
These transactions and service are managed by using a
variety of algorithms with the aid of computer software or
systems to treat the tasks of the transmission, detection, link,
and control of data. Manners of life, business, operation of
enterprises, service and transactions are changed due to the
reason that the integration of application of software and
Internet, making tangible structures digitized and changing
the operation modes of data search, transmission and
reception. Because the employed technologies of data
treatment can be applied to different kinds of industries and
Internet has the characteristics of no limitation on time and
space, the potential value create by the technologies is
immeasurable.
It is well known that patent rights can
offer numerous advantages for enterprises, such as
(1)
providing the exclusive protection of the embodied
implementation of innovative concepts, (2) acting as the
aggressive weapon to exclude competitors and protect the
market shares, (3) acting as the defense weapon in the

litigation or patent disputes to protect R & D and
investments and to increase the opportunity of licensing, (4)
attracting venture capitalists to invest the company or
increasing the profits by licensing, etc. On ly when these
technologies and innovative business methods are protected
through the patent system can they provide the great
exclusive rights for enterprises to maintain their
competitiveness.
The announcement
of examination
guidelines for
computer-related inventions by The Patent and Trademark
Office of United States (USPTO) [21] and the decisions of
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (CAFC) in the
cases of State Street Bank v. Signature [20] and AT&T v.
Excel Communications [1] positively made that inventions
about the business methods are treated like any other process
invention and that the subject matter can be patentable if it
can generate “useful, concrete, and tangible” results. The
guidelines and decisions bring the effects that the software
and services as well as procedures for dealing with
information management can also obtain the same protection
as hardware and physical structures through the mechanisms
of patent system. In short, the software and the service
offered by using Internet can be applied for and granted
patents if they have practical application and satisfy the
requirements of patentability. All the patents related these
fields are named “e-patents”.
There have been many literatures and publications discussed
the possible problems and strategies related to the grant of
e-patents [2][4][5][6][7][8][12]. However, none of any
publications or literatures thoroughly analyzed the
developing trend of e-patents, which has the closed relation
with enterprises’ policies on developing the activities related
to e-commerce.
Besides, no publications or literatures
have proposed the suggestions for the technology followers
to treat the issues about e-patents.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the development
and trend of e-patents in different areas. In addition, since
there exists opposition about the granting of business
method patents due to the misunderstanding about the patent
system, this study will be to clarify the concepts between the
application of business methods and business method per se,
which the later one cannot be the patentable subject matter.
Furthermore, since many e-patents have been applied and
granted in the e-commerce leading country, United States,
the enterprises of following countries may encounter patent
disputes if they perform their business or use software that
covered by the claims of existing patents.
Therefore,
enterprises should develop a series of strategies to dealing
with issues related to e-patents. This study will propose a
set of patent strategies for technology followers from the
aspect of the concept of life cycles to overcome the crisis
brought by the possibilities of infringing existing patents.
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DEVELOPING TREND OF E-COMMERCE PATENTS
An invention can be a patentable subject matter if it has
practical application even though it is implemented in
business activities or carried out by computers or software
[1][20]. Since the criteria for patent subject matters have
been clarified and the actual or potential economic values
can be created through the application of Internet, many
enterprises, especially those in United States, have
developed various innovative business methods, applied
technologies in Internet, or application of software and
databases, and applied them for patents. This phenomenon
leads to the rapid increase on the application and grant of
e-commerce and software related patents.
Category of U.S. Business Method Patents: UPC 705
USPTO classify business method patents into UPC (U.S.
Patent Classification) 705. The scopes of UPC 705 cover
the financial, business practice, management, or cost/price
determination. According to the definition of UPC 705, the
patented invention in that class can be distinguished into
three categories [22]:
1. apparatus and corresponding methods for performing
data processing operations, in which there is a
significant change in the data or for performing
calculation operations wherein the apparatus or
method is uniquely designed for or utilized in the
practice, administration, or management of an
enterprise, or in the processing of financial data,
2. apparatus and corresponding methods for performing
data processing or calculating operations in which a
charge for goods or services is determined, and
3. subject matter described in the two sorts above in
combination with cryptographic apparatus or method.
According to the investigation of granted patents about
e-commerce related patents, the international patent
classification (IPC), and the required technologies and
process that are applied on e-commerce, the patented
invention related to e-commerce can be categorized as listed
in Table 1.
TABLE 1 E-commerce Related Patent Categories with
Respect to IPC.
IPC

G06F 17/60

H04L 9/00
G06F 15/30
G06F 17/30
G06F 19/00

G06F 17/00

Definition [11]
Administrative, commercial, managerial,
supervisory or forecasting purposes
(electronic cash registers other than
digital data processing aspects thereof
Arrangements for secret or secure
communication
Other modes related to transactions
Information
retrieval;
Database
structures therefor
Digital computing or data processing
equipment or methods, specially adapted
for specific application
Digital computing or data processing
equipment or methods, specially adapted
for specific functions

H04L 9/32

G06F 13/00

H04L 9/30

G06F 11/00
H04M 3/42

Includes means for verifying the identity
or authority of a user of the system
Interconnection
of, or transfer of
information or other signals between,
memories,
input/output
devices or
central processing units
Public key, i.e. encryption algorithm
being computationally infeasible to
invert and users' encryption keys not
requiring secrecy
Error detection;
Error correction;
Monitoring
Systems providing special services or
facilities to subscribers

Trend and Analysis of E-commerce Related Patents
Table 2 is the number of e-commerce related patents over
the two decades searched from the DELPHION patent
database.
UPC 705 with each individual IPC are
considered together in a search. Figure 1 shows the trend
of e-commerce related patents in terms of IPC. It can be
found from Figure 1 and Table 2 that most of e-commerce
related patents are concentrated on G06F 17/60 and H04L
9/00 of IPC, in which G06F 17/60 represents patents related
to business models while H04L 9/00 involves with securities
of transactions.
Table 2 also indicates that the total number of granted
patents in UPC 705 from 1981 to August 8, 2001 is 5851,
while e-commerce related patents account for 2712.
This
information
reveals that although activities about
e-commerce begin to develop vigorously in recent years, the
number of e-commerce related patents account for half of
business method patents categorized by UPC 705.
Life Cycle of Technology Development
Technologies, like products, also have life cycles and can be
described by four stages, namely the market introduction,
growth, maturity and decline.
The technology
development life cycle can be observed from the variation of
statistic data of patents. Among them, the observation of
the development of granted patents and the number of
applicants, as shown in Figure 2, is the typical method to
understand the trend of technology development [14].
Reflecting the small number of enterprises involved in active
technological development, the amount of patent application
in the market introduction stage is relatively small (stage I in
Figure 2). During the growth stage, however, the number
of applicants and the total number of patents grow rapidly
(stage II in Figure 2).
During the maturity stage, the
number of enterprises still investing in research and
development (R&D) for a product decreases, although
technological developments continue (stage III in Figure 2).
During the decline stage, the total amount of patents filed
and enterprise investments decrease rapidly (stages IV and V
in Figure 2).
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TABLE 2 Number of E-commerce Related Patents.
IPC

G06F H04L G06F G06F G06F G06F H04L G06F H04L G06F H04M
Total
17/60 9/00 15/30 17/30 19/00 17/00 9/32 3/00 9/30 11/00 3/42

Year
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
Sum/
Class

13
46
73
199
359
505

8
5
4
4
2
6
12
8
19
15
13
4
11
17
17
34
63
113
119
58

5
5
3
4
7
14
13
12
14
19
10
7
16
11
8
2
3
2
14
7

2
5
25
43
50
76

7
15
17
37
53
38

1195

532

176

201

167

5
12
10
28
53
73

1
4
4
10
8
7
10
18
36
13
13

1
1
3
0
2
2
0
1
3
3
2
2
7
15
15
5

3
2
1
1
3
3
7
8
20
10
10
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Analysis of the Life Cycle for E-Commerce Business
Method Patents
E-commerce business method patents defined in this study
are the invention that falls in the UPC 705 and IPC G06F
17/60 simultaneously.
The number of patents in this
category is 1429 until August 7, 2001. The number of
assignees and the number of patents over years are listed in
Table 3. It can be found from Figure 3 and Table 3 that this
category is at the growth stage since the number of
applicants and the total number of patents grows rapidly.
In other words, the application of e-commerce rapidly
develops and prevails .

TABLE 3 The Number of Assignees and Patents of
E-commerce Business Method Patents.
2001
Year
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
(August 7)
Number
of
13 43
73 160 260 342
188
assignees
Number
of
13 46
73 199 359 505
234
patents
Investigated Date: August 7, 2001

Number of applicants

FIGURE 2 Technology Development Life Cycle.
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Life Cycle of E-commerce Business Method

Analysis of the Life Cycle for E-Commerce Security
Patents
E-commerce business method patents defined in this study
are the invention that falls in the UPC 705 and IPC H04L
09/00 simultaneously. The development of patents that is
related to the security of transactions, as shown from Table 4
and Figure 4, has been stationary and even negative. This
shows that the technologies of this category are maturerthan
those of business methods
TABLE 4 The Number of Assignees and Patents of
E-commerce Security Patents.
Year
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Number of
5
6
4
4
2
5
assignees
Number of
8
5
4
4
2
6
patents
Year
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Number of
6
15 12 13
4
11
assignees
Number of
8
19 15 13
4
11
patents
Year
Number of
assignees
Number of
patents

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
72

Number of assignees

0

1987
11
12
1994
17
17
2001
(August 7)

17

33

44

81

49

31

17

34

63 113 119

58

35

Investigated Date: August 7, 2001

FIGURE 4
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CONTROVERSIES AND CLASSIFICATION OF
BUSINESS METHOD PATENTS
The attitude of CAFC regarding the support of business
method patents and the increased number on the aspect of
e-commerce related patents have led to serious and wide
discussions recently. According to the CAFC’s decisions
in State Street Bank and AT & T, respectively, if an
invention can generate useful, concrete and tangible results
or have practical application, it can be a patentable subject
matter even though no physical transformation occurs.
It
seems that an invention can be as a patentable subject matter
if practical uses can be observed or described in the claims
of a patent.
Those who support CAFC’s decisions and actions of USPTO
consider that the value of business methods is not merely on
the technologies per se that carry out the methods but mainly
comes from the early movement into markets and the
concepts of business methods per se. For instance, the
economic value of Amazon.com lies in the fa mous
trademark, rich information on various goods, methods of
ordering products, and the skill of integration of supply
chain to attract customers and transform the orders into
supply lists of suppliers and distribution of distributors.
However, since the person skilled in the art of software and
hardware of Internet can easily carry out the similar ordering
or other information treatment process, competitors can
easily imitate such a concept of operation. If the concepts
combined with the required technologies cannot be protected
by law, the competitive advantage will disappear easily.
The opposite contest that subject matters of business method
patents related to e-commerce are merely the combination of
traditional business methods and application of Internet.
Although the purposes of the patent system is to protect the
intellectual properties and provide incentive to innovate and
stimulate industries to continuously grow [19], the scope of
claims of a business method patent is too broad to block the
normal operation of competitors. As a consequence, the
development of industries is limited.
Clarification of Patentable Subject Matter
Whether an invention can be a patentable subject matter
must inquire that if it merely describes an abstract idea or
has disclosed the technologies or procedures that can
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implement the invention. Only when the specification and
claims of a patent has disclosed the technologies or
procedures that can embody the concept of invention can it
be necessary to further investigate whether the innovation of
the business
method
satisfies
the novelty
and
non-obviousness.
In fact, the patentable subject matter in the area of
e-commerce is the combination of the concept of business
method and the required technologies that implement the
business method.
Although CAFC’s decisions do not
preclude methods of doing business from being patentable
subject matter, it does not mean that a business method
without embodied technologies can be patentable.
A business method per se only describes a concept or mental
process and hence cannot be a patentable subject matter
because the concept has not been embodied. There are
three reasons as follows that can illustrate the policy:
1. An abstract idea or concept cannot generate practical
results. Additional procedures of implementation are
required for the concept to be carried out.
2. An abstract idea cannot disclose definite scope of
claims or usable techniques.
3. An abstract idea has numerous and indefinite
embodiments. If a patent is granted for an abstract
idea, it will limit the development of industries and
thus violate the essentiality of the patent system.
In short, it is a misunderstanding that a concept of business
method can be the subject matter if inventors can present the
practical application.
A business method can be a
patentable subject matter only when the concept is disclosed
with enforceable techniques or procedures to obtain the
claimed results. Although the subject matter that inventors
and patent owners want to protect is the business method per
se, however, the patent system can not provide such
protection. The patent system can only provide protection
for those embodied technologies that use substantially the
same way to perform the substantially the same function and
obtain the substantially the same result. If the business
method related to e-commerce have different embodied
technologies or procedures, the patent law will give the same
exclusive rights for different inventors that discloses
different technologies.
An inventor cannot request the
patent law to protect the business method per se merely
because he/she discovers or innovates that method. On the
contrary, the inventor should investigate all possible
technologies that can implement the concept of the business
method and applies the combination of the concept of the
business method and related technologies for patents.
STRATEGIES OF E-COMERCE PATENTS
E-commerce and its application are developing rapidly in
recently years. Different kinds of business methods have
also been applied for patents.
During these years,
numerous patents related to business methods as well as
architectures and requirements of e-commerce have been
granted because of (1) the rapid improvements on Internet
and information technologies, (3) enterprises’ emphasis on
intellectual property rights, (3) definite expression about
patentable subject matters, and (4) enhancement of
efficiency of patent examination. The number of patents
related to e-commerce is increased exponentially. It can be
predicted that patent disputes about e-commerce will occur
frequently in this century. Someone abbreviates “Internet

business method patents” to “I-BMP”, similar pronunciation
with “I-Bomb”, to indicate the explosive impacts caused
by e-commerce related patents.
United States announced “examination guidelines for
computer-related inventions” earlier than Japan, Taiwan, and
other countries or regions. The European Patent office
even did not consider the patentability of business methods
until year 2000 [18]. Although enterprises, in addition to
those located in United States, have adopted Internet and
other information technologies to establish operations within
and among enterprises, they may infringe existing patents if
the applied technologies fall into the scope of claims.
Innovation and Patent Strategies
E-commerce and Internet is another revolution of
technologies and industries as observing from the
development of histories of human being and innovation.
Industries and products will experience different evolution
and innovation under the impact of innovative technologies.
If technology followers can capture the regularity of
variation of technologies and industries, understand the
characteristics of industries at different stages of life cycles,
and match with characteristics of local activities as well as
the interaction relationship with other industries, they can
still have different extent and types of innovation. In short,
although many inventions about e-commerce have been
protected by patents, enterprises can still have rooms of
innovation if they adopt appropriate innovation methods and
patent strategies according to the characteristics and
requirements of industries.
Since enterprises are now in the global competition
environment, management strategies should be considered
with technology and patent strategies when industries are at
different stages of the life cycle .
1. Patent applications are filed as many as possible with
considering the quality of patents at the market introduction
stage. Life cycles, as shown in Figure 5, are often adopted
in the industry analysis to describe the behaviors of
industries, products, and technology development.
When
an emerging industry is at the initial development stage,
industry-related technologies or products have not been
standardized and the market position is also not obvious. If
enterprises that enter into the market at this stage want to
become technology leaders, they must cross the “chasm”
(for instance, how to become the supplier of the standard of
products or technologies) [15][16]. Those who early cross
the chasm can have the possibility of becoming leaders and
hence become the mainstream in the later stage of the life
cycle.
If (1) the enterprise can not overcome the
shortcomings existed in products and service, or (2)
customers do not accept the products or services, or (3) the
enterprise does not operate well, the enterprise may fall into
the “chasm” when the industry or the product is from the
market introduction stage into the growth stage.
E-commerce and related application are rapidly developing,
however, the e-commerce industry is still at the transition
between the introduction and growth stages as observed
from the market developing status. Therefore, standard
business models have not developed.
Although an
innovative business method that can be implemented by
technologies can be granted patents, many innovative
concepts are generated and replaced continuously at the
introduction stage. Nevertheless, if the innovative business
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method is a breakthrough, all the technologies related to the
innovative business method should be applied for patents.
Birth

Start

Growth

Maturity

Decline

Introduction

Chasm

1. Development

and

application

technologies

of 1. Demand

over 1. Intensification of 1. Price competition

supply

2. Exploitation of p otential markets

in

p roduct q uality

domestic markets 2. Product
2. Competition
of d iversification

2. Emergence

of

new

technologies

substitutable
technologies
3. Time to market
Application for as many patents as possible Patent allocation
with considering patent qualities

Patent license

1.Patent development on
accessories

FIGURE 5 Patent Strategies at Different Stages of the
Life Cycle.
2. Innovation methods and patent strategies should be
modified when the industry or product (service) is at the
different stages of the life cycle [3]. Because technologies
and products in the initial stage of the life cycle are by
definition new, research and development teams have no
experience of such products and related technologies.
Market needs and customer requirements are also uncertain.
Additionally, only a few enterprises are pursuing such
research because of the higher risks involved in the initial
stage of research and development.
Necessarily,
knowledge and information about the products and
technology is very poor.
Therefore, technology and
product innovation is only possible by combining science or
relying on the research and development knowledge base.
Managers or R & D teams should take the developed
technologies to apply for patents after the evaluation of
technology and business profit and the development plans.
At the growth stage, an increasing number of enterprises
begin to innovate on related products and service.
Substitutive technologies are consequently generated. The
enterprises that enter into the market at the market
introduction have accumulated considerable experience, and
they can support further product and technological
innovation.
The innovation strategies adopted by
enterprises at this stage are to refine the technologies (for
instance, to enhance the stability) or add more functions.
These improved or refined technologies and their application
on business methods should also be applied for patents to
establish the patent portfolio. In addition to provide stable
and high quality of technologies or service, enterprises
should also consider time to market so that maximum profit
can be obtained. Most rising enterprises (REs) hope to
shorten the research and development period of their
products so that they can gain a market share.
Additionally,
product function and performance must closely mirror that
of the technologically leading firms’ (TLFs) products.
Consequently, the research and development strategy for the
REs during the growth stage is imitative innovation.
The
REs can develop products and technologies based on
existing ones by using the general innovation methods,

including reversal, transfer, combination, change of direction,
extension, and reduction [13].
As the technologies and products mature, product and
technological
competition
between
enterprises
has
intensified. To increase competitiveness, enterprises must
improve or redesign the technologies or process of service to
fulfill customer requirements.
Since technologies and
business models of e-commerce have been fully developed
and standardized and related information is abundant,
enterprises that enter into the market at this stage require less
time and cost to develop similar business models or provide
similar service that TLFs have developed or provided.
However, there may exist risk of patent infringements since
competitors have applied for patents at the market
introduction or growth stages. To avoid serious property
damage and avoid bringing bad influence to enterprises,
patent licensing is often treated as the means to solve the
patent disputes.
In addition, patent information
management is also useful for managers to decide the
development direction of enterprises. Managers and R &
D can investigate related patents from database to
understand the trend of patent development.
The
innovation results can be obtained by using skills of
designing around patents [17] to prevent the results from
falling into the scope of existing patent claims.
When products and technologies approach the decline stage
of the life cycle, other new products and technologies may
emerge. However, the newly emerging products remain
embryonic and hence unable to replace the established ones.
Therefore, the existing products retain their market value.
Since the functions and technologies employed differ little
among all kinds of products and technologies, price
competitiveness is the main issue. If enterprises hope to
survive, then when their ability to lower costs to extend
profits is exhausted, other innovation should be considered,
such as improvements on user interfaces, providing
professional, real time and automatic consulting services,
etc., to increase added value of technologies and services,
which expand lifetime of products and technologies.
3. Technologies that are applied for patents should be
evaluated by considering the technological and business
value (market benefit) along with the firm’s policies.
If
patented inventions cannot become the mainstream or have a
short life cycle, worthless cost are existed to maintain patent.
Innovative results with low benefit or application value can
be disclosed through “technical disclosure bulletin” to
deprive of the novelty so that competitors cannot take
similar technologies to apply for patents.
4. Solving practical problems and developing unique
innovation is another way to establish the niche market.
Innovation of business methods is not less important than
the innovation of technologies. Innovation of information
technologies in theory and practice can substitute or design
around existing patents.
The innovation of business
methods, however, should investigate and consider the
implementation
and procedures as well as other
considerations (for instance, customer requirements) in the
transactions and management of e-commerce.
It can be observed from the granted patents that business
method patents related to e-commerce must be implemented
by software. Therefore, innovation of business method
patents should also consider the design and improvements
on the functions of software. Glazier [6] has proposed ten
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rules regarding the innovation of software patents and
business methods to be applied generally on the Internet
service, application of all kinds of software, insurance and
financial service, virtual stores, etc.
However, the
development
of software sometimes
involves the
establishment of new technologies or algorithms.
These
new technologies or algorithms should be tested for a long
time to make sure the stability and quality, which requires
higher cost. Therefore, the correct and efficient way of
innovation is to seek a specific business model and find out
all possible business methods related to the business model,
and the business methods can be carried out by integrating
or improving the known technologies or software.
The
directions of innovation can consider (1) the requirements of
operation procedures of enterprises, (2) conventions of local
transactions, (3) special business activities, and (4) activities
that are not easily treated in the real world, or that require
more human resources, or that can not satisfy customer
requirements, etc., by combining the characteristics of
Internet.
Additionally, enterprises can consider the following
strategies when they deal with patent management and
technology application:
1. cooperation of upstream and downstream enterprises
through the common business activities to develop the
patent cooperation and licensing,
2. grooming engineers to have the capabilities and habits
to read and analyze patents through the establishment
of patent database.
3. using Internet community, as shown in Figures 6 and 7
to exchange information for invalidating patents or
getting another useful information ,
4. enhancing
capabilities
of patent construction,
infringement evaluation, patent designing around and
innovation.

FIGURE 7 Website that Provides Bounties to Find out
the Prior Art of Patents [10].
The most difficult but also important job of the patent
management is the skill of patent analysis. The contents of
patent analysis can be divided into two major categories,
namely, (1) investigation of trends of technology
development or the competitor’s R & D and (2)
constructions of disclosed technologies and claims.
The
manner of treatment of the former analysis can be made by
using the keywords, such as those frequently employed by
related industries or technologies, to search patents.
Different patent information charts can be established from
the results
The other kind of patent analysis, construction of patents,
requires the experiences and assistance of patent engineers
or attorneys. The process of patent analysis can be
summarized as Table 5.
TABLE 5
Patents.

Implementing Steps of Designing around

Step

Notes

1. Searching and finding patents
1. Search and
screen related
patents

FIGURE 6 Website that Provides Legal Information and
Report of Software and E-commerce Related Patents [9].

with appropriate keywords.
2. Screening and obtaining the patents
that satisfy the requirements and
related technology of projects.
1. Listing the background of the
invention and drawbacks of the
prior art.
2. Understanding the purposes of
each patented invention, such as
the results and functions it obtains.
Finding the employed techniques,
2. Develop
the
methods, mechanisms or devices
abstract lists of
of resolving problems in the
patents
specification of the patent.
3. Pointing out the functions and the
contributions of each employed
techniques, methods, mechanisms
or devices.
4. Writing down the claims and
corresponding embodiments in the
specification.
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3. Discuss whether
each element of
a concerned
independent
claim is
required or not
4. Find out the
limitations of
claim terms of
each element
5. List core
techniques of
the concerned
patent
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ABSTRACT
Some years ago, the coming of the Internet into business
and households has been welcomed as a new way to sell
insurance. A brief look on the reality of the business
reveals that expectations have been overly optimistic. Only
a very small percentage of policies is indeed taken out
online. One factor we feel is responsible is that insurance
requires a particular marketing approach. Based on the
concept of simplification, we offer an explanation for the
apparent failure of online insurance sales and a perspective
for future success.
INTRODUCTION
By the mid-nineties, almost everyone seemed to be very
optimistic about the prospects for insurance enterprises on
the Internet. At that time, Internet use began not only to
spread over businesses, but also over private households.
Therefore it was just natural to immediately perceive it as
a new marketing instrument.
Forecasts were generally very high-flying by that time.
Some years have passed since then, giving us the
opportunity to assess the development. Now has it become
true what early reviews predicted as a “technology
explosion” that is driven by the Internet and that “business
may never be the same” in the insurance industry [8]? Or
is the insurance industry indeed “the Amish of financial
services” [36], that missed the opportunities of the Internet?
In the following, we will outline an answer to these
questions. To this end, we first describe the hopes that
have been placed in the Internet and the actual status quo.
Based of the assessment of the differences, we may safely
conclude that online selling of insurance as well as
possible other applications of the Internet for insurance
purposes have not been a success so far. Adding to most
present analysis of the reasons for this apparent failure, we
focus on the cognitive process of simplification and its role
in insurance decision-making. Broadly speaking, it turns
out that distribution of insurance requires that the risk in
question is mentally available to the decision-maker. This
however, is not the case regarding the common
presentation of insurance on the Internet. We conjecture
that herein lies one of the critical factors for success or
failure of this medium of mass communication for the
purposes of insurance distribution.
EARLY EXPECTATIONS
Given the particular situation in major insurance markets
at the time when the Internet first began to become
widespread in businesses and households, it is quite

understandable that many perceived it as an urgently
needed opportunity for the insurance industry.
In the European Union, deregulation was on the advance
to create a single insurance market. As a consequence,
formerly isolated and protected national markets became
open to newcomers, either through cross-border sales or
through the founding of subsidiaries under the singlelicense rule. Old-established companies therefore feared
competition from foreign insurance enterprises.
In the United States, the development on the technological
side coincided with a state of affairs in the insurance
industry, which was described by increased global and
domestic competition and the pressure to downsize and
reduce expenses [20].
Given these circumstances, the perspectives were clear
[20]. Insurance enterprises should exploit the Internet, in
particular the World Wide Web: (1) to sell insurance,
especially by offering auto insurance quotes, life insurance
quotes and specialty products; (2) to establish relationships,
in particular, to bring consumers in touch with products
that meet their needs, thus substituting the Internet for the
prevailing distribution by agents, (3) to connect customers
and agents, in order to keep at least that part of the agents
that insurers do not want to abandon, (4) to allow
customers to report claims, (5) to furnish the public with
financial information about the company and (6) to offer
some amusement to the visitor, for instance games, life
expectance calculators and else.
While the last point of this list may sound a little peculiar
from today’s perspective, other thoughts are in fact quite
reasonable. Krohm’s [20] analysis obviously focuses on
the interaction between the insurance enterprise and its
customers. His approach then is to support this interaction
by the means of the Internet without changing the basic
processes. Other ideas [e.g. 34] went beyond that scope,
suggesting for instance to use the Internet for
communication within the insurance company, or for
capital investment and reinsurance business.
The potential of this medium was generally only crudely
assessed. When authors wrote about “a network of 35
million or more computers with millions of pages of
information” [8], they gave the impression of practically
unlimited opportunities. However, at this time, most
statistics about Internet use were notoriously speculative
[20].
Bit by bit, insurance companies appeared on the Internet
with their web pages, but these presentations were in fact
quite poor. In a survey in the European Countries, the
United States and several other countries, Theil [34] found
that in most cases, insurance enterprises presented only
modest information about the companies, only few
provided viewers with descriptions of their products and
only single insurers offered quotes or other service.
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STATUS QUO
Today, about one percent of insurance in the United States
is sold on the Internet [19] [25]; roughly the same number
applies for (Western) Europe [14]. Online sales are mostly
limited to smaller policies and few lines of coverage [29].
It seems difficult to pass this result off as a great success.
In fact, insurance agents as a very traditional form of
insurance distribution, enjoy by far more popularity among
consumers [19].
Other possible uses of online presentations by insurers do
not seem to be much more important. In fact, they even
play only a marginal role in accounts of this topic (for
instance [23] [24]).
Despite these disappointing facts, many are still
enthusiastic about the Internet as the future channel of
communication between insurance enterprises and their
customers and as a promising sales outlet. Holzheu, Trauth
and Birkmaier [14], for instance, expect that by the year
2005, online insurers will have a market share, mostly in
personal lines, of about 5 to 10 percent in the United States
and 3 to 5 percent in Europe. Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
[25] even go beyond these figures, forecasting that 15
percent of term life insurance and 15 percent of all
automotive policies will be sold over the Internet by the
year 2003. For the same time horizon, Klauber [19]
expects that the penetration of insurance on the Internet
will be between 2 percent (conservative scenario) and 10
percent (aggressive scenario).
The methods of forecast have not improved at all. While
Morgan Stanley Dean Witter [25] largely maintain silence
about the reasons for their estimate, Holzheu, Trauth and
Birkmaier [14] stick to the idea that the present penetration
of Internet access in businesses and households, its growth
rate and the volume of Internet sales of financial services
other than insurance are the basic ingredients of prediction.
In doing so they put insurance on the same level like other
financial products. However, this might not be justified, as
the much-varying status quo for retail stock brokerage,
consumer banking and consumer insurance suggests [19].
Some others (for instance [12] [31] [33]) focus on
technological change as the driver of future development.
The basic message is, that in the near future, Internet
access will not only become more widespread, but also
much more convenient. Additional convenience will bring
the success that we do not see today.
More basic research approaches focus on the general
advantages of communication on the Internet and on the
core characteristics of insurance in order to deduce
whether insurance is suitable for being marketed on the
Internet or not. For instance, Klauber [19] and Ginarlis [12]
argue that intangible goods, such as insurance, are easier
sold over the Internet than tangibles. They explain that
people are used to assess the quality of tangible goods
physically, which is difficult to do on the Internet.
Insurance and other intangible goods on the other hand are
so abstract in nature that this problem does not evolve. On
a more detailed account, Holzheu, Trauth and Birkmaier
[14] raise doubts that all insurance products equally
qualify for being presented online. They think that
coverage that can be described and rated by only a small

number of parameters would suit electronic distribution
best.
Liang and Huang [22] point out that such products will be
especially successful on the internet that help consumers
reduce transaction costs. Based on this idea, Kiang, Raghu
and Shang [18] compare various products regarding their
suitability for online selling. They come to the conclusion
that transaction complexity is high for insurance products,
which in their model would imply that they fit well for
being sold on the Internet.
PROBLEMS
Customer dissatisfaction with the Internet products and
services offered today is one of the most popular
explanations for the absence of success. Analysis of the
reasons for dissatisfaction is often very cursory:
“Insurance frustrates online shoppers” ([24], similarly:
[23]), is a typical example. Spencer [32] is more specific,
when she concludes that the lack of saving opportunities,
because policies over the Internet are not cheaper than if
they are purchased elsewhere, is a main reason for not
buying online. Trembly [36] thinks that enormous price
differences between various suppliers make the online
offers appear dubious. A German survey identifies the
small number of products offered online and the minimal
amount of information given as central problems [1].
Apart from these complaints, there are a number of
arguments that in fact should be reassessed. For instance, it
has been noted that intangible goods are especially suitable
for being marketed on the Internet. However, the reverse
may hold, as intangible products may require a higher
amount of explanation, which is not offered on current
World Wide Web pages.
Also, one might doubt that the reduction of transaction
cost enhances the attractiveness of online selling. Now it
may be true that transaction costs may decrease on the part
of the insurance enterprise, but it is actually quite
questionable whether they are indeed reduced on the part
of the customer.
We would like to add a point to this very colorful debate.
The beginnings of the argument have been touched in
some of the analyses mentioned earlier. It has been noted,
for instance, that intangible products may require more
explanation regarding their use than tangible goods. Now
insurance is most commonly described as very demanding
(for instance [9]), partly because of its complexity, partly
because it involves a high amount of uncertainty. In
particular, insurance involves uncertainty regarding (1)
potential loss sizes, (2) potential loss probabilities, (3) the
actual extent of risk transfer and (4) the future insurance
premium.
Certainly, we do not claim that insurance is the only
product that comprises uncertain elements. One could
argue, for instance, that the online-buyer of a book does
not know whether this book will actually meet his or her
expectations. In fact, some products that involve in fact a
very high amount of uncertainty, in particular stocks are
sold quite successfully online, at least in the United States
[25].
There are, however, significant differences between
insurance and other products comprising uncertain
elements:
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Insurance is usually associated with high exposures. In
essence, insurance is best suited for ris ks entailing low
probabilities and high losses. Therefore a wrong decision
may have a considerably larger impact on an economic
entity’s financial status than in the case of most other
products that are sold online.
Insurance
involves
multiple
and
interdependent
uncertainties. Stocks, for instance, while possibly also
having a large loss potential, are relatively easy to judge
for a consumer. The reasons for success or failure are
manifold, and they usually are not easily accessible for the
customer. However, if somebody decides to buy stock,
whether on the Internet or not, he or she is likely to know
that this as a specific type of gamble. In many countries,
rules of market conduct require the seller to inform the
customer about the possibility to lose, and everyday
experience teaches us that such losses indeed happen.
About the same holds for insurance, but not entirely. For
instance, insurable losses are relatively infrequent and they
are often not very obvious. Loss of income provides a
good example. Furthermore, uncertainty relates also to loss
sizes and kinds of loss. In some cases, loss is difficult to
measure in monetary terms, while this is the standard on
the stock market. Many insurance contracts exclude
particular losses; they often state deductibles and limits of
coverage, so that it may not clear to the customer to which
extent risk is actually transferred. And, finally, upgrading
for bad losses results in higher future insurance premiums
if a claim has been filed in an earlier insurance period.
Except for a few short-term insurance contracts, like for
instance travel insurance, most policies are concluded over
a longer period of time. In the case of some personal lines
of insurance, time between the conclusion of the contract
and the possible receipt of a benefit from it may extend
over several years.
On the whole, the specific features of insurance, high loss
potential, high level of uncertainty and long-term impact
of related decisions give rise to specific attitudes. The
particular way of behaving in the context of insurance is
expected to require special business relations.
Gefen [11] takes a similar view, when he comes to the
conclusion that successful e-commerce requires trust in the
online seller, which in turn is affected by familiarity with
the Internet vendor and its processes. However, we believe
that this approach falls short of explaining consumer’s
attitudes towards insurance.
Rather, we go on from the fact that insurance decisions are
regarded as particularly complex. It has been shown (for
instance [35]) that in such situations, people exhibit a
specific behavior, which is commonly termed as
simplification. In essence, reduced representations of the
problem put less cognitive strain on the decision-maker
and are therefore preferred.
There are two well-established approaches that explain the
process of simplification. One is based on connotative
distance, called representativeness, recently [17] also
referred to as judgment by prototype. The other approach
departs from the insight that not all information is equally
retrievable from memory. It is based on associative
distance and named judgment by mental availability.
In short, if people apply the representativeness heuristic,
they compare a given object with the prototype of its class
[38]. If object and prototype do not correspond, the object

is regarded as exceptional. A tendency to ignore it in
subsequent judgment is the consequence.
In the case of insurance, we can put this principle in
concrete terms as follows:
Loss sizes tend to be underestimated. Representativeness
is generally believed to produce intermediate rather than
extreme judgments [3]. If we bear in mind that insurance is
most efficient for large loss potentials, the decision-maker
would disregard exactly these rather extreme losses and
focus on comparatively lower loss sizes instead.
Low probabilities tend to be neglected. Kahneman and
Tversky [16] argue that there is a threshold effect
regarding low probabilities. Low probabilities are
therefore either completely ignored or overvalued. On the
other hand, high probabilities tend to be underestimated.
This, too, is a consequence of the regression to the mean,
which is invoked by representativeness.
Full insurance is regarded as archetypal. Consequently,
people dislike deductibles and limits of coverage (for
instance [26]) or do not notice the difference between
contracts [10]. Insurance policies that offer only a limited
loss transfer form the insured to the insurer, either through
limits and deductibles or because of underinsurance, are
more likely to be turned down.
Given the extent of simplification for even more simple
problems, we assume the decision-makers do not assess
variable insurance premiums properly and rather take a
fixed premium as a first guess
Clearly, when loss sizes are underestimated, risk tends to
be underestimated as well. The case is not that clear for the
effect of representativeness on probability judgment.
Bearing in mind that insurance is suitable for lowprobability losses in the first place, the threshold effect
leads to the opposing pattern of either neglecting or
overweighing risk. Furthermore, policies that do not meet
the consumer’s expectations concerning a complete risk
transfer and a foreseeable premium will likely be turned
down. Therefore, there is a strong overall tendency that if
the transaction is judged by representativeness, people will
take out less insurance than under ideal conditions, when
all information is available and processed properly.
The picture is a lot different when judgment is influenced
by mental availability. This heuristic has been shown to
result in overestimation, especially for risks that are
vividly described and for recent events. On the other hand,
if an event is not mentally available, decision-makers will
probably neglect it [13]. Combs and Slovic [6] and
O’Guinn and Shrum [27] show that mental availability can
be influenced, for insurance by mass media. Under
judgment by availability, the problem either to insure a
risk or to assume it, will be assessed as follows:
Recent or vividly described events will be overestimated,
either through overrating loss size, loss probability or both.
While limited risk transfer and variable premiums are
unpopular in principle, they might be accepted, if the
advantages of such an agreement are made clear.
Obviously, there is the potential that insurance decisions
that are made under the influence of mental availability
will result in comparatively high amount of insurance.
Indeed, there are a number of examples for this hypothesis.
For instance, Johnson et al. [15] provide both, anecdotal
and experimental evidence. Kunreuther et al. [21], Urbany,
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Schmit and Butler [40] as well as Browne and Hoyt [5]
come to similar results.
As can be readily seen, representativeness and mental
availability may lead to quite contrasting results. Tversky
and Kahneman [39] hypothesize that these two heuristics
will be employed alternatively. From the nature of mental
availability, we would expect this effect to be relatively
short-lived. Therefore, we assume that usually, judgment
by representativeness prevails, while judgment by
availability will come to force under special circumstances.
As a consequence, risks are generally underestimated, an
effect which may be reversed in presence of judgment by
availability.
Practically, this implies that for successfully marketing
insurance, one has to overcome the latent reluctance to
purchase insurance (for instance [7]). This insight
culminates in the popular proverb “insurance is sold, not
bought”. The traditional channels of distribution offer the
possibility to influence the buyer’s decision accordingly.
As an example for many others, Dorfman [9] stresses that
an insurance agent’s top priority duty is to give advice to
the customer concerning the risks he or she faces, and to
motivate him or her to purchase insurance. The traditional
channels of distribution are characterized by direct ways of
communication, often in a face-to-face conversation [2]
[19] [30]. Thus, the agent has the possibility to
immediately respond to the questions of the customers and
thus, may clear up any doubts.
The present manners, in which insurance enterprises
present themselves and their products on the Internet, are
far from this. Therefore, we believe that – certainly in
addition to other factors – selling insurance over the
Internet is not successful, because the way to interact does
not sufficiently help to properly judge risks, the transfer by
insurance, and the ability to retain risks. The only element
that seems to attract online buyers of insurance is that they
hope for lower premiums [32], which, in turn, has
motivated insurers to abandon their Internet sales strategy
[28].
POSSIBLE REMEDIES
While we do not claim that other issues, such as technical
problems, bad online presentation and missed chances do
not need to be taken seriously, we believe that the
particularities of insurance also have to be considered.
The essence of the preceding section was that insurance in
mainly sold in presence of mentally available related
events. Internet technology certainly offers possibilities to
support mental availability of risks. Actually, web pages
offering multimedia presentations of risks may even go
beyond or complement the possibilities of traditional
communication [4]. There are many applications to think
of, for instance short movies of accidents, results from risk
research, to name only few.
However, insurance enterprises do not take advantage of
these possibilities so far. Munich Re and Swiss Re are
good examples: Both companies are renowned for their
strong research focus and for their numerous publications
on risky situations and how they can be met. However
hardly anything of that can be found on the companies’
web pages. This may, in part, come from the fact that the
customers of reinsurance companies are primary insurers

or other reinsurers and as such they are perhaps more
aware of risk.
CONCLUSIONS
Confronting what many hoped from the Internet with
respect to insurance marketing with the present status, it
becomes apparent that to date, insurance if far from being
successfully marketed online. Insurance does not only lag
behind compared, for instance, to books, flowers and other
goods that are often sold over the Internet, but also
compared to other financial services that involve large
sums of money, for instance stock brokerage.
The reasons for this development are undoubtedly
manifold. However, we feel that the online presentations
of insurance companies do not fit the particularities of the
product, a point little discussed so far. Past research has
shown that simplification of decision problems, influenced
by heuristics like representativeness
and mental
availability play an important role. We have adopted this
concept to insurance decisions. As a result, mental
availability of a particular risk is identified as a key to
purchase insurance. Consequently, insurance enterprises
may be more successful with Internet sales if they make
use of availability in their online presentations.
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ABSTRACT
Internet technologies such as the World Wide Web
(WWW) and internal company intranets are powering the
e-business revolution confronting contemporary
organisations. These technologies are challenging
organisational leaders to rethink the way they do business
with consumers and with their suppliers. Business-tobusiness (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C)
applications offer organisations substantial growth
opportunities and many organisations are in the process of
realigning their strategies to incorporate these technologies.
Internal organisational communication practices, businessto-employee (B2E) and employee-to-employee (E2E), are
also being impacted by Internet technologies. The
integration of the Internet into the supply, retail and
internal activities of organisations can have
transformational impact upon the organisation with
substantial disruption in existing work environments and
culture [4].
In addressing the strategic change associated with ebusiness transformations, human resource management
(HRM) advocates have argued for an important role for
human resource practices in aligning the behaviour of
people to the organisation’s business objectives [10].
Indeed, many commentators have noted that the successful
adoption of the internet into existing businesses is less
about money and technology and more about management
and human resource practices [9] [8]. However, the
relationship of HRM and the Internet is unlike other
operational and support areas of the organisation because
human resource practices are both levers of change and
targets of change from internet technologies. For example,
recruitment and selection (R&S) has an important role in
attracting people into an organisation who have the
necessary skills and knowledge to implement internet
strategies while at the same time R&S activities are being
profoundly influenced by the internet [11]. The increasing
utilisation of information technology (IT) in HRM, which
is referred to in this paper as e-HRM, reflects the general
drive for efficiency within internal operations of
organisations [6] as part of a wider e-business agenda.
Given this characteristic of HRM as both driver of change
and subject of e-business change, the question must be
asked, whether IT involvement in the operational of HRM
has implications for HRM’s strategic effectiveness?
Specifically, does the focus on efficiency improvements
associated with e-HRM adversely impact its role to carry
out its aim to effect strategic implementation? The answer
to this question has implications for contemporary
organisations since HRM plays an essential role in
implementation of technology as part of e-business
strategies.
In this paper, I will explore the unique challenges of the
HRM/technology interface building on prior theory

development, and suggesting a research framework. Three
streams of theoretical research touch on the e-HRM
question posed. The first is from the strategic HRM
literature that suggests human resource practices and
activities should be aligned with each other so that they
support each other in their impact [2]. From this view
human resource activities contribute most when configured
to support each other in a consistent way [3]. For example,
performance appraisals that emphasise team behaviours
and team-based compensation and rewards, contributes
towards supporting team-work behaviours more than either
in isolation. The threat is that constructive configurations
may become uncoupled by web-enabling some functions
in isolation. For example, embracing online recruitment
has presented a common problem for many organisations
of receiving a large number of applications for positions
that overload human resource departments that maintain
non-electronic filtering processes. Thus while seeking
speedier R&S in order to compete in attracting talent other
areas of the HRM function may be understaffed and so
hinder the HRM department’s overall capacity to
contribute to strategy.
The second theoretical stream, which suggests that e-HRM
may handicap its strategic influence stems from the global
nature of organis ations. Cultural differences in globally
dispersed offices can result in local operations pursuing
human resource practices that reflect their particular
cultural and social circumstances [1] [7]. The use of eHRM allows the standardisation of practices and
monitoring by the central office. Some would argue that
this is consistent with strategy since head office is able to
better monitor and control human resource practices
throughout the firm. However, standardisation tends to
reflect cost benefits which, while contributing to overall
strategic aims in the short-term, may produce decline in
effectiveness of HRM in regional offices in the longer
term. For example, upward feedback is a typical
performance methodology in US based organisations and
this is often insisted upon in their geographically dispersed
regions. However, employees in Asian regional offices
may find it difficult to assess their managers due to their
respect for authority embedded in their cultures [7]. To
prevent loss of face of poor assessment of manager’s
evaluations may be inflated thus defeating the purpose of
the performance appraisal system. These face saving but
inaccurate evaluations may have a ripple effect on other
integrated human resource functions such as rewards and
development.
The final theoretical stream relates to recent studies [5] [6],
on the increasing trend for outsourcing of HRM activities
which have highlighted the development of virtual-HR
within firms. Virtual-HR refers to the network of
structures built on partnerships and typically mediated by
information technologies to help organization acquire,
develop, and deploy intellectual capital” [6, p.216]. Thus
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IT plays an important role in development of virtual-HR
through promoting consideration of outsourcing options.
However, outsourcing decisions are generally made on
grounds of lowering costs with limited attention to the
strategic implications of such actions. As firms outsource
their human resource activities, “they may find themselves
locked into specific arrangements, making it difficult to
adapt to changing organizational needs…and erode HR’s
internal ability to execute activities critical to
competitiveness” [6, p.221]. Thus e-HRM environments,
while promoting and sustaining these outsourcing
relationships, may also contribute to strategic impotence of
HRM.

[9] Niederman, F. (1999). Global Information Systems
and Human Resource Management: A Research Agenda,
Journal of Global Information Management April-7, (2),
p.33
[10] Ulrich, D. (1997). Human Resource Champions: The
next agenda for adding value and delivering results.
Harvard Business School Press, Boston.
[11]
Wyld, D.C. (1998). Bits and paper: The emerging
employment market in cyberspace, American Business
Review, 16, 1, p.64-70.

These three theoretical streams, the configurational, the
global and the architectural, raise interesting issues
associates with the development of e-HRM. These issues
will be further elaborated using a number of brief case
examples will be used to highlight the areas of concerned
raised above. These issues will be used to develop a
research framework to better understand the unique
challenges of the internet-HRM interface.
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ABSTRACTION
Common features and functions of B2B implementations
have beenidentified as product opportunities and there exist
developed products for exchanges, auctions, reverse
auctions, catalogs, etc. However, rarely are these products
used standalone. Between these products is “glue code” –
software that integrates and tailors the products for
individual implementation and client project require ments.
It is this software that is continually re-designed and
re-implemented for each engagement. Each effort
implements unique interfaces to the third-party products
that it incorporates. This paper describes the architecture of
a domain-independent, multi-tire E-market Application
Platform in details along with the lessons leaned and
benefits observed. EAP can reduce time to market by
minimizing both the initial development time and the cost
of ownership by amortizing maintenance and evolution
costs across multiple digital marketplace engagements. The
EAP architecture extends the standard multi-tier enterprise
architecture by allowing the integration of discreet layers of
program abstraction through well-defined interfaces
between the tiers.
INTRODUCTION
An E-market Application Platform (EAP) can reduce time
to market by minimizing both the initial development time
and the cost of ownership by amortizing maintenance and
evolution costs across multiple digital marketplace engagements.
Common features and functions of B2B implementations
have been identified as product opportunities and there exist
developed products for exchanges, auctions, reverse
auctions, catalogs, etc. However, rarely are these products
used standalone. Between these products is “glue code” –
software that integrates and tailors the products for
individual implementation and client project require ments.
It is this software that is continually re-designed and
re-implemented for each engagement. One reason is that
each implementation is treated as a unique and isolated
product in its own right. Each effort implements unique
interfaces to the third-party products that it incorporates. In
the extreme, not only does this result in custom designs and
code for each project, but also each effort potentially
integrates the same products differently. The major
observation is that continual use of this approach increases

the risk associated with the factors identified a bove.
There is significant advantage that accrues to vendors and
Professional Services organizations that take a more
planned development approach for their clients. Better
project management and process improvement are one level
of a planned approach. Another is adoption of a project
technical development methodology that addresses
underlying causes in key leverage areas. Upstream design
activities are one such key area. A second is flexible
software. A third is leveraging already developed and tested
soft ware components.
The software industry has long realized the state of chaos in
software development. Component software, i.e.,
componentware, is one example consistently identified by
many experts as having a profound effect upon the
economics and time -to-market for software products.
Component-based development is viewed by many as the
new paradigm in software development. Further, packaging
componentware in a software development framework
enables many concrete benefits, and the payoff of such an
approach is potentially huge
The benefits of developing e-business applications using
such a framework are:
• Componentware: A fundamental development effort
undertaken in most B2B digital market engagements
integrates many e-commerce third-party software
products. EAP pre-packages framework-level APIs for
these standard components. Furthermore, specific
third-party software products may already be supported
as a part of the framework. In this way, EAP not only is a
digital marketplace integration platform, it is a populated
framework with already designed, implemented, and, in
some cases, integrated components. For Professional
Services projects that can adopt this approach, significant
time-to-market advantage can be derived at lower cost
and schedule risk. Finally, as Professional Services adds
to the componentware, we are developing a repository of
proven, tested, and quality integration components.
• Upstream design: Component framework software
solutions maximize the impact of upstream design. Those
components, wrappers, and glue code form larger
reusable components. They are puzzle pieces that have
already been put together, reliably and with high quality.
By reusing the framework components in further
implementations, significant leverage in time, cost, and
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quality will accrue to the client.
• Flexibility: Many of the products on the market have rich
sets of functionalities that often are not used. In some
cases, extra functionality is needed to meet client
requirements. For example, a client may require strong
security management system, such as Netegritity. With
this approach, clients are not forced to accept a set of
pre-specified products that do not meet their needs, but
are able to pick and choose whichever they require. EAP
offers such flexibility.
• Leveraging existing assets: Software development from
scratch for each client is costly and risky. Professional
Services
organizations
learn
through
project
implementation via the experience gained by individuals
participating in the projects. Adopting and extending the
EAP framework through a series of project
implementations provides the quality of design and
implementation to the next development projects. This
componentware framework embodies, over time, more
and more of the practical implementations lessons learned
in digital market implementation.
E-MARKETAPPLICATION PLATFORM

application logic. Developers with other backgrounds, such
as EJB, can create required, additional service components.
With EAP, different pieces can be developed separately and
integrated seamlessly. In what follows, the architecture of
EAP is described.
EAP ARCHITECTURE
The EAP architecture extends the standard mu lti-tier
enterprise architecture by allowing the integration of
discreet layers of program abstraction through well-defined
interfaces between the tiers:

Client
Tier

Client
HTML, DHTML,
Java Applet

Middle
Tier

Control

EAP is a programming framework. It provides a clean
separation between an application’s control logic,
integration logic, business logic, and the enterprise
information systems on which it relies. APIs and integration
among these components are well defined, and, in some
cases, prepackaged. As a result, programming specialists in
different implementation areas; e.g., control, integration,
and business application logic – can work in their specific
area with minimum interactions from other areas, thus
greatly increasing programming productivity.
EAP can clearly define and divide the tasks among various
developers with different skill sets. A web designer created
web pages using off-the-shelf third-party web design tool.
Those web pages were converted into JSP for dynamic data
control by Java programmers with little knowledge of EAP.
Developers with some training on EAP implement the
integration glue between the control and business

W eb Server

• ASP/JSP/XML
• Main Controller
• ScreenManager

Application Tier
• ModelManager/Web Models
• ModuleManager/Modules
• ServiceManager/Services

Service Tier

EAP is a programming framework that supports the rapid
development and deployment of collaborative digital
market services. EAP provides a platform for integrating
third-party software. It is based on a modern and proven
multi-tier enterprise application model.
EAP is a high-performance, robust, and scalable digital
market platform. EAP is built on open industry standards
such as: J2EE (Java 2 Enterprise Edition) Platform – a
multi-tier and component-based middleware architecture.
This architecture is a fundamental requirement for building
high-performance and scalable applications. Furthermore,
EAP provides many features to facilitate the integration of
digital market service components.

Tier

Client
HTML, DHTML,
Java Applet

MS DNA 2000
• MTS
• COM

Backend
Tier

EJB Container
• Session EJB
• Entity EJB

CORBA
Others

Enterprise Information Systems Tier
• RDBMS/ODBMS/ERP/Lagacy App
s

The Client Tier
The EAP Client Tier consists of web-compliant user
interface (UI) devices.
The Middle Tier
The Middle Tier encompasses both user interface controls
and business logic. TEAP breaks the middle tier into three
parts:
• Control Tier contains the user interface logic and defines
the look and feel of an application.
• Application Tier defines the business logic for an
application and modules for interacting with standard
services.
• Service Tier provides mechanisms to connect to
net-sourced services or resources in the EIS tier.
The Control Tier
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The control tier resides in the web container and creates the
view. It captures the control logic (look-and-feel) of an
application. The view can be constructed using modern web
tier implementation technologies such as ASP, JSP, Java
servlets, and XML/ XSL. Web programmers and graphic
designers can use these technologies to develop the user
interface independently from the business and integration
logic needed to drive the application.
Application Tier
An application’s business logic is abstracted in the
application tier. The application tier resides in the web
container and is used directly by the control tier. Within the
application tier, model web implementations capture the
business data used by the view,modules integrate basic
services that address the needs of a particular marketplace,
and service stubs provide access to underlying application
services. The implementations of these services can reside
locally or remotely.
A module captures the integration logic that defines how
basic services can interact to perfo rm sophisticated tasks
needed by a particular application. The business logic
encapsulated by a module is very specialized and is usually
simple and limited in scope. Unlike services, the integration
logic encapsulated by a module might vary from
marketplace to marketplace.
Service Tier
The service tier contains components that encapsulate the
business logic of applications and services, including
third-party services. Services can be implemented using a
variety of component technologies, such as COM/DCOM,
CORBA, or Enterprise Java Beans (EJB), and can be
accessed through XML messaging standards such as
BizTalk™ or ebXML.
The service tier uses connector technology for interfacing
with components provided by service providers. The
connector technology masks the complexities of particular
service components, such as specific implementation
technologies, platforms, and API differences. The service
tier also provides basic management and configuration
utilities for registering and configuring service components.
The EIS Tier
The EIS Tier contains existing enterprise systems such as
databases and legacy applications that can be accessed
through industry-standard APIs, such as ODBC, JDBC,
CORBA, COM/DCOM, SOAP, Java RMI, JNDI, and JMS.
EAP also provides sophisticated, scalable support for XML.

The EMarket engine is at the core of EAP. Within the
EMarket engine, a WebController processes all incoming
HTTP requests and delegates to the model web
implementations, modules, and services as necessary to
process the requests. The WebController locates the
appropriate objects through a set of manager objects: a
ModelManager that manages model web implementations,
a ModuleManager that manages modules, and a
ServiceManager that manages the available services.
Request Processing Flow
When an HTTP request is received:
1. The WebController is called to process the request.
2. The WebController calls
a. A RequestToEventTranslator to convert
the request into an event.
b. A Module to process this Event.
c. The ModelManager to update all relevant
models.
3. Based on the type of the request, a
RequestToEventTranslator is returned by the
TranslatorManager. The request is then translated
into an EMarketEvent object.
4. The translation decouples the MVC Model from
the web presentation. (This enables you to easily
change the web presentations without modifying
the model. You can even support non-web
presentations without modifying the model.)
5. Based on the type of the event, a module is
returned by the ModuleManager to process the
event. The Module knows which services it needs
to process the given event.
6. The event is sent to the designated services via a
ServiceStub. Services are managed by the
ServiceManager, which can return a service stub
by name. Depending the service scope, the
ServiceManager might return the same service for
the whole application (application scope), or a new
service for each session (session scope, which is
the default).
7. A service stub delegates the event processing to its
real service, which can reside locally or remotely.
Each service will return a list of models that it has
changed during event processing.
8. The ModelManger notifies all of the interested
model web implementations about the changed
models. Each model web implementation, in turn,
will perform anupdate to reflect the latest changes.
9. An HTTP response that contains the updated
content from the data view (ModelWebImpl) is
generated and sent back to the user.

REQUEST PROCESSING
Interoperability
EAP supports interoperability in three ways:
Components at different tiers can interoperate
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seamlessly. A component in one tier can be
replaced without affecting the rest of the system as
long as the replacement supports same
functionalities.
Dynamically configured services can interoperate
using a variety of protocols, such as XML,
COM/DCOM, CORBA/IIOP, SOAP, RMI, and
JMS.
EMarket engines on different platforms can
interoperate through services that they share.

3.

4.

5.
Service Configuration and Management
EAP supports dynamic configuration of service
components. The framework also provides a runtime
environment for component lifecycle management and
service lookup. Request events are directed to the proper
services for processing based on the service configuration.
When a service is required, the EMarket Engine’s Service
Manager returns a service stub for the requested service. If
the service does not exist or is session-based, the Manager
creates a new instance of the service.
Security Management
EAP is designed to ensure that resources are only accessed
by authorized users and communications between services
are secure. The framework supports:
Authentication: Users must be authenticated with
correct user names and passwords.
Authorization: Users must have the necessary
privileges to be granted access to a particular
resource.
Encryption: If required, data transmitted to remote
services can be encrypted.
Internationalization Support
EAP facilitates the internationalization and localization of
marketplace solutions. The framework provides a global
resource bundle manager to simplify the i18n process for
eMarket components. The eMarket Engine and selected
eMarket components are already internationalized using
standard i18n techniques.
EMarket Component Integration
EMarket components provide complete, reusable solutions
that implement common e-commerce features, such
personalized user interfaces, catalogs, and shopping carts.
These solutions can be seamlessly integrated with the
eMarket engine as needed for a particular solution, enabling
sophisticated e-commerce solutions to be designed and
deployed very quickly.
To build a component (such as a catalog or RFP/RFQ
service) that conforms to EAP, you:
1. Build or buy a service component from a service
provider.
2. Build a connector to the service component. For
services that use a common component framework,

6.

the framework provides tools for automatically
generating the connector layer.
Develop a module that customizes the service to
the specific deployment. In some cases, the
module might connect to multiple services at the
same time.
Develop the comp onent data model that will be
used by the presentation tier. Make sure that the
model can synchronize correctly with the service
data model.
Design and develop the presentation for the
component.
Develop an event translator that translates
http-based requests to application events.

Before it can be used, a service component has to be
configured with the eMarket Engine. The eMarket Engine
needs the following information about the component:
The screens and templates used in the presentation.
 The URLs, the mapping between the URLs and
screens (screen flows), and the event translators
they use.
The services, their scope (session or application),
and the events that they can process.

To plug a new component into the system, you need to:
1.

Configure the presentation tier by filling
information about screen flows, request processing,
etc.
2. Configure the application tier by providing
information about event processing and data
model registration.
3. Configure the service tier by registering and
configuring the services

THE FEATURES OF EAP
The features of EAP are summarized as follows:
• EAP provides a clean separation of a solution’s user
interface (UI) control from its underlying business logic.
It enables its UI to be designed independently and
updated quickly whenever necessary. Similarly,
separating a solution’s business logic from the
complexities of interacting with enterprise services
enables a solution to focus on the business problems to be
solved and reuse standard mechanisms for accessing
enterprise services. As a result, EAP significantly
improves component reusability, thus reducing the
development time and risk.
• EAP helps the division of development work among
people with different skills so that each module can be
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developed independently. Horizontally, development
work can be divided based on service components; e.g.,
shopping cart, catalog, order management, etc. Vertically,
development work can be divided based on tiers; e.g., UI
for control tier, EJB/COM+ for service tier, and EAP
Integration for application tier. EAP supports a project
development framework and timeline that accelerates
development velocity.
• EAP frees developers from integration processes as much
as possible by providing screen flow management (what
to display next), request processing configuration (which
service should process a given request), front-end and
backend data synchronization (ensures the front-end gets
up-to-date information), and other services. Integrators
don’t have to hard-code these processes for every
application. Instead, how they should be done can be
described declaratively. As a result, it saves integration
time and reduces coding mistakes.
• EAP provides a structured methodology for integration.
As a framework, EAP provides integration building
blocks and an integration design. As a result, this design
reuse greatly reduces the maintenance cost in the long run
because all solution integration efforts are done in a
similar fashion; even different integrators can implement
framework structured solutions reliably.
• EAP interoperates seamlessly with other server-side
component-based enterprise application framework
technologies such as J2EE or MS DNA. As a result, an
application developed using EAP is not tied to a specific
server-side technology. This gives more choices to both
clients and developers by allowing them to immediately
leverage many existing technologies and assets. For
future development, EAP supports rapid evolution to new
technology as it becomes available so clients are not
restricted to the technology in their initial solutions.

CONCLUSION
EAP is a framework for the rapid development and
deployment of dynamic, high-performance e-marketplaces
that are secure, reliable, and scalable. EAP communication
and
service
interoperability
technology
enables
heterogeneous services to be used together seamlessly.
Clearly defined interoperability requirements ease the
integration of new components with existing solutions.
At the infrastructure level, EAP will offer sophisticated
brokering and matchmaking components to provide
dynamic service and process registration, composition, and
coordination. Integration with ERP or legacy systems will
also be provided through messaging and connection
adaptors such as BizTalk™ Server and WebMethods. In
short, it is hoped that EAP will provide a technical
foundation for enabling the next-generation phase of B2B
e-commerce.
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ABSTRACT
The Internet has invaded almost every aspect of society.
Culture, leisure, sports, learning, and of course, economy
and finance. Analyzing banking industry gives us some
light on this respect; according to 7, almost no banker
believed as far as 1995 on the Internet as an alternative
way for delivering financial services. But at the end of the
first semester of 1998, 6.3% of US national banks was
offering transactional services through the web, a figure
that increased to a 20% in just nine months, according to
12. In 15 months the offering was increasing at an
amazing rate of 188.2%. The Spanish banking system,
with the logical gap, is evolving in the same way, as we
will later see. At the present time, all the big Spanish
banks and the majority of the mid sized are offering
transactional Internet services; virtual banks hold a share
of 1.2% of the Spanish banking industry as by December
31, 2000, with a volume of deposits over Euro 3 billions,
according to the Spanish Banking Association.
The structure of the present communication is as follows. I
will first sum up the evolution of e-banking in the USA,
showing the main features of the business. Then I will go
on with the characteristics of the business in Spain, with
some references to the European market. Finally I will
explain what is thought to be the main challenges for the
final development of the transactional web services.
e-BANKING IN THE USA: EVOLUTION AND
FEATURES
According to 10, the beginning of e-banking in the USA
was during 1995; it’s true that some banks opened their
webs before, but if we accept the definition of e-banking
as the possibility of acting through the Internet (that is, the
bank has to offer a transactional 1 site), we cannot go
further. At the end of 1997 there were 103 American banks
offering that service. During the first six months of 1998
there was an amazing increase rate of 300%, reaching a
total of 258 different institutions. The figures for year
ending 1998 were of 350, 650 at the end of June 1999 and
1100 at the end of that year.
According to the research of the Office of the Comptroller
of the Currency and developed in 12, there was a 54.2%
of US national banks offering a web site; of them, just a
tiny 20% offered transactional financial services; but the
importance of them was not worthless: they represented
the 89% of the total assets of the national banks, and the
84% of the deposits under USD 100.000. At the end of
September 1999, may be not all the US banks had a

1

In its "Comptroller's Corporate Manuel", the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) has published in January
2001 "The Internet and the National Bank Charter", defining four
categories of electronic banking: informational web, transactional
web, wireless and PC banking. We will pay specific attention on
those offering a transactional site.

transactional site, but those which had one were the big
ones.
We will now stop for a while on the features of the
Internet banks from an economic and financial point of
view. 12offer some very interesting measures of the
return when comparing e-banks to traditional ones. The
first research on the matter was published in 10, where
they did not find any significant evidence of differences
from e-banks and banks from a financial perspective. But
the referenced 12did find some divergences when
talking of profitability, efficiency or credit quality
depending on the size of the bank. For instance, e-banks
holding assets over USD 100 millions are clearly more
profitable in terms of ROE, and just the opposite occurs
for the banks under that figure. There also are evidences in
terms of efficiency, measured as the ratio of non financial
expenses over the net operating revenue: here the
differences lie on the cluster of small banks, with assets
under USD 100 millions. And finally, there is a better
credit quality in, again, small e-banks than in those of the
same size in the tradit ional business, with just the opposite
occurring in the segment of banks with assets between
USD 1 billion and 10 billions. The researchers explain that
the cause might be in the certainty that big Internet banks
focus their credit activity in credit cards more than non
Internet banks do, assuming consequently bigger risks.
Expertise is another point to underline. This can be shown
from a double perspective, experience in financial business
and experience as a technological firm. In 8and 12 we
can have some responses on that matter. As it’s easy to
understand, new banks will be smaller in size, will have to
assume big starting costs and they also will have to reach
new clients with bigger expenses in marketing than those
pre-existing do. In the income hand, they will have to
compete in prices, a question that reduces margins. And
there is another important point: new banks tend to use
alternative ways (as the Internet) for delivering their
products more than the established ones, with the
inconvenience of educating customers and the difficulty of
reaching big numbers during the first years. Focusing the
analysis on the banks with assets under USD millions, new
banks offering transactional services through the www are
less profitable and less efficient than their non-Internet
neighbors. But there is a reduction of the differences when
talking of the same small banks with an experience of at
least three years in the banking market; may be their
efficiency is poor, but not their profitability.
There is then the point of the experience of the bank as a
tech firm, not just as a financial one. 12divide the
institutions in three groups: banks not offering
transactional services through the www, banks with an
experience of at least one year on the transactional Internet
business, and banks with a minor experience. In terms of
ROE, they maintain that there are no significant
differences between the three groups; but, on the other
hand, there are some in terms of accounting efficiency:
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mature e-banks are not less efficient than traditional ones,
but new e-banks are.
It's 9who finds substantial differences between what he
calls pure play Internet banks 2 and non-Internet banks. His
research is the first specific one on the matter, and he
outlines that these pure Internet players are less profitable
than banks (playing on the Internet or not) having
commercial branches; in the case of an Internet bank, this
is called "clicks and bricks" model. He states that ebanking is a business not quite different from any other
dotcom one: spectacular growth without profits. He points
out that may be his model is not enough reliable to state
that e-banking is not financially viable, but the idea is
displayed.
On this respect, figures in Spain are significant. During
2000, bancopopular-e, patagon and uno-e, three pure
Internet Spanish players 3 , lost around Euro 84 millions,
according the Spanish Banking Association; and during
the first quarter of 2001, these three plus the two new ones
lost Euro 14.45 millions.
THE SITUATION IN SPAIN AND EUROPE
According the Spanish Internet Users Association, 20.4%
of the Spaniards (over 7 millions) over 14 have access to
the Internet as by April 30 th , 2001. This represents a jump
of 80% from the numbers one year before. It's expected
that by 2004 2.64 millions of Spaniards will be e-banking
users. Almost 2 millions of households have nowadays an
Internet connection. Relating these figures to our topic,
and according to NetValue, one of the Internet consulting
groups, Spanish people spent 56 minutes per people and
connection to Internet financial sites during January 2001,
which place them on the 6 th place in the world ranking.
Over 1.3 millions of people visited financial sites during
the month, a 35% of the Internet private connections. The
figures in May were quite similar, but data reveal that over
20 millions of Europeans visited this kind of pages, with
Germans heading the ranking of time spent in the visit and
followed by Spaniards and Italians.
The first experiences in electronic banking in Spain started
more than 10 years ago through the property PC system.
But the penetration was very tiny, representing just a 3%
of the total banking transactions by year ending 2000, and
with an expectation of a 7% by 2004. At the same time, a
much younger experience as e-banking is expected to
jump from 1% to 10% in the same period of time. We
should also add the 2% of transactions through alternative

2

De Young identifies 6 pure play Internet banks and thrifts in the
States by June 30, 2000: Ebank, First Internet Bank of Indiana, Gay
and Lesbian Bank, Marketplace Bank, NetBank and Principal Bank. By
December 31, 2000, we can define 4 pure Internet players in
Spain: Ing-Direct, Patagon, Uno-e and bancopopular-e; the situation
as changed nowadays, and during the first semester of 2001, IngDirect and Patagon have opened commercial branches (7 that one,
in major Spanish cities), called "cafés" by the first one. At the
same time, two new Internet banks have entered the field:
ActivoBank and AllFunds.
3
Ing-Direct would the fourth one, but at the bank they resist to
define themselves as an Internet bank. In any case, exception
made of this point, all their figures have been included in the
Internet group.

intelligent devices (such as mobile phone, TV, PDA, …)
expected for the same date 4 .
These figures are supported by the bet of the financial
institutions: the first Spanish bank, BSCH, paid over Euro
550 millions for the Argentinean site Patagon.com and,
just three months later, established its stand alone pure
play Internet bank, Patagon.es. 6, CEO of BSCH 5 , points
out five reasons for the increase of the share of e-banks: 1)
the nature of the financial activity, which allows the
integration in the Internet without significant problems; 2)
the fact that customers are attracted by the new channel,
with the possibility of accessing to and acting with the
bank any time and any place; 3) a bigger efficiency of the
channel when compared to others 6 , traditional or not, and
what for him is the major incentive: the possibility of
jumping from the current 160.000 sale points (branches) in
Europe to over 300 millions allowed by the www; 4) the
progressive reduction of the risks sustained by a new
frame in the legal regulations and an increase of the
security in the www; and 5) the own technological
development of the Internet.
In March 2000 BBVA 7 launched his new stand alone ebank, Uno-e, along with Terra Lycos and First-e (which
sold its part during 2001): a financial supermarket offering
products of almost any financial institution. The parent,
BBVA, has its own portal 8 . The model is similar to
Patagon’s, and different from the one of bancopopulare.com, another independent chartered branchless bank. But
the first Spanish bank that offered financial services
through the Internet was Bankinter, the bigger of the
medium banks. They began offering free access to the
Internet to their customers in 1996, as well as free e-mail.
During 1997 they opened their Internet transactional
branch, and they later changed their name on the www,
working on a trade name basis: ebankinter.com. According
to 13, it's the first non-Internet European bank in the ratio
Internet customers/total customers: 20% by March 31,
1999, and 37.5% by June 2001, over a total amount of
almost 1 million customers. New customers come in a
50% from the Internet channel, for just a 36% coming
through the street branches. Transactions by the Internet
exceed nowadays those made through traditional branches.
Let’s now have a look to the figures of the e-banking
business in Spain. At year ending 2000, there were two
clearly separate groups: virtual banks and traditional banks
and thrifts. The first group was made up by five
institutions, bancopopular-e, evolvebank, Ing-Direct,
patagon and uno-e; they all allowed transactional
operations through the Internet as well as a call center, and
their main feature was the lack of street branches. The
situation has changed nowadays, and Ing-Direct and
4

Vert, A (2001). "Del martini Banking al e-banking", Tiempo
magazine, e -banking special; data from Ernst and Young.
5
Banco Santander Central Hispano is between the 15 major banks
in the world, with presence in 42 countries, leader in South
America, the second bank in EuroStoxx 50 by market
capitalization, and with over 35 millionsof customers.
6
Remember De Young's for asensu contrario opinion.
7
With assets over Euro 315 billions, it's the second Spanish bank
and one of the first of Europe; in December 2000 it was awarded
"best world bank of the year" by Forbes magazine.
8
This leads to one of the main problems of e-banking: the risk of
cannibalisation. We will go over the subject later.
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patagon operate now with few but existing commercial
branches. But anyway we will pay attention to the figures
of the group at year ending 2000. Evolvebank has a special
situation because it’s an English chartered bank, and its
data have been excluded of the study.
As by December 31, 2000 the four banks represented a
1.2% of the total banking market share, with liabilities
over Euro 3.000 millions- with just one of them, IngDirect, holding Euro 1.600 millions. These numbers imply
an increase of 4 times the share in just one year and they
represent the 7.3% of the new banking deposits; again,
Ing-Direct headed the pack, with a 30% of the rate,
establishing itself just behind the two bigger banks and the
two bigger thrifts. They hold over 190.000 customers, with
a third for Ing-Direct, a 31% for patagon, a 27% for Uno-e
and a 9% for bancopopular-e. As by 30 th of June 2001,
Ing-Direct has almost 300.000 customers, Uno-e
announced its first 100.000 customers, with 80.000 of
them active, Patagon has over 60.000, and bancopopular-e
33.000.
During the first quarter of 2001, two new banks have
entered the Internet banking field, Activo Bank and
AllFunds. This one is not still working, but the first one
has come into the scene with a huge marketing effort and a
target of 150.000 customers for 2004, the 15% of their
prospected potential customer portfolio.
The other group is made up with traditional banks and
thrifts that offer Internet to their customers as an
alternative channel for delivering their products. Thrifts
have around 1.6 millions of online customers by year
ending 2000; and between banks, BBVA had around
300.000 customers, Banesto 283.000, Bankinter 270.000;
this one has by the end of the first semester 2001 almost
350.000, and the smallest of the big banks, Banco Popular,
with over 4 millions customers, stated that 468.000 of
them (11%) are users of the Internet facilities. BSCH
didn’t offer any information about the Internet customers,
but according to a Datamonitor report (05.03.01) it should
be the first bank in Spain and the fourth in Europe.
Europe presents a wide variety of landscapes. Nordic
countries offer the biggest penetration rates according to
13, followed by Switzerland. Italy, with a 3% penetration,
and France, with a 4%, would be the queuing countries. In
the following Table 1 we can have a look on different
figures of the study.
Table 1. Key figures for understanding e-banking in
Europe.
France Germany Italy
UK
Population
59.1
82.6
57.6 59.4
Internet users
2
23
10.2 20.6
% bank customers
4%
12%
3%
10%
online

Population
Internet users
%bank customers
online

Spain
40
5.9
6%

Netherlands
15.8
4.5
8%

Population
Internet users
% bank customers
online

Sweden
8.9
5.1
26%

Switzerland
7.1
4.8
19%

Source: Online Finance Europe, JP Morgan, Sept 2000.
Year 2000 estimations. Figures in millions otherwise
stated
According to the researches by NetValue and Jupiter
Media Metrix, over a million of Spaniards visited financial
portals during January 2001, with an increase of 246% in
time spent in connection in the period Sept 00 – Jan 01
(until 54 minutes), the first relative increasing rate in the
world. According to the Datamonitor report dated March 5,
2001, 29% of Spanish Internet users were also e-banking
customers, preceded by Swedish (44%), Danish (41.6%,
according to Jupiter’s report on January 14, 2001) and
Germans (34%), and followed by French (20%), and
British (16%); the average of European users will exceed a
the end of Q1 2001 the rate of Americans, around 18%. On
this respect, IDC Research forecasts 22.4 millions of
Americans using online banking by 2004.
PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES FOR e-BANKING
The success of e-banking is almost out of doubt. But it
depends on the strategic model built, and in any case it
would have to meet some questions, as the risk of
cannibalisation, the increase of the penetration rate, the
training of employees, the education of customers (in a
double perspective: the surpass of the branchless system
and the increase of the trust), the legal regulation of the
activity and problems derived of the globalization of the
economies (with faster, cheaper, easier capital transactions,
and an increasing difficulty for following them).
Cannibalisation is the fact that a new stand alone Internet
bank unit gets a rate of its customers from the parent's one.
The experts see this as one the main dangers of the
business. The case study of mbanx 13, p.42is significant.
In October 1996 the Bank of Montreal launched this stand
alone and separately branded Internet subsidiary, with a
target of 1 million customers. Three and a half years later
they had just 170.000, and in August 99 it both electronic
offerings, the parent one and mbanx, were folded into
mbanx Direct. Even the address mbanx.com doesn’t exist
nowadays. One of the main reasons of the fiasco was
cannibalisation: almost 80% of the accounts were
customers from its parent, who wanted to retain their
branch privileges and capture attractive online rates. This
situation is similar in bancopopular-e, independently
chartered but owned by Banco Popular, another big
Spanish bank; but in respect to this one, its Managing
Director stated that at the end of 2000 only a discrete 6%
of the customers came from the parent bank.
One of the main problems is the penetration. According to
JP Morgan estimates, online banking in the USA will raise
from the current 15% of online households to a 33% in
2004. These data are not comparable to those offered
about Europe, where we have the real penetration rate
estimate as a ratio of bank customers online over total
bank customers. In the period 2000-2004, France will
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grow up from a tiny 4% to a 21%, Germany from 12% to
25%, Italy from 3% to 16%, the Netherlands from 8% to
24%, Sweden from 26% to 50%, Switzerland from 19% to
36%, UK from 10% to 22% and Spain from the present
6% to a 15%. As we can see, at the moment is not in a bad
situation when comparing to its neighbors, but if
projections are right, at the end of the reference period it
will be a the queue of the pack. The reason is neat. The
penetration of e-banking is directly related to the
household penetration of the Internet. The 2001 expected
household Internet penetration rate is an 18% for Spain,
faced to a 32% for France and a 41% for Germany and the
UK. But while France will equal the rate to the one of UK
and Germany in 2010 to a penetration of 95%, Spain will
still in a 51%. In the following Chart 1 we can see the
evolution of the Spanish rate compared to the average of
the other three neighbors.
Chart 1. Evolution of the differences in the Internet
penetration rate.
Internet penetration rate

2000

2001

2003

Average FR-UK-GE

2005
Spain

2010

Difference

Other studies go on the same direction. 3prospects a
24.2% Internet penetration by 2003, with e-banking
representing a 25% among Internet users and 6.1% among
the total population.
Banks that have betted on the Internet are the first
concerned, and they have reacted in many different ways.
They offer renting, leasing, tailor-to-measure credits, and
Bankinter went further, offering the devolution of the
monthly paid interests if the customer connected at least
one a month to have a look into his accounts…
The second of the challenges is directly linked to this one.
Every bank that wants to play on the Internet field has to
have a specialized task force, and the training of
employees is one of the main transition-to-the-Internet
costs. The second Spanish thrift 9 , Cajamadrid, has
launched a specific portal for its employees and their
families, e-personas (e-people), following they get familiar
to the use of new technologies.
Employees and their families are one of the main links on
the value chain of the business, but customers are the big
part. And the problem facing them is double. E-banks
would have to surpass the double challenge of trust and a
branchless system.
Starting by that last, 5and 15have pointed out the
difficulties of growing without traditional street branches.
Also, 2stated that customers wishing electronic billing
have a well marked preference for traditional branch banks.
This has lead many financial institutions (not just banks
9

In Spain, thrifts hold over the half of the accounts of small
investors.

and thrifts) to the referenced clicks and bricks model. One
of the first virtual Spanish banks, Ing-Direct, began during
Q1 2001 opening what they call “cafés”, a mixture of
branches and coffee-shops, where customers and non can
have something, talk, chat, access to their accounts, and
ask whatever to the employees of the bank. Another
significant case is Bankinter, the oldest experience in ebanking in Spain. Instead of opening a stand alone Internet
bank, they switched to a trade name strategy, ebankinter.com in the www, transforming their over 200
street branches into “advising and person-to-person centers,
and places to deliver financial products and services of a
certain complexity”, according to 1, CEO.
On this respect, an European research by 16showed that
66% of the Spaniards, and 53% of Europeans, state they
will never use e-banking facilities. But the same research
guesses that it's one the European countries where
situation can change in the short term; the reason is that, of
this 66%, just 11% alleges questions of trust, faced to the
45% of Germans, 41% of Dutch and 31% of French and
British. The main reason alleged by European people when
asked why they do not bank online is they prefer dealing
with someone in person (45%), and just 30% are
concerned on security reasons.
The matter of trust is directly linked to the perception of
security among customers. According to4, investment in
security is around 10% of the total investment done by the
firms in the e-business area. Some studies state that it
should increase three times. At the moment, all banks use
the 128 bits SSL protocol (Security Socket Layer), which
prevents the interception of data travelling through the
www. But it seems that the solution will come with the
arrival of the electronic signature, because there’s an
asymmetry problem in the relationship between bank and
customers: these have the almost complete certainty of
who is in front of them, something that is not true from
bank’s perspective. While this comes, banks should have
to improve the trust of customers with privacy statements.
If during a survey by the Federal Trade Commission
showed that only a tiny 17% of the American financial
portals had something on this respect as by Q1 1998, the
improvement during the year was huge: as by June 30,
there was a 40.4%, and a 51.6 in November. 12 pointed
out that 84% of American banks on the Internet were
offering enough information on the privacy matters as by
Q3 1999.
The situation in Spain is quite good. Of course, the number
of banks and thrifts is much lower, but after visiting (Q1
2001) the different sites, all the big ones plus the bigger of
those of medium size plus the four working virtual banks
offered easily reach information on the matter.
Another challenge for e-banking is the one related to the
legal regulation of the activity, which travels on behalf of
the globalization of the economy. Beside of the matters
outlined before (privacy, electronic signature), the
Electronic Bank Group of the Basel Committee points out
the necessity of a “cooperative approach” in the
supervision of the banking activity through the Internet in
the way to surpass the different national regulations, as
stated on 14. According to the President of that Group,
Mr. Hawke, Internet bank is an special challenge for the
international bank supervising organizations, because it
enables banks increasing their customer base out of their
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the natural boundaries. The rivalry between banks (and no
banks) increases with the disappearance of the borders,
and this could lead to unfair trade practices. Vigilant of the
problem, and with the aim of increasing their customers’
calmness (and, of course, with the one of avoiding capital
escapes to other countries), the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation 11, on behalf with the Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, the Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency and the Office of Thrift Supervision published a
very simple 11 pages pamphlet, “Tips for Safe Banking
Over the Internet”, where they show information about the
activity. As stated in the Preface, it offers a guide for the
Internet banking user for discovering if the bank is
legitimated or not to practice the activity, how to keep
information confidential, what are the rights of the user as
a consumer and where to go if help is needed. The spirit of
the “cooperative approach” is the attempt of finding
solutions that would make unnecessary new national
regulations that would obstruct free trade.
The quoted Group also develops supervising practices that
would settle the lines for fair Internet banking activities.
They pretend to supply proceedings to international
community
on risk management
in e-banking,
emphasizing on commercial trade. Since 1996, the OCC
has published a dozen of reports on the online banking
practice question, including matters on electronic security,
privacy, and risk management. As far as 1995, according
to 7, the necessity of an international regulation of the
payment systems was seeing as one of the main questions
to improve e-commerce. The paper quoted a report from
the British Intelligence placing in USD 500 billions a year
the money laundering business through the Internet. It
seems so that some measure on the question would be of
big help.
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E-BUSINESS UND ENTREPRENEURIAL COOPERATION
A NewCustomer-oriented (E-)Business Modeling approach validated in the case of a collaboration
network in the German Manufacturing Industry

ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the Internet and web-based E-Business
solutions play a crucial enabling role for the design and
implementation of new Business Models. This implies high
chances, but also remarkable risks for enterprises that have
to face choice and adoption of a Business Model. As a
matter of fact, the development and implementation of a
strategically not appropriate Business Model would
crucially undermine the long-term success of a company in
the global market arena. Therefore the clear need for
action in the field of methodical Business Modeling. Our
contribution presents a new approach for a customeroriented (E-)Business Modeling [7], with a specific
attention on entrepreneurial cooperation. The approach had
been validated for a collaboration network in the German
manufacturing industry.
BACKGROUND
During the past years, the fast development of new
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) has
been revolutionizing the market arena and it extended the
horizon of competition [4]. Such development has been
causing radical changes in all business branches [9]. New
ICTs and the related new business approaches allow
enterprises to design leaner intra-organizational processes,
with the result of enhancing higher efficiency and
productivity [11]. Besides that, ICTs can strongly
influence inter-organizational processes, by supporting
cooperation within entrepreneurial networks as well as by
enabling their coordination – by means of Internet-based
Business Collaboration Infrastructures [9]. Hence, webbased ICT solutions play a crucial enabling role both for
new Business Models and for those models that, up until
now, had a higher value on a theoretical than on a practical
level (e.g. Virtual Organizations) [6].
As far as inter-organizational processes are concerned,
recent trends showed that companies, in order to face the
quick-paced globalization process, tend to concentrate on
the own core competencies, before starting to cooperate
within global networks of enterprises [4]. This
transformation process is crucial for the success of the
company’s business. Therefore, before making a strategic
decision regarding the participation to a cooperation
network, the management of an enterprise has to take into
consideration a wide set of aspects, such as the

entrepreneurial organization, the own core competencies,
the needs of the customers, the readiness of the potential
partners to cooperate, and the availability of the needed
technologies and tools [4] [6] [9]. As a result, in order to
deploy innovative network-oriented cooperation structures,
new (Internet-based) Business Models can be designed and
successfully implemented [1].
NEED FOR ACTION IN BUSINESS MODELING
The core objective of each company is a long-term
creation of added value [6]. The entrepreneurial strategy
defines how such a target has to be fulfilled. A successful
strategic positioning is achieved through a sustained
profitability, an own value proposition, a distinctive value
chain, an entrepreneurial fit, and continuity of strategic
direction [6]. According to our understanding, a Business
Model is an instantiation of an entrepreneurial strategy
related to a specific business and it encompasses: market
(customers and competitors), outputs, revenues, production
design, partner network and financing (see Figure 1).

Production
Design
Network
Model

Revenue
Model
Strategy

Financing
Model

Output
Model
Market
Model

Legend
: Business Model

Figure 1:

: Value Creation

Strategy, Business Model and Value

In the management literature there are different and
discrepant definitions of the concept of Business Model [1]
[9] [11]. Furthermore, (E)-Business Models can be
classified according to the most different criteria [8] [9]
[10] [11], such as the degree of innovation and functional
integration, the collaboration focus or the involved actors .
In the new ICT era, companies strive to exploit the
advantages of the networked economy. Lately, Business
Models tend to involve different enterprises with the goal
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of bringing higher profits to each of the participants. The
modeling of such cooperative E-Business Models
represents a significant challenge, since there are no
appropriate methods to tackle systematically such
modeling issue. Goal of this contribution is hence to
present a systematic approach to develop and adopt a
sustainable Business Model.
CUSTOMER-ORIENTED BUSINESS MODELING
Due to the globalization, the growing transparency of the
markets and the resulting increased competition,
enterprises have to focus more and more on their
customers. As a matter of fact, the fulfillment of the
customers´ needs is an essential precondition to generate
turnover. This means that enterprises have to take this
aspect into deep consideration and must consequently
shape Business Models that reflect the customers´ needs.
In the product design, a well-proven method is the Quality
Function Deployment (QFD). With this approach, a
customer-oriented
product
development
can
be
successfully realized. Because of the above-mentioned
reasons, up until now the development and adjustment of
Business Models has been performed by companies mostly
in a creative way. As a matter of fact, in the state-of-the-art
there is hardly any available methodical support. We are
therefore convinced that a successful approach to tackle
this methodic lack must be based on a strategic focus on
the customer’s needs.
Within a running research project, we have being
developing the House of Value Creation (HVC), a method
to design customer-oriented and sustainable Business
Models (see Figure 2). The HCV is a meta-method, since it
consists of three logical pillars (input, method, and output)
and of six process layers (each of the process steps
requires a suitable method). The method suits explicitly
the design of Internet-based Business Collaboration
Infrastructures.
Valu e

Creat ion

Leverages

Customer-oriented
Business Modeling

Profits

Financing and Risk Analysis

Financing Model

Capabilities

Value Chain and Network Design

Network Model

Target Costs

Cost-oriented Production Design

Production Design

Customers’ Benefits

Pricing

RevenueModel

Customers’ Needs

Definition and Design of Outputs

OutputModel

Competition

Definition of Markets and
Positioning within the Competition

Market Model

Business Model

MetaMethod

Input

Output

Trigger

Strat egy

Figure 2: The House of Value Creation
Because of our understanding of Business Model and
because of the fact that the ultimate goal of a company is
value creation, the design of a Business Model has to be
definitely based upon the entrepreneurial strategy.
Therefore, if not already done, the first step within a
business modeling process is to define the rough

entrepreneurial strategy, on which the Business Model will
be based.
The meta-method of the House of Value Creation
illustrates the correlation between a set of significant
leverages (first pillar of the HVC), the Customer-oriented
Business Modeling process (second pillar), and the
resulting Business Model (third pillar). As previously
hinted, our Business Modeling approach encompasses six
layers that correspond to six following steps of the method.
The first HVC phase is triggered either by the inside or by
the outside of the company – through a new idea,
invention, innovation or modifications of the economical
environment. The six steps of the method are:
1) Definition of the markets and positioning within the
competition. Initial decision about the category of
products or services to deal with (as well as the
substitutes). Consequent monitoring of strong players
(suppliers, customers, and possible competitors). This
phase is about the branch profitability and it considers
the rivalry among existing and potential competitors.
Phase output: market model, with a clear identification
of the key players, customers and competitors.
2) Definition and design of the outputs. After defining
markets and identifying
core customers
and
competitors, the outputs (physical products orservices)
have to be shaped in order to maximize the customers´
benefit according to QFD-like method. Phase output:
output model, with a detailed customer-oriented design
of the outputs.
3) Pricing. The identification of prices for the planned
outputs should be more the result of a strategic
positioning than of a cost-oriented approach [5]. The
price calculation should take into consideration the
customers´ surplus constraint as well as the strength of
the competition (existing barriers of entry, such as
patents, industry property rights, etc.). Phase output:
revenue model, with a detailed description of how
earnings will be achieved.
4) Cost-oriented production design. According to the
guidelines of the revenue model, the target costs for the
output model will be calculated (as the upper bound for
direct costs). Hence, the requirements to the value
chain will be detailed. Phase output: production design,
with a detailed description of how the performances
have to be achieved.
5) Partners and network. In this phase, starting from the
requirements on performances of the value chain, the
capabilities (core competencies, capacities, available
modules and components) of the own performance
structure and of the potential partners will be scanned.
Phase output: network model, selection of the partners
within a specific instantiation of the value chain and
network configuration.
6) Financing and risk analysis. Eventually, based upon
the expected profits, the risk-level as well as the need
for working capital must be calculated to start the
search for investors. Phase output: financing model.
At each step of the HVC the corresponding targets must be
fulfilled. If one step is not fulfilled, then the process should
go back to a prior phase as long as the issue is tackled –
iterative approach.
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CASE STUDY IN THE MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRY
The modeling of inter-organizational E-Business Models
represents a significant challenge, because of the fact that a
wide variety of both organizational and technical aspects
has to be accurately taken into consideration. Because of
the fact that each industrial sector has its own peculiarities,
it is necessary to develop approaches and solutions that
take into account such specific requirements. Hence, in
order to develop successful entrepreneurial E-Business
collaborative solutions, a dedicated and suitable (E-)
Business Model has to be developed.
Our institution has a proved experience with SMEs of the
manufacturing and machinery industry – which is a
leading industrial branch in Germany. Since we identified
a remarkable need for “e-action” in this traditional and
static industrial branch, we hence decided to develop
customized Business Models and E-Business solutions
with a high impact onto this industrial sector.
Nowadays, the generation and mailing of so-called paperbased test reports for metallic material, which documents
and guarantees to the buyer specific material properties, is
accompanied by several serious problems. For instance,
the open issues concern the archiving of reports, the
specification check of corresponding material standards or
norms referenced in a test report [2].
The innovative trigger for this case study is the world wide
dissemination and acceptance of the Internet as
communication and information exchange channel. This
makes the development of an Internet-platform for the
efficient exchange and storage of material test reports
feasible. Based upon the innovative idea of exchanging
electronic material reports on a collaborative Internetplatform, we propose the following rough Business Model
– the result of the use of our House of Value Creation. The
different components of the Business Model are:
1) Market Model. Competition analysis: there are similar
solutions (document management systems) that do not
fulfill all relevant requirements. Hence, there are no
direct competitors. The customers are enterprises
which exchange metallic products with specified and
guaranteed properties.
2) Output Model. The most relevant customers’ needs are:
operating efficiency and flexibility in terms of
exchanging metallic material test reports, as well as
security (e.g. transmission and privacy) and system
availability. Thus, the output service had been designed
to fulfill all the requirements: electronic transaction of
standardized reports with high security level and a set
of additional services.
3) Revenue Model. We conducted an analysis of the
customers’ benefit. With the use of the electronic
transaction platform, the process cost for a test report
transmission and specification check drops drastically.
Hence, the benefit is remarkable (nowadays, the cost is
about 50 US $ for a single report). Thus, it is clear that
the price of a transaction may not exceed 50 US $.
Therefore, we propose a much lower price per
transaction, in order both to attract enough traffic and
to ensure a wide dissemination of the standard. This
heightens the barriers for market entry for possible
competitors. The monthly fee for the participation to
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the Internet-based Business Collaboration platform
should be in this case lower than 100 US $.
4) Production Design. Since direct costs (i.e. for the
report transmission) tend to zero, the attention should
be paid to the fixed cost (i.e. to the target cost for
creating and maintaining the infrastructure). A
production design with a targeted low fix cost implies
that critical mass in terms of participants and
transactions can be easily reached.
5) Network Model. A third party operator should focus on
platform-related core activities, while another partner
will deal with services related e.g. to trust and
therewith security.
6) Financing Model. Investors must be willing to bear
both losses during the initial phase and the risk related
to the critical mass. There is a high probability for a
scenario with long-term value creation [3].
Some of the most interesting technical and organizational
aspects which were taken into consideration within the
project are the branch-specific development of a shared
standard for electronic test reports (which can ensure a
fast exchange of required information through interorganizational networks as well as the integration of
different ERP systems within an Internet-based Business
Collaboration Platform), the identification of the most
appropriate technology to deploy a back-end integration in
each of the involved enterprises, and the definition of
process standards for inter-organizational processes and
work-flows.
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ABSTRACT

pipelines first to control the flow of oil and thereby
locking users and dramatically reducing the chance of
secondary market entry [7]. The strategy was perfect,
perhaps too perfect, resulting in a near monopoly situation
and the ultimate break up of Standard Oil.

We have all heard about first mover advantage and how
important it is, especially in the so-called "New Economy"
and with e-related businesses. The story goes, “ If we are
first in the market place, we can gain market recognition,
market share early and the lion’s share of the market’s
money. We can become entrenched in the market so that
our lead will be insurmountable and then we can ride the
wave of momentum and relax." First mover advantage is a
bit more complicated than that. In fact, being first may be
a disadvantage. Ultimately, relying on being first mover as
a(n) (Internet) strategy and/or competitive advantage
involves a great amount of risk.

For the term first mover advantage, we do not have to go
back as far. The term originated as a result of academic
market research looking at the relationship between the
timing of market entry and success. The results showed
that there was certain key advantages that could accrue a
first mover:
1. Transform market and/or industry rules
2. Help to establish industry standards and thereby
lock in your position
3. Build better relationships with customer,
distributors, and supplier in a manner than might
be difficult to replicate
4. Gain network effect benefits
5. Benefit by being ahead on the learning curve
6. Earn super normal profit for time before
regulators are alerted and change (limit) rules and
options
But the idea seemed to fall out of (academic) favor, when
the generalizability of the research was questioned.
Apparently the sample was limited to companies who had
made substantial capital infrastructure investments serving
a well defined market [4].

INTRODUCTION
Henry Ford once said, “I believe, that the best strategy is
to be the first person to be second.” (Tom Peters) 1
…(the first mover is )usually the (company) that’s going
to win. (Tim Draper, co-founder, Draper Fisher
Jurvetson)2
The first mover advantage is largely illusionary. (Steven
Jurvetson, co-founder, Draper Fisher Jurvetson, six
months later)3
We have all heard about first mover advantage and how
important it is, especially in the so-called "New Economy"
and with e-related businesses. The story goes, “ If we are
first in the market place, we can gain market recognition,
market share early and the lion’s share of the market’s
money. We can become entrenched in the market so that
our lead will be insurmountable and then we can ride the
wave of momentum and relax." Furthermore, if you stated
that front of a group of venture capitalists, the meeting
would end early with you leaving with shopping bags full
of money. After the dotcom crash times changed. But what
about first mover advantage, surely it is still true, isn’t?
Maybe yes, maybe no. First mover advantage is a bit more
complicated than that. In fact, being first may be a
disadvantage. Ultimately , relying on being first mover as
a(n) (Internet) strategy and/or competitive advantage
involves a great amount of risk.

However, the concept returned with a vengeance during
the Internet/high technology boom of the 1990’s. Internet
related businesses were attracted to this concept convinced
that it would give them the competitive advantage they
needed. They were especially attracted to the expected
externalities, especially network effects [3]. Network
effects can be “defined as a change in the benefit, or
surplus, that an agent derives from a good when the
number of other agents consuming the same kind of good
changes. As fax machines increase in popularity, for
example, your fax machine becomes increasingly valuable
since you will have greater use for it.” [6]. To many this
seemed the perfect match for there e-Business.
Unfortunately, for most the advantages were illusionary,
buy why?

FIRST MOVER ADVANTAGE
PART II

FIRST MOVER ADVANTAGE
First-mover advantage is a head start. Almost anyone
would be crazy not to have a head start. (Sara Zeilstra)
Management guru Tom Peters linked the first mover
concept back 100 year or more to founding of the oil
industry. The Rockefellerian idea of locking up the
1

Maney, K. First mover advantage: No longer an advantage.

www.bizreport.com, 2001, July 18
2

.

Maney, K. First mover advantage: No longer an advantage.
www.bizreport.com, 2001 July 18.
3
Freedman, D. Last guys finish first. Business 2.0, 2000, May.
4
Mannes, G. 1999. First-mover advantage: What’s it really worth.
www.thestreet.com, 2000, Jan.12.

4

First, we can learn by examining the success of the first
mover. Despite the limited external reliability based on the
original sample, there are countless stories, myths, and
legends about the benefits and success of being there first.
However, most of this evidence is anecdotal as best and
just not true at least. For example, Amazon has its market
lead because it was a first mover. The Computer Literacy
Store (now Fatbrain.com), a bookseller, registered for
business in 1991[1]. Even Books.com was online selling
books at least a year before Amazon. Hotmail was not first.
Ebay was not first either. Netscape wasn’t first. The Palm
pilot was not first. Excel was not first; Lotus 1-2-3, was
not even first. Do you own a laptop computer? Remember
Osborne portable computer or Gavilan?
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It is an interesting to observe what people believe to be
true versus what the facts really are. As the first movers
and market pioneers lose market share and fade away,
people begin to forget that they ever existed. As a result
there is a vacuum created. It is those other firms who are
prepared to step into that vacuum. Accordingly, people
then think that the current market leader must have been
the first mover. And all the benefits of being first mover
accrue to that firm. These benefits include trust,
admiration, market power etc., all of course help to
reinforce the market leaders position. “ History imposes
first mover advantage honors, “ noted venture capitalist
Roger McNamee [10]. Leading electronic games producer,
Electronic Arts (EA), would probably be the answer of
most peoples’, who entered the market first question.
However, they would wrong. EA was not second either or
third or five or twenty-fifth. EA was the 41 st game
software company, not to enter the market, but to be
funded!

SECOND MOVER ADVANTAGE
In fact, being first seldom proves to be a sustainable
advantage and usually proves to be a liability. The pattern
of the second (or third or fourth) market entrant’s
prevailing over the pioneers has been demonstrated
throughout the entire history of technological and
economic change. When has Microsoft ever been first at
anything? It is more often the case that Microsoft is last or
nearly last to enter a new market or utilize a new
technology. However, who usually gains the biggest
market share? While there are certainly additional reasons
for that, being late in certain markets is a distinct
advantage. Even many gamer theorists recognize that there
may be an advantage to not starting first or at least
conditions where it may not be appropriate [4].
First, there is a huge risk entailed in being first in the
market. Given that the market is untested, there may not
be a market at all. So as a second mover 5 , you have the
benefit of hindsight. You can jump into the market with
both feet, if and when, it has been proven to exist. First
movers have very steep learning curves when they enter
new markets. This is perfectly understandable and
expected; however, it still happens. So as a second mover,
you not only get to see the problems, pitfalls, and potholes,
you get to learn from them and to develop strategies to
overcome them. Kirzner [5] would say that this first mover
risk was strictly an information problem. More
specifically, through, market participation; individuals see
others’ actual decisions gaining knowledge that causes
them to revise their plans. In Kirzner’s view opportunities
persist because of the inability of current market
participants to learn from their experience. In the market
process theory learning plays an important role, the market
actors are suppose to learn from their participation and
make adjustment in their own self-interest. So the risk of
being first is that by being first you rarely have enough
market information, so you cannot meet the customers’
needs properly or fully. As a result, these (temporarily)
unsatisfied, leaving the market wide open for other that
5

Second mover is a generic term that actually represents
market entry after the first market entry.

can learn from your previous market experience. We can
look to what is happening in Europe with countless knockoff business/sites. These e-Businesses learn/copy the
business models and even the web design of US
businesses and import them to their regional markets.
They learn from the experience and mistakes of the first
mover and therefore reduce ris k and reduce their time to
market.
Second, first movers are often too early, too ahead of the
customers. As a result, many first movers financially fail
before the market really opens up. As a second mover, you
are there to pick up the pieces just at the perfect time when
the market really opens up and the first mover has gone
belly up.
Third, a bad business is a bad business, whether you enter
first, second or last. Just as Jurvetson said, “Just because
it’s a first mover doesn’t mean any given business is a
good one” [7]. The lure of first move advantage and
network effects have blindly many entrepreneurs, leading
them to discount, forget or ignore basic business economic
and management fundamentals.
Finally, if there are first mover advantages they may only
be obtainable in certain types of industries. As mentioned
previous, the original conceptualization of first mover
advantages came as a result for studying industries with
massive investments in infrastructure and well defined
market like railroad, phone, maybe hotel, etc. It may not
be generally applicable across many industries. It many
not apply to many Internet, electronic, high technology
businesses. It may be the case that in complex industries
and industries dominated by high levels of uncertain with
respect cost and technology [4]. A wait-see-learn strategy
may be more applicable. Furthermore, there may not be
any first mover advantage in industries with low barriers
to entry. A wait-see-learn strategy may be more applicable
there as well.

Fast Followers
Fast follower is a new term that seems to be gaining some
traction as an alternative to second mover [4]. This term,
obviously, emphasize the speed element as well the
following. In this current business environment speed has
become more important and the speed of company’s
response likewise important. But it does raise and
interesting issue. How fast should you follow? How
quickly should you be a second mover? From an
information perspective, the business would presumably
learn more, if it waited longer, but when has it learned
enough? It certainly cannot wait to try to learn everything.
Perfect information does not exist; therefore, the business
will have to act without complete information. But when?
This terminology reminds one of the importance of time to
adjust as opposed to time to market [2].

When is Being First Better Than Second?
There are situations where being first mover can be
important and sustainable. The first three situations
revolve around partially overlapping issues: proprietary,
substitutability/industry standard and switching costs.
First, if you propriety technology and/or enforceable
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patent protection, being first can be a significant advantage.
Second, if you have can create an industry standard, you
may be able to gain and maintain a dominant position
despite the presence of better solutions. Third, if it is too
expensive in money, time, and/or both for your customers
to switch to a better solution (e.g., your competitors),
being first in the market and locking up customers is a
huge advantage. With open standards, open technology,
etc. the prospects of many e-Business or Internet related
businesses being able to exploit any of these situations are
low. Many of the business failures that attempted use a
first mover strategy as their competitive advantage, did not
have any of the winning conditions.
Two additional, conditions are secrecy and upfront
investment. Firms that able to entry the market before
much is known about their product or service may gain
some first mover advantages, because they may catch the
customer surprised and may catch the competitors off
guard. Furthermore, those products that require a
significant capital outlay upfront (e.g., railroads, pipelines,
etc.) may also gain some advantages, if they are first to
market.

reward you be large enough to compensate you for that
risk. Being the first mover usually entails a large risk, but
given some of the problems associated with being a first
mover, you should consider it very carefully. Your current
competitors are watching you closely. Your possible
future competitors are watching you closely. Every
mistake you make is a lesson for someone. Why shouldn't
you watch and learn from the first movers in your industry
and enter those markets with all of the knowledge and
experience behind you? Being a first mover can be a great
position to be in; however, it almost always is not. Under
certain conditions being first is an advantage, but a
qualified advantage. Meaning that it is an advantage like
size, money, marketing power, etc. They can be valuable
but require reinvestment and constant attention or they
whither away just like anything else. And with eBusinesses and Internet businesses where business models
and even underlying technology is relatively transparent,
they may die even faster.
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Ultimately, risk and reward usually go together. If you are
willing to take a larger business risk, the corresponding
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ABSTRACT
Businesses make life possible and ‘E’ makes businesses
possible. Lots of views have been posted over period of
years about the success and failure of E-Businesses. This
paper initializes the need of ‘E’ism in businesses quoting
examples from a host of industries. It relates and compares
it to conventional business lines. Need of E-Businesses is
re-emphasized via survey findings. Paper also routes
through various stages of E-Business from need
identification, business models, marinating growth,
innovating, focus areas and succeeding. At every stage
various examples and learning have been taken from
industry performers. Focus of the paper is about being there
to grow in highs and lows of E-Business and sustaining
uncertainties. Paper would make it’s objective clear in
terms of answering key questions related to any businessWhat, How, Why, When and Where. Technology as a tool
has been positioned as an enabler rather than product in
itself. Need of successful business models have been reemphasized in the findings.
‘E-Businesses- Crossing the Dotted Line’, is an attempt to
look in future and estimating the need of technology and
also succeeding it. E-Business is a sure success whatever
way we look at it. Time is a factor that makes us jittery and
not results. Profits is a factor of sustaining growth and not
just coming out with an excellent idea.
INTRODUCTION
“In a mad world, only the mad are sane”…Akira
Kurosawa
Businesses will never be the same again. The Gap between
what can be imagined and what can be converted has never
been shorter. Also the gap between what is success and
what is failure has never been so funnily narrow. The E
between success and failure is what has brought
innumerous nightmares to managers, investors,

shareholders and even customers. Like a hit on the head
when one faces vertigo before gaining consciousness, Ebusiness is something the world is still taking time to
understand and comprehend with. Taking time is something
that is not an issue; the point of discussion is different.
Where are we reaching? It is like walking rigorously when
the way may be entirely different. It can lead one in a
totally different world with the lack of direction. To get the
right sense of direction, what is required is something very
basic.
Where do businesses want to reach?
Is e-road the best way of reaching there?
Can there be a better path to reaching the defined goal?
Can you depend to take the e-road time and time again?
‘E’ is nothing more than an alphabet. It DOESN’T do any
wonders to the business, apart from spasms of excitement
on the stock markets. It is also not the start of any
revolution neither is it the end of one. It is another way of
doing business but Yes! It is a damn effective way. A tool
that can cut both sides, a way that can involve one to an
extent that one can shut his/her age-old business and can
start the businesses of this tool without being aware of it.
Mind it without being aware of it. It is very difficult to keep
the E’ism not so involved to your business, as it has a
tendency of relating to the businesses at an extremely closer
level. Profitability, cutting costs, increasing revenues are
nothing till the time they are repeated time and time again.
Growth is what determines the longevity and sustainability
of any businesses. Businesses go through their own life
cycles of inception, growth and maturity but then there has
to be a growth factor to this life cycle too. Asking ourselves
a question -where do we think a product like Coke would be
on the life cycle? JIt has out passed all life cycles and
what it does is keeps on growing making each seemingly
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matured stage a platform for a newer growth perspective.
So businesses never end, they might convert and become
better and seem to be a totally different business. Needs
and expectations change and businesses have to align
themselves accordingly. How they align to offer these
values in a better way is through various business models
and what runs these business models is something like the
alphabet E, tools.
The next question that is so visible and the answer to which
may seem to be equally vague is - So why do businesses
enabled by the power of E fail?
The answer is No! they don’t. E-businesses may fail but
businesses enabled by the power E are much lesser likely to
fail. E as a tool can be always used effectively be it in terms
of saving time, money or increasing servicing and offerings.
‘E’ as a business still has to go through the industry
gestation period of visible sustainability and growth and
thus they seem to fail right now. It is a phenomenon that
has yet to happen at its prime.
DEFINING THE DOTTED LINE
As said and experienced, E-businesses fail more often then
conventional ones. This may be due to various reasonsinside or outside to the business itself. Sustainability of
business itself is of prime importance and then the fact of
adding and enhancing its value. So when one has to
analyses why e-businesses fail the prime suspect is not
factor E but business itself. As it is said ‘What’ comes
before ‘Why’ and ‘How’. What is the business has to find
answers before anything else. Then there can be various
why’s and how’s. E defines the how’ of the business and
not what’. This is what we mistake it for and lose focus on.
‘Defining the dotted line’ is not about issues neither is it
about caution signs. It is about What, How and Why of
businesses in perspective to latest technology changes.
Let’s try and understand the three factors-

and then deciding on what technology to be used in order to
meet up with expectations. Evaluating and then deciding if
it is the best way looked at. The success of this tool is not
just dependent on what it can do but also how it can do it.
So it may happen that at the implementation stage it is
found out that it was not the best way out and the business
may not sustain this technology over the rigors of growing
expectations. The pointer out here this time is on the whole
concept of technology and it’s sustainability. In order to
define that, again there are three factors to be looked upon.
Do companies enter with a firm business model?
Does e-businesses itself has potential of success?
or,
Is e-business growth oriented i.e. is there a longterm sustainability issue?
The question that is facing us all and is there always iswhat does it require to go digital and then how does one
manage that and finally how to sustain the longevity of
digital businesses?
CONTROL+ALT+DEL- LETS REBOOT
OURSELVES!!!
Here are some findings of the Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Survey, November 2000 [4].

FIGURE-1

What- business I am in, customers I am addressing,
distribution channels, business processes, need
determination, communication strategy, geographical
boundaries, and so on and so forth
How- do I reach my customers, timelines, costing, prices,
marketing, servicing, reorders, competitive strategy,
Industry effects, busin ess can be done in a better way and
so on and so forth.
Why- if this is it, is it the best way?
All the above can be Application Factors [1] of technology
on businesses. The requirement is to redefine the business
but first defining it in a better way and then applying/not
applying technology to it. These Application Factors will
also give an insight so as to technologies what-be it
business processes or delivery mechanism or transactions or
distribution channel. Finding out ways of bettering them
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FIGURE-2

FIGURE-5

FIGURE-3
FIGURE-6

FIGURE-4
The road is clear, the ways are numerous, destination is not
far-sighted, it is not a concern so as to how reaches there
first…the concern is all have go there and may be farther
than that to survive. Transition seems to be inevitable and
to welcome that the economy is getting deregulated.
Companies are rapidly shifting resources, both proactively
and reactively, to address the opportunity and threat created
by the digital economy. In essence, the Internet or Digital
Economy is breaking down the traditional barriers to
entry and blurring the lines between business models.
This market dynamic
allow both existing and new organizations to enter nontraditional lines of business. With the advent of these new
digital competitors, consumers gain greater access to both
Information
and product/service
options, thereby
substantially improving their overall buying power versus
the supplier. The building of digital businesses includes
both pure play dot-coms and traditional bricks-and-mortar
companies expanding onto the Internet. In the digital
economy the success, and therefore the value of a company,
will be directly tied to its knowledge, retention, and
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monetization of its customer base. Also successful digital
businesses will deliver a true one-on-one user experience by
aggregating customer data and generating user-specific
profiles based on such data. To this end, organizations are
aggressively utilizing digital consultants to deploy customer
relationship management (from such vendors as Siebel,
Onyx, and Clarify) and Internet personalization solutions
(from such vendors as Vignette, Octance, E.piphany, and
Broadvision). [6]
COMMAND: ENTER
FIGURE-7

Source- Building and managing digital economy-[6]
So here we are defining digital solutions as viable and
useful for the company, customers, suppliers and
management systems. Not only does these solutions look
inevitable for organizations to grow over long term but also
come with bundle of value adds to supplement the logic.
Along with all the visible benefits, there is also cost saving
that comes bundled with the mi plementation of digital
solutions to conventional business. For digital solutions
there are four main cost components: hardware, software,
bandwidth, and services. Over the last several years,
computing hardware, software, and bandwidth
have experienced significant price declines despite
increasing levels of performance for each. Consequently,
the economic value or return on investment of deploying
these solutions is increasing. A platform for displaying
products and services gives the companies revenue
generation options rather than just sprucing and integrating
the back-end applications. Be it dot-coms or conventional
companies, the basics and benefits of digital revolution can
be of fitting use across.

COMMAND: TABBING GROWTH
The below given 3 categories will try and define all
possible types of models on Internet. It would highlight
some of it’s features and success factors.
1. F5 (Refresh) -Innovation at it’s bestwww.ebay.com and www.amazon.com represent the new
kid-on-the-block category, with innovation and servicing as
it’s main domain of expertise. These kinds of companies
have very minimal existence in the real world and mainly
grow on delivery of information, product and services on
the net only. There can again be two kinds of players in this
category. A) Companies that also have competition in
physical world- Like Amazon might compete with any
other physical book store and B) Companies that are
absolutely exclusive on the net and have no competition
with physical world what-so-ever- Yahoo, MSN may fall in
this category. [6]
Internet companies which have similar businesses in
physical world face dual competition. The saving grace is
that the principal business model is well tested in the
physical world and presence on net enables added
advantage to services/delivery systems. The risk of survival
is less and thus the blame on the Internet as a medium of
delivery is also minimized. Companies entering into
Internet on such a physically visible platform do not at least
fight with an invisible demon. It all starts with recognizing
a need. This may be in the form of better delivery
systems/services, saving time or money, but there has to be
unsatisfied need to nurture a business model. Then comes
the viability testing phase where one needs to devil
advocate oneself so as to be completely aware of
success/failure factors to the level of sanity. The biggest
Yes/No decision any dot com should be sure of is revenues.
Project revenues and if that is not possible at the start of the
business, it may never happen. Again the projections have
to be dependent on complete research of markets, industry,
product, background, technology costs, customers, channels
of distribution, computer penetration, buying behavior on
the net and so on and so forth. There has to be
Differentiator, a need to which there can be no better
solution than the one on the net. Anything close to a ‘may
be’ is again heading for disaster. Setting up information
gateways, transaction capabilities, a virtual channel of
distribution via optimum use of technology becomes the
next step. Along with this, there has to be commitment and
a sense of sustainability.
Case- www.furniture.commade too many such promises
that it couldn’t keep. Promising web shoppers 24-hour
browsing and six to eight week delivery times on
everything from table lamps to 10-piece bedroom
ensembles, the site offered too much. Convincing
customers to buy furniture online was the easy part. The
company reported $22 Million in net revenues for nine
months ending September 2000- more than twice the total
of 1999 net revenues and attracted 1 million users a month.
But with the increase in usage came a dramatic jump in
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customer dissatisfaction. Customer complaints rose from 1
in 1999 to 149 in 2000. Furniture.com neglected the
infrastructure support to meet with the increasing demands.
It also created a cancellation policy no furniture company
could afford. Customers were given the option to cancel the
order right until delivery date. With 6-week wait turning
into six month delay, a third of all orders were cancelled.
Local logistics companies had warehouses of unwanted
furniture. The result: storage costs that surpassed the
already astronomical shipping costs Furniture.com footed
for the customers. The online retailer with a sound business
model and everything going well till mid last year applied
for bankruptcy on November 20, 2000.[2]
Business has to be played by the rule of trust and
commitment. Be it Internet or physical. Customers are
ready to pay provided they get what they need in the most
effective way. What they need is there prerogative, how to
make it the most effective choice is what Internet can do.
2. ‘Turbo power it’-Extending it to successWhen effectively utilized, digital solutions can significantly
enhance a company’s competitive positioning. Today it
may seem painfully obvious that companies should serve
customers in as many venues as possible: online, by phone
or fax, by mail or in person, by outlets or on the net.
Airlines and Banking industry were one of the fastest to
learn this and extent it services to the net. It is not that easy
as it may look like. Every delivery media carries with itself
it’s own baggage cost. External conflicts sometimes get
turned into internal if not properly managed. In a move that
sent shudders through the e-commerce world, Levis Strauss
& Co announced in 1999 that it would halt sales of it’s own
products on Levi.com and Docker.com. The San Francisco
based jeans maker, which saw overall sales slump by more
that $1 billion between 1996 to 1998, cited the high cost of
running its award winning sites even while insisting that
online sales had been strong. But its exodus fromecommerce neatly eliminated another problem: the
aggravation of Levi’s retailers who worried that the website
would draw customer away from their brick-and-mortar
stores and who resented the manufacturers ban on selling
Levi’s products on their own websites. Levi’s thus lifted the
ban [3]. Thus it may be all right in the physical medium
with Internet looking like the most obvious medium to
migrate and still it just may not happen.
Companies under this category are better off then the
previous ones. Theyare there in physical and have a
revenue line. Need can be to improve the delivery systems,
cut costs, and save time . From brick-and-mortar to click to
click-and –mortar, it has all come in place with experience.
Every medium has it’s own advantages that can be
replicated to reach the customers effectively. One medium
obviously cannot meet with all the expectations especially
when it is with delivery of a product. [6]
Case- For all click-and-mortar businesses, convergence
hinges on making sure information moves seamlessly
between channels. www.lids.comor www.hatsworld.com
accomplished that by synchronizing individual and retail

store orders with each other as well as company’s
warehouse. Lids’ 50,000-square-foot warehouse serves both
its 370 retail stores in 42 states and it’s individual internet
customers worldwide. The company still relies on people to
pick and pack orders. Lids also claims a near-zero error rate
in filling those orders, thanks to a bas-code system that
identifies each hat from warehouse arrival to customers’
head. According to Director-Distributor, Stephen Knauth“You are just another store to me”. In the present world
physical has to be integrated with internet to complete the
delivery chain. [2]
Combining clicks and bricks would obviously involve
establishing strong customer call centers, superior datamining applications and onsite features such as personal
shoppers and gift registries. But an increasing number of
companies are also using in-store technology to drive traffic
to their e-commerce sites. The most popular: web-based
kiosks that let customers and salespeople check inventory
and order products right from the sales floor. Same applies
to the servicing industry too. Checking out
www.citibank.comand www.americanexpress.com , both
have the entire gamut of services replicated on the net.
Works better as there are no complications of delivery
systems like physical products. Servicing industry is much
prone to saving costs via Internet that any other industry.
Right from linking savings account to investments to credit
cards to loans to insurance to private banking to demat
accounts, everything is possible. It also applies to the
corporate scenario. To top it all you get reduced handling
charges and expert advice all the time. Nothing can beat
this if it is all properly managed.
3. Command: Home- Run-of-the-mill….run-oftechnology
These are the solutions that web-enable existing processes.
For example, web-enabling a company’s existing human
resource literature to allow employees to access information
and to submit requests online, versus the traditional paper
model. This is definitely a faster, better and cheaper option
of effecting technology. While the solutions clearly reduce
an organization’s cost and improve operational efficiency, it
does not affect the company’s competitive positioning or
revenue generating ability. Since the business process
already exists, it just goes through basic web programming
and requires traditional system integration.
COMMAND: CTRL A & CTRL S- SAVING IT ALL

Participation in building the pillars of the next generation
Internet is a huge business opportunity.
Whether business needs are changing technology or
technology is changing business, building ongoing business
relationships has emerged as a critical part of electronic
commerce. Forrester Research estimates that a company
spends at least $25 to $50 Million to develop and market a
major e-commerce site [5] and this turns out to be more
effective and profitable than investing the same amount in
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physical environment. Managers at all level will atleast nod
their heads on the need of technology to better their
businesses. But it is the fear of failure or e-accidents around
that stops them from making it really happen. The model is
there, rendering needs to be proper. There are three major
participants in the whole scenario of being digital and
succeeding it- customer, service and sustainability. This
clubbed with technology can be an unbeatable success. It is
very imminent that for industries all across with different
offerings and value propositions, no single success formula
can be devised. But at the same time it would be unwise to
say that factors that lead to success and failures cannot be
placed. With examples all around it is becoming more and
more clear so as to say what can and what cannot work in
the e-scenario. Net by far is the fastest medium to reach the
customers and also to provide 24x7 services. Customers are
exposed to products all across the world with the best prices
available. So why shouldn’t the net work?
Probably what mistake we do is look at it from one angle.
There are three angles that determines to what extent Net
can be successful. All the theories and research thus should
be focused across these three angles. Let’s take an example
to define these three angles
CaseOne of the better online shopping destinations is
www.buy.com, which offers products under categories of
computer, software, office, wireless, electronics, books,
videos, games, music, sports and to top it all a clearance
sections which offers discounts and sales. Across all these
categories various brands offer their products. One can
compare products across categories and thus transact online.
Obviously one can maintain accounts, shopping baskets and
is eligible of gifts at the gift center once in a while. The site
carries with itself good design and straight talks about price
to catch attention. No doubt it has bagged some awards
from Forbes and Forrester.
The basic assumption that the company may work with
this- ‘There would be time when shopping will compare t o
only shopping, not online to offline’. Business model can be
thus nurtured if the transition is done systematically. The
focus should first of go in terms of determining the needs of
customers to the core. Every business has to be customer
centric, driven by services with the faith of sustainability.
In the present example, www.buy.comhas to compete with
offline shopping. Thus the assumption for it to be any better
would be that it has to provide something more that the
offline medium. So an ‘Offline plus’ approach-which gives
the customer everything that he was already getting plus
something more. This may be in terms of delivery systems,
better product choice, price concessions, clubbed deals,
one-stop-shop, loyalty programs, auctions and so on and so
forth. Aim is that customer’s life has been made better via
technology. Companies that are failing in this arena are the
ones that can’t meet up with customer expectations.
Promise less and deliver more- servicing is something that
can change the way businesses are done. It can to an extent
even change the way people think about the products
associated with them. The whole logic of applying Internet
technology to a business is to make the servicing aspect

better. In the present case of www.buy.comthis may be in
the form of payment gateways, intractability, customization,
timeliness of product and information flow and updates.
Sustaining and growing will make customers confident
and accustomed to the Internet medium. With every second
day Internet companies closing shops, confidence is at it’s
lowest. Every company will have to be there for some time
to start generating that confidence. Costs have to be
maintained, promises have to be kept, services have to be
improved, ups and downs have to be managed, companies
have to survive. Life cycle of digital businesses may be
short –lived but it never ends there. That’s why it is know
as Life Cycle. Digital businesses will have to re-innovate
themselves at a faster pace than conventional ones. [1]
According to Erick Maronack of investment firm
Newbridge Partners-, “Its very difficult for a company that
dominated one wave of growth to go and dominate the next
wave”.
The wave is of digial businesses, the future lies there, ups
and downs are always there, and those who can’t survive
it are boys and have to yet grow up. The competition is
across and tough and it is for men to survive not boys.
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of e-Business has been both rapid and
pervasive. Few can deny that the technology has
dramatically disrupted all types of business in recent years.
To effectively add value in this new business environment,
today's managers must understand the fundamental issues
associated with e-Business, whether one is pursuing a
career in supply-chain management, customer relationship
management, content creation and management, enterprise
resources planning, transaction processing systems, or
network security, etc. This paper discusses the need for an
interdisciplinary e-business program and how the program
addresses the need of the marketplace. The paper also
describes the experience of California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona in designing such a program.
INTRODUCTION
The spread of ubiquitous computing and the Internet has
created tremendous opportunities for new services and
new ways of doing almost everything. New business
models are emerging in startups, and in existing companies
struggling to survive. The speed with which “e” burst upon
the business world has not permitted traditional business
education to address the important e-Business issues future
managers need to be aware of. To effectively add value in
this new business environment, today's managers must
understand the fundamental issues associated with eBusiness, whether one is pursuing a career in supply-chain
management, customer relationship management, content
creation and management, enterprise resources planning,
transaction processing systems, or network security, etc.
The astounding growth in e-Business worldwide is
creating many opportunities for qualified and skilled
people. In many countries the need for e-Business skills is
often greater than the number of qualified individuals
available to fill these positions. It may be expected that eBusiness positions are likely to be among the best-paid
occupations available to people who have appropriate
qualifications or experience.
To prepare future business managers to thrive in this
tempestuous environment, a new kind of undergraduate
business education needs to be provided. A distinct eBusiness program reflecting the new organizational
structures and modes of interaction of the new network
economy can be of great value to graduates joining new
and existing companies.
An e-business undergraduate program should produce
graduates with an adequate understanding of e-business

theory and practice, and who possess well-developed
technical, written, oral and interpersonal communication
skills.
CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC
UNIVERSITY LAUNCHES UNDERGRADUATE EBUSINESS PROGRAM
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona (CPP)
recently launched a new e-business concentration for a
Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration to
address an overwhelming need for employees who are
trained and experienced in e-business theory and practice.
E-business has the potential to streamline business systems
and save operating costs. It uses Internet-centered
technology in business activities, both internally (such as
real-time inventory control) and externally (online
marketing and sales). Although the need for trained
professionals in e-business is high, available training and
staff has yet to meet demand.
“You can’t turn them out faster than we can hire them,”
said David Hildebrandt, who runs a business innovation
service program at IBM. “It’s always the next generation
that grows up with the technology that knows its full
potential. We’re always looking for that talent and training.
It makes our job a lot easier at IBM.”
In addition to the general business curriculum, students
will learn how to make an immediate impact after
graduation with knowledge of the theory and practice of ebusiness. The program will stress CPP’s learn-by-doing
philosophy as well as sound business practices, said
Eduardo Ochoa, dean of the College of Business
Administration. “This program is not for flashy start-ups,
but for established companies interested in the long-term
impact of e-business,” said Dean Ochoa. “They could see
noticeable savings across the board by restructuring the
organization and using the Internet as a strategic tool and
resource.”
E-BUSINESS AT CPP
E-Business education at CPP started in a way not unlike
most academic institutions here and abroad. We at CPP
recognized that e-Business is a disruptive technology
about to revolutionize the business world; the way the
Industrial Revolution changed the world a century ago. At
CPP:
the International Business and Marketing
department first responded in 1998-99 by offering
new courses on e-Business, and soon enough
introduced a new career track on e-Business
within the concentration;
the Computer Information Systems department,
Management of Human Resources department,
almost simultaneously started offering courses
highlighting e-Business as a way of doing
business in the future;
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the Technology and Operations Management
department, having just introduced a new career
track on Management of Technology, was about
to introduce a new career track on e-Business and
Supply-Chain Management;
two other departments – Accounting and Finance
– were just as eager to develop their version of eBusiness.

several blocks of mostly four-unit quarter courses shown
below.

Units

72

0

24

56

48

72

96

GeneralEducation
e-Business Foundation Courses
Electives

120

28

20

144

168

22

192

Business Core Courses
e-Business Career-track Courses

Indeed, this is the path other academic institutions here
and abroad followed in “developing” a new program on eBusiness. However, CPP does not want a “me too” eBusiness program. Instead, the College of Business
envisioned an e-Business program that the university can
be proud to proclaim to be “World Class.” We know we
have the resources to do, and to do it right.

Student in the e-Business concentration must take 28 units
of foundation courses. These courses are by their nature
interdisciplinary, cutting across functional areas and more
reflective of the eme rging network structures of the new
business model. These courses were developed by the 13member taskforce to provide a common, baseline
foundation in e-Business:

A TRULY MULTI-DISCIP LINARY PROGRAM

EBZ 301: Introduction to Electronic Business.
Technology underpinnings for eBusiness, impact on other
information systems within a business, impact on business
design and strategy including how business strategy shapes
and is now being shaped by threats and opportunities in
eBusiness , impact on the industries and markets, direct
marketing theory, business models for eBusiness.

The “e” in e-business stands for electronic network — the
application of electronic network technology to relevant
business processes to improve or change those processes.
E-business includes all business processes, both externaloriented processes (marketing and purchasing on the web)
and internal processes
like production,
product
development, finance, human resources, information and
knowledge management, risk management, workforce
management, facilities management, etc.
A “World Class” cannot reside in a single department
because as such, we would be like one of the blind men
struggling to determine what an elephant looks like. The
first step we took is a form a cross-discipline taskforce.
The taskforce consisted of the Dean, and two highly
motivated faculty members from each of the 6 departments
in the College of Business.
Like most people, members of the taskforce did not have a
clear definition of e-Business when we started. It is not
uncommon to muddle up the terms e-Commerce and eBusiness. E-commerce covers outer-facing processes that
touch customers, suppliers and external partners, including
sales, marketing, order-taking, delivery, customer service,
customer loyalty management, and purchasing of both
production inputs and indirect operating expenses. Ebusiness, on the other hand, includes all business processes,
both external-oriented processes and internal processes.
The 13-member taskforce and our industry partners
worked closely for almost a year. We recognized the need
to identify a series of courses to provide a common,
baseline foundation in e-Business. These courses are by
their nature should be interdisciplinary, cutting across
functional areas. More importantly, the courses should be
reflective of the emerging network structures of the new
business model.
ENGINEERED FROM THE GROUND UP
The e-Business program at CPP is a new concentration
within the Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.
The complete Bachelor of Science degree consists of

EBZ 302: e-Business Technology. Intensive survey of
technologies used to support all aspects of electronic
business. Develop a familiarity with the concepts,
vocabulary and tools of electronic business technology.
Hands-on projects covering these topics.
EBZ 303: e-Business Customer Relationship Management.
Critical role of Life Time Value (LTV). Integration of
management, sales, marketing, finance, operations, IT and
ERP to create a true customer-centric focus. Business-toBusiness (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C) markets.
Development of 360-degree strategies to achieve a
competitive advantage through quality customer
relationships and long-term profitability. Benchmarking
and financial metrics.
EBZ 304: e-Business-enabled Supply Chain Management.
Integration of internal company resources to work
effectively with the external supply chain; e-business
concepts and Web technologies to manage the supply
chain; enhancement of company’s overall performance
through improved manufacturing capability, market
responsiveness, and customer-supplier relationships.
EBZ 305: e-Business Enterprise Resource Planning.
Automation and integration of corporate functions via
enterprise resource technology software. Theory of and
hands-on practice with ERP software. ERP
implementation steps.
EBZ 306: e-Business Startup and Development. Start up
of Internet (dot-com) companies and development of
eBusiness capabilities within existing enterprises,
including identifying business opportunities, developing
and implementing concepts, business planning, and
obtaining financial and investment support. Emphasis on
case analysis, including eBusiness failures as well as
successful ventures.
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EBZ 466: e-Business Practicum. Capstone course for ebusiness curriculum. Practical, hands-on projects and / or
applied research that integrates concepts and techniques.
May also involve internships.
The diagram below illustrates the sequence of these core
EBZ courses.

written, oral and interpersonal communication skills. We
expect our graduates to have developed the following
specific and personal attributes:
A basic level of skill and hands-on experience in
technology tools and processes which will serve
as a foundation on which to build specific
expertise which may be required in a career
environment
The ability to incorporate factors from both
management and technology perspectives into
analysis of requirements for e-business solutions
The ability to design e-business solutions for
problems in a variety of professional contexts.
A specialized and in-depth understanding of at
least one sub-area of e-business through
completion of 20 credits or more of coursework
in a sub-area, and a practicum.
The ability to think critically and creatively.
The ability to develop and use technical skills
through practice and refinement
The ability to apply management theory to
practice in a variety of contexts.
The ability to critique and compare the
perspectives of the contributing disciplines.

Beyond the foundation courses lis ted above, e-Business
students at CPP must complete a minimum of 20 units of
coursework in one of the following career tracks:
1. Customer Relationship Management
2.

Supply Chain Management

3.

E-business Entrepreneurship & Strategy

4.

Accounting and Transaction Processing

5.

Content Creation and Management

6.

Enterprise Integration Applications

The ability to study independently
The ability to seek and acquire insight and ideas
from a variety of traditional and electronic
resources.
The ability to manage and complete assigned
tasks on time and according to instructions.
The ability to work with development processes
and technologies used by e-business professionals.
The ability to work constructively in groups.

Students select a career track after having taken the first
introductory course (EBZ 301). The career track
coursework provide students more in -depth knowledge,
skills, and abilities in a sub-area of emphasis. These EBZ
career tracks provide a very good definition of what ebusiness is.
A MARKET-DRIVEN E-BUSINESS PROGRAM
We recognize the ultimate beneficiaries of our e-Business
program are the employers of our graduates. The 13member taskforce worked closely with our industry
partners to make sure that our products (i.e., our graduates)
match the need of the market (the employers).
We envision an EBZ program that will produce graduates
with a thorough understanding of e-business theory and
practice, and who possess well-developed technical,
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ABSTRACT
This paper is designed to relate the rationale used
by the Department of Defense, for the military to
adapt the principles of e-commerce to
Telemedicine, to meet increasing global crises,
and to find ways to more effectively manage
manpower and time. A mobile Telemedicine
package has been developed by the Department
of Defense (DOD) to collect and transmit nearreal-time, far-forward medical data and to assess
how this web-based capability enhances medical
management of the battlespace. Telemedicine
has been successful in resolving uncertain
organizational and technological military
deficiencies and in improving medical
communications and information management.
The deployable, mobile Teams are the
centerpieces of this Telemedicine package.
These teams have the capability of inserting
essential networking and communications
capabilities into austere theaters and establishing
an immediate means for enhancing health
protection, collaborative planning, situational
awareness, and strategic decision-making
through web-based internet applications.
Introduction to Telemedicine and Issues
Telemedicine is an approach of providing care
for patients that are geographically separated
from a doctor. Telemedicine allows a doctor and
a patient to interact with each other using
computer networks. Telemedicine, when used in
military, has a potential to heal patients in the
war zone where doctors may not be readily
available. The U.S. national strategy for military
pre-eminence is based on technological
superiority. Through new discoveries in
advanced science and technology, the goal of the
Department of Defense (DoD) under Joint
Vision 2010 (JV 2010) is to develop the ability
to directly and decisively influence events ashore
and at sea—anytime, anywhere —to meet current
and future challenges.

To successfully counter these challenges, the
DoD must continue to move forward in its effort
to incorporate telemedicine into its prime
mission —to keep every service member healthy
and on the job, anywhere in the world, to support
combat operations, as well as humanitarian,
peacekeeping, and disaster relief missions.
Telemedicine supports the DoD’s goal by
electronically bringing the specialist to the
primary provider who directly cares for service
members in austere, remote, and isolated
environments (Floro, Nelson, and Garshnek,
1998). Telemedicine also creates an opportunity
to provide rapid, accurate diagnosis and
therapeutic recommendations (Garshnek and
Burkle, 1998). The end result is that
telemedicine helps to maintain the health of
service personnel and their ability to quickly
return to duty, minimizing logistically
burdensome, inconvenient, and expensive
transportation to distant specialty care (Bangert,
Doktor, and Warren, 1998).
For telemedicine methods to be successful,
however, their operational effectiveness,
suitability, and importance to the warfighters’
mission must continuously be tested, evaluated,
and proven (Oliver, Sheng, Paul and Chih, 1999).
In 1997, the U.S. Army, in partnership with the
Navy and Air Force, was tasked to develop
exercises to explore the integration of advanced
technologies with existing systems and
architectures to meet the requirements
established under JV2010.
These technologies are all aligned with the Joint
Vision 2010 concepts of Dominant Maneuver,
Precision Engagement, Focused Logistics and
Full Dimensional Protection. The technology
initiatives utilize dedicated, small mobile teams,
with a sophisticated IT infrastructure, to provide
telemedicine capabilities wherever they are
needed in the medical battlespace (Mann, 1997).
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This IT Infrastructure includes novel Medical
Equipment Sets (MES) with digital capture
devices such as digital cameras, digital scopes,
digital blood and urine laboratories,
physiological monitors, advanced digital
radiography, and digital ultrasound (Perednia
and Allen, 1995). Other, associated items of
equipment include novel software, such as the
Pacific Virtual Health Care System. This
package offers electronic medical record
archiving capability that enables automated,
standardized teleconsultation by forward medics
to higher echelon physicians (Rodger and
Pendharkar, 2000).
This ACTD has charged itself with operating
within the concept of Focused Logistics and Full
Dimensional Protection. It is, therefore, pertinent
to understand just how this ACTD can
accomplish its missions/objectives and meet the
operational concepts of JV2010. This
operationalization is embodied in the following
quote. “To protect the force, the Army will rely
on a technically advanced, operationally simple
network of multi-component intelligence sources
capable of detecting and locating forces, active
and passive obstacles, in-flight aircraft, ballistic
and cruise missiles and their launch sites,
chemical and biological agents, electronic
jamming sources and a host of still-developing
threats.”
One technology that is mentioned in the
document that applies to this ACTD is the use of
“advanced soldier technologies.” It is necessary
for this ACTD to fit within this concept and
provide the warfighter with information that
identifies, early on, those countermeasures that
can be used to defeat medical threats (Dardelet,
1998). It is also important to recognize other
action that may be used to defeat enemy
deployment of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD), especially biological agent dispersal.
Focused Logistics makes only one mention of
“telemedicine.” “For the Army, Focused
Logistics will be the fusion of logistics and
information technologies, flexible and agile
combat service support organizations, and new
doctrinal support concepts to provide rapid crisis
response to deliver precisely tailored logistics
packages directly to each level of military
operation.” The document portrays medical
support to Focused Logistics in the form of
“internet triage” and “telemedicine”in order to
enhance the survivability of the joint force
(Zajtchuk, 1995).

Achieving 21 st century medical support
capability demands significant advances in the
military’s ability to provide force health care and
medical protection and to deploy medical
communications and information management in
tactical operations (Institute of Medicine, 1996).
The broad mission of Telemedicine in the
military, is to assess advanced mobile
applications that can potentially meet such
demands (Paul, Pearson, and McDaniel, 1999).
US military has adapted a suite of software,
databases, and architecture standards to provide
deployable medical information management
(Tanriverdi and Venkatraman, 1998). The
Theater Medical Core Services (TMCS) is a
database that stores data locally and is capable of
sending encrypted e-mail to several redundant
database servers via store-and-forward (Rasberry,
1998). The database servers aggregate
information and store it in databases for
distribution. Web servers supply data to medical
personnel as customized encrypted reports.
The Medical Workstation (MeWS) is a networkbased workstation equipped with portable
medical devices, clinical support capabilities,
medical information support, and a graphical
user interface. The MeWS will support multipatient monitoring, interface with the patient’s
clinical record, and provide access to a
searchable database. It will also provide full
Personal Information Carrier (PIC) read and
write implementation. MeWS collect, store, and
forward medical device data and images. By
utilizing a Global Positioning System (GPS),
MeWS have the capability to enter the patient’s
geographical location. The various software
components of the MeWS help to facilitate
clinical data entry, acquisition and retrieval.
MeWS enable the generation of medical facility
status reports, the monitoring of disease
surveillance, the updating of supplies, and
tracking of evacuation requirements.
The Field Medical Surveillance System (FMSS)
is an expert system that systematically detects
and monitors epidemiological trends and profiles
patient populations. FMSS integrates patient
information to the Global Infectious Disease and
Epidemiology Network (GIDEON) knowledge
base. Demographic and symptomatic
information is used to arrive at a presumptive
diagnosis or classify the patient using
discriminate analysis. FMSS is also capable of
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providing incidence and prevalence trends for
infectious diseases.

epidemiological and trend analyses utilizing data
mining of these data warehouses.

The Libretto is a commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) hand held computer, manufactured by
Toshiba. It has the capability to automate field
medic PIC card software by reading service
member’s demographic information from the
PIC into the software. It can also write GPS
medical encounter information to the PIC and
store the information as a pre-formatted message
for transmission.

The initial concept of operations (CONOPS) was
to employ a tailored Joint Task Force (JTF) to
accomplish missions in controlled environment
demonstrations. The first series of
demonstrations, tested communication
methodologies, functionality, and the field utility
of collecting and sending patient data from the
forward edge of the battlefield. As the
information and results were obtained the
CONOPS was expanded to use additional
activities. These activities are as follows:

Tactical medical communications require
updating of the existing IT infrastructure. The
previously mentioned novel hardware, software,
and interfaces were implemented in order to
enable this change and facilitate the transmission
of medical-unique information over the existing
communications hardware and command,
control, communication, computers, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
networks. However, telecommunications from
the operational area of responsibility (AOR) to
the medical sustaining base uses the existing
Defense Information Systems Network (DISN).
The technologies described above have been
assembled into an exportable capability that is
specifically tailored to meet the medical
Information Management (IM) and Information
Technology (IT) needs of the unit it is supporting.
This assemblage of technologies is referred to as
the Capability Package. The capability package
must work in concert with the unit’s
infrastructure, communications, tactical situation,
and logistical constraints if the military is to
realize its full potential in meeting today’s global
crises.
For such technologies to be successful, however,
their operational effectiveness, suitability, and
importance to the Telemedicine mission must
continuously be tested, evaluated, and proven.
To perform this task, the military established a
Test and Evaluation Integrated Product Team
(T&E-IPT) to evaluate candidate mobile models
and architectures. These technologies are
examined in a rigorous test and evaluation (T&E)
environment with extensive user participation as
a means of assessing their mobile applications.
The T&E-IPT have leveraged and optimized
existing communications technologies to
transmit medical data. Database technologies for
mobile technologies are utilized for



The deployment of mobile
technologies and agents, called
Theater Telemedicine Teams
(TTTs), to medical treatment
facilities (MTFs) to establish
and conduct telemedicine
operations; coordinate with
signal and Command, Control,
Communications, Computers,
and Intelligence (C4I) assets to
establish and maintain tactical
medical networks; receive,
verify, and log Command
information provided from
lower echelons



The use of advanced mobile
information management
models and technologies, such
as software, databases, and
architecture standards, that
were adapted to provide
deployable medical
information management for
advanced mobile applications



Two radio frequency (RF)
networking technologies that
were enhanced for user
interface design in a battlefield
setting



Modeling and simulation
(M&S) capabilities provided
through advanced mobile
application software during
training exercises.

All of these capabilities are being evaluated by
the military. The goal of this approach is to first
establish effective, interoperable mobile
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communications in the early stages of the
exercises and to then implement more robust
mobile database technology capabilities as the
application matures. This paper will provide the
following details of this advanced mobile
application.


Types of mobile technologies
that were identified and tested
as potential candidates for
enhancing Telemedicine
capabilities



Objectives of each mobile
agents in the field



Methods and applications of
these mobile technologies



Performance results of these
mobile database technologies



Recommendations, lessons
learned, and feedback received
from actual mobile users

Operational Effectiveness
The effectiveness of the systems used in the
exercise was demonstrated by typical users, who
operated them in a realistic operational
environment. The Capability Package
demonstrated the ability to collect both patient
encounter and Annex Q-type information;
however, it did not meet the threshold values
established by the Performance Integrated
Product Team (P-IPT) for transmitting that
information to the theater medical command.
The purpose of the exercise was to move patients
through the evacuation system, and most
decisions that needed to be made could be made
without referring to the information stored on the
TMCS server. In fact, most of the decisions did
not require the type of information that was
reported, and therefore, the staff instead used
other data. As stated in the feedback
questionnaires, the Marine Expeditionary Force
(MEF) and Third Fleet Surgeons neither relied
on the data provided by TMCS nor trusted its
timeliness or reliability.

HOLISTIC MODEL

For this project, the authors applied a holistic
model to the DoD’s mobile e-commerce reengineering strategy. Strong evidence from prior
case studies shows that holism offers a viable
management model for successful transformation,
or re -engineering (Clark, et. al., 1997). Our
model consists of five interdependent
components —environment, people,
methodology, information technology (IT)
perspective, and vision (Paper, Rodger, and
Pendharkar, 2000).
Environment
Basic environmental factors that lead to
structural change include top management
support, riskdisposition, organizational learning,
compensation, information sharing, and
resources (Amabile, T.M., 1997; Lynn, G.S.,
1998; O’toole, J., 1999). Innovation can come
from any level of an organization, but
environmental change originates at the top
(Paper, D. 1999; Cooper, R. and M.L. Markus,
1995). When employees actually see top
managers initiating process improvement
changes, they perceive that their work is noticed
and that it is important to the organization (Paper,
D. and S. Dickinson, 1997; Paper, 1999).
It has been argued that the fear of failure must be
limited and risk taking promoted for innovation
to thrive (Nemeth, C.J., 1997). Many
organizations make the mistake of trying to
manage uncertainty with creative projects by
establishing social control; however, it is the
freedom to act that provokes the desire to act
(Sternberg, R.J., et.al., 1997).
The ability to learn as an organization dictates
whether and how fast it will improve (Harkness,
et.al., 1996). Knowledge exchange between and
among teams appears to give some organizations
a distinctive competitive advantage (Lynn, G.S.,
1998). Learning as part of the environment
enables top management to disseminate its
change message to the people who do the work
(Gupta, et. al;1999). Compensation has been
attributed as a means of motivating employees to
perform better (Pfeffer, J., 1998). Being
rewarded for one’s work sends the message to
employees that their contributions to the
organization are valued. It seems logical to
conclude t hat people who are well compensated
for risk taking, innovation, and creativity will
continue that behavior (Paper, D., J. Rodger, and
P. Pendharkar, 2000)
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Information sharing enables people to
better understand the business and what
it requires to be successful (Paper, D.
and S. Dickinson, 1997; Harkness, et.al.,
1996). Restricting information, on the
other hand, inhibits change. Resources
can be viewed as a source for providing
a variety of services to an organization’s
customers (Kangas, K., 1999).
According to Barney (1991), an
organization’s resources can include all
assets, capabilities, organizational
processes, attributes, information, and
knowledge that enable the organization
to develop and implement strategies that
improve its efficiency and effectiveness.
People
Transformation success hinges on people and
their knowledge, creativity, and openness to
change (Cooper, R. and M.L. Markus, 1995).
Real change will not occur without mechanisms
in place to help people transform processes.
Such mechanisms include training and education,
challenging work, teamwork, and empowerment.
“Education and training is the single most
powerful tool in cultural transformation.” (Wong,
W.Y.L., 1998) It raises people’s awareness and
understanding of the business and customer
(Wong, W.Y.L., 1998). Training helps develop
creativity, problem solving, and decision-making
skills in people previously isolated from critical
roles in projects that potentially impact the entire
enterprise.
Business education is equally
important in that people need to know how the
business works in order to add value to business
processes (Paper, D., 1999; Paper, D. and S.
Dickinson, 1997). When work is challenging,
people are more motivated, satisfied, and often
more productive (Hackman, et. al., 1975).
Challenge allows people to see the significance
of and exercise responsibility for an entire piece
of work (Cummings, A. and G.R. Oldham, 1997).
Challenge stimulates creativity in people and
gives them a sense of accomplishment (Amabile,
T.M., 1997). People cannot reach their creative
potential unless they are given the freedom to do
so (Pfeffer, J., 1998). Management, therefore,
needs to be sensitive to and aware of their role in
creating a workplace that allows people freedom
to act ontheir ideas.

Methodology
Methodology keeps people focused on the proper
tasks and activities required at a specific step of
a transformation project. It acts as a rallying
point for cross-functional teams, facilitators, and
managers as it informs them about where the
project is and where it is going (Paper, D. and S.
Dickinson, 1997). It allows people to challenge
existing assumptions, recognize resistance to
change, and establish project buy-in (Kettinger,
W.J., et. al., 1998). Of critical importance in the
beginning stages is the buy-in and direction from
top management, which is essential to
identifying information technology opportunities,
informing stakeholders, setting performance
goals, and identifying BPR opportunities.
Direction is important because large-scale reengineering spans functional boundaries in
which people from across the organization are
involved (Paper, D., 1998).
Information Technology (IT) Perspective
The perspective of IT professionals toward
change is critical because technology
implementation is an organizational intervention
(Markus, M.L. and Benjamin, R.I., 1996). As
such, IT can either strengthen or weaken an
organization’s competitiveness (Kangas, 1999).
As introduced by Markus and Benjamin (1996),
the three fundamental models of IT change
agentry are traditional, facilitator, and advocate.
Each model offers the dominant belief system or
perspective of IT professionals toward the goals
and means of work that shape what they do and
how they do it. IT professionals with the
traditional perspective believe that technology
causes change. IT professionals with the
facilitator perspective believe that people create
change. IT professionals with the advocate
perspective also believe that people create
change. However, they believe that the advocate
and the team are responsible for change and
performance improvements. The facilitator
perspective best characterizes the philosophy
adopted at the DOD Telemedicine project.
Consistent with the change-agentry theory, IT
perspective is categorized rather than measured.
IT perspective cannot really be measured
because one has one belief system or another.
The facilitator perspective views change as
influenced by the people who do the work.
Managers facilitate and guide the process.
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However, they do not control the process in any
way. People control the processes, set their own
goals, and are responsible for the consequences.
However, managers share goal-setting tasks with
the group, champion the effort, and are jointly
responsible for the consequences. Mata, et.al.’s
(1995) findings reinforce the facilitator model,
and suggest that two factors effectively
contribute to an organization’s competitive
advantage: 1.) Developing methods for strategy
generation involving information resources
management that emphasizes and enforces the
learning of these skills across the entire
organization and 2.) Developing shared goals
within the entire organization. This facilitator
attitude toward common business processes and
systems has been adopted by many organizations,
including General Motors (Schneberger and
Krajewski, 1999).
Transformation (Change) Vision
Vision offers a means of communicating the re engineering philosophy to the entire organization
and to push strategic objectives down through
the process level and align the project with
business goals. If the change vision is holistic,
work is viewed as part of the whole system
(Teng, T.C., et. al., 1998). The underlying goal
of a holistic change vision is to align employee
goals with those of the organization and vice
versa (Drucker, P.F., 1989). Change
management, however, is very difficult because
people tend to react negatively to it (Topchick,
G.S., 1998). Hence, a top-down vision is
imperative because it helps people understand
the reasons for change. If people believe that
change will benefit them or the organization,
negativity is reduced. Top management has in
its power the ability to influence how the
organization perceives environment, people, IT,
and methodology.
The vision can help open communication
channels between IT and top management. One
cannot be successful without frequent
interactions between top management and IT
change advocates (Markus, M.L. and Benjamin,
R.I., 1996). Open communication can help
inform top management of political obstacles,
training issues, and budget problems before they
stymie the project. It can also help top
management disseminate information about the
business and BPR progress across the
organization. The more informed people are
about the business, the better they feel about

what they do. It is well known that organizations
need information in order to compete (Ives and
Jarvenpaa, 1993). The source for the following
comments is the briefing Army Vision 2010.
(Briefing is on the web at URL
www.army.mil/2010/introduction.htm). This
document and the efforts underway to achieve its
objectives shape the Army’s vision for the year
2010 and beyond. In the aggregate, the Army is
seeking to “lighten up the heavy forces” and to
“heavy up the capabilities of the light forces.”
From mission receipt through deployment,
operations and transition to follow-on operations,
Army elements will execute their responsibilities
through a deliberate set of patterns of operation.
These patterns are:
 Project the Force,







Protect the Force,
Shape the Battlespace,
Decisive Operations,
Sustain the Force,
and Gain Information Dominance.

These patterns are all aligned with the Joint
Vision 2010 concepts of Dominant Maneuver,
Precision Engagement, Focused Logistics and
Full Dimensional Protection, and illustrated in
the Figure 1 in the appendix. The technology
initiatives utilize dedicated, small mobile teams,
with a sophisticated IT infrastructure, to provide
telemedicine capabilities wherever they are
needed in the medical battlespace (Mann, 1997).
This IT Infrastructure includes novel Medical
Equipment Sets (MES) with digital capture
devices such as digital cameras, digital scopes,
digital blood and urine laboratories,
physiological monitors, advanced digital
radiography, and digital ultrasound (Perednia
and Allen, 1995). Other, associated items of
equipment include novel software, such as the
Pacific Virtual Health Care System. This
package offers electronic medical record
archiving capability that enables automated,
standardized teleconsultation by forward medics
to higher echelon physicians.
This ACTD has charged itself with operating
within the concept of Focused Logistics and Full
Dimensional Protection. It is, therefore, pertinent
to understand just how this ACTD can
accomplish its missions/objectives and meet the
operational concepts of JV2010. This
operationalization is embodied in the following
quote. “To protect the force, the Army will rely
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on a technically advanced, operationally simple
network of multi-component intelligence sources
capable of detecting and locating forces, active
and passive obstacles, in-flight aircraft, ballistic
and cruise missiles and their launch sites,
chemical and biological agents, electronic
jamming sources and a host of still-developing
threats.” One technology that is mentioned in
the document that applies to this ACTD is the
use of “advanced soldier technologies.” It is
necessary for this ACTD to fit within this
concept and provide the warfighter with
information that identifies, early on, those
countermeasures that can be used to defeat
medical threats. It is also important to recognize
other action that may be used to defeat enemy
deployment of weapons of mass destruction
(WMD), especially biological agent dispersal.

delivery of service in a balance between “just in
time” and “just in case = just enough.” The
operatives in the impact of Focused Logistics are
“reduced footprint” and “tailoring on the fly” of
units. This will provide for rapid crisis response,
the trackin g and shifting of assets while en route,
and the delivery of tailored logistics packages
and sustainment directly at the operational and
tactical levels of operation. The JMO-T ACTD
will tailor forces using novel Modeling and
Simulation packages. The GCSS Strategy is
shown in Figure 3. The most important facet of
all of the JV2010 concepts is that the enablers
and technologies will empower soldiers and not
replace them. The enablers listed for Focused
Logistics are germane to this ACTD as well.
These are:

Focused Logistics makes only one mention of
“telemedicine.” “For the Army, Focused
Logistics will be the fusion of logistics and
information technologies, flexible and agile
combat service support organizations, and new
doctrinal support conceptsto provide rapid crisis
response to deliver precisely tailored logistics
packages directly to each level of military
operation.” The document portrays medical
support to Focused Logistics in the form of
“internet triage” and “telemedicine” in order to
enhance the survivability of the joint force
(Zajtchuk, 1995). This ACTD will best support
this concept by demonstrating the ability to:












capture the data
see the data
use the data
use decision tools to plan and prioritize
model and simulate,
utilize the GSSS strategy to accomplish the
above.

That strategy is to develop the hardware,
software, database, and network solutions that
impact the computer-based patient record,
medical threat identification, and command and
control of medical units. This will be
accomplished through management of
information and information technologies,
deployed throughout the battlespace. Most
logisticians consider medical under their purview.
Therefore, logistics organizations will be
streamlined and “right-sized” to allow the



Integrated Maneuver & Combat Service
Support Systems Command and Control
Total Asset Visibility
Modular Organization

Movement Tracking System
Wireless Information Management Systems
Conclusions
Testing and evaluation of the JMO-T ACTD
have produced tangible evidence for the military
utility of telemedicine. Results from
Demonstration I indicate that the essential data
collection and dissemination requirements of
JMO-T can be met consistently, reliably, and
cost effectively.
The ACTD promises the potential to demonstrate
technology-enhanced data collection and
dissemination of information through the use of
quality software and robust communications
infrastructure. Through its efforts, the JMO-T
ACTD has developed a consistent pattern of
progression. From an initial state of
uncoordinated, service-unique solutions to the
building of an overall architectural framework,
this architectural solution is being developed and
refined by several different concepts. These
concepts have been and will continue to be
assessed for operational and technical feasibility
throughout Demonstration II, which begins with
Cobra Gold in April–May 2000 and FOAL Eagle
in the Fall. The results from these operational
and technical assessments will ultimately lead to
the develo pment and insertion of an emerging
JMO-T architecture, which will encompass the
“run” phase of the JMO-T ACTD.
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LESSONS LEARNED

LESSON TWO

Our re-engineering project with mobile
telemedicine provided many insights into how
the military actually deals with BPR on an
enterprise-wide basis. The project uncovered the
ideological methodologies used to guide BPR
efforts and the technologies used to help
implement mobile e-commerce applications for
telemedicine. The military radically redesigned
T&E processes to improve o verall performance.
At the same time, they used technology and data
warehouse methods to decentralize data
management for increased information sharing,
easier access data by those who need it, and
more timely delivery of data, products, and
services. Thus, their BPR strategy uses an
approach to process improvement with
information technology and mobile e-commerce
applications as a complementary support
mechanism.

If business processes are dependent on timely,
accurate, and complete information, business reengineering should be approached with a
strategy that includes information re-engineering.
In the contemporary military environment,
information is especially important because it is
very information intensive; hence, T&E choose a
dual strategy of business and information re engineering as JMO-T ACTD’s ideological
approach to BPR.

It is realized that JMO-T ACTD must continue to
provide telemedicine service to its military
personnel, improve strategic awareness of the
battlespace, and provide excellent information
services to commanders and end- users during
times of both peace and war. The literature in
BPR has not helped us in this regard. In addition,
it provides little insight into the complexities of
dealing with military re-engineering and
information re-engineering simultaneously.
Each branch of the armed forces has a different
set of problems to deal with. Books and
periodicals can only provide basic ideas;
therefore, we believe that we must develop our
own methodology for dealing with change and
process improvement.
LESSON ONE
Military commanders, such as the CINC, should
be knowledgeable and interact with the
operations of JMO-T ACTD. The T&E
members believe that all of the functional areas
have a hands-on approach to IT. JMO-T ACTD
used IT to redefine its business processes and
adopt mobile e-commerce principles to
telemedicine. They found that it is much easier
to teach the CINC and top military commanders
the fundamentals of technology than it is to teach
technology people about strategic management
of the battlespace. In addition, JMO-T ACTD
also serves the medical needs of the military’s
internal personnel.

LESSON THREE
BPR should be adopted based on a military need
and not because “everyone else is doing it.”
T&E chose to redesign JMO-T ACTD processes
because they were concerned about JMO-T
ACTD’s reputation with the top military
commanders and the Senate Committees that
fund their operations. Before re -engineering, no
method for tracking soldier’s medical care in the
field or during medical evacuation existed. The
costs associated with medical evacuations was
prohibitive, both in terms of lives and money.
Reengineering the process through JMO-T
ACTDs adoption of mobile e-commerce
technologies, allows for on site medical
treatment without the fear of helicopter medical
evacuations under enemy fire and/or during poor
weather conditions. Medical evacuations lead to
a long cycle time from receipt of the wounded in
the field until they could reach proper medical
care. Long cycle times translate into increased
mortality and morbidity for military personnel.
Because JMO-T ACTD allows “real time”
treatment, T&E feels that telemedicine and
mobile e-commerce technologies provides an
edge for treating casualities. T&E believes that
BPR has given the military that edge by
decreasing cycle times and improving
information sharing.
LESSON FOUR
T&E believes that JMO-T ACTD must develop
an independent JTF capability package in order
to lead the IT re -engineering effort. JMO-T
ACTD clients are the entire military. Because
the IT capability package manages information
flow throughout the military battlespace, it must
be able to work with military commanders and
end-users to “show them the way.” In other
words, IT people in the JTF a data view of the
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entire military organization. They know how the
information is distributed to all departments and
operational areas and are in an ideal position to
work with information users as changes in
business processes occur. This is a full-time job
that requires individuals who are dedicated to
carrying out this mission.

decided to embark on a major BPR project to
rethink the existing medical information and
inventory system and to decentralize medical
treatment in the battlespace. This was a critical
process and a risky venture, but the military had
no choice. The JMO-T ACTD project succeeded
because the potential for excellent results far
outweighed the risk.

LESSON FIVE
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We feel that BPR projects require support from
top commanders and those involved along the
process path, to succeed. If top military
management does not vis ibly support the BPR
effort of JMO-T ACTD, politics will destroy the
project. Most people are afraid of change, and
given the opportunity to resist change, many will
do just that. Moreover, changing the way that
business is conducted will not be tolerated
without top-level approval because top military
officials are in charge. T&E believes that if
those involved in the process are not part of the
project, they will resist changes and most likely
sabotage the BPR effort. After all, they are the
ones who will most likely be affected by these
changes.
LESSON SIX
T&E found that very few military personnel or
officers know the overall military operational
process; however, T&E believes that the JTF
capability package must support an innovative
approach to telemedicine improvement projects
if it to serve all members of the military. T&E
concluded, therefore, that top military
management should form a JTF department and
help it to gain knowledge about the military
operations that it serves. The best strategy is to
assign top military officers into the JTF
department to add operational and strategic
knowledge and experience.
LESSON SEVEN
T&E believes that it is important to choose a
project that must work, so that its success can be
sold to the rest of the company. Success is hard
to resist. If a project is very successful, it will be
much easier to get other departments and
operational areas involved in BPR. Because the
JMO-T ACTD project worked, it allowed the
military to decentralize its information
processing. Medical information processing was
taking too long and negatively impacting soldier
well-being; therefore, T&E took action and

This research focused on developing a holistic
model of transformation. The model synthesizes
current thinking on transformation into a holistic
model and also explains the integrative influence
of vision on the other four components of the
model. The model was tested by T&E on the
JMO-T ACTD. JMO-T ACTD has developed a
very successful training program and is very
aware of the importance of planned change. Top
military officials are actively involved in change
and are committed to people development
through learning. The model served an applied
purpose by allowing us to see how well the
military organization fit current theory. The
model also fit a theoretical purpose by
organizing a holistic, comprehensive framework.
Accordingly, we have organized and synthesized
the literature into five interrelated components
that act as a fundamental guide for research. The
model also helped us to identify a theoretical link
and apply it to the internal operations of mobile
e-commerce and telemedicine in the military.
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APPENDIX-ACRONYMS
ACTD
AE
AEF
AELT
AFB
AFFOR
ALE
AMC
AoA
AOR
ARFOR
ASMB
ASTS
ATH
BAS
BDU
CG-1
CIA
CINC
CJTF
COA
COI
COIC
CONOPS
COP
COTS
CPX
CRTS
CSH
CSI
CSS
C2
C4I
DAMA
DC
DC II
DEPMEDS
DNBI
DoD
DII COE

Advanced Concept Technology De monstration
Aeromedical Evacuation
Air Expeditionary Force
Aeromedical Evacuation Liaison Team
Air Force Base
Air Force Forces
Automatic Link Establishment
Air Mobility Command
Analysis of Alternatives
Area of Responsibility
Army Forces
Area Support Medical Battalion
Air Medical Staging Squadron
Air Transportable Hospital
Battalion Aid Station
Battle Dress Utilities
KB Prime
Care in the Air
Commander-in-Chief
Commander Joint Task Force
Course of Action
Critical Operational Issue
Critical Operational Issues Criteria
Concept of Operations
Common Operating Picture
Commercial-off-the-shelf
Command Post Exercise
Casualty Receiving Treatment Ships
Combat Support Hospital
Command System, Incorporated
Combat Service Support
Command and Control
Command, Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence
Demand Assigned Multiple Access
Direct Current
Desert Care II
Deployable Medical Systems
Diseases and Non-Battle Injuries
Department of Defense
Defense Information Infrastructure, Common Operating Environment
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ECOC
E-IPT
ELB
EMEDS
EMT
ENT
EUT
FBE-E
FH
FMSS
FSMC
FST
FTP
FTX
FY
GICOD
GOTS
GPS
GUI
HF
HM
HMMWV
HQ
ICU
IM
INMARSAT
IPT
ISDN
JHSS
JINC
JMedSAF
JMeWS
JMO-T
JSIMS
JTF
JTTP
JV 2010
kb
Kbps
KB 99
LAN
LDET
MARFOR
MASF
MB
Mbps
MCM
MEDEVAC
MEF
MES
MeWS
MHS
MHz
MIEP
MILNET
mm

Enhanced Combat Operations Center
Engineering Integrated Product Team
Extending the Littoral Battlespace
Expeditionary Medical Service
Emergency Medical Treatment
Ear, Nose, and Throat
End User Terminal
Fleet Battle Experiment- Echo
Fleet/Field Hospital
Field Medical Surveillance System
Forward Support Medical Company
Forward Surgical Team
File Transfer Protocol
Field Training Exercise
Fiscal Year
Good Idea Cut-Off Date
Government-off-the-shelf
Global Positioning System
Graphical User Interface
High Frequency
Hospital Corpsman
High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
Headquarters
Intensive Care Unit
Information Management
International Maritime Satellite
Integrated Product Team
Integrated Services Digital Network
Joint Health Service Support
Joint Internet Controller
Joint Medical Semi-Automated Forces
Joint Medical Workstation
Joint Medical Operations-Telemedicine
Joint Simulation Systems Acquisition Program
Joint Task Force
Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
Joint Vision 2010
kilobyte
Kilobytes per second
Kernel Blitz 99
Local Area Network
Lightweight Data Entry Tool
Marine Forces
Mobile Air Staging Facility
Megabyte
Million bits per second
Military Command
Medical Evacuation
Marine Expeditionary Force
Medical Equipment Sets
Medical Workstation
Military Health System
Megahertz
Medical Information Engineering Prototype
Military Network
millimeters
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MMS
MOE
MOP
MTF
M&S
MSEL
M3B
NAVFOR
NIPRNET
NRL
OR
OTH
PACOM
PC
PCMCIA
PIC
P-IPT
PROFIS
PM 99
PW 99
RF
RFTA
SAIC
SATCOM
SC
SINCGARS
SPAWAR
SSC SD
STP
TAMC
TCAS
TCEA
TCP/IP
T&E
T&E-IPT
TMCS
TMIP
TTT
T2P2
UHF
USAF
USFK
UW
VHF
VTC

Medical Messaging Service
Measures of Effectiveness
Measures of Performance
Medical Treatment Facility
Modeling and Simulation
Master Scenario Events List
Mobile Medical Monitor (B)
Navy Forces
Unclassified Internet Protocol Router Network
Naval Research Lab
Operating Room
Over-the-Horizon
Pacific Command
Personal Computer
Personal Computer Memory Card International Association
Personal Information Carrier
Performance Integrated Product Team
Professional Filler System
Patriot Medstar 99
Pacific Warrior 99
Radio Frequency
Reserve Forces Training Area
Science Applications International Corporation
Satellite Communications
Surgical Company
Single-Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System
Space and Warfare
Systems Center, San Diego
Shock Trauma Platoon
Tripler Army Medical Center
Team Care Automation System
Theater Clinical Encounter Application
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
Test and Evaluation
Test and Evaluation Integrated Product Team
Theater Medical Core Services
Theater Medical Information Program
Theater Telemedicine Team
Theater Telemedicine Prototype Program
Ultra -high frequency
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Forces, Korea
Urban Warrior
Very High Frequency
Video Teleconference
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ABSTRACT
The dynamics of the Internet and e-commerce has spawned change in business and industry since the early 1990s.
Many e-merchants have benefited from it, while others fell behind. B2B, B2C, and B2G have all matured and grew
to be the backbone of today’s World Wide Web. As a result, a number of issues, problems, and reflections have
come up that warrant analysis. In this paper, we bring up key trends and developments in e-business, where ecommerce is going, and the implications for management, profitability, and potential growth. Mobile commerce and
wireless technology is especially noted.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet has already generated an unstoppable
economic tidal wave. At the end of the year 2000,
over 200 million users have become Web surfers
(Deloitte Research 2000, p. 1).
Spending on
government Internet activities will increase from $1.5
billion in 2000 to $6.2 billion by 2005 (Thibodeau
2000, p. 12). Inasmuch as e-commerce has already
impacted our workstyle and lifestyle, it is still in its
infancy. Predicting its future is not an easy task. For
example, technology consulting firm Forrester
Research more than doubled its B2B commerce
forecast for the United States to $842 billion by the
year 2002. For the Non-US sector, B2B commerce is
predicted to generate revenue well over $1 trillion in
2002.
The future of e-business depends on myriads of
factors —technological, political, and economic.
Technological advancements, for example, will
provide the framework for improvements in the
efficiency, adaptability, and convenience of the
Internet and e-commerce. The applications harnessed
by enhancements in today’s technology should
further improve the entire e-commerce process.
Three of the most recent technological advancements
are broadband Internet access, the use of XML, and
enhancement of Web browsers.
Implementing
efficient and effective transaction and payment
systems is a crucial part of future e-commerce. Emoney will also play a significant role in legitimizing
the e-transaction process. E-money is expected to
eliminate unnecessary processes and enable faster
and easier transactions to take place on the Internet.

In this paper, we focus on trends and developments in
B2C and B2B that might help us assess where ecommerce is going and the implications for
management, profitability, and growth. We shall also
address e-new applications, the future of money, and
wireless transmission as an enhanced approach to
navigating on the Internet.
THE INTERNET CUTS THE CORD
North Americans hold a record of the biggest Internet
users worldwide. As shown in Table 1, there were
well over 150 million users in 1999. According to
International Telecommunication Union, the number
is predicted to exceed 231 million users. The fastest
growing technology after the Internet is wireless
communications —also known as M (mobile)commerce. It is the union of the Web and the cellular
phone, offering universal access from mobile phones
to the Internet via Wireless Application Protocol
(WAP).
WAP is a hot topic, because of its linking role. The
emerging standard delivers wireless information and
voice services to mobile phones, opening doors for
wireless computing at companies — large and small.
The WAP Internet server connects to most e-mail or
database, providing data directly to the user.
Its
potential e-business contributions include banking,
stock trading, e-mail, voice, remote monitoring,
transferring money between accounts, or paying for
purchases electronically. Interoperability through
WAP makes these unique applications possible
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Internet users by region(in 1,000s)
1995
2005
Worldwide total Internet Users
44,324
765,776
Worldwide Internet Users/1000 people
7.8
118

1998

2000

181,789

349,254

30.7

57.5

30,771

93,650

150,850

104.9

311.2

492.6

8,713

42,006

87,443

22.1

105.8

220.5

375

3,800

10,806

1.3

13.0

37.2

3,547

33,656

72,066

1.1

9.9

20.7

South/Central American Total Users
56,051
South/Central American Users/1,000
101.2

410

5,647

19,629

0.9

11.4

38.4

Middle East/African Total Users
29,481
Middle East/African Users/1,000
26.1

508

3,030

8,160

0.6

3.0

7.9

North American Total Users
231,451
North American Users/1000
720.6
W. Europe/Scandinavian Total Users
213,670
W. Europe/Scandinavian Users/1,000
529.9
East European Total Users
45,472
East European Users/1,000
157.7
Asia-Pacific Total Users
189,651
Asia-Pacific Users/1,000
50.9

Table 1. Internet Users worldwide. Source: International Communication Union, The Wall Street
Journal, Sept. 25, 2000, p. R6.
The mobile technology, per se, should change forever
the way companies do business. It means that
businesses can extend directly business processes to
those in the field that deal directly with the consumer.
For over a decade, technology groups have predicted
the technology to bring e-mail, news, and stock
trading via a mobile phone equipped with a wireless
modem. Initially, the cell phone carried voice, was
expensive, unreliable, and the networks too slow to
attract customers or traffic. Now, digital networks
are fast replacing analog cellular networks to send or
receive data from almost anywhere. It is also
converging with the Internet as part of the worldwide
data network (Hill 1999, p. R4).
Based on
Geoworks/Bank of America study, there were

600,000 wireless subscribers in 2000 and project
760,000 wireless subscribers in 2001, 950,000 in
2002, and 1,200,000 in 2003 (Korn 2000, p. 58).
To make the linkup possible, digital phones come
bundled with microbrowsers that connect them to
Web sites. The sites are formatted to send text pages
acceptable to tiny screens. The procedure is very
simple. A consumer makes a phone call or places a
request on a wireless phone. The signal travels from
the wireless device to an antenna and into the cellular
telephone company’s switching facility. From there,
it is switched to the wireline network and to an
Internet service provider that connects to the Web.
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Experts predict that the combination of cell phones
and the Internet will be explosive worldwide. By
2005, an estimated half-billion Internet accounts and
one billion digital-phone subscribers will be in
operation. This is primarily due to the increasing
demand for data everywhere.
Another research
group, Yankee Group, predicts 28 million Americans
will be using wireless phones for data by 2002, for email messaging, Internet browsing, and other eapplications (Hill 1999, p. R4)

be (Saunders, et al 1999, p. 48.) In the next few years,
we should experience big changes in M-commerce.
How quickly they arrive depends on how much the
carriers invest in faster technologies.
Table 2
summarizes the key elements required to upgrade
carrier network and their respective improvements in
download times.
In terms of privacy, imagine the location-finding
technology being built into the new cell phones.
What if, for example, you find that when you dial a
pizza parlor, triggers a message to a health or a diet
store that you are both overweight and affluent and a
message offering you all kinds of discounted health
pills? The issue here is “who gets access to this
information? This is unfortunately, the dark side of
e-commerce. It is the same computer technology that
delivers individualized advice on books, music, and
supplies, it creates an inescapable trail of personal
information
(Clark
2000,
p.
R32).

With all the promises and high expectations of Mcommerce, there are issues that have yet to be
resolved. Among such issues are security, competing
e-commerce standards, problems integrating cellular
phone architecture with that of the retailing and
banking hardware, and the below par man-machine
interface on today’s mobile phone (see www.mobile
mcommerce.com/ what is mc.htm, p.1). Furthermore,
WAP is relatively new. There is still the question
about how far it will be deployed and how fast it will
Year
1999

Elements
GSM
HSCSD
GPRS
Edge

Time to download
164-kbyte file
2.17 sec.
.45
.33
.10

2000
2001
Legend
GSM – Global System for Mobile communications -- a wideband
method of sharing one frequency among many users that currently has
some 150 million users worldwide
HSCSD – High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data – software that gives
each subscriber up to four 14.4-kbit/second circuits.
GPRS – General Packet Radio Service – hardware upgrade that
employs packet switching to use bandwidth more efficiently.
Edge – Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution
Table 2. Required elements to upgrade carrier network. Excerpted from Saunders, et al
“Wireless IP”. Data Communications, Sept. 1999, pp. 49, 52.
Role of the Emerging Wireless Broad band

In terms of security, to provide full protection in a
wireless environment involves encryption algorithms
to scramble data, antivirus software, and digital
certificates to restrict access. With encryption, the
larger the algorithm, the stronger the security and the
longer it takes to decrypt (Saunders and Bruno 1999,
p. 62). Each type has to be considered individually in
the light of the traffic and the nature of information
transmitted. In most cases, all types should be part of
the e-commerce environment to ensure privacy and
integrity of the e-merchant-consumer interface.

Wireless broadband handles phone calls and the
Internet with good quality transmission at high speed.
Unlike land-line broadband which relies on local
phone lines, wireless broadband uses high frequency
signals to transmit information over the airwaves to
and from customers. But it should be noted that
wires still play a role in most systems. For example,
in fixed wireless systems, the digital signal from a
phone is carried through office wiring to an antenna
atop the building and to a base station miles away.
The base station captures the signal and transmits it
to a local phone network or a cellular provider of
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another network, depending on the final destination
of the message.

and services they desire. The Internet gives the
consumer the opportunity to conduct in-depth
research on a specific product and then search for the
best available price offered on the Web. In fact, one
of the latest developments in Web shopping is the
shop bot that searches out the lowest price for a
generic product (Varian 1999, p.2). The question for
companies becomes one of deciding how to build
their brand and acquire customers.
The very
profitability of e-commerce depends on brand
awareness and customer loyalty.

Given the developments in the emerging wireless
broadband, some estimates place the number of
wireless broadband users to more than three million
by 2004 — a big jump from 200,000 users in early
2000 (Hill 1999, p. R14). Regardless of the actual
numbers, wireless broadband brings flexibility in its
application that will make it possible for the video
business to transmit it over the airwaves.
The Wireless LAN

In terms of customer loyalty, any company that treats
customers in a personalized way will earn respect and
therefore loyalty. According to Binary compass
Enterprises (BCE), on-time delivery is the key for
gaining customer loyalty.
Ninety-six percent of
shoppers who received their order on time said they
were “likely” or “very likely” to shop at the emerchant again (Koprowski 1998, p.13). Frequentpurchase or incentive programs are also alternative
attractions for promoting loyalty.

An emerging approach to local area networks that has
begun to spread via the Internet is the wireless LAN.
This type of technology is already being installed on
jetliners to link them into enterprise information
management systems and hotels to support mobile
check-ins and check-outs (Brewin 2000, p. 60).
Based on evidence to date, wireless LANs have
higher initial installation cost than the conventional
LANs, but in the long run they are expected to be
cost-effective and outperform the conventional set up.

A recent technology-based approach to luring nearby
customers is satellite-based location technology,
referred to as L-commerce. This technology is
capable of tracking people on foot or in moving
vehicles. It could be used to allow stores to identify
nearby customers and lure them inside with
advertisements and discount offers.
Based on
satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS),
users receive signals from a nearby satellite that
sends location and other information to allow the
prospective customer to triangulate his or her position.
The key question here is “will customers want
businesses to track them?” This is where the
invasion of privacy issue comes up (Nichols 2000, p.
18).

Like other technologies, since wireless LANs operate
essentially “on the air” in the same 2.48-GHz
frequency band as cellular phones, security problems
exist. It means that wireless LAN users may install
Wireless Equivalent Privacy (WEP) 40-bit encryption
protocol to assure security in transmission and
reception of data.
Without it, the system is
vulnerable to other overhearing the traffic. In giving
up privacy in exchange for convenience, going
wireless could eventually make users yearn for the
anonymity of the past.
In summary, the need to be tethered is fast
disappearing. Eventually, everything electric will
interface with everything else electric using wireless
communications. Futurists predict that eventually, all
long-distance traffic will be fiber and all shortdistance traffic will be radio frequency or RF. With
the astronomical surge of wireless transmission, it is
also predicted that the Internet will become wireless
and ubiquitous and, eventually, it will disappear
(Negroponte 2000, Vision 21).

Role Of Robotics

THE FUTURE OF E-MAR-KETING

Reduction in transaction costs by smart software
agents (bots) that seek out the best price and product
specifications is an excellent sign that the retail
consumer business sector will benefit. It also means
that survival in future retailing means transformation.
The initiative could develop into armies of software
agents on the Internet looking for best prices,
matching customer profiles for color, size, and fit.

As we head into the 21 st century, our lives will be
influenced by the Internet and e-commerce.
The
Internet has and will continue to change the way
business interacts with customers. As a result, the
economy should become more efficient as customers
are provided with more ways to purchase the goods

A bot is not that difficult to use. A user simply types
in a search engine a product name or a service and
gets a list of Web merchants and their respective
online prices. Yet, according to White (White 2000,
p.R18), shoppers have found them strange to
understand. They are tough to explain, with no
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offline equivalent. For a bot to do its homework, it
has to be able to access the databases of different emerchants, which is not always permissible.
For
example, eBay went to court in September 2000,
preventing bot access to its databases.

maintenance fee ($500 or more). The customer keeps
up to 80 percent of the profit margin.
From all indications, technological and social
systems
do not develop
separately,
but
interdependently in complex feedback exchange.
Each system drives and accelerates change in the
other. In e-commerce, the consumer sounded the
alarm of impatience with the time-consuming process
of brick and mortar shopping and its ills. As a result,
technology paved the way with sophisticated
business-to-consumer infrastruc- ture taking orders,
processing payments, and delivering on time to the
satisfaction of the cyber consumer. But in doing so,
the human interface is minimized in exchange for
speed, convenience, and efficiency of shopping. Bots
were introduced to do the legwork necessary to fish
for the best price available on the Internet.

As e-commerce explodes into the future, there is the
potential for strategic “wars” with the wide
introduction of bots. A site like www.botspot.com
gives an inkling of the kinds of agents presently
being tested. IBM Institute for Advanced Commerce
conducted a simulation game, in which they
instructed software agents to purchase information
for human customers. The system kept track of
economic and competitive data. The results were
periods of economic lull, occasional prosperity for
the e-merchant, pitted by sporadic price wars. All
this leads one to think seriously about who will own
the customer in the next century (Deloitte Research
2000, p. 9)

These developments bring up the role of the
“middlemen”. Middlemen, it turned out, are not as
easy as the Internet pioneers have envisioned. The
concept of “bot” is essentially that of a middleman.
Take a look at real-estate agents listing properties
online. They often withhold vital information so that
buyers call the broker before consummating a deal
with the seller. Likewise, in home building, even
though 90 percent have Web access, less than 10
percent use the Net to buy their materials. The main
reason is obvious —this type of business is not ready
for prime time. In any case, it seems that ecommerce and e-business is not so different from
buyers and sellers. Consumers still look for deals,
whether it is buying a new suit or a different camera.
Likewise, computer makers look for a new and
cheaper source of chips and other devices. When the
“e-way is easier, faster and cheaper, it can win”
(White 2000, p. R4).

Internet bots that search and “shop” for consumers
appear to behave like humans, but in fact, they are
clumsy at functions that humans do well —
understanding, judgment, and initiative. To date,
they are viewed as complimentary tools, not rivals to
human discretion. Bots are agents or smart things
that make decisions and act. They seem intelligent,
but they are handicapped by inability to “learn”,
sense, or “think”. Humans develop these capabilities
through social existence. Artificial intelligence lacks
social existence and will remain primarily a metaphor
for society. Common sense is simply beyond robots
or bots for years to come.
Based on the trends and directions of information use,
the gap is fast narrowing between smart bots and
humans, with bots taking on human chores like
brokering and negotiating prices and business
strategies. They compare past activities with product
suggestions. In most cases, they represent buyers,
although they have been known to act as double
agents, representing sellers also. In sodoing, it is not
easy to determine whose interests smart bots
represent (Fraime 2000, p. 210.)

Machine-to-Machine and Seam- less Marketing
So far, the Internet has been the most human-friendly
technology, allowing millions of average users to
shop online and conduct business. Today, we are
beginning to see a surge of machine intelligence to
ease the interface.
Interconnections between
machines and the Internet are predicted to outnumber
the connections made by humans (Benko 2000, p.
122). Trucks will stay online with headquarters for
delays and e-merchant Web sites will alert suppliers
order-taking machines to be on the alert for sudden
change in demand for their products. A customerfriendly period is coming online and those customers
will be machines.

Related to bots and e-marketing are e-commerce
outsourcers. A new breed of e-commerce service
providers, e-commerce outsourcers handle everything
from warehousing and settling with suppliers to
shipping orders and payments. The e-merchant has
only one contract with outsourcer, while the
outsourcer handles multiple contracts with suppliers
(King 2000, p. 56). There is one-time setup fee
(typically starts at $100,000) and monthly
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Another marketing trend melds online Web sites with
their brick and mortar presence. As a symbol of
convergence, consumers can now use the
convenience of online shopping and going to the
nearest store of the merchant to inquire about the
item ordered, return merchandise, and otherwise
settle transactions the old-fashioned way. Obviously,
all that will vary, depending on the store. Seamless
shopping can be pleasant or a nightmare, depending
on the efficiency of the Web site, the personal
treatment of the brick and mortar customer service,
and the attitude of the customer toward the
experience.

for still image with some ability to view streaming
video,
broadband
technology
allows
such
applications to run at a much faster rate. For example,
a five-minute video clip would take roughly 20
minutes to download using an analog modem, while
the same video can be downloaded using broadband
in a matter of seconds.
So, as broadband progresses and the number of users
continue to grow, the applications that are enabled
will become more and mo re significant.
Each
application may provide significant utility to online
consumers. E-commerce sites will become more
personal and entertaining, while online purchasing
and payment systems will become easier to use and
more effective. The ideas and visions of e-commerce
executives will be unlimited in the future. The use of
video-conferencing will allow Web sites to have a
customer
service
person
on
demand
to
videoconference with.
This will enhance the
effectiveness of all e-commerce sites, no matter what
industry they are involved with. Full motion video
will allow Web sites to have instructional videos on
the use of their Web site. Full motion video,
combined with video on demand may eliminate
blockbuster and other video rental stores.
A
customer will be able to click on the movie of his or
her choice and watch the movie from the comfort of
his or her own home. These applications will also
provide a new means of advertising, perhaps
allowing advertising to be a form of entertainment.

BROADBAND TECHNOLOGY
This emerging technology of 100 kilobits or more per
second will enhance the entire online experience by
making communicating, retrieving, and sending
information much faster and easier. It is a solution to
the bottleneck that exists in the telecommunication
network over the “last mile” or local loop. While the
core of the network operates at high speed, the traffic
in the last mile is forced to slow down before
reaching the customer. The primary cause is the
Public Switched Networks (PSN) architecture, which
is based on analog frequency and runs at 4kHz per
channel. When converted to digital signals, these
circuits are equivalent to only 64Kbps. By increasing
the bandwidth of the infrastructure of the last mile,
broadband allows more data to reach customers at a
faster pace (Bank of New York 1999, p.7).

THE FUTURE OF MONEY
DSL, Cable Modem, and New e-Applications
Money as a medium of exchange has constantly been
evolving, especially in the e-commerce world.
Technological improvements as well as economic
forces have altered both the physical form of money
and the way it is transferred. In order for the Internet
and e-commerce to meet the challenge, creative and
reliable forms of electronic money must be in place
to represent real money.

The two main types of broadband solutions for future
e-transmission are xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line)
and cable modems. xDSL is a form of broadband
data/voice transmission that makes use of existing
copper wires. Its present use is not cost effective,
with prices ranging from $30 to $150 per month.
Speed ranges from 128Kpbs up to 1MB (Goldman
Sachs 1999, p. 8). In contrast, broadband cable
works over cable wires that enters roughly 68 homes
nationwide and many more internationally. Cable
wiring has higher bandwidth than simple copper
wires, which allows faster data transfer. At an
average of $40 per month, broadband cable is the
most affordable form of broadband available today.
A cable modem can operate roughly 25 times faster
than the analog modems of today. It allows for many
applications that will affect e-commerce in
significant ways.

Based on today’s technological developments, the
two main technologies likely to emerge in the future
are smart cards and VeriSign. For smart cards, Data
Quest forecasts that by the year 2001, 3.4 billion
smart cards will be in use worldwide (The Future Of
Money, p. 1). The attractiveness of smart cards lies
in their ability to store and manipulate larger
quantities of data. As chips get smarter and faster,
this will eventually lead to all encompassing smart
cards that contain not only monetary data, but
personal data such as medical information as well.
They will essentially become an entire current day
wallet in a single card.

As the number of broadband users grows, so do eapplications. Unlike the analog modem that allows
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application, faster development, ‘broader availability,
platforms, and languages’, proliferation to other
devices, and better standard support.

The only thing that is holding smart cards back from
exploding into the e-commerce world is the lack of
readers. There are two ways in which a PC can read
a smart card. The first requires a slot on the PC to
read the card and allow some type of contact. The
second is the contactless card. This card emits an
infrared beam that transmits data to the PC. This
method is likely to evolve as the preferred technology.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
WITH XML
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a metamarkup language introduced in 1998. Its key feature
is providing a format for describing structured data.
It enables a new generation of Web-based data
viewing and manipulation applications. Since many
customer services are migrating into the Internet from
call centers and physical locations, they can benefit
from the advance features of XML. As this new
language advance into more organizations,
opportunities will expand as more vertical market
data formats are created for key markets.
These
markets include advanced database searching, online
banking, medical, legal, e-commerce, and other fields.
These opportunities are expended even farther with
the ability to dispense data rather than just view it.

The smart card that is expected to become the
standard in the next millennium is a rechargeable one.
In essence, it will act as a wallet that allows the user
to make and receive transactions instantly. A user
will sit down at their PC or another terminal and be
able to conduct multiple financial transactions. To
receive money, the user can go to their bank’s Web
site, access their account or withdraw money onto
their smart card as is currently done at ATMs. It will
probably be possible to do the same worldwide
through personal data assistants with satellite
communication links. Payments can also be made
directly to a vendor online by simply connecting the
card to the PC. The card and the PC authenticate
each other and can be verified by the user by entering
a PIN. Some emerging smart cards such as mondex
also allow for the payment from card to card or user
to user (www.goldmoney.com/future money.html).

The attractiveness of XML is obvious by the surge of
organizations that have already adopted it due to its
intelligence (how well data knows itself), adaptation
(how well data changes in respons e to changing times)
maintenance (how easily data is cared for), and
simplicity. These features result in more meaningful
search results across multiple platforms, and more
detailed declarations of content. The most improved
features of XML are extensibility, structural
representation of data, and separation of data from
the presentation and the process (MS.DataChannel
XMLFramework for Microsoft Office 2000, p.14).

FUTURE BROWSERS
With the surge of Internet users and sites, browsing
software has grown in size and complexity. However,
browsing software has yet to implement consistent
standards, which is preventing rich Web application
development. Browser firms such as Netscape and
Microsoft continue to improve browser software in
order to deliver the best Internet experience. Some of
the improved features in the near future call for small
size with high performance, improved speed, same time communication, standards compliance, and open
source code (www.Winmag.com 1999, p. 1). For
example, recent smart browsing improved the speed
of search engine. Some of the improvements in these
services are key word additions, new keyword
features, stock quotes, and more.

SOCIAL, POLITICAL, AND ECONIMPLICATIONS OF E-COMMERCE

OMIC

In designing e-commerce applications, there is a
trend toward looking beyond the potential of the
technology to social factors such as the limited
tolerance of the average user. For example, the
elegant simplicity of the PalmPilot has made them
readily usable. It created an important social support
system (Brown and Duguid 2000, p. 197).
The
device is so widely used that rarely is there a user
who has trouble with its use.
This means that
technological and social systems are beginning to
support each other.

In terms of open source development, it is the
software development model of the future. Closed
development leads to longer development times,
lower quality, high-budget projects, non-standard
implementations, limited platform coverage, and risk
of losing connection with consumers and market
demands. So, open source, such as Linux and
Apache, prevent these problems in the application.
Some of the benefits of open source development are
its ability to develop higher quality and more stable

The emergence of Internet infrastructure in the
developing world has far reaching political, economic,
and technological implications for e-commerce. In
the third world, telephone companies were typically
state-owned monopolies. These monopolies began to
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Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and
help desks, CPOs most often are recruited from the
IT area or out of the legal department.

interlink under the standards of the International
Telecommunication Union. It was the beginning of
establishing a linkup internationally, paving the way
fore-commerce. As a result, community and country
boundaries are being redefined. For the developing
world, assumptions about the value of information in
countries like China and Thailand are beginning to
take special meaning politically and economically.
The potential of the Internet and e-commerce lies in
developing countries worldwide. Ultimately, it is the
global arena that will determine the potential of the
Internet in tomorrow’s e-business (Mueller 1999, p.
30).

The biggest challenge of a CPO is setting up the
privacy code and educating the company’s work
force on privacy. CPOs must also create a demand to
address customer channels to address their data
within security guidelines.
Related to privacy is the issue of security,
which will continue to increase in tenacity and
complexity. Security vendors are working in earnest
to bring enterprise-level capabilities to firewalls
distributed throughout the firm or update dozens of
intrusion detection systems at the same time.
A
recent e-security trend integrates alarms and alerts
from various security products. Based on artificial
intelligence rules, one open e-system monitors
components such as firewalls, databases , and e-mail
services round the clock (Desmond 2000, pp. s5-s24).

In the U.S, the headline “Technology Will Test A
Washington Culture Born In Industrial Age” appears
on the immediate horizon. The digital economy,
where speed and indifference to national borders are
known attributes, is generating unique issues in
Washington at Internet speed. For example, the
political question “should Internet companies be
taxed like telephone companies to fund Internet
connections in public schools, even if it hinders ecommerce firms? Or, should the Internet be used to
allow insurance companies to access your health
records before deciding on your application? Should
consumer privacy laws prohibit that? The Internet
makes insurance, employment, and financial records
vulnerable to prying eyes. Politicians found the loss
of privacy in the Digital Age too hot to avoid. These
issues are ones that the Congress will have to address
that many congressmen don’t understand (Davis
2000, p.A1).

Potentially, the real e-security challenge will employ
PKI components with current applications and
manage digital certificates. PKI systems use digital
certificates to act as a digital ID card for each user.
The card can be used to authenticate payments, sales,
Web access, and the like. In all, regardless of the
technology and advanced security and privacy
techniques, the weakest link in the chain is people. If
employees, customers, or suppliers do not properly
follow security and privacy policies, they could leave
the firm at risk. The good news is that security that
once was on a company’s “backburner” is now
paramount in the e-merchant’s world. It is beyond a
survival expense.

With all said and done, the growth of e-commerce
will depend on how well the Web matures into a
respectable and a reliable vehicle for exchange of
products and services worldwide. With shop bots
and
satellite
communication
intelligence,
computerized devices woven into products and
connected to the Internet to expedite their sales and
destination will be part of a system that will monitor
every which move. The intent is to match your
shopping needs to the available products. But then,
sooner or later, the question “ am I in control of
making my own decisions or is e-business in control
of me?”

THE DAWN OF NEXT
ENTERPRISES (NGE)

GENE-RATION

It is predicted that tomorrow’s e-markets will be
dominated by a new generation of firm called the
Next -Generation Enterprise or NGE. The unique
firm combines technologies, structure, and processes
to serve customers in Internet time (Schmidt 2000, p.
75).
The goal is to build a highly integrated
enterprise with seamlessly linked applications to
vendors, partners, and others round the clock. Such
enterprise application integration (EAI) links together
diverse systems and applications across the enterprise
and allows the company to respond to market
changes online.

Role of Privacy and Security
As mentioned throughout the text, increasing demand
for information on consumer buying habits threatens
privacy and confidentiality of personal data. The
emerging role of Chief Privacy Officer (CPO) is
making headlines. Because new regulatory issues
translate into technology, initiations such as

One of the early NGE models in 2000 was introduced
by American Management Systems (AMS).
The
theme is that organizations spin out of a preintegration phase into four levels of maturity in EAI.
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See Figure 1. In the pre-integration phase, customers
deal with standalone (stovepipe) departments, where
the company makes single, non-strategic investments

and limited in its ability to share information or make
intelligent decisions.

Level 4
External
Integration

Level 3
Process
Level 1
Point-to-point
Pre-Integration

integration

•Stand-alone
systems with
few interfaces
•“Stovepipe”
processes
•Manual re-entry
of data between
applications

•Point-to-point
custom interfaces
Using APIs
•Middleware tools

Level 2
Structural

Integration

Integration

•Information
between systems
not just shared,
but managed
•Middleware
includes process
automation
modeling tools
•Middleware
features
workflow
modeling,
automated
decisions
•Enterprise
business model

•Middleware
tools
•Middleware
features
•Enterprise
applications
interface models
exists

Figure 1. Application integration-maturity model
Adapted from Schmidt, John “Enabling Next Generation
Enterprises”. eAI Journal, Jul./Aug. 2000, p. 76.

The four phases of maturation are:
Point-to-point integration. At this first
level phase, applications have been
transformed from closed to open systems
and where sharing information between
applications is automatic with minimum
manual re-entry.
Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) are used to provide the
point-to-point customer interface.
See
Figure 2.

•Leverages EAIenabled apps
from first 3
levels across
applications
•Common network
information such
as
the Internet
•Common apps.
Includes B2B and
B2C

exists

Structural integration. At this second
level of maturation, advanced “middleware”
is used to managing information exchange
between applications.
This means a
common data model to manage all
applications. Business rules for interaction
between applications are embedded into a
structural framework.
See Figure 3.

Customer
Care/
Order Entry

Finance
Back Office
Sales and
Marketing
9

Network
Management

Trouble
Management
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Figure 2. Point-to-point integration

Customer
care/order entry

Finance
Back Office

Network
Management

Sales and
Marketing

Trouble

Integration
Framework

Usage
Capture

Management

External
Agencies

Service Order
Management

Billing
Figure 3. Process Integration
Process integration.
This level of
maturation ensures that the sharing and
managing of information (levels 1 and 2) is
made possible through a common business

model that spans the enterprise, using
automated workflow functionality and
decision-support tools.
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External integration. At this level, a
company becomes truly NGE, leveraging
the
necessary
technology,
business
processes unique to the technology, and a
new
customer-oriented
organization
structure to implement the change.
See
Figure 4.

conditions. Most significantly, EAI has the
potential to enhance a company’s relationships
with the most important contact —the customer
worldwide.
Finally, regardless of the model, when it comes
to managing e-commerce, every e-merchant
must manage risks of automation and
uncertainties of the Internet. This means a
thorough understanding of the technology in
place and the exposures that come up and they
should be handled.
Minimizing downtime,
conflicts,
and
delays
are
paramount
considerations. In the end, failing to address risk
management could be the greatest risk of all for
an e-merchant.

One conclusion of the AMS model is that more
and more companies should consider going the
NGE route if they are to increase the level of
customer satisfaction. Sooner or later, the
stovepipe department and closed applications
route will not suffice in an increasingly
comp etitive e-business environment. EAI acts as
a lubricant that can propel the company to a new
level of performance, regardless of market

Foreign
Subsidiary

ASP

Customer
Enterprise

World
Wide Web

Supplier
Enterprise

The company
as
an enterprise
Figure 4. External integration
Adapted from Schmidt, “Enabling Next Generation Enterprises”. eAI Journal, Jul/Aug 2000,
p. 75.
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CONCLUSIONS
This electronic way of doing business is made
possible because of the Internet’s worldwide
connectivity to link customers and merchants
anytime, anywhere. Although we barely scratch
the surface of the many e-commerce initiatives,
an attempt was made to use existing e-activities
as the basis for future prospects. A number of
conclusions can be drawn —some are based on
trends and others might be speculative.

commerce also cannot reach its full potential
until there are better ways of paying over the
Internet. Customers, e-merchants, banks, and
credit card companies all have a state in this
issue. When done, consumers will have easier
time securing credit, insurance, and the like.
Traditional electronic units like ATMs will be
connected to the Internet via wireless terminals.
Eventually, banking is becoming more
dominated by software firms as digital cash
becomes a common way of transacting business
through technology.

One conclusion relates to the growing role of the
Internet-based software agents or shop-bots to
shop for products, compare prices, and
recommend merchant, brand, quality, and best
way to ship —all based on requirements that
consumers set for them. With the growing
interest in “humanizing” bots, it would not be a
total surprise if bots soon profile customers,
assess their realistic needs, shop for the right
product at the right price, and in fact alert the
merchant that granting special discount for this
customer could pay off in the long run, given the
customer’s role in the community.
Another conclusion relates to the traditional form
of money, which will be altered by Internet
transactions as security and privacy problems are
resolved and solutions allow for extensive use of
digital cash (Deloitte Research 2000, p. 25). E-

The declining difference between money and
software has implications for advancing Internet
billing as a replacement for using real money.
As shown in Figure 5, over 15 billion bills are
sent in the U.S each year, at an average cost of
$1.23 per bill. It is estimated that the current
annual billers’ cost is well over $18 billion. In
contrast, the billers’ Internet billing cost is $0.35
and the billers’ total Internet cost is $13.5 billion.
If one adds $0.32 postage saved per bill mailed,
Internet billing means a total saving of $4.8
billion per year. Billers who go the Internet
billing route stand to gain a unique competitive
advantage.

Number of bills sent in the U.S
Billers’ cost per bill
Billers’ current total cost
Billers’ Internet billing cost’
Billers’ new cost per bill
Billers’ Internet cost
Billed party postage saved
Billed party total savings

15,000,000,000
$1.25
$18,750,000,000
$0.35
$ 5,250,000,000
$13,500,000,000
$0.32
$
4,800,000,000
$18,300,000,000

Total Internet billing savings

Figure 5. Annual cost of billing on the Internet. Source: Deloitte Research 2000, p. 14.
also be state-generated “tax bots” for collecting
state sales tax with each sale.

A third conclusion addresses taxation and how
the federal government and individual states will
be forced to deal with declining tax revenues.
The atmosphere seems ripe for the government
to revise the taxation of Internet-based business
as companies seek to use the Internet to save
money. The increasing tax drain from reduced
brick and mortar tax revenues will put pressure
on the states to levy state tax on the Internet sales
traffic within state territory. Applying these
changes on a global scale will undoubtedly have
diplomatic and political implications. While we
talk about shop bots, the software agents that
shop for consumer products and prices could

A fourth conclusion relates to privacy and how
much consumers are willing to trade certain
privacy for economic gain.
Customizing
services to individual consumers means
obtaining as much information about buyers as
possible.
Many are concerned that this
information will be abused. It is likely that data
warehouse specialists will combine it into a
consolidated format. It is likely that vendors will
respect privileged information by trying to
purchase it up front for a certain price. For
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example, a company’s announcement to issue
free PC to consumers who agree to allow the
company to make use of their online purchases
generated through it is evident of a break in the
privacy issue (see www.free-pc.com).
As
reported later, a number of consumers have
signed on trading certain privacy for economic
gain (Deloitte Research 2000, p. 23).

Just like the United States, other governments
that support free enterprise, will find new ways
to develop and promote e-commerce. Income
taxation of the brick and mortar merchant is
based on physical location of the business. With
the Internet used for e-commerce, taxing the emerchant whose Web servers can be anywhere
makes the taxation issue a real problem. In any
case, as long as taxation is a core source of
government revenue, e-merchants have no
choice but to factor it as part of doing business.

Finally, in a 1999 speech, former vice president
Al Gore noted:
“Today we are drawing up the blueprints for a
new economic age, not for starting big
institutions, but for freeing small entrepreneurs.
We have the honor of designing the architecture
for a global economic marketplace, with stable
laws, strong protections for consumers, serious
incentives for competition —a marketplace to
include all people and all nations…We must give
consumers the same protection in our virtual
mall they now get at the shopping mall (Deloitte
Research 2000, p. 24).

In the final analysis, for e-commerce to success,
some of consumers’ fears must be addressed.
Two -thirds of online transactions are cancelled
or abandoned before they are completed, because
the shopper would not provide a phone number
or an address. Over 90 percent would not
provide information about income and 85 % said
they would not provide credit card information.
These responses deal with the need for trust in
the e-commerce market. New ways must be
found to establish trust and data protection
(Deloitte Research 2000, p. 21)
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ABSTRACT
This paper has the purpose to analyze most recent
economic and political changes in the Mexican States,
which show a clear transitional tendency from an
entrepreneurial state toward a state of entrepreneurs
through the following stages: The PRI-presidential
Mexican Entrepreneurial State with an emphasis in the
welfare state model, followed by a period marked by the
transition of the Mexican State focused on a neoliberal
PRI-presidential reinventing of the state, as the result of
the economic and political impact of globalization and its
pervasive effects on an unequal income distribution, weak
governance, political instability and lack of property
security, besides a new relation’s interface between
government and enterprises. Finally, the regime’s
transition under the change of party in power opens the
stage of a Mexican State of Entrepreneurs in the new
period PAN-presidential.
1. INTRODUCTION
Mexico is a country highly centralized with a powerful
government, no reelection and until recently, strong and
open political competition. Since the independence of
Mexico and for the last two Centuries, the dominant
political system has been authoritarian and presidential
oriented. Starting with the emerging governments from the
Mexican Revolution (1910-17), it settles a dominant
party’s
dictatorship
that
monopolizes
political
representation and a deforming presidencialism, that
Krauze has denominated the Imperial Presidency, which
weaknesses faculties and duties of legislative power and
subdue the judicial power. The forms of patriarchal power
represented another feature of Mexican government before
and after the Mexican Revolution.
2. THE MEXICAN ENTREPRENEURIAL, PRIPRESIDENCIALIST STATE
Mexican economic nationalism emerged as a result of
promoting public and private Mexican capital to avoid
foreign investments, mainly from US. The Mexican State
was characterized by a historical distrust of capitalism and
a belief in the ability of the government to intervene and
regulate economic affairs by explicit constitutional
mandate [11, p.245]. However, a model of import
substitution industrialization (ISI) favored private Mexican
investments and also was understood to provide benefits to

the population, since the 1930s and until the 1970s. The
Mexican public sector formed by publicly owned
corporations enlarged. In 1982 the state property
enterprises produced 14% of gross national product (GNP),
received net transfers and equal subsidies to 12.7 per cent
of GNP and represented the 38 percent of investment in
fixed capital.
In the name of great conquests of Mexican Revolution,
during the times of the Mexican welfare state,
organizations were constituted which grouped corporately
militias, peasants, working class and popular sectors that
evidenced the political control of state’s party bureaucracy
in power and the “charro” (Mexican horsemen) leaders.
The “charrismo” (scornful term for union leaders) subdue
workers to the rules of the official party, the Institutional
Revolutionary
Party
or
Partido
Revolucionario
Institucional (PRI). The workers are treated under
pressures and threats of wage reduction and loss of
employment, benefits, agricultural credit, traffic of urban
and rural poverty, etc., to guarantee an important reserve
of voters.
Although since 1929 all the Mexican presidents came from
The Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), the economic
policy continuity did not follow a regular and coherent
pattern of policy making. Nevertheless, during the period
of the hegemonic PRI, the government cultivated a degree
of social consent that avoided levels of repression in such
a situation that has been called the “perfect dictatorship”.
In line with the so-called meta-constitutional powers, the
President of Mexico was also the true head of the PRI and
had as his duty the designation of national leaders and
candidates for popular election. The Mexican president
had both extensive constitutional and unwritten supra
constitutional powers and committed to the retention of his
political power during his mandate and the continuation of
his power required to follow the “ritual” of choosing who
was his successor.
As a ruling political party, in the sense that it dominated
the country’s political life, the PRI held power in the
federal executive branch of Mexican government during
71 years. It was the center of the Mexican political system
through political control mechanisms of workers, peasants
and popular sectors and organizations, such as
“cuadillismo”
(leadership), corporatism, etc. Also,
institutional control mechanisms of electoral processes
were enforced. The PRI’s corporatism bet to workers and
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peasants to whom it promoted but not liberated,
guarantying them patrimonial rights and with the pretext
of institutionalizing the Mexican Revolution, it was
identified trickery with the causes of democracy and social
justice. Its achievements in both assignments are very poor,
although it maintained social stability. The President in
turn appointed his successor trough phenomena known as
“tapadismo” (Overcoat candidate) and the “dedazo” (the
finger pointed) to signal who was the chosen.
Analysts [1] [2] acknowledge three stages in the PRI’s
evolution: Hegemonic, bipartisan, pluripartisan.
The
hegemonic stage goes from 1929 to 1979, the PRI
dominates over the other political forces to which it was
infinitely superior and maintains total control of political
power. During the bipartisan stage, which goes from 1979
to 1985, the PRI maintains dominance over political
parties from the opposition but lost positions in municipal
and state governments in front of the National Action
Party or Partido Acción Nacional (PAN). Du ring the
pluripartisan stage that goes from 1988 throughout the
2000, it opens the political competence between the PRI,
PAN and the PRD (Partido de la Revolución Democrática
or Democratic Revolution Party) and share the power in
municipal and state governments.
The effectiveness of the “perfect dictatorship” according to
Vargas Llosa, or to the presidential monarchy (Ortiz
Pincheti, 2000) had an era of prosperity which coincides
with the period of stabilized development, from 1940 to
1970 and the period of shared development, from 1970 to
1982. During both periods there had been great
advancements in matters of social policy, although never
poverty and social inequality were eradicated, it emerged a
strong middle class which claimed spaces for political
participation. The “perfect dictatorship” was underpinned
by bloodshed from the less favored Mexicans. The State
model which distributes power emerged from the Mexican
Revolution enters into crisis and generates institutionalized
violence.
After 22 years of monetary stability and sustained growth,
at the final of the Echeverría’s period (1970-76), the peso
(Mexican monetary unit) devalued, and economic crisis
started and the constants tensions between entrepreneurs
and government officials were crucial. The entrepreneurs
founded
the
Consejo
Coordinador
Empresarial
(Entrepreneurial Coordinating Council) to defend their
interests from the intervening state. In 1982, President
López Portillo nationalized the bank system in the middle
of a generalized economic crisis caused by a fall of oil
prices, the devaluation of the peso, the increasing interest
rates. The country declared practically in default of
payments. This decision fractured the pact between the
State and the entrepreneurs.
3. TRANSITION OF MEXICAN STATE: PRIPRESIDENTIALIST NEOLIBERAL
RESTRUCTURING
Much of Latin America experienced financial crisis in
the 1980s and the mid-1990s. In Mexico, large economic
crises occurred in 1976, 1982, 1987 and 1994-95, therefore

economic crises have been repeated and intense with
intervening periods of mild economic recovery. Mexicans
suffered periods of dramatically high inflation and external
imbalances, devaluation, currency flight, increasing
unemployment and declining purchasing power.
In front of the pressures to Mexican creditors to guarantee
payment of external debt, since the beginning of the
eighties, it was instrumented the so-called “Washington
Consensus” which imposes the infallible neoliberal rule of
free market and a democratic system with free elections.
Therefore, the “neoliberal agenda” which proposed
structural adjustment programs and economic stability
were imposed as the conditions to negotiate the Mexican
“debt crises” of 1982, 1987 and 1994-95 by the
international financial organizations such as the World
Bank, the International Monetary Fund and the
Interamerican Development Bank.
Thus, after the 1982 crisis, Mexico entered in a painful,
distressful and controversial period of state restructuring,
which implied the economic reorganization, national
market openness, elimination of commercial barriers,
elimination of price controls and subsidies, privatization of
public enterprises and state property, reduction of social
policy expenses, free money exchange. Also wide political
reforms an administrative
modernization.
It was
abandoned the import substitution model and it was called
into question the economic intervention of the state.
The main thrust of the reforms encouraged in Mexico was
to develop a competitive, broad-based export sector of
nontraditional goods. Mexico joins the General Agreement
on Trade and Tariffs (GATT) in 1986 and becomes a
manufacture exporter. The reduction of state structure and
faculties, privatization state owned enterprises and the
economic deregulation, were the strategies adopted for the
design of the Mexican State, as it were also for other states.
Starting with the implementation of these reforms to the
Mexican State, this begins to loss its capacities and
functions of nation state, although it maintains high
indicators of intervention, in such a way that the reforms
benefited to the owners of capital. These reforms to the
structure of the Mexican State’s apparatus give sense to its
transition and change from the welfare state model
towards a neoliberal state model. This transition and
change are understood in terms of Roitman as forms of
behavior, loss of centrality in politics, loss in the building
of wide citizenship, transformation of politics in one
electoral technique, in a market problem. Also, in loss of
the ethics and principles as the task of politics and the
political, evidently appeared in Mexico during the
government of Miguel de la Madrid (1982-88) and
continued with Salinas de Gortari (1988-94), also with
Zedillo (1994-2000) and now with Fox (2000-2006), [3].
But the crisis of 82 also was meaningful for the “crisis of
hegemony” which was present in the old alliance between
the state and the entrepreneurs representing the national
capital and the direct beneficiaries of economic policies
based in the import substitution model. Nationalization of
the bank system was the event that provoked the rupture
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between the political and entrepreneurial hegemonic block
and their representatives, the politicians and government
officials from the party of the state and the fractions of the
great capital. As it is said by Fazio [10], they were living
in one tortuous lover relationship of subterranean blurred
rinses, in dense shady deals and complicity networking.
With nationalization of the bank system, Mexican
capitalists who felt were betrayed had broken the alliance
with the political bureaucracy and redefined the strategy to
their re-composition. Under the impulse of a intervening
state but with a strong neoliberal technocrat orientation to
benefit the owners of great capital, it was initiated the
reinventing of the new Mexican State. This was based on a
process of neo corporatist negotiation between the
entrepreneurs and the government, building on mutual
compromises and interests.

A. Economic and political impact of globalization upon
the Mexican State
Under the influx of the PRI, the Mexican State initiated
economic modernization and its insertion in globalization
processes. As a response to the trends of economic
globalization of markets and the technological revolution
which advanced during the last two decades of the past
century and with the pretext of cleaning economics, the
Mexican State has privatized strategic enterprises of the
public sector. Most of these privatized enterpris es have
been acquired by foreign investments that have penetrated
already in all the economic sectors. The high concentration
of capital in few corporations through privatization
processes of public enterprises, have unchained the
phenomena of political privatization.
In 1987 inflation achieved 159 per cent and a crack in the
stock exchange devoured savers. In the interior of the PRI,
a dissident group formed the Democratic Current
(Corriente Democrática) that later split to form a new party,
the Frente Democrático Nacional (National Democratic
Front). President Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado (1982-88)
is the first that stands questionings in his sixth and last
governmental inform. The sixth of July of 1988, Salinas
achieves power in the middle of a generalized crisis of
legitimacy and total discredit for the fall of the system,
which controlled results of the electoral contests, where
irregularities and electoral fraud were present.
Salinas deepened the neoliberal reforms: public enterprises
were liquidated, the economic openness was accelerated,
free commerce agreements were signed with Chile, with
United Sates and Canada (NAFTA), Venezuela and
Colombia (Group of Three), Costa Rica, Nicaragua and
Bolivia. Amendments to Constitutional Article 27 allowed
investments in the Mexican countryside. The activism of
the Mexican State during the Salinism allowed the
transference of public enterprises to determined financial
groups that maintained links of political complicity.
Programs of privatization of public enterprises in Mexico
have been vast in approaches and to a certain point,
successful in reduction of the role of one state that was

interventionist in the economy. Mexico was the second in
privatization in Latin America during the decade of the
nineties when the government transferred to particulars,
assets that amounted 31, 458 millions of dollars, that
represented 20.4 percent of the total sale of state owned
enterprises in Latin America. Privatization achieved an
amount of 3, 160 millions of dollars in 1990, to increase to
11, 289 millions in 1991 and to total 6, 924 millions of
dollars in 1992.
By June of 1992, the Mexican government had privatized
361 of around 1200 enterprises owned by the state.
Privatization made during 1993 represented 2, 131
millions of dollars. In 1996 increased to 1, 526 millions of
dollars, in 1997 increased to 4, 496 millions and in 1998
sales were 999 millions of dollars. A report from the
World Bank signals that between 1990 and 1998,
privatization of public enterprises achieved an amount of
154, 225 millions of dollars, amount only inferior to the
balance of the total external debt of Mexico that was of
159, 959 millions of dollars in 1998.
The year in which the state has caught more for
privatization was 1991 with a total of 11, 289 millions of
dollars, while in 1998, Mexico caught 999 millions of
dollars. The new government of Mexico plans to privatize
airports, railways and in the energy sector, the oil and
electrical industry.
The benefit of privatization has not been the greater to the
Mexicans besides those defenders try to demonstrate the
opposite. According to data of Salinas de Gortari (198894), privatization opened budget spaces to finance social
expenses without running into fiscal deficit. The effects
have not been overall satisfactory.
Programs of
privatization in Mexico had reduced the employment to
half while production had increased in 54.3 percent
besides a significant reduction in investments. A prior
study of Galal et al. (1992) analyze performance after
privatization of twelve companies in different countries,
including Mexico, documenting that had incremented in
26 percent of profits in eleven cases and increment of
benefits to workers in three cases only.
The 17 th of December of 1993, Congress of United State
approved the North America Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Reactions were not waiting too much. The First
of January of 1994, the date in which the Agreement
started to come into force, the indigenous people of the
State of Chiapaz upraised as the National Liberation
Zapatista Army (Ejército Zapatista de Liberación
Nacional). Quarrels, resentment and bitterness of political
groups to the interior of the PRI conducted to assassination
of the official candidate to the Presidency of the Republic
and to the assassination of the General Secretary of the
PRI. Although the conflictive situation and the serious
problems, the economy did not disarrayed and Salinas give
his sixth and last inform in 1994 with a victorious
animosity. Zedillo arrives to the Presidency with the major
democratic legitimacy given by the greatest number of
votes given in his favor in the history of Mexico, 17
millions. But suddenly, after twenty-one days in power,
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Zedillo faced the worst economic crises in history of
Mexico, the so-called December’s Mistake.
Two years after privatization of Mexico’s banking system,
Mexico was forced to devaluate its peso in December 1994
which set off a macroeconomic crisis characterized by
increased exchange rate volatility, devaluation of the peso
followed by a financial sector crisis and bailout. The
meltdown of the Mexican stock exchanges has lost half its
value, and share prices for major Mexican companies
quoted on Wall Street have dropped 75 percent in a few
months. However, the deeper cris is in financial markets
after it had been resolved the devaluation and the
sovereign-default crises. The majority of governmental
credits with a degree of not investment (case of Mexico),
are characterized by weaknesses in governance. If local
people and foreign investors fear the Mexican peso will be
devaluated, they may convert pesos into dollars.
A new structure of sovereign debt during the Mexican
crisis of 1994-95 has been widely studied to understand
the way in which financial markets, governments and
multilateral institutions respond to the new questions of
governance. The Mexican crisis left as a teaching the
problem to sustain fixed exchange rates in an environment
of high mobility of international capital. Mexico did not
recovered because it weak financial system became strong
with the intervention of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). But because it had benefited with the increment of
exports to United States as a result of the North America
Free Trade Agreement and the accelerated growth of the
neighbor economy.
The economic crises through which the Mexican economy
has passed, besides the institutional weaknesses to limit
the range in social tissue have been the repercussions of
the applications of the neoliberal economic policy and the
key factors to deteriorate social governance. One of the
most pervasive and disturbing aspects of economic crisis
has been the effect of this policy on the most vulnerable
population groups. In general terms, the economic policies
implemented in the majority of Latin American countries
present coincident features, although there are some
differences in the design of the packs.
However, the motives and circumstances of different
economic crisis by which it has pass through Mexico since
1976 to 1994-95 differ although they have been preceded
by periods of high economic growth which could not be
sustained by the imbalance they caused. The crisis of 1976
showed the limitations of the economic model, which
considered that the economic growth depended of a major
state intervention. The crisis of 1982 had its origin in the
consideration that oil was the lever of economic
development oriented toward an active policy of the state
prepared to administer the abundance, which had derived
in high degrees of external indebtedness and irrational
expansion of the state.
Compared with the debt crisis of the eighties and with the
Mexican crisis of 1994-95, also called the “Tequila effect”,
both are considered to have as roots the financial
imbalances of the public sector. Quite different was the

later crisis, (Asia, Russia, South Africa, Brazil, etc.)
which have its roots in financial imbalances of the private
sector and which is the first financial crisis really
considered as global that kick the economies of emergent
markets. The Asian crisis exploded just after the crisis’s
weaves of the Mexican peso had lowered. Therefore, it
seems that financial crisis occur more frequently in the last
years in emergent economies, such as it is the case of
Mexico.
If it is controlled the democratic social development and
the economic growth of emerging economies, these are not
of more significance corrupts than the countries more
developed. The pack of credits to Mexico from the
International Monetary Fund in 1995 was a reward to
corruption of bank credits with more risks. While more
lend governments of other countries to Mexico, the
bankers of other countries have more security to recover
their credits. In reality, privatization of the bank system to
financial groups emerged from the “steam” and complicity
among investors and politicians who took advantage of
international organizations financing channeled to the
rescue of the debt crisis. However, their differences in
crisis management took them into highly indebted
economies, which had the opportunity to transfer invoices
charged to society.
As a result of these events, in Mexico was initiated in 1995
a Program of Modernization of Public Management and
the elimination of corruption, decentralization of public
function and reorganization
of intergovernmental
relationships within the federal system. The monopoly of
power and its discretional use maintained by some
members in the structures of government is the main
source of corrupt behaviors and impunity, thus it is
required deep institutional reforms.
The program pretends to develop mechanisms to a major
responsibility and accountancy to governmental agencies,
in matter of management of public services, also to ensure
a major disposition to establish associations with nongovernmental organizations. It is necessary to consider
those non-governmental organizations of human, political,
labor, and citizen rights have sustained poor relations with
governments emanated from the PRI, which always treated
to corporate them while they wanted to be more
independent, the base of credibility and impartiality before
the citizens they represented.
In 1996, public and private investments in Mexico kept
under the levels of the years seventies and eighties. Results
of globalization processes confirmed that it has given in
only one direction: the entrance of transnational and
multinational enterprises, now denominated global
enterprises or contemporary business, which in essence are
foreign, they have taken in legal ownership the natural
resources, land, etc., and leave few benefits. For example,
the market value of General Electric calculated in 520, 250
millions of dollars, it is equivalent to the GNP of Mexico.
In fact, 23 of the greatest transnational and multinational
corporations have sales that amount a higher value that the
GNP of Mexico. Neoliberal governments have showed
their inefficiency to reduce pains from integration
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processes through negotiations more favorable that allow
to take comparative and competitive advantages.
4. DAMNED INHERITANCE
At the end of the period between the years 1982 and 2000
which marks the development and implementation of the
Neoliberal state model in Mexico, the results are disastrous.
Although the achievements in economic growth during the
last four years, the Mexican economy shows several
structural imbalances that were expressed in their
correspondent fiscal deficit. As Lomas [17] [18] affirms,
the inheritance of President Zedillo also included the great
pressure that the service of passives from financial rescue
will exercise over public finances in the medium term
range. Lamentable it is foreseeable that the present
administration will inheritance to the next government a
great quantity of compromises over the public finances
and much more insufficiencies in the attention to the more
sensible demands of population. The Zedillo´s inheritance
ascents to more that two billions (millions of millions in
Mexico) in public debt, including the debts of the wasted
Institute for the Protection of Bank Savings or Instituto
para la Protección del Ahorro Bancario (IPAB).
a. Interface government - companies
In Mexico, the main obstacles for the managers are the
crime and the robbery, continued by an inadequate
infrastructure offer, inflation, corruption and financing.
However, companies that don't pay taxes exist
b. Unjust distribution of income
President Zedillo leaves a country with big differences in
distribution of income, a high wealth concentration in a
minority and a majority in the poverty, which was
increased, from 40.5 to 45.5 million Mexicans. According
to estimates of the Cepal, 26 millions, mainly indigenous
and rural, live in the misery. Contradictions of growth
polarize, according to Boltvinik, expert in the poverty and
distribution of income in Mexico. He says that when the
economic pattern continued up to now in Mexico, it is able
to generate growth. However it makes it accompanied by a
growing concentration of income and an increment of
poverty among the poorer strata. The crisis of 94 produced
a brutal impoverishment of the population. Starting 1996,
when it begins to recover the economy, the income
concentrates again. In one period like the current one, in
which the Mexican economy crosses for a peak when
accumulating 18 serial trimesters of growth, the benefits
go to a very reduced group of people: “down they only fall
the crumbs” it sentences. [6].
The poverty increased from 36 to 38 percent of the total
Mexican homes in 1994 to 45 to 47 percent in 1998. With
data of the National Survey of Income-Expense in Homes
(ENIGH), among 1994 and 1998, Mexican homes that live
under the line of poverty, with a monthly income not
bigger to 560 pesos at a constant value of April of 1994,
increased from 69 to 76 percent of the total. In general
terms, researchers coincide in that the poverty increased in
more than 5 percent during the sexenio of Zedillo. This
redounds in the formation of a society with big contrasts in

the distribution of income, where 20 million Mexicans (the
total population's 20%), live under conditions of extreme
poverty and more than 40 millions (the population's 40%),
live below the line of poverty.
In the last three sexenios, control of inflation has been
privileged above the increases to contractual minimum
wages, and therefore, of level of workers' life. The World
Bank presents figures in those that 42 million Mexicans
have salary levels below the twenty daily pesos, the
equivalent of less than 2 dollars daily. Between 1974 and
the 2000, the real wage of workers had an accumulated
deterioration of 72%. Only during the government of
Zedillo a strong loss accumulated was presented near to 50
percent of the real wages, registering the lowest
purchasing power in the last 18 years. With data of the
Organization of the United Nations, the 64.5 of the
population perceive two insufficient minimum wages to
obtain the nutritional minimal. Women sustain 40 percent
of the Mexican homes with almost 20 percent inferior
incomes to those of the men [14]. More than half of
Mexicans in age of being working they do work in the
informal sector of the economy.
The gross internal product per cápita ascended to 7776
annual dollars, with a growth of 3.4 percent on the average
annual, during the period 1964-1981. However, when after
l982 it began the implementation of the model of the
Neoliberal State in Mexico, the growth of the gross
internal product fell. For the period of the Neoliberal State,
which lasts since 1982 to 2000, the gross internal product
per cápita only grew 0.3 percent on the average yearly.
The National Survey of Income-expense in Homes, carried
out in the year 2000, reports that the generation of the
wealth increased in the last six years, but the distribution
of the wealth became more inequitable, with alarming
levels of deterioration.
10 percent of the richest homes in the country concentrate
38.11 percent of the national income. In the other end, the
tenth part of the poorest hardly perceives 1.50 percent of
the total, when in 1996 it was of 1.79 percent. The
available monthly income by 10 percent of the poorest
homes is 26 inferior percent to that of 1994, while for the
tenth part of the most suitable homes the reduction has
been of 20 percent [6]. The coefficient of GINI for the
monetary income in 1992 was of 0.5086, in 1994 it was of
0.5137 and in the 2000 of 0.4889, which indicates a
tendency to decrease. However the concentration of the
national wealth, continues being high.
The quick economic growth has not rebounded in the
improvement of levels of the population's life, due to the
inequitable distribution of income that impedes the transfer
of macroeconomic benefits. The higher rates of growth
that reached four percent on the average of the gross
internal product between 1996 and 2000 have not
contributed to the improvement of the well being and
standard of families’ life, because they contribute in 2.4
percent real product per cápita. According to analysis of El
Financiero [9], of each peso (Mexican money) that was
generated in the economy in the first trimester of the year,
0.07 cents corresponded the population of scarce resources,
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while the population with high levels of incomes obtained
50 cents.
Regional development has also been inequitable and
unbalanced, subject to processes of economic separation
that have been the result of the integration processes
guided toward the markets of the North that the country
lives since 1994 when Free Trade Agreement was signed
with North America. This way, the Mexicans with lower
income per cápita concentrate on seven States of the
country´s Southeast. They represent less than 10 percent of
the national gross internal product, while with a similar
population, six States of the North generate 23 percent of
the national wealth. The export pattern of growth based on
cheap manpower, only allows that a small group of
companies benefits of the commercial treaties of Mexico
with other countries
c. Weakness of governance
The weak governance in Mexico, for example, has its
antecedents in the weaknesses of the economic, social,
cultural, educational politicians, etc. and in the weaknesses
of their institutions although in the past a strong presence
of the Mexican State existed in the creation of institutions
and of public policy. They are characterized as weaknesses
of the governance: the official and private corruption, the
traffic of influences, the corruption and inefficiency of the
judicial organs, the influence drug cartels. Moreover,
deficiencies in the internal security under the form of
guerilla group operating in rural areas, and the violence in
the big cities.

degree) it is the quality of governance that embraces the
quality of public sector’s institution; the efficiency of the
government services and the government's capacity to
establish the macroeconomic stability. In an analysis of
dynamic factors, the estimate of the index of monthly
national risk is decisive for the proportions of the imports
to the reservations and the debt to the exports. In the
national risk, the sociopolitical uncertainty is an important
component.
An important aspect is to determine the uncertainties
involved in the transfers of the regular governments in
order to evaluate the possible uncertainties of the
elaboration of the laws. The government's constitutional
positions (as a result of the elections) they are usually
accompanied by big changes in the rules and regulations
that have an impact in the business.
With regard to the uncertainties of the application of the
law, it is important to determine if the companies trust the
abilities of the authorities of the State to protect the rights
of property and to guarantee a predictive judicial process.
The robbery and crime are serious problems that
substantially can increase the costs of making business.
There is not trust in that the authorities of the State protect
to people and their property of criminal actions. The
unpredictability of the judiciary presents a bigger problem
for the operations of the business. The public insecurity in
Mexico has placed to the country in a near situation to the
chaos, surpassing to the institutions that were already the
pillars of a system in decomposition, as the case of the PRI.

Governance deficit is related with the genuineness of the
political system, which had its origin in the economic
policies erroneously implemented by the elites that made
the organizational design for the transition of the Mexican
State. Mexico has lived populisms centered more in the
expectations of illuminated rulers than in concrete
proposals of national development by means of an
institutional development. The Mexican State has been
able to maintain its genuineness by means of a politics of
partial social protection and future promises of more
benefits that favor to the diverse social groups.

The governments priístas leave as balances those “wounds
opened up in the national conscience” for the indigenous
conflicts of Chiapaz. The results are: increasing levels of
poverty, the growth of the informal economy, the
increment of the violence and public insecurity, corruption
and impunity, the precarious conditions of micro, small
and large enterprises and the deterioration of the
countryside and farming sector.

At the present time, the form in which it is visualized in
Mexico, the installation of governance decreases to
achieve the political normality. It is a concern to
subordinate the electoral democracy to the governance of
the system and not necessarily the democracy, such as it is
expressed in the Political Constitution of United Mexican
States. The Constitution defines democracy “not only as a
judicial structure and a political régime, but as a system of
life been founded in the constant economic, social and
cultural improvement of the population.” The electoral
democracy not only has as sufficient conditions, free and
fair elections, but the electoral processes only spread to be
freer and fairer when it is the culmination of a continuous
democratic process and not when it is subordinated.

5. THE TRANSITION OF THE RÉGIME OF THE
MEXICAN STATE: OF THE STATE MANAGER TO
THE STATE OF THE MANAGERS

d. Political uncertainty and security of the property
For the case of Mexico specifically, a factor of the political
risk consistently high (qualified as " BB ", non-investment

In sum, the current problem of Mexico is to have a good
macroeconomics but a bad microeconomics.

The pattern of party of State, and more concretely of the
Mexican PRI-state it has been drained. The fall of PRI
from the federal government and their loss of absolute
majority in the Congress of the Union in the last elections
is an event that constitutes a new stage that gives place to
the alternation of the National Action Party in the Mexican
political power. Contrary to the other alternations in the
power that there has been in Mexico, this has been for the
peaceful road and in an atmosphere of political stability,
materializing the arrival of a party contrary to the one
which used to held the power.
During the last four administrations has not been evident
the transfer of power under conditions of economic and
political stability. It was necessary the disappearance of
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the State - PRI. The last sexenio priísta coincides more
with a party change than with changes of a political régime
centered in a party of State and characterized by the
hegemony of a political party. The hegemonic party was
the PRI that held the power for a period of seventy one
years, from 1929 to 2000. It served to sustain a
presidential system with meta-constitutionals powers,
omnipotent about the other powers (legislative and judicial)
and over the spheres of the economic life, politics, social
and cultural.
Government's change implies agreed and not agreed
accommodations among the political and economic
interests. First, the President’s
relinquishment of
constitutional powers and the system of patronage
established by the PRI to all the presidents who have
emerged from its ranks. However, the party change in the
government can maintain the same presidential structures
whose more remote antecedents are in the Huei Tlatoani,
or maximum Lord, military, civil and religious boss
among our Aztec ancestors that then derived in a political
culture. For a true change of political régime, it is
necessary many reformations and such structural
transformations as agreeing reformations to the Law of
Public Administration to change the political culture and
reformations to the government régime.
Also, to
strengthen the Legislative power, to free the judicial power
and to delimit the Executive power, especially in their
attributions as government's boss and of boss of State.
In the last two decades, amid big financial crisis and with a
neoliberal project of economic policy, it stopped the
growth during the decade of the eighty and it was
accelerated during the last four years of the ninety. It gave
big imbalances and separations as a result in the economic
processes and the dismantlement of the defense’
mechanisms of the Mexican State. During the decadent
stage of the system PRI-presidencialist, the corruption
increased, the social cohesion was destroyed and the levels
of poverty increased alarmingly. It concentrated the
income “in favor of a minority that coincides in its
composition and voracity with the elite of Creole
inheritors and beneficiaries of the system of chaste of the
colonial time and of the porfirista system.” So, partly the
defeat of the PRI like hegemonic party was due to the
collective repulsion to an economic politics that has
increased the levels of poverty, corruption and social
violence. The PRI lost capacity of response in front of a
more active civil society.
The last President of the PRI, Zedillo, “cut his finger” that
it designated its successor and it inherited him the power,
to open the tri-colored candidate's election. It was not able
to brake the purchase and coercion machinery of the vote.
But it disciplined to the most reactionary to impede that
they stole the election again and then, when losing in the
war in front of the other parties, to open the way to a
democratic transition that re invents the system. In few
hours it has transited from a régime of hegemonic party
and authoritarian government, toward a more democratic
system, concluding the process of democratic transition,
handling over power in conditions of political normality

and without uncertainty about the change of government
or regime.
The transition occurred from monopartidism to democracy.
However, this democratic transition is very questioned to a
certain extent, because what has really been given is a
party change in the power. In any transition, it is evident
that the total abdication of those powers that have to do
with the control of political process would have left power
vacuums whose consequences would have been adverse.
Still more, it is to be seen if the democratic system
improves life conditions of Mexicans. Certainly, there is
not a change of political régime, but the deepening of the
neoliberal economic policy that has been already applying
in Mexico since the middle of the eighties. It finishes the
era of 71 years of the hegemonic party, the PRI, and it is
expected that it also finish the era of the Mexican
presidencialism.
The change of the sexenio and of political party in power
under the same political régime, the same as the access
form to the political power has been for the democratic
road, what has modified the expectations and performance
of the operation of the national public life. Partly these
changes have been the result of the fill created by the
political party that it came governing. However, it is
highly questionable the form in that it was appealed to the
“useful vote”, and not to the “ethical vote of the principles
and the projects.” The voters had being conditioned that it
was the change in the PAN and had being built a space of
electoral market about a falsehood that was accepted.
Although they have explained reason and that “it didn't
mean a contention dike at all to the neoliberalism but only
to take out the PRI of The Pines” [24].
For some skeptical critics what happens is a simple change
in the form of making the things, more than in the content
of the same ones. By all possible means viable along three
years it was satanized the PRI and it was sold the
depoliticized youth the idea of the necessity and possibility
of the alternation in the political power to create them
scenarios where multiplied opportunities of social mobility,
education and employment.
The change of political party in the same régime represents
a rupture of the old Mexican political system and
continuity in the development processes according to the
neoliberal pattern imposed by the interests of the
transnational capital. This way, the change can be
significant because it represents a final balance of a régime
presidencialist and of its neoliberal economic model.
With the party change in the power finishes the era of the
PRI, already well known as the era of the dinosaurs, with
22 presidents of the same party that covers a period of
seventy one years. Members of the “revolutionary family”,
with a style of governing patrimonialist where investiture
and attributable public goods to the public position are
considered personal property. As well as to the paternalism
that facilitates the political control through the corporatist
practices, clientele and corrupted of those who have less
resources, but tied to chains of corruption and complicities.
The corporate interests that conditioned the vote of the
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citizens also oppressed their political and human rights. It
is interesting to analyze the changes of the antecedents of
the presidents’ careers being the first ones militaries who
gave the power to the lawyers, then to give opportunity to
the economists and finally a manager.
When opening up the alternation to the Presidency of the
Republic, the end of the last sexenio priísta has been
different to the last four sexenios that left as inheritance
economic crisis and political deterioration, although the
evident expressions of political decomposition, violence
and corruption still persist. In the last two sexenios, that of
the Presidents technocrats that privatized the politics,
Salinas (1988-94) and Zedillo (1994-2000), they
represented the two big local groups of officials and
managers politically with being able to real. The two
technocrat presidents had as characteristic to govern in
function of personal focuses of the social and power
relationships. Both had being able to give place to the
emergency of complicity between the technocrats and the
managers enlarging the relationship capital-politics, the
men that hold the economic power, without respecting the
rules of the system neither the correlation of social forces
and politics.
The Mexican technocracy has been insensitive and
indifferent to the social problems. Both, Salinas and
Zedillo can be identified more than as rulers, as
administrators or managers of the economic politics. The
strategy on which they centered the implementation of the
neoliberal model consisted on maintaining a reduced group
of technocrat economists in a network of alliances and
complicity with capitalist groups. These capitalist groups
are those that Ortíz Pinchetti [19] denominated the
nomenklatura, with insatiable financial interests and that
they were the main beneficiaries of the model. In the
strategy of Salinas, through supports to the PAN, it was
lever up politically to their group of managerial and
financial interest, in their top mega-negotiations with the
group of Zedillo (Grove, 2000) in which they killed the
PRI. The decentralization of the power begun for Salinas
and deepened by Zedillo. They consolidated the neoliberal
economic model.
Salinas first and later Zedillo, governed with
authoritarianism to implant the economic policy imposed
by supra national institutions and they were flexible in
politics where they enlarged the political freedoms with
pragmatic approaches, provided they didn't contravene the
economic politics. The principle is completed this way that
all economic reformation without the political reformation
is insufficient and it originates dangerous contradictions.
The modernization project of the technocrat presidents,
neoliberal and globalized, was promoted by the
governments of the PRI. It also had to pay giving up
power, because it has not been able to give benefits to
most of the population, because it was sustained
substantially in an economic order different to which
guided the emanated governments of the Mexican
Revolution.
In the sixth inform of Zedillo´s government, the Deputy of
the opposition Batres accuses him of seeking to be a

“Robin Hood the other way around, all time that condemns
the poor to give to the rich ones….” The neoliberal
governments affirm, they have acted in way “wicked,
anything moves them and their big works are their
business that in some years allowed to enrich some” [25].
But the unusual thing was that the same parliamentarian
fractions of the PRI abandoned the old habit of leaving in
their president's defense to criticize it recognizing mistakes
and inefficiencies of their administration. The social
dissent only can make to lose the project of neoliberal
modernization, which supposes a period of measures of 25
year-old adjustment during which seek to conserve the
power, based on the control of the income of the hardworking one and not of the capital.
Although it was privileged the stability and the renovation
of the economic growth with high rates of gross internal
product that reached 7.8 percent in the first trimester of the
2000, Zedillo closes the period priísta without having
completed their campaign promise, the so yearned one
“well-being for their families.” He also leaves dismantled
public institutions that promoted the social well being.
However, it is troublesome that the highs rates of growth
of the gross internal product are transitory and one cause
more than the crises with high costs to those that we have
gotten used in the past.
The decentralization of the power was initiated by Salinas
and deepened by Zedillo. They consolidated a scenario of
power shared with divided governments formed by the
electoral advances of having left opponents to the PRI,
which constitute the federal, state and municipal
governments' real counterbalances. The consolidation of
this new project of modernization that strengthens to the
PAN, the natural relief that “it only seeks reformations in
the level of the political administration that should suppose
the neoliberal modernization” in accordance with
Montemayor (2000). The PAN advances this way the
neoliberal and globalizer project and it is opened the way
to a federal and municipal administration in accordance
with the “modernity.”
This way, the PRI suffers an involution for the processes
of adjustment of the project during these last 18 years.
Among those that highlight its own ideological
transformation to make comfortable to the neoliberal
principles, completely opposed to the revolutionary
ideology and which it converts to the modern stage of the
Mexican Revolution. Montemayor (2000) argues that the
PRI bet, for obedience, against itself. The project of
modernization “it tunneled their structure and, mainly, the
understood values of balance of forces and groups that
participated in the previous Mexican political system.” For
the neoliberals, the adjustment measures taken during the
last three governments from Mexico are correct and for the
same thing, the conflicts of the country only come from
the corruption and the inefficiency of governments' príistas.
Another reading of the fall of the régime of the PRI-State
is the disfunctionality that reached the bureaucracy of the
administrative apparatus. With high levels of corruption
and inefficiency, with an authoritarian and vertical
structure that it only responded to the decisions
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presidencialistas but it showed its inability to give answer
to the demands of the citizenship. To this type of
organization of the public administration, according to
Barboza Rodríguez “it obeys the generation of many
useless works and an enormous waste. And, not few times,
a sector builds what another destroys. The Mexicans only
know about those “white elephants” for the dance of
millions of pesos. The tangible benefits are null or poor
when there are them.” [4].
The XXI century it begins in Mexico with the new
paradigm of government manager. The PAN wins the
elections to the Presidency of Mexico in the 2000 with the
charismatic Vicente Fox. He was the candidate that with a
marketing campaign guided to emphasize the contradiction
régime-antirégimen, it felt call to take out the PRI of The
Pines, the presidential residence, giving this way had
finished the end of the régime of the PRI and beginning a
new cycle. Partly, people voted against the PRI more than
in favor of Fox. Fox has said that its government will be of
transition toward the new democratic régime. In their
speech of August 2 when he received his Certificate of
Elected President, Fox sustained emphatic: “I will head a
government of plural transition and inclusive, capable,
with vision of State and with high standards of honesty
and quality” (Macroeconomics, 2000).
The endogamy of the Party-state in the power during 71
years had generating a perverse structure with big hangups that the Mexican society no longer tolerated. Fox was
the beneficiary of the decisive vote of the excluded poor of
the big urban centers and of those of the rural areas and
natives stragglers that renounced of the PRI. However, the
supposition was not completed that the “green vote” of the
rural and excluded areas would decide the elections in
favor of the PRI, although this party still obtained majority,
but smaller than in the last federal elections of 1994. This
electoral behavior had not shown previously because the
voters also differentiate its vote for not granting all the
power to a single party.
In these elections of the 2000, for the first time in 71 years,
the PRI loses the presidency of the Republic,
transcendental event for the political life of the country
because it radically changed the political perspective and
the national expectations. This defeat of the PRI like
hegemonic political party in power, it is been of “the
progressive destruction of the social cohesion: those norms
and expressed and implicit pacts that maintained us
together to the Mexicans. And this was due to the
government's inclination to favor to the Creole oligarchy
and the monopolized concentration of capital” according
to Ortíz Pinchetti [19] [20].
On the other hand, Touraine [27] argues that the result of
the elections have just put an end to the long reign of the
PRI. It had been able to prepare reinforcement of the
political action and of the intervention of the State in a
country whose growth has not reduced the social
inequality. The economy grows but it doesn't distribute the
benefits of the growth, that is to say, it generates wealth
but it also generates poverty. The opposite, the reduction
of the weight of the State, is announced although the

public sector has been traditionally weak in Mexico. The
insert of Mexico in the economy global files the options of
the power of institutional change of the State.
It has opened up and overflows the Mexican political
system for movements that guided by the change they give
beginning to the protest and the public debate more than to
a new political project, more however, this democratic
project only understands each other from the politics’
despolitización.
In fact, the political and economic project of Fox gives
continuity to the project of the technocrats. More than to
be a transition, because the only thing that one gives is not
a change of political régime but of party alternation in the
power, although the ideal thing had been the alternation
with alternative, the necessary alternation in the
government, given system the conditions of the parties. In
any event, the political transition has been possible thanks
to that the same neoliberal model has disarticulated to the
civil society and the citizenship. What has passed in
Mexico, according to several analysts is that “a democracy
of type caudillista triumphed before a weakened left and in
a mark of weak political parties and unstructured that
reflect decadent and centralist elite rather” [18]. However,
it is highly questionable until where the traffic has been
given to a democratic régime and the sepulcher of a
régime dictatorial presidencialist.
More than continuity, the neoliberal pattern is deepened
with the Fox’ arrival to the presidency of Mexico who
represents a third moment of the neoliberal economy
impelled for Saline. Nevertheless, the technocrats have
been hit politically by the managers, the new political class
that emerges mainly of the local organizations of small and
medium managers of the North that have wanted to
liberate to the country of the corruption and of the
clientelism of the party of State. The State Manager was
being dismantled from the arrival from the technocrat
economists to the power. Now with a manager like
President from Mexico, the Mexican State has become a
State of Managers that come the democracy like a good
business, that is to say, the Coca-colafication of Mexico, in
reference to the managerial antecedents of Fox in the
transnational one.
According to a Canadian managerial leader, for Fox, to
govern Mexico won't be the same thing that to manage
Coca Cola, but their managerial experience will help him a
lot to make decisions [13]. The analyst Rubio [15]
describes the profile of Fox like “an evidently practical,
pragmatic person that clearly adapts to the circumstances.
He makes a very clear sense of his priorities and he makes
a very clear sense of how to use and for what reason he
wants to use each one of their people. And in that sense
what we should wait is a very not very ideological person,
very not very dogmatic and very adaptive to the
environment that leaves presenting in each moment."
It is paradoxical that in a country where more than the
population's 60% it is poor, win the elections a right party
that postulates the deepening of the neoliberal model
responsible for the increase of the poverty. The arrival of
Fox to the power, according to Fazio [10], it coincides
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with the consolidation of a concentration process and
economic oligopolitation and political centralization in the
taking of decisions.
With Fox the Mexican presidencialism transits from the
autism to the democratic caudillism. The arrival of Fox to
the Presidency of Mexico, according to Krauze (mentioned
by Fazio, [11] it was the result of “a direct, immediate
search, managerial to the power. Wines of new marketing
in old wineskins of caudillism…a caudillism plebiscitery
with messianic edges, very dangerous in a country to the
one that he found difficult a lot the separation between the
church and the State”. Nevertheless, the ghost of the
presidencialism has not gone away with Fox in the
presidency that has assumed attitudes of “commander” of
the town because they are still present the behavior
patterns that encourage it, overlapped in the existent
lagoons in the Constitution. A true régime change implies
a deep Reformation of the State with a new Constitution,
and in those that the diverse force politicians delimit the
presidential activity.
Fox is the first president manager arisen of the local elite
that is revealed against the center of the country,
representative of the option of the “ electoralist stream” of
the managerial elite inside the PAN. Especially the one
denominated of the fraction of the North or “Group
Monterrey”, with which has narrow bonds and that
supported in the ideology of the new Mexican right, it is
expressed in the pragmatic current or neopanism, opposed
to the doctrine and the traditional orthodoxy. According to
the ex leader and twice candidate Panista, Pablo Emilio
Madero, nephew of the democratic antirreeleccionista
Francisco I. Madero, “Vicente Fox Quezada 's eventual
victory in the presidential election would crown the
agreement of a group of managers.
In 1982, these managers decided, in a meeting in Cd.
Juárez, Chihuachua, to infiltrate and to control the Party
National Action (PAN) to obtain particular interests. A
virtual ascent of the neopanism to the power constitutes a
serious risk for Mexico because the pragmatic principle of
the personal interest would reign and not of the very
common one. And once like government would conquer
them the temptation of the authoritarism to eliminate
opponents, what would generate national discouragement”
[26].

with the calls to the “useful vote” that don't recognize
differences in ideologies more than the simple impulse of
subtracting the power of the Party of the State. And under
the presentation of a “virtual party of the unit”, the
political class is recomposed with the arrival from the
managers to the formal power. The managers arrive this
way to the political power from the managerial unions to
those that belong, mainly of the North of the country, used
as launching platforms.
Nevertheless that the neopanism fights the official
populism, the decomposition of the Mexican political
system was the main cause that with Fox a new populism
anti parties arose. According to Touraine [27], this
political decomposition goes of the hand with the advance
of the big world economic conglomerates. The one that is
also expressed in an alternative in the case of Mexico “to
the Mexican” that difficulty can be considered “like a real
road for the creation of a true democracy.”
But in the overflow of these political marks, the same as it
is dangerous to already give priority to the fall of a régime
hole of their substance, it is also dangerous to encourage
the union this way already too strong between a vague
populism and the economic liberalism. The resistance to
this populist tendency that attacks at the same time to the
political system and the intervening capacity of the State
has to be organized from the popular movements. These
popular movements have the capacity to manifest and to
express the popular demands of the sectors less favored, in
such a way that they really contribute to the renovation of
the public life.
The transition to the new régime has not been so smooth
and soft. The caciques that held the political and economic
power don't resign to lose. The wounded PRI of death has
entered in internal disputes for the little power that is and
the political groups rush however to the defense of their
interests and their quotas of power with violent
confrontations. The smoothness of the political transition
makes suppose that it has been made a pact by those who
maintain the real power.
6. THE CHANGE DE PARTY IN THE POWER: THE
MEXICAN STATE OF THE MANAGERS IN THE
NEW PERIOD PAN – PRESIDENCIALIST

The proposal of change of Fox is considered imprecise
with regard to the proposal panista. According to Loaeza
[23] “The and the middle classes that are expressed in it
are not reactionary, on the contrary. They want a political
change, they like the modern society, they look toward the
exterior. Although on the other hand, perhaps be for a
smaller social inequality but not for an absolute equality,
because that doesn't interest them. They have a vision anti
equalitarian of the society, they do not have interest on
equality but the freedom. Freedom with order that
yes…the social justice is not a topic panista…”

The arrival of the managers to the Mexican State means
the displacement of the politicians of the formal power. In
other words, what changes is the formal power, because
the real power remains unalterable. The Mexican Council
of Businessmen stops to be a group of pressure in the face
of the power of the State, to become the speaker of the
managers in front of the federal government, and to
determine the national economic and political decisions.
That is to say, the direct taking of the political power by
the conservative groups that hold the hegemonic economic
power and national neo-oligarchy subordinated to the
interests of the transnational capitalism to exercise a new
governance strategy.

Contrary to the doctrinal current, the ideology of the
neopanism, with certain flashes of fascism, defends the
“changarro” of the attacks of the official populism. With a
focus that is distant much of the political social democracy

This strategy allows them the domain and direct control of
the means for the achievement of their maximum benefits
(efficiency), without having necessity to appeal to the inter
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mediation of a political class that got paid expensive the
mediation of the arrangements of the production factors.
This is the case between capital and work, for example.
However, in the humanity's history, the achievement of the
efficiency has not brought the social justice.
The new State of managers draws about to administer the
existent order efficiently to guarantee to the capital
transnational globalized the best conditions for its
investments in Mexico. Already the general coordinator in
economic matter of the transition team guaranteed “zero
discrimination” for the Mexican entrepreneurs. On the
other hand, the leader of one of the most powerful
organizations of managers omens that the government of
Fox will be friendlier with the productive sector. Fox has a
clear vision of the necessities of a company, so that he can
create wealth and more work sources [5].
Fox represents the alternation in the government and he
has noticed that the purpose of its public administration is
to increase efficiency of the government's task until a good
degree and to eliminate this way all that has to do with
errors and corruption. “I will delimit the functions that
subtract effectiveness to the government administration in
damage of the whole society…we have to put an end to the
political and administrative centralism and to promote the
invigoration of our federalism to impel the development of
the regions and the viability of the municipalities starting
from their vocation, from their resources and of the
expectations of their communities.” (Macroeconomics,
2000).
His project of reengineering the federal public
administration follows more the advice of the World Bank.
Based more on the pragmatism of changing the
administration without changes in the laws, it is sustained
in more horizontal and more flexible structures and in
approaches of efficiency, effectiveness, opportunity,
pragmatism and quality [1]. The horizontal and flexible
structure is articulated by a strategic planning reaching up
to the 20025.
It combines managerial approaches with experiences of the
public sector. It is formed by super advisers and super
managers that coordinate the works as regards human
development, security and justice, equal opportunities, and
renovation of government's institution, a general
coordination, Czars (anticorruption and borders). Also,
secretaries of State in government, social development,
labor, companies and industrial development, agriculture
and country property.
On the other hand, the managers have declared [5] that
they are convinced that the new government will be
“friendlier”. They request options for the participation of
the investment deprived in the energy sector (electricity
and petrochemical secondary), they reject that it seeks to
recapture populist politicians and they trust in that the
relationship is of proximity but they will be critical when
Fox makes a mistake. It is clear that Fox will govern to the
Mexican State with a focus on the New Public
Management, as if it were the corporation “Mexico, CORP.
that puts to it finishes off the petrochemical one and the
electric sector to the globalized transnational capitals.

Fox'a approach is frank and pragmatic. Madero qualifies
Fox like “pragmatic, a man willing to throw ropes, to say
big words, to buy votes, everything with such of winning
the elections…fall in the pragmatism, and I worry about
that for him is more important that pragmatic principle that
the democratic principle…should have to see until where a
government panista with Fox ‘would be willing to respect
to the people of Mexico for opinions against those who are
in the poder'…already in government could make the same
thing, that is to eliminate those that are opposed…” [26].
Fox´s discourse is characterized by its open style and to
break from the rigid protocol. Their frankness,
businessman's style and their democratic genuineness, are
points to their favor. Fox has the intention of making his
government a dynamic promoter of development, vigilant
on human rights and a pragmatic administrator of domestic
policy (Churches, 2000).
As a good manager, its pragmatism to solve problems is its
main asset to achieve the “agreement” to the one that
aspires among all the sectors of the society. But also its
weak point in the negotiations: it tries to sum up
“minimum points of outburst” where all the political actors
put on of agreement, simultaneously, in the economic and
political matters. The proposals will be able to be
questioned by a civil society and the legislative power in
which a majority doesn't exist for some of the political
parties. It will be easier than to achieve the cohabitation, to
build the necessary consent before the lack of absolute
control of a Congress that won't be unconditional. Fox has
said in this respect “my government won't make decisions,
overalls in economic matter that attempt against the
interests of the majorities. Anything will be made without
consent and much less to backs of the will of the
Mexicans” (Macroeconomics, 2000). In this sense, there is
consent among the diverse political forces to delimit the
presidential power by means of the suppression of meta
constitutionals abilities and the creation of the civil service
of independent career to the executive's will.
But the pragmatism of Fox doesn't have ideological base.
It cannot be expected the postulation of liberal values but a
necessary escape of the cage priista, as it sentences Reyes
Heroles [22]. Fox has declared that its government won't
be of bitterness and it demonstrated moving away the
demand interposed against who accused him of receiving
the foreigner's money confirming certain rumors that
partly came of the former president Salinas de Gortari
(Hills M., 2000b).
The managerialism focus of the State considers the
citizens as clients to who it is necessary to satisfy with
services of total quality. The president exchanges the word
client for that of citizen, with a vision in the one that for
example, it is inappropriate to promote policies of
indigenous community development. Disrespectfully, Fox
has offered the indigenous people “vocho, changarro and
tele” as answer to centuries of rebellions against the
capitalist system for the injustices made against them. To
the neoliberalism centered in the forces of the market, the
natives are not consumers.
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Therefore, they are disposable and in the best of the cases
a population to integrate or to assimilate in the lowest
layers in a work force without rights and subordinate them
to the capital, as the proposal to train them to be “the
foreigners' gardeners” made by Fox in campaign. The
political analysts coincide in that “his proposals have been
contradictory, sometimes retrograde, sometimes hopeful,
but they still lack the coherence that would have a
complete program, we would have to be critical before a
possible new liberal version with some attenuation” [20].
This way, the fractions integrated to the directing elite are
recomposed with the managers to guarantee the continuity
of the economic model, the dimensioning of a functional
democracy these mates with the discipline of the market
and the structural reinvention of the system. This allows a
bigger reproduction of the capital and the deepening of the
dominance instruments to mark more the differences and
social injustices. But this democracy favored by an
authoritarian system of free market is an hegemonic
ideology of the elite of the transnational globalized
capitalism that imposes the decisions in its own benefit.
However, the real power remains under the same control
of the transnational capitalist interests.
On the other hand, the PAN in the government will have to
confront the waste of the President's figure like ruler.
There are evidences that the style of governing of Fox will
be less flexible in political and more authoritarian in
economic politics that the previous presidents, although he
affirms that are priorities the attention to the poor. Under
this new different correlation of forces and with the same
rules of separation of powers that establish their autonomy,
the public matters are managed in more transparent form.
The frauds to the public sector and the violence to the
conflicts now have a treatment more attached to the Rule
of the State and the citizenship can demand the right to the
rendition of bills and the transparency. Establishing the
material conditions for law and order will be one of the
government's challenges.
The organization of the new political system will condition
the economic politics. According to the analysis of
Bendesky [6] the macroeconomic peak of the country in
that Fox receives and that it has been prolonged for more
than four years “it is sustained by factors of the situation
hidden in the macroeconomic bills as the high price of the
petroleum, the entrance of foreign currencies that has
reduced the dollar, and the dynamics of the economy of
United States…can change its tendency and to make pay
the costs to the whole Mexican society when it is in course
the government of Fox.. Among them it would be an
adjustment of the exchange rate, increase in the inflation,
bigger external imbalance and inability to solve the topic
of the poverty.” So the challenge is to maintain the
economic stability, to increase the economic growth and to
support the competitiveness and to increase the
productivity of the economic agents.
The political transition will come harnessed to an
economic reformation but there won't be a social advance.
Structural economic reforms needed to modernizing the
regulatory framework for general economic activity and

the strengthening the functional structure of the financial
system. Clip to the social expense in the education items
and public health to lose weight the bureaucracy gradually
by means of the transfer of these functions from the State
to the private sector. Fox has said that will reduce
government's cost, subjecting to a rigorous but gradual diet
to the federal public administration in next six years.
Changes to eliminate the padlock from 51% to the national
investment to give bigger opening to the private
investment and foreigner and the invigoration of the
financial system.
Fox’s government will be committed to an integral fiscal
reform and to fiscal tightening disciplines. However, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) it recommended to
maintain a “wise fiscal politics to assure the continuity of
their favorable growth and to avoid the risk of a
overheating in their economy”, [21]. A fiscal reformation
that eroded the principle of solidarity, base of the federal
pact that assists to the inequalities of regional development,
sustains of the national development.
Privatizations and opening to the competition of the
energy sector, especially to the electric and petrochemical
industry, so that according to the same managers, “the
country functions well…the entrepreneurs don't want to
buy Pemex or CFE. As private sector what we want is that
they allow us to compete, to participate in certain
environments of these productive branches, to make them
competitive at the international level…there is not
necessary to put padlocks to the foreign investment so that
it intrudes in the electricity and hydrocarbons. The only
rules for the national capitals and foreigners should be a
market economy, commercial opening and prices fixed by
the international competition” [5].
Amendments to Article Third of the Constitution to
introduce the freedom of the teaching and with it the
possibility to give the opportunity to the religious
education in the schools. An streamlining labor legislation
is also needed, to reform to article 123 to introduce a New
Federal Law of the Work less protective of the rights of
the workers, etc. To generate more employments and
better wages, they are some of the new government's
proposals. In sum, the deepening of the model of free
market.
Under a focus of the New Public Management, the
government
of Fox intends to deepen in the
decentralization of the decisions by means of the
invigoration of federalism, a federalism post - PRI to
transfer the state governments the resources, abilities and
responsibilities. In economic matter, this accumulation of
resources, abilities and decisions gave place to what Zaid
denominated
“the
Presidential
Economy.”
The
restructuring project and the federal government's
reengineering are guided with an efficiency approach to
the gradual weigh loss of the bureaucracy in order to
optimize the resources and to reduce the costs of their
operation.
The project of the government of Fox is located in 8
strategic areas. These are restructuring of the Secretary of
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Government, modifications in the procurement of justice
and public security, redefinition of functions of the
controlling public expense. Also, modernization and
reformations to the energy industry (petroleum and
electricity), redefinition of social development objectives,
continuity of the economic project and reactivation of the
foreign policy [7]. In general terms the neoliberal
economic policy prevalent is not rectified in the last 18
years, but rather a depeening of the same one. However,
their project of restructuring of the federal public
administration assures that “none of the current public
servants will be left in the street without employment
opportunities” [8].

health, public security and infrastructure. A public, lay,
gratuitous education and based on the values and the
quality, it will be the social politics’ axis. Fox will have
programs and mechanisms that reduce the poverty to settle
down and achieve a fair distribution of the income, recover
the real income and it is translated in benefits to the
families, by means of the generation of employment
opportunities, financing sources, training, etc., for all.
Philanthropic societies and the Catholic church will take
charge of to develop some of the functions before
commended to the welfare State, when the separation in
fact existed between the Church and the State, such as the
social attendance to the excluded groups and excluded.

The Reformation of the State, the decentralization of the
functions and the reorganization of the government
bureaucracy are inevitable to improve the democratization,
governance, public administration and to impose the rule
of law for the legality and justice. The challenge to
organize the government consists on structuring a system
of multi sector matrix management
of public
administration [4]. This can be done with a double purpose:
to coordinate the sector’s actions and to distribute in the
structures of the local governments, attributions and
abilities. Both have as purpose the reestablishment of the
solidarity and the social cohesion and that they are also
inclusive of the excluded social sectors of the benefits of
the development.

The proposal of the democratic capitalist model for the
economies of market in Latin American countries needs to
be revised in function of the results expressed in increment
of the poverty. To recover the credibility
in the
government and its genuineness are some of the main
challenges that has the next administration of Fox. The
same as to reduce the high index of poverty by means of
the creation of a million two hundred thousand new
employment per year, to maintain the economic growth
and the economic development. The correction of the
social inequalities is required starting from the economic
politics’ reorientation. To approach political public that
combats the inequality as regards education, of health and
infrastructure and of housing, it is an inevitable topic

The new government's main challenge will be the one of
building new institutional structures that solve the
problems of the new reality that it faces the managerial
group in the power. As for example, those institutions that
impede the monopoly practices and that they sustain the
governance of the Mexican society. This governance
should be considered as a democratic mechanism that
facilitates the relationships with the public powers in the
processes of making decisions for the formulation and
implementation of public relationships, and to establish a
harmonious relationship among the three powers. In
political matter, it highlights to consolidate the maturity of
the electoral democratic processes, to achieve the political
reconciliation among the diverse political forces, to foment
the political and ideological plurality in the organs of the
State, to impel the processes of decentralization,
federalism and regional and municipal development.

It is required a governing and rectifying action of the State
to correct the inequalities, an economy that is social, a
human economy, a humanistic politics in the economic
sense with a high emphasis in the combat to the inequality.
The economic politics should be guided to generate
conditions of human life and only not to change the bias
that gives to the market an indisputable hegemony and to
guide certainly on productive bases, but to make
responsible to the State from the combat to such
inequalities. The economic politics has to become unified
to reduce the poverty with measure proposals as the
establishment of the Social Banking to support family and
associative companies, as well as the creation of apact
salary government - employer - worker that allows
recovering the purchasing power of the workers.

The new institutions that emerge of the government's
decentralized reorganization should be guided to satisfy
the demands of the citizenship opening channels for social
participation. Also, to enlarge the democracy by means of
the recognition of its territorial environment and have
structures characteristic of public organization. The direct
election of the representatives, the assignment of abilities
to the municipal government, the coercion capacity, the
readiness of not labeled resources and the direct
administration of local services.
With a weak fiscal structure, the financing of the basic
functions of the State won't be possible. Other functions of
the State will be transferred to the civil society and the
market. The social expense will have a maneuver margin
limited to support the social politics as regards education,

A political system is required that it reveals the public
administration and it is frequently accountable to people in
such a way that allows the rulers to be more near to their
governed and open up to the social participation the design
and the implementation of the public politicians. However,
the conservative speech panista and managerial it only
recognizes the social participation of non-governmental
organizations of private attendance with philanthropic
ends. Nevertheless that in this joint of party alternation in
power, the civil society that had always maintained a
conflicting relationship with a government that looked for
its corporate control, now has the opportunity to
participate in the design of the project of the country under
a new relationship with the government.
However, a strong concern exists because certain threat
signs and danger have been presented in the state
governments of extraction panista, like in the cases of
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Jalisco, Chihuahua and New León. The governments
panistas in these States have left negative antecedents of
repression to critical civil organizations related with the
defense of the human rights, labor, political and civic, and
a lack of institutional answer before situations of violence
when commitments were looked for. This print makes
suppose the existence of a lowering profile of the
government of Fox.
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ABSTRACT
In the publishing industry, the publishers
supply
products
like
the
magazines,
newspapers and books to the retailers. In order
to encourage the retailers to order more, the
publishers usually adopt a kind of buy-back
return policies under which the retailers can
return the unsold products for a partial refund.
In the past, due to the lack of retail sales
channel, most of the returned products were
salvaged at a very low value. Now, with the
advance of e-commerce, publishers can make
use of Internet as an e-marketplace to sell
those returned products to a completely
different market – the World Wide Web. Since
Internet offers a global open system, it breaks
the geographical barrier and the demand for
those “locally fade-out” goods can be very
significant. In light of this, we study in this
paper a two-echelon supply chain with one
publisher and multiple retailers. Through the
simulation analysis, we find that the impact of
the e-marketplace
can be substantial.
Depending on the operations cost of the emarketplace and the size of the demand, the
expected profit improvements for the publisher,
the retailers and the overall supply chain vary.
We identify the factors that can achieve the
situation under which all parties' profits are
improved with the e-marketplace. Moreover,
with a price dependent demand distribution for
the e-marketplace, we can determine the
optimal buy-back price and the optimal emarketplace selling price for the product. A
real case of a local publisher has been chosen
for simulation analysis and the managerial
issues are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
We are now in the information age. With a
continuous decrease in prices of computers and
Internet access services, going online is not a
luxurious
activity
anymore.
With the
popularity of Internet and the growing
confidence about the reliability and security of
the network, e-commerce has a bright future.
Nowadays, companies can contact their

ii

, yan@se.cuhk.edu.hk

iii

customers and business partners, place orders
and finish transactions anywhere via Internet.
From a supply chain operational perspective, it
is generally believed that Internet can help
improve the supply chain’s efficiency. In fact,
one of the proposal is to use Internet to solve
the channel coordination problem in supply
chain management (e.g. achieving the virtual
vertical integration).
With the practical importance of Internet,
many articles have appeared in recent supply
chain management literature. Let us share and
review some of them now. First, in [8], many
applications of Internet for supply chain
management have been identified. The authors
start the discussion with a review of Internet's
features and its role in the supply chain
management. They mention the issues of
efficient information flow, virtual integration
and strategic gaming among members of the
supply chain. They then discuss the direct sales
and the e-marketplace sales channels via
Internet. For the e-marketplace, they find that
the aggregation of buyers and sellers on the emarketplace can lead to lower transaction costs
and a more efficient market information flow.
It also facilitates B2B transaction. Moreover,
in inventory management, manufacturers can
also buy inventory from other suppliers and
sell the excess capacity or inventory via the emarketplace.
Besides e-marketplace,
the
applications of auctions and bidding on
Internet with industrial examples and figures
are outlined. In fact, [8] gives us an insightful
overview for many issues which builds the
conceptual framework for further quantitative
analysis of supply chain management with
Internet.
The potential applications of Operations
Research (OR) techniques in the e-marketplace
and Internet enabled supply chain systems are
proposed in [15]. The author has mentioned
the technological issues of the e-marketplace
and the OR opportunities there. In his analysis,
the firm’s planning horizon is separated into
four categories: Long term, medium term,
short term and immediate. For each category,
he describes the corresponding business
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drivers and suggest the possibilities for
applying OR skills to deal with each one of
them. He believes that the supply chains with
Internet and the e-marketplaces can let
companies get additional benefits by using OR.
This paper provides us a lot of information
about how to apply OR methods, together with
Information Technology, for solving real-life
problems.
In the earlier time, the idea of frictionless
competition on Internet is investigated in [1].
The authors have made a comparison between
the conventional retailers and the e-tailers.
They carried out empirical studies towards the
price adjustment and dispersion of the e-tailers
and conventional store retailers of CDs and
books. They conclude by saying that although
internet competition exhibits lower friction,
attributes like branding, trust and awareness
exist and differentiate different e-tailers from
one another. Other interesting e-commerce
related articles for operations management
include [4], [5] and [7].
In this paper, instead of proposing a conceptual
framework, we formulate a quantitative model
and provide a simulation analysis about the use
of e-marketplace for selling returned products
in the publishing industry. We consider a twoechelon supply chain with a single publisher
who supplies the products to multiple retailers.
It is a usual practice in the publishing industry
that the publisher will adopt a buy-back return
policy. Under this buy-back policy, the
retailers can return the excessive orders (i.e.
the unsold products at the end of the season) to
the publisher for a partial refund. This type of
policy with different extensions has been
widely studied in the literature ([2], [3], [6],
[10], [11], [13] and [16]). Notice that the first
well-recognized quantitative analysis of buyback contract appears in the marketing science
literature by Pasternack [13]. Back to the
discussion of the return policy in the
publishing industry, under the original practice,
the publisher uses a buy-back policy to attract
the retailers to order more while the returned
products (from the retailers) usually worth
very little to the publisher (e.g. just the value
of the paper for recycling). Now, with the
advance of e-commerce, we propose that the
publisher can sell the returned products at a
nicer price (higher than the salvage value) on
the e-marketplace. In this paper, we look into
this issue and through simulation analysis, we
first determine the optimal buy-back price in
the absence of the e-marketplace. Then, we
will find the optimal buy-back price and the
optimal selling price of the returned products
in the e-marketplace. After that, we study the
impacts brought by the e-marketplace to the
publisher, the retailers and the overall supply

chain. Numerical analysis is carried out and
managerial insights are then developed.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as
follows: We first propose the basic model and
then we derive the mathematical details for all
the parties in the supply chain. Afterwards, a
real case is studied and simulation analysis for
the supply chain with and without the emarketplace is done. Numerical
analysis
towards the parameters of the e-marketplace is
carried out, too. Finally, we conclude with a
discussion and managerial insights are
developed.
BASIC MODEL
In this paper, we propose a two-echelon supply
chain for a certain publishing business. We
consider a publisher who supplies a single
product to multiple retailers. This product can
be a magazine, a journal or a book, etc. The
normal selling season of this product is short.
For example, for the bi-weekly magazine, its
normal selling season is just about two weeks.
At the end of the selling season, the retailers
can return the unsold products to the publisher
following a buy-back return policy. To be
specific, this return policy states that the
unsold products can be returned to the
publisher for a partial refund with a unit buyback price b. For example, suppose a publisher
sells the products to the retailers with a unit
wholesale price of $100 and set the unit buyback price to be $40. Then after the selling
season, the retailers can return the unsold
products to the publisher and the publisher will
pay $40 for each returned product. In this
paper, we only consider a flat rate of buy-back
price, i.e. the buy-back price is fixed and it
does not depend on the returned and order
quantities. Moreover, owing to the legal issue
of fairness, the unit buy-back price b offered
by the publisher must be the same for all
retailers (see [16]). In the old practice without
the e-marketplace, the publisher would salvage
the returned products at a unit salvage price v.
Now, with Internet, the publisher can consider
selling the returned products with a nicer price
(higher than the salvage price) through Internet.
This is an example of using Internet as a
market place for excess products as mentioned
in [8].
Now, for the product’s cost and revenue
structure, we assume that the product has a
fixed market retail selling price r for all
retailers during the normal selling season.
Examples of this type of products include
magazines, newspapers, journals, standard
priced books, etc with which the publisher sets
a recommended price. For the retailers, the
unit ordering cost of the product from the
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publisher is c. Following the buy-back return
policy, the unsold product can be returned to
the publisher at a unit price b at the end of the
selling season. The unsold product also incurs
a unit holding cost h. In the inventory literature,
the unit holding cost (per unit time period) is
taken to be a product of the unit ordering cost c
and a constant accounting factor I , where
0 I 1. For simplicity, we assume I to be
fixed and every retailer has a unit holding cost
h. For the publisher, the production cost is m
per item. After the retailers have returned the
unsold products, the publisher can sell them to
the salvage market at a unit price of v. Since
the wholesale price of the product is c and the
salvage value is v, the buy-back price under
our consideration lies between them: v b c .
Besides salvaging the returned products at a
low salvage value, the publisher can also
consider selling these products in the emarketplace with a unit selling price of r EMP .
else it is
Obviously, we have r EMP or
v
unwise to sell through the e-marketplace. By
the way, if the publisher chooses to sell the
returned products through the e-marketplace
and some products cannot be sold finally, it
will incur an additional unit holding cost of
h EMP but it can still be sold to the salvage
market. Moreover, in order to use and establish
the e-marketplace, the publisher needs to pay a
fixed operational cost of C EMP . In this paper,
there are n retailers and 1 publisher (the sole
supplier of the product). During the normal
selling season, the market demand for the
product faced by retailer i is called x i . The
probability density function (pdf) and the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) for
xi
are represented by g i ( x i ) and G i ( xi ) ,
respectively. In this paper, these distributions
are assumed to be independent of one another
and we assume them to be normal
distributions, i.e.,

x i ~ N(mi , s i2 ) .

(1)

Moreover, we represent the standard normal
pdf and cdf by f() and () , respectively.
The inverse function of () is denoted by

1 ( ) .
After the normal retail selling season, if the
publisher uses the e-marketplace for selling the
returned products, the corresponding market
demand is called x EMP . Since x EMP obviously
depends on the selling price of the product in
the e-marketplace ( r EMP ), we treat it as a price
dependent variable with the following
structure: When r EMP is well-bounded,

r EMP r EMP  rEMP , the distribution of x EMP is
as follows:
x EMP = K 1r EMP K 2 e EMP ,
(2)
where K 1 , K 2 are positive constants and eEMP
is a random variable distributed as a normal
distribution with zero mean and constant
variance:

e EMP ~ N (0,s

2
EMP

) .
(3)
Notice that the above demand distribution
follows the well-known linear price dependent
demand distribution model in the literature
(see [9]). Observe that the product under our
consideration has a fixed retail price in the
retail market during the normal selling season.
Thus, we do not explicitly formulate a price
dependent demand distribution for the retail
demand

xi .

Moreover, notice that in this model, we
assume that the existence of the e-marketplace
for the returned products does not affect the
original retail market. The reasons for that
include:
1. From the time the products are returned
from the retailers to the publisher, it
already takes a relatively long time. For
instance, for a monthly magazine, suppose
it appears in the retail shop on Day 1.
After the normal selling season of a month
(and probably 1 or 2 weeks more), the
retailers will call the publisher to pick up
the unsold magazines. However, the
publisher may only pick them up during
the time when his truck visits the retailer
for new product’s delivery (i.e. at the end
of the month). After picking up and
collecting all the returned products from
the retailers, the publisher can then decide
the other related operations issues for
selling the magazines through the emarketplace. So, in this example, the
returned magazine will be available in the
e-marketplace after two months from Day
1. So, consumers who can buy and want to
buy the magazine during the normal
selling season is unlikely to wait that long
for the magazine.
2. Notice that the purchase of the “fade-out”
products in the e-marketplace incurs an
explicit delivery cost. For the consumers,
they may have to pay the delivery cost of
the products. Thus, the overall expenses
for buying the products through the emarketplace are not necessarily lower than
the retail selling prices of the products
during the normal selling season. In this
case, the shift of the market demand due
to the existence of the e-marketplace for
the returned goods is insignificant.
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3.

The product under our investigation is a
short-life product, most of the consumers
in its retail market are not interested about
it after the normal selling season. For
example, for the weekly fashion magazine,
most of us are only interested in buying
the latest issue and not the old ones.
However, the returned products may have
values to people overseas or people who
cannot buy the products at the first
instance (e.g. due to the geographical
barrier). Since e-marketplace is open to
everywhere, the demand for the product in
a global sense can be substantial.

With all these details, Figure 1 shows the basic
model of the problem. The sequence of the
events in Figure 1 are numbered and they are:
First, the publisher supplies the product to the
retailers. After the normal selling season, the
products leftover are then returned to the
publisher. Next, the publisher sells the returned
product through the e-marketplace (EMP).
After the end of the sales via the e-marketplace
(EMP), any unsold products are salvaged.
Notice that in Figure 1 and the rest of this
paper, EMP stands for the e-marketplace.

p retail,i ( q retail,i )
= r min( q retail,i , x i ) cq retail ,i
b
(  h) max( 0, q retail,i  xi )
= ( r )
c q retail ,i
r
( h b ) max( 0, q retail,i x i ) , (4)
where the second equality is obtained by using
the
relationship
of
min ( q retail,i , xretail,i )
 qretail,i max (0, q retail,i  xretail,i )

.

Taking

expectation of (4) with respect to
expected profit becomes,
EPretail,i ( q i )

x i , the

= ( r )
c q retail ,i
r
( h b ) E {max( 0, qretail,i  xi )}
= ( r )
h b mi (c )
h b q retail ,i
r
( h b )s q
(5)
i [( retail,i mi ) / s i ],
where () is the right linear loss function for
standard normal and it is defined as follows:
(y) 





y

(t  y)d (t) .

(6)

On the other hand, for Retailer i with order
quantity q retail ,i , we denote the product leftover at the end of the selling season by
L retail,i ( q retail,i ) . The expected product left-over
at the end of the selling season with order
quantity q retail ,i can be derived to be the
following:
EL retail,i ( q retail,i )
q
[ retail ,i mi ] s iq
[(

retail,i



mi ) / s i ].

(7)

By checking the second order derivative of
EPretail ,i , we find that EPretail ,i is a concave
function. As a result, the order quantity

q *retail,i

Figure 1: The basic supply chain model with
the e-marketplace.

which maximizes EPretail ,i can be found easily

In the next section, we will present the
mathematical details of the single-publisher
multi-retailer supply chain as shown in Figure
1.

 r c 
(8)
.
r h b 
Notice that the above result basically follows
the classical newsvendor model. In the
following, we derive the expected profits for
the publisher under the case without and with
the use of the e-marketplace.

MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES
We first derive the profit expressions for the
retailer and the publisher. Here we have
multiple retailers and we call them Retailers 1,
2, …, n, respectively. We denote order
quantity and the corresponding profit for
Retailer i (i = 1, 2, …, n) by q retail ,i and
p retail,i (q retail,i ) , respectively. When the buyback price b is given, the profit for Retailer i
with order quantity q retail ,i is as shown below:

by solving dEPretail ,i (q i )/ dqi = 0:
q *retail,i =

mi s i 1 

Without EMP:
When the publisher does not sell the returned
product on Internet, the expected profit of the
publisher is derived to be:
n

EPPublisher , EMP = ( c m )q retail ,i .
i 1
n

(b v ) EL retail ,i ( qretail ,i ). (9)
i1
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n

EL

Notice that

i 1

retail , i ( q retail ,i

) represents the

total expected quantity of returned products
from the retailers back to the publisher. The
publisher's expected profit with the retailers'
optimal order quantities written as a function
*
of b, EPPublisher
, EMP (b) , is found by putting (8)

into (9):

n

( rEMP b ) EL retail ,i ( q
i 1

retail ,i

)

n

q retail , i

(rEMP hEMP v) i 1
0

G(SL ) f SL ( SL)dSL

n

c
(  m)q retail ,i C EMP ,

(14a)

i 1

n

*
*
EPPublisher
, EMP (b) = ( c m )q retail ,i

where
G(SL)  

i 1

n

*
(b v ) EL retail ,i ( qretail
,i ). (10)
i1

With (10), the optimal buy-back price for the
publisher (when there is no EMP),
determined by maximizing

EPPublisher , EMP

*
bEMP
, is

*
EPPublisher
, EMP (b) :

*
*
= arg {max EPPublisher
bEMP
, EMP  (b)} .

(11)

b

Since the buy-back price is bounded between
the salvage value v and the product's wholesale
*
price c, bEMP
can be found by a simple
numerical search.

With EMP:
Similar to the case without EMP, when the
publisher sells the returned product on Internet,
the publisher’s profit, PPublisher , EMP , is derived
to be:

In (14a),

SL
[SL x EMP ] fN (xEMP )dx EMP .


(14b)

f SL (SL) is the probability density

function for SL ; in (14b),

f N ( x EMP ) is the

probability density function for x EMP which is
also a normal density. Observe that with EMP,
instead of directly salvaging the returned
products, the publis her acts like a “retailer”
and sells on the e-marketplace and generates
profit. Substituting the optimal Retailer i's
order quantity into (14a) and (14b), we yield
the publisher's expected profit in the following:
*
EPPublisher,EMP

= EPPublisher,EMP  ( q retail,i  q*retail,i ) .

(15)

With (15), since r EMP and b are both wellbounded in our model formulation, the optimal
*
*
solution pair of r EMP
and bEMP
can be found
by numerical searches:
*
*
( r EMP
, bEMP
)

PPublisher , EMP
n

n

i 1

i1

*
= arg {max EPPublisher,EMP
}.

 ( c m) q retail ,i b L retail ,i ( q retail ,i )
n

r EMP min( x EMP , L retail,i (q retail ,i ))
i1
n

(hEMP v)max( 0,Lretail ,i ( qretail ,i ) x EMP )
i1

C EMP .
Denote:
n

SL =

L

retail ,i

( q retail , i ) .

(12)

i 1

Since min(X, Y) = X – max(0, X – Y), we
have:
PPublisher , EMP
( rEMP  hEMP v ) max( 0, SL  xEMP )
n

( c m )q
retail ,i
i 1

(r EMP b)SLC EMP .
Taking expectations of (13) w.r.t.
x EMP , we have:

(13)
SL and

(16)

Notice that the expected profit expressions in
(14) and (15) cannot be further simplified. In
general, since we do not have a nice analytical
closed form expression for the distribution of
the total retail returned product quantities SL ,
we do not have a nice closed form expression
*
for EPPublisher,EMP
as well. In this case, instead

of seeking for the analytical closed form
solution, we carry out simulation experiments
and get the optimal buy-back and the optimal
e-marketplace selling price for the returned
products numerically.
SIMULATION ANALYSIS – A CASE
STUDY
We carry out in this section a simulation
analysis towards a real case in Hong Kong. A
publisher in Hong Kong publishes a funny
book series with the main themes about some
popular people in Hong Kong, including the
government officials and famous business
merchants. The publisher publishes about 6
funny books a year and they supply the books
to hundreds of major retailers in Hong Kong.
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The sales of the three most recent publications
are 40000, 20000 and 35000 copies,
respectively. The recommended unit retail
selling price of the funny book is HK$25 and it
is reported that the publisher can earn
approximately half of all the revenue. This
publisher has used the buy-back return policy
to entice the retailers to order more. According
to the previous experience, the normal selling
season of each edition of the funny book series
is about 1 to 2 months. After that, the retailers
can return the books to the publisher for partial
refund. Since the retail market is highly
volatile and the overall demand is substantial,
the amount of returned books is not trivial.
(Remarks: The empirical details and some of
the data of this case are found from the
interview of the publisher in a local magazine
[12]).
In light of the background of this publisher, we
would like to formulate a model for the
publisher using the model structure we have
presented in the previous section. From the
information we have (Ref.: [12]), we have
estimated that the current unit production cost
for the book, m, is $4. The unit wholesale price
for the magazine, c, is $16 and the publisher
has marked the recommended unit retail
selling price of the magazine, r, to be $25. The
annual holding rate I is 2% and the holding
cost for each unsold magazine at the end of
each month is calculated to be (2%$16) /12
= $0.0267.
Currently, the publisher supplies the magazine
to about 400 major retailers around Hong
Kong (and they will split the orders to other
smaller newsvendors, etc). We categorize
these 400 retailers into three groups: The high
demand, medium demand and low demand
groups, respectively. The demand distributions
for high, medium and low demand groups are
as shown below:
x High ~ N(210,70 2 ) ,

(17)

x Medium ~ N (60,20 2 ) ,

(18)

(19)
x Low ~ N(15,5 ) .
Notice that the uncertainties for all of these
demands are the same in the sense that they
have the same coefficient of variation:
"standard deviation /mean" = 1/3. We also
assume the number of retailers with high,
medium and low demands to be 80 (20%), 240
(60%) and 80 (20%), respectively.
2

With all these details, we can start our
simulation studies. During the simulation,
demands for retailers following (17), (18) and
(19) are randomly generated and the
corresponding expected profits are found. All

simulation results are obtained after running
simulation experiments for 500 times. For the
case with EMP, the optimal buy-back and the
optimal EMP selling price are found with 1
decimal place of accuracy. In Table 1, we list
the average profits for the publisher, all the
retailers and the supply chain with different
values of buy-back price b under the case
without EMP. Notice that the average profit of
the supply chain is equal to the summation of
the publisher's and retailers' average profits.
Moreover, searching for the optimal buy-back
price which maximizes the publisher's average
profit numerically, we have: b = 11.0 and the
corresponding average profits for the publisher,
the retailers in total and the supply chain are
363447, 234493 and 597940, respectively. By
the way, if we search for the optimal buy-back
price which maximizes the average profit of
the supply chain, we have: b = 14.3 and the
corresponding average profits for the publisher,
the retailers in total and the supply chain are
350805, 262996 and 613801, respectively
Notations:
PAP = Publisher's average profit.
RAP = Retailers' average profit in total.
SAP = Supply-chain's average profit.
CAP = Change of average profit.
%CAP = Percentage change of average profit.
AP = Average profit.
K = 1000 (Kilo).
m = 0.001.
Table 1: The average profits of the publisher,
retailers and the supply chain with different
buy-back price b when there is no EMP.
b
PAP
RAP
SAP
0.01
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
15.9

342261
344564
346909
349262
351606
353916
356154
358274
360203
361835
363004
363447
362734
360084
353864
339642
295209

189921
192609
195492
198563
201851
205383
209187
213315
217826
222793
228306
234493
241549
249761
259605
272047
287934

532182
537173
542401
547825
553457
559299
565341
571589
578029
584628
591310
597940
604283
609845
613469
611689
583143

Findings 1: (From Table 1)
1. In Table 1, we can observe that when
the buy-back price increases, the total
retailers' average profit increases. It
meets our intuition as the retailers can
return their products with a nicer
return price.
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2.

In the case without EMP, the
publisher's optimal buy-back price
3. (11.0) is not equal to the supply
chain's optimal buy-back price (which
we have found to be 14.3). It means
that the supply chain is not optimal
and double marginalization occurs.
This is due to the fact that there is no
coordination and integration between
the publisher and the retailers in our
model.
Now, we consider the use of e-marketplace.
Following (2) and (3), suppose the emarketplace has the following price-dependent
demand structure for all 12  rEMP  25 (P.S:
Here, we only consider the values of
rEMP
which range from about 50% to 100% of the
retail market price):
2
x EMP ~ N (K 1rEMP K 2 ,s EMP
) , (20)
where rEMP is the unit product's selling price

via the e-marketplace and K 1 , K2 ,s EMP are
all known constants. Moreover, notice that
rEMP is bounded while x EMP is a normally
distributed random variable which is not wellbounded. In order to study the effect of high
and low demand in the e-marketplace, we
carried out simulation experiments with
different values of these parameters while we
have kept the coefficient of variation (standard
deviation/mean) fixed. Tables 2.1, 2.2, …, 2.6
show the optimal buy-back price with different
values of rEMP and the corresponding average
profits for the publisher, the retailers and the
supply chain. Notice that we have not included
the fixed operations cost of the EMP in the
simulation results.
*
bEMP

Table 2.1: With Case 1 distribution, the
and the average profits for given

rEMP .

Case 1:
x EMP ~ N (300 rEMP 12000 ,2400 2 )
*
rEMP
PAP
RAP
SAP
bEMP
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

13.5
13.5
13.5
13.4
13.4
13.3
13.2
13.1
13.0
12.9
12.7
12.7
12.5
12.5

452269
457279
461716
465602
468920
471651
473787
475324
476266
476621
476365
475525
474129
472156

254436
254436
254436
253464
253464
252512
251577
250661
249761
248878
247156
247156
245489
245489

706705
711715
716152
719066
722384
724163
725364
725985
726027
725499
723521
722681
719618
717645

*
Table 2.2: With Case 2 distribution, the bEMP
and the average profits for given rEMP .

Case 2: x EMP ~ N (250 rEMP 10000 , 20002 )
rEMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

12.9
12.9
12.8
12.7
12.6
12.6
12.5
12.4
12.3
12.2
12.0
12.0
11.9
11.8

441050
445149
448782
451907
454534
456654
458272
459391
460015
460137
459749
458861
457518
455719

248878
248878
248010
247156
246315
246315
245489
244676
243876
243088
241549
241549
240796
240054

689928
694027
696792
699063
700849
702969
703761
704067
703891
703225
701298
700410
698314
695773

*
bEMP

Table 2.3: With Case 3 distribution, the
and the average profits for given

rEMP .

Case 3: x EMP ~ N( 200 r EMP 8000,1600 2 )
rEMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

12.1
12.0
11.9
11.9
11.8
11.7
11.6
11.6
11.5
11.5
11.4
11.4
11.4
11.3

428293
431463
434228
436582
438530
440066
441199
441934
442279
442236
441797
440973
439786
438252

242313
241549
240796
240796
240054
239324
238605
238605
237896
237896
237196
237196
237196
236507

670606
673012
675024
677378
678584
679390
679804
680539
680175
680132
678993
678169
676982
674759
*
bEMP

Table 2.4: With Case 4 distribution, the
and the average profits for given

rEMP .

Case 4: x EMP ~ N( 150 rEMP 6000,1200 2 )
rEMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.2
11.1
11.1
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

413387
415662
417632
419306
420684
421744
422543
423015
423196
423084
422681
421990
421033
419812

235827
235827
235827
235827
235827
235155
235155
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493

649214
651489
653459
655133
656511
656899
657698
657508
657689
657577
657174
656483
655526
654305
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Table 2.5: With Case 5 distribution, the
and the average profits for given

back price is always larger than or at least
equal to the optimal buy-back price
without the e-marketplace. Moreover, the
lower the EMP demand, the smaller the
difference between the optimal buy-back
prices with and without EMP. It can be
explained by the fact that the smaller the
EMP demand, the less amount of products
required to satisfy it and hence the smaller
incentive of the publisher to increase the
buy-back price to attract the retailers to
order more (and probably return more ).
With the same argument, on the other
hand, the larger the demand in the EMP,
the larger the optimal buy-back price and
a higher buy-back price can help the
publisher in two ways: i. The publisher
can entice the retailers to order more
during the normal selling season. ii. With
a larger buy-back price, the expected
amount of returned products should
increase. Since the EMP demand is large,
the increased amount of returned products
can be used to fulfill the potential demand
in the EMP.
On the other hand, observe that the
findings in Findings 1 still hold in the
cases with EMP as reflected in Tables 2.1
to 2.6.

b

*
EMP

rEMP .

Case 5: x EMP ~ N( 100 rEMP 4000,8002 )
rEMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

396899
398391
399683
400776
401671
402367
402864
403167
403279
403187
402915
402465
401826
401012

234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493

631392
632884
634176
635269
636164
636860
637357
637660
637772
637680
637408
636958
636319
635505

Table 2.6: With Case 6 distribution, the

*
bEMP

and the average profits for given rEMP .
Case 6: x EMP ~ N( 50 rEMP 2000, 4002 )
rEMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

380156
380902
381549
382095
382542
382890
383139
383290
383346
383306
383170
382939
382620
382213

234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493
234493

614649
615395
616042
616588
617035
617383
617632
617783
617839
617799
617663
617432
617113
616706

Findings 2: (From Tables 2.1 to 2.6)
1. From Tables 2.1 to 2.6, we find that the
optimal buy-back prices depend heavily
on the demand size of the EMP. In Cases
1 to 3, we have relatively large EMP
demand and the optimal buy-back price
with EMP is larger than the optimal buyback
price
without
EMP,
i.e.
*
*
bEMP
bEMP

 . In Case 4, when the EMP

demand is in a moderate size, the optimal
buy-back prices under the cases with and
without EMP are very close to one another:
*
*
bEMP
 bEMP  . When the EMP demand
takes a relatively small value which occurs
in Cases 5 and 6, the optimal buy-back
price with EMP equals the optimal buy*
*
back price without EMP, bEMP
 bEMP  .
Thus, we know that with the introduction
of the e-marketplace, the optimal buy-

2.

With Tables 2.1 to 2.6, we can search for the
*
*
optimal values of r EMP
and bEMP
. Table 3
summarizes the optimal buy-back price and
EMP selling price pair for each demand case.
Compared with the case without using the
EMP, the percentage changes of the average
profits when the publisher adopts the EMP are
shown in Table 4.
*
*
Table 3: The optimal pair: r EMP
and bEMP
and the average profits under Cases 1 to 6.

Case

*
r EMP

*
bEMP

PAP

RAP

SAP

1
2
3
4
5
6

21.0
20.7
20.4
20.2
20.0
20.0

12.9
12.2
11.5
11.0
11.0
11.0

476621
460157
442309
423198
403279
383466

248878
243088
237896
234493
234493
234493

725499
703245
680205
657691
637772
617959

Table 4: The changes and the % changes of
the average profits with the use of EMP under
Cases 1 to 6.
Publisher's
Retailers'
Supply
Chain's
Case CAP %CAP CAP %CAP CAP %CAP
1
2
3
4
5
6

113174
96710
78862
59751
39832
20019

31.14% 14385 6.13% 127559 21.33%
26.61% 8595 3.67% 105305 17.61%
21.70% 3403 1.45% 82265 13.76%
16.44%
0
0.00% 59751 9.99%
10.96%
0
0.00% 39832 6.66%
5.51%
0
0.00% 20019 3.35%
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Findings 3: (Tables 3 and 4)
From Tables 3 and 4, we can observe that the
average profits of the publisher, retailers in
total and the overall supply chain all get
improved or at least not worse than before
after using the EMP. When the EMP demand
is relatively large (in Cases 1 to 3), the average
profits for the publisher, retailers and the
supply chain all get improved. This is due to
the increase of the optimal buy-back price.
When the EMP demand is relatively small (in
Cases 4 to 5), there is no improvement in terms
of the average profit for the retailers and the
amount of improvement for the publisher and
also the overall supply chain will be relatively
small. Thus, for the retailers, they can actually
be benefited if the EMP demand is large. In
fact, we find that the larger the EMP demand,
the larger the improvement of the average
profits for all parties. Moreover, when the
fixed operations cost of the EMP is less than
the publisher's improvement of average profit,
the publisher should be willing to proceed.
Notice that when the demand follows the
distribution in Case 6, the amount of
improvement for the publisher is only 20019,
which is pretty small. Thus, the expected
improvement of profit with the EMP is not
necessarily attractive and it depends highly on
the demand in the EMP. Since the demand on
Internet is highly volatile, the risk of operating
the EMP is high. As a result, unless the
publisher is rather certain about the existence
of a sufficiently large demand from the EMP,
proceeding with the EMP may not be a smart
decision. It also explains the situation that
EMP for the publishing industry is not that
popular in many places (e.g. in Hong Kong)
because the EMP demand is still relatively
small and uncertain.
Next, we carry out numerical analysis towards
several parameters of the EMP. Notice that
according to (20), the EMP demand ( x EMP )
distributes as a normal distribution with mean
2
of K 1 rEMP K 2 and variance of s EMP
. We
would like to look into the impact of the
variation of each of the parameters for the
distribution of x EMP . Moreover, we would also
check about the impact of the holding cost for
the EMP. As a control setting, we will set our
default EMP demand to be the one used in
Case
3
above,
i.e.

x EMP ~ N( 200 rEMP 8000,1600 ) . Then we
will change each of the parameters for this
EMP demand and investigate its impact. The
numerical results for the analysis are as shown
in Tables 5 to 8 below.
2

*
K 1 to rEMP

Table 5: Effect of the changes in

*
and bEMP
and the corresponding average
profits' changes with EMP.
Publisher's
Total
Supply
*
K 1 r EMP
b *EMP
Retailers' Chain's
% CAP
% CAP % CAP

50
100
200
300

25
25
20.4
13.6

13.0
12.3
11.5
11.3

44.70%
36.88%
21.70%
14.45%

6.51%
4.00%
1.45%
0.86%

29.73%
23.99%
13.76%
9.12%

*
K 2 to r EMP

Table 6: Effect of the changes in

*
and bEMP
and the corresponding average
profits' changes with EMP.
Publisher's
Total
Supply
*
K 2 r EMP
b *EMP
Retailers' Chain's
% CAP
% CAP % CAP

6K
8K
10K
12K

15.4
20.4
25
25

11.2
11.5
12.1
13.1

12.35%
21.70%
33.66%
46.24%

0.57%
1.45%
3.33%
6.89%

s

Table 7: Effect of the changes in

r

s

EMP

7.73%
13.76%
21.77%
30.81%

EMP to

and the corresponding
and b
average profits' changes with EMP.
Publisher's
Total
Supply
*
b *EMP
Retailers' Chain's
r EMP
% CAP
% CAP % CAP
*
EMP

400
800
1.6K
3.2K

*
EMP

19.9
20.0
20.4
22.5

11.0
11.0
11.5
12.4

21.97%
21.95%
21.70%
21.53%

Table 8: Effect of the changes in

0.00%
0.00%
1.45%
4.34%

13.36%
13.34%
13.76%
14.79%

*
h EMP to rEMP

*
and bEMP
and the corresponding average
profits' changes with EMP.
Publisher's
Total
Supply
*
hEMP r *
b
Retailers'
Chain's
EMP
EMP
% CAP
% CAP % CAP

2m
5m
0.01
0.1
1

20.4
20.4
20.4
20.3
20.1

11.5
11.5
11.5
11.5
11.1

21.70%
21.70%
21.69%
21.62%
20.90%

1.45%
1.45%
1.45%
1.45%
0.28%

13.76%
13.76%
13.76%
13.71%
12.81%

Findings 4: (Tables 5 to 8)
1.

When K 1 increases, both

*
and
r EMP

*
decrease. The average profits
bEMP

for all parties also decrease: The
decrease of average profits is a very
intuitive result because the larger the
value of K 1 , the smaller the mean of
the EMP demand and it implies a
smaller profit from the EMP for the
publisher.
Moreover,
since the
expected EMP demand is reduced, the
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publisher need not increase the
optimal buy-back price and it
accounts for a loss for the retailers.
Moreover, when K 1 increases, the
effect of price change will become
more prominent and it explains why
the optimal EM P selling price
decreases upon the increase of K 1 .
2.

*
and
r EMP

When K 2 increases, both

*
bEMP
increase. The average profits

for all parties also increase: K 2 is the
constant term for the mean of the
EMP demand. An increased K 2
implies a larger expected EMP
demand and it makes the optimal buy*
back price bEMP
and all the average
profits increase. On the other hand,
similar to the comment we have made
in Point 1 above, when K 2 increases,

the relative significance of K 1
decreases and the EMP demand is
less sensitive to the price changes. An
*
increased r EMP
hence results.

3.

When

s

2
EMP

increases, both

*
r EMP

*
and bEMP
increase. The publisher's
average profit is reduced while the
retailers' average profit increases:
Since the supply chain's average
profit is affected by the average
profits of the retailers and the
publisher, the effect of increasing

s

2
EMP

may increase or decrease the
supply chain's average profit. This is
an interesting finding. First of all, an
2
increased s EMP
implies an increased
EMP demand uncertainty. When the
uncertainty increases, in order to
maximize the profit for the EMP, the
publisher tends to hold more returned
products (P.S: The concept of safety
stock inventory). As a result, the
optimal buy-back increases. An
increased demand uncertainty also
implies a drop in the significance of
the mean of the demand. This gives a
*
larger r EMP
.

4.

When h EMP varies, the effect to the
optimal solution pair of

*
r EMP
and

*
is very small. The impact for
bEMP

the average profits for all parties is
small too. Thus, when the EMP
holding
cost h EMP is
within
reasonable range, its effect is to all
the parties is small.

Other Discussions:
In the system point of view, the introduction of
the EMP in this example is beneficial (or at
least not harmful) to the publisher, the retailers
and also the whole supply chain when the
profit generated is larger than the expense of
operating the EMP for the publisher **. In fact,
the use of EMP in the setting proposed in this
paper can be beneficial and is never harmful to
the retailers. Owing to the potential demand
from the EMP, the publisher will increase the
buy-back price offered to the retailers, when
every other cost parameter remains constant. It
is obvious that the higher the buy-back price,
the higher the expected profit for the retailers.
As a result, if the use of EMP is beneficial to
the publisher (e.g. the net expected profit
improvement overrides the fixed operations
cost) and the publisher goes ahead with it, the
retailers can also be benefited. This creates a
win-win situation and the overall supply
chain’s expected profit is also improved.
**Remarks: We have assumed in this paper
that the existence of EMP does not affect the
market demand during the normal selling
season for the retailers. Although we have
explained about this point earlier in this paper,
if the existence of EMP does affect the
demands faced by the retailers, then the
existence of EMP will give both a positive
impact (potential increase of buy-back price
from the publisher) and negative impact (lower
demand) to the retailers. As a result, whether
the retailers will get better off or not depends
on the relative significance between these two
issues.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a quantitative
supply chain management model for using the
e-marketplace to sell returned products in the
publishing
industry.
We illustrate
the
application of the buy-back return policy and
through the simulation studies towards a local
publisher's case, we discuss the managerial and
strategic issues of using the e-marketplace. In
our model, we find that the introduction of the
e-marketplace can be beneficial to the retailers
and whether the publisher and the overall
supply chain is benefited depends on his fixed
operations cost and the demand in the emarketplace. For the e-marketplace with
moderate and large demand, we find that the
improvement of expected profits for the
publisher, the retailers and also the supply
chain can be substantial. Owing to the fact that
Internet targets at a global market without
geographical barrier, the potential demand for
those “locally fade-out” products can be high.
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As a result, the importance of using Internet as
an e-marketplace for returned products should
not be neglected and it can yield significant
improvement on the profit for the existing
supply chains.
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ABSTRACT
The existing procurement process in shipping is paper-based
and labor-intensive. Looking to cut costs and improve
delivery times, while simultaneously enabling companies to
take a more strategic approach to their jobs, an eprocurement framework is proposed to automate and
streamline its procurement process by bringing it online. In
this paper we present an intranet Web-based electronic
procurement infrastructure. The shipping organizational
process requirements was fully analyzed and evaluated. The
ships as end-users were provided with access to the
application taking into account the existing communication
cost and restrictions. The logical Architecture is presented
including the schema of the databases, the catalog
management, the workflow of the purchase order plus the
end-users interaction with the procurement system through
Web browser. Then the physical architecture is described
when security, load simulation and several well known
technologies are applied. In all step the shipping
environment and its specific characteristics are fully assessed.
The application in its pilot implementation (marine engines
spare parts procurement) shows that is scaleable, has a
supplier integration strategy that met the shipping company’s
core requirement, is relatively eas y to install, configure and
use and can be integrated with ERP.
Introduction
Procurement encompasses all activities involved in obtaining
material and services and managing their inflow into a
shipping organization toward the ship. Purchasing, which is
the central act in the procurement, can be divided into three
step: information, negotiation, and settlement.
Information. The shipping company identify its needs
and evaluate potential sources to fulfill them, gathering
information about market conditions, products, and
sellers.
Negotiation. Individual business partners start to interact
with each other and determine prices and availability of
goods and services as well as delivery terms. Successful
negotiations are usually finalized with a contract
 Settlement. The terms of the contracts are carried out
and goods and services are transferred in exchange for
money or other forms of compensation.
Procurement processes in shipping can take many different
forms but generally we distinguish between three categories

Procurement of raw material and production goods, is
usually characterized by large quantities, high
frequencies, and important and unique specifications:
just in time delivery (JIT) is often critical
Procurement of maintenance, repair, and operating
supplies is usually characterized by low unit cost and
low volume, but relatively high frequency; examples
include consumables for a ship’s engine.
Procurement of capital goods dealing with goods of high
value at low frequency or procuring items outside the
regular purchasing process, often because of
convenience of speed requirements.
A shipping organization is mainly emphasized the two last
categories when the Information Technology plays a very
important role and gives rise to new markets which may, at
least in shorter run, have largest impact on maintenance,
repair and operating supplies. The Internet has some
characteristics that make it a very powerful influence on the
business world as well as the maritime sector[1]. Those
characteristics are
Ubiquity and connectivity. The number of Internet and
WWW users is growing steadily, resulting to a very
flexible and powerful method for organizations to
connect with business partners and to access information
electronically.
Interactivity. All internet technologies facilitate instant
interactivity, especially when compared with traditional
communication media, such as paper documents, and
electronic systems like EDI.
Multimedia. The new technologies supports the
information exchange in various formats from graphics
and texts to sounds and video clips, thus enabling the
transmission of very complex information
Human interface. The open standard architecture helps to
overcome the limits of proprietary and closed systems
and exchange across different performance capabilities.
The Web browser also is mainly user friendly.
A Web/Internet based procurement must have all the
potential to support all aspects of procurement such as:
Search engines to help users find items using keywords
supporting the information phase, in particular to find
new sources or to fulfill unexpected requirements.
Internet based catalogs allow maritime organizations to
browse, search and place orders on-line . they combine
the rich content of printed catalogs, the convenience of
on-line shopping and the sophisticated searching
capability of CD-ROM catalogs
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Internet bases EDI links can be less costly than the
traditional leased lines and value added services
regarding network access and data transmission.
A growing number of on -line auctions and bidding
systems supports the negotiation phase by providing
negotiation mechanisms.
strongest
developments
in
Internet-based
 The
procurement are probably happens in the area of
procurement of repair, maintenance and operation
supplies, where many organizations are trying to be the
first to present viable business models and software. So
the pure systems beyond the pure transaction processing
to add workflow elements and made possible for
procurement to let end users do individual purchases,
while maintaining control over the process.
Development methodology
The main problem that software developers have to deal with
is to understand the context of the procedure that is to be
automated. It is commonly accepted that the best way to
extract accurate information about the characteristics of the
system under development is the intensive personal
communication between the end-user and the development
team. In the case of the shipping e-procurement system there
were held numerous interviews and special workshops in
order to understand the current business policies and perform
the capturing of the user requirements at the premises of
both the end-users and the technical partners. The system
aims at designing and implementing a e-procurement
framework that will relate a core transaction area with major
impact on the efficiency (and cost) of shipping operations,
the procurement. In the system a certain methodological
approach is needed not only for deriving the requirements,
but also a methodology for requirements management.
The requirements definition and analysis of e-procurement
framework is based on an iterative approach that consists of
five phases that will be repeated until the requirements are
met.[2]. These phases along with their interactions are as
following:
Logical view : This is the first and most important phase
of the development. Here, the software developers of the
system are guided by specialists of the shipping
procurement process. In order to clarify all the aspects
of the procurement process, the software developers or
analysts, identify who are the users and stakeholders of
the system. The completion of this phase a business
model is created in order to describe the procurement
process.
Use cases scenarios: Based on the interviews as well as
on the business model a number of use cases that covers
the procurement process in great extent is produced.
Some of these use cases, are further analysed
in
subcases in order to allow the system analyst to have a
thorough understanding on the procurement process. As
soon as the analyst manages to describe all the use cases
that the users need, then is precisely defined what the
procurement system is to do.

Development view: The major effort in capturing
requirements is to develop an initial model of the
procurement system by employing the already defined
use cases. There are two kinds of requirements that need
to be captured the functional and the non-functional
ones. The functional requirements are normally
structured as use cases , while the non-functional
requirements derive from specific system properties,
such as environmental or implementation requirements,
performance etc. Furthermore, some initial thoughts
about the user interface are made. By the end of this
procedure a list of candidate requirements is produced.
We have to mention though, that since the requirements
might be updated (normally regarding minor changes)
the updates have to be done in a controlled way. This is
achieved iteratively, where the number of requirement
updates changes decreases as we get further into the
construction phase and thus the requirements are
stabilized.
Process view: Using the information gathered so far, a
list of design ideas and a first system concept is
produced. At this stage a peer review is useful so that if
necessary some changes take place. These changes take
place iteratively until the production of a final shipping
procurement system.
Physical view : This is the final phase of the systems
development. Here, procurement experts along with
engineers evaluate the system in order to estimate the
degree in which the fulfils its primary goal. If the
system fails in some aspects, then the problems have to
be detected and fixed, using again the iteration process.

Internet
Explorer

Internet
or

Internet
Server

Enterprise
Server

Intranet
HTML
Browser

SQL Server

Figure 1: Logical Architecture of e-procurement framework
E-procurement framework description
Using the methodology described in the previous section and
taking into account the e-procurement development for other
enterprises of different sectors the e-procerement framework
was derived. As can be seen the system consists of three
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servers namely the Internet server the Enterprise server and
an SQL server. The database SQL server maintains all
transactions, profile and catalog index data . The schema
contains tables of several entities such as user, supplier,
catalog item, routing rule, order, and report. Outside the SQL
server database there is a file structure where purchase order
attachments and rich content information such as pictures are
stored.
The Internet server has components such are active server
pages, VBScript and JScript capabilities in order to facilitate
the end-user interaction with the procurement function. On
the other hand the Enterprise server supports Business
objects, workflow, Messaging, Catalog Management,
Enterprise management and Report generation.
All end-users interact with the procurement system through
Web browsers. Users with Internet Explorer can view Active
Server pages using ActiveX components. Users with other
browsers can view the HTML version of the application. In
all the e-procurement workflow an existing Lotus Notes
desktop used. Once a service is requested the system perform
the following actions.
Displays the user interface
Controls navigation through the procurement process
Manages the interactions between both the client and
server side business objects and the database.
All users start the procurement session through default active
page which prompts for user name and password, then starts
the session. After querying the database for user information,
it sets session variables, and determines the user’s browser
type and version. Next another Active Server Page is opened
according to the browser type and version (ActiveX or
HTML). It creates a frame set at the highest level of the
browser interface, and houses scripts used throughout the
application. Five categories of active server pages always
displayed: catalog, shopping basket, orders, reports and
preferences. When one of them is selected, the functionality
available on any given page depends on the user’s authorized
role. When a user submits a requisition, e-procurement
systems routes it to the appropriate approver via e-mail.
Once all approvals are received, purchase order
are
transmitted. Available transmission methods include
hardcopy, e-mail, fax and EDI like message.
The one of the most critical components of the eprocurement framework the catalog management. The errors
created by the old, manual paper-based process would be
dramatically reduced, and eliminated. The main
requirements of this catalog management are
Users access product information without going to the
Internet
Users find products without knowing the supplier
Accommodation of all suppliers, regardless of size of
technical sophistication
Suppliers not required to buy new technology in order to
do business with the company
The system allows for the adoption of new catalog
maintenance methodologies
Easy catalog maintenance

To allow access to product information without going to
Internet, the cross-supplier catalog is situated on a trusted
intranet protected by a firewall. This permits quick, secure
access to the information required for decision making. The
search procedure incorporates user search by partial or
complete
part numbers,
keywords,
suppliers
or
manufacturers. Additionally, any of these keys can be
combined to refine the search. The suppliers can populate
the catalog by three ways namely: manual(i.e. basic data
entry), import (standard ASCII format), dynamic.
The configuration of the system can be done using a
Graphical User Interface created in Visual Basic which
allows to the administrator to:
Configure the user interface
Create and maintain user profiles
Create and maintain supplier profiles
Populate and maintain enterprise information, such as
accounting codes, etc.
Add, change and delete business rules and approval
workflow
All the messages are formatted using an OAGIS compliant
message set, with messages formatted as XML. There is also
a reporting system implemented in the e-procurement with
the following reports on the average money expenditure per
transaction per supplier on the average expenses per
transaction, the average number of line items per transaction
per supplier and an average number of line items, the order
processing time from the submis sion of request to approval
and transmission to the supplier, categorized by commodity.
A very important issue of physical architecture is security.
Users must provide an ID and password to gain access to the
network and the application. E-procurement user profile
indicate functional, access-level authorization. Each user can
be authorized as requisitioner able to create and submit
requisitions and receive against their own orders, approver
able to approve orders, receiver able to receive orders , buyer
able to manage catalog.
Conclusions
In this paper an e-procurement framework was presented.
The main development steps were presented together with a
brief description technical description of an e-procurement
system in a shipping environment. Its pilot application for
spare parts of a marine engine, in spite the existing
infrastructure problems shows that the system is scalable,
has a potential supplier integration strategy that met the
shipping company’s core requirement, is relatively easy to
install, configure and use ands can be integrated with
existing sytems.
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these

different

investors,

including

venture

capital,

Based on the theories, such as the resources -based theory,

intermediary financial institutions or related industry firms,

new product development

and strategic alliances, we

aim to infuse huge amounts of financial capital into a new

proposed the equity-building actions of new ventures in the

Internet venture where its product is not mature or it cannot

Internet industry.

break-even.

We note that the new ventures’ purpose

From the standpoint of the new Internet

in capital raising actions before going public is not simply to

venture, is there any criterion for cooperation partners and

raise funds, but to obtain rare resources and build core

the

competence through equity invested or conjoined. Through

high-velocity market shorten the time to gain resources, or

interviews, we discuss factors that affect the equity-building

integrate the capital-raising purpose with future development

process, and propose two propositions. Firstly, the original

through an alliance?

core

new venture can gain necessary resources through an

resources

of

new

equity-building process.
alliance

timing,

and

ventures

will

affect

the

Especially, on target selecting,
alliance

preference.

Secondly,

sequence?

alliance

and

Can

shorten

a new

venture

located

in a

From the resource-based view, the

the

resource-searching

time

by

cooperation with resource-matching partners [13][22].

equity-building actions before IPO are parts of a growing

suggests a possibility that the characteristics of a new

strategy for emerging firms. The findings of this research

venture’s resource endowment may influence the alliance

are helpful in understanding the linkage between resource

preference and alliance partner decisions.

endowment and equity-building

influential in the equity-building action, i.e., major behavior

actions, and for new

So this is

ventures to build up competitive advantages during founding

in the alliance.

period.

In order to realize the causality of the equity-building

Keywords:

Equity

building,

Resource-based

Theory,

Internet Ventures, Strategic Alliances

It

actions of new Internet ventures, this research focuses on
how the owned resource characteristics of a new Internet
venture are influential in equity-building motivation and

INTRODUCTION

sequence.

Through

interviews

with several

Internet

In the last year the Internet business has been booming and

ventures, we try to realize the relationship between owned

faced rapid recession. The rapid growth of companies such

resource characteristics, alliance preference in different

as Amazon, Yahoo, American Online has overturned many

growth

traditional

mechanism for new Internet ventures.

business

models

and paradigms,

and their

stage,

and try to find the possible

alliance

The next sections

founding processes have attracted many discussions. In the

are related literature review, research methods, results and

case of SINA.com, its plural shareholders include Dell

discussions.

Computer Corp., Goldman SachsGroup Inc., Softbank Corp.,
Sumitomo Corp., Pacific Convergence Group, Trend Micro
Corp., and United Overseas Bank of Singapore et al.

All

LITERATURE REVIEW
In the financial field, equity building is a part of the financial
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decision for firms. However, from the financial viewpoint,

application strategy et al., in the founding process, it is

there are some restrictive assumptions, such as open capital

suitable from the knowledge-based opinion to say that the

market condition, which is not suitable for the new ventures’

entrepreneur’s strategic purpose could be the criterion as to

equity rais ing channel.

where this new venture will have enough resources or not

For new ventures located in a

highly changeable market, their equity building actions may

[6][15].

contain several motivations.

resource-based theory [6].

It is not just for raising

sufficient financial capital, but also for growth, maximizing
value,

developing

new

products

and

The origin of the knowledge-based opinion is

From resource-based theory, a firm is a set of resources it

searching

for

owns. The main concern for resource-based theory is how

competitive advantage et al [13]. In order to achieve these

the firm can utilize its resources to achieve sustainable

different motivations, new ventures must realize their own

competitive

resource set, how their resources are helpful for these

achieving

competitive

motivations, and try to shorten the time for achieving aims

imperfect

imitation,

by

cooperating

with

others.

It

suggests

that

the

advantage

[3][31].

The

advantage
and

resources

have value,
imperfect

for

scarcity,

substitution

characteristics [3][24]. The resources characterized above

resource-based theory which explains how resources could

will let the firm sustain some degree of heterogeneity [24].

be the origin of competitive advantage, and the strategic

In the resource-based view, “a firm’s competitive position is

alliance

defined by a bundle of unique resources and relationships”

which

focuses

on the inter-firm

cooperative

behavior would be suitable ways of understanding equity

[27, p.557].

building actions of new ventures.

However, the resource-based view has been criticized for not

Next, we review the

related literatures.

adequately explaining how and why certain firms have
competitive

advantage

in

situations

of

rapid

and

Rationalizing Capital Raising from Resource-based View

unpredictable change [29]. In the market characterized by

For realizing the raising capital subjects of new ventures,

vague boundaries and where the business model is not clear,

researchers have been explaining the relationship between

a firm must utilize ‘dynamic capabilities’. This is defined

different development status and suitable financial objects

as ‘the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure

[4]. They suggest that in the initial founding stage, for a

internal

lack of guarantees and transaction records, it is better to

changing environments’ [29, p.516] to achieve competitive

finance from entrepreneurial groups, family or friends.

advantage.

However, they don’t explain satisfactorily the reason for

and specific

financial sequence and criterion in choosing finance objects.

strategic

Also, they suppose the relationship between different

high-velocity markets such as the Internet market, dynamic

finance and development status occurs in a straight-line.

capabilities are simple and experiential routines that rely on

This opinion cannot adequately explain the real relationship

newly created knowledge specific to the situation [12].

between finance and development.

The targets of dynamic capabilities are for firms to gain the

For a new venture located in a highly uncertain environment,

necessary

it must gain the necessary capital and resource as soon as it

advantages.

can. In this situation, the equity building actions may relate

and gain the necessary resources in a high

tightly with its future development, and the equity-building

environment? The alliance method is feasible.

and external

competences

to address

rapidly

Dynamic capabilities are a set of identifiable
processes

such as product

decision-making,

resources,

and

and

then

development,

alliances

achieve

[12].

In

competitive

How does a firm form dynamic capabilities
velocity

process will not absolutely follow the route suggested by
Berger and Udell [4]. When considering the entrepreneur’s
strategic purpose, such

as a growth or technological
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Resources types, Strategic Alliances and Equity-building

properties-based knowledge-based resources [20] et al., each

Sequence

has its limitation and particular background. In discussing

In order to react to the high velocity market as soon as

the

possible, a new venture in this market must form dynamic

categorization by property, such as human or physical, or by

capabilities, and shorten the forming time.

usefulness, such as namely or managerial resources is

When a firm

alliance

relations

for

new

Internet

ventures,

lacks necessary resources, which may be characterized as

insufficient.

imperfectly movable [9], lacking transparency [19], tacit,

resources may have several applications in an enterprise, or

complex and specific [26], or imperfectly imitated or

may have a different application in another enterprise.

imperfectly substitutive [3][24][31], then it must search for

means that this categorization by property has its limitations.

these resources outside. This searching process is a kind of

For the latter, the indication of resources to a specific use is

dynamic capabilities.

unclear and may lack paradigms for the Internet business.

One of the most frequently used

resource-search methods is the strategic alliance.

The

For the former, one indicated property of

It

We use the categorization suggested by Miller and Shamsie

alliance motivations from resource-based view are obtaining

[20]

the partner’s resources and retaining and developing one’s

categorization can label the nature of resources for the

own resources by combining with the partner’s resources [8].

Internet business.

From the resource-based view, the definition of strategic

According to the related research [8][20], resources can be

alliances is ‘cooperative relationships driven by a logic of

categorized as property-based or knowledge-based. For the

strategic resource needs and social resource opportunities’

former, it is legally defined as the property owned by a

[13, p.137]. If the strategic alliance is for developing a new

specific company such as financial capital, real assets, patent,

product, then this is defined as a ‘new product development

brand and human resources et al.

alliance’ [22], and it means any formal and informal

ownership and can dispose of these resources. There are

contracts related with developing and commercializing new

differences in property-based resources, for example, the

products.

human resource is imperfectly movable, patent and brand

The resource-based view of explaining alliances combines

are imperfectly imitative, and the real assets are imperfectly

the different needs for alliances suggested earlier, i.e., the

substitutive. For the latter, it is related to intangible assets

strategic needs (e.g., [2][23]) and the social opportunities

such as management capability, knowledge and technology.

(e.g., [17][25]). Alliances form either when firms are in

Because knowledge-based resources are characterized as

valuable strategic positions for which they need additional

imperfectly movable, and it exits causal ambiguity between

resources that alliances can provide, or when firms are in

these resources and

strong social positions such that they have the resources

difficult to imitate by other competitors.

necessary to know, attract, and engage partners [13, p.138].

specific

Das and Teng [7] suggest that the relationship in strategic

resources are movable, such as patent technology trading, or

alliances can be categorized by the partner’s intention of

head hunting.

resource and risk.

alliance, it is necessary to consider property-based and

They suggest [8] that the two sides’

to

avoid

the

conditions,

possible

mistakes

above.

This

The owner has clear

competitive advantages, they are

some

kinds

of

However, under
knowledge-based

When discussing the motivations for an

resource characteristics are related with the typology and

knowledge-based

preferred structure of the strategic alliance.

lacking the legal protection, all kinds of resources can be

Of the several categorizations for resources, such as tangible

imitated or duplicated during trade. Then the firm would

and

lose any motivation to trade or form alliances.

intangible

resources

[16], physical,

human

and

resources

simultaneously.

Because

organizational capital resources [3], namely, financial,

The opinion suggested by Das and Teng [8] that the

physical, technological and managerial resources [7], or

resources type, i.e., knowledge-based or property-based type,
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influences the alliance structure is insightful in analyzing the

where above 40% of revenue in this company comes from

alliance motivation and criterion of new Internet firms .

Internet related industries; (2) new venture: this company is

However, Internet firms may fo rm several alliances at the

founded after 1994; (3) public offering company: this

same time. Alternatively, it may intend several motivations

company need not to be a listed company, but it must have

with one alliance partner. It is difficult to distinguish the

diverse stocks and have contact to the open capital market;

real relationship between a specific alliance structure and the

and (4) restriction on shareholder structure: the company

resource type.

cannot be a family business, spin off company or non-legal

The steps described in ‘new product

development alliance’ [22], which
exploration,
implemented

commitment
in

and

analyzing

include

awareness,

dissolution
the

can

collaboration

development process of new start-up Internet firms.

be
and
This

person business.

After screening and contact with 23

possible firms, 6 firms agreed to accept an interview, 3 firms
agreed

to

fill

in

the

questionnaire.

Of

these

9

questionnaires, 1 is invalid. So we gathered 8 cases at all.

concept suggests the possible process of Internet firms’

The

collaboration, such as contracts of co-development of the

questionnaire, and the interviewee is restricted on the

new product, sales contract, marketing contract and equity

general manager or other top managers who are familiar

coalition. No matter what the alliance motivation is for

with

developing a new product, such as a gain in the partner’s

questionnaire, we refer to the secondary data to comp lement

reputation [28], the new Internet firm forms alliances

the target firm’s background.

according to its core resource type and growth strategy. We

The questionnaire design contains four parts. One is the

propose that the new Internet firm uses alliances to gather

basic founding period description, including founding time,

necessary resources for development, its core resource type

founding capital size, and initial founding product et al.

is influential in searching for an alliance partner with

We still survey the core resources or capabilities in the

resource-matching characteristics, and its alliance partner

founding period. The other three parts are designed for

and sequence is related tightly with its growth stages.

realizing the firm’s resources from partners and resource

interview

the

questionnaire

founding

process.

is

a

Besides

providers at different capital raising stage.

semi -structured

the

interview

We categorize

Summary

the firm’s core resources and resources from partners into

Using the resource-based theory and strategic alliance

property-based and knowledge-based resource groups.

opinion, we try to analyze the equity building motivation

the categorization of the 8 firms, they are judged according

and process for new Internet firms. For a new Internet firm

to their own founding product, core founding resource and

located in a rapidly changing environment, it can enhance its

main revenue origin (see Table 1).

new product development ability [22] and gain necessary

partners, all the possible resources items are listed for

resources [13] through alliances. It may look for a suitable

convenience, i.e., technology, management capabilities,

partner by following a particular rule. This rule is for the

sales channel, reputation, network relationship, marketing

purpose of searching for a resource-matching partner in a

and sales assistant, product manufacturing capabilities and

different growth stage.

etc i . In order to understand the partner’s characteristics, we

We attempt to confirm these

opinions.

In

In the resources from

categorize partners into 9 types, i.e., friends and family,
private investor, venture capital, government, financial
RESEARCH METHODS

intermediaries (banks, security corporations et al.), breeding

Using an interview method, we try to understand the equity

incubator, related industrial firms, business group and others.

building process of new ventures. There are four criterions

Through the responses by the interviewee, we analyze the

for screening suitable firms, including: (1) Internet company:

relationship between the firm’s core resource type and
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Table 1: Firms Categorization According to Resource Types
Answer Online, Dreamer’s
Inc.
Media Inc.
Virtual Channel
and
Website

Money DJ,
Inc.

Jade Pacific
Corporation

Internet
Internet
Internet
Application
Application
Application
Software
Software
Software
Technology
Industry
Technology
Founding Business Idea Business Idea Business Idea Business Idea
(Including Management
Technology
(Including
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Innovation
Resources
Patents)
Capabilities
Patents)
*Financial
*Internet
*Internet *Visual Software
*Knowledge
Information
Advertise Management
*Word
*Financial
*Mobile
Phone
Service
Integrated
Main
Database
Application Discriminating
*Advertise
Information
Platform
*Mobile Phone
System
*Website
Software
Software
Revenue
*Homepage
*Electronic
Number
*Virtual
*Service
Design
Building
*Software
*Internet
Origin
*Fittings
Community
Commerce *Electronic
Leasing
Application
Electronic
Platform
Commerce
Service
Software
Commerce
Core
Knowledge-bas Knowledge-b Knowledge-b Knowledge-b Property-base Property-base
Property-base
Property-based
Resource
ed
sed
sed
sed
d
d
d
Type
Founding
Product

Portal

resources from the partner.

Internet
Online Stock
Application
Database
Software

Cityfamily
Ecom
Formosoft
Tornado Tech
Online, Inc. Software Inc. Internation Inc.
Inc.

We then rationalize the

Internet
Software

with other knowledge-based firms after the barrier of

relationship and sequence between resources from partners

transferring its core resources is higher or when its product

and alliance partners at different growth stages. For lack of

development stage is more mature, i.e., after stage C.

cases, all the possible results are analyzed qualitatively.

Property-based firms (see Table 3) build external equity
relations in the initial stage, and at an immature product

RESULTS

development

stage

(before

stage

C).

Their

main

According to the literature, we suppose that the motivation

equity-building partners include venture capital and related

in different capital raising stages and proposed partner are

industry firms.

Compared with knowledge-based firms,

different for firm with different resource types because its

property-based

firms

resource characteristics and resource needs are different.

relatively early and they have a deeper interaction with

The different motivation

partners.

may reveal the

sequence of

utilize

external

equity

relations

For the firm whose core resources are of a

choosing the alliance partner and alliance preference. We

property-based type, it is convenient for this firm to control

describe and compare the difference between the two types

the transference and utilization of resources. It would enter

of firms, and later derive related propositions.

into the tighter equity-building relations in order to gain the
required resources from partners, and especially cooperate

Core Resources Type and Alliance Sequence
In the resource-based
characteristics

with firms with knowledge-based resources.

view, the firm’s core resource

would influence

the alliance

type and

Analyzed above, the core resource type would influence the
alliance preference and partners.

Then, we propose the

preferred partners at different developmental stages. From

first proposition.

the interview, we observe that the firms with same resource

Proposition 1: The Internet new venture’s core resources

types reveal a similar preference in alliance partners and

type would influence its alliance preference and sequence.

sequence. For the knowledge-based firms (see Table 2), all

Proposition

choose to initially raise capital from friends and family or

knowledge-based, its purpose in equity-building is to protect

private investors in

its resources and not be exploited or imitated by partners.

order to avoid possible resource

exploitation by partners.

They would initially choose

partners for pure financial support, and build equity relations

1-1: If a firm’s

core

resources

are

Therefore, this kind of firm would choose partners who
provide pure financial resources in the founding period and
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Table 2: The Equity Building Behavior for Knowledge-based Firms
CAPITAL RAISING
STAGE

ANSWER ONLINE, INC. DREAMER’S MEDIA INC.
Friends and Family
(Internal Finance)

Founding Capital Raising

Friends and Family
Private Investor
(Internal Finance)

JADE PACIFIC
CORPORATION

MONEY DJ, INC.
Friends and Family
(Internal Finance)

Friends and Family
(Internal Finance)

Product Development Stage
Stage A
Friends and Family
(Internal Finance)

Stage A
Employee, Initial
First capital Raising Stage
Shareholders
Product Development Stage
(Internal Finance)
Stage C
Stage D
Private Investor,
Initial Shareholders
Second Capital Raising
Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
Stage
(Internal Finance)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
Product Development Stage
Stage D
Stage E
Initial Shareholders
Venture Capital
Third Capital Raising (Internal Finance)
(Knowledge-based

Stage

Product Development Stage

Stage D

Stage A

Stage A
Employee, Initial
Employees
Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
(Internal Finance)
Stage C
Stage C
Employees
Private Investor,
(Internal Finance)
Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
Stage D
Initial Shareholders,
Private Investors
(Internal Finance)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)

Stage E

Stage D
Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)

Stage D

Stage E
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)

Forth Capital Raising

Related Industry Firms
Financial Intermediaries
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
(Knowledge-based)
Product Development Stage
Stage D
Stage E

Stage

Stage E

Related Industry Firms
Fifth Capital Raising Stage
(Property-based)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
Product Development Stage
Stage E
P.S.: The definition of each product development stage is listed:
(1) Stage A: The firm just has concept for product, not researches and develops completely;
(2) Stage B: The R&D for product is completed, but not commercialized;
(3) Stage C: The firm is going to promote the commercialized product;

(4) Stage D: The product goes on the market, and on marketing;
(5) Stage E: The product goes on the market, and is well known by customers.

build external equity relations after its product is mature.
Proposition

1-2:

If

a

firm’s

core

resources

gather the resources necessary for growth, the firm needs to
are

cooperate with others. The alliance purpose is not solely

property-based, its purpose in equity-building is to gain

for raising financial capital.

Through interviews, we

necessary resources through alliances. Therefore, this kind

observe that the firm’s equity-building motivation at

of firm would choose plural alliance partners in the founding

different developmental stages is tightly related with its

period, and build external equity relations early.

growth or product development.

The firms whose core

resources are knowledge-based, i.e., Answer Online, Inc.,
Environmental characteristics and Alliance Purpose

Dreamer’s Media Inc., Money DJ, Inc. and Jade Pacific

The firm’s core resource type would influence the alliance

Corporation, and the firms whose core resources are

preference, and the firm’s environment would influence the

property-based, i.e., CityFamily Online, Inc., Ecom

alliance purpose.

Software Inc. and Formosoft Internation Inc., are motivated

An Internet firm located in a high

velocity environment must shorten the searching and

to build equity actions not only for the purpose of raising

forming resource time as much as possible.

financial capital (for details, see Table 4).

In order to

There are
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Table 3: The Equity Building Behavior for Property-based Firms
CAPITAL RAISING
STAGE
Founding Capital Raising

Product DevelopmentStage

CITYFAMILY ONLINE,
FORMOSOFT
ECOM SOFTWARE INC.
INC.
INTERNATION INC.
Friends and Family
Related Industry Firms
Employee, Initial
(Internal Finance)
(Knowledge-based)
Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
Venture Capital
Private Investor
(Knowledge-based)
Stage C

First Capital Raising Stage

Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)

Stage B

TORNADO TECH INC.
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
Business Group
(Knowledge-based)

Stage B

Stage D
Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)

Stage D
Stage D
Related Industry Firms
Initial Shareholders
(Knowledge-based)
Private Investors
(Internal Finance)
Venture Capital
(Knowledge-based)
Venture Capital
Business Group
(Property-based)
(Knowledge-based)

Stage D
Initial Shareholders
(Internal Finance)

Employee
(Internal Finance)

Employee, Initial
Shareholders
(Internal Finance)

Product Development Stage
Stage D
Second Capital Raising
Stage

Employee, Initial
Shareholders
(Internal Finance)
Related Industry Firms
(Knowledge-based)

Venture Capital
(Property-based)

Product Development Stage
Stage E
Initial Shareholders
Third Stage capital Raising Private Investors
(Internal Finance)
Related Industry Firms
(Knowledge-based)
Venture Capital
Product Development Stage
(Knowledge-based)
Stage E

Stage D

Stage D

Stage E

P.S.: The definition of each product development stage is same as Table 2.

Table 4: The Equity-building Motivations Listed
ANSWER
DREAMER’S
ONLINE, INC. MEDIA INC.
Founding
Capital Raising Financial CapitalFinancial Capital

Others: Creating
First
Capital
Financial Capital Corporation
Raising Stage
Values

MONEY DJ,
INC.
Critical
Management
Resources
Others:
Attracting
Talented
Workers
Others:
Attracting
Talented
Workers

JADE PACIFIC CITYFAMILY
CORPORATION ONLINE, INC.

ECOM
SOFTWARE
INC.

FORMOSOFT
INTERNATION
INC.

Financial Capital
Critical
Critical
Financial Capital
Financial Capital Management
Management
Resources
Resources
Others:
Critical
Legitimization
Attracting
Financial Capital
Management
and Reputation
Talented
Resources
Workers

Reputation
Building
Second Capital
Others:
Financial Capital
Financial Capital Management
Raising Stage
Institutionalize
Networks
Firm’s Process
Others:
Third
Capital
Legitimization
Financial Capital International Financial Capital
Raising Stage
and Reputation
Resources
Legitimization
and Reputation
Forth
Capital Legitimization
Others:
Building
Raising Stage
and Reputation
IPO Projects
Management
Networks
Fifth
Capital
Others:
Raising Stage
Increasing Size

Others:
Increasing Size Financial Capital

P.S.: We exclude the Tornado Tech Inc. in this part for its answer is invalid.

motivations other than

the firm’s growth or product

development. All the interviewees mention the importance
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of alliances at different developmental stages, and all agree

raising and growth in the founding period of the Internet

that the purpose for alliances is not just for raising financial

business.

capital.

when considering the preferred equity-building sequence

The alliance must relate tightly with the firm’s

growth and future strategic intentions.

It means that

Also, they may provide concrete helpfulness

and partners.

equity-building actions of Internet ventures cannot be solely

The resources owned by a firm really matter.

explained from a financial point of view.

founding period, the resources are crucial in deciding the

The related

In the

proposition follows.

equity-building actions, and are closely related with future

Proposition 2: When the located market environment is of a

development. However, there are some limitations in this

high velocity type, the firm would choose the partners

research.

matching its growth in the founding period. In other words,

confirm

the equity-building actions of new Internet ventures are a

interview method.

part of their growth strategies.

helpful in understanding the mechanism of resource types

Firstly, lacking sufficient cases, we can only
the proposed

opinions

using

the qualitative

Future quantitative research would be

and equity choice. Secondly, the informer’s cognition and
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

personal judgment

may create inaccuracies cannot be

From the opinions of resource-based theory, new product

avoided. The Internet business has changed rapidly in the

development and strategic alliance, we try to explain the

last year.

equity-building action, motivation and process of new

understand the Internet firms’ behavior in the founding

Internet firms. Using an interview method, we find that the

period,

equity-building actions of new Internet firm are tightly

suggestions for this industry.

and

It deserves

provide

further research

feasible

in order to

business

development

related with its growth and future development, and the core
resource type is influential in deciding the firm’s alliance
partners and sequence.

For firms with different core

resource types, i.e., knowledge-based or property-based type,
there

can

preferences.

be

different

equity-building

actions

and

The firms with knowledge-based resources,

i.e., Answer Online, Inc., Dreamer’s Media Inc., Money DJ,
Inc. and Jade Pacific Corporation, are more conservative in
developing equity-building actions outside than firms with
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In the categorization of resources from partners, we
separate these resources as: (1) knowledge-based resources:
technology, management capabilities, network relationship,
marketing and sales assistant and product manufacturing
capabilities; (2) Property-based resources: technology, sales
channel, reputation and product manufacturing capabilities.
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ABSTRACT
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a good technology
for planning and controlling of a manufacturing company.
Because of the “Manufacturing Fundamental Equation”,
ERP is applicable widely. But, the data foundations of the
companies must be accurate and complete for using ERP,
and different methods of thinking in management must be
needed. For years, the application status of ERP is not as
good as we expected in Mainland China. But we believe
that the situation will be improved if leaders and staffs of
manufacturing companies have the common opinion of
holding on to the implementation and application of ERP.
ERP is continuously developing. Now, integrating ERP
with other management theories and methods is the trend.
INTRODUCTION TO ERP
In the past century, manufacturing industry made rapid
progress in technical aspects owing to the development of
mechanics, electrics and automation. But the progress of
management has been much slower than that of
technologies. Among all the management methods and
technologies, ERP covers almost all of the function areas
in a manufacturing company and has the best operability.
Therefore, the implementation and application of ERP
have become a popular topic that caught lots of attentions
in Mainland China.
In about 1960, there occurred in the US a new method to
plan and control inventory – computer aided Material
Requirements Planning (MRP). The basic function of
MRP is using Master Production Schedules (A: What are
we going to make?), Bill of Materials (B: What does it
take to make it?), Inventory Records (C: What do we
have?) to get Material Requirement plan (D: What do we
have to get?). What MRP simulates is “Manufacturing
Fundamental Equation”[2][5], which can be expressed in a
conceptual formula as:
A*B–C=D
(1)
MRP, in its early stage, is a computer aided management
tool with inventory control in its core. MRP has extended
itself to Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRPII). The
theory of MRPII is the embodiment of the natural rules
and requirements in the operation of manufacturing
companies. Its functions include sales forecast, production
plan, capacity requirement, inventory control, shopfloor
control, product sales and all the financial transactions
involved in the whole production and business process. So

it provides an effective plan and control tool and an intact
knowledge system for manufacturing industry.
The concept of ERP was brought up by Gartner Group
Corporation in US in 1990s. ERP developed the concept
of MRPII in both connotation and extension, with MRPII
still being its core.
THE DATA FOUNDATIONS IN A
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ERP is a cornerstone of a manufacturing company.
Planning, scheduling, and business control are important
business requirements. ERP simplifies products and
processes. Data foundations shrink to only the information
required to support a more simplified manufacturing
operation [1].
Regardless of the manufacturing environment, ERP system
and the concept of continuous improvement require that a
company’s information be identified and maintained in
support of the company’s planning, scheduling, and
reporting. In almost all companies today, that requires
computer software and related data base files. This means
that material need to be identified, product structure must
be defined, the manufacturing operation must be described,
and the resulting products and semifinished materials need
to be depicted in drawings and specifications. The data
files must be designed and organized to reflect the chosen
manufacturing process. Data foundations are also
influenced by the product being produced and by the way a
company stage or positions products for its customers.
For a company data file to be effective, the resulting
information base must satisfy all users. Because everyone
uses the data foundations, those foundations must serve
everyone’s need.
The data foundations must be accurate and complete.
Accuracy means that the data being maintained are correct.
Completeness means that all required data are maintained.
The garbage out of the company system is often the result
of the garbage that is in the company data files. Getting the
data right is one requirement, keeping the data right is
another, and they are not always easy tasks.
A solid manufacturing data foundation must represent the
manufacturing process, represent our strategies and plans
for satisfying our customers and the products we sell, be
understood by and satisfy all users, be complete and
accurate, and be supported by good changing control
practice.
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TWO DIFFERENT METHODS OF THINKING IN
MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT
The application of MRP started a new era
for
manufacturing management. It has changed the traditional
method to think in a manufacturing company. So some
new methods of thinking in manufacturing companies are
needed.
Traditionally, manufacturing orders were placed and
expedited in the manufacturing process; people just pay
attention to the problems on the surface. Nevertheless, the
new method of thinking emphasize on planning process,
data accuracy, employees’ education and training, and
performance measurement.
Traditionally, in the sales and customer services process
people promise the customer orders on the basis of
intuitive feeling, then expedite the orders simply, and often
have to make apologize to customers due to late delivery.
All of these lead to complaint between the sales and
manufacturing people. But, after using MRP, customer
order commitment is reliable, sales and manufacturing
people can understand each other deeply, customer
demands for product and service become important driver,
and forecast accuracy was concerned.
Traditionally, the focus in purchasing is to avoid material
shortage. So, it is not uncommon for companies to keep
too much inventory and to expedite the purchase orders.
Another weakness is that companies are unwilling to
establish long-term relationship with vendors, but to focus
on under-the-counter deal. Now, companies consider
purchasing right materials with right quantities in the right
time. Accordingly, they attach importance to the long-term
relationship and win-win cooperation with vendors.
In the past, the engineering and technique department does
not consider the importance of providing and maintaining
the accurate technique data for business operation, and
communicating with other departments,
such as,
manufacturing, purchasing, especially, sales department.
But, now the engineering and technique department focus
on customer demand, and think highly of manufacturing
process and communication with other departments.
The traditional accounting methods mainly emphasize on
financial measurement of events results. Based on the new
way of thinking, people pay more attention to the process.
Companies make budget plan in advance, control the
process in the course of the events, and analyze the results
after the events.
The accounting method used is
management accounting.
THE APPLICATION STATUS OF ERP IN
MAINLAND CHINA AND THE CONCLUSION CAN
BE DRAWN FROM THE SITUATION
Since we began to use MRPII in Mainland China in 1980s,
thousands of manufacturing companies have used ERP
systems. But most of enterprises still don’t have enough
understanding of the importance and urgency of ERP as a
tool to face competitions. As a result, if the enterprises
were in good status, it would not think of ERP as a
planning and controlling tool; if the enterprises were in
bad status, it would not have time to think of it.
The application status of ERP is not as good as we
expected. If we examine them according to Oliver Wight

ABCD Checklist [3], very few of them can be classified as
A, not many are Class B, the majority would be Class C
and even a few Ds. So we see that ERP has not yet been
widely known and used and for those that do use the status
is far from what people expected. This is a severe fact.
A more serious problem is what kind of conclusions can
we make in the face of the austere situation.
As regards this, there are two facts we need to pay
attention to: One is that the Manufacturing Fundamental
Equation is a ubiquity (just like the gravity); the other is
that it is a necessity to use computer technology to
improve enterprise management level. So what is the
combination of Manufacturing Fundamental Equation and
computer technology? It is MRP! Whether it is called so.
Then what prevents the companies from getting full
benefit from ERP or even leads to a failure? We found
that all of the causes can be summarized as one: human
factor. The cause behind that is lack of deep knowledge
and understanding of the theory, process logic, and
implementation and operating of ERP. A “Proven path”
has already formed based on the experience of
implementing MRP, MRPII, and ERP systems in
thousands of enterprises both inside and outside China
during last 40 years. Actually, methods to avoid problems
in all the above causes can be found in the discussion of
“Proven path”[4]. Therefore we got a conclusion: The
management level of enterprise will be improved if the
leaders and staffs have the common opinion of holding on
to the implementation and application of ERP.
INTEGRATION OF MANAGEMENT THEORIES
The fact that ERP is widely applicable does not mean that
there are no problems with ERP.
In fact, ERP is
continuously changing and developing. We believe that
integrating other management theory and methods can
solve the problems with ERP system. In fact, it is now the
trend to combine all kind of management theories.
In different enterprises, we have been asked same
question again and again: There are too many acronym we
have heard: MRP, MRPII, ERP, TQM, JIT, BPR, ISO9000,
CIMS, SCM … . Then, which is the best on earth? Which
shall we do? Our answer is: all are good and should be
done. But we have to do them based on reality and step by
step. This problem is actually a problem of the merge of
all kinds of management theories and their integration in
actual application.
The above-mentioned theories and
many other theories that we have not mentioned arose
from different aspects of reality. Although they might
come from different fields and emphasize on different
points, they are not contradictory to each other and can be
used together.
There is no limit for the improvement of enterprise
management. Even for a world-class enterprise, there are
also points to improve in its management.
The
combination of all management theories is helpful for
enterprises to consistently improve their management level.
China will be member of WTO soon. After that, the
competition will be even more drastic. Nowadays, supply
chains and e-commerce have become new popular topics
in enterprise operation and management. But this does not
mean that ERP is no longer important. On the contrary, it
indicates the urgency of implementing ERP. In fact, how
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can an enterprise do supply chain management without
ERP?
And how can it do e-commerce with other
enterprises with ERP?
Under this new situation of
competition, the state owned enterprises should perform
ERP implementation better and take part in competition
under new situation.
SOME CASES OF ERP IMPLEMENTATION AND
APPLICATION IN MAINLAND CHINA (omitted)
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4) Business risk has positive/negative impacts on capital

Back Propagation Algorithm, Multiple Linear Regression,

structure

High Tech Corporations, Traditional Corporations.

respectively.

of

high

tech/traditional

corporations,

5) Six features of corporations have the same impacts on
both high tech and traditional corporations, namely: firm

ABSTRACT
This study adopted multiple linear regression models and

size (+), growth opportunities

artificial neural networks (ANNs) to analyze the important

collateral value (+), non-debt tax shield (-), and dividend

determinants of capital structures of the high tech and

policy (-).

traditional corporations in Taiwan, respectively. The ten

In optimizing

independent

implications can be dra wn for any company based on the

variables

(determinants)

employed

herein

included seven corporation feature variables and three
external

macro-economic

variables.

The

following

capital

structure,

(+), profitability (-),

the following

policy

results of this study:
l Larger corporations can borrow more than small

conclusions were reached:

corporations, and thus enjoy the benefit of greater

1) From the root MSE, the ANN model achieved a better fit

financial leverage.
l Corporations with higher growth opportunities need

than the regression model.
2) The capital structure of high tech corporations does not
differ significantly from that of traditional corporations,
but differences do exist in the determinants of the capital

l Corporations with higher profitability need to borrow
less to meet their capital needs.
l Corporations with higher collateral value (fixed assets)

structure.
3) Macro-economic variables more significantly affect the
sensitivity

to borrow more to meet their capital needs.

of the

capital

structure

corporations than traditional corporations.

of

high

tech

can borrow more than those with lower collateral
value.
l Increased non-debt tax shield will lower the tax
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benefits of financial leverage and hence reduce

of traditional corporations; 2) whether if the determinants of

incentives for borrowing.

the capital structure of high tech corporations differ from
those of traditional corporations; 3) whether if non-linear

l Corporations with higher cash dividend payments

models provide better model parameter estimates than linear
generally borrow less than corporations with lower
models; and 4) whether if tools are available to assist
cash dividend payments.
managers in optimizing capital structure and maximizing
Managers can apply the analytical results above to optimize
firm value.
capital structure and maximize firm value.
1. INTRODUCTION

2. THE DATA

The revolution and evolution of the new economy created

Corporations are classified into two categories herein: high

non-traditional

tech

channels.

Newly

developed

high

tech

and

traditional.

High

tech

computer

include

corporations attracted numerous investors and were able to

electronics,

raise capital in the 1990s. Consequently, the capital structure

software, networking, information systems, and other related

of high tech corporations could differ significantly from that

corporations.

of traditional corporations.

traditional corporations, and include such businesses as

Although the determinants of capital structure and the

clothing, textiles, trading, agriculture, and manufacturing.

impact of capital structure on firm value have

Corporations with sound financial statements are selected to

been

telecommunications,

corporations

All other corporations

hardware,

are classified

investigated, no capital structures among industries have

create a database which included 42 corporations which are

never been compared. Nearly all studies were based on

listed in the stock market in Taiwan from 1996 to 1999.

multiple

There are 21 high tech corporations and 21 traditional

linear

regression

techniques,

with

various

assumptions being made regarding residual value. For

corporations. Therefore, the database includes a total of 168

example, Bowman [1] confirmed the relevance of measuring

firm-year observations, one independent variables and ten

the market value of debt in assessing leverage. Meanwhile,

dependent variables. Ten variables related to analyzing the

Chaganti and Damanpour [2] determined the relationship

capital structures of these corporations are compiled by the

among institutional ownership, capital structure, and firm

Taiwan Economic Journal. Additionally, basic statistics are

performance. Furthermore, Fischer, Heinkel, and Zechner [3]

obtained to describe each variable collected and T-tests were

evaluated the dynamic capital structure choice, while Friend

conducted to determine if the variables of high tech

and Hasbrouck [4] assessed the determinants of capital

corporations differed from those of traditional corporations.

structure. Additionally, Hamada [5] estimated the effect of a

Correlation analysis is also employed to help identify

firm’s capital structure on the systematic risk of common

potential multicollinearity problems.

as

stocks. Also, Jensen, and Meckling [7] found a method of
simultaneously determining insider ownership, debt, and

3. ANALYSIS METHODS

dividend policy. Furthermore, Myers [9] tried to solve the
capital structure puzzle. Meanwhile, Titman and Wessels [13]
identified the determinants of capital structure choice.
Finally, Moh’d, Perry,

and Rimbey [8] employed

an

extensive time-series cross-sectional analysis to examine the
dynamic response of capital structure to agency problems.
This study investigates the following: 1) whether if the
capital structure of high tech corporations differs from that

3.1 Multiple linear regression model
This study developed a multiple linear regression model,
based on the work of previous studies (Moh’d, Perry, and
Rimbey [8] , Friend and Hasbrouck [4]) , to investigate the
determinants of the capital structures of high tech and
traditional corporations in Taiwan, respectively. The model
was specified as follows:
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Yit = a 0 + a1 X1it + a 2 X2 it +… + a10 X10i t +ε

hidden-to-input-node connections (w

it

i=1,..N;

t=1,..T

(1)

jm(1)),

and nine biases.

(Adding more hidden nodes and/or layers would cause over
fitting and poor forecasting performance.)

The dependent variable (Y) of the model was capital

All initial values for the weights and biases were randomly

structure, measured by the debt ratio of the corporation. The

generated from a uniform distribution in the range [0.1,0.5]

model included ten independent variables to reflect various

(Weigened et al. [14] ). Small values significantly slow the

features

convergence while large values cause oscillation around a

of

the

corporation

as

well

as

external

macro-economic factors: the seven variables describing

local minimum. All inputs to the ANN were linearly

corporation features were firm size (X 1 ), measured by

normalized to [-1,1] and all target outputs were linearly

corporation’s total
measured

asset;

by revenue

growth

growth

opportunities

(X 2 ),

normalized to (0,1). The weights were trained by using the

profitability

(X3),

standard Back Propagation algorithm, and input and target

rate;

measured by rate of return on total assets; asset structure (X

4)

output pairs. After normalization, the debt ratio of the

or collateral value of the company, measured by total fixed

corporations served as the target value for the ANN. Assume

assets/total assets; non-debt tax shield (X

the relationship of Y and X i is monotone, the sensitivity S

5 ),

total depreciation/net sales ; dividend policy (X

measured by
6 ),

measured

of each of the outputs to each of the inputs is calculated as a

by cash dividend/stockholders’ equity; and business risk

partial derivative of the output with respect to the input

(X7 ), measured by variance of firm profitability; meanwhile,

(Hwang, Choi, Os, and Marks [6] ).

the three external macro-economic variables were capital

S im 

market factor (X 8 ), measured by rate of return of the overall
stock market; money market factor (X 9 ), measured by
annual growth rate of M2; and inflation level (X

10 ),

measured by producers’ price index.

y i
x m

 y i 
1  y i

N

 
h

j 1

w ij 
2 w

jm


1 a j 1 
1  a j 
1 

(2)

where yi denotes the i-th output of the network and i = 1, x
represents the m-th input to the network, m=1,…,10, a
the j-th element of the hidden layer of the network, N
number of neurons in the hidden layer, w

3.2 Artificial Neural network models

im

jm (l)

j

m

(l) is
h

=

denotes the

weight representing the connection to the m-th input from
As the dependence of the capital structure on the above ten

the j-th hidden node, w ij (2) denotes the weight representing

determinants may not be linear, the artificial neural network

the connection to the j-th hidden node from the i-th output
(ANN) model, a non-parametric data-driven approach, was
node. The independent variable with higher sensitivity has
applied

herein

to

calculate

sensitivities

of

all

the
the higher impact on capital structure.

determinants of the model. Among the available neural
In summary, the step-by-step process is given as follows:
network algorithms, the Back Propagation based multi-layer
1. Training a neural network on all available data.
perception (MLP), designed by Rumelhart, Hinton and
2. These weights are used to compute the sensitivity for
Williams [12], was selected for use herein. The ANN used
each input variable.
herein consisted of one input layer with ten input nodes, one
The results from applying linear regression models were
hidden layer with eight nodes, and one output layer with one
then compared to those for applying ANN models.
node.

MLP

used

the

log-sigmoid

transfer

function

G(a)=(1+Exp(-a)) -1 . The architecture included nine bias

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

nodes (one for each hidden node and one for the output
node), and produced a total of 97 parameters: eight
output-to-hidden-node

connections

(w 1j (2)),

4.1 Regression Results
80

Table I lists statistics describing all variables and also T-tests
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for the difference in variables

between high tech and

high

tech

corporations

compared

to

the

traditional

traditional corporations. The results in Table I indicated that

corporations. Therefore, we can infer that although the

1) the capital structure (Y), firm size, and asset structure

capital structure measured by the debt ratio of the high tech

(collateral value) of the high tech corporations did not differ

corporations did not differ significantly from that of the

significantly from those of traditional corporations; but 2)

traditional corporations, the determinants of the capital

significant differences did exist in the growth opportunities

structure

(higher), profitability (higher), non-debt tax shield (higher),

significantly from the traditional corporations.

of the high tech corporations

could

differ

dividend policy (lower), and business risk (higher) of the

Table I: Descriptive statistics and results of T-tests (Phase I).
Mean value

Std. Error

Min. value

Max. value

HC 1

HC1

Variable

HC1

TC 2

HC1

TC 2

TC 2

Y(debt %)

0.37

0.39

0.11

0.13

0.12

0.14

0.71

0.67

-1.08

X1 (size)

6.88

6.99

0.45

0.60

5.98

5.71

7.66

8.01

-1.34

X2 (growth)

0.35

0.10

0.35

0.16

-0.35

-0.23

1.28

0.80

5.95*

X3 (ROA)

0.12

0.09

0.07

0.05

-0.07

-0.01

0.35

0.23

3.20*

X4 (FA%)

0.26

0.32

0.17

0.17

0.04

0.04

0.64

0.68

-1.53

X5 (t-shield)

0.08

0.05

0.09

0.04

0.001

0.001

0.32

0.12

2.79*

X6 (dividend)

0.21

0.49

0.48

0.59

0.00

0.00

2.00

3.00

-3.37*

X7 (risk)

4.45

2.41

4.67

1.21

0.23

0.27

24.45

5.91

3.88*

X8 (market)

0.16

0.22

-0.22

0.34

X9 (M2)

8.56

0.38

8.30

9.20

97.83

2.26

95.58

100.14

X10 (PPI)

1

High tech corporations

2

Traditional corporations

3

T for H 0 : µ 1 =µ 2 (High tech corporation = Traditional corporation)

*

Significant at 5% level.

TC 2

T-test

3

Table II lists the results of multiple regression model. The

variables with high VIF were deleted sequentially (stepwise)

results indicated that: 1) no significant association existed

and the results of the reduced models were listed in Table III.

between any of the three external macro-economic variables

Compared with Table II, Table III had virtually the same

and the capital structure of both high tech traditional

implications, but with no statistical improvement.

corporations; 2) the estimated variance inflation factor (VIF)
coefficients of all three macro-economic variables were high,
namely, VIF > 20 or R j 2 > .95, creating a multicollineaity

4.2 ANN Results
Since the results from the linear regression models are

and thus inefficient estimates; and 3) the estimated root
unsatisfactory, the neural network sensitivity model is
mean squares (RMS) were relatively high for both the high
employed

to further

analyze

the

possible

non-linear

tech and the traditional corporations, as since all variables
relationship. From the 84 firm-year observations in the high
were normalized. To enhance our estimates, insignificant
The First International Conference on Electronic Business, Long Kong, December 19-21, 2001
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tech and traditional corporations of the database, 44

variable resembles the result from regression analysis.

observations were randomly selected as training samples,

However, the RMS values of testing samples are 0.0992 for

while a further 40 observations were selected as testing

the high tech corporations and 0.0885 for the traditional

samples. Adopting a back-propagation network with a

corporations, much lower than for the regression analysis.

{10-8-1} framework, Table III lists the sensitivity of each

Figure 1-2 displayed the actual and predicted debt ratio (Y)

independent variable to capital structure.

of the testing

samples for high tech

and traditional

corporations.
Clearly, the impact on capital structure of each independent

Table II: Results of multiple regression.
(Dependent variable: capital structure measured by debt ratio)
Independent
Variable

High tech co.

VIF

Traditional co.

VIF

X1 (size)

0.4092

2.11

0.7292

1.81

(0.1380)*

X2 (growth)

0.1255

(0.0800)*

1.50

(0.1166)

X3 (ROA)

-0.3500

0.2546

1.74

-0.6569

2.85

-0.1527

3.90

0.3341

1.57

-0.7520
(0.4974)

2.12

-0.3323

2.49

-0.2404

1.74

(0.0783)*

1.77

(0.1264)*

X8 (market)

0.1790

(0.0937)*

(0.1192)

X7 (risk)

1.84

(0.0865)*

(0.1877)*

X6 (dividend)

-0.3220
(0.0806)*

(0.1606)

X5 (t-shield)

1.25

(0.0664)*

(0.1253)*

X4 (FA%)

0.2565

-0.1663

1.16

(0.0641)*

27.42**

0.1563

24.26**

(0.2925)
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X9 (M2)

1.8734

147.24**

-0.4366

(1.1527)

X10 (PPI)

(0.6796)

-1.9364

178.12**

0.5262

(1.2679)

(0.7549)

Root MSE

0.8654

0.54105

R-square

0.3322

0.7390

F-value

3.68*

Sample size

130.97**

161.62**

20.95*

84

84

*

Significant at 5% level (standard error).

**

Rj 2 > .95 (Independent variable j is highly correlated with other independent variables) (VIF: Variance inflation factor)

Table III: Results of improved multiple regression and sensitivity from ANN.
(Dependent variable: capital structure measured by debt ratio)
Independent
Variable

High tech co.
Multi reg.

Sensitivity

Traditional co.
Multi reg.

Sensitivity
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X1 (size)

0.3453

1.552

(0.1323)*

X2 (growth)

0.0943

-0.2539

0.467

0.2214

-0.619

-0.6399

0.701

-0.2203

-3.319

0.3422

-2.105

0.1806

1.297

-0.3360

-1.416

(0.0923)*

-1.172

(0.1121)

X7 (risk)

-0.3293

(0.0852)*

(0.1873)*

X6 (dividend)

1.200

(0.0790)*

(0.1578)

X5 (t-shield)

0.2651
(0.0628)*

(0.1151)*

X4 (FA%)

3.478

(0.0789)*

(0.1118)

X3 (ROA)

0.7237

-0.2142

-1.396

(0.0718)*

1.226

-0.151

-0.776

(0.1253)*

(0.0617)*

X8 (market)

N/A

-1.340

N/A

0.385

X9 (M2)

N/A

1.075

N/A

-0.562

X10 (PPI)

N/A

0.034

N/A

-0.252
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RMS

0.8693

0.5352

RMS of training samples

0.0776

0.0595

RMS of testing samples

0.0992

0.0885

R-square

0.2990

0.7343

F-value

4.692*

30.396*

Sample size

84

84

*

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4

actual y
pred. y

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43

Figure 1: Testing data for high tech corporations
Significant at 5% level. N/A: independent variable was deleted stepwise.
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0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

actual y
pred. Y

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41
Fig
Figure
2.Testing
2: Testing
data data
for traditional
for traditional
corporations
corporations

Based on the results of the ANN model, the determinants of

significant and negative impact on capital structure based on

capital structure were discussed as follows:

the argument that firms with a greater investment in

(1) Firm size (X 1 ) measured by corporation’s total assets.

intangible assets used less debt to reduce the agency costs
associated with risky debt. In contrary, this study found that

Many previous studies argued that the capital structure of a

growth opportunities had a positive impact on capital

firm might be positively influenced by firm size, since larger

structure for both high tech and traditional corporations.

firms had a greater ability to borrow money to realize the

Corporations with higher growth opportunities had a higher

benefits of financial leverage. The results of this study were

demand for capital to sustain their growth opportunities and

consistent with this presumption, and debt ratio increased

borrowed

with

opportunities.

firm

size

for

both

high

tech

and

traditional

more

than their peers

with lower

growth

corporations.
(3) Profitability (X 3 ) measured by rate of return on total
(2) Growth opportunities (X

2)

measured by revenue growth

assets.

rate.
Myers [9] postulated that managers have a pecking order for
Myers [10]

argued

that growth

opportunities

had a

meeting their financial needs in which retained earnings are
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the first choice, followed by debt financing, and finally

capital structure and business risk, especially when business

equity.

risk was measured by the variance of firm profitability. The

If true, the above would imply a

negative

relationship between profitability and capital structure. The

results of this study indicated that a positive and significant

results of this study were consistent with previous studies

relationship existed between business risk and capital

and confirmed that the profitability of both high tech and

structure for high tech corporations, but that the relationship

traditional

was negative and insignificant for traditional corporations.

corporations

negatively

impacted

capital

structure.

Apparently,

most

traditional

corporations

with

lower

business risk sustain a higher financial risk, that is have a
(4) Asset structure (X

4)

(collateral value) measured by total
higher borrowing ability (Ross [11] ).

fixed asset/total asset
Since higher collateral value enabled firms to increase their

(8) Capital market factor (X 8 ) was measured by the rate of
return of the overall stock market.

borrowings, previous studies suggested that the collateral
value of firms was positively correlated with their capital

Referring back to Myers’ [9] argument, “retained earnings

structure. The results of this study were consistent with

always represented the first choice in meeting managers’

previous studies and confirmed that the collateral value of

financial needs,” a negative relationship would be expected

both high tech and traditional corporations had a positive

between capital market factor and capital structure.

impact on capital structure.

results herein confirmed that a negative and significant

The

relationship existed between capital structure and the overall
(5)

Non-debt

tax

shield

(X5)

measured

by

total
rate of return of the stock market for high tech corporations.

depreciation/net sales.
Since a non-debt tax shield could reduce the benefits of

(9) Money market factor (X 9 ) measured by annual growth
rate of M2.

financial leverage, previous studies suggested a negative
relationship existed between non-debt tax shield and capital

Increased money supply (M2) implied lower interest rates

structure. The results of this study confirmed that non-debt

and created an incentive for managers to increase their

tax shield negatively impacted capital structure for both high

borrowing

tech and traditional corporations.

confirmed that a positive relationship existed between M2

(positive

relationship).

The

results

herein

and capital structure for high tech corporations.
(6)

Dividend

policy

(X6)

measured

by

cash

dividend/stockholders’ equity.

(10) Inflation level (X

As higher cash dividend payments reflected lower capital

The impact of inflation level on the capital structure of high

demand,

tech corporations was insignificant.

previous

studies

suggested

that

a negative

10 )

measured by producers’ price index

relationship should exist between cash dividend and capital
(11)

Table

III

listed

the

sensitivities

of all

three

they

were

structure. According to our results, a negative relationship
macro-economic

variables,

revealing

that

existed between cash dividend and capital structure for both
relatively low in

relation to the capital structure for

high tech and traditional corporations.
traditional corporations.
(7) Business risk (X 7 ) measured by variance of firm
profitability.
As financial leverage accelerates firm’s profitability and vice
versa, a positive relationship was expected herein between

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The newly developed high tech (new economy) corporations
attracted numerous investors and were able to raise capital to
meet

their

needs without difficulty
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Consequently, the determinants of the capital structure of

Strategic Management Journal, 1991, 7, 479-491.

high tech corporations could differ significantly from those

[3] Fischer, E., R. Heinkel, and J. Zechner, “Dynamic

of traditional or old economy corporations.

Capital Structure Choice: Theory and Tests,” Journal of

This study adopted a multiple regression model and an ANN

Finance, 1989, 44, 19-40.

model with 10 independent variables (determinants) to

[4] Friend, I. And J. Hasbrouck, 1988, “Determinants of

estimate the capital structures for high tech and traditional

Capital Structure,” Research in Finance, 1988, 7, 1-19.

corporations, respectively. From the root of MSE, the ANN
[5] Hamada, R., “The Effect of the Firm’s Capital Structure

model generated the best fit for the data set used herein.

on the Systematic Risk of Common Stocks,” Journal of
The results of this analytical study found that capital
Finance, 1972, 27, 435-452.
structure

of

high

tech

corporations

did

not

differ

significantly from that of traditional corporations. However,

[6] Hwang, J.N., Choi, J.J., Oh, S., Marks, R.J., “Query

the determinants of the capital structure of high tech

Based Learning Applied to Partially Trained Multilayer

corporations differed from those of traditional corporations:

Perceptron,” IEEE T-NN, 1991, 2(1), 131-136.

Three macro-economic variables and business risk (X

7)

had

[7] Jensen, M.C. and Meckling, W. H., “Theory of the Firm :

different impacts on the capital structures of high tech and

Managerial

traditional

Structure,” Journal of Financial Economics, 1976, 300-340.

corporations,

namely:

a)

macro-economic

variables had a greater sensitivity impact on the capital

Behavior,

Agency

Costs

and

Ownership

[8] Moh’d M.A., L.G. Perry, J.N. Rimbey, “The Impact of

structure of high tech corporations than on traditional
Ownership
corporations;

and

b)

business

risk

(X7)

had

Structure

on

a
Time-Series-Cross-Sectional

Corporate
Analysis”,

Debt
The

Policy:

a

Financial

positive/negative impact on capital structure of the high
Review, 1998, 85-98.
tech/traditional corporations, respectively.
[9] Myers, S., “The Capital Structure Puzzle,” Journal of
Six corporation determinants had the same impact on both
Finance, 1984, 39, 575-592.
high tech and traditional corporations, namely: firm size (+),
growth opportunities (+), profitability (-), collateral value

[10] Myers, S. C., 1977, “Determinants of Corporate

(+), non-debt tax shield (-), and dividend policy (-).

Borrowing,” Journal of Financial Economics, 5, 147-175.

Managers can apply the results of this study to their dynamic

[11] Ross, S. A., 1977, “The Determination of Financial

adjustment

Structure: The Incentive Signaling Approach,” Bell Journal

of

capital

structure

for

optimizing

and

maximizing firm value. For example, a manager may be able
to enhance

the benefit

of financial

leverage

of Economics, 23-40.

if the
[12] Rumelhart, D.E., Hinton, G.E., & Williams, R.J. (1986).

corporation becomes larger and/or more profitable.
Learning the internal representations by error propagation.
Parallel distributed processing vol 1 and 2, Massachusetts:
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ABSTRACT
The growth of the Internet has caused a dramatic business
transformation. Traditional channels of distribution are
being challenged by the Internet’s ability to offer products
to distant consumers, with resulting increased competition
in both product range and price. However to date, use of
the Internet for retail purchases lags far behind more
traditional channels of distribution, and while uptake has
been much higher in the United States than in other
countries, Internet retailing in both the US and in the Asia
Pacific is marked more by high profile failures than by
successes. This study analyses reasons for the limited
success of online shopping, particularly in Australia and
Hong Kong, examines whether there were warning signs
that Internet shopping would not take off, and considers
the implications for existing or potential e-tailers in the
Asia-Pacific.

limitations? The answers have critical implications for
business, yet there has been only limited research into the
factors limiting the adoption of web shopping. If online
sales have shown the growth levels recorded in the
literature, without yet making a substantial impact on
traditional stores, there may be groups of customers or
particular product types which are primarily responsible
for much of the growth in online sales. Research into the
drivers of, and barriers to, online shopping is important to
managers and researchers. By examining some of the
myths which have been used to promote online shopping,
and the evidence in favour and against, we may be able to
obtain some reasons for the limited success of online
shopping, and some advice for potential e-tailers. In this
paper, we examine some of the faulty and/or overstated
arguments which were used to promote online shopping,
and review the evidence concerning online shopping over
the past four years.

WHITHER ONLINE SHOPPING?
The potential of Internet shopping has received substantial
attention in both academic literature and the popular press
for a number of years [3]. Statistics have shown growth in
online sales, depending on the product, from 40% to 340%
over one year [30]. Exhortations such as ‘Catch the wave
or drown’ were said to be the ‘advice of industry experts to
retailers resisting the onslaught of the Internet’ [8].
However despite its rapid growth over the past five years,
online shopping has still to make a substantial impact on
retail figures. Some of the best known Internet names such
as Amazon have yet to make a profit, perhaps in part due
to their high customer acquisition costs, which have been
said to be as high as $29 [30]. Established retailers might
be expected to have lower acquisition costs, yet even
experienced retailers like Barnes and Noble have made a
loss on their Internet operations [10]. In Australia,
successful in-store retailers such as David Jones and
Harvey Norman abandoned on line retailing due to a lack
of profitability [29], but subsequently re-commenced
online shopping, in part due to pressure from the market to
have an e-commerce strategy. High profile failures such as
E-toys, Peapod and Webvan in the US, adMart in Hong
Kong, and TheSpot.com in Australia have questioned the
viability of the Internet shopping model. Business failures
caused by the costs of selling online are not restricted to
pure play e-tailers. Ag.com, a successful Australian fax
and telephone business, was forced into voluntary
administration in 2000 because it could not raise funds to
pay for costs linked with its web site, and later sued
Accenture, the consulting company who developed the site
[19].
Does this lack of online retailing profitability suggest that
the impact of the Internet on traditional retail outlets has
been overstated, and that the existing etail strategies of
‘pure play’ or ‘clicks and mortar’ are flawed, or does it
only reflect the early stage of the medium and technology

Myth 1: People have shopped by catalogue, so they will
shop online, which is more efficient for the retailer
Clues to the ultimate potential of online shopping can be
gained by contrasting it with other forms of in-home
shopping, such as catalogue and direct response (or
television) shopping. All these distribution channels share
similar advantages and disadvantages and appear to appeal
to similar demographics. Studies of what is important to
online and catalogue shoppers have identified convenience
and the ability for impulse purchases as key reasons for
shoppers using both channels [6] [13] [14]. Common
barriers have also been identified as reasons for not
shopping by catalogue or online: a preference for seeing
the product before purchase, a lack of trust in the medium,
and a reluctance to wait for delivery [27] [6]. Both
distribution methods have been said to experience
significant problems in coping with returned goods, a
problem compounded by international sales, where there
may be difficulty reclaiming taxes [16] [33]. Higher
income groups have been shown to be over-represented
among both groups [17] [22] [5]. These similarities
between the two channels suggest that the attraction of
Internet shopping may be greatest in countries with an
established tradition of non-store retailing.
However most of the research into Internet shopping has
been conducted in the US, with an implicit assumption that
other countries will follow the increasing pattern of online
shopping shown by the US. However there are clear
reasons to suggest that the US market may be different
from other countries, and that US projections may then not
apply to other markets. The penetration of catalogue and
direct response shopping has been much higher in the US
than in all other markets [16], particularly the Asia Pacific
region, probably due to the much higher level of
urbanisation in countries such as Hong Kong, Singapore
and Australia. The US also offers tax advantages for
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catalogue retailers who set up in low cost states, providing
cost advantages for shoppers who live in higher taxed
states. With a consistent tax structure, e-tailers in the AsiaPacific area do not share these cost advantages relative to
retail stores, and thus compete against local retailers with
additional delivery charges, and lower brand recognition.
Without a strong tradition of catalogue shopping or tax
advantages, the penetration of Internet shopping was
always likely to be lower outside the US.
Even within the US, it has been noted for many years that
catalogue and phone shopping have never achieved a
substantial proportion of retail sales, suggesting that inhome shopping has substantial limitations for many of the
population [32]. Catalogue sales have been said to
plummet when new retail stores are opened in strong
catalogue regions [31], so the lower penetration of
catalogue shopping in other countries may be partly
explained by higher levels of urbanisation, with
consequent higher retail penetration.
Myth 2: Use of the Internet is rapidly increasing, so
people will shop on-line:
Any report on the future of Internet shopping in the later
1990s discussed rapidly increasing penetration rates for
Internet use. US statistics reported rapid increases in the
number of people who have shopped on line, from 37% of
AOL subscribers in June 1998 to 62% in September 1999
said to have shopped online [18]. Statistics from Hong
Kong and Australia revealed a very different picture,
however. In the 12 months to November 1999, 43% of
Australians accessed the net, but only 5% used it to order
goods or services [2]. At the same time, 37% of Hong
Kong households were online, but only 5% had shopped
online [36]. Despite high levels of Internet use, both
countries showed very low rates of shopping online. More
worryingly, even analysis of early adopters showed very
low repurchase rates: in 1999, more than half of those who
had shopped online in Australia had bought on only one or
two occasions [1].
In every study of Internet use, people were shown to be
primarily using the Internet for information search and
communication. The most common use of the Internet in
communications is for transmission of electronic messages
or e-mail, particularly in the workplace, with 55-84% of
workers in different countries reporting using the Internet
every day or several times a week [26]. Behind the
statistics of Internet use was a pattern of trial shopping, but
with limited repeat purchases, except for a small minority.
This is in line with studies of web usage which have
shown that increased experience may not influence
behaviour in a linear fashion, with moderate users often
enjoying web use less than less experienced users [24].
Myth 3: Teenagers are online all the time. Given time,
they will shop online
It is often said that today’s teenagers will be much more
likely than today’s adults to purchase online, but there
should have been a warning from early US statistics which
showed that despite high levels of Internet use, there were

very low levels of online shopping by teenagers (Connelly
1999). The limited use of online shopping may be due to
teenagers’ lack of access to credit, and it is then possible
that today’s computer savvy teenagers may switch to
online shopping when they have their own credit cards.
However these same teenagers are developing shopping
habits based on bricks and mortar stores, and socialising
patterns which are often based around retail malls, just as
their parents did, so their shopping patterns in adulthood
may not differ significantly from their parents.
Myth 4: It just needs time!
In attempting to understand the diffusion of an innovation
such as online shopping, the behaviour of early adopters
can be used to shed light on subsequent adoption patterns
[21]. So, if we consider the Internet as an innovation, the
study of early adopters can perhaps suggest something
about the long term potential of the channel. However
studies of early adopters in the Asia-Pacific were showing
low rates of repeat behaviour. Over half of those who had
shopped online had bought on only one or two occasions
[1]. Another study of Hong Kong, Singapore and
Australian managers with high rates of Internet use had
found low adoption of Internet shopping, and low rates of
repurchase, with the exception of a small percentage of
individuals [7]. One of the best known Internet retailers,
Amazon, recently posted its 17 th consecutive quarterly loss.
More worryingly, Amazon sales forecasts at the same time
were cut from the previous estimate of a 20-30% increase
to an 11-16% increase. Over the same quarter, sales of the
company’s main business of books, music and videos rose
only 1% over the previous quarter, suggesting that the
market is relatively mature in these areas, thus decreasing
the probability that sales growth in these areas could
propel Amazon to profitability [25].
Myth 5: It’s more efficient on-line
One of the early attractions of the Internet was said to be
lower distribution costs, due to the lack of a store presence.
It has quickly become apparent that building awareness
online is very expensive, and that IT support costs and
advertising rates on-line to gain awareness are equal to, or
higher than, rental costs to achieve a store presence and
passing physical trade. The cost of acquiring customers
has been a major problem for start-up internet retailers. Etoys, the failed online toy retailer, paid $3 million to
become an ‘anchor tenant’ on AOL, and paid 25% of each
sales dollar to other net players who steered customers to
eToys [30]. Added to the costs for etailers have been the
substantial IT cost, which even in 1999, were as high as
$US75,000, and were estimated by the Gartner group to
rise to $US1.5 million by 2001.
The high costs of building awareness for a start-up should
provide a substantial advantage to the so-called ‘clicks and
mortar’ retailers, with a known brand and a web presence,
such as Barnes & Noble in the US, David Jones in
Australia, and Giordarno in Asia. However the established
retailers face other problems when they attempt to sell
online. Most reports of what people buy online have been
dominated by commodity type goods such as books and
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cds, where price comparisons are easy, and barriers to
switching are low. As a consequence, pricing online has
been highly competitive, and margins very low, making it
difficult or impossible for e-tailers to cover delivery costs,
let alone make a contribution to the very high fixed costs
of setting up and maintaining a web presence. In such a
world, the only source of sustainable competitive
advantage is cost leadership, and a company which
attempts to compete in this market without cost leadership
is likely to suffer limited business if it doesn’t match prices,
and low or non-existent profits if it does match prices.

urbanised cities such as Hong Kong and Singapore, where
a large percentage of the population (particularly the target
population of young professionals) live in security
apartment blocks and/or work long hours, so delivering an
order, except after hours, is difficult. Innovative
distribution systems, such as the Australian partnership
between Wishlist.com.au and petrol stations to provide
delivery pick up and returns have gone part of the way to
address this issue. However the delivery point adds
another intermediary to the delivery chain, resulting in
higher costs.

Myth 6: Shopping online isn’t very different

Myth 8: Customers prefer online shopping

The idea that consumers will switch a substantial
proportion of their purchases to online channels ignores
knowledge about consumer shopping behaviour. Except
for products which can be downloaded online, Internet
shopping requires exposure to a product, choice, typically
without trial, and a wait, typically several days minimum,
to receive the product. However in-store shoppers typically
make a large percentage of their purchases on impulse,
after being exposed to them after walking through the store
[35]. Internet shopping cannot expose shoppers to anything
like the same number of products or services. It lacks the
ability to pick up, touch, smell, and try the product. While
these are not a disadvantage for repeat purchases, it limits
the potential to expose the consumer to many additional
products which may be bought during a trip for routine
stock replenishment.

While there will always be customers for whom online
shopping offers a benefit, the evidence is that the bulk of
customers do not see a substantial benefit in shopping online, given perceived security risks, delivery costs, and the
inability to touch and try the product before purchase. In
highly urbanised societies such as Hong Kong and
Singapore, access to retail shops is close and convenient.
Access to retail stores is simplified by extended opening
hours, and shopping is an established recreational activity.
In this environment, the advantage of online sites such as
Giordano.com.hk, with problematic delivery caused by
long working hours and security apartment buildings, is
not clear, when the nearest retail outlet is likely to be close,
and products can be tried before purchase. In particular,
there is evidence that for some customers, browsing instore may be more rewarding than the actual acquisition of
products [5]. Customers who enjoy browsing in-store will
thus be exposed to substantially greater numbers of
products, and are likely to provide a significant amount of
in-store sales. There is no evidence that browsing online
creates the same hedonic response. Online browsers will
also be exposed for a much lower number of products in
almost any directed or undirected browsing session,
creating a lower probability of buying.

Asia-Pacific cities such as Hong Kong and Singapore, with
highly concentrated populations, pose particular problems
for online shopping. Hong Kong residents, in particular,
shop more often for groceries than any other 7country in
the world, probably due to the city’s strong tradition of wet
markets. In such a retail market, switching consumers to
large grocery orders would be difficult, yet frequent small
orders are expensive for the e-tailer in picking and delivery.
Start up grocery retailers such as AdMart in Hong Kong
faced the dilemma that the type of order which was most
profitable for the retailer (a large, occasional order) was
inconsistent with existent shopping habits. Amway
Australia faced a similar problem in coping with small
online orders. (AdMart, like US online grocery seller
WebVan, was unable to make a profit and closed in
December 2000.) When Amway launched its web site, it
found that the average order size went down, and
distribution costs rose by more than 20% as customers
used the web to place small orders [23].
Myth 7: Logistics can be solved with a good business
plan
The failed US retailer, E-toys, is a salutary lesson of a well
resourced, well planned enterprise, which achieved high
awareness and trial, yet which still failed to make money.
Some of the failure of E-toys and other retailers can be
traced to logistic problems, such as the requirement to
carry large amounts of inventory, the high seasonality of
products such as toys, clothes and gifts, difficulty in
selling off excess unsold inventory, and the high cost of
returns. Delivery problems are exacerbated in highly

One of the arguments for online shopping is that it is faster,
more convenient, and thus more attractive for buyers.
While this model of shopping as a search cost may be true
for some products and for some consumers, the paradigm
of in-store shopping as a cost ignores the complex nature
of many retail exchanges. The situational nature of many
purchases has been demonstrated by a range of authors
(see for example [20] [12]. A number of situational factors
will also limit sales over the Net. Net consumers are not
exposed to in-store triggers or to in-store personal selling
techniques. Many items, such as fashion, need to be tried
on before purchase and are consequently generally less
suitable to sell on the Web. (Catalogue clothing tends to be
loose fitting and make extensive use of features such as
elastic waists as a response to this problem.) Hardware
constraints still make it difficult to assess colours or to
rapidly scan online offerings, and the enforced delay in
delivery for products ordered over the Net will be a
disadvantage for consumers who want immediate use of a
product.
Perhaps a greater limitation to the potential of the Web to
effect retail sales is that for many consumers, the search
process can be enjoyable in itself, whether or not a
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purchase is ultimately made, akin to Thaler’s concept of
transaction utility [34]. While a purchase may provide
acquisition utility for both web and in-store purchases
(though delayed by the delivery lag for web purchases),
shopping itself may provide transaction utility for groups
of consumers. Consumers with stronger feminine identities
have been shown to manifest greater involvement and
enjoyment of shopping [15]. There has been little research
into enjoyment of web shopping, but available data would
suggest that for consumers who enjoy shopping, online
shopping is not a substitute. Given the limited sensory
exposure of the web, competing content and the
technological constraints which limit rapid browsing, it is
likely that online shopping has less potential to create
impulse buying, which has been shown to be strongly
associated with physical exposure to a product, often when
no purchase was intended [28].

access a range of visual images. In other words, there is
little difference in trialability of these services across
channels. Similarly, delay in delivery is not a problem for
financial services or travel bookings delivered through the
Internet compared with delivery through conventional
channels. It is also doubtful that concerns about enjoyment
will significantly differentiate Internet visits to the bank or
travel agent from more conventional ways of obtaining
these services. For these reasons, therefore, goods and
services that can be transacted and delivered via the
Internet can be expected to be more readily adopted than
tangible goods, and goods and services that must be
delivered by different channels. The critical strategy issue
for these organisations, however, is whether they can
generate sufficient revenue from Internet operations to
justify the huge start-up and ongoing investment in online
selling.

DOES ONLINE SHOPPING HAVE A FUTURE?

For purchases of tangible goods, the Internet offers other
substantial advantages; the ability to provide information
on demand, to compare options and establish availability
even if the final decision is made in -store. The Internet can
then be a powerful support tool for the bricks and mortar
retailer, providing detailed information to a level of detail
that the in-store shop assistant can rarely hope to match. A
good example of this is the Australian sports retailer,
Rebel Sport, who have chosen not to develop online
selling, but instead use their web site in a ‘pull’ strategy, to
drive traffic to the stores, by the provision of sporting
information. Using a pull strategy can allow a store to
estimate demand for online sales by measuring traffic to
the web site, using strategies such as intermittent online
vouchers to attract business to the web site, and to estimate
the price sensitivity of potential web shoppers.

There will always be a demand for Internet shopping, from
people who value its convenience and for its ability to
supply unusual items to distant markets. The internet has
particular advantages for search goods, such as books and
cds, for repeat purchases of experience goods such as pretrialled clothing, pharmacy items, and for purchases with
high distribution efficiencies online, such as share
transactions. In contrast, however the Internet has major
limitations for stimulating impulse buys, for goods
requiring trial, for risk averse consumers, for price
conscious consumers, and for consumers seeking the
shopping experience.
The strategic problem for the online retailer, however, is
whether the demand for Internet shopping will be able to
be satisfied in a manner which is economically sustainable.
This analysis suggests that the medium itself may have
limited attraction for many consumers, except under
special conditions, such as ordering an unusual book.
However delivering unusual items is not a large market. If
the Internet has limited benefits for supplying the
relatively standard items which constitute the bulk of retail
sales, it is unlikely that the organisation will be able to
generate sufficient demand and extract an adequate margin
to cover the set-up and maintenance costs of an online
system. Logistic issues such as seasonality, distribution
costs, and disposing of excess inventory pose further
problems. While children and teenagers have high levels
of on-line activity, their established shopping habits do not
suggest that they will be any less addicted than their
parents to bricks and mortar outlets.
Can a bricks and mortar retailer succeed with an ecommerce strategy?
The preceding analysis suggests that Internet retailing will
continue to be a high risk analysis, even for established
retailers. For intangibles purchases, however, the ability to
see goods before purchase does not distinguish Internet
channels from physical retail outlets. For example,
banking services are as visible on the Internet as in a
branch. Travel services can be more visible on the Internet
than in a travel agent’s office because of the ability to

CONCLUSION
Online shopping is undoubtedly here to stay, and will
provide an alternative channel for some retailers and
consumers, particularly for those who are selling or who
seek rare or unusual products. However substantial barriers
to the adoption of online shopping persist. For retailers, the
most critical barrier is strategic, in developing profitable
margins and an economic mass of customers.
Fundamentally, however, this barrier is based on
overcoming established consumer preferences for in-store
shopping. While a minority group of consumers will
continue to be heavy users of online shopping and a
majority of customers might use it intermittently, building
sufficient mass of customers to ensure economic returns is
likely to continue to provide a challenge to both pure play
e-tailers and established retailers who wish to develop an
online presence.
In 1996, marketing scholar George Day suggested four
traps for businesses in developing interactive marketing;
deferring participation, picking the wrong technology,
unwillingness to commit, and lack of persistence [11].
However following this advice in the highly uncertain
world of Internet marketing seems more likely to lead
managers into investing and persisting in risky markets.
More appropriate advice to managers might be to
understand their customer behaviour, and to thoroughly
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assess the likely risks and returns before investing large
sums which could provide a greater return if spent on some
other area of marketing activity.
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method, in which opportunity cost regarding with facility idle
[See expression (1)] [11], [12].
N


NPV  (1 t n ){REV n EXPn DEP n OPP n }(1r) n INV
n 1

(1)
ABSTRACT
In this paper, in order to evaluate manufacturing investment
alternatives, two effective performance measures, i.e.
manufacturing economic value added (M-EVA)
and
manufacturing market value added (M-MVA) are proposed
and discussed. Their effectiveness is examined through their
application to a case study, which tackles a large-scale
investment problem of advanced manufacturing system
(AMS), and obtained result clarified that proposed measures
together with simulative evaluation method provide
quantitative instrument for rational decision-making for
advanced manufacturing system investment in the era of
IT-oriented business environment, where the right timely
decisions are critical.
INTRODUCTION
These years, many Japanese enterprises tend to implement
western style of management [16], [17] such as cash flow
based financial evaluation, shareholder oriented activity
deployment, which become more critical due to recent
electronic business environment [3], [5], [9], [15], [18]. In
accordance with this trend, economic value added (EVA) is
given attention as a relevant measure to evaluate
management decision alternatives [8], [10]. EVA is an
objective criterion of business units indicating how much
amount does the annual reward exceeds the capital cost.
Therefore, company can embody stakeholder-oriented
decision-making by maximising this value.
On the other hand, regarding to the world emerging
environmental issue, life cycle performance of manufacturing
business unit such as maintainability, reparability and
disposability of facility is another big is sue giving positive
impact to stakeholders. These performance criteria are
considered as the key factors of life cycle costing (LCC) [1].
In this sense, consolidation of LCC approach to the concept
ofEVA -based cost evaluation is a natural extension of EVA
for manufacturing activity.
Meanwhile, Katayama et al[4] proposedan evaluation model
of facility investment based on net present value (NPV)

Notation
NPV :Net present value
DEP n :Depreciation cost
tn
:Tax rate
r
:Capital cost rate

REV n
OPP n
EXP n
INV

:Revenue
:Opportunity cost
:Expenditure
:Initial investment

However, this model has following problems to overcome.
Proposed EVA-based investment decision-making is for
tackling these.
1) As a consequence relying on free cash flow measure,
performance of the first year will be quite low, because
initial investment gives strong influence on initial year.
2) Considered measure does not always compensate the
capital cost of each year, as it is not intended.
3) Although investment problem of advanced
manufacturing system (AMS) is kept in mind, advantage
of product-mix capability is not considered.
Based on this background and focusing on economic
performance evaluation of manufacturing system, this paper
proposes two effective performance measures, i.e.
manufacturing economic value added (M-EVA)
and
manufacturing market value added (M-MVA) which
indicates net current EVA value of manufacturing system.
Then, their effectiveness is examined through their
application to a case study, which tackles a large-scale
investment problem of advanced manufacturing system.
AN INVESTMENT EVALUATION MODEL
Proposed M-MVA considers, in addition to the
conventional
manufacturing
cost issues,
various
opportunity costs generated by inefficient utilisation of
resources such as man, machine and material related
manufacturing resources [7], [14], and facility life cycle costs
such as maintenance, restoration and replacement cost
together [2]. The definitions of M-EVA and M-MVA are
given in expressions (2) and (3) respectively.
M‐EVA t NOPAT tCOC
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9
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n 7
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n 10

Notation
M-EVAt
M-MVAT
NOPATt
COC t
r
It
DP2.t
C It
C OP t
INV t
Dt
Rt
TC
LB t
DP1.t

: M-EVA value at t-th term
: M-MVA value during T-th term
: net operational profit after tax
: capital cost
: capital cost rate
: free cash flow
: actual depreciation cost
: paid interest
: opportunity cost
: new investment
: indebtedness
: pre-tax return for taxation
: corporate tax rate
: booked loss value
: planned depreciation cost based on accounting
scheme
Pt,k
: sales price of product k
Qtk
: sales quantity of product k
C GM t
: total operation cost
C MF t
: manufacturing cost
C LCt
: facility life cycle cost
C n,t(n=1,…,6)
: manufacturing cost Items (6 types of
cost: direct material cost, machine
operation
cost,
set-up
cost,
transportation
cost, testing cost,
processing cost for defective products)
C n,t (n=7,…,9)
: opportunity cost items (3 types of cost:
facility idle cost, materials/parts waiting
cost, worker waiting cost)
C n,t(n=10, …,12) : facility life cycle cost items (3 types of
cost: maintenance cost, restoration cost,
replacement cost)
In the following section, expected contribution of two
manufacturing systems is evaluated by using these
definitions.
CASE STUDY
In this section, an example of performance evaluation, that
illustrates the effectiveness of the proposed procedure, is
described. The purpose of this example is to show how to

incorporate intangible factors in the economic evaluation
process of advanced manufacturing systems by using a
hidden cost estimation model proposed above. Case study,
which is a typical investment decision-making of advanced
manufacturing system offered by collaborated machinery
company H in Japan, in which decision-maker is asked to
choose more preferable system among alternatives, i.e. new
candidate manufacturing system B and current system A, is
carried out in terms of simulation analysis [13].
Suppose that manufacturing company is currently
producing three different kinds of products, i.e. product 1, 2
and 3, each of which has different operation sequences. This
manufacturing system [See Figure 1] has problem of
inflexibility, which contains capability to react fluctuation of
product-mix and demand quantities. Essential factor of this
problem is that facility M 2 and M 3 are dedicated ones for
processing product 2 and 3 respectively. To improve this
inflexibility,the case company is speculating about investing
more flexible manufacturing system.
The new system [See Figure 2] has two flexible machining
cells FMC1 and FMC 2 by which the operationsperformed by
facility M 2 and M 3 separately in the current system can be
performed by either one of these cells . Moreover, this new
system can produce 3 more products, i.e. product 4, 5 and 6,
of which demands are currently rejected due to poor
capability. Thus it is anticipated that the company could
preserve a certain mixture flexibility of 6 products and their
volume change. This capability provides an effective hedge
against demand uncertainty. However, in spite of this
expected benefits, it is difficult to make a discretionary
decision of whether to invest in new system or not unless the
company can convert these merits into tangible terms. Thus
the company should investigate the economic justification
of these alternatives.
The outline of each system configuration is summarised as
follows.
<Feature of system A (current system)>
1) Three products, i.e. product 1, 2 and 3, can be
manufactured.
2) Facility M 2 and M 3 can process only product 2 and 3
respectively whereas facility M 1 and M 4 can process
both. Therefore, job routing has some complexity.
3) Transportation of work in this system is performed by a
traditional conveyer system.
4) Direct labour cost is relatively high due to some manual
work.
5) Utility cost such as electricity is high level.
6) Facility breakdown occurs frequently and product yield
rate is low.
7) Tool set-up time is relatively long due to manual
changeover.
8) Depreciation cost is now almost negligible.
9) Maintenance related cost is relatively low.
<Feature of system B (new system)>
1) Six products, i.e. product 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, can be
manufactured. Therefore, this system has product-mix
superiority.
2) Facility FMC1 and FMC 2, equivalent flexible machining
cells, as well as M 1 and M 4 can process all of the
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

considered products with simple job routing, i.e. flow
type logistics [6].
Transportation of work in this system is performed by
automated guided vehicle (AGV) system.
Direct labour cost stay low level because of highly
automated system.
Utility cost such as electricity is low level.
Facility breakdown rarely occurs and product yield rate
is relatively high.
Tool set-up time is relatively short by the grace of
automatic tool changer.
Depreciation cost is very high due to new investment.
Maintenance related cost is relatively high because of
advanced structure.
CONDITION OF SIMULATION EXPERIMENT

Some relevant variables and parameters supposed for
simulation analysis are summarised in the following
description.
1) Planning horizon
The planning horizon is five-year period, and the
company operates eight hours a day, five days a week
and fifty-two weeks a year. Therefore,the simulation time
horizon is 624,000 minutes.
2) Annual demand quantity of each product: Supposed to
follow normal distribution N(1300,100 2)
3) Input rate of each product to manufacturing system:
Suppose materials are input every average processing
time of M 1, the first process, and dispatching rule in the
system is first come first service scheme. Each product is
processed individually, i.e. lot size is always single.
4) Processing time and set-up time of each product and
facility
Machining operation time of each product by each
facility and set-up time of each facility are given in Table
1 and 2 respectively.
5) Maintenance concerned data
Parameters of stochastically fluctuated data are
summarised in (a)-(c) and other constants are given in
Table 3.
(a) Time between facility breakdown: Exponential
distribution with mean time .
M 1, M 2, M 3, M 4: =7,000 minutes, FMC1, FMC2: 
=14,000 minutes
(b) Time duration of facility breakdown: Supposed to
follow normal distribution N(180,10 2)
(c) Life span of facility parts: Supposed to follow normal
distribution N(1440,150 2)
6) Product yield rate:
Current system (manufacturing system A):
7%
New system (manufacturing system B):
5%
7) Initial debt: 30,000,000 Yen
8) Necessary investment for manufacturing system B:
15,000,000 Yen
9) Value of the current manufacturing system:4,000,000 Yen
10) Capital cost rate: 4%, Corporate tax rate: 40%
11) Planned depreciation rate of facility: 10 years fixed sum.
12) Actual depreciation rate of facility: 60% annual fixed rate
13) Cost data

Cost data supposed for simulation are summarised in
Table 4 to Table 11.
RESULTS AND CONSIDERATION
Simulation experiments were performed for above two
manufacturing
systems
by using
an
effective
object-oriented simulation package called WITNESS TM.
Aftersome tedious manipulation of the developed simulator
and two cases of five-year term simulation, result of each
cost evaluation were obtained and these are summarised in
the following tables, where Table 12 gives the result of
manufacturing system A (current system) and Table 13 is of
manufacturing system B (new system).
From these tables, it is revealed that manufacturing system
A is unable to cover its capital cost in some years although
certain level of annual reward is expected. On the contrary,
through investing new advanced manufacturing system
(manufacturing system B), the case manufacturing division
can transform itself from negative M-MVA organisation to
value creating organisation in the future five-year scope, i.e.
from -1,661,000 Yen M-MVA to +2,568,000 Yen M-MVA
organisation. From this outcome, considered investment
alternative, i.e. system B, can be regarded as an effective
choice.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper proposed two effective performance measures
for investment decision-making, i.e. manufacturing
economic value added (M-EVA) and manufacturing market
value added (M-MVA) and examined their effectiveness
through case study offered by collaborated machinery
company in Japan, which is tackling a large-scale investment
problem of advanced manufacturing system. Obtained result
clarified that proposed measures together with simulative
evaluation method described in this paper provide
quantitative instrument for rational decision-making for
advanced manufacturing system investment in the era of
IT-oriented business environment, where the right timely
decisions are critical.
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Figure 1. Routing of each product in the manufacturing system A (current system)

: Routing for product 1-6 (Capable for 6 products manufacturing)
Where, each product has to pass either one of FMC 1 or FMC 2
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FMC: Flexible Machining Cell

Figure 2. Routing of each product in the manufacturing system B (new system)
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Table 1. Processing time matrix [min./unit]

Facility

FMC1

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

P1

20

25

15

10

35

P2

15

35

-

15

30

P3

15

-

35

20

35

P4

15

-

-

15

35

P5

20

-

-

15

35

P6

20

-

-

17

35

Product

FMC2

Table 2. Processing time matrix [min./unit]

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Set-up time [min./time]

1.0

2.0

2.0

1.0

FMC1
FMC2
0.5

Table 3. Maintenance concerned data [min./time]

FMC 1

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Time between breakdown
Time duration of breakdown
Time between planned
maintenance
Time duration of maintenance
Time between parts change
Transportation time to
Parts change time
Facility disassemble time
Facility assemble time

7000
180

7000
180

7000
180

7000
180

14000
180

3360

3360

3360

3360

3360

120
1440
20
15
3
4

120
1440
20
15
3
4

120
1440
20
15
3
4

120
1440
20
15
3
4

150
1440
25
20
5
6

FMC 2

Table 4. Processing cost of each facility

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Machining cost [\/min.]
Direct labour cost [\/year]

20
1,000,000

25
1,000,000

25
1,000,000

20
1,000,000

FMC1
FMC2
18
800,000
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Table 5. Direct material cost and sales price of each product

Product

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Direct material cost [\/unit]
Sales price [\/unit]

2,500
10,000

2,200
9,000

2,000
9,000

2,200
90,000

2,200
10,000

2,400
9,000

Table 6. Transportation cost

Product
Facility cost [\/m]
Labour wage [\/m]

Forklift
3
20

AGV
15
0

Table 7. Set-up cost of each facility

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Jig/tool cost [\/min.]
Operation cost [\/min.]

60
40

60
40

60
40

60
40

FMC1
FMC2
100
50

Table 8. Set-up cost of each facility

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Labour wage [\/time]
Operation cost [\/time]

70
30

70
30

70
30

70
30

FMC1
FMC2
100
50

Table 9. Maintenance cost of each facility

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Jig/tool cost [\/min.]
Operation cost [\/min.]

70
30

70
30

70
30

70
30

FMC1
FMC2
100
50
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Table 10. Repair cost of each facility

Facility

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

Jig/tool cost [\/min.]
Operation cost [\/min.]

100
50

100
50

100
50

100
50

FMC1
FMC2
120
70

Table 11. Replacement cost of each facility

Facility
Jig/tool cost [\/min.]
Operation cost [\/min.]
Parts transportation cost [\/min.]
Parts cost [\/time]

M1

M2

M3

Ｍ4

100
50
120
2000

100
50
120
2000

100
50
120
2000

100
50
120
2000

Table 12. Result of analysis (manufacturing system A: current system) [10

Term
Item
Sales revenue
Manufacturing cost
Facility life cycle cost
Total opportunity cost
Free cash flow
NOPAT
Capital cost
M-EVA
M-MVA

3

FMC1
FMC2
120
70
150
3000

Yen]

1

2

3

4

5

29,653
22,169
1,654
1,775
3,258
1,124
2,400
-1,276
-1,661

31,891
22,715
2,203
847
3,854
2,840
2,139
701

27,485
20,687
2,097
955
2,685
1,663
1,831
-168

28,226
21,054
1,743
3,104
3,281
205
1,616
-1,412

28,244
21,042
2,128
1,584
3,176
1,649
1,354
295
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Table 13. Result of analysis (manufacturing system B: new system) [10

Term
Item
Sales revenue
Manufacturing cost
Facility life cycle cost
Total opportunity cost
Free cash flow
NOPAT
Capital cost
M-EVA
M-MVA

Yen]

1

2

3

4

5

30,877
21,294
2,412
317
-7,900
4,113
2,400
1,713
2,568

29,616
19,713
2,349
242
4,463
2,665
3,032
-367

32,091
21,546
2,402
308
4,924
3,513
2,675
838

28,604
21,288
2,159
172
3,250
2,281
2,281
0

28,395
20,707
2,374
200
3,422
2,695
2,021
674
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we report a case study on evaluating an
investment fund with downside risk protection by which
investors can gain higher returns from investing on a
mutual fund and protect themselves from losing their
principle investment. Such downside risk protection is
preferred in many cases, e.g. ni managing government
pension, trust funds, and donation funds of academic
institutions. Supposedly one such organization, ABC Ltd,
plans to invest its excess funds to maximize capital gains
and yet requires assurance of the principal invested capital
(even in bearish market conditions) after a 5-year period.
ABC is interested in investing in CP Notes marketed by
XYZ as it may meet ABC’s investment objective. We
develop a simulation model to evaluate the appropriate
charge for such an option to protect any downside risks.
Track area: e-finance/data mining.
Keywords: mutual fund, option, simulation.
Current version: October 2001

of our current global financial market. This is especially so
if the bonds offered are of a volatile nature such as the
former “dot-com”
companies which created the
technological economy boom bubble. If such a situation
arises with an institution offering downside risk protection
funds, it would be highly costly, even unprofitable for such
an institution to absorb any "losses". This ultimately boils
down to the selection criteria of the company for bonds or
stocks to be selected.
As in our case, RQ Company does not record the greatest
returns but with a long historical lineage that presents itself
as a good candidate for the study of simulation outcomes.
Using the historical stock indices of RQ company, we
derive the main finding of our study, which is the
calculation of the amount of fees to charge for downside
risk protection. However, if the risk is very minimal for a
particular company, the liquid fund will be directly
channelled to purchase the stock or bond, rather then going
through a protection fund. Therefore, risk factor is to be
taken into consideration for calculating the fees to remain
attractive to investors.

INTRODUCTION
THE CASE OF CP NOTES AND LG FUND
Downside risk protection funds have always been a
popular choice among fund managers managing liquidity,
which requires stable performance throughout the period
of investment. The main objective of obtaining these
liquidates is the fact that these will be a good source of
revenue offering high cash flows in one lump sum. The
main reason for its attractiveness is that they provide an
almost equal stability return, to safeguard the interest of
the investors or beneficiaries that cannot afford the risk of
losing their principal amount.

CP Notes are 5-year bonds for LG fund, which at maturity,
offer a 100% guarantee of the principal amount of
investment, even if the price of LG fund falls below the
initial sale price. LG fund combines a carefully selected
group of hedge fund advisors to create a portfolio that is
diversified across asset classes, investment styles and
markets.
The objective of CP Notes is to provide
maximum exposure to a diversified portfolio of hedge
funds consistent with the return of principal at maturity.

For a financial institution to offer low or minimal risk
funds is not an easy task especially in the volatile situation

As CP Notes are guaranteed the 100% principal amount
invested at maturity, the main purpose of this analysis is to
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find an equitable amount for XYZ to charge the investor
ABC Ltd for the benefit of this risk-free investment
product. By tracing the long-term historical returns of a
randomly chosen stock (RQ Company), we are able to
simulate the future possible returns of CP Notes.
The
differential profit (DP) from the average profits of an
investor of CP notes (P2) and the average profits of a LG
fund investor (P1) will indicate an estimated reasonable
fee to charge ABC Ltd.
In order to use simulation to evaluate a reasonable fee, we
consider the following scenarios (Let the current market
price of the LG fund/CP Notes bond be Xt and the initial
investment price be $100):
Scenario 1: Investor 1 buys directly into LG fund. If the
price of LG fund rises above the initial investment price to
Xt after 5 years, Investor 1 makes a profit of Xt-$100 but
if the price of LG fund falls below the initial investment
price to Xt after 5 years, Investor 1 will incur a loss of
100-Xt.
Scenario 2: Investor 2 buys CP Notes. If the price of LG
fund rises above the initial investment price of $100 to Xt
after 5 years, Investor 2 makes a profit of Xt-100.
However, if the price of LG fund falls below the initial
investment price after 5 years, Investor 2 will not incur any
loss as the invested capital is protected.
In a bull market, both Investor 1 and 2 will make a profit
of $(Xt-100). On the other hand, in a bear market, Investor
2's capital is preserved but Investor 1 would have incurred
a loss. The difference in profit made between investor 1
and 2 is illustrated in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1
Investor

Return

Without Option (no guarantee) i.e.
equivalent to buying LG fund direct
With Option (with guarantee) i.e. buying of
LG fund through CP notes

Xt
Max
(100, Xt)

Note: Xt = price of share at end of 5 year maturity period
P1 = Profit without option (no guarantee) = Xt-100
P2 = Profit with option (guaranteed capital return)
= (Xt-100) if Xt> 100 or 0 if Xt< 100 = Max (Xt-100)
DP = Differential Profit
= Max (100, Xt) – Xt
= Max (100 – Xt, 0)
SIMULATION
The simulation will be done based on the 2 scenarios as
mentioned above. One investor engages the security of the
protection fund while the other invests without engaging
the protection fund. The one directly buying the stocks
will have a direct gain or loss from the outcome of the
stocks’ performance. The one engaging the protection fund
will have the same gain with the bullish performance of
the stocks but will be able to retain all its initial capital

(exclusive of fees) invested in the case of a bearish
performance. The only difference in the initial investment
capital is the extra charge the protection fund requires.
In this case, we took the returns of the stock of RQ
Company over 20 years to conduct our simulation. Figure
1 shows the historical trend of RQ Company's stock prices
over the past 24 years. The raw data is the company’s
monthly closing price (Data is taken from the monthly
closing stock price of RQ Company from January 1977 to
June 2001). These numbers are used to generate the
individual returns. These returns are used as the base units
for the probability distribution. From the returns, the mean
and the standard deviation is calculated. Sets of random
numbers are generated according to the normal distribution
curve. The number of random numbers generated will be
very much dependent on the projection years required.
FIGURE 1: GRAPH OF RQ CLOSING PRICES AND
MONTHLY RETURNS (US$)
40
30
20
10
0
-10
Month
Closing Price

Returns

The generated random numbers are used to represent the
simulated rise and fall of the stock price. As the random
number is based on the trend of the stock prices from the
historical data, it acts as the continuation of the data
collected and follows the trend, which the data has set. The
first random number will be the rise or fall percentage of
the initial buying price (which is $100 in this case) and the
subsequent number will be the rise and fall of the price
ahead the first random number. We have taken a set of 60
random numbers generated monthly, thus, the set of
random numbers will represent the rise and fall for each
monthly price in a period of 5 years. The outcome will be
the predicted price of the stock at the end of the 5 years.
We will further calculate the profit or loss with respect to
the base price of $100. Any difference in profits between
with and without the option will be calculated and any loss
incurred by the investor with the option will be reset to
zero. This will be considered as 1 set of simulation.
This simulation is repeated 1000 times to obtain a more
significant average result of the stock returns after 5 years.
The profits from stock value appreciation are the same
both investors, whether taking or not taking up the option
but all losses incurred for investors taking up the downside
protection option are reset to zero. The profit or loss for
each 5-year simulation is summed up and averaged out
throughout the 1000 simulations to derive the final
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expected average profit for the next 5 years and the final
expected average profits or losses if no protection option is
taken.

most we can do is to input an “external disaster” factor
into the simulation program but being an averaging
program, the figures affected will never shown to be
significant.

FINDINGS
Outcome of the simulations show an average of expected
profit with protection option to be $102.09 and without
option $94.52. The profit with option will always be
higher as all losses are absorbed and only net profit is
considered. Thus, XYZ can charge ABC a sum of $7.57,
which is the differential profit, as the guarantee fee for
taking up its downside protected CP notes.
APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
As we have used RQ Company's monthly closing stock
figures as an example, we have numerous data for
calculations. If applying to a real situation for any listed
stocks or bonds, a daily data collection for the stock or
bond price can be used for greater accuracy, especially if
the protection fund is only of short term. The
recommended period for the data tracking should be as
long as the time horizon of the particular fund. That is to
say, a 2 years protection bond will have to have at least 2
years of data collected daily/monthly in order to predict
more closely to the trend of its performance. Another point
to note is that the data collected should be as close as the
fund’s issuing date to avoid any outdated data affecting the
future trend. Simulation of fund performance should be
consistent with the period of the reported performance
figures whether daily, monthly or yearly. An example will
be the 60 random numbers generated in our simulation,
which represented the 60 months for the 5-year period.
The normal distribution is used here for the generation of
the random number based on the mean and standard
deviation of the data collected. This assumption of normal
distribution might fall short in typical volatile market
conditions. A more accurate model can be developed by
taking the skew factor into consideration when taking the
mean as the base number. In this way, we can even more
closely predict the trend of the stock prices.

Due to the nature of the stock involved, that is with
downside risk protection, we cannot offer a protection for
a stock which has a down turning trend. In terms of
calculation, any negative mean return cannot be offered
this option. Thus, we will have to alter the equation if we
were to offer a protection for a stock that is more likely to
make a loss.
The simulation is also a trial and run approach that may
produce different solutions in repeated runs. However, the
profit generated is consistently in that price range therefore,
it can be employed to view possible stock trends or
approximate prices.
CONCLUSION
This simulation demonstrates the basic risk management
technique, which is employed for the prediction of stock
market prices based on past trends. As described in the
applications and limitations section, normal distribution
probability generation may not capture sudden bullish or
bearish market situations and therefore it can only be
viewed as an estimated guide for deciding a suitable fee.
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The main limitation, which we face in this simulation, is
the computations involve. We have employed MS Excel
for the computational purpose of our studies and therefore
it is inadequate to implement it on such complexity. The
other limitation will be the final number of sets of random
values. We have used 1000 sets, which is quite a
conservative number. This should be increased to a
number as large as possibly manageable. This would
depend on the software of the simulation program written
in, the memory of the program storage and the
computational power of the processor. A real business
environment will be able to produce quite an accurate
figure for the stock return value.
The last consideration we would like to highlight is that no
matter how complex the simulation is, the simulation
program can never predict disastrous downturn in the
stock market brought about by natural or man made. The
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ABSTRACT
“When a main street store builds a web site, they open up
opportunities to expand their market beyond geographic
boundaries. The chances of losing sales from the physical
shop are slight, but the potential to increase sales through
their web site could be enormous….” [1].
The Internet is world wide virtual world that everyone can
access (buy) almo st everything they might want in the real
world. The web site is the front door of the online store
that interacts between the e-tailer and consumers. Setting
up the web site seems easy, but to make the site that usable
and effective is not so easy. Of the many web sites on the
Internet, only a few can survive and make a profit. Thirty
New Zealand e-tailing sites were evaluated using a model
adapted from that of Hersey. Most sites do a satisfactory
job enabling commercial transactions (providing electronic
catalogue, online order, online payment and delivery).
70% of those examined are positioned as full e-commerce
capability sites. However, they lack a sense of building the
consumer’s trust, a necessary step towards establishing a
relationship. They do not provide the necessary assistance
to make it easy for consumers to shop online, nor do they
create a consumer community. Only 47% use either pull or
push techniques to attract and retain the consumers.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is the fastest-growing technology and it
innovates the way that business is conducted. Shopping on
the Internet (also known as on line shopping or e-tailing)
has a significant effect on the traditional retail format [2].
It is an aspect of business to consumer (B2C) electronic
commerce (EC). Thus, it requires a critical understanding
by the consumer of their purchase decision because the
goods and services cannot be experienced in their reality.
Although an on line shop offers the retailer some
advantages and cost savings, the electronic retailer faces
the difficult question of how to set up (design) the site in
order to attract and retain consumers and increase sales.
This paper evaluates 30 New Zealand e-tail sites.
New Zealand business Internet presence is growing and
New Zealand organisations are conquering Internet-based
commerce as it provides them opportunities and
competitive advantage (IT Policy Group, [3]). The number

of Internet domains registered with .nz has increased
rapidly (www.accessnz.co.nz). IDC (cited in [4]) also have
forecasted that Internet shopping in New Zealand would be
$1,007m in 2001; $ 1,307 per head. Growth in web
transactions in business-to-business e-commerce would
increase from 69% in 1997 to 84% by 2002 and the web
transactions in business-to-consumer
trends would
increase from 31% in 1997 to 61% during the same period.

2.

WEB SITE EVALUATION MODEL

Many researches have tried to analyse web sites and
distinguish some differentiation among web sites by
looking at their content and their form. For example,
awards and prize approach refers to rating the web site and
offer them some kind of rewards. The evaluation can be
done by either using a selection model (Netguide) or
public voting. Content determination is an approach that
applies semantic mark-up languages like XML. These
languages enhance information retrieval and avoid
undesired content. Yahoo (a search engine), directories
and meta-indices use this approach. Quality assessments of
Internet resources refer to check lists and guidelines for
web development. Olsina et al, 1999 (cited in [5])
proposes the web site quality method (QEM). This uses the
hierarchical system of web site’s attributes. Assessing the
business value of web information systems is proposed by
Selz and Schubert [6]. The proposed model is used to
identify and evaluate successful commercial applications
and then the result offers a detailed analysis. A web site
evaluation model, developed by Ian Hersey (cited in [7]),
is designed to evaluate an e-commerce web site by looking
at thirteen elements used for measuring the site.
Usability addresses the relationship between a tool and its
user. In order for a tool to be effective, it must allow the
intended users to accomplish their tasks in the best way
possible. It is concerned with how users interact with
computer systems and accomplish what they need to do,
rather than about what colour palette is most appropriate.
Usability is applied to the quality of a site. Is the product
easy to learn, easy to use, easy to remember, error tolerant,
and subjectively pleasing. Each web page is a user
interface design problem equivalent to that of a dialogue
box: you must design a task flow that brings the most
important items to the user’s attention and design
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alternative options to be selected - all the while keeping
the meaning of these options clear for novice users.
The analysis model was adapted from Hersey’s web site
evaluation model (cited in [7]). The model’s constructs are
easy to operationalise and can measure the overall
usability rating of the site The elements used to evaluate
the e-tail sites scoring are categorised as: Information,
Transaction
Service,
Trust, and
Non-Functional
requirements [8]. We evaluated the sites by assigning a 0/1
score based on the presence or absence of the element at
the web site. We did not use a five-point Likert scale as
used by Hersey, as we want to overcome the problems
associated with subjective judgements. A “1” is assigned
if the element is present or “0” if absent at the site. If
elements that are provided on the site (or their direct links)
do not work, an example being a search engine system that
is not working where there is usually an error message, a
“-1” is scored. We consider that the elements that are
present or provided, but are not working, are detrimental to
a site. It would be better that such functionality was not
present at all, than not working.
3.

E-TAIL SITES EVALUATION MODEL

This analysis model was adopted from Hersey’s web site
evaluation model (cited in [7]). The elements listed below
are used to evaluate the e-tail sites by scoring each web
site’s content. There are four categories: Information,
Transaction
Service,
Trust, and
Non-Functional
requirements.
3.1

Information

This category includes information that should be provided
to the online consumer. There are three information
elements. These are Company, Consumer, and Product
information.
Company Information: The web site should provide
comprehensive company information as it can reassure the
consumer about the organisation with which they deal.
Sufficient information about a company that hosts a site
should be given because it is the basic information that
consumers need to know in order to interact with the
organisation.
Consumer Information: In order to do on-line selling, the
e-commerce sites require prior registration and consumer
information, such as payment details including credit card
information. Some consumers might not wish to reveal
financially sensitive information as they only want to
research (e.g. compare prices) and they might not plan to
purchase. However this information is important for the etail site, some sites require prior registration, especially
sites that allow consumers to order on line. If the site
wishes to track and provide say after sales service to the
consumer, consumer information is required. This
information can also be used for web marketing.
Product information: This element is the theme of an
electronic commerce site. Like a traditional shop, if you
want to sell something, you should show and tell the

consumer what you offer. Applying to the electronic shop,
the product information is commonly in the form of an
electronic catalogue that is built around a database system.
An electronic catalogue is used to present information
about the products and service graphically by search or
browse function. To attract on line consumers, the
electronic catalogue needs to offers something different
from the printed one. Revitalising products and services in
the catalogue offers an added value to your online package.
The electronic catalogue must have a product search or
browse system.
3.2

Transaction Services

The category is about the service that should be provided
as part of a complete online selling system. There are five
elements: Negotiation, Order, Payment, Delivery, and
After sale service.
Negotiation: The e-commerce site should allow the
consumer to bargain as the real commercial counterpart
allows such an operation. The web site allows all the
customisation of the product/ price that the user could
reasonably expect. Some sites provide some form of
negotiation ability with the consumer utilising product
auctioning.
Order: The on line order option should be offered to
consumers for the site to be a complete e-commerce site.
For the web sites that have an ordering system, after the
list of the required products/services are shown, the system
would allow the consumer to select the desired products
and/or services and to proceed to the online payment phase.
An enquiry form also is included in this element.
Payment: Typically, the trading cycle includes a payment
option. Thus electronic trading should support the on line
payment option as well.
Delivery: The web site provides as wide a selection of
delivery options as could reasonably be expected that are
generally satisfactory, convenient and reassuring. If the
product is a digital product such as software, a download
option is required.
After sale service: the contact option provides such as an
e-mail contact information or feedback form. It is included
because the element is a service by which the site should
allow the consumer to contact them and discuss the
product’s problems. This includes any suggestion or
comment from the consumers to the site.
Help: On the web the consumer wants help as much as
they would in a store. They need help with product
selection (such as size, colour), contact information for
sales representation, shopping system, credit policy,
information about shipping and handling cost, guarantees
and statements about product quality. Alternatively, FAQ
(Frequently Asked Question) items might be represented
as an element. They can cover a wide range of commonly
asked topic such as “What should I do, if I can not find the
wanted item” or “How safe is my credit card information if
I give it over the net”. Additional, FAQ can make
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customer feel at ease during their online shopping and
influence consumers’ purchase decision [2]. Lohse &
Spiller [9] claimed sites that offer a FAQ section had more
visits that those without this capability.
3.3

Trust

This category is about building trust by providing the legal
policies that the site needs to present to the Internet
consumer. Consumers executing transactions via the web
site have to make purchasing decisions without physically
inspecting produce; therefore the site needs to build trust
with consumers. The Legal Disclaimer, Privacy Statement
and Security Service should be stated. Although these
elements are not involving in web development, you
cannot ignore them as they are part of the consumer’s
concerns [8]. The e-commerce guideline book of Ministry
of Economic Development [3] also addresses that they are
important elements for electronic business.
Legal disclaimer: It is a statement that informs the user
about the conditions for using the site and the legal status
of any transaction that is done on the site. It is includes the
refund and fee policy for purchased product.
Privacy statement: Outlines the reason why the consumer
information is collected, and the uses, if any, of the
information, including access to it and divulgence to third
parties. Bohmann et al [10] claim that consumer’s privacy
need to be stated for their satisfaction. Ideally, sites should
also specify whether or not they use cookies. In practice, a
site might have only a sentence to identify that this
information will not be passed to a third party.
Security: Outlines the security used to transmit the
consumer information. People are often concerned about
sending credit card information across the Internet. This is
particularly relevant if credit card information is used online to pay for services. The site might use a third party to
support and validate their site security such as SSL, RSA,
or 128 bit.
3.4

Non-functional Requirements

This category is about the performance of the Internet site.
In software engineering terms requirements may be
functional, that is it describes a system service or function,
or non-functional, that is, a constraint on the system [11].
There are four measurements: Aesthetic effect, Ease of use,
Innovation and Community. These are modelled on the
‘pillars’ supporting the e-commerce process as depicted by
Hersey.
Aesthetic Effect: This is to measure that the site is using
colour, graphics and text to enhance site attraction.
Ease of use: it is a measurement for the performance of
the site. It is measured by clicking and linking to the
associated information. The links on the site must perform.
The site should provide a good response, no dead links or
error messages such as “This page cannot be found”. If the
link is not dead, a score of “1” is given. If the site has a
search system, it must work and produce a result, not error

messages. Conversely if the site does not provide any links,
but resembles an advertised poster we consider it as ‘easy
to use’ if you can understand quickly what it is displaying.
Innovation: This measurement gauges whether the travel
agent develops their site to provide an innovative service
using more advanced functions to improve its
effectiveness and usability.
Community: The web site is excellent at fostering
community among its consumers. “The site should help to
establish a relationship among consumers on the one hand
and between consumer and the company on the other
hand.” [6]. Therefore, the site should provide some sort of
facility to establish a community of people sharing a
common interest, for example a bulletin board or
consumer review. Word of mouth is a very powerful
influence on people especially in coming to a purchasing
decision. Alternatively, the facilities may give the site a
chance to interact with the consumer. In order to build a
consumer relationship, there are two different applied
techniques: push and pull. Using the push technique the
site supplies the consumer with information. Either the
consumer chooses to receive specific updates of
information or the site sends unsolicited information that
might be of interest to the consumer. For example, a
newsletter or information mailed on updated products.
The consumer who seeks information and retrieves this
information at his/her own need uses the pull technique.
Discounts or advertisements are example of the pull
technique.
4.

RESULTS

We examined thirty New Zealand e-tailing web sites.
Donthu & Yoo [12] classified the retail industry into six
models. We focused on the brick and mortar sites in which
physical stores make their retail products available on the
web and manufacturer’s sites that directly sell their
products to consumers online.
We evaluated the sites by assigning a 0/1 score based on
the presence or absence of the facility at the web site. We
did not use a five-point Likert scale as used by Hersey,
because we want to overcome the problems associated
with subjective judgements. A “1” is assigned if the
element is present or “0” if absent at the site. If elements
that are provided on the site (or their direct links) do not
work, an example being a search engine system that is not
working where there is usually an error message, a “-1” is
scored. We consider that the elements that are present or
provided, but are not working, are detrimental to a site. It
would be better that such functionality was not present at
all, than not working.
The following section is the summary of each element that
is present on the New Zealand e-tailling sites (30). The
descriptions of the results for the elements are in the order
that they were presented in the earlier section.
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4.1

Information

Twenty-two (74%) sites provided all three types,
(company, consumer, and product) of information, seven
(23%), sites have provided two types, and one site, (3%),
has provided only one type of information.
Company Information: Most web sites have provided
company information, (25 out of 30). Web sites that do not
include, are Antique-nz, Blue Star, Digital cameras,
Ezibuy, and Software centre. Unlike the other three, Blue
Star and Ezibuy have well-established brick-and-mortar
operations in the New Zealand retail Industry. However,
some sites like Digital camera, target the national and
international market. Therefore it is important to provide
some company information on the site to tell the
consumers, (national and world wide), about the
organisation and the services they provide. No one wants
to deal with anonymous web sites, especially considering
transaction security involving online selling.
Consumer Information: Consumer’s personal information
is important for retail sites. This is especially so when
dealing with complete on line selling that requires the
consumer’s personal and credit card details. Twenty-seven
sites out of thirty sites require consumer information for
inquiring, ordering or purchasing.
Product information: There are only three e-tailing sites
(10%) that do not present an electronic catalogue. Instead
they ask the customer to fill in the enquiry form and send it
to them. Some web sites might provide other product
information. Those sites that provide an electronic
catalogue offer search functions on their sites that allow
consumers to search their product catalogues and they
perform well. Search engine quality can differ between
retail sites because a small store site might provide a
search as a simple function like searching what is stocked,
whereas a big store like The Warehouse or Sony might
provide more complex functions. Some sites such as
Digital Camera provide an external link to the product’s
official site, such as Kodak or Sony for product
specification details, or link to a site that provides reviews
on particular products. Some sites do not update frequently
and ask the customer to contact them for updated stock
information.
4.2

the bottom an icon called “Add to Cart” or “Buy”. After
clicking, the site will bring up the shopping list invoice
that displays all the products that customer has selected to
buy and the total amount of the order. If the customer
makes a mistake or changes his/her mind, they simply
click on delete and the system will re -calculate the total.
If the consumer checks the list and accepts that the items
are correct, they can continue to the payment (check out)
option (next element). Alternatively, the sites that do not
provide an online shopping system would inform the
consumer to contact the store by e-mail or provide with a
phone number for further assistance and then the site
would get back to them either by mail or phone.
Payment: 73% of the thirty New Zealand retail web sites
at the time of writing offer online payment, (via the
Internet), that is a part of shopping system or independent
payment form. The most common online payment option
is by credit card.
Delivery: 73% of thirty sites provide this option. The
delivery, (shipping), is not free; it is charged depending on
the destination. The store’s delivery team or a courier can
do the delivery. The expected delivery date is also advised.
After sale service: Most web sites (70%) give their contact
option to their consumer by email or by phone in response
to the customer enquiry. New Zealand sites typically
provide a page called “contact us” or “feedback” for the
customer to contact them. More that half of thirty, state
their after sale service, such as refund policy, return policy
or damaged item. Even if it is the same as their typical
street policy; it is a valuable statement to tell the consumer
how they their handle the transaction.
Help: Only eleven sites, (37%), out of thirty sites provide
this element. Nine sites represent it in FAQ format.
The transaction capability of the sites is summarised in
Figure 1.

Transaction Services

Negotiation: only the Monotapu site displays an item
called “Bargain” that allows the consumer to negotiate
with the store, but it is not active at the at the time of
writing.

Figure 1: E-commerce (Transaction) Capability
4.3

Trust

Order: 93% of the New Zealand e-tailing sites (28 out of
30) have included this element for online selling. Some
sites that provide the shopping system have extended the
electronic catalogue to include order functions whereas
some sites provide an enquiry form only.

Eight (27%) sites have provided all three legal policies
(legal disclaimer, privacy, security). Six, (20%) sites
provide two statements. Four, (13%), sites have provided
one statement and twelve, (40%), sites have not provided
any legal polices.

The most common order process is after the customer
obtains the search result from the electronic catalogue, at
the product description page, (name and price), there is at

Legal disclaimer: There are only eight e-tailing sites,
(27%), that state the conditions and terms of their service
on the site. Some of those sites state their refund or return
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policy. However, some of the sites’ legal disclaimer
statements are a typical commerce policy applied to the
online transaction, but they are not covering the term and
conditions of use of the site- the customer’s rights. Only at
the Dell site are both stated clearly: one is the terms and
conditions of site use, and another is the terms and
conditions of the sale. However, the words on the
statement protect only the site’s right, not the customer’s.
Privacy statement: Fifteen sites, (50%), have a privacy
statement whereas twenty-seven sites collect customer
information. Those fifteen sites also inform the consumer
that they are using cookies, why they use one, and how the
consumer’s information will be treated.
Security: Seventeen, (57%), e-tailing sites state the
security of their transactions whereas twenty-two, (73%),
of travel sites that use online payments state their
transaction security mechanism. There are thirteen sites
that do not provide the security statement. Secure Sockets
Layer is the common used encryption systems. Six sites
use a third party to support and validate the site security.
Flying pig, Mitre10 and The Supermarket use the Verisign
certificate to validate the site security while Ascent, Game
zone, and Soundnz use ThaWte. Alternatively, Flying pig
site also uses Bank of New Zealand Credit Cards
NetPledge and NetPromise that guarantee safe shopping
on the Internet.
4.4

Non-functional Requirements

Aesthetic Effect: New Zealand e-tailing web designs range
from simple to complex. Some web sites simply contain
product catalogue, company information and contact
information, e.g. Macpac. All sites use basic design by
using a variety of fonts and colours to layout the site.
Alternatively, some sites such as Sony, Soundnz, use fancy
graphics, animation and audio, (e.g. mp3 and flash), to
make their site more attractive. This element is quite hard
to judge because it depends on the organisation, their
industry sector and what product they are selling. For
example, Sony is leader in IT; thus the site should consist
of animation graphics and audio systems. Creating a web
site presents a company’s image as well. Therefore, the
company cannot just simply represent the site with product
information as “unanimated photos”; it would not satisfy
the consumer’s expectation. This also applies to Soundnz,
which is in the music industry, thus the site should consist
of a fantastic sound system.
In contrast, sites like
Warehouse or Farmers, contain company information,
electronic catalogue with dumb photos. They do not need a
complex design to sell their product. The customer visits
the site, finds what they want and buy it. Is this sufficient
though? Usability is important here. The site should be
easy to learn, easy to use, easy to remember, error tolerant,
and subjectively pleasing.
Ease of Use: Twenty-nine out of thirty, (96%), web sites
have good performance and no dead links, nor produce
error messages. Soundnz has a good system and site
performance; however, there are some dead links on the
page.

Innovation: When the e-tailing sites were studied,
seventeen of the web sites present innovations in their
design. That is, the site’s design is better than expected,
particularly regarding their industry sector and the
organisation’s structure. For example Pumkin Patch was
well designed with a good layout and system while it is in
the relatively low technology fashion industry.
Community: Twelve sites, (40%), use the pull technique
by offering discounts or special price options, while two
sites, e.g. Ezibuy and Soundnz use competitions as a
technique to entice browsers. Eight sites, (27%), use the
push technique, a newsletter or mail list for informing
about product updates. Six sites, (20%), Digital cameras,
Farmer, Flying pig, Mitre 10, Monotapu and Pumpkin
patch use both techniques. For example, the Pumpkin
patch web site provides a discount program under the On
Sale option.
Web Site

I

TS

T

NF

Flyingpig
3
5
3
4
Woolworth
3
5
3
4
Ascent
3
5
3
3
Dell
3
4
3
4
GameZone
3
5
2
4
Mitre10
3
4
3
4
Sony
3
5
3
3
The supermarket
3
5
3
3
Camerawarehouse
3
4
2
4
Pumpkin Patch
3
4
2
4
SoundNZ
3
4
2
4
AirportShoppers
3
4
3
2
DSE
3
4
2
3
Iqtoys
3
4
1
4
Monotapu
3
4
2
3
Farmers
3
3
0
4
Pathfinder
3
4
1
2
Warehouse
3
4
0
3
Antique-nz
2
4
1
2
BCL
3
2
0
4
Ezibuy
2
3
0
4
Bluestaroffice
2
4
0
2
Decade
3
2
1
2
Digitalcameras
2
3
0
3
Campus it
3
1
0
3
Textbook
3
2
0
2
Macpac
2
2
0
2
Bmn
2
1
0
2
Software centre
2
1
0
2
Deka
1
1
0
2
Table 1: Web Site Summary
5.

Total
Score
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
10
10
10
9
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
6
5
5
4

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was to evaluate thirty New
Zealand electronic e-tailing web sites. The web evaluation
approaches were reviewed. In order to evaluate the sites,
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an instrument as web evaluation model was developed to
measure the effectiveness and usability of the sample sites.
After examining those thirty web sites, we found that 70%
of New Zealand e-tailing web sites are positioned as full ecommerce capability sites. However, merely providing the
commerce elements e.g. electronic catalogue, online order,
online payment and delivery, does not guarantee that the
sales will increase. They need to be more concerned with
building trust with the consumer. The study showed a lack
of elements in this category. The sites demonstrate a lack
of awareness of the non-functional requirements such as
innovation and community. However, the generalisation of
this study is limited by the small (30) sample size of web
sites. We cannot conclude that the result is representative
of New Zealand e-tailing sites. Moreover, the e-tailing web
sites continue to update their web sites and features noted
in this project will not necessary be presented in the
version currently in use.
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ABSTRACT
The paper first draws the attention about online retailing
from technological standpoints to the marketing perspective.
Then it develops a conceptual model based on brand theory,
risk theory and information theory to understand consumers’
intention to adopt any online retailer as well as some
associated online behavior, with brand knowledge as a
cornerstone of online retail service marketing and perceived
risk as the mediator transforming the impact. In research
methodology part, the authors propose a hypothesized
empirical study with precise logics and steps. More
advanced analytical tool, structural equation modeling is
applied to guide the analysis and interpretation of the results.
It’s concluded by more discussions on the study itself and
future directions.
INTRODUCTION
The exponential growth of Internet adoption is raising
expectations about the size of the worldwide market for ecommerce [44]. Today, an increasing number of companies
are transacting through electronic-commerce markets and
environments such as the Internet. Online retailing, which
offers consumers a shopping experience distinct from
physical-based retailing, has been promoted in one form or
another for more than twenty years [47].
Compared with the expansion of Internet users, the number
of online shoppers increases at a lower pace. According to
some online surveys concerning online purchasing behavior
(e.g., [28]), among major obstacles preventing Internet users
from online shopping, privacy and security considerations
are the mast. The stumbling block cited most often by
merchants and consumers alike is fear. “Consumers –
particularly inexperienced surfers – worry about what might
happen if they send their credit card data over the Internet”,
says Maria LaTour Kadison, Forrester senior analyst [17,
p.175]. As a result, when it comes to addressing the problem
of customer adoption of the online shopping channel, people
are putting too much emphasis on a perspective dominated
by technological considerations, which seem directly tackle
privacy and security issues [44].

This seemingly diagnostic treatment ignores the fact that
with the development and standardization of technology,
little difference can actually exist among online retailing
stores regarding security matter. Does that mean all online
retailers will be successful then? We can definitely come out
with a straightforward answer, no. With the ease of setting
up virtual stores, tens of thousands online retailers are
emerging everyday, with totally commodities provided
largely exceed the real purchasing power. How can all of
them or at least a large proportion of them be profitable?
Although some online retailers are so successful, Amazon,
for example, among the most celebrated companies in
today’s business world, increased its revenue to $147.8
million in 1997, up from $15.8 million in 1996 [19]; most of
them disappear before being known on the other hand.
Without being known by consumers, no matter how much
retailers take efforts in their technological improvement, all
things go into none. The potential of online market is
unlikely to be fully realized without a wider exploration of
consumer needs and expectations [44]. The solution of a
new issue also lies on the responsibility of an old theme marketing.
Theoretically, although there is a lot of speculations about
the impact of the Web on online consumer purchasing
behavior [23], most are exploratory in nature, with little
deep insight in understanding some crucial casual
relationships contributing to the prosperity of online
retailing thus far. In other words, little formal research has
been devoted to understand factors influencing propensity to
choose among a plenty of online retailers. This problem is
pending by realizing that: (a) Even through electronic
commerce is small, compared with the size of traditional
goods and service sectors, it is estimated that sales through
this new channel to market could be more than $US 7.29
trillion by the year 2004 [18]. The future prosperity of this
industry raises a big practical issue that deserves to be fully
developed. (b) The total amount of online retailers is
enormous and the number is increasing at a dramatic speed,
although the actual volume of retail sales on the World Wide
Web remains low [23] compared with the size of traditional
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goods and service sectors. Most of them die in babyhood,
without even having any consumers involved. Therefore,
although technological developments are necessary, they are
far from sufficient for consumer acceptance, not to mention
they can interpret the selection inclination to any particular
provider. Since too much fear is put on privacy and security,
especially credit card information, it’s logic to infer that
once consumers give out their credit card, they are reluctant
to convert to other retailers. So, the potential values of
attracting the first adoption by consumers are vast.
Called from real issues, the paper tries to answer the
following questions: Is there anything related to marketing
issues that might contribute significantly to the adoption of
an online retailer by their prosperous consumers? What’s the
overall contribution made by a retailer’ marketing efforts
that could interpret consumers’ buying intention, in other
words, approximately how much proportion of an online
retailer consumers adoption can be explained by
some
marketing
issues other than practical
technology
improvement.
To meet the objective, the paper develops a conceptual
model based on brand theory, risk theory and information
theory to understand consumers’ intention to adopt any retail
provider and some associated online behavior, with brand
knowledge as a cornerstone of online retail service
marketing and perceived risk as the mediator transforming
the impact. Essentially, the article seeks to understand
consumers’ intention to buy from a particular retailer by
extending and exploring current branding knowledge in the
virtual environment from a retailer’s perspective. The first
section of the article develops a literature-based conceptual
model and hypotheses. This is followed by a hypothesized
empirical study addressing the hypotheses proposed. Results
are analyzed in a systematic and precise way by structural
equation modeling [5]. The soundness of the research design
is addressed more in the discussion part.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Product Brand vs. Service Brand
Considerable discussion has arisen about how electronic
commerce is changing retail marketing theory and practice
[12]. Brand, a traditionally focused topic in marketing,
should gain new perspective and investigation in
understanding consumer behavior in the significantly new
environment.
A brand can be defined as “a name, term, sign, symbol, or
design, or combination of them which is intended to identify
the goods and services of one seller or group of sellers and
to differentiate them from those of competitors” [27]. These
individual brand components are here called “brand
identities” and their totality “the brand” [26].
The natural inclination in marketing is to associate branding
with goods. Through product, package, and logo design,
marketers leverage the materiality of goods in their branding
efforts. They affix the brand name to the product and show
the product in advertising, often associating it with
distinctive symbols, signature statements, their attributes and
people [7].
Brand development is especially crucial in services, given
the inherent difficulty in differentiating products that lack
physical differences [50] and the intense competition within
service markets. It is also argued that service delivery

through global computer networks will dramatically change
the nature of service marketing [40]. For the marketing of
services, De Chernatony and Dall’Olmo Riley [13] and
Padgett and Allen [34] suggest that the brand should be used
to give attention to the way in which customers perceive the
meaning of the service and, as such, develop associations to
the brand.
These ideas appear to transfer directly to the electroniccommerce environment [12]. Taking virtual shopping mall
as an example, an online retailer provides a bundle of
products each with different brand. The brand of an online
retailer can be differentiated from the products they sell in
that it is named not after one particular brand and the
judgement of the retailer’s brand is far beyond the physical
condition of the products it provides. In specific, a good can
be conceptualized, at least in part, as a physical entity
composed of tangible attributes which buyers purchase to
satisfy specific wants and needs [30], a lot of service issues
are closely related to an online retailer’s brand, such as,
payment, delivery, customer service other than visible
attributes of the products it offers. At the same time, online
retailer promote their own brand independently from their
providing and the former deserves much more efforts than
the latter in most circumstances.
Therefore, according to the purpose of the study, brand
referred here is an online retailer’s brand, a kind of service
brand. Service intangibility and the salient role of service in
customer value creation focus consumer attention on the
company as an entity with services, the company as a whole
is usually viewed as the provider of the experience. Thus,
service in nature as well as even intense complexity brought
by virtual environment place the brand of an online retailer
in a conspicuous position that should gain great emphasis in
marketing activities. This notion should be clarified from
product brand at the first place.
Brand Knowledge
The importance of knowledge in memory to consumer
decision making has been well documented [1].
Understanding the content and structure of brand knowledge
is important because they influence what comes to mind
when a consumer thinks about a brand – for example, in
response to marketing activity for that brand.
According to the associative
network memory model,
semantic memory or knowledge is viewed as consisting of a
set of nodes and links. Nodes are stored information
connected by links that vary in strength. A “spreading
activation” process from node to node determines the extent
of retrieval in memory [37]. A node becomes a potential
source of activation for other nodes either when external
information is being encodes or when internal information is
retrieved from long-term memory. Activation can spread
from this node to other linked nodes in memory. When the
activation of another node exceeds some threshold level, the
information contained in that node is recalled. Thus, the
strength of association between the activated node and all
linked nodes determines the extent of this “spreading
activation” and the particular information that can be
retrieved from memory.
Keller [26] defines brand knowledge, to be consistent with
the associative network memory model, as consisting of a
brand node in memory to which a variety of associations are
linked. Since widely adopted by many researchers (e.g., [12];
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Berry [7]), the definition and dimension of brand knowledge
by Keller [26] are incorporated here as the start point for
further analysis.
The first dimension distinguishing brand knowledge is
brand awareness. It is related to the strength of the brand
node or trace in memory, as reflected by consumers’ ability
to identify the brand under different conditions [39]. In
particular, brand name awareness relates to the likelihood
that a brand name will come to mind and the ease with
which it does so. Brand awareness plays an important role in
consumer decision making for two major reasons. First, it is
important that consumers think of the brand when they think
about buying related products. Raising brand awareness
increases the likelihood that the brand will be a member of
the consideration set [32], the handful of brands that receive
serious consideration for purchase. Second, brand awareness
affects consumer decision making by influencing the
formation and strength of brand associations in the brand
image. A necessary condition for the creation of a brand
image is that a brand node has been established in memory,
and the nature of the brand node should affect how easily
different kinds of information can become attached to the
brand in memory.
According to Keller [26], brand image, another dimension
of brand knowledge, is defined as perceptions about a brand
as reflected by the brand associations held in consumer
memory. Brand associations are the other informational
nodes linked to the brand node in memory and contain the
meaning of the brand for consumers. The favorability,
strength, and uniqueness of brand associations are the
dimensions distinguishing brand knowledge that play an
important role in determining the differential response that
makes up brand equity.
The dimensions of brand knowledge and the associated
network memory model can help us understand the role of
brand knowledge in online consumer behavior.
Perceived Risks
Perceived risk, a fundamental concept in consumer behavior,
is a multi-dimensional construct (e.g., [25]; [30]) which
implies that consumers experience pre-purchase uncertainty
as to type and degree of expected loss resulting from the
purchase and use of a product [11]. In his seminal paper on
risk taking, Bauer [4] enunciated the theme that consumer
behavior involves risk in the sense that any action of a
consumer will produce consequences which he or she views
with some amount of uncertainty.
The concept of risk implies that most individuals make
purchase decisions under some degree of uncertainty about a
particular product and/or brand [31]. Conceptualized as the
likelihood of negative consequences (i.g., danger, loss, etc.),
perceived risk represents consumer uncertainty about loss or
gain in a particular transaction and has six components (e.g.,
[9]; [22]): financial, performance, social, psychological,
safety, and time/convenience loss.
In specific, financial risk refers to the probability that
purchase results in loss of money or other resources.
Performance risk refers to the probability that a product
purchased results in failure to function as expected. Social
risk refers to the probability that a product purchased results
in disapproval by family or friends. Psychological risk refers
to the probability that a product results in inconsistency with
self-image. Physical risk refers to the probability that a

product purchased results in personal injury and time risk
refers to the probability that a purchase results in loss of
time to buy or retain the product. Overall perceived risk
represents the aggregate impact of these various factors.
Model Development
From the standpoint of marketers, brand knowledge can be
increased through marketing mix strategies and tactics by
providing
external
information.
The psychological
implication is to provide enough cues to arose nodes’
“spreading activation” and bypass the threshold for effective
memory, thus evoke brand awareness and establish good
brand image. If a brand is well known and has good image
in consumers’ minds, it plays a special role in service
companies because strong brands increase consumers’ trust
of the invisible purchase. Strong brands enable customers to
better visualize and understand intangible products. They
reduce consumers’ perceived monetary, social, or safety risk
in buying services [7].
The e-commerce environment is obviously risky [43].
Compared with product brand and pure service brand, store
brand, as a specific service brand, has more risks associated.
Other than privacy and security risks which we have
extensively mentioned above, the real performance of the
products that online providers sell is also related to the
overall risk perceived by prospective consumers. People are
fear of their benefits being damaged by service provided in a
more uncertain environment. Therefore, in online retailing
sector, brand is assumed to play an even more important role
than other kinds of services and products.
When promises about the marketing offering related to the
brand are made to consumers by advertising and other forms
of communication, informational nodes are created that are
linked to the brand’s node in memory. These informational
nodes contain the meaning of the brand for consumers. In
essence, the brand and its image create a cognitive summary
and assist the consumer by capturing the overwhelming
quantity of brand-related communications, funnelling it
down to a useful size and meaning [40]. The integrated
warranty by brand knowledge can reduce perceived risk as a
result, as depicted by Richards [38]– a strong brand is “a
safe place for customers”. Thus, we propose,
H1: Prospective consumers’ brand knowledge
toward an online retailer is negatively related to
their perceived risk of buying from the retailer.
At the same time, it’s logic to get that compared with
perceived risk in traditional retailing environment, perceived
risk in online context can influence buying intention more
significantly, which can be indirectly proved by the
prevailing hesitance to shop online among the large audience.
So, adopting intention can be determined by perceived risk
to a large extent.
H2: Prospective consumers’ perceived risk of buying
from the retailer is negatively related to their intention
to adopt the retailer.
In sum, brand knowledge can also have impact on adoption
intention by the mediating effect through perceived risk.
Other than this mediating effect on adopting intention
transmitted by perceived risk, brand knowledge is assumed
to have direct impact on adopting intention, based on its
function as a source of consumer value creation.
Brand
impact shifts from product to company as service plays a
greater role in determining consumer value [8]. Personal
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value or benefits consumers attach to a service brand is,
what consumers think the service can do for them. Benefits
can be further distinguished into three categories according
to the underlying motivations to which they relate [35]: (1)
functional benefits, (2) experiential benefits, and (3)
symbolic benefits. Functional benefits are the more intrinsic
advantages of service consumption and usually correspond
to the product-related attributes. These benefits often are
linked to fairly basic motivations, such as physiological and
safety needs [29], and involve a desire for problem removal
or avoidance [16] [39]. Experiential benefits relate to what it
feels like to use the product or service and also usually
correspond to the product-related attributes. These benefits
satisfy experiential needs such as sensory pleasure, variety,
and cognitive stimulation. Symbolic benefits are the more
extrinsic needs for social approval or personal expression
and outer-directed self-esteem. Hence, consumers may value
the prestige, exclusivity, or fissionability of a brand because
of how it relates to their self-concept [41]. Since a well
known brand can be associated with many kinds of value or
benefits, we propose that,
H3: Prospective consumers’ intention to adopt an
online retailer is positively related to their brand
knowledge toward the online retailer.
Further, Marketing theorists conceive that consumers
develop ways of reducing risk by searching for information
that enables them to act with a degree of confidence in
situations of uncertainty (e.g., [4]; [31]). Because services
appear to create particularly uncertain and risky purchase
situation, it is logical to expect that consumer acquire
information as a strategy of risk reduction in the face of this
specific uncertainty.
In general, the greater the degree of perceived risk in a
prepurchase context, the greater the consumer propensity to
seek information about the service. The role of risk in the
consumption of services has been addressed both
conceptually (e.g., [15]; [50]) and empirically (e.g., [30];
[31]).
Consumer information sources can be classified into two
broad types, internal and external, both types are used by
consumers to gather information and cope with perceived
risk. The marketing literature is replete with evidence
suggesting that external information search represents a
motivated and conscious decision by the consumer to seek
new information from the environment (e.g., [36]). In online
environment, surfing is the major searching means to
acquire information. Although personal communication is
more effective in convincing consumers, due to the very
dispersed distribution of the Internet users, personal
communication effects, especially word -of-mouth,
are
almost impossible and thus ignorable. So, consumers usually
resort to some searching engines to acquire
relevant
information to grant an advisable decision. Searching
behavior has gain the attention of marketers on the condition
that through searching online raised the risks faced by the
retailer that has been taken into consideration set. While,
since searching online for information about other retailers is
the major exclusive outlet to release perceived risks in the
virtual environment, with the increase of perceived risk, this
action will surely increase and wise versa. Thus, we propose
that,

H4: The action that searching information about
more retailers online can be reduced with less
perceived risk.
This relation is crucial to a retailer in that searching
information raises the risks faced by the retailer by
expanding consumers’
opportunity to find more
favourable choices, which in turn would lower their
intention to adopt the existing retailer.
To sum up clearly, our conceptual model for consumers’
adoption intention to an online retailer is depicted as
shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 1: A MODEL TO INTERPRET
CONSUMER’S INTENTION TO CHOOSE FROM
AN ONLINE RETAILER

Search
Information
for Other
Retailers
Brand
Knowledge

Perceived
Risk

Intention
to
Adoption

If the hypotheses are supported and a large variance of
intention to adopt can be explained by this model, online
retailers marketing efforts which can be used to set up
brand knowledge are worth to be highly cherished, rather
than waste the energy too much on uncontrollable issues
and accept the reality passively.
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
By realizing that marketers’ efforts in creating brand
knowledge are long-term based and thus hard to create in a
short-term experiment setting, we conduct an online survey
to test our conceptual model and substantive hypotheses. In
previous studies concerning brand management, perceived
risk and online consumer behavior (e.g., [31]; [10]; [30];
[49]; [21]; [23]), research designs are no more than such
traditional methods as factorial design, nested design etc.
and the analytical tools are always ANOVA, MANOVA,
regression etc., or exploratory factor analysis for exploratory
research. To surmount these old methods and to make a
breakthrough in online consumer behavior area, structural
equation modeling, a more powerful analysis tool [19], is
used to guide the research design and the systematic analysis
procedure.
Context, Sampling Strategy
Existing Internet users are our target population. Called from
the requirement by structural equation modeling, our
expected sample size is 800 or above. To be well accessed to
the population, well-designed questionnaire with close-end
questions are published on two reputable searching engine
websites in Hong Kong.
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Such issues as evaluation objective or selected online
retailers, websites for publishing, measurement reliability
are considered before the formal test. To ensure the variation
in brand knowledge, which is a perquisite for an expected
effect size, the online retailers selected must have significant
variation in terms of this construct. A focused group
composed of volunteered Internet users is organized for the
purposes of choosing 4 highly agreed upon online retailers
as the evaluation objectives and getting some preliminary
measure items for constructs that are first used in this study.
According to some studies [47] [42], Internet retail stores
can be classified into different forms, which differ in terms
of the variety and types of products offered, price,
advertising and promotional efforts, and service. Thus, to
minimize the random error from factitious specification, we
choose retailing stores which provide a variety of fix priced
products in many categories, not include those for special
industry, such as industry product or chemistry products.
Understanding that online environment is a situation full of
unexpected risks and accidents, consumer’s behavior and
thinking can be explained by many uncontrolled or specified
variables, which need more caution in defining the context
for our study.
Note also that we choose websites on a local basis. Although
once a website is published it can be accessed globally, there
are still some issues that can’t go beyond the geographical
barriers, which is deemed to affect our results and the
explanation. For example, the brand knowledge to Amozon,
a world-known retailing brand for an online bookstore,
should be high. While, since it’s physical distribution center
locates in US, it sells products charged in US dollar, a high
premium for shipment will be charged to overseas buyers
and the charge rates change with distance, consumers in
Hong Kong might consider the perceived risk and their
buying intention differently from consumers in US due to
reasons other than variation in brand knowledge.
Additionally, some demographic issues as household income
are assumed to relate directly with perceived risk. Although
we can’t avoid these errors totally, that we choose Hong
Kong, a region with relatively higher income level, Internet
development, and convergent lifestyle, as the geographic
base might hopefully reduce the random error greatly.

our sample is a representative sample of average online
population which will influence the generalizability of our
results, it is used to composite control variables on the other.
Subsequently, every respondent needs to indicate all
measures of each construct for all four retailers in sequence
and independently. The survey minimizes halo effects by
allowing indicators of the constructs to be separated by
several other questions [45]. Possible errors from the order
arrange of retailers are avoided by publishing two versions
of questionnaire containing all the same questions with only
the order of retailers varied by randomization process.

Data Collecting Procedure
By cooperating and negotiating with senior managers of two
reputable search engine websites , informing emails of the
presence, rough purpose description, incentives, period of
validity of the survey are sent to their newsletter subscribers’
email addresses according to the records available from their
users’ database. Emails are sent under the nominal of
respective website. We promise to offer 10 prizes with
HK$3000 each for random selected winners from all
completed questionnaire. Pretest shows that it’s an attractive
stimulus for tasks like this. Although this action will
increase the research cost, a higher respondent rate and
reduced random error (respondents are supposed to treat it
more seriously) are optimally expected [48].
Receivers can click the highlighted hyperlink in the email
and instantly access the website publishing our pretested
questionnaire.
Respondents are first asked some general questions about
their Internet use and demographics. This information serves
dual purposes. On the one hand, it is used to verify whether

Endogenous Variables
Perceived Risk. Although the literature reflects a wide
variety of measures of perceived risk (PERISK), the
measures employed in this research are intended to collect
data treating risk as a two dimensional construct that
consists of uncertainty and “importance of loss” (e.g., [14]).
Consistent with other ris k research (e.g., [22]; [51]), this
study involved a number of specific measures that are
derived from pervious risk research literature, although it is
necessary to slightly modify item statements to
accommodate to service and online environment nature.
After perceived risk is defined for six kinds of risks,
identified before, respondents are asked to indicate the
likelihood of occurrence and importance of each risk.
Respondents are recorded on seven-point scales ranging
from “1 = very unlikely” to “7 = very likely” and “1 = very
unimportant” to “7 = very important”. For example,
perceived monetary risk is measured on the basis of
responses given to “How likely do you feel it would be that
you would suffer a monetary loss because of shopping from

Measure Development
Measures of all constructs are developed using guidelines
recommended by [33]. The domain of the relevant construct
first is specified. For widely agreed construct, we borrow
items from previous literature. Other items are drafted on the
basis of their mapping with the construct’s conceptual
definition. Most of the items are recorded on a seven-point
agree-disagree format. Items are pretested for clarity and
appropriateness and are rewritten if necessary.
Exogenous Variable: Brand Knowledge
According to the definition of brand knowledge, no single
number or measure captures brand knowledge (BRKN).
Rather, brand knowledge should be thought of as a
multidimensional concept that depends on (1) what
awareness structures are present in the minds of consumers
and (2) what image about the retailer has in consumer’s
heart. As a two-dimensional construct, the respondents’
brand knowledge is indicated by brand awareness as well as
brand image [26]. For measurement of brand awareness,
two-item 7-point Likert-type scale from strongly disagree to
strongly agree is used. For example, respondents are asked,
“Can you recognize this brand as having been previously
seen or heart”. Similarly, brand image is measured by sixitem Likert scale, with each item measures the type,
favorability, strength, uniqueness, congruence, and leverage
respectively [26]. For instance, to measure favorability,
respondents are asked to rate the evaluations of the brand
associations. Totally, eight items are used to measure brand
knowledge.
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the retailer?” and “How important do you consider a money
loss resulting from such a shopping”. Seven-point scales are
used to facilitate comprehension and reduce respondent
fatigue.
In previous research the likelihood and importance
dimensions have been combined both additively and
multiplicatively [49]. Although both approaches have been
questioned on a number of grounds, the multiplicative model
has been more widely accepted [14] [49]. Consequently,
perceived risk is measured as a multiplicative function of the
likelihood and importance components. Thus, a maximum
score of 49 would result if a respondent feels very likely to
suffer the risk as a result of adopting on online retailer and
that the risk is very important. Conversely, a minimum score
of 1 would occur when a respondent indicates that suffering
the risk is very unlikely and that the risk is very unimportant.
Information Search. Different from information search
mentioned in other studies (e.g., [10]), to be pertaining to
our research interests and be consistent with our conceptual
model this construct is specified here as search actions in
online environment. Since no previous theoretical work has
been done to operationalize this construct, we conduct an
exploratory research to get the measures before they are
incorporated into later data collection and final analysis. A
seven point Agree/Disagree scale is used and to measure all
items for information search. For example, one of the items
is “I would search for more information through searching
engines before buying product from the retailer.”
Intention to Adopt. By this construct, intention to adopt
(INDO), here we mean respondents’ propensity or tendency
to buy products from the specified retailer. In most cases, the
purchase intent question consists of asking the respondent to
assess his or her chances or state his or her purchase intent to
buy a given product over a fixed time frame [6]. We borrow
the items from previous research [6] and necessary
modifications are made to adjust to our research context.
This construct is indicated by a four-item scale and these
items index the respondents’ consideration of buying any
product from the online retailer in consideration. Although
it’s recommended that two or three years time span is
appropriate for measuring the variable, the rapid upgrade of
Internet and its associated products makes us doubt on its
soundness in our case. Interviews with expertise in
electronic and information area indicate this could be
operationalized as three months or less. An example of an
item for this scale is, “How likely are you to buy a product
from this online retailer during the next three months? [very
unlikely; very likely]”
Control Variables
Our subtle research design, especially websites selection as
defend previously, has excluded lots of exogenous variable
that would have impacts from interacting with our
considered variables. While, due to the complexity of the
problem, there still have some exogenous variables beyond
the above considerations that might hamper our results. To
get more valid research findings, we incorporate some
control variables into the analysis by the principle-of-thumb.
Demographic Profile Variables. Several demographic
variables are assumed to affect consumers’ perceived risk
and intention to adopt [49].
1. Income: Measured as the natural log of self reported
annual household income.

2. Education: several surveys suggest that the online
population is highly educated. For example, over 50% of
those
surveyed
by
the
“GVU
surveys”
(www.gvu.gatech.edu/user_surveys) have college education
or higher. A dummy variable taking the value 1 if the male
head-of-household has earned a bachelors or higher level
degree and taking the value 0 otherwise.
3. Home Ownership: A dummy variable taking the value 1
if the household owns a home, and the home is their primary
place of residence. The variable takes the value 0 otherwise.
This variable is supposed to affect intention-to-buy and thus
affect price sensitivity in turn.
Since these demographic constructs are not independent, a
fact which has caused considerable problems in earlier
research, we perform a principal component analysis to
construct orthogonal demographic profile meta-variables.
Internet Use Frequency. This construct is measured by
partitioning the use hours per week into 7 levels, and each
level is donated by a digital symbol from 1 to 7.
Risk Preference. Individual’s risk preference should have
some relationship with perceived risk and have direct
relationship with intention to adopt or try apparently. Risk
preference is traditionally measured by eight-item 7-point
Likert-type scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
These control variables are allowed to relate with
hypothesized constructs in the model, besides, they are also
permitted to correlate with each other. The parameters’
existence and magnitude estimations are subjected to
structural equation modeling.
ANALYSIS
Measure Validation Procedures
Prior to testing the hypotheses, the multi-item measures are
subjected to a series of validity checks. Since multiple Likert
Items on seven-point scales are asked for all four variables,
the measurement model is then estimated using confirmatory
factor analysis (using LISREL 8: [24]) to assess the
convergent and discriminant validity of these constructs and
to improve these properties, if necessary by deleting poorly
fitting items [3].
By using structural equation modeling, the reliability of
measures can also be assessed by analyzing the theta-delta
matrix. Squared multiple correlations for variables are also
need to check for the captured variance of each construct by
our measures. The average variance extracted statistics
exceed 0.5, the conventional requirement, and the composite
construct reliabilities [46] exceed the usual cutoff of 0.70
[33] would support the convergent validity of the constructs.
Test of the Hypotheses
We use structural equation modeling to estimate parameters
under concern. First, we ascribe all data to test the
hypotheses directly. The covariance matrix, standard
deviation and mean of the raw data are used to run the
LISREL program. Maximum Likelihood (ML) solution is
also used to get the fitted model and estimates.
In terms of our hypotheses concerning the four specified
correlations among constructs, significant values of all
specified l , hypothesized path parameters, show as a
support. Before any confirmative or definite conclusions
being made directly from l , such factors as administration
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check, fit indexes, squared multiple correlations for Xvariables much be check in advance to ensure that all are at a
satisfactory or at least acceptable level. Besides, the overall
variance exacted by the model is also examined to canvass
about the effect size, which is concerned to the practical
meaning of our proposed problem significantly.
To make our results more powerful or convincible, four
groups are compared based on the same conceptual model,
with all respondents for one retailer taken as a different
group from respondents for another retailer. From our
research design, we know each groups are composed of
same individuals and of course the sample size for all groups
is same. From the procedure suggested by Gordon Cheung
[19], some invariance tests are performed to make strong
cross-group comparisons. The main and eventual purpose is
to test whether there is significant difference in terms of
latent means, especially brand knowledge as comparable to a
manipulation check. Of course other invariance tests, also
the prerequisite for meaningful latent mean compare, such as
configural invariance which tests the pattern of significant
factor loadings between manifest and latent variables for
invariance, factorial invariance which tests whether
members of different group ascribe the same meanings to
survey items are also performed to give deeper implications.
DISCUSSION
It’s expected that with our carefully designed methodology
in terms of sampling and analytical tool, random errors are
under control to a great extent. Most rationales for our
research design have been defended before. While, here we
still want to give a whole picture of all the advantages of our
research for an easily followed reference.
First, many extraneous variables that would hamper the
reliability and validity of the findings are constrained by
within subjects comparison across groups. Many of the
constructs incorporated here, such as perceived risks,
searching action, are vulnerable to the demographic
variables. If the demographic profiles are significantly
different across groups, any significance tested out can far or
less beyond the interpretation power of the proposed model.
Additionally, this arrangement can increase the overall
sample size, which is important in structural equation
modeling, to test the hypotheses directly.
Second, structural equation modeling, a powerful tool which
has been widely recognized in statistic analysis and result
tests, haven’t been well used in the new virtual business
environment, a future for business development. Our
research is a good attempt for this purpose. Although we
measure our constructs mostly by existing measures (with
modification if necessary), we got a big breakthrough in that
factor loadings from different items are permitted to vary by
the help of LISREL. Nevertheless, online summated scale,
based on an obviously defective assumption that all factor
loadings are same, can be used to measure these constructs
in previous studies (e.g., [10]; [49]).
Other advantages include efforts to raise the responding rate,
reduce random errors etc., which we have mentioned
extensively previously.
This study, like most, is subject to limitations. Although
we’ve elaborate the advantage of our sampling design, that
our empirical study is constrained to one retailing pattern
somewhat limits the generalizability
of our results.
Therefore, additional study of the model in the context of

more divergent retailing patterns is warranted. Additionally,
we know conducting a survey would encounter a great
amount of exogenous variables, some of which we don’t
even know. Hopefully, our elaborate research design on
sample frame, implementation, control variables selection
etc. can allay this negative impact to a small extent.
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ABSTRACT
This paper covers the findings of an exploratory study on the
state of Business to Business (B2B) and Business to
Consumer (B2C) e-commerce in Asia Pacific. An in-depth
analysis of the critical success factors of e-commerce in that
region is performed. In addition, it evaluates the effects of
social culture on consumer behaviors, purchase patterns
based on geographic architecture and convenience, physical
and financial infrastructure, and the inherently unique market
characteristics that may affect the development and growth of
e-commerce. Finally, a comparative analysis of these findings
is conducted between Asia and that of the United States.
INTRODUCTION
For much of the 1990s, the U.S. has been the primary
economic growth engine of the world, with its high-tech
corporations leading the way. This growth engine, however,
has drastically slowed down in the past year. As this
slowdown, particularly in the high technology business sector,
continues, U.S. companies are looking to Asia for areas of
relief in the form of hiring workers, investing in real estate,
and other profit opportunities. Relative to the group of the
eight most developed countries, comprised of Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom and the
United States of America (referred to as the G8), Asian
markets are not yet as saturated. To date, economic growth in
the Asia Pacific has been largely export-driven. This is
exemplified by Taiwan and South Korea, which, in the last
decade, have become the world-leading centers for the
production and export of semiconductors. Additionally, Japan
and China have become America's third- and fourth-largest
trading partners, respectively [4].
As more and more U.S. and European companies inject
multi-million dollar investments into this region, the business
landscape of Asia’s e-commerce began to take shape. Sales
volume has surged dramatically in the past year, with
revenues reaching $39.4 billion at year-end 2000. It is
estimated that these revenues will continue to climb to more
than $338 billion by the end of 2004 [4].
The present rate of Internet use and e-commerce penetration
in the Asia Pacific is relatively low when compared to those
of the G8 nations and accounts for only 21% of the world's
online population. By 2004 this number is expected to
increase to 27% [4]. An exception to the rest of the G8 is
Russia, which does not possess the same level of Internet
usage rates as its counterparts.
Although Asia currently presents a great opportunity in the
area of e-commerce, prospective international investors
should still be aware of the vast differences between e-

commerce in the U.S. and Asian countries. This study,
therefore, aims to provide a strategic overview of the factors
that should be focused on for future e-commerce endeavors in
the Asian region.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Our study employs a research methodology that is comprised
of three approaches:
1.
2.
3.

Research on the critical success factors of e-commerce in
the US
Field interviews with top-level executives in el ading
companies engaged in e-commerce in Asia
Literature reviews

Figure 1 presents the initial process of how the e-Commerce
success factors were defined, researched, compiled and
summarized.

The in-person executive interviews were conducted during a
three-week tour of Asia that covered Taipei, Hong Kong,
Beijing, Seoul and Tokyo. The companies interviewed
included: Shinkong Synthetic Fibers Corporation in Taipei,
Taiwan; Ensign Freight Ltd. in Hong Kong; GuoAn
Advertising Corp in Beijing, China; Samsung Fire & Marine
Insurance in Seoul, South Korea; and NTT DoCoMo in
Tokyo, Japan. In addition to these interviews, the tour
included briefings from representatives from the foreign
commercial services and the local U.S. embassies. It has
provided the team with an opportunity to learn about and
experience the countries’ various social and business cultures,
as well as their relative status of Internet development.
The success factors that emerged from our literature reviews
and interviews were catego rized in two ways. First, the
factors are mapped into a matrix, identifying unique and
common factors among the four segments of e-commerce. In
addition, these factors are grouped under five traditional
functional areas of a firm such as marketing, management,
operations, information technology, and finance. Figure 2 and
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Figure 3 show the research framework along with the list of
the companies visited. It is worth noting that in the matrix of
Figure 2, all companies are in the B2B Brick-and-Mortar. A
discussion as to why this occurs follows in the Compare and
Contrast Section below.

e-banking, e-purchasing, e-payment, and so on. In short,
Singapore must ride the new wave of progress made possible
by infocomm technologies, and become an active citizen of
the global Net Economy." [3].
Although ambitious and seemingly plausible, there are still
problems that exist. E-business consultants in the U.S. issued
sober warnings about the difficulties of the e-business
industry, mainly because most failures involve challenges in
their implementation. Experts concede that it is very difficult
to get a website “right”, and even more so to get one to
function smoothly and make money too. The problem is that
many websites are just taking up space on the Internet; they
don't really do anything. Without a solid plan on how the
infrastructure could be developed and standardized, these
issues and difficulties will continue to occur.
An e-trading company that markets Asian products to the
West, previously known as Asia21.com, has made a strategic
acquisition designed to give them the edge of a solid brand
name. Asia21.com acquired Gnomadic Publishing's East
Magazine. Yeo Han Yong, CEO for what's now known as
East Lifestyle Corporation, also saw that like his company,
East had a regional focus and not merely a local one. With
this move, the business has gained not only a new name, but
also a slick, powerful new media image, driven by East
Magazine. Essentially a B2B site, East.com sells Asian goods
and products, furniture, and accessories to distributors and
retailers in the US. However, it is also a B2C site as
customers will be able to log in and look at products they may
want to buy. The website magazine matches the magazine's
look and style when it comes to its products [6].

The following background section discusses the issues
uncovered during the literature review of the Asia Pacific
region. Following this section, a comparative analysis of how
the major factors affect e-commerce in Asia Pacific versus
the United States is provided.
BACKGROUND
In Singapore, a company by the name of “Infocomm” has
great plans for the future of e-commerce in Asia Pacific.
Infocomm’s development authority envisions the Republic to
be among the top three in the world, and the first in Asia in ecommerce infrastructure. This vision is vivid in developing
Singapore into a premier, trusted global e-biz hub in the AsiaPacific, where both B2B and B2C e-commerce play a
dominant role in business and consumer transactions. This, in
turn, strengthens Singapore's regionally strategic position in
trade and commerce, financial services, logistics and
transportation. "We can do that by embedding it into our
various economic transaction processes, such as e-commerce,

Over a four-month period (June-Sept 2000) executives at over
50 B2B e-marketplaces were identified as leaders in their
industries and interviewed. An additional 300 B2B emarketplaces received surveys addressing the same questions.
As a result of this research, a clear framework for ensuring
that B2B e -marketplace decisions are rooted in the right value
creation criteria was provided. Unless buyers (and indeed
B2B e-marketplaces and investors) evaluate B2B emarketplaces according to the basic principles of economic
value, the misunderstandings, confusion and frustration will
continue, and companies will not capture the real value
potential that B2B e-marketplaces offer [7].
In Taiwan, the economic decline under which the country has
been suffering, has not affected the attractiveness of the
Nankang Software Industrial Park to foreign investors. Ninety
percent of this new four-hectare park, which is located about
five kilometers from the Taipei World Trade Center, is
already occupied.
To make the park more attractive to foreign companies, the
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA) has set up an
international onsite R&D cooperation center and offered
tenants a 10% discount on lease fees. The IBM Taiwan
Corporation has moved its software development operations
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there, and also set up its e-Business Innovation Center in the
park.

alliances between vendors, carriers and content providers, and
opportunities for a new class of Web companies [1].

While sales in other industrial parks in Taiwan have been
sluggish, the Nankang Software Industrial Park seems to be a
star attraction. All of the 1,000 pings (one ping equals 36
square feet) available for the international R&D center's first
stage of development have already been taken.

Underlying this rosy picture however, many problems still lie
ahead. In the short term, e-commerce companies will
continue to shape up or move out. Online advertising is still
not a viable business model. Mobile Internet, however, might
become a reality and B2C would perhaps finally come to
fruition in China. The new economy is not dead, it is just
evolving and the underlying Internet fundamentals in the
country are improving rapidly in that direction. The potential
for the Internet to drive revenue has been overstated in the
past, and most e-commerce companies will see top line
benefits well before their bottom line.

The MEOA is now planning to buy another 1,000 pings to
accommodate a second stage of development aimed at foreign
tenants. Machinery (including electronic equipment) exports
soared 22% in 2000. According to customs -clearance
statistics compiled by the Taiwan Association of Machinery
Industry (TAMI), the island exported US$ 10.08 billion and
imported US$ 17.61 billion worth of machinery last year.
These figures represent growths of 22% and 25%,
respectively, compared with 1999 [8].
In Hong Kong, the dot-com sector is continuing to shrink at
an alarming rate, despite a year of consolidation. Major
property developers have completely abandoned their Internet
ambitions. Banks have postponed their plans to rush into
stand-alone Internet banks. Even stockbrokers are giving their
once sought-after Internet analysts new titles and
reorganizing their dot-com research coverage. The small
growth that did occur in the third quarter 2000, however,
showed revenues of HK$69 million, a 28% increase over the
second quarter and a 57% rise from the first. The growth
demonstrated an increasing (slow but steady) acceptance of
online advertising and the growth of the industry in Hong
Kong [5].
This supports the security of capital investments and growth
for new technology in machinery and equipment, but not
necessarily for e-commerce development.
In China, e-commerce revenues are anticipated to surpass US
$ 150 billion within five years. B2B Trade will contribute 90
percent to total revenue while the development of the B2C
market will remain stagnated.

E-business starts out small and gets bigger and bigger as it
gets rolling. The US has seen exponential growth as the
concept has taken off in the market. When Asia is ready to
embrace this opportunity from a manufacturing perspective, it
will also likely get bigger and bigger as it gets rolling [5].
New research shows that although technological development
is growing tremendously, Asian companies still lag behind in
e-commerce practices. Increasing operational cost structures
are narrowing the price advantage that Asia traditionally had
over its Western competitors. This warn ing comes from a
new study just released by The Boston Consulting Group
(BCG). The report says Asian companies are behind in their
implementation of e-commerce, and that if they continue to
lag behind the West, their competitive cost advantage will be
put at risk [2].
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY RESEARCH FINDINGS
Based on our primary research (i.e., interviews and surveys),
the critical success factors as well as the common and unique
factors relating to each segment (type of firm) and the type of
e-commerce is summarized in Figure 4.

Of all the firms that have set up company websites, 41% have
started online marketing and 38% have already started to do
business via the Internet. There are currently 17 million
Internet users on mainland China and the vast majority of
them access the Internet via their computers, which typically
cost 6,000 renminbi (RMB) (US$723) for cheap,
domestically produced models. The government-owned
China Daily has boldly predicted that by the end of 2001, 4
million Chinese will be able to access the Web via their
wireless application protocol (WAP) enhanced mobile phones.
Despite a somewhat lackluster reception to the introduction of
WAP into China earlier this year, investors are scrambling to
position themselves for what is hoped to be an explosion in
the number of people accessing the Internet through their
mobile telephones. This has resulted in some unusual

As it turns out, the e-commerce success factors in Asia apply
only to Brick-and-Mortar B2B initiatives. These include
security and standardization in Infrastructure; support and
labor force in Management; and cultural acceptance through
Marketing.
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The importance of each of these is based on both primary and
secondary research and is discussed below. Additionally, a
discussion around the functional areas of Finance and
Operations is also provided.
Figure 5, at the end of the paper, presents a matrix of
functional area enablers and challenges identified for each
Asian country visited. The unique factors in this matrix are
summarized in Figure 6.

understanding has not yet reached Asia. A majority of
manufacturers in the Asia Pacific have yet to fully embraced
e-business. Part of this is due to the security concerns
discussed earlier and the fear of corporate espionage.
Additionally, China is concerned with the fulfillment
capabilities required for e-tailing as it does not have an
efficient distribution network yet. Thus, the issues faced by
the companies in the U.S. and those in Asia are quite different
from the operational perspective.
Finance
It is interesting to note that the availability of funds and stock
valuation are not much of a concern for the Asian companies.
While U.S. e-commerce has pinned its hope on stock
valuations, Asian companies, being laggard in the market,
mainly concentrated on the value of the endeavor in terms of
organizational efficiency and profits.
Most of the ecommerce efforts in Asia are concentrated in the B2B sectors
with companies which possess enough capital to fund their ecommerce efforts internally. As a result, the companies in
Asia do not have the pressure to maintain certain price levels
in the stock market in order to satisfy the venture capitalists
and other investors.

Infrastructure
Security and standardization of software and hardware are
two of the major concerns when it comes to the success of ecommerce in Asia. Three major problems occur when these
factors are not in control. These include an overabundance of
pirate software, where a single software system is not
necessarily used by all interrelated organizations. Also, since
technological systems are manufactured in Asia, there is
abundance in the availability of various types of equipment.
This further contributes to a lack of standardization in
hardware. Last but not least, security is at risk due to the
abundance of piracy.
Operation
A majority of manufacturers continue to conduct the bulk of
their business through traditional means. In the US, 43.7% of
companies said they have a formal e-business strategy in
place, suggesting that they place a priority on shifting at least
some of their sales to the e-business model. Perhaps more
telling, nearly half (48.8%) said they expected to conduct
more than 5% of sales in 2001 online, up from just 31.3% in
2000.
If anything, the numbers show that 2001 promises to be a
watershed year for manufacturers' use of e-commerce. Most
companies plan to increase buying and selling on the Web, as
well as to increase their use of the technology to tighten
relationships with suppliers and customers. "We are in the
early stages of adoption of e-business," observes Ross Mackie,
marketing director at interBiz, a division of software giant
Computer Associates International Inc. that develops
software for e-commerce and supply-chain management.
"The upside is that e-business is now understood by 30% or
more of the manufacturing industry."
However, this

Management
The top issues for success in the functional area of
management are management support and labor force issues.
When management support is non-existent, there will
undoubtedly be a misalignment of communication between
the manager and their employees. This is where the
misunderstandings, confusion and frustration come from.
Similarly, with labor force issues, either inability to do a job
or misalignment of objectives would likely be a problem.
Again, this would lead to misunderstandings, confusion and
frustration, hence not capturing the real value potential that
the B2B e-marketplaces have to offer. It is important that
businesses that are interested in e-commerce in Asia
understand that problems such as perceived security risks,
cynical upper management groups and a shortage of local ecommerce players still lie ahead.
Marketing
It is interesting to see that traditionally prevalent marketing
variables in the US are not as strongly accepted in Asia. In
the U.S., companies consider brand name (or presence), first
mover advantage as well as the quality of the product and the
services as enablers for getting into the e-commerce market.
In Asia, on the other hand, the main enabler is market share.
Whoever gains access to the larger portion of the market has
a much better chance of locking in the customers. Typically
the larger firms will have better resources at their disposal for
overcoming some of the inherent infrastructure and financial
barriers that exist in the Asian markets. The Asian market
also views customer profiling, the pre -cursor to Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) as a challenge, while U.S.
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firms view partnership and alliance with other companies for
marketing activities as a principal challenge.
COMPARE AND CONTRAST
The new millennium was forecast to mark the beginning of a
new era for the world of commerce. This concept seemed to
be the one area that could capitalize the growth of the Internet.
E-commerce was the better mousetrap that everyone was
searching to find. If executed properly e-commerce seemed to
be a better, faster, more efficient way to conduct business
throughout the world. The year 2001 disproved these original
assumptions in both the US and throughout Asia.
The US is currently experiencing a drastic economic down
turn sparked by the failures of the dot-coms. Although each
of these failing companies has its own unique reasons for its
lack of success, there seems to be a commonality of critical
factors that they share. As a whole, looking back, the US was
the beta site for e-commerce. In the past, companies in the US
have experienced abnormal gains as the result of first mover
advantages. However in the race to gain market share, many
companies were established on unstable foundations. Ecommerce became a marketing tool rather than an efficiency
enabler.
Thorough research of the e-commerce industry in the US
identified common characteristics for the successes or failures
of these companies. The most common characteristic found is
that technology has been used as the basis for the
development of new businesses rather than as an
enhancement to solid existing businesses. The lack of
diligence in the planning process has sped up the life cycle of
new companies. In addition, consumer buying habits have not
evolved at the same rate that technology has grown.
Consumers have not developed the desire to purchase goods
and services 24 hours a day seven days a week via the
Internet. In fact, many consumers have only used the Internet
to price goods and services and later purchase them through
traditional distribution channels.
As the US has paved the way for the inception and growth of
the Internet, other countries have followed suit with the rise
and fall of the internet and, in particular, companies involved
with e-commerce. Although there are many similarities to
their US counterparts, Asian companies have developed their
own unique characteristics with regard to e-commerce. The
biggest characteristic is related to the culture of Asian
countries.
Asian culture is considerably more risk averse than that of the
US. Asians save, on average, 25% of their annual income and
in most cases are completely debt free. The concept of credit
transactions has not caught on as fast as other countries
around the world. In fact with the exception of Korea, most
Asians do not like to use credit cards, even if they own them.

Asia is still a predominantly "cash society", with a majority of
its savings and daily transactions in cash.
The fact that most Asians do not use credit cards makes
payments for e-commerce very difficult or, in most cases,
nonexistent. In addition, Asians are not inclined to purchase
merchandise directly from an on-line source. The Asian
culture is very cautious. They want to touch and feel the
actual merchandise prior to making a purchase. Merchants
contributed to this cautious behavior by their lack of a
product-return policy. Even sales/purchases made through
department stores are final. These buying patterns (or the lack
thereof) are evident in both B2B and B2C e-commerce.
Many of the major Asian cities have high population
concentration and cover relatively small geographical
territories. The densely populated cities allow for relatively
convenient access to consumer goods compared to cities in
the US (that cover a larger geographical landmass).
Consumers in Asian countries are often within walking
distance to a local convenience store that carries everything
from pharmaceuticals to electronic devices. The need for
private transportation and delivery has been eliminated by the
convenience of local markets. These characteristics have
stifled any incentive for B2C e-commerce growth.
From an information technology (IT) perspective, Asia lacks
in the area of skilled IT professionals. Many of the top
students in Asian schools choose to study abroad without
returning to their native land after their formal education is
complete. Without professional IT personnel, many Asian
companies have experienced stagnated technological
development. Lack of experience, coupled with a
conservative cultural approach, has placed many Asian
companies in a “wait and see” mode. This is in stark contrast
to their US counterparts who strive to capitalize on first
mover advantages.
In both Asia and the US, the accessibility for funding through
the venture capital (VC) community has become rare and far
between. Although many of the venture capital firms and
investors enjoyed tremendous financial gains over the past
few years, those funds have since dried up due to the lack of
sound business models. Stock valuations have become more
realistic and the notion of irrational exuberance has come to a
halt.
The infrastructure of both B2B and B2C companies is
drastically different between Asian countries and the US.
While the “need for speed” has driven the development for
high-speed Internet service providers (ISP) in the US, the
physical infrastructure in Asia is still in its infancy stage.
Asian countries are currently struggling to surpass network
connection speeds of 56 kilobytes per second (kbps).
Additionally, service fees are far more expensive than the
superior connectivity available in the US. This is partially due
to the pricing structure of Asian ISPs and the fact that Internet
use is yet to reach maximum critical mass in Asia.
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Operationally, the US is beginning to utilize Internet B2B
technology. However, it has yet to fully realized the cost
efficiencies on the B2C front. Asia, on the other hand, has not
been able to capitalize on the potential cost-benefits or
operational efficiencies promised by e-commerce in either the
B2B or B2C market place. For many Asian companies, the
concept of e-commerce has, so far, been perceived as a
marketing or promotional tool.
CONCLUSION
Asia enjoys a number of advantages that will accelerate its
development as a major contributor to worldwide ecommerce. Its markets are under-penetrated, labors are cheap,
and governments offer incentives that promote e-businesses.
Recent trade agreements between Asian countries designed to
promote e-commerce are expected to fuel the Internet
economy. For example, the first regional e-commerce alliance
in Asia, connecting the markets of Hong Kong, Taiwan and
other Asian countries, was formed in July 2000.
Acknowledging that e-commerce will play a crucial role in
the coming years, Asia Pacific Economic Caucus (APEC)
nations (including all five studied candidates: Taiwan, Hong
Kong, the Peoples' Republic of China (PRC), South Korea
and Japan) are working to allay concerns by advancing a
networked world proposal.
Asian countries represent some of the world's youngest and
most educated populace. Its governments have recently and
aggressively promoted training programs in IT to meet their
countries future demands in these industries. Therefore, it is
reasonable to think that the current shortage in high-tech
workers is only temporary. Considering Asia's current
technological level in telecommunication and IT (which is,
relatively, about five years behind their US and European
counterparts), it should not take Asia too long to meet its
current and future high-tech labor needs.
Infrastructure in Asia is still at its infancy stage. Asians
generally are risk averse, they are not accustomed to using
electronic transactions to make payments. Unlike US
consumers, most Asians do not like to use or even own credit
cards. More importantly, the countries need to establish
secure e-transactions or e-payments regulations, procedures,
features and guidelines in order to appease the consumers'
safety concerns in using their credit cards over the Internet.

continues, many believe that Asian economies will be hurt as
well. Most Asian companies have adopted the “wait -and-see”
mode. They would rather wait at the side, observe how the
local, regional and global economic conditions improve first
before making a larger commitment to e-business.
Capitalizing on first mover advantages is not a favored
success factor in Asia.
All in all, despite the slowdown in global economy, ebusiness in Asia is still vigorously alive. US businesses are
still looking to the Far East as "the new West" - a place for
major expansion. As language barriers are gradually
overcome, and home PC ownership, in the region, increases,
Asian e-commerce is set to explode. Strong growth, however,
will not be equal. Hong Kong, South Korea, Taipei and Japan,
with their low trade barriers and more advanced
infrastructures, are poised to take the lead. China's relatively
"weaker" infrastructure poses more of a challenge and would
require more time. Still, the whole region will benefit greatly
from the efforts of several regional e-business leaders.
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Asian’s purchasing behavior and geographical density further
prevent the speed of e-commerce growth. Their preference to
see and touch the products before they buy them (and return
them if they are not satisfied by their purchases) makes B2C
e-commerce even more challenging. The densely populated
cities allow for relatively easy assess to consumer goods,
thanks to the abundance of grocery chain, department and
convenience store.
Government support and initiatives, aimed at the
development of e-commerce, are available for the public and
private sectors. However, as the slowdown in US economy
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Figure 5: Functional Area Enablers and Challenges for Asia-Pacific
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ABSTRACT

know how people recognize and identify their expertise and

People recognize and express their expertise in several ways.

improve our understanding of human’s expertise.

In one way, workers can build personal profile to list their

Expertise and Tacit Knowledge

expertise. They recall their working experience and write

In the definition of McDonald and Ackerman [6], Expertise

some keyword terms in their personal profiles. In the other

identification is the problem of knowing what information or

way, workers can build expertise in extracting from any

special skills other individuals have. And Stenmark [10]

documents they provided that includes studying documents,

suggested that expertise is highly related to human’s emotion,

working documents or published papers. We want to know

experience, value, belief or moral that are in the tacit

how the workers in the computer software corporation

dimension and hardly to tell. As Polayni [12] mentioned,

recognize and identify their expertise and explore the

“We can know more than we can tell and we can know

heuristics in identification of the expertise. We made an

nothing without relying upon those things which we may not

experiment comprised the above methods and invited 25

be able to tell”. Although people can’t easily identify

persons in a computer software corporation to participate

human’s expertise,

and explore how they identify their expertise. During the

researchers use different ways to elicit human’s expertise or

experiment process, we found that (1) for most people, it’s

tacit knowledge. Goldberg etc., [3] monitored who read or

hard to tell what expertise they completely have without any

responded

hint; (2) except these two ways, researchers or practitioners

recommend experts. Resnick etc., [14] used time spent

must innovate other methods to identify or elicit human’s

reading a message as an expertise hint. Hill etc., [5] relied on

expertise; (3) expertise in particular domain is rather than

frequency-of-mention in a stream of discussion as a type of

single term, but also multiple complexand related term sets;

voting mechanism for web page. McDonald and Ackerman

(4) expertise would be different with different audiences.

[7] used more complicated methods that including explicit

INTRODUCTION

in

the previous research,

to a particular

bulletin

many

board message

to

ratings, user behavior, implicit activity and hearsay to create

It’s a big problem to identify people’s expertise. As Powell

and maintain every worker’s profile.

et al. [18] said, “access to an expert is difficult, perhaps

Social Collaboration

because the expertise is not well ‘labeled’ and therefore it is

As

difficult to identify its holder.” It’s hard for people to

information-oriented

recognize and identify what expertise they completely have.

information to complete his own job. In other words, people

But under the radical changing circumstance, people often

face difficult problems that they cannot solve alone every

face many complicated problems and need help from others

day. For these situations, the right people are those who can

with their suitable expertise. As to that, it’s useful for us to

answer a specific question by their expertise or move the

Drucker

[2]

suggested,

every

organization

must

employee
request

in

others’
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problem toward resolution. Besides to solving problem,

Computer software

Nonaka and Takeuchi [9] mentioned to set out, elaborate and

industry and workers often face complicated problem. For

implement innovations, tacit knowledge such as skill and

this sake, this research took place at a computer software

intuition must be shared. Although social collaboration is

corporation named AAA during the summer of 2001. We

important, it’s hard to find the right people. As McDonald

spent

and Ackerman’s field

prototype

study [6] in Medical Software

two

industry is a knowledge

months

implementing

application

a

intensive

keyword

and constructing

mining

a pilot

about

Corporation that they found for many people, “experience”

knowledge management system at AAA company. The

is the primary guide in identifying others with specific

associative and relative words were be mined by the

expertise. For this sake, we should design IT solutions to

association rule model of data mining. In other words, the

help us to locate and communicate with knowledgeable

Chinese sentence

people.

According to two-gram algorithms, the sentence would be

Official Documents and Professional Expertise

split into two words. Every two-gram is considered an item

Just like Stenmark [10] suggested that expertise is a quality

in a transaction. In association rule, Support and Confidence

highly dependent on one’s daily performs, and only be

values are given to solve to associative item in a transaction.

observed and recognized through its resulting documents,

Similarly, the associative or relative words could be mined

papers or reports. He also had made a very interesting study.

by support and confidence value. In this experiment, we

He implemented a prototype application that enabled users

used 10 and 0.01 as the support and confidence value.

with similar job profiles to learn of each other’s existence.

AAA is about 100 employees

The outcome was so sad because one person tried this

implement e-Commerce IT solution in various industries. At

feature and claimed to have been connected to people with

the time, AAA has run more than thirty projects and has

whom he had nothing in common. As we know, much of

published thousands of official documents, such as patent

knowledge workers’ daily office activity is thus governed by

applications, published technical papers, published essay

professional expertise that dictate which official documents

papers, requirement analysis report, application specification

they write especially. For this sake, maybe we could elicit

reports, test plan report, test case report and user training

their expertise from official documents.

documents etc. Approximately 30 workers were invited, of

would

be considered

a transaction.

and the service is to

RESEARCH METHODS

which 25 agreed to participate in the study, which ran from

The experiment was conducted at a computer software

May to June 2001. They are group managers, project

company in Taiwan, and the subjects were 25 workers and

managers, system analysts and programmers as shown in

the positions are

Table 1.

ranging from programmer to group

manager. We subscribe to a grounded theory-inspired
approach, meaning that instead of starting by forming a
hypothesis that may later be tested, the field is approached
an exploratory way, letting the empirical findings form the
hypothesis on which the analysis is built. This is an iterative
process during which the empirical findings are reinterpreted
until a theory that considers all observed cases has been
formed. So

we emphasized the heuristics during this

research rather than the accuracy of the results. This research
not only intend to ground theory but also the practice of the
system development.

Table 1. Summary of the participants
Position
Group Manager
Project Manager
System Analyst
Programmer

Number of the participants
2
5
7
11

In order to explore workers’ expertise, the authors designed
an experiment that had three stages (1) all participants
provided one official document written by their own. The
official

documents

applications,

they

application

provided
planning

including
reports,

patent

published

technical reports, requirement specification reports, design
specification reports and test planning reports as shown in
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Table 2; (2) to write down some related expertise terms as

The act of recognizing and identifying expertise utilizes tacit

the keyword terms of their own expert profile; (3) the

knowledge, whereas the task of selecting keyword terms

authors use keyword mining prototype application to extract

requires a translation to explicit knowledge. But in the most

keywords from official document the participants provided;

time, people can only remember or tell limited experience.

(4) all users were invited to a half-hour meeting using

For example, we’ve tried to ask a group manager about her

semi-structured interview[8] with nondirective approach[11]

expertise of system planning in the agriculture domain. In

to obtain the facts and opinions of their real professional

the beginning, she felt very hard to tell and answered only 3

expertise in the particular domain.

expertise terms. After she checked the results of which the

Table 2. Summary of the official documents
Type
Patent Application
Application Planning Report
Published Technical Report
Requirement Specification Report
Design Specification Report
Test Planning Report
Training Document

keyword

Number
3
2
4
5
5
2
4

application

generated,

she

system planning of the agriculture industry. Almost all
participants found some expertise terms that they forgot or
ignored after they checked the keywords list that the
keyword mining prototype application generated. In the
further interviewing stage,

we found that participants

sometimes consider their expertise in some ways, but they

1.

Why did you write this official document?

2.

Which terms that the keyword mining prototype

ignore their expertise in the other ways. In this research, for
example, one programmer considered his expertise that are

application generated would you reject? Why do

all about “security”, such as encryption, decryption, key

you reject these terms in your domain expertise?

generator, but he ignored some expertise about “device”,

Which terms that the keyword mining prototype

such as IC card that he had been implemented during the

application generated would you accept? Why do

patent applying period.

you accept these terms in your domain expertise?
4.

prototype

successfully selected 17 keyword terms as her expertise in

In the final stage, the following questions were asked,

3.

mining

Limits of the Mining Prototype Application

In each term you accept, please tell me what it is?

The problem of the keyword mining prototype application is
when someone’s expertise term was not repeated in any

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

particular official document, these expertise terms would be

To sum up, participants averagely wrote about 4.5 expertise

lost in the

terms in stage 1. After they checked the keyword list that the
keyword

mining

prototype

participants selected more

application

generated,

than 6 expertise terms

all
in

keywords list. Refer to the hierarchy of

understanding which Nunamaker etc. [17] proposed, data is
the

understanding

of

symbols;

information

is

the

understanding of relationships among data; knowledge is the

particular domain.
Overall, the user reactions were positive. The respondents
said that they believed in this prototype application and

understanding of patterns, processes, and context; wisdom
and judgment is the understanding of the principles, causes,

considered it as “a computerized assistant in identifying

and consequences that give rise to intellectual and ethical

personnel expertise” that helped them remember something.

positions. In this research, we dis covered some expertise

It is a good idea to elicit personnel expertise from official

layer of the hierarchy of understanding that would hard to

documents.
In this research, we found several interesting things listed in
the following and

must represent using phrase in the wisdom and judgment

shows possibility of doing further

research.
Limits of the Human’s Mind

elicit from official documents, such as “how to select
suitable programming solutions” or “how to build a flexible
web application architecture”.
Although the mining prototype application can easily extract
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keyword terms from the official documents, we didn’t

expert is a repository of knowledge and skill related to a

exactly know individual different if two or more documents

particular domain and the consultor lacks this expertise, but

had similar keyword terms. As Neisser etc. [16] mentioned

knows the expert to possess it. In our research, some

individuals differ from one another in their ability to

participants argued their expertise would be different with

understand complex ideas, to adapt effectively to the

different audience. A programmer said, “If someone who is

environment, to learn from experience, to engage in various

not an IT professional ask what expertise I have, he only can

forms of reasoning, to overcome obstacles by taking thought.

get a general answer like programming or the e-Commerce

But the authors found the different keyword terms among

software application. But if one is an IT profession, he will

those similar documents revealed the difference of the

get more detail answers like J2EE or ASP+.” Otherwise, one

related expertise domain. For example, in this research, we

system analyst said, “If my colleague ask my expertise, I

found “SOAP”, ”WSDL”, ”UDDI”, ”Web Service” as a

may tell him about page flow, BO flow or Page construction

keyword set from one published technical document and

flow that are well known in my company. But if other people

“ebXML”, “Business Process”, ”UDDI” as a keyword set

ask the same question, I will never say that, because these

from another published technical document, they are partial

terms are so unacquainted to them.” When people interact,

overlapping [13]. Then, we thought the previous worker’s

they communicate jointly held understanding of reality:

domain was the web service and the other’s domain was

there is sufficient correspondence between the understanding

about the ebXML and business process integration using

of the individuals concerned to allow interactions between

web service.

them to be meaningful.

The Nature of the Expertise

FUTURE WORK

We also discovered the expertise was hard to define. People

It is important to well describe and share every workers’

often tell others their expertise using a meaningless single

working experience

term or some vague expressions to express their expertise. If

collaboration among knowledge

someone wants to identify their expertise correctly, they can

working experience is too ambiguous to communicate

use multiple sets of the critical keyword terms. For example,

among workers, we need the common thesaurus and shared

the

expertise

programming”
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ABSTRACT
Neural networks have been shown to be a powerful
classification tool in financial applications.
However,
neural networks are basically black boxes that do not
explain the classification procedure. The training results
from neural networks, which are sets of connection weights
expressed in numeric terms, hardly shed light on the
importance of input attributes and their relationship for
classification problems. To address this issue, researchers
have developed different algorithms to extract classification
rules from trained neural networks.
The purpose of this paper is to validate the prediction power
of extracted rules from one algorithm GLARE (Generalized
Analytic Rule Extraction). The input to the GLARE
algorithm is a set of connection weights from a trained
neural network, and the output is classification rules that
can be used to predict new cases as well as to explain the
classification procedure.
We apply the conventional
backpropagation and GLARE to a data set from the
CompuStat database. The input to the prediction problem is
a vector of financial statement variables, and the output is
the rate of return on common shareholders' equity. To test
the effect of the number of training epochs on rule
extraction, we train the networks for 5 and 1000 epochs
before rule extraction. To test the statistical significance of
performance
differences
between
conventional
backpropagation and rules from neural networks, we
perform paired t test for each pair of the average returns.
The experimental results support the superiority of
extracted rules to conventional backpropagation on
selecting high return stocks.
INTRODUCTION
Since knowledge acquisition from human experts is a
tedious and time consuming process, many research efforts
have diverted to generating knowledge from past
documents, cases, and solutions. Learning from examples,
a major topic in machine learning, is to acquire
classification knowledge from existing examples. Given a
set of examples, each of which has an input attribute vector
x and a corresponding class y, the learning algorithm
induces the mapping function f(x) = y. The mapping
function is considered as the knowledge acquired from the
machine learning process. In order to facilitate the storing
and processing of knowledge in rule-based systems, it is
preferable to have knowledge represented in symbolic rules
like IF (attribute x = p, y = q, z = r, ...) THEN (class = a).
Among various algorithms for learning from examples,

backpropagation for neural networks is found to be robust
and accurate [2, 4, 6, 23, 24]. However, backpropagation
has the severe handicap of being unable to explain the
training result. It is difficult, if not impossible, to interpret
the set of conne ction weights from a trained network. It is
well known that knowledge of relative importance of input
attributes and their relationship can provide valuable
information for data collection as well as for remedial
actions in experimental research. There have been various
efforts [7, 8, 19, 26] in designing rule extraction algorithms
to extract classification rules from neural networks.
This paper attempts to evaluate a rule extraction algorithm
named as GLARE [9] for financial applications. In order to
verify the validity of extracted rules from GLARE, the
performance of GLARE is compared with neural networks
per se. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 briefly reviews and summarizes rule extraction
algorithms in the literature. Section 2 summarizes the
GLARE algorithm. Section 3 describes the experimental
design. Section 4 describes and discusses experimental
results. The last section concludes the paper and proposes
some directions for rule extraction research in neural
networks.
RULE EXTRACTION FOR NEURAL NETWORKS
This section briefly reviews some rule extraction algorithms
in the literature. Gallant [8] suggests a hybrid system called
connectionist expert system that uses a feedforward neural
network to acquire knowledge and perform inference.
Human experts provide dependence information about
attributes to configure the network before training.
Connection weights are represented using only positive or
negative integers. The output of a node is clamped into 0, 1,
or -1 corresponding to the logical meaning of unknown,
true, or false respectively. The network is trained using the
pocket algorithm which is a modification of the perceptron
learning method [18]. The rule extraction procedure is to
identify contributing nodes which can determine the value
of an output node, and then use the contributing nodes to
form the premise in an if-then rule. This method is limited
to networks with output values 0, 1, or -1.
The subset method for rule extraction [19, 7] differs from
Gallant's method in its utilization of threshold units in
neural networks. For each hidden and output node in a
neural network, the subset method carries out an exhaustive
search to identify all subsets of contributing nodes which
have a summation value greater than the threshold unit of
the hidden or output node.
Then, each subset of
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contributing nodes is used as the premise in a rule for the
hidden or output node. Since the search procedure has to be
carried out iteratively to reach the final output nodes in the
output layer, the number of rules extracted from the
network can grow exponentially as the number of
connection weights increases. Heuristics can be applied to
limit the search at the expense of the accuracy of extracted
rules.
Another method NofM [26, 27] uses groups of weights
rather than individual weights as the building blocks for
rule premises. Rules generated by NofM has the format: IF
(N of the following M antecedents are true) THEN (class x).
NofM method is suggested as the final step for a knowledge
refinement process. The entire process is first to insert
domain knowledge into a neural network, then train the
network, and finally extract rules from the network using
the NofM algorithm. To extract rules, NofM first collects
similar connection weights for each hidden and output node
into groups. Then, all the weights in the same group are set
to the average of the group. Groups of weights which do
not significantly affect the state (i.e., on or off) of the
hidden or output node are deleted. After the above changes
to connection weights, the network has to be retrained in
order to re-optimize threshold units for hidden and output
nodes. At last, one rule can be formed for each hidden and
output node by collecting all contributing nodes into the M
antecedent group. The value of N is determined by the
magnitude of the connection weight from the threshold unit
to the hidden or output node. NofM is developed for
networks configured by domain knowledge.
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First, since GLARE is designed for nominal input attributes,
continuous input attributes have to be centered and
converted to nominal attributes. Centering allows the
elimination of threshold units from networks, and also
ensures the comparability of connection weights. Before
backpropagation training, nominal attributes have to be
converted to dummy variables. For example, if an attribute
has three category values, we will use the dummy variables
"1 0 0" to represent category value 1, "0 1 0" to represent
category value 2, and "0 0 1" to represent category value 3.
Second, the current implementation of GLARE is restricted
to neural networks with only one hidden layer. This should
not be a severe handicap as it has been proved that one
hidden layer with sufficient number of hidden nodes can
approximate any Borel measurable function [3, 10].
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Some other developments for rule extraction can be found
in BRAINNE [20], RX [13], RuleX [1], and VIA [25],
which share similar characteristics as the Subset and NofM
methods in one or more aspects.
The GLARE Algorithm
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X20
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The GLARE algorithm [9] was developed to extract
symbolic classification rules from neural networks trained
by backpropagation. GLARE has several unique and
advantageous characteristics. First, GLARE does not
require the insertion of rules into the network before rule
extraction. This characteristic renders GLARE applicable
to classification problems without domain knowledge.
Second, GLARE preserves the learning power of partially
activated nodes by interpreting both the node output and the
connection weights. Because of this feature, GLARE
avoids the problem of distorting the node output by forcing
them into 0, 1, or –1. Third, GLARE extracts only one
composite rule for each class, which simplifies the
classification procedure for new cases and explains the
classification procedure succinctly.
Fourth, GLARE
establishes a direct relationship between input attribute
nodes and output class nodes, which eliminates the need for
coding hidden nodes in classification rules.

Xij

Hn

Cm

Figure 1 The GLARE algorithm for Rule Extraction
The remaining of this section summarizes the rule
extraction procedure in GLARE, illustrated by extracting
the classification rule for class 0 from the trained network
in Figure 1. For the purpose of clarity, Figure 1 shows only
connection weights to hidden node 0 and output node 0. X ij
represents category value j of attribute i. X ij equals to 1 (0)
if attribute i has (does not have) category value j. H n is
hidden node n, and C m is output node m representing class
m in the data set. The network in Figure 1 has 9 input
nodes (i = 0, 1, 2, and j = 0, 1, 2 for each i), 4 hidden nodes
(n = 0, 1, 2, 3), and 3 output nodes (m = 0, 1, 2). For each
output node in the network, GLARE performs the following
steps to extract one classification rule:

There are two restrictions for the application of GLARE.
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Step (1): Create RI n –
Ranking of Input Nodes for Hidden Node n.
For each hidden node n in the network, create ranking RI n .
RIn is the ranking of all input nodes based on the
descending order of absolute values of connection weights
between input nodes to hidden node n. A positive or
negative sign is added to each input node in RI n to indicate
whether the connection weight between the input node and
hidden node n is positive or negative. The output of step (1)
is a set of rankings RI n where n = 0, 1, ..., N, and N is the
total number of hidden nodes.
For example, in order to extract the classification rule for
class 0 in Figure 1, we first create the following RI n for
output node C 0 . Note that the connection weights for H 1 ,
H2, and H3 are not shown in Figure 1, and are assumed to
generate RI1 to RI 3 as follows:
RI0 : +X22 +X11 -X01 +X10 +X12 +X 02 -X00 +X21 +X20
RI1 : +X00 +X01 +X02 +X10 -X11 -X 12 -X20 -X21 -X22
RI2 : +X00 -X02 +X11 -X20 +X22 -X01 +X10 -X12 +X21
RI3 : -X22 -X21 -X20 -X12 +X11 +X10 -X02 -X01 -X00.
Step (2): Create reduced RI n.
Set the value of the parameter NW (number of connection
weights) to p where p is greater than or equal to 1 and less
than or equal to the total number of input nodes. Then, the
first p input nodes in RI n are retained for further processing,
and remaining input nodes are deleted. The output of this
step is a set of reduced rankings RI n where n = 0, 1, ..., N, N
is the total number of hidden nodes, and there are p input
nodes in each reduced RI n . The purpose of this step is to
select several largest connection weights for rule extraction.
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Following the example for extracting the rule for class 0,
we calculate I(H 00), I(H01 ), I(H 02 ), and I(H 03 ) using equation
(1).
Step (4): Create RO m –
Ranking of all Hidden Nodes for Output Node m.
Create the ranking RO m. RO m is the ranking of all hidden
nodes for output node C m based on the descending order of
the importance indexes from step (3). A positive or
negative sign is added to each hidden node in RO m to
indicate whether the connection weight between the hidden
node and output node m is positive or negative. The output
of step (4) is a ranking of hidden nodes based on their
importance on determining the output value of output node
m.
Following the example for extracting the rule for class 0,
suppose that the importance indexes from step (3) generate
the following RO 0 :
RO0 : +H1 -H0 +H2 -H3 .
Note that we attach the positive sign to H 1 and H 2 , and the
negative sign to H 0 and H3 , based on the signs of
connection weights from those hidden nodes to C 0 . The
above RO 0 indicates that H 1 is most important for
determining the output value of C 0, followed by H 0 , then H2 ,
and H3 is least important.

For example, suppose we set NW to 2, then we will have
the following reduced RI n for output node 0 inFigure 1:
RI0 : +X 22 +X11
RI1 : +X 00 +X01
RI2 : +X 00 -X02
RI3 : -X 22 -X21 .

Step (5): Create the Matrix A
RO m (one ranking) from step (4) and RI n (N rankings) from
step (2) are used to construct the matrix A. The matrix A
consists of RI n reordered and adjusted based on RO m. First,
we reorder the rows of RI n from step (2) according to the
order of hidden nodes in RO m. Second, for hidden nodes
with negative signs in RO m, we flip the sign of all input
nodes in the corresponding RI n . The output of step (5) is an
N p matrix. An element of +X ij (-X ij ) in A indicates that
in order for output node C m to have a high output (so that
the case will be classified as class m), input node X ij must
have the input value 1 (0).

Step (3): Calculate I(H mn) –
Importance Index for Hidden Node n to output node m.
Resubmit all training cases of class m to the trained
network. Notice that the network must be trained before
the resubmission. For each hidden node, record the
activation level of each resubmitted training case, calculate
the average activation level, then calculate the importance
index using the following equation:

For the example of extracting the rule for class 0, we have
the following matrix A:
column
0
1
0
+X00
+X01
row
1
-X22
-X11
2
+X00
-X02
3
+X22
+X21.

I(H mn) = ABS(L mn * W mn )
(1)
where I(H mn ) is the importance index of hidden node n to
output node m, ABS(.) indicates absolute value, L mn is the
average activation level of hidden node n for training cases
of class m, and W mn is the connection weight from hidden
node n to output node m. The purpose of this step is to take
into consideration the partial activation level of a hidden
node, and thus eliminate the practice of clamping the output
of a partially activated node into on or off.

Notice that in the above matrix A, we put R 1 in row 0, R 0 in
row 1, R2 in row 2, and R 3 in row 3, as demanded by the
order of hidden nodes in RO 0 . We also flip the signs of the
input nodes in R 0 and R 3 because H 0 and H 3 have negative
signs in RO0 .
Step (6): Create the Matrix RA – Rule Matrix.
Create the matrix RA based on the A from step (5). Rows in
RA represent input attributes (indexed by i) and columns
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represent category values (indexed by j). We first initialize
RA to 0. Notice that the cumulative effect of steps (1) to (5)
is to arrange important attribute values (which affect the
output of Cm significantly) to be in left columns and top
rows inA. Following the directions of top to down and left
to right, we use elements in A to determine element values
in RA. An element of +X ij (-X ij) in A will set category j of
attribute i in RA to 1 (-1). Once an element in RA is set, it
will not be reset. In other words, less important elements in
A have only residual power to determine element values in
RA.
The matrix RA can be used to construct the
classification rule for class m.
For the example of extracting the rule for cla ss 0, we have
the following RA:
Categories (j)
0
1
2
0
1
1
-1
Attributes (i) 1
0
-1
0
2
0
1
-1 .
The procedure of filling in the above RA is as follows. We
start with element 0 in row 0 from A. Since that element is
+X00 , we set category 0 of attribute 0 in RA to 1. Then, we
use element 1 in row 0 from A, and since that element is
+X01 , we set category 1 of attribute 0 to 1. The filling in
procedure will go on until we exhaust all elements in A.
Notice that since element 0 in row 1 from A has set
category 2 of attribute 2 to -1, element 0 in row 3 cannot
reset that to 1, according to the residual power principle for
elements in A.
Step (7): Create the Classification Rule for Class m.
Based on element values in RA from step (6), we construct
a classification rule for class m. An element of 1 (-1) in RA
indicates that attribute i must have (must not have) category
value j for class m. An element of 0 indicates that it does
not matter whether attribute i has category value j. The
current implementation of GLARE algorithm treats 0 the
same as 1. When there are two or more "1" for an input
attribute from RA, attribute values are connected by the
logical connector OR in the premise of the rule. Input
attributes are connected by the logical connector AND.
Using the RA from step (6), we construct the following rule
for class 0:
IF
attribute 0 = 0 or 1 and
attribute 1 = 0 or 2 and
attribute 2 = 0 or 1
THEN class = 0.
The application order of rules to a new case can be very
important for the correct classification of the case. The
current implementation is to apply the most restrictive rule
first, i.e., the rule with the most –1's in the RA matrix. For
new cases to which no rule can be applied, the majority
class in the training set is used as the default class. To
avoid noise, it may not be necessary for a new case to
match all attribute values in a rule in order to be labeled as
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the class indicated by the rule. The GLARE algorithm has
a parameter NR that specifies the minimum number of
attributes a case must match in order to be classified as the
class for a rule.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section describes the data set used in the experiment,
the conversion process for continuous attributes,
experimental procedure, and implementation details. The
objective of the experiment is to verify the validity of
extracted rules from GLARE for explanation and prediction
purposes. We compared the performance of rules from
GLARE with neural networks per se.
Table 1 Financial Data as Predictor Attributes
Variable
v1

v2
v3
v4
v5

v6
v7
v8
v9
v10
v11
v12
v13
v14
v15
v16

Definition
Current Assets/Current Liabilities
Proxy: (Cash + Marketable Securities + Net
Receivables)/Current Liabilities
Net Sales/Total Assets
Net Income/Net Sales
(Long Term Debt + Short Term Debt)/
Total Assets
Total Sources of Fund/Total Uses of Fund
Proxy: (Cash + Marketable Securities + Net
Receivables)/Current Liabilities
Research Expense
Pretax Income/NetSales
Current Assets/Common Shareholders'
Equity
Common Shares Traded
Capital Expenditure
Earnings Per Share
Dividend Per Share
Depreciation Expense
Tax Deferral and Investment Credit
Market Capitalization = Stock Price 
Common Shares Outstanding
Relative Strength Index (RSI) =
100 - 100/(1 + RS)
RS = Average of m periods' up
closes/Average of m periods' down closes

The data set consists of 364 S&P companies for a period of
1985-1995 from the CompuStat databas e. We extract
annual financial statement data from the Industrial Annual
file. Based on recommendations from previous studies [11,
22, 21, 17, 14, 5, 15], we select 16 financial statement
variables as the predictor attributes. The definitions of the
variables are given in Table 1. In order to have cases with
all the required variables, we eliminate cases with missing
data or use proxies as much as we can. This process gives a
sample of 364 companies from the S&P 500 list. The tobe-predicted variable is the rate of return on common
shareholders' equity, which is defined as (Net Income Preferred Dividend)/Common Shareholders' Equity. We
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classify cases as high, medium, or low rate of return by
selecting the top 120 companies as the high, the next 122
companies as the medium, and the last 122 companies as
the low category. From the viewpoint of positive and
negative examples, the high category represents positive
examples, and the medium and low categories represent
negative examples. For the purpose of this study, we are
interested in selecting only positive cases.
The experiment procedure is a training and test process.
Each training example or test case has an input vector
which comprises the 16 financial statement variables, and
an output classification which is either high, medium, or
low rate of return. Because we are interested in selecting
high return stocks, we calculate the average return of all the
selected high return stocks from the neural network, and
compare that average with the average of all companies in
the test set. We also calculate the correct classification
rates for reference purpose. If the trained network does not
select any company as high return stock, the medium return
stocks will be used, which happens in three training results.
If the trained network does not select any company as high
or medium return stock, the low return stocks will be used,
which happens in one training result.
The experiment uses 1 year's financial data to predict the
classification in the next year. The training set has financial
data (input) from year n and classification (output) from
year n+1. The test set has financial data from year n+1 and
classification from year n+2. Each pair of training and test
set involves financial data from 3 years. Starting from the
beginning of the sample period, we have 85, 86, 87 as the
first training and test set, 86, 87, 88 as the second training
and test set, and so on. The sliding training and test
window creates 9 sets of training and test samples for the
experiment. Each training and test set has 364 companies.
The application of the GLARE algorithm requires
continuous attributes be converted to nominal and then
dummy variables. The conversion procedure is as follows.
For each attribute, we first calculate the difference d
between the maximum and minimum of all values. Then
divide d by 5 receiving the quotient x. Attribute values
which are greater than or equal to the minimum and less
than (minimum + x) are classified into category 1, attribute
values which are greater than or equal to (minimum + x)
and less than (minimum + 2x) are classified into category 2,
and so on. After conversion, each training case has a
certain category for a certain attribute. The value of
category 1 is further converted to the dummy values "1 0 0
0 0", the value of category 2 to "0 1 0 0 0", the value of
category 3 to "0 0 1 0 0" and so on. The conversion process
yields 80 input nodes (16 attributes 5 dummy values) and
3 output nodes (high, medium, and low return) in a neural
network. For test sets, they need to be converted to
nominal values only for the purpose of applying
classification rules. For each pair of the 9 training and test
sets, we perform the following steps in the experiment:
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(1) Apply conventional backpropagation to the training set
with continuous input variables.
Use the trained
network to predict the test set with continuous input
values. Calculate the average return of the high return
stocks selected by the network.
(2) Apply conventional backpropagation to the training set
with dummy input variables. Train the network with
1000 epochs. Apply GLARE to the trained network to
extract classification rules. Use extracted rules to
predict the test set with nominal input values. Calculate
the average return of the high return stocks selected by
the network.
(3) Apply conventional backpropagation to the training set
with dummy input variables. Train the network with 5
epochs. Apply GLARE to the trained network to
extract classification rules. Use extracted rules to
predict the test set with nominal input values. Calculate
the average return of the high return stocks selected by
the network.
Paired t tests for mean differences are carried out to verify
the significant differences between average re turn from the
above steps and the average return of all companies. For all
the neural network training sessions, we use 1 hidden layer,
30 hidden nodes, learning rate 0.5, and momentum rate 0.0.
For the GLARE algorithm, we set NR (number of input
attribute values a case must match to be classified as a
certain class) to 10, and NW (number of weights used in
building the reduced rankings for all input nodes to a
hidden node) to 30. The backpropagation algorithm is
implemented in the C language.
All simulations are
performed in a desk top computer.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tables 2 - 4 show the experimental results. Table 2
describes the correct classification rate (%) for conventional
backpropagation training, extracted rules for 1000 training
epochs, and extracted rules for 5 training epochs. Table 3
shows
the
average
return
from
conventional
backpropagation training, extracted rules for 1000 training
epochs, and extracted rules for 5 training epochs. The
conventional backpropagation, rules for 1000 epochs, and
rules for 5 epochs achieve average returns of 0.1666,
0.19379, and 0.25398 respectively, which are all higher
than the average of all companies 0.10851. In Table 4, we
analyze the significant mean differences from Table 3.
Using 0.05 as the level of significance, we find
conventional backpropagation, rules for 1000 epochs, and
rules for 5 epochs are all significantly higher than the
average of all. Rules for 5 epochs achieve significantly
higher return than rules for 1000 epochs.
Comparing
conventional backpropagation with extracted rules, rules for
5 epochs perform significantly better than conventional
backpropagation while rules for 1000 epochs cannot be
considered as better than conventional backpropagation
statistically. Table 5 reports the symbolic classification
rules extracted from the trained neural network for the
prediction of year 1994 return.
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CONCLUSION
This research project evaluated a rule extraction algorithm
GLARE for neural networks trained using the
backpropagation algorithm. The prediction performance of
extracted rules is compared with neural networks per se.
The experiment result indicates that extracted rules from
GLARE perform significantly better than neural networks
per se. The extracted rules also reveal the importance and
interaction of input attributes, which provides explanation
power to neural networks. One limitation of GLARE is its
applicability to only the backpropagation training algorithm.
Future research can focus on developing algorithms to
extract rules from other types of networks and training
algorithms.
Table 2 Correct Classification Rate (%) from Neural
Network and Rule Extraction
Predicted NN*
NN Rule1K* Rule1K Rule5* Rule5
Year
Train
Test
Train
Test
Train
Test
1987
95.05 35.44
87.36
31.87
92.31
32.14
1988
75.27 32.14
80.77
34.34
88.74
31.87
1989
76.37 34.34
81.32
25.55
89.29
31.32
1990
84.62 48.08
80.22
33.24
89.01
31.87
1991
89.84 59.89
87.36
37.09
90.38
29.12
1992
85.44 60.71
83.79
34.89
91.21
28.30
1993
89.56 53.57
79.12
36.54
91.48
33.52
1994
85.99 51.37
85.99
30.49
90.38
30.49
1995
85.44 49.45
85.16
30.77
91.21
31.59
* NN: Conventional backpropagation training.
Rule1K: Training has 1000 epochs before rule extraction.
Rule5: Training has 5 epochs before rule extraction.
Table 3 Rate of Return from Neural Network and Rule
Extraction
Average of
Predicted
All
NN*
Rule1000* Rule5*
Year
Companies
1987
0.13041
0.13281
0.13843 0.23654
1988
0.10535
0.03268
0.24203 0.25158
1989
0.14292
0.13529
0.14281 0.28616
1990
0.15247
0.20769
0.12740 0.24372
1991
-0.00144
0.20036
0.23250 0.23006
1992
0.05856
0.14703
0.26326 0.25975
1993
0.08487
0.16121
0.11837 0.19832
1994
0.15980
0.23751
0.33356 0.33852
1995
0.14363
0.24482
0.14574 0.24119
Average
0.10851
0.16660
0.19379 0.25398
* NN: Conventional backpropagation training.
Rule1000: Training has 1000 epochs before rule extraction.
Rule5: Training has 5 epochs before rule extraction.
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Table 4 P-value for 1-Tailed Paired t-Test
(Data from Table 3)
Compared with
Average of
NN
Rule1000
All
Average
------------------of All
NN
0.028
------------Rule1K
0.024
0.229
------Rule5
0.000
0.003
0.011

Rule5
-------------------------

Table 5 Classification Rules from Rule1000 and Rule5
Predicting Year 1994
Rule1K* If
v1 = category 1, 3, or 4 and
v2 = category 1, 2, or 3 and
v3 = category 2, 3, or 5 and
v4 = category 4 or 5 and
v5 = category 3 and
v6 = category 2 or 5 and
v7 = category 1, 2, 4, or 5 and
v8 = category 3 or 5 and
v9 = category 1, 2, 3, or 4 and
v10 = category 2 or 5 and
v11 = category 2, 3, 4, or 5 and
v12 = category 1, 2, 3, or 5 and
v13 = category 2, 3, or 5 and
v14 = category 1, 2, 4, or 5 and
v15 = category 2, 3, or 4 and
v16 = category 2, 4, or 5
Then
high return stock.
Rule5*
If
v1 = category 2 or 4 and
v2 = category 1, 2, or 4 and
v3 = category 1, 3, or 4 and
v4 = category 1, 2, or 4 and
v5 = category 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 and
v6 = category 1, 4, or 5 and
v7 = category 1, 2, or 3 and
v8 = category 1, 2, or 3 and
v9 = category 1 or 5 and
v10 = category 3 and
v11 = category 2, 3, or 5 and
v12 = category 1, 4, or 5 and
v13 = category 1, 3, or 5 and
v14 = category 2, 3, or 5 and
v15 = category 1, 4, or 5 and
v16 = category 4 or 5
Then
high return stock.
* Rule1000: Rule generated from neural network after
1000 training epochs.
* Rule5: Rule generated from neural network after 5
training epochs.
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ABSTRACT
The present investigation has the purpose of identifying the
factors that influence in the buying decision of the final
Internet consumer in the area of Mexico City. The
instrument used was a questionnaire applied to 426 people
of the area of Mexico City with a confidence factor of .95
and a sample error of .05. The present investigation was
realized as a marketing thesis and the results shown in this
investigation are the final reuslts from 426 questionnaires.
We identify factors that make people take the decision of
purchase via web, this is because they don´t have culture of
using the internet and they don´t trust the system. It is
easier to buy products the traditional way than making a
little effort and try new things.
Keywords: Internet, e-commerce, influence, technology, mass media,
factors, Internet,

INTRODUCTION
There are many forms of communication that exist nowadays
all around the world and the information that comes with
them is so much and so different, that for the consumers, it’s
not hard to obtain information in a fast and easy way.
Anything can impact their minds at the moment they receive
it.
Media like radio, press, television offer a lot of options and
plans for getting products and information. The problem that
the consumer has is not the amount of informationhe or she
receives; but the fact that the information is the one that
interests them and satisfies their necessities.
The Internet plays an important role these days. This is
because the consumer can travel through a lot of markets
around the world without any barrier. The access to the
information is almost immediately. All the information that
the Internet offers from other countries around the world can
get to any consumer with just one click. For these reasons
we notice that the Internet makes the searching easier for
more consumers.
Data available in 1999 said that there were almost 7.1 million
sites. But Robert H. Zakkon of the Internet Society said that
a year before the number of web sites was 2.8 million, which
means that in just 12 months the amount of sites grew 252%.
In 1990, there were 22 nations with Internet access, and
UNESCO says that nowadays there are 217 countries with
some kind of connection. [Expansión February 16, 2001, Year
2001, Num.782]

Each day, more people get closer to the Internet with the goal
of satisfying their necessities and interests. They search for
more information about different issues like: movie
schedules or products to buy or as a matter of fact any
information easy and fast to get. They can get it saving them
some time. People do not need to have a computer, what they
want is the information and how fast can they get what they
want. Then e-business has gained a lot of importance in
these days because it saves time.
The web has reached in four years 50 million users compared
to other forms of communication like radio, which took
almost 38 years to get this number of users, or T.V. , which
needed 13 years to reach that amount of viewers. [Expansion
February 16, 2001, Year 2001, Num.782]
The value of the market with access to the web, reached the
320 MUSD and by the end of the year 2001, analysts expect a
growth of over 444 MUSD what represents an increment of
39% compared to last year. [Select IDC; October 2000]
The numbers show the impact that Internet has have is
positive. Each day more people are aware that it exists and
everyday there are more users. But what are the reasons of
the consumer to use Internet as a tool to get information or as
a media to buy products.
In this investigation, we will focus on the factors that
influence the consumers in Mexico City when they decide to
buy through the Internet.
The specific objectives will be:
Obtain statistics of Mexico City market that has access
to this media and find out which is the segment of the
market that uses it the most.
Identify which are the factors that consumers consider
to use the web.
Identify the factors that influence the Mexican market to
buy products or services on lineor just use the internet
as an information media.
Observe the role of Internet in Mexico, with the
consumers point of view.
The interesting section of this investigation are the results
where we will be able to observe how people use this media
and if they really buy via web or just use Internet for getting
information.
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As the world grows very fast due to all the technological
advances that occur day by day, the future of Mexico
depends in the companies being always ahead of every
theme, and always looking for their consumers. With this
paper we will obtain a global vision of what the consumer
thinks about electronic commerce in the area of the D.F.

With the main purpose of understanding the consumer
behavior towards the purchase, we have to say that there
must be a good communication between the consumer and
the seller at the time where the action is made with the
purpose that the goals are achieved. For example if the seller
does not offer the product to the consumer specifying all the
benefits that it has, probably the consumer does not get
interested in the product and will not purchase it.

This investigation will help all the business people who think
of the Mexican consumer as the most important part of their
business lives because they will see and analyze the feeling
of the consumer towards the Internet.

There are several steps that a consumer has to pass before
buying a product:

THEORY USED FOR THE INVESTIGATION
For the investigation a previous research was made, starting
from what a market is, the elements which conform a market
and everything that includes it as well as the consumer
behavior.
The “market” can be defined as the place where the
exchange between seller and consumer takes place and
where they participate in a negotiation because each of them
has evaluated the probability that the other can fill their
necessities. [[Publicidad y principios y Prácticas , 1996,
Wells Williams, Burnett John, Prentice Hall, Third Edition,
947 pp]
There can be different types of markets as the ones where
people buy products and services to a company, markets
where companies buy directly to other companies or the
ones that we often call intermediaries where sellers buy
wholesale and sell retail.
Around the world there are millions of people with different
values and traditions. Although this affects the process of
buying the common thing among them permits the marketers
to influence their will of buying. But it doesn´t matter how
many they are because the majority has a lot of things in
common which permit the marketers study them, identify
each one and make their strategies so that they can influence
in their way of buying.
The word “consumer” is understood as the person or people
that buy a product with the finality of satisfying their
necessities. There are two types of consumers: the ones that
look for the product and the ones that already have them and
they use them. They are totally different because each of
them has different needs.
But how does the consumer respond when the information is
presented to him? How does he take the decision of buying
the product or not buying it?
“Consumer behavior” is defined as the study of how the
people take decisions to spent their resources as money or
time in different kind of products. This includes what, when
and why they take these decisions and where they make
them. [Hawkins Roger, 1994, Comportamiento del
Consumidor, Editorial Addison Wesley Iberoamericana, 5ta.
Edición, Impreso en E.U]

Recognizing the necessity: This occurs when the
necessity of a product is recognized. We have to
mention there can be a total different necessity in what
the consumer finds and in what he thinks he really needs.
And this is what marketing is all about waking up this
desire so that he feels he has to buy it.
Searching for the information- This section refers to
the informal search of the information, like reading
papers or watching adds or the search can also be in the
mind of the person when he makes a recount where he
found what kind of information.
Evaluation and comparison: This phase is where the
products are compared including their characteristics
and the list of advantages and disadvantages is
reduced.
Taking the decision- After evaluating all the decisions
and the need for the purchase is present. Some reasons
that people have to buy the product are the commodity
of the place where they will buy the product, the price,
and the variety of the product among others.
Evaluation of the decision after the purchase- After
buying the product, the consumer analyzes if he or she
received all the benefits that they were expecting and
they analyze if the factors that influence him, affect of
modify their way of being.
There are different factors that affect the way of how the
consumer processes the information at the time where he is
buying a product or service.
Psychological
Factors
Social factors and
groups
Situational factors
Information

Personality, perception, Motivation,
attitude and education.
Culture and subculture, social status.
reference groups, family and home.
What, how, when, and why is the
reason the consumers buy.
Commercial and social sources.

After this theory we now know who the consumer is and how
does he behave during the process of purchase. Also we
know that there are different factors that influence the
behavior of the consumer.
For the investigation, we will focus on how the consumer
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buys through the Internet. So now we will describe what the
Internet is, what electronic business is, the different ways in
which commerce through Internet can be made and how
marketing works via web.
Internet is defined as a web of computers reaching
whichever part of the world they want. The web started as a
small part of the Internet and has grown a lot since its
beginning. As Negroponte [Negroponte Nocholas (1995) Being
Digital, New York: Vintage Books] said that an easy way to
understand Internet is to observe how it works and the
technology that it supports.
The Internet includes all what is to move a bit form one place
to an other. The bits are necessary to form bigger blocks of
information, starting with letters, words and graphics. And
here is where a new marketing scenery is formed where
electronic commerce and advertising are.
The web has become an important part of the marketing mix,
helping as a scenery of showing new products as a new
channel of distribution.
Internet is like television, able to support and transport ideas
to the receptor with images and audio but here the level of
interaction that it has with the user is a lot more. Internet can
personalize messages and decide what information has to be
send depending on each consumer.
The use of Internet in the plans of communication in a
company helps the reduction of costs in the actions of
marketing. Marketing in the web simplifies the process
between the company and the client, making faster the
response of the consumer. The cyberspace does not have
schedules and it can be used at what ever time the user
wants.
To define e-commerce or electronic commerce we can say
that it is: any activity of commercial exchange that takes
place in an electronic medium. [De la Rica Enrique, 2000,
Marketing en Internet y e-business, Anaya Multimedia, Impreso en
España, 400pp.] There are two types of goods that the

e-commerce uses: tangible products or digital services.
The electronic commerce has become a reality in Mexico. The
majority of the companies use it as a new commercialization
channel to maintain themselves in a competitive segment of
the market.
When we talk about digital companies we know that they use
the Internet as an infrastructure to do commercial
transactions. It has a new innovative proposal and it is
focused in the consumer. They also offer products and
services.
The e-commerce takes place between different sellers and
consumers that work in virtual environments and realize their
work depending their necessities.
B2C (Business to consumer): electronic commerce
destined to sell products and services to the final consumer.

The companies that commercialize products can be the
retailers or the manufacturers.
B2B (Business to business): Also known as electronic
commerce between companies
Now that we know how the electronic commerce works and
what it includes, we will talk more about the Internet and the
relation that it has with the consumer. Each time that each of
the consumers visits any web site, their first objective is to
find something new, original and very creative that fills their
expectations.
The first perception that the consumer has from the site will
be the image that the consumer will have from the company.
The web represents agreat opportunity for all the companies
to impact on their clients.
There are different kinds of users in the Internet:
Consumers that have own interests and that
search for their own access to information and
personal products.
Occupational consumers- they pay for their own
access to the web but the main reason that they
search for information is for work or for
investments.
Corporate users- they access the web for the only
purpose of their work to investigate or download
software.
It is important to mention that a consumer can have any of
these characteristics.
As you read before, we mention the phases in which the final
consumer has to go through when he or she buys a product
in a traditional way:
 Recognizing the necessity
 Searching for information
 Evaluation and comparison of the product
 Buying decision
 Evaluation after the purchase.
We can observe that the steps are very similar in the process
of buying a product via web. The goal in the searches of the
consumer behavior does not depend in the costs of the
product only, it also depends in the quantity of information
that it offers and how it is presented.
We must consider that consumers pay more attention to any
other media and also to their privacy when they are on-line.

They take care of four important things:
 Price- the purchase is cheaper than in the
traditional way.
 Variety- The amount of products that it exist in the
web.
 Convenience- Time, location
 Entertainment- Buying via-web is a lot more fun
than doing it in the traditional way.
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METHOD
The investigation is classified as no experimental transversal
and descriptive, because the variables were not manipulated,
they were just investigated as they occurred in their natural
habitat reconstructing a reality of the observed.
The people that we observed were: teenagers, young adults,
adults and mature adults who live in the D.F. and are between
15 a 60 years old and live in an economic class A/B and C+
with access to the Internet.
SAMPLE OF OUR INVESTIGATION
To know how many questionnaires would have to be
answered in Mexico City we took information from the book
“Libro Mercadológico de la Megaciudad de México of 1998”
and we planned the size of our poll observing the following:
Mexico City has more than six million people organized
in 16 Delegations form all economic classes,
We did not include classes C, D+ and D because they do
not have the level of education and the salary we
required for the investigation, leaving only classes A/B
and C+.
From the 16 delegations, we included only the ones that
had both economic classes at the same time, leaving
only six.
From those Delegations we obtained the number of
suburbs each of them has classified in each economic
class and the total of habitants was 2,446,159.
To obtain the total of questionnaires we used the
following data:
1. Trust factor- 95%
2. Sample error= .05
3. Value of p = .5
4. N is the universe = 2 446, 159
We obtained a total of 384 questionnaires, to the total we
added 11 percent to include a marginal error to get a sample
of 426.
INSTRUMENT USED DURING THE INVESTIGATION
Thinking that the most important part of our investigation
are the polled, we thought that we needed to take the
necessary time with each one asking them several questions.
That’s why we decided to organize a questionnaire and ask
in a direct way to each one the questions, observing their
reactions. Most of the questions were boolean and just a few
of them were open.
ANALYSIS.
The following section of the investigation shows the results
of 426 questionnaires out of the 426 applied in the zone of
Mexico City in June 2001. To make easier the process of
analysis the data was grouped in seven areas which are the
following:
1. Personal information of the people that answered the
questionnaire,
2. Perception of the mass media,
3. E-commerce,
4. Uses of the web,

5.
6.
7.

Access to the Internet service,
Technological fashion,
Marketing in the web,

1. Personal information of the people that answered the
questionnaire.
This area includes the profile of the people that was
surveyed, including sex, age and civil state.
Forty six point three percent of the surveyed were
female and 53.7 male.
The ages of the people were: 45.7 percent between
20 to 34 years old, 35.5 percent between 35 and 59
years old, 20.2 percent between 15 and 19 years old
and only 6.4 were over 60 years old.
Fifty point nine percent of them were single, a 37.7
percent married, 9.8 percent was divorced and only
1.5 were widow.
2. Mass media
In this section we obtained the perception that the polled has
from the different media in the area of Mexico City. Also to
discover which media has the preference at the time of using
it and what is the use that each one has.
Forty six percent answered that television was the
media that they used the most, followed by radio
with a 30.7 percent and the Internet with a 19.6
percent.
The 67.8 percent of the people consider that
television is the media that they identify the most
with entertainment, followed by Internet with a 14.1
percent and radio with an 11.7 percent.
Newspaper is the media that is identified as the one
that offers information with a 27.3 percent, Internet
with a 26.7 percent and television with a 26.4
percent.
Internet represent the media which the people think
that offer more education with a 42.3 percent,
television with a 25.5 percent and the newspaper
with 13.5 %.
3. Access to the Internet service
In this section it will be represented the total people that has
access to the Internet and the places where they access.
Eighty point four percent of the people have access
to the Internet and a 19.6 does not.
Eighty three point one percent have a computer in
their house and 16.6 percent do not.
Sixty two point six percent access to the Internet
through their house, 11 through their work and
three point four percent through an Internet café.
The 31.1 percent of the people that access to the
web do it from 2 to 5 hours, 25.8 percent from 5 to 10
hours and 21.2 percent access to the web 1 hour at
the most during a week.
Sixty one percent of the polled think that Internet is
slow.
Twenty percent of the people that do not use the web,
is because they do not know how to use it, 22
552
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percent do not know Internet, 20 percent because
they do not think its interesting
4. Uses of the web
In this area the uses that people give to the Internet will be
found.
Fifty percent of the polled use the web to check mail
sites, 27.6 percent use it to get general information and
20.2 percent use the web to get information for work.
5. E-commerce
In this area we will find the characteristics of the people that
have purchased products via web as well as the factors that
influence on their buying when they use the internet service.
We will also be able to identify reasons which people don't
buy products via web.
Seventy nine point eight percent have not
purchased products in the Internet and 20.2 percent
has bought products in the web.
People that have bought in the Internet 31percent
are female and 69 percent are male.
The percentage of people that buy in the web: 34.4
percent are from the delegations of Miguel Hidalgo,
27.6 from the delegation Coyoacán and 24.1 from
the delegation of Alvaro Obregón.
The people that buy through the web, 62.1 percent
are between the 20 and 34 years old, 31 percent are
between 35 and 59 years old and 6.9 percent are
between 15 and 19 years old. There is no one over
60 years old that buys via web.
People that have bought via web all of them have
access to the Internet in their homes.
5.1 People that have bought
Forty percent have bought once, 25.5 have
bought twice, 3 times a 16.4 percent and four or
more times a 18.2 percent.
People that have purchased products via web
have gotten software in a 32.7 percent, books
in a 23.6 percent, and CD´s in 10 percent.
The factors that have influenced in the
decision of buying are the price of the product
and the access of the product in a 58.2 percent,
time of response in a 14.5 percent and
confidence in a 20 percent.
The main factor that influence female are: 50%
the easy access to the product, 20% the forms
of payment and with a 10% each the trust and
the price of the product.
The main factors that influence in male are: 47.1
percent the price of the product, 23.5 the easy
access to the product, 11.8 the easy way to
purchase and the payment forms , confiability
and to see the product has 5.9 each.
Fifty percent say that they have not received
anything for their purchase after they bought
the product. And 37 percent have recieved
different kind of promotions.

5.2 People that have not bought via web
From the people that have not bought via web,
61.7 percent say that they wouldn't buy via
web and 36.7 percent say that they would.
Thirty point three percent say that they would
buy software, 17.3 percent would buy books
and 11 would buy presents.
Five point nine percent say that they wouldn’t
pay services via web or buy food.
Trust is the number one factor that makes
people not buy products via web with a 30.3
percent, with a 12 percent people do not buy
because they prefer to see the product instead
of just looking at it the computer. Ten point six
percent of the people don't buy because they
feel that it takes to much time to receive the
product after the purchase.
Seventy seven point two percent don't buy via
web because they think that people will take
money from them.
6. Technological Fashion
In this section we will obtain data to identify if Internet is
only something that the people uses because they need it or
just because it is a fashion.
Fifty seven point three percent of the people are
alone when they access the web, 29.4 percent
access the web when they are with work
companions and 22.6 percent access to the
web with their friends.
The 35.8 percent talk to friends when they use
the web, 26.3 eat when they surf the web and
the 21.7 listen to music.
The people that buy are alone when they use the
Internet in a 72.4 percent, 20.7 say that they are
at work when they use the Internet.
Forty four point eight percent of the people that
buy visit email sites, 17.2 visit sites where they
can download software and 13.8 visit music
sites,
7. Marketing in the web
Sites that people visit are in a 42.2 percent of
e-mail, 24 music and 12.9 sites where they
download software.
Eighty one percent think that nobody makes
money in the web.
Fifty eight point six percent think that
developing strategies on line is expensive
CONCLUSIONS
After evaluating all of the results obtained in the
investigation its interesting to mention that from the polled
the proportion between male and females was almost the
same.
This helps us to observe that our results will be equilibrated.
The ages of the people were between 20 to 59 years old. Fifty
point nine percent of the polled is single and a 37.7 married.
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With the investigation we obtained that television is the
most frequent media used in Mexico City, followed by the
radio and the Internet. The people think television presents
entertainment at the most. But Internet is considered by
them as a media which educates everyone that uses it.
Talking about the media the people think offers more
information, is the newspaper. The important fact is that
there is just a small difference between newspaper, Internet
and TV, less than one point of the data, which means people
search for information in one of these media. But a question
here, could be what kind of information people get from each
media.
The use that people from Mexico City give to the Internet is
basically visiting email sites, obtaining general information
and information for work.
Eighty point four percent of our sample has access to the
web and almost every one of these people has a computer in
their home, the results show that it is less than one point the
difference.
This is important because we can see that technology in
Mexico is getting everywhere and its becoming part of the
life of everybody.
The results show that not a lot of people buy via web in
Mexico City, 79.8 percent of the sample has not bought
through the web and from this percentage, 61.7 percent say
that they still would not buy because of the confidence they
have in the different sites and because they say they prefer
to buy the product the traditional way where they can see it
and verify the quality.
Also seventy seven point two percent of the people do not
buy products because they think people will take money
from them.
Here we can ask to ourselves if the companies are really
going to take money from them or if it is just a myth which
people in México City think. Either negative or positive the
answer, it influences in the purchases via web.
From the people that buy via web, there is not a lot of
difference between the interests that the male and female
have.
Male people like to find a good price and an easy access to
the product. The females like also the easy access of the
product and an easy way to purchase it.
Almost all the people that have bought say that they usually
are alone and they listen to music when they use internet or
when they make some kind of transaction.
Just 35.8 percent talk to friends when the purchase or use the
web. Here we observe that probably they are not influenced
in the moment by some people or friend, but as most of them
use the television so much, probably the influence from the

media affects them in which product to buy or which site to
visit.
To conclude the investigation we identify factors that make
people take the decision of purchase via web and the factors
people say why they don´t buy products.
Most of all the people polled, use or have access to the
technology to get information, but they do not consider
internet a media to buy products.
Probably this is because they do not have culture of using
the internet in this aspect and they do not trust the system. It
is easier to buy products the traditional way than making a
little effort and try new things.
This is where the marketers have to stop and think about
their consumer, their interests, their habits and decide what
route they have to take to get to the consumer.
Nowadays we are leaving a time of life that the information
travels really fast and the consumer absorbs most of it. Most
of the times, business people don´t stop and think about the
consumers and they only plan on what they see in other
media or other countries.
If a company want to be successful the first and most
important thing that they have to do is think about who is
their client and what their needs are. So that they work for
them and offer them what they really want.
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ABSTRACT

2.

STRATEGY

“The newest innovations, which we label information
technologies, have begun to alter the manner in which we
do business and create value, often in ways not readily
foreseeable even five years ago.” [1].

When examining the use of the Internet, there are several
design issues that will determine the capabilities and
services to be provided, and generic strategies for
implementation.

The Internet is a technology that has revolutionised
business and the manner in which it is conducted. Recent
studies suggest that e-commerce will explode to over
US$6 trillion in 2 years time.

2.1

This paper discusses how the Internet can be used in one
particular facet of business: franchising. The manner in
which services are provided through the use of Internet
sites and the strategies by which these can be implemented
are covered, examining the different types of sites, and the
roles of the franchisor and franchisee in development. The
benefits that can be experienced are outlined, and vary
from advertising both the franchise concept and the
products or services provided, improving communication
between parties, and providing the opportunity for
collaborative ventures.
Up until now the degree to which the Internet has been
adopted by Franchises in New Zealand has been limited,
with some notable exceptions. However recent surveys
reveal that its acceptance is increasing, and that franchise
systems recognise that the use of technology poses
opportunities in the years to come.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Type of Internet capability

The capabilities that can be provided through the use of the
Internet are differentiated by the classifications of the
people with access to the services being provided. Such
people can range from being internal staff through to
unknown third parties. Although referred to collectively
as ‘Internet’ services throughout the rest of this paper, they
can be defined more specifically as being that of an
Internet, Intranet, or Extranet site [5, 6, 7].
Intranet. An Intranet is a secure web site that is set up on
the Internet for the exclusive use of companies’ franchisee
and corporate staff. The users here are all internal or
known to the organisation. Typically, this capability
provides an organisation
with a communication
‘backbone’. This is used for a variety of purposes,
including internal document dispersion and e-mail.
Extranet.
An Extranet is a means of providing
information and services to users external to the
organisation. Such users are typically referred to as
‘trusted partners’, and can be involved in such activities as
advertising, and placing of orders for both inventory and
supplies.

The Internet is cited as being a revolutionising technology
that has profound impact on the way business is being
conducted. Recent studies estimate that the worldwide
Internet population stands at 377 million [2, 3]. Total ecommerce (business to business and business to customer)
is expected to explode from the current US$650 billion to
US$6.8 trillion in 2004 [4].

Internet. An Internet site is one that is made available to
users that are external to the organisation, and may be
completely unknown. Such a site can be a location for
resources for brand development and advertising, and
transactions and other services may be performed on-line.

In this paper, the role of the Internet will be examined with
respect to one particular facet of business: franchising. In
particular, the different strategies for the use of the Internet,
the capabilities it can provide, and the benefits that may
result will be discussed.

In examining the strategies that are applicable to the
franchise context, there are three choices for development;
to create a centralised, corporate web site, allow
franchisees to create distributed, independent web sites, or
merge the two for a ‘best of both worlds’ approach [5].

Most of the cases and research material sourced are of
international origin, originating primarily in the United
States and the United Kingdom. As a result, the state of
Internet use in New Zealand franchises will also be
examined, drawing largely upon annual survey and
collateral material.

Centralised development. Centralised development of a
site involves
the franchisor accepting
complete
responsibility for development and maintenance. Such an
approach ensures that the professionalism and the image of
the franchise are maintained through a quality site, further
developing the brand.

2.2

Internet Strategy
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Distributed development.
In this scenario, each
franchisee is left to develop their own site, with minimal
interference by the franchisor. The problems that emerge
here are that with disjoint web sites with no
standardisation, a variety of different styles of varying
quality may eme rge, and the professional image sought
may not be realised.
Where the sites are developed
independently, there is likely to be considerable potential
for the emergence of conflicts between franchisees,
regarding who is in possession of the site address (e.g.
http://www.subway.co.nz/) and the territories that are
affected by such a site.
Combination. A well-received approach is development
of a central site that reflects the branding of the franchise.
This incorporates links or mini-web sites that identify
individual locations. In such a manner, the overall quality
of the site can be maintained by the franchisor, and the
image of the franchise protected, while still allowing the
individual franchisees the ability to advertise their specific
locations without coming into conflict with other
franchisees or the parent.
Implications. An explicit policy on Internet presence is
becoming an increasingly important issue. More important
than developing a policy is to ensure that it is accepted by
existing franchisees, and is part of any contract for new
recruits.
Traditional franchising agreements may not
include the implications of new and emerging technologies,
and the Internet is one such technology that when left out,
can cause conflict.
A recent case in Australia, involving book retailer
Dymocks highlights this fact.
In absence of any
contractual statement explicitly concerning an Internet
presence, the franchisor sought full rights to the
organisation’s web site, in exchange for a minor equity
stake in the site for the franchisees. While the majority
agreed, they did not and took the matter to court, claiming
that the site would compete with them in their respective
territories. While the courts ultimately found that the full
rights to the site lay with the franchisor, it was an
expensive exercise for all parties [6].
In the United Kingdom, The Travel Shop experienced
similar problems when one of its franchisees established
an Internet site without seeking the approval normally
required of standard advertisements or brochure material.
The site resulted in the franchisee’s business increasing
ten-fold, to the detriment of other franchisees who
experienced detrimental effects in their territories [6].
3.

BENEFITS

The benefits that may be experienced in the use of the
Internet are largely generic benefits experienced by most
businesses in establishing an Internet presence. Some are
more applicable to franchising than others.
3.1

Franchise Sales

The Internet is described in recent US articles as having
developed rapidly from a novelty advertising gimmick
several years ago to the present, where it is one of the most

important mediums for generating leads for franchise sales
[5, 8]. With finding potential franchisees cited as one of
the biggest problems being faced in the following decade
[9], the implications of the Internet as a recruitment tool
are considerable.
In placing information regarding the franchise on a web
site, the benefits reported are largely that of decreasing the
costs associated with each inquiry, and better allocating
resources to following the most promising leads.
One
aspect of this is that where sufficient information is
provided, the Internet is accredited with reducing the
number of ‘idle window shoppers’ that are mildly
interested in what is involved in becoming part of a
franchise. Those that do proceed to take the matter further
are more likely to be serious prospects, better informed
regarding the franchise. More informed prospects are less
likely to be wary of an aggressive sales pitch where they
do not have the basic facts and background information,
resulting in better communication [10].
Another technique that may be employed is to place short
biographies and photos of the staff who will be following
up leads generated on-line. ‘It helps break the ice, when
you do business with someone, it’s always helpful to have
an image of who you are talking to’ [10].
Placing information on a web site, while helpful, is only
the first step of a comprehensive on-line advertising
strategy; ‘failing to drive prospective franchise buyers to it
is analogous to producing and printing a beautiful
promotional brochure and never mailing it to a targeted
list’ [8]. To this end, links to the website need to be placed
on the on-line equivalent of traditional advertisements.
Web sites for franchising associations,
business
opportunities, and self-employment forums all help target
the information to those most likely to be interested in
franchise opportunities.
The success of on-line promotion and advertising has been
substantial. Alden [8] reports a number of franchises that
have achieved success. The Sports Section generates 25%
of sales enquiries while spending between 5 and 10% of
the advertising budget on-line. By all accounts, such
results were not unusual; a number of franchises were
reported to be achieving similar results.
The cost involved with setting up a site for this purpose is
small. Many franchisors have reported that selling a single
franchise has covered the costs involved.
3.2

Products Sales

One of the more publicised aspects of the Internet is the
ability to provide another outlet for the sale of the products
and services offered. The manner by which this is
achieved can be attributed to marketing and brand
development, provide product information, and the ability
to conduct transactions on-line.
Advertising on-line provides a medium through which
more targeted, cost-effective marketing can be achieved.
Much in the manner described in the previous section,
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adverts and links can be placed on other Internet sites that
can direct likely customers to the franchise site.
16

Within the franchise’s Internet site, information about the
products offered can be placed, with full multimedia effect.
Where appropriate, sound, animation, and video can all
provide better information about the product than
traditional media. The information can also be updated
quickly, and the dissemination effect is immediate,
ensuring that current, up to date information is available 24
hours, 7 days a week.

14
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The ability to conduct on-line transactions enable clients in
geographically
dispersed,
potentially
international
locations to place orders without ever leaving the comfort
of their own homes. Where the product is standardised,
this can be of great convenience to the customer.
Providing on-line information regarding order status can
eliminate further queries. Other franchising sectors that are
likely to benefit are those in fast food and hospitality.
Fast food franchises are increasingly facing a situation
where an on-line ordering system is necessary not to
increase sales, but to protect market-share. Domino’s the
United Kingdom’s largest pizza delivery chain, expects
on-line ordering to make up 30% of all sales by the end of
the decade.
Domino’s als o experienced customers
spending between 25-30% more online than through
traditional means [6].
It is widely expected in the hospitality sector that Internetgenerated reservations will soon dominate all other sources
of reservations. The volume of reservations has been
doubling annually for the past three or four years, and is
expected to continue. The attractiveness of the Internet is
in its ability to reach a global population, and be available
‘24 / 7’, both of which make it attractive for travellers
seeking confirmation prior to physically arriving [11].
3.3

Like most business, franchises are capable of generating
an immense amount of paperwork in various forms of
communication [9]. The number and volume of manuals
alone is significant (Figures 1,2).
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Figure 2: Volume of instructions [12]
Placing documents on-line allows for much quicker instant
dissemination of information than traditional ‘snail-mail’.
Franchisees are able to retrieve documents such as price
lists immediately, and are able to implement them while
the prospects are still hot.
The ability to quickly make modifications, and the
immediate availability afterwards, make dealing with
electronic documents an attractive option. Effectively, the
opportunity cost for the time lag associated with traditional
communication is eliminated.
Establishing a repository of documents (e.g. financial
reports, manuals) and links to relevant sites can provide a
valuable shared resource. Where this information is
required by multiple parties over a period of time, such a
repository can increase organisational learning and save
time and resources by preventing ‘reinventing the wheel’.
3.4

Communication

0

0

Training

Franchises are increasingly being faced with a more
geographically
dispersed
(sometimes
international)
workforce that requires training. In addition, chain stores
and franchises characteristically have a high employee
turnover rate, and the franchise is likely to be in a position
of the on-going training of an ever-changing workforce
[13].
Already, franchises are beginning to team up with other
institutions to provide training and qualifications for
employees. In New Zealand, McDonalds and Auckland
University of Technology (AUT) have teamed to enable
training qualifications gained under McDonalds to be
certified towards a business degree [14]. As such
partnerships develop, it is likely that the Internet will be of
particular interest.
The Internet has already been
established as an educational medium, with long-distance
learning established and available for some time.
Franchises overseas are already employing it as a training
solution.

Number of Manuals

Figure 1: Number of manuals in system [12]

Some of the benefits have been described in the document
distribution section; franchises create, print and ship huge
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volumes of training materials that quickly become obsolete,
requiring frequent replacement.
In addition to the distribution of teaching materials, the
interactive element of the Internet makes it an ideal
medium for certification of skills. With on-line tests, it is
possible to monitor an individual’s understanding of the
content covered, and ensure that a comprehensive, high
quality, uniform level of understanding has been achieved.
It has been noted that the costs involved in the travel and
accommodation are often more expensive then the training
itself. An on-line medium eliminates much of the cost
associated by providing updateable information available
‘24 / 7’, to a global population.
3.5

Integration with Suppliers

The Internet offers great potential to improve the supply
chain management of a franchise through enabling better
integration and coordination amongst the franchisees, the
franchisor, and the suppliers.
This is particularly
applicable when the franchise supplies material to the
franchisees.
Internal to the franchise organisation, the Internet provides
a means by which franchises can communicate and
coordinate between themselves and the franchisor. This is
not only through providing a common forum for the
discussion and development of ideas, but on a more
practical basis. On-line inventory systems are an example
of a system that allows franchises to query each other for
stock availability.
Online connection to external organisations offers benefits
of both better coordination and better pricing. Where a
collaborative effort is made, purchasing wholesale can
recognise pricing reductions of up to 20%. In addition to
better pricing, other benefits cited include more informed
stock status, free freight, same day delivery, and greater
convenience [15][16].
An interesting approach to the development of sites has
been adopted by some franchises, notably Subway.
In
their web site, it is possible for landlords or agents to
propose potential locations to the Subway franchise for
consideration for further development. A checklist is
provided to codify this process. In doing so, some of the
effort in finding sites has been replaced by ‘suppliers’ of
sites.
3.6

Cooperation with Franchise “Partners”

In addition to enabling better integration with those
involved in the supply chain management of a franchise, a
trend that is becoming more pronounced internationally is
the increase in alliances that are forming between
franchises. The main goals appear to be in achieving a
greater customer base, or critical mass, and to improve the
convenience and quality of the service provided.
Floyd [6] refers to a number of cases that illustrate this.
One such United Kingdom example is Countrywide
Assurance joining forces with bank Halifax, insurance

provider Royal Sun & Alliance, and Connell Estate Agents
in order to create the largest full service real estate site in
the country, expected to advertise on-line 50% of all
properties advertised for sale.
3.7

Disclosure

While it is noted that New Zealand currently has no
specific legislation relating directly to disclosure, the New
Zealand Franchise Association Code of Practice makes
specific reference to disclosure requirements.
Australia
has legislation regarding disclosure, as does the United
States.
The benefits that can be achieved can be
considered a specific combination of two issues already
discussed, regarding the promotion of the franchise, and
the distribution of documents on the Internet.
In the United States, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
established franchising disclosure rules to prevent ‘serious
informational imbalance between prospective franchisees
and their franchisors’ [17]. Specifically, the franchisor
must disclose:
Information about the franchisor and the franchise
system, such as names of officers, litigation
history, and the number of franchisees.
Financial information including audited financial
statements.
Material costs associated with the franchise and
the provisions of the franchise agreement.
Information about former and current franchisees
within the system.
Prior to the Internet, it was required that the prospective
franchisee was provided with a copy of the lengthy
document at considerable expense. The distribution of this
document over the Internet shares the same benefits as the
distribution of other documents outlined above.
3.8
Benefits Summary
The benefits that are experienced from the use of the
Internet
by franchises
are considerable.
The
aforementioned were not a complete list, but merely
illustrate some of the advantages particularly applicable to
franchises.
With the growth of the Internet population and
corresponding e-commerce, the opportunities that it
prevents must be acted upon quickly. In all likelihood, as
the number of organisations use the Internet in new and
innovative ways, it is expected that an on-line presence
will soon not be a source of advantage, an additional
means to create customer contact, but it will be necessary
to ensure the survival and economic viability of the
organisation.
4.

NEW ZEALAND CONTEXT

The focus of this paper has been a discussion of some of
the manners in which franchises can use the Internet and
the benefits that can be accrued from it. Typically, the
information and examples provided have been of
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international origin, focusing on the United States and
Europe.
In this section, the status of the New Zealand franchising
Internet adoption, opportunities and threats, and future
direction will be discussed. The primary sources for this
were the ‘Franchising New Zealand’ surveys [9, 12]
(Hereafter referred to as FNZ Survey), and a survey of 99
franchise websites 1 .
4.1

Internet Presence

As stated, of 453 franchises, it was found that 99 had
Internet sites available. While this figure may seem very
low, especially when the figures in the first section are
compared, this is not to say that all of the services
discussed above have been precluded. It is possible that
internal networks, or intranets, were in place that could not
be accessed. Having said this, the findings are consistent
with the FNZ survey.
4.2

Franchise Recruitment

Of the franchises with sites listed, it was found that only
53% of these disclosed that they were a franchise, and that
opportunities existed to become involved. This figure is
interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly, the fact that it
is only 53% suggests that there is some reluctance to
reveal the fact. This may be attributable to the fact that
franchising received bad publicity in the late 1980s, and
that there may still be a negative association, although this
is fading through better public educational and awareness.
Secondly, in the FNZ 2000 survey, it was disclosed that
the Internet as a recruitment medium featured only in 3
responses. It may be that despite the presence of such
information on the Internet, it is not regarded as being an
important generator of leads.
In terms of the quantity and quality of information
displayed, in most cases there was little more than a brief
outline or history, and a means of contact. None of the
sites featured information sufficient to satisfy US
disclosure rules.
Advertising on the Internet also featured poorly in the FNZ
2000 survey, where the Internet was cited as a marketing
tool / activity carried out in the last 12 months by only 1 of
the 100 respondents.
In light of the above points, it is interesting that it was
stated in the same survey that the second greatest
challenge, after substandard operators (24.4%), was
attracting suitable franchisees (15.4%). It would appear
then that a valuable resource may be seriously under
utilised, and that greater employment of the Internet may
be of benefit.

4.3

Services

Count

Frequency

Franchise Information

52

53%

Product Information

89

90%

E-mail Contact

79

80%

Transactions

13

13%

Table 1: Services Provided
The sites examined were largely brochure-type sites. The
primary purpose appeared to be to promote the business,
and provide some form of product information or
catalogue (90%). The location of franchise sites and
contact details appeared in 83% of all sites studied. E-mail
was offered as a contact option for 80% of the sites
featured.
Only 13% of sites provided the ability to make
reservations or place orders on-line, and this number
includes those where payment was required either over the
phone, or in person. The main categories of business that
provided this were fast food and hospitality. While the
level of transactional capability also appears low, it is
interesting to note that these are the two categories that
were identified from the literature that were particularly
suited to providing Internet interfaces.
The overall capabilities of the sites examined showed very
little in the way of functionality, and many appeared to be
a formality, present just because it was available, and not
part of an integrated business function. This issue is
further enforced by the FNZ 2000 survey that reported that
technology was a significant challenge facing the franchise
in the new millennium (11.4%). Hopefully, this is a sign
that there is at least recognition of the problem.
4.4

The sample is taken from the mailing list used for the New Zealand
survey. It is estimated that only 300 of the 458 listed organisations
represent current business format franchise systems. The total number of
systems surveyed that had Internet sites was 99.

Privacy Statement

A significant concern that is raised in the use of the
Internet for conducting business is the issue of the
collection of information about the individual, and the
respect for privacy [1]. Despite this, only 13% of sites
examined had any form of privacy statement. It is
interesting to see that this information was displayed
predominantly by sites with transactional capabilities, and
that privacy is only deemed an issue where this type of
information is collected. However, as most of the sites had
some means through which to establish e-mail contact, the
information gathered should still result in the display of
some manner of privacy policy. It is possible in this case
that franchises can help themselves in increasing
confidence in e-commerce by providing such information.
4.5

1

Site Capabilities

Support

The need for ongoing support for franchises was revealed
in the FANZ 1997 survey [12], where all respondent
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franchises reported that some form of on-going support
was provided.
In analysing the method for which support was provided,
only 4% of franchisors employed the use of the Internet
(Table 2). This is particularly surprising, as the 1997
winter edition of the Australian Franchise magazine
featured a front cover article on the necessity for having
some form of Internet support.
Support Method

Count

Frequency

On-going Training

94

20%

Newsletters

92

20%

Annual Conference

83

18%

Telephone Hot line service

73

16%

Other

46

10%

Franchise Advisory Council

34

7%

Master Franchisees

27

6%

Internet

20

4%

None indicated

0

0%

Total

468

100%

Table 2: Franchise Support Structures [12]
In a survey carried out in 2000 of New Zealand fast food
franchises 2 , the majority (44 of 48, with 4 non-responses)
had Internet access. This and the frequency of usage
(Table 3) suggest that the Internet, while having great
potential, is under-utilised.
Times Used Per Month

Frequency

Percentage

Not at all

2

4%

1-2

6

13%

3-6

3

7%

7-14

9

20%

15+

26

57%

the franchise system. Franchising itself can be considered
a service. In exchange for an initial franchise fee and/or
on-going royalty payments, the franchisor offers support to
its franchisees in a variety of ways. In the 2001 survey, the
systems were asked to specify how they used the web, in
particular for marketing and support activities. The survey
revealed an increasing use of the web for marketing and
support activities compared to the earlier surveys, 17% and
39% in the 1997 and 1998 surveys respectively. The
infancy of this form of marketing and support can be seen
from the fact that over half the web sites are less than two
years old. 84% of the systems have a web site, and of these
74% were based in NZ (some has sites in NZ as well as
overseas). A larger number, 93%, have Internet access and
85% used it for communicating with their franchisees.
63% use the Internet as a form of group-office support.
This reflects that, in many systems, the franchisees are the
system’s customers. This is particularly the case when
master franchisees are appointed to an area. Where the
franchise does have a site, 75%, 59% and 53% use it for
brand awareness, brand marketing and selling the system’s
products and services respectively.
5.

CONCLUSION

The use of the Internet is being used internationally to
provide a number of services for franchises.
The
advertising potential of the Internet clearly has great
potential in advertising not only the products and services
being provided, but also in promoting the franchise itself
and attracting new prospects.
The use of the Internet is also being exploited for the
support that a franchise can provide to its franchisees.
Such support can come in the form of repositories of
information, provision of training, and better integration,
both within the franchise and to external parties.
The Internet would appear to be of particular use to New
Zealand franchises, given the rapid acceptance of the
technology by the population in general, with 1.31 million
people on-line [3]. In practice the opportunities presented
have not yet been addressed by franchises.
However, on the upside, there does at least appear to be
recognition of the problem here. While the Internet does
feature poorly in the FNZ 2000 survey, it has improved on
previous years. Furthermore, technology is specifically
cited as a challenge that does need to be addressed in the
coming years. The 2001 FNZ survey is as yet incomplete
but already early indications (as reported here) suggest that
the Internet is becoming an increasingly important part of
the service provision and knowledge management for
franchise systems.
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From Brand Loyalty To E-Loyalty: A Conceptual Framework

The concept of brand loyalty has been extensively discussed in traditional marketing literature with main
emphasis on two different dimensions: behavioral and attitudinal loyalty. Oliver (1997) has extended a
conceptual framework of brand loyalty that includes the full spectrum of brand loyalty based on a hierarchy
of effects model with cognitive, affective, conative (behavioral intent) and action (repeat purchase behavior)
dimensions. The concept of e-loyalty extends the traditional brand loyalty concept to on-line consumer
behavior.

Although the underlying theoretical foundations of traditional brand loyalty and the newly defined
phenomena of e-loyalty are generally similar there are unique aspects of its manifestation in Internet based
marketing and buyer behavior. Schultz and Bailey (2000) describe customer/brand loyalty in cyberspace as
an evolution from traditional product driven – marketer controlled concept towards a distribution driven –
consumer controlled and technology facilitated concept. E-loyalty also has several parallels to the “store
loyalty” concept (Corstjens and Lal, 2000) such as building repeat store visiting behavior over and above
the purchase of established brand name items in the store. As extensively discussed in Schefter and
Reichheld (2000) e-loyalty is all about quality, customer support, on-time delivery, compelling product
presentations, convenient and reasonably priced shipping and handling, and clear and trustworthy privacy
policies.

This paper presents an integrated framework of e-loyalty (see figure below) and its underlying drivers in
terms of (a) Website & Technology (b) Customer Service & Logistics (c) Trust & Security (d) Product &
Price and (e) Brand Building Activities. The nature of these factors in building customer loyalty are
discussed with examples of current practices. Managerial and future research implications from the
proposed framework are also presented.
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Web-Site & Technology
Fast page loads
Easy to navigate/browse
Personalized web-site
features
Design for targeted customer
segment
Language options
Effective search function
Sever reliability
 Content
Quick shopping checkout
Process

Customer Service &
Logistics

Fast response to customer
inquiries
Customer service/easy to
contact
Free online applications
Easy payment method
Fast delivery
Delivery options

Attitude
(Affective)
(Cognitive)
Behavioral Intent
(Conative)
Behavior
Trust & Security
 Trust
Third party approval
 Privacy
 Reputation
 Reliability
 Authentication
 Non-Repudiation

Product & Price

Brand Building

Customized products
Large set of choices
Product quality
 Guarantee
Well-known brands
 Pricing

Brand building activities
Frequency programs
Community Building
A Framework of E-Loyalty
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ABSTRACT
Table 1. Set of Case Organisations
This paper discusses some of the results from an
explorative study of organisational response to electronic
business (e-business). The study was conducted during the
year 2000 in the Manawatu region of New Zealand. Six
organisations from different industries, with employee
numbers ranging from one to over 2700, participated in the
project. Application of a multiple case methodology
allowed the project to illuminate the rich contextual factors
involved in the progress towards e-business.
Focussed case write-ups revealed how each business
responded to the e-business challenge. An analysis section
draws out commonalties and contrasts between the cases
and lays them out in a combined response profile - by
demonstrating the strategic nature of e-business, outlining
drivers and constraints, and listing key success factors.
SET OF CASE ORGANISATIONS
The details of the set of case study organisations sorted in
order of staff numbers employed are summarised in Table
1. The participating companies are from a diverse range of
industry sectors including private and publicly held
institutions. Each of the primary informants held a key
position within the organisation and was well experienced
and qualified to represent the company. This was a
purposive sample set serving the research goal.

Company

Industry/
Sector

Service/
Product

Numbe
r of
Staff

Position of
primary
informant(s)

Case Study A
(SME)
www.obo.co.nz

Obo

Sport
outfits
niche

Hockey
Goalkeeper
Protectivewa
re, Clothing

1
(subcontrac
ted
work)

Principal and
Team Leader

Case Study B
(SME)
www.ur.co.nz
www.mallnz.co.
nz

Unlimited
Realities,
Mall NZ

Informati
on
Technolo
gy

Information
Technology
Consultancy,
E-commerce
solution
provider

5

Project
Manager for
Unlimited
Realities,
Director of
Mall NZ

Case Study C
(SME)
www.enable.co.
nz

Enable NZ

Health
Sector –
Disabiliti
es

Equipment
Management
/
Customisatio
n,
Information
Referral
Service

55

Chief
Executive

Case Study D
www.ezibuy.co.
nz

Ezibuy

Retail
Clothing

Direct
Marketer of
Clothing

560

New Media
Manager

Case Study E
www.ucol.ac.nz

UCOL
(trading
name of
the
Manawatu
Polytechni
c)

Public
Tertiary
Education

Certificates,
Diplomas,
Degrees,
Innovative
Learning
Programmes

720

Chief
Executive,
Financial
Controller

MidCentra
l Health

Public
Health

Major
Hospital
operator,
Health
service
provider

Case Study F
www.midcentral
.co.nz

(300
equival
ent full
time)

2700

Chief
Information
Officer
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RESPONSE PROFILE TO E-BUSINESS

revolution will be two thirds of the way
through by the time we do that.

Response attributes
The response attributes from the case set to e-business are
summarised in Table 2. The approaches to e-business
used are classified as either experiment, lead or wait [1].
E-business offers the opportunity of integrated real-time
responsiveness, and as Table 2 indicates - four of the case
set are headed in that direction.
Table 2. Organisational Response Attributes
E-business
significance?

E-business
definition
apply/fit?

Real-time
integrated
enterprise?

Approach to ebusiness

Case
A

Yes, lifestyle and
business
opportunity. Not
for the whole
company.

No

No

Proactive –
experiment, play and
learn

Case
B

Yes, an ecommerce solution
provider

Yes

Near

Proactive – lead

Case
C

Yes, reconfigured
whole organisation
in preparation of
e-business

Not totally at
present, Yes
within 6
months

No,
Future goal

Proactive – lead

Case
D

Yes, embarking on
becoming

No,
Will become

No,
Future goal

Proactive – lead

Case
E

Yes, took full
advantage of IT
capability

Yes

Near

Proactive – lead

Case
F

No, at the
periphery of what
they do. Not
relevant at present

Yes, satisfies
current
performance
parameters,
need not
necessarily
involve new
technologies

Definitely not

Wait and see

Case C was a prime a prime example of an organisation
that had reconfigured itself ready to conduct e-business:
So it is partly saying that this is what it is
going to be like in the future and as an
organisation our choice is to be there
when others start arriving, rather than
wait for people to get there and then
invest the resources to respond to them.
We are constantly trying to guess where
the market place is going to shift and to
make sure we are there first.
Case E's response involved taking that leap of faith to
integrate e-business into their strategy:
E-business is a revolution that is
washing over us, you can either ignore it
and die or engage in it and gain a better
result for your organisation….Use of
technology in education is debatable
because it is an unproven modality. But
the choice of saying no or we will only
run it as a pilot or we will run a timeseries analysis over five years to see
whether the control is doing better over
the other mode is not an option.
The

Case F stood out as the organisation least prepared to
endorse an e-business type environment and provided
evidence for what Day and Schoemaker (2000) arguably
call an organisational pitfall of 'delayed participation' [2].
The managerial beliefs of the CIO were focussed on
retaining the status quo, until some hard and factual results
are received about e-business.
The stance may be
appropriate for an organisation not running a commercial
model, with little to no competitor pressure, and where
waiting on the maturity and benefits of this technology to
be realised can be a reasonable option:
I am a bit of a sceptic when it comes to
saying that an e-commerce solution
would provide us with massive savings.
My strategy is really to sit down and
wait for some of the other health
providers that have gone down that path
- see if it works for them. But if they
cannot show a tangible win then I
wouldn't follow that path.
The move to e-business can represent navigation of
uncharted territory. As much as can be learnt from best
practice [3], unique contextual factors present themselves
with new challenges, and companies need to learn,
improve and adapt [4]. The creation of a virtual
organisation can be likened to trying out a new recipe:
Even though a cook may be familiar
with the ingredients and even though one
has an idea about the process, it will take
time to adjust and perfect some of these
ideas
in
the
course
of
their
implementation [5].

Drivers and constraints
Drivers and constraints for each case are summarised in
Table 3. Awareness of e-business as a global trend, basic
business objective drivers, customer focus, cost savings,
drive for efficiency gains, to offer integrated channels,
seeking new opportunities, top management commitment,
feature across the case set as drivers. The entrepreneurial
response from Case A stood out - greed and
inquisitiveness, with little focus on what can impede
progress. These simple ingredients can be a powerful
combination - to learn with the times, while enhancing
profitable opportunities. Constraints included customer
acceptance of this channel - market readiness to adopt,
adequacy of the New Zealand telecommunications
industry to provide the necessary infrastructure, adequacy
of applications interfaces, financial considerations when
the payoff in e-business may well be down the track.
People factors - such as attitudes, fear for retraining,
feature higher as a concern than possible technological
constraints. For example, the 'luddite resistance' observed
in Case C.
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Table 3. Drivers and Constraints
Drivers

Constraints

Case
A

Basic greed (will make money);
Inquisitiveness (learn)

Takes time

Case
B

Cost savings; Alternative sales and
marketing channel – move towards
integrated channels, both bricks-andmortar and clicks-and-mortarcoexisting; Top management commitment

Negative business climate; Customer
acceptance of this channel; Market maturity
– customer base; Payment method options;
Client funding and infrastructure
constraints; Human barriers in larger
organisations

Case
C

Profitabilityfocus and business
efficiency, cost savings; Strategic driver
in re-positioning inline with a worldwide
trend

Justifying freeing up of capital; People and
mindsets – resistance to change; Readiness
of marketplace to adopt; Finding the right
partner to deploy the Internet side

Case
D

Customer demand; Basic business
drivers; Becoming more entrepreneurial
like; To counter threats of overseas
competitor positions; Growing the
company faster in an e-business
environment; Potential for new business
opportunities; Awareness by top
management that this is something they
must accomplish to sustain their
advantage

NZ infrastructure issues, employee
adoption

Case
E

Learning needs of students; Technology
work culture – now staff demand
improvedfacilities

Financial considerations, Application
standards interface

Case
F

Proven technology and a requisite
business imperative (still to establish)

Low business imperative; Unproven
technology; Large application suites not
necessarily downsizeable

Case
A

Strategic/Market orientation

Sources of advantage

Clear vision; operating philosophy, to
learn and stay ahead of competition, to
experiment with e-business applicability

Brand name, talented entrepreneur driving
the operations, fresh mindset working on ebusiness

Niche market leader, pursuing option of
brandedclothing
Case
B

E-commerce solution provider

Case
C

Vision to become a fully integrated realtime enterprise

Carving out a niche as an e-commerce
solution provider, plus pursue other
consultancy roles, entry into e-learning
products

Possess strategic asset in 2yr regional
contract rights

Case
D

Vision to become a fully integrated realtime enterprise
Direct Marketing in clothing, market
leaders within NZ – threats from
overseas competitors

An example of drivers and constraints from Case D:
Probably the biggest hurdle to overcome
will be the people and processes they are
used to performing, more so than the
actual technology itself. There aren't
many skilled staff available in this area
in Palmerston North, and one of the
strengths of Ezibuy has been staff having
high involvement in a system that has
been in place nearly for the life of
Ezibuy. They are going to have to
broaden their horizons and look at new
ways of doing things. So it's a matter of
how we handle that, which will
determine the successful outcome of the
project.
Strategic/market orientation
Table 4 summarises the strategic/market orientation and
sources of advantage in relation to e-business for each case.
If a quick conclusion can be reached at this stage, then it is
that e-business can elevate levels of 'operational
effectiveness', but it still needs to be heavily embedded in
what the company's strategic goals are and how the
company is seen to perform with the rest of the
marketplace.

Case
E

Integral part of the strategy

Case
F

Opportunity exists for e-business in the
strategic plan (supply chain
management) but little in the way of a
business imperative to pursue e-business

Competitive tertiary sector; Innovative
teaching programmes adapted to
students’ learning styles

Fast changing competitive environment;
Focus on internal strengths, experiencebase, knowledge gained from developing
and implementing one of the first fully
integrated e-commerce sites in NZ
CEO driven leadership; Questioned the
sustainability of uncontested contracts; Rebranded the organisation, transformed the
organisation to become fully commercially
oriented, reconfigured business practices; Ebusiness means to embed themselves in
primary stakeholders systems; Knowledge
of health professionals
Customer focussed, massive fulfillment
infrastructure in place; Professional staged
approach to the transition to e-business,
move to integrated channels

CEO driven leadership; Strategic flexibility
in delivery model; Being there and playing
the game; Developing a core competence in
e-business
Not running a commercial model; Internal
service delivery improvement; Strategically
safe in possessing an immutable strategic
asset – uncontested Government funding

Possess strategic asset as Government
funded and principal regional health care
provider

Case C provided a vivid account of how competitiveness
can be enhanced through the application of e-business
technology:
The real opportunity in terms of
competitiveness in the future is about
embedding yourself in your customer's
systems so much that they cannot easily
dislodge you. You become so integrated
into their systems that you still have got
that other part of the organism which is
you, out there.
Case B was well aware of the competitive marketplace:
There are many organisations trying to
get there - to get into the game. There is
nothing we can do about that. I suppose
we are more resilient to the competition,
in that we have gone through a
successful
development
and
implementation of the original product.
It has been a tried and true experience.
We basically went that hard process of
establishing an e-commerce solution
when there were few such products
available on the market.
That
knowledge is now reflected in our
company and the relationships we build
with our customers who recognise the
effort we put in to get a system to
operate, in what are sometimes difficult
situations.

Table 4. Strategic Factors for Advantage
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Key success factors and measures of success
Table 5 summarises the key success factors and measures
of success. Each organisation will have its own particular
set of factors that they hold as important [3].
Table 5. Key Success Factors and Measures of Success
Key success factors and measures of success
Case
A

Not driven by numbers but to maximise on opportunities

Case
B

For clients – long-term strategic orientation; top management commitment;
business process reassessment
Turning site visits into paying customers; Use of the technology in gaining
statistics for metrics

Case
C

Client satisfaction, excellence in service, business retention, financial measures on
profitability impact

Case
D

Based on stringent Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) on each phase of
implementation and Return on Investment (ROI) in each phase of the investment;
Staff adoption; Customer satisfaction

Case
E

Staff adoption – now a technology work culture; Learner satisfaction - surveys;
Increased participation in tertiary education

Case
F

Demonstrably achieving cost savings and service improvement

E-business as seen from Table 5 requires sound business
principles that are as applicable to e-business as they are to
traditional business activity.
SUMMARY OF KEY POINTS
Case A:
Opportunity to use e-business in a subset of the
organisation but not necessarily required for the whole
company
Learn from the mindsets of a younger generation
Vision driven by maximising each opportunity
Entrepreneurial style - greed and inquisitiveness, keen
to experiment, learn, and play with the e-business idea.
Case B:
Successful implementers of one of the first fullyfledged e-commerce operations in the country, now
offer a virtual mall product. Expansion into elearning products
 Various market/client constraints, has not seen
immediate growth in the mall product
Essentially e-business is business process driven.
Requires top management commitment
Advantage stems from a growing competence in ebusiness.
Case C:
Personal vision of the CEO - CEO driven change
effort
Staff attitudes, resistance and fear to the implications
of this technology
Internal reconfiguration complete. Seeking highperforming partner to manage the Internet side

Competitiveness via embedding into client systems.
Technology is the means to link the key differentiators
of the company to the rest of the marketplace.
Case D:
Undergoing transformation into an e-business - timing
right, where current IT systems are incapable of
handling growth.
Envision growing the company
faster in and e-business enabled environment
New breed of e-business skilled leadership
 Meticulous planned and staged approach to
implementation. Strict key performance indicators
over the entire project.
E-business is business process driven
Fully aware of the need to provide integrated channels
for customers
Massive fulfillment infrastructure already in place.
Case E:
E-learning combined with on campus facilitation in a
modern high-tech campus
High IT impact on the institution
CEO driven - leadership both hard and facilitative
A resulting technology work culture
Strategic flexibility to meet student demand
Building up a core competence in e-business
Unproven modality - required a leap in faith in taking
this approach
Above all, focus is on the needs of the learner.

Case F:
Not running a commercial model
Delayed participation in e-business - not seen as
relevant at present
Waiting on the proven and tangible results from other
health providers that have taken that path
Cost of coming second in implementing e-business
type functionality not much greater or may prove less
Influence of CIO in maintaining the status quo
New technologies are assimilated on a broad healthindustry initiative basis.
CONCLUSIONS
Each of the six cases demonstrated an overall individuated
response to electronic business, reflecting the complexity
of environmental and contextual factors that eventually
determines the position companies adopt. Awareness that
e-business is a reality that can transform organisational
practice and have strategic consequences in terms of
accruing advantages from building competence in this area,
was evident over most of the set. Case F was the
exception, due in part to a non-commercial business model
and the influence of the CIO in retaining the status quo.
The route taken towards e-business involves a combination
of influencing factors - some enabling, some inhibitory
that together determine the choice of strategy.
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Managerial implications are that e-business is a critical
response activity that can pervade most aspects of an
organisation. The business impact of this technology will
become greater as it gradually becomes assimilated into
society, though many concerns still exist with an otherwise
'unproven' and potentially risky endeavour. Lessons learnt
from this case set may help in minimising risk when
introducing e-business into an organisation. However, a
qualitative study such as this one is appropriate in an
explorative context and must demonstrate excellent
judgement for the findings to be credible to a wider
audience. For New Zealand the move to a knowledge
economy away from its heavy reliance on primary
agricultural industry is vitally important if the Country is
to retain its place in the world.
E-business need not necessarily be the magic bullet for all
companies. Advances in inter-networking technologies
will guide the evolution of the linking mechanisms to
achieve end-to-end integration of information flows. But
sound business principles embedded in a coherent and
cohesive strategic focus, with the appropriate leadership to
drive initiatives into an organisation, and willingness of
people to learn and innovate - to develop the business and
technological competencies required for this environment,
will likely influence the success of these transitions to
clicks-and-mortar.
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ABSTRACT
The need for travel agents became apparent as demand for
foreign holidays escalated during the 1950s and 1960s. To
facilitate consumer demand the various components of the
tourist trip e.g. flights and accommodation, were
integrated into a single product and sold through a central
distribution point. In the 1970s, airlines took information
technology to new limits through the development of
Central Reservation Systems, a database that worked with
‘real time’ processing allowing for better inventory control.
It soon became a key distribution channel enabling travel
agents to gain further credibility. However, the latest
technology revolution, the Internet, may serve to do
otherwise. Its impact on travel distribution can be bestdescribed using Porter and Miller’s [13] words “… IT is
changing the rules of competition in three ways.
First,
advances in IT are changing industry structure. Second,
IT is becoming an increasingly important lever that
companies
can
use
to
create
competitive
advantage… Finally, the information revolution is
spawning completely new businesses”.
However,
traditional intermediaries are fighting back by developing
e-commerce strategies that not only modernises traditional
sales platforms, but also embrace current and future
technology innovations. The Internet is an opportunity to
move beyond price-based competition (as seen in the
1990s) to offer a more qualitative product. Despite the
influx of new travel intermediaries keen to exploit this
high growth market, ‘bricks and mortar’ travel agencies
still have a future. Currently, not all sectors of society are
confidant using the Internet and the UK Government’s
‘access for all’ programme is yet to be achieved. Over the
longer term, they will also prevail, albeit in smaller
numbers, because not all types of travel arrangements are
suitable for the Internet; some are far too complex and
lucrative to sacrifice face-to-face contact.

Introduction
The need for travel agents first arose in the 1950s due to
the rapidly expanding operations of airline/ferry
businesses. Transport providers required a means of
distribution for their products that was more cost effective
than establishing individual networks of booking offices
around the country. Their subsequent development was a
direct result of the increasing consumer demand for
inclusive tours from holidaymakers who were largely
uneducated and unsophisticated, and therefore looked to
‘experts’ to facilitate the process. For many, a foreign
holiday was an opportunity to emulate grand lifestyles
through the services of a travel agent.
However, changes in education, economic, social and
demographic trends have led to new ways of purchasing.
The Internet, and in particular the opportunities relating to
e-commerce for travel related products is a highly
contentious issue at the moment. Its presence is far greater
in the USA, but the UK is quickly catching up. As Table 1
illustrates B2C e-commerce growth rate for 1999 was
280% compared with 195% in the USA. In addition, the
market penetration rates as a percentage of retail sales for
both countries are similar (USA - 0.48% and UK- 0.37%).
The authors have purposely chosen to ignore the value of
transactions for each country largely because these figures
distort the different population sizes.
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Table 1
B2C E-commerce in Selected OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation & Development) Countries
Value of

Value of

Penetration

Transactions

Transactions

Rate, % of

– 1999, $US

– Growth

Retail Sales

million

Rate

United States

24,170

(1999/98)
195

0.48

Japan

1,648

334

0.06

Germany

1,199

200

0.30

France

345

215

0.14

Italy

194

145

0.09

1,040

280

0.37

774

166

0.26

United Kingdom
Canada

Sources: OECD Secretariat; Boston Consulting Group;
The Internet, mainly due to its global reach, is responsible
for the greater blurring of industry sectors. This has been
particularly noticeable in the travel distribution sector,
which lends itself very well to the concept of electronic
direct selling. The Internet facilitates this process
particularly well within the travel industry. Smith & Jenner
[18] point out “the fact is that however travel is bought,
the customer receives nothing at the time of payment other
than a slip of paper, which the World Wide Web can
deliver just as well”. The statistics are also beginning to
speak for themselves. “The European Travel Monitor
estimated that more than 5 million bookings were made by
European travelers via the net in 1999 – equivalent to 2%
of the total market volume that year but an incredible
300% higher than in 1998” [21]. Forrester Research
confirms that this is a trend that looks set to continue with
predictions that by 2002 over 65 million holidays will be
booked via the Internet globally, with an estimated £1
billion of that business being concluded in the UK.
Given current trends it is clear that fewer future bookings
will be made through travel agents. In the past,
technological revolutions, such as the CRS have worked to
strengthen the role and position of travel agents in the
overall distribution network. However, the Internet may
serve to do the opposite i.e. weaken their foothold in the
marketplace through disintermediation, which effectively
means bypassing the traditional channels of the travel
agent. Even though the absolute level of e-commerce is
still nominal, for travel agents where margins are already
dwindling (largely due to marketplace consolidation in the
1990s, better known as the ‘March of the Multiples’), such
penetration would be enough to push many out of business.
Against this background, the paper will examine the
increasing role of the Internet distribution channels and
consider the future, if any, of the UK travel agent.

The need for a middleman such as a travel agent exists
because the linkages between suppliers and potential
customers are imperfect. The relationship between travel
agents and the benefits of a service from a consumer
perspective include:
The avoidance of search and transaction costs,
saving both time and money
The minimising of uncertainty as travel agents are
assumed to have specialist knowledge, although
the impartiality of this advice is questionable as
will be seen shortly.
 Discounts.
Wholesalers, in this case, tour
operators, will buy from popular destinations in
bulk, the savings from which are generally passed
on to consumers.
Estimated figures for 1999 show that approximately 2/3 of
packages were booked through retail travel agencies i.e.
60% of the total market.
Of the remaining 1/3,
approximately 15% were booked directly with a tour
operator, 10% electronically and the remainder (8%)
through a variety of means [6]. The electronic market
share has obviously increased since then, as we know that
Expedia and Travelocity have increased their share of the
marketplace.
In the 1980s, the March of the Multiples was a momentous
challenge that threatened many of the independent travel
agents (in fact the aftershocks/ramifications are still being
felt even now), yet they fought back through collaboration
and exploitation of their core competencies and resources
to secure a future. Now the same type of thing is
happening to the multiples, but because of e-commerce
pressures the intensive areas of distribution and
information are set to be predominant in their
transformation. The following describes the case prior to
the recent e-revolution. Such a revolution has bypassed the
1970s advent of CRS as well as the consolidation of GDS
systems in the 1980s.
CRS were pioneered by the airline industry. In simple
terms the technology enabled them to control their own
seat inventory for sales, marketing and ticketing purposes.
American Airline’s SABRE system, in particular, was at
the forefront of this revolution. GDS allowed for even
easier distribution with the consolidation of CRS systems
around the world. It addressed the underlying problem
associated with CRS (dumb terminals found in travel
agencies only contained inventory information regarding a
single airline and its co-hosts).

Intermediaries
A travel agent can be classed as an intermediary for its
principal role “is to bring buyers and sellers together,
either to create markets where they previously did not exist
or to make existing markets function more effectively”. [3].
The First International Conference on Electronic Business, Hong Kong, December 19-21, 2001.
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Figure 1.
The Case of the Travel Agency Pre- Distribution
Explosion. Based upon Porter’s Five Forces Model [14]:
Tour Operators through
Vertical Integration

GDS
Internet

POTENTIAL ENTRANTS

Tourists less psychocentric, more
midcentric/ allocentric
Theatre/Concert Tickets
Airlines
C OMPETITIVE
RIVALRY .

Hotels

Vertical/Horizontal
integration - market

S UPPLIERS

BUYERS

Customers have
high bargaining
power

share all important
Tour Operators

Coach
Companies

In 1996, Sabre launched Travelocity.com – this is now the
World’s leading online travel site, providing availability for
more than 95% of all airline seats sold and more than 47,000
hotels. Sabre overview [16]. Furthermore, Amadeus’s
collaboration with Microsoft to form www.expedia.co.uk is
also proving extremely lucrative. By the end of 1997, the
service was selling at the rate of US$1 million per day.
Worldspan agreed to provide the booking engines in 1995
for Microsoft’s Expedia.com, and in 1998 for Priceline.com.
Worldspan and Sabre were the early adopters in website
development securing a strong customer base. Amadeus and
Galileo will rely on their travel agency customer franchise to
gain a foothold in the market

Price sensitive
No brand
loyalty exists

Doing without – greater
competition for leisure £

SUBSTITUTES
Low switching costs

Table 2:
The Internet Activities of the 4 Major GDSs at 1997’s
year-end

Direct Sell Methods
Telephone

Teletext

Budget Airlines e.g. Easyjet
have introduced -ticketless
flying

Electronic
ticketing

The number of end-users for GDSs has increased to
incorporate company intranets and to provide direct
consumer access, meaning that they are competing for
users that normally utilise the services of travel agencies
(as Figure 2. clearly illustrates). Although evidence
suggests that despite 10% cost savings, GDS has failed to
capture the public’s attention [3]. The Internet, in
particular, has been the catalyst behind these recent GDS
developments, for it poses a very real threat, through
disintermediation, to the hegemony that it has enjoyed for
so long. In essence, GDS is at a critical stage of its
product lifecycle, rejuvenation means developing an
invaluable service at a reasonable price.
The number of end-users for GDSs has increased to
incorporate company intranets and to provide direct
consumer access, meaning that they are competing for
users that normally utilise the services of travel agencies
(as Figure 2. clearly illustrates). Although evidence
suggests that despite 10% cost savings, GDS has failed to
capture the public’s attention [3].
The Internet, in
particular, has been the catalyst behind these recent GDS
developments, for it poses a very real threat, through
disintermediation, to the hegemony that it has enjoyed for
so long. In essence, GDS is at a critical stage of its
product lifecycle, rejuvenation means developing an
invaluable service at a reasonable price.
Figure 2.
Transaction Flow of Global CRS/GDS Industry
Content Providers/Sellers:

Users/Buyers:

Airlines
Computer

Hotels

Reservation

Car Rentals

Corporations

or

Trains

Global

Cruises

Distribution

Individuals

Systems
Ferries
Internet

Source: French [4]

Internet
In December 1998, the number of websites dedicated to
travel (as recorded by www.internet-directory.co.uk) stood
at 4,251, rising from 2,783 British tourism sites in mid1997. This suggests that the marketplace must be in
danger of saturation, and if so, it is imperative that retail
travel agents, who want to be a part of future distribution,
should act now. Undoubtedly, high street stores will exist,
but they will either operate serving niche markets, or with
fewer branches as a subsidiary to a largely consolidated
chain, with a strong Internet presence, making the greatest
contribution to the company’s bottom line.

Travel Agents

Systems

Holidays/Tours

Source : French [4].

The tourism industry’s information intensive nature means
that, as a sales medium, the Internet is perfectly suited to
the marketing of its products. It is an intangible product
which cannot be demonstrated in a travel agency or from a
brochure so the benefits of the Internet will favour
disintermediation. The statistics, regarding actual and
projected revenues, contained within Table 3 also indicate
this.
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Table 3:
Projected online travel revenues, 1996-2002
Year

Revenue

% Annual

(US$ million)

Change

1996

276

N/a

1997

827

199.6

1998

1,900

129.7

1999

3,200

68.4

2000

4,700

46.9

2001

6,500

38.3

2002

8,900

36.9

a

Source: Online Travel Market: Five Year Outlook, Jupiter
Communications (1997)
a
1996 and 1997 actual sales; 1998-2002 predicted.
The On-Line Travel Market
According to a report released by the Travel Industry
Association of America [21], the number of travellers
booking airline flights and hotels over the Internet
increased by 146 percent in 1999. This means that 16.5
million travellers bought tickets and made reservations
online. Meanwhile another 35.7 million travellers made
travel plans online and then purchased tickets or booked
rooms offline. This not only demonstrates the increasing
autonomy among consumers, but also highlights that many
people still do not feel comfortable booking via the
Internet. The 35.7 million who searched online but
purchased their tickets offline is probably only the tip of
the iceberg. If it is considered that only 11% of all travel is
sold online in the U.S., then there is plenty of room for
growth. It would be interesting to know how many people
either still do not have access to the Internet, or who have
access but do not use it for the purpose of e-commerce
transactions online.
The airline industry is also attempting to counteract recent
trends in disintermediation in order to safeguard its own
future. Orbitz has been launched to counteract the Expedia
and Travelocity power over customer database creation
and the reduction of airline revenues due to commission
charges. The Orbitz site was formed in 1999 under the
code name T2 ("Terminate Travelocity") by the five
largest U.S. airlines, United, American, Delta, Northwest,
and Continental. The joint venture of these airlines is
intended to combine their now separate Internet ticket
distribution structure. Critics of Orbitz note that these five
airlines supply 74% of U.S. domestic travel, and this
figure would increase to about 85% if proposed mergers
are approved.
As has been identified, industry suppliers are keen to sell
more of their inventory online because of the cost savings
involved. Lewis & Talalavesky [8] explain, that “as the
role of intermediaries declines, profit margins along the
value chain will be redistributed to producers and
consumers”. In essence, tourist providers should be
looking to use a proportion of their cost savings to
encourage consumers to change their normal purchasing

habits and buy online. A prime example would be
www.easyjet.com who
are reversing the trend of
discounting last minute holidays/flights, by offering cost
savings to those consumers who book early over the
Internet.
With an early start online Southwest was the first airline to
have a Web site. Due to heavy marketing and a consumerfriendly architecture, Southwest’s site has been the most
successful airline in selling tickets through its own Web
site. In 2000 it booked more than $1 billion online. It is
also distributed through more than 30,000 travel agents
through Sabre. In order to retain its market share the
company has to continue to offer low price and good
quality. Southwest, along with many Orbitz opponents,
contend that the leading airlines controlling a single site
will culminate in price fixing, which will eventually be
bad for the consumer. Orbitz may be a way of
counteracting the Internet providers, but the five airlines
cannot stop offering deals through retailers or Travelocity
and Expedia.
At the moment Travelocity is performing very well.
Travelocity’s gross bookings grew 65% over the first
quarter of 2000 and 20% over the previous quarter to
$833.6 million. Travelocity had improved conversion rates
of bookings, increases in high-margin cruise and vacation
revenues and following a recent agreement with Hotel
Reservations Network, Travelocity also announced that the
number of hotel nights booked were a 50% increase over a
previous period. In addition merchant model revenues
(that is, negotiating contracted rates with suppliers and
then adding a profit margin onto that rate) made up almost
10% of Travelocity’s transaction revenue and are still
growing.
Expedia’s preliminary results for its fiscal third quarter in
2000 showed a 67% year-over-year increase in gross
bookings to $670 million. Both companies report revenues
a bit differently - Expedia includes the total value of
products sold (merchant revenue) - that is, the price of the
airplane ticket, hotel room, rental car, etc., in its revenues;
Travelocity includes only commissions, even on its net
fares.
The airlines do very well selling tickets on their own sites.
However, the customers tend to be frequent travellers or
loyalty club members. The sites are a valuable way for the
airlines to strengthen their relationships with their existing
customers. However, the online agencies offer airlines the
chance to attract new business or help fill distressed seats.
When the economy is suffering consumers are more likely
to utilise the Internet for cheaper deals. According to The
PhoCusWright Travel E-commerce Survey [12], nearly
half of the US nation’s 48 million online consumers those who have flown a commercial flight in the last year
and visited a Web site in the last month - consider the
Internet the place to go for the best deals. More
importantly nearly 60% believe the online agencies offer
the best price. That means the online agencies are
marketplaces where consumers will shop - and, as a result,
where suppliers want to be.
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Perhaps the greatest opportunity in the market is
represented in Figure 3, which charts the progress of the
online travel market since 1998. Substantial growth of the
overall market is predicted. It should also be noted that
online travel agencies will continue to grow and retain the
largest share of the market.
Figure 3.
Figure 3: Online travel market
Distribution channels (US$m)
$20,230

ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCY
AIRLINE WEB SITES
HOTEL WEB SITES
CAR RENTAL WEB SITES
OTHER WEB SITES

$12,887

has a Preferred Traveller club. “Travelocity Value Rates”
is selected as a search option and users need not be aware
that their booking is actually being made using HRN’s
reservation system rather than Sabre’s. The promotion of
this particular product is interesting to observe. On the
website the product is discreetly displayed. Why is the
new service not more aggressively promoted? The answer
is that these rates have to be positioned against exiting
GDS products – care must be taken not to undercut the
existing product range for which there is established
demand which promises continued (if limited) growth by
itself.
Expedia has long publicized its merchant model and has
also added to its vacation package and cruise product.
Both have introduced business programs and new or
improved existing shopping and/or pricing tools.

$6,974

Figure 4.

$2,556

Figure 4: Leading US travel sites
1998

1999

2000

2001

Online gross bookings ($ US)

Figure 4 points to a longer-term threat in the shape of the
already increasing market share of websites owned by the
individual airlines and hotel companies. The acquisition in
2000 of Preview Travel has given Travelocity the overall
market leadership position (Figure 4). Ironically the
weaknesses that may hamper growth are closely associated
with Travelocity’s strengths. The influence and coverage
of parent company Sabre represents a natural advantage.
The technology on which the system is based is, however,
25 years old. The reservation system under development
for Orbitz, for example, will offer over 1,000 times more
computing power [15] and will cost less to maintain. The
erosion of this source of competitive advantage means that
Travelocity could soon be in a weaker position to meet
rapidly changing customer needs. Another legacy of
Travelocity’s parent company is the way GDS reservation
fees are charged to the supplier. These transaction fees are
fixed and form a considerable cost for the supplier – in a
maturing market the opportunities for Travelocity to grow
revenues through increased booking fees will diminish. At
the same time suppliers like Orbitz will be able to offer a
competitively priced alternative booking engine, so GDSbacked suppliers are unlikely to succeed in leveraging
margins through price. Alternative sources of income will
be required to fuel growth.
Perhaps the most viable strategy will be one of product
development - where new products are offered in existing
markets. The Travelocity website provides great coverage
for value added services such as travel guides and
insurance. As part of their development strategies both
companies have introduced new products that take them
far beyond their old reliance on airline commissions.
Travelocity now has more than 30 carriers participating in
net fare or opaque (a la priceline.com and Hotwire)
agreements. In an attempt to build its own national
vacation brand, the new Travelocity Vacations program

Travelocity.com.com

43%

Source: PhoCusWright, Inc 2000 The 2000 PhoCusWright
Travel E-Commerce Survey, Phoenix, AZ, USA [12]

Expedia

19%
5%

9%

9%

15%

priceline.com
.com
Southwest
United
Other

Source: PhoCusWright, Inc 2000 The 2000 PhoCusWright
Travel E-Commerce Survey, Phoenix, AZ, USA [12]
The first and simplest strategy for the Internet providers to
retain their presence will be through consolidation – this
involves strengthening and reinforcement in existing
markets. It can be argued that there is an opportunity to
drive further volume from the existing client base. This
can be done through Customer Relationship Management
– Travelocity already distributes a travel bulletin Email to
its growing customer database – alerting prospective
customers to special offers. Additionally the company
launched its own credit card, offering owners the chance to
earn Travelocity “rewards” providing further incentive for
customer loyalty [15]. Travelocity can also explore market
development strategies. Agreements have been reached to
provide reservations engines for AOL and Yahoo [19]. These

are potentially lucrative routes to new markets for existing
products.
Some General Trends
According to Smith [18], contributing factors that will
exacerbate the growth of on-line travel are:
Cheaper on-line access;
Expansion of Internet access platforms – digital
television, Wireless Application Protocols i.e.
WAP Phones;
The broadening of the potential on-line travel
audience;
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A more fertile technology environment – People
are becoming increasingly PC literate and feel
much more comfortable using them;
Knowledge – People who have received IT
education at school are now at an age to enter the
labour market.
To sum up, Friedman & Furey [5] believe that there are
four main advantages associated with the Internet as a
revenue channel, which travel industry suppliers, such as
hoteliers and airlines, stand to benefit from, possibly to the
detriment of travel agents. They are:

Figure 5: Application of Porter’s Five Forces Model:
The Case of the Travel Agency Post-Distribution
Explosion [14]
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1. Lower sales costs.
Figure 5 diagrammatically represents that if a hotel
was to sell its inventory via an online intermediary
such as www.travelweb.com then the information
need only be distributed via a switch to translate the
data into a ‘standard’ language. However, selling
with a travel agent involves a switch, a CRS and a
travel agency, meaning that the hotel would retain
substantially less revenue.
2. Expanded market reach.
The Internet does not recognise international borders,
so travel providers can potentially reach untold
numbers of people around the world. The site can be
accessed 24 hours a day, which is also less restrictive.
For example, an Australian customer would be able to
complete a transaction with an English company at a
time that was convenient to them because the 8 hour
time difference between the two destinations is
immaterial.
3. Increased customer loyalty.
This relates back to an earlier point concerning access
and contact, as identified by Patrinos [9].
The
decision by tourist providers to use travel agents to
facilitate the sale of their products restricts the level of
contact they have with the end customer, meaning that
loyalty may be developed with the retailer rather than
the actual product. However, the Internet enables
travel industry suppliers to address this and take more
constructive advantage towards the situation.
4. Leverage for other sales channels.
Cost savings from this method of distribution can be
used to subsidise the more expensive channels, such
as travel agents .
Travel agents should also anticipate further competition
from existing businesses diversifying their portfolios to
exploit a potentially lucrative market opportunity and from
emerging industry player keen to capitalise on the
opportunities that the Internet has to offer. These factors
together have already resulted in an industry-wide
‘distribution explosion’. This current scenario has attacked
the very foundations of the traditional ‘bricks and mortar’
travel agencies, as Fig. 5 exemplifies.

Low
switching
costs

Selling via travel
agents no longer

SUBSTITUTES
Direct sell
methods

Even more
price sensitive

Comparison
Searches

Independent
travel
arrangements

The Internet and its Impacts
The Internet has many implications for all areas of
business and every sector of society. Its effect can be seen
already in the precarious balance of travel distribution.
Industry sectors either side of the switch (as shown in
Figure 6) are becoming increasingly blurred. This is an
area that was once clear-cut, however, in order to ensure
that the various distributors have a fighting chance,
involvement in one another’s markets is becoming a
necessity. Disintermediation does not appear to be
lessening the travel industry’s complicated distribution
network, if anything it is adding to it.
Tourist providers e.g. hotels, tour operators, and airlines,
will need to shift the locus of control from the traditional
intermediary to the individual. To determine the likely
extent of this, the role of the consumer in terms of their
anticipated future buying behaviour, should also form an
integral part of any evaluation process.
Travel Agents – What value could an Internet
presence add if established to run alongside
current operations?
Consumers – They are the ultimate decision
maker, and therefore, it is worth considering the
positive and negative aspects of using the Internet
(as seen by an end user) over a ‘bricks and
mortar’ travel agent.
With these stakeholders specifically in mind Table 4
summarises the key strengths and weaknesses associated
with the Internet (as identified by the authors), which will
then serve as the main basis of discussion.
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Table 4: The Internet as a Sales Medium.
T RAVEL A GENTS
WEAKNESSES
 Opened up the competitive playing field –

TRENGTHS



Ability to create a global presence



Opportunities
exist
for
relationship
marketing
Capital investment required much less.
Opportunity
to
maximise
revenue









generating potential
Opportunity to create databases for direct
marketing purposes

‘new’ intermediaries are emerging
Increased
rivalry
among
travel
intermediaries,
which may worsen the
competitive positions of some firms



Improves direct sell opportunities among
tourist providers
Wider choice may detrimentally affect
brand loyalty



The

cost

of

website

design

consolidation confirmed the 'need' for travel agents.
However, subsequent technology developments have cast
doubt over this advantage gained by agents. The Internet
poses a threat to both GDS and travel agents through
disintermediation. In addition the consumer can utilise the
services of providers such as Expedia and Travelocity.
GDS appears to be at greater risk because travel agents
have the option of adopting a web browser interface to
retail travel industry products

and

implementation
CONSUMERS
TRENGTHS





Weaknesses

Lowers customers’ search costs
Greater convenience
An opportunity to forge more effective




supplier-customer relationships

Successful
surfing
can
be
timeconsuming
A certain degree of inflexibility exists –
what if consumers have further questions
to ask?






Can value really be won?
Security issues
Greater individual responsibility
Impersonality

Source: Authors (2001)
Conclusion
In essence, the explosion in travel distribution has resulted
in a survival of the fittest scenario. The survivors are those
who can provide a value added service and at a reasonable
price. WAP phones and the Internet will become even
more pervasive by not only revolutionising business
practices/processes, but also by irreversibly altering
consumer habits. The emerging technologies will continue
to facilitate the growing demand for a 24 hour society, as
lifestyles become increasingly cash-rich and time -poor. As
the statistics have shown, Internet penetration for the travel
and tourism industry currently stands at 1-2%.
This,
coupled with the fact that hotels have been slow to realise
the value that the Internet could add to their business,
means that travel agencies still have a fighting chance.
The corporate sector has been quick to react to the threat
posed by the Internet. It provides a service that extends far
beyond the realms of simply making all company
reservations; it seeks out ways to generate cost savings, the
value of which is reflected by tangible improvements to
the bottom line.
Like the independent travel agents when faced with
intensive industry consolidation during the 1990s,
multiples need to take stock and analyse where their
strengths and weaknesses lie and what the external
environment holds for them in terms of opportunities and
threats. Through this, they can determine directions for
strategic development i.e. protect and build, (market share,
withdrawal/consolidation) market development, product
development or diversification.
For some, such as
independents, the increasing popularity in the use of the
Internet for travel related bookings might encourage
withdrawal from mainstream markets in order to diversify
or concentrate on niche segments such as weddings,
cruises, and business travel.
Technology use within travel agents has also played its
part in weakening their overall competitive position. The
1970s CRS distribution revolution and the 1980s GDS

For the foreseeable future the role of high street travel
agents is protected by the fact that not all sectors of society
are confidant using the Internet. This is particularly true
among ‘empty nesters’, a category for those customers
who are dependent-free
with supposedly greater
disposable income and leisure time to spare. However, the
danger here (as pointed out by Coppel,[1]) lies in the fact
that technology for consumer use is becoming increasingly
simple to use. A prime example would be digital
television’s ‘Open’ interface. Customers can buy a
keyboard handset that allows them access to the Internet
through their digital television set for the purpose of
making online purchases. Therefore, failure to establish a
web presence now may be to a travel agent’s future
detriment, particularly since it only takes around three
years to build-up a brand name over the Internet,
compared with the traditional twenty. Also, it has already
been identified that www.lastminute.com is currently the
nd
2 most recognised e-tailer after www.amazon.com , with
Thomas Cook, one of the UK’s most established travel
agents, having very little Internet brand recognition.
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ABSTRACT
Privacy is always one of the primary concerns in electronic
commerce. Consumers must have the right to keep their
buying habits and personal information confidential,
especially when it comes to on-line credit card payment. Not
just only because this payment method has been becoming
the trend of modern consuming practice, but also it involves
the sensitivity of privacy information.
Based on the
need-to-know principle, transaction information should be
distributed properly among participants to be against
aggregation and analysis.
In this paper, the privacy
required for on-line credit card payment is described, and
the privacy protection on three common payment protocols
such as SSL, SET and 3D SET are also analyzed in detail.
Two solutions are then proposed to enhance privacy
protection for cardholders.
Keywords: electronic commerce, privacy, credit card,
payment

INTRODUCTION
Privacy has been a critical concern long there before the
advent of computers. As computer technologies advance
and the popularity of Internet grows, personal information
could be recorded, collected, gathered, and analyzed easier
than ever. Privacy protection is therefore becoming an
important issue in the cyber era. In a fraud research led by
CyberSource [1], consumers’ fraud concerns negatively
impact their on-line shopping demand.
The loss of
customer goodwill is ranked as the major negative impact for
on-line merchant sales.
According to the American
National Consumers League survey conducted by Opinion
Research Corporation International [2], most consumers
prefer to pay on-line orders with credit cards (67%), while
the greatest concern was that their credit card numbers
would be stolen if they provided the information on-line
(41%).
Twenty-four percent of the survey respondents
ranked the abuse of their personal information as their
greatest concern on on-line commerce. In another fraud
research by CyberSource for UK [3], total credit card
security and the guarantee of keeping one’s personal
information private in any on-line transaction process, as

well as protection against unauthorized access to customer
information in particular, are shown to be the major concerns
of consumers.
Therefore, building up customers’
confidence in on-line credit card payment weighs great
importance to the development of electronic commerce.
With a growing scale of wide acceptance and a mature
business operation infrastructure, payment by credit card
has been a major payment method in the physical world.
This method has been commonly applied on-line, but still
lack of cardholders’ confidence. In order to help build up
consumers’ confidence in on-line credit card payment for
the booming electronic commerce, privacy protection for
customers is in great need to be enhanced.
Taking
advantage of its convenience, SSL has become the most
commonly used protocol for on-line credit card payment
nowadays, but only the confidentiality and the integrity of
information data between cardholders and merchants are
secured. Unscrupulous merchants can steal cardholders’
credit card information that contains the key elements
needed to counterfeit credit cards and/or to initiate
fraudulent transactions. SET [4][5][6], the secure electronic
transaction protocol proposed by VISA International and
MasterCard International, is deemed to be a de facto
standard, but gains little acceptance due to its complication
and high cost.
Additionally, banks can aggregate
cardholders’ transaction data for further analysis [7].
Recently the successor of SET, 3D SET [8], is proposed to
improve the portability and the flexibility for cardholders to
pay on-line. The core protocol of 3D SET is the same as
SET, but all transaction detail and history of the cardholder
are stored at the bank that infringes the right of cardholders
on the matter of privacy protection. Banks have long been
trusted by cardholders; however, negative impacts such as
branch closure programs, poor customer services and
security problems with Internet banking are all undermining
customers’ trust in banks.
In this paper, we first examine the privacy needed by the
on-line credit card payment, and then analyze the privacy
protection on the major protocols.
Based on the
need-to-know principle, two methods are proposed to
improve the privacy protection.
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THE TRANSACTION MODEL OF CREDIT
CARD PAYMENT
In this brick-and-mortar world, there are four roles involved
in the transaction model of credit card payment. The issuer
is a financial institution that issues a credit card to the
cardholder. The acquirer is a financial institution that
processes authentication and payments for the merchant.
When a cardholder intends to buy something at a
merchant’s place and wishes to pay by credit card, the flow
of a transaction is described as follows:
1. The cardholder presents his/her credit card and signs a
purchase order to the merchant.
2. The merchant sends an authorization request to the
issuer via the acquirer.
3. After verifying the status of the credit card, the is suer
sends an authorization response back to the merchant to
assure the merchant of the payment.
4. If the transaction is authorized, the merchant then fulfills
the order (e.g., by giving goods) and gives
the
cardholder a copy of the purchase order; or the order is
rejected.
To pay on-line by credit card, the business process
resembles that of mail order or telephone order. Based on
the need-to-know principle, the following requirements
should be considered to enhance privacy protection for
cardholders.
Only the cardholder and the issuer know the credit card
number.
Only the cardholder and the merchant know the order
information.
The issuer should not know which merchant the
cardholder deals with.

PRIVACY PROTECTION ON SECURITY
PROTOCOLS
SSL
Originally developed by Netscape, SSL has been universally
accepted on the World Wide Web for authenticated and
encrypted communication between clients and servers.
The SSL Protocol is designed to provide a private and
reliable channel between two communicating entities.
This
protocol has the lowest level SSL Record Protocol for
encapsulation of higher level protocols.
One such
encapsulated protocol, the SSL Handshake Protocol, allows
the server and the client to perform mutual authentication
and to negotiate an encryption algorithm and cryptographic
keys before the application protocol transmits or receives
information.
One advantage of SSL is that it is
independent of application protocols. The application
designers and users have no need to consider the
implementation details of SSL.
Although SSL has been a widely accepted security protocol,
it is still not the best choice for consumers in the sense of
privacy protection. SSL does establish a perfectly secure
channel between the consumer and the merchant; it cannot,
however, protect the consumer from the merchant’s
malicious aggregation of transaction information and, even

the worse, credit card counterfeits
and fraudulent
transactions.
Hence, making transactions on-line with
straightforward SSL encryption/decryption does not fully
satisfy the concern upon consumer privacy protection.
Client

Server
Client_hello
Server_hello
Certificate*

Establish security capabilities,
including protocol version, session
ID, cipher suite, compression
method, and random numbers.

Server_key_exchange*
Certificate_request*
Server_hello_done
Certificate*
Client_key_exchange

Client sends certificate if requested.

Certificate_verify*
Change_cipher_spec
Finished
Change_cipher_spec
Finished

Change cipher suite and finish
handshake protocol.

* Indicates optional or situation-dependent messages that are not always sent

Figure 1. Handshake protocol of SSL
SET
SET, jointly developed by VISA, MasterCard, IBM, GTE,
Microsoft, Netscape, etc., is a security paradigm for on-line
credit card payment.
A payment gateway, a device
operated by an acquirer or a third party that processes
merchant payment messages,
is defined in SET
specification. We do not distinguish between the payment
gateway and the acquirer here. SET uses public key
encryption/decryption to provide the confidentiality of
payment information and to ensure payment integrity.
It
uses digital signatures to authenticate all parties involved in
the payment process, including the cardholder, the
merchant, and the acquirer to ensure entity legitimacy prior
to the transaction. To protect the cardholder’s privacy, the
payment information including the credit card number is
protected from the merchant. If a cardholder intends to
initiate an on-line payment after picking items to be
purchased from the merchant’s web site or electronic
catalogs, the following main steps are taken:
1. The cardholder’s electronic wallet generates a purchase
request including the Order Information (OI) and the
Payment Instruction (PI), which are signed by the
cardholder’s private key as a dual signature. OI is for
the merchant; while PI, protected by a digital envelope
encrypted with the acquirer’s public key, is for the
acquirer.
2. After receiving the purchase request from the
cardholder, the merchant generates an authorization
request (AUTH REQ), which includes the amount to be
authorized, and then transmits the request along with PI
to the acquirer.
3. The acquirer examines the validity of the merchant’s
authorization request and the cardholder’s PI by
verifying the signatures and ensures the consistency of
the two messages.
The acquirer then sends an
authorization request, including credit card information
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and transaction amount, through a financial network to
the issuer.
4. After ensuring that the credit card is not stolen, revoked
or over its credit limit, the issuer authorizes the
transaction and sends the authorization response to the
merchant via the acquirer.
5. The merchant transmits a purchase response to the
cardholder according to the received authorization
response.

5.Purchase response

Cardholder

Merchant
1.Purchase Request
DSc(OI), ENV A{DSU (PI)}
2.Authorization Request
ENV A {S M(AUTH REQ)}, ENV A{DS U(PI)}

4.Authorization
Response

apply for a certificate on his/her PC. To increase the
convenience for the cardholder, the function of E-wallet is
divided into a centralized “server side wallet” engine
residing at the issuer and a light-weight, easy-to-download
wallet interface on the cardholder’s device. Through the
wallet interface, an authenticated cardholder can access
his/her server side wallet to pay on-line by credit card.
Due
to the low computation demand of the client side, either a
PC, a WAP mobile phone, or a digital TV can be used as the
cardholder’s Internet access device. Similarly, through the
merchant server interface, the merchant can be
authenticated and then access his/her server side merchant
server.
Merchants using 3D SET to authenticate
consumers – by accepting payments from bank-issued
server side wallets – will not be liable for fraudulent
transactions.

3.Authorization Request

Acquirer

Issuer
4.Authorization Response

Bank Net
C: Cardholder
M: Merchant
A: Acquirer
I: Issuer

Cardholder

Merchant

Wallet Interface

Merchant Server Interface

Sx(M): signature on M with X’s private key
DS x(M): Dual signature on M with X’s private key
ENV x(M): M is encrypted by a session key which
is encrypted with X ’s private key
Server Side Wallet

Figure 2.

The payment authorization using SET

However, the acquirer receives unnecessary access to the
consumer’s payment information while it only needs to get
the authorization response from the issuer. This situation
violates the basic privacy requirement mentioned in the
previous section. The same problem occurs when the
issuer knows which merchant the consumer makes his/her
transaction with; it just needs to verify the consumer’s
digital signature on payment information.
Hwang and Hsueh proposed a revised SET protocol [7]
using the credit card certificate – an anonymous surrogate
for the credit card – to conceal the cardholder’s credit card
number in the electronic marketplace. This revision also
uses transaction IDs to allow the cardholder generates
his/her monthly statement by linking payment details
provided by the issuer and the information stored in E-wallet
to avoid possible data aggregation by the issuer.
3D SET
VISA introduced a three-domain model (3D SET) in August
1999. Visa EU has mandated its member banks to adopt 3D
SET by October 2001. Minimum standards are set, and the
issuer and the acquirer are free to determine security and
authentication schemes for their own cardholders and
merchants respectively. The 3D SET [8] looks at the
activity between the following parties:
The merchant and their bank – Acquirer Domain
The cardholder and their bank – Issuer Domain
The cardholder’s bank and the merchant’s bank –
Interoperability Domain
SET was too complicated and too costly to be successfully
carried out. A Cardholder needs to install E-wallet and to

Issuer

Server side Merchant Server

Interoperability
Domain

Issuer Domain

Figure 3.

Acquirer
Acquirer Domain

The 3D SET model

Basically, 3D SET is working on a basis that all banks are
trustworthy.
The transaction information is primarily
recorded and maintained by the issuer and the acquirer.
Hence in comparison to the original SET, 3D SET enhances
the responsibility of banks. If the transaction information
can be protected from any malicious intention of
aggregation by an individual party, the cardholder’s privacy
can be secured even under the assumption that banks are
not always reliable.

OUR PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
As none of the three protocols stated above can fully
secure consumer privacy, this paper proposes two revisions
on the original SET protocol.
Solution 1
The major concept in this solution is that PI here is not
verified by the acquirer, but the issuer instead. The PI in a
purchase request is protected by the digital envelope, which
is made by the issuer’s public key. The verifications of the
credit card certificate and the digital signature are now the
duties on the issuer. Once the issuer authenticates the
customer’s signature in PI, equivalently it means
the
customer’s agreement to pay for the corresponding
transaction. With this, the issuer will no longer need to
know which merchant the customer is dealing with. Hence
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the merchant ID can be accordingly removed from PI. The
acquirer may link the authorization response and the
authorization request together by transaction IDs to ask for
redemption
Herein the detailed transaction flow, shown in Fig.4, is
described as below:
1. The purchase request transmitted from the cardholder
to the merchant includes PI and OI, which are signed by
the cardholder’s private key as a dual signature. PI is
also protected by a digital envelope made by the issuer
to prevent the merchant or the acquirer from knowing
the cardholder’s sensitive card information.
2. The merchant first authenticates the cardholder’s
digital signature in OI. If valid, it then generates and
signs the authorization request (AUTH REQ).
This
signed information is then sent out to the acquirer
altogether with the PI from the cardholder.
3. The acquirer verifies the validity of the merchant
certificate, and examines the signature signed on AUTH
REQ. The acquirer may request for authorization from
the issuer with the authorization request and PI via the
bank net or the Internet.
4. After receiving, the issuer obtains PI with its private
key and authenticates the cardholder’s signature on PI.
By confirming the consistency of the authorization
request and PI, the issuer notifies the merchant the
authorization decision via the acquirer.
5. The merchant generates a purchase response based on
the received authorization response. The cardholder
may proceed with the transaction with a positive
purchase response.

5.Purchase response

Cardholder

Merchant
1.Purchase Request
DSc (OI), ENV I{DSU (PI)}
2.Authorization Request

4.Authorization
Response

of credit card information and compares the result with the
subject name recorded in the cardholder’s certificate.
In this scenario, the cardholder’s sensitive information is
exposed at the acquirer’s place, and it may possibly cause
unexpected loss from the cardholder’s point of view.
Hence we propose a revision of SET to protect cardholders
from such losses.

Public Key:
Confidential credit
card information are
recorded in this
certificate with two
timesof hash
computation .

Issuer

Acquirer

Subject Name: 8098 3865 2834 0032
Expiry Date: Dec.31, 2001
Issuer: ABC Bank
CA’s Signature

Figure 5.

An illustration of a SET certificate

We herein suggest that the cardholder’s credit card
information is recorded in the certificate after two times of
hash computation instead of one. If it is H 2(credit card
information) stored in the certificate, only H(credit card
information) has to be shown in PI. By verifying the
consistency between the certificate and PI, the acquirer still
can verifies the card information without knowing the
cardholder’s detail in this case. Hence the cardholder’s
detail information is only known to the issuer and the
cardholder. This meets the basic privacy requirement in
the previous section.

ENVA {S M (AUTH REQ)}, ENVI{DS U(PI)}
3.Authorization Request
ENV I{DS U(PI)}

Serial #: 35792639

The authenticity of
this certificate
is
guaranteed by the
digital
signature
generated using the
CA’s priavate key.

PRIVACY ANALYSIS
SSL

4.Authorization Response

Bank Net
C: Cardholder S x(M): signature on M with X’s private key
M: Merchant DS x(M): Dual signature on M with X’s private key
A: Acquirer ENVx(M): M is encrypted by a session key which
is encrypted with X’s private key
I: Issuer

Figure 4.

The proposed revision on SET payment
authorization

SSL encrypts the link between the cardholder and the
merchant to provide confidentiality and integrity of
transmitted card information. It is inadequate because it
protects transaction details only when it is in the
transmission channel; once the information has arrived at
the web site, it will be decrypted to plain text which
leaves
no ways to prevent any kind of frauds. Some malicious
merchants may use the cardholder’s credit card information
that provides the key element needed to counterfeit cards
and/or to proceed fraudulent transactions.

Solution 2
SET
In the original SET, sensitive credit card information,
including the card number, the expiry date, etc., are recorded
as a hashed value
rather than plaintext on the
cardholder’s certificate. When the acquirer needs to verify
the cardholder’s signature in PI, it first extracts the credit
card information from PI, and then computes the hash value

SET has the following shortcomings.
1. The issuer has to trust the acquirer’s verification about
the cardholder’s signature on PI. After sending the
authorization response to the merchant via the acquirer,
the issuer guarantees the merchant for the payment.
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Bearing the risk of false payment, the issuer should
validate that whether PI is indeed signed by the
cardholder to commit the payment. However, the
cardholder’s signature is verified by the acquirer
instead. Hence in the original SET, the issuer has to
rely on the trust relationship with the acquirer
completely.
2. The cardholder’s credit card number is revealed to the
acquirer. It is the issuer that decides whether the
payment is approved or not. The acquirer simply
forwards the authorization response received from the
issuer to the merchant. The acquirer does not need to
know the cardholder’s card information to perform its
function.
3. The issuer knows all merchants whom the consumer has
made his/her transactions with.
3D SET
Credit card number can be sealed from the acquirer using
pseudo card number assigned by the issuer.
However,
server side wallet resided at the issuer routes purchase
requests from the cardholder, and communicates with other
SET components (merchant, acquirer and CA). It stores
the cardholder’s
private key, certificate, account
information, purchase transaction detail and history.
The
cardholder’s buying habit can thus be aggregated and
analyzed. Moreover, the acquirer manages server side
merchant server for merchants. Both PI and OI are open to
the acquirer.
Namely, 3D SET reduces the loading of the cardholder and
the merchant, trying to fit in the newly emerged environment
of mobile transactions. The merchant no longer needs to
set up a merchant server to participate in this architecture.
To the contrary, 3D SET increases the loading of banks, and
removes the right of the cardholder and the merchant to
control their individual information. Such scenario is a
negative impact on the issue of privacy protection.
The proposed methods
Our two revisions on SET are discussed respectively as the
followings:
Method 1.
1. The cardholder’s credit card number is concealed from
the acquirer. It is the is suer to decide whether this
transaction is approved. The acquirer only forward
encrypted PI received from the cardholder via merchant
to the issuer for verification and credit card status
checking. After receiving the authorization response
from the issuer, the acquirer returns it back to the
merchant. Because the acquirer cannot decrypt the
encrypted PI, the cardholder’s credit card number is
protected from the acquirer.
2. The issuer keeps non-repudiation evidence by itself for
future dispute solving. Cardholder’s signature on PI
represents cardholder’s authorization on this payment,
it is the only evidence that the issuer needs to hold
against cardholder’s repudiation.

3. The issuer does not know which merchant the
cardholder deal with.
4. The increased efficiency by simplifying the certificate
verification process. On-line payment involves money
transfer.
Strict certificate verification, including
certificate chain setting and CRL check, is needed to
authenticate participants. Many complicated certificate
verifications are needed in a transaction using SET, the
cardholder need to verify the acquirer’s certificate by
traversing the trust chain to the root key to get the
acquirer’s public key for encrypting the digital envelop
of PI.
The acquirer also has to validate the
cardholder’s certificate by traversing the trust chain to
the root key and check revocation status to get the
cardholder’s valid public key for verifying the
cardholder’s signature on PI. Because no existing trust
is built up between the cardholder and the acquirer, the
complex mutual certificate verification must be done
carefully to avoid dispute. In the proposed method,
using the existing trust relationship built between the
cardholder and the issuer, PI is verified by the is suer, not
the acquirer, to simplify the certificate verification and
reduce potential risk.
Method 2.
We suggest that the cardholder’s sensitive information
should be stored in the certificate after two times of hash
computation.
In that case, only hashed credit card
information, H(credit card information), has to be recorded in
PI, and the acquirer may verify the validity of the credit card
without knowing the detail information of the cardholder.
The cardholder’s privacy is thus secured.
Recording twice-hashed credit card information in the
cardholder’s certificate may raise some security concerns.
Due to the characteristics of hash function, the possibility
of collision may increases, which means that different
cardholders may have exactly the same hashed information
recorded on their certificate.
This case reduces the
authenticity of cardholders.
The serial number of a
cardholder certificate can be concatenated as part of the
input of the second hash computation. This unique
number may effectively reduce the occurrence of collision.
CONCLUSION
Credit card is a popular mean for customers to pay on-line.
However, the privacy protection issue poses a major
concern to most customers.
To encourage the
development of electronic commerce, privacy protection
mechanisms should be improved to build up consumers’
confidence. In this paper, we summarize the requirements
for protecting cardholders’ privacy, analyze the privacy
protection on three common payment protocols, such as
SSL, SET and 3D SET, and propose two methods to enhance
privacy protection in the context of on-line credit card
payment.
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Abstract
This case discusses the changing market and future of
Harrah’s casino entertainment in E-Commerce area. All
information was derived from interviewing managers and
employees, Internet survey, and journal articles. The case
outlines the important of E-Business to the casino industry
and its current and futures players. It concludes that, in this
highly competitive casino business, management must
change their focus and desired outcomes to survive in the era
of E-Business.
Harrah’s E-Business
Harrah's Entertainment, Inc. is the most recognized and
respected name in the casino entertainment industry,
operating 23 casinos in the United States under the Harrah’s,
Showboat, Harvey and Rio brand names. With more than 60
years history, Harrah's is focused on building loyalty and
value with its targeted customers through a unique
combination of great service, operational excellence and
technology leadership.
Like any other business Harrah’s recognizes the
important of E-Business. According to Dave Norton, the
corporate VP Marketing, the Website enables Harrah’s to
keep customers informed of the latest and greatest news at
their favorite property; E-mail marketing provides a new
channel to communicate with customers. The Internet is a
great prospecting and acquisition source. The Internet also
possesses several positive attributes that provide a great
opportunity to Harrah’s such as targeting, marketing, and
quickly response to and from customers. Customer
information can be gathered and used to personalize the
interaction.
A recent survey indicated that Harrah’s customers are
becoming web-enables. 24.4% of the customers use the
Internet everyday, 82% use Internet to gather information,
and 98% prefer to receive e-mail news from Harrah’s (see
Charts 1-4 in Appendix).
Harrah’s Entertainment has already teamed up with IBM
to build the web sites. The competitors have been invested
heavily in building and updating their sites. For example,
MGM web site provides their customers with hotel
reservations, loyalty program employment entertainment.
Harrah’s management Internet strategy is to maximize
the uses of the web site, and has aggressively developed the
site that focuses on Harrahs.com while giving the properties
(divisions) the abilities to customize their own intra-sites.
According to Phil Satre, CEO of Harrah’s Entertainment Inc.
“ Our intent was to develop a corporate site with significant
functionality for all properties”. Harrah’s IT to find
software is easy to uses, compatible, and provide an
integrated solution for users in local property that needs to
explore trends and patterns of the industry. Because of its
demographic distribution, Harrah’s IT department controls

the amount of alteration access by an end user and provide
the capability for that end user to alter data to meet his or her
properties (divisions) needs at the same time.
In September 1999, the management team decided to
develop a corporate site with significant functionality for all
its properties. After examining numerous alternatives, the
IT department allowed its properties to have unique content
within a structured framework meanwhile all properties have
the same feature and capacity. All the end users of Harrah’s
received the Internet technology training. Harrah’s website
consists of the following compone nts:
1. Consistent Look and Feel of Each Site
- Format/Lay-out
- Functionality
2. Consistent Lay-Outs
- Page Linkage
- Information
3. Core Content Across All
- Messages
- Alliances
There are two key interrelated components of Harrah’s
Entertainment e-commerce strategy: relationship
management and new customer acquisition.
§ Relationship Management: Add functionality that
will enhance profitability of customer relationship.
These functions are: 1) Self-service through less
expense channel, 2) Dynamic marketing, and3)
Deeper knowledge of the customer.
§ New Customer Acquisitions are: 1) Increase
awareness of Harrah’s prospect Strategic
partnerships, 2) Exciting and memorable website,
and 3) Strong on-line advertising.
Harrah’s management required a web site where
customers could access information and perform key
transaction such as hotel reservation, check balance, and
property information. The web site is linked to Harrah’s
partners such as Hertz credit card while all the information is
currently available over the phone. The web site helped to
reduce the expense of customer service. For example the
customer can access his or her information anywhere in the
world. Sitting in Brazil with one click, customer is able to
book their hotel reservation, rent a car, and even reserve a
dinner. The web site also enables Harrah’s to acquire
customer information that Harrah’s do not have access to by
teaming up with difference e-commerce partners such as
Excite, Expedia, Priceline, Hertz, and First Tennessee Visa.
Using these partnerships and the Internet technology,
Harrah’s attracts potential customers to Harrah’s web site
and eventually to Harrah’s Casino.
Harrah’s competitors, both physical casinos and Internet
gaming, have reduced revenue year over year and invested
heavily in building and updating their sites. A recently
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survey from Bear Stearn stated that on line or “e” gaming is
a huge market in the US and the world. It is estimated that
there are approximately 650 licensed and unlicensed online
casino, sport book web sites. Other new sites of gaming are
added each day. These sites generate reported wagers of at
least $800 million annually. This supported Harrah’s
management decision to present on the Internet.
The marketing strategy is the uses of e-mail to target
both new and existing customers. E-mail marketing is
applying traditional direct marketing concepts to the Internet
for a more engaging dialog with the customer. The
management objective of E-mail marketing is to put an
actionable message in front of a predisposed buyer. The
ACNeilson research indicated that 75% of Internet users
expect more people to know their e-mail address than their
phone number in the future and half of online users (50%)
now say that they prefer to uses e-mail instead of the phone
(34%) to communicate with business associates. There are
several benefits for E-mail marketing. By forming
relationships with customers and providing them with
personalized e-mail, Harrah’s can enhance its ability to form
loyal, long-lasting relationships with the customers through
personalized dialog. An example of E-mail marketing is
Comet Cursor; the company software can replace the
traditional cursor symbol with a customized graphic.
Currently Comet Cursor has an installed user base of 30
million and a million more people downloading the software
each week. Comet Cursor are spread primarily by 80,000
sites that are using this cursor technology in exchange for
running a tile ad that allows site visitors to download the
software. Individual consumer can download and use the
Comet Cursor software for free. The comet system’s main
source of income is licensing its software to big corporate
sites that want to strengthen their branding efforts by
customizing their cursors. Harrah’s could possible use the
Comet Cursor as an acquisition tool.
It is important for Harrah’s to have partnership with
other e-commerce company. There are overwhelming
numbers of partnership opportunities. The management
objective for a successful partnership including the
following attributes:
Speed Wins – the window of opportunity are forever
shrinking; partnerships deals that range from
handshakes to contracts are inked in a few days, not
months in the Internet age.
Build A Network – information, transactions, and/or
customers flowbetween several businesses, and the
value of such a network are greater than sum of its parts.
Strive to be Innovative – old-school partnerships
focused on incremental business; now, alliances that
competencies from different but converging industries
open doors to new markets for their parent companies.
Field the Best Team – employ top-notch people and
sufficient resources, and give them the autonomy
necessary to move at Internet speed.
By achieving these attributes Harrah’s will have a
successful web site to service both new and existing

customers. There are several types of deals that Harrah’s can
offer to its partners. The traffic based with payment for the
traffic could generate good revenue for Harrah’s. Another
type of deal is the Affiliate Program, which offers flat sales
commission. These deals could generate high revenue.
There are several advantage and disadvantage with these two
as follow:
Advantage – Good revenue potential, relatively easy to
manage, payment no matter customer purchase or not,
partner takes care of billing.
Disadvantage – Customer can bypass portal, does not
generate revenue based on sales, all customer
transaction resides on partner site, customer can bypass
Harrah’s for future purchases.
The management believes that the on-line customer
service is a critical component of the Harrah’s Web site.
The Search function is available throughout the Harrahs.com
site to help site visitor’s navigate the site for more specific
items. Full text searching is available to provide link to the
pages that match the search. Harrah’s long-term goal for
customer service is to develop a more robust e -care solution.
The Internet provides Harrah’s with a wealth of
possibilities from a business perspective. The successful
Harrahs.com site provides numerous opportunities for
Harrah’s marketing. It can announce promotional events
such as shows. It can also inform customers of alliance with
partners, an opportunity to get their questions answered
more quickly and in greater detail without interaction with
humans. This provides Harrah’s with another vehicle to
attract new customers. According to the Harrah’s business
model (see Fig. 1 in Appendix), there are a number of ways
to attract customer to the Harrahs.com site.
The Harrahs.com opened in September 2000, and the
result is impressive. Harrah’s management strategy now is to
combine the Harrahs.com site (E-Business) and “Physical
Casino” to make a strong value proposition above and below
the e-line (see Fig. 2 in Appendix):
“Physical Casino” implications – lower serve cost,
decrease marketing expense, increase hotel occupancy,
and acquire new player.
E-Business implications – increase visits to
Harrahs.com, simplify and save time for customer visit,
strengthen e-relationships with customers, and attract
new e-partners.
Harrah’s Entertainment continues to show its leadership
in groundbreaking ness in casino industry. Harrah’s
recognizes the E-Business true value and uses Internet
technology in Harrahs.com site. Harrah’s Entertainment Inc.,
unique we b site is a sure success for the company and its
investors. With what Harrah’s call the Total Gold package
that makes it difficult for other casinos to duplicate the
industry’s leading E-Business model, Harrah’s will keep its
leadership position in the industry.
Reference is available upon request to Shaoping Zhao
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Chart 1-4
How often do you use the Internet?
3%
4%

24%
Daily
Weekly
10%

Monthly
Never
No Answer

59%

When online do you purchase or gather info?

18%

Gather Info
Order

82%
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How do you prefer to receive news from
Harrah's?

17%
Mail
9%

Phone
Email
62%

12%

Host

Do you have an Email address?

4%
32%
Yes
No
No Answer
64%

Fig. 1
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ABSTRACT
Web technology revolutionizes the information transfer
and delivery modes of physical products. In the field of
consumer-oriented business, buyers have on-line search
capabilities for finding products and services, for
comparing prices and for ease of purchase. Sellers can
reach and serve more customers at lower costs and
provide on-line support. Most on-line merchantconsumer interactions require direct manipulation of
interface. Thus the design of human-machine web
interfaces is a critical factor to determine whether ecommerce can succeed in supporting and facilitating
the electronic transaction in an electronic market and
hierarchy. This paper reviews the web design
perspectives, objectives, dimensions, and techniques,
addresses their interrelationships, and further points out
promising future research directions.
INTRODUCTION
Currently,
although
the
economy,
especially
networking industry, is slowing down, electronic
commerce (e-commerce) / electronic business still has
great potential to create new ways of doing business.
Indeed, web technology revolutionizes the information
transfer and delivery modes of physical products. This
new information economy provides a great opportunity
for innovative managerial practices; however, the rapid
advance of information technology makes the
managerial research fall far behind and fail to respond.
Thus the gap between technology development and
managerial research left one important issue: the
managerial and profit potential of new technology is
never exploited [1, 3, 4]. Especially, in the field of
consumer-oriented business, buyers have on-line search
capabilities for finding products and services, for
comparing prices and for ease of purchase. Sellers can
reach and serve more customers at lower costs and
provide on-line support. Most on-line merchantconsumer interactions require direct manipulation of
interface. Thus the design of human-machine web

interfaces is a critical factor to determine whether ecommerce can succeed in supporting and facilitating
the electronic transaction in an electronic market and
hierarchy.
A FRAMEWORK OF REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
Zwass [22] provides a hierarchical framework of ecommerce including three meta-levels: infrastructure,
services, and markets. The foundation (infrastructure)
of e-commerce is the intermeshed network of wide-area
telecommunications networks. At the apex of ecommerce are the electronic marketplaces and
electronic
hierarchies
that facilitate
business
relationships and transactions between firms. Electronic
markets are created to facilitate transactions over
telecommunication networks between multiple buyers
and multiple suppliers. Electronic hierarchies are longterm supplier-customer relationships between firms,
coordinated largely by management rather than the
market force. The most highly touted application is
consumer-oriented. They include remote shopping,
banking, and stock brokerage, and on-line advertising.
Shaw [17, 18] reviews the practices, scope, and
opportunities of e-commerce. He holds that ecommerce can be viewed from a number of
perspectives to fully appreciate a particular functional
emphasis: (1) Technology (internet is the major
contributor), (2) Marketing and new consumer
processes, (3) Economic (information-based activities
characterized by instant information flows, the delaying
of value chains, the emergence of new intermediaries,
and the shifting economic rules and market dynamics),
and (4) Information value adding, electronic linkage,
and service infrastructure.
Web Storefront and consumer interface such as
Amazon.com has developed an innovative business
model using web storefronts as their main channel. One
of the critical aspects influencing the success of
electronic commerce will be the effectiveness of the
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interface interacting with the consumers. It is not clear
what deciding factors will attract people to shop on the
web. What makes internet shopping different from
mail-order catalogues or TV shopping? What are the
behavioral and demographic traits in virtual
communities? What elements of electronic commerce
affect the consumers’ perception of a product/service?
What types of electronic commerce hinder its
acceptance and use by consumers? What strategies are
the most successful in overcoming the resistance to
change by consumers toward various forms of
electronic commerce? These research questions call for
an integrated technological, business, and behavioral
perspective.
Specifically, one of the major issues confronting those
concerned with electronic commerce is the issue of
consumer acceptance. User acceptance includes the
perception of the product/service by the targeted
user/consumer and targeted consumers’ actual usage of
product/services. There is a well-established literature
available in consumer behavior, social psychology, and
diffusion of innovation research to address these issues.
But more accurate measures on the relevant perceptions
that influence the adoption of electronic commerce are
needed.

The web can provide aggregate information and
interactive transmission to make presentation more
interesting. One enhancement to the human computer
interface incorporates virtual reality (VR) with 3D
visual and audio displays to enrich the web shopping
experience. How human beings interact with computers
to access information over the web presents one of the
biggest barriers for the implementation of electronic
commerce. How marketing strategies (i.e., web pages)
are combined with back-end information technology
(i.e., database, collecting customer information, mass
customization, and data mining) is important to the
success of web design, however, the customers do not
care about the web page’s internal connections with the
database; all their perceptions come from their
experiences with the front-end web design interfaces.
Human behaves in a goal-oriented way. Within their
limited perceptual and information processing abilities,
they attempt to adapt to the task environment to attain
their goals. Therefore, web interfaces design should be
driven by design perspective and customers’ objectives
(shown in Figure 1), which in turn affects the emphasis
on certain design dimensions and selections of design
techniques. In the following sections, we will review
each component in Figure 1 and point out the possible
research paths.

Design Perspective
(Consumer acceptance model)

Consumer Objective
(Customer
requirements)

Design Dimensions
(Presentation Interface
Requirements)

Design Techniques
(Design technical
requirements)

Figure 1: A Framework of Review and Analysis of E-Commerce Design and Acceptance

DESIGN PERSPECTIVES
Many published materials address the issues of IT
design and evaluations to enhance usability and
acceptance and the determinants of IT use and
acceptance [6]. User acceptance is a critical factor to
determine the success or failure of a web design project.
It is addressed by interdisciplinary disciplines such as
economics, marketing (consumer psychology), and MIS.

better methods for designing, evaluating, and predicting
how users will respond to it can be developed. It
remains an open question in many instances how to
translate usability evaluation results to specific interface
design improvements. Acceptance theory seeks to
extend the traditional model of user-centered design
espoused in usability engineering approaches [14] from
questions of interface improvement to predictions of
likely usage.

Both practitioners and researchers have a strong interest
in understanding why people accept e-commerce so that

Researchers have studied a range of issues, from
individual user characteristics, such as cognitive style
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[8], to internal beliefs and their impact on user behavior
[9]. Acceptance has been viewed as a function of user
involvement in system development [2]. The type of
system development process used and the process by
which technology is implemented and diffused [13].
Although the search for determining variables is
unlikely to yield an explanation of the level of
acceptance any IT will receive among its intended users,
it is appropriate to address some insights into the range
of perspectives that converge on this problem.
Innovation diffusion model. The principal theoretical
perspective on technology acceptance is innovation
diffusion theory, shown in Figure 2, at the individual
level and organizational level of analysis [16].
It
provides an account of the manner that technological

Relative advantage
Compatibility
Complexity
Trialability
Observability

innovation moves from the stage of invention to
widespread use. The determining variables included are
relative advantage (the extent to which a technology
offers improvements over currently available tools),
compatibility (its consistency with social practices
among its users), complexity (its ease of use and
learning), trialability (the opportunity to try an
innovation before committing its use), and observability
(the extent to which the technology’ output and its gain
are clear). Each individual variable alone is insufficient
to predict either the extent or the rate of diffusion, but
diffusion studies have demonstrated that the innovation
with all these characteristics, as mentioned above, will
diffuse more extensively and rapidly than the
innovation with the cluster of opposite characteristics.

Adoption of E-commerce

Figure 2: Innovation Diffusion Model of E-Commerce
Theory of reasoned action. The theory of reasoned
action (TRA) proposed by Fishbein and Ajzen [7] in the
social psychology literature defines relationships
among beliefs, attitudes, norms, intentions, and
behavior. Attitude toward a behavior is determined by
beliefs about the consequences of that behavior and the
affective evaluation of those consequences. Beliefs are
defined as the individual’s subjective probability that
performance of a given behavior will result in a given
consequence. This approach represents an information

Evaluations of

processing view of attitude formation and change the
states that external stimuli influence attitudes only
through changes in the person’s belief structure.
Intentions are determined also by subjective norms,
which in turn are determined by an individual’s
normative beliefs and motivation to comply with
perceived norms. This approach seeks to understand the
dynamics of human decision making in the context of
accepting and resisting a technology, illustrated in
Figure 3.

Attitude

Beliefs
Stimulus

Behavioral

Conditions

Intention
Normative beliefs:
Motivation to
comply

Behavior

Subjective
Norm

Figure 3: Theory of Reasoned Action of E-Commerce
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Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) of Davis [5] is the most
widely cited, demonstrated in Figure 4. The goal of
TAM is to predict the system acceptance and diagnosis
the design problems before users experience the system.
TAM predicts that user acceptance of any systems is
determined by two factors: (1) perceived usefulness and
(2) perceived ease of use. Perceived usefulness (PU) is
defined as the degree to which a person believes that
use of the system will enhance his or her performance.
Perceived ease of use (PEOU) is defined as the degree
to which a person believes that use of the system will

be free from efforts. There are some differences
between TAM and TRA. Davis and his colleagues drop
the context driven factors: subjective norm construct.
They held that there is direct path from perceived
usefulness to intention without the mediation effects of
attitude. They explain that even though an employee
may dislike a system, that employee may still use the
system if it is perceived to increase job performance.
Another divergence is the direct effect of PEOU on PU.
That means, when faced with two systems that offer
identical functionality, a user should find the easier one
to be more useful.

Perceived
usefulness
External
variables

Attitude toward
using

Behavioral
Intentions to use

Actual
use

Perceived
ease of use
Figure 4: Technology Acceptance Model of E-Commerce
Theoretical approaches to the design of acceptable
technology. We review literature that explores use and
implementation of technology and inform the design
and development of e-commerce to ensure or at least to
increase the acceptance of any resulting artifact.
The sociotechnical systems perspective has become
influential in the analysis of the organizational impact
of technology. A fundamental tenet of sociotechnical
systems thinking is that a technology on its own
(technical capability) has little meaning for the
purposes of organizational analysis. Technology is
comprehensible only in terms of the context in which it
is embedded and the organizational goals or
transformations that it serves or enables.
Sociotechnical system theory has given birth to a
framework for technology design that emphasizes
holistic job satisfaction and user participation
throughout the development process such as the
analysis of all stakeholders, the formation of planning
groups to oversee the design, and the performance of
prototyping exercises. The intention of such a design
process is to avoid unpleasant side effects in working
practices and to ensure as much a social solution as a
technical solution. Sociotechnical systems approaches
have been pivotal in shifting technology design away
from just financial and technical concerns manifest in
traditional software development models, such as the

waterfall model,
perspective.

toward

a

more

user-centered

Human-Computer interaction (HCI) and the usability
engineering. Adressing more traditional human factors
concerns of workstation and interface design,
researchers have long sought to influence the
development of a more user-centered technology. HCI
research has moved from its original concern with
hardware ergonomics and screen design to the point
where the complete range of user issues are of interest.
HCI research has concentrated heavily on the concept
of usability, both its definition and its measurement.
Most HCI researchers assume that the more usable a
technology is made, the greater its chances of proving
itself acceptable to the users. Thus, researchers
recommend the techniques similar to those of
sociotechnical theorists, such as user participation,
rapid prototyping of interfaces, and use of focus group
in trying to design more usable systems. This approach
blurs the distinctions between many of the social
science and engineering research tradition that have an
interest in developing more humanly acceptable
systems.
The usability (traditionally, it is equivalent to “userfriendly”, “ease of use”, and certain interface features
such as windows, icons, menus, and pointers) of an
application refers to the effectiveness, efficiency, and
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satisfaction with which specific users who are
performing specific tasks in specific environments can
use an application. The two major characteristics of
usability engineering are prototyping and redesign in
seeking to maximize the usability throughout the whole
product development process.

Means objectives related to Internet Commerce

Assure System Security
Maximize fraud protection
Prevent fraud

Maximize security of transaction
Discourage hacking
Minimize the unauthorized use of credit card
Maximize ease of use
Make access easy
Make search process easy
Simplify finding desired product
Have many search possibilities
Maximize transaction speed

DESIGN OBJECTIVES
Based on a value proposition to purchasing via the
internet, Keeney [10] generates and organizes the
fundamental objectives and means objectives that
customers value most by interviewing people. In the
following Figure 5, all the objectives that relate to the
interface design are listed.

Fundamental objectives related to Internet
Commerce
Overall objective
Maximize customer satisfaction

Maximize product quality
Maximize product value
Ensure quality of product
Maximize functionality of purchased item

Minimize cost
Minimize product cost
Minimize shipping cost
Minimize internet cost
Minimize travel cost

Minimize time to receive product
Maximize product information
Maximize information about promotion
Maximize available product information
Be able to feel product
Be able to see product
Be able to try product on
Be able to test product
Maximize the accuracy of information
Maximize accuracy of transaction
Minimize product errors
Minimizeshippingerrors
Minimize charging errors
Enhance comparison shopping
Provide comparison shopping
Maximize ease of comparison shopping
Maximizespeedofcomparisonshopping
Make better purchase choices
Minimize likelihood of disappointment
Maximize the confidence

Minimize delivery time
Minimize shipping time

Maximize convenience
Maximize purchasing convenience
Maximize time flexibility in purchasing
Provide quality after-sale service
Assure an easy return process
Minimize effort of shopping
Maximize ease of finding product

Minimize time spent
Minimize purchase time
Minimize processing time
Minimize payment time
Minimize queuing time
Minimize time to find the product
Minimize communication time
Minimize search time
Minimize timeto order product
Minimize time to gather information
Minimize time to select a product

Maximize privacy
Avoid electronic mailing lists

Maximize product variety
Maximize product selection
Have broad choice of products
Offer personal interaction
Provide human customer support
Provide opportunity for personal interaction

Maximize shopping enjoyment
Making shopping a social event
Minimize worry
Inspire customers
Minimize disappointment
Maximize customer confidence

Figure 5: List of Fundamental and Mean Objectives of E-Commerce Customers
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The listed objectives are the basis for web interface
design. It will be necessary to tailor the meaning of
each objective to the specific product and situation.
Thus a set of primary and means objectives can be
selected to represent the value that customers want by
potential customers. A sample of customers should be
interviewed to prioritize the objectives and value
tradeoffs. Such balanced objectives and priorities can
be used to guide the subsequent design consideration.

As user identifies potential purchases, he needs to
compare them with each other.
These activities are goal-driven ones in buyers’
behavior. The precedence of activities will be
determined by the availability of on-screen information
prompting an activity. Customers’ decision-making
activities are not an algorithm, but interleaved activities
with multiple searches, criteria and comparison
management.

DESIGN DIMENSIONS
Miles et al. [12] hold that the increased use of the
internet to purchase and sell products represents a
significant departure from the standard information
retrieval and communication tasks. E-commerce is
different from many other internet applications since
the primary goal of an e-commerce web site provider is
to facilitate economic actions, not to provide
information. Electronic commerce is a separate taskdomain, and the software systems that support it should
be designed from the perspective of its objectives and
its constraints.
There are a substantial variety of technologies that
provide some specific advice for information retrieval
tasks, such as standard hierarchically arranged web
pages, electronic sales assistants, product databases,
and auction mechanisms. But no clear picture exists as
to how each kind of technology support the user’s task.
Here, we will focus on the buyer’s objectives and
values in the setting of business-to-consumer ecommerce.
Many researchers study the tasks involved in ecommerce from a marketing perspective. Watson et al.
[21] address the issue of how to attract more customers
to a web site. Leong et al. [11] have contrasted how
web managers perceived the effectiveness of ecommerce relative to more traditional media. The
O’Keefe and McEachern [15] model contains five
decision processes: need recognition; information
search; evaluation; purchase; after purchase evaluation,
and they emphasize that e-commerce systems need to
be designed to support these processes. Miles et al. [12]
adopt Holsapple and Ehinston’s decision-making model
in terms of stages of design (finding the alternative
solutions), intelligence (acquiring information) and
choice (selecting between the alternatives). They
describe it as (1) search for products, (2) management
of search criteria, and (3) comparison of products. Once
a user has identified a need, he then engages in a
process of search for products that match a set of more
or less specific criteria in his mind. Criteria
management occurs when the buyer encounters
information that prompts him to alter his search criteria.

The design dimensions can be grouped into four
categories shown in Table 1: (1) front-end, (2) criteria
management, (3) comparison support, and (4) market
place. The front-end dimensions concern interface
features that help users locate the products. The criteria
management dimensions describe mechanisms and
information provided to support matching products to
search criteria. The comparison support dimensions
refer to those aspects of an interface that allow different
products to be compared. Finally, the market place
dimensions are those that refer to the economic
assumptions underlying a technology.
Miles et al. [12] regard web-based e-commerce systems
as decision support systems. They do not attempt to
make decisions for buyers, but instead some offer
advice (e.g., Electronic Sales Assistants), and others
attempt to reduce the load of maintaining multiple
products in a memory for comparison.
E-commerce environment flexibly combines a database
of products with a variety of mechanisms for presenting
those products. E-commerce systems tend to be
committed to one particular structure for product
representation and one particular mechanism for the
presentation of product collections. The presentation
mechanisms would take advantage of different media
such as text, picture, 3D model, and feature record. The
type of presentation and navigation mechanism might
depend on the objectives of the buyer (research,
management of criteria and product comparison), the
type of product (visually or technically rich) and the
goals of seller (maximize number of items sold or price
per item). Whatever consolidation does take place, it is
important that the usability of the designs is considered
from the perspective of the buyer. Moreover, it will
often be essential that support is provided for the search
process, for the management of product criteria, and for
product comparison.
What makes a web site usable or how to make a cool
site depends on what users/customers are trying to
accomplish. Are they surfing? Doing research? Buying
products? Downloading software? And it also relies on
the organization’s goals for creating the web site. Is the
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site aimed at marketing a product/service? Making
information available to employees, stakeholders, and
customers? Spool et al. [19] have summarized the
designer’ dos and don’ts, illustrated in Table 2. Users
like the sites the best that had content interesting and

relevant to them. When users dislike a site, their
reasons usually related to some significant difficulty in
using it [19].

Table 1: Design dimensions and value range of human-machine web interfaces for e-commerce
Design dimensions
Value range
Front-end
Site metaphor:
Web, search engine
Navigational structure:
X level hierarchy, network, sequence, word based search, criteria -based
search, email communication, combinations of these methods
Criteria management support
Product representation:
Name, text, tabulated text, image, 3D image, combination of these types
Product information provision:
Text independent of products, text for products, separate database
Comparison support
Site scope:
Within seller, across sellers, NA
Comparison tool:
None, value bars, tables, graphics plots.
Marketplace
Negotiation method:
NA, none, external contact (e.g., phone), user specified algorithm
Control of marketplace:
Seller, buyer, third party, distributed
Maintenance of marketplace:
Manual., database, seller submitted, agent-based
Ratio of buyers to sellers:
(x/y =1 to > 1 million).

Principles

Table 2. Web design practical principles and interpretations
Interpretation

1.Graphic Design neither
helps nor hurts

Graphics may be important for making users more willing to return to the site or selling
products, but it does not help users retrieve information from a site.

2.Text Links are vital

The better users could predict where a link would lead, the more successful they were in
finding information.
This is called shell strategy, a technique that lets developers design a navigational
structure and hierarchy first, then just plug the content into it. For example, a firm has
one department working on the overall look and feel of the site, including the
homepage, navigation bars, style sheets, and templates for different types of
interactions. Other departments are responsible for creating the content.

3.Navigation and content
are inseparable

4.Information retrieval is
different that surfing

When users surf, they are just browsing, clicking whatever looks most interesting or
cool, and content may not be the driving force in coolness. When looking for
information, users are much more focused. They tend to click on the link most likely to
yield the information they are hunting for. The kinds of things designers put on web
sites to attract surfing users proved to be distractions during information retrieval tasks.

5.Navigation is invisible
when it’s working

But when there’s problem, users can get completely stuck. In fact, navigation problems
frequently caused users to give up since users do not have the domain knowledge they
needed to navigate the site or the site structure did not meet users’ expectations. A welldefined structure provides users with an obvious, clear model of the information space
such as frame, table of content, hierarchical maps, and links.

6.Within-site searching
(built-in search engine)
helps users to find
information within the
site
7.The comparison is
important

The search engine helps but often users have two types of problems with on-site
searches: (1) they do not understand the scope of the search; (2) they have trouble
interpreting the search results.

Users handle comparisons by remembering, writing things down, printing, opening
multiple windows, or make query from the database
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DESIGN TECHNIQUES
Originally, the web is not designed to support EC sites
and there is no simple way to integrate a web server
with a database system containing product, pricing, and
promotional data with transactional systems for
processing orders and with payment systems for
handling credit card purchases and settlements. To
succeed in e-commerce, customers need to be able to
submit order information and receive responses to
inquiries. Database application server (e.g., Oracle)
provides a variety of methods for creating web pages
that interact with a database.
In a static web page, tags and text are fixed at the time
the page is created. Each time a static page is accessed,
it will display the same information. So static web page
is appropriate for displaying the information that does
not change often. In a dynamic (interactive) web page,
the page content varies according to user inputs and/or
database queries. Thus, the content of web pages can
vary from one user to the next and from one time to the
next. The ability to respond to these requests has
created a new system of commerce [20].
Regardless of whether a web page is static or dynamic,
the language used to create it is the same, called
HyperText Makeup Language (HTML). Besides
standard HTML, other makeup languages include
Virtual Reality Model Language (VRML) for creating
three-dimensional worlds and the Extensible Makeup
Language (XML).
HTML is created by Tim Berners-Lee when he first
conceived of the world wide web in 1989. Today, many
of the tags in HTML 4.0 deal with graphic presentation.
It is easier for web site designers to control the quality
of the layout and visual aesthetics of their web pages.
Currently, the technologies supporting interactive web
pages can be grouped into four basic categories: (1)
HTML forms, (2) Server Side Includes, (3) Active
Components, and (4) VBScript or JavaScript. HTML
forms, which are enhanced HTML documents designed
to collect user inputs and send them to a web server.
HTML forms allow users to input data using text boxes,
option buttons, and lists (e.g., combo box). When the
form is submitted to the web server, a program running
on the web server processes the form inputs and
dynamically composes a web page reply. This program
uses the common gateway interface (CGI) protocol, a
standard application programming interface (API). CGI
provides a way for software developers and application
programmers to integrate web servers with various
back-end programs and data sources. The problem with
using CGI-based servicing programs is that each form

submitted to a web server starts its own copy of the
servicing program. A busy server is likely to run out of
memory when it serves many forms simultaneously.
The second approach uses a technology called Server
Side Includes (SSIs). An SSI is a command that is sent
to a web server from within a static web page. An SSI
can display many outputs, ranging from simple web
page hit counters and ‘current time’ displays, to page
contents tailored to the type of browser the user has, to
database and file information.
The third approach downloads compiled executable
programs stored on a web server to a local web browser
and runs them on the local computer. The program
interacts with the user and sends and retrieves data from
other servers as needed, such as Java (Applet) and
ActiveX. The advantage of this approach is that more
complex and rich graphic user interfaces (GUI) can be
created and user inputs are validated and responded to
from the local Java or ActiveX program rather than a
remote web server. They also make it possible for
processing to be distributed between the desktop and
the server.
The final approach allows uncompiled code in
languages such as JavaScript or VBScript to be typed
into the HTML document along with the static HTML
text. Special tags indicate to the user’s browser that this
text is code, and if the user’s browser has the capability
of recognizing and interpreting the code, the code is run
by the browser. Javascript can control the objects,
content, and interactions within the browser. It cannot
draw graphics or directly access the network. Java has
no control over the browser but can obviously do
graphics and networking. JavaScript has the following
functions such as client-side validation, client-side
calculation, client-side lookup databases, providing
interactive feedback, manipulating Java applets or
activeX objects within a page. The more complex user
interfaces are possible with this approach. JavaScript
can be used in any browser, but VBScript can only be
used in Internet Explorer. Both JavaScript and
VBScript can be used to construct server-side scripting
in its Active Server page (ASP) technology, in which
specialized tags and variables are used to embed the
scripting code directly within the HTML code.
Whenever an HTML page containing the intermingled
script and HTML code is accessed, the server first
execute the script code within the page and then sends
the resulting page back to the browser. In this way the
content of the HTML page are dynamically generated.
They provide the means to perform relational (SQL)
database updates and queries.
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HTML forms are the most widely used, but their
network traffic and server processing requirements are
demanding. Virtual reality is a term that usually refers
to computer-generated or enhanced 3D environments
that can be manipulated by the end user. VRML files
are text files containing special tags that define 3D
scenes from more primitive objects (such as cubes,
cones, cylinders, and the like). VRML also has the
capability to animate a scene changing the location and
shape of objects in response to user or system actions.
The web is a fast-moving environment, especially from
a software standpoint. The problem with HTML is that
it is a set of tags that deal with document structure,
content, and display. This makes it difficult for web
designers and webmasters to create and maintain the
multiple pages found at most EC web sites. It is also
difficult for software agents to either index or find
specific content on the web.
In XML, there are no fixed tags. Instead, the web
designer or author is free to create his or her own tags,
which is why the makeup language is called extensible.
XML is display-device independent, and its documents
can be used with any display device. Documents
composed of XML can also be more easily understood
and manipulated by other software programs.
CONCLUSION
This article is about the review of the theory of web
interface designs. It involves different design
perspectives, design objectives, design dimensions, and
design techniques. Good web design not only provides
rich information but also has a human touch. So
customers can use the web sites in the way that the
designers intended. It provides a summary of some
ways to evaluate and improve the usability of web sites
for information-finding tasks: web site navigation, links,
graphic design, page layout, and user acceptance and
satisfaction.
Based on the above review, an in -depth case study for
objective – design dimension connection will provide
much insight about specific relationships between both.
It will provide a useful guideline for web interface
design to serve customers well.
The theoretical perspectives from IT use literature can
be used to direct the model building in e -commerce and
measurement development to test the relationships.
Such test also facilitates the comparison of traditional
IT use model and e-commerce model.
The next logical question needs to be addressed it how
to choose appropriate techniques for different e-

commerce web design requirements. So the potential of
web design technology can be exploited to fully serve
customers. It also facilitates managers’ decision in
choosing right technologies as a platform to meet their
business needs.
The connections among design perspectives, objectives,
design dimensions, and techniques can be explored with
empirical examination in a new context of ecommerce/business. It will refine and enrich the IT use
theory in this totally new environment.
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ABSTRACT
Scheduling elective surgery needs to take several factors
into consideration such as operating surgeon's schedule,
patient's schedule and the bed availability in ICU. Often, the
operating surgeons schedule elective surgeries without
close communication with the ICU administrator, and the
consequence is the frequent cancellation of scheduled
surgeries due to bed shortages in the ICU. This paper
proposes a method to reduce the cancellation of elective
surgeries by an improved communication between surgeons
and ICU physicians through which the number of elective
surgeries scheduled each day is made stable during the
predetermined planning horizon.
INTRODUCTION
Langer [1] has written about the “illusion of control”
wherein individuals believe that they can influence the
outcomes of purely chance events. Hospital administrators
are not infrequently prone to similar delusions in their belief
that elective surgeries can be scheduled based solely on the
availability of the operating surgeon and his or her
supporting staff, the availability of an operating theatre, and
how well the timing suits the patient.
Assuredly, there are many elective surgeries that can be
confidently scheduled taking only these three factors into
consideration. Breast reconstruction following a radical
mastectomy, for example, can be scheduled months in
advance, the only uncertainty being the number of days that
the patient will have to remain in the hospital following the
surgery, and there is rarely a shortage of beds for this
purpose. Other elective surgeries, however, such as a hip
replacement for an elderly patient, often require that the
patient spend some time in the hospital’s intensive care unit
(ICU) following the surgery, which introduces four distinct
and uncontrollable elements of uncertainty.
First, the amount of time that an elective-surgery patient may
have to spend in the unit prior to release is stochastic.
Moreover, as is shown below, the stochastic process is quite
complex and not nearly as straightforward as one is tempted
to presume it to be because of the “elective” qualifier.
Second, the typical ICU serves patients from a number of
different sources, including, for example, the emergency
room, so that any new demand for an ICU bed is by its very
nature stochastic. Third, the amount of time that any such
patient will have to spend in the ICU is both patient and
therapy dependent and is also stochastic. Finally, ICU
capacity as measured through the number of beds in the unit

is typically a scarce hospital resource, because ICU care is an
unusually
expensive
therapy,
one that requires
higher-than-normal nurse-to-patient and doctor-to-patient
ratios, as well as specialized equipment that may exist only in
the unit. Thus, in combination with the first three elements,
the availability of an ICU bed becomes a matter of chance.
As a consequence, an ICU administrator is occasionally, and
at random, forced to reject applicants, or to discharge ICU
patients prematurely without providing the requisite amount
of intensive care. The ICU patients, however, are only one of
several constituencies to which the administrator is
accountable. The families and physicians of the patients,
and the operating surgeons and the ICU physicians are
among the other constituencies and their preferences in
regard to admissions and discharge priorities often conflict.
One particularly prominent conflict is that between the
operating surgeons and the ICU physicians. The basis for
the conflict is that the surgeons must schedule elective
surgeries and the operating theatre well in advance and
assume that there will be an empty bed in the ICU for the
individual upon whom they will be operating. In contrast, the
admissions priorities of the ICU physicians are based upon
the needs ofall applicants. Like Hobson, the administrator is
often forced to resolve the conflict through an unpleasant
choice, and the path of least resistance is commonly to deny
admission to an elective-surgery patient and, in effect, force
the surgeon to cancel and reschedule the surgery. Such
last-minute cancellations can have several negative
consequences. In particular, they can wreak havoc with the
schedules of the surgeons and the supporting staff, and
require changes in the schedule of the operating theatre,
since a cancelled surgery will eventually have to be
rescheduled. Cancellations can also impose considerable
stress on the patients and their families.
We focus on the possibility of using elective-surgery quotas
in conjunction with a scheduling window to improve the
scheduling of elective surgeries and hence enhance the
operations of the ICU. We explore the efficacy of this
scheduling medium through a simulation model that employs
the patient demand and length-of-stay data from an actual
ICU. We consider the establishment of elective-surgery
quotas within the modus operandi of that ICU as well as in
conjunction with a Flexible Bed Allocation scheme (FBA) [2]
that reserves one or more beds for the exclusive use of
elective-surgery patients. It is shown that the combination of
a daily-quota schedule and FBA for elective surgeries can
greatly reduce the number of cancelled surgeries with
relatively few and minimal negative consequences for the
hospital’s other patients.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We consider and build our model on a foundation of six
month’s worth of daily data from a typical multi-disciplinary
ICU that receives patients from four basic sources: Ward;
Accidents and Emergency (A & E); Operating Theatre
(OT)-emergency; and Operating Theatre (OT)-elective. The
ICU physicians review each referral. Qualified referrals
queue for beds that are allocated on a first-come, first-served
basis. When there are empty beds and an empty queue, all
qualifying patients are admitted immediately. If no bed is
empty, the physicians check to determine whether any
patient is sufficiently recovered as to permit an expedited
discharge to a general ward. When a patient’s illness is so
severe that admission to the unit cannot be delayed, an
expedited discharge might become a virtual necessity. When
no bed is empty and an expedited discharge is not feasible,
the new referral must join or begin a queue. When, however,
it is an OT-elective patient who is the candidate for
admission, the operation is cancelled and rescheduled,
which is the source of a very significant and common
problem. As shown in Table 1, although it is quite rare for a
referral from any source other than elective surgery to be
denied admission to the ICU due to a full house, about a
quarter of the elective surgeries were cancelled because of
the lack of an available bed.
We use a computer-simulation model to capture these
stochastic arrival and service processes. The model, which
uses the SLAM II simulation language with user-written
FORTRAN programs, is discussed in detail elsewhere [3].
Simulation models have a well-established history in helping
to improve managerial decision making in ICUs [4,5,6]. As in
any simulation, we had to first establish the statistical
properties of the patient demand (arrivals) and
length-of-stay (service times) processes. It will come as no
surprise that the classic queuing-model assumptions of
Poisson arrivals and exponential service times were the first
alternatives to gain our attention [3].
In the cases of referrals from the Ward, A & E, and
OT-emergency, a Chi-square test was unable to reject the
hypotheses of Poisson-distributed arrivals and exponential
service times. Thus, we assume these theoretically
convenient arrival and service patterns throughout our
analysis. In the case of OT-elective patients, however, we
were initially forced to reject both hypotheses. Indeed,
OT-elective arrivals have several characteristics that
distinguish them from the other ICU applicants.
First, the timing of elective surgeries is determinable in
advance. A colonoscopy that results in the removal of
polyps might be scheduled a week in advance, whereas
breast reconstruction surgery might be scheduled months in
advance. The surgeons choose an operation time and date in
light of their own schedules, the patient’s condition, and
what is known at the time about bed availability in the ICU.
Second, the medical histories of the patients and the causes

of their illnesses are well known. This simplifies the
review-and-admission
decision. Third, the medical
conditions of these patients are ordinarily less severe, and
normally require less intensive monitoring during the
postoperative recovery period, than those of the other
referrals with whom they may be competing for a bed. Most
of theselatterreferrals require a full and active intensive care.
Fourth, the average OT-elective patient requires less ICU
time than does the average patient from any source other
than A & E; more than 80 percent of OT-elective patients are
discharged within 48 hours. Fifth, OT-elective surgeries are
seldom scheduled for Saturdays or Sundays. Indeed, after
eliminating weekends we no longer reject the hypothesis of
Poisson-distributed OT-elective arrivals. Therefore we
incorporate the Poisson-arrival assumption into the model
and we only generate OT-elective arrivals on weekdays.
Last but not least, the mortality rates of OT-elective patients
are one fourth of the rate of the others, and their paths to
recovery also have unique characteristics that fall into three
classes. Specifically, about 65 percent of these patients
spend at most one night in the unit, another 20 percent s pend
between one and two nights in the unit, and the rest have
quite open-ended lengths of stay. After eliminating the few
outliers in our data, the "open end" is capped at fifteen days.
Theoretical considerations and a visual inspection of the
data displayed in Figure 1 led us to dismiss the possibility
that the random service times for OT-elective patients could
be adequately modeled by, for example, a normal density, a
lognormal density, or a beta density. The same
considerations, however, did not apply to the Gamma density.
We therefore hypothesized the service times in each of the
three classes to be generated by an individual Gamma
density tailored to that class [2]. The parameters of that
density are determined from the empirical mean and variance
for those patients. In no case was the resulting density
Gamma-1, which is an exponential density. We then tested
the hypothesis that the overall distribution of the service
times can be modeled as a weighted average of the three
densities. The weights aregiven by the percentages noted in
the previous paragraph. A Chi-square test detailed in Table 2
fails to reject that hypothesis (a= 0.05). Hence we introduce
the tripartite Gamma density into our model and simulations.
The uniqueness of the OT-elective arrival and ICU service
patterns, and the fact that last-minute cancellations of those
surgeries is a very serious problem, encourages us to
attempt to exploit the further fact that elective surgeries can
be and always are scheduled well in advance. It isusually the
case that the surgeons do the scheduling, subject only to the
availability of the operating theatre and the current status of
the ICU. The latter, however, will not necessarily reflect the
status of the unit on the day for which the operation is
scheduled, and therein lies the rub. What we propose here is
to smooth the flow of elective surgeries by pooling all of the
scheduled surgeries for some fixed time period, and then
systematically allocating them over that period. We make
that proposal because that flow can be controlled, and
because the simplest means of doing so is to impose a quota
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system that reduces the variance in the number of
elective-surgery patients seeking admission to the unit on
any given day. We shall refer to this reductionas the pooling
effect.
THE QUOTA SYSTEM
Our data come from a 14-bed unit. In order to model a normal
condition for the operations of the unit, our data analysis
excludes patients whose ICU residency exceeded 15 days.
Those patients comprised 5.89 percent of the total number of
patients. To compensate for the exclusion of those data, we
limit the unit in the simulations to only 13 beds, which
reduces the available capacity by 7.14 percent. In each of the
simulations that we run, the OT-elective arrivals are
generated solely for Monday through Friday. To further
emulate the actual situation, when an empty bed is not
available in the ICU, a simulated OT-elective arrival does not
join the queue. Instead, the arrival is recorded as a cancelled
surgery.
Over the six-month period during which we gathered our
data the highest bed utilization rate in the ICU was 83.22
percent, and the average rate was only 73.77 percent, which
strongly implies that the administrator's problem is one of
better managing the existing capacity as opposed to
acquiring the funds to add to that capacity. A more
efficacious scheduling of elective surgeries has the potential
to help solve that problem.
Scheduling rules have the potential to reduce customers
waiting times in a variety of operating environments [7]
including surgical procedures in hospitals [8] and hospital
outpatients departments [9]. Surgical demand scheduling
has been a subject of particular interest [10]. That interest
recently manifested itself in two studies devoted specifically
to elective surgeries. Gerchak et al. [11] used stochastic
dynamic programming to characterize the nature of the
optimal reservation policy. Most closely related to our work,
Ridge et al.[5] used a simulation model to explore the effects
on an ICU of a rudimentary deferral rule for elective-surgery
patients.
Our unique contribution to this growing literature is to
propose the introduction of an elective-surgery quota
system that supplements our previously proposed
bed-reservation scheme for elective-surgery patients [2].
The first step in the process is to establish a scheduling
window that will allow the simultaneous consideration of all
of the demands coming from elective surgery for some fixed
future period of time, and permit the allocation of those
demands by day of the week. The introduction of such a
planning horizon permits feedback between the ICU
administrator, the surgeon, and the patient. In the interest of
simplicity it would seem to make good sense to consider
weekly time frames, and here we conduct our simulation
experiments with one-week and two-week time frames.
Second, we need to establish a specific form of quota system,
the simplest of which fixes a daily quota for

Monday-through-Friday surgeries. It might, however, also
make good sense to have variable daily quotas that seek to
exploit the fact that elective surgeries are not scheduled over
the weekend. In this regard, we evaluate one option that on
the surface would seem to hold particular promise. That
promise, it will be seen, is ultimately realized below the
surface as well.
Suppose, for example, that we institute a one-week window
and a one-surgery daily quota. The simulation procedure
first generates one week of elective-surgeries data at a time
for a Poisson distribution whose parameters have been
determined from the empirical data. If five or fewer surgeries
are generated, then one surgery is scheduled for each of the
five weekdays successively, starting with Monday,
continuing on to Tuesday, and so forth until all surgeries
have been scheduled. If a bed is unavailable on the day of
the scheduled surgery, the surgery is cancelled. If, however,
seven elective surgeries are generated, then after filling the
one-per-day quota with five surgeries, the remaining two
surgeries are allocated to Monday and Tuesday, thereby
giving two demands for ICU beds from elective-surgery
patients on those days. If two beds are available on those
days, the surgeries take place. Otherwise, one or more of the
surgeries must be cancelled. Thus our quotas are not
inviolable in that there is not a weekly quota. Rather, the
quotas provide guidelines that the administrator will attempt
to respect.
Fixed quotas
We first consider a fixed-quota system that imposes the same
potentially violable quotafor elective surgeries on weekdays.
The system's operations are simulated for a twenty one-year
history with one-surgery, two-surgery, and three-surgery
quotas, and for one-week and two-week scheduling
windows. The first year is cut off in order to eliminate the
effect of the initial state of the simulation, and data is
collected for the remaining twenty years. Each of the twenty
years comprises 24365 = 8,760 simulated hours, thus
resulting in a total of 17,520 hours of simulated data for each
of the 32 = 6 initial experiments. The system's performance
is then evaluated on a number of dimensions that are
ordinarily of interest to the administrator, the physicians, and
the surgeons. These dimensions include the average time
that a patient spends in the queue and in the system, the
number of cancelled surgeries, and the number of patients
treated per year. By way of illustration, the average results
for the simulations under a two-week scheduling window are
presented in Table 3. Thus, for example, a two-week window
and a one-surgery-per-day quota achieve a 23 percent
reduction in the number of cancelled surgeries compared
with the current system. The latter reduction is attained while
slightly reducing the other patients’ average waiting times.
The quota system improves the queuing measures for the
other patients by reducing the demand fluctuations from
OT-elective patients.
The win-win result of a one-surgery quota and a two-week
scheduling window, offers a compelling argument for
establishing some elective-surgery quota system. What
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remains to be determined is whether further improvement can
be achieved by coupling a quota system with an FBA
scheme [2].
The ICU administrator faces a multiple-objective decision
problem wherein there are tradeoffs to be made and
evaluated between cancelled surgeries and waiting times.
The noxious reality is that ICU patients often do have to wait
for admission to the unit. Although we cannot measure
accurately the clinical impact of additional waiting time on
patients, it would not be a totally new experience for them,
but rather an extension of what they currently endure. This
choice among the tradeoffs is the administrator's call and the
administrator's problem. As shown in [2], however, some
form of FBA reservation scheme for elective-surgery
patients may provide a better resolution to that problem.
Under FBA the number of cancelled surgeries is reduced, but
at the expense of longer average queuing times for the other
patients. We now consider the impact of quotas imposed in
conjunction with FBA. The results for a one-bed FBA policy
and a two-week scheduling window quota system are
summarized in Table 4.
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the effects on the number of
cancelled surgeries and the overall waiting times,
respectively, for both the one-week and the two-week
scheduling windows. In addition, these tables provide
p-values for one-tailed tests of the statistical significance of
the average simulation results in pair-wise comparisons with
the status quo. It is seen that in the o verwhelming majority of
cases, the differences are significant at virtually any
reasonable level of statistical significance. Figures 2 and 3
present the cancelled-surgery data graphically, and Figures 4
and 5 display the overall waiting-time data graphically.
The simulation results reveal that a three-bed FBA scheme
combined with a one-surgery-per-day quota achieves the
greatest reduction in cancelled surgeries over the current
system, with either a one-week or a two-week scheduling
window. Table 5 shows that with a one-week window the
reduction is almost 100(19.00– 8.60)/19.00 = 55 percent. With
a two-week window the reduction is almost 60 percent.
Figure 4 shows that with a one-week window, the
one-surgery quota also induces the smallest increase in
waiting times that the other patients incur as a result of
introducing a three-bed FBA scheme. It is seen from Figure 5
that with a two-week window the one-surgery and
two-surgery quotas have essentially the same impact on the
average waiting times.
Under either a one-week or a two-week scheduling window,
the number of cancelled surgeries is the lowest with the
one-surgery-per-day quota. The number of enforced
cancellations increases as the quota increases from one to
three, with a three-surgery quota system being particularly
unproductive. A three-surgery quota system cannot
improve the system's performance beyond the levels
achieved with smaller quotas. This is so, because the
average OT-elective arrival rate of 1.515 per day (7.575 per
week) is not sufficiently large as to yield any pooling effect

that can take advantage of a daily quota that exceeds two.
Figure 6 sketches the efficient frontiers that summarize the
available tradeoffs between average waiting times and
cancelled surgeries with some form of FBA scheme, with
one-week and two-week scheduling windows, and with a
one-surgery-per-day quota system. Our intention here, then,
is not to suggest an optimal policy to an ICU administrator.
Rather, the intent is to demonstrate how the administrator
can be provided with the information upon which to best
make an informed decision as to whether to impose a
particular FBA scheme in conjunction with an
elective-surgery quota system.
The efficient frontier presents our results in a readily
understood visual format. The ICU should operate with a
system corresponding to a point on the lowest frontier, that
which lies furthest to the southwest and that derives from a
two-week scheduling window. This is true regardless of
which system is used in conjunction with the scheduling
window. Each point on that particular frontier is associated
with the smallest average overall waiting time for any given
number of cancelled surgeries. The intermediate points
between any two points that are derived from our
experiments can always be achieved by selecting one of
these pure strategiesx percent of the time, and the other (1 x) percent of the time. Assuredly, however, there might be
other pure strategies with which we have not experimented
that would perform even more efficiently than the mixed
strategies. It is management's responsibility to choose the
point that it prefers on the lowest frontier. That point will be
determined once management has expressed its acceptable
tradeoffs through the jagged indifference curves in the
figure. The optimum is the point of tangency between the
lowest frontier and lowest indifference curve.
Variable quotas
Elective surgeries are not scheduled on weekends. It thus
seems reasonable to expect more ICU beds to be available on
Mondays than otherwise, with or without FBA. Figure 7
depicts the patient arrival data for all four sources by day of
the week. Nothing in the data suggests that a greater number
of arrivals from the other sources will make up for the
deficiency in weekend OT-elective arrivals. The question
thus arises as to whether one might not seek to exploit that
expectation by relaxing the one-surgery quota for Monday
or possibly some other day, and if this is done perhaps
imposing a stiffer quota on some other day.
In particular, since on average a little more than seven
elective surgeries per week were scheduled during our
sample period, it would seem a priori reasonable for a
variable-quota scheme to permit seven scheduled surgeries
per week. Further, no such surgeries are scheduled for
weekends, and more than 80 percent of elective-surgery
patients are discharged from the ICU within 48 hours. The
most plausible variable-quota candidate would therefore
seem to be that which permits two scheduled surgeries on
both Monday and Friday, with the one-per-day quota
maintained for the other three midweek days. Thus we
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explore the performance of the simulated system under the
latter (2, 1, 1, 1, 2) scheme, with and without FBA policies,
and for one-week and two-week scheduling windows. Table
7 summarizes these results in apposition to those for the
fixed-quota system. Figure 8 shows the efficient frontiers
that emerge from these explorations.
As with the fixed-quota system, there is a variable-quota
system that, when used in conjunction with a three-bed FBA
scheme, is more effective in reducing cancelled surgeries
than is a stand-alone quota system, or one that is used with
either a one-bed or a two-bed FBA scheme. Or, at least, that is
what our simulation results imply. Specifically, with a
two-week scheduling window the variable-quota system
reduced the number of cancelled surgeries by
100(17.25-6.15)/17.25 = 64 percent from the current system.
This is modestly bigger than the 60 percent reduction
achieved through the best-performing fixed-quota system.
Still further, Table 7 shows that when compared to the
three-bed FBA alternatives this (2, 1, 1, 1, 2) variable-quota
system accomplishes that reduction with the smallest
increase in waiting time (1.37 - 0.30 = 1.07) for the other
patients, relative to the current system with a quota. The
p-values from the statistical tests show that the differences
are significant between the quota-only systems and those
with the FBA schemes for most cases. This indicates that an
FBA scheme will have significant impacts on the
performance of a quota system in achieving further
reduction in the number of cancelled surgeries, but the
waiting times will also increase due to the reservation of
some beds. Although not specifically detailed in Table 7,
statistically significant differences also exist between, for
example, a one-bed FBA scheme and a three-bed FBA
scheme, regardless of the quota system and the scheduling
window. Moreover, it may easily be inferred from the table
that once the optimal FBA scheme has been established, the
differences among the various quota systems are not
significant for the waiting times, but they impact on
cancelled surgeries.Particularly profound impact is shown in
a three-bed FBA scheme in that the number of cancelled
surgeries is affected by the quota systems and the
scheduling window whereas the waiting times change little.
The superiority of the variable-quota system under a
two-week scheduling window to that system under a
one-week scheduling window might have been anticipated.
Thanks to the pooling effect, a two-week arrival period is
more likely to produce a distribution of elective-surgeries
that can be mapped into the (2, 1, 1, 1, 2) variable-quota
allocation than is a sequence of two one-week arrival periods.
As is seenby comparing the first and third blocks of Table 7,
with a one-week scheduling period and FBA 2, the (2, 1, 1, 1,
2)variable-quota scheme produces the exact same results as
those of the fixed-quota scheme. With FBA 1 and FBA 3
there are tradeoffs. Comparing the second and fourth blocks
of the table reveals the clear if modest dominance of the
variable-quota system with a two-week scheduling window.
For example, with a one-bed FBA scheme, the fixed quota
results in 11.95 cancelled surgeries and an average waiting
time of 0.44 hours, whereas the variable quota results in 11.80

cancelled surgeries and an average waiting time of 0.42 hours.
These results might be explained as follows. On a week when
there are seven elective surgeries, the one-per-day quota
would assign the sixth and seventh surgeries to Monday
and Tuesday, whereas the (2, 1, 1, 1, 2) system would assign
the sixth and seventh surgeries to Monday and Friday. Since
no elective surgeries are scheduled over the weekend,
scheduling two elective surgeries on Friday reduces the
probability of having an empty reserved bed on a Saturday
or Sunday. But with most elective-surgery patients spending
less than two days in the ICU, there is also likely to be two
empty reserved beds on Monday, ceteris paribus, even
when two surgeries have taken place on Friday.
In sum, with a one-week scheduling window whether the
fixed-quota system or the variable-quota
system
outperforms the other depends upon the number of reserved
beds. With a two-week
scheduling window the
variable-quota system, however, dominates the fixed-quota
system in all instances. Moreover, the variable-quota system
becomes more effective with a longer scheduling window,
because the longer scheduling window permits additional
pooling that allows the administrator to more readily produce
the variable-quota pattern.
CONCLUSION
Modeling has a time-honored past in contributing to the
improved management of health services in general [12, 13].
This paper seeks to add to that tradition by its unique
proposal of a coordinating mechanism that effects the partial
integration of the operations of two administratively
independent hospital facilities, the Surgery and the ICU.
That mechanism, a quota system for scheduling
elective-surgery patients for ICU admissions, is evaluated
via a computer simulation that reflects the actual operations
of a very typical ICU and whose parameters are determined
from the unit's historical data.
The last-minute cancellation of an elective surgery can be a
traumatic event for the patient and the patient’s family. The
cancellation also means a waste of both a surgeon's valuable
time and that of the supporting cast. Still further, a cancelled
surgery results in the enforced idleness of one of the
hospital's most valuable resources, the operating theatre in
which it was scheduled to occur. Because the demands made
on a hospital's services are random demands, and because
the services are provided with random service times, it is not
altogether possible to avoid cancelled surgeries and their
negative consequences. It is, however, incumbent upon the
hospital's administration to attempt to reduce those
cancellations and to lessen their negative consequences. To
do so commonly involves tradeoffs between improving the
service provided to elective-surgery patients and imposing
lengthier waiting times on the other patients seeking entry to
the ICU. That is, the ICU administrator faces a
multiple-objective decision problem with conflicting
objectives. Nonetheless, as we have shown here, one can
take advantage of the fact that elective surgeries are
scheduled in advance by introducing an elective-surgery
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quota system into the ICU admissions process. In particular,
we have shown that by using a quota system in conjunction
with a flexible bed allocation scheme it is possible to achieve
significant reductions in cancelled surgeries. Moreover, this
might even be accomplished without impacting adversely on
the average waiting times endured by the other patients
seeking admission to the ICU.
From a traditional managerial perspective, scheduling
elective surgeries through a quota system effects the formal
vertical integration of the upstream patient sources and the
downstream ICU server. The four departments that the unit
serves constitute the upstream processes to the downstream
ICU server. In order to improve the performance of an ICU
effectively and efficiently, it is necessary to alter the
processes as well as the server. We have shown the
beneficial effects of formally linking the one controllable
upstream process, the scheduling of elective surgeries, to
the downstream ICU admission process. We are confident
that similar benefits can be enjoyed through such a linkage in
any ICU that operates along the lines modeled here, as so
ICU units throughout the world.
There are a number of paths for future research. It would be
worthwhile to investigate the possibility of full integration to
include all the four upstream departments in the ICU
admission process by, for example, developing a priority
system for different groups of patients. Furthermore, the
admission process needs to be linked to the discharge
process by establishing the criteria for expedited discharge
or regular discharge. It will also be useful to develop a
prediction mechanism of calculatinga patient's expected time
to stay in the ICU when he/she is admitted. This will enable
the management to determine the expected date of vacancy
for beds, and further improve the allocation of surgery
quotas in the variable-quota system.
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Information Technology as a Facilitator of Enhancing Dynamic Capability
through Knowledge Management

ABSTRACT
Dynamic capability is an emergent field of firms encountering turbulent administrative environment.
Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) point out that firms with dynamic capability are not guaranteed to
enhancing organizational performance, but without dynamic capability it is impossible for firms to
enhance organizational performance. Another research stream in current management thoughts is
related to knowledge management that has been confirmed to be a major source of competitive
advantage.

Research question of this research is whether or not knowledge management

contributes to the enhancement of dynamic capability, and thus to the enhancement of competitive
advantage of a firm.

Following previous research interest of knowledge management on the

application of information technology (IT), this research incorporates knowledge management
facilitated by IT to examine the effect on enhancement of dynamic capability. Based on a survey
of top 1000 Taiwanese firms, the current empirical research tests relevant hypotheses with
regression models.

Empirical findings include management of both endogenous and exogenous

knowledge through IT applications significantly affects the enhancement of dynamic capability.
Results shed light to current strategic management issues.
(Keyword: Knowledge Management, Dynamic Capability, and Information Technology)
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INTRODUCTION
Drucker (1993) predicts that traditional factors (capital, land, and labor) play less critical roles
as they used to do. Knowledge capital substitutes these traditional factors as the most important
factor for future economy and society. Moreover, he postulates that knowledge is not just a source
of competitive advantage, but also the only source of competitive advantage. Responding to
Drucker’s prophecy, knowledge management emerges as the hottest subject in both academic and
professional world. In 1996, there are at least six major conferences on the subjects; three new
journals focusing on knowledge were published; and many major firms in the USA and Europe add
positions such as chief knowledge officer, organizational learning officer, and even a few vice
presidents for intellectual capital (Prusak, 1998: ix). Maturity and takeoff of information
technology (IT) development facilitates applications (groupwares, on-line database, intranet…etc.)
in knowledge management and strategic management, thus generates competitive advantage and
profits for effective firms (Quinn et al., 1997).
Another major stream of business administration appealing to academics and professionals
relates to the concern of managing in a dynamic and discontinuous environment. What calls for
attention to meet this challenge in recent years is the dynamic capability school (Teece and Pisano,
1994; Teece et al., 1997). The dynamic capability perspective toward strategic management
extends the resource-based view in stochastic environments. Dynamic capability refers to
responding capability of an organization in a fast-changing environment. Helfat (1997) notes that
exploitation of knowledge assets of a firm enhances its dynamic capability and creates its business
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value. Furthermore, Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) postulate that integrative learning mechanisms
of a firm’s endogenous knowledge affect its dynamic capability that is required in enhancing
competitive advantage.
Co-evolution of knowledge management and dynamic capability for breeding a firm’s
competitive advantage is thus the subject of this research while IT is an indispensable element in
current practice of knowledge management. How does a firm’s dynamic capability be affected by
knowledge management controlled by types of IT is empirically examined in this research.
Although knowledge management covers not only the application of IT but also organizational
culture for exchanging and sharing knowledge among members of a firm, this research focuses
primarily on knowledge management infrastructure facilitated by IT. Nonetheless, the focus of
this research does not imply ignorance of organizational factors is appropriate for an effective
knowledge management.

LITERATURE R EVIEW
The goal of knowledge management is to maximize organizational knowledge value through
continuously create, accumulate and share organizational knowledge (Wiig, 1997). Knowledge
management involves knowledge relevant activities in an organization including knowledge
creation, knowledge storage and retrieval, knowledge diffusion and sharing, and knowledge
utilization to optimize the value of organizational knowledge asset. Pan and Scarbrough (1999)
postulate that knowledge management is a critical measure of acquiring competitive advantage in
4
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knowledge economy. The activity of a firm’s knowledge management should be designed
according to its experience to improve or sustain its performance. To achieve knowledge
management objectives, IT should be incorporated to a firm’s daily operation in order that its
members can access, store, retrieve, and make use of organizational knowledge without barriers
(Duffy, 2000b). Subsequent paragraphs are dedicated in two primary domain of literature in
interest: dynamic capability and IT application in knowledge management. Literature is reviewed
followed by corresponding hypotheses.
1. Dynamic capability
Teece and Pisano (1994) and Teece et al. (1997) note that dynamic capability is of strategic
importance for firms operating in a fast-changing environment. Dynamic capability refers to the
responding capability of a firm while it encounters environmental uncertainties by emphasizing
both “dynamic” and “capability”. “Dynamic” refers to the concurrency of organizational renewal
with environmental change. When the timing of market entry and technological change demand
highly responsive decisions, and when future competition and market are difficult to forecast, firms
need special innovative responsiveness. “Capability” emphasizes adoption, integration, and
reconfiguration of endogenous and exogenous organizational skills, resources and functions to meet
changes. Helfat (1997) notes that dynamic capability refers to the decisive capability enabling
firms to develop new products or new processes to respond market changes. Strategic outputs of
firms’ operation in knowledge economy are primarily information and knowledge. If well
managed, knowledge management enriches intelligent assets and intangible assets of a firm and
5
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thus improves decision quality in subsequent operations.

Through knowledge flow and sharing

within a firm, the ones who are in demand can easily acquire specific knowledge. Knowledge
embedded in organization through IT to reduce complexity and uncertainty so as to improve the
effectiveness of new product development, managerial capability, and competitive position of a firm
(Bonora and Revang, 1991).
In order to breed dynamic capability, Teece et al. (1997) notes that firm-specific dynamic
capability relates to process, position and path of the firm. Organizational capabilities are
embedded in processes, while the substance and opportunities of processes are affected by previous
positions and paths evolved. Therefore, current capabilities and routines are conditioned by
previous routines, resources and capabilities. The phenomenon echoes path dependence (Nelson
and Winter, 1982) and provides a solid foundation for incorporating knowledge management into
dynamic capability setting for acquiring competitive advantage. Furthermore, deployment of
personal knowledge and experience is a source of organizational competitiveness (Teece, 1998).
Bierly and Chakrabarti (1996) consider strategic flexibility as a proxy of dynamic capability
because that both deal with speedy responsiveness to fast-changing environment.

Changes in

environment demand changes of strategy and turbulent environmental changes demand turbulent
strategic responsiveness. They convince that firms equipped with capability of faster adjustment,
i.e. dynamic capability, than rivals outcompete rivals. However, swift strategic realignment to
market demand is difficult to achieve as it appears to be.

Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) extend

resource-based view and consider dynamic capability as routines to learn routines. Deploying
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processes of business resources reflected in dynamic capability as a source of competitiveness
require intensive learning mechanism along processes of strategic planning and implementation.
2. Information Technology Application in Knowledge Management
IT application researches concern primarily three categories of issues: comprehensiveness of
IT construction within a firm, knowledge construction and maintenance, and facilitation of
knowledge creation, searching and diffusion. Firstly, concerning comprehensiveness of IT
construction, different objectives of IT construction lead to employment of different tools to meet
the diversity of objectives (Meso and Smith, 2000; Offsey, 1997). Davenport and Prusak (1998)
find from case study on successful knowledge management that popular tools include employee
competence database, on-line searching system, expert network, case-based experience database,
etc…

Gates (1999) postulates that effective IT infrastructure encompasses communication

infrastructure, groupware, email, documentation management, data warehousing, workflow
software, decision support system, etc…

Lynn et al. (2000) note that IT is required to meet

documentation management for project relevant information, storage and searching of project
information, and procedure of project information renewal. Groupware contributes to knowledge
sharing and management to improve organizational effectiveness (Papows, 1998).
Secondly, concerning knowledge construction and maintenance, Bonora and Revang (1991) find
that IT has to achieve as least two objectives: reduction of uncertainties of knowledge loss derived from
employee’s variation of positions, and reduction of dependence on specific personnel. Finally,
concerning facilitation of knowledge creation, searching and diffusion, IT increases transmitting
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and receiving speed of organizational information and knowledge (Meso and Smith, 2000; Offsey,
1997). Beside transmission and reception of information and knowledge, IT also facilitates
storage and sharing capacity of organizational knowledge (Davenport et al, 1998; Demarest, 1997;
Duffy, 2000a, 2000b; Hasen et al, 1999; Nonaka et al, 1996; Meso and Smith, 2000). High IT
application capability leads to reduction of IT application costs, thus high IT application capability
tends to be a source of competitive advantage (Bharadwaj, 2000). Knowledge management
function facilitated by IT include create new knowledge, storage current knowledge, diffuse
knowledge, and utilize knowledge. All objectives are guiding resource deployment to a better
value-added transformation of knowledge asset. According to Helfat (1997), better management
of knowledge results in enhancing dynamic capability and we put for H1 as:
H1a: Information technology applications in management of endogenous knowledge positively
affect the enhancement of dynamic capability.
H1b: Information technology applications in management of endogenous knowledge positively
affect the enhancement of dynamic capability controlled by different types of IT applications.

No matter a firm adopts “systematic knowledge management strategy” or “personal knowledge
management strategy”; IT is responsible of acquiring and accumulating core knowledge for
organizations (Hasen et al., 1999).

Therefore, knowledge management emphasizes the importance

of integrating organizational core knowledge, both tacit and explicit, with IT. Zack (1999) notes
that knowledge management ought to take competitive strategy into consideration while construct
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IT applications. Incorporating exogenous knowledge into a firm’s knowledge management system
is inevitably a critical dimension for dynamic capability that is aimed at effectively responding to
environmental change. Knowledge management must incorporate corporate strategy and
competitive advantage that include integration of endogenous functions with supply chain functions
as systemic knowledge advantage (Davenport et al., 1998). Bennett and Gabriel (1999) study
knowledge management in marketing departments of British firms and conclude several effective
knowledge management attributes: congruence of IT with corporate strategy, facilitation of
processing marketing knowledge by IT, facilitation of processing supply chain knowledge by IT,
facilitation of acquiring marketing knowledge by IT, and facilitation of acquiring supply chain
knowledge by IT. Based on previous research, H2 is put forth as
H2a: Information technology applications in management of exogenous knowledge positively
affect the enhancement of dynamic capability.
H2b: Information technology applications in management of exogenous knowledge positively
affect the enhancement of dynamic capability controlled by different types of IT applications.

M ETHODOLOGY
This research collects data through mailing questionnaire.

Taking Taiwanese firms as the

sampling framework drawn from the Top 1000 Firms in Taiwan published by Commonwealth Ltd.,
sampling firms belong to manufacturing sector (700 firms), service industry (300 firms), and
finance industry (100 firms).

One hundred and forty two among 1100 sampled firms respond,
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accounting for a response rate of 12.72%. Forty-eight of respondents fall into finance and service
sectors, and the rest, manufacturing. This research applies 7-point Likert scale to measure relevant
research constructs. Cronbach’s alpha of twelve measurements concerning IT application is .9386
and alpha of ten dynamic capability measurements, .9551, demonstrating a high reliability of
research measurements.
---Table 1 inserted here--Factor analysis is applied to reduce 12 measurements knowledge management.

Varimax

rotation with principal component extracts two factors of knowledge management, namely
management of endogenous knowledge (KMin) and management of exogenous knowledge (KMex)
(see Table 2). The first factor, management of endogenous knowledge, encompasses reducing
uncertainties of knowledge loss, reducing dependence on specific personnel, IT

being

comprehensively utilized by members in organization, IT being comprehensively constructed in
organization, top management being capable of applying IT, members in organization applying IT
to search and use current organizational knowledge, members in organization applying IT to create
new knowledge.

The second factor, management of exogenous knowledge, encompasses

facilitating acquisition of supply chain knowledge, facilitating acquisition of marketing knowledge,
facilitating processing of supply chain knowledge, facilitating processing of marketing knowledge,
and congruence of IT infrastructure with corporate strategy.
---Table 2 inserted here--Factor analysis is also applied to extract factor of dynamic capability by varimax rotation with
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principal component.

Ten measurements of dynamic capability are reduced into one factor

accounting for nearly 70% of cumulative variance (see Table 3). One factor, namely dynamic
capability, is extracted from all measurements concerning dynamic capability, encompassing
enhancing learning effectiveness of new knowledge, enhancing decision quality, enhancing
capability of communication and coordination, enhancing responsiveness, enhance integration in
new product development, enhancing accumulation of knowledge, enhancing capability of resource
deployment, enhancing customer relationship, enhancing trust with vendors, and enhancing
unimitability of strategic asset.
---Table 3 inserted here--Linear regression is then applied to test research hypotheses. Dynamic capability is analyzed
with management of endogenous knowledge (KMin) and management of exogenous knowledge
(KMex), being controlled by typology of IT application (app) (see Table 4).

As previously

indicated, this research examine seventeen types of IT application: employee competence database
(Model 1), groupware for discussion (Model 2), expert network (Model 3), case-based experience
database (Model 4), e-mail (Model 5), documentation management (Model 6), on-line knowledge
searching (Model 7), data warehousing (Model 8), on-line learning (Model 9), workflow (Model
10), decision support system (Model 11), enterprise portal site (Model 12), teleconferencing (Model
13), exogenous professional database (Model 14), enterprise resource planning (Model 15), supply
chain management (Model 16), and customer relationship management (Model 17).
---Table 4 inserted here--11
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RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
All models demonstrate significant influence of management of endogenous knowledge and
management of exogenous knowledge factors on dynamic capability enhancement (see table 4).
Empirical results support perspective of Teece et al. (1997) that path and process of knowledge
accumulation through knowledge management determine a firm’s current position. On the other
hand, continuous tracking positions of a firm provide observation of its developing path as well as
the process embodying position changing. Findings of this research also concord the evolutionary
perspective (Nelson and Winter, 1982) that path dependence nature of knowledge management is
probably the central issue of tracking a firm’s knowledge asset.

By neutralizing volatility of

personal knowledge by transmitting, preserving, and embedding personal knowledge into
organizational knowledge, knowledge management significantly reduces strategic astonishment and
prepares firms of better knowledge management a better responsiveness toward environmental
turbulence.

Furthermore, routines to learn routines, noted by Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) as

dynamic capability, are most appropriately manifested by knowledge management in accumulating
profound organizational reasoning and practices.

Both hypotheses H1a and H2a find strong

statistical support from empirical results.
Several contingent variables (IT applications) are proven to significantly affect the explaining
power of independent variables (management of endogenous knowledge and management of
exogenous knowledge) on the dependent variable (dynamic capability). Among these contingent
IT applications, the most noteworthy is enterprise resource planning (ERP) because it is found
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positively contingent both management of endogenous knowledge and management of exogenous
knowledge (t=2.444, p<.05, and t=1.777, p<.1 respectively). Investment in ERP represents the
endeavor of integrating entire business resources, including backwardly supplier and forwardly
customer relationships, thus integrating supply chain and customer relationship investments.
Therefore, ERP plays a critically linking role in corporate knowledge management investment and
strongly affect management of both endogenous and exogenous knowledge.
Beside ERP, four IT applications are found significantly contingent on knowledge
management’s influence of dynamic capability. First, e-mail is found negatively contingent on the
explaining power of management of endogenous knowledge on dynamic capability (t=-1.882, p<.1).
E-mail is the most popular tools of information system and the basis of most groupwares (see Table
1); however, effectiveness of email is obviously questionable in terms of knowledge management.
Thus, managers should be aware the difference between expectation and reality in terms of
enhancing knowledge transmission and storage through email system.
Second, documentation management is found negatively contingent on the explaining power
of management of exogenous knowledge on dynamic capability (t=-1.701, p<.1). Documentation
sharing and synchronization with external entities generally involve tremendous effort in
communication and coordination wherein inherent costs of maintaining accuracy and timeliness are
high.

Documentation management across firms sometimes leads to interlock effect and

responsiveness deterioration that undermine dynamic capability.
Third, on-line knowledge searching is found negatively contingent on the explaining power of
13
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management of endogenous knowledge on dynamic capability (t=-2.658, p<.01). Powerful on-line
searching capability often increase the overemphasis of knowledge availability that potentially
reduce the criticality of employee’s absurd responsiveness to changing conditions given to a
specific decision point.

Thus on-line search dimension of knowledge management may lead to

impediments for organizational renewal and potentially organizational inertia.
Finally, data warehousing is found positively contingent on the explaining power of
management of exogenous knowledge on dynamic capability (t=1.729. p<.1). Implementation of
knowledge management depends largely on powerful databases. More attention should be paid to
the storage and retrieval of knowledge accessed from exogenous clients. Safety, accessibility, and
communicability of entire system are critical to managing exogenous knowledge.

Summarizing

these statistical results, H1b and H2b are supported by aforementioned IT applications.

CONCLUSION
Empirical results of this research show that management of both endogenous knowledge and
exogenous knowledge significantly affect the enhancement of dynamic capability. Thus, we can
draw conclusion based on this empirical research that firms ought to pay attention to knowledge
management in order to enhance dynamic capability to outcompete rivalry in a turbulent
environment. Development of Internet and database technology facilitates more advanced IT
application in modern business administration. New frontiers of business world are expanded and
new business models are launched continuously to serve customers better. As trends of
14
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globalization, shorter life cycles, and stronger IT functions remain, firms are operating in an
increasingly fierce competitive arena. Dynamic capability literature demonstrates that dynamic
capability is an indispensable ingredient of successful strategic management in the coming global
competition (Luo, 2000). Eisenhardt and Martin (2000) argue that firms equipped with dynamic
capability do not guarantee performance enhancement, but dynamic capability is requisite for firms
intending to enhance performance. Among other dynamic capability factors, IT factors of
knowledge management are empirically proven in this research to be critically important in
enhancing dynamic capability. Some IT applications are also found significantly contingent
influences of the IT dimension of knowledge management on the enhancement of dynamic
capability.
The contribution of this research is to bring two current research streams, knowledge
management and dynamic capability, together to empirically examine their relevance.

Research

findings concord previous researches and provide strong managerial implications for the function of
knowledge management in cultivating and developing dynamic capability to meet challenges
derived from ever- and fast- changing business environment. Limitations of applying research
findings include the low response rate (only 13%), and potential of generalizability derived from the
sampling method (Taiwanese top 1000 firms). Relative differences exist among IT application
levels also need to be aware of parallel comparisons of implementing different information systems.
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Table 1 Descriptive Statistics of IT Application
Typology of IT Applications
(1) Employee competence database

Not-Constructed
Constructed
103
39
(72.5%)
(27.5%)
(2) Groupware for discussion
110
32
(77.5%)
(22.5%)
(3) Expert network
126
16
(88.7%)
(11.3%)
(4) Case-based experience database
100
42
(70.4%)
(29.6%)
(5) e-Mail
49
93
(34.5%)
(65.5%)
(6) Documentation management
60
82
(42.3%)
(57.7%)
(7) On-line knowledge searching
77
65
(54.2%)
(45.8%)
(8) Data warehousing
87
55
(61.3%)
(38.7)
(9) On-line learning
101
41
(71.1%)
(28.9%)
(10) Workflow
97
45
(68.3%)
(31.7%)
(11) Decision support system
97
45
(68.3%)
(31.7%)
(12) Enterprise portal site
65
77
(45.8%)
(54.2%)
(13) Teleconferencing
109
33
(76.8)
(23.2%)
(14) Exogenous professional database
122
20
(85.9%)
(14.1%)
(15) Enterprise resource planning
85
57
(59.9%)
(40.1%)
(16) Supply chain management
115
27
(81%)
(19%)
(17) Customer relationship management
104
38
(73.2%)
(26.8%)
Note: Percentages accounted are presented in parenthesis underneath corresponding observations.
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Table 2 Factor Analysis of the Application of IT in Knowledge Management
Factor
Measurement of knowledge management
Endogenous KM
Exogenous KM
(KMin)
(KMex)
IT reduces uncertainties of knowledge loss
.808
.808
IT reduces dependence on specific personnel

.800

.345

IT is comprehensively utilized by members in
organization
IT is comprehensively constructed in organization

.795

.292

.768

.337

Top management is capable of applying IT

.688

.444

Members in organization apply IT to search and use
current organizational knowledge
Members in organization apply IT to create new
knowledge
IT facilitates acquisition of supply chain knowledge

.652

.530

.623

.465

.313

.850

IT facilitates acquisition of marketing knowledge

.375

.789

IT facilitates processing of supply chain knowledge

.319

.781

IT facilitates processing of marketing knowledge

.205

.755

IT infrastructure is congruent with corporate strategy

.414

.587

7.199
36.303%

1.069
32.598%

Eigenvalue
Variance
Cumulative Variance

68.901%

Table 3 Factor Analysis of Dynamic Capability
Measurement of Dynamic Capability
Enhance learning effectiveness of new knowledge
Enhance decision quality
Enhance capability of communication and coordination
Enhance responsiveness
Enhance integration in new product development
Enhance accumulation of knowledge
Enhance capability of resource deployment
Enhance customer relationship
Enhance trust with vendors
Enhance unimitability of strategic asset
Eigenvalue
Cumulative Variance

19

Factor
.884
.870
.863
.855
.846
.827
.827
.813
.808
.739
6.959
69.592％
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Table 4
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5
Model 6
Model 7
Model 8
Model 9
Model 10
Model 11
Model 12
Model 13
Model 14
Model 15
Model 16
Model 17

Linear Regression Models
Constant
KMin
KMex
KMin*app KMex*app
F
-.333
.438
.401
.041
.062
23.247***
(5.444***) (5.291***)
(.509)
(.822)
-.308
.438
.418
.044
.063
23.245***
(5.949***) (5.581***)
(.579)
(.836)
-.247
.448
.404
.013
.079
23.461***
(6.345***) (5.769***)
(.180)
(1.068)
.127
.496
.420
.020
-.065
23.197***
(6.427***) (5.082***)
(.237)
(-.837)
.307
.634
.551
-.209
-.143
25.007***
(5.696***) (4.933***) (-1.882*)
(-1.279)
.412
.589
.413
.019
-.168
24.106***
(5.954***) (4.082***)
(.185)
(-1.701*)
.477
.602
.461
-.221
-.016
25.851***
(7.243***) (5.466***) (-2.658***)
(-.188)
-.637
.357
.366
.082
.148
24.625***
(4.188***) (4.462***)
(.989)
(1.729*)
-.039
.455
.433
.012
.001
22.889***
(5.686***) (5.763***)
(.155)
(.009)
-.087
.494
.374
.088
-.031
23.468***
(6.143***) (4.483***)
(1.014)
(-.367)
-.041
.436
.456
.046
-.045
23.154***
(5.381***) (5.859***)
(.565)
(-.573)
-.117
.438
.378
.074
.031
23.157***
(4.341***) (3.882***)
(.758)
(.307)
-.178
.440
.421
.052
.029
23.163***
(6.072***) (5.928***)
(.715)
(.412)
.048
.472
.419
.049
-.046
23.194***
(6.840***) (5.954***)
(.679)
(-.659)
-.237
.350
.325
.190
.152
26.757***
(4.495***) (3.802***) (2.444**)
(1.777*)
.064
.469
.440
-.016
-.016
22.924***
(6.564***) (6.053***)
(-.222)
(-.218)
-.242
.495
.420
.031
.076
23.267***
(6.073***) (5.040***)
(.304)
(.919)

R2
.404
.404
.407
.404
.422
.413
.430
.418
.401
.407
.403
.403
.403
.404
.439
.401
.405

Note: 1. t-value with significance level are presented in parenthesis underneath coefficient.
2. *p<.1, **p<.05, ***p<.01
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE WITH E-BUSINESS:
REVIEWS AND PROSPECTS IN CHINA
Xia Pan
College of Business Administration, University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881 xpan0114@postoffice.uri.edu

ABSTRACT
In this paper, the development of China's Internet and E-commerce was reviewed. The present
situation and the prospect of E-business in China were depicted. Some aspects of China's
international trade (foreign trade) were also reviewed. On the basis of this, issues on China's
International trade through E-business were discussed. The impacts and prospects of E-business
on China's foreign trade were investigated.

I.

INTRODUCTION
International trade has kept increasing and shared more and more part of GDP in most of

the countries since World War II. The so-called East Asian economic miracle was mainly driven by
export. In China, for example, although the domestic market is large and in development, export
and import currently contribute over 40% of the national economy. The recent demand of more
efficient allocation and organization of the world's capital, material, technological, manufacturing,
and service resources makes a global market necessary. International trade is the functional
conveyer and plays a key role in allocating these economic resources along with the emergence of
global market.
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During the past ten years, China has grown as a more and more important import and export
country in the world. After the Asian economic crisis in 1997, especially, China is becoming a
focused foreign investment objective and the main manufacturing center in the world for the lower
technological and labor concentrated products such as electronics and light-industrial products.
Larger and deeper scale of economic communication, opening and permeation between China and
the world is expectable after China's forthcoming entry to the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Hence, China's foreign trade will take a substantial part of the global economy in the future and
needs more concerns.
Meanwhile, the development of fast and convenient communication makes the earth's
geographical distance less important and the global market possible--traditionally, geographical
distance used to be a key factor in international trade. The dramatic emergence and popularization
of Internet evokes people's boundless imagination and expectation about new economy. Ecommerce, and then E-business, the core issue of the new economy, should be also the ideal way to
realize the global market. According to a report, there were less than 40 million Internet users in
the world in 1996. This number became 260 million by June 2000, and will be one billion in 2005.
The total amount of world's E-business was US$2.6 billion in 1997, is about US$370 billion in
2000, and will be over US$10 billion in 2010 (this might be based on the number of email
accounts). In the next 10 years, according to an optimistic United Nation report, one-third

of the

world's total international trade will be network trade.
Here, to clarify the definition of terminology, we use E-commerce to refer external Eoperations, either B-to-B or B-to-C, and E-business to refer the integration of internal and external
E-operations. Both are based on Internet. Thus, B-to-C E-commerce is the commercial transactions
through Internet between a company and the external consumers, and B-to-B E-commerce is the
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transactions and the related operations through Internet between companies. E-business is the
application of Internet and other related network technology on the whole process of a company's
business and managerial activities. E-commerce enables companies to carry out their marketing
with less inventory and labor cost, more customer orientation, more dynamic interaction, more
detailed segmentation, more reliable operation, and more personalized design and service. Ebusiness can provide even stronger power. It allows companies, through computer network, to
allocate and organize the entire resources--both internal and external with most preciseness and
efficiency, and finally to maximize the companie s' achievements.
The application of E-aided management has longer history, including EDI (electronic data
interchange) systems between companies and pre-Internet computerized management information
systems. However, the emergence of Internet has totally changed feature of electronics aided
business. Based on Internet, the past wave of E-commerce is mainly composed of B-to-C type
business, while B-to-B type business, according to many analysts from industries, capital markets
and academy, will be the next wave. In fact, several important companies, like General Electric and
Dell Computers, have been successfully implemented E-business (including B-to-B type Ecommerce) and got quite positive fruits. However, among the up-to-date real cases of E-commerce,
very few is about international trade, which is a typical B-to-B. Although multinationals like GE
and Dell operate business all over the world, the main part of their cross-country E-business is still
internal within subsidiaries and divisions. Their external E-business, say, international purchasing,
is actually restricted with very limited number of suppliers. In the general sense, up to now the
international trade through E-commerce or E-business has not started.
What is the impact of E-commerce and E-business to international trade? How differently
will E-international trade benefit the small companies and the multinationals? The role of E-
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business and B-to-B e-commerce in international trade needs more investigations. Specifically in
this paper, reviewing development of China's foreign trade and E-commerce, I will try to answer
the question "what is the situation and interaction of E-business and international trade in China?".
This would be an interesting issue, as China will very possibly be world's manufacturing center in
the next twenty years, in addition to China's entering the World Trade Organization (WTO).

II.

A PROFILE OF CHINESE FOREIGN TRADE
International trade, or more specifically for Chinese cases, foreign trade, is one of the major

driving powers for the miracle of China's economic growth in the past twenty years, especially in
the past ten years. By strict terminology, international trade includes the business that a dealer of
Country A buys from Country B and sells to Country C, while foreign trade only refers the import
or export of one country with foreign countries. Here, when we talk about international trade, for
simplification purpose, we often imply foreign trade. The growth of Chinese foreign trade was
accompanied with a changing circumstance. Traditionally there are, in general, two classes of
players in Chinese foreign trade--Chinese foreign trade companies, and foreign-invested/jointventures. Chinese foreign trade companies are import/export agents or middle dealers for Chinese
stated-owned and medium-small end users/manufactures, while the foreign-invested/joint-ventures,
who are, in most cases, manufacturers under Chinese foreign investment policy, usually import and
export materials and products for themselves. Due to the high wave of foreign investment in China,
foreign invested and joint venture companies share a remarkable part of Chinese foreign trade. On
the other hand, although more and more Chinese domestic large-medium manufacturers are
authorized with direct import/export license, Chinese foreign trade companies still played the main
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role amid the foreign clients and the original Chinese manufacturers/end-buyers. After China's
entering WTO in the near future, most of the Chinese domestic companies will acquire their own
foreign trade license. Then the future pattern and situation of Chinese foreign trade will have
interesting changes.
Factors influencing the power of competition of international trade include client channels,
quality of products, quality of delivery and service, and performance of responding complaints and
disputes, etc. Foreign invested and joint venture companies have the advantage of adopting foreign
management introduced by the foreign investors and foreign partners. The foreign sides usually
bring their existed trade channels, quality standards, and management styles, while Chinese
domestic companies--Chinese foreign trade companies and manufactures--have to learn by their
own practices. This used to be an significant factor distinguishing these classes of companies in
foreign trade. However, the new economy, represented by E-commerce and E-business, will
change the way of doing international trade (foreign trade). In one way, the impacts of E-commerce
and E-business on these two classes of foreign trade players--with versus without foreign
participants--have different patterns. In another way, the classification might be rearranged. Two
classes would matter, with E-business versus without E-business. Usually multinational invested
companies will adopt e-business early. Some Chinese domestic companies can be in the E-business
class, while some small, low-tech foreign invested companies may be in the class of non-Ebusiness. Reviewing Chinese foreign trade, of firstly the domestic companies, may help to
understand the way of its changes.
Take Chinese foreign trade companies as an example, since they played major role for the
import and export for domestic manufacturers and end users in the past twenty years. Chinese
foreign trade companies have experienced the transition from a closed country to an opening
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country, from a planed economy to a market economy, from state monopoly to market competition,
and from knowing little about foreign markets to having established broad business relationships
with foreign companies all over the world. During these changes, keeping existent business channel
and developing new business channels are of key importance for the survival and development of
Chinese foreign trade companies. Due to the more and more intense competition, the existent
business channels may be interrupted suddenly and jeopardize the company's benefits and survival.
The Chinese foreign trade companies have to keep acquainting new and potential clients.
The ways by which Chinese foreign trade companies to acquaint new or potential foreign
clients are usually limited. And the situations for export and import are different due to the nature
of this business. Export is usually more active and aggressive as well as more difficult than import
although their amounts are often balanced. Traditionally, in export side the ways of new client
acquaintance include exhibiting in commodity fairs, searching company lists, and being passively
inquired by buyers, whereas exhibition fairs is the main way. In import side, intiative inquiry and
being promoted and advertised are the main ways while participating fairs is of less importance.
Here, another very remarkable factor is the role of Hong Kong middlemen. During the
whole 1980's and major half of 1990's, Hong Kong has been the key partner of Mainland China's
foreign trade. China began to know the world market through Hong Kong agents. Gradually, the
fast growth of China's export activities exceeded Hong Kong's volume. Acquaintance and direct
communications with foreign clients induced more and more direct trade with foreign countries.
Trading channels are diversified. Although the absolute trade volume through Hong Kong still
increased, the percentage share of Hong Kong decreased.
The diversity of trading channels introduced more competence, especially in the export side.
Acquainting more new direct clients becomes more important for setting and keeping competence
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position. The Chinese foreign trade companies are hungry in looking for new ways of setting up
new channels. Since foreign trade companies are just agents, the original manufacturers and end
users may have motivation to short cut the trading channels. Since the government control the
import license tighter than the export license, and selling is always a more positive motivation than
purchasing, Chinese manufacturers desire the export channel much more than that Chinese end
users are interested in the import channels. The ways for the original manufacturing exporters to set
up export channels are similar to that for foreign trade agents. Therefore, acquainting more new
foreign clients are important for all the exporters. The emergence of Internet, in this sense, might
be changing the way of doing foreign trade. At first, it may change the way of knowing new clients.
The rationality of the existence of Chinese foreign trade companies also replies on the other
two functions they can provide: international business expertise and financing. Most of Chinese
domestic non-foreign-trade companies do not have the expertise in international business including
English as the international working language. Foreign trade companies can realize their value
trough serving as a medium between the foreign and domestic companies. Another functional
availability of Chinese foreign trade companies is financial for the manufacturers and end users.
China experienced long term economic growth associated with financial stress. Since foreign trade
companies are generally stronger in financing than manufacturers and many end users, their roles
can be strengthened through financing their customers. Even before Internet era, this is an
important reason that manufacturers and end users accept the service of the trade agents. In Internet
time, international business expertise and financing will be still factors for some time for Chinese
small and medium domestic companies, but the importance may be different from it used to be.
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III.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNET IN CHINA
China is the world's most populous country and has one of the world's fastest growing

economies. The country has seen significant economic growth since the early 1980s due to
economic reform and its opening to the outside world. China's GDP has increased by almost 10% a
year since 1980 and is forecast to grow at over 7% for the next five years.
Along with the rapid economic growth, China has had one of the world's largest and most
rapidly developing telecommunications and Internet markets. This market also has excellent
potential for future growth due to the strong expansion prospects for the Chinese economy, the
reform of the monopolist Chinese telecommunication operators, and the lowering costs of Internet
and telecommunications use. In the next five years, China's IT industry will increase three times
faster than China's GDP growth. China's total length of fiber optic will increase from 1.2 million
kilometers in 2000 to 2.5 million kilometers in 2005.
While Chinese academic networking began with X.25 in 1987, Internet protocol (IP)
connectivity did not begin until 1993. The real sense Internet among universities (CERNET) and
scientific research institutes (CSNet) took off in China in 1995. The availability for public access to
Internet began to emerge in 1996. In the middle of 1998, there are 2.1 million Internet users in
China. Dramatically, the number increased to 22 million in 2000 and is expected to grow to over 80
million in 2005. The faster popularization of China's Internet use is partially due to significant
decreases in the cost for telephone installation and declining access fees. In 1997, the Internet
access fee to a normal ISP is about RMB12.00 or US$1.4 per hour, while in 2001, some ISPs are
offering less than RMB2.00 per hour. Up to 2000--before the impact of NASDAQ collapse, over
thousands of ISP and ICP companies were set up in China. Some of them were supported by
foreign, mainly U.S., venture capitals.
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China's Internet booming has also been stimulated by the rapid growth of Chinese computer
industry and the falling price of personal computers. China's PC manufacturing started with IBM
XT/AT compatible models in early-mid 1980's. But before 1994, foreign brand personal computers
dominated China's PC market, and the prices were high relative to people's income. In 2000,
Chinese local made PCs, most of them are domestic brand, share major of the market. The springup of Chinese domestic PC manufacturers and monitor manufacturers effectively reduced the
market prices and dramatically boosted Chinese consumption of personal computers--a
precondition of Internet popularity. In the single year of 2000, Legend Computer Co., one of the
Chinese domestic manufacturers, produced over 3 million sets of personal computers, became one
of the world's top ten PC manufacturers and shared about 30% China's PC market.
Internet use in China will also be boosted by the rapid growth of alternative modes of
Internet access such as cable television, mobile telephones, and the build-out of broadband
networks. There are already, for instance, more than 50 million mobile telephone users in China.
Dozens of cities--large center cities or even medium cities--are under their ways of constructing
broadband infrastructures--backbone, city area and community networks, with various access
solutions for the latter--ADSL, HFC (Cable Modem), Ethernet, etc., although the contain service of
broadband is still absent, or indifferent from narrow band ICP.
Despite of the high growth of Internet in China, the huge population and the low level of
development basis determined some inferior positions for China. China's popularizing rate of
computers is only 0.02 units per thousand people, while the world's average is 6.3 and the number
for U.S. is 97. In developed countries, the contribution of IT industry to the growth of GDP is over
50%, while this contribution in China is only little. Although China's IT industry grows fast, there
are only 20% of the employees of IT industry is in computer software and hardware. Although
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domestic made personal computers share the major market, other Internet related equipment such
as servers, routers, switchboards, and software are dominated by foreign brands and the price is still
high relative to China's economic level. Generally, investments and operation costs of Internet
companies are high and become their heavy burden that often destroyed their hope of making profit.
Only when domestic manufacturers participate the market competition to sufficient extent and
drive the prices down, can the costs of investment in Internet reduce to attract more companies to
enter Internet business.

IV.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF E-COMMERCE IN CHINA

About B-to-C commerce
Along with the popularization of Internet in China, attempts of doing business on Internet
started to emerge in 1997. While most of the companies merely took Internet as a way of company
and product promotion and some small web sites tried to sell products, the real-sense E-commerce
did not occur until 1999. The first business-to-consumer company is 8848.com. They began to sell
various commodities such as software, books, computer and accessories, music, etc., in the middle
of 1999, when the volume of individual Internet users in China was less than 4 million. Many B-toC Internet companies were set up in 1999, but 8848.com keeps being the largest and shares China's
15% of online consumers by 2000. The way of buying commodities online is hardly accepted by
Chinese consumers at the beginning.
There are several big obstacles for B-to-C type business in China. Until a few years ago
does China not have a credit cards system. The volume of cardholders is quite small. As the
Internet population is young, most of them may not have credit cards or debit cards. There are no
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personal checking account systems at all in Chinese banks. This lack of payment system restricts
the development of B-to-C online seriously. Most of bank cards (credit or debit) can not be
transacted online before 1999. This situation improved in 2001. Several banks have put their cards
on line. And the number of card holders is increasing. More importantly, the number of Internet
users is accelerating, and the number of B-to-C uses increases fast.
Another obstacle for China's B-to-C development is that China lacks of effective and
reliable door-to-door delivery system. Unlike in U.S., Chinese Internet users are in the cities and
only have small post boxes for letters with their living address. Many commodities can not be
delivered to the post boxes. City residents can easily access traditional stores for everyday
commodities

that

are usually cheap. Online commodities will not be attractive if they are not

discounted largely. Therefore, only some specific types of business, such as financial service, and
tourism, are suitable for Chinese commercial systems, because--say, traveling--travelers can just
book rooms online but pay when they arrive. A successful example of tourism B-to-C Internet
companies is Ctrip.com who runs well and is more like a web-aided traditional agent. A wireless
online stock transaction site, byair.com, achieved RMB50 million ($6 million) monthly volume.
Nevertheless, the B-to-C sales and visits are increasing, for several main sites. And the payment
channels and delivery channels and service are improving. Earning models exist, but operation cost
is also high. Profits for B-to-C business is still a long way to go. According to U.S. experience, the
volume of 10 million Internet users is the threshold of B-to-C taking off. As China's consumption is
low, times of 10 million might be the threshold for China. This threshold will be reached in the
next few years. We will see some of the B-to-C companies with appropriate market positioning and
strategy may be able to sustain to survive with their currently existent capital, while many of them
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may die before they see the light at the end of the tunnel. The economic winter for Chinese Internet
companies is just like in the U.S.

About B-to-B Commerce
On the another hand, the online B-to-B business has a bright far future but a dark present.
The cost of economic circulation in China is high and online B-to-B should be an effective way to
increase the efficiency of Chinese companies. However, the main role of B-to-B business should be
traditional companies rather than the new Internet companies. The reality of Chinese traditional
companies participating in E-business is not optimistic. The key obstacle is the low rate of
infomationization of Chinese companies. Only 3% of the companies have ERP system. Only 10%
of the companies have some types of CAD, OA or MIS. Half of the small companies --they share
99% of the total number of Chinese companies--do not have computers at all. Even the key stateown companies have low level of computerized management. Although 74% of them have
homepages or websites, only 30% of them are designed and maintained well. Most of the
companies do not have network security management. In average, the IT investment only share
0.3% of the companies' total assets, a sharp contrast to the 8% or 10% of multinationals in
developed countries. IT talents are in shortage. Consequently, the basis of internal E-business is
almost absent for Chinese companies.
Many can see the great future potential of B-to-B. But the present issue for the B-to-B
Internet companies set up during the 1999 Internet fever is to survive. The weakness in internal E business of traditional companies makes the external E-business almost unavailable. The B-to-B
companies have to educate the traditional companies to equip information management system and
then connect their business to Internet. However, none of the current Chinese B-to-B Internet
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companies is good at ERP. Therefore, room for the Internet B-to-B companies is limited. They
have to switch their roles as Online Mall, Online Marketplace, Message Exchange Center, ASP
(Application Service Provider), IDC (Internet Data Center), or the combination of these. Strictly
speaking, ASP and IDC are not the so-called B-to-B any more but provider of services to other
companies to do B-to-B. In ordinary sense, B-to-B commerce should be about supply-chain.
Traditional companies interested in B-to-C selling may potential customers of Online Mall, where
they can meet and transact with consumers using the payment and delivery ways similar to B-to-C.
Although the general conditions of IT application in Chinese companies are disappointing for B-toB business, some industries have better situation. Industries like IT (say, computer manufactures),
financial service (banks, security companies, insurance companies) and government administration
(taxation and Customs) have higher level of computerized management or ERP and provide more
chances to E-business. In fact, the computer networking Three Gold projects (Gold Bridge for
public economic data, Gold Customs for export/import data and Gold Tax for taxation) launched
by the central government host 80% of the Chinese economic information on computer network.
The application of computer networking in banks is better than other industry. Therefore, Chinese
B-to-B will grow in these areas at first.

V.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE RELATED B-TO-B COMMERCE
Online Marketplace is a typical B-to-B model. It usually provides online service of

certificate confirmation, contract assurance, and if possible, payment channels. When these
channels are unavailable, it is desirable for a successful Online Marketplace that the participating
(traditional) companies have ERP ability. Otherwise, this Online Marketplace is actually a Message
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Center. Up to now in China, there is not an Internet company that can be classified supplying
Online Marketplace service, due to undesirable environment. Like a message board, Message
Center provides a place for traditional buyers and seller to distribute or exchange their
buying/selling messages. The function of this type of B-to-B commerce is to introduce merchant s
to initially know each other. Message Center B-to-B Companies prefer claiming themselves as
Online Marketplace. By strict definition, marketplace should be a place where people can do
transactions, not only getting buy/sell messages.
Obviously, medium and small exporter, importer and vendors in international trade have the
largest demand of Message Center function, while merchants in the same country usually have
other existent ways to acquaint. In China as well as in the world, the leading web site of this type
for international trade is Alibaba.com. It is a typical first generation B-to-B. Exporters and
importers can advertise their product information at online message board but negotiate and
transact off-line them selves. Large importer and exporters usually have known each other before
the Internet era so they need more advanced B-to-B platform to operate transactions. As the
number of medium-small companies that are pre-ERP but interested in export and import is large,
Alibaba.com is a suitable way to begin to set up new business channels. Up to April 2001,
Alibaba.com have over 600 thousand registered merchant members from over 200 hundred
countries and regions. There are 3000 pieces of messages posted per day. In average, according to
their statistics, each posted message can get 8 responses, 45% of the responses are for responding
buying messages, 38% are for responding selling messages. On the Chinese version of Alibaba web
site, sellers can get more response rate. In 2000, 30% of the members experienced successful
transaction initialed at Alibaba.com.
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Right now all the services of Alibaba are free. Although Alibaba.com is still losing money,
it is conceivable that someday it may charge membership fees when the volume of the members
become large enough and the member really find this web site helpful. However, the more
important thing is not whether Alibaba.com is a good B-to-B model, but how much it can really
help international trade business. According to reports, big transactions initialed from Alibaba are
rarely reported. Most of the beneficiaries from Alibaba model are medium-small companies.
Another typical B-to-B company in international trade is MeetChina.com. Recently it
expanded to other countries and its name was changed as meetworldtrade.com. This is a model
between Online Marketplace and online Message Center. Unlike Alibaba, MeetChina's service was
focused more on large buyers. They tried to help large importers to find appropriate suppliers.
MeetChina's target registered members are manufacturers, instead of foreign trade companies.
Unlike in Alibaba where salespersons at a same foreign trade company can register separately--this
makes the number of registration amplified--MeetChina.com has only 3000 manufacturer members
and charges each member monthly membership fees of less than US$100. Although the idea looks
good--merely one single buyer, Stanley Works has US$800 million purchasing plans in 2001 for
China, the services MeetChina.com can hardly help these potential orders, unless they behave as a
traditional foreign trade company to look for the manufacturing suppliers. The large orders usually
consist of a lot of items and need many suppliers to fulfill. The number of registered manufacturing
members of MeetChina is too limited to meet the demands of large importers such as Stanley
Works. Although MeetChina successfully introduced several million U.S. dollar transactions, they
can not charge commission fees so that MeetChina is still losing money--only the membership fees
can not cover the cost. Recently MeetChina is considering to charge service fees from buyers.
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Both Alibaba and MeetChina depend on venture capitals to survive. Alibba claims that they
can survive several years with current cash and costs, while MeetChina has troubles in operating
cash. Comparing other aspects of the business models, MeetChina provides online service of
sample ordering but Alibaba does not have similar service. Ordering sample products is related to
money transaction. As foreign importers, often from developed countries, the ready ways of online
payment is available--MeetChina collects the money for the sample and passes to the supplier.
Although this platform is still not online payment--it is not online between buyers and sellers--it is
at least a little more like a marketplace than Alibaba where no online payments available.
Which model between Alibaba and MeetChina is better depends on viewing angles.
Interestingly, both the two companies start to call themselves a traditional company using Internet,
rather a pure Internet company. This means they are introspecting from flaunting as Internet
company to really focusing on profit creation. Anyway, their real spring does not finally depend on
the favor of venture capital but the substantial improvement of the environment for E-business and
how much they can seamlessly match with the traditional companies.
As multinationals are more effectively integrating world's resources and sharing more world
market by the help of E-business, their E-business can penetrate the whole internal and external
supply chain. A more and more clear trend of E-business is that the smaller suppliers will be
required to adopt real-sense E-business so that they can connect seamlessly together. Can the
message center type of Alibaba.com beat the E-business supply chain? Very likely the answer is no.
This is an issue of cost calculation. Multinationals and real E-business supply-chain members have
to invest significantly to set up the E-network. Meanwhile small companies are also short-cutting
vendors through free platform such as Alibaba.com. Finally multinationals will reach lowered
operation cost through E-business. But Alibaba is helping to delay multinational's victory.
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E-Foreign Trade: The Attempt of CEIEC
The emergence of Internet made many people inspired about E-commerce. Without
successful examples at hand, many people, including those in the active and aggressive export
business, were still aware of the tremendous potential opportunities of its application in
international business. China National Electronics Import/Export Corporation, (CEIEC), is
probably China's first international trading company who tried to use Internet in helping its foreign
trade business. At the beginning of 1997, Internet access and email boxes became available for
salespersons of many CEIEC branch companies in several cities and a homepage with export
product information was set up at its head office in Beijing, China's Internet the center. A web site
at United Nation provided the similar function like later Alibaba.com for export and import
demand messages. CEIEC started to benefit from Internet.
1997 was a hard time for CEIEC's business, due to Asian economic crisis. Some of the
CEIEC branches, acquired quite a lot new business clients through Internet. And the related
business really helped those branches. There were no online transactions at all, but acquaintance
only. In fact, E-commerce had not occurred yet in 1997. CEIEC people have the similar idea of
Alibaba model. Alibab.com was set up much later. However, CEIEC is a traditional company.
What they saw is the profit from the traditional business. Internet can help business. Fine. But
Alibaba model will help competitors too. And the profit is unforeseeable.
In deed, what CEIEC people hoped about the Internet is similar to multinationals are doing
now: transaction online. It was impossible in 1997. It is still a hard task today. CEIEC has its
internal MIS system. The company developed and equipped China's first Foreign Trade Electronic
Data Exchange System by its own R&D. This was before the formal launch of the famous
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nationwide Three Gold's projects. However, CEIEC's environment is not in network. Banks,
Customs, suppliers, shippers, they have different development level of network. Banks, shipping
companies, and Customs may be networked internally, but it is far for them to connect externally
each other. Most of CEIEC suppliers are medium-small manufacturers and they are even far from
their own MIS.
Thus, CEIEC is still like before. Like other traditional companies, they do not have to be
the dot-coms. What they should do is to fit the new changes. An interesting report from Alibaba
said that many registered merchants are from foreign trade companies. Chinese foreign trade
increase significantly in the past a few years. Chinese foreign trade companies are still growing,
while more and more manufacturers can directly acquaint the foreign buyers. The explanation is
that pie is increasing, although the way to share it is also changing.

VI.

DICUSSIONS AND PROSPECTS
Venture capitals played important roles in the development of Internet industry. The

collapse of NASDAQ on Internet concepts made all the Internet companies suffering. Investigating
in details of the business of the Internet companies, especially in China, we can find that venture
capital is a double-edged sword. The purpose of venture capitals is to sell the Internet companies
they invested in stock market. Business decisions under the orientation of going to public offering
to stock market often conflict to the long-run interests of the companies. Whether an IPO is a good
chip in the market is too much influenced by the market analysts who often make judgment with
simplified concepts and models. These simplified models, such as B-to-C and B-to-B, do not
explain the whole feature of the Internet companies. When B-to-B substituted B-to-C to be the hot
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topic, it does not mean a specific Internet company with B-to-C color is valueless. Different
countries and different industries have particular cases. Business decisions should be made
according to the concrete cases rather than simplified models. In fact, the use of these models may
hurt not only the Internet companies, but finally also the investors. People who created these
simplified concepts or models--many of them are from consulting industry and academy--should be
more careful when they make conclusions. Remember the responses in the capital market always
tend to amplify the impact of these conclusions. Especially for an industry as young as Internet, no
conclusion of researches--either from consulting or from academy-is really reliable. More tests and
observations are needed. Summaries should be less hurried. In this paper, for instance, the
classifications of B-to-B models, such as Marketplace, Message Center, ASP, etc., is really not
important. What is important is the specific company's potentials of making earnings in short run as
well as in long run.
What is the impact of the emergence of Alibaba.com on large foreign trade companies such
as CEIEC? On the one hand, Alibaba can help to acquaint new clients. On the other hand, it is hard
to keep long time relationship with these kinds of clients, because dot-coms like Alibaba are always
there and providing flexibility of changing buyers/sellers for lower costs. This is what large foreign
trade companies do not want. Therefore, large trading agents like CEIEC who have MIS or even
ERP system hope some type of semi-E-business so that they can establish advantage to small
companies. However, The essence of E-business is to short-cut middlemen in the business chain.
So once the manufacturers have E-business, they can connect directly to the importer or even the
end buyer. International business expertise can be acquired by human resource soliciting, in
addition to that the skills required for E-international trade will be different from that for traditional
international trade. Then, the only possible advantage left to trade agents will be financing. And
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whether this advantage exists will depend on the country's monetary situation. The country's
marketization of banking industry will simply make it much easier for the end-borrowers to finance.
In long run, the financial function of foreign trade companies must diminish to zero.
Therefore, E-business will force the traditional foreign trade companies change their roles.
One possible role is product design and development. One of the benefits of E-business is
personalized service to customers. Retailers are good at retailing, manufacturers are good at
making, they are all not good at personalized designing. Foreign trade companies, doing import and
export, are usually familiar with both domestic culture and foreign culture, so they are potentially
suitable middlemen for designing suitable products. Of course this needs business integration. Note
that engineering design is different from manufacturing but should cooperate with manufacturing.
Designing personalized products for customers of foreign countries needs sufficient understandings
about foreign culture. Along with the development of E-business, it is reasonable that the function
of engineering design is separated from manufacturing. Why not integrate with those who used to
be foreign trade agents? In this way, the designer is in between customers and manufacturers and
should be more appropriate for E-business. They are still agents--designing agents--required by Ebusiness.
In fact, the development of E-business will also change the profile of multinationals. In an
E-world, are the diversified giants like GE appropriate for the requirement of efficiency?

When

one factor makes the multinational stronger in E-business, another factor may make them weaker.
Every part of the world needs to adjust. E-business is both challenge and opportunity for everyone.
The winners will be those who adjust themselves to fit the new environment.
If we must forecast, generally balancing all of the positive and negative factors to assess the
prospect of E-international trade in China, I would expect the following pictures: There is still no
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proof to infer that small firms will benefit significantly more than large firms. The former will be
still followers and the latter leaders in E-business. The start-up of E-international trade depends on
firstly between the multinational companies and their overseas subsidiaries. Secondly the supply
chain between multinationals, thirdly the supply chain between large multinationals and medium
companies, then finally, after all these E-business show significant pay-off, small firms will invest
on their ERP and E-international trade facilities. Specifically in China's case, it also depends on
both policy environments such as foreign currency exchangeability and infrastructure environments
such as electronicized Customs and banking systems.
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Abstract
Nowadays a lot of banks develop their own
business-to-customer online banking services in order to
save cost and satisfy the need of their customer.
Understanding the customer’s expectation is crucial for the
success of Internet banking service. This study will try to
explore some critical factors of Internet banking service
quality and Intention to use Internet banking. A modified
Attribute-based model was used in this study. Reliability
Test and Path Analysis were used to assess the expected
service quality of Internet banking and its associations
towards experience. The findings showed that speed of
delivery, control, enjoyment and security had significant
positive effects on expected Service Quality of Internet
banking while the expected service quality had significant
effects on Intention to use Internet banking.
Introduction
Hong Kong has an extremely dynamic business
environment. A key enabler in the changing process is the
use of new information technology. New technologies
promise to bring expanded and innovative capabilities
enabling organizations to improve their effectiveness and
to carry out their mission more successfully.
Most
companies today in Hong Kong are under severe pressure
to proceed with the needed organization transformation in
order to cope with the increasing rates of environmental
change and turbulence. Companies cannot escape the
effects of plunging asset values, slowing consumption, and
high interest rate after the Asian financial crisis. Internet
Banking seems to be a promising direction for the bank to
deliver their banking service to their customer at anytime
and anywhere with a minimum operation cost. This study
will try to explore some critical factors affecting Internet
banking service quality and Intention to use Internet
banking in Hong Kong.

Banks, as service providers, always want to reduce the
production cost and improve their service. In the old day,
they used automated Teller Machine (ATM) technology
to provide 24-hours financial service to their customer
[15]. In Hong Kong, people always use ATMs to
perform their transaction; around 3 million transactions
per day are processed by the two major ATM Networks.
Around 2000 ATM terminals are installed by these two
major ATM networks across HK, Macau, and other cities
in the Quangdong province. Ha mlet [9] predict Phone
Banking and Internet banking is the future trend for the
banking services.
As an international financial center, Hong Kong has
great potential to develop e-commerce, especially
e-banking. The Economist Intelligence Unit ranks Hong
Kong's e-business readiness as ninth in the world, and
second in Asia. And, according to Forrester Research,
Hong Kong will be among the lead group of economies
in Asia-Pacific to register e-business hyper-growth, with
the value of e-business surging to US$70 billion in 2004.
Internet banking is growing rapidly in HK. There are
twelve banks offering business-to-customer
online
banking service for their customers.
Increasing labor costs and improving technology
encourage service firms to consider offering
technology-based self-service options to consumers [6].
The emergence of self-service options within services is
crucially important to long-team productivity [1]
because it may benefit both consumer and service
organization. The consumer can save their time and cost.
Besides, they can control their own business [3]. The
service providers can reduce the production cost and
improve their service.
The issue of security is one of the largest concerns which
can inhibit wide spread usage of this new technology.
There is some news about the hacker entering into the
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bank’s system, stealing the personal information of the
customers. Therefore, adequate information security for
banks’ services is one of the key focuses of the HKMA.
Hong Kong Monetary Authority ensures the regulatory
framework for e-banking keeps up with the industry &
technological developments without stifling innovation. It
issued Guidance Note on Management of Security Risk In
Electronic Banking Service (7/2000) a Guidance Note on
Independent
Assessment of Security Aspects of
Transactional E-banking Services (9/2000) and a Guideline
on the Authorization of Virtual Banks under section 16
(10) of the Banking Ordinance (5/2000) to ensure the
authorized institutions reaching the internationalstandards.

Q = P – E
Where P & E are the ratings on the
corresponding perception and expectation
statements.
Five service quality perceptual dimensions are derived
Parasuraman et al [13]:
Tangible: Physical facilities, equality, and
appearance of personnel
Reliability: Ability to perform the promised
service dependably and accurately.

Measurement of Service Quality
Service quality is an important issue for service providers
since it relates to success in their businesses [6, 13, 16].
According to Liu and Arnett [4], one of the factors with
Web site success in the context of electronic commerce is
service quality. Understanding factors affecting service
quality is important for any e -commerce, including Internet
banking. However, it is very difficult to measure service
quality since service is intangible, heterogeneous,
inseparable and perishable [1]. Therefore, many scholars
established many models to analyze the critical factors in
service quality.
Fig. 1 - Service Quality as Conceptualized by
Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry (1988)

Responsiveness:
Willingness
to
customers and provide prompt service.

help

Assurance: Knowledge and courtesy of
employees and their ability to inspire trust
and confidence.
Empathy: Caring, individualized attention
the firm provides its customers.
Fig 1 showed the model designed by Parasuraman et al
in 1988. However, Cronin and Taylor [5] believed that
there were some problems in SERVQUAL, so the
performance-based scale, called SERVPERF, developed.
SERVPERF still based on the 5 service quality
perceptual dimensions. However the service quality is
based on performance only rather than the difference of
the performance and expectation.
SERVQUAL Conceptual Model is used to measure the
service quality of the service sector, but not Information
Systems. It is difficult to evaluate the Empathy and
Assurance if SERVQUAL / SERVPERF is used. There
is limited personal interaction in Information Systems,
especially in the technology-based self-service option.

In the early 1980s, concerns about customer satisfaction
and product quality became emerging tides in the affairs of
industry and academia. SERVQUAL, the most commonly
used model for measuring service quality, was designed by
Parasuraman et al [13] in 1988. It is used to measure both
perceived performance (P) and customer expectations (E).
Cronin and Taylor [5] wrote:
The SERVQUAL scale based on Parasuraman,
Zeithaml, and Berry’s (1988) gap theory, which
suggests that the difference between consumers’
expectations about the performance of a general
class of service providers and their assessment of
the actual class performance of a specific firm
within that class drives the perception of service
quality.

An alternative model, as showed in Fig. 2, called
attribute-based model, was developed to evaluate service
quality [6]. It is specifically based on what consumers
would expect from such options. Base on the findings
from the qualitative research conducted by Dabholkar
[6] in 1996 and other past research finding on service
delivery, self-service, and use of technological products,
five attributes are found.
Liu and Arnett [4] believe that quick responsiveness is
one measure component of service quality. Time saving
is the major reason for at-home banking [12].
For
electronic shopping and banking, time is an essential
factor to the customer. Therefore, speed of delivery
should be one of the critical factors for the customer to
evaluate the service quality.
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Fig. 2 - Attribute-Based Model

Perceived ease of use is a significant secondary
determinant of people’s intentions to use the computers
according to Davis et al [7]. The customers may feel a
threat to them if a new product is difficult to use. “One
reason may be related to saving actual effort expended.
Another reason may be to reduce social risk” [6]. So Ease
of use should be the second critical factor in service
quality. Parasuraman et al [13] suggested that reliability is
an important dimension when the service quality is
measured. Davis et al [7] found that the performance of the
options is an important factor. As a result, Reliability is
also a critical factor in service quality.

Methodological considerations
A revised Attribute-Based model was employed in this
study (Fig. 3) since the factors affecting Internet banking
service quality and Intention to use Internet banking
were discussed. Although this model was not particular
for the web-based options, it was suitable for the
technology-based self-service option, such as B2C
Internet banking. Expected security was introduced to
the model since it was an important issue for electronic
commerce. Two students stealing credit card information
of customer in Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation Limited raised more Hong Kong people
concerning security issue of Internet banking. Dummy
variables, such as age, income level, education level,
gender and experience of using Internet banking, were
introduced to assess the expected service quality of
Internet banking, intention to use Internet banking and
their associations towards demographic characteristics.
It could help the banks to know the specific needs and
characteristics among their different target groups in
order to plan the services to satisfy customers’ needs.
Fig. 3 – a revised Attribut-Based model

Davis et al [8] also found that customers will have fun
when they use the computer technology. Dabholkar [6] also
finds that enjoyment has strong, positive on service quality.
The likelihood of a repeat visit to a Web Site is enhanced
when the visitors find the visitor enjoyment [4]. Enjoyment
is also an attribute in service quality.
People who choose self-service options are for control [1,
2, 3]. They want to control their own business. Control
becomes one of the attributes in service quality.
Five attributes of service delivery that are important to
potential customers of technology-based self-service
options are proved. They are expected speed of delivery,
expected ease of use, expected reliability, expected
enjoyment and expected control. Dabholkar conducted a
study to test this model for the technology-based
self-service option, i.e. computerized touch screen to order
a meal in a fast food shop.
The study conducted by Dabholkar confirmed that
attribute-based model is an effective measure to evaluate
information systems service quality since the R 2 for service
quality was 0.55 for waiting time group, 0.73 for high
waiting time, and 0.70 for the control group. R 2 for
intention of use was 0.65 for waiting time group, 0.67 for
high waiting time, and 0.50 for the control group.

On the other hand, there were some criticisms on the use
of the SERVQUAL measure to assess the quality of
information systems services. Thomas [17] finds that the
use of difference scores in calculating SERVQUAL
contributes to the problems with the reliability,
discriminant validity, convergent validity, and predictive
validity of the measure. Kettinger and Lee [18] indicate
that there is the “illusion of replicability” when the
SERVQUAL measure is used in the IS field.
SERVPERF was not a suitable measure to evaluate the
technology-based
self-service
option
since
5
components, which used in SERVQUAL, were still
employed in SERVPERF. It was difficult to evaluate the
Empathy Since there was no personal interaction in the
technology-based self-service option.
The analysis focused on the modified attribute-based
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model and twelve hypotheses were constructed based on
model, as follows:
1. Expected Speed of Delivery
“Time could be interpreted to include waiting time as well
as the time taken for active delivery of the service” [6]. For
Internet banking, time could be the time to load the web
page, the time to finish a transaction and the updated
information.
HA 1: Expected speed of delivery of the Internet banking
service will have a positive effect on expected service
quality of Internet banking.
2. Expected Ease of Use
“Customers may be concerned about ease of use for several
reasons. One reason may be related to saving actual effort
expended. Another reason may be to reduce social risk”
[6]. For Internet banking, complication and confusion of
using Internet banking service could be included. Besides,
how many work the user need to do and effort the user need
to pay for using the Internet banking also need to consider.
Interface design also can affect the ease of using Internet
banking
HA 2: Expected ease of using the Internet banking service
will have a positive effect on expected service quality of
Internet banking.
3. Expected Reliability
Dabholkar [6] finds that reliable options could reduce the
risk of using the service, so the customer will be more
willing to use. For Internet banking, reliability could be
interpreted to include the accuracy as well as the level the
Internet banking can satisfy the user.
HA 3: Expected reliability of using the Internet banking
service will have a positive effect on expected service
quality of Internet banking.
4. Expected Enjoyment
For the Internet banking, enjoyment includes providing
user entertainment, interest and fun.
HA 4: Expected enjoyment from using the Internet banking
service will have a positive effect on expected service
quality of Internet banking.
5. Expected Control
Dabholkar [6] extending the concept from perceptions to
expectations, expected control is defined as the amount of
control a customer expects to have over the process or
outcome of a service encounter For the Internet banking,
expected control is defined as the amount of control a
customer expects to have over the Internet banking
transaction.
HA 5: Expected control in using the Internet banking service
will have a positive effect on expected service quality of
Internet banking.
6. Expected Security
Adequate information security for banks’ services is one of
the key focuses of the HKMA. From the customers’ point

of view, protection of personal information was most
important issue when they consider security. In Hong
Kong, 77% of Internet users who have never purchased
products online, 86% say that they have been holding
back out of fear that others might use their credit card
number, or other private information, without their
consent.
HA 6: Expected security in using the Internet banking
service will have a positive effect on expected service
quality of Internet banking.
7. Expected Service Quality of Internet banking
From the service firm’s perspective, unless expected
service quality is translated into actionable behavior,
there is little benefit for the firm [6]. An individual who
believes that Internet banking will be high in quality
would intent to use Internet banking, as long as price and
other situational factors are the same for alternative
banking services.
HA 7: expected service quality of the Internet banking
service will have a positive influence on intention to use
the Internet banking service.
8. Demographic characteristics
a) Income
Two income groups, i.e. low-income group (no income –
$14,999/month)
and high-income group (above
$15,000/month), were classified. Since banks were more
likely to differentiate the customer by their income or
their deposit.
HA 8: Income of customer will have an effect on expected
service quality of Internet banking
b) Age
Three different groups of people could be classified by
age, i.e. youth (below 18 – 25), adult (26-40) and middle
age & elderly (40-above 60). Since Internet became
common in Hong Kong since 1994. Therefore youth was
supposed to have more chance to use Internet in their
education. Adult was supposed to have more chance to
use computer since computer was commonly use since
1980s. Elderly was supposed to have less chance to learn
computer and the Internet since there was no computer
and Internet in Hong Kong during their education
period.
HA 9: Age of customer will have an effect on expected
service quality of Internet banking.
c) Gender
Male and female were supposed to have different point
of view, especially attitudes toward using computer.
Attitude will affect the Intention to use Internet banking.
HA 10: Gender of customer will have an effect on
expected service quality of Internet banking.
d) Experience
Two groups of people, i.e. user and non-user, were
classified since user would base on their prior experience
to assess the service quality, but non-user would base on
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their knowledge and expectation to assess the service
quality.
HA 11: Experience of customer will have an effect on
expected service quality of Internet banking.
e) Education Level
Two Groups of people, i.e. low education group (Primary,
Secondary and Vocational/technical School) and high
education group (Degree or above) since higher education
group was supposed to have more chance to use computer
and the Internet in their education period and their job.
HA 12: Education Level of customer will have an effect on
expected service quality of Internet banking.
The survey results
The sample taken was the customer of 12 banks, which
were B2C Internet banking providers. They were the
potential user of Internet banking who have experience of
using Internet and ATMs service. Since they are more
willing to use internet-based self-service options. The
questionnaire consisted of 3 major parts. The first part was
used to measure the expected service quality of Internet
Banking service. Participants were asked to base on their
perception / adoption to indicate their opinion on each of
32 items that was affecting or was being affected by the
expected service quality. All 32 items used a seven-point
scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). The second part asked questions about the reasons
why the participants use or do not use personal Internet
banking. Last part was used to collect the general
information about the participant. Total 317 questionnaires
were received.
The data collected was first analyzed using the Cornbach’s
Alpha Test to test for the reliability. Reliability is the extent
to which the questionnaire is free from measurement error.
Therefore, a reliable instrument will measure the same
object with consistent and error free result. The aim of
conducting the reliability is to secure that all the data
collected was reliable and free from measurement error
before accessing the next analysis step. The higher the
consistency is, the more the reliability is claimed. In this
study, all the constructs reliability is greater than 0.7, which
indicate the instruments used were reliable.
The Path Analysis with Multiple Regression was used to
investigate the impact of attributes on the expected service
quality of Internet banking and the intention to use Internet
banking for all respondents. Under the Path Analysis, there
are two kinds of variables, i.e. exogenous and endogenous
variables. (Keller & Warrack, 1998) The direct and indirect
effects towards the variable should be calculated. The
one-way ANOVA was used to determine if the means
varied among different demographical characteristics at
95% confidence level.
Table 1 showed the summary of general profile of the
respondents. Total 317 copies of questionnaires were

received. For the Gender, 47% of total respondents were
male and 53% were female. For the Education Level,
only 0.3% of total respondents achieved Primary School
Level, 29.7% achieved Secondary School Level, 7.3 %
achieved Vocational / Technical School Level and 62.8%
achieved University or above Level. For the Age, 1.3 %
of total respondents were under 18, 58.7% were 18-25,
20.8% were 26-30, 15.8% were 31-40, 2.8% were 41-50,
0.6 % were above 50.
Table 1 - General Profile of the Respondents
General Profile
Frequency Valid Percent
Usage
Non-User
247
77.9%
User
70
22.1%
Gender
Female
168
53%
Male
149
47%
Education level
Primary School
1
0.3%
Secondary School
94
29.7%
Vocational / Technical
23
7.3%
School
University or above
199
62.8%
Age
Under 18
4
1.3%
18-25
186
58.7%
26-30
66
20.8%
31-40
50
15.8%
41-50
9
2.8%
Above 50
2
0.6%
Total No. Of Respondents
317
Table 2 showed number of people using different
services in Internet Banking. Multiple Accounts
Checking, transfer Funds, Statement Enquiry and
Financial Information were the popular services using by
the user. Few of customers enquired mortgage loan,
placed new time deposit placement and renewed existing
ones.
Table 2 - Distribution of services used
Service
Multiple Accounts Checking
Transfer Funds
Buy/Sell Foreign Currency
Buy/Sell Stock and/or Securities
Financial Information
Statement Enquiry
Mortgage loan Enquiry
Place New Time Deposit Placement and
Renew Existing Ones

Frequency
60
42
6
15
24
28
3
5

The Multiple Regression was made in order to find out
the path coefficients in the model. In the model,
Expected Speed of Delivery, Expected Ease of Use,
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Expected Reliability, Expected Enjoyment, Expected
Control and Expected Security and demographic
characteristics were exogenous variables while Expected
Service Quality of Internet Banking and Intention to use
Internet banking were endogenous variables. Two
equations were formed to after running the Multiple
Regression and the results were shown in Table 3 and
Table 4. The overall effects of each attribute to Intention to
use Internet banking were shown in Table 5.
Table 3 - Indirect Effect
Prediction of Expected Service Quality
banking
Variable
Beta
Expected Speed of Delivery
0.208
Expected Ease of Use
0.116
Expected Reliability
0.086
Expected Enjoyment
0.288
Expected Control
0.128
Expected Security
0.198
Income
-0.032
Education Level
0.057
Gender
0.019
Age1
0.038
Age2
-0.020
Experience
0.054
R2
F

of Internet
p-value
0.000***
0.051
0.163
0.000***
0.022*
0.000***
0.477
0.135
0.608
0.307
0.637
0.148
0.629
42.766

Table 3 showed that Expected Speed of Delivery, Expected
Ease of Use, Expected Reliability, Expected Enjoyment,
Expected Control, Expected Security, Income, Education
Level, Age, Experience and Gender affect the simple linear
regression result of Expected Service Quality of Internet
banking. Expected Speed of Delivery, Expected Ease of
Use, Expected Reliability, Expected Enjoyment, Expected
Control, Expected Security, Income, Education Level,
Age, Experience and Gender can explain 62.9% of the
variance in Expected Service Quality of Internet banking.
The F-test (F=42.766 and p-value = 0) indicated that the
complete model fits very well.
Besides, Expected Speed of Delivery (â = 0.208) was
positive related to Expected Service Quality of Internet
banking in which the p-value was at the most significant
level (0.000*** < 0.05). Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected and the H A 1 was confirmed. Expected speed of
delivery of the Internet banking service will have a positive
effect on expected service quality of Internet banking.
Expected Ease of Use (â = 0.116) was not related to
Expected Service Quality of Internet banking in which the
p-value was 0.051. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
confirmed and the H A 2 was rejected. Expected ease of
using the Internet banking service will not have a positive
effect on expected service quality of Internet banking.
Expected Reliability (â = 0.086) was not related to

Expected Service Quality of Internet banking in which
the p-value was 0.163. Therefore, the null hypothesis
was confirmed and HA 3 was rejected. Expected
reliability of using the Internet banking service will not
have a positive effect on expected service quality of
Internet banking.
Expected Enjoyment (â = 0.288) was positive related to
Expected Service Quality of Internet banking in which
the p-value was at the most significant level
(0.000<0.05). Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected and H A 4 was confirmed. Expected enjoyment
from using the Internet banking service will have a
positive effect on expected service quality of Internet
banking.
Expected Control (â = 0.128) was positive related to
Expected Service Quality of Internet banking in which
the p-value was 0.022*. Therefore, the null hypothesis
was rejected and H A 5 was confirmed. Expected control
in using the Internet banking service will have a positive
effect on expected service quality of Internet banking.
Expected Security (â = 0.198) was positive related to
Expected Service Quality of Internet banking in which
the p-value was at the most significant level (0.000*** <
0.05). Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected and
HA 6 was confirmed. Expected security in using the
Internet banking service will have a positive effect on
expected service quality of Internet banking.
Income (â =-0.032), Education Level (â = 0.057), Sex(â
= 0.019), Age1 (â = 0.038), Age2 (â = -0.020) and
Experience (â = 0.054) were not related to Expected
Service Quality of Internet banking in which the
p-values were not at the most significant level (> 0.05).
Therefore the H A 8, HA 9, HA 10, HA 11 and H A 12 were
rejected. Income, Age, Gender, Experience, and
Education Level will not have an effect on expected
service quality of Internet banking.
Table 4 – Direct Effect
Prediction of Intention to use Internet Banking
Variable
Beta
p-value
Expected Service Quality
0.459
0.000***
R2
0.211
F
84.152
Table 4 showed that the simple linear regression of
Intention to use Internet Banking is affected by Expected
Service Quality of Internet Banking. Expected Service
Quality of Internet Banking (â = 0.459) was positive
related to Intention to use Internet Banking in which the
regression coefficient was at the most significant level
(0.000*** < 0.05). Therefore, the hypothesis was
rejected and H A 7 was confirmed. Expected service
quality of the Internet banking services will have a
positive influence on intention to use the Internet
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banking services.
Table 5 – Direct and Indirect effect of each attribute
Direct
Indirect Effect to
Effect to
Intention to Use Internet
Intention to banking
Use Internet
banking
Expected Speed of
0.208 * 0.459 = 0.0955
Delivery
Expected Ease of
0.116 * 0.459 = 0.0532
Use
Expected
0.086 * 0.459 = 0.0395
Reliability
Expected
0.288 * 0.459 = 0.1322
Enjoyment
Expected Control
0.128 * 0.459 = 0.0588
Expected Security
0.198 * 0.459 = 0.0909
Expected Service
0.459
Quality
Income
-0.032 * 0.459 = -0.0147
Education Level
0.057 * 0.459 = 0.0262
Gender
0.019 * 0.459 = 0.0087
Age1
0.038 * 0.459 = 0.0174
Age2
-0.020 * 0.459 = -0.0092
Experience
0.054 * 0.459 = 0.0248
Table5 showed total effects of each attribute to Intention to
Use Internet banking in Revised Attribute-Based Model.
The total effect Expected Service Quality of Internet
banking and Expected Enjoyment to Intention to use
Internet banking was the greatest. Hence, it was the most
significant factor for Intention to use Internet banking.
Expected Speed of Delivery and Expected Security also
had great effect on Intention to use Internet banking.
Fig. 4 - Direct and Indirect Effects of each attribute to
Expected Service Quality of Internet banking and Intention
to Use Internet banking in Revised Attribute-Based Model

varied among different demographical characteristics
including age, income, gender, education level and
experience at 95% confidence level. Table 6 was the
summary of five results of One-way ANOVA.
Table 6 – Demographic Characteristics differences
Demographic
Characteristics

Difference
among
group
Income
No
Education Level Yes

Gender

Yes

Experience

Yes

Age

No

Attributes which
Implications
have difference
-Intention to use Higher education
Internet banking group had higher
Intention to use
Internet banking than
Lower education
group.
Intention to use Male had higher
Internet banking Intention to use
Internet banking than
female.
Expected Ease User had higher
of Use
expected ease of use
than non-user .
Expected
User had higher
Reliability
expected reliability
than non-user .
Expected
User had higher
Enjoyment
expected enjoyment
than non-user.
Expected
User had higher
Control
expected control than
non-user.
Expected
User had higher
Security
expected security
than non-user .
Expected
User had higher
Service Quality expected service
quality than non-user
Intention to use User had higher
Internet banking intention to use
Internet banking than
non-user.

Differences between user and non-user were significant
in 8 Items, i.e. Expected Ease of use, Expected
Reliability, Expected Enjoyment, Expected Control,
Expected Security, Service Quality and Intention to Use.
Differences among the groups of Education Level and
Gender for Intention to Use were significant also. There
was no difference in the groups of Age and Income
Level.
Conclusions

Fig 4 showed the direct and indirect effects of each
attribute to Expected Service Quality of Internet banking
and Intention to Use Internet banking. All the insignificant
effects were deleted.
One-way ANOVA was used to determine if the means

A modified attribute-based model, adding Expected
Security, income level, age, gender, education level and
experience, was tried to introduce so as to illustrate the
adoption of Internet banking. The findings showed that
Expected Speed of Delivery, Expected Control,
Expected Enjoyment and Expected Security had
significant effects on Expected Service Quality of
Internet banking. The findings also showed that
Expected Service Quality had significant effects on
Intention to use Internet banking. However, there is no
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evidence to indicate that Expected Reliability, Expected
Ease of Use, Income, Gender, Age, Education Level, and
Experience affected Expected Service Quality of Internet
banking.
For the Expected Speed of Delivery, the result was not
consistent with other research. The results shown that
speed of delivery had a strong effect on Expected Service
Quality of Internet banking. However, Dabholkar [6] finds
that speed of delivery did not have an effect on service
quality of technology-based self-service option. It was
because the nature of Internet banking is different from that
of computerized, touch screen meal ordering machine.
Internet Banking, as a business-to-customer (B2C)
electronic commerce (EC), allowed customers to enjoy the
banking service through Internet at anytime and anywhere.
Internet banking enabled customers to handle their
transaction in their home. Customers needed not go to the
physical branch of the banks. The traveling time could be
saved. In Hong Kong, time is money. People would like to
save their time to do other things.
For the Expected Ease of Use, there was no significant
(marginal insignificant at 5% level) impact on Expected
Service Quality of Internet banking. It was partly
consistent with the result of the research done by
Dabholkar [6] in 1996. He finds that Expected Ease of Use
could affect Expected Service Quality of technology-based
self-service option for the high waiting time and control
groups, but not for the low waiting time situation. In fact,
most of the web page design was very user friendly. The
customer though it was not a selling point of the web page
in order to attract the customer. Therefore, ease of use was
not a critical factor to determine the service quality.
For the Expected Reliability, the result was consistent with
other research. According to the finding, Expected
Reliability had no effect on Expected Service Quality of
Internet banking. Dabholkar [6] finds also that Expected
Reliability did not have an effect on service quality of
technology-based self-service option. On the other hand,
Expected Reliability had strong positive effect on the
Intention to use Internet banking. It was because since
customers would get great loss if Internet banking service
was not reliable and the customers were not willing to use
the service. No one was willing to take risk. Besides,
reliability belonged to system quality, not service quality.
For the Expected Enjoyment, the result was consistent with
other research. Dabholkar [6] finds that Expected
Enjoyment has a strong, positive effect on service quality
of technology-based
self-service option. Expected
Enjoyment also had positive direct effect on Intention to
use Internet banking. It was because enjoyment was an
important factor in determining the repeat visit the web
site.
For the Expected Control, the result was consistent with
other research. Dabholkar [6] found that Expected Control

had a strong, positive effect on service quality of
technology-based self-service option. Hong Kong
people would prefer more flexible banking service since
the working schedule was very tight. 24-hour Internet
banking service enabled customer to handle their
financial transaction whenever they like.
For the Expected Security, it had positive effect on
service quality. People would prefer security service
rather than insecurity one since they would get loss if
others stole their person information.
For the Expected Service Quality of Internet Banking,
the result was consistent with other research. According
to the finding, Expected Service Quality had no
significant effect on Intention to use Internet banking.
Dabholkar [6] found that Expected Service Quality of
technology-based self-service option had a strong,
positive effect on Intention to use technology-based
self-service option. However, the commend of the
respondent shows that most people concerned about the
system quality and their personal needs rather than
service quality when they use Internet banking.
According to the result of the research, a modified
attribute-base model, adding Expected Security, was
suitable to evaluate the expected service quality of
Internet banking. The findings showed that Expected
Speed of Delivery, Expected Control, Expected
Enjoyment and Expected Security had significant
positive effects on Expected Service Quality of Internet
banking and Expected Service Quality had significant
effects on Intention to use Internet banking.
For the comments collected at the end of the
questionnaire, most of user expressed that the reasons
they use Internet banking are “convenience” and “time
saving”. They would consider “convenience”, “security”
and the “service charge” when you decide whether you
continue to use Personal Internet Banking or not. Most
of them believed that they would continue to use online
banking service offered by your bank because of
“convenience”. For non-user, they expressed that the
reasons they do not use Internet banking are “not
secure”, “privacy”, “not reliable”, “no need since branch
services are very good” and “no human contact”. They
would consider “ security”, “service charge”, “ease of
use” and “reputation of the banks” before they decide
whether you use Personal Internet Banking or not.
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ABSTRACT
Most academic institutions wish to provide current, up to
date and real world software applications to their students
and this causes a number of common difficulties. This is
especially true as those applications become far larger and
more complex, such as Enterprise Systems. The authors’
institution has a degree program in accounting information
systems, and the authors believed that it was critical that
ERP skills and applications be included in order to maintain
the stature of the program. Although difficulties were
expected, the authors nonetheless pursued various
classroom ERP alternatives. This paper reports on those
efforts particularly the adoption of internet based training
rather than the traditional computer lab in the creation and
offering of an ERP financial applications class. It was quickly
determined that avoiding a dedicated computer lab option
will result in substantial saving in additional hardware
expenditure. Creating an online classroom forum for sharing
of ideas and information is another component of internet
based training course. “Caucus” a proprietary online
software developed by our university allows faculty and
students share their comments, questions, comments and
suggestions with one another on broad basis. It is believed
that such information will provide encouragement and useful
information to other institutions that are considering such
implementations.
INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Most academic institutions that wish to provide current, up
to date and real world software applications to their students
face a number of common difficulties. These frequently
involve resource issues for hardware, software, training and
ongoing administration. This is especially true as those
applications become far larger and more complex, such as in
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, more recently
referred to as Enterprise Systems (ES) (Davenport, 1998).
These are the packages of computer applications that
support many, even most, aspects of a company’s (or
non-profit organization’s, university’s or government
agency’s) information needs (Davenport, 2000). They are
known to be information systems that help companies
integrate their operations for better speed, efficiency and
agility.

true as the ERP market is also rapidly growing in sales even
to companies in the $50 to $250 million sales range (Piturro,
1999). Moreover, convergence of internationalization,
E-business, E-commerce and web-enabling has caused a
need for many more businesses to consider enterprise
solutions (Honig 1999), and that will create a demand for
knowledgeable graduates.
CONCLUSION
Although significant effort has been involved in developing
an internet based ERP financial applications class using
Oracle,verylittle cost has been incurred other than purchase
of a server. The course was relatively easy to start and
implement given that neither of the authors is an expert at
server or database installation, but does require continuous
time and learning involvement by one or more interested
faculty.
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The authors’ institution has a degree program in accounting
information systems, and the authors believed that it was
critical that ERP skills and applications be included in order
to maintain the stature of the program. This is especially
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INTRODUCTION
The economy for the Age of Intelligence on the Net is a digital one. In traditional economy, the
information flow was physical: money, checks, invoices, bills, reports, face-to-face meetings, maps,
photos, and so on. In the new economy, information becomes digital in all its forms - reduced to bits
stored on computers and running in the speed of light through the net.
Such new economy is creating conflicting trends which make enterprises think over their missions.
Virtual environment and some other factors are putting the cost structures of the large companies
under pressure. Innovation has become critical, more than resources or capital access. Clients have
changed, in the expectation that companies provide better quality and appropriate products, for a lower
price and better and faster service with the guarantee of social responsability.
Nowadays companies replace stocks on a daily basis as well as integrate suppliers and consumers
throughout the internet. According to a study by the Gartner Group, the average is that companies of
several sectors (retail, health, automobiles, etc.) which use the internet reduce their storage time up to
50%, deliver products within 3 days instead of 2 weeks, increase their production up to 30% and
reduce 40% of suppliers.
The small and medium companies are in this context as part of their respective values. They have at
their disposal a technology which allows them to empower their businesses, although they still don’t
know how to behave to reach the planned results.
By means of an empirical study by Internet Marketing on the small and medium consumer goods
industries in the state of Minas Gerais, it was tried to get the true picture of the real situation of such
companies before the internet phenomenum. The reduction in the consumer goods industries was due
to the fact that they had for themselves all the variables involving the decision making in the new
1
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economy - while they do business throughout the value chain, involving suppliers and distributors, they
produce directly for the final consumer, that is, their goods have the perspective of retail trading directly,
altering their promotion and price structures.
It is expected that the market analysis of the current stage in the development of small and medium
companies from Minas Gerais on the internet helps their transition into this new industrial trend and
contributes for the competitiveness growth in economy, with the proposition of an applied model for
future priorities.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In relation to sectors, 22,4% of the companies belong to the sector of furniture/mattresses, 22,4% of
clothes/shoes, 19,0% of food, 13,8% of electro-electronic products, 10,3% and 1,8% belong to
drugstore/cosmetics and electronic appliances respectively, and 10,3% chose other options.
Concerning the strategy used by the company to be on the net, the most popular one is the
institutional site (39,7%) and secondly the commercial site (19,0%). The areas which have had the
most benefits from the internet are: sales (73,7%), shopping (50,9%), and products development
(45,6%). Other areas have also benefited, only in a smaler scale: services (29,8%), customer
management (22,8%) and production (19,3%). 12% of all companies mentioned other successful areas.
As for barriers, the main problems that inhibit progress are development costs (43,1%), site slowness
(43,1%), and safety (37,9%).

In relation to the 7 I’s, the practice-performance correlation shown in Figure 3, as a last resource,
is what enables the analysis of SPALDER (1997)’s model. Correlation indexes ( r ) below 0.40 are
considered weak, even if they’re relevant (p<0.05). Between 0.40 and 0.70 they’re considered
reasonable to good and over 0.70 the linear correlation is strong.
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Figure 3 - Comparative analysis of performance and practice in relation to information

Something that adds to this is the analysis of the organizational areas most benefited by
changes.The sales expectation has to be better discussed with enterprises aiming at deepening this
work results, since in the internet marketing selling is the start of a lasting relationship which will
guarantee profits in the future. In addition, the equally expressive bet on the purchase process suggests
that working towards e-procurement may lead to good results due to companies’ good acceptance.
Now value incorporation through better maintenance and post-sale services should be researched more
thoroughly, to better identify what practices are really justifying the benefits, because in terms of the
site itself what was shown contradicts this. It is also interesting an in-depth study on the inter-relations
in these areas aiming at an assessment of the impact of the internet in terms of integrating technology
and marketing all over the organization.
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ABSTRACT

Electronic

commerce

authority, which are various from one jurisdiction to another.

applications

started

with

EFT

By nature, money laundering occurs in black market where

(Electronic Fund Transfers) for large corporations, financial

is not inside of normal economic activity and statistics. [1]

institutions, and a few small businesses in the early 1970s.

A large scale of money laundering would produce the

Then, the development of EDI (Electronic Data Interchange)

adverse macro-economic effects on changes in money

that expanded from financial system added this application

demand; interest rate and exchange rate volatility; tax

to manufactures, retailers and services. In the early 1990s,

collection and fiscal policy. For the private sector, money

the commercialization of the Internet had generated a

laundering may reduce the cost of capital for illegal

number of potential Internet users rapidly.

By 2008, the

organization and provide a competitive advantage over legal

number of the Internet user is predicted to reach 750 million

business entity. For the banking sector, money launderers

globally according to Forrest Research Institute in 1996.

commonly use financial institutions as intermediaries to

Among of all Internet users, approximately 50% of them are

process funds derived from criminal activities.

predicted to be on line shoppers in banking, investment and

illicit funds can be easily processed through a particular

retailing services. As a result, it is reasonable to assume

bank that may be unwittingly used or not, risks to bank asset

that the greater the level of the Internet usage, the higher is

quality [2] would be heightened. From social and political

the risk of money laundering.

point of view, if anti-money laundering system is ineffective,

If these

organised crime may infiltrate financial institutions and
PREAMBLE

control ma jor sector of economy by investment.
organised criminal activities

These

may cause social ethical

To disguise or conceal large illegally obtained gains

standards distorted and government democratic transition

generated from crime is a physical effort spent since

obstructed.

criminal activities exist in the country.

Legitimate is an

incentive to money laundering for organised crime, for

Thus, in respond to national and inter-national money

example drug trafficking, and acts such as smuggling, illicit

laundering concern, in 1989, G7 established the Financial

weapon sales, embezzlement, ransom, and even computer

Action Task Force (FATF) in Paris to coordinate money

fraud schemes. The activity of money laundering is usually

laundering

a cross boarder issue that involves bank secrecy to protect

Recommendations

financial records, government’s attitude to counter money

countries to implement anti-money laundering policy. [3]

laundering, whether or not SWIFT member, and corruption.

Many non-FATF member countries have recognized Forty

Any of those indicators would determine the extent of two

Recommendations as international standard for anti-money

basic

laundering and initiate their own countermeasures. [4]

elements

convenience

of

conducting

and less-attention

money

from

laundering:

issues.

FATF

developed

that set out measures

Forty

for member

law enforcement
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As international co-operation in anti-money laundering

In the beginning placement phase, the launderers deposit their

grows

illegal activity proceeds into the financial system. In order

substantially,

however,

money

launderers

keep

looking for new more sophisticated money laundering routes
to avoid investigation from law enforcement agencies.

to avoid detection, the large sum of tainted proceeds might be
In

divided into less conspicuous smaller amounts that fall

past years, the rapid explosion of the Internet may provide

beneath

money launderers access to and from a foreign bank in any

deposited into bank accounts or subscribed a series of

jurisdiction where has less stringent anti-money laundering

financial instruments under disguised beneficiary. However,

law and help hide their identity in network laundering

the structure of this initial stage is usually fragile and easily

process.

leaves traceable records.

Conventionally, legitimizing illegal profits is

usually limited to physical cash purchase of real property

bank regulatory

reporting

limit [7] and then

Thus, the laundering process will

deepen into the second phase: layering.

and personal valuables, or scurry of cash deposit into
account through financial system with direct or indirect

When entering layering phase, the launderers might try to

contact. At present, the arrival of electronic payment with

generate indistinct existence of illegal profits by a series of

security and privacy through computer network may attract

complicated bank transactions or movements of the funds to

money launderers. Despite no available concrete indicators

be distant from illegal origin. The layering approach might

for such use by money launderers and various trends for

be continuous purchases and sells of financial instruments

Internet-based

and directly wire laundered proceeds into foreign banks in

negative

laundering

impact

authorities,

law

cannot

geographically,
be

enforcement

neglected
agencies,

the
by

potential
legislative

and

banking

jurisdictions

with

requirements. [8]

lax

record

keeping

and

reporting

The structure of the second phase is

supervisors.

more solid and leaves blurred and distant trail records.

This paper attempts to illustrate classic and Internet-based

Finally, in the integration phase, the launderers put these

money laundering schemes

funds in circulation into a normal economy system through

and will explore potential

loopholes that occur on web-based laundering.

This paper

legal spending on luxury goods, contracting on service,

also reviews counter money laundering initiatives and issues

investment on real estate or financial assets, and even

for money laundering through the Internet.

lending in the form of legitimate money.

Finally, the

framework of anti-money laundering through the Internet

The module for

classic money laundering is depicted in the Figure 1.

will be addressed so that the law enforcement authorities,
national legislators, and international organizations may

In the Figure 1, money launderers tend to seek for foreign

achieve agreement on seeking for appropriate amendments

countries or territories where there is ineffective counter

to countermeasures against Internet-based laundering.

money laundering law and return illicit funds to original

CLASSIC APPROACH FOR MONEY LAUNDERING

individual at ultimate destination.

During the initial

laundering, in the country where illicit funds generated, it is
Money laundering is the approach of hiding the illicit source

seen that banking systems are mostly used to transfer funds

or illicit application of income, and then transforming that

[9] that are often processed through underlying activities

income to be legitimate. [5] Conventionally, physical cash

with directly

payment is the most popular means of money laundering.

smuggling cash to laxly regulated jurisdictions where money

The key point of laundering process is to avoid unwanted

launderers base their operations.

attention from legal enforcement agencies. In that respect,

move the illicit funds into a less anti-money laundering

it consists of three basic phases. [6]

control area, they may choose an offshore bank offering

depositing

cash into bank accounts

or

When the launderers
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Figure 1 The Selected Typical Module for Classic Money Laundering

Module 1:

Structure large cash into smaller amounts, and then

Then, withdraw cash and fly to a foreign country.

restaurant, game company and hotel, or

deposit into bank account in origin country.

Module 2:

purchase luxury automobiles, or make

Module 2:

Then, wire the funds to the third country with less

payments by means of maintaining corporate

Smuggle illicit cash to a foreign country.

anti-money control.

real estate. Enjoying a luxury travel, etc.

Module 3:

Module 3:

Move funds to a foreign country through electronic

Then move the funds to complex disguised business

funds to business organizations and invest on

fund transfer or by purchasing bank drafts

organizations and obtain legitimate appearance

real estate.

through accomplice such as practitioners

Placement

l

Module 1:

Layering
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Finally, invest in business venture such as

Use back-to-back loan and then transfer the

Loan repayment

Integration
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adequate financial infrastructures and transit bank accounts

payment and remote laundering through the Internet will

through withdrawing cash [10] or wiring at various locations.

come to be the new type of detergent that allows for

At the stage of layering, this process can be done without

cleaning dirty money.

leaving traces of

sources and transfer the seemingly

legitimate funds to final destinations: laundering paradise or

Eventually, the idea of money laundering electronically is

origin country.

not a new one. A typical example of cashless payment is

To enjoy illegal profits safely is the

purpose of money laundering. At the stage of integration,

electronic fund transfer (EFT) [14] that has been mostly

the

used to possess a nearly risk free conduit for moving money

launderers

will

purchase

luxury

items,

financial

valuables, sell real estate or place investments on private

between countries.

This illicit fund transfer with limited

businesses to control main sectors of normal economy. In

information regarding the party involved [15] can be easily

addition to those, the launderers might finance a front

hidden because of large wire transactions occurring daily in

company by lending technique to conceal illicit funds and

the United States, [16] for example.

then enjoy tax deduction from interest payment.

Table 1 shows non-cash payments that may be preferred by

More explicitly, the

the launderers.
The classic module described here should not be regarded as
the only optimal techniques of money laundering.

As

Basically, the launderers will employ electronic cashless

anti-money laundering law reinforced and international fight

payments as illustrated when conducting money laundering

against money laundering more emphasized, the tendency to

through the Internet. Following the continuous growth of

use website based transaction to avoid detection gains a

on-line banking facilities, [17] the launderers can easily

loyal following.

open bank account with fake registered identity on any ISP
(Internet Service Provider) located in a remote area and

MONEY LAUNDERING SCHEME ON THE
INTERNET

structure the illicit funds into different difficult-to-trace
layers without physical presence.

When lastly enter into

integration, the launderers legitimize the illegal profits by
As stated in this paper, convenience and anonymity are

diversifying the payment method into non-cash instruments

attractiveness to the launderers. Internet access has these

and by trading goods and services on line. The Table 2

features.

indicates selected items mostly purchased on line and

The probability of using the Internet as a

laundering channel might be high since the Internet has

probably used by the launderers to make the illicit funds

grown dramatically from its inception in the late 1970s to

appear legally.

today’s truly global medium. [11] Through the Internet, the
launderers take advantage of quickly transacting the illicit
funds without extra

supporting technology.

Simultaneously,

Specifically, credit card is the most popular payment method
for

cyberspace

shopping

today.

An

example

a variety of secure electronic payment systems [12] were

Internet-based laundering by means of credit card payment

being developed to protect confidentiality and authentication.

is shown in the Figure 2.

[13] Although these improvements on security and privacy

would establish an offshore website company that provides

can be considered as positive contributions to efficient

service through the computer network. The launderers then

customer

hire couriers under their control to utilize this Internet

transaction

and cost reduction

for financial

In this example, the launderers

systems, they also make financial institutions more difficult

service charging on credit card or debit card tied to bank

to examine the launderers’ identification and give an

account which has the illicit funds deposited.

appealing opportunity to them.

service rendered, this offshore website company invoices

Consequently, cashless
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Table 1 Technology-Based Payment Attraction to Money Laundering

Payment Instrument

Medium

Status

Credit Card

POS (Point of Sale)

On-Line

EDC (Electronic Data Capture)

On-Line

Imprinter

Off-Line

ATM card/ Check Card

Auto Teller Machine

On-Line

Stored Value Card (Smart card)

POS

Off-Line

Paper Check

ACH / VAN

On-Line

EFT

CHIPS

On-Line

Digital Cash [18]

On-Line

Table 2 Items Purchase On Line (Number of Respondents: 645) [19]

Order

Item

Percentage of Responses

Count of Responses

11

Banking

12.1%

78

12

Investment

11.8%

76

16

Autos

4.3%

28

18

Insurance

2.5%

16

20

Real Estate

2.0%

13

21

Jewelry

1.6%

10

Total

34.3%

221

* The rest of items are omitted to show in this Table due to low unit price that the launderers might not select to consume their large sum of
illicit money. However, it does not mean the launderers would not choose them at all.
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acquirer bank or the credit card company to claim the

properly connected to the Internet can do all of this process.

payment by capturing process. Then, acquirer bank or the

Once the illicit funds have been transferred to Ecash account,

credit card company bills the launderers’ bank account

the cyber wallet would convert them into digital money

through

(called

the Internet.

Therefore,

the launderers

can

E-coin)

legitimately

virtually.

[24]

become

untraceable

bank account and

integration phase, the launderers locating in any country or

service.

anonymous

them

legitimize their criminal proceeds by simply controlling
offshore website comp any Internet

and

and make

In

the

jurisdiction are able to access to digital funds from any
unknown ISP in any country or jurisdiction by using Telnet.

The electronic credit card system on the Internet has a

[25] And then, the launderers either spend E-coin on real

feature that each entity such as ISP, IIS (Internet Invoice

or personal property on line or have their Ecash account

Service), CA (Certificate Authority), and payment gateway

actually call the bank to transfer the funds to origin currency

including the launderer’s bank, acquirer bank or the credit

account or to the third country, thus concealing their true

card company can only see the partial information because

identity. [26]

of secure transaction

laundering by means of Ecash.

protocol. [20]

Thus, it makes

The Figure 3 shows the Internet-based
In the Figure 3, Ecash

withdrawing protocol allows the launderers’ privacy to

transactions more difficult to trace.

conduct Internet transactions. Therefore, the Internet bank
Another example of Internet-based laundering would be the

that holds digital money and merchant that accepts E-coin

use of Ecash. Ecash was developed by DigiCash [21] that

have difficulty to identify the launderers. This would leave

is a Holland and the United States based company to allow

a longer trail for law enforcement agencies to follow.

fully anonymous secure electronic cash to be used on the

Though the use of E-coin to purchase luxury item is

Internet. The security is improved by extensive use of both

currently not very popular on the Internet, the temptation for

symmetric

and

retailers [27] and money launderers seems growing as it is

techniques)

cryptography

network.

asymmetric

(digital

required

blind

signature

for open computer

uneasy to trace who spent E-coin in the Internet.

Ecash worth real monetary value has been
ISSUES ON THE INTERNET-BASED LAUNDERING

available on the Internet since October 1995. [22] Hence,
Ecash may become a particular interest to money launderers
and

law

enforcement

authorities

because

of

its

unconditionally untraceable trait.

The characteristics [28] of the Internet technology appear to
aggravate classic money laundering risk. Several concerns
are raised and covered by aspects of regulation, private right,

In the Ecash laundering module, firstly the launderers have

technology and bank supervision.

to structure the illicit funds within reporting limits into
several traditional bank accounts under different names in

Lack of Uniform Regulation

different financial institutions. This stage of process can be
operated repeatedly for a certain period of time as long as

Transactions performed by access to financial services

required. In the mean time, the launderers register Ecash

through the Internet have revealed money laundering risk.

account with Internet bank and gain a cyber wallet [23]

However, the law that regulates the Internet banking and the

residing on their computer.

new electronic payment technology is vague. For example,

Secondly the launderers

transfer their illicit funds from each traditional bank account

in the United States, the purpose of the Money Laundering

and deposit them into Ecash account through on line

Control Act of 1986 [29] is to avoid the launderers’ structure

banking service.

cash transaction with domestic banks. Under that law, the

The launderers’ computer as long as
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Figure 2 Internet-Based Laundering by Credit Card Payment
Request payment by
credit card number, IP
number, date and time
Internet billing to the
launderer’s account

The launderer’s website
Acquirer bank or credit

company provides services

card company

The launderer’s
PC at home or
Check payable to the

Internet Cafe

launderer’s company

The Launderer’s
bank account
Internet Service Provider
ü

Fake ID

The launderer pay service

ü

Phone number

by credit card or debit card

Credit card and debit card
linked with bank account
that contains illicit funds
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Figure 3 Internet-Based Laundering by Ecash
Security protocol prevents the bank and the merchant from being
able to see the serial number of the coin.

Transfer illicit funds to the
Internet bank and transform
to digital money

Merchant So ftware: sells
Valid identification
items, accepts payments and
makes payments

Validate+Deposit Coins

The launderer’s
PC at any

The launderer’s

workstation

traditional bank

The launderer’s

New coins statement

Pay coins

Ecash account
Goods receipts

Send blind coins to get bank signed

Withdraw / deposit

The launderer’s Cyber

coins

Wallet: stores coins, makes
payments, accepts payments

Leased ISP
Transfer funds to origin a/c
or third country
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financial institutions are obliged to file CTR and report

Difficulty in Identification and Authentication

suspicion. [30] Nevertheless, Ecash account offered on the
Internet bank is not FDIC insured. [31]

The non-FDIC

KYC (Know Your Customer) policy [36] is implemented to

insured Internet bank probably would not have mandatory

prevent traditional money laundering at the placement stage.

compliance with the law. [32]

Furthermore, E-coin issuer

However, in the example of Internet banking, the risk is

may not be necessary a bank. [33] Thus, the law would be

increasing because of reduction of personalized contact

inadequate to regulate non-bank organizations. In Taiwan,

between the customer and the financial institution. In other

the Act of 1997 only regulates conventional laundering and

words, through the Internet, the financial institution has

currently has no related initiative in anti-money laundering

difficulty to identify whether the bank account is opened on

through the Internet.

his own behalf. Moreover, KYC may not be sufficient to
authenticate the identity of the customer at the initial stage.

Privacy Issues

The launderers would take that advantage to conceal their
true identity on the Internet.

The

privacy

is

a

controversy

while

using

lawful

Specifically, the Internet

banking makes KYC more difficult to identify whom

investigation into a suspicious violation of anti-money

actually uses bank account and from which location the

laundering regulation. The new electronic payment method

account is accessed because of the fictitious identity and the

with security protocol prevents individual’s financial records

mobile ISP worldwide.

from exposing to the open computer network.

Before

being convicted of money laundering, a question will be

One scenario

showing difficulty in

identification and

raised on that should an individual’s financial privacy be

authentication is that the launderers could enter an Internet

protected when the law enforcement agency conducts

bank through a distant ISP located in a country where has

investigation.

high bank secrecy and requires little documents for account
opening in the name of someone else under control, and then

Taiwan law enforcement

agency recently proposed to

process transactions through personal computer.

establish a Criminal Proceeds Flow Control Database that
links with the host computer in every financial institution

Another similar on line scenario is the use of ATM

In that system, all customers’ financial

(Automatic Teller Machine) and phone banking services.

records would be revealed to the investigation authority.

They only need little information for identity verification

This initiative has generated a privacy debate in Legislative

and then conduct fund transfer without any direct physical

Yuan.

interaction. Taiwan recently had an example indicating

island wide.

that phone banking service was used to transfer illicit funds
In Australia, an example of electronic payment method such

generated from fraud activities under the cover of false loan

as stored value card is also a concern about the control on

service company. [37]

collection and use of transaction and other data.

The

information may be valuable to the law enforcement agency.

Low Transparency of Transaction

However, privacy right will be violated when disclose the
information related to any particular use of the card where

Secure cryptographic protocols

ensure anonymous and

that particular use try to identify the card user. [34]

untraceable records. It means that the audit trials would be

Consequently, a balance between Privacy Act [35] and

unclear to trace suspicious transactions that occur during the

anti-money laundering law should be considered.

sales process. In the example of the nature of Ecash, the
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law enforcement agency could be hindered to detect Ecash

anti-money laundering procedures.

transactions

in how to locate the place of the Internet transaction in order

in between

initial

subscription

and final

settlement during merchant’s capturing process. As a result,
it is unable to trace back the origin of illegal funds.

The other issue arises

to decide which country or jurisdiction has the authority to
A

investigate money laundering.

A scenario would be that

warning scenario is that money laundering indication for the

the launderers might

Ecash would not be easy to establish, and thus the Internet

through

bank and e-retailer may not fulfill reporting obligation if

jurisdictions, thus make trails longer to trace and circumvent

there is a substantial quantity of Ecash trading in the near

the investigation because of confusion of the location that

future.

transactions taken place. [40]

various

scatter their on-line transactions

ISPs

across

different

countries

or

Web-Based Service Set Up by Organized Crime
The laundering risk for the smart card, another case of Ecash
application off line, varies based on operation characteristics:

The launderers could layer their illicit funds under the cover

open and closed-end system. [38] The open-end smart card

of bogus or real information service provider and create an

system such as Mondex [39] could have higher risk because

electronic payment channel for those funds. A scenario is

of allowing

transaction

that under the guise of e-merchant, the launderers may take

In that respect,

virtual order and provide service by collecting the illicit

direct

person-to-person

without an intermediate bank involved.

value

the audit trial on transaction is insufficient. A possible

funds as payments through a seamless and labyrinthine

scenario is that the launderers may use AVM (Automatic

network of the Internet banking service.

Vending Machine) or ATM to transfer illicit funds by means
of purchasing

the smart

card and exchanging

value

anonymously.

Given that scenario, Internet gambling [41] seems an ideal
Internet-based service to be a cover for the launderers. In

Rapid Growth of Technology for Organized Crime

the case of the Internet gambling, all transactions can be
performed by providing credit card information under

It is reasonably assumed that international organised crime

fictional betting scheme. The server of this virtual casino

may have solid resources to develop advanced technology in

could be maintained

order to break encryption codes for the smart card. Thus, a

anti-money laundering jurisdiction, thus make the law

scenario is that the launderers may crack the smart card’s

enforcement agency difficult to prosecute the relevant

chip and modify the amount of money stored on it.

parties and collect transaction records.

and located

offshore

in a lax

Consequently, the launderers could change the upper limit
for the smart card value and circulate the funds in the form

Inability to Track the Internet Links

of electronic bits without passing through any regulated
banking system.

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) allows data convey
through the Internet by breaking down information into

The Issues of Jurisdictional Problem

packets. Once the packets are created, IP (Internet Protocol)
[42] provides each packet with address information and

Recently,

FATF

remains

a

concern

on

determining

direct it to the next destination on its travel between

jurisdiction for the licensing and supervision of financial

computer servers. Consequently, Each transmission from a

services provided on the Internet.

particular server should leave records on those servers with

Within their own

countries, the banking supervisors cannot ensure financial

which it communicates.

However, if a control log file

services from the out side country servers comply with

(cookie) is not set up for a transmitted message and the IP
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address is not fixed for the user, then it may be difficult to

detecting program for the Internet transactions. However,

determine the ultimate link between the launderers.

the launderers may figure out what criteria that are being
judged by and as soon as change their laundering methods to

A scenario is that the launderers may take advantage of the

avoid tracking.

dial up connection that provides IP address on a temporarily

procedures are obeyed,

basis by ISP.

watchers when laundering is in process.

The launderers have the IP number while

connected to the Internet.

As a result, even when all computer
human beings are still better

Once they completed illegal

transactions and exited this connection, the IP number is

COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST

assigned to the next active user. Thus, a specific launderer

INTERNET-BASED LAUNDERING

is difficult to determine.
Effectively, in order to prevent the Internet launderers, the
Lack of Human Intervention Against Money Laundering

key issue would be how to ascertain indication for possible

on the Internet

money laundering activities on line, and then file suspicious
transaction report or maintain financial records for law

Financial

institutions

have a responsibility

under the

enforcement agency.

Ideally, it seems computer program

anti-money laundering law, to be aware of the possibility

can perform this job. Nevertheless, as mentioned already,

that illegal activities may have occurred.

the launderers may learn existing rules applied and make a

Conventionally,

bank employees through over-the-counter transactions can

seemingly legal transaction pattern so as to evade attention

detect possible indications of money laundering activity.

from the computer program.

And they have an obligation to file suspicious report to the

further take advantage of the Internet to sophisticate fund

management

for

scrutiny.

However,

the

lack

of

Then the launderers would

transfer routes and reduce the transparency of financial

face-to-face interaction results in the difficulty of collecting

records. In view of that, how to examine and control the

conclusive evidence to determine whether it is money

working

laundering

relationship with the customers would be a determinant that

by human

judgment.

[43]

Thus, money

laundering risk in the placement stage on the Internet is

procedure

while

building

initial

account

alleviates the risk of Internet banking laundering.

increasing with less human intervention.
Framework of Countermeasures Against Internet-Based
An example of

the Internet banking service

recently

Laundering

launched by local banks in Taiwan shows the deficiency of
anti-money laundering procedure that can be implemented

The Figure 4 illustrates the foundermental framework for

on line. Despite limited function of financial services [44]

counter Internet based laundering. The framework consists

at initial stage, it would be an alternative for the launderers

of ascertain, control, and back-end operation support.

to structure illicit funds repeatedly for a certain period of
time under current limitation. The critical issue will be that

Firstly in the stage of ascertain, KYC policy would be

no human activity could monitor the frequency and trend of

implemented by relevant business entities that provide

transaction on real time mode, [45] thus the launderers may

Internet financial services as shown in the Figure 4.

have sufficient time to layer transactions before they are

Conventionally, face-to-face customer identification, as a

found.

minimum, is a baseline anti-money laundering measure
when the account is established. However, practically,

Another example is that writing computer money laundering

because of market

competition, depersonalized on-line
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account opening would be rendered to meet customer’s

institutions as an intermedia ry for money laundering.

convenience. In that respect, in order to reduce laundering

availability of Internet service only limited to those accounts

risk while open account through the Internet, financial

established in traditional way may reduce the variety of

institutions in different countries have countermeasures

payment channel selected by the launderers. In case that

listed in the Table 3, for example.

financial institutions may establish website located

The

in

relaxed banking regulation region and then provide on-line
Table 3 indicates at first stage when building on-line

financial service not allowed in home country, the firewall to

business relationship with the bank, the KYC is tried to

block the access to such website may be constructed by

conduct as it does in traditional way.

regulating ISP as well as the log file to store IP number and

However, the

effectiveness of such measure is still limited to whether

telephone number for each user should be maintained for the

front-line employee can acutely detect indications of money

law enforcement agency. Consequently, it can improve the

laundering and whether particular attention would be paid to

ability to trace the Internet link.

those high-risk exceptional accounts.[46]
In the back-end support stage, a compatible computer-based
Despite the human judgment that may be

cautiously

report in gathering and supplying significant financial

exercised while establishing account, the difficulty of

transaction

authenticating true ownership of bank account cannot be

information should be readily useable by screening system

completely removed because of the characteristic of remote

for all relevant anti-money laundering parties.

access to the account and thus conduct of transactions on

relevant intelligence covered by means of ISP through the

behalf of true owner through the Internet. As a result, to

Internet should be maintained for a reasonable period of

more effectively safeguard the vulnerability of financial

time.

transactions in the Internet environment, recommended

every financial institution. The function of this team would

principles of potential solutions that may reinforce current

review computer-based suspicious report and then make a

countermeasures be outlined in the Table 4. It is seen that

tracking phone call to the account owner while dis covering

the human judgment is a crucial factor for either traditional

abnormal transaction patterns.

face-to-face or on-line account open when conduct money

scrutiny will be determined by the factors of amount,

laundering prevention.

frequency, and purpose of transaction that would be

transaction

process,

However, in the middle of the
automated

collection

of objective

records

and

cross

boarder

wire

transfer

And all

An early-warning team is suggested to set up for

The criteria for such

regulated by law based on practical situation.

information or at least in relation to certain rudimentary
possible

laundering

indicators

may

be

necessarily

Possible Solutions for Smart Card

constructed, and assist either financial institution or law
enforcement

agency

suspicious transactions.

to

timely

and

effectively

The feasibility of

trace

biological

As for countermeasures against money laundering through
smart card, it appears to be in need of uniform standard of

verification on the account holder may be useful for the

fully accounted system for all various stored value cards to

financial institution to verify the identity so as to discourage

avoid peer-to-peer transactions (only limited to person to

the launderers.

merchant or person to financial institution transactions). A
central database is recommended

to build up for all

In the second stage of control, by limiting the range of

transactions and thus makes it easier to reconstruct card

on-line financial services and the amount of transaction, it

balance and transaction history for the law enforcement

may decrease the possible convenience of using financial

agency to trace. To constrain the capacity of smart card
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Figure 4 Framework of Counter Internet Based Laundering

Regulation

Ascertain

Control
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*Limit type of financial service

*Combine human judgment

*Limit amount of transaction

with on-line detection

*Restrict a/c to those a/c opened in

*Apply money laundering

a traditional manner

indicators into the program

*Prohibit financial institutions not licensed

*Verification by biotechnological

in a particular country from providing

Back-end Support

*Require transaction records be
maintained for a reasonable period
*Require ISP to maintain reliable
subscriber registers with appropriate
ID information
*Set up early warning team

on-line service in that country

method

*Require ISP to create log files with data
relating to IP# and Tel#

Bank

ISP

Merchants

Professionals
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Table 3 Current Countermeasures for On-Line Account Open by Selected Countries

Country

Measure

Belgium

Per anti-money laundering law, it makes no distinction between traditional and on-line account opening by
fax, e-mail or Internet. A copy of probationary document must be filed and maintained by the entity.

Japan

Only accept on-line transaction of which account is opened through traditional face-to-face channel.

Taiwan

On-line transaction is currently limited to bank account that is already opened through over-the-counter
procedure. No relevant law regulates on-line account open procedure.

United States

On-line account open procedure is similar to that by mail. The customer must enter identification number
for verification.

Table 4 Basic Principles for Potential Countermeasure

Principle

By KYC procedure:
l

Strengthen existing customer identification requirement and revise procedures that can facilitate the expertise of
financial institutions to truly know transaction pattern and financial behavior of nominal account holder over the life of
business relationship.
+ Advantage
²

By human scrutiny, as early as possible to detect abnormal pattern and conduct proper reaction.

²

By periodical telephone contact and physical site visit on the customer, more or less, reduce the risk that the
launderers take advantage of not necessary presence in the bank over the life of account, and then transacting
illicit funds distantly.

+ Disadvantage
²

Need experienced employee.

²

Staff turnover and discontinuity of detecting money laundering training would influence the effectiveness of
anti-money laundering measure.

²

In respect to customer relationship management, the capacity per FTE (Full Time Employee) could be limited due
to the concern on cost effective.
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Table 4 Basic Principles for Potential Countermeasure (Con’d)

Principle

By technical improvement:
l

Develop advanced information technology that can detect suspicious on-line transaction.
+ Advantage
²

Reduce bias from subjective human judgment.

²

Reinforce accuracy of information by co-work with human-based monitoring

²

Timely generate automated suspect report on daily, weekly or monthly basis

²

Create explicit format for sorting, and then locate potential launderers as effectively as possible.

+ Disadvantage

l

²

Need compatible computer report format that links to each relevant party.

²

Need continuously revise money laundering criteria for computer program

²

Need construct firewall to prevent the launderers from cracking the computer program

Develop a new verification technology that may scan customer’s physical characteristics such as eyeball, fingerprint and
even DNA.
+Advantage
²

Easily identify and authenticate true ownership of bank account

² Increase the difficulty of disguising identity, and then discourage the launderers.
+ Disadvantage
²

Financial institutions and relevant parties may need sufficient database to store biological information. And the
information exchange network that links with Bank, ISP, merchant, or even law enforcement agency is necessary to
establish to cross verify the identity of true owner.

²

Financially, cost effective would remain a concern

By transaction limitation:
l

To limit the type of on-line financial service or the amount of transaction
+ Advantage
²

Reduce the alternative that the launderers may select

²

Prolong the length of time that the launderers structure their illicit funds, thus probably discourage them.

+ Disadvantage
²

Due to market competition, all financial institutions may not have uniform standard for the limitation of such
financial services and transactions. Therefore, the launderers still could have selections to register in on-line
banking that has relaxed limitation.
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including maximum value stored and turnover limits as

sufficient to cover money laundering in the Internet. The

well as number of smart cards per individual customer is

Internet-based

suggested while issuing. [47]

enforcement

Linking this new payment

laundering
agency.

has been alerting
It is assumed

that

the law
the law

technology to bank accounts is also feasible to provide

enforcement agency would think of ways to surpass the

clear audit trials while using smart card on-line or off-line

advances of the Internet-based laundering so as to catch

mode. Certainly, there would be a possible difficulty to

money launderers in the act.

establish international standard to such countermeasures

market, it is inevitable that the Internet technology will be

and then require uniform record keeping procedures for

improving quickly and the launderers would use that

systems to enable the examination, documentation, and

Internet technology.

seizure of relevant records by investigation authorities.

transaction on the grounds that such transactions are

Nevertheless, in a free

As a result, prohibiting Internet

difficult to trace is not basically feasible. Thus, it is
Jurisdictional Issues

summarized that:

In this regard, in order to achieve agreement on which

1. From the point of view of the law enforcement agency,

country or jurisdiction would have authority to control

they worry that the Internet may become the launderers’

anti-money laundering and conduct investigation, a recent

paradise. In that respect, the law enforcement agency

joint Bank of France and French Banking Commission

wishes to have access to all financial records.

report proposes to use a rule that the Internet transaction

private right would be violated under that expectation.

should be considered to have taken place in the computer

Despite no fully financial privacy right that can be

that covers the financial service provider’s information and

protected

management system. However, if ISP hosting provider’s

enforcement inquiry into suspicious account, should

website is not in the same location as its management

anonymous on-line transactions or all individual banking

system where the account held, then the latter could be

data be secretly monitored? Such question would be a

considered as the relevant location. [48]

debate between legal authority, banking supervisor and

while

using

so-called

legitimate

The

law

relevant private right protection party.
CONCLUSION
2. In the era of the Internet environment, in addition to
In comparison with classic money laundering technique,

traditional financial institution, ISP has become an

electronic money laundering scheme takes advantages of

important medium for the launderers.

remote access, quick fund transfer and highly secured

responsibility of ISP, the current telecommunication law

transaction in the Internet.

is inadequate to include their obligation to provide

Despite the absence of data

As for the

showing the magnitude of the Internet-based laundering,

reliable user information.

we must accept that we currently traversing a period of

appropriate

transition to electronic means of money laundering.

legislative authority can opt to put more pressure on ISP

The

regulation

This results in that the

on ISP is in need.

examples given in this article are only typical modules that

as it does on the banking industry.

the launderers may use.

may invoke

From the examples illustrated,

they tell us the efficiency of electronic payment method and

serious

attention

The

In that regard, it
from ISP to make

electronic money laundering cumbersome.

the application of security protocol in the Internet are
abused by the launderers to legitimize criminal proceeds.

3. From the point of view of the financial institutions,

However, the current anti-money laundering law is not

obviously, most honest citizens are the target groups that
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the financial institutions will deal with. The financial

exterior affair, and ISP.

institutions would be continuously seeking for advances

laundering seems still be in the difficulty of covering all

in product developing and financial service upgrade. To

mentioned

provide customers’ quick response on banking services at

disadvantages for the possible countermeasures, the

any time and any place is heavily relying on remote

authorities would never stop trying to crack down the

banking by means of the Internet technology.

criminals.

As a

issues.

The counter Internet-based

Despite

those

issues

and

They would try every possible effort to

result of compliance with anti-money regulation, they

hinder money laundering activities.

would be convinced to implement special investigatory

of possible solutions to prevent money laundering need

software into their computer systems so as to flag

to be reviewed and reinforced periodically since the

suspicious

technology behind the new electronic payment system is

on-line

transactions.

The

financial

institutions probably would establish early warning

still

teams to timely monitor automated suspicious reports,

countermeasures fully developed, at least, the anti-money

thus detect money laundering indicators as reference to

laundering

the probable cause to search by the law enforcement

Internet-based laundering, and thus comply all relevant

agency.

parties in the economy system.

And in order to reduce the potential risk of

developing.

law

However

Many multi-ways

should

before

be

well-thought

amended

to

cover

using temporary account by the launderers, the bank is
practical to refuse accepting incomplete documented
account

by restricting

delegation

authority

in the

5. If the launderers can take advantage of the Internet
technology to legitimate the illicit funds, same way may

frontline. The extent of the implication of face-to-face

be

used

in

the

anti-money

account open procedure will be varied from country to

Specifically,

country.

However, there would be a tendency to

technology-based and human-based scrutiny may be

conduct account open on-line under certain limitations or

feasible and effective to prevent money laundering.

at least as it does in traditional means. Bank employee

However, which part that is more focusing would be

training on verification and authentication would be

varied from case to case.

the

laundering

combined

measures.

application

of

reinforced while business relationship established in the
Internet. Consequently, more or less, the loopholes are

6. Revision on the law to cover money laundering in the

to be avoided so that the financial institutions may

Internet environment is a foundermental work to develop

alleviate the possibility of being limitless conduits for the

uniform law and

launderers to move money between countries.

Internet-based laundering.

international standard to combat
And no matter how much

better improved is anti-money laundering measure; KYC
4. Many issues will be experienced before the entire
anti-money laundering system settles down to cover this
revolutionary mode of money laundering.

range

of disciplines

establishment, private right

on-line business relationship with customers.

In view of

those mentioned issues and to find out feasible solutions,
a wide

policy is always a very baseline work when building

including
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[37] This example is cited that a crime organization used a

protocol applied.

loan company to require victim deposit so-called guarantee

provide inter-branch fund transfer with maximum amount

money into bank account before false loan disbursement.

limit of NTD 3 million (USD 86,956 equ, 1:34.5) per day.

Then transfer funds from victim’s bank account to several

On the contrary, for banks using SSL (SSL 128 bits)

third parties’ bank accounts under his control by simply

protocol, the inter-bank fund transfer is not allowed and

entering victim’s PIN (Personal Identification Number)

in-house fund transfer to third party account is limited to

through telephone banking service online.

NTD 100,000 (USD 2,899 equ, 1:34.5) per day.

[38] Open-end system indicates that money value can be

[45] The most effective way to prevent money laundering is

directly transferred between cards.

to catch the launderers

However, under

For banks using SET protocol may

in the act while structuring

closed-end system, money value can only be recharged

transactions. It would be more difficult to trace back to

from user’s bank account and the used value will be

the origin after successful structure even if there is a

directly credited to the merchant’s bank account.

completed but more complicated transaction records for the

[39] The Mondex payment scheme was developed by

law enforcement agency. To prolong investigation period

Natwest in 1990. Its first trial in 1992 was launched for

and mess up the financial records are the purpose of the

6,000 staff at Natwest in London. Then in 1995, a major

launderers.

public trial was conducted in Swindon. In July 1996,

[46] According to bank practice, it may accept account that

Mondex International was formed.

is opened with incomplete documents (or other substitute)

[40] Despite no such evidence, it cannot be considered

on a deviation basis. However, it may generate a risk of

there is no sign of that laundering occurring on the Internet.

temporary account as a conduit that the launderers would

It is believed that the methods to detect this type of

use to structure or collect illegal funds during the waiting

Internet-based laundering activity have not been developed.

period for collecting full documentations.

See FATF, Report

[47] In Taiwan, regulation on stored value card allows

on Money Laundering Typologies

2000-2001, February 2001.

maximum value of NTD 10,000 (USD 290 equ, 1:34.5).

[41] According to FATF report, there is evidence in some

And all accounting records should be kept for five years for

FATF member countries that the launderers are using the

the purpose of audit trial.

Internet gambling to launder the proceeds of crime.

[48] See Bank of France and Banking Commission,

[42] All e-mail address and websites have a unique IP

Internet: The Prudential Consequences , 5 July 2000, 17

number consisting of four numbers ranging from 0 to 255.
The IP number is separated by periods and can be indicated
as the mailing address of the computer to which the content
is being sent.
[43] The banking

employee has knowledge of

any

attempted structuring by the launderers. Thus it appears
that the ability to launder the illegal profits would be
hampered.
[44] As of August 2001 in Taiwan, the Internet financial
services include account enquiry, fund transfer, mutual fund
subscription/redemption/switch, credit card payment and
product information updates. For example, the extent of
fund transfer services will depend on type of security
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ABSTRACT
Cal Poly Pomona's College of Business Administration is
in the process of introducing a new eBusiness option to
its majors. In spite of the dot.com crash, or perhaps
because of it, we believe the need for an understanding
of the principles of eBusiness to be greater than ever.
Our new eBusiness option is targeted at students who
wish to participate in the next generation of dot.com
businesses, but who do not seek the technical depth of
our computer information systems majors. In creating
this new option, we see ourselves at the frontier of
institutions of higher education and a key component in
the genesis of a new generation of eEntrepreneurs. This
paper explores this new option for our business students
that we will be offering at Cal Poly Pomona. We believe
this paper will be of interest to educators, who, much like
ourselves, are only now beginning to consider the
importance of this new direction in information systems
curricula.
Keywords: Curriculum, eBusiness, eEconomy
INTRODUCING eBUSINESS AT CAL POLY POMONA
Depending upon your point of view, the current demise
of the dot.com industry can be seen as either proof that
dot.com businesses are a thing of the past or that we still
have much to learn about Internet-based business. We
believe the latter. To us, the current economic downturn
is a natural and temporary result of overheated growth
and that the new economy – post-Internet – will never be
the same as the old one. We see the current direction in
business today as clearly favoring an eEconomy and
with it, the need for business graduates who will be
equipped to understand its principles and to manage in
this new environment. This paper explores the design of
a new option in eBusiness that will be offered at our
university. The curriculum will consist of a seven course
sequence with implementation beginning in fall 2001.
ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT
The new eBusiness option will be housed within our
AACSB-approved College of Business Administration.
Our university is on the quarter system and awards its
business graduates with the degree of Bachelor of

Science in Business Administration.
The College
includes a total of six academic departments: Accounting;
Computer Information Systems; Finance, Real Estate &
Law; International Business & Marketing; Management
& Human Resources; and Technology & Operations
Management. Each department provides at least one
option within the business major corresponding to its
principal course of study. At this time, a departmental
home for the new option in eBusiness has not yet been
chosen.
The College currently enrolls approximately 4,300
students. Of particular relevance to us is that our CIS
program is now entering its fourth year of restricted
enrollment. Because we are unable to satisfy the demand
for seats within the CIS option, we were granted the
distinction of “impacted” status, which essentially
allowed us to raise our admissions standards until the
supply and demand are in equilibrium. Although the
softening of the economy appears to have reduced some
of the excess demand for CIS courses, we still need to
remain impacted. Because of this unsatisfied demand for
CIS courses, we believe that many business students
who were unable to enroll in the CIS program will be
interested in studying eBusiness.
THE BUSINESS OF eBUSINESS
While we believe our university to be a pioneer in
teaching eBusiness, we are not alone. As shown in
Table 1, at this time, the following North American
colleges of business have existing programs in eBusiness
[3].
Geographically, we see Cal Poly Pomona as the only
institution of higher learning in the Western United
States, Mexico, and Western Canada offering such an
option at this time. Although some schools offer courses
in eBusiness and others go farther by including an
“emphasis” or “track” in eBusiness, we believe the
strength of this program lies in the fact that our
eBusiness option is interdisciplinary and carries a status
equivalent to such long-standing academic stalwarts as
Accounting, Computer Information Systems, Finance, etc.
Being interdisciplinary, the faculty that will teach
eBusiness courses have been drawn from departments
throughout the College.
In our viewpoint, this
interdisciplinary approach creates a synergy that would
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EBZ 301 –

likely not exist if the option were placed within a single

SCHOOL
University of South Alabama
University of Toledo
University of Scranton
Texas Christian University
Old Dominion University

Introduction

LOCATION

to

Electronic

Business.

WEB ADDRESS

Mobile, Alabama USA
Toledo, Ohio USA
Scranton, Pennsylvania USA
Fort Worth, Texas USA
Norfolk, Virginia USA

www.mcob.usouthal.edu
ecommerce.utoledo.edu
www.academic.uofs.edu
www.neeley.tcu.edu/ebiz
www.odu-cbpa.org/
ecomm.htm
University of New Brunswick,
New Brunswick, Canada
business.unbsj.ca/bba/
St. Johns
bbaecommerce.htm
Table 1: North American Schools Offering eBusiness
traditional academic department.
In crafting its eBusiness option, our school seeks to
provide eBusiness students with the abilities to work
with both traditional "brick and mortar" businesses, as
they adapt to the eBusiness marketplace, as well as
"pure" eBusiness organizations – those existing solely as
Internet-based entities. A third goal of this option is to
provide students with the tools necessary to work in the
non-profit sector or for the government [2].
Students in the eBusiness option may also choose to
direct their course of study into one of the five areas of
specialization shown in Table 2.
Each area of
specialization requires an additional five courses of
coursework [1]

Specialization
Customer Relationship
Management
Supply Chain
Management
eBusiness
Entrepreneurship and
Strategy
Accounting and
Transaction Processing
Content Creation and
Management
Enterprise Integration

THE eBUSINESS CURRICULUM
All business students must take a common core
curriculum. These courses, shown in Table 3, consist of
a fourteen course sequence including topics from
economics, statistics, accounting, computer information
systems, finance, marketing, management, and operations
management.
The eBusiness curriculum extends this
core sequence by requiring seven courses specifically
focused on eBusiness, plus five additional business
courses chosen with advisor approval (see Table 3). An
abbreviated description of these courses and their
sequence follows [3].

Technology underpinnings of eBusiness, impact on
other information systems within a business, impact on
business design and strategy including how business
strategy shapes and is now being shaped by threats and

Course
EC 201
EC 201
STA 120
ACC 207
ACC 208
CIS 310
FRL 201
FRL 300
FRL 301
IBM 301
MHR 301
TOM 301
TOM 301

Title
Principles of Economics I
Principles of Economics II
Statistics with
Applications
Financial Accounting for
Decision Making
Managerial Accounting
for Decision Making
Management Information
Systems
Legal Environment of
Business
Managerial Finance I
Managerial Finance II
Principles of Marketing
Management
Principles of Management
Managerial Statistics
Production / Operations
Management

opportunities in eBusiness.
EBZ 302 – eBusiness Technology. Intensive survey of
technologies used to support all aspects of electronic
business. Develop a familiarity with the concepts,
vocabulary and tools of electronic business technology.
EBZ 303 – eBusiness
Customer
Relationship
Management. Critical role of Life Time Value (LTV).
Integration of management, sales, marketing, finance,
operations, IT and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to
create a true customer-centric focus.
Business-toBusiness (B2B) and Business-to-Consumer (B2C)
markets.
EBZ 304 – eBusiness-enabled Supply Chain Management.
Integration of internal company resources to work
effectively with the external supply chain; eBusiness
concepts and Web technologies to manage the supply
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CONCLUSION

chain; enhancement of a company's overall performance
through improved manufacturing capability, market
responsiveness, and customer-supplier relationships.

Developing a new course of study is always challenging,
but more so when the curriculum involves leading-edge
topics such as those found in eBusiness. In this paper,
we have examined the rationale, structure, and contents
of the new eBusiness option at our university. For us,
this
addition
to
our
College
of
Business
Administration’s curricula is the logical next step in our
ongoing process of curriculum revision and we believe
this may be the case for other schools as well.

EBZ 305 – eBusiness Enterprise Resource Planning.
Automation and integration of corporate functions via
enterprise resource technology software. Theory of and
hands on practice with ERP software.
ERP
implementation steps.
EBZ 306 – eBusiness Startup and Development. Start up
of Internet (dot.-com) companies and development of
eBusiness capabilities within existing enterprises,
including identifying business opportunities, developing
and implementing concepts, business planning, and
obtaining financial and investment support. Emphasis on
case analysis, including eBusiness failures as well as
successful ventures.

REFERENCES
[1] College of Business Administration. eBusiness at Cal
Poly Pomona. California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona. (June 2001).
[2] College of Business Administration. eBusiness FAQ.
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona. (June
2001).

EBZ 466 – eBusiness Practicum. Capstone course for
eBusiness curriculum.
Practical, hands-on projects
and/or applied research that integrates concepts and
techniques.

[3] College of Business Administration. Proposal for
eBusiness Option. California State Polytechnic University,
Pomona. (October 2000).

The eBusiness curriculum is divided into four tiers
beginning with EBZ 301 (Introduction to Electronic
Business) and ending with a capstone course, EBZ 466
(eBusiness Practicum). Other required and elective
courses are taken in between these two points.
The
eBusiness curriculum is shown graphically in Figure 1.

EBZ 301
Intro to Electronic

EBZ 302
eBusiness Technology

EBZ 303
eBusiness Customer

EBZ 304
eBusiness-enabled

EBZ 305
eBusiness Enterprise

EBZ 306
eBusiness Startup and

EBZ 466
eBusiness Practicum

Figure 1: eBusiness Curriculum Hierarchy
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ABSTRACT

professional autonomy may hinder the frequency of
interactions

with

This research aims at investigating the knowledge

community.

Fourthly, attitudes regarding information

sharing-behaviors in a teachers’ professional virtual

ownership are important factors in knowledge sharing

community. Logs data in the entire community and in

of a professional virtual community. Finally, teaching

special interest groups (SIGs) were analyzed.

and IT usage experiences are not major factors affecting

Some

others

in

professional

virtual

typical behaviors were identified by the clustering

knowledge-sharing behavior in pro fessional virtual

analysis in this study.

communities.

The largest group of member

belongs to inactive users.
system, are passive

They rarely log in the
1. INTRODUCTION

in uploading or downloading

teaching materials, and almost never post or reply
messages.

Another group is

active in receiving

In Taiwan, an educational reform has moved

knowledge while reluctant to give knowledge or to

toward nine-year joined curricula plan which integrates

respond. The third group frequently login the system,

teaching scope and essential abilities for students from

is the most active in sharing knowledge, and actively

primary

searching knowledge. However, the third group contains

movement, teachers in primary and junior-high schools

only a small

are expected to autonomously design courses, flexibly

number of members.

Furthermore,

to

junior-high

education.

Within

this

fifty-five members of the knowledge-sharing group

administrate classes and multi-dimensionally evaluate

were interviewed using focus group technique to find

students’ learning effectiveness.

out qualitative information as to why they are willing to

faced the challenges in curriculum and teaching method

share information and what are their concerns in sharing

change, it is an excellent timing for teachers from

information.

different schools to exchange experiences and share

Since schools have

ideas in strengthening professional abilities, and in turn,
The results indicated that knowledge sharing is not a

to innovate new practices for improving efficacy.

common behavior in professional virtual community,
and knowledge-sharing culture is difficult to promote

A teachers’ professional community website, called

even in non-competitive professional communities.

SCTNet

Secondly, knowledge cannot flow easily throughout the

http://sctnet.edu.tw), was established in March, 2000 in

community

even

providing

promoting

mechanism

when

certain
is

knowledge

provided.

flow

Thirdly,

(Smart

a

cyber

Creative

Teachers

opportunity

for

Network,

teachers

in

compulsory education. With About fifteen thousands
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members in July, 2001, SCTNet has grown to be a
nonprofit virtual community as intended.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

On the

SCTNet, teachers can share their professional works
such as course plans, research results, and teaching

The following subsections introduce literatures related

resources with members and receive comments in turn.

to teacher’s professional community, virtual community,

Authors

and knowledge sharing.

keep

the

copyright

while

uploading

professional works to the website, and members can
freely download.

Teachers can also dialogue in

2.1 Teachers’ Professional Community

specific subject areas on discussion boards, and teachers
with similar interests can create special interest groups

Professional communities are different from general

(SIG) to collaborate their professional works.

communities.

The members of the former generally

have shared norms and values, and they carry out critical
While we are moving toward the knowledge economy

reflection and continue the professional dialogues with

era, some contemporary school reform efforts suggested

one another

a shift from the predominant view of schools as

extending from teachers within a school to those across

bureaucratic

organizations

to that

of schools

as

schools,

[31][38].

stimulates

The sense

the

of community,

formation

teachers’

of

communities [31]. The sense of community, extending

professional communities, and the trend of teachers’

from teachers within a school to those across schools,

professional development is towards forming community

stimulates

of teachers’

the formation

professional

of learning in place of past isolation of learning. Thus,

community. By virtue of information technology (IT),

some kinds of teachers’ professional communities appear,

teachers

such as “educative community” [4], and so on.

No

geographical regions can communicate and collaborate

matter

the

through Internet. A virtual community embedded with

characteristics distinctive of and critical to teachers’

professional community characteristics can be built by

professional community, according to Louis, Marks, and

utilizing IT in the knowledge economy era to shape the

Kruse [21], are (1) shared norms and values, (2) focus on

new paradigm of professional practice.

student

in

different

schools

across

different

Vishik and

Whinston [36] conclude that “virtual communities” are
important

in

ameliorating

the

efficiency

what

the

learning,

communities

(3)

reflective

are

called,

dialogue,

(4)

deprivatization of practice, and (5) collaboration.

of the

distribution of the electronic information and quality of

Scribner, et al. [31] suggested four organizational factors

informational goods.

influencing the establishment of professional community:
principal leadership, organizational history, organizational

With all the positive viewpoints and expectations on

priorities, and organization of teacher work.

virtual community, we investigated how members of

indicated that double-loop learning is invaluable to sustain

virtual community behave in terms of taking and giving

the professional community and “professional learning

knowledge.

community” is the desired outcome.

We also like to find out the patterns of

knowledge-sharing behavior.
15,541

members

They also

SCTNet log data of

was analyzed

through

clustering

2.2 Virtual Community

analysis. Focus group technique was also adopted to
collect qualitative data.

Several cyber-communities, or called cyber communities,
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electronic communities

(e -communities),

evolving on the Internet.

are rapidly

Scientists have used the

Internet to share data, collaborate

in return.

Actionable information has also been

appropriately

on research, and

exchange messages for a long time. In essence, scientists

defined

as

knowledge

[8].

The

anticipation of future collaboration is also identified as
a factor to developing trust between members [15][16].

formed interactive research communities that existed not
on a physical campus but on the Internet [2]. According

(2) Reputation

and

influence

within

a community:

to Chang, et al. [5], e-communities can be defined as

Rheingold [27] suggests that the effect of one’s

“social aggregations of a critical mass of people on the

contributions based upon his reputation within the

Internet who engage in public discussions, interactions in

community can also influence, both positively and

chat rooms, and information exchanges with sufficient

negatively, his or her willingness to share relevant

human feeling on matters of common interest to form

knowledge with other members of the community.

webs

of personal

relationships.”

Hagel

III

and

There are

some factors, which may increase a

Armstrong [11] take a business perspective and cast

contributor’s reputation: high quality information,

virtual communities as “virtual enterprises”.

impressive

Schubert

[29] indicates that, “virtual communities describe the

technical

details

in

one’s

answers,

willingness to help others, and elegant writing.

union between individuals or organizations who share
common values and interests using electronic media to

(3) Perception of efficacy: members are more likely to

communicate within a shared semantic space on a regular

exert greater effort if one or more of the following

basis. Their communication is thus independent from

three conditions apply: (a) their contributions are

restrictions of time and place.”

identified as being important (b) contributions are
personally relevant (c) members perceive a clear

Although the virtual community has a great contribution

relationship between contribution and outcome [32].

to collecting information and resources, its value in

This perception of efficacy is defined as a community

existence is not associated with the collecting work per se.

member’s belief that his regular, quality contributions

It is really worthy that the virtual community aggregates

have an impact on his community as a whole, and such

people and provides like -minded

people

with

an

contributions add to the contributor’s reputation.

interactive environment where they create mutual trust
and understanding climate. Depending on meeting the

Scott and Walker [30] and Tampoe [35] employ the

types of consumer needs, there are four types of virtual

Maslow’s [22] Needs Hierarchy Theory to tackle the

communities including interest, transaction, fantasy, and

problem. According to the theory, needs hierarchy can

relationship [2].

be ranked as basic, safety, belongingness, esteem, and
self-actualization.

2.3 Knowledge Sharing

They argued that motivation to

share comes from Maslow’s three highest hierarchical
levels.

Knowledge workers do not share knowledge

In an attempt to answer why sharing knowledge, Tiwana

because of money or to improve their relations with

and Bush [34] employ the Social Exchange Theory [20] to

their co-workers. Instead, their motivation comes from

address:

their desire for self-actualization.

(1) Anticipated

reciprocity:

expectation

that he will

receive actionable information and useful information

Hendriks [12]

employed the Herzberg’s [13] Two Factor Theory to
explain the knowledge-sharing motivation.
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factors are factors do not motivate behavior when they

activities in SCTNet are collected for further analysis.

are present, but they will lead to a decreased motivation

Seven and eight variables were extracted from general

when absent.

Alternatively, motivators will result in

members and SIGs, respectively. These activity logs are

an increased motivation when present, such as challenge

transformed into the variables including frequency of

of work, or sense of achievement.

logins,

When looking for

frequency

of

teaching

materials

uploaded,

reasons why people want to share knowledge, one

frequency of teaching materials downloaded, frequency of

almost automatically turn to lists of motivators rather

teaching materials evaluated, frequency of articles posted

hygiene factors.

on bulletin, frequency of article replied on bulletin, and
frequency of message posted on message board.

As for factors affecting knowledge sharing, Jarvenpaa
and

Staples

[17][18]

identified

perceptions

information culture, attitudes regarding

The

following activities in SIGs are also tracked: frequencies
of

information

of teaching materials uploaded in SIGs, frequencies of
teaching materials downloaded in SIGs, frequencies of

ownership, propensity to share, task interdependence,

relative sites recommended

computer comfort, and perceived characteristics of

articles posted on bulletin in SIGs, frequencies of article

computer-based

replied on bulletin in SIGs, frequencies of message posted

information

are

determinants.

in SIGs, frequencies of

Consistent with Constant et al. ’s [7] earlier findings,

on message board in SIGs, frequencies of message replied

views of information ownership and propensity to share

on message board in SIGs, frequencies of message mailed

were

in SIGs.

significantly

related

to

knowledge-sharing

behavior on electronic media. They concluded that
when knowledge is perceived to be “owned” by the

After that the clustering technique was employed to

individual, people are more likely to exchange their

identify knowledge-sharing behaviors.

knowledge for “intangible” returns, such as reputation

process is elaborated as follow. First, since variables that

and

are multi-collinear are implicitly weighted more heavily,

self-esteem.

Another

perspective

views

The clustering

knowledge as a public good that is socially generated,

we have to examine whether the data exhibit violation of

maintained,

and

the assumption of cluster analysis. The tolerance values

communities

of practice

exchanged
[3].

within

emergent

Knowledge

is an

are greater than 0.1 and VIF values are less than 10 lend

intangible resource that is treated as a public good and

us the credential to conclude that there is no collinearity

can be shared and spread throughout the community

between the variables.

without losing its value, nor being consumed in the

technique [25] was then applied.

process of transfer.

procedure based on Ward’s method is first applied to

In such case,

people share

Second, two-stage

clustering

Hierarchical cluster

knowledge beyond the maximization of self-interest and

compute the squared Euclidean distance. Subsequently,

personal gain, and are motivated by moral obligation

the candidate numbers of clusters and their corresponding

[37].

centroid

are

obtained

and

nonhierarchical clustering.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

serve

as the input

of

The K-means algorithm is

selected to perform the clustering task with calibrated seed
points.

If the result fails to pass the examination and

On the SCTNet, members with a similar interest can

validation phrases, it is dropped and another run with

create a SIG to collaborate according to their objectives.

different setting is thereby proceeded.

The demographic data of members and their various

clusters

with

non-metric
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analysis are employed to investigate characteristics of

LOGIN- Number of logins.

these clusters. All the data are analyzed using SPSS.

Discussion
DBPOST- Number of posts on the discussion board.

Finally, to gain insights into the contextual settings and

DBREPLY- Number of reply to discussion posts.

attitudes towards knowledge sharing of members, two

Message

focus groups with 55 members were interviewed.

MBPOST- Number of messages on the message board.

There

were 37 female and 18 male among them, with similar

Document Sharing

composition of total members on SCTNet. Also, two of

UPLOAD- Number of teaching-resources uploaded to

them have a master degree, the others have a bachelor

SCTNet.

degree.

DOWNLOAD-

Their experiences of using SCTNet and personal

Number

viewpoints toward knowledge-sharing were asked as well.

downloaded from SCTNet.

A questionnaire was also employed to collect personal

EVALUATE-

information, such as the school name, specialties, seniority,

resources.

Number

of

of

teaching-resources

comments

on

teaching

IT capability, habit of using IT, and contextual data
regarding

individual,

organization,

and environment.

The details of data collected are listed in the Appendix.

Table 1(b) summarizes the behaviors defined by these
four category of variables. Their comparisons between
clusters are graphically represented in Figure 1.

4. RESEARCH RESULTS

We

can find that download teaching-resources is the most
frequent behavior and post on the discussion board is

This section discusses the behaviors of regular members

the least frequent. The behavior of knowledge giving

and SIG members, separately. Finally, the behaviors

such as post on discussion or message board, upload

of the teachers involved in both settings are also

files, comment, and reply on discussion board is

scrutinized.

significantly less than the behavior of knowledge taking
such as login and download files.

4.1 Behaviors of Regular Members

Members were

grouped into four clusters. Each cluster is described as
following:

Up to July, 2001, there are 15,541 members registered
on the SCTNet and the distributions of gender and

Cluster 1

education are depicted in Table 1(a).

There are 257 members in cluster 1. As shown in

Most of the

teachers are female with Bachelor’s degree.

Table 1(b), they like to download teaching-resources but
never post any message on the discussion board. They

Seven variables were considered for the clustering

are inactive in all activities except for downloading

analysis.

teaching-resources.

types

These variables can be grouped into four

of activities,

namely,

attending,

discussion,

message posting, and teaching-resources sharing. The

Cluster 2

definition of each variable is described below. Variables

There are 11 members in cluster 2. They login the

are measured on the basis of one member once he or she

system very often and download teaching-resources, but

joined the community.

never post on the discussion board or message board

Attending

and never give any comment. They are very negative
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to upload file and reply on discussion board.

This

cluster

Table 1. Demographic & Log Data of Regular Members
Gender
Female
Male
Null

Education
Frequency
10434
4886
221

Percent
67.1%
31.4%
1.4%

Bachelor
Master
High school
Null

Frequency
13309
1773
375
84

Percent
85.6%
11.4%
2.4%
0.5%

(a) Demographic Data

Cluster
Members
Number
Cluster 1
257
Cluster 2
11
Cluster 3
15253
Cluster 4
20
Average
15541

LOGIN

MBPOST

35.6070
87.7273
3.0629
20.0500
4.0690

0.0117
0.0000
0.0153
18.0500
0.0384

UPLOAD DOWNLOAD
0.6226
0.4545
0.1200
9.8500
0.1410

EVALUATION DBPOST DBREPLY

258.0389
882.5455
8.3334
65.8500
13.1555

0.2996
0.0000
0.0208
11.0500
0.0396

0.0000
0.0000
0.0023
1.2500
0.0039

0.2140
0.0909
0.0270
22.5000
0.0591

(b) Cluster Information

1000
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1
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Figure 1. Graphical Comparisons Between Clusters of Regular Members

is similar to cluster 1 except that login and download

Twenty members in cluster 4 are the most active in

frequencies are significantly higher.

sharing knowledge. They are delighted to both giving
and taking knowledge on the SCTNet. There are only

Cluster 3

twenty persons in this cluster. It reflects that sharing

Most of the members belong to cluster 3 and they are

knowledge on SCTNet is still not a popular behavior.

passive to share knowledge, neither providing nor
receiving. The number of logins is significantly lower

4.2 Behaviors of SIG members

than that of clusters 1 and 2. They represent inactive
or unskilled users.

There are 1,158 members

in the SIGs and the

frequencies of gender and education degree are depicted
Cluster 4

as Table 2(a).

Table 2. Demographic & Log Data of SIG Members
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Female
Male
Null

Gender
Frequency
696
398
64

Percent
60.1%
34.4%
5.5%

Education
Frequency
958
186
12
2

Bachelor
Master
High school
Null

Percent
82.7%
16.1%
1%
0.2%

(a) Demographic Data

Cluster
Members
Number
Cluster 1
1119
Cluster 2
39
Average
1158

DBPOST DBREPLY
0.4272
8.1282
0.6865

MBPOST

MBREPLY

UPLOAD

DOWNLOAD

EMAIL

URLREC

0.3021
5.1026
0.4637

0.2475
3.7179
0.3644

0.8177
12.0000
1.1943

2.8329
123.8462
6.9085

0.5067
13.7436
0.9525

0.2163
3.3077
0.3204

1.0349
15.3333
1.5164

(b) Cluster Information
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Figure 2. Graphical Comparisons Between Clusters of SIG Members

For SIGs, eight variables

are grouped

into five

DOWNLOAD-

Number

of

teaching

categories of activities, namely, discussion, message

downloaded from SCTNet.

exchange, document sharing, e-mail sending, and URL

E-mail Sending

recommendation. The definition of each variable is

EMAIL- Number of e-mails sent on SCTNet.

shown below.

URL Recommendation

resources

URLREC- Number of recommended web sites.
Discussion
DBPOST- Number of posts on the discussion board.

Table 2(b) depicts the summary data of all behaviors.

DBREPLY- Number of replies to discussion posts.

Further, visual displays of comparisons between clusters

Message Exchange

are demonstrated in Figure 2. Generally speaking, the

MBPOST- Number of messages on the message board.

results exhibit similar patterns as the regular members.

MBREPLY- Number of message replies to discussion

We can find that file download is the most frequent

messages.

behavior and web sites recommendation is the least

Document Sharing

frequent. After cluster analysis, these members can be

UPLOAD- Number of teaching resources uploaded to

divided into two clusters. Each cluster is described

SCTNet.

below.
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(4) Feedback:

The frequency of knowledge caring

Cluster 1

(FKC) is another important behavior to be addressed.

Most of the members (1,119 out of 1,158) belong to

It is the interaction within social networks, which is

cluster 1 and they are passive to share knowledge.

defined as answering or responding efforts spent on
strengthening relationships between members, and is

Cluster 2

defined as follow.

There are 39 members in cluster 2. They represent

FKC = DBREPLY + MBREPLY +EMAIL

active

(5) Knowledge Consumption:

knowledge-sharing

members.

They

The frequency of

significantly flourish in the behavior of files download

knowledge acquisition (FKA) refers to the knowledge

and they are active to reply on discussion board,

utilization

uploading files, and sending e-mails.

summarizing the frequencies of teaching resources

behavior

and

is simply

computed

by

download in both general community and SIGs:

4.3 Behaviors of members in both groups

FKA = DOWNLOAD
(6) Evaluation: The usefulness and quality of teaching

We now focus on 1,158 members participating in both

resources are evaluated by members of the community.

general community and SIGs. Combining variables in

The frequency of knowledge evaluation (FKE) will

both groups comes up with ten distinct variables.

facilitate knowledge sharing.

These variables are then grouped into six categories of

FKE = EVALUATION

activities,

namely,

attending,

upload,

interaction,

feedback, knowledge consumption, and evaluation.

Table 3 and Figure 3 summarize results of these six

The definitions of these six variables are listed below.

behaviors.

We can find that knowledge consumption,

feedback, and login are the top three most frequent
(1) Attending:

The frequency of login (FL) implies

behaviors.

After cluster analysis, the members were

the commitment to attend this community.

grouped into three clusters. Each cluster is described

FL = LOGIN

as following:

(2) Uploading : The frequency of teaching resources
shared (FTRS) means contributing knowledge without

Cluster 1

conversation or interaction with others. It is defined as

Most of the members belong to cluster 1 and they are

the summation of frequencies of resources upload in

passive to share knowledge.

general community and SIGs:
FTRS = UPLOAD + URLREC

Cluster 2

(3) Interaction:

The members in cluster 2 are passionate to attend

The frequency of teaching opinions

shared (FTOS) means contributing knowledge through

SCTNet and like to interact with other members and

conversation or interaction with others. It is defined as

utilize knowledge.

the summation of frequencies of articles posting in

group

general community and SIGs:

population.

accounts

Similarly, this knowledge-sharing
only a small

percentage

of the

FTOS = DBPOST + MBPOST
Table 3. Cluster Information in Both Populations
Cluster

Members

FTRS

FTOS

FKC

FKA
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Number
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Cluster 3
Average

1072
17
69
1158

1.6418
34.2353
3.0290
2.2029

0.7724
52.3529
1.9855
1.6019

1.5187
114.4706
6.6957
3.4853

18.4011
142.4706
260.3188
34.6373

0.1129
12.7059
1.2899
0.3679

11.1847
338.5294
44.8406
17.9957

1000
100

Cluster 1
Cluster 2

10

Cluster 3
Average

1
0.1

FTRS

FTOS

FKC

FKA

FKE

FL

Figure 3. Graphical Comparisons Between Clusters in Both Groups

Cluster 3
Members in cluster 3 only like to receive knowledge

(1) Knowledge sharing is not a common practice in

and are inactive in any other activities.

the professional virtual community, SCTNet.
Virtual community is characterized by Armstrong and

Three major groups are discovered, and they can be

Hagel III [2] as more interaction-oriented, and schools

described in term of few active members, numerous

are viewed as physical professional communities in

inactive

educational disciplines [31]. Member of professional

members.

members,

and

moderate

download

only

Besides, knowledge-evaluation is the least

communities are supposed to carry out critical reflection

popular behavior on the SCTNet. In comparison with

and continue the

results of analyzing regular or SIGs members, the third

another

analysis

participating in both virtual and physical communities,

expose

that

active

members

contribute

professional dialogues with one

[31][38].

Since

these

teachers

are

knowledge through conversation or interaction with

more professional dialogues between members were

others frequently, while most members prefer sharing

expected originally.

knowledge without interacting with others.
However, many researchers indicated that people are
5. DISCUSSION

unwilling

to

[6][14][19][23]
Through quantitative
interpret

the

results

and qualitative
regarding

analysis ,

we

knowledge-sharing

behavior on the SCTNet. These results are discussed

argument.
knowledge

share
[24].

knowledge
Our

results

with
support

others
this

Our results show that most members are
consumer,

while

knowledge-sharing

behaviors are relatively unpopular.

as follows.
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Culture has been identified as the principal factor to

teaching resources with minor efforts. Moreover, the

influence knowledge-sharing (e.g. [1][8][9][28]). Based

knowledge evaluation and recommendation mechanism

on a recent Information Week Research survey [10], to

designed to encourage the flow of knowledge are also

promote knowledge-sharing culture in organizations si

rarely utilized.

quite a challenge. Only 11% of IT managers thought it's

teaching the same courses within a school, most

easy or somewhat easy to change their companies' culture

members in focus groups express the necessity of

to encourage knowledge sharing and collaboration.

knowledge-sharing

The

Due to a small number of teachers

across

the

school

boundaries.

largest group, 74%, considered it's somewhat or very

Their priority of daily schedule is to search for teaching

difficult to change the culture.

materials on the Internet and to prepare for teaching.
Computer facilities are easily available in classrooms

Investigation

by

focus

group

shows

that

and administration offices, and it is convenient for

knowledge-sharing within primary school teachers were

teachers to access SCTNet at school.

promoted

indeed have the needs to collect teaching resources and

with

great

exertion.

Under

the

Since they

small-school-small-class policy, only a small number of

do not have difficulty in accessing SCTNet, our results

teachers

confirmed Szulanski’s [33] findings that knowledge

teach the same course

within

a school.

Therefore, teachers are encouraged to form “teaching

cannot flow easily throughout the community even

groups” to cooperate for course preparation at their

when

schools. However, the cooperative culture is actually

knowledge flow promoting mechanism is provided.

knowledge

is

made

available

and

certain

unpopular among the schools from which the members
belong. Furthermore, their experiences in sharing and

(3) Professional autonomy may hinder the frequency

collaborating with other colleagues were rare.

of interactions with others in professional virtual
community.

The

harmonious,

non-competitive

culture

also

The results show that members download teaching

encourages teachers to be sympathetic. Thereby, they

resources

more

frequently

than uploading.

The

usually take a positive attitude toward others. Although

behavior of interaction with others is far less than

their opinions toward sharing knowledge and helping

expected.

people are positive, however, our results concluded

attribute to professionalism. According to Quinn, et al.,

knowledge-sharing culture is difficult to promote even in

[26], professionals should

non-competitive professional communities.

knowledge,

We suspect that the phenomenon may

have codified body of

problem-solving

capabilities,

critical

reflection, highly commitment to their work, high level
(2) Knowledge cannot flow easily throughout the

of professional autonomy.

community.

solve problem on their own, and thus professional

Szulanski [33] identified that knowledge is ‘sticky’ and

autonomy may hinder the frequency of interaction with

does not flow easily throughout the organization even

others unless they feel necessary.

when knowledge is made available. From the results

study showed that no matter members were certificated

analyzed in subsection 4.1 through 4.3, there exists a

or trainee teachers, their professional perception was

cluster which contains the majority of members who

high, and most of the participants’ professional level

neither shares nor utilizes knowledge and remain

was above medium

dormant.

professional autonomy may hinder the frequencies of

They even exhibit reluctance to download

level.
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interactions

with

others

in

professional

virtual

teaching experiences and possess moderate IT capability.

community.

In fact, the majority of participants in focus groups regard
themselves as low IT self-efficacy in terms of computer

(4) Attitudes regarding information ownership may

efficacy and using IT for teaching. Besides, their habits

play

of using IT are very similar.

important

part

in

professional

virtual

They spent one to two

community.

hours surfing on Internet, four to six days a week. They

On the SCTNet, uploaded teaching resources are treated

were searching teaching related materials on the Internet.

as public goods that can be free downloaded and spread

Due to the time pressure at school, they usually dialed up

throughout the community. However, the original creator

at home. All of them had their own e-mail accounts and

still possess the ownership. According to Constant et al.

checked mails every two days on average, but did not

[7] and Jarvenpaa and Staples [17][18], when knowledge

have the habit to respond mail immediately.

is perceived to be ‘owned’ by individuals, people are

logged on SCTNet half to one hour every day, and four to

more likely to exchange their knowledge for ‘intangible’

six days a week.

returns such as reputation and self-esteem.

but downloading resources were the most popular. We

When

They

They used SCTNet in various ways,

knowledge is viewed as a public good, people share

thus argue that teaching and IT usage experiences do not

knowledge beyond the maximization of self-interest and

play a major

personal gain and motivated by moral obligation [37].

behavior in professional virtual community.

part in affecting

knowledge-sharing

Both viewpoints are supported in the interviews with
6. FUTURE RESEARCH

subjects of focus groups. Most of them are concerned
about the ownership of their creation, but with pleasure to
upload and see more and more teachers downloading

This

study

discovered

their contributions and exhibit appreciation of such

knowledge-sharing behavior in a professional virtual

ownership arrangement on the SCTNet.

community.

Highly

some

unbalance

typical

patterns

between

of

knowledge

giving and knowledge taking groups reveals a major
(5) Experiences play only a small part in influencing

difficulty in knowledge sharing.

knowledge-sharing behavior.

focus on the methods of promoting knowledge sharing.

The active knowledge-sharing members identified in this

Other professional virtual communities should also be

study are not teachers with several years of teaching

studied to validate findings from this study.

experiences,

nor with high IT usage

Future research can

experiences.

Alternatively, most of them are young teachers with few

Appendix
The details of the data collected from focus groups regarding different contexts.

Categories
Individual

Sub-categories

Professional level

Concepts
Years of teaching
Certificated teachers/trainee teachers
Professional perceptions (perceptions of the professional
role)
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Attributes affecting
time spent on
SCTNet

Habit of using IT

Purpose of surfing
Active to call for
help
Propensity to share
Individual
cooperative attribute

Experiences of
knowledge sharing
IT capability
Perception of
SCTNet
Organization size

Organization

Culture
Senior management
support
IT infrastructure

Environment

Environment
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Figure 1. Trajectory of technological improvement
is steeper than customer’s need. Source: [4]

ABSTRACT
Disruptive technologies introduce a very different package
of attributes than the ones that mainstream customers value.
They often under-perform along traditional metrics of
functionality initially. Thus mainstream customers are
unwilling and unable to use disruptive products in
applications they know or understand. However, once
disruptive innovators have secured a foothold in a low-end
or emerging market, up-market impetus push the disruptive
innovators to shift to the large mainstream market. Is
e-business a “disruptive technology”? If so, so what? These
questions sparked fresh debate recently, particularly in the
light that numerous dot-com’s have crashed and burned.
The “e” in e-business means the replacement of
paper-based, human-agent based or telephone-based
personal transaction with transactions over electronic
networks. Today, e-business must contend with massive
technology, business, and legal and education barriers.
However, once these barriers are overcome, e-Business will
eventually transform the structure and working methods of
industries worldwide. Before long, electronic business will
almost certainly evolve to such an extent, and its impact on
business will be so pervasive that it won't be long before the
'e' in e-Business is gone.
DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Hammer and Champy first identified disruptive
technologies when they wrote about reengineering [5].
Disruptive technologies introduce a very different package
of attributes than the ones that mainstream customers value.
They often under-perform along traditional metrics of
functionality initially. Thus mainstream customers are
unwilling and unable to use disruptive products in
applications they know or understand. However, once
disruptive innovators have secured a foothold in a low-end
or emerging market, up-market impetus push the disruptive
innovators to shift to the large mainstream market.
Figure 1 below illustrates how technologies that
under-perform what key customer demand today may
improve to squarely address what those same customers
demand tomorrow.

Christensen ([3], [4]) provides an eloquent explanation of
Figure 1. Customers’ needs are constrained by their
capacity to absorb technological improvement, by the time
customers have to learn how to use new products with new
features, by how rapidly their work and lifestyles can
change to utilize those capabilities, by regulatory factors,
and by performance constraints created by insufficient
complementary products or services. Cases on disruptive
technology chronicled by Christensen include computer
disk drives, microprocessor speed, insulin, hydraulic
excavators, and executive education [4]. A technology
presently ignored by the major players in the market can
eventually become good enough for the mainstream market,
thereby shoving the major players out of the market.
Christiansen argues that disruptive technologies start as
cheap, low-margin, convenience-focused products that
initially appeal to an emerging market but that eventually
move upstream to become viable broad-reaching products
across an existing market. He contends that the innovation
of a disruptive technology lies in its novel application to a
specific market, not in the complexity of the technology
itself.
Disruptive Technology is a quantum change, not an
incremental step that finally affects mainstream operations.
It is a technology that under-performs established products
at first. The light bulb, the telephone, the automobile and
the computer are examples of technologies that have had
profound effects on how we live. But at the times of their
introductions, their impacts were seen as incremental, if not
inconsequential.
Most companies do not realize the impact of this
technology until it is too late and others have taken over
their field/product. Intel, Bloomberg Financial Markets,
Honda, Charles Schwab, Wal-Mart, Intuit, Sony, Nucor,
Sun, Cisco, J&J Lifescan, Staples, U.S. Surgical, and
McDonald’s are some examples of prominent firms that
originally
entered their industries
as disruptive
technologies.
IS E-BUSINESS A “DIS RUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY”?
Christiansen [3] describes disruptive technology as an
innovation that does not threaten a particular market
initially but that eventually revolutionizes that market. Is
e-business a “disruptive technology”? If so, so what?
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These questions sparked fresh debate recently, particularly
in the light that numerous dot-com’s have crashed and
burned. The once highly hyped “new economy” hasn't
proven to be very sturdy. Even much-respected strategist
Michael Porter argued that the Internet is just another
channel to market goods and services and shouldn't be
considered disruptive. It's not the kind of technology that
would lead to industry restructuring, he claimed [2].
Technology generally improves faster than customers’ need,
and e-business is not likely to be an exception.
Technologies that under-perform what key customer
demand today may improve to squarely address what those
same customers demand tomorrow. Will this be true with
e-business? Champy offers the following five questions that
will help predict what might become a disruptive
technology [2]:
1.

Will the new technology enable work to be done at
dramatically increased speeds?

2.

Will the new technology lead to radical cost
reductions?

3.

Can the new technology lead to substantially
improved quality?

ways of doing almost everything. New business models are
emerging in startups, and in existing companies struggling
to survive. Moore attempts to deal with the practical
question of how companies can survive and thrive in such a
peculiar environment [6]. He begins with the intriguing
proposition that in the past most instances of disruptive
technological change affected high tech industries, and
meant nothing to managers in traditional industries. Moore
points out that today, the disruptive technology of the
Internet is rapidly impacting all industries, and hence
everyone needs to become familiar with the dangers and the
possible cures of this dilemma.
EDI was first developed in the 1960s to facilitate the
exchange of standardized documents in electronic form in
between businesses. From the 1960’s through the early
1990’s, because of lack of standards and the high cost of
EDI, mainly large corporations use EDI. Today, the
ubiquitous Internet is making business-to-business
exchange of digital transaction information affordable.
Disruptive enterprises
following qualities [8]:

historically

have

shared

the

1.

They were enabled by infrastructural innovations;

4.

Will the new technology change companies'
relationships with their customers?

2.

They reshaped the prevailing business model to
earn money in a new way;

5.

Will the new technology accelerate companies'
ability to innovate?

3.

They served customers as the portals of their day;

4.

They enabled customers to do for themselves what
only specialists could do before;

5.

They migrated up-market, as they gradually
satisfied the needs once filled by the over-served
high end of the market; and branding opportunities
shifted from the product to the channel.

PRECIPITATING CONDITIONS
E-Business is a new term, but not a new technology. It
utilizes the means of telecommunications networks to share
business information, maintain business relationships, and
conduct business transactions. It covers a wide range of
commercial activities, including all internal and
outward-facing processes (see Figure 2 below). It includes
EDI, support for interpersonal communications such as
e-email, transfer of money such as electronic fund transfer,
and sharing of databases in the conduct of business.

Figure 2. E-business includes
all internal and outward-facing processes
(Source: Giga Information Group)

The spread of ubiquitous computing and the Internet has
created tremendous opportunities for new services and new

E-BUSINESS BARRIERS
The Internet is not an inherently disruptive technology.
Rather, it is an infrastructural technology that can be used in
either a disruptive or sustaining way. The Internet enables
disruptive enterprises [8]. Today, trading partners, large and
small, are establishing computer-to-computer links for
rapid information exchange. Indeed, few can deny that
technology has dramatically “disrupted” all types of
business in recent years.
Yet, e-business still has technology, business, and legal and
education barriers to overcome. Technological barriers
include security issues, lack of standards, public key
infrastructure of encryption, integration with existing
applications, and bandwidth costs. Business barriers are
due to lack of business process integration, not enough
proven business models, unpredictable cost justification,
corporate structures as barriers to change, not enough
qualified individuals, and channel conflict on-line or
off-line. Legal and Educational barriers are due to lack of
consistent rules and policies, customs and tax uncertainties,
the role of governments and nations, trust and privacy,
fraud, awareness of services, and E-money laundering.
BURSTING OF THE INTERNET BUBBLE
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Peter Drucker, perhaps the most renowned management
guru alive today, was featured on the cover page of the
October 2001 issue of Business 2.0. When asked to
comment on the bursting of the Internet bubble, Drucker
remarked [7]:
"In the public mind, size often is confused with
importance. The two have little to do with one
another. The Internet has tremendous importance,
but only marginal size."
"And so there is a misconception that size equals
performance. During the Internet bubble, it was
argued that because the Internet is important, it
must be profitable. That does not follow. Whether
the Internet will ever be profitable -- as a business
or as an industry -- is doubtful. But its impact is
unbelievably great. The same is true of the history
of medicine. "
To make his point, Drucker cited motion picture as an
example of a technology that is immensely important, but
the only major players in the world are centered only in
Hollywood and Bombay. Perhaps a better example is
television. Undoubtedly, the television has found its ways
to virtually all homes all around the world. Television plays
a significant role in providing entertainment, news and
information. In the United States, television is said to have
profound impact on politics. Many believe, for example,
that in the early 1960s, Richard Nixon lost the presidential
election to John Kennedy because he appeared tired and
haggard in a televised presidential debate!
Unlike the Internet, the advent of the television was not
immediately followed by a surge of flashy start-ups
engaged in the production of antennas, cameras, receivers,
television programs, etc. There were no venture capitalists
eager to jump in the television bandwagon. If there were,
they were bound to fail. But this doesn't mean that
television is passé.
E-business has the potential to streamline business systems
and save operating costs. It uses Internet-centered
technology in business activities, both internally (such as
real-time inventory control) and externally (online
marketing and sales). Whether the failed dot-coms will ever
rise again is doubtful. But the impact of the Internet is
unbelievably great.
UPMARKET IMPETUS
The “e” in e-business means the replacement of
paper-based, human-agent based or telephone-based
personal transaction with transactions over electronic
networks. The networks could be proprietary networks, like
EDI, or electronic fund transfer networks between
companies, or Lotus Notes, or the internal networks

embedded in ERP, or they could be the Internet or its
cousins like extranets or intranets [1].
Today, E-business introduces a very different package of
attributes than the ones that mainstream customers value.
At present, E-business still under-performs along
traditional metrics of functionality. Thus mainstream
customers are unwilling and unable to use disruptive
products in applications they know or understand. However,
once disruptive innovators have secured a foothold in a
low-end or emerging market, up-market impetus push the
disruptive innovators to shift to the large mainstream
market.
At the moment, e-business does not lead to industry
restructuring. The once highly hyped “new economy”
hasn't proven to be very sturdy. Today, e-business must
contend with massive technology, business, and legal and
education barriers. However, once these barriers are
overcome, e-Business will eventually transform the
structure and working methods of industries worldwide.
Before long, electronic business will almost certainly
evolve to such an extent, and its impact on business will be
so pervasive that it won'tbe long before the 'e' in e-Business
is gone. Is e-business a “disruptive technology”? Yes, it is a
disruptive technology.
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ABSTRACT
Just in time, quality management, and supply chain
management are three philosophies firms have used to
respond to competitive forces and enhance business
performance. They are also complementary strategies that
can be used as part of an integrated strategy to streamline
material flows, reduce waste, and improve product quality,
while satisfying market demands for shorter lead times,
increased responsiveness, and lower cost. This study
proposes and tests a structural equation model that relates
just in time, quality management and supply chain
management practices with a firm’s supplier management
practices and identifies their relationships with business
performance. Results indicate that while just in time,
supply chain management, and quality management
strategies are mutually supportive, quality management
alone has a direct impact on business performance.
INTRODUCTION
Firms have in recent years adopted just in time (JIT),
quality management, and supply chain management
practices in an attempt to respond to competitive pressures.
The elimination of waste espoused by the just in time
philosophy, the customer and continuous improvement
focus of the quality management movement, and the
integration of buyers’ and suppliers’ decision-making
processes called for by supply chain management
advocates, have each been promoted as ways to improve
product quality, reduce lead times, increase responsiveness,
and reduce product cost. While the foci and motivation of
the three philosophies differ, the three are not mutually
exclusive. For example, one of the goals of the just in time
approach, which places substantial emphasis on supplier
relationships, is to elicit quality improvements accruing
from small lot production, while supply chain management
seeks improvements in quality and materials management
by bringing together buyers and suppliers early in the
product development process.
While there is support for the notion that manufacturing
excellence requires the use of multiple, complementary
practices and strategies (e.g., Schonberger, 1986, 1990,

Rehder, 1989), there is little empirical evidence to support
it. Sakakibara et al. (1997) suggested that the impact of the
JIT approach on performance is largely a function of the
required strategic infrastructure, which includes a focus on
quality management and the integration of the JIT
philosophy into a broader strategic framework. Nakamu ra
et al., (1998) suggested that improving manufacturing
performance requires a strategy that embraces elements of
both JIT and quality management philosophies. Flynn et
al., (1995a) demonstrated that quality management and
just in time practices were mutually supportive and that
there were synergies attributable to their combined use.
Tan et al., (1998) suggested that rationalizing the supplier
base must occur in conjunction with efforts to improve
quality to achieve benefits in business performance. This
study extends prior research by developing a structural
equation model that integrates JIT and quality
management with efforts to manage the supply chain, and
to identify the impact each has on each other and on a
firm’s business performance.
JIT, QUALITY MANAGEMENT, SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT, AND PERFORMANCE
The use of the JIT practices has been consistently shown
to be associated with reductions in inventory (e.g., Callen,
et al., 2000, Droge and Germain, 1998, Fullerton and
McWaters, 2001, Germain and Droge, 1998, Huson and
Nanda, 1995, Nakamura et al., 1998), improvements in
quality (e.g., Fullerton and McWaters, 2001, Lawrence
and Hottenstein, 1995, Nakamura et al., 1998), and
improvements in throughout performance (e.g., Flynn et
al., 1995a, Fullerton and McWaters, 2001, Lawrence and
Hottenstein, 1995, Nakamura et al., 1998). Studies have
also shown that the use of JIT is associated with improved
business performance. In particular, improvements in both
financial (Callen et al., 2000, Fullerton and McWatters,
2001, Germain and Dröge, 1998, Germain et al., 1996,
Huson and Nanda, 1995, Mia, 2000), and market
performance (Germain et al., 1996, Germain and Dröge,
1998) have been attributed to the use of JIT methods.
The quality management literature contains several studies
identifying
relationships
between
the underlying
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dimensions of quality management and performance.
Customer satisfaction (Anderson et al., 1995, Flynn et al.,
1995), product quality (Ahire et al., 1996, Dow et al.,
1999), as well as broader measures of manufacturing
performance (Flynn et al., 1995b, Samson and Terziovski,
1999), have been shown to be positively associated with
quality focused strategies. Studies have also demonstrated
a positive relationship between the use of quality
management methods and various measures of financial
and market based performance (Handfield et al., 1999,
Kannan et al., 1999, Powell, 1995).
While no evidence exists of the impact on performance of
integrated
supply chains, in which purchasing,
manufacturing, and logistics are fully integrated, evidence
does exist of the impact of logistics and purchasing
specific supply chain management practices. From a
logistics perspective, inter-firm coordination (Stank and
Lackey, 1997, Stank et al., 1999, Fawcett and Clinton,
1996), functional integration (Stank and Lackey, 1997), a
customer focused logistics strategy (Fawcett and Clinton,
1996, Stank and Lackey, 1997), and the management of
logistics as an integrated activity (Fawcett and Clinton,
1996) have all been shown to be positively associated with
operational performance. From a purchasing perspective,
supplier development (Scannell et al., 2000), supplier
partnerships (Scannell et al., 2000, Groves and Valsamakis,
1998), supplier involvement (Vonderembse and Tracey,
1999), and strategic sourcing (Narasimhan and Jayaram,
1998) all positively impact the buying firm’s operational
performance. In addition, supplier partnerships (Tan et al.,
1998), supplier development (Curkovic et al., 2000) and
supply chain flexibility (Vickery et al., 1999) have been
shown to be positively impact the buying firm’s business
performance.
LINKING PARADIGMS
While JIT, quality management, and supply chain
management can independently impact a firm’s
performance, they can also be elements of an integrated
strategy aimed at improving performance by coordinating
the strategies and objectives of supply chain members. To
test this proposition, the following model is proposed:
Supply Chain
Management
Supplier
Management

Performance
Quality
Management

Figure 1. Proposed Structural Model

performance requires a coordinated effort to improve the
efficiency of material flows, focus on quality, and drive
out waste throughout the supply chain. While individual
strategies can impact performance, synergies exist by
implementing them in a mutually supportive manner.
Suppliers are a crucial element of any manufacturing
strategy. Their commitment to coordinating material flows,
providing quality inputs, and supporting the strategic
needs of the supply chain will impact the buyer’s
performance. This implies that buyers will pay attention to
how they select and assess suppliers, and that evaluation
criteria will be directly impacted by internal quality,
supply chain management, and just in time strategies.
METHODOLOGY
A review of the literature and interviews with practitioners
were carried out to identify appropriate indicators of
supply chain management, quality management, just in
time, and supplier management. Ten indicators of
commitment to supply chain management, ten criteria used
to select and evaluate suppliers, eight indicators of the
importance of just in time principles, and thirteen quality
management practices were identified (Appendix 1). Five
point Likert scales were developed for each item that
sought information on the importance of the item to the
responding firm. Five commonly used measures of
financial, market, and product performance were also
identified. For each, a five point Likert scale was
developed that sought information on the performance of
the responding firm relative to that of its major
competitors (Appendix 1).
A survey instrument was developed based on the
constructs described above. It was developed so as to
achieve a high degree of content validity and to reduce the
risk of common method bias. The instrument was pretested by thirty senior purchasing and materials managers,
and where necessary changes made. The revised
instrument was mailed to senior purchasing and materials
managers in North America and Europe that were
identified from National Association of Purchasing
Management (NAPM) and American Production and
Inventory Control Society (APICS) membership lists.
Efforts were made to target respondents familiar with their
organizations' supply chain management, operations, and
quality efforts, and who could make meaningful judgments
regarding relative firm performance.
Five hundred and fifty six usable surveys were returned.
Tests indicated that responses from North America and
Europe were homogeneous and could thus be combined
thus. Tests also indicated the absence of non-response bias.
Responding firms varied in size from ten to two hundred
thousand employees (median = 250), and had annual sales
of between $ 20,000 and $ 30 billion (median = $ 30
million). Three hundred and seventy nine of the responses
received (68%) indicated the use of supplier chain
management practices. Subsequent analysis is based on
these responses.

The underlying premise of the model is that efforts to
improve quality, lead time performance, and thus business
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Reliability analysis was carried out to ensure that items
used to operationalize the constructs of interest, measured
the corresponding construct consistently, and were free of
measurement error. While the analysis did suggest that
some items be dropped, values of Cronbach’s  (Cronbach,
1951) in excess of 0.70 (Nunnally, 1988) indicated that the
resulting scales were reliable.
A two step approach to model development was used
(James et al., 1982, Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1993).
Measurement models that enable the construct validity of
the latent variables to be assessed were first developed.
Once construct validity had been established, the structural
model was specified. All models were developed using
LISREL8-SIMPLIS (Byrne, 1998, Jöreskog and Sörbom,
1993). Maximum likelihood estimation, which assumes
multivariate normality of the observed variables, was used.
To establish the scale for each latent variable, the first
regression path in each measurement model was fixed at 1.
Each measurement model was examined to ensure that
parameter estimates exhibited the correct sign and size and
were consistent with underlying theory (Byrne, 1998). In
some cases, error terms were large indicating that the
corresponding measure was unimportant and should be
dropped (Byrne, 1998). Analysis also indicated that in
some cases, error covariance terms should be added to the
corresponding measurement model. Models were modified
accordingly (Appendix 2). In the absence of a single
definitive test for goodness of fit, the comparative fit index
(CFI), normed fit index (NFI) (Bentler, 1992), non-normed
fit index (NNFI, Bentler 1990) and  2 /d.f were used to
assess goodness of fit of each model. Index values all
suggested good model fit (NFI, NNFI, CFI > 0.90,  2 /d.f <
3.0, Raykov and Marcoulides, 2000).
Analysis of the proposed structural model revealed that
paths from just in time to supplier management and from
just in time, supply chain management, and supplier
management to performance were insignificant (Figure 2,
= 0.05). These paths were deleted one at a time until no
insignificant parameter values remained. With the
exception of the value for NFI (0.83), all goodness of fit
measures for the resulting model (Figure 3) suggested
good model fit. In particular, the values of CFI and NNFI
were both 0.92 and 2 /d.f. = 1.6797.
Supply Chain
Management
0.54

Supplier
Management

0.55
0.53

0.60
Quality
Management

Performance

0.55
0.34

* Indicates insignificant path

Figure 3. Final Structural Equation Model
IMPLICATIONS FOR OPERATIONS STRATEGY
Results support previous research claiming that quality
management is a driver of a firm’s business performance.
However, they also suggest that just in time and supply
chain management strategies do not affect business
performance directly but do so via their impact on a firm’s
quality management strategy. The observation that a just in
time strategy does not independently affect performance
but does so by supporting a strategy founded on the
principles of quality management is also consistent with
past findings. Evidence of supply chain management
strategy’s indirect impact on performance is new. It
suggests that involving supply chain partners in product
development and production, ensuring that quality is
emphasized in procurement activities, and coordinating
objectives, schedules, and material flows, positively
impacts product quality and in turn performance. This in
turn implies a need to carefully select and assess suppliers,
and to ensure that suppliers are identified whose strategic
goals are aligned with those of the buyer.
One interpretation of the study’s results is that while
supply chain management, just in time, and quality
management strategies are mutually supportive, just in
time and supply chain management strategies are means of
supporting and operationalizing a firm’s commitment to
quality, and in this regard are subservient to the quality
management strategy. This in turn suggests that an
appropriate information technology (IT) infrastructure be
in place. IT is an enabler of not only the inter-firm
communication needed between buyer and suppliers but
the intra-firm communication needed to facilitate internal
alignment of goals, decisions, and actions.

Supplier
Management

0.11*

0.52

0.12*
-0.17*

Quality
Management

0.21

0.17

0.13*

0.59

Supply Chain
Management
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APPENDIX I: SURVEY ITEMS
(1 = very low, 5 = very high)
1.How important are the following issues in your firm's
supply chain management efforts?
a. Improving integration of activities across supply chain
b.Searching for new ways to integrate supply chain
management activities
c. Establishing more frequent contact with members of
supply chain
d.Communicating future strategic needs to suppliers
e. Creating a greater level of trust among supply chain
members

f. Creating supply chain management teams that include
members from different companies
g.Reducing response time across the supply chain
h.Involving all members of supply chain in your
product/service/marketing plans
i. Extending supply chain to include members beyond
immediate suppliers and customers
j. Creating a compatible information system with
suppliers and customers
2.How important are the following issues when selecting
and evaluating preferred suppliers?
a. Service level
b.Price/cost of product
c. Certification
d.Flexibility to respond to unexpected demand changes
e. Quick response in event of emergency, problem, or
special request
f. Testing capability
g.Technical expertise
h.Commitment to quality
i. Ability to meet delivery due dates
j. Commitment to continuous improvement in product
and process
3. How important are the following JIT principles in your
operations?
a. Reducing lot size
b.Reducing setup time
c. Reducing supplier base
d.Preventive Maintenance
e. Buying from JIT suppliers
f Increasing delivery frequencies
g.Reducing inventory to free up capital investment
h.Reducing inventory to expose manufacturing and
scheduling problems
4.How important are each of
practices in your firm?

the following quality

a Inspection
b.Using benchmark data
c. Simplifying the product
d.Statistical process control
e. Using standard component parts
f. Designing quality into the product
g.Modular design of component parts
h. Process improvement (modification of process)
i. Employee training in quality management and control
j. Empowerment of shop operators to correct quality
problems
k.Top management communication of quality goals to
the organization
l. Emphasis on quality instead of price in supplier
selection
m.Considering manufacturability and assembly in
product design stage
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5.What is the level of your firm’s performance compared
to your major industrial competitors in terms of
a. Market share

b.Return on assets
c. Overall product quality
d.Overall competitive position
e. Overall customer service levels

APPENDIX 2: MEASUREMENT MODELS

Q1A – Improving SC Integration

0.69

0.81

Q2A – Service Level

0.72

Q2D – Volume
ume Flexibili
Flexibility

0.73

Q2E – Quick Response Time

0.61

Q2G – TechnicalExpertise

0.62

0.51

Q2H – CommitmenttoQuality

0.70

0.53

Q2I – On-Time Delivery
livery

0.19

0.31
Q1B – New Ways to Integrate SCM

0.56

0.20

0.56 (fixed)

0.31

0.13
0.58

Q1C – Frequent Communication
ommunication

0.70

Q1D – Communicating Future Needs

0.66

0.44 (fixed)
0.53
0.52

0.65
0.55
.5
0.65

Q1E – Trust Among SC Members

0.59

0.66

Q1F – External Memberss in
in SCM Team
T

0.59

SM
SCM

0.69
0.62

0.60
Q1G – ReducingResponseTime

0.64

0.61

Q2JJ – Continuous Improvement

0.61

0.22
0.63

Q1H – Involve SC in Product Plans

0.54

0.71

Q1I – Extend SC Past 1

0.70

0.51

Q1J – Compatible
atible Information
I
System

CFI = 0.99
NFI = 0.97
NNFI = 0.97
2
/d.f. = 1.9118

0.15
st

Tier Suppliers

0.13

CFI = 0.97
NFI = 0.95
NNFI = 0.96
2
/d.f. = 2.2933

Supplier Management
0.52

Q3A – ReducingLotSize
ducing Lot ize

0.71

Q3B – Reducing Setup Time

0.64

Q3C – Reducing Supplier Base

0.57

Q3E – Buying
ying from JIT Suppliers

0.66

0.39

Q3F – Increasing Delivery Frequencies

0.78

0.45

Q3G – Inventory to Free up Capital

0.21

Supply Chain Management

0.69 (fixed)
0.54
0.60

0.15
0.13
.13
0.75

Q4C – Product
du Simplification

0.70

Q4D – Statistical Process Control

0.68

Q4F – Designing Quality into Product

JIT

0.12
0.13

0.74
0.64

0.50 (fixed)
0.59

0.54

Q3H – Inventory to Identify Problems

CFI = 0.98
NFI = 0.97
NNFI = 0.96
2
/d.f.
= 2.7818

0.57
0.56

Q4H – Process Improvement

0.44

Q4I – Employee Quality Training

0.20
0.17
0.12

0.40

Q4J – Empowerment of Shop Operators

0.47

Q4K – Communication of Quality Goals

0.66
0.75

Just-In-Time

QLT

0.78
0.73

0.62

Q4L – Emphasis
phasis on
on Supplier
plierQuality

0.62

Q4M – Design for Manufacturability

Quality

0.61
0.61

CFI = 0.97
NFI = 0.95
NNFI = 0.95
2
/d.f. = 2.9636

0.87

Q5A – MarketShare

0.74

Q5B – Return on Assets

0.71

Q5D – Overall Product Quality

0.36 (fixed)

0.26

0.51

0.22

0.39

Q5E – Overall Competitive
ompetitive Position

0.77

Q5F – Overall Customer Service Levels

0.15

0.54

PERF

0.78
0.48

CFI = 1.00
NFI = 1.00
NNFI = 1.00
2
/d.f.
= 0.6700

Performance
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ABSTRACT
With the proliferation of Knowledge Management it is
easy to obtain somewhat wrong impression that we have
finally reached the stage in the management science
development where the application of a unitary approach
can bridge the gap between the strategic management of
the 1970-s and the failed efforts of Business Process Reengineering (BPR) Gronroos [7]. To this end, a series of
research papers were dedicated to showing how
knowledge in a company is created, c.f. Hueseman [8].
However, Nonaka and Takeuchi [10] work attracted
Authors’ special attention, as it contains analyses of a set
of case studies, complete with a model of knowledge spiral,
which is of focal interest, here. We shall aim at extending
this approach to include nonlinear dynamic aspects of
creating a marketable knowledge and propose how to use
layers of accumulated know-how during the tendering
process and beyond. Albeit, the outlined results are
presented in very general, descriptive terms, it should be
rather straightforward to adopt them to needs of any

knowledge-based company equipped with an intranet
intelligent network by way of encoding specific context of
its business.
OVERVIEW
In this paper we focus on a situation prevalent in the US,
Europe and in many Asian countries where the economy is
literally driven by a magnitude of small to mid-sized
businesses, c.f. Koulopoulos [9]. We focus on revisiting
some assumptions and observations on a flow and
utilization of organizational knowledge as defined by
assumptions and observations on a flow and utilization of
organizational knowledge made by Nonaka [13].
Service companies are in many ways different from the
production sector companies. Often, production company
knowledge utilization models do not necessarily apply to
the former sector, c.f. Table 1.

Table 1. Knowledge utilization models in manufacturing and service firms, see also Ref [2], [4] and [12].
Knowledge dynamics in a
manufacturing firm

Knowledge dynamics
in a service firm

Designing

Purely technical activity
aided/supported by its social context

Social/interactive activity aided by/rooted in technical
activities/aspects

Seeking knowledge
about the product
Consumption

With or without Client participation

With Client participation (always)

Quality assessment

During consumption

Distribution and
sales
Intellectual Property
Rights
Knowledge about
the offering

Long channels of distribution, no
producer’s input
Easy to protect (legally)

Importance/value
of tacit knowledge

Upon completion

Maximum amount of knowledge
about the product collected within
organization, internal knowledge
transfers
Tacit knowledge is important in terms
of intuitive outguessing client’s
expectations and arriving at material
ways of meeting them

During production (provision)
During production (provision) (process assessment), upon
consuming (result assessment)
Short channels of distribution, consumer buys directly
from the provider (producer)
Difficult to secure a patent on a service provision
The client to explicate his knowledge about the offering

Tacit knowledge is important primarily in terms of an
intuitive seeking of solutions to problems the client has,
especially when his own needs are in part tacit to him;
also, it is invaluable in terms of a need for a collective
seeking to identify the scope of the service to be
performed (designing a service product)
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Companies of interest to us are by industrial age standards
small, not only in terms of a number of employees (some
of them are simply operating units of much larger
organizations), but also in their form of a very close setting
of people working together. This “working intimacy”, for
lack of a better term, is nourished and encouraged by
employers as it gives company its flexibility, or to take it a
step further: “its market survivability”. Especially in the
group of service providers, such as the “consultants”
(software, architectural and structural design consultants,
developers, or advertising agencies) c.f. Edvinsson [3], or
material service providers (most construction services,
repair and maintenance, transportation, special-purpose
manufacturing companies), the client often actively
participates in creating the ultimate service product.

For any of those companies, the ability to satisfy client’s
requirements is contingent on the speed it responds to ever
changing preferences, technical and marketing know-how.
Furthermore, as a provider of a very specialized
professional service, its survival depends on its ability to
outguess client’s needs and on conveying his own
expectations back to him, c.f. [6].
MARKETABLE KNOWLEDGE
As a model situation, from where a wider study was
initiated, an observation made at a company employing
one of the authors was chosen. This company is a leading
architectural and engineering design and project
management company, employing over 200 specialists,
operating nationwide. Its comprehensive rendering of
services to construction sector gave authors an access to a
“living laboratory”, as their colleagues shared important

Attractor

Scope

Quality

insights into marketing the knowledge as practiced in this
sector.
It was observed, some time ago, that drawn out
negotiations lead to much higher profits later on, during
the project implementation, than the ones based on Client
choosing what was hitherto considered to be the best-ever
offer straight out of the company catalogue. In the figure
below, we schematically present such a situation, where
the Proponent One submits an earlier-prepared menu and
two others are entering negotiations. In order to
differentiate between the latter two, we shall set on
Proponent Two vying for an extended scope of service,
while Proponent Three is gambling on an elevated quality
of the service he is offering (Fig. 1.). As shown, client’s
decision, assuming the Object of the Future Contract is
well defined beforehand, weighs his criteria, including
subjective ones, not necessarily based on the ready-made
catalogue offer contents. Quite possibly, the client may opt
for a whole sequence of encounters during the process of
negotiations, as a way of leveraging the financial resources
available to him. This reflects the interactive, effectively
nonlinear, nature of the phase diagrams, c.f. Gleick [5], of
a typical tendering process. It also exposes a common
occurrence of creating value added for both participants by
means of negotiating options (known explicitly, implicitly
or just based on a pure “gut feeling”) at each “turn” of the
negotiations. The convergence of standpoints, or in worse
case, divergence leading to foregoing the deal, depends
mostly on how problems are explicated by experts
involved in the process. Yet the ultimate result is the value
both participants place on the aggregate, e.g. attractor, or
“looping-turns”, result of the prolonged negotiations. This
could be viewed as a manifestation of the prosumption, as
defined by.Toffler [14].

Attractor

Scope

Quality

Scope

Quality

Fig. 1. Three proponents offer different options to an investor
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“INFORMED” KNOWLEDGE CREATION

specialized professional, e.g. engineering, knowledge in
action during this complicated
creative process.
Furthermore, from now on we shall stop differentiating
between the knowledge created, or only recalled on-spot
during the negotiations and the one gained from specific
studies, or projects done in the past. From the standpoint
of professionals participating in the creative process it
matters very little, and the depth of insights required to
accomplish any given step is quite often the same (Fig. 2.).

The diagrams (“schematics”), to be presented next,
concerns specific issues of creation of knowledge taking
advantage of the “working intimacy”, deferred opinionand decision-making by company executives as the criteria,
or even paradigms, remain unclear way into the ongoing
project time span. We shall keep in mind a characteristic
intertwining of marketing, sociology with a very

A
A

D

B

A.

An employee ponders a problem;

B.

An employee chats about this problem
with his peers;

C.

Encouraged, an employee, or a group of
employees, submits his proposal for a
formal review (a council, external
appraisal, Client’s assessment etc.);

D.

Upon prior approval, some
product, or service is created.

C

material

Fig. 2. Nonaka’s knowledge spiral in brief.
We note:
q Fields B and C are communicable
q Fields C and D are retrievable
(presumably written materials were created)
q Field D is only retrievable
q Field A is neither communicable
nor directly retrievable

We will for simplicity assume that for each of the stages B,
C and D lone thinkers initiated new processes. Thus, by
virtue of inspiring employees having access to any of those
three fields, the picture bifurcates into a flood of derivative
processes, as shown in Fig. 3.

Overlying Nonaka’s spirals in ascending order at
each bifurcating field, a fourth-order iteration of
the process, containing 40 cells (ideas), not
necessarily viewed any longer as compatible ones
is obtained. Although, in principle this fractal
structure is similar to the Sierpinski’s carpet
(Gleick [5]), it has a notable feature of having a
continuous demarcation line.

If left unchecked, ideas endlessly propagate
throughout the Company. As this is/could be the
knowledge, how to assess what is “correct &
valuable” rather than just “an interesting”
problem? This is often the actual dilemma of
many fast-moving, service providing firms today.

Fig. 3. Nonaka’s knowledge spiral bifurcation
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Authors’ first-hand record of events and observations was
compared with the most commonly known examples of
KM practices. Nonaka [10] describes the knowledge
creation in Japanese manufacturing firms. Ref. [1] abounds
with exa mples of successful knowledge practices and

programs in biotechnology, software, pharmaceuticals and
electronics sectors. However service firms are ominously
omitted in articles and papers on Knowledge Management
published in management literature.

Further review and discussions revealed that articles
detailing consulting firms usually neglect the industrial
sector context those firms are often related to. Authors are
grateful to their colleagues at SAP-PROJEKT for pointing
out to this fact and offering their valuable suggestions.

irrefutable and substantiated) professional knowledge.
This corresponds to the “Ba” concept by Nonaka and
Konno [13] when the client gains the right to participate in
the overall process of inventing. This entering of Ba by the
client happens because he not only brings in and wants to
protect his financial resources, but he actually is a source
of knowledge to the service provider.

What is specific to the research presented here, is realizing
how much client’s input pressures all participating experts
to create new, and access stored (to a very large extent
implicit) knowledge and to tailor it to the fast changing
paradigms. Given the context of a specific service
providing company, e.g. by storing the genealogy of
events and keywords of professional memos is some
intelligent database, it becomes feasible to manage
knowledge fast enough to suit that imperative as well. It is
intrinsic to the service sector, especially when offering a
knowledge-rich product, to being forced to come up with
the answers on demand and letting client in on insights and
experience of specialists, including client’s
own
consultants, concurrent with offering the solid (e.g.

A very important feature of such a client-provider
collaboration is the fact that often explication of
knowledge takes place in front of the client as problems
are discussed and approached. Client finds himself in a
midst of process of inventing, c.f. Leonard and Sensiper
[11]. The description of the tendering process, above,
serves to illustrate how important giving such answers (the
“turns”) is to securing client’s positive response, or
decision, and also how important it is to come up with
such answers (that is to explicate the available knowledge)
quickly, in an elegant and error-free way. Our research
points to a specific way of looking at what become
available,
see
Fig.
4.

Upon asking for a solution to a
problem, a freeze is instituted.
Managers discover a combined image
of various
lines
of thoughts,
intertwined and often incompatible.
Some branches are no longer active,
some growing in a manner incongruent
with the surrounding ones, some,
perhaps very important ideas are never
explicated.
Using insights into ways of thinking
(the fractal structure and the fact it
still has many clearly
visible
demarcation lines) it is quite possible
to extricate
(and compare) large
portions of useful (e.g. marketable)
knowledge intact and to asses what
needs to be done anew.

The abstract image above represents chaos, but need not to
be frightening at all. Any company has a set of keywords
or key terms describing its main activities, so the fractal
branches draw, so to speak, themselves. Employees

“verbiate” what they do, company-wide slang could be
quite useful, so we may trace back some thoughts, rather
than reject them a priori. If we find certain ideas no longer
compatible, it may just be very useful to see how were
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they created, who came up with what? (This happens to be
straightforward, because the slang, topics for discussion,
professional terminology, skills etc. do not change a fast as
human thoughts and attitudes.) The freeze frame of
different ideas is actually useful as it gives ready-made
viewpoints, that way the strategic managerial decision

could be left for the very last moment, and entire sectors of
available
knowledge
be preserved, even should
demands/paradigms change abruptly. Client may be given
an insight, without exposing the service provider to any
(major) criticism. A simple example for such a “chaotic”
back-search is shown in Fig. 5.

Architect 1
Structural Eng.

Client:
Why the glass
façade?

Chief
Architect

Cost Engineer
Architect 2
Cost Engineer
Structural Eng.

Manager:
What is the
criterion you
care the most?

System Eng.
Architect 1
Structural Eng.
Cost
Engineer

Fig. 5. Knowledge creation process, specific example courtesy of SAP-PROJEKT

By letting the client state his criteria, the manager makes
the decision maker to explicate his knowledge. Depending
on the answer he receives, he is either able to give an
outright answer to the question, or to backtrack the way
participants arrived at their answers and stopping at where
the status quo coincided. In worse case scenario, a new
branch is initiated. It is important to realize the criteria
used by the manager are not “who is right or wrong”-type,
as for example Architect 1 participated in two different
trains of thoughts which concluded with basically two
different answers. This is an example of a retrieval scheme
initiated at B and C fields, fourth and fourth/seventh
iteration, respectively c.f. Fig. 3 and 4.

CONCLUSIONS
Authors applied very basic tenets of chaotic approach to
the flow of information within a service-providing
company. From this base they attempted to describe how
knowledge creation and resource management could be
used more efficiently. The research points to a specific
technique of looking at what becomes available by way of
applying a new approach to knowledge creation, especially
when an auxiliary of building a suitable intelligent
computer network is contemplated.
Main features of the results are:
q Demonstrated

possibility of introducing a
management style taking advantage of
inescapably nonlinear (chaotic) interactions
taking place in a service company;

q Indicating an efficient way of introducing the

client into the activities of a company working
on creating knowledge;
q Based on prior observations,
introducing
implicit and explicit knowledge into the
model on equal footings;
q
Indicating basic and novel requirements
concerning construction of an efficient
intelligent computer network;
q Referring research base to well-known and
established scientific works of KM;
q
Limiting required insights into nonlinear
mathematics to an absolute minimum.
In closing, authors felt it is necessary to address the
question of costs of allowing such a bazaar-like situation
to develop in a service company. In their opinion that
derogative term looses its currency at present. Employees
use computers to communicate, and the best any attempt to
suppress the information exchange (“the talking”) could do
for the company is to prevent important ideas from being
communicated. It is to the contrary, exchange should be
encouraged, because it is plainly impossible to distinguish
a priori the “correct & valuable” from the drivel flowing
through the nets. Furthermore, as the service providers
become ever more numerous, their product sophistication
level rising, and especially as the value of projects they are
responsible for at present reaches astronomical heights, in
authors’ opinion it is time to dispel the taboo and take the
advantage of information age rather than expose company
to the dangers of being non-innovative “by virtue” of its
employees being non-inquisitive, non-responsive and
detached.
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ABSTRACT
The Asian financial crisis of 1997-98 was a
major setback for Korea, one of the world’s
most successful economies in the post-war era.
Nevertheless, the financial crisis has led to
some positive changes in Korea’s financial
system.
The
Korean
government,
in
conjunction with the IMF, is carrying out
comprehensive structural reforms in the
financial system. In the meantime, online
stock trading has grown explosively since
1998 to the extent that Korea now has the
world’s highest penetration rate in this area.
In our paper, we analyze the fundamental
factors driving the rapid growth of online stock
trading in Korea. We then examine the
implications of such growth on the competitive
environment of Korea’s retail brokerage
industry as well as the liquidity, volatility, cost
structure and efficiency of the stock market.
We also look at the relationship between
financial reform and online trading.
In
addition to exploring possible changes in the
value propositions of brokerage firms, we also
examine new regulatory issues that have

emerged in line with the rapid growth of online
trading. In short, our main objective is to study
the causes and effects of Korea’s online
trading boom.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Asian economic crisis that struck Korea in
1997-1998 appears to have led to some
positive changes in the financial system.
Economic recovery has exceeded expectations
and the surviving banks are beginning to
regain their balance. In the meantime, the
Korean government, working with the IMF,
has pressed forward with a programme of
reforms that are designed to equip the country
with a financial system similar to those in
developed economies. Financial institutions
will have to adapt to a new environment in
which they have much greater freedom of
activity, but face stiffer competition, including
foreign competition for the first time.
With the advent of the Internet, Asia’s online
brokerages are accounting for an everincreasing proportion of securities trading in
the region. Many are already converting
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traditional trades through local brokers to
comprehensive day trading via the Web. In a
region where financial services are relatively
expensive and real time information scant, the
Internet is a boon to retail investors. In Korea,
since online securities trading, defined as
buying and selling stocks, options, and mutual
funds over the Internet, was introduced in 1997,
its growth has been exp losive. Many
companies have had to install firewalls on
office computers to block employees’
accessing stock-trading sites during work
hours.
In the past, large local brokers have had quasimonopolies on market activity, and thus were
able to regulate transaction fees without
broadening investor services. The new,
reformed financial architecture and growing
competition by Web-based brokers means that
many financial players are now facing everincreasing local and global competition. Many
securities firms, especially the smaller and
medium sized ones, are now turning to Internet
trading to find their niche market and build up
their core competence. Their success directly
threatens the more established firms that have
watched similar developments in North
America with a growing sense of unease.

controls his own data and the broker’s value is
in giving relevant advice, and no longer in
handling the transaction or the data. In other
words, online trading eliminates human
intermediaries.
The elimination of the middlemen reduces the
cost per transaction and computerization
speeds up the trading process. Moreover,
online
trading
has
further
promoted
convenience with a growing pool of additional
services for investors. They can trade from
virtually anywhere in the world, even from the
local market hours, by automated computer
networks among exchanges.
All these
advantages, supported by the established
infrastructure, increased access to the Internet,
government policy and better education system,
are altering the investment world and creating
a new breed of investors. They are self-reliant,
computer literate, and most remarkably, intent
upon acting independently of traditional
brokers. As cited in recent Securities Exchange
Committee’s report, the number of accounts
opened in the first half 1999 in the US market
alone almost tripled the total accounts opened
in 1997, and online trading volume has
increased five-fold since 1996. These growth
trends are expected to continue well in the next
decade.

2. BACKGROUND
The past few years have witnessed a dramatic
and revolutionary
development
in the
securities trading market. Although electronic
system has been used to match selling and
buying orders from traders since the late 70s,
until recently contacts between investors and
brokers were still performed manually, mainly
through phone calls or faxes. Trader’s orders
would be passed to the broker by phone or fax
and keyed into the brokerage house’s computer
system that is linked to the stock exchange’s
computer system. Upon successful completion,
the broker would call or fax the trader to give
confirmation of the transaction or provide
other market data.
With the advancement of the Internet and
information technology, stock trading has
derived a new way of trading called online
trading [see Pfeiffer (2001)]. Now, with any
computer connected to Internet and automated
execution software provided by the broker, a
trader can directly access the brokerage
house’s computer system to put in an order and
track the transaction in a timely fashion [see
Investors Digest Malaysia (2000)]. The trader

According to a detailed study by Deloitte &
Touché [see The Marketing Audit Inc. (2001)],
the emergence of securities online trading also
raises some critical issues. In the online
technological environment, risks regarding
system reliability, system security and system
performance have become substantially higher.
For many new traders lured by promise of easy
money, ignoring prudent investing principles
can lead to undesirable levels of risk.
Brokerage industry has become rigorously
competitive, drastically pushing down the
brokerage fee. Full-service firms, threatened
by the vigorous competition from discount
brokerage houses, are rushing to establish
online presence and offering deeper analysis
about listed companies, hoping to win back
some customers and managed assets acquired
by the first movers. One of the government’s
concerns about online trading stems from
uncertainty about taxation since geography
becomes meaningless on the Internet and no
one knows if the current tax system can or
should be adapted to address this aspect of ecommerce.
The rapid development of online trading also
poses many problems from a regulatory
perspective. The top three regulatory issues are
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the suitability requirement, the ability to accept
electronic signatures, and investor education.
In term of tackling the higher risk taken by the
investors, regulators must focus on the
education and protection of online investors.
The regulators require online brokerage firms
to provide the investors with detailed
information on order routing and detailed
disclosure about the technical performance of
their systems. They are also concerned about
the advertising practices of online securities
brokerage
firms, best trade execution,
customer
suitability
and
advice
and
compliance with existing securities laws.

king of Internet stock trading in the whole
world. Its online trading percentage is higher
than United States, which some estimated has
40% of online trading penetration [see Yiu
(2000)], a great achievement for South Korea
considering that United State has a longer
history of discount brokerage services. Among
13 members of ICSA, an international
securities industry association, South Korea
also surpasses all other members in terms of
online trading percentage, topping 40% of
second-ranked Canada and 28% of third-place
France [see Korean Industry Update (2001a)].

3. ONLINE STOCK TRADING IN KOREA:
THE FACTS

In Asia, although Hong Kong has only a
slightly lower Internet penetration rate than
Korea - 22% versus 25%, according to Morgan
Stanley Dean Witter [see Asiaweek (2001)], its
online trading is far behind South Korea. In
November 2000, 13 per cent of stock trading
was done through the Internet, according to
Hong Kong SFC senior director Barbara Shiu
[see Yiu (2001)]. However, other leading
Asian markets such as Japan, Singapore and
Taiwan are likely to experience big increases
in Web-based retail securities trading over the
next few years. For less developed regional
markets such as India and Malaysia, online
securities trading obstacles include regulatory
stalemates and the lack of Internet-based
securities transactions environments [see
Gartner.com (2001)].

It was not until April 1997 that the Korean
government amended the Securities and
Exchange Act to allow trade orders by
telephone, telegram, fax, computers or other
electronic communications devices in addition
to traditional document-based orders, thus
making online securities trading possible. In
January of 1998, only 1.3% of total trades was
conducted electronically. By May 2001, the
figure had soared to 67.4%, the highest in the
world, with online trading value surging 280fold from 0.5 trillion won to 141 trillion won
[see Korean Industry Update (2001b)].
Inspired by the phenomenal growth of online
trading, some market players in South Korea
contend that 100% of all stock transactions
may be made in cyberspace in the future [see
Korean Business Review (2001)].
As the interest of Koreans in online trading
accelerates, the number of online trading
accounts continues to explode. In January 1998,
there were only about 78,340 online securities
accounts, but by December 1998, the number
grew to 227,350, representing a growth of
190%. By May 2001, South Korea had some
4.17 million online securities accounts, a
growth of 17 times. These accounts already
accounted for 48.2% of all active securities
trading accounts. Meanwhile, the monthly
average online securities trading per account in
2000 was 30.94 million won, with the monthly
average order number per account being 12.8
[see Korea Securities Dealers Association
(2001b)]. In fact, a recent survey revealed that
92% of Korean retail investors preferred online
trading to using traditional brokerages [see
Asiaweek (2001)].
With more than 60% of online trading
penetration rate, South Korea is the undisputed

Korea securities companies play an important
part in the booming online securities trading.
They have been fast and active in developing
online trading systems. By October 1998, the
majority of Korean securities companies had
fully incorporated these systems into their
transaction systems. From 1999, almost all the
Korean securities companies started to
emphasise online trading services as part of
their core business strategies [see Korea
Securities Dealers Association (2001b)]. By
contrast, even some of the world’s leading
brokerages such as Merrill Lynch and
Prudential have been slow in offering online
trading.
In Korea there are a total of 38 companies that
offer both online and offline securities trading.
Six companies offer only offline trading and
another 20 foreign firms offer also only offline
trading. There is a high concentration of
market share by the big players (Table 1–1). In
January 2001, Daishin accounted for nearly
50% of the total with 63.87 trillion won in
online trading, which was followed by
Samsung (17.87 trillion won), LG (15.2 trillion
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won), Daewoo (15 trillion won) and Hyundai
(14 trillion won). All of them have seen online
trading make up the bulk of their turnover.
However with the increasing competition,
KSDA believes that this concentration ratio
will be reduced in near future and there will be
high possibility that more merger and
acquisitions between small firms will take
place, as all companies jostle to gain market
share by lowering cost and offer better
facilities.
In September 2000, online trading accounted
for 80.9% of Daishin’s entire stock trading,
while Samsung and LG saw the online
securities trading constitute 74.1% and 71.1%
of their total volume [see Korean Industry
Update (2000)]. Although small and medium
sized securities firms are trying hard to survive
by moving to either specialising their
operations or to team up with other companies,
some analysts forecast that the securities
industry will be dominated by those large
companies with strong funding capabilities
[see Korean Business Review (2001)].
Another contributing factors to the popularity
of online securities trading is the high
percentage of retail investors in the whole
trader group. The KSDA reports that
individual investors contribute to 86% of the
number of stock trading and 71% of trade
volume. This level is twice as large compared
with the U.S. and other advanced nations.
Today, online trading seems to have become a
national pastime. It finds its way in
housewives, university students and a host of
Korean men wanting to make a fortune out of
it.
4. CAUSES OF KOREA’S ONLINE
STOCK TRADING BOOM
4.1 Repercussions
Reform

of

Financial

Sector

The financial crisis in Korea can be attributed
mainly to a breakdown of market discipline.
An insidious lack of transparency among
financial institutions and corporations, “brand
name” lending practices, and inadequate
analysis and risk management skills were just
some of the structural problems of the
economy. However since the economic crisis,
the Korean financial system has undergone
comprehensive reforms, which were agreed
upon by the Korean government and the IMF
[see PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2001)].

In order to restore market discipline and to
ensure the proper functioning of market
mechanisms, Korea had to adopt a new
regulatory regime. Moreover the growing
convergence of financial services and blurring
distinctions between financial sectors points to
the need for a single supervisory body for the
entire financial industry. On April 1 st 1998,
Financial Supervisory Commission (FSC) was
set up as the supreme financial regulatory
organization [see Ministry of Finance and
Economy (2001)]. It brought together four
supervisory bodies - the Banking Supervisory
Authority, the Securities Supervisory Board,
the Insurance Supervisory Board, and the
Credit Management Board.
A key objective of the FSC is capital market
development (CPD). It is mainly to support the
ongoing restructuring of corporate debt, and to
reduce the burden of corporate financing and
related risks on the financial sector. One broad
area of CPD is the internalization and
liberalization of the regulatory regime to
attract more foreign investment. Since
restrictions on foreign investors were rela xed,
shareholdings of foreign investor have surged
and, as of end 2000, account for nearly 30% of
the Korea Stock Exchange’s total market
capitalisation [see Ministry of Finance and
Economy (2001)].
The FSC has also laid down the institutional
framework for greater supervision and a
strengthened securities market infrastructure,
including stronger prudential rules and
regulations,
enhancement
of
market
competition, stricter financing, accounting and
disclosure requirements. Reforms have also
been geared towards improving corporate
governance
and
promoting
accounting
standards that will underpin the development
of more efficient capital market. Under these
new guidelines, financial institutions bear
greater responsibility for the protection of
minority shareholders and are required to
appoint outside directors and to establish audit
committees for internal check and balances
[see Ministry of Finance and Economy (2001)].
Korea was also caught up in the global trend of
universal banking and electronic commerce.
These landscape changes are an indication that
Korea is moving into a knowledge based or
digital economy [see Ministry of Information
and Communication (2001b)]. The continued
deregulation of the financial sector will bring
down the longstanding walls between the
banking, securities, and insurance industries
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and promote greater industry-wide competition
and consolidation. Synergies created in the
process of financial consolidation, either
locally or with foreign partners, are crucial to
the increasing efficiency of the financial
system and for the successful introduction of
innovative products. The introduction of many
new rules and regulations governing stock
markets will be aimed at preventing market
abuse and the promotion of market discipline
and security.
As a result, amid the growth of Internet and ecommerce, many players have introduced
many user-friendly technologies and services
throughout the domestic financial sector and
helped reinvent the concept and practice of
consumer oriented finance, and encouraged
greater participation by individual investors
within the financial system. Online trading
system encompasses the notion of self-service
and the empowerment of individual over vital
information, and is thus promoted aggressively
by most securities companies.

environment [see Ministry of Information and
Communication (2001a)].
The Korean government has also been
aggressively propagandizing the importance of
Internet literacy in the drive towards an
information society. The Korean Information
Society Forum was established in June 1998 to
raise public awareness about the importance of
the ability to use information. A sense of being
left behind also pushes people to be more
responsive. Culturally, Korea is a closely
knitted Confucian society. This has also led to
fast growth of entertainment-related Internet
usage (e.g. music, pornography) [see Korea
Network Information Center (2001)].

Korea has among the world’s highest rates of
Internet penetration and broadband usage [see
Ministry of Information and Communication
(2001c)]. There are close to 20 million Internet
users among a population of 47 million. Korea
was also the first country in the world where
mobile phone subscribers outnumber fixedlined customers. Such adequate physical
infrastructure means that Korea is well
equipped for e-commerce and the New
Economy. Below are some of the factors
contributing to this trend.

The government realized that competition
among the private service providers is vital to
the provision of innovative products and
services. In June 1997, through the revision of
the Telecommunication Business Act and the
setting up of the Korea Communications
Commission, it deregulated the telecom
industry and lowered the barriers of entry for
Internet Service Providers. The governmentinitiated low tariff for Internet access has also
attributed to the explosive growth of
broadband services. Typically, a 2 Mbps
Internet access cost about 30,000 to 50,000
Won per month [see Ministry of Information
and Communication (2001b)]. According to
Ministry of Information and communication,
there are a total of 3.8 millions household
subscribing to high speed Internet access [see
Ministry of Information and Communication
(2001c)]. This translates to a penetration rate
of about 27%, much higher than the U.S (i.e.
11.1%) and the rest of the world [see Netvalue
(2001)].

There has been a concerted effort among
Korean government ministries to implement a
consistent Information Technology (IT) policy
across the country. There have been various
initiatives to transform Korea into a
knowledge-based society. First, the Backbone
Computer Network project (1987-1992) was
put in place to facilitate the use of PC’s in
school and work. This was followed by
National Information Infrastructure (NII)
(1995-2010), an ambitious project to build a
high speed network so as to provide a
conducive
environment
for
delivering
multimedia service across the nation. The
Cyber-Korea 21 (1998-2002) project marks
another milestone in the government’s
endeavor to reinvent Korea as an information
powerhouse
by
creating
pro-Internet

With the increasing widespread of Internet, the
government has also acted to prevent the
violation of privacy, and obscenity and
violence in the online environment. The Act on
Promotion of Accessibility of Computer
Networks was revised to enhance the
protection
of
privacy.
The
Telecommunications Ethics Committee was
also set up and tasked to address the issue of
obscenity and violence on the Internet and
online communication. Steps are also taken to
ensure the safety and reliability of computer
networks. The Korea Information Security
Agency was established in April 1996 and is
responsible
for developing
information
security technology and creates public
awareness about network security to prevent
unauthorized access to computer networks [see

4.2
High
Internet
Broadband Usage

Penetration

and
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Ministry of Information and Communication
(2001c)].
The education system in Korea has also been
revamped to focus more on IT related skills.
The emphasis starts from elementary schools
with the Comprehensive School Information
Project (1997-2002) all the way up to
universities. There are also plans to provide
computer training to housewives, military
personnel, farmers/fishermen,
and senior
citizens to ensure that no group is left behind
in the move to improve national IT literacy
[see Ministry of Education (2001)].
Post-crisis Korea has also spawned many small
and home office businesses. The Internet is
perceived as one way to create high value with
minimum workforce, capital and other
resources. Many businesses have also turned to
e-commerce as an added distribution channel
or to explore niche market [see Korea Network
Information Center (2001)]. As a result, the
Internet has become the most popular means of
conducting online trading, accounting for 95%
of all online trading, as opposed to 3% for
PDA and 2% for ARS [see Korea Stock
Exchange (2001)].
4.3 Other Factors: Lower Commission and
Socio-Cultural Considerations
One of the main reasons why online trading in
Korea got off to a blazing start is that
established securities firms were quick to adapt
to the Internet. Many of them had set up cybertrading systems by early 1998 and began
offering aggressive cuts in commissions from
mid-1999, despite the risk of cannibalizing
their
traditional
brokerage
business.
Transaction fee for the online trades are now
only 0.025% to 0.1%, compared with 0.5%
charged by traditional brokerages [see Korea
Securities Dealers Association (2001a)].
Combined with a bullish stock market, this has
triggered a surge of investment by day traders.
Many analysts have attributed cheaper online
rates as the perfect incentive for many Korean
retail investors, who are mostly short-term
punters [see Foundation for Advanced
Information and Research (1991)]. The soaring
online
trading
volume
and
accounts
subsequently attracted more pure play start-ups
and induced existing brokerages to jump on the
wagon of online trading, creating network
effect and further dragging down the
commission rate.
The flood of online trading has its root in
culture too. Koreans have been known to have

a propensity for adopting new technologies,
even more than other Asian countries [see
Eklund (2000)]. One good indicator is the
penetration rate of cellular phone in Korea,
which is more than 50%, far above the U.S.
Koreans also shared a common passion for
gambling with other Asian countries [see The
Economist (2000)]. The speculative nature of
online trading further reinforces this habit and
was thus well received by the masses. Retail
investors account for 73% of KSE’s total
trading volume and 96% of KOSDAQ’s total
trading volume.
Reforms in the education sector that emphasize
English and computer literacy also contribute
to the cause of electronic commerce in general.
These efforts have created a new generation of
investors, who are self-reliant and able to
leverage on the Internet to search for
information within and beyond Korea to make
wise investment decisions.
As in most other economies, small and
medium sized enterpris es comprise the bulk of
business establishments and provide most
employment. Industry policy favoring the
chaebol has also spawned networks of highly
dependent
subcontractors,
discouraging
entrepreneurs. Likewise credit allocation is
skewed in favor of large corporations. Thus
innovative start-ups and SMEs were starved of
funds and this further stymied entrepreneurial
spirit [see Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade (2001)].
The massive layoffs during the Asian crisis
have caused an unexpected trend – the rise of
an entrepreneurial mentality among Koreans.
Under the ongoing financial reforms, banks are
improving
their small business
credit
assessment skills and efficiency, and cutting
back lending to the chaebol. KOSDAQ has
also made it possible for young entrepreneurs
to turn their dreams into reality through easier
access to funds [see Asiaweek (2000)]. This
new breed of self-reliant entrepreneurs is
heeding the call of the government to form a
new knowledge-based economy. Many of
them have started E-commerce and Internet
related ventures.
5. IMPLICATIONS OF ONLINE
TRADING ON KOREA’S
RETAIL BROKERAGE INDUSTRY
Since the Buttonwood Tree exchange that took
place in New York in 1790s, the brokerage
industry has undergone numerous evolutionary
changes, many of them attributable to the
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emergence of new technologies. With the
advent of Internet technologies and the
subsequent Internet trading in the last few
years, a brand new industry has emerged,
online brokerage. We look at how the value
proposition is changing within the brokerage
industry as a result of Internet technology. We
then examine the changes in the competitive
environment.
5.1 Shifting of the Value Proposition
At its simplest, the securities industry is
composed of exchanges, clearing houses,
brokerages consisting of brokers and financial
advisors,
sellers/borrowers,
and
buyers/investors. Brokerages engage in the
purchase, sale, and intermediation of securities.
Securities firms serve four major functions in
the financial market. First, they serve as
financial
intermediaries,
matching
individual/institutional
investors
with
individual/institutional
sellers,
and
corporate/governmental
borrowers. Second,
they provide a means of pricing and valuing
investments by making timely information
about investments available to the marketplace.
Third, securities firms furnish a vehicle for the
liquidation of investors’ assets, as brokers and
dealers trade securities for investors efficiently.
Finally, they provide investment advice and
customer- tailored financial instruments.
Many securities firms serve as both brokers
and dealers, with the former trading on behalf
of clients and the latter trading on its own
account to make a profit. Most broker-dealer
firms
have
headquarters
to
handle
administration, and branch offices to sell and
market company services, and assist clients.
The type and extent of services offered beyond
brokerage and dealing activities determine
what category the security firm falls under,
namely full-service or discount brokerage.
Full-service firms provide a range of services
for both retail and institutional customers,
while discount brokers usually serve primarily
as access channels for retail customers to reach
the stock market.
With the advent of the Internet, the brokerage
industry has shifted to a new paradigm,
electronic brokerage services (henceforth ebrokerage.) E-brokerage adds a new factor to
the value-proposition of off-line traditional
brokerages, regardless of whether they are fullservice or discount: the Internet medium. This
medium can help the dependent investors do
their own research, and get informed about
new initial public offerings (IPOs). It could

also provide asset management tools. All in all,
the Internet makes all the transaction more
apparent with its speed and availability.
In
this
environment,
the
investors’
expectations from the e-brokerages are more
demanding than ever before. The most
common belief is that e-brokerages
must
provide hassle-free automated transaction
execution along with other products at a
reduced price. Those products and services
should be available 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. Moreover, with the high automation
capability of the medium, the services must be
customised to match the tastes and styles of
each investor. These could include easy and
low-cost access to research reports, resource
links, tools and analysis, charts and news,
custom-made portfolio views, and checking
and banking services.
While offering new value propositions for the
investors, both e-brokerage and traditional
brokerage house can also benefit from the
Internet. First of all, the Internet has become a
new channel to acquire new customers and sell
products and services. The Internet is an ideal
medium to help brokerage firms to expose
themselves to potential buyers globally and
achieve efficient dissemination of product and
service information. It expands the opportunity
to participate in the customer acquisition
processes and improve target customer
identification. It facilitates new sales and
delivery directly to consumers without time
and place constraints. Online stock purchasing
is a good example of a new channel that
reduces transaction costs both for the seller and
the buyer. The Internet also creates new
products and services, such as the ability to
transfer funds from bank accounts.
The Internet could help increase customer
satisfaction as well. Because it is capable of
mass customization, the Internet allows custom
marketing and personalized products, which
translates into greater customer satisfaction
and more transactions. Customized service
requires an enriched understanding of the ways
in which products are used, usage rates, and
precise performance metrics, which is now
possible via the Internet. Automation web sites
can expand and improve customer support 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Finally, the Internet is providing brokerages
cost savings in overhead, labor, transactions,
and customer services. It reduces the costs of
providing customer support services by
providing a cheaper communications medium
(cheaper than telephone support) and lowers
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transaction cost by eliminating store fronts and
improving business processes. Opportunities to
streamline
payment/receivables
processes
become a reality, thanks to the rapid
development of online transaction technologies.
In conclusion, brokerage firms are positioned
to capture a larger share of the customer’s
wallet. One thing appears certain: in general, ebrokerage will continue to grow in popularity.
5.2
Changes
in
the
Competitive
Environment
of
Korea’s
Brokerage
Industry
Despite the advantages of an online business
model, the e-brokerages are facing many new
challenges. E-brokers differ from traditional
brokers because they can bypass many of the
traditional barriers to entry. The most
important difference is the lack of a physical
presence (including the branch office and
financial consultants) and the associated costs
of development such as building cost,
overhead, and employee wages. A second key
difference is the brokers’ strategic approach.
While established companies have attempted
to retain an established customer base,
electronic brokers must follow a customer
acquisition strategy. This means they must
differentiate themselves, whether through low
costs or value added services.
Beyond the physical and strategic differences,
e-brokers resemble discount brokers in several
ways. They offer discounted prices and pass
control of portfolio management to the
investor and collect revenue from trade
commissions, interest income, and service fees.
Competition is even more intense in the
aftermath of the financial reforms that took
hold after the economic crisis . The commission
fee is now subject to fierce price wars between
competitors. Deregulation also opens the
market to global competition, allowing
the
participation of the foreign brokerage houses
in the local market, making things even
tougher for local players.
Brokerage service firms must be aware of the
modern consumer who has exposure to the
Internet and technology. He or she has greater
challenges balancing personal and professional
priorities and has less time and energy to select
brokerage service providers. The Internet
provides access to a much wider potential
client base than a physical brick and mortar
structure, but also makes it much easier for
consumers to compare different service
providers. Consumers have both less time to

devote to selection of brokerage service
provider and much greater control over the
selling process. This can make the cost of
attracting and retaining customers become
more significant as stiff competition forces ebrokers to offer more innovative and better
products and services to win business.
E-brokers
have
delivered
revolutionary
products to the market with online trading.
However, with more new participants coming
to the market, it is extremely difficult for any
player to differentiate itself from others
through distinctive products. Moreover ebrokers are also facing increasing composition
from the existing traditional full-service
players, who can offer more comprehensive
services
for dependent
investors.
The
inevitable maturing of the consumer market for
online trading will thus force e-brokers to shift
gears and move into non-trading investment
business or try to appeal to a wider market.
The fierce competition in the market has led to
a situation in which most online brokerage
houses depend on fee-per-trade for their
revenue. Thus, this business model is
fundamentally in conflict with customers’ best
interest. The incentives to provide investors
with stable long-term blue-chip securities are
weak when revenues increase with the
frequency of transactions. Because of this,
some vendors are unbundling their products
and services, such as research and access to
IPOs. The day traders are the exception.
However, they are attracting more regulatory
scrutiny, which could have negative spill-over
effects for mainstream brokers. In addition to
those challenges, traditional brokers, who
decide to jump on the e-brokerage bandwagon,
face substantial channel conflict with their
network of dealers and brokers.
In conclusion, there are two main implications
of online trading for the brokerage industry:
severe competition and pricing pressure in
certain segments. This is likely to continue, as
the online brokerage space becomes more
crowded with new entrants and traditional
brokerage firms moving online and into new
segments of the market. However, growth in
the number of online trades should provide
volume growth. Furthermore, it is possible that
some market segments may experience price
increases. We foresee a divergence of business
models catering to either the asset management
model or the high-volume trading model (or, in
some cases, both). As competition continues to
heat up and more emphasis is placed on assets,
not trading volume, other value-added services
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will become an important component of ebrokerage. Consequently, only companies who
actively change their business models to adapt
to the changing environment will do well [see
Kang K.T. (2001)].
6. IMPLICATIONS OFONLINE
TRADING ON KOREA’S STOCK
MARKET
In this section, we will examine the impact of
online trading on various elements of the stock
market. In particular, we look at the effects of
online trading on the liquidity, market
efficiency, cost structure, and volatility of the
stock market.
6.1 Liquidity
One essential function of a market is to
provide liquidity, that is, the participants in the
market should be able to rapidly execute a
large-volume transaction with a small impact
on prices. There are three dimensions in the
operational definition of market liquidity:
tightness, depth and resiliency. “Tightness”
denotes how far transaction prices diverge
from mid-market prices and can be generally
measured by the bid-ask spread. The greater
the spread, the greater the cost of immediacy
service such as buying and selling stock to the
desired price provided by the market and thus
lower the liquidity. Online trading tends to
narrow the bid-ask spread by inducing greater
competition, which results from lower cost and
increased transparency that puts pressure on
the dealer’s margin.
Evidence from Korea’s stock market indicates
that since 1999 the quotation spread ratio has
increased (i.e. there are more issues quoted in
low bid-ask spread). The execution ratio has
also increased gradually. According to BIS
(2001a), the higher the turnover ratio between
the total trading volume and the outstanding
orders is, the lower the bid-ask spread.
“Depth” denotes both the volume of trades
possible without affecting prevailing market
prices and the amount of orders on the order
books of market makers at a given time. These
criteria can be measured by the amount of
orders on the books or by market impact,
which is the fluctuation in quotes or bid-ask
spreads resulting from order executions [see
Bank for International Settlements (2001b)] or
the successful rate of trade executions. During
the last three years, the ratios of market depth
and price continuity in Korea’s stock market
have
increased
gradually,
with
some

fluctuation within a year but with a secular
upward trend.
“Resiliency” refers to the speed with which
price fluctuations resulting from trade are
dissipated, or the speed with which imbalances
in order flows are adjusted [see Bank for
International Settlements (2001a)]. There is no
consensus yet on how to measure this
dimension, and some participants cautioned
that online trading systems had not been tested
yet in extremely stressed market conditions.
Number and volume of trades and number of
market participants are other measures that can
be used as readily observable proxies of
market liquidity. In the context of the Korean
stock market, both the number of accounts and
total volume trading has increased. So far the
various performance indicators of Korea’s
stock market support the argument that online
trading has led to higher liquidity since its
introduction in 1998.
6.2 Market Efficiency
Regarding market efficiency, there are three
Efficient Market Hypotheses (EMH): weakform EMH, semi -strong-form EMH and
strong-form EMH. The weak-form EMH
assumes that current stock prices fully reflect
all historical security-market information. The
semi-strong-form EMH asserts that stock
prices adjust rapidly to release of all public
information while strong-form EMH contends
that stock prices fully reflect all the
information not only from public sources but
private sources as well [see Keane (1985)]. So
in general, market efficiency refers to how fast
and to what extent security prices adjust to the
arrival of new information. Market efficiency
is important because the implications are farreaching for all participants in the market,
investors and raisers of capital. Lack of
confidence in market efficiency tends to induce
investors and fund raisers to focus their
attention on exploiting the inefficiencies and
walk away from a more positive recognition of
the messages contained in the market’s prices
[see Reilly and Brown (2000)].
Online trading increases the transparency of
the whole trading process. Investors can access
more
information
including
pre -trade
information (i.e. bids, offers and order size)
and post-trade information (i.e. price, volume
and execution time). It also facilitates the
transmission of information among the issuers,
intermediaries and final investors with faster
processing speed than is possible with manual
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processes. Lower commission
fee and
widening access to market information also
encourage greater trading activity. Thus
investors can trade instantly once they receive
new information that changes their original
valuation. All these will help facilitate the
whole process through which information is
incorporated into the stock price. Therefore,
market efficiency improves as a result of
online trading. A KSDA research team has
come up with the conclusion that online
trading empowers the individual investors and
as a result, the information gap between
institutional investors and individual investors
has narrowed considerably [Kang B.Y.
(2001)].
On the other hand, increased market efficiency
has its downside. The securities market has
become more momentum-oriented, in which
price movements are more affected by shortterm news rather than long term fundamentals.
It is also vulnerable to false information and
depends critically on the stability of the
network system. The increased exposure to
information also makes the market more
sensitive to global events. In fact, it is
believed that KSE and KOSDAQ have become
more correlated with NASDAQ [Yoo ( 2001)].
6.3 Cost Structure
From the market’s perspective, cost efficiency
arises if the total cost burden for all market
players is reduced. Thus we will now discuss
how online trading will affect the costs that
various market players incur in stock trading.
As for brokerages and dealers, they now have
lower processing costs. Electronic trading
makes it possible for trades to be passed
straight through to the middle and back offices
by linking the execution, confirmation,
clearing and settlement of trades with market
risk management
and operational
risk
management procedures. It does away with
intermediate manual intervention so that not
only are the overhead costs for back office
reduced, but the risk of errors in trade
reporting and record keeping is also minimized
[see Bank for International Settlements
(2001b)].
Investors can also at least reduce certain
components of their total costs. By greatly
increasing the amount and timeliness of
information, online brokerage houses provide
greater efficiency and reduce investors’ search
costs (i.e. the costs of searching for the best
price).

Investors’ transaction costs consist of both
direct and indirect costs. Direct costs involve
commissions to brokers, stock exchange and
taxes. As we discussed before, these costs have
decreased dramatically after online trading was
introduced in Korea. But it is questionable
whether an investor’s total transaction costs
have been reduced since brokers can simply
add on the lost commission to investors’ costs
[see Balasubramanian et al (2000)].
When investor place orders with
e-brokers,
they incur direct costs by way of commission.
But
e-brokerages
can
extract
larger
commissions
from
market
makers
to
compensate for low commission revenue from
investors. Market makers themselves can
recover the cost of these commissions by
operating on a larger bid -ask spread, thus
passing along transaction costs to investors. It
is a common practice in U.S. that market
makers pay a quarter-penny to two pennies per
share as a “kickback” to online brokerages for
the right to execute their customers’ orders.
The biggest market maker in US, Knight
Trading Group Inc. last year gave over $139
million in such payments [see Hamilton
(2001)].
So whether investors will in fact enjoy lower
total transaction costs depends on whether
brokerages transform the lost commission into
hidden costs for investors. We do not know if
the “Kickback” practice exists in South Korea.
But from the fact that the less-than-two-ticks
bid-ask spread ratio (i.e. quotation spread) in
KSE has increased from 26.36% in 1998 to
40.68% in 2000, it seems that investors in
Korea generally do not incur more hidden
costs because of lower commission payments.
In general, online trading reduces brokerages’
costs as well as investors’ search and
transaction costs. Thus online trading is more
cost-efficient than traditional brokerage and
will contribute to higher trading activities in
the long term [see Lim 2001)].
6.4 Volatility
Online trading also has a significant impact on
the volatility of stock prices. While it is
obvious that the improvement of liquidity,
market
efficiency
and cost efficiency
attributable to online trading is clearly
beneficial to the financial market, it is open to
argument whether an increase or decrease in
volatility is more desirable. It is often argued
that properly functioning markets should bring
about lower price volatility. However, just as a
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real estate with no buyers may have a constant
price, some assets may have low price
volatility for the same reason. But such price
stability is not desirable from the market’s
point of view since it merely reflects lack of
liquidity.

trading for the sake of trading (i.e. pure
speculation)? Since increased volatility can be
brought about either by increased efficiency or
increased market friction, further insight into
this issue will have significant implications for
Korean regulators [Woo (2001)].

Stock price volatility consists of two
components. One is gradual price adjustment
as new information is incorporated into the
share price, which reflects the market’s
changed view toward the stock’s fundamentals.
The other is the noise component due to
friction in the market. Examples are price
abnormality caused by manipulation or market
sentiment. While the former price fluctuation
reflects market efficiency, the latter causes
unnecessary disturbance [see Lucas and
Leonard (1989)].

6.5 Regulatory Issues

There are good reasons to believe that online
trading increases price volatility. It provides
more
information
and
disseminates
information more quickly, and consequently
investors can incorporate the new information
into their stock valuation faster than before. On
the other hand, online trading may also
increase noise or irrational price change.
Entirely new information sources, such as chat
room message traffic and whisper numbers,
may become an avenue of rumor spreading
[see Madhavan (2001)]. In South Korea, price
volatility has surged since the introduction of
online trading. Figure 4–10 shows the annual
fluctuation rate of KSE index since 1993. As
indicated in Figure 4–10, the market stock
price was more volatile in the 1998-2000
period, when online trading expanded rapidly,
than in the pre-1998 period.
The direct cause of price volatility is the
increasingly active trading. Online trading
involves lower commission, more convenience
and more control over investors’ own trading
activities. It thus attracts more and more
individual investors to become day traders. In
U.S., an average Merrill Lynch (i.e. a fullservice broker) customer made four to five
trades per year against an average of 5.4 trades
per quarter for core investors of E*Trade
Group and other e-brokerages in 1998 [see
Konana et al (2000)]. South Korea has also
witnessed an increasing number of individual
investors and a corresponding surge in trading
volume. The increasingly active trading has
resulted in a more volatile stock market. The
big question here is, how much of the total
trading is attributable to investors digesting
more information and readjusting their
valuation of the stock, and how much is due to

One of the major impacts of online trading on
the securities market is the sharp increase in
day trading volume and volatility. In fact,
89% of day trading volume comes from stock
priced below par value (i.e. 5000 won). This is
because trading in stock priced below par
value is exempt from transaction tax.
However the FSC and KSE has recognized that
the extreme volatility of the securities market
does not help its role as a capital market where
companies raise long term funds. From 1 st
July 2001, KSE imposed a 0.3% transaction
tax on sub par stock transaction in an effort to
rein in the volatility of the stock market [Lee C.
(2001)]. In the longer term it intends to
restructure
the commission
scheme to
incorporate the number of orders instead of
basing the commission solely on trading value.
KSE will also cease the disclosure of aggregate
order amounts so that day traders have less
information to conduct speculative trades. The
last two moves is intended to reduce the
excessive number of day trading in both KSE
and KOSDAQ.
As the popularity of online trading grows, the
need to protect investors is increasing. One of
the main issues is the fraudulent circulation of
false and misleading information. In 2000,
there were a total of 130 reported cases of
unlawful securities-related activities.
To
prevent breaches of online security system as
well as fraud or abuses in online transactions,
the FSS also inaugurated Korea’s first ever
“Cyber Force”, which is to protect online
securities investors from fraud, misleading
information, and unfair trading practices [see
Lee D. Y. (2001)].
It is vital that the integrity and performance of
the IT system be upheld in order to maintain
the confidence of the investors.
Although
there are no implicit requirements on the IT
systems, FSS has ordered securities company
to come up with a timetable for back-up
systems. The securities companies will also be
responsible for losses resulting from the
malfunctioning of IT systems [Lee D.Y.
(2001)].
6.6 Effects on Financial Refor m
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In the early part of its development, Korea
developed the securities market on a trial-anderror basis and introduced a regulatory
framework that could fit local conditions.
Market crashes in 1958, 1959, 1962 and 1970
have created a negative image of KSE as a
manipulated market, and KSE turned out to be
of minor significance in mobilizing savings for
corporate financing. The limited number of
listed companies listed and lower returns
compared to other investment made KSE
unattractive for investors further discouraged
the development of stock market.
The Korean
government
has actively
intervened in developing the local capital
market. Specific measures include the Long
Term Plan for Internationalization of the
Capital Market of 1981, allowing foreign
securities companies to set up branch offices in
1990, and the opening of Stock Index Futures
Market and Options Market by KSE in 1996.
As of end-1996, the total market capitalization
of KSE reached US$139 billion (117.3 trillion
won), and it became the seventh largest stock
market in Asia, in term of market
capitalization. The rapid development was
driven by high saving rates and investment,
along with a strong emphasis on exports.
However, the boom was short-lived since the
web of implicit guarantees and cozy links
among banks, corporations and government
created a moral hazard problem – a “too big to
fail” mentality resulting in an excessively
indebted
corporate
sector
and poorly
supervised, shaky financial system. Within less
than a year Korea experienced a severe
financial crisis and the exchange rate has
plummeted from about 950 won to the dollar
in early 1997 to almost 2,000 won at year-end.
In addition, the interest rate soared from 14%
to about 30% in the wake of large-scale capital
flight. As a result, total market capitalization of
KSE plummeted to US$41.8 billion (70.9
trillion won).
In November 1997, the government requested
a bailout from IMF to avoid a moratorium on
Korea’s foreign debt and started financial
reform to restore stability and confidence. In
order to achieve the objective of reform, the
government needs to enhance the stock market
as a reliable source of corporate financing.
The introduction of online trading has
dramatically changed the stock market
landscape. It increases liquidity and cost
efficiency. It is believed to enhance market

efficiency by making stock prices more
informative. At the same time, by attracting
more trading activity, it also increases market
price volatility,
which has ambiguous
implications. Research by KSDA shows that
the average daily volatility of stock prices from
1996 to 1998 ranged from 11.30 to 13.67
points, while in year 2000 it was
approximately
16.06 points [see Korea
Securities Dealers Association (2001a)].
In general, online trading has been in line with
Korea’s financial reform blueprint. To achieve
the long-term objectives of the financial
reform, the Korean government has been
carrying out financial restructuring efforts,
such as tightening the limits on credit
exposures of financial institutions, and
concurrently limiting the debt-equity-ratios of
listed companies. In this context, the role of
capital market, especially the stock market, in
corporate finance becomes more important. A
more developed and robust stock market will
certainly promote the government efforts in
this area.
On the other hand, by increasing transparency,
liquidity, market efficiency and volatility,
online trading is making the KSE and
KOSDAQ more attractive to foreign and
domestic investors alike, and thus has a big
potential to attract more capital. In fact, the
first effect of the growth of the online
securities market was a sharp rise in public
offerings through the Internet, supported by the
government’s less stringent listing requirement.
The government has encouraged Internet–
related, small to medium venture companies to
offer shares through their Internet homepage.
A total of 907 companies made Internet public
offerings between August 1998 and December
2000, with 426 companies going public in
three months from March to May 2000 [see
Korea Securities Dealers Association (2001b)].
During the bull market period from Aug 1998
through the whole of 1999, equity funds raised
in both KSE and KOSQAQ totaled about 31
trillion won. In 2000, when the global stock
market was bearish, less than 10 trillion was
raised in KSE and an even lower figure was
raised in KOSDAQ. Even though earlier data
supported a positive relationship between
online trading volume and corporate financing
through the stock market, we should also note
that the amounts raised in Korean stock
markets are closely correlated to the
sentiments of stock markets in other countries,
particularly Wall Street.
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In the long run, the Korea government seeks
not only a more balanced and sustainable
capital structure within Korea enterprises but
also a more balanced financial system.
However, it is now too early to conclude
whether the presence of online trading directly
encourages Korea’s private sector to move
away from bank loans and turn to stock market
for corporate financing. It is also too early to
tell what impact, if any, online trading has had
on the extent to which the stock market’s
performance depends on speculative sentiment
rather than fundamentals. The reform program
of reducing the corporate debt to equity ratio
from 500% to 200%, deemed appropriate
during the bull market, will be difficult now
given the slump in the stock market. One
consolation is that although the dot.com
euphoria, online trading penetration rate has
remained on a steady upward trend.
Therefore we can conclude the growth of
online trading is not solely due to speculative
trades resulting from the bull market but can
also be attributed to the real benefits of online
trading and investors’
recognition and
appreciation of those benefits [see Wee (2001)].
Hopefully, the growth in online trading and the
wide range of benefits that come with it can
propel the stock market to the next level of
performance and contribute to a more efficient
allocation of capital by the Korea financial
system. A more efficient financial system will,
in turn, improve the Korean economy’s
efficiency and productivity.
7. CONCLUSION
“Nothing is constant, we seek no permanence”.
We quote Mr. Konosuke Matsushita, founder
of the Matsushita Group, as we contemplate
the profoundness of his wisdom in today’s
business world. The emergence of Internet
technology
and
the many
innovative
applications that are built on its foundation has
rewritten many existing business rules and
assumptions. In particular, the brokerage
industry has undergone a major shake up in the
last decade. The introduction of online broker
has redefined the rules of the game and that
has
put
many
traditional
brokerages
scrambling for solutions or face extinction.
As we prepared for the Business Study
Mission to Korea, we were surprised by the
extent to of Korea’s economic setback during
the Asian crisis and its strong recovery in the
short span of three years. Korea has had to
make many tough choices to achieve its
remarkable recovery. Despite its linguistic

disadvantage, especially its people’s relative
poor command of English, Korea has become
a world leader in Internet adoption and
penetration, and the Internet is widely used by
both businesses and consumer. During the
course of our study, we have learnt that one
area where the Internet has had a particularly
big impact is stock trading. Online stock
trading has grown exponentially such that
Korea has overtaken even the U.S. in terms of
the penetration rate for online securities
trading.
Our paper has set out to understand the reasons
behind this phenomenon. Although online
stock trading is an Internet phenomenon, it is
also a financial phenomenon. As such, we also
had to gain an understanding of the fabric of
the pre-crisis financial structure of Korea as
well as how the economic crisis and the
subsequent reforms have transformed the
whole financial sector for the better.
Using modern management theories, we
analyse the online brokerage industry and
recommended various initiatives that an online
brokerage should adopt to ensure long-term
viability. Those initiatives jointly form a
business strategy, and are based on the changes
in value propositions
and competitive
landscape brought about as a result of on-line
trading. On a more macro level, we evaluate
the effect of the online trading on the Korea
stock market. In particular, we examine the
impact on liquidity, market efficiency, cost
structure, and liquidity. We also look at the
implications of online trading for Korea’s ongoing financial reforms.
At a broader level, we feel that online trading
will eventually spread to all stock markets, the
only difference
being the timing of
implementation. We trust that the content of
this paper will be useful to anyone who wishes
to have a better understanding of online trading.
More specifically, we hope our section on
long-term strategies for online brokerage in
Korea will provide valuable suggestions to
online brokers. We are also confident that our
analysis of the impact of online trading on the
stock market can provide some insights for
other aspiring stock markets so that they can
be better prepared when they experience more
active online trading.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

As business races to embrace the new technology of the Internet, education, too, must
electronically foster the development of resources by people who live and work in diverse
locations and educational environments. The goal of this paper is to discuss an educational
philosophy that serves a sundry population seekingeducational excellence. Lessons learned from
Electronic Business and current tools available for accomplishing this task will also be reviewed.
To meet the rigors of the New World Community concept, education, like Electronic Commerce
and Electronic Business, must embrace the virtual environment and provide a holistic platform
that will allow its products to be delivered through enhanced and non-traditional methods.

Keywords -- Non-traditional education, online education, distance learning, electronic education,
E-education, EE, VEE, MOO, MUD, conceptual change, collaboration.
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Introduction

The potential of the Internet to foster collaboration and conceptual change between
people who have never met face-to-face is great. Business understands this. Education must now
embrace the opportunities afforded it by the Internet and ready itself to brace the challenges.
Many states in the U.S. are now mandating online and non-traditional education as a component
of the education al delivery system. The online education has been mandated for several reasons.
Primary is that it provides a forum in which students and teachers can pursue an integrated,
interdisciplinary curriculum. It is a medium for the free exchange of ideas in a non-physical
setting, placing emphasis on ability and achievement. Critical thinking skills are encouraged and
emphasized in an integrated and practical approach to education. As an equal opportunity
institution it does not discriminate on grounds of ethnicity, creed, gender, age, sexual or political
preference, nationality, economic status, or physical disability. Scholarly research and publishing
is recognized as a necessary adjunct to quality teaching, but places priority on teaching and does
not make research or publication a necessary condition of employment, job retention or
promotion.

Conceptual Change

What makes the electronic education (E-education or EE) different from other more
traditional modes of education? By existing in a virtual environment without the costs of
maintaining a physical plant, EE can offer a high-quality educational experience at the student's
3
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convenience, regardless of time or place. The virtual nature of EE makes asynchronous delivery
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Asynchronous is "not synchronous" or not
happening at precisely the same time. Through asynchronous learning technology, faculty can
supplement classroom teaching with additional information about the course. Examples are
lecture notes, links to related Internet sites, multi-media applications of audio and video,
homework problems and solutions, on-line reference materials, on-line quizzes, immediate
grading and feedback, as well as being more available to students electronically. Asynchronous
learning offers the students an additional venue to access information at their convenience, to
communicate with each other or the instructor, to exchange information in group discussions,
and to collaborate in problem solving sessions remotely. The instructor can monitor and guide
the discussions as needed and gauge students' progress as well, if not better, in asynchronous
learning as in a more traditional learning environment. Preliminary data suggest that the use of
interactive computer-mediated communication technology in the classroom significantly
enhances the learning process by increasing student performance as well as faculty productivity.

Asynchronous instruction does not require the simultaneous participation of all students
and instructors. Students do not need to be gathered together in the same location at the same
time. Rather, students may choose their own instructional time frame and gather learning
materials according to their schedules. Asynchronous instruction is more flexible than
synchronous instruction. Moreover, in the case of telecommunications such as email,
asynchronous instruction allows and even may encourage community development. Forms of
asynchronous delivery include email, listservs, audiocassette courses, videotaped courses,
4
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correspondence courses, and World Wide Web-based courses (though WWW will probably offer
synchronous formats in the near future).
The advantages of asynchronous delivery include student choice of location and time,
and (in the case of telecommunications such as email) interaction opportunities for all students.
A disadvantage to consider with email-based interaction is the considerable written exchange.

The vision of EE starts with asynchronous learning and a new vision for education - one
based on the Internet - and one that integrates both asynchronous and synchronous learning.
While instructors know how to use traditional tools like a chalkboard, overhead projector, to
lecture, teaching online eliminates most of the cues good teachers use to monitor their student's
progress. As instructors cannot see their students, in this environment, puzzled looks and even
the simplest interaction filters through abstracted typed text. In such an environment, showing a
student what to do takes time, typing, and very precise language. These do present some
problems in the interaction between instructor and student, but they are overcome in a short time.
As the technology improves over the next few years this problem will soon be eliminated as
audio and visual Internet links are developed and improved.

Regardless of the teaching environment, instructors generally use a lecture approach in
real life and tend to deliver electronic lectures online. As this is a little more difficult to do in this
environment, the first tools created or transported from other MOO's (Multi-user, Object
Oriented environment) were the classroom, slide projector, notice board, and of course, the

5
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lecture. The lecture allows instructors to pre-load their thoughts, instructions, and
communications and then deliver them line by lineto their students.

In essence, the lecture epitomizes the paradigm shift required to restructure traditional
education into a Virtual Educational Environment (VEE). The difference between the two can be
compared to the evolution of automobiles from the horseless carriage to the modern car.

Advantages of Working in a VEE

Much like the horseless carriage, the 'lecture' approach to delivering instruction in a VEE
tries to adapt a well-known approach to a new technology with varying results. The lecture is
very effective when instructors pause to allow a dialog to develop and incorporate other teaching
tools into it. The ability to access powerful tools such as the World Wide Web and Gopher
browsers, simulations, tutorials, and most significantly, the VEE itself are a very compelling
teaching device. The online browsers make gigabytes of information available to students, while
tutorials and simulations can provide 24 hour a day access to detailed, information presentation,
practice and feedback.

The VEE itself serves as a most important resource to students. It can be changed to
respond to the requirements and desires of the learning community, by creating new spaces to
match the curriculum and activities. Students can also add rooms and create objects toillustrate
their conceptual understanding or to assist others in gaining such insight.
6
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For example, a MBA student may create a demonstration and prepare a hypertext
document relating their ideas to management theory. This becomes a portfolio of work for
assessment. Traditional evaluation, if desirable, including multiple choice, fill in the blank, and
matching exercises can be built with relative ease.

Disadvantages of Working in a VEE

Like most human creations, VEE's have their drawbacks. The current technology limits
interpersonal interactions to text alone. Even worse, participation in the VEE depends on typing
ability and knowledge of the English language. The command structure confuses even veteran
MOOers, and the text output from players in the same location mixes together into a continuous
stream of indecipherable babbling. Learning to survive in this demanding environment may take
time, and not suit the tastes or learning styles of some people. The greatest limitation is the lack
of good researchinto the niceties provided by interactive learning environments. Hopefully, in
the near future, most of the disadvantages will vanish as the technology improves, where all that
will be missing is the lack of face-to-face person-to-person interaction

Amalgamating Education

The concept of a Lab School attached to a University is not a new one. Many Colleges
and Universities had Lab "Businesses" attached to make the experience of a business setting, by
7
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business students, convenient for short term observation prior to them going into the field. In
more recent times, with the escalating cost to maintain faculties, Colleges and Universities can
no longer afford the luxuries of having a Lab "Business" close at hand. This however, is not the
case with VOU. The fundamental philosophies are to provide services to the learners and create a
unique learning environment through cooperation.

The Challenge

There is currently little knowledge available of adult learning, micro worlds, distance
education and instructional systems as they relate to online education. Thus, usually adaptation
of what is known to create the best learning environment possible, given our resources is the
norm in non-traditional learning.

The best part of building a new technology involves testing the limits of the medium. The
technology horizon is heading toward a graphic user interface (GUI) that will illustrate VEE
using brilliant pictures, icons, symbols and motion video with sound. The VEE will blend
seamlessly with the World Wide Web, Gopher, E-mail, and video conferencing. Students will be
able to talk to their instructors, see their fellow students, and create their own version of reality
using the graphic interface. While this may seem unrealistic and far-fetched, software tools such
as Placeware by former PARC Xerox technology guru, Pavel Curtis, is already available and in
much use. For EE to succeed, it must continually test the limits of the online medium, while
delivering information-age technology and high quality instruction to the student clients.
8
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Other EE's currently use the MOO environment as a source of delivery. Also created by
Curtis, this environment allows interaction between faculty and students. Research has
established that MOO environments have unique social characteristics that would facilitate a
pedagogical format. MOO's are virtual online environments designed for live interaction and
collaboration. MOO stands for Multi-user domain (which means that many users can log on
simultaneously), Object-Oriented (which refers to the type of program the MOO core uses).

MOO's can be used for synchronous communication through a more efficient interface
than most chats provide. MOO's are much more than an online "place" to converse with others.
Since MOO's are object-based, users can create rooms and objects that become permanent
elements of the new learning environment. This means that instructors are able to build online
virtual classrooms, textbooks, slide projectors, and even robots that can be used for delivery of
course material. Students, too, can create objects for exciting online learning projects.

A MUD (Multi User Domain) is very similar to a MOO. A MUD environment is
programmable using a language called LPC. Learning on the MUD can be as private or as public
as necessitated by the instructor, student, or class. Additionally, a MUD environment enables
MUD-mail for personal messages and bulletin boards for public discussions. MUD also allows
the ability to create interactive event simulations.

9
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The joint effort of EE by both educators and students is a fascinating model of
conceptual change and collaboration. By using the lessons learned from Electronic Business,
current tools available for accomplishing this task, and the potential of digital communications,
what was once a "What if..." scenario is now, for educators who are ready to take a proactive
stance with regard to getting a seamless education community online and a sundry population
seeking educational excellence, a virtual reality.

10
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ABSTRACT
Managing the dynamics of customer behaviour in the
rapidly emerging multichannel eBusiness environment is
complex. Establishing an enduring and profitable dialogue
with a customer requires that online relationship
management applications can accommodate the channel
variety in the customer's eCommunications portfolio
including their buyer behaviour dynamics. With reference
to the hotel industry, this paper considers (a) the impact of
Internet multichannel access on the customer decision
making process; (b) how differences in buyer behaviour
and loyalty level influence the relationship management
process; and (c) the implications of effectively managing
buyer behaviour and the provision of multichannel
customer accessibility for competitive advantage.
INTRODUCTION
Managing the dynamics of customer behaviour in the
rapidly emerging multichannel eBusiness environment is
complex. In defining a firm's web presence, it is no longer
adequate to concentrate on solely providing a PC-based
web interface. Customers are adopting increasingly a
variety of Internet access devices (IADs) [22], such as PC,
WAP, iDTV, PDA, Voice, etc., in their eCommunications
Portfolio (eCP) in order to suit their consumer information
and transaction requirements for any number of situations.
Managers who want to gain a competitive edge by
conducting business over the Internet must give serious
consideration to how they plan their web-based customer
decision support services and segmentation strategy
across multiple channels to enhance their customer
relationship capital. To date models of buyer behaviour
employed on the Web have been biased towards extensive
problem solving, following the traditional sequence
through the learn (cognitive), evaluate (affective) and
purchase (conative) stages of the hierarchy of effects
model [6][25][26] at the expense of neglecting alternative
buyer behaviours commonly encountered in the traditional

marketing literature. Much of this has been attributed to
the information intensity of web pages and concerns over
the security of online electronic payments [7] that can
cause, what under other circumstances might be, a low
involvement decision to become a complex one.
Establishing an enduring and profitable dialogue with a
customer requires that online relationship management
applications can accommodate the channel variety in the
customer's eCP including their buyer behaviour dynamics.
With reference to the hotel industry, this paper considers
(a) the impact of Internet multichannel access on the
customer decision making process; (b) how differences in
buyer behaviour and loyalty level influence the
relationship management process; and (c) the implications
of effectively managing buyer behaviour and the provision
of multichannel customer accessibility for competitive
advantage.
MULTICHANNEL DRIVERS IN EBUSINESS
Currently the PC-Internet route dominates the eBusiness
consumer market but there are now indications that the PC
market is contracting as new IADs enter the market place
[4]. Other channels, which include digital television and
mobile telecommunications, will increase access to
interactive means of entertainment and eBusiness. Driven
by the UK Government's indicated intention to eliminate
analogue television between 2006 and 2010, the number of
households adopting digital television in the UK are
estimated to be around the 80% level by 2008 [20].
Moreover, a European Internet survey conducted by NOP
Research [22] found that 65% of Internet users also use a
mobile phone and 9% of UK Internet users were likely to
acquire a WAP enabled mobile phone or PDA in the next
12 months. Similarly, the Euro.Net survey (2000) found that
22% of French Internet users declared an interest in the
acquisition of a WAP handset, followed by Germany with
11% [22]. Further innovations in WAP technology are the
forthcoming voice access eBusiness applications which
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employ voice interfaces to WAP enabled devices. Voice
access provides another powerful electronic distribution
option and may reduce the reliance on browsers for surfing
the web.
Although we have presented a predominantly European
perspective
on the technological
and consumer
trends/drivers, it is evident from NOP Research's findings
that in most cases consumers will typically include a PC,
WAP phone and iDTV in their eCP. Consumers' choice and
use of eChannel devices will be determined by situation
and buyer behaviour type and is considered later in this
paper.
Acknowledging that customers, through their personal eCP,
may have multiple modes of access to the Internet
increases the complexity of managing interactive customer
relationships for hotels with a web presence. Not only must
hotel cybermarketers focus on hotel product and customer
decision making but attention must also be given to the
type of IAD that may be required to service specific buyer
behaviours.
Hotel marketing
communications
are
constrained by IAD attributes, with many mobile devices
such as pagers, palmtop computers and WAP phones
having small text only screens, limited keyboards, limited
memory, low bandwidth capability, etc.. This is illustrated
by the following: Hotels, or their appointed intermediaries,
when planning look and book content for, say, small screen
non graphic WAP phones, must bear in mind these are not
necessarily conducive to extensive information search and
do not align well with non-routine buyer behaviour.
Instead, a GPRS (General Packet Radio System) WAP
phone, from vendors like BT Cellnet [20], allows hotels to
offer customers wireless, broadband communications
access to the hotel's website that is able to support
complex decision making; this is especially true for
prospective customers/guests where images play an
important role in the booking decision. For loyal customers
who book regularly text-WAP may suffice. Therefore
hotels will need to include in their customer databases their
customers' eCP.
Concern over the security of electronic payments has been
a major inhibitor to the growth of electronic commerce over
the Internet [7]. The level of perceived risk associated with
making payments over the Internet can make an otherwise
low involvement purchase decision a complex one.
Although, the perceived risks may be low for guests who
routinely use familiar, reputable, branded hotel websites.
Despite these concerns, the growth in hotel reservations
over the Internet continues [15]. Moreover, the Next
Generation Internet will provide enhanced security
features embedded in the Internet protocol (IPv6) that will
allay many of the security concerns that customers may
have with conducting web-based transactions using
mobile and non mobile IADs [16].

development because it facilitates the generation of device
independent content. XML is concerned with the tagging
of content rather than the stylistic and device specific
presentational codes; hence, it may be used to display
hotel information on a variety of eChannel device e.g.
WAP, PDA, PC, etc. By these means access to hotel
information and its retrieval, the storage and sharing of
information and electronic transmission are all enhanced.
Information content can be reused, combined in new ways
and presented in different formats and media. XML
explicitly (re)defines documents and their structure so that
a wider range of device specific browsers can then display
the documents. The device independency of XML is a
significant enabler because it satisfies the Open Systems
criteria of interoperability and portability [21]; secondly, it
provides superior future proofing of management's
investment decisions concerning the deployment of hotel
eBusiness applications.
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOUR
Managing the Dynamics of Buyer Behaviour
Customers'
decision
making
processes
are not
homogeneous through time for any number of reasons e.g.
lifestyle changes, economic reasons, substitute products,
etc. Therefore, managing the dynamics of buyer behaviour
in an interactive multichannel eBusiness environment
becomes a strategic imperative.

Decision
Process
Stages

Internet
Access
Device

eBusiness
Application

Scenario
Comment

Need
Recognition

iDTV

Family thinking
about their
annual holiday

Information
Search

PC

Evaluation

iDTV

Banner
advertising, URL
on TV
advertisement
eDistribution
Hotel and Travel
intermediaries
(e.g.
travelweb.com),
NTO websites,
Hotel websites
(e.g.
andbook.com)
iDTV browser
facility
(History file)

Purchase

WAP

Known hotel
website with
WAP interface

Parents visit a
number
websites to find
a suitable family
hotel. Some
websites have
hotel pictures
and virtual tours
Family reviews
and evaluates
options in the TV
room.
Parent uses
WAP phone to
book hotel
during the train
journey on the
way to work

A major driver of the multichannel eBusiness environment
was the ratification the eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) [24]. XML is a significant technological
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After
Purchase
Behaviour

PC
iDTV
WAP

Hotel CRM
personalisation
engine that can
manage
conversations
seamlessly
across
customer's eCP

Hotel and family
engage in
electronic
dialogue
(frequency of
hotel initiated
conversations
agreed with
parent i.e.
permission
marketing)

FIGURE 1. BUYER BEHAVIOUR EXAMPLE FOR A
FAMILY BOOKING HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
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Any evaluation of online buyer behaviour should take into
account the variety of IADs available to the customer via
their eCP and the possible corresponding interaction
options with B2C Hotel eBusiness applications that this
creates. However, managing the dynamics of buyer
behaviour is complicated further because (a) customers can
employ a different IAD at any stage of the decision making
process, and (b) choice of device to use is influenced by
situational factors. With reference to the rudimentary fivestage decision model used to characterise complex decision
making [6], Figure 1 demonstrates one possible scenario of
the process. In this example we consider the decision
process for a family booking hotel accommodation. The
customer eCP has been restricted to three devices (PC,
WAP and iDTV).
As this example shows, a key success factor for Hotel
eBusiness applications is the capability to maintain a
seamless conversation through time and across a
customer's eCP as well as personalising content that
matches the customer's decision type and loyalty level. It
means the Hotel eBusiness application is able to resume the
conversation from where the customer left off.
Customer Relationship Management and Personalisation
Personalisation is at the heart of customer relationship
management. Maintaining seamless conversations will
require that customer facing hotel eBusiness applications
can adapt the B2C interface in real-time to accommodate a
full range of buyer behaviours.
Maintaining a customer relationship is primarily concerned
with establishing a sustainable relationship between the
firm and its customers i.e. loyalty. Building loyalty requires
an understanding of the customer purchasing decision
type [2] and their relationship stage which may be defined
by their position on the loyalty ladder [9][19]. Knowing
where an online customer is positioned on the decisionloyalty type matrix (Figure 2) will determine the nature of
the personalised web page content to be presented
synchronously.

type becomes a key (re)segmentation variable for web
marketing. This sensitivity to changes in customer
behaviour takes into account the customer's level of
involvement [2][13], product type and brand loyalty,
including cognitive style [10][11]. This will allow
cybermarketers to engage a much richer variety set of
loyalty related buyer behaviours than the rudimentary,
high involvement, hierarchy of effects decision model
[6][14] typically referred to in the contemporary eBusiness
management literature [3][5][12][18][20][23][25][26].
The strategic significance of correctly identifying and
targeting customer's decision-loyalty type is that it allows
the hotel company to plan a customised relationship
migration strategy that focuses resources on building a
high value customer relationship. Referring to Figure 2,
Complex Suspects and Habitual Advocates represent the
two extremes on the decision-loyalty type matrix. The goal
of a migration algorithm (a server-side intelligent agent
application) would be to migrate the customer towards the
profitable habitual advocate position on the matrix; this
being the ideal position for securing maximum lifetime value
[17].
B2C hotel eBusiness applications that include automated
seamless switching and multichannel accessibility, we have
argued, will increase situational correspondence [1][8];
however, the content demands of particular buyer
behaviours in the personalisation process will be
constrained by the eChannel device type used by the
customer. For example, voice access to a hotel website for a
complex suspect who wants to see pictures of the hotel's
facilities is inappropriate but may be entirely suitable for
the habitual advocate who has a minimal information
search requirement and just wants to book. This has
important ramifications for a hotel's online segmentation
strategy. Namely, within the emerging multichannel
eBusiness transaction environments, eChannel device type
(i.e. channel segmentation)
must be considered
concomitantly with decision-loyalty type (i.e. behaviour
segmentation) in order to deliver an effective and
differentiated segmentation strategy.
CONCLUSION
Managing for competitive advantage in the multichannel
eBusiness environment means that managers involved with
ICT investment decisions must explicitly pay attention to
how they manage the B2C eBusiness interface from a
combined behavioural and technological perspective.

FIGURE 2. DECISION-LOYALTY TYPE MATRIX
(Source: Adapted from Louvieris & Driver, 2001 [16])
Likewise, once the hotel is in an interactive 'one-to-one'
online relationship with the customer, which will require the
automated recustomising of content, then decision-loyalty

The provision of effective customer decision support web
services requires that a hotel's B2C eBusiness interface
engages a much richer set of buyer behaviours than the
commonly applied hierarchy of effects model often referred
to in the eBusiness literature and witnessed on Hotels'
websites. Hence, the decision-loyalty type matrix is a
valuable framework for managing changes in buyer
behaviour. Where a customer is located on the matrix
determines how dialogue content should be (re)customised
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for each customer interaction/conversation. Yet, for the
multichannel eBusiness environment, this in itself is still
not enough. Given the technology adoption trend towards
customers owning a portfolio of eChannel devices, hotels
must also be able to accommodate access to their online
services from any eChannel device within a customer's eCP
if they are to maximise customer retention and remain
competitive in the future. Successful marketing in the
multichannel eBusiness environment requires that hotels
do take into account the socio-technical nature of buyer
behaviour, where the customer's eCP is integral to the
buyer behaviour process. Finally, from a segmentation
strategy perspective, we assert that delivering interactive
customer web services across multiple channels that
coincide with customers' decision-loyalty type and choice
of eChannel device type will be a key success factor in
maximising hotels' relationship capital.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the initial stages of a research project
investigating how UK-based organisations undertaking
electronic commerce are seeking competitive advantage
through the management of their e-operations. Success in
e-business depends on the extent to which the dramatic
increase in connectivity offered by the Internet can be
harnessed to improve efficiency and effectiveness in
managing business processes that produce and deliver
goods and services. This requires the integration of
operations management and information systems both
within the organisation and with supply chain partners.
Results from a cross-case analysis of seven companies
(three manufacturers and four financial service companies)
that have converted from bricks-and-mortar to clicks-andmortar are reported. These indicate that: (1) e-commerce
investments are mainly driven by a fear of being left
behind by competitors rather than a desire to improve
business process performance; (2) e-commerce
investments tend to automate rather than re-design existing
processes; (3) e-operations are run as a discrete set of
processes, with little or no integration between eoperations information systems and those of the bricksand-mortar operations; (4) there is a lack of formal
performance measures for e-commerce investments; (5)
legacy systems and a lack of industry standards are major
encumbrances to information systems integration.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the bursting of the dotcom bubble, e-commerce
continues to have a major impact on the way that business
is conducted around the world. In the United Kingdom
alone total e-commerce revenues (B2C and B2B) were
worth over US$17 billion in 2000 (accounting for over
20% of European e-commerce) and are forecast to rise to
nearly US$300 billion by 2004 [10]; an estimated 63% of
UK companies now have a website [24]. For
organisations that adopt e-commerce, there are likely to be
significant effects on all of their functional disciplines.
However, to date much of the interest in e-commerce has
centred on the finance (e.g. the liquidity, profitability and
valuation of the dotcoms), the marketing (e.g. the design
of user-friendly web sites) and the human resource (e.g. IT
skills shortages) functions. Whilst these are important
issues, there is growing recognition that success in ebusiness also depends on a firm's production and supply
processes. A website might capture, or even create
demand, but unless the goods and services required by

customers are produced and delivered efficiently and
effectively, neither customer satisfaction nor profitability
can be achieved. The business processes through which
goods and services are produced and delivered have
always been a central concern to the academic discipline
of operations management. However, to date operations
management within e-business has been the neglected
function in e-businesses.
This paper reports the initial stages of a research project
being undertaken at the Open University Business School
that aims to address this deficiency. The research
investigates how UK-based organisations undertaking
electronic commerce are seeking competitive advantage
through the management of their production and delivery
operations, in other words, their e-operations. The paper
opens by describing the theoretical basis for the research.
This draws on literature from both the operations
management and information management traditions to
develop a framework for investigating the way that
organisations have responded to the adoption of ecommerce. The paper goes on to outline the case study
methodology used to apply this framework in practice. The
second part of the paper reports initial results from the first
seven cases in the study. These encompass three
manufacturing and four financial services companies, and
include examples from both the business to business (B2B)
and business to consumer (B2C) markets. Cross case
analysis is used to compare and contrast the findings
within and between the two industry sectors of services
and manufacturing. From this analysis five emergent
themes and issues are identified. Finally, future research
directions for the work are outlined.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The dramatic increase in connectivity offered by the
Internet has created potential for almost unlimited
information flows within and between organisations and
their supply chain partners. E-commerce has been defined
as the sharing of business information, maintaining
business relationships, and conducting business
transactions by means of telecommunications [27]. The
operations of an organisation are concerned with the
management of the business processes that produce the
goods and services supplied by an organisation to its
customers. The processes of order fulfilment and delivery
are at the heart of any business as they are the means
through which an organisation satisfies its customers. An
organisation can be considered to have e-operations if it
uses ICTs in the management of its order fulfilment and
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delivery processes. Gaining competitive advantage in eoperations largely depends on the extent to which the
information flows afforded by the internet can be
effectively harnessed to enhance the management of
production and delivery processes. As Grover and
Malhotra [11] assert, "in conjunction with marketing,
operations and information systems may very well form
the backbone of e-commerce advances in organizations".
We can therefore look to the literature from both
operations management and information management
traditions to inform the study of e-operations.
Operations management is concerned with activities in
which resource inputs are transformed into outputs. This
may involve the transformation of customers, and/or
materials and/or information in the production of outputs
of physical goods and/or intangible services. Traditionally
the academic study of operations tended to focus on
operations at the micro-level. However, modern
approaches to operations management take a more holistic
view of organisational activity, emphasising the linkages
between the various micro -operations that constitute an
organisation's macro-operations - see for example [22].
From this follows the idea of a business process as a
logical sequence of interconnected activities that uses
organisational resources to create products and/or services
to meet customer needs [6]. Such perspectives of
operations fit well with more strategic models of
organisational activities, such as Porter's [21] value chain.
Operations management is especially concerned with the
business processes of order fulfilment and delivery. The
business process literature (using titles such as business
process improvement, business process reengineering and
business process redesign) draws extensively on these
concepts. This literature emphasises that business
processes are likely to cross boundaries inside
organisations (typically those between functions) and
between organisations. Supply chain management
literature, e.g. [7], takes the business process perspective
of operations management beyond the boundaries of the
organisation to encompass relevant operations in the
organisations of suppliers (and suppliers' suppliers) and
customers (and customers' customers). The notion of flow,
as exemplified in the business process perspective [12], is
prevalent in operations management. Techniques such as
production flow analysis, flow process charting, and
service blueprinting are widely used to assess movement
of materials, people and information in business processes.
Like operations management, information management is
also underpinned by systems theory [5] and the
transformation model lies at the heart of the consideration
of any information system. The analysis of information
flows is central to the understanding of information
systems. As with operations, the boundary-spanning
property of information is emphasised. The added value to
be realised from information, as input and output to
business processes has been recognised throughout and
between value chains, most notably by Porter and Millar
[20] and with respect to e-business by Evans and Wurster
[9]. Information management also has its own set of
methodologies and techniques to aid this analysis (e.g.
SSADM, data flow diagrams, systems flowcharts etc.).

Commonly, these methodologies identify a system as
having a set of inputs, a set of outputs, and a set of
processes that convert inputs to outputs [1]. The study of
the processes of order fulfilment and delivery in the
Internet era necessitates an understanding of the
interaction between operations management and
information systems [17]. As Grover and Malhotra [11]
note, "this interface is critically important at this juncture,
particularly more so since it is highly relevant and not very
well understood". Yet this is not virgin territory. The
impact of e-commerce on supply chain management has
clear echoes of a previous IT application in operations
management, namely EDI [23]. The BPR literature
emphasises the use of IT in the transformation of
operational activity [14] [15] [16] and the impact of
information systems integration on business process
improvements [2] [25].
The potential benefits available from e-operations seem to
centre on the degree of integration that an organisation can
achieve within and between its business processes and its
information systems. Any investigation of the
management of business process in an e-commerce
organisation needs to consider the extent of integration
achieved both internally and externally. Internal business
process integration is the extent to which the business
processes for e-commerce within a clicks and mortar
model are integrated with those of the bricks and mortar
(i.e. a traditional) business processes. External business
process integration is the extent to which the business
processes are outsourced, including the extent to which
any such outsourcing for e-commerce is integrated with
outsourcing for traditional business. Another key concern
is how the interface with the external supply chain,
forward and backward, is managed, especially any
disintermediating effects of the new technology. The
consideration of information systems integration needs to
define the extent to which information systems are
integrated internally (both across functions, and between
e-commerce and traditional activities) and externally
(along the supply chain to suppliers and customers). It
also needs to include the extent to which existing (i.e.
legacy) information systems are able to facilitate
integration (e.g. through the use of EDI, ERP or CRM).
Finally, due regard will need to be taken of the
organisational context, a consideration of the customer, ecommerce, and business contexts. The customer context is
the extent to which the organisation is engaged in B2B
(business to business) and/or B2C (business to consumer)
e-commerce. The e-commerce context is concerned with
the present business model (i.e. whether it is a dotcom solely e-commerce based - or a clicks and mortar
organisation), its path to that model (e.g. it might be a
dotcom start-up, or might have evolved from bricks and
mortar to clicks and mortar, or even from bricks and
mortar to a dotcom), and the extent to which the business
processes and information systems have had to change to
facilitate the adoption of e-commerce. The business
context concerns factors such as the organisation's
objectives (profit seeking or not for profits), its size (multinational, SME), and its customer base amongst other
considerations.
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RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research is empirically based, its main aim being to
identify current, emerging practice in the management of
e-operations. As such, the research is essentially
descriptive in character. This, as Meredith et al. [18]
argue, is the start point of the “the normal cycle of
research", in which description is used to form the basis
for explanation which can then be tested against reality
until, through a series of research studies, a theory can
eventually be built. The research seeks to examine the
internal business processes of order fulfilment and delivery
in e-businesses, identifying any common patterns and
contingent organisational and environmental variables.
This requires a level of detail and in-depth understanding
that is almost certainly best achieved through a case study
approach. A case study is "an objective in-depth
examination of a contemporary phenomenon within some
real-life context where the investigator has little control
over events" [26]. For areas like this where there is a
paucity of empirical research and existing theory seems
inadequate, case studies may offer a route to theory
building [8].
The research project is therefore based on a series of case
studies chosen from amongst organisations with different
features and characteristics, to facilitate comparative
analysis. Organisations are being studied in a number of
different industries including those producing physical
goods, and those delivering intangible services. Similarly,
in order to compare and contrast practice across a range of
different e-business models, the research includes
examples of organisations engaged in B2B and B2C ecommerce, those engaged solely in e-commerce (dotcoms)
and those also engaged in traditional business (clicks and
mortar). Other contextual factors that may also impact the
management of e-operations might include organisational
purpose (e.g. profit-seeking and not-for-profits
organisations) size (e.g. multinationals, SMEs, etc.)
organisational culture and so on.
Data collection is principally through semi-structured
interviews with relevant organisational personnel.

Gathering a sufficiency of data on business processes can
only be achieved from within an organisation, and so
access to the organisation is a prerequisite for this study.
Semi-structured interviews give researchers the freedom to
explore interesting avenues for investigation as they
emerge. It is particularly important to be able to get close
to the key organisational actors, not only to gather factual
data from them, but - perhaps more importantly - to gain
an “understanding of actions and meanings in their …
context” [4]. The use of multiple interviewees in each
organisation not only affords greater depth and breadth of
data, but also overcomes the problems of unreliability
associated with the use of single respondents [3]. The
questioning is based on the theoretical framework
developed from the literature discussed above, to focus
and bound the work [19]. The interview questions are
aimed at discovering the firms' objectives for their ecommerce activities, how they are managing their eoperations and how they are adapting their operations to
incorporate e-commerce. Interviews are tape recorded to
facilitate subsequent transcription and analysis.
THE CASE COMPANIES
In this paper we report findings from seven UK based
companies, three in the manufacturing sector and four in
the financial services sector. All of the companies are
well-established in their industries and by extending their
use of ICT they have converted from bricks-and-mortar to
clicks-and-mortar business models. Summaries of the
main points from each of the case companies now follow.
Some key features of each case are summarised in Table 1.
Manufacturer 1 - the steel producer
This company, a division of a major European steel
producer serves a specialist market of relatively few
customers with a range of made-to-order products. The
company had been using an EDI system with its customers
since the early 1990s and also makes extensive use of
email. However, the EDI system is now proving costly,
cumbersome and slow. So the company has decided to
channel its e-business through the Internet.

Company

Products/Services

e-business model

e-commerce focus

Manufacturer 1

Steel products

B2B

Customers

Manufacturer 2

Pumps

B2B

Distributors/Customers

Manufacturer 3

Pharmaceuticals

B2B

Internal/Suppliers

Financial Services Company 1

Insurance

B2B

Suppliers

Financial Services Company 2

Share dealing

B2B/B2C

Customers

Financial Services Company 3

Insurance

B2B

Customers/Suppliers

Financial Services Company 4

Mortgage application Processing

B2C

Customers

Table 1 – Main Features of the Case Companies
This has been done by creating a specialist steel industry
portal, developed with in conjunction with a number of its
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European competitors. This facilitates access to all the
participating companies' websites. It enables customers,
suppliers and other divisions within the company to
communicate with each other, even if they do not share the
same communication software. The intention is to offer
multiple products via a group of suppliers, in this way
offering choice to customers, and also minimising some of
the costs of establishing an e-channel for each of the
suppliers. This European collaboration is intended to
enable all participating companies to compete more
effectively with steel-makers in other parts of the world,
and encourage greater use of steel rather than alternative
materials. The structure of the portal is also aimed at
reducing supply chain and transaction costs by enabling
better and speedier flows of information with customers.
Once accessed via the portal, the company's website
operates at two levels. Entry is via an open area. From
this, only registered customers can access secure website.
This aligns most of the company's order and delivery
processes through a business communication tool with its
customers. These processes address the needs of the full
range of the different functions of customers' business
from designers and specifiers, purchasing, accounts
payable and so on. From the website, approved customers
can make enquiries, request and receive quotations, place
orders, receive acknowledgements, test certificates,
despatch notes and invoices. Additionally customers can
register order queries and complaints, whether these
concern the quantity or quality of goods despatched.
The website is primarily aimed at automating existing
processes, thereby taking out costs, increasing the quality
of information, reducing errors, and speeding the order and
payment cycle. The site commences in pilot form with
selected customers in late 2001, but the ultimate intention
is to move all customers to on-line trading. The company's
manufacturing processes are unaffected by the website, but
customers can track and trace their orders in the
manufacturing process. Information on order progress is
updated every 24 hours, and late and potentially late orders
are flagged. The company believes its website will offer
an improved service to its customers and reduce its
transaction costs helping it to survive in a fiercely
competitive market. The interesting feature of the
development is the nature of the direct collaboration with
natural competitors. This can be seen as a kind of reintermediation through collaboration. It also attempts to
raise barriers to entry for those competitors who are not
taking part.
Manufacturer 2 - the pump manufacturer
The company is a multinational manufacturer of pumps
and associated equipment mainly for industrial use. It
began to use e-commerce in the mid-1990s when it
developed software to assist with pump selection and order
entry. The company mostly sells through agents and
distributors who use the software to compile orders that
are then fed into the company's separate manufacturing
information system. The software tool for assembling
customer orders is used primarily in the United States
where customer culture is more e-friendly. The company

describes some of its other (primarily European) customers,
as conservative in nature with a preference for traditional,
mostly face-to-face ordering methods. The software is
also a web-based tool but very few customers currently
have direct access to the software for direct ordering. This
is because of the very technical nature of pumping
equipment and the level of expertise required to order the
correct equipment. Thus the main function of the software
is to support the company’s local agents.
The company’s main motivation for its use of e-commerce
was to differentiate itself from its competitors by being a
service leader, rather than a follower, in what is a
conservative industry. At present no distinction is made
between orders received via the software, and those
received by conventional means. The manufacturing
process does not distinguish between the two types of
orders. The company would like to be able to remove
some of its intermediaries, hoping that some of its more
sophisticated customers may be willing to use the webbased ordering software directly. However, it
acknowledges that this is difficult as there are issues here
of customer education, as well as the existing relationships
with its distributors. The geographic spread of its US
markets, and the technical nature of its products and of its
ordering process, also means that the company is very
dependent upon its American distributors and
disintermediation is impractical.
The company makes very little use of e-commerce with its
suppliers. Its current procurement spend is very
fragmented. However, it has been able to reduce the
number of its suppliers, so it may be able to revisit the
issue to see where electronic applications might now be
introduced. One of the company’s major procurement
spends is on raw castings direct from foundries, which are
typically technologically unsophisticated and offer only
limited opportunity for electronic procurement. The
company also recognises that there could be efficiency
gains from integrating its purchasing and information
systems with those of its suppliers.
The company describes its adoption of its e-applications as
evolutionary. There was some resistance to change from
within the organisation resulting in loss of some personnel.
Other issues included where to make the e-commerce
investments and establishing priorities. Cultural
differences were also cited as problematic as the company
deals with numbers of international customers and some
were unwilling to articulate directly what their
requirements for an e-ordering software tool would be.
The main motivations for adopting e-commerce were the
fear of actions of major competitors, many of who were
announcing large e-commerce investments, and customer
expectations. Whilst internally there was strong support
from management for e-commerce applications,
conservative attitudes acted as a brake. The company feels
that it is as yet too early to say whether its e-commerce
applications have been successful. It is not conducting any
formal performance measures, feeling that measuring ecommerce is difficult. The company does not know
whether its on-line ordering tool is increasing sales,
arguing that in any event it would be difficult to know if
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any increase in sales are incremental or substitutional. The
company believes that once e-commerce applications are
extended to customers, they will become reliant on them
and would not like to see them withdrawn. As such, ecommerce is seen as a means of locking-in customers and
distributors to the web-based ordering process thereby
raising the barriers to exit.
Manufacturer 3 - the bio-technology company

manual systems running properly before it can fully turn to
the MRP system it is intending to put into place. As a
small company investment in IT poses two significant
problems. Firstly, specifying costly hardware that will not
rapidly become technologically obsolete is problematic.
Secondly, there are issues around software and IT training.
There is a lack of time in which to provide training, which
tends to be done on a semi-formal basis (e.g. during lunch
hours).

The company was founded as a research and development
organisation. It has recently received a government
licence to manufacture and sell its products, mainly
therapeutic pharmaceuticals. It expects that this new
manufacturing function will significantly change its
business. It does not market or sell its own products, this
being done through a distributor. Although a small
company, it is globally diverse, with operations in the UK,
the USA and Australia. Some eighteen months ago the
company merged with another bio-tech organisation which
was much more advanced in its use of e-commerce, both
in terms of information systems and in applications such as
computer-aided molecular design. However, for strategic
reasons, the company has now divested itself of this
partner, and says that it expects it will feel keenly the loss
of the IT expertise.

The company does not have any formal financial
performance measures for e-commerce in place. Projects
are reviewed upon completion in order to learn from their
success or otherwise. The company’s main objective is to
bring down its costs of goods sold. One key success factor
would be using an inventory management system to
reduce its inventory levels. In a small company which at
present has no revenue, finance is inevitably an issue. The
company quite freely admits that there are many issues
that it is facing in both understanding and implementing
technology, and says that it would tend to spend any
additional available resource on increasing manufacturing
capacity rather than on implementing electronically based
information systems and processes.

The company is not using e-commerce in sales, but rather,
as a communication tool between its various sites. It needs
to be able to manage documents very securely, as well as
to control its inventory of raw materials. It is also
developing e-commerce applications for financial
accounting, and setting up links between its various
logistics groups and the accounts department, with that
information made available across key managerial
functions. At the moment, the company has not got the
necessary management systems in place, and grappling
with the technology issues involved in this is presently a
very large concern. The company aims to move towards
electronic ordering. Its presently uses a manual system,
based around faxes, written and telephoned orders.

The company is the UK arm of a multinational insurer of
corporate risks, including political risks, for its clients in
the aviation and marine industries. It places its risks on
the London insurance market through Lloyds and various
re-insurance companies. The company had been using EDI
messaging since the early 1990s and began to use ecommerce in 1997. The company is using e-commerce in
its low value, high volume business. It sees this as
offering an immediate benefit from automation but at
minimal risk to the company. It uses e-commerce mainly
to obtain quotes from its suppliers, the insurance
underwriters. The company can post information about
the risk on offer, and the underwriters can respond, via the
web-based exchange. A structured workflow permits, in
some instances, the establishment of an electronic file and
subsequent contract. Presently some 2% of the company’s
transactions are established in this way. The company’s
motivation for e-commerce has been the threat of
competition coupled with the lower transaction costs
available through electronic 'self-service'. The company
also wishes to be seen as a leader in an industry that has
been slow to embrace technology. The company believes
it can create value by creating client 'stickiness' embedding value to the client within the electronic
services that are on offer and thereby raising the barriers to
exit for its customers.

The company has a remote rural location and consequently
finding suitable technical staff to implement the new
systems is difficult. The company has not yet been able to
integrate its systems to any appreciable extent with those
of its suppliers. At present the company still uses manual
systems for ordering supplies. There is as yet no
appreciable integration, either internally, or with the
systems of its suppliers. However, it did point out the
electronic availability of information made it easier to
obtain approved raw materials for its products. It is now
possible to go to a supplier's website to check certificates
of analysis, inventory levels and to whom raw materials
have been already been supplied. The company hopes
eventually to be able to use this information to provide
forecasts to aid production planning. At the moment, the
production planning process is part manual and part
software-based. The company would like to use ecommerce processes in order to assist production planning,
especially as it requires and relies on specialised, certified
raw materials, and needs to be able to check on their
availability. However it feels that it must first get its

Financial services 1 - insurer 1

The company runs its e-commerce operations quite
separately from its traditional business, serving only very
specific market segments electronically. There is low
integration of the company’s business processes and
information systems at present. Many of the e-commerce
links are not fitted into existing systems and the
organisation’s staff who handle the e-business transactions
do not handle its other business. Many of the e-commerce
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systems do not fit within the company’s core information
systems.
The insurance industry has very conservative attitudes –
based on the long history of the London insurance markets
– that prevent e-commerce from becoming both more
widespread. A lack of agreed technical standards has also
contributed to the slow take-up of new technology. The
company acknowledges that there is a need for common
standards and feels that these are most likely to be
achieved through collaborative ventures. Within the
company there is risk perceived in being at the cutting
edge of new technology and debate is continuing as to
whether it is better to be a leader, or a follower, in
applying and integrating new technology. Rapid
technological obsolescence is seen as an important issue.
The company has no specific formal performance
measures in place for e-commerce. However it sees that
this might be done through, for example, the ratio of the
volume of e-commerce to the value of e-commerce, or the
number of underwriters participating in the online venture.
It does not employ any formal measures to assess cost, but
says that some are obvious. There does appear to be a
metric on the volume of transactions. This is measured in
terms of the number of transactions the company is
seeking to place, against those actually placed. There is
also a metric on the number of underwriters participating
in a given month. No post-analysis of the cost-benefits of
the company’s IT and IS investments is carried out.
Financial services 2 - the market-maker
The company is a ‘market-maker’, facilitating the sale and
purchase of shares in small and medium sized companies
(SMEs). It specialises in floating SMEs on this market to
enable them to raise capital through publicly traded shares.
The company launched its website in February 2001,
enabling electronic on-line dealing to run in parallel with
its traditional telephone-based trading. The company’s
corporate clients (mostly institutional investors) continue
to deal mostly via the telephone. The on-line facility is
mainly used for retail business (i.e. private individuals).
The proportion of business conducted on-line is currently
small, although no attempt has been made to quantify it. Ecommerce has not yet made an impact on the company’s
conventional business operations. The company sees its
online facilities mainly as an opportunity to test the
connectivity of electronic commerce and to build up
customers’ familiarity with the new technology. By
applying e-commerce only to a small proportion of its
transactions, it believes it can achieve competitive
advantage on a high-volume/low margin basis. The
company wants to take some of the pressure away from
the dealing room, and eventually turn the website into a
revenue producer in its own right. It sees private investors
a potentially high growth market that can be best served by
on-line trading where it can to create ‘stickiness’ for its
customer base through both familiarity with, and ease of
use of the technology. The on-line facility is run jointly
with a collaborator who has both the necessary systems
and experience in share dealing.

The company’s objective in using e-commerce is to
achieve greater efficiency within the retail sales that the
online facility currently supports, based on a low
margin/high volume formula. Orders received
electronically are still channelled into conventional
processes. The internal integration of its information
systems is acknowledged as an expensive issue for the
company. The company has gone some way towards
integrating its information systems across its internal
functions. They have recently invested heavily in new IS
infrastructure which integrates front and back office
systems. This has enabled some staff reduction to be made.
The company maintains that it is still in the process of
evaluating the success of its e-commerce activities.
Previously they plotted the hit rate on the web site against
trading turnover, but have recently ceased to do this,
believing it was not an accurate measure as it was hard to
correlate. The company noted the difficulty of devising
suitable performance measures for e-commerce
applications and the fact that the fashionable standard for
measuring website success keeps shifting.
Financial services 3 - the insurance and risk
management company
The company is a multinational UK-owned insurance
broker, placing insurance business for clients, advising on
risk management and providing funds management. The
company first used email some 5-6 years ago. Two years
ago, it launched a web-based system aimed at its medium
sized company customers whereby claims could be
reported electronically and their progress checked by
interrogating the web-based system. Loss adjusters are
also able to interrogate the system to check policy cover.
Thus, the electronic claims system serves as a
communication tool between the company, its business
customers, and its loss adjustors. The company’s most
recent e-commerce venture is the provision of the facility,
through a partner organisation, to trade all insurance
products and claims over the Internet. The company has
also set up partnerships with affinity groups with which it
is working to set up links via their branded web-sites to
provide insurance cover for interested clients.
The organisation’s main objective in the use of ecommerce is to improve efficiency. It has many branch
offices, both domestic and international, but can foresee a
time when e-commerce will allow for a reduction in their
number. The company seems acutely aware of the cultural
and social issues involved in electronic commerce,
recognising that young people in particular, are becoming
used to working with e-commerce and expect to have
products available that way. Many people are no longer
working conventional hours and there is an increasing
expectation that product information, and sales and
support channels will be available around the clock.
In terms of the integration of business processes, clients
still have the choice at the moment of having their records
issued on paper, on CD or on a disk. But the company
would eventually like a direct, electronic site-to-site
transfer of records. The company acknowledges that this
is a problematic issue, as achieving standards within the
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insurance industry can only be done via collaborative
ventures. The on-line claims facility was developed with
three other insurers and designing a policy document that
met the needs of each was difficult and time-consuming.
It was only because the product was very specific that a
claim form was eventually developed. The company felt
that the issue of industry standards could only be met
through collaborative ventures, at the same time
acknowledging that such ventures are very difficult.
The company feels that its internal information systems
are quite well integrated, with the financial information
from the branch structure feeding into one centre. An
overall picture can be extracted from this when required.
The company does not feel that its conventional business
operations have changed significantly because of ecommerce. They do not send as many letters, using more
emails, but feel that the traditional model of business is
only gradually being scaled back by e-commerce. They
recognise that the insurance industry is very conservative,
only adapting slowly to change, and is reluctant to give up
entrenched working practices, which are mainly face-toface.
The company is not conducting any formal performance
measurement of its e-commerce activities. They point out
that where information is initially obtained from a website,
and subsequently confirmed by telephone, there is an issue
of whether performance measures would be tracking an
electronic, or a telephone transaction. The company does
have financial measures by which it assesses its
conventional business operations. Additionally, it
reconciles a monthly budget against the branch offices
each month, but this is not broken down into conventional
versus electronic transactions. They feel it is often very
difficult to determine which business is coming in by
which route, and believe that that it may be the case that
business may equally have been obtained through other
channels.

Financial services 4 - the retail bank mortgage
department
This case examines the mortgage application processing
department of a major retail bank. Previously, the bank’s
mortgage sales were based on customer contact with a
mortgage seller in a local branch. The bank is now
attempting to move some of its mortgage products online.
The situation is complicated by the fact that the bank has
recently taken over a competitor that specialised in
mortgages. The former competitor's range of products had
reached a more sophisticated stage in terms both of online
availability and the associated processes. At present the
bank is running the acquired products in parallel with,
rather than absorbed into its existing systems.
The bank is using electronic commerce mainly within a
B2C application. Customers can submit their mortgage
applications in one of three ways. They can still use the
traditional paper-based system; they can telephone directly
to the mortgage department whose staff will input details
directly into the mortgage department's system; or they can

apply online via the bank's website. However, by
whatever means the application arrives, even online, the
application information still needs to be scanned, or rekeyed in order to be entered into the bank’s systems for
processing the application. At present, full on-line
applications are only available on the former competitor's
website; the bank’s own website has only a 'call me' button,
whereby the customer provides a contact telephone
number and the bank’s mortgage department calls back to
collect relevant application details. Some of the bank’s
mortgage processes have been successfully integrated with
those of suppliers. For instance, the bank has been able to
reduce the number of valuers it uses, as property
valuations can now be returned online via an extranet link
with the valuers. Additionally, independent financial
advisors act as intermediaries marketing the bank’s
mortgage products, although it is not clear what proportion
of this is being done online.
The bank appears to be having difficulty in managing the
change to e-commerce. The recent addition of the former
competitor’s mortgage products has added an additional
layer of complexity on top of other changes. The bank
recognises that managing the e-processes alongside the
conventional ones is cumbersome and not cost effective.
However the bank is clearly struggling with the integration
of the business processes and information systems for its
own mortgage products, with those it has acquired from
the competitor, and there is a large amount of duplication
within the current processes. The bank says that ecommerce is not a big priority for its mortgage
applications, and does not feel that there is a strong
financial or business case to be made. Nonetheless, it is
undertaking some ‘front-end’ development, whereby it
aims eventually to make its own group of mortgage
products available via the web. The bank feels that it
needs to demonstrate customer benefit from e-commerce
in order to obtain more online business.
The bank is not carrying out any formal performance
measurement. It is aware that the number of visits to web
pages can be measured, but is not monitoring this. The
bank is conscious that it needs to develop more of an 'endto-end' process before it can increase and improve its ecommerce applications and effect any performance
evaluation of them. At present the online mortgage
applications account for only 2-3% of the bank’s mortgage
business and the bank prefers to concentrate its ecommerce efforts on developing retail online banking,
which it sees as a more profitable activity in terms of
achieving competitive advantage. Notwithstanding, it is
making some efforts via its internal IT department, to
introduce more front-end operability, but there seems to be
no particular urgency attached to these efforts.
EMERGENT THEMES AND ISSUES
Some of the key findings from an analysis of each of the
cases are drawn together in a cross case analysis displayed
in Table 2. The following key issues emerge from this.
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Competitive advantage

Use of e-commerce

Motivation/
objectives

Risks and problems

Organisation
Manufacturer 1

-

-

-

resistance to change
both internal and
external
ensuring successful
collaboration
resistance to change
both internal and
external
establishment of
priorities cultural
issues
recent loss of IT
support following a
de-merger
would prefer to use
surplus financial
resource to increase
manufacturing
capability
IT/IS training and
implementation
lack of industry
standards
conservative
attitude within the
industry
towards technology
fit of e-commerce
systems with the
company’s
conventional
systems
risks associated
with being a
technology leader
expensive
investment in IT/IS
cultural issues;
conservative
industry; negative
image of share
dealers

-

re-intermediation
and collaboration;
raised barriers to
entry

-

differentiation
raising exit barriers

-

better co-ordination
within the supply
chain

-

differentiation on
cost and technology
attempt to create
barriers to exit

difficulty of
collaborative
ventures
multiplicity of sales
channels =
multiplicity of
processes (difficulty
of streamlining)
lack of conviction
about benefits from
e-commerce
non-interoperability
of processes

-

Internet portal

Manufacturer 2

-

Software tool for
ordering process

-

move away from
EDI
customer focus
reduction of supply
chain costs
differentiation from
competitors

-

-

Manufacturer 3

-

Primarily e-mail
communications
internally and using
web-based
information systems
to check suppliers’
stock

-

to support
manufacturing
production planning

-

-

Financial
services 1

-

-

information
exchange for risk
placing and
underwriting
used for low-value
high-volume
business

-

-

-

-

Financial
services 2

-

online share dealing

-

-

Financial
services 3

-

Financial
services 4

-

to speed up
exchange of
information and
establish contract
desire to eliminate
perceived threat
from competition
desire to create
client loyalty,
‘stickiness’
lowering of
transaction costs
through client selfservice
test of connectivity
using the Internet
channel to leverage
increased business
desire to target
private investors as
a ‘high growth’
market
need for 24/7
operations
improved efficiency

online claims
reporting
sale of insurance
products via partner
organisations in
other industry
sectors

-

online mortgage
information,
application,
valuation

acquisition of
competitor whose online
systems are more
advanced

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

position as marketleader
tapping into new
and potentially
fruitful markets

responding to
customer needs
exploiting nonobvious
partnerships (e.g.
with other sector)

no obvious source
at present

Table 2 – Principal cross-case comparisons
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1.

Investment in e-commerce is primarily technology
driven. The main motivation appears to be to make
use of the Internet for business because use can be
made of it. Underlying this is a fear of being left
behind by competitors, that if the company does not
seize the opportunities on offer, it may be left at a
competitive disadvantage by those that do.
Companies do not always seem to have a clearly
articulated strategic logic for their e-commerce
investments. Improving business process
performance seemed to be a largely secondary
consideration. All companies seemed to be seeking
lower operating costs through the potential efficiency
gains available through e-commerce, although some
recognised that this would take time to achieve.
Whilst some companies spoke of using e-commerce to
improve customer service and create customer
'stickiness' some of this may have been posthoc
rationalisation.

direction of their e-business. Where formal
performance measures are applied, they are used on an
ad hoc basis and there is no consensus as to which ecommerce performance measures are effective. This
seems a neglected area of study and practitioners are
evidently confused. One interviewee decried the
changing fashions in e-commerce performance
measures. There is clearly a need for some consensus
that can offer guidance to those engaged in ecommerce.
5.

Legacy systems and a lack of industry standards are
major encumbrances to information systems
integration. The legacy system issue is primarily an
internal factor within organisations, and is particularly
acute where organisations have been subject to merger
and acquisition. This is by no means no surprising as
to undergo an organisation-wide IS change is bound to
involve major expenditure. However, it is clear that
ongoing IS incompatibility represents a significant
barrier to the integration of e-business within larger
organisations. It is much easier and cheaper for small
business to undertake complete wholesale
replacement of both hardware and software. The lack
of industry standards is, of course an external issue,
but it has a major impact on those companies
operating in an industry that relies on the widespread
interaction of many inter-linked organisations offering
very specialised services. This is typically the case in
the financial services industry and is perhaps typified
by the insurance industry. It is clear that in this sector
in particular greater use of e-commerce B2B is being
held back by lack of agreed standards, perhaps as
much as by the prevalent conservative culture of the
industry.

2.

Investments in e-commerce are tending to automate,
rather than re-design existing processes. This
reinforces existing, largely functionally based,
organisational structures rather than creating processbased structures. This may be a surprising finding
especially given all the interest in business process reengineering (BPR) over the last decade, much of
which was driven by those who saw the possibilities
for IT driven business process improvement. It very
much runs counter to the calls for the 'obliteration
rather than automation' of existing organisational
activities led by Hammer [13] and other advocates of
BPR.

3.

E-operations are run as a discrete set of processes,
with little or no integration between e-operations
information systems and those of the bricks-andmortar operations. Little or no attempt is being made
to manage e-processes either concurrently or within
traditional processes. In some cases this perhaps
stems from a desire to keep e-commerce as a separate
activity, either to reduce the risk to existing business
and/or to learn as much as possible from early forays
into e-commerce. In other cases, problems with IT
hardware or software, (discussed in 5 below) militate
against integration. An interesting manifestation of
the separation of clicks from bricks can often be
observed in the attire of those working in the two
areas, where more casual workware (open-necked
shirts, chinos etc.) are as much de rigueur as that of
their more formal counterparts (business suits, ties etc.)

It should be noted that no attempt has been made within
this research to determine the success of these companies'
moves into e-commerce. Indeed, how to define and
measure organisational success in e-commerce is a major
issue in its own right. As such, it is to be emphasised that
this research is not attempting, at this stage, to judge
whether the approaches observed in the case companies
represent good or bad practice. The main objective of the
research is merely to describe and catalogue those
practices. One of the avenues for further research would
be to attempt to determine what practices, under what
circumstances are more likely to lead to organisational
success in e-commerce.

There is a lack of formal performance measurement in
e-commerce. Scant attention is being paid to the
performance evaluation of either on-going eoperations, or to evaluating of the impact of ecommerce investments. Given the importance of ecommerce to these companies, albeit in the future if
not presently, and the cost of some of the investments
made, this seems surprising. A logical assumption
might be that these initial investments in e-commerce
would be subject to the closest scrutiny, as
organisations seek to determine the future scope and

This paper has reported findings from the first seven cases
of the research project. These findings must be considered
as emergent and tentative at this stage and treated with
caution. More detailed analysis of the data is required.
Nonetheless, the initial findings offer some pertinent
insights into how firms in two important sectors of the UK
e-economy are striving to achieve competit ive advantage
through their e-operations. The findings also point the
way for future research. In the next phase of the study, the
research will be extended to include examples of pure
dotcoms as well as firms in other industry sectors. Data

4.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
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from the various industry sectors and business models will
be compared to see where, and how, organisations are
most effectively gearing their business processes to meet
the challenges of, and to gain competitive advantage from,
e-commerce.
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ABSTRACT
Information technology has allowed motor carriers to
enhance the visibility of the service process to provide
shippers an incentive for shipper/carrier partnerships. In
today’s business environment, information technology
offers customers the ability to take an active part in the
service process, without actually being present in the
service setting.
Since the transportation industry
represents a service characterized by low customer contact,
little information exchange and a lack of influence over the
production process; marketing challenges are great and
high sales opportunities are minimal. In an attempt to
overcome these problems, motor carriers have installed
satellite communications systems to increase customer
contact and interaction that will lead to greater customer
satisfaction and long term relationships. A number of case
studies of shippers that currently use carriers employing
satellite communications are examined and the potential
benefits discussed.
An inventory-theoretic model of
transportation choice is developed and future research
directions are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The information revolution has made it possible for more
manufacturers and vendors to be linked to one another
only by computer. This trend has convinced many people
that we are headed toward a future of virtual
corporations —companies comprised primarily of vendor
relationships [28]. A key issue in service management is
to develop methodologies that will enhance and maintain
relationships between service providers and their
customers [16]. According to Sheth [33], the greater the
competitive intensity faced by a company, greater is its

desire to cooperate and collaborate with other industry
partners. As competitive forces lead to lost customers,
there is a growing need to retain these customers.
Reichheld and Sasser [27] have demonstrated across a
variety of service industries that when a company
successfully lowers its customer-defection rate, its profits
climb steeply. The shift in priority towards building
relationships is extremely important for logistics [4]. The
basic premise of relationship management is that
cooperation between all participants in a supply chain will
result in synergism leading to the highest level of joint
achievement. The underlying paradigm is that all parties
will be better off if emphasis is focused on joint problem
solving to improve overall efficiency and effectiveness [4].
Transportation is one of the most visible and largest cost
expenditure elements of logistics operations [4].
Motor
carriers are very much a part of any firm’s logistics supply
chain.
The motor carrier can provide transportation
service to virtually all shippers [8]. Schmenner [31]
classifies transportation, especially motor transportation,
as a service factory. He defines a service factory as, “a
service process that has relatively low labor intensity and a
low degree of customer interaction and customization.”
Schmenner [32] goes on to say that companies with the
characteristics
of low customer
interaction
and
customization face a stiffer marketing challenge. Gentry
[14] found that buyer/supplier partnerships for motor
carriers are more likely to develop when open
communication and information sharing are present. Chase
and Aquilano [7] developed a service design matrix to
illustrate the relationship between production effic iency
and sales opportunity as a function of service delivery
options. Service delivery options were ordered from low
sales opportunity to high sales opportunity as richness of
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information transfer increased. Chase [6] also argued that
service delivery systems can be separated into low and
high-contact customer operations.
The low contact
operations are run as a plant, where all the production
management concepts and automation technology are
brought to bear. Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons [13]
define customer contact as “the physical presence of the
customer in the system. The degree of customer contact
can be measured by the percentage of time that the
customer is in the system relative to the total service time.”
According to Fitzsimmons and Fitzsimmons [13],
consumers in low-contact systems have no direct influence
on the production process, because they are not present. In
today’s business environment, information technology
offers customers the ability to take an active part in the
service process, without actually being present in the
service setting.
Since the transportation industry
represents a service characterized by low customer contact,
little information exchange and a lack of influence over the
production process; marketing challenges are great and
high sales opportunities are minimal. In an attempt to
overcome these problems, motor carriers have installed
satellite communications systems to increase customer
contact and interaction that will lead to greater customer
satisfaction and develop long term relationships.
Motor
carriers realize that information is the basic building block
in the supply chain. Companies demand accurate and
timely communication about products, orders and
deliveries. Firms must know the availability of products to
meet manufacturing schedules and customer orders. This
paper will illustrate how satellite communications
technology is currently being used by motor carriers and
how it can be used in developing long term relationships
with customers.
Over the past ten years, more and more motor carriers of
freight have installed satellite communications systems on
their trucks. Designed to maintain continuous contact with
the vehicles, wherever they may be, these systems allow
the continuous monitoring of the location and status of
inventories in the supply chains for various types of
products. Such in-transit visibility fills in a gap that has
long existed in supply chains--for traditionally once the
product is loaded on a transportation vehicle, it is out of
the control and view of the owner.
Satellite
communications systems, however, represent a new cost
for the carrier, and may or may not result in higher prices
for the purchaser of the freight service (hereafter referred
to as the shipper). Carriers must evaluate the cost of the
systems in relation to the benefits/value that customers
receive. If the systems improve the productivity of the
carrier, there is an opportunity to pass those savings on to
the shipper and to develop a win/win situation that will
lead to a long term relationship between the carrier and the
shipper.
The purpose of this research is to develop an
understanding of the impact satellite communications
systems may potentially have on both the motor carriers
and the purchasers of freight services. Because of the
dearth of prior research on the subject, this effort
represents an initial attempt to build a theory for later
testing. The paper begins with a review of the nature of

satellite communications systems as employed by motor
carriers primarily in the United States. We follow this
with a discussion of supply chain and relationship
management concepts. The next section describes the
methodology we chose to ground our theory building in
the reality of the supply chain. Then we describe the
shippers sampled to get a preliminary idea of how satellite
communications systems might affect shippers and their
decision making in the supply chain. Finally we propose a
theory and suggest how it might be tested in future
research.
BACKGROUND
Mobile satellite communications systems
Nature of the systems
Satellite communications systems generally consist of 1) a
mobile computer terminal and satellite antenna on each
vehicle, 2) a two-way data link with communications
satellites and their ground station which provides a global
positioning capability, and 3) the host computer at the
trucking company’s headquarters, [17]; [30].
These
systems began to appear in the late 1980’s in the United
States. Several technologies began to converge, including
global positioning satellites (GPS) and LORAN (long
range navigation) technology, spear-headed by the US
Government and military personal micro-computer
technology,
and various wireless communications
technologies [17]. Further, in 1989, “the US Department
of Defence mandated that hazardous materials contractors
use mobile communications systems when hauling the
department’s hazardous cargoes,” [26]. Use has grown
rapidly since. In 1995 the largest vendor of such systems,
Qualcomm, Inc., had over 110,000 units in place [10].
The pace appears to be much slower in Europe. In 1992
the European Commission began a project called
“Metafora” (Major European Testing of Actual Freight
Operations Using Road Transport Informatics on an Axis).
This is a test with a limited number of carriers, with the
Commission paying for most of the equipment. One of the
participants indicated that his firm would not use such
capabilities without subsidy unless the price came down
[5]. Admittedly the project encompasses more than just
satellite communications systems, including a trip recorder
that electronically stores every aspect of the vehicle’s
journey and electronic data interchange (EDI) of data
between the carrier headquarters and clients or other
transportation modes such as ferries.
These latter
technologies are used widely in the United States, as well.
Costs and benefits
Although satellite communications systems cost about
$US 100-120 per month per truck to lease and operate--as
well as other costs for data processing at the headquarters,
they potentially may provide numerous benefits to the
trucking firm. For long-haul carriers, these include:
Reduced telephone expense since drivers no longer
have to call.
Better fuel economy through speed control.
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Reduced driver turnover since they feel less isolated.
Increased productivity of dispatchers, who can handle
up to twenty percent more vehicles since more of the
communication is automated.
Reduced clerical effort due to the automation of data
collection and the resulting improvement in the
accuracy of that data.
Capturing operating information to integrate with
other company information systems.
Reduction in liability insurance rates [10]; [11].
Other benefits relate to the quality of service provided to
the customer. For example these include:
Better on-time delivery performance.
The ability to notify customers in advance when a
vehicle will be delayed, so other arrangements can be
made.
The ability to allow customers to reroute the vehicle
while enroute if requirements change [10].
Benefits related to relationship management, such as
service customization and service augmentation.
 Possibilities for relationship customization are
considerable, when personal service capabilities are
combined with information technology capabilities.
Building ‘extras’ into the service to differentiate it
from competitive offerings.
Enhancements
The vendors of such equipment continue to enhance their
products. One offers a combination of satellite and radio
transmission to insure that the truck is always in contact
with the home base. Another has enhanced the display
unit to show more characters and allow function keys to
take different roles in different applications. Still, the high
cost of satellite transmissions puts a premium on short
messages. Hence special macros are set up in advance to
allow the transmission of only the variable information in
a script. Generally most systems only transmit data, but
voice transmission will soon be offered as an option.
Supply chain concepts
The concept of the supply chain as a key process in the
business of providing products and services to customers
surfaced in the early 1980’s somewhat before the satellite
communications applications in transportation [22]. The
idea is to view the process of gathering raw materials from
their primary sources, converting them into intermediate
and then finished products, and distributing them to the
final consumer as a total system of inter-related parts.
Figure 1 shows this schematically.

FIGURE 1
Raw
Material
Supplier

Manufacturer
of
Intermediates

Manufacturer
of Finished
Goods

Distributor

Customer

Such a supply chain consists of many different kinds of
activities, with widely varying technologies and economic
characteristics. The idea is to make those parts work
together as effectively as possible to deliver the final
product to the consumer at the lowest possible price,
consistent with the overall needs of that consumer. When
the supply chain concept is implemented effectively, major
benefits often result [23].
One of the keys to effective supply chain management
involves the sharing of information throughout the chain.
This sharing includes demand projections, actual
shipments and production, and current inventory levels for
each item in each echelon of the chain. One place where
such “visibility” of the information disappears is when the
inventory is in-transit between echelons. Here there may
be uncertainty as to the location of the vehicle carrying the
inventory, as well as the expected time of arrival (ETA) at
the destination. This is where satellite communications
systems can assist the supply chain coordinators in their
planning of supply chain operations. The coordinator may
be concerned about maintaining sufficient inventory to
meet demand at a destination, about scheduling receiving
labor, or about re-routing the shipment to a location in
more dire need than that originally planned. As one carrier
president puts it, “Ten years ago a customer was happy
when the shipment arrived on time. Yet now , since
production, shipping, and inventory management are
tantamount to a company’s fiscal success, they want
efficiencies,
details, times and locations,”
[29].
Furthermore, to the extent satellite communications
systems allow the carrier efficiencies of operation, the
carrier may pass these savings along to the shipper of the
goods.
Relationship management concepts
Relationship management in industrial markets has been
given significant attention in the past decade. Firms are
becoming more oriented towards understanding the factors
that establish, maintain and enhance relationships with
customers [15], [16], [21]. Han et al. [18] view close
relationships as a part of the shift toward partnering with
single source suppliers, resulting in benefits that include
enhanced performance, purchase cost reduction and
increased technical cooperation. However, most empirical
research contributing to the body of channel of distribution
knowledge focused on the management of long-term
relationships between firms [1], [19].
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The services industries need a relationship approach to
marketing because of the inherent difficulties of risk,
complexity, continuous nature and customization [9], [24],
[25]. Heskett and Evans [20] state, ”The primary objective
of any service organization must be to deliver good value
and foster customer retention and referral. The delivery of
good value involves providing excellent quality in relation
to the total cost to the customer of acquiring the service.
High productivity contributes to service value, but it must
be measured both in terms of work performed and results
achieved.” In the motor carrier industry, the management
of relationships with clients is a major concern for shippers
because the carrier plays an important role within the
shipper’s strategy. The shipper depends on the carrier for
dependable and reliable shipments to customers, as well as
efficiencies in time and cost. The shipper must have
continuous status reports on orders to make critical
manufacturing and customer order stocking decisions. The
increased communication capability of the motor carriers
enhances the tracking of shipments, improves shipper
scheduling and helps develop long-term relationships.
Satellite communications systems, then, complete a
missing link in supply chain information systems. They
provide real-time data concerning the location of a given
vehicle with a specific cargo shipment. This data can then
be used in a variety of ways to make the supply chain more
responsive and more efficient.
METHODOLOGY
Because little research has been done in this area, we chose
first to do a limited number of case studies of shippers who
do use carriers employing satellite communications
systems. The purpose of these case studies was to gain a
better understanding of the application and value of such
systems [12]. Obviously the sample was judgmental, with
the goal being to study companies in various situations and
locations in their supply chains. Four firms were selected:
A. A manufacturer of industrial intermediates supplying
many manufacturers.
B. A large, multi-store retailer buying direct from
manufacturers.
C. A manufacturer of packaged consumer goods.
D. A manufacturer of perishable food products.
The sample was limited to those who do use carriers with
satellite communications technology and who were willing
to share information for this study.
We prepared a detailed questionnaire to guide structured,
but open-ended personal interviews with each of the four
companies. The objective was to understand the following:
How these firms select carriers
How shippers measure carrier performance
The importance of satellite communications in the
shipper’s decision making process
The amount, type, and mode of transmission of data
received from these carriers
The benefits they perceive from this technology.

CASE STUDY FINDINGS
Firm A
This manufacturer of industrial intermediates formerly
operated its own fleet of trucks.
A few years ago the
company decided to outsource this activity, choosing a
large carrier well-known for employing satellite
communications technology. Like many firms these days,
Firm A faces the fact that its customers do not want to hold
very much inventory, and several are on true just-in-time
systems. The firm buys highway transportation services
from forty-four different carriers, but nine haul sixty eight
percent of the total volume, which is about 10,000
truckloads per month. Firm A’s forty largest customers
can view the status of the shipments they will be receiving
on-line.
Firm A does not currently require all its carriers to have
satellite technology, but they believe that all carriers will
have the technology in the not distant future. The firm
requires all carriers to have the ability to communicate
with it by EDI. It communicates with carriers primarily
through this mode, including the following transactions:
load tender and acceptance; advance shipping notices;
actual carrier pickup, ETA, and delivery times; exception
notices regarding problems; and freight bill tendering and
payment. Those carriers who have satellite technology
produce the pickup, intransit, and delivery EDI messages
automatically from their satellite systems, thus making the
data more timely and accurate than that from carriers not
using such technology. The intransit messages provide the
location of the vehicle.
The benefits Firm A sees from satellite technology include
providing better service to their customers, decreased costs
for the carriers, and the integration of delivery data into
their overall quality process. They have not quantified the
values of any of these items.
Firm B
This large, multi-store retailer buying direct from
manufacturers has thousands of traffic lanes between those
suppliers and the firm’s distribution centers. Firm B is the
buyer of transportation services, as well as, the receiver of
thousands of shipments. The firm places high demands on
its suppliers to provide on-time shipping. As is common
these days, the firm has concentrated its volume with a
limited number of carriers.
All truckload carriers (those who haul full loads directly
between the manufacturer and the receiver’s distribution
centers) must be using satellite communications systems in
order to do any business with Firm B. As is the case with
Firm A, Firm B communicates with these carriers via EDI
technology. They have tested the concept of accessing one
carrier’s database directly, rather than waiting to receive an
EDI message.
While they do not see any major
advantages to this currently, they may well do more of it in
the future.
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The benefits Firm B sees from satellite technology are
more direct than those of Firm A, since Firm B owns the
inventories at the destination. They see the technology
allowing them to reduce inventories at the distribution
centers because of better information about ETA’s, as well
as, better on-time performance by the carriers. They too
believe that this technology makes the carrier more
efficient, and helps them to act in ways that insure better
productivity on the part of the carrier. Firm B has the
buying power to negotiate lower rates with the carriers as a
result of these savings.
Firm C
This firm is the manufacturer of packaged consumer goods
for the very demanding retail grocery business. The firm’s
overall goal is to develop a “seamless” information flow
with the customers to reduce supply chain inventories and
increase flexibility. EDI and satellite communications
technology are key enablers in this objective.
Eight
carriers haul fifty percent of Firm C’s volume, and another
nineteen carriers haul the next thirty percent. The firm
also has very close relationships with the fifty largest
customers who buy almost eighty percent of Firm C’s
product (in dollars). The firm’s current focus with regard
to truck transportation is to reduce the time the truck
spends at the customer location either waiting to unload, or
unloading. Two factors drive this: first, the average truck
carrying Firm C merchandise spends seven hours at the
grocery warehouse; second, a truck driver costs $50 per
hour while the grocery warehouse personnel only cost $30
per hour. Therefore better scheduling, and the use of
customer labor for unloading could substantially reduce
costs. Firm C also wants to go to “dynamic” channels,
with some mix of direct store delivery with warehouse
delivery varying by customer, product and season.
Satellite communications are seen as an enabler here, as
well.
Firm C requires EDI capability of all its carriers, and
estimates about ten to fifteen of the largest have satellite
systems. The firm collects satellite communications data
in batches via EDI, every two to five hours. The EDI
transactions include all those collected by Firm A (load
tender and acceptance; advance shipping notices; actual
carrier pickup, ETA, and delivery times; exception notices
regarding problems; and freight bill tendering and
payment). But Firm C goes farther than any of the other
three. The firm also receives the time of the truck’s arrival
at the warehouse gate and the time of exit from that
warehouse. This is important for programs to reduce
waiting times. The firm also wants to record the times
unloading starts and finishes, but does not do so now.
The benefits Firm C sees from the technology lie in the
ability to offer better service to the customer, the ability to
influence the carriers’ cost structures, and the overall
ability to measure and monitor overall carrier performance.
They see the ability to offer dynamic channels in the future
as a strategic advantage for the firm. They can quantify the
potential cost improvement from reducing wait ing time
and will share those savings with their customers as an

incentive. However they do not quantify the service
benefits.
Firm D
A manufacturer of perishable food products, Firm D owns
approximately 350 trucks hauling about half of the firm’s
freight. These trucks are equipped entirely with satellite
communications systems because of the short life of the
products --a truck too long in-transit very much devalues
the cargo. Therefore, Firm D has a more direct motivation
to use satellite communications technology. For those
loads hauled by for-hire carriers, the company prefers
satellite communications, but does not require the systems.
The company does not currently conduct business through
electronic data interchange, but expects to in the future. At
that point all carriers will be required to use satellite
communications systems.
Firm D enjoys all the benefits--and all the costs --of the
technology. Its managers believe the system allows them
to offer better service and get more productivity from their
trucks. In this firm’s situation, the high cost of a load of
spoiled food far exceeds the penalties the other firms in
this study face for delivery failure. Thus the use of
satellite technology is almost certainly beneficial to the
firm. Since the firm uses the system directly, it gets more
frequent updates tailored specifically to its needs than do
the other firms. Furthermore, the firm plans to integrate the
system into their overall delivery process, for example
allowing the drivers to record and transmit the signatures
of the customer’s receiving personnel, and computing state
taxes as the GPS indicates that the truck has crossed a state
border.
While Firm D has not quantified the value of customer
service provided by the technology, managers claim that
the overall savings have paid back the investment in under
two years.
Conclusions from case studies
We can draw several conclusions from these case studies.
First, many of the benefits of the satellite communications
systems, as well as the costs, fall to the company owning
or operating the trucks. The benefits such as increased
vehicle/driver utilization or dispatcher productivity should
be relatively straight-forward to calculate.
The more
difficult task is to quantify the softer benefits potentially
received by the shippers and carriers, often categorized as
customer service. The next section suggests a theory for
doing this.
In terms of relationship strategy, we can state that shippers
value the advantages offered by satellite communications
and from the anecdotal evidence, shippers do tend to have
long-term relationships with the carriers that use this
technology. Firm’s A, B, and C use the carriers that have
satellite communication technology for a significant part
of their shipping and have done so for an extended period
of time. Firm A has developed a long-term relationship
with one of its carriers and has turned over the
management of its private motor transportation distribution
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FIGURE 3

to this carrier. Firm D uses this technology for its private
fleet and is considering making it a requirement for the
common carriers that it uses. Further research is needed to
develop a relationship model that shows the exact value of
this technology in selecting carriers and its relative
importance in relationship development and commitment.
It can be noted that three out of four firms rated the
importance of this technology in carrier selection four (4)
out of a possible five (5) on a Likert Scale.
Subsequent to the interviews, we developed an inventorytheoretic model of transportation choice, in an attempt to
build a theory of decision making regarding satellite
communications technology. This model is shown below.
At this stage of the research we have made no attempt to
quantify this model or to show its impact on the
development of long-term relationships.

Speed and accuracy

Lead Time to ship
Value of item

Rates & charges
Service:

Inventory policies

-Transit time
- On time perf.
- Loss & damage
- Tracking

Shortage penalties
Demand characteristics
Inventory management
system and policies

In this system we can compute a total annual system cost
(TAC) using formula (1). The symbols used in this
formula are defined in Table 1.

THEORY DEVELOPMENT
The general theory of logistics and customer service
suggests that the main result of supplying good or better
customer service--on-time delivery, short delivery leadtimes, complete orders, and so forth--allows the receiver
(and possibly the shipper) to reduce inventories [2].
Gentry [14] found buyers and suppliers perceive motor
carriers to be important in meeting operational goals of the
buyer/supplier partnership. Respondents ranked carriers to
be “critical” or “important” in increasing on time delivery
and reducing inventory levels. Often furnishing higher
service levels to a customer raises costs for the firm
providing such levels. On the other hand the provider may
receive benefits, such as more business from the customer,
which offset these costs. Figure 2 shows a schematic of
the hypothesized relationship. Quantifying the cost curve
is usually straight-forward, but quantifying the benefits
curve is not.
FIGURE 2
$

Benefits of Service

Cost of Service

Level of Service Element

We propose assuming that the majority of the benefits to
the customer will lie in the reduction of inventories at the
receiver’s place of business. (In future research we will
test this assumption.) If that is the case, then we can use
standard inventory theory to compute the total costs-supplier, transportation, and receiver--for any lane of
traffic (a single origin to a single destination) [34], [35].
What we will be dealing with, then, is the “micro-system”
shown in Figure 3.

TAC = (Q/2 + k Q ó LTFE ) r (v Q + R Q ) + D(tt m/360) r m v Q +
(D/Q) A + D(v Q + RQ )
(1)
TABLE 1
Total annual cost formula – symbols
D
Q
A
vQ
r
rm
RQ
kQ
ó LTFE
tt m
kQ

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Annual Demand (units)
Replenishment quantity
Ordering/setup cost ($/order or setup)
value of the goods at the origin ($/unit)
carrying charge at dest. (%/$ inv./year)
carrying charge intransit (%/$ inv./year)
transportation rate per unit
safety stock multiplier
std. Dev. Of leadtime forecast errors (units)
Transit time (days)
Safety stock multiplier

The total annual costs are the inventory carrying costs at
the destination, the carrying costs of the inventory intransit, the ordering costs (for costs which are fixed per
order), and the transportation costs. We assume several of
these factors vary with the size of the shipment, thus the Q
subscript. Given a stockout criterion, and values for all the
parameters, it is relatively easy to solve the equation to
find the best Q and k Q which will minimize total costs [35].
Satellite communications systems should tighten the
standard deviation of forecast errors over the lead-time
because of either more reliable or shorter delivery times.
Carrier productivity improvements may show up in lower
rates for transportation. Thus we have a better estimate of
the cost savings applicable to satellite communication
systems.
Computing the least total cost for the system, however
does not solve the total problem. Not all the costs accrue
to just one party. Thus a cost-based pricing scheme needs
to be developed which compensates each for their fair
share of any savings. Finally, a separate estimate needs to
be made of the increased volume a receiver might give to
the shipper due to the better service provided.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
The theory proposed above is a first step to evaluating the
value of a satellite communications system for tracking
highway freight vehicles. The authors plan to test this
theory in the future, as well as build on it to cover more
facets of this issue. In addition, the potential for the
development
of long-term
relationships
will be
implemented into the model, as well as a value
determinant in carrier selection. Clearly it is an issue that
buyers of freight services and carriers need to explore.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the preliminary observations of the
Technology-Learning-Communication (TLC) initiative at
Northern Michigan University. The authors have spent the
last year conducting interviews to gather critical information
on the impact of mandatory laptop requirement on the
various stakeholders of the university. The motivations,
processes, changes, and initial feedback from various
individuals and groups are presented. It was found that such
a technology-focused endeavor requires various structural as
well as procedural changes. In fact in some facets the
university has to transform itself into a highly cohesive and
efficient business organization where procurement,
distribution and inventory control become a part of the
organization culture. The study also finds that need for welldefined metrics relating to outcome of the project need
greater attention. This study provides valuable insight to
other universities and decision makers. It is anticipated that
this interesting case study will be available in its entirety in
early 2002.

MAKING A CASE FOR TLC AT NORTHERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
In late 1998 a study conducted by a Canadian company
asked teenagers to indicate their personal Internet use. Like
most other studies on this topic the results were quite
astounding:
Sending and receiving e-mail
Searching the Internet using search engines
Downloading files and software
Searching for topics using web guides and indexes
Reading current news
Searching for phone numbers
Looking for weather forecasts
Looking for health information
Looking for local restaurants etc.

96%
88%
77%
73%
72%
62%
57%
56%
49%

Source: http://www.media -awareness.ca/eng/issues/stats/usenet.htm#Teens
on the Net

Since this study was conducted in 1998 it is obvious that a
significant portion of current university students are drawn
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from a similar teenage population. This in turn exerts a
tremendous pressure on the universities to provide a
technology infrastructure to support such high level of
demand. Numerous universities have resorted to heavy
investments in technology related activities, introduction and
increase of technology fees, availability of 24-hour computer
labs, investments by corporate sponsors, help desk
expenditures and so on. Despite great attempts on the part of
the university to address the computing need of its student
population, very few have been successful. The two often
cited reasons can be linked directly to the obsolescence of
technology equipment and the problems with computer
access.
Like other universities, Northern Michigan University
(NMU) was facing this exact situation in 1997 and had
begun to adopt a more proactive strategy to quell this
demand for computing and Internet access. NMU’s vision
for education in the 21 st century was that of a learning
environment that embraced technology to enhance student
access, promote the development of independent learners,
and encourage student faculty communication and
collaboration. To meet these objectives a TLC team was
initiated with representatives from administration, faculty
and student body. A careful, well-mapped process of
investigating the possibility of a technology-focused
transformation, labeled TLC Initiative, began to take place.
The core issue in this TLC initiative was the introduction of
a laptop program that ensured students and faculty had a
standard set of tools. The team began by visits to other
universities, presentation by hardware vendors, and
negotiation with software vendors, support issues, financial
implications, funding, human resource issues all began to be
examined. After two years of research, a pilot phase was
initiated in Fall 2000. The university completed the pilot and
implemented the TLC plan, including the mandatory
requirement of laptop computers for all incoming full-time
students in Fall 2000. The university had also invested a in
remodeling and building new classrooms to facilitate
laptop/network use by faculty and students. Network ports
were made available in lounges, study rooms, laboratories,
residence halls, faculty and staff offices. Also a philosophy
encouraging the use to electronic documents were
encouraged. A help desk and a walk-in service center to
handle laptop maintenance problems were established. It
was decided that the laptops would be rolled over every
three years.

TLC - The Early Years
Though the TLC initiative is barely a year old, the need to
understand the pervasive nature of this project from a
historical perspective is quite important. As mentioned
earlier, despite of various types of technology funding,
NMU struggled to upgrade computer labs and in some cases
the equipment was 4-5 years old. Though new sources of
funding solved some of these issues a more ongoing type of
solution was needed. The initial discussion on the laptop
initiative raised the question of cost since notebooks were
quite expensive and also the question of platform quickly
became a thorny issue.
After much deliberation the decision was made to go ahead
with the TLC Initiative. Immediately some organizational
structural changes were introduced. The main ones included
the introduction of a new group labeled CITE or Center for
Instructional Technology and Education was established to
support faculty-staff, a Help Desk including a walk-in
service center was introduced. Some very competent people
were moved into some of these critical units and provided
training where needed. The complete coordination and
decision making on technology-related issues rested with the
Director of Academic Computing Services (ACS). An
interesting structural change was to include the Library
services as an extension of this ACS group since it had been
migrating to a more electronic-media subscription format.
An initial oversight was rectified when ACS made a decision
to introduce a new position labeled the Asset Manager. This
was because one of the mo st challenging issues was to
coordinate the inbound and outbound logistics of all this
equipment. Even the issue of storage or inventory required
attention since there was no precedent available on the issue
of storing 2000 laptops. It must also be understood that each
laptop had to be configured for the NMU computing
environment and this implied the need to standardize the
image on each laptop. In the figure below we have attempted
to demonstrate some of the processes for TLC:

THE TLC INITIATIVE
Given the scope of the TLC initiative, there are numerous
facets to examine. The rest of the paper is arranged in the
following manner: first some items pertaining to overall
issues in the initial stages of the TLC are discussed; this is
followed by a brief discussion on financial issues, the next
segment addresses issues relating to students and laptop
support and in the last segment we present our observations
of this initiative.

As indicated in the figure, the Academic Computing
Services (ACS) negotiates the hardware (notebook and
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accessories) with IBM. The software negotiations with the
primary vendor, Microsoft, are handled by higher-level
administration. This allows the pricing model for the laptops
to be developed accurately. The cost of leasing a laptop
computer along with the software is then passed on to the
students in the form of a tuition fee. Currently this fee is at
$385 per student per semester. This fee also includes the
service provided by the Help desk and the walk-in service
center. The ACS also provides several training sessions for
faculty and students through the Center for Instructional
Technology and Education. This TLC initiative has allowed
the university to transform the laptop into a value-added
piece of technology that is delivered to students.
Financial Implications
NMU is not the first university to implement such an
initiative. But it is the biggest in terms of the scope and the
magnitude (reach) of the project.Other universities such as
Wake Forest University have implemented such laptop
requirements in limited pockets of the overall university.
Therefore NMU had to develop its own benchmarks and
pricing strategies. The pricing had to also include items such
as-maintenance, warranty, software, finance charges,
support, insurance, hardware and other hardware-related
charges such as networking. Based on feedback from other
universities the TLC team at NMU knew it was dealing with
four main issues:
Timing – when to implement
 Size issues such as university and scope of TLC
Public versus Private university – this had been
implemented mostly in other private universities
Best Value – how to determine the best value for
the students
The TLC committee was convinced that the idea of a
connected learning community was a good one but at what
price tag? After extensive negotiations with hardware and
software vendors and considering various scenarios the
committee agreed to price the lease plan at $385. An
immediate impact of this was to make NMU the fifth (5 th)
most expensive university in the Michigan system, which
comprised of fifteen universities. Though in terms of market
position this was not too bad, it was an important
consideration since NMU had been the lowest cost
university among all of the fifteen schools. But it was
decided that in the long term this was the best direction for
the university to take.
Impact of TLC
It is somewhat premature to accurately measure the impacts
the TLC initiative at NMU. Currently some attempts are
being made to measure user satisfaction, productivity,
knowledge sharing, effectiveness of instruction, technology
support and so on. Perhaps the question of cost-saving (if
any) should be of primary concern but that was not the main
goal of the TLC initiative. During various interviews it was

often mentioned that in the semester following the
implementation of the laptops, the number of students
participating in student government elections rose by a
dramatic 10-fold factor. Faculty feedback is mixed though
clearly the lines of communication between students and
their faculty have increased. There is need however to
carefully study the impact of this initiative on student
enrollments.
Observations
While this case involves a whole plethora of areas that are
currently been assessed it was somewhat premature to
present every detail in this paper. Our goal here was to
introduce the TLC initiative at a public university in
Michigan. We wanted to raise awareness on the truly
complex set of variables that have to be considered before
implementation of such an extensive project. While the
immediate feedback seems quite positive it is important to
continue monitoring the implementation. This is where the
true benefit of a case study can be leveraged since it allows
researchers to examine the phenomena over a period of time.
Based on our preliminary findings we can make the
following general conclusions:
Overall student feedback is positive though
question of cost does surface
On issues such as support and standardization of
platforms, faculty seem to be placated for now
Use of technology in classrooms has clearly
increased and this can be observed in the
tremendous growth in the use of web-delivery tools
such as WebCT at NMU
NMU was able to successfully develop storage and
distribution strategies to deliver the “value-added”
laptops to the incoming students. These processes
have been clearly defined and improvements are
being considered
One of the biggest success is in increasing
communication and computer competency among
students
Some administrative processes have become more
efficient.
Organizational structural changes have been
successfully implemented.
While this case study is ongoing, currently an extensive
survey is being developed to examine some of the more
critical issues that have been highlighted throughout this
paper. In time it is hoped that an instrument for measuring
the impact of such technology initiatives can be developed.
But the million-dollar question that can be asked is – does
this technology initiative contribute to overall education
value? Unfortunately we do not have an answer to that at
this time.
References: Available on request.
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ABSTRACT

Water shutoff is an effective way to enhance oil recovery
and lower water production. It is crucial to select target
wells and target zones properly, otherwise, the effect of
water shutoff may be disturbed. Traditionally, the job to
select target wells and target zones is always done
artificially and imprecisely, as a result, water shutoff does
not perform as good as it can. This paper proposes a fuzzy
method capable of optimizing the selection of target wells
and target zones for water shutoff. This study plays a
significant role in the technique of water shutoff.
FUNCTION OF WATER SHUTOFF

An effective water shutoff treatment can lead to the following
good results [2].
1. Water shutoff conducted in the stage of low or intermediate
watercut will be able to prolong water-free oil production period.

DETERMINATION OF THEWATER CUT LIMIT
FOR WATER SHUTOFF

Water cut limit for water shutoff means the optimum water cut
to conduct the treatment of water shutoff. For different oilfields,
water shutoff should be adopted at different level of water cut.
Two aspects of facts must be considered comprehensively.
1. For zones without alternative production wells or for zones
tending to form some stagnant area inside them, premature water
shutoff will cause a substantial loss of rcoverablee
oil reserves.
Therefore, higher water cut of the plugged zones is more helpful to
increase recoverable oil reserves and maintain oil production.
2. Determination of the water cut limit for water shutoff should
make certain considerations of the price system. Both investment
and output should be considered economically [2].
PRINCIPLES FOR SELEC TING TARGET WELLS
AND TARGET ZONES

2. Water shutoff is able to improve oil displacement efficiency
and thus enlarge recoverable oil reserves.

To efficiently choose target wells and target zones to be treated
with water shutoff, the following principles must be well weighted.

3. By plugging zones of high water cut, liquid production from
these zones is controlled at a desirable level, water cut of the treated
oil well is successfully controlled and water output of it is
decreased. Correspondingly, the utilization efficiency of injected
water is enhanced and thus more oil can be recovered with the
same amount of water injection.

1. Target zone should qualify the water cut limit water shutoff
required.

4. Water shutoff performed on high water cut zones will result in
an increase of the liquid output from low water cut zones not
plugged. As a result, oil production of the treated well is
stimulated. Indirectly, water shutoff weakens the decline rate of
oilproduction.

3. Wells containing zones with very different water cut should
bepreferentiallyselected.

5. For commingled production wells, certain amount of crude oil
still exists in some zones when water cut of some other zones
already exceeds the economic limit. Plugging high water cut
zones makes it possible to recover the residual oil in these zones.

2. Zones with sharp plane contradictions caused by unreasonable
injection-production relationship or reservoir heterogeneity should
bepreferentiallyconsidered.

4. Wells having relatively capable alternative pay zones should
bepreferentiallyconsidered.
5. Wells with higher flowing pressure should be preferentially
considered.
6. If dynamic parameters of every zone can not be determined
through separate zone test, then wells with water cut higher than
90% or mean value should be preferentially considered and zones
with higher liquid production should be preferentially selected.
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7. For wells satisfying (1), enhancement of liquid production
should be preferentially considered. Otherwise, water shutoff
shouldbeapplied.
( Pwf 1 Pwf 2 )/( Pr Pwf 1 ) 1  f wf 2 1 R 1  f wf 1 
R QL
Sc / Pc  36.6 3.04 f w / 1  fw 

(1)

Where,
Pwf1 and Pwf2 = flowing pressure before and after liquid production
enhancement respectively, MPa
Pr = formation pressure, MPa
fwf1 and fwf2 = water cut of high water cut zone and that of low
water cut zone respectively, fraction
QL = liquid production rate of the well, t/d
R = the ratio of the liquid production from the high water cut zone,
fraction
fw = water cut of the well, fraction
Pc = price of crude oil, yuan/t
Sc = the cost to change the pump, yuan/t
8. Income created by water shutoff should be greater than the
total cost, i.e., either (2) or (3) should be satisfied. Otherwise,
water shutoff should not be adopted.
(1 f w ) QL Roi (Pc S v ) f wQ LRwd B  S pl /( E plTe )
 
{(Pwf 1 Pwf 2 )/( Pr Pwf 1 ) 
1  f wf 2 
1 R 
1  f wf 1 
R QL}
( Pc S v ) [ f wf 1RQ L ( Pwf 1 Pwf 2 )/( Pr Pwf 1 ) f wf 2 (1 

(2)

The difference of water cut between different zones should be
greater than 50%. The larger it is, the better the result is.

fw

f w , high  f w ,low
f w , low

Where,
f w' = the largest relative difference of water cut between
different zones, a f w b
f w ,high = the highest water cut among all zones, %
f w ,low = the lowest water cut among all zones, %
C. Alternative Productivity of Tthe Plugged Zone,

L

L

L

QL = productivity loss caused by water shutoff
QL = relative difference
Pw

(
Pw
Pw )/
Pw Pw 100% 10%

(8)

Where,

TO SELECTTARGET WELLS AND TARGET ZONES USING
FUZZY METHOD

Indexes
A.Water Cut
If water cut of every zone can not be determined, combined
water cut of the whole well is often used as an index to select zones
to be plugged. A larger difference between the combined water
cut ( f w ) and the water cut limit for water shutoff always

Pw = relative difference between flowing pressure of the plugged
well and average flowing pressure of the whole tract, %

Pw = flowing pressure of the plugged well, MPa
P w = average flowing pressure of the whole tract, MPa
The larger Pw is, the better the effect is.
E. Index for Comparing Liquid Production Enhancement
and Water Shutoff, D
Usually, if conditions permitted, liquid production enhancement
should be preferentially adopted. Nevertheless, water shutoff
should be applied if sales profit created by liquid production
enhancement is smaller than the total cost, i.e., a bigger
D suggests water shutoff be applied.
D {Sc /[ Pc (36.6 3.04 f w /(1  fw ))] A[B (1 R ) 
(1  f wf 1 ) R ]Q L }/{ A[ B (1 R ) (1  f wf 1 ) R ]Q L} 100%

Where,

A 

necessarily means a better result.
f w  f w , well  f w ,lim it  0

(4)

f w , lim it  f w , ultimate A 

(5)

Where,
f w = the difference between combined water cut of the whole
well and the water cut limit of water shutoff, %
= combined water cut of the whole well, %

(9)

P wf 1  P wf 2
P r  P wf 1
B f
1
wn 1

While D 10% , water shutoff should be selected.
F. Profit Obtained Through Water Shutoff,

D'

Water shutoff will increase oil production and decrease water
production. Certain income will be produced by this way. The
income D' should be larger than the total cost. The larger D' is,
the better water shutoff is.
D ' [(1  f w ) Q L R oi ( P c  S v )  f w Q L R wd B
(10)

f w , lim it = water cut limit for water shutoff, %
= economic limit of water cut, %

A = scope of water cut
B. Difference of Water Cut Between Different Zones,

L

Q

Where,
QL' = productivity of alternative producing zones

D. Flowing Pressure,

Where,
B = constant related to cost of water injection, yuan/t
Sv = ambulatory cost of crude oil, yuan/t
Epl = ratio of success of water shutoff, fraction
Te = valid period of water shutoff, day
Roi = ratio of enhanced oil production by water shutoff, fraction
Rwd = ratio of weakened water production by water shutoff,
fraction
Spl = operation cost, yuan/well

f w,ultimate

QL

The productivity loss at the plugged zone should be compensated
by the alternative producing zones in the same well.
 Q 
Q
(7)
 Q


(3)

R ) QL ] B  S pl /( E plTe )

f w,well

(6)

* 100 %

 S

f w'

pl

/( E pl T e )] /[ S

pl

/( E pl T e )]

G. Plane Contradiction of The Target Zone, M
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For the reason that water shutoff is able to weaken plane
contradiction, so water shutoff is a preferential choice for
zones with sharp plane contradiction.
Selection of Target Wells and Target Zones Using Fuzzy
Theory [1]
The method involves the following three steps.

4

Where,

bij 

A

ik rkj

C. The Third Step
The third step is to execute the second level fuzzy
judgement.
The fuzzy analogous matrix here can be formulated through the
first level judgement.

A. The First Step
Firstly, wells and zones obviously unfit for water shutoff
should be artificially picked and thrown away. These wells
and zones are mainly the following ones.
1. those very different from the aforementioned indexes
2. those fit for other measures
3. those fit for neither mechanical water plugging nor
chemical water plugging
Except for the three cases, water shutoff is available.

In the second step, first level judgement is conducted
using fuzzy method.
Give points to every index for all wells according to the
D j and
value. If value of the ith index of the jth well is
Dup and

B1 
 
R  B2 
B3 
 

(14)

Where,
B1 = reservoir property
B2 = oil related property
B3 =productivityproperty

B. The Second Step

the upper and the lower limit of it are

.

k 1

Ddown

respectively, then the following two parameters can be
calculated.

B 

b 1 ,

b 2 .......,

b

n



(15)

B

A b

Where, bi 

k ki

.

k 1

Then bi can be obtained through (16).
N

bi bi /

a 0.5(d up  ddown )

B A  R (Matrix

At last, based on the formula
multiplication), we can obtain (15).

b

i

(16)

i 1

b [(d up ddown )/(4l n0.5)]1/ 2

Final choice can be made according to the calculated

Then tij and rij can be calculated respectively, as shown in
(11) and (12).
2
2
tij (d i a) b ln x

bi

and its standard distribution.

(11)

rij exp(tij / b2 )

(12)

Then we obtain the fuzzy analogous matrix.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents a meaningful and advantageous new
direction for information technology education, embodying
principles for systematically optimizing the functioning of
the business.
Our curriculum was built on the thesis that every aspect of
software systems management can be understood and
described as a component of four universal, highly
correlated behaviors: abstraction, product creation,
product verification and validation,
and process
optimization. Given this, our model curriculum was
structured to provide the maximum exposure to current best
practice in six thematic areas, which taken together as an
integrated set, makes-up the attributes that differentiate us
from the other computer disciplines:
Abstraction: understanding and description of the
problem space
Design: models for framing artifact to meet criteria 3, 4, 5,
and 6
Process Engineering: application of large models such as
IEEE 12207
Organizational Control Systems: SQA and configuration
management
Evaluation with Measurement: with an emphasis on
testing and metrics
Construction: professional programming languages with
emphasis on reusability
Our teaching strategy approaches this as a hierarchy of
similar activities. In every course we require the student to
define and implement all three interfaces and be able to
clearly communicate this as a logically consistent model
before working out the details of the solution. The focus of
all understanding is top-down from the information interface.
Our curriculum centers on the application of
software engineering standards (such as those promulgated
by IEEE) and the software process improvement, or quality
standards (such as those promulgated by SEI and ISO)

under the assumption that this embodies the "common
body
of knowledge and state of best practice" in software
production and management.
The practical realization of this is an integration of the large
subject areas of: software engineering (methods, models
and criteria), process and product quality management
(software quality assurance and metrics), software project
management (work decomposition, planning, sizing and
estimating), and software configuration management.
Reconciliation of project and configuration management is
accomplished by cross-referencing the problems, tools,
notations and solutions (through explicit identification,
authorization and validation procedures). As a side agenda,
we have also stressed the need for re-engineering the vast
number of software products currently on the shelves. This
model plus germane simulated real-world experience
introduces all of the relevant principles to the student within
the (currently understood) framework. It allows them to
develop and internalize their own comprehensive
understanding and formulate a personal model of the
disciplinary body of knowledge.
CURRICULUM
Software Systems Management
Foundation
CIS 501 Introduction to Information Systems – Visual Basic
Core
CIS 505 Project Management
CIS 510 Object Oriented Software Development
CIS 520 Software Requirements
CIS 530 Software Quality Assurance and Testing
CIS 540 Strategic Software Process Management
Electives (6 required)
CIS 502 Structured Development for the Internet
CIS 503 Software System Documentation
CIS 525 Software Design and Construction
CIS 535 Metrics and Models for Software Management
CIS 543 Software Lifecycle Documentation
CIS 553 Graphical User Interface Development
CIS 554 Software Maintenance Using Cobol
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CIS 555 Data Base Design
CIS 557 Networks and Network Management
CIS 558 Distributed Software Development
CIS 559 Electronic Data Interchange
CIS 560 Electronic Commerce
CIS 565 Information And Society
CIS 566 Advanced Database Issues
CIS 580 Advanced Topics in Is
CIS 589 International Software Management
CIS 590 Leadership in Assessment
CIS 591 Audit
NAVIGATING THE LEADING EDGE: A PROTOTYPE
CURRICULUM FOR
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
Introduction
The discipline of software systems management is a
meaningful and advantageous new direction for information
technology education. That is because it is focused on two
pivotal issues for such organizations, cost control and
production efficiency. Accordingly the primary distinction
between software systems management and traditional
areas of study such as computer engineering, computer
science, and software engineering, lies in the fact that the
former embodies principles for systematically optimizing the
functioning of the business, whereas the latter concentrates
on the technology itself.
In applied terms, the basic aim of software systems
management is to instill sound business practices into IT
operations. Its objective is to insure that the organization's
people equipment and financial resources are utilized for the
maximum benefit of the business and the satisfaction of its
customers. This is a particularly relevant and important
subject for the software industry at this time and place
because, although it has a forty-year history of leadership
and innovation in the production of quality goods and
services, it has yet to prove that it can operate in a costeffective manner.
In reality all of the evidence so far indicates the contrary. It
is a fact that…. Depending on size, between 25% and 50%
of all IT projects fail, where "failure" means that the
project is canceled or grossly exceeds its schedule
estimates (Laker, 1998). A recent Standish Group survey of
8,000 software projects found that the average one exceeded
its planned budget by 90 percent and its schedule by 120
percent (Construx, 1998). A similar study conducted by
KPMG Pete Marwick found that 87% of failed projects
exceeded their initial schedule estimates by 30% or more.
While at the same time 56% exceeded their budget estimates
by 30% or more and 45% failed to produce expected benefits.
It would be incorrect to assume that this failure was a
consequence of extreme project size, or complexity. In
actuality 60% of the failed projects were categorized by
KPMG as small. The fact is that small projects (e.g., those
that are characteristic of the average mom-and-pop business)
are almost always over schedule (92%). In fact the larger,

more complex projects actually did better. KPMG found that
only 86% of these had problems meeting their delivery dates
(which is still a pathetic statistic). Moreover, this is not a
new phenomenon. A study done by the GAO, which
encompassed the entire decade of the 1980s, found that
fully two-thirds of the software delivered to the federal
government was never used and an additional 29% was
never delivered at all. As a result, the GAO estimated that
throughout the 1980s the federal Government's bill for
worthless software topped $150 billion (Quoted in
Humphrey, 1994).
Now, when 95% of the software delivered to the federal
government is worthless you might expect some
accountability. Yet studies since then document the same
problems (SEI, 1997). According to Humphrey (2000) the
cause lies in the fact that it is extraordinarily difficult to
manage an activity that is creative and conceptual by nature
using traditional techniques. Instead, effective management
relies
on extensive
experience.
Without
which,
"Inexperienced, or inadequately trained managers are
noted with distressing frequency on canceled projects and
projects that experience cost overruns and missed
schedules. Inadequate management training is also
commonly associated
with the problems of low
productivity, low quality, and of course, management
malpractice (Jones, 1994)." As such, "the world is
beginning to realize that it needs people at the highest
levels who can combine the skills of the technician with
those of the manager" (O’Brien, 1992).
Rationale: Why Study Software Systems Management?
The software industry banks close to a trillion-dollars
annually (Boehm quoted in Humphrey, 1997). Yet, with the
stakes that high the manager who is . . . "knowledgeable in
the realms of new technology is a rare breed" (O’Brien,
1992). Brynjolfsson provides a very apt synopsis of the
consequences of that condition: "Productivity is the
fundamental economic measure of a technology's
contribution. With this in mind, CEOs and line managers
have increasingly
begun to question their huge
investments in computers and related technologies. While
major success stories exist, so do equally impressive
failures" The economist Robert Solow astutely sums up the
problem this way: "we see computers everywhere except in
the productivity statistics" (both quoted in Brynjolfsson,
1992). Or in simple terms, a shocking few people seem to
fathom the significant business implications of the
technology they were spending billions of dollars to acquire.
O'Brien corroborates this:
“It has become fashionable to talk of
competitive
advantage
and
information technology in the same
breath . . . yet it is clear that the
number of professionally educated (to
maximize
competitive
advantage
using technology), fully trained and
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technologists is small."

information

Higher education clearly hasn't found any answers. In 1985,
Datamation conducted an extensive survey aimed at giving
academia a report card. They polled a laundry list of experts
from every conceivable area of business to find out whether
college training translated to success in business. Needless
to say, the grades were not good. Everyone took turns
bashing the products of this country's post secondary
education system for their total lack of leadership, business
knowledge and communication skill. This was particularly
true for computer science. The comments of one Fortune
200 executive were typical. He estimated that only "5
percent of the graduates (hired by his company) were
adequately prepared." One would think that the pressures
of competition would make higher education more
responsive to the demands of industry, which is the ultimate
consumer of its graduates. In addition, this survey was
conducted almost sixteen years ago. Perhaps like fine wine
the situation improved with age? A comprehensive study of
university catalogues, conducted in 1997, found that 90% of
business school curricula were at best . . . "incomplete and
lagging behind the state of the art by more than ten
years . . . when it came to the requirements of managing
software (Jones 1997)". More pertinent, although almost
eleven years separate these two studies the same symptoms
were identified: "weak, or inadequate business preparation
and impractical, or out-of-date curricula."
Both studies make it clear that the key to the formulation of
a successful study of the discipline of software management
hinged on the capability to amalgamate "current best
practice" ideas into an optimally valid and accurate model of
software process functioning. The dilemma lies in the fact
that this best practice is prescribed by professional
standards and, ...since 1976 the Software Engineering
Standards Committee of the IEEE Computer Society has
developed 19 standards in the areas of terminology,
requirements documentation, design documentation, user
documentation,
testing, verification and validation,
reviews and audits. And if you include all the major
national standards bodies, there are in fact more than 250
software engineering standards. (IEEE). Besides the
implication that our eminent standards bodies need to be
leashed, this astonishing productivity (roughly 10 new
standards a year) underlines the crucial importance of a
common conceptual framework that will help educators
judge the boundaries of the body of knowledge in order to
know what to teach. Therefore our first efforts were focused
on developing such a unified frame of reference.
Disciplinary Model: Conceptual Basis
At the theoretical nucleus of our undertaking was the belief
that software systems management has not been
approached at the proper (e.g., the highest possible) level.
Instead, technology centered approaches have always been
introduced piecemeal. This is unsuitable because by
definition proper management must incorporate methods for

handling the problem as a whole. That implies
understanding and mastery of all rational principles, and
methods that optimize the software process as a complete
and consolidated entity set. This required getting a proper
understanding of the entire range of disciplines that
compose the world of computing. Figure One summarizes
this.
Derivation of Disciplines Based on Functional Interfaces
The World of
Business

The MBA

Interacting
Organizational
Units

Project
Management

Business
Studies

Interface 3
The World of
People

MIS/IS
Programs
Information
Systems

Human Users

The World of
Applications

Interface 2

Software in its
Various Forms

The World of
the Machine
Hardware and
Telecommunication
Devices

DOMAINS

Software
System
Management

Computer
Science

Program
Construction

Interface 1

Information
Technology

Software
Engineering

Computer
Engineering
Machine
Studies

Traditional Programs

Modern Programs

Leading Edge
Programs

Figure 1
This diagram shows that computer systems function on
three hierarchically differentiated, mutually inter-dependent
interfaces. Bottom up these are the hardware/software
interface (1), the human/machine interface (2), and the
information/computing
interface
(3).
At
the
hardware/software interface, tangible machine resources
realize the functional design. Practically speaking, this
translates into efficient run times and the other familiar,
properties of good hardware and software architecture. At
the human/machine boundary, information crosses the
physical periphery and referential margin between human
and machine. The tangible realization of this can be seen in
effective user-friendly programs, and ergonomically
designed equipment.
At the information/computing
interface, the organization's inherent and elemental structure
is mapped into the domain of the computer. This interface
views computer systems as embodying the organization's
complete information infrastructure. It should also be clear
that inefficiencies in either of these components (e.g., the
computer system or the organizational system it interacts
with) all conspire to make the total system less efficient.
Optimization principles exist for all of these interfaces; the
problem is that nobody sees the need to apply them
uniformly across all of the interfaces in the entire system.
The classic result is the 900-megahertz machine interacting
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with a human who processes a task every five minutes while
entering three-day-old data.
Conceptual Model: A Review Of Current Approaches
In order to understand the implications of this within higher
education we took a rigorous look at the basis of each of the
disciplines that could be directly related to one of these
interfaces. The oldest, best established, and most righteous
of these is computer science. The principles embedded in
this body of knowledge have been very successful; witness
the advances in hardware over the past 40 years. Ideally,
computer
scientists
focus
on
optimizing
the
software/hardware interface. It first emerged from the
disciplines of electrical engineering, mathematics and logic
back in the 1950's. Its strongest identification and
disciplinary attachment is with the math department.
A
quote from the Carnegie Mellon Curriculum for
Undergraduate Computer Science makes this very clear:
“Computer
science
is
a
mathematical
discipline...so much so that the difference between
computer science and mathematics is often quite
hard to pin down. While both disciplines are
concerned primarily with abstract structures,
computer science is not simply a branch of
mathematics. It relies on skills attitudes and
techniques derived for mathematics, but it is
concerned not so much with proofs and structures
as it is with algorithms and the design and
organization of structures.”
However, the next level up in the hierarchy, the
human/machine interface, involves a much larger set of
variables, most of them unknown and unknowable.
Compounding this problem is the complexity of human
behavior, which is intuitive, hence unpredictable and
impossible to model mathematically.
Accordingly, the
central methods and principals of computer science,
focusing on exact descriptions of the problem, have been of
limited value in optimizing the higher (in terms of the
abstraction ladder) interfaces.
Through the 1980s, partly because of the failure of
traditional computer scientists to perform consistently, and
effectively at the human machine interface, the computer
industry itself evolved the discipline of software
engineering (a useful reference date for this is the
foundation of the Wang Institute of Graduate Studies, 1979,
for the details see [Ardis, 1987]). This discipline takes a
software/applications focus.
It embodies a set of
description and design principles based on engineering
methodologies specifically oriented toward software
development and management methodologies specifically
oriented to software systems management (Ardis, 1987).
Generally, at the undergraduate level the software
engineering curriculum is indistinguishable from computer
science. Where it differs is in the incorporation of an
additional set of courses whose focus and content are
delineated by common industry practices, such as software
specification, design, testing and quality assurance, and

software configuration management. In these courses,
engineering principles shape the approach, and teamwork,
instead of individuality, is stressed. Software engineering is
different from computer science in two general aspects; it
has an applied rather than theoretically abstract intent, and
the training model is very much "world of work," instead of
academic.
Practically speaking, the advantage of the software
engineering approach over traditional computer science is
that it supports the design, development, and operation of
much larger and more complex real-time computer systems.
The disadvantage is that, to be truly effective in a large,
multifaceted organization, the interface has to be engineered
on both sides. That is, the human system opposite the
machine has to predictable and stable to some extent. So,
software engineering techniques work well for complex,
embedded systems in areas such as avionics and
telecommunications and not at all in the low-tech, generic
systems used in complex business organizations.
Since
most of the packaged software sold by the computer
industry today falls into this second category, it seemed
safe to conclude that to be universally applicable software
engineering must evolve principles and techniques for
engineering the system's human component. Thus came the
fortuitous marriage of software engineering to information
science, which is the foundation of our unique program.
Information science, which has always been viewed by the
other two disciplines as more of an art than a science, began
to appear on campuses in the 1970's. This discipline
focuses on the development of a complete set of
approaches to mesh organizational systems with computer
systems. Given the practical human focus and the fact that
the tools originated in the disciplines of operations research
and industrial engineering, information science curricula
have always tended to be based in business schools. This
placement is unfortunate because curricular content
focusing on the bottom two interfaces (or at least the
machine part of the human/machine interface) tends to be
almost completely non-existent in most of these programs.
Essentially, the information scientist defines the system as
the flow and transformation of organizational data.
Symbolic notational techniques can be used to discretely
model system behavior on the interface. Since these tools
are familiar to everybody in computing, modeling
techniques such as UML or Data Flow can be drilled down
to any level in description and definition of the system. The
difference for the information scientist lies in where the level
of application is begun. Here, the business process itself,
instead of the processing of the data becomes the primary
means by which interface events are defined. Since this
data is independent of processing, its origination and
handling can be defined external to the computer part of the
system. The appropriateness of starting the design activity
here should be intuitively obvious to everybody, since the
computer doesn't function in a vacuum. Implicit is the
requirement that the function and the computer system
mesh as efficiently as possible.
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The problem with information science lies in the fact that it
is primarily oriented toward the business view rather than
technology. So, it is traditionally a managerial rather than a
technical discipline. As a result, the reward structure is
geared differently. An extensive and definitive study of IT
personnel carried out by Datapro Corporation, found that
the three most critical predictors of success for this area
were the business criteria of, corporate fit, corporate
credibility, and upward management skills.
Which
indicates that, based on this industry-wide survey, the
successful people working at the MIS management level
don't need to be technically proficient.
A Pilot Study: Goals
As we said earlier, we differ from most approaches in that
we view computer system development as an integrated
activity that is wholly based on seamless abstraction of the
system from the business to the operating reality. However,
in an attempt to determine exactly where we fit in the
spectrum of programs out there, the College of Business
Administration funded (in the summer of 2000) the IT
Education Baseline Project for the purpose of accomplishing
the following explicit goal…
“The project will develop and enact a process
for the systematic collection, evaluation and
classification of software education programs
for the purpose of developing explicit
descriptive understanding of the various
categories of programs in this area”.
In essence, this amounted to an attempt to characterize the
current state of the art in terms of computer and software
curricula and the pedagogy that supports these. Given that,
the results were expected to serve to define a coherent and
concrete characterization of the diffusion of innovation in
the various types of computer, or software education
programs in the US. It was assumed that this
characterization could then be used for long-term curricular
assessment and planning by any educational agency
interested in technology transfer for the profession.
A Pilot Study: Methodology
This study was conducted in two phases. The first phase
involved the identification of an appropriate set of
institutions to conduct rigorous on site interviews at. We
felt that this was necessary because, notwithstanding the
presence of Ford’s report (SEI-94-TR-11) there is very little
consistent agreement about what constitutes a traditional
computer science, or MIS versus a software engineering
program. We particularly sought to identify programs at
Carnegie One institutions and Jesuit schools (given our
own foundation)

institution’s course catalogue to learn what they offered.
However, we felt that these interviews were necessary
because the intent and even the details of implementation
are never clear in a document such as a catalogue.
Accordingly, we sought to acquire (at a minimum) syllabi,
assignments and (hopefully) examples of student artifacts
themselves. This process consumed the period from June
2000, to September 2000 and featured intensive visits to all
22 institutions. Following this data-gathering phase we
began to perform a comparative content analysis of the
courses, artifacts and assignments obtained. Since the
intention of this project was to identify and characterize
various program types as well as map the diffusion of
innovation throughout the study of computing.
This report presents the preliminary findings of this initial
analysis. A couple of things must be kept in mind as you
read this. Although the survey was nationwide it is
impossible to say for certain that all institutions that offer
software engineering programs (labeled “modern” in the
graph) were considered when then initial sample group was
drawn. That is because the discipline itself is so loosely
defined that there is simply no common registry of such
programs. We used information provided by the Software
Engineering Institute (SEI), the United States Military and
IEEE to distinguish institutions that satisfied the general
functional definition of a software engineering education
program based on those three bodies’ view of the world.
The sample that was drawn from this lengthy list was
composed of a range of institutions from research
universities down to small regional colleges.

Preliminary Findings: The Software Engineering
Education Baseline
Using the mass of detailed data that we had collected at
each institution we sought to formulate a definitive
characterization of program types based on our interface
model and the assumptions that underlay our own
disciplinary approach. From this we identified three
distinctive types of programs. We labeled the first
“Traditional” (e.g., programs that focus primarily on one
interface such as computer engineering, computer science
and MIS). We labeled the second “Modern” (e.g., programs
that span two interfaces such as software engineering). We
labeled the third type “Leading Edge” (e.g., programs that
embody all interfaces (e.g., the software systems
management approach). Given all of this we performed a
simple count and percentage to reach our conclusions and
the results were surprisingly stable. The following graph
presents the range of program types by classification as
revealed in our study.

Following satisfactory completion of that phase of the
project and the selection of a sample of 22 institutions, on
site interviews were conducted to detail the pedagogy
employed at each. Obviously we could have read each
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Comparison of Programs by Type
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Figure 2
As can be seen. The programs representing traditional IT
education still dominate although the number of legitimate
software engineering programs appears to be on the rise.
We actually discovered a program similar to ours at another
institution in our sample and that is the reason for the
unexpectedly high percentage score there.
Given that our approach is relatively unique, we felt that our
disciplinary model needed to be explained in more detail.
The final parts of this paper will outline our approach to
software systems management. It is offered for the purpose
of assisting any institution interested in such a curriculum
in adopting such a model (the actual course list contained in
Appendix A)
Disciplinary Model: Implementation
Our curriculum was built on the thesis that every aspect of
software systems management can be understood and
described as a component of four universal, highly
correlated behaviors: abstraction, product creation,
product verification and validation,
and process
optimization. Given this, our model curriculum was
structured to provide the maximum exposure to current best
practice in six thematic areas, which taken together as an
integrated set, makes-up the attributes that differentiate us
from the other computer disciplines:
Abstraction: understanding and description of the
problem space
Design: models for framing artifact to meet criteria 3, 4, 5,
and 6
Process Engineering: application of large models such as
IEEE 12207
Organizational Control Systems: SQA and configuration
management
Evaluation with Measurement: with an emphasis on
testing and metrics
Construction: professional programming languages with
emphasis on reusability
Our teaching strategy approaches this as a hierarchy of
similar activities. In every course we require the student to
define and implement all three interfaces and be able to

clearly communicate this as a logically consistent model
before working out the details of the solution. The focus of
all understanding is top-down from the information interface.
Our curriculum centers on the application of software
engineering standards (such as those promulgated by IEEE)
and the software process improvement, or quality standards
(such as those promulgated by SEI and ISO) under the
assumption that this embodies the "common body of
knowledge and state of best practice" in software
production and management.
The practical realization of this is an integration of the large
subject areas of: software engineering (methods, models
and criteria), process and product quality management
(software quality assurance and metrics), software project
management (work decomposition, planning, sizing and
estimating), and software configuration management.
Reconciliation of project and configuration management is
accomplished by cross-referencing the problems, tools,
notations and solutions (through explicit identification,
authorization and validation procedures). As a side agenda,
we have also stressed the need for re-engineering the vast
number of software products currently on the shelves. This
model plus germane simulated real-world experience
introduces all of the relevant principles to the student within
the (currently understood) framework. It allows them to
develop and internalize their own comprehensive
understanding and formulate a personal model of the
disciplinary body of knowledge.
Summary And Conclusions
It is common industry practice that computer systems are
defined and imp lemented by two very different types of
personnel. IT workers, who function more like managers
than technical staff, study the business operation. This is
communicated to computer workers, who are usually more
technical than managerial. They handle the details of
actually developing and implementing the computer
solution.
This has always been an inefficient and
cumbersome process containing numerous chances for
misunderstanding and error. It is also a good explanation
for the generally recognized low level of quality of most
software.
In the practical world computer system
development no matter how inefficient is still a single
activity. Therefore this would logically seem to be a single
body of knowledge. Given the unquestioned recognition in
the industry of the need for quality software, the value and
advantage of an individual trained in one place in the
methods and techniques of both areas should be intuitively
obvious.
Although our program is innovative, in actuality it just takes
the next logical step.
Our curriculum is applied, not
scientific and unlike scientists, we are entirely focused on
the production of tangible artifacts, which can be used. Our
success is judged by the proven quality of these products.
Since tangibility is definitely not a requirement for "pure"
science, the placement of our program in a college of
business is appropriate. A very explicit goal of the
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University of Detroit Mercy's College of Business
Administration (or any other college as the case may be) is
to produce leaders in the field. This leadership demands a
knowledge and experience base obtained from focused
study. No present degree seems to satisfy all aspects of the
requirement. Business degrees satisfy it in traditional
business. However, general business study simply doesn't
fit in a technical area like computing. It might be argued that
on a team, no one person should have the complete
perspective, but the questions remains, who will supply the
leadership? We believe that, as demands on computer
systems become more and more complex, leaders will have
to have a complete, top down perspective. Our program
provides that view. We want to stress however, that we are
not proposing new theory. Our principles are distilled from
common elements found in all of these disciplines. It is
simply our assumption that the framework for designing
efficient computer systems needs to be fixed at the proper
(e.g., the highest) level of abstraction. This is an appropriate
concern because, by definition, design must incorporate
techniques for dealing with the problem in its entirety. This
is also not some fuzzy-minded, theoretical exercise. It is a
critical issue with a very explicit, dollars and cents
implication for every organization in the world. Right now,
and even more so in the future, effective information will be
the basis of an organization's ability to compete. In that
respect computer technology will become the basis for a
new competitive order in worldwide society.
Effective
systems will determine whether organizations will keep up
with the competition or be left by the wayside in the
marketplaces of the future. This effectiveness calls for a
deliberate study of how computer systems can be made to
meld naturally with our familiar, existing human systems.
Our curriculum provides the basis for doing that.
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APPENDIX A

Software Systems Management Curriculum
Foundation
CIS 501 Introduction to Information Systems –
Visual Basic
Core
CIS 505 Project Management
CIS 510 Object Oriented Software Development
CIS 520 Software Requirements
CIS 530 Software Quality Assurance and Testing
CIS 540 Strategic Software Process Management
Electives (6 required)
CIS 502 Structured Development for the Internet
CIS 503 Software System Documentation
CIS 525 Software Design and Construction
CIS 535 Metrics and Models for Software
Management
CIS 543 Software Lifecycle Documentation
CIS 553 Graphical User Interface Development
CIS 554 Software Maintenance Using Cobol
CIS 555 Data Base Design
CIS 557 Networks and Network Management
CIS 558 Distributed Software Development
CIS 559 Electronic Data Interchange
CIS 560 Electronic Commerce
CIS 565 Information And Society
CIS 566 Advanced Database Issues
CIS 580 Advanced Topics in Is
CIS 589 International Software Management
CIS 590 Leadership in Assessment
CIS 591 Audit
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ABSTRACT
Experiments with negotiation software agents’ in frictionless
commerce indicate potential for destructive behaviour. Most
of the agents are capable of engaging in auctions and have
no ability to conduct complex business negotiations. Recognizing that people and software agents operate in different
although overlapping spheres we propose an environment in
which negotiation and decision support systems work together with software agents in electronic negotiations. Based
on our experiences with the Inspire system we constructed
an environment comprising software agents, and negotiation
and decision support systems. One agent monitors the process, facilitates the use of Inspire, interprets the negotiators’
activities and provides methodological advice. The architecture of this environment is based on the separation of user
support functions from the autonomous software activities,
separation of the support for individuals from facilitation and
mediation; and scalability and the ability to provide linkages
with the existing software.
INTRODUCTION
Auctions and electronic negotiations are considered an important part of e-commerce [1-3]. Auctions, which have very
small transaction costs, are now being used to conduct many
transactions among businesses and between businesses and
consumers. The most important and appealing features of
auction systems are process efficiency, ease of use, their
reach and their ability to simultaneously manage very large
numb ers of bidders. An important aspect of auctions is their
ability to manage the ambiguity and uncertainty of value in
social context [4].
Internet auctions gained such popularity that some researchers consider them as the only effective coordination mechanisms for e-commerce [5-7]. Segev and Beam [8] summarize
this trend by proposing:
"… a new market-based negotiating paradigm, designed for the capabilities of electronic software
agents on the Internet. We propose replacing negotiating skill with market forces. This is a direction
which has already gained some momentum with the
use of online auctions, and we believe it will continue to gain in popularity."

Auctions focus on determining the value of products through
a process that is managed by one side. In contrast, the negotiation is a process that is managed by all the participants
who co-operate to create value. Auctions deal with known
and well-defined objects while negotiations are about defining these objects and modifying the participants’ own perceptions and preferences. This allows for ill-defined and
difficult issues to be negotiated, and for engagement of subjective perspectives in creating a shared meaning.
A negotiation is a process that is typically more costly than
an auction in terms of time and effort required to achieve a
solution from the parties. Since not all potential buyers and
sellers are involved, negotiation is also prone to inefficient
solutions in terms of market efficiency. These, however, are
not sufficient reason for replacing negotiations with auctions.
The two mechanisms are complementary and negotiations
are used in many situations in which auctions should not or
cannot be used. Negotiations require rich communication;
they involve learning, accommodation of positions,
construction of alternatives and modification of constraints.
The outcome of a negotiation is often more than the
negotiated product or service, the parties may establish a
lasting relationship and engage in other transactions. The
rich communication and learning allow gaining better
understanding of the product; it’s characteristics, use,
warranty etc. The negotiation may also result in product
redesign to better suit the requirements.
Internet technologies reduce costs of both auctions and negotiations, and introduce new tools to access, conduct and analyze these transaction processes. Electronic auctions have
many of the market characteristics including very small information and coordination costs, and ability to attract a large number of participants. While electronic negotiations (enegotiations) are less costly in terms of coordination and
information exchange, and allow engaging more participants
than the face-to-face negotiations, their principal characteristics remain the same. The lowering of transaction costs is
less relevant in negotiations than in other transaction mechanisms. What is important to negotiators is the ability to: (1)
expand the communication channels, (2) increase access to
information and expertise, and (3) strengthen their cognitive
and analytical capabilities.
The complexity of negotiation processes and the difficulty
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that they pose to participants are behind many efforts in constructing analytical models and negotiation support systems
[9-12]. E-commerce and electronic markets lead to new projects including research on the use of negotiation software
agents [13-15]. In most cases, however, there is a distinction
between the use of software agents and negotiation support
systems.
Negotiation support systems (NSS) are designed to help and
advise negotiators; they are used to structure and analyze the
problem, elicit preferences and use them to construct a utility
function, determine feasible and efficient alternatives, visualize different aspects of the problem and the process, and facilitate communication. Recently, several NSSs have been
deployed on the web and used for teaching and research purposes as well as for conducting business negotiations.
Software agents are playing important roles in e-commerce
especially in the automation of mundane operations [1]. Several software agents have been developed with the purpose
to assist buyers in the search and selection of products. Some
facilitate the linkage of buyers and sellers; others search for
products that are of interest to the consumers. In general, an
agent is a computer program that is situated in some environment; it is continuously active, capable of autonomous
action (either proactive or reactive), and of work on tasks on
behalf of its user [16, 17]. These programs differ from regular software because they are personalized, continuously
running, and to a certain extent autonomous.
At present and in the near future the software agents may be
capable of participating in auctions and in the simplest forms
of negotiations. The social aspect of actions is in the determination of acceptable or optimal price; the social aspect of
the negotiation is in the establishment of a relationship and
understanding. While the former might be done with the help
of software agents, the latter requires the parties’ direct engagement and intervention. This is because the parties need
to understand themselves and each other, the negotiated
problem and the possible implications. The communication,
formulation of offers and making concessions is a vehicle for
both a consensus and understanding. The agents are “blind to
the complex social trade-offs between goals, rules and the
social fabric. ... Experiments at both IBM and MIT with bots
in apparently frictionless markets indicate potential for destructive behavior.” [18, p. 51-52].
The need for the parties’ direct participation in the negotiation does not alleviate the parties’ need for support and advice. Experiences from the Inspire system and its acceptance
by the users and their suggestions led us to suggest an integrated software environment to aid negotiators throughout
the negotiation process and to provide methodological support and advice [19]. There is a role for both NSS and NSA
in e-negotiations as we propose it in this paper. In that we
concur with Brown and Duguit [18, p. 62] that:
“… bots and humans operate in different, if overlapping spheres. By redefining one as the other, or
reducing both to information-processing or goalpursuing agents, these differences are submerged or

confused. … In general, it will be better to pursue
not substitution but complementarity. … But complementarity requires seeing the differences between
information processing agents and human agency.”
An integrated environment supporting Internet negotiations
is presented in this paper. The discussion is based on our
experiences with the development and implementation of
Inspire and INSS, two Internet-based negotiation support
systems [12, 20], the framework for the Inspire extension [19]
and the evaluations made by over 4000 users. In Section 2
we discuss negotiation support systems and software agents.
In Section 3 the Aspire environment comprising of a
negotiation support system (Inspire), a negotiation software
agent (Atin), and other systems is presented. Design and
implementation issues are presented in Section 4. Discussion
on the future work and planned experiments concludes the
paper.
NEGOTIATION SYSTEMS AND AGENTS
Negotiation Support
NSSs are designed to facilitate the various phases of the negotiation process such as understanding the negotiation case,
assigning preference ratings for negotiable issues and options, and setting the reservation level before the negotiation
begins. The tools for support are varied and they include
decision science methods (e.g., decision tables, decision
trees, multi-attribute utility theory), statistical methods (e.g.,
forecasting, regression analysis), and game theory.
NSS support ranges from systems that help negotiators prepare for a negotiation, to mediation and interactive systems
that restructure the way negotiations usually take place [21].
The foundation of NSS is decision and negotiation analysis
[22, 23]. Negotiation analysis integrates decision analysis
and game theory in order to provide methodological support
to users. Negotiation analysis is aimed at bridging the gap
between descriptive qualitative models and normative formal
models of bargaining. This approach adopted a number of
behavioral concepts (e.g., reservation values, BATNA, integrative/distributive negotiations and principled negotiations)
and incorporated them into quantitative models [24]. This
allowed advisors to conduct formal analysis of negotiations
in order to provide support.
Rangaswamy and Shell [21] distinguish between NSS for
preparation and evaluation and NSS for process support.
Preparation and evaluation systems operate away from the
bargaining table to help individuals privately organize information, develop preferences, refine pre-negotiation
strategies, or evaluate negotiation offers. Process support
systems operate at the bargaining table; the systems are designed not only to assist parties in gaining a subjective representation, but also to help negotiators move toward integrative settlements [25]. Process support systems can provide a
mediation function and individual support function. Systems
that focus on mediation interfere in the process and prompt
the parties to agree on a compromise. Systems that focus on
individual support provide the parties with analytical and
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visualization tools, and with communication facilities.
Inspire system
The Inspire system has been used as a research tool for the
InterNeg group to study cross-cultural negotiations over the
web [12, 20]. It is also used to study the impact of decision
analysis on the negotiation process, the role of support in
negotiation and the role of explanatory and display facilities
on users’ perception and decision-making.
The decision support functions implemented in Inspire include preference elicitation, construction of the utility function, quantitative evaluation of offers, maintenance of the
negotiation history and graphical representation of the negotiation dynamics. The communication support functions include the exchange of structured offers with accompanying
arguments, free-text messages and automatic email notification of the opponent's activity.
An important feature of negotiations with the Inspire system
is the structure of the process. Inspire supports the three
stages of negotiation illustrated in Figure 1. The negotiation
progresses through three distinct phases: pre -negotiation
analysis, conduct of the negotiation, and post-settlement as
discussed in section 2.2. The support of Inspire in the three
phases is illustrated in Figure 1:
FIGURE 1. NEGOTIATION PHASES AND ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED WITH INSPIRE
Antecedent phase

Concurrent phase

Consequent phase

Prenegotiation

Conduct of negotiation

Post-settlement

issue rating
option rating
preference verification
utility construction

offer construction
offer exchange
message exchange
offer analysis
preference revision
utility update
negotiation history
negotiation dynamics

assess compromise
efficiency analysis
joint improvement
negotiation review

During the pre-negotiation phase, Inspire helps the user to
better prepare for the negotiation. The activities include
helping the user to understand the negotiation problem, the
main negotiable issues and offers, and some possible combinations (which may form the basis of offers and counteroffers). The user defines his/her own preferences and the
system takes the input from the user to construct the utility
function.
The negotiation phase in Inspire may begin with the construction of an opening offer. There is a pre-defined format
for offers – each offer contains user-selected options (issue
values) for each of the negotiable issues. An offer may be
accompanied with a free-text message, which allows the
users to communicate directly. Inspire provides a numeric
rating for each offer sent/received, which represents the
“goodness” of the offer. This rating is calculated based on
the user’s utility function. Users may also review their negotiation history, or review and revise their preference ratings
during the negotiation phase. A graph displaying the dynamics of the negotiation is also available.

Once a compromise is achieved, the Inspire system acts as a
mediator and checks for its efficiency (Pareto-optimality).
The system takes into account both users’ utility functions,
and determines if any further improvement can be made to
the agreement. If the compromise is inefficient, the system
computes efficient packages and displays a few to both users,
which allows them to re-negotiate.
Negotiation software agents
Software agents are programs that carry out certain operations on behalf of a user or another program with some degree of independence or autonomy and, by doing so, realize
a set of goals or tasks for which they are designed [26, 27].
The reasoning mechanisms of software agents can range
from a set of simple “if-then” rules to sophisticated machine
learning algorithms such as neural networks or Bayesian
networks [16, 28].
Software agents that can carry out negotiation activities on
behalf of users are known as negotiation software agents
(NSA). Their purpose is to automate different negotiation
tasks arising from buying and selling products over the
Internet [2, 14, 15, 29]. Despite the claims made by the NSA
developers, the use of negotiation methodologies is often
over simplified and the systems engage in bidding or simple
single-issue negotiations with predefined behaviour, strategy
and tactics. MarketMaker, AuctionBot, and Tete-a-tete are
examples of agent-based systems that seek mutual agreements on the terms of transactions that satisfy the parties’
predefined constraints, preferences and objectives. These
agents engage in the information exchange activities that are
typical to auctions rather than negotiations but are not capable of engaging in context rich and complex negotiations [1,
14, 30].
One of the better-known systems, MarketMaker, is a multiagent system developed at the MIT Media Lab, which facilitates auctions in an electronic marketplace [15]. A seller may
post a product for sale through the selling agent. Interested
buyers post their bids with the help of their buying agents.
Both parties define their desired and worst acceptable price,
as well as the slope for making concessions to their agents at
the initiation stage. The agents submit bids and monitor the
negotiation process, however, the human user makes the
final decision. MarketMaker supports web auctions rather
than negotiations. The system is rigid and allows for only
single attribute transactions – price; hence the communication process is very narrow. Instead of exchanging negotiation offers and information, the agent posts a new bid (upon
the approval of the user) once the market information is updated.
From our point of view, negotiation software agents may
take over well-defined and structured activities in a negotiation but it is not necessary for agents to handle all the tasks.
For example, the agent may present offers, seek for information about similar negotiation situations, collect information
about the counter-parts, and alert the principal if pre-defined
conditions are violated. The ill-defined and ambiguous si sues, decisions regarding relationship between the parties,
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modification of the rules and parameters are better left to the
principals.

tends to be different from all the others, in small, but important, ways.

Kersten and Noronha (2000) propose negotiation software
agents that provide information and knowledge (e.g., statistics and inferences) about past negotiations, scan the negotiation transcripts and other process descriptions, followed by
comparing of situations, interests and issues of past problems
against the current problem. These agents may also receive
knowledge from various sources, such as other agents, the
environment, user input and databases, then interpret and
understand that knowledge and intelligently use information
to assist the negotiator throughout the negotiation processes
[31].

FIGURE 2. CONFIGURATION OF COMPLEMENTARY SYSTEMS

The possible functions of such agents largely depend on their
degree of autonomy, the type of the negotiation, and the
specificity of the principal's directives. The functions depend
also on the agent's interactions with other systems and agents.
The agent may be highly specialized and may co-operate
with other agents, interact directly with the principal, or it
may communicate via a decision support system (DSS) or a
negotiation support system (NSS) that supports the negotiators in the construction of problem representations and in
their assessment and modification. The agent may suggest
new issues/options and innovative (for the principal) approaches to cope with conflict based on the information obtained from experts and extracted from other negotiation
histories.
Complementary systems
Negotiating software agents (NSA) should not be discussed
with the focus solely on the agents’ abilities and behavior.
Consideration should be given to their principals. The NSA
acts on behalf of the principal, communicates with the counterpart, and has significant autonomy in decision-making but
the decision problems are well defined. In contrast, NSSs
have very limited autonomy and their purpose is to help the
principals understand the problem, express their preferences,
represent the process and formulate the exchanges. NSSs
supports direct negotiations and are process-oriented, the
objective of NSSs is to facilitate the process and provide
support so that the users can achieve good and/or satisfactory
results. NSAs are goal oriented, their objective is to perform
a task or meet an objective and the process of achieving it is
not an end in itself. Thus, very simple negotiations and those
that can be converted to bidding can be delegated to NSA,
while those that are difficult require NSS.
Complex and rich processes comprise both routine and simple tasks as well as tasks that are original and require imagination. Business negotiations are often such processes requiring that both NSS and NSA technologies be utilized.
There is a need to develop tools and infrastructure that can
support some and conduct other activities. In business-tobusiness negotiations flexible and extensible tools are needed to support both integrative and distributive activities.
These tools have to be highly interactive and competent at
managing the complexity of multilateral business-partner
relationships, especially since each business negotiation

Local environment
NSS/DSS:
Negotiation&
decision support
systems

Other systems
(function specific)

Web
NSA: Negotiation
software agents

NSA: Negotiation
software agents

NSS/DSS:
Negotiation&
decision support
systems

Negotiator

Negotiator

NSA: Negotiation
software agents

NSA: Negotiation
software agents
Expert

A particular architecture depends on, among other things, the
complexity of interactions with the principal, level of support required, and the requirements for information processing by other systems (e.g., financial, marketing and production). In Figure 2 we present a high-level architecture in
which the negotiation environment comprises a principal
(negotiator), NSS, function-specific systems and two NSA.
One of the key configurations, which is especially relevant
to the design of digital marketplaces and other electronic
environments comprising economic agents, is that of autonomous software agents performing well-structured tasks,
controlled by NSS performing relatively ill-structured tasks,
which are in turn controlled interactively by humans. This
recognizes the fact that there are activities that each of the
three system types does so well that an alternative type of
system cannot replace it.
Rubin and Sander [32] suggest the use of skilful human
agents in representative negotiations. One of the reasons to
engage in this type of negotiation is that the agents have expertise that the principals lack, and they are more likely to
make more favourable agreements. The agent can be a consultant or an advisor, who provides strategic advice and assists the principal during the negotiation. This led us to consider a system in which NSA would guide negotiators
throughout the whole process of the negotiation, and provide
extensive support and advice whenever appropriate [19]. The
agents can, as indicated in Figure2, request information from
other agents and from experts.
ASPIRE
Aspire framework
The Aspire system is an integration of Inspire, an existing
NSS and Atin, a NSA. The activities and tasks undertaken
by Inspire and Atin are presented in Figure 3. Inspire’s emphasis is on negotiation analysis and quantitative support;
the system interacts with the user and it is under the user’s
full control. The main role of Atin is to monitor the negotiation process in order to provide a full range of methodological support, including the assessment of the user’s activity,
suggestion of possible strategies, tactics and offers, and an-
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swers to the user’s questions.
FIGURE 3. ASPIRE SUPPORT INTHE THREE NEGOTIATIONPHASES
Antecedent phase

Concurrent phase

Consequent phase

Prenegotiation

Conduct of negotiation

Post-settlement


issue rating
option rating
preference verification
utility construction

Inspire

offer construction
offer exchange
message exchange
counter-offer analysis
revision of ratings
update utility
negotiation history


assess compromise
efficiencyanalysis
joint improvement
negotiation review

Atin
methodology
preference validation
explanation
reservation level
batna

methodology
strategic advice
explanation
offer validation
process support
update preferences

methodology
explanation
process support
offer validation
freeze preferences

Atin acts independently from the user and it continuously
observes the user’s activities and the negotiation process. Its
focus is on the negotiation methodology and the user’s adherence to the “arts and science of negotiation”. Atin’s flexibility and advisory character implies that the user may ignore
the agent’s suggestions and recommendations. This is not the
case with Inspire, which has to follow one from number predefined paths of interactions.
Architecture
The Aspire prototype is an implementation of the configuration of complementary systems illustrated in Figure 2. Atin
is a new addition to the Inspire system and it’s construction
follows the n-tier architectural design specification [33],
including the web client, the http server, the applic ation
server (consists of the NSS and NSA), and the database and
knowledge base server.
Atin is a standalone system embedded in the application
server that continuously interacts with the Inspire system.
This loosely coupled architecture provides flexibility allowing for replacement of Inspire with a different NSS, and addition of additional NSAs, and changing of the scope of
NSAs activitiies and their level of independence without
affecting the NSSs.
The Atin negotiation software agent retrieves information
from the database and knowledge base, and provides advice
to the negotiator. Atin provides suggestions to the users
based on its knowledge base and the database. The user database stores all activities of each negotiator (e.g., preference
ratings, offers and messages sent, etc.) and will be used by
both the NSA and NSS. At certain stages in the negotiation,
the negotiator may request support from Atin by asking
questions. In order to provide suggestions, Atin may request
some additional information from the user (e.g., negotiation
strategy, willingness to make concession, etc.). These inputs
from the user will help the agent to filter out irrelevant information, and display the most appropriate advice.
Information submitted by the negotiator (e.g., an offer or a
message) is passed to the Inspire engine. Inspire handles

communication between users (in this case, sends an offer to
the counterpart via the message engine), saves the user activity in the user databas e, as well as performs decision support
activities (e.g., return the numeric utility value to the user
after computation). It also invokes the user’s negotiation
assistant – Atin. The agent receives the user input, collects
relevant information from the databases, searches the knowledge base, and returns appropriate suggestions (if any) to the
user’s web browser.
Atin’s functionality
During the preparation phase, Atin assists the negotiator in
structuring the problem. The agent can also help the negotiator in the preference elicitation and utility construction steps
by giving comments and suggestions. Similarly it may help
in setting the BATNA and reservation values. The prenegotiation interactions between Inspire and the user, and
Atin’s activities are illustrated in Figure 4.
FIGURE 4. ASPIRE PRE-NEGOTIATION PROCESS
Observation
Control
User

Time
.

Case
description

Introduction

Issue rating

Specification

Option rating

Offer (package)
preferences

and assessment of the context and the user.
Explanation and advice

Utility
construction

Limitations

BATNA,
reservations

Figure 4 illustrates the pre -negotiation process in Aspire.
The user logs in to the system, and Atin introduces itself and
presents its features. The user may then read the negotiation
case, evaluate the relative importance of the issues and available options to be negotiated, and make a comparative
evaluation of several complete packages selected by the system. The agent checks the knowledge bases and advises the
user, if there are any violations of the pre-defined negotiation
rules, or if there is any appropriate advice to the user. In order to provide further support, the agent requests the user to
provide his/her reservation values and BATNA values before
moving on to the negotiation phase.
During the negotiation phase, Atin interprets the negotiator’s
activities and provides advice on negotiation strategies, suggests moves and possible alternatives. These activities are
performed upon user’s request. The agent alerts the user
when BATNA and reservation values are violated. At any
time, as indicated in Figure 5, the user may seek advice from
the agent regarding tactics, counter-offers, concessions, and
so on.
Upon request Atin may propose structured offers, which are
based on previous exchanges of offers and the level of concession made by the user. For example, the agent may first
ask the user to define a negotiation strategy (hard and positional bargaining, accommodating, or process and relationship oriented).
When the user receives an offer from the opponent, the agent
may offer an assessment of the offer to the negotiator while
the NSS provides a quantitative evaluation (i.e., numeric
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utility rating). The agent also provides assessment of the
process, the user’s range of flexibility (based on the differences between the utility value of BATNA, and the reservation values of these issues, perception of relative power
(based on the differences between the aspiration values and
the highest utility value) and so on.

rule-based methodology is easy to understand; each rule can
be viewed as a unit of information in a knowledge base,
which can be easily added or removed.
FIGURE 7. ASPIRE FIRST SCREEN

FIGURE 5. ATIN’S SUPPORT IN THE CONDUCT OF
NEGOTIATION
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Once a compromise has been achieved during the negotiation phase, Inspire checks it for efficiency (Pareto-optimality)
and presents possible alternatives for joint improvement.
Inspire takes into consideration the utilities of both parties
and computes the efficient packages (alternatives) for the
users.
The agent provides an explanation of why the user should
seek efficient compromises and suggests that the user continue the negotiation. If both parties agree to continue the
negotiation, Atin continues to support the negotiator providing advice similar to the negotiation phase. Figure 6 illustrates Inspire and Atin’s activities in the post-settlement
phase.

FIGURE 8. AN EXAMPLE OF ATIN’S ADVICE IN
PRE-NEGOTIATION PHAS E

FIGURE 6. ATIN'S SUPPORT OF POSTSETTLEMENT ACTIVITIES
Observation
Control
User

Time
.

Compromise
efficiency
evaluation

Inefficient
agreement

Post-settlement
suggestion

Search for
efficient
alternatives

Modified
negotiation

Process history
and dynamics

Advice regarding possible joint improvements and
efficient compromise. Alerts and explanations.

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Rapid prototyping, simplicity, and extensibility are among
the most important design criteria in building our integrated
software environment. In the design of the components of
the integrated negotiation software environment we continue
to use the object-oriented and rule-based methodology which
the Inspire and INSS systems are based on [20].
The use of object-oriented techniques can benefit the developers through code reusability, hence a design pattern is a set
of co-operating objects or classes in a particular structural
pattern that reappears in many implementations. The system
requires nothing more than a web browser and an Internet
connection that enhance its portability for our end-users. A

Atin’s interface consists of web pages that dynamically display appropriate messages to the user. The user may select
their requests and enter any information to the agent. PHP
scripts are used to run on server side for processing help and
validation features. User input validation is handled by
JavaScript programs. The use of this type of error checking
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reduces the possibility of invalid input.
An opening screen of the Aspire system is presented in Figure 7. The Inspire component introduces the main steps that
the user follows in the Inspire negotiation. A small window
on the right introduces Atin. In order to make the agent unobtrusive the user may close the window or request additional information. To warn the user Atin uses simple road
signs: a green sign (shown in Figure 7) indicates there is no
warning, yellow indicates a warning, and a red sign (shown
in Figure 8) means that Atin sees the user’s particular move
as incorrect. The three signs show the type of the message
that Atin may have ready for display. The user may also ask
the agent for assessment about past activities and advice regarding possible moves.
FIGURE 9. ATIN SUGGESTS AN OPENING OFFER

user violates one of the issue ratings rules. Atin’s suggestion
of an opening offer based on the user’s request and selection
of a hard bargaining strategy is presented in Fi gure 9.
A significant drop in the utility value of the two consecutive
offers made by the user causes Atin to alert the user and reconsider the offer before it is sent to the counter-part. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 10.
USER EVALUATION
Two groups of users are invited to use the Aspire system.
The first group of the users has used the original Inspire system within the past 12 months and the other group has never
used any web-based negotiation support systems before.
Negotiation cases are set up for the users and each of them
plays the role of either a buyer or seller (depending on their
case scenario description). The two groups of users are
paired among each other randomly.
This arrangement was selected so that we can obtain feedback from both previous Inspire users and from new users.
Previous Inspire users where asked whether (1) the Aspire
system provides more extensive support to users than Inspire,
(2) web-based negotiations become easier with the aid of an
agent, and (3) the features they considered most/least useful
during the negotiation. Novice users were queried about (1)
their experience with Aspire, (2) the adequacy of support
provided by an NSS-NSA integrated environment, and (3)
the list of features considered helpful or detrimental in webbased negotiations.

FIGURE 10. ATIN'S ALERT ON LARGE CONCESSION BETWEEN OFFERS

Generally the feedback from the users has been favourable.
For people who have used the Inspire system before, 90%
found that the Aspire system has provided them more support, as well as been much easier to use compared to the
original Inspire system. This conforms to our expectation
that web-based negotiation becomes easier with the aid of an
agent.
Users claim that the pop-up warnings from Atin play a significant role in both their decisions and their assessment of
their own negotiation strategy. This indicates that such a
feature could reduce the occurrence of certain negotiation
pitfalls. One user made the following comment:
“The pop-up warnings not only alerts the user on an
unreasonable action they have made, but also reminds the user of some of the previously identified
parameters in the pre-negotiation phase. I was too
focused on my rating value and did not realize that
my offer violates one of the bottom line values.
These alerts also prevent me from overlooking important issues during the negotiation.”

Figure 8 shows an example of Atin’s suggestion when the

The users are also asked in the survey whether they feel in
control during the negotiation. Over 78% stated that they are
in control of the negotiation process and feel that Atin assists
the negotiation without taking over the control from them.
This conforms to our expectations, since we would like the
agent to assist the user whenever required, but not taking
over the negotiator’s control.
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DISCUSSION
The experiences with INSPIRE and INSS systems, users'
suggestions, and the evaluation of the existing NSA led us to
consider integration of NSS and NSA in a single software
environment. The architecture of this environment is based
on the separation of user support functions from the autonomous software activities, separation of the support for individuals from facilitation and mediation; and scalability and
the ability to provide linkages with the existing software.
This architectural approach allows complementing the support of users’ own activities with the actions undertaken on
their behalf but without their direct involvement. It also allows for the inclusion of support provided by support systems and external entities accessed with NSAs.
The development of Atin prototype, and the feedback from
the users confirmed our assumption that a negotiation software agent will be a useful feature to support Internet-based
negotiations. At present Atin does not have adequate knowledge to provide a truly comprehensive support. We continue
working on expanding and enriching the negotiation knowledge base.
The next version of the agent will emphasise knowledge
base development and varying scope of autonomy. Several
levels of autonomy would allow the user to choose from
various assistance levels, ranging from inactive to fully
autonomous. We also plan to revise the Inspire system to
accept reservation level, aspiration level, and BATNA values.
Although Atin may request such information from the user,
it would be more logical for the NSS to request such information while Atin can access it.
The explosive growth in electronic commerce has not reduced the complexity of negotiations conducted over the
Web, partly due to human factors, and partly because the
underlying economic models remain unchanged, despite the
increase in speed, reach, and computational efficiency. The
excitement and hype associated with the growth of the Web
has engendered some hasty conclusions and misconceptions
about the nature of Internet -based negotiation. Negotiations
are really collaborative problem solving mechanisms and
cannot be reduced to optimization problems relating to the
efficient distribution of value. The nature of negotiations
derives from the human ability to change the game, reformulate the issues, construct deep models of each participant’s
interests and world-views, and ultimately create new value
beyond that anticipated through the initial model of the negotiation. Invariably, the negotiation process is itself negotiable.
These characteristics pose serious challenges to the design of
autonomous software agents. The challenges cannot be
scoped away by focusing on fully structured negotiation protocols such as auctions. For each economic model that drives
a particular structuring assumption (e.g., manufacturers wish
to reach a broader pool of customers, so they will structure
their ontology (product description) to facilitate matchmaking via search agents), there is another economic model
that has destructuring effect (manufacturers wish to avoid

competing on price and will personalize products —create
product discrimination to prevent match-making by independent parties). This richness in economic models and negotiation mechanisms implies that any e-commerce infrastructure designed to support constantly changing business
environments must be designed from the bottom up to address the challenges raised in this paper.
The first step is to recognize that an effective infrastructure
must support the creation and activity of both autonomous
agents and DSS/NSS. This is required in order to exploit the
power of the computational and communications infrastructure via the NSA (since they possess the advantage of speed,
and can construct offers in milliseconds), and at the same
time the intelligence of the humans through the DSS/NSS
(since they have the robustness required to support problem
restructuring and game changes). Moreover, humans often
need to be in the loop to because they want to exert some
level of control over the negotiation process. We have therefore emphasized the importance of the hybrid
NSA/DSS/NSS architecture, anticipating that the independent agents may will be spawned or controlled by the systems
which directly interact with the negotiators.
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ABSTRACT

resulted from the explosion of E-Business and
Online marketing.

The E-Business era is bringing about tremendous
change in ways consumers buy common everyday
products.
New dimensions in the E-market
dynamics have necessitated a fundamental shift
in the decision making process of buyers. The
objective of this paper is to explore the new
dimensions or patterns of Internet buyer
behavior, compare it to the traditional buyer
behavior and discuss strategic, managerial and
research implications.

The Internet buyer behavior signifies today with
the following new dimensions of the Internet
buyer behavior. To begin with, a much more
focused need/want development and recognition
is needed to motivate the consumer and to
indulge into a pull strategic framework.
The
need development phases in the E-business
environment utilizes a very high degree of
interactivity between buyer and the seller. This
type of interactivity can be easily compared to a
personal two-way communication between buyer
and seller where detailed information is
exchanged between the parties [1] [4]. Two-way
communication on the Internet that are high
quality and effective, involve fast response times
and high response contingency [5].
High
response contingency means that the response of
one party is highly dependent on the response of
the other party.
Therefore, the need
development and recognition involves this twoway communication where consumer
is
constantly exposed to new information.

Buyer behavior and decision-making processes
are going through a fundamental shift with the
onset of online marketing. Internet shopping
environment is enabling manufacturers and
retailers to learn more about consumers’
individual tastes and preferences and how to
satisfy them more effectively and efficiently. On
the other hand, consumers are learning that they
can obtain not only regular but also custom-made
products and services at reasonable prices. In
addition, the number of choices and the amount
of information available about these choices are
increasing at a staggering pace. This information
explosion is both a boon and a curse for
consumers. The boon stems from the consumers’
ability and potential to make better decisions and
have several alternative choices.
The curse,
however, stems from the fact that too much
information can be overwhelming and confusing.
However, Interactive decision aids, or “smart
agents” or “shopping agents” can help consumers
use the vast amount of information more
intelligently and effectively [5].
Buyers typically go through the following steps to
decision
making:
problem
recognition,
information search, evaluation of alternatives,
product choice and post purchase evaluation.
The purpose of this paper is to explore the
changes and/or differences in this decision
making processes and buyer behavior that have

The consumers then are faced with a information
search for products and services that may
potentially satisfy them and comparing those
alternatives in order to select the best alternative.
This expanded inf ormation search on the
Internet allows for wide market sourcing and
efficiency.
Comparing products and services
across
bricks -and-mortar
stores
requires
considerable time and effort on the part of the
consumers. Today, consumers are not always
willing or able to visit many stores and consider
many different brands on many different
attributes. These constraints in the traditional
brick-and-mortar
environment
encourage
consumers to consider a very limited number of
stores, brands and attributes. Therefore, their
decisions are mostly less than the most effective
ones causing cognitive dissatisfaction and
dissonance. Thus, consumers experience a very
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high degree of uncertainty in purchase decisions
[9]. Search costs are high in brick-and-mortar
retail environment since it takes considerable
time, energy to visit many stores. Therefore the
search patterns used in traditional versus the
Internet
environment
are
fundamentally
different. The web allows consumers to gather
information about attributes, their functions and
products feature much more efficiently.
Consumer can easily access product comparison
charts and find out more about vendors and their
prices.
The Internet search pattern allows for the use of
search agents as well as shopping agents. The
branding decisions (store vs. Internet vendor)
take on additional dimensions of continuity, trust,
and variety. The issues of vendor reliability and
quality assurance are sorted out by external
bodies that judge and rate the Internet website.
These external bodies also sort out the channel
power and conflict issues. The actual decision is
communicated and executed in an environment
where the trust, Internet security, payments
structure and methods, financing options are
challenging factors forcing consumer to engage in
a more cautious transaction mode. In addition,
consumers are increasingly engaging in new
patterns of bargaining behavior.
Internet
auctions and bidding is attracting even the most
traditional consumers into their fold since it is
viewed as less stressful in a no pressure
environment. However, there are some potential
problems in the online area.
In comparison to traditional brick-and-mortar
retailers, search costs on the web are much lower.
With the click of a few buttons, consumers can
scan prices, features and benefits of hundreds of
products easily.
The search agents such as
www.yahoo.com or www.excite.com provide not
only information about the products but also
about the vendors and the reliability of these
vendors. Some other shopping agents such as,
www.bizrate.com,
www.botspot.com,
www.bottomdollar.com, www.pricescan.co, list
prices with the least expensive brand first. Even
though manufacturers and retailers like the
benefits of the Internet, they fear the problem of
“cost transparency” [8]. The web makes it easy
for consumers to compare prices and determine
if a given price is fair or unfair. Retailers and
manufacturers fear that comparing prices on the
web makes consumers price sensitive and this
may ultimately erode their profits.
However,
consumers increasingly favor the web because it

offers a more open and transparent system where
they may be able to determine market based
price structure.
Cost transparency has the
potential of turning brands into commodities and
this reduces brand loyalty.
For example,
Ameritrade, E-Trade or Datek offer the same
products as traditional brokers for much less fees.
Consumer are beginning to perceive these
services as very similar and are not swayed by
brand loyalty claims. Research on traditional
non-Internet advertising effects has shown that
advertising that compares prices increases price
sensitivity [7]. On the other hand, the advertising
that focuses on the superiority of features
decreases price sensitivity [6].
Consumer product/service choice is typically
based on the number of alternatives and the
attributes considered. In a traditional setting,
consumers are limited information processors
and are able to consider a limited set of brands
and a small set of attributes at any given time.
Consumers deal with this cognitive limitation by
simplifying their decision making in a phased
manner. The available brands are screen quickly
and unsatisfactory brands are eliminated in the
first phase, and remaining brands in the
consideration set are then compared and
evaluated more carefully in the second phase.
Therefore, elimination by attributes model is
used in the initial phase following by a more
deliberate and careful use of lexicographic choice
model. The method of decision-making shift
from an elimination by attribute model to a
lexicographic choice model occurs with the help
of
recommendation agents with the web
marketing.
A recommendation agent is an
interactive decision aid that helps consumers
screen alternatives using personal preference
related information provided by consumers. For
example,
Amazon.com
provides
recommendations based on consumer prior
purchase history and www.consumerreports.org
uses a brand by attribute matrix similar to
www.compare.net , another recommendation
agent. The consumer thus finds evaluation of
brands less time consuming and more through.
Haubl and Trifts [3] found that interactive aids
available on the web significantly reduce search
costs and helped consumers make better and
more satisfying decisions.
The post-purchase evaluation process by the
Internet buyer is becoming more complex.
Internet buyer behavior is also transforming the
concept of brand loyalty of Website loyalty or E-
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vendor loyalty. Several companies are constantly
trying to evaluate feedback provided by
consumers. Consumers are able to see the
feedback provided by other consumers before
dealing with a vendor. Similarly, vendors can
make decisions about incentives for the
consumers based on feedback provided by other
web retailers. The process of post-purchase
evaluation and customer service issues are still
vexing. Some web retailers seem to excel in
customer service such as Dell systems while
others are finding every increasing challenge in
trying to deal with the consumer need for
customer service.
Internet marketing
is raising consumer
expectations constantly.
Due to the speed,
efficiency of information search, decision-making
and the ease of doing an electronic transaction,
consumer expectation rises. However, consumer
is not interested in the complexity of the
transaction, only in the delivery of the product or
service. The Internet has trained consumers to
expect instant satisfaction. Consumers expect
confirmation of the order within 24-48 hours, and
expect the products to be delivered within a week
[2]. These expectations have created tremendous
challenges for online marketers. The answer to
this challenge does not lie in rebuffing the
customers with bureaucracy but being more
transparent about shipping and handling time
involved. Customer satisfaction can be achieved
with more information delivery as well. Both
interactivity with the consumer and sharing of
information has been found to help increase
customer satisfaction [3].
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The marketers are faced with a unique strategic
dilemma.
As the E-business buyer behavior
continues to grow, some marketers are
considering abandoning the traditional retail
business formats to a new “bricks to clicks”
format.
On the other hand, some direct
marketers such as Avon are considering “clicks
to bricks” format. The strategic alternatives
guarantee little except continuing transitions to
new market realities. These strategic alternatives
have their own strategic alternatives and risks.
The paper discusses their strategic alternatives
and risks and looks at additional implications for
image
differentiation
and
strategic
fit.
Researchers, equally perplexed with these new
dimensions, are facing increasing challenges for
accurate data collection and target market
specification.
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ABSTRACT

e-business have experienced dramatic development and

Although Internet-based e-business has been developing very

growth in the last 6 years in Mainland China despite the tough

rapidly in Mainland China in the last 6 years, the following

and harsh e-environment in its primary stage. The obstacles to

obstacles have hindered its development: 1. computer

e-business development in Mainland China deserve great

illiteracy and English illiteracy among elderly business

attention

decision makers; 2. incomplete understanding of the real

administrators, business leaders, and law-making bodies in

sense of e-business; 3. insufficient technical and legal

order to secure sustained and continuous development of its

protection; 4. no sense of security and no trust in e -business; 5.

e-business.

insufficient human resources in information technology; 6.

from

Chinese

policy

makers,

officials

and

II. A REVIEW OF INTERNET-BASED
E-BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT IN
MAINLAND CHINA

underdeveloped infrastructure and financial unavailability; 7.
lack of a system of Certificate Authority, a national payment
system and national credit system; 8. lack of a reliable and
efficient logistic system; 9. lack of a unified national

2.1 Mainland China’s Access to the Internet Overseas

technology standard to guarantee interoperability; 10. uneven

Although as early as September 20, 1987, Professor QIAN

interregional Internet and e-business development. But if

Tian-bai, who was in charge of Chinese Academic Network

great importance is attached to these obstacles and effective

(CANET), sent the first email message from Mainland China

measures are taken

to KARLSRUHE University in Germany, Mainland China

to overcome them, e-business in

Mainland China will make more rapid progress. Otherwise, it

did not really enjoy access to the Internet until April 20, 1994,

will lag farther behind developed countries in this respect and

when it was officially recognized as one of the Internet

China will be in a disadvantageous position in the era of

members in the world after China’s NCFC Project had

information and knowledge-based economy.

become connected with Sprint in the USA[8].

This paper at first reviews the e-business development in

2.2

Mainland China, reveals the obstacles and challenges it is

State Council of P. R. China

confronted with and puts forward some countermeasures to

The word “Internet” was not known to the general public until

overcome them. Finally it concludes that the e-business

March 12, 1993, when then Vice Premier of the State Council

future of Mainland China is promising in the coming years if

of P. R. China, ZHU Rong-ji, put forward the plan to

the Chinese government on different levels acts as a strong

undertake the Golden Engineering Project to construct

regulator,

China’s national public economic and information network.

an

effective

coordinator,

an

aggressive

The Launch of Golden Engineering Project by the

infrastructure builder, and an active e-business initiator and

The Golden Engineering Project did not really begin,

consumer.

however, until after June 8, 1994, when the State Council

I. INTRODUCTION

issued

Announcement

Concerning

Golden

Engineering

Project [（Golden Bridge, Golden Cards and Golden Taxes）

Though the general Chinese public did not hear the words

Document No. 18, 1994]. From that time, the Golden

“Internet” and “e-business” until early 1995, the Internet and

Engineering Project was in

full swing[1]. Public and
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business-oriented applications appeared and increased in

2) More and more Chinese people, especially the younger

pace with the development of an information infrastructure.

ones, are becoming English literate and computer literate.

More

English and computer courses are provided to all the students

and

more

enterprises

and

individuals

became

acquainted with the words “Internet” and “e-business” or

from junior high schools to universities, even to pupils in

“e-commerce.”

some of the kindergartens and elementary schools. All the

2.3

Tough

E-business

Environment

and

Rapid

college students must pass the tests of English and computer

Development

applications administered by the Ministry of Education of

E-business did not begin to develop until the spring of 1995

China. Since English is the tool of communication in

when Internet services began to be available to the general

international business, the improvement of English literacy

public. The Internet and Internet-based e-businesses have

and computer literacy has certainly contributed to the

been developing very rapidly in Mainland China since

development of e-business in mainland China.

January 1995, when a group of young pioneers headed by HE

3) The charges for telecommunication and Internet services

Yi-bing and Jack MA, crashed into this brand-new field with

have been decreased dramatically in March and October 1999,

path-breaking courage and the commitment never to give up.

and in 2001. As a result, the Internet services are affordable

As

for more people.

a

result,

the

first

commercial

website

called

chinapages.com was set up in Mainland China, followed by

4) The infrastructure for e-business has been improving. The

infohiway.com

capacity of the international line increased from 351M in

and

chinaonline.com.

The

e-business

environment for the three pioneers in Mainland China was

1999 to 1234 M in 2000, and again to 3257M in June 2001.

then characterized by the following:

China has been connected with major business partners, such

1) Few people in China knew the Internet. Much educational

as the USA, Canada, Australia, the UK, Germany, France,

work had to be done. The staff members in the three

Japan, and South Korea[8].

e-business enterprises were very often engaged in the patient

5) Since 1996 twelve national and departmental regulations

work of enlightenment.

and rules regarding the Internet and e-business have been

2) Chinese enterprises or business leaders were very reluctant

promulgated, which will certainly contribute to the creation

to spend money on Internet ventures.

of a fair and orderly e-business environment.

3) There were no laws or rules at all available regarding

With these improvements, consequently, the number of

e-business in China. Therefore, chinapages.com gradually

computers with access to the Internet, Internet users, domain

became the target of imitation and copying. Many sites

names registered under “cn” and www websites shot up at the

bearing a name similar to chinapages either in pronunciation

annual rate of 220% or more ( See Table 1 below), while

or in writing appeared one by one all over China. Over 600

Mainland China’s GDP has maintained an increase of 7%-8%

brand names of the Chinese enterprise were illegally or

for the last few years. According to the most recent Survey

inappropriately registered on the Internet by businessmen

Report on Internet development in China, released by the

overseas[4].

China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) July 24,

4) The Internet infrastructure was very poor and undeveloped.

2001, the number of computers with access to the Internet had

Therefore, the Internet was very slow and very expensive.

reached 10.02 million by the end of June 2001, and had

With the strong support from the Chinese governments at all

increased by 54% in comparison with the corresponding

levels, the e-environment in Mainland China has greatly

period of last year. The number of Internet users had

improved in the following aspects since 1995:

amounted to 26.5 million and increased by 4 million. The

1) Both the Chinese governments at all levels and the

number of domain names registered under “cn” had reached

ordinary Chinese people have come to realize the economic

128,362 and increased by 28.7%, in comparison with the

potential of the Internet. A recent survey indicates now 98%

corresponding period of last year. Of the Internet users,

of the Chinese enterprises have come to realize the very

73.9% often or sometimes reviewede-business websites and

positive

31.9% of them shopped on line primarily because of

effects

of

the

Internet

on

their

business.

Consequently, the e-business volume increased from 0.18

time-saving

million RMB yuan in 1999 to 0.4 billion RMB yuan in 2000

(44.2%)[8].

(46.7%)

and

operational

convenience

in China[8].
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Table 1 The Internet Development in Mainland China
Year
Number of computers with
Number of
Number of
Number of www
access to the Internet (1000)
Internet users
domain names
websites
(1000)
under “cn”
1997
299
620
4066
1500
1998
747
2100
18396
5300
1999
3500
8900
48965
15153
2000
8920
22500
122099
265405
annual
224.4%
238.43%
222.67%
219.6%
increase
rate
Source: Survey Reports on Internet Development in China since October 1997 by the China Internet Network Information
Center (CNNIC) [8]
Note: The data in 1997 cover the dates until October 1997, and the other data cover the dates until the end of each respective year.
Table 2 Internet users among 100 people
USA
45
Source:

Finland
38

South Korea
21

Germany
18

Japan
15.5

China
2%

1. LI Guo-jie. The Difficulties Facing China’s E-commerce Development and Its Counter-measures. Proceedings of
International Symposium on Government in E-commerce Development, Ningbo, China, April 23-24, 2001. ISBN
7-308-02695-7 [6]
2. Survey Report on Internet Development in China released by CNNIC on July 24, 2001 [8]

Table 3 Computers owned by every 10 thousand people
World
High-income
Middle- and
Finland
countries
low-income
countries
63.1
375
2.41
996

USA

China

976

0.16

Source: LI Guo-jie. The Difficulties Facing China’s E-commerce Development and Its Counter-measures. Proceedings of
International Symposium on Government in E-commerce Development, Ningbo, China, April 23-24, 2001. ISBN
7-308-02695-7[6]
Table 4 Internet users in different age range (%)
Age
range
%

under 18

18-24

25-30

31-35

36-40

41-50

51-60

Over 60

15.1

36.8

16.1

11.8

8.3

8

2.7

1.2

Source: CNNIC Survey Report on Internet Development in China released on July 24, 2001[8]
Despite its increased Internet use, Mainland China still has
lagged far behind in the level of informatization if we take
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the

huge

population

of

nearly

1.3

billion

into

involves the flow of information, cash, and commodities

consideration and compare it with that of some developed

online. It is a radical revolution and represents the

countries ( See Table 2 and Table 3 above ).

advanced productivity that is replacing our traditional
storefront businesses. It is radically changing and will

III．BARRIERS TO E-BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT IN MAINLAND CHINA
AND COUNTERMEASURES

radically change the way business is conducted, the way
we work, and the way we live and learn.[3]
An e-business is an enterprise designed for success in the

Generally speaking, China’s e-business is still in the

knowledge-based economy. It brings into full play an

primary stage of development. Both the number of people

organization's

who have shopped online and the e-business volume is still

innovative ways to create clear strategic advantages. The

very small. The following factors have hindered e-business

potential of e-business goes far beyond new technologies

development in China:

to impact and engage all aspects of business strategy,

3.1 Computer Illiteracy and English Illiteracy among
Elderly Business Decision Makers

resources

and

partners

in

new

and

process, organization, and systems to extend the business
beyond its own boundaries where there is, in fact, no
boundaries.

As Table 4 above indicates, the Internet users above 40
account for only 11.9% of all the Internet users while the

3.3 Insufficient Technical and Legal Protection

rest account for 88.1%. As the decision-making power

Of the computers with access to the Internet in Mainland

structure is based on the pyramid of seniority in Mainland

China, 47.1% have been infected with viruses and/or

China, most of the decision makers in Chinese business

attacked by hackers, which have resulted in huge losses.

management and enterprises are above 40. Because China

Though twelve national and departmental regulations and

was closed to the West before the 1980s, generally

rules have been promulgated regarding the Internet and

speaking, the older the decision makers are, the less literate

e-business, no national or local e-business laws have been

they are in computer use and English. If the decision

developed. So far Chinese business laws and rules have not

makers are computer illiterate and English illiterate in an

yet confirmed the legal efficacy of electronic signatures

institution or enterprise, it will be difficult for them to

and authentication in e-business. No legal platform has

understand and adopt e-business practices, since 70% of

been set up to secure the legitimate and successful

the information on the Internet is in English, no matter

execution of e-business transactions. Since e-business is

whether one likes it or not. The development of e-business

trans-national and thus extends beyond its own national

depends mainly on the younger Chinese generation and the

borders, Chinese e-business laws must be in strict

updated knowledge of the English language and computer

conformity

applications on the part of Chinese people over 40.

practices.

3.2 Incomplete Understanding of the Real Sense of
E-business

They

international
should

cover

e-business
not

only

laws

and

e-business

transactions, but also high technologies like electronic
encrypting and automatic authentication. It is very urgent
to annul the outdated laws and regulations which hinder

Some businessmen and business decision makers
think that e-business

with

means only sending business

e-business and to issue laws regarding computer virus and
hackers. Priorities should also be given to the laws

messages by email or just having a domain name registered

regarding information security, business secrecy, legal

on the Internet or creating a website at www.

efficacy of e-business transmission dates and e-signatures,

In fact,

e-business is far more than that. It refers to a series of

the protection of personal privacy and of intellectual

trading activities in which inquiring, offering, ordering,

property rights on the Internet, and the protection of

producing, marketing, advertising, warehousing, buying,

children from violence and obscenities online. Laws

selling, insuring, transporting, paying and delivering are

regarding

handled or arranged through the Internet, Intranet, Extranet,

e-business must follow, or else the government will sustain

etc., so that the costs are reduced, the processes are sped up,

huge losses with the increase of e-business volume. As we

import

and export duties and tariffs on

efficiency is greatly improved, and profits are increased. It
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can see, technical and legal protection means far more than

the business information of only less than 10% of them is

just a virus killer and a firewall fixed in the computer.

electronically processed. Among the approximate 15,000
state-owned large- and medium-sized enterprises, the

3.4 No Sense of Security and No Trust in E-business
Chinese

Internet

users

are

most

concerned

business information of only 10% of them is basically

about

computerized and one fifth of them have only a few

Information security (33.4%), reliability of the online

computers used merely as typewriters or employed in their

business information, enterprises’ credit, and prompt

financial departments [3].

after-sales services (33%)[8]. They do not trust e-business
because of insufficient legal and technical protection.

3.6 Underdeveloped

Traditionally Chinese consumers

Unavailability

are weak and

are

vulnerable to fraud through deceptive practices such as

broad bandwidth Internet services are available to residents

concerning shoddy and fake products, there were 13,565
China initiated

by

consumers who bought fake and shoddy products even in

have effective legal protection from law-enforcement
In e-business

there

is

no

face-to-face contact and consumers cannot examine their
purchased products with their eyes and hands. The
after-sale services still have much room for improvement.
They feel that they are more vulnerable to cheating through
fraud and false information online than in the physical
storefront businesses. Therefore, they prefer door-to-door
delivery and cash on delivery (COD). They are generally
reluctant to disclose personal or corporate information on
the Internet. Though

there are some Chinese

access to the Internet via the telephone line. The Chinese
As a result, the Internet services are characterized by low

Program by CCTV Channel 1, July 28, 2001). They do not
concerned.

in only a few big cities. Most of the Internet users have
telecommunication industry is monopolized by the state.

physical storefront businesses in 2000 ( Law Today

departments

Financial

information transmission main network and high-speed

example, in addition to a large number trading disputes
in Mainland

and

The infrastructure for the Internet is still poor. High-speed

fake, shoddy products and false advertisements. For

lawsuits in courts

Infrastructure

laws

regarding the protection of consumers’ rights and interests,
they are yet to be strictly enforced.

speed and high cost, with which Internet users are most
dissatisfied; 42.7% of them complain about the too slow
speed. Monopoly has to be done away with in the
telecommunication industry before the price for the
Internet services can decrease. Since most of the Internet
users are under 30 and the average monthly salary for an
Internet user is less than 1500 RMB yuan ( less than 200
UD$), the high cost (5 RMB yuan per hour on line with all
the costs added up ) makes Internet services unaffordable
to many people, especially to young students with no
salary at all, but who account for 23% of all the Internet
users in Mainland China[8],[9]. Only after China has
deepened

its

economic

reform

and

fulfilled

its

commitments with other WTO members can the monopoly

3.5 Insufficient Human Resources in Information

of the Chinese telecommunication industry be completely

Technology (IT)

done away with and the general republic enjoy easier
access to the Internet and lower prices for the Internet

The demand for information technology engineers and

services.

technicians greatly exceeds the supply in the human

3.7 Lack of a System of Certificate Authority, a

resources market. At the last job fair in Hangzhou, the

National Payment System, and National Credit System.

number of IT positions in demand was twenty times as big

There is no system of Certificate Authority or identity

as that of IT job seekers. Moreover, every year a large

authentication to identify the parties involved in the

number of IT engineers from Mainland China have left for

e-business transactions. We must guarantee data security

developed countries or regions for employment because of

by preventing unauthorized parties from acquiring the data

the higher salary there. Consequently, it is difficult for

online. This security can be accomplished through

small and medium-sized enterprises in Mainland China to

certificate authority or identity authentication or by

employ IT engineers. Among the 10 million small and

allowing users to acquire authorized information through

medium-sized

the right setting and data hiding technology. It is more

enterprises

registered

in

State

Administration for Industry and Commerce of P. R. China,

complex than a password or a firewall and involves a set of
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systematic technologies of hardware and software. Online

improve the infrastructure for transportation by sea, by air,

there is a no national payment system or national credit

and by land and to set up a modern and comprehensive

system. Though 30% of the Chinese Internet users have

system of warehousing, transporting and delivering is of

credit cards, they are inclined to resort to COD for online

vital importance not only to the development of e -business,

purchases. Since the differences between domestic trade

but also to the sustained

and international trade are greatly diminished online, the

development of China.

inconvertibility of the Chinese currency RMB in the
international financial market also stands in the way of
international payment in e-business transactions[6].

and continuous economic

3.9 Lack of a Unified National Technology Standard to
Guarantee Interoperability
There are now several platforms for e-business, such as

3.8 Lack of a Reliable and Efficient Logistic System

XML, Open Buying, Java, and electronic data interchange

The smooth flow of commodities is a very important

(EDI). E-business providers must collaborate to work out a

process in the chain of an e-business transaction. A reliable

unified standard for the sake of interoperability for all

and efficient logistic

products in China.

system is the cornerstone of

e-business. The present goods delivery system in Mainland
China is far from reliable, efficient, and punctua

l. How to

3.10 Uneven Interregional Internet and E-business Development
Table 5 Top Eight Provinces and Municipalities Holding Internet Users, WWW Websites and Domain Names (%)
Beijing

Shangha
i

Guangdo
ng

Jiangsu

Shandong

Zhejiang

Liaoning

Fujian

Total

A.
12.39
8.97
9.69
5.43
5.33
6.62
4.66
3.59
56.68
Internet
users
B.
21.8
10.7
14
6
3.33
5.3
3.6
5.7
70.43
www
websites
C.
domain
34.8
9.4
14.1
5.2
3.9
4.3
3.9
2.4
78
names
under
“cn”
Note 1. A is from CNNIC Survey Report on Internet Development in China released January, 2001 and it covers until the end of
2000.
2. B and C are from CNNIC Survey Report on Internet Development in China released on July 24, 2001 and it covers until
the end of June 2001.
As Table 5 shows, the number of Internet users, www

between developed regions and less developed (central and

websites, and domain names held by the top eight

western) regions will contribute to a sharper contrast

provinces and municipalities accounts for

between wealth and poverty, which will contribute to the

56.68%,

social

above top

e-commerce and Internet itself are driven primarily by the

eight

provinces

and municipalities are

instability

in

Mainland

China.

“Although

70.43% and 78% respectively in Mainland China. The
concentrated in the eastern region along the coast and are

market force and the private sector, the governments on

economically

different levels still have four important roles to play:

well-developed.

The

eastern

region

accounts for 58% of national GDP in Mainland China

regulator,

coordinator,

infrastructure

builder

and

(calculated as per China Statistical Yearbook 1999).

e-business user” ( LAN Yi-sheng. The Uneven Regional

Apparently, the favorable economic situation is beneficial

Economic Development and E-commerce Promotion in

to the rapid development of e-business, which will

China. Proceedings of the International Symposium on

contribute to the growth of the economy. It is of great

Government and E-commerce Development, p..112 ).

concern that the disparity of e-business development

However, some of the aforementioned obstacles cannot
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be overcome overnight, yet if great importance is attached

Development, Ningbo, China, April 23-24, 2001.ISBN

to them and effective measures are taken to overcome them,

7-308-02695-7

e-business in Mainland China will make more rapid
countries and China will be in a disadvantageous position

[3] Guo-an WANG.CHINAPAGES.COM’s Success in
E-Business in China’s Tough E-environment,
International Conference on Management Science and

in the era of information and knowledge-based economy.

Engineering, Harbin, China, August18-20,2001.

progress. Otherwise, it will lag farther behind developed

“We were not in time for the Renaissance. And we missed

[4] Guo-an WANG. On Accumulation & Protection of

the Industrial Revolution. Today, we shall not let slip the

Intangible Assets &

wave of Information Age!" (Chinapages.com Bulletin ).

Industries, Xiangtan University Journal, 1997 Vol. 21
[5] James J. Zhu. A Reality Check of E-commerce

IV. CONCLUSION
According

to

CNNIC

Survey

Report

Promotion of China's National

Development in China.
on

Internet

Proceedings of International

Symposium on Government in E-commerce Development,

Development in China released on July 24, 2001, Internet

Ningbo, China, April 23-24, 2001.ISBN 7-308-02695-7

users in Mainland China have confidence in the future of

[6]

e-business, and 79% of them believe that e-business in

E-commerce Development and Its Counter-measures.

Mainland China will grow dramatically both in volume

Proceedings of International Symposium on Government

and in scale in the coming five years, although some of

in E-commerce Development, Ningbo, China, April 23-24,

them have a passive attitude towards it or have some doubt

2001.ISBN 7-308-02695-7

about it. Among Internet users, 60.5% of them believe that

[7]

shopping online will be the most promising undertaking on

www.cii.net.cn. 2000

the Internet. They also believe that online distance learning

[8] Survey Reports On Internet Development in China

(54.7%), online communications (52.4%) and online stock

from

trading (50.09%) will be promising, too[8].

http://www.cnnic.cn

After Mainland China joins the WTO, its e-business will

[9] Weidong YANG.

meet with more opportunities than challenges. The rapid

E-commerce Association. Overall Situation of World

growth of e-business in Mainland China will contribute

E-commerce Development. www.chinayou.com

substantially to its sustained and continuous economic

[10] Weidong YANG.

growth, if the Chinese government at all levels becomes a

E-commerce Association. Beijing Evening News. April 3,

strong regulator in mapping out national and local policies

2001

LI

Guo-jie.

Report

Difficulties

China’s

on

October

The

1997

to

Facing

E-commerce

July

2001

China’s

Index.

by

Secretary-General

CII,

CNNIC.
of China
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e-business infrastructure builder to pave the material way
to its success; and plays an active role as an e-business
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ABSTRACT
In a traditional customer service support environment,
service engineers typically provide a worldwide customer
base support through the use of telephone calls. Such a

such as reducing the service cost, providing day and night
service and overcoming the regional confine than
traditional customer service systems. But these systems
merely can solve these ever appearing matters, can not

mode of support is inefficient, ineffective and generally
results in high costs, long service cycles, and poor quality
of service. The rapid growth of the World Wide Web and
Intelligent Agent technology, with its widespread
acceptance and accessibility, have resulted in the

automatically analyse customer’s matters because they
lack for intelligence. Besides their exhibition form
generally is single character form. Consequently it is
required for current online customer support system
setting a kind of customer service center based on

emergence of Web-based and AI Agent-based systems.
Depending on the functionality provided by such systems,
most of the associated disadvantages of the traditional
customer service support environment can be eliminated.
This paper describes a framework for Web-based and AI

intelligence which can seek technique support service for
customer and automatically solve customer’s personal
matters.

2. IA FOR ONLINE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
SYSTEM

Agent-based online customer service support system, and
discusses the method to use Rough Set Theory and
Neural Network Theory to support intelligent fault
diagnosis by customers or service engineers.

IA for online customer support system is a technique
project which apply WWW and IA to completely solve
deficiencies of customer technique support system.
What is called IA for online here is a sort of software

Keywords: Customer support service; IA for online;
Rough set; Neural network

In electronic commerce age, dealers not only make

system possessing a certain intelligence characteristic
which can automatically replace people to complete
certain intelligent operations. The system is made up of
three parts, fault information pick-up, fault diagnosis, and
result express.

advertisement, marketing, payment and so on but also
make after service such as resolving difficult problems on
Internet, which provide many convenience to customers.
IA for online customer support system is that some
computer or software companies establish customer
service center on Internet in order to perfect after service
and guarantee that customers use product in gear.
Currently online customer support systems in common
use are frequent question solution systems which are
based on BBS, and these systems actually classify and

Customers send technique support request to server by
browser (Fig.1). According to keyword list or synonyms
of keyword list, fault information pick-up subsystem
picks up fault expression keywords from text request
information customers submit, then combine these
keywords into input vector, finally input this vector to
fault diagnosis subsystem. Fault diagnosis subsystem
selects corresponding repository according to input vector
to make fault diagnosis. The result of diagnosis is
reflected to customer by result express subsystem. Fault

gather some problems maintenance engineers often meet
with so that customers can access these data at any
moment to solve their problems. Online customer support
systems based on BBS improve more in many aspects

diagnosis is the core of the system in three parts. This
paper adopt rough set theory to pick up history fault
diagnosis experience, and use neural network theory to

1. INTRODUCTION

1
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Let P Q and x , y 
U , we say that x and y are
indiscernible by the set of attributes P in S if

Customers

r(x,q) r(y,q)

for every q P . Thus every

Internet

P Q generates a binary relation on U which will be
IAOCSS
HTTPd Server
Extract
Knowledge

Keyword
List

called an indiscernibility relation, denoted by IND(P) .

Fault
Diagnosis

synonyms
of
keyword
list

Result
Express

Equivalence

classes

of

IND(P)

are

called

P-elementary sets in S. The family of all equivalence

Knowledge
Base

classes of

Fig 1: System Structure

relation

IND(P) on

U is

denoted

byU IND(P) or, in short, U P .

For Intelligence Online Customers Service
implement intelligence fault diagnosis method of
reasoning process.

Des p (X) denotes a description of P-elementary set
X U P in terms of values of attributes from P, i.e.

3. ROUGH SET THEORY
Pawlak (1982) first introduced rough set theory. The
philosophy of the method is based on the assumption that
with every object some information (data, knowledge)
can be associated, and knowledge being in the data is
emerged according to debasing the precision of the data.

q v : r( x, q) ,,
Des p ( X ) ,
v x X q P

Accordingly it takes on favourable effects to detect
knowledge from imprecise information such as history
fault diagnosis experience applying rough set theory.
How to apply
rough set theory to making fault
diagnosis is showed as below.

Let P Q and Y U . The P-lower approximation

3.2 Approximation Of Sets

of Y, denoted by PY , and the P-upper approximation of
Y, denoted by PY , are defined as:

PY U 
X U P : X  Y 

3.1Information System and Indiscernibility
Relation

 U P : X IY  f 
PY UX
The P-boundary (doubtful region) of set Y is defined as

By rough set theory a fault case is regarded as an
information system S,S can be expressed by

Bn p (Y ) PY  PY

S (U ,Q,V, r)

With every set Y U ; we can associate an accuracy of

where U is a finite set of fault matters, Q is a finite set of

approximation of set Y and P in S, or in short, accuracy of
Y, defined as:

attributes incurring fault, V U qQ Vq and Vq is a

a p (Y ) 

domain of the attribute q , and r: U Q V is a
total function such that

r(x,q)V

q

card ( PY )
card ( PY )

3.3 Approximation of a partition of U

for every q Q ,

Let S be an information system,

xU ; called an information function.
2

P Q ; and let
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y Y
 1Y, 2 ,..., Yn 

DesC ( X i ) Des D (Yj ) is called the（C，D）-decision

be a partition of U. The origin of

this partition is independent on attributes from P. By
P-lower and P-upper approximation of C in S, we mean

Py PY
 1 ,PY 2 ,..., PYn 

sets

rule. Thereby, applying rough sets can describe the
corresponding relation between the set of fault attributes
C and the set of fault types D, which is confirm fault

and

classification rules.

3.6 Fault Diagnosis

Py PY
 1 ,PY 2 ,...,PY n respectively. The coefficient

After fault classification rules are confirmed, it will
appear three situations for any fault attribute C:
fault attribute C matches one decision rule, namely

n

card ( PY )

g p (y )  i 1

i

corresponds to fault types D;
fault attribute C matches more than one decision rules,
but its decision result is same;
fault attribute C does not match any decision rule.
Fault diagnosis result can directly de derived for

card (U )

is called the quality of approximation of partition by

y

set of attributes P, or in short, quality of sorting.

3.4 Reduction of attributes
Discovering dependencies between all fault attributes and
detecting main attributes is of primary importance in
intelligence fault diagnosis. According to rough set theory,
if subset R P Q such that

g P (y )g R (y )

situations a) and b). For c) expert is needed for deriving
the result. Consequently, applying rough set theory can
pick up fault attributes reduction sets of all types of fault
classifications, and form the fault diagnosis decision rules.
But the diagnosis result is derived by people’s concerning,

Is

called y -reduct of P (or, simply, reduct if there is no
ambiguity in the understanding of y ) and denoted by

which can not content intelligence diagnosis.

4 NEURAL NETWORK

COREy (P) . Note that an information system may have
more than one y -reduct. Intersection of all
is called the y -core
of P, i.e.

y

Neural network technology is one of theory and method
which was developed in an attempt to mimic the

-reducts

acquisition of knowledge and organization. The using of
neural network technology in model recognition and
precision domain is more and more regarded, because a
trained neural network can achieves a high degree of
prediction accuracy according to input data.

COREy (P) I REDy (P) . The core

COREy (P) is a collection of the most significant fault
attributes in the system.

Many individual computational units that make up neural
network are referred to as nodes , or processing elements
(PEs). Fig.2 shows general PE model. The PE has many
inputs , but has only a single output, which can fan out to
many other PEs in the network. The input the ith PE

3.5 Fault Classification Rules
If Q C I D and C I D f , where C are called the
set of fault attributes, and D, the set of fault types.

S U,CUD,V,

r

is called decision table otherwise

x1

it is non-deterministic. Decision table will be used in fault
diagnosis.
If let Des p ( X )q
( , v) : r (x ,q ),xX ,q P

x2

,

x3

X i(i=1, …,k, where k is the number of U | IND(C) ),
and Y j (j=1, …,n, where n is the number ofU | IND(D) ),

3

xr

wi1
wi 2
wi3
.
.
wir
.

ith PE
neti w
 ij x ij

xi

j

Fig.2.General symbol of PE(Processing Element)
receives from the jth PE is indicated as xj . Each
connection to the ith PE has associated with it a quantity
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called a weight. The weight on the connection from the
jth node to the ith node is denoted w ij. Each PE

The second phrase is failures intelligence diagnose, it can
diagnose the failures intelligent according to the failures



determines a net-input value net i wij x j based on

Y

j

Decision
Rule

Request

all its input connections. Once the net input is calculated,

In Rule Base?

Result

it is converted to an activation value, by activation
function, xi f i (net i ) . Fig.3 describes general neural

N

NN

network configuration having a hidden layer. The set of
PEs which run simultaneously, or in parallel, is called a

Fig4 The First Stage Model
phenomena based on the decision rules and neural

layer and there are input layer, output layer, and hidden
layer(s).

network model that has been built in the first phrase,
Fig.5.

Output Layer
Factor reduct

Train
NN

Past User
Fault Case

Object reduct

Hidden Layer

Rult Base
Generation

Decision
Rule Base

Data
Pre-Process
based on
RST

Inupt Layer

Fig.3. Multi-layered neural network

Fig.5. The Second Stage Model

The high degree of prediction accuracy of neural network
is based on its right model and low noise training data. In
practice it is very difficult to tick out the noise data from
lots of training data, and so is the same time the
minimized factor set. All these retard the applying of

6. CONCLUSIONS
The intelligent online customer service can provide
availability and smart online service to the customer.
Especially in the EC period, it is important in integrating
online service each other. The application of online
intelligent customer service is still in the exploring period

neural network.
In this paper, we propose a method in which data is
preprocessed and the rules is developed by using rough
sets theory first, and then the failures that does not match
any of the rules are diagnosed by using neural network
technology. This method can increase the accuracy of the
fault diagnose, make the diagnosis processing auto going
and support the intelligence online fault diagnose.

because it involve in WWW technology, AI technology
and management theory, especially intelligent fault
diagnose and customer information analysis is a studying
focus.
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ABSTRACT

Selecting two start points in the searching interval, that is:

In this paper, Fibonacci optimization-searching method and
Golden section method are applied for optimization of
combination energy-saving measure. And technology
evaluating for several main energy-saving equipment and
combination
installations
is made.
The
optimal
energy-saving installation is determined by using the method
established.
INTRODUCTION
Though the combination energy-saving measure for
mechanical oil production well plays a very important role
in improving the whole economic efficiency of the oil field,
it does not reach to the optimal saving status. Except for the
increasing inputs of saving measure, optimizing of the
combination of kinds of saving equipment and technology is
needed for enhancing the economic efficiency of the
combination energy-saving measure for mechanical oil
production well. So as to realize the good consistence of
quality with efficiency.

x1 Fn 1 Fn 1

,
Which fits to the following express:

x2 Fn Fn 1

x1 x 2 Fn 1 Fn  Fn1 1
Where x1 and x2 is symmetry with each other about
interval[0，1].
Case f(x1)≤f(x2)，extreme point falls to [0,x2]，x1 is the
reserved point.
Case f(x1)＞f(x2)，extreme point falls to [x1,1]，x2 is the
reserved point.
In the two cases above ，the lengths of the searching
interval decrease to（x2-0）or（1-x1）from 1 respectively.
They both equals Fn / Fn+1 and is symmetry. Then this kind
of interval searching, which is not lacking of universality, is
lessened according to symmetric principle.

OPTIMIZATION THEORY OF COMBINATION
ENERGY-SAVING MEASURE[1][2][3]
Fig. 1 Interval decreased optimization-searching diagram

Fibonacci Optimization-Searching Method
Fibonacci is a group
conditions.

of numbers with the following

Fn

The shorten ratio =“[0，x

2 ]”/“[0，1]”=

Second time: The supposed interval is [0，x

the original

F

n

/ Fn+1

'

2 ], the original

interval is [0，x2 ]，then

can be calculated by the formula stated above in

order.
n
Fn

2 ],

interval is [0，1]，then the shorten ratio is given by

F0 F1 1
Fn Fn 1 Fn  2
n 2,3,
Then

First time: The supposed interval is [0，x

The shorten ratio =“[0，x

'
2

]”/“[0，x

2 ]”=

F

n-1

/ Fn

⋯⋯⋯⋯
0
1

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
5

5
8

6
13

7
21

8
34

Where the following law exists

Fn1 Fn 1 Fn Fn1 1

9
55

10
89

...
...

The nth time ：The shorten ratio =⋯= F

1

/ F2 =1/2

Through n times calculation of the object function value, the
shorten ratio of each interval is as follows in turn:
Fn/Fn+1 ，Fn-1/Fn ，Fn-2/Fn-1 ，⋯，F2/F3 ，F1/F2（=1/2）
Through n times calculation of the object function value, the
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total shorten ratio of the reserved interval is:
（Fn/Fn+1）·（Fn-1/Fn）·（Fn-2/Fn-1）·⋯·（F2/F3）·（
F1/F2）= F1/Fn+1=1/Fn+1
Golden Section Method
Suppose we have the following array
Fn /Fn+1 ，Fn-1 /Fn ，Fn-2 /Fn-1 ，⋯，F 2 /F3 ，F1 /F2
The above array can be divided into the following two
sub-arrays {F 2k-1/F2k },{F2k /F2k+1 }.
Suppose

lim

k 

F2 K
m
k  F
2 K 1

F 2 K 1
l
F2 K

lim

Since

F2k

F 2 k 1
F

2 k

F 2k
 F


2 k 1

1
1 

F 2 k 1
F 2 k

Applying limit to the two formulas above

F 2k
1
1
 lim

F 2 k 1
F2 k 1 k  1  F2 k
1 l

m  lim

k 

Similarly, we obtain

l 

1
1 m

Substituting its value for

m

in the above equation, we

1
1 l

l 
1 1 1l 2 l

obtain
i.e.,

l 2 l 
1 0
Solving the equation, we have

l 

5  1
2

Based on the same ground, we obtain
m 

5  1
2

Thus, we have
5 1
0.6180339887 418948 L
lm
2
The combination energy-saving measure can be divided into
n levels by using golden section method, then determine the
highest electricity-saving ratio of different combinations.
Through the deriving we know that the cumulative

Fig. 2 Golden section method diagram

electricity-saving ratios would not extra 61.8% no matter

how many combinations of energy-saving measure are
adopted. And the electricity-saving ratio becomes lower with
the increasing of the items. In theory, if every measure
approaches to the perfect condition, three main
energy-saving measures are enough for one pumping well.
There usually combinations of two of the three are applied
for in field.
TECHNOLOGY EVALUATING FOR MAIN
ENERGY-SAVING EQUIPMENT
Main energy-saving equipment refer to energy-saving beam
unit, energy-saving motor and energy-saving control
pod[4][5].
Technology Evaluating For Energy-Saving Beam Unit
Three kinds of beam unit and its energy-saving theory are
demonstrated in this paper.
a. Pendulum beam unit
Change the variable law of beam unit torque factor through
second balance, and achieve balance strengthening, so as to
reach to the aim of energy-saving.
b. Eccentric cam beam unit
On the condition that crankshaft net comment of torque is
projected, taking linking of connection rod as the basement,
change the motion characters of organization through
optimizing the structure of crank and connection rod, then
achieve energy-saving.
c. Double tetrad-bar beam unit
To improve the energy-saving effectiveness of first balance
beam unit based on the structure superiority of double
tetrad-bar. Starting from improvement of balance and
dynamic property.
Through comprehensive evaluating and optimizing to the
several energy-saving beam unit stated above with structure
designing、energy-saving theory、mechanical performance、
electricity-saving effectiveness and economic efficiency, we
think pendulum beam unit as the best one whose investment
recovery life is shortest.
Technology Evaluating For Energy-Saving Motor
Here we talk about four kinds of energy-saving motor and
their energy-saving theory.
a. Super-high rotary-difference motor
Mechanical performance is soft and peak moment of torque
decreases. But rotator losses largely and creates heat easily.
b. CJT series dragging installation.
It's a combination of super-high rotary-difference motor and
control pod. Its start-up electric current is small and moment
of torque is large.
c. DFCJT dragging installation
It's also a combination-integrated body of super-high
rotary-difference motor and control pod. Its control part is of
type of 0.66Kv anti-stolen. Its start-up electric current is
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small and moment of torque is large.

transformer power factor increases 0.5695 and active loss

d.

rate decreases 3.325%.

Variable-stage multi-speed motor.

The property of Variable -stage multi-speed can decrease
volume and improve system matching. But feedback electric

b. CDJT variable -stage multi-speed beam unit with
energy-saving dragging
installation
It contains mainly variable -stage multi speed high rotary
difference
three-phase
asynchronous
motor
and
energy-saving control pod.
Testing comparison of CDJT integrated dragging installation
with three wells shows that active electricity-saving rate of
installation is 13.39%, reactive electricity-saving rate is
42.07% and comprehensive electricity-saving rate is
20.29%.
Thus we can determine from the result that combination of
energy-saving beam unit and energy-saving control pod is

current needs to be released by electric discharge.
Technology Evaluating For Energy-Saving Control Pod
In this paper, five kinds of electricity-saving function to
energy-saving control pod are proposed simply.
a. Save electricity by stator winding wye-delta converting
transformation + power-factor controller regulating pressure.
b. Save electricity by stator winding wye-delta converted
transformation + dynamic reactive compensation.
c. Save electricity by stator winding wye-delta converted

better than another combination.

transformation + static reactive compensation.
d. Save electricity by static reactive compensation only.
e.

Save electricity by power-factor controller regulating
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ABSTRACT
The advent of the Internet is reshaping the landscape of B2B
commerce in a significant manner. Emerging e-marketplaces
are offering firms an opportunity to optimize their supply
chain decisions across a variety of sourcing scenarios. In
this paper, we have specifically focused on decision-making
for systematic sourcing of make-to-order (MTO) items. We
minimize sourcing and purchasing costs in the presence of
fixed costs, shared capacity constraints, and volume-based
discounts for bundles of items.
We consider a
private-exchange that facilitates collaborative sourcing and
enables a buyer firm to aggregate demand across different
units to gain savings from volume-based discounts on
individual items or groups of items, avoiding the duplication
of tooling investments, and reducing setup costs. Due to the
computational complexity of this problem, we develop a
heuristic procedure based on Lagrangian relaxation
technique to solve the problem. The computational results
show that the procedure is effective under a variety of
scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
In 1998, public exchanges were touted to offer large
corporations with substantial savings in their procurement
costs. A multitude of public electronic B2B exchanges
mushroomed across a large number of industries that initially
seemed attractive to large corporations. Everyone from
automakers to plastics and metals manufacturers jumped
into a frenzy to promote these third-party marketplaces.
However, the euphoria eroded quickly as firms began to
recognize the challenge of making a drastic switch from
traditional procurement that is primarily based on
developing and managing personal relationships to one
driven by cutthroat competitive bidding in a public
electronic exchange environment. Subsequently, it created
serious reservations in the minds of both buyers and
suppliers. Suppliers balked to join these exchanges primarily
because of the perceived threat of being unduly squeezed by
large buyers. Even buyers did not like the notion of
advertising to their competitors their every need.
Today, a growing number of companies are turning to private
exchanges to establish links with a specially invited group of
suppliers and partners. These suppliers are generally
certified and are preferred because of their overall ability to
support the procurement needs of the buyer. Companies
such as Hewlett-Packard, International Business Machines

Corp., and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. are already operating
substantial private exchanges. In contrast to a public
exchange, a private exchange allows firms to automate their
procurement and collaborate with trusted suppliers in real
time without having to risk providing sensitive information
to unwanted eyes. They also don’t have to give control of
their precious supply chains to third parties that may also
use them to serve competitors. A firm may set up a private
exchange with its suppliers for a variety of reasons. Some are
set up between a company and its suppliers to purchase
goods and track their whereabouts. Companies like Ace
Hardware use the system to enhance the effectiveness of
matching demand and supply by establishing visibility
between suppliers, distribution centers, and retailers. Others
may develop one to strengthen relationships and facilitate
and consolidate commerce among subsidiaries within a
company.
In addition, a company may generally choose to operate
through their private exchange for bulk of their procurement,
but choose to participate in a public exchange as and when
required. A private exchange may also be setup by a major
supplier to link it with its downstream customers in the
supply chain. Trane Company, a maker of air-conditioner
parts operates a private exchange that allows its 5000 dealers
to browse, purchase equipment, schedule orders, and
process warranties. This has provided Trane Company with
a greater efficiency without losing control of the
presentation of its brand name or running the risk of rubbing
elbows with competitors in an open exchange [1]. Dana
Corporation, a major automotive supplier is operating a
private exchange in addition to being a part of Covisint, an
exchange supported by General Motors, Ford, and
DiamlerChrysler.
MOTIVATION
AMR Research now calls private exchanges the cornerstone
of B2B commerce and predicts that most of the $5.7 trillion in
commerce transacted over the Internet by 2004 will pass
through a private exchange [2]. It also predicts that the
world’s largest firms will spend somewhere between $50
million and $100 million each to build the infrastructure for
their private exchange. Based on the lessons learned from a
rapid growth and quick demise of public exchanges in 2000, a
key factor that will govern the fate of these private
exchanges is the extent to which buyers and suppliers in a
private exchange can strike a balance between the cost
efficiencies of competitive bidding using electronic
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transactions and the need to maintain strong personal
relationships that is central to effective procurement in these
large firms.
Major manufacturers have been relatively successful in
getting their suppliers to join their private exchange.
Hewlett-Packard, which makes computers, printers, and a
variety of technology-based gadgets, outsources most of its
manufacturing activity. Their supplier for computer
keyboards contracts with an injection molder that in turn
contracts with a plastic resin manufacturer. H-P developed a
web-enabled system that provides visibility to their
preferred suppliers all through the supply chain.
IBM started moving its supplier relations to the Web in 1998
in the spirit of a private exchange in spite of the fact that
prevailing conventional wisdom was predicting a
sustainable thrust towards big public exchanges. The
system linked over 20,000 IBM suppliers, from keyboard and
monitor manufacturers to makers of chips and storage
devices. According to John Paterson, IBM’s chief
procurement officer, their Web procurement strategy is
estimated to have saved them $400 million in 2000.
The motivation for this research is to develop a
decision-making framework for e-marketplaces that address
an engineered or make-to-order (MTO) environment
entailing a deeper level of collaboration between buyers and
suppliers. Specifically, we focus on how buyers’ demand for
customized and engineered products can be aggregated or
bundled by such an exchange. The exchange provides
value-added services to the buyers and sellers by using a
decision framework to make the supplier allocation decisions
after taking into account the supplier capabilities and their
cost structure. We specifically model the supplier fixed costs
from setups, tooling, and building relationships, and make
this an integral part of the exchange’s decision model. Our
proposed model is described in more detail next.
BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW
Kaplan and Sawhney [6] provide a conceptual framework to
understand the link between the nature of opportunity and
incentive for suppliers and buyers to interact in a B2B
marketplace that leads to a specific configuration of the
marketspace. Recently, several researchers have recognized
the opportunity for operations research to add value in
gaining the efficiencies being sought through B2B
marketplaces (Geoffrion and Krishnan [5], Sodhi [9],
Keshinocak and Tayur, [7]). Optimizing vendor selection and
allocations decisions offer a significant opportunity to gain
cost efficiencies in this setting.
A vast majority of the previous research in sourcing has
addressed strategic and tactical issues using conceptual or
survey based methodology (Soukup [10], Timmerman [11]).
There is limited work that provides a decision support
framework using mathematical models (Bender et al, [3],
Weber at al, [12], Rosenblatt, et al, [8]). We believe that the
advent of sophisticated enterprise resource planning
systems provide a greater opportunity to track costs to
assess the model parameters required in these models. In the

past, model parameter estimation has been difficult and has
seriously limited the applicability of normative models in
both research and practice in the area of sourcing and
purchasing management. The ability to embed decision
support systems in the electronic exchanges provides an
opportunity to bring enhanced rigor to the field of
purchasing management.
This paper is an early attempt to provide a framework and a
normative model to enable a firm to realize the savings from
reverse aggregation in a private or public exchange
environment.
The paper is primarily focused on a
make-to-order approach in a private exchange environment.
The model can be easily extended to both make-to-stock and
make-to-order procurement approaches in both private and
public exchange environments without loss of tractability.
However, the reverse aggregation for distinct firms in a
public exchange raises additional issues about how the
buyers would share the savings gained by participating in an
exchange.
MODEL
Overview
We model a private exchange wherein different units of a
major manufacturer procure a range of items from a potential
set of certified suppliers that are invited to be a part of the
exchange. This private exchange is setup by the major
manufacturer to consolidate and coordinate requirements
across multiple divisions, different business units, and
facilities within a company. Each of these units within the
company represents a buyer. The manufacturer is assumed
to have the ability to coordinate the needs of its various
units and consolidate the requirements for a given item
across different units. These manufactured items need
significant tooling that need to be duplicated across all
selected supplies.
The buyer also incurs a fixed
administrative cost of maintaining a relationship with a
chosen supplier. The suppliers have a wide range of generic
process technologies that will share capacity across a given
set of items. Further, there might be some additional savings
due to shared set-up across a family of items, if the buyer
were to procure a bundle of items from a given supplier. An
interested supplier offers an incentive to the buyer by
quoting a price structure that is a function both the bundle of
items and the associated volume being procured by the
buyer. The supplier declares the total capacity available to
provide an item individually or as part of a bundle that shares
this common production resource. In this make-to-order
environment, the decision variables are the set of suppliers
selected to supply an item and the associated volumes that
will be contracted.
Notation
The following notation will be used throughout the paper:

I
J
Bi

set of suppliers
set of items
set of bundles for supplier i
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Dj
MD ijbi

constraints on the suppliers. Set (5) is on the capacity of the
bundle and (6) is on the total supplier capacity. If a supplier
is selected then he has to supply some bundle. This is
enforced by constraint set (7).

demand for item j
minimumrequirement for item j as part of bundle
b i for supplier i
fixed cost of establishing a relationship with
supplier i
tooling cost for supplier i to manufacture item j
setup cost incurred by supplier i to manufacture
bundle bi
purchase cost for a unit of item j procured from
supplier i’s bundle b i
maximum capacity for supplier i to produce item
j alone

RC i
TC ij
SC ibi
v cijbi
max ij

Solution Procedure
We employ a Lagrangian relaxation procedure (Fisher [4])
that has been utilized successfully in other complex
problems. Additionally, this technique develops a heuristic
solution procedure for the problem. The heuristic procedure
is developed as an integral part of a subgradient optimization
algorithm. Therefore, when the subgradient optimization
procedure terminates, the user is provided with, not only a
good feasible solution to the problem, but also with a lower
bound on the optimal solution value. The gap between this
lower bound and the best feasible solution value provided
by the heuristic is used to judge the quality of the feasible
solutions provided by this procedure.

The decision variables are
V ijb i number of units of item j procured from supplier 'si bundle bi

1
Xij  
0

if supplier i supplies item j
otherwise

1
Yi 
0

if supplier i is selected
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1. Introduction
Electronic communication technologies are dramatically changing social and economic life, producing
a number of pervasive and cumulative organizational consequences. Workplace changes and their
effects on labor market segmentation and employment, and organizational changes and their effects on
the structure and evolution of competition are among the most important themes in European Union
agenda. Learning economy, virtual organizations, teleworking, small business networks are some of the
many issues invested by the patterns of adoption and diffusion of electronic communication
technologies. While many policy recommendations and research projects have implicitly dealt with
information technologies, and many other researches have explicitly explored their technical
potentialities and characteristics, up to now no one have directly investigated organizational
consequences of their actual adoption and diffusion in the real world of managerial and working
practices and experiences. This research project intends to fill the gap, studying how different kinds of
organizations in some European (and American) countries adopted communication technologies, and
what organizational consequences came from concerning human-human and human-technology
interactions.
Electronic communication, especially under the forms of email (EM), are part of computer-mediated
communication (CMC), and represent the most diffused form of advanced information supports, aiding
for group decision making and for social communication in organizations. While it is widely accepted
that advanced communication technologies are changing the size and forms of organizational structures
as well as social patterns of communication, power distribution and the structure and competencies of
internal and external labor markets, it is still debated and unclear why, how, where and when su ch
changes take place (Markus 1994a). Even though it is commonly accepted that there is a sort of
reinforcing mechanism between networking processes within (and between) organizations and the
adoption of CMC devices, and between ne twork firms and firm networks (Biggiero 1999a), it is not
clear how it occur, whether it concerns more complex tasks, whether it increases organizational
participation, whether they can fully replace face-to-face (FtF) interactions, how local (organizational
or group specific) social context constraints and orient CMC adoption, what is the role played by
technological mediators in the use and appropriation of CMC technologies, what is the influence of
time flow in recurrent-repeated interactions, and, finally, what is the pattern of the complex interactions
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between all these aspects. Among the many kinds of CMC, EM has been chosen because it is widely
diffused in large or hi-tech organizations, but at the same time it belongs to the set of advanced
information technologies. Moreover most empirical researches in this field investigate just the impact
of EM communication systems, and so it allows us to directly compare our findings with those. Finally,
where mailing lists have been created it is possible also to employ also new analytical tools, like
mailing list analysis. Basically EM communication is contrasted principally to FtF and other forms of
communication.
In a growing complex environment the knowledge of these issues is essential to understand a number
of problems and to orient policy interventions, at European, national, regional and organizational levels.
Among the main problems coped with, there are:
the management techniques for organization design of large companies and of boundaryless
organizations. To the former, it helps (1) to better design coordination mechanisms between and
within functions and departments, and (2) to lead organizational change towards less
bureaucratic/more process-oriented structures. To the latter, teamwork steering and the construction
of inter-organizational relationships can receive substantial support, because when teams and firm
networks are located in different places they become virtual ones, and consequently the formation
and evolution of trust and identity depend on electronic communication technologies;
 the ways to create and sustain any form of virtual organizations are also better understood through
this research, because they depend on trust formation and communication patterns, which both
depend on the characteristics of communication technologies and on the peculiarities of their
adoption and diffusion;
the future of teleworking, which is also strictly related to the types of appropriation of many
electronic communication technologies, and to their potential to fill in the gap of ambiguity and
uncertainty in the coordination between entrepreneurs/managers and workers;
the introduction and diffusion of technological innovations, because email is just a type of
technological innovation in the field of communication devices; and finally,
the knowledge stemming from the studying of organizational consequences of email adoption and
diffusion helps to understand more general questions concerning the segmentation of future labor
markets, the possible creation of new professional roles within the organizations, and the birth of
new organizational forms.
2. Research Goals and General Framework
The research goals consist in understanding:
1. the way in which some explaining variables constraint the introduction/adoption/diffusion of email
communication within and between organizations, and the degree to which that technology can
replace face-to-face communication;
2. how email adoption/diffusion influences the formation of trust within and between organizations,
and the creationof an organizational identity in the virtual and real space;
3. how email adoption/diffusion influences the structure and evolution of power, decision making and
participation within organizations;
4. which types of adoptions and practical use are generated by any single organization;
5. what kind of patterns of adoption and diffusion emerge when considering email communication as
a type of technological innovation in the field of communication technology.
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3. Theoretical Background
Previous studies on CMC rely on many general theories and different field research, such as:
information richness theory (Daft & Lengel 1984), critical mass theory (Markus 1987, 1990; Oliver,
Marwell & Teixeira 1985), social information processing theory (Walther 1992), structuration theory
(Barley 1986; Orlikowski & Robey 1991; Poole & DeSanctis 1992; Yates & Orlikowski 1992;
Orlikowski & Yates 1994), adaptive structuration theory (Contractor & Seibold, 1993; Contractor,
Seibold & Heller, 1996; DeSanctis & Poole 1994; Gopal et al. 1993; Poole et al. 1991; Poole &
DeSanctis 1990; Zack & McKenney 1995), self-organizing system theory (Contractor & Seibold, 1993;
Contractor, 1994; Contractor, Whitbred, Fonti, Hyattt, O’Keefe &Jones, 2000), social constructionism
and actor-network theory (Bijker, Hughes & Pinch 1987; Bijker & Law 1992; Callon 1997; Law 1991;
Lea, O’Shea & Fung 1995), organizational identity theory (Albert & Whetten 1985; Ashforth & Mael
1989, 1996; Bergami 1996; Dutton & Dukerich 1991; Dutton, Dukerich & Harquail 1993), neoinstitutionalism (Powell & DiMaggio 1991; Meyer & Scott 1983; Scott 1987, 1995; Zucker 1977, 1987,
1988), cues-filtered-out approaches (Culnan & Markus 1987; Dubrovsky et al. 1991; Siegel et al. 1986;
Sproull & Kiesler 1986), the social identity model of deindividuation effects (Lea & Giordano, 1997;
Postmes,Spears & Lea, 1998; Spears & Lea, 1994; Spears, Lea & Postmes,2000) traditional structural
network approach (Contractor & Eisenberg, 1990; Monge & Contractor, in press, Rice & Aydin 1991;
Rice et al. 1990), organizational ethnography (Cecez-Kecmanovic, Moodie, Busuttil & Plesman 1999;
Denzin 1997; Schwartzman 1993), political interactionist theory (Markus 1994a, 1994b; Pliskin et al.
1993; Romm & Pliskin 1999; Romm et al. 1991), and second order cybernetics (Foerster 1982; Paetau
1999; Urlich & Probst 1984).
The proposed research project will focus mainly on social constructionism and actor-network theory
(SCANT) and adaptive structuration theory (AST) as main theoretical frameworks, integrated by
political interactionist theory (PIT), by organizational identity theory (OIT), , by second order
cybernetics (SOC), by the social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE), and by social
identity theory (SIT). This choice is due to the fact that AST, especially in the constructionist
perspective (SCANT), avoids any sort of technological determinism, and is particularly careful about
social-psychological aspects of organizational consequences of technological changes. PIT allows to
catch micro-aspects of power conflicts, with a special attention to the recent characteristics of
communication technology, and SOC, jointly with OIT, addresses the fundamental topics of trust and
identity formation of social –and possibly virtual- organizations. Finally, SIDE applies a constructionist
reading of social identity theory to the computer context to address issues of identity, conformity,
accountability, and power relations within and between social groupings.
Structuration theory, social constructionism and neo-institutionalism can be grouped into the same
class of social definition theories (Markus 1994), according to which
“members of social units (e.g., cultures, such as nations or organizations) are believed to develop shared beliefs about what
a technology is good for in the process of using it (Barley 1986). Social definitions of appropriateness may or may not
conform to objective definitions (Scott 1987), so that perceptions of EM’s appropriateness in a particular organization may
diverge significantly from its location on the information richness scale (whether it is judged as lean or rich).
In institutionalization theory, sponsorship of a behavior by key members of an organization legitimates the behavior and
promotes its diffusion; withdrawal of sponsorship initiates the behavior’s decline. Once established, the behavior is
perpetuated through processes such as the socialization of new members and the social control of deviants (Goodman et al.
1980)” (Markus 1994: 508).

While in the very long run –in terms of decades- it is reasonable to expect, at least for interacting
communities, a sort of uniformity of perceptions and uses of technology (Pinch & Bijker 1987; Yates
& Orlikowski 1992), as happened in the case of telephone technology, in the short run any community
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or organization develop its own form of adoption, use and diffusion of the same technology, depending
on its specific purpose, culture, social context, structure and even single individuals. Structuration
theory, based on Giddens’ works (1979, 1984), allows for a more micro-level approach respect to neoinstitutionalism, and for a more dynamic approach respect to social network analysis, even being
compatible with both. The ways to perceive, appropriate and use technology depend on social context.
“Poole et al. (1985) developed Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) for examining group decision making. AST has been
applied to the study of computer-supported group decision making processes (Gopal et al. 1993; Poole & DeSanctis 1990;
Poole et al. 1991), and Fulk & Boyd (1991) proposed that AST might similarly offer a useful foundation for CMC research.
Use of the technology is conceptualized as a socially constructed process in which the technology is “appropriated” by a
group to reinforce, adapt or reproduce a set of interaction rules and practices (Poole & DeSanctis 1990; Poole et al. 1991).
In our case, appropriation would reflect the influence of social context on the patterns of EM and FtF interaction and how
those constraints on interaction are socially rather than technologically imposed. Appropriation manifests at the individual
and dyadic level in how EM users employ messaging system features such as distribution (one-to-one or one-to-many) and
timing (synchronous or asynchronous exchange). Appropriation also applies to choosing from among several
communication modes, for example, based on the extent to which richness or interactivity is required (Zack 1993). However,
consistent with the social network perspective, the influence of social context on the appropriation of EM at the network
level is best reflected in how group members employ the technology to support interaction among themselves, and that is
the approach we adopted” (Zack & McKenney 1995: 396).

Social constructionism and actor-network theory (SCANT) derives from studies on the sociology of
science and technology (Latour 1991) and studies on the epistemology of social sciences (Berger &
Luckman 1966). While they are fully compatible with second order cybernetics (Biggiero 1998; Butts
& Brown 1989; Glasersfeld 1995; Twomwy Fosnot 1996) and with some perspectives in post-positivist
epistemology (Biggiero 1998), they developed independently. However current literature about
organizational consequences of information technology neglects such consistencies and until now
refers merely on sociological versions, which are just expressed by SCANT. Besides the common
views concerning the relevance of social context for the many possible ways to adopt and diffuse
technology, SCANT differs in some points from AST.
Basically, differences consist:
1) in breaking up the identification of the social dimension with the social context and of the
technology with the content. At the opposite of AST, “we argue for definitions of content and context that
recognize the technical and social composition of both , and which are sensitive to their essentially constructional nature.
That is to say, the composition of content and context are not predetermined by technological design or by the prior
existence of certain social groups, and not should the boundary between the two be legislated a priori by the analyst.
Instead we argue that the heterogeneous composition of both content and context are variable and constructed in situ by
the relevant actor-networks in the process of developing an organizational electronic communications project. A further
corollary of this approach is that the boundary of contextual influences upon the communications project does not map
on to the boundary of the organization in which it is situated, but may extend far wider as the actors engaged in the
project mobilize the necessary resources to develop the project” (Lea, O’Shea & Fung 1995: 463) ;

2) in looking at structure and action as two reciprocal influencing forces, without a prevalence of the
structure over the action. Social constructionism of technology “focuses on tracing the development of the
forms and functions of technology through the construction of different meanings by pre -existing relevant social groups,
such as different categories of end-user. Actor-network theory on the other hand argues that these social groups are
themselves constructed in part by the technology; that the process of constructing technology and it users is a reflexive
one in which both technology and social groups mutually elaborate each other” (Lea, O’Shea & Fung 1995: 464) ;

3) in giving the language and symbols a crucial role in the interplay between technology and society
(organization). Particularly important are the language and behaviors of technology-use mediators
Orlikowski et al. 1995), because they influence the way the technology of EM communication is
adopted and diffused, and relevantly contribute to create a genre of EM communication (Yates,
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Orlikowski & Okamura 1999), which is specific of any organizatio n (Yates & Orlikowski 1992),
and is inserted into its genre repertoire (Orlikowski & Yates 1994).
Second order cybernetics (SOC) provides a very useful perspective to study holistic and feedback
aspects of organizations, and problems of system (group) identity and recursive interactions (Foerster
1982; Ulrich & Probst 1984). Constructivism (Glasersfeld 1995) is the underlying epistemology, and it
is consistent with social constructionism (Biggiero 1998). The roots of cybernetics, which are just into
the mathematical theory of information and in computer science, make second order cybernetics a
privileged candidate for studying virtual organizations, and facing issues concerning the creation and
maintenance of system identity. “At some point in the course of their history virtual enterprises reach a
crossroad, where they have to decide between maintaining their unity (autopoiesis) and accepting a
transformation from a virtual organization into an enterprise organized in accordance with classic
means (i.e. organized by others), or they will keep their virtual character with a concurrent loss of
social entity, leading to a loosely related networked organization” (Paetau 1999: 41).
The issue of identity is extremely vast and complex, crossing many disciplines, such as psychology,
sociology, management and cybernetics. The major theoretical contributions are: from (social)
psychology: social identity theory (Abrams & Hogg 1990; Hogg & Abrams 1988; Tajfel 1982a, 1982b;
Turner 1975; Turner & Giles 1981); from sociology: actor-network theory (Callon 1998; Latour 1987;
Law 1991; Michael 1996); from management: organizational identity theory (Albert & Whetten 1985;
Ashforth & Mael 1989, 1996; Dutton & Dukerich 1991; Dutton, Dukerich & Harquail 1993); and from
cybernetics: the theories of self-organization (Foerster 1982; Ulrich & Probst 1984) and autopoiesis
(Luhmann 1990; Maturana 1980, 1981; Maturana & Varela 1980). All these theoretical perspectives
help towards building a cognitive framework, which can and should be integrated with the structural
approach to organizational identity. OIT derives from social identity theory, which has been developed
principally by Tajfel (Tajfel & Turner 1985) and Turner (1975, 1985) in the perspective of social
psychology. The core concept is that "people tend to classify themselves and others in various social
categories, such as organizational membership, religious affiliation, gender, and age cohort" (Tajfel &
Turner 1985). The identification process helps people to make sense of their environment, and
therefore to orient individual behavior. Social identification, which results from the identification
process, is not an on/off condition, but a matter of degree extending over multiple aspects. The main
traits of social identity theory are the following:
"a) social identification is a perception of oneness with a group of persons; b) social identification stems from the
categorization of individuals, the distinctiveness of prestige of the group, the salience of outgroups, and the factors that
traditionally are associated with group formation; c) social identification leads to activities that are congruent with the
identity, support for institutions that embody the identity, stereotypical perceptions of self and others, and outcomes that
traditionally are associated with group formation, and it reinforces the antecedents of identification" (Ashforth & Mael 1989:
20).

The social identity model of deindividuation effects (SIDE) provides a theoretical framework based on
social identity theory to understand the implications of the relative anonymity and lack of copresence in
computer-mediated interactions. According to the SIDE model, anonymity can have two classes of
effects, termed “cognitive” and “strategic” (Spears & Lea, 1994).
"The cognitive effects relate to the salience of a particular identity (personal identity or a group identity) and more precisely
refer to issues of self -definition. Anonymity can function to enhance group salience by reducing attention to individual
differences within the group (literally “de-individuation” or “depersonalization”). The strategic dimension refers to whether
the individual or group member feels able to express behaviour in line with a particular identity, given that this is salient.
This is particularly relevant in intergroup contexts in which a power relation is present between groups. In this case
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anonymity from a powerful outgroup may enable members of the other group to express group normative behaviour that
might otherwise be punished or sanctioned by this group (Spears, Lea, & Postmes, in press) .

One of the implications of the SIDE approach is that, although behavioral effects can be accentuated by
anonymity, there should be no generic effects or outcomes of computer-mediated communication: this
should depend on local norms relating to the particular personal or group identity. This forms a key
divergence with the deterministic social psychological approaches, such as cues filtered out approaches.
SIDE, in contrast, places emphasis on the construction of norms and definitions of self and others in the
specific communication context and the role of the technical and social context therein (Lea &
Giordano, 1997; Spears & Lea, 1994).
Political interactionist theory (PIT) “predicts that information systems would be resisted by potential
users if they cause a re-distribution of power that either conflicts with the organizational structure
(objective definition) or with the interests of individuals who are likely to lose power as a result of the
implementation (subjective definition)” (Romm & Pliskin 1999: 28). Starting from Markus’s warnings
about negative social uses of EM communication technology, Romm & Pliskin (1999) claim that “EM
can lend itself to deliberate abuse by individuals who take advantage of its unique technical features to
promote their political agenda (1999: 29). Besides the “petty tyranny” acted by a single individual, in
more general terms we can suppose that different groups of coalitions (Pfeffer & Salancik 1978) can
take place, creating sub-networks within the organizational intranet or externally through internet. We
argue that the group diversity can enhance the structuring of coalitions.
4. Research Design
General research framework (tab. 1) is structured comparing three types of organizations between
themselves and between different countries, Italy, United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Greece. The
three types of organizations are international teams, national research institutes and corporate
accounting departments. In this section we discuss how explaining variables can affect the relationship
between EM introduction/adoption/diffusion and a set of organizational consequences (tab. 2). Note
that not every explaining variable affects all organizational consequences.
TAB. 1

GENERAL RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS
INTERNATIONAL
TEAMS

COUNTRY 1 high task complexity
COUNTRY 2 high self-organization
international culture
COUNTRY n high geogr. distance

NATIONAL
RESEARCH
INSTITUTES

CORPORATE
ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENTS

medium task complexity
medium self-organization
national culture
medium geogr. distance

low task complexity
low self-organization
local culture
low geogr. distance
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TAB. 2

EXPLAINING
VARIABLES
Task complexity
Self-organization
Cultural diversity
Social context
Technology-use
mediators
Geographical
distance

RESEARCH DESIGN

Degree of

Formation

Formation

Degree of

substitution

of trust &

of a genre

organizational

FtF/Email

identity

repertoire

participation

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x

Explaining Variables
Task complexity. It is measured by the degree of uncertainty (variety) of problems which must be faced
with. It is inversely related to the degree of standardization through quantitative parameters or
rules/norms (Biggiero 2000). The differentiation of task complexity is useful to understand whether
CMC is more (or solely) effective in communication related to low task complexity, as information
richness theory predicts (Daft & Lengel 1984, 1986). According to March (1990), Nohria & Eccles
(1992) and Weick (1995), even the degree of ambiguity declines with the decrease of complexity, and
trust is not significantly requested (Bradach & Eccles 1989; Gambetta 1988). According to cuesfiltered-out approaches (Culnan & Markus 1987; Daft & Lengel 1984, 1986; Dubrovsky et al. 1991;
Nohria & Eccles 1992; Siegel et al. 1986; Sproull & Kiesler 1986) trust is best supported by FtF
communication, because it is the richest of cues media and allows also for touch (Handy 1995).
Therefore, if those approaches are right, we should find low trust and EM diffusion highly correlated in
low task complexity. On the other hand, research within the SIDE framework has demonstrated higher
levels of social identification within visually anonymous groups communicating by EM (Lea, et al.,
2000; Spears, Lea, & Postmes, 2000). This allows for trust formation that is group identity based and
therefore not dependent upon a rich medium for the exchange of interpersonal cues. At least,
developing the analysis at a very micro-level, we should find that, ceteris paribus, the content of
messages exchanged through EM are much less complex than those through FtF. This analysis can be
compared with that previously realized by Markus (1994), Jarvenpaa & Leidner (1998), and especially
with that made by Walther (1995), where the time variable is explicitly take into account, because trust
and EM effectiveness could change over time.
It is also interesting to study how task complexity affects negative or political abuse of EM
communication (Cezec-Kecmanovic et al. 1999; Pliskin et al. 1993; Romm & Pliskin 1999; Romm et
al. 1991) . When considered as an open-end technology (Weick 1990), EM could allow equivocality
and hence distort usage more in high than in low complex tasks. Moreover, the formation and
characteristics of a group’s genre repertoire can vary depending on task complexity: it can be expected
that the more complex the task, the wider the genre repertoire. Finally, even the supposed effect of EM
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communication of increasing the degree of participation in decision making can vary strongly with
tasks’ levels of complexity: high complex tasks imply per se a higher degree of participation (Shetzer
1993), so its possible increase would be much more significant in low complex tasks. In general terms,
both communication media and task complexity affect the group decision support system.
Degree of self-organization. The degree of self-organization of a group means the extent to which the
group defines autonomously its goals and/or tasks and decisional rules, and it is also an index of
hierarchy and network density: the more the network (system, group) is self-organizing, the more is
dense and the less is hierarchical. The possible equivalence between FtF and EM communication, in
the short and in the long run, is expected to be influenced by the degree of self-organization, because
the lower it is the lower is the need of communication, and particularly of rich communication. Another
aspect is that of trust, which is also less requested in hierarchical (low self-organizing) groups. Thus, if
trust cannot be supported by EM communication, this latter should be more diffused in groups where
trust is less requested.
An influence of the degree of self-organization on the relationship between EM communication and
petty tyranny or groups of coalitions can also be hypothesized. Due to asynchronicity, EM is an easier
way of communication, respect to FtF, which requests the simultaneous presence of interacting parts.
When the degree of self-organization is high can be supposed that an easy way of communication can
favor the formation of groups of coalitions within the organization. Thus we could expect that in high
self-organizing organizations the rate of creation of groups of coalitions is higher than in organizations
with a lower degree of self-organization. By definition, the higher the degree of self-organization, the
higher the degree of participation, because the less hierarchical is the system (Contractor & Seibold,
1993).
Cultural diversity. It reflects the cultural differences existing in the organization or into the group. They
can be linguistic, symbolic, behavioral, etc. Cultural diversity between organizational members can
limit the degree of substitution between FtF and EM, and hinder the formation of trust and identity. It is
reasonably to expect also that cultural diversity enhance the formation of groups of coalition and allows
for political or power use of EM communication, while hinders the degree of participation. Moreover,
it is likely that, at the increasing of cultural diversity, the type of GDSS is oriented toward more formal
types.
Social context. It “includes the culture, distribution of power, and the social norms, habits, practices,
expectations and preferences held by a group regarding its present and past interaction (Zack &
McKenney 1995: 396). Social context include aspects of physical environment and nonverbal
behaviors that define the nature of the social situation and actors’ roles and relative status (Walther
1995: 188). The characteristics of social context of organizational members affect the same
consequences of the cultural diversity variable, even if possibly in different directions, depending just
on the kind of characteristics. Moreover, they influence also the degree of diffusion of EM
communication and the formation and structure of genre repertoire.
Technology-use mediators (and leaders). They are those “individuals who implement the technology,
provide training, propose usage guidelines, and alter the technology to adapt it to changing conditions
of use” (Yates, Orlikowski & Okamura 1999: 83). It is likely to expect that technology-use mediators
and leaders affect all the seven organizational consequences, because “the use of a new electronic
medium within a community is strongly influenced not just by users but also by those individuals who
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implement the technology, provide training, propose usage guidelines, and alter the technology to adapt
it to changing conditions of use” (Yates, Orlikowski & Okamura 1999: 83).
Geographical distance. The geographical distance means the different spatial location which prevents
organization members to be simultaneously in the same place. It seems to have main effects on the first
three kind of organizational consequences: positively on the degree of diffusion of EM communication
and on the degree of substitution between FtF and EM, and negatively on the formation of trust and
identity.
Organizational consequences are the following:
1. degree of diffusion of EM communication and degree of substitution between FtF and EM. Here the
main questions are two: (1) whether EM can completely substitute FtF communication, and (2)
what kind of messages are channeled through EM, once it enters the genre repertoire of the
organization. The first question is partly related with that of trust formation and maintenance (see
next point), and in the dispute Nohria & Eccles (1992), Handy (1995) argue that FtF can not
completely substitute, while Walther (1995) holds that over time EM and FtF equal, and Smagt
(1999) suggests that things change from a dyadic to a multi-parti dialogue: in the latter FtF is not so
crucial. The second question concerns the different contents which FtF and EM can support:
according to information richness theory, and more generally with cues-filtered-out approaches,
Daft & Lengel (1984, 1986), Nohria & Eccles (1992) and Handy (1995) state that, being a poor
channel of communication, EM can support merely simple messages and therefore can widely
diffuse just in low complex tasks. Other authors, basically those sustaining AST (Contractor &
Seibold, 1993; DeSanctis & Poole 1994; Gopal et al. 1993; Poole et al. 1991; Poole & DeSanctis
1990; Zack 1993; Zack & McKenney 1995) and SCANT (Lea, O’Shea & Fung 1995; Yates,
Orlikowski & Okamura 1999), and self-organizing systems theory (Contractor & Seibold, 1993)
argue that both questions depends on the social context of appropriation of the technology, and on
other contingent issues. Therefore nothing can be said without an accurate study of these
influencing variables, which is just at the beginning;
2. degree of trust and identity formation. Trust is a very important concept in current managerial and
sociological analysis, as is witnessed by recent works (Gambetta 1988; Kramer & Tyler 1996; Lane
& Bachmann 1998), and it is a complex and multidimensional concept (Lane 1998; Tyler &
Kramer 1996). Here it is seen as “an orientation toward society and toward others that has social
meaning beyond rational calculations” (Tyler & Kramer 1996: 18). Among the three types of trust
defined by Zucker (1986), what is more relevant for our research is that process-based, which is
built on three sources: personal experience of recursive positive interactions, expectations based on
reputation and identification processes with a group identity. Actually, in the literature on
organizational identity (Abrams & Hogg 1990; Albert & Whetten 1985; Ashforth & Mael 1989,
1996; Hogg & Abrams 1988) trust is viewed as an outcome of strong identification processes.
Biggiero (1999b), recalling concepts of second order cybernetics, shows that trust and group
identity are connected in a positive feedback loop. Paetau (1999) develops the same perspective and
wonders “to what extent the virtualization of organizations can take place without undermining
their own identity and stability”. Out of that theoretical perspective, other authors relates group
identity and stability with the impact of communication technology of the growth of trust. Although
in nearly opposite directions, both Nohria & Eccles (1992), Jarvenpaa & Leidner (1998) and
Meyerson, Weick & Kramer (1996) explicitly address these issues: the former argues that EM
communication does not allow for trust formation and growth, while the latter, noting that many
temporary groups, like virtual teams in research projects, “exhibit behavior that presupposes trust,
without having any of the traditional sources of trust. This seeming paradox is resolved by the
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recognition of a new form of trust characteristic of such groups –swift trust. Such trust involves a
series of hedges in which people behave in a trusting manner but also hedge to reduce the risks of
betrayal. It also centers around the competent and faithful enactment of clear roles and their
associated duties” (Tyler & Kramer 1996: 8). The SIDE approach offers a contextual approach to
resolve these competing deterministic predictions that depends upon the relative salience of
individual, group and organizational boundaries Postmes, Spears & Lea, 1998). When group
salience is high, conditions of EM such as anonymity and lack of copresence, promote group
identification and the formation of group-based trust. However, when group salience is low,
anonymity further encourages perceptions and expressions of individuality and a consequent lack
of group-based trust, as well as a lack of interpersonal trust (because the medium does not allow for
the adequate exchange of interpersonal cues on which it depends). Lea et al. (in press) reports
studies showing that the relative anonymity in EM enhances social identification within highly
salient groups and thereby promotes various correlates of trust such as greater attraction and
accountability within groups.
3. formation and characteristics of a genre repertoire. Genres are considered
“as socially recognized types
of communicative actions –such as memos, metings, expense forms, and training seminars- that are habitually enacted
by members of a community to realize particular social purposes. A genre may be identified by its socially recognized
purpose and shared characteristics of form. The purpose of a genre is not the individual’s private motive for
communicating, but a purpose constructed and recognized by the relevant organizational community, whether small or
large. Form refers to observable aspects of the communication, such as communication medium (e.g., pen and paper,
telephone, or face to face), structural features (e.g., text formatting devices such as lists and structured fields), and
linguistic features (e.g., level of formality, specialized vocabulary, or graphic devices). A genre established within a
particular community serves as an institutionalized template for social interaction -an organizing structure- that shapes
the ongoing communicative action of members through their use of it for social interaction within the community.
Despite the stabilizing influence of institutionalized genres, genres can and do change over time and with changing
circumstances. A community’s genre repertoire reflects the common knowledge, expectations, and norms (derived from
the organizational and broader cultural context) that members of a specific community share about communication
(Yates, Orlikowski & Okamura 1999: 84) ;

4. degree of organizational participation to decision making and formation and characteristics of
groups of coalition, and/or political/power abuse of communication technology. Here we intend the
forms of direct participation, that is, participation non-mediated by representatives of unions or
other forms of collective representations (Heller, Pusic, Strauss & Wilpert 1998). Decisional
participation must be distinguished into two categories (Wagner 1995): 1) that happening between
unchanged and that expresses basically in consulting leadership style (Locke, Alavi & Wagner
1997); 2) that implying delegation, that is, a substantial redistribution of power between
hierarchical positions within and between organizational units (Leana 1987). The latter can be
further distinguished between indirect participation (through union representations) and direct,
which is negotiated without unions. The latter can be either formal or informal. Organizations are
groups of coalitions which share some common goals but fight for internal power (Cyert & March
1963; March & Simon 1958; Pfeffer & Salancik 1978; Pfeffer 1983). Within any single coalition or
department, the question of power reproduces, and it is influenced by communication technology
(Markus 1994b). In this topic we include also the issue of the influence on GDSS (group decision
support system) (Contractor & Seibold, 1993; Contractor, Seibold &Heller, 1996).
5. Research Methodology
Until now researches have been not conclusive about nearly all issues concerning organizational
consequences of CMC adoption and diffusion. Likely it depends also from the number of theories in
play and the methodologies used. Among many factors, we believe that there are three main
methodological orientation, which vary empirical findings:
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1) laboratory versus field research. Although the former is very important to stimulate further research
and build sound theories, its results systematically differ a lot from field research, likely due to the
high complexity of these issues;
2) statistical versus longitudinal research. The former allows for extensive inquiry lowering the
number and the details of variables, while the latter does vice versa. Because of different reasons,
both have limits to generalizability and problems of reciprocal comparability;
3) static versus evolutionary research. The former, neglecting all learning and dynamic effects, does
not fit with results of evolutionary approaches.
In this project we choose the second methodological orientation for any of the three questions: field and
longitudinal research, referred to 2-3 years of organizational life. We identify 7 organizational
consequences of EM adoption and diffusion in 3 types of organizations. For many inconsistencies
between empirical researches, besides the selection of what are pertinent and significant organizational
consequences, are merely related to the extent to which organizational consequences occur, we
introduce 6 explaining variables to understand such differences. In other words, this project has two
main goals. The first one is to study and measure 7 organizational consequences of EM adoption, and
the second one is to explain why the characteristics and the size of such consequences vary between the
three types of organizations.
Research methodologies are centered on the longitudinal analysis of the three organizations
in each
country. The field research is constituted by interviews with organization members, focused on
structures and differences between FtF and CMC communication. A special attention is paid to the
time dimension, in order to understand how both ways of communication evolved over time, and
particularly what changed from the beginning of the introduction of EM. Likely, in national research
institutes and accounting departments, the problem of members’ turnover should be faced, because it
affects organizational memory. Besides interviews, documents will also used, to evidence group
decision support systems (GDSS) and relational patterns. To this aim, written paper documents, like
meetings’ agendas and reports, will be analyzed, with a special use of the innovative tool of
webometric analysis, which is allowed by mailing lists. In short, it is possible, through the archive of
each mailing list, to analyze the structure and the style of the communication. Beyond the issue of
exploring the content of communication, in terms of personal/professional, formal/confidential, etc.,
this analysis allows for the understanding of meaning and genre creation and change, and of the role
played by technological users and group leaders in such an evolutionary process.
General research framework (tab. 1) is structured comparing three types of organizations between
themselves and between different countries, which are those involved as research partners. The three
types of organizations are international teams, national research institutes and corporate accountin g
departments. The former are chosen among those organizations which have a strong international
orientation (MNCs, international public organizations like OECD, UN, EC, etc.), and widely work
through international teams. These organizations are supposed to be characterized by high task
complexity, high degree of self-organization, the nature of group of peers, an international culture and a
high geographical distance. At the opposite the latter are supposed to be characterized by low task
complexity, low self-organization, a strong hierarchy, local (organizational, or even departmental)
culture, and low geographical distance. National research institutes are supposed to be in the middle
between the other two, that is, to show a medium degree of task complexity and of self-organization, a
weak hierarchy, a national culture and a medium geographical distance.
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International teams can be selected in order to have those which use a mix of communication media,
ranging from most advanced, like videoconferencing, to the most traditional, like FtF. The
characteristic of using mailing lists allows for employing new quantitative and qualitative analytical
tools, like mailing list analysis. Compared with the other two kinds of organizations, International
teams have also the peculiarity to be projects, and therefore to be temporary and small sized. These
peculiarities are very interesting, because allow us to understand the complete life cycle of the group,
and hence to explore the full potential of all forms of communication. Usually the time span ranges
over 2-3 years of collaboration. Moreover, people likely did not know each other until the start up of
the projects, and thus the dynamics of interaction patterns emerge in a pure way, that is, not influenced
by previous reciprocal knowledge. Consequently, the potentiality and the nature of the various
communication channels can manifest in a full way. International teams are organizations fully
comparable with global virtual teams (Jarvenpaa & Leidner 1998), which are characterized by no
common past or future, culturally diverse and geographically dispersed, and electronic communicating.
These characteristics seem to hinder, if not prevent, trust formation, but empirical findings show that
where trust was high teams were “more capable of managing the uncertainty, complexity and
expectations of the virtual environment” (Jarvenpaa & Leidner 1998: 27). Previous researches dealt
with the same issue (Capron, Massart & Nauelleau 1999), pointing at the crucial role played by
information technologies in virtual teams.
6. Policy Issues and Implications
Information technology is the most pervasive and hard change driver of European society, influencing
both economic and social life. Company performance and strategy, characteristics of labor markets,
rate of unemployment, workplace structure, personal and social interaction patterns, forms and
dynamics of inter-organizational alliances, formation and development of virtual organizations, are
some of the many issues affected by the adoption and diffusion of information and communication
technologies. For email is in Europe the most diffused among the new ones, this research aims directly
to explain the forms of its introduction/adoption/diffusion, and indirectly to understand a number of
issues, which are of common interest to all member states. Such issues have many policy implications
and can be grouped in the following categories:
1. how to implement and develop forms of teleworking;
2. how to design future workplace and groupware;
3. the creation of new professional figures;
4. future organizational structures of firms and institutions;
5. the creation, diffusion and effectiveness of virtual organization;
6. the formation and evolution of inter-organizational networks;
7. the new roles and methods of education and vocational institutions;
8. the forms of introduction/adoption/diffusion of information technologies.
1. Teleworking. It concerns “all activities which require electronic communication between the central
office of an employer and an employee working at a distance” (Richter 2000: 829), and is diffusing
in Europe as one of the most promising forms of employment. The lack of knowledge about trust
formation, communication styles, human supports to electronic communication and sense of
membership in virtual organizations determined phenomena of demotivation, non accountability,
mistrust and low commitment in many cases of teleworking and a wide resistance of unions and
social institutions towards this kind of labor contract. The resulting undermining of productivity
and effectiveness can be avoided through the knowledge stemming from our research, because it
deals just with these issues.
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2. Workplace Design. The investigation on email communication patterns helps also
to understand
how to build trust and identification processes in virtual teamworks, or in teams using information
systems for collaboration and interaction, and especially for email groupware teams (Eom 2000).
Through the findings of this research can be better understood which human and technical supports
can be designed for improving cooperative behaviors in the workplace.
3. New Professional Figures. For all technologies are introduced and diffused by means of technology
mediators, they constitute a sort of imprinting in next paths of communication patterns, which the
organization will experience. The studying of their role in email communication can help in
understanding how to choose and manage their selection, action and career for email and other
types of CMC. New professional figures can be created and developed, either within the
organization, as facilitators and technology mediators, or between organizations, as the case of the
Net Brokers (Franke 1999), who play a catalyst role for searching potential network members.
4. Future Organizational Structures. Beyond vague indications that future organizational structures
will be changed by CMC adoption, this research explains how the transformation take place in
some prototyping organizations. It will be possible to generalize some finding and draw
implications for economic or social organizations. It will be possible to answer questions as: will
they flattered? How will it happen? How power and autonomy will be redistributed within each
organization? Who will hinder such a transformation? Why? An agenda for this research is
described by Monge &Contractor (in press) and Contractor, Wasserman & Faust (2000).
5. The Formation and Development of Virtual Organizations. The diffusion of CMC is reducing the
need of spatial proximity, which can be replaced by a virtual proximity in the electronic space.
Many cases of virtual organizations appear in the economic and social field (Chutchian-Ferranti
1999; Franke 1999; Paetau 1999; Sen 2000). Up to now the nature of these new organizations is
still unknown, but the understanding of their communication patterns and value chain coordination
systems can be substantially improved through the present research. Their organizational identity
and trust are strongly affected by communication technologies, and thus by email mostly.
6. The Formation and Development of Inter-organizational Networks. As for the case of virtual
organizations, so even virtual inter-organizational networks are starting up. The pressure for
building strategic alliances, jointly with the growth of a global economy leads organizations to
create trans-regional networks, whose operating life is characterized just by communications in the
virtual electronic space. Here the same issues of virtual organizations hold, ones transferred at an
inter-organizational level: how communication technology, and specifically email, affect the
formation of inter-organizational trust and inter-organizational identity?
7. The New Roles and Methods of Education and Vocational Institutions. The diffusion of new
organizational forms, of new professional roles, of virtual organizations and of virtual interorganizational networks implies a new role also for education and vocational institutions: new
contents and in a new ways of teaching must be defined, and the need of both can be discovered
only through an interactive networking process between those institutions and the organizations.
8. The Forms of Technological Innovations. During last decade it has been increasingly recognized
that the issue of technological innovation is far more complex than was previously thought and
proposed by neoclassical economics (Edquist 1997; Nelson 1993). Most prominent scholars agree
that in order to understand the forms of introduction/adoption/diffusion of technological
innovations an evolutionary, institutional and organizational view should be assumed (Archibugi,
Howells & Michie 1999; Edquist 1997; Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff 1997; Leydesdorff & van den
Besselaar 1994). At the same time, management and sociological studies argued that every
technological innovation must be contextualized in the specific environment of introduction and
adoption (Bijker, Hughes & Pinch 1987; Bijker & Law 1992; Callon 1998; Latour 1987; Law
1991). It means moreover to add a very micro-level analysis to the macro-level. The European
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Commission accepted both suggestions (Lundvall & Borras 1992), and this research holds the same
perspective allowing to treat email communication as an innovation in the field of communication
technology, and studying the micro/macro conditions of its introduction/adoption/diffusion. Thus
this research can give a substantial support in the field of science and technology policy.
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ABSTRACT
Today’s warehouses are no longer merely places to
accumulate and store inventory to meet future demand.
Through the use of real-time technology, warehouses are
being transformed into distribution centers that speed
inventory through the supply chain and configure the
goods just prior to shipment to meet customer
requirements. Therefore, today’s Warehouse Management
System is expected to be a key link in enabling efficiency
in the overall supply chain process [3,7]. The modern
WMSs are expected to provide extensive warehousing
functions as well as a wide range of value-added services.
WMS vendors are beginning to bundle other applications
that are traditionally associated with Supply Chain
packages.
This paper introduces an advanced eWarehouse Management System (eWMS), its high level
functionality, its architecture, and a high level benefit
analysis over existing WMS implementations. In addition,
a brief survey of WMS market in Hong Kong is also
described.
BACKGROUND
For well over a decade, distribution centers have been
managed and controlled with WMS implementations
which at the time were designed to meet two different
inventory models, pallet driven or package driven
processing. A pallet driven systems is most often found in
regional or national distribution centers which ship
replenishment pallets to their local consumer storefronts.
The alternative, is package driven systems, most often

found in catalog business models, designed to provide
fulfillment of consumer orders. Package driven systems
often require more in depth planning functionality in order
to meet the more complicated fulfillment model, and as
such, designing a system to handle larger quantities of
orders, as well as processing these orders in a timely
manner is critical to distribution center financial and
fulfillment operations.
Hong Kong used to have a large number of factories and
manufacturing facilities until about 15 years ago. With the
escalating cost of doing business and labor wages in Hong
Kong, most of the factories have already been shifted to
China and other countries with lower costs. As a result
many of the warehouses and distribution centers have also
been shifted out of Hong Kong together with the factories.
Therefore there is not much demand for WMS from the
manufacturing sectors in Hong Kong.
Today users of WMS in Hong Kong could be divided into
three categories:
1.
Distribution Centers / Internal Warehouses
The Distribution Centers (DC) are usually
operated by the wholesaler or importers which
use the DC’s to store and ship goods to retailers.
An example is the Dairy Farm Group, which is a
wholesaler of grocery goods with
several
distribution centers in Hong Kong. The internal
warehouses are usually used by distributors or
retailers to keep inventories. An example is the
Park n Shop Supermarket chain and the IKEA
furniture stores, both have internal warehouses in
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2.

3.

Hong Kong. Distribution Centers and Internal
Warehouses in this category tend to be traditional
and pallet driven warehouses.
Docking Warehouses
Hong Kong is a major entry and transfer point for
cargo shipping into and out of China. The cargo
in transit are stored in docking warehouses
operated by the shippers or consolidators.
For
example, the Hong Kong International Terminal
(HIT) and Hong Kong Air Cargo both operate
large
warehouses
for
docking
storage.
Docking Warehouses, including cold storage,
usually have quick turn over. Like the DC’s, they
also tend to be traditional and pallet driven.
Third Party Logistics (3PL) Warehousing
Some small and medium enterprises (SME) in
Hong Kong have started to outsource their
logistics operations to the 3PL providers. The
3PL providers provide end-to-end logistics
services to their customers, and warehousing is
one of the logistics services they provide [2,8,9].
In addition to the SME’s, customers of the 3PL
providers also include e-businesses such as etailers, which is a natural fit for 3PL. Some of the
larger 3PL providers with warehouse operations
in Hong Kong are Kerry Logistics and Jardin
Logistics.
3PL warehouses
for traditional
business
customers are mostly pallet driven. But those
targeted for e-fulfillment business may tend to be
package driven and Internet-based to cater for ebusinesses and to support large number of small
orders with quick turn-around time.
MARKET GAP

As the new market of business models, whether
eCommerce related or not, have evolved to require more
rapid fulfillment of consumer orders, a gap has grown in
the ability for existing WMS implementations to meet the
demand. Most WMS implementations which exist are
based on technology and design which is over fifteen years
old. Many are mainframe driven, do not take advantage of
newer database technology, and are difficult and costly to
maintain. These older systems are inflexible to new
business requirements for the sheer amount of time and
money with which to make system enhancements or to add
entirely new functionality.
Many existing systems were designed to work in an
environment where information passed from consumer to
supplier, and supplier to supplier, in a much slower fashion,
on the order of days. In today's market, where information
and work flow is expected to move on the order of hours,
if not minutes and seconds, these more archaic systems do
not meet the demands of the evolving business models, nor
are they affordable to modify to do so. Many existing
companies expend millions of dollars to patch together
wrapped solutions around their existing problems, moving
only a small part of the way to solving a growing problem.

WMS TECHNOLOGY
WMS Evolution and its case in Hong Kong
Today’s warehouses are no longer merely places to
accumulate and store inventory to meet future demand.
Through the use of real-time technology, warehouses are
being transformed into distribution centers that speed
inventory through the supply chain and configure the
goods just prior to shipment to meet
customer
requirements. Therefore, today’s Warehouse Management
System is expected to be a key link in enabling efficiency
in the overall supply chain process.
The modern WMS are expected to provide extensive
warehousing functions as well as a wide range of valueadded services. WMS vendors are beginning to bundle
other applications that are traditionally associated with
Supply Chain packages.
An example is EXE
Technologies’ WMS product. On the other hand, many
Supply Chain packages have already incorporated WMS
modules into their offerings. SAP is a good example of
this. In any case, there is no question that modern WMS
software must be able to interface with or support other
supply chain functions such as fulfillment, production
planning, and distribution.
Many WMS today are also moving towards or offering
options to support Web-based environment. Aside from
being a natural fit for e-commerce businesses, a Webbased WMS offers many benefits. It is faster to deploy,
easier to upgrade and distribute, eliminates issues involved
with multiple client platforms. A Web-based WMS could
also support a distributed warehousing environment
linking multiple suppliers and customers more effectively.
Most modern WMS utilize a 3- or n-tiered architecture,
separating client interface, data storage, business logic and
backend processing. The n-tiered architecture improves
performance and scalability of the WMS. Some WMS
also employ a rules-based architecture design, providing
users with the flexibility to re-configure the systems to
support changes in business operations.
In addition, bar coding and other automatic identification
tools have become standard equipment in almost all
warehouses. RF hand held devices are also widely used
for real time data transmission and operator control.
Support of these equipment and devices are also expected
from today’s WMS.
ASP
In Hong Kong some 3PL and 4PL providers are beginning
to offer ASP (Application Services Provider) services on
WMS along with other logistics applications. Under an
ASP model, warehouses pay a monthly rent, as opposed to
owning the software related tools outright. The ASP model
should be attractive to the small companies because it
gives them greater access to software that they could not
otherwise afford and it eliminates the need for maintaining
the WMS software. However, companies in Hong Kong
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are still resistant to the ASP concept in general as they are
concerned with issues such as security and outsourcing
critical business applications. More selling and education
on ASP to consumers are needed before the ASP model
for WMS will take off in Hong Kong.
WMS Functions and Features
The following is a summary list of the common features of
the WMS packages surveyed in the Hong Kong market.
The list focuses on the key warehousing management
features but not other encompassing supply chain
functions. It is also not a feature requirement list from any
specific customers, since specific customer input was not
available during this market study. In addition, not all
WMS packages offer all or the same features listed below.
Common WMS Features
q

Receiving
ASN and EDI / XML support
Cross docking
Auto Assignment
In-bound serial tracking
Returns processing
Audit Trail
q
Shipping
EDI / XML support
Interface with ERP / order
management systems
Order wave planning
Wave release and allocation
Shipping Label Printing
Out-bound serial tracking
Audit trail
q Picking / Packing
Pallet storage and picking
Package pick and pack
RF directed pick and pack
Auto identification
Bar coding
Packing label printing
q Put Away
Storage location planning
System controlled and routed
Cross docking
Bar coding
Lot & serial number tracking
q Inventory Management
Inventory planning
Inventory moves, adjustment, and
counts
q RF Technology
Operation control
Location and package Identification
Real time data update & retrieval
Label printing
q
Reporting
Inventory reports
Shipping / Receiving reports and
documentation

Stocking reports
Order reports
Performance reports
Billing reports
q Billing (3PL)
Auto billing calculation from operation
data
Customer billing
q Planning / Optimization
Warehouse operations planning – e.g.
stocking, picking, packing, shipping
and receiving
Inventory allocations
Pallet building and space optimization
Load planning and balancing
q Fulfillment Management
Order processing and planning
Shipment and order tracking
Replenishment management
SYSTEM OVERVIEW OF AN ADVANCED EWMS
Inventory Model
The eWMS is based on a Load Based inventory model.
This model abstracts all inventory items in the warehouse
into a generic load, and then differentiates the loads into
traditional pallet loads, case or carton loads, and item loads
representing a single, saleable unit of stock. This design
allows for technical architectures which take advantage of
more modular, plug and play functionality and control
over what a particular load undergoes.
Changes to
receiving, material putaway, replenishment planning, order
picking, and shipping requirements can then be specialized
by the type of the order.
Data modeling of load driven inventories provides for
more accurate inventory tracking and planning.
This
increases
inventory
control, while allowing for
optimizations in the operational efficiencies of the
warehouse as better planning is achieved by more focused
use of inventory, its locations, and reduced material
handling.
Order Management Model
The eWMS tracks fulfillment orders based on a state
model of order processing.
This allows for better
translation of business rules to these order states. This in
turn increases the flexibility of the design by providing a
clear mapping of the fulfillment process to these order
states, and allows new order states, or sub-states to be
incorporated into the design. Order states include Pool,
Planned, Pull Forward (replenishment), Picking, Packing,
Shipping.
The level of control provided by the order state model
allows for increased visibility by the business into the
status of a particular customer order, as well as better
operational control of the fulfillment batches being
processed in the distribution center.
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Planning Functionality
Based on the architecture and the technologies used, the
eWMS is capable of having different fulfillment planning
modules plugged into its functional core. Whether the
business model and the distribution center uses Pick and
Pass, Order Picking, or Wave Planning picking models,
the component nature of the eWMS allows for different
replenishment and picking models to be used.
System Variations
The component nature and browser based technologies of
the eWMS allows for rapid customization of the system to
meet specific business requirements. System variations
can include bulk fulfillment (the shipping of pallet sized
orders) from a consumer to business model to allow for
business to business fulfillment from the same distribution
center. Other variations can be added to the eWMS design
without breaking the backbone of the system foundation.

design. The prior incarnation of WMS developed by the
team including support for Symbol and TekLogics RDT's
directly.
Distributed Processing Model
One of the key architectural characteristics of eWMS is its
distributed processing nature. Instead of using mainframe
technologies, the eWMS is designed to allow a distribution
center to operate as a stand alone facility, taking orders
from the enterprise, but being able to plan, fulfill, and ship
its consumer orders without direct dependency on the
enterprise computing resources. This allows for more
efficient use of computing equipment, reduced hardware
requirements, and more reliable operation in the face of
international and multi-site dis tribution centers.
Prior
incarnations of the system have run on departmental sized
servers, reducing the hardware cost per facility from
millions of dollars to tens of thousands of dollars per site.
Benefits Over Existing Models

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW
Data Driven Model
The eWMS follows an object oriented model, allowing for
the data representing
operational and functional
requirements to drive the system. This allows for more
rapid response to changing business requirement, by
adding behavior to the system objects representing orders,
inventory loads, material handling equipment, storage bins,
and even the warehouse itself.
Component and Object Oriented Framework
The eWMS will be implemented using J2EE technologies.
The architecture uses the best in design practices, creating
a core framework of objects to represent the business
entities, and allowing for reduced development time in
specializing the behavior of the core objects to fulfill the
functional requirements of the client's model.

Some of the benefits of eWMS over existing WMS
incarnations:
q Internet strengthened system by design, not
as an afterthought.
q Rapid data interchange over existing network
connections without the need for expensive
middle-ware solutions.
q Distributed processing model to reduce costs
and increase operational control.
q More adaptable design and technologies to
allow for rapid response to new business
requirements.
q Browser based technologies to allow for
better user access and reduced training time.
q Strength of proven inventory and fulfillment
models, while taking advantage of the
leading technologies in the marketplace
(Oracle, Java, XML).

Component design and technologies will allow the eWMS
to create plug and play components, allowing increased
flexibility in operational evolution of our clients business
models.
Object oriented components also increase
software reuse, creating a reduction in overall
development and maintenance costs to the final product.
Browser Based Technologies
The eWMS takes advantage of internet browser based
technologies, implementing the system in a write once, run
anywhere environment. This type of technology can be
increased to run on Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
enabled devices. This allows for the long term integration
of new hardware technologies with the eWMS being able
to feed these new devices with the proper information.
Integration of the system to utilize telnet based Radio
Device Terminals (RDT's), as are used in many current
WMS, implementations is also planned as part of the
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have presented the importance of an
effective and efficient WMS. It is the foundation of any
SCM and eLogistics. We have also described a high level
architecture on an advanced eWMS that is web-based, ntiered, data driven and fully distributive. Furthermore, the
relevance of eWMS to the Hong Kong economy is pointed
out and surveyed. We believe that when China joins WTO,
the demand of such eWMS will be tremendous.
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1. ABSTRACT
2.

POSSIBILITY THEORY

The newsboy problem, also known as news-vendor or the
single-period

problem

is

a

well-known

inventory

Possibility theory has been proposed by Zadeh [6] and

management problem. Interest in such a problem has

advanced by Dubois and Prade [1] as one of several formal

increased over the past 40 years partially because the

mathematical systems to

increased

uncertainty in the

dominance

of service

industrial

for which

characterize and analyze the

real world. In

the same way as

newsboy problem is very applicable in both retailing and

probabilities can be interpreted in different ways (e.g.,

service organization. Also, the reduction in product life

frequentist view and subjective view), possibility can be

cycles makes

explained from several semantic aspects. First is the idea of

newsboy problem more relevant.

Many

extensions have been made in last decade, such as different

feasibility, such

as ease

of achievement.

Second

is

objects and utility function, different supplier pricing

plausibility, referring to the propensity of events to occur.

policies, different new-vendor pricing policies [2][3][4].

Third is logical consistency with available information. The

However, almost all of extensions have been made in the

last is the preference, referring to the willingness of agent to

probabilistic framework, that is, the uncertainty of demand

make a decision. Necessity is dually related to possibility

and supply is characterized by the probability distribution,

with the relation that it is not possible that “not A” means A

and the objective function is used to maximizing the

is necessary. A semantic analysis can be done parallel with

expected profit or probability measure of achieving a target

possibility, referring belief, acceptance and priority. The

profit. There are still some problems left. The one is for

decision analysis based on possibility theory has been

life-cycle short products, such as fashion goods, season

researched in the papers [5].

presents, there is no data to be used for statistical analysis to
Definition 1. Given a function
predict the coming demand. The other is newsboy problem

p : [0,1]

is a typical one-shoot decision problem so that maximizing
the expected profit or probability measure seems

less

if

meaningful. It seems that possibility theory-based method is

sup p( x) 1 ,

(2)

x 

another alternative to deal with such kind of decision
problem. In this paper the plausible information of demand

(1)

then the function

p(x) is called the possibility distribution.

is dharacterized by the possibility distribution and the
optimal order is determined according to the possibilistic

The

possibility

distribution

characterizes

the

unique

decision criteria.

possibility and necessity measure via the following formulas
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Pos(A)  sup

p (x) ,

(3)

x
A

the season at the unit wholesale price W. Then demand d is

p (x) ,

Nec(A) 
1 sup

(4)

c
x
A

p(x) Pos({x})

single-period new product. The retailer orders q units before

observed, and the retailer sell units (limited by the supply q
and the demand d) at unit revenue R (R>W). Any excess

x  .

(5)

units can be salvaged at the unit salvage value

S o . Prior to

The possibility theory-based decision approaches seem

the selling season, demand is uncertain. However the retailer

realistic and suitable for the cases that information is

can know plausible information of demand represented by a

plausible and decision will not be repeated. The possibility

possibility distribution.

distribution p(x)

The profit function of the retailer is as follows

is used to characterize the plausible
x  S where

information of

S is the set of states. The

r R min(d , q) S o (q d )  Wq ,

(9)

function u( x, a) characterizes the utility obtained by taking

where

the decision a A when the state is x , where A is a set
of decision. The evaluation of the decision a can be made

a ; a 0
a   
0 ; a 0

by the following criteria, provided that a commensurability

where q is a decision variable and d is governed by a

assumption between plausibility and preference is made.

possibility distribution

(I) The optimistic criterion

plausible information on the demand.

v * ( a ) sup min( p ( x ), u (x , a ))

p(d) given by experts to reflect

(6)

xS

where v * ( a ) is the optimistic evaluation of the decision
a .

1

(II) The pessimistic criterion
v * ( a ) inf max( 1  p( x ),u (x , a )) ,

(7)

x S

where v * ( a ) is the pessimistic evaluation of the decision
a .

dl

du

dc

The possibility theory-based optimal decision is the one,
which makes

v * ( a ) or v * ( a ) maximize, that is,

a arg max n ( a ) or
*

*

aA

Fig.1 Triangular possibility distribution

a arg max n *( a) .
*

(8)

aA

Suppose that the possibility distribution for demand is
characterized by the following triangular function

It is clear the possibility theory based-approach makes some
decision

to balance

plausibility

and satisfaction.

The

optimistic criterion will give a higher evaluation of some
decision if this action can lead to a higher utility with a high
possibility. On the other hand, the pessimistic criterion will
give a lower evaluation of some action if this action can lead
to a lower utility with a high possibility.

 d c d
1  d
dc
l


1
p( d)  
d d c
1 
 d u d c

0


;

d d c

;

d d c

;

d d c

;

otherwise

.

(10)

This triangular possibility distribution is simply denoted as
(d l ,d c ,d u ) T and shown in Fig.1, where

d l and d u are

the lower and upper bounds of demand, respectively,
3.

NEWSBOY MODEL

d c is

the most possible amount of demand. Because the demand is
inside the interval [ d l , d u ] , a reasonable supply also should

Consider a retailer

who sells a short life cycle,

or

lie inside this region. For the same supply q, the profit of
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retailer will change with demand d as shown in formula (9).
If d q , then r Rd S(q d) Wq , else

r (R W )q .

It means that given a supply q, the retailer possibly can earn
from

the lowest

(R )
S d

l

( W S )q

are

(R S)d l (W S)d u

to the highest

and

(R W )d u

B2
,
B1

(13)

where

(R W )q . The lowest and highest bounds for retailer’s
profit

q *o 

B1 (2d

u

d c )(R W ) e(d u d c )(W  S ),

B 2  d u2 ( R W )  e(d u d c ) d l ( R S ) ,

,

respectively.

R W .
0 e 
W S

Definition 2. For a given supply q, the utility function

Theorem 2. Optimal supply

u(d , q) is given as follows:

criterion (II) is

d d l
 q
C (q ))
(1 e ) C( q );
(

 d u
q d l
u ( d , q )  
q

e C (q );

d
u

C (q ) 

d  q

,

(11)

d  q

( R S )d l (W  S )q
( R W )d u

q *p 

q *p based on the pessimistic

B4 ,
B3

(14)

where
(12)

B3  (d u d c d l )(R W )  e(d l d c )(W  S ),
B4  d u d c (R W ) ed l (d

u(d , q) is used to represent the utility obtained by making a

decision of supply q in the case of the demand being d,

c

d l )( R S) ,

R W .
0 e 
W S

which is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the three points A, B and
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ABSTRACT
1. BACKGROUND AND
DEFINITION FOR PRINCIPAL OF
TCS
Not all enterprises involved in electronic
business strategy win the expected result.
Some of them were well paid because of
the radical increase in the aspect of
product’s competitive power, while others
only wasted their large investment on the
electronic business that could not be
compensated by the revenue. Certain
analyst deems that electronic business
strategy is equal to an empty idea without
feasibility. Obviously, this view is too
pessimistic to spot the potential promising
future of electronic business. Other
viewers attribute the failure to external
situation or the internal management. For
example, they attribute unsound legal
environment to some failure cases. Or
they criticize that the dotcom companies
concentrate too much on the prospect of
going public and ignore the basic
management principals. That is right to
some extent but hardly reveals the real
reason for the trouble.
In author’s opinion, electronic business
strategy is in accordance with the era
trend and has a brighter future. At the
very beginning of this article, a theory
model is used to draw a logic-oriented
conclusion: electronic business strategy
brings more profit by improving the
product’s competitive power. After that,
the reasons are spotted that why
electronic business strategy is unable to
play its role in some cases. At last, the
article stresses Principal of TCS is the

precondition of electronic business
strategy.
The definition of principal of TCS that we
used is the following：
Time, Cost, Service — — is
the
fundamental criteria and precondition to
decide whether an enterprise should take
electronic business strategy or not. That
is to say, the implement of electronic
business strategy will shorten customer’s
waiting time, reduce cost, and improve
service level radically in order to gain
anticipated benefits.
Principal of TCS is based on a classic
idea: An enterprise always pursues the
maximum profit. Compared
with
traditional business model, electronic
business is still a business tool no matter
what we call it. The essence of any kind
of business model is to purse the
maximum profit.
According to modern management and
financial theory, we can infer in this way:
firstly, the main channel of profit comes
from the main business field. Secondly,
the scope of business field is decided by
the competitive power of product
provided to a large extent. Thirdly, the
competitive power of product or service
depends on four essential factors: quality,
time, price and service. Therefore, a
logic-oriented conclusion can be reached:
the profit depends on quality, time, price
and service of product provided. To
simplify the analysis model, two
hypotheses are made here: firstly, quality
factor is excluded from the analysis
model because electronic business is a
tool of business not one to improve
technique used in the manufacture
837
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process so it has little influence on the
product’s quality. Secondly, the product
provided meets the demand of customers
and need not sell under normal price. So
in the following analysis the factor of cost
is used to replace the factor of price. And
then the four fundamental factors are
converted into three factors: time, cost
and service.
From above, a logic-oriented conclusion
is drawn: Time, Cost, Service are the
three essential factors to win profit.
Consequently, the chief of executive
should not follow the electronic business
rush without thorough thinking. The best
way is to evaluate how EC can increase
the level of product on Time, Cost,
Service rationally before the start-up of
electronic business strategy.
The following material gives a more
detailed description that how electronic
business strategy dramatically shorten
customer’s waiting time, reduce cost, and
enhance service level. Correlative cases
are provided to demonstrate the usage of
electronic business strategy.
2. IMPROVEMENT BY
ELECTRONIC BUSINESS
STRATEGY
l Time
The word “time” we use is the customer’s
waiting period that starts from the
confirming of the order, manufacturing
the ordered product, packing, transporting,
storing, distributing and at last delivering
to the end-user. The whole period can be
divided into three parts: the period of
order processing, the period of
manufacturing, and the period of
distributing.
Electronic business strategy is able to
shorten the three periods respectively on
account of its characters of large data
storage capabilities and speediness in
data-processing with the support of
advanced information technology. Firstly,

electronic business system can receive,
confirm or refuse the orders automatically
to shorten the period of order process.
Secondly, the period of manufacturing is
decreased greatly owing to the
introduction of virtual manufacture and
virtual research because people in
different regions can share the same
database and exchange the updated
research results on the basis of modern
communication technology. For instance,
Kodak company decreased the design
period of 35mm-lense-camare from 70
weeks to 38 weeks with the help of
internal network which resulted in 25
percent reduce in manufacture fees. 1
Thirdly, electronic business strategy may
merge the internal and external logistics
system to track efficiently the whole
process and distribute goods as requested
in a shorter time.
A chart followed is to demonstrate the
shortening of Time:
e
xampl
es

Time shortened by electronic business
Period
Period of
Period
of
order manufacturin
of
process
g
distributing

◆
√
variou
s
kinds
of
produc
ts with
smallscale
quantit
y
◆
transp
ortatio
n
crossprovin
ce or
crossnation
◆
logisti
cs
◆ collaborative
producing
◆ collaborative
research

√

√
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l Cost
Generally speaking, product cost is
the whole fare that happened before the
delivery to the end user. It includes:
purchasing cost for raw material,
manufacture cost, storage cost for
material and products, cost for sales. To
simplify the analysis, we exclude the
factor of manufacture cost because at the
very beginning we have made a
hypothesis that electronic business
strategy deals little with technique about
production process.
It is obvious that electronic business
strategy decreases cost greatly:
Firstly,
purchasing
cost
is
dramatically cut down
by on-line
bidding. Digital information takes place
of paper documents to save a lot of
expenses spent on printing, publishing ,
mailing and work time in registering and
replying which are now taken by software
automatically. Moreover, more companies
have access to the information. Thereby,
plenty of large-scale enterprises even
some government departments have tried
to purchase via web.
Secondly, storage cost for raw
material and finished products is on the
decline with the introduction of electronic
business strategy. It is believed that
“Storage is the resource of evil” in Japan
due to the fact that products in the
warehouse are unable to bring revenue to
compensate for the manufacture cost and
easy to loss value if the market become
soft. The final goal to eliminate storage is
“zero storage” whose precondition is the
market-oriented
production.
Dell
Computer Company, for example,
receives customer’s order via web and
assembles
computer
exactly
in
accordance with request. That is the main
reason for its success.
Thirdly, sales cost is reduced by
support of difference electronic business

models and tools. Sales cost refers to the
whole fare that happened in order to
promote the customer to cognize and
reach the contract in the end. It includes
promotion cost, cost for information
releasing, cost for communicating and etc.
Many an enterprise benefit from
electronic
business
especially
multinational corporation or small-scale
company in the rural areas. Let us take a
international engineering project contract
corporation as an example. While running
a project the corporation need to
communicate with its partners in different
countries.
Thanks
to
information
technology, electronic mails, news group
meeting, shared database smooth over the
work
flow
among
these
partners
.Statistics
shows
the
communication fee dropped by more 40
percent than that of the traditional
international direct dial or fax. 2 In
addition, small-scale companies in the
rural areas spend less with wider exposure
to potential customers all over the world
via public platform or industrial vertical
website run by electronic business
companies.
l Service
The word “Service” we use here can
be explained as an additional and
unseparated part of physical product or
“invisible product” provided in some
given industries such as repairing,
educating and so on. Despite of the fact
that different industry has its different and
various specific standards, there is a
universal criteria to evaluate the service
level by customer’s satisfaction degree.
Some persons attribute the reason for
customer’s complain to the fault of
employees without realizing the real
reason lying in the organization itself.
With the increase in the enterprise’s scale
the number of departments is also on the
rise and the service provided goes through
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a large number of departments before it
reaches clients. The complexity
of
business process makes it difficult to
negotiate
and
cooperate
among
departments and any delay or noise signal
in information transfer would be
amplified to lead to the dissatisfaction on
the side of customers.
Think about our experience in the
out-patient department. To begin with
register in the registration office, the
patient has to queue up in the waiting
room before he is allowed into the
consulting room to receive diagnosis.
Doctor maybe requests the patient to test
blood or go to X-rays department to find
the reasons of symptom. So the patient
might again stand in line in the other
departments to get an examination report.
Only after the doctor has written
prescription on the basis of these reports
can the patient go to pharmacy. The
patient would disappoint at the service
level unless the whole process was
arranged for the convenience of customer
without unnecessary delay.
Electronic business therefore works
most effectively in such organization that
possess long business process chain
because
electronic
business
can
consolidate overall recourse including
information scattered before.
3.SUCCESSFUL CASES
So far lots of corporations have
benefited from their electronic business
strategy in aspect of Time, Cost and
Service.
l Time
Apart from the examples mentioned
above, railway or air corporations can
facilitate nationwide clients with the
support of online ticket system. Figures
show that “Xin Tian You” ticket system
developed by China Civil Aviation may
shorten customer’s waiting time by more

than 20 percent.
Another example comes from
financial industry. Online stock dealing
has attracted attentions from the
traditional stock company, customers like
it for its advantage of timeliness.
According to statistics, E-trade company
(http://www.etrade.com), the first one to
run on-line stock exchange electronically
booms during several years. In May 1999,
the number of its clients amounted to one
million and daily exchange volume
reached one hundred thousand USD. In
China, a lot of stock companies also take
active part in establishing virtual
exchange on the web. 3
l Cost
As a first-class manufacturer for
postage machine located in America with
an annual amount of 4.2 billion USD ,
P&B corporation purchases more than 25
thousand kinds of raw material from nuts,
bolts, accessories of Cannon ink printer to
wearable powder-metal-components that
is only produced by a few plants. It is
electronic business strategy that reduces
storage to the maximum.
P&B corporation established online
relationship with its large amounts of
suppliers via VendorSite developed by
Eventra company since August 1998.
Suppliers, even tray suppliers that has
only five employees, are able to access to
P&B corporation’s internal ERP system
via VendorSite to know exactly the
demand and supply information about his
own products. Ray Hill, a manager in
P&B corporation, believed the supply
chain will reach its best status in the near
future, that is “zero storage” with a sharp
decrease in the cost of purchase and
storage. 4
l Service
To meet customers’ demands that the
package can be tracked at any time and in
any place, Fedex corporation, one of the
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top global logistics corporation, began to
connect Cosmos Information Net which
built up 20 years ago to internet at the end
of 1994. At that time, the so-called
Fedex.com only has two web-pages: one
page shows a pane for the customer to
input tracking number, the other page
demonstrates the newest place of package.
Today, Fedex.com has developed into one
that contained 8000 web-pages to be able
track 315000 packages sent to 209
countries in the real time every day.
What’s more, Fedex corporation
informs their customers of emergencies
via Fedex.com and avoided the crisis
once happened to its competitor,UPS. An
unexpected strike and slow reactions to
inform customers leaded to a loss of 35
million USD. To make things worse,
some customers no longer believe in the
service provided by UPS and turned to
Fedex. “Customers dislike the suddenness.
Nothing can be worse than the failure to
meet customer’s demand.” , said the
marketing vice president of Fedex
corporation. 5
4.FAILED CASES
It should be stressed that principal of
TCS improves performance dramatically.
The reason for some companies’ failures
lies not in electronic business strategy but
in the fact that they ignored the
importance to shorten time, reduce cost
and enhance service in a radical level.
l Time
The number of Christmas purchasing
orders all over America doubled and
amounted to 6 billion USD in 1999,
according to a survey taken by Jupiter
Communications Company. Facing large
amounts of orders, the excited online
retailers became worried soon. Fingerhut
company, for instance, called upon
several
hundreds
of
white-collar
managers, even its chief executive officer

to work overtime to pack and distribute
the goods. Unfortunately, there were still
many customers who complained they did
not received what they ordered. “Delivery
in time” has become the biggest question
that threatened the survival of online
retailers.
The total customer’s waiting time is
prolonged
although
the
commodity-choosing time has been
shortened since the online retailers
ignored the establishment of logistics
network and still handle distribution
process with hands. This is same in
China.
l Cost
Boo ,a fashion website, surprisingly
closed down although it was once very
popular in the western countries.
Professionals pointed out that the extra
high performance cost is responsible for
bankruptcy. The income earned by
electronic business could not meet the
expenses on employees’ salary and
branches all over the Europe. The salary
is too high and the expansion is
unrationally. All this debays the principal
of Cost.
Many
enterprises
spot
the
potential opportunity of electronic
business but ignore the precondition;
overestimate the possible income but
underestimate the real cost. The
operation of electronic business strategy
need both infrastructure such as server
and staff which include technicians and
web-page
designers,
in
addition,
marketing activities also need large
amounts of money. Only a dramatic
increase in revenue can compensate for
the large investment at the beginning.
Especially in China ,the backward
situation in IT infrastructure, immature
social credit system, and developing
logistics system gave a heavier burden to
the companies. That is why many B2C
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companies closed down.
l Service
Some of dotcom companies regarded
the feature service as the unique approach
to success. Really? It is reported that a
website ,which once announced itself as
the first one to help enterprises solve the
interlink debt problem, now closed
“without day”. The same destiny
happened to a dotcom company that
provided psychological advice to men and
offered high-quality good designed
carefully ,but the website did not flourish
even though it has high reputation in the
web surfers.
The fundamental reason is the
service
lacks
obvious advantages
compared with its substitutes, that is to
say, the level of service did not be
enhanced dramatically. People can get
similar service through other channels.
Limited by low salary, users in
developing countries will choose cheaper
service if the toll service could not bring
considerable return.
In this way it is reasonable for risk
investor to turn to B2B model. The
dramatic improvement will be made by
reengineering the long internal supply
chain than the return from B2C model.
This is proved by many cases of
multinational corporations.
5.CONCULSION
It could not be denied that there are
many disadvantages to hinder the
operation of electronic business strategy.
For example, the dotcom companies paid
more attention to attract public’s interests
and less on the real profit support model.
So it is necessary to take second
thoughts on the electronic business
strategy. Electronic business strategy is
far from publishing address or listing
catalogue and it should create real value
for customer by shortening time ,
reducing cost and improving service of

product. Using the principal of TCS
beforehand will to a large extent avoid the
intrinsic flaw.
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines current trends and selected quality
aspects of business to consumer (B2C) E-commerce. As
Web sales increase, E-merchants collect more and more
data about customer profiles and product preferences that
they sell to third parties. We examine how the customers
feel about the loss of privacy. In order to succeed on the
Internet a company must identify and meet customer
preferences better than its competitors. We examine the
expectations and the frustrations of customers doing
business on-line. Finally, we use several real world
situations to discuss risks of alienating the traditional
distribution channels by selling directly to the customer on
the Internet.
INTRODUCTION
The history of the Internet has shown dynamic growth in
the number of computers with Internet access. In particular,
the last five years should be dubbed as explosive. Growth
rate from 1 million users in 1992 to over 86 million in
2000 is unprecedented. According to a study done by the
Center for Research in Electronic Commerce, The
University of Texas at Austin, the US Internet Economy
revenues grew at an estimated compounded average
growth rate of 174% from 1995 to 2000. In just five years,
the Internet Economy already rivals traditional sectors like
energy ($223 billion), automobiles ($350 billion), and
telecommunications ($270 billion) [2]. By the end of 2000,
more than 19 million US households shopped online
resulting in online retail sales of $23.2 billion. Online
retail sales are expected to continue to grow, while it is
also expected that the number of online shoppers in the US
will level off at around 50 million households. While the
number of households shopping online levels off, this will
be offset by an increase in average online spending per
household, from $1,167 in 1999 to $3,738 in 2004. The
increased spending is the result of consumers shift from
the convenience and researched items to replenishment
purchases like groceries. By 2004, 49 million US
households are expected to spend more than $184 billion
online for a variety of goods. This next phase of Ecommerce or post-Web retailers will use detailed
knowledge about customer segment to sell relevant
products that meets customer demands. By gathering
information about consumer’s shopping habits retailers
will be able to identify their most profitable and growing
customer segments. Accumulation of data is not enough.
They must anticipate customer demand, expand their
product offerings, and sell through multiple retail channels,
including stores, catalogs, and call centers [10].

This growth has made the Internet truly a valuable tool for
business. More important than the novelty of this new
communications tool, companies are uncovering very
practical applications for the Internet. They use it to inform
their customers, advertise to their target market, display
their products, and conclude online transactions. Table 1
shows the projected growth in online sales from 1998 to
2002 as well as a breakdown product category. As the
growth in Internet use continues, more opportunities for
innovative E-businesses applications will emerge.
E-Commerce forecasts
for the United States
Users buying goods and
services over the Web (in
millions of USD)
Year-end E-commerce
revenue (in millions of
USD)
Category

1998

2002

18.6

64.6

26,469.4

268,816.9

Millions USD

Percent

22
18
16
12
10
7

29%
25%
23%
16%
14%
10%

Software
Hardware
Books
Travel
Music
Clothing

Table 1. The growth of B2C E-commerce [5].
The Internet provides instant connection around the world
to any supplier, business, or consumer that needs to
conduct business. The benefits of E-commerce include
speed, greater convenience and choice, more efficient
supply chains, resulting in lower cost of doing business.
Businesses and consumers alike are continuously looking
for more efficient and productive ways of operating.
Consumers are looking for convenience, ease, speed, low
prices and high level of product or service quality. Leading
businesses desire to meet and exceed the needs and
expectations of consumers, to retain them, to attract new
customers, to increase sales and to remain competitive in
an ever growing and changing market place. The key
ingredients of success in E-commerce include speed, ease
of use (user friendliness) for the consumers or vendor
(convenience), confidentiality, low costs, and increased
efficiency in operations and supply (value) chain systems.
The speed that E-commerce brings to business is vital. It
allows companies to continue to accomplish work after
business hours. For example, a 3Com E-network,
combines 3Com networking gear with other vendors’
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hardware and software in ways that enable entire
enterprises from the front-office and back-office functions
to run smoothly around the clock with minimum server
downtime. Extremely low downtime is becoming a
requirement [4].
Ease of use of a web site is a major element of Ecommerce for a business to incorporate into their
operations. Although many individuals have computers
and are computer literate, they are not IT professionals and
need to be able to maneuver around a web site with ease.
A web site must be user friendly for a business to succeed
with an E-commerce plan and this, by definition, would
include having a help screen, easy to read directions on the
site, and step-by-step processes for performing business
transactions. A step-by-step design is vital because it takes
consumers through every step necessary to complete a
transaction. A high-quality designed web site is extremely
important to retain and recruit customers.
Along with an easy to use web site, a user must feel
confident that the information provided to the E-business
in the course of conducting a transaction is confidential
and that there is no risk of credit card fraud, or the risk of
mishandling personal information. Customers must be
certain that they will not suffer any consequences when
they do business over a web site. Advanced encryption
technologies and certification vehicles provide secure
electronic transactions.
Businesses are excited by the idea of E-commerce because
of lower operating costs. Not only is it faster, more
efficient, and easier, but it is also cheaper to use the
Internet compared to traditional business channels.
Reduction in costs can stem from numerous sources,
including decreased inventory costs, reduced procurement
costs, and supply chain improvements, which will decrease
the cost of production. The Internet can decrease the
amount of paper costs, and the time needed to process
orders and changes in orders. Decreasing costs and faster
response throughout the supply chain make E-businesses
more competitive and results in an increase in operating
efficiency. For example, 3Com Corporation strives for an
environment, in which all of our products are made to
order and then shipped directly to our customers-both end
consumers and our business partners [4].
Today’s manufacturers want their vendors to have
visibility into this process and participate as part of the
workflow to accept, reject, revise, or refine matters of
specifications, actual capabilities, and completion dates as
part of the build process. The Internet offers businesses an
opportunity to integrate throughout the supply an
distribution chains with the goal of increasing sales,
building market share and lowering overall costs.
Much attention has been given to business-to-consumer
(B2C) arena, where a consumer logs on the Internet either
to look at relevant content or purchase goods and services
offered at a virtual storefront. However, most analysts
believe the most explosive growth area on the Internet lies
in the business-to-business (B2B) arena. Forrester
Research estimates that by the 2003, Internet B2B
electronic commerce trade will reach approximately $1.3
trillion versus $108 billion for Internet B2C commerce
[17]. The volume projections for US Internet commerce
are included in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. The B2B and B2C E-commerce forecasts for the
United States [5].
Total

Electronic
Orders

Tota lEle ctronic Purcha se

Purchase

Orders- 2000

-1998

28%

43%

57%

72%

Internet
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Business-to-Business
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Transaction Dollar Volume - 1998

Transaction Dollar Volume - 2000
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Figure 2. The volume of electronic purchase transactions
[5].
B2B and B2C content and commerce sites offer many
tangible benefits to both companies that visit the particular
sites and to those that advertise or sell products and
services online. The convenience and ubiquity of the
Internet is evident. Purchasing managers and professionals
can log onto the Internet from anywhere at anytime. The
centralized information allows companies in this sector to
become a one-stop shop for companies and consumers
with their particular industry focus. An Internet site can
give the feeling of being at a trade show or viewing a trade
magazine. Along with centralized industry information,
content sites are seeking to attract corporate purchasers
with timely and detailed data. These sites enable the
corporate purchaser to perform intelligent, context sensitive information search. As a result, the inherent
nature of these content sites makes them an exciting and
cost effective alternative to the established norm of trade
magazines and trade shows.
The Internet enables all purchasers and suppliers to
interact on a truly global basis. Most of the companies that
had used B2B electronic commerce were large and have
the capital necessary to invest in communications
networks. The Internet provides a much lower cost
environment for smaller and mid-size merchants and
allows suppliers to target all companies, not just the major
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manufactures. This lower-cost alternative has created new
strategic opportunities for all businesses.
Along with the added convenience of using one Web site
to handle all of their needs, businesses can substantially
lower their transaction costs. Buyers can negotiate better
prices through online auctions and bidding, while sellers
can sell their products online to their targeted market. As a
result, the Internet is one of the cheapest tools available in
terms of marketing and transactions costs. The Internet
offers a cost per contact of $0.98, versus $1.68 for direct
mail and $277 for a standard sales call [16].
KEY QUALITY ISSUES IN B2C E-COMMERCE
In the rapidly growing world of E-commerce, the
competition is fierce. Thus, it is essential to create quality
in every process of the online company. E-companies
should create quality in eight key areas. They need to
advertise well, establish a professional and user friendly
web site, design the web site with minimal download time,
create excellent customer service, offer lower prices
compared to traditional businesses, have a clear and strict
privacy policy, offer excellent delivery options, and create
a fair and effective returns policy. Before the consumer
can experience a quality, online web site they must first be
made aware of the web site through advertising. Below we
examine these issues in more detail.
Advertise
Successful advertising is the first step to establishing a
quality online business. Before a product can be purchased,
the shopper needs to be aware of the name and location of
the store through advertising. Therefore, it is extremely
important to advertise the name, web site address, brief yet
detailed description of what the web site has to offer, and
the reason why the consumer should visit this particular
online web site. This information needs to be made
available on the Internet and through traditional means of
advertising. Some of the most successful E-commerce sites,
both those that are pure web start-ups and those that have
changed from off-line businesses to online, continue to
depend on traditional media to get exposure. Thus, it is
essential that advertising is available through traditional
mediums: direct mail, billboards, magazine and newspaper
advertisements, radio and television commercials, and
online advertising. Otherwise, potential converts from
traditional storefronts will never venture to online
shopping. In addition, successful E-businesses must ensure
that they are registered with all popular Web search
engines and that they appear in top 5 of the search results
area. Otherwise, as many Internet customers never go past
the first page of the search results they will receive little or
no traffic nor will their site be bookmarked for future use.
Professional and User Friendly Web site
Once customers discover the web site, it is important that
their first impression is excellence. In order to establish a
comfortable setting the web site needs to be easy to read,
easy to use, and professionally designed. In E-commerce,
quality and appeal would be the main difference for
potential customers in making a decision to select one web
site from a vast number of web sites available for ordering
products and services. The best online web sites look
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professional and operate flawlessly in order to inspire trust
and confidence in their potential buyers [6].
Many potential customers have shopped the Web have
high expectations regarding the experience. They expect
their first E-commerce attempt to work intuitively. Just as
there can only be so many department stores, there can
only be so many Web sites. Expected growth in E-business
will lead to the success of the best in each category, and
those that fail to satisfy their customer’s desires will fail.
The best of class Web sites will have to offer five
conveniences that Web shoppers now demand. They
include: fast navigation, fast checkout, fast delivery, fast
exchanges and fast help. Approximately 35% of online
browsers who have yet to make a purchase complain about
difficulties of getting around E-sites as do 48% of those
who have purchased something online. Fast and intuitive
navigation avoids intimidation that produces frustrated
customers.
If checkout is not fast, accurate, and secure the Ebusinesses risk loosing customers. A sloppy checkout
procedure typically results in lost future sales. A quarter of
all buyers complained about the amount of time it took to
receive their orders. E-commerce orders should be handled
quickly and if an item is backordered, the customer should
be notified without delay.
When determining the amount of shipping cost, a zip code
is needed to determine the amount of the UPS charge. It is
probably more convenient to enter the address and charge
card information at one time rather than bouncing back
and forth between the charge and ship screens. Web
vendors typically do not cross-share information entered
by the customer at these screens. This leads to
unnecessarily long time spent by the customer entering the
same information at various screens. A minor point
affecting the convenience of using the web site is entering
the state/province information. While the zip code needs to
be entered by using the keyboard, the state/province needs
to be selected from the pull-down menu. Since the zip
code uniquely determines the state/province, a data entry
screen can be simplified by eliminating superfluous data
entry fields.
Finally, when a customer selects certain product
configurations, they need to be tested for compatibility and
the customer should be advised to modify system
configuration when any component incompatibilities are
detected. This is particularly important with complex
products that are assembled to order, such as personal
computers. One example of a site that provides such
technical compatibility check is Dell Computers
Corporation [3].
We emphasize that if the consumers are not comfortable
with or are not able to quickly learn how to navigate
through the web site, they will go elsewhere. The
appearance of the web site needs to be inline with the same
thought that would go into planning a brick and mortar
store layout. It needs to be professional and able to display
the products for sale in the most advantageous display and
layout with minimal customer effort.
Web site with Minimal Download Time
Customers do not want to waste their time waiting for web
sites to download. Therefore, it is important to design web
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sites with page opening speed in mind. Use of images and
sounds need to be carefully planned in order to minimize
downloading time. Although attractive, large Web
graphics, animations, video and sound files increase
download time. If a site takes more than 30 seconds to load,
a visitor is likely to migrate elsewhere. The smaller the
images, the faster the web page load process. One can
decrease download time without sacrificing image quality
by compressing visual GIF, JPEG and AVI images [12].
Therefore, web designers need to carefully plan the layout
of the site to provide it with a professional look, while
minimizing the total download time. Controlling the
sequence in which web page elements open is one
technique to achieve this goal. Complex images that
require a lot of time to download can be sequenced to open
last in selected windows while the remainder of the page
with text and hyperlinks is quickly viewable and available
or use. Once customers are made aware of the business
and view the professional and user-friendly web site with
minimal downloading time, it is time to impress them with
the next list of features.
Excellent Customer Service
Excellent customer service is the secret to any successful
company. In designing and developing a web site, it is
essential to have a well-organized, informative, customers
service center. An area that customers can visit to get
frequently asked questions answered, express their
concerns, and get immediate feedback should be provided.
If customers have a question or a concern and find that
there is no place to get it answered, they will simply go to
another business to make their purchases.
Customer service center needs to provide customer
information including status, order history, balances due,
credits, and view personal information (address, telephone,
and billing changes). The operating hours of the customer
service center need to be clearly displayed, with telephone
number, business address, and e-mail address to provide
other communication avenues for the convenience of the
customer. Once the customer service centers structure has
been established it is important to hire well-qualified
individuals to service the customers. These individuals
need to be eloquent, friendly, patient, familiar with Ebusiness operations and proper netiquette, be detailoriented in their work, have excellent written and verbal
communications skills, excellent time-management skills,
the ability to juggle multiple tasks concurrently, and at
least some experience in a service-oriented setting. In
addition, these individuals need to be empowered to
handle both routine and unusual customer questions and
concerns [12].
Customer service of E-commerce customers cannot be
substandard. When an order is placed on-line and order
confirmation is received via E-mail, it is important to
guide the order until after the delivery. In one reported
case, the delivery date had passed, a query from the
customer was E-mailed yet received no response from the
vendor. After repeatedly calling the vendor, the customer
was told the item was backordered but would be shipped in
two days. This cycle of events repeated itself several times
leading to a frustrated customer canceling the entire order.
As noted earlier, fast and timely product delivery, fast and
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intuitive help features and the rating/feedback areas are a
prerequisite for the operation of a successful E-commerce
site. Fast navigation, fast checkout, fast delivery, fast
exchanges, and fast help yet in many cases E-merchants
are failing to do so. A failure to understand, implement and
support these fundamentals will result in many Web sites
being forced out of the market [11].
Low Prices
Online shopping offers customers two main advantages:
convenience and price. Convenience is easily understood
because an individual does not have to leave their home to
search for millions of items, which are only a keystroke
away. However, the price advantage is more complex.
Since an online business does not have the overhead that a
traditional storefront must have, the customer expects that
the online business will pass some of those savings on to
the consumer. A consulting company, Ernest & Young,
suggested in their January 1998 price comparison that a
10% discount is the average discount offered by online
business [2]. This figure does fluctuate between industries.
For example, the book industry often offers books on the
Web for up to 39% off the retail price. On the other hand,
online auctions produce situations, where some 25 percent
of auction customers pay higher prices for their
merchandise.
Another way to realize price savings (at least for the time
being) in online retailing is through the 3-year moratorium
on state sales tax. On June 23, 1998, the United States
House of Representatives passed H.R. 4105, the Internet
Tax Freedom Act, which exempts Internet transactions
from sales taxes until October of 2001. This decision is
based primarily on the 1992 US Supreme Court confirmed
in Quill v. North Dakota that companies with no physical
presence in a state cannot be compelled to collect sales
taxes for that state. Online businesses must be careful that
their shipping and handling charges do not outweigh the
cost savings that they offer over the traditional storefronts.
If they are able to sell their product and ship it to the
customer’s home for less than the same customer can
purchase it at the store for, then they have defeated the
traditional competition. If they cannot accomplish this,
then they need to look at other advantages they can offer to
their consumers.
A common complaint with online shopping is excessive
cost of shipping and handling. The way the Web sites are
designed, the cost of shipping is not known until the
customer fills out a form with complete name, address, and
credit card information to pay for the content of the
electronic shopping basket. The shipping charge should
include all costs incurred by the vendor that are associated
with taking an order. These costs include shipping, internal
packing and handling costs as well as the costs of customer
service. This justifies to some degree the practice of
charging a premium for shipping and handling. However,
we note that these charges should be disclosed to the
customer as soon as the zip code for shipping destination
has been entered and the preferred shipping mode has been
selected. After spending considerable amount of time
entering the required credit card and shipping data, the
customer often finds out that there is only one available
shipping option that is highly overpriced. It is a common
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practice to find out that the UPS ground shipment option
for a small package cost $20.00 at a vendor Web site. In
reality, UPS receives $8.00 for such shipments with the
difference going to the vendor. We note, that even though
the practice may be beneficial to the vendor when the first
transaction is concluded, but as it alienates the customer, it
seldom leads to repeated business [13].
Clear and Strict Privacy Policy
While the accumulation of data about customers is
necessary to guide E-business to its next development
stage, a loss of privacy should not be its result. In a recent
survey, a loss of privacy ranked as a greater concern than
health care, crime, or taxes. A majority of respondents
(64%) say their biggest online worry is Web sites
providing their personal information to others without their
knowledge. While this concern exists, few do little to see
how their privacy is protected. A couple of major Web
sites reported that the percentage of users reviewing their
privacy policy is very low. AmericanGreetings.com has
their privacy policy click-through rate of just .009%.
Recently, About.com logged 50 million hits, only 20,550
or about .04%, were on the company's privacy link. Other
E-commerce suppliers such as LLBean.com or
Ticketmaster.com tell customers up front that personal
data will be shared with the vendor’s business partners. In
2000, Amazon.com changed their policy of not selling,
trading, or renting customer data. It now collects all kinds
of customer data and considers that collection a key asset
that could be sold. It appears consumers are willing to
trade their privacy for convenience. This does not seem to
have a negative impact on their sales, but, on the other
hand, it is reasonable to assume that Internet customers do
not want to be bothered with reviewing the vendor’s
cumbersome legal privacy policies that are always written
in fine font, while shopping online [1].
When drafting a privacy policy for a Web site, its
imperative to include information about the use of
customer personal data, how it is used, security measures
on the site, details on third-party supplementation and
whether the company will allow customers to view and
update their own personal information [12]. Consumers
need to be able to trust that sensitive personal information
including name, address, social security number, and credit
card information is going to be protected. The specifics of
the web sites privacy policy need to be clearly stated and
visible to the consumer when navigating the web site. In
fact, this information may also need to be posted in the
customer service center to ensure that customers know the
privacy policy. The trust and respect that the consumer
must have in order to make online purchases through a
web site will be gained by the professional appearance of
the web site, the enforcement of the privacy policy, and the
comments that they hear or read both in and outside of the
customer service center.
The emerging practice of collecting demographic data
about Internet customers and making it available for sale
to third parties raises valid privacy concerns. A customer
should be able to reasonably assume that on-line
transaction security and the privacy of personal
information are of greater concern to online vendors.

5
Excellent Delivery Options
Once online businesses decide to make a purchase through
E-commerce, they want to experience no hassles when
receiving their package. The product needs to be delivered
quickly, economically, and with assurance that the
consumer will receive the package. It is important that
online businesses choose a delivery carrier that they trust.
The E-business needs to confirm the customer’s order
using electronic mail and offer the consumer an
opportunity to reconfirm their package status in the
customer service center via a pin number. The same pin
number should be used to allow the customer to track the
shipment of the order through the distribution channel.
Naturally, the customer’s account should be debited only
after the package has been shipped. For example, a
partnership between Hewlett-Packard and Federal Express
allows worldwide HP customers to track their orders
throughout both companies integrated information systems.
Fair and Effective Returns Policy
It is commo n that after the consumer has received the
product through the delivery service, he/she then decides
that they are not happy with the purchase. An E-business
needs to post clear guidelines regarding product return and
refund policy on its web site. These policies should also be
included within the shipping package. The charges for
shipping and handling, if any, must be covered by the
written guidelines of the return policy.
Fast product returns, exchanges, and the availability of
product demo policies are features that leading Ebusinesses should be incorporating in their operations.
Clearly, it is inconvenient and expensive for online stores
to allow customers to return a product for a refund or
exchange. In order to minimize this, leading Internet
vendors provide customers with ample information about
the products including technical specifications, digital
pictures, digital video tours, and customer testimonials. In
addition, vendors provide a comparison feature where a
product selected by the customer can be compared on-line
against other product in a given price or feature range that
are offered by the vendor. A customer feedback and
product rating area should be available to customers to
make such comparisons easier. One example of a site that
provides such customer-friendly features is Tire Rack [15].
One site that allows customers to try out tennis racquets
prior to purchase is Tennis Warehouse [14]. The
availability of such customer-friendly features makes the
shopping experience a pleasant one even for a customer
who is not very knowledgeable about the product.
When the customer wishes to return the product for quality
or other reasons, the customer should not have to pay for
the original freight, the return freight, and the freight on a
replacement item. The customer should be able to drop-off
the product at any shipping vendor’s pickup station or with
the delivery truck driver. In addition, the return shipping
documentation should be preprinted and should be
enclosed with the original shipment in order to simplify
the process of returning the product and minimize
customer frustration. Clearly, E-merchants should also
make sure that when replacing an item that the
replacement is in good repair, not just someone else’s
return [9].
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Potential hassle with a return deters 67% of those surveyed
from buying online. It is therefore necessary that returns be
handled promptly and courteously. Finally companies
should always strive too offer fast help with product
returns or replacements, whether it be online or off [7].
B2C E-COMMERCE AND TRADITIONAL
DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS: REAL-WORLD
CASES
The Internet definitely provides a needed service. Using
the Net can provide information to customers, reduce the
cost of processing orders, cut down errors, save time and
money, as well as make sales staff more productive.
Companies that do not sell online suffer a cost
disadvantage in order handling. At the same time
consumer are drawn to shop on line out of convenience.
What is the impact on the traditional distribution channel?
Lets consider a few examples of what happened to
companies who used the Internet to sell their product and
how their middlemen reacted.
Many of today’s on-line businesses are also traditional
retailers or manufactures for which the Web is simply
another sales channel. We note that such vendors should
be careful not to alienate the traditional network of
vendors and distributors by offering direct sales to
customers over the Internet. Typically, these businesses
provide after-sale service, training, and support for the
product on customer’s site. Confounding channels takes
away the incentive for the independents to support the
product sold through the Internet and often leads to poor
customer service. This is evidenced by the recent
experience of Hewlett-Packard in selling IT solutions
directly over the Web. As a result, many independent
vendors dropped the HP line for the competition
contributing to a poor financial performance of the stock in
the late 2000 and early 2001. In early 2001, HP cleared the
rules of the game by restricting direct Internet sales to top
500 accounts and leaving other customers to the traditional
channels.
Musicians around the world have long admired Gibson
guitars. The company decided to market its product on the
Internet at a price 10 percent below list. This caused
dealers to become irate. Gibson was forced to stop selling
guitars online before they sold any. Gibson listened to
complaints from dealers and decided to compromise. The
company no longer sells guitars online. Instead, the
company's online sales are limited to strings and
accessories. Gibson also plans to put its parts catalog on
the Web and sell items that were previously available only
to dealers and repairers.
VFCorp, an apparel manufacturer, has used their Web site
to help customers find the right product, or to help them
find the nearest retail store. The business does not sell
direct to consumers. The idea of selling direct has been
dismissed because the risk is out weighed by potential
losses. In this case, a $5 billion company is not interested
in doing $5 or $10 million of business on the Web if it
means risking business with a major account like WalMart.
Sega initially viewed a Web site as a marketing support
vehicle where their product could be promoted, but
customers then asked why the site did not let them buy
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right on the Web. Sega’s on-line group felt that the
Internet was the only way for the future. Sega's sales group
on the other hand, felt that this would upset key retailers.
The retailers could retaliate by limiting shelf space or
promotions. Sega's compromise was to sell online but
would not at a discount and the customers would have to
pay for shipping. Sega would still use the Web for
promotions but not revolve around price.
Avon has been selling their product door to door for more
than a century. After research showed that direct
marketing would not hurt door-to-door sales, Avon added
direct mail catalogs and an 800 number. The company had
to consider the impact on Avon ladies across the country
before introducing a Web site offering 100 products.
Avon’s Web strategy was based on market research
indicating that the site would reach new customers rather
than shifting old customers from their salespeople. The
site's bulletin boards allow reps to trade tips and access
data. They were able to show that the site was nonthreatening. Many, Avon reps agree that the site is nonthreatening. Some reps believe they cannot compete with
the Web site and a toll-free number given Avon's
commission structure. Avon has asked some
entrepreneurial reps to stop selling Avon products from
their personal Web sites because their sites' design was
simply not convey the image that Avon wanted to present.
Avon is developing a strategy to let reps do business with
the company via the Web and is exploring how reps might
serve their own customers via the Web using templates
that meet Avon's design and image standards [8].
CONCLUSIONS
Many companies have been successful in doing business
on the Internet. It is a good conduit to direct sales leads to
your distributors. Companies that want to sell online can
use the Web to market items that dealers do not always
stock, or they can create new products especially for the
Web. In conducting E-business companies must look at
what value their current channels add, explore how the
Web can improve that and then communicate their plans to
their partners. Further, they must take into account the
strategic dimensions of B2C E-commerce and develop
operational strategies that address order winning and order
qualifying criteria for their products sold over the Internet.
Company managements appear excited about the prospect
for using the Internet to improve the efficiency of their
business. There are many real-world cases where the
Internet was used as a vehicle to enable integration
throughout the supply chain on a global basis. There is
room for even greater efficiency in the relationships
between manufacturers and retailers. The Internet can
facilitate the flow of information between the two parties,
which can improve forecasting accuracy, as well as help
get shipments just in time.
When establishing an E-commerce business it is vital that
quality is instilled in every step of the online business. In
order to gain customers the web site must be well
advertised both with traditional mediums and the Internet.
The web site needs to be both professional and user
friendly. Once the consumer is navigating the web site,
they must be offered excellent customer service with a
place to go to get their questions answered. The Web page
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downloading time must be kept to a minimum by creative
web design and layout. The prices of the products must be
at an advantage over traditional brick and mortar stores.
Consumers want to know that their personal information
will be kept private. When they make their purchase, it
should be delivered quickly and at a reasonable rate. If for
any reason they are not completely happy, they need to
know the specifics of the returns policy. Once the eight
categories: advertising, professional and user friendly web
site, minimal downloading time, excellent customer
service, lower prices than traditional storefronts, clear and
strict privacy policy, excellent delivery options, and create
a fair and effective returns policy are successfully
implemented the quality of E-commerce will be the best
available.
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Abstract
Traditionally, management has viewed the organization as a very mechanistic, linear system
characterized by a simple and predictable cause and effect. However, complexity theory brings
to management an organic, nonlinear, and holistic way of viewing organizational systems.
Within the business context in general and the electronic commerce model in specific, the self producing and self-organizing nature of the organization combined with the interaction between
the autonomous agents of the system, produces emerging patterns and an intrinsic order that flies
in the face of the traditional problem-solving techniques. The application of the autopoietic and
complexity theories to the virtual systems that exist within the electronic commerce model can
assist business management in understanding the nature of the unpredictable, dynamic forces
continuously driving forward the dynamics of these New Economy systems. The focus of this
research will center on:
identifying the interactive nature of complexity theory within the electronic

commerce model;
understanding the virtual society of the electronic commerce model as being
functionally differentiated into autonomous autopoietic subsystems, or “meaning
worlds” (Teubner & Willke, 1997), which can influence each other only indirectly;
accepting that functional differentiation, complexity theory, and autopoiesis mean
it is no longer possible to direct and control these virtual social systems to move
along the traditionally predetermined paths through interventions from external
systems, such as external entities, business alliances, internal customers, or
external
customers;
appreciating the creative dynamism unleashed through complexity theory and the
autopoietic processes in which the new hyper-extended communication acts to
produce new artificial structures within the electronic commerce model that have
dynamics of their own and can self-reproduce and self-regulate through
autopoiesis;
being aware that these social autopoietics do not give primacy either to the
individual or the collective within the virtual social system, but to the emergent
new hyper-extended communication system which results from discourses
involving the dynamic systemic structures and real people.
Hypothesized outcomes of this research also include a better understanding of the
emergent behavior of the systems within the electronic commerce model. The application
of the autopoietic and complexity theories to these virtual systems can be positively
related to organizational success that comes from the networked combinations of freely
acting agents. Competitive advantages can be maximized and organizational missions can
be achieved though an understanding and application of complexity and autopoietic
theories.
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Backgrounding the Issue
The complex organizational system has been a central topic in organizational studies for
decades (Heylighen, 1997). However, the literature has neither fully explored the multiple
interacting components of these systems nor the resulting organizational behavior that simply
cannot be inferred from that of its components. “General systems theory approaches to
administration routinely consist of linear dynamics explained in the equation:
INPUT

PROCESS/CHANGE

OUTPUT

Such approaches are naive in nature and do not delve into

the complex interaction of various

sub-components of systems. In addition, the synergistic effect of sub-component interaction is
often explained away or ignored outright!” (Carter, 1997).
Moreover, there is little research into the problems facing managers and how they might better
be solved using non-linear methodologies. Too often these systems, which are nonlinear,
deterministic, and behave in apparently unpredictable and chaotic manners, have been studied
using linear methodologies.
There is a trend toward the use of predictive systems in communications networks. At the
systems and network management level predictive capabilities are focused on anticipating
network faults and performance degradation thus improving predictive maintenance.
Simultaneously, mobile communication networks are being developed with predictive location
and tracking mechanisms. The interactions and synergies between these systems present a new
set of problems not easily predicted using linear methodologies (Bush, Frost and Evans).
There is a growing sustainability crisis in organizations. Adapting to a globalized, hyper competitive economy is fraught with technological change, disintegrations, and new alliances
(Merry, 1995). The merging of disciplines in the field of complex systems may run counter to the
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increasing specialization in information systems, business management, and network
management, but it provides many opportunities for synergies and the recognition of general
principles that can form a basis for new understanding. Complexity theory, chaos theory,
dynamic nonlinear systems theory, and self-organization theories of the New Science are altering
the methodologies and basic questions of management and organizational inquiry. They are also
creating a new metaphorical vocabulary that can help managers see organizational behavior in a
new light. These lessons hold important implications for innovation and emerging technology
management and provide scholars and practitioners alike useful templates to follow when
analyzing complex processes that involve organizations (Voehl, 1999).

Introduction
The modern notion of chaos describes irregular and highly complex structures in time and space
that often hide simple deterministic rules (Mayer-Kress, 1995). This is in contrast to the
structureless chaos of traditional equilibrium thermodynamics. This theory contends that once
these rules are found it will be possible to make effective predictions and even to effectuate
control of the apparent complexity (Lissack, 1996). The appeal of ‘making the complex simple’
and of extending spheres of control has led to many misunderstandings of what complexity
theory is and what relevance it may have to the world in which we live (Lissack, 1996). Most
management complexity authors begin with justifying the significance of complexity theory by
listing the deficiencies of pre-existing management theories including its “unacknowledged but
self-imposed limitations…” (Rosenhead, 1998).
Systems are integrative and highly interactive. We usually think of a system as closed and as
having a definite boundary(ies), yet the boundary may be permeable.
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“When one views a system dynamic from a linear frame of reference, one assumes that a closed
system (one with a solid, relatively impermeable boundary) exists. Closed systems have a
tendency towards entropy and collapse” (Carter, 1997).
Open systems have permeable boundaries that allow for the influence of outside source on the
system sub-components and the system as a whole. Yet, contemporary literature attempts to
explain the multi-dimensional constructs of open systems in a linear fashion. (Carter, 1997).
Business people tend to think about their world in a mechanistic, linear way where cause and
effect are the underlying principle and behavior is predictable. Simple observation, however,
shows the world to be predictably unpredictable. This is a key tenet of complexity theory; that
the future is unknowable. Given that most managers feel part of their job is to decide where the
organization is going and make decisions to arrive there, management complexity authors see
this assumption as unrealistic at best and probably dangerous because the future in a complex
system is unknowable.
Complexity theory looks at systems as nonlinear, anti-mechanistic, dynamic, and organic. “This
idea that simple nonlinear deterministic systems can behave in an apparently unpredictable and
chaotic manner was first noticed by the French mathematician Henri Poincare” (Herman, 1996).
Most early work in the field of nonlinear dynamics was from a mathematical standpoint and the
importance of chaos was not fully appreciated until the use of computers became widespread
allowing the simulation and demonstration of chaos in physical systems. Other scientific
disciplines began their own study of chaos and the field has seen explosive growth in the last
decade. Biology, chemistry, economics, engineering, physics, and many more, have found the
ideas of nonlinearity useful.
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Modern science is founded on a linear, mechanistic paradigm that is breaking down. Our
clockwork view of the universe spawned with the machine age is quickly giving way to findings
of quantum theory, Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, and Godel's postulations. As the
information age is achieving prominence so the industrial age and its backbone of Newtonian
physics is breaking. Some of the questions we are finding with the old science include the idea
that the world is not linear; that things cannot be understood by looking at their parts; that we can
study phenomena by separating the observer from the observed; value-free statements can be
made by science; boundaries are clearly defined; an experiment can be tested for validity through
replication of the experiment (Merry, 1998). To simplify, we are finding that things are much
more complex than we once thought and the complexity of systems leads to unpredictability.
Modern science cannot be used to describe our reality or solve the nonlinear problems in
complex systems. Merry notes that these are precisely the problems the Information Age is
highlighting (2). “These are problems of change in organizations and other human systems, of
different states in these systems, of how complex systems adapt to their changing environments,
of evolution and selection that is not only in the hands of chance. If scientists are having
difficulty with the new paradigms, imagine the difficulty of those in corporations and society at
large who have no tools - conceptual or methodological - and no experience in dealing with these
issues.” (Merry, 1998). It is the advent of computers and their ability to deal with nonlinear
equations and their ability to simulate complex systems that have allowed the New Sciences to
advance. “Computers gave the New Sciences the ability to simulate and thus address and study
phenomena such as nonlinearity, interconnectedness, complexity, emergence, chaos, selforganization, punctuated change, adaptation, evolution, sustainability, learning, fitness,
reproduction, selection and many other important states and processes.” (Merry, 1998).
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The idea of complexity in organizational studies is not new. The theories have generated much
literature, along with a specialized language, written by scientists in their own research field.
There is also a growing literature written by authors experienced in management and
organizational behavior drawing on this work to address management concerns and practices
(Rosenhead, 1998). The last few years have seen an extraordinary growth of interest in the study
of complex systems. From ecology to economics, from particle physics to parallel computing, a
new vocabulary is emerging to describe discoveries about wide-ranging and fundamental
phenomena. Many of the terms have already become familiar: artificial life, biocomplexity,
cellular automata, chaos, criticality, fractals, learning systems, neural networks, non-linear
dynamics, parallel computation, percolation, self-organization, and many more. As the general
public has become more familiar with the vocabulary of complexity, the ascribed claims for
complexity theory have also increased (Lissack, 1996).

Vocabulary and Definitions
Because the scientific and management communities seem to embody the very words used in
complexity research with a variety of meanings, it is essential to begin with a set of definitions.
Mike McMasters has suggested the following as “operational definitions for management and
organizational purposes:
chaotic refers to a state where patterns cannot be made nor details understood,
complicated refers to a state where patterns cannot be made but details, parts and subsystems can
be understood, and
complex refers to a state where the details cannot be understood but the whole (or general result)
can be understood by the ability to make patterns.” (McMasters, 1995).
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Complexity theory is the generalized name for the field. Chaos is a particular mode of behavior
within the field (Rosenhead, 1998). Chaos and complexity theory is about recognizing patterns in
the seemingly unexplainable and using these patterns to gain greater understanding. Values
measurement is about understanding and recognizing patterns of human and organizational
behavior. In other words, values (and values measurement) can help one to understand some of
the seemingly chaotic behavior that goes on in organizations (Hall, 1998).

System
A system is a group of interacting parts functioning as a whole and distinguishable from its
surroundings by recognizable boundaries. There are many varieties of systems, on the one hand
the interactions between the parts may be fixed (e.g. an engine), at the other extreme the
interactions may be unconstrained (e.g. a gas). The systems of most interest in the context of
management and complexity theory are those in the middle, with a combination both of changing
interactions and of fixed ones (e.g. a cell). The system function depends upon the nature and
arrangement of the parts and usually changes if parts are added, removed or rearranged. The
system has properties that are emergent, if they are not intrinsically found within any of the parts,
and exist only at a higher level of description (SOS FAQ, 1999).

System property
When a series of parts are connected into various configurations, the resultant system no longer
solely exhibits the collective properties of the parts themselves. Instead any additional behavior
attributed to the system is an example of an emergent system property. A configuration can be
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physical, logical or statistical; all can show unexpected features that cannot be reduced to an
additive property of the individual parts. (SOS FAQ, 1999).

Emergence
The appearance of a property or feature not previously observed as a functional characteristic of
the system. Generally, higher-level properties are regarded as emergent. An automobile is an
emergent property of its interconnected parts. That property disappears if the parts are
disassembled and just placed in a heap. This is a basic tenet of complexity theory. It is because of
emergence the prediction of organizational behavior is unpredictable. (SOS FAQ, 1999).

Fitness Landscape
Wright first used the term fitness landscape in the 1930's in the field of evolutionary biology. A
fitness landscape is a “mountainous terrain showing the locations of the global maximum
(highest peak) and global minimum (lowest valley) [and] the height of a feature is a measure of
its fitness.” (Coveney and Highland, 108) Competition can be said to occur on a fitness terrain.
That terrain itself is not fixed but changes and deforms as the actors within its sphere act and
change and as the general environment changes. Kauffman states, “Real fitness landscapes in
evolution and economies are not fixed, but continually deforming. Such deformations occur
because the outside world alters, because existing players and technologies change and impact
one another, and because new players, species, technologies, or organizational innovations, enter
the playing field.” (Kauffman and Macready) “Fitness landscapes change because the
environment changes. And the fitness landscape of one species changes because the other species
that form its niche themselves adapt on their own fitness landscapes . . . “(208) We can construct
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such a landscape for any system of connected interactions (such as a firm and its environment),
and it is the presence of “conflicting constraints that makes the landscape rugged and multi
peaked. Because so many constraints are in conflict, there are a large number of rather modest
compromise solutions rather than an obvious superb solution.” (173).

Organization
The arrangement of selected parts so as to promote a specific function. This restricts the behavior
of the system in such a way as to confine it to a smaller volume of its state space. (SOS FAQ,
1999).

State/Phase Space
This is the total number of behavioral combinations available to the system. When tossing a
single coin, this would be just two states (either heads or tails). The number of possible states
grows rapidly with complexity. If we take 100 coins, then the combinations can be arranged in
over 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 different ways. We would view each coin as a
separate parameter or dimension of the system, so one arrangement would be equivalent to
specifying 100 binary digits (each one indicating a 1 for heads or 0 for tails for a specific coin).
Generalizing, any system has one dimension of state space for each variable that can change.
Mutation will change one or more variables and move the system a small distance in state space.
(SOS FAQ, 1999).

Self-organization
The evolution of a system into an organized form in the absence of external constraints.
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A move from a large region of state space to a persistent smaller one, under the control of the
system itself. This smaller region of state space is called an attractor.
The introduction of correlations (pattern) over time or space for previously independent variables
operating under local rules (SOS FAQ, 1999).
Attractor
An attractor is a model representation of the behavioral results of a system. The attractor is not a
force of attraction or a goal-oriented presence in the system, but simply depicts where the system
is headed based on the rules of motion in the system (Lissack, 1996). The term is descriptive, but
the word itself seems to imply a prescriptive force. For the practicing manager, one more word
must be added – “passive.” The attractor just is, it is a passive being not an active force. But,
being passive means that the actors can drift from one attractor to another (Lissack, 1996).
An attractor is the preferred position for the system, such that if the system is started from
another state it will evolve until it arrives at the attractor, and will then stay there in the absence
of other factors. An attractor can be a point (e.g. the center of a bowl containing a ball), a regular
path (e.g. a planetary orbit), a complex series of states (e.g. the metabolism of a cell) or an
infinite sequence (called a strange attractor). All specify a restricted volume of state space (a
compression). The larger area of state space that leads to an attractor is called its basin of
attraction and comprises all the pre-images of the attractor state. The ratio of the volume of the
basin to the volume of the attractor can be used as a measure of the degree of self-organization
present. This Self-Organization Factor (SOF) will vary from the total size of state space (for
totally ordered systems - maximum compression) to 1 (for ergodic - zero compression) (SOS
FAQ, 1999).
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Complexity Theory and Management
“In attempting to increase flexibility in dealing with the crunch economy and hyper-competition,
organizations resort to downsizing their workforce, enlarging the number of temporary workers,
and outsourcing parts of their production or other processes to places with lower labor costs.
While these measures may be a stopgap for tightening budgets, some of them may misfire, and in
the long run, they alone are insufficient to deal with the new conditions developing in the
Information Age. The long run balance sheet of these measures is yet unclear.” (Rosenhead,
1996.)
Two other trends are developing in reaction to the new conditions. The first is the creation of
networks between organizations., partnerships, strategic development of a common This may
take many forms such as alliances market, exchange of knowledge resources, joint marketing, etc.
There are many successful examples of small businesses, such as the garment industries in
Northern Italy, creating a common network for production, development and marketing. A
second trend is the development of new organizational structures. Organizational structures are
changing, becoming more plastic and flexible, resulting in new forms such as the virtual
organization and autonomous subunits (Rosenhead, 1998).
One of the greatest challenges to organizations may be to executives

and senior management.

“Both the Knowledge Era and the Network Society are reducing the capacity of control and
increasing the requirement of distributed intelligence and accountability. The move needed is
toward autonomy and self-organization and away from central direction and control. The
adjustment in thinking and attitude is proving extremely difficult for many of the formal
leaders.” (Merry, 1995 ).
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Traditional wisdom says an organization should have a CEO overseeing a management team
with a vision or strategic intent supported by a shared culture. The organization should focus on
its core competency, build on its strengths, adapt to its environment, and keep a close eye on the
bottom line. Goal and strategy formation, environmental analysis, and strategic control are the
hallmarks of a viable organization. And all are wrong from a complexity theory management
perspective. The traditional organization is seen as a clockwork machine following linear
Newtonian rules. But complexity theory has shown the world does not operate this way. The
world displays creative disorder (Lissack, 1996).
Ralph Stacey notes two kinds of managers. Ordinary management is needed to fulfill day-to-day
problem solving through a linear, analytic process. Extraordinary management is required for the
organization to transform itself when in the midst of open-ended and rapid change. Stacey adds
that rational decision-making does not work here because the givens must be disputed (Stacey,
1993). Extraordinary management requires the development and use of tacit knowledge within
the organization. How to achieve this is the question.
Kauffman suggests: defining the size and number of business units; defining the nature of
interactions among these units; developing a language for dispersing information among these
units; defining a strategy for “search”, hunting for improvements in the fitness landscape; and
using “noise”. His research led him to use a metaphor called “simulated annealing”. The idea is
that a system sometimes “ignores” existing constraints and takes a step in the wrong direction
thus temporarily increasing its energy. He called this a “patch”. A system is partitioned on a
complex landscape into smaller, independent departments, or patches, each of which optimizes
selfishly. Since each is independent and selfish, actions of one department can improve and,
almost accidentally, move the whole to a better state. For organizations this means to divide it
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into patches that interact and are independently optimized. Couplings will arise between patches
and finding a solution in one will affect the problem to be solved in other patches changing the
problems and solutions in yet other patches. The organization begins to look more like a
coevolving, self-organizing, and complex adaptive system (Kauffman, 1995)
Globalization includes means finding solutions for how to deal with growing complexity and
uncertainty. The acceleration in the rate of change, hyper-competition, the crunch economy, the
knowledge landscape, the changes in the workforce, all create problems for organizations, which
are complex systems, in the process of changing themselves to better adapt to new environmental
conditions. They are problems of how to ensure organizational sustainability in a complex,
uncertain, interconnected world. They are multi-layered, nonlinear, interconnected, dynamic,
complex problems that Modern Science has difficulty dealing with. These are the kind of
problems the New Science is attempting to address.
Complexity theory helps to understand the uncertain environment and the irregular effects of
nonlinearity and interdependence on organizational functioning. It focuses attention on the
different states the organization may be functioning in. It explains why sometimes large efforts
give no results and at other times a minor change leads to an organizational landslide. It helps
clarify the limits of predictability of long term strategic planning, especially in the kind of
environment created by the Information Age. It brings to attention the irregular fractal forms of
nature with their characteristic of self-similarity that might be a model for an organization.
Self-organization gives a framework through which to understand organizational change. It helps
conceive how all organizations have within them the natural tendency to renew themselves
through self-organization. Unless blocked, this is the major way by which organizations adapt
themselves to their changing environment. It clarifies the difficulties of trying to control a
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process of this kind and in cases of organizational transformation the inability to predict the
outcomes. It brings attention to bifurcation points in the organization’s history, when such
changes are immanent. Such transformations generally occur when cleavages within the
organization are brought to a critical point by perturbations from outside the organization. Self organization helps understand that such a process cannot be planned and controlled from above
in a demand/control mode. It clarifies the emergence of new organizational forms from a change
in the relationship of its components. Self-organizational changes follow a power law, which
means that small changes take place often and major changes are extremely infrequent. All of
this is most relevant to organizational change (Merry, 1995).
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) is a basic roadmap to understanding organizational
functioning. It helps managers understand how an organization’s behavior emerges from the
interaction of its active components. It describes how organizations are built in the form of levels
with one level containing the other. It clarifies how the organization can maintain a balance of
change and stability by lower levels changing at a slower pace than higher levels. From CAS, it
is possible to see how organizations learn by adapting schema or models through which they
interact with their environment and change when needed. The way an organization adapts to its
changing environment and co-evolves with other entities in this environment is made clearer by
dealing with organizational landscapes. This makes it possible to think in terms of different
organizational strategies in different landscapes. CAS leads to thinking about external strategy in
terms of networks of alliances. The concept of “the edge of chaos” helps sort out the mix of
continuity and novelty, order and chaos, tradition and innovation that furthers organizational
learning and fitness. CAS theory guides ones thinking about an organizational structure which
has much more flexibility, based on autonomous subsystems and managed by steward like
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leadership that encourages autonomy, creativity, interaction, diversity and openness and
networking to the outside world.
Taking all of the New Sciences together as one whole, it is possible to discern the emergence of
the fuzzy outline of a new paradigm that might serve as a base for approaching organizational
issues in a world of growing complexity and uncertainty. This new paradigm is in the making,
hopefully avoiding many of the pitfalls of an organizational paradigm based on Newtonian
foundations. It is an approach that appears to be able to deal with the nonlinear, far-from
equilibrium, dynamic, interconnected evolutionary complexes organizations have to deal with. It
is an approach that holds promise for organizations.
Human systems of all kinds and at all levels are dividing into those who can deal with the new
environmental conditions and those who cannot. This bifurcation is following the cleft of those
that have succeeded in adapting to the Information Age and those who have not. In economic
and development terms the countries of the world have bifurcated into those who are able to join
the world network economy and those who have difficulty in doing so.
The same bifurcation process is taking place among organizations. Survival is a matter of being
able to function effectively in the new condition of the Information Age, or not being able to do
so. The complexes described above as introduced by the Information Age have created a new
environment for organizations. The increasing interdependency and uncertainty of a networked
world aggravate conditions. Among organizations there is a process of bifurcation between those
that are able to adapt to these new conditions and those who have great difficulties adapting
(Merry, 1995).

Conclusion
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In the new, networked economy many organizations, especially the young and small, fall to the
side. The economic systems in which we live are complex and unstable. Research into
complexity theory and chaos has created a new metaphorical vocabulary that can help managers
see their organization in a new light.
“Are traditional social science methods incapable of dealing with the complex and indeterminate
problems facing management today? It is not so much the wedding of scientific logic and
method to management theory and practice that is problematic, as it is the outdated models of
scientific inquiry that slow our progress. The new sciences of chaos and quantum theory
[complexity] offer valuable metaphors and methods that can challenge the management resear ch
agenda into the next century [with]... the image of self-organization, dissipative structures, and
dynamic complexity (Overman, 1996).
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Abstract
The
increasingly
developing
information
technology and the widely application of it bring
an information revolution which results in a social
revolution. This requires that our enterprises
establish a new model which suits the competition
of new information society. BPR----business
process reengineering is introduced in this wave of
information revolution. Information revolution is
the source of the development of BPR. IT is the
pushing power to implement BPR and the
powerful tool to help enterprise complete their
reform. In the process of business process reform
of the enterprise, we must make full use of the
pushing power of IT to help the enterprise better
plan their business process. In the meantime, when
making information plan of the enterprise, we
must fully take into account the various reform
changes of the enterprise brought by BPR and
apply information technology with an attitude of
searching the new and searching changes. Thus,
doubly driven by IT and managerial thinking of
BPR, combination of IT and managerial thinking
can be better reached and the perfect operation
model of the enterprise can be created.
1. USING IT TO DRIVE BPR
1.1 Apply IT to better business process of
enterprise
In traditional operation process of the enterprise,
there exist routine work flow, material flow and
capital flow. By establishing intranet of the
enterprise to connect with internet and applying a
variety of office automation software and
application software, information flow can
efficiently replace the above mentioned three

flows, integrate these three flow to one
information flow, eliminate the unnecessary
procedure existing in these three flows, clear up
the procedures that bring no value appreciation to
enterprises , and integrate and better business
process to make information flow directly reflect
the value flow of the enterprises.
First, information flow can completely replace
routine work flow and capital flow, eliminate the
errors happened in people’s communication and
cancel various commercial documents to deal with
business quickly, conveniently and automatically.
In early 90s, though there were 500 people in the
accounts payable department in North America,
suppliers usually complained that payments were
delayed and usually not in accordance with the
goods. Through analysis, Ford found that
payments were given when purchasing order,
receipt and suppliers’ invoices matched. Most
working time of clerks was spent on checking of
these documents. By using IT, Ford reengineered
its business process, established no document
required business dealing system. The number of
items to be matched was reduced to three and
purchase order and receiving confirmation were
input to a computer system and matched
electronically. 75% reduction of labor in
headcount in account payable was realized,
efficiency and quality were increased and accurate
financial information was available for decision
department to make decision[1].
Using IT to carry out internal EC can automate
and standardize the original manually dealing
process which is not standard. Establishing
business handling process supported by
information system based on data bases and
applying a sharing data bases based on internet
can change the series connected business handling
model to parallel connected business handling
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model and speed up the response speed. Changing
the original periodical business dealing style to on
line handling all the time style based on net data
bases can update information timely. Realizing
mutual connection of intranet with internet can
change the original low-efficient, high-cost
communication method such as meeting ,
telephone and travelling out on business to
high-efficient but low cost e-mail method.
IT can change the original business process from
straight line model to the following and reflecting
all the time model. For example, traditionally, in
the selling process of a product, there is a
sequence of market investigation, design ,
production, and selling to the customers.
Influenced by change of supply and demand of the
market, customers’ various selection and selection
mutability, often the manufactured products can
not catch the fast changing market, and it can not
reflect the customers’ demand. Therefore, this
model can not gain the anticipated profits, and a
great deal of people’ effort, material, capital is
wasted. Now, if we use IT and relative equipments,
Chart 1: change of business process brought by IT

Produc

internet can link the customers with enterprise’s
design, production, sales, and financial section.
When design department have designed an
embryo of a product on the basis of market
investigation, customers can comment on the
embryo by means of net intermediary or other
method. In the meantime, production department
evaluate the production possibility of the product,
financial and sales department anticipated the
possible cost and the market bearing ability to
forcast whether the product will sell well(see chart
1). In this way, judgement on whether the product
should be put into large-scale production can be
made before the samples have been manufactured.
At the time when lots of people’s efforts, material
and capital of the enterprise are being avoided,
production period is greatly shortened and market
demand is quicklier and more accurately mastered.
1.2Using IT to better organizational structure
of the enterprise
Limited by individual ability of dealing routine
matters and information, traditionally, there exist
many overlapped departments and some middle
management levels to complete the task of passing
the upper information to the lower, or vice versa.
Organizational structure is usually divided
according to business content and department
function. For example, organizational structure is
usually divided into supply, sales, production,
management, financial and personnel department.
The departments usually deal business within their
department, lacking communication between and
among these departments. In order to coordinate
all these departments, some middle management
levels have to be needed, swelling the whole
organization and increasing non value added
procedures. Using IT can bridge all the
departments by net communication. Through
various kinds of office software and net
communication equipment, information exchange
between individuals and departments can be
realized. Furthermore, enterprise can establish its
own information system to help complete the
operation of the enterprise. The execution of
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internal EC will inevitably integrate and
re-organize the internal organization, structure,
and function of the enterprise in a wide scope.
Organizational structure of the enterprise will
change from the vertical and ladder type to flat
type. Everyone can communicate with his
colleagues and the managers through internal net.
The middle managers that pass the upper
information to the lower or vice versa will finally
be substituted with EC system. As shown in chart
2, the original department structure divided
according to function of the enterprise has
changed according to business process. This kind
of structure can not only increase the efficiency of
the whole enterprise, but also can avoid errors
happened in middle procedure which cause the
process work unsmoothly. Many facts have shown
that value appreciation of product comes little
from product itself but mostly from auxiliary
operation and services of the product. Take
railway ticket selling in Beijing as an example. In
the past, in order to realize co-ticket selling at
Beijing station, Beijing west station, and Beijing
north station, many people are needed to follow
the unsold ticket to various cities and do statistic
work of it. Besides, many middle managers are
needed to communicate among stations. There
exist lots of waste of people and work and many
unnecessary middle procedures. By establishing
co-ticket selling system, ticket selling information
in different stations can be obtained all time by
sharing the same data bases. Better and faster
services are given to customers. The original
middle managers that are responsible for
communication among the stations lost their
function. The organization is integrated and the
enterprise operates flatly.
When doing business electronically, some
departments can be lessened and eliminated. Some
can become independent in the supply chain of the
whole society. These departments are usually very

specialized and run efficiently. Accountant office,
Law office , some special purchasing companies
and some marketing companies are examples of
them. With the help of extranet/internet, an
enterprise can establish good friendly co-operation
relationship with its upper and lower enterprise,
regarding them as part of organizational net
system. Thus, resources can be shared,
information can be transmitted fast and accurately,
operation efficiency can be raised and after-sale
services are improved.
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Management Level

Chart 2: change of organizational structure brought by IT

1.3Using IT to help integrate the enterprise
with outside environment
Information technology will gradually permeate
all aspect of social economy with the wide
application of net and the integration of global
economy. Traditional competition has changed
dramatically both in content and in form.
Traditionally, we see competition from the point
of product and market. If your product or service
is superior to your opponent, you are the winner,
and will win the market. Product and service are
still important. But with the wide spread and going
deep of EC, the changing and variable market
demand asks stricter and higher requirement on
production organization, design and craft. Speed
becomes faster and faster, and trade becomes more
and more transparent. Traditional enterprises that
run independently in a unit like a family will face
survival crisis. Enterprises will have to co-develop
with other enterprises, competing but also
co-operating because enterprises and their upper
suppliers and lower customers are not ordinary
business partners, but co-operative friends that
have common benefits[2].
Social revolution brought by information
revolution requires global economy complete a
new round of adjustment in industrial structural
and social division at electronic era. Pursuing of
maximum profit will finally result in a formation
of a new social average profit. Social division
requires us to decide the role of the enterprise in
the production of value chain at a more specially

prospect. Darvin’s creature innovation theory
proves the survival of the fittest of the creature.
For the same reason, in economic field, we require
better production value chain to service our
society with faster speed and better quality of
product. This asks that every production procedure
of different industry reach a stage of being able to
exchange information accurately and timely.
Without the support of IT, this is unavailable
because of the limitation of geographical
seperation and information barrier. The
development of IT builds a safe and convenient
bridge for enterprises. The enterprise can connect
with internet through intranet to exchange
information and do business with potential
business partners all over the world. Enterprise
can even establish a data bases with its suppliers
to exchange information and communicate quickly.
For example, . Wal-mart company make it
available for its suppliers to follow its stock at any
time and voluntarily supply goods to Wal-mart to
help it arrange its stock. The suppliers substitute
Wal-mart’s stock arrangement schedule with the
stock following and order placing system, making
the whole supply and sale chain more appropriate.
1.4Using IT to help solidify the culture after
reform
Enterprise culture is the sum total of spirit asset
and material asset that have been created in the
process of production by this social organization
of enterprise. Operational philosophy and
enterprise spirit being its core, operation activity
of production, organizational regulation system,
physical environment and behavior image being
its carrier, it combines material culture,
organizational regulation culture with spirit
culture theoretically[3]. BPR as a kind of
revolution thinking, is also a culture. It asks an
enterprise to learn continuously and to search and
absorb the new and the change to adapt the new
environment. The formation of culture needs
sinking and accumulation. So does the culture of
the enterprise. To reach the aim of the revolution
of enterprise, advantages of new business process
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and new enterprise culture must be proved. But
the reform of the enterprise is a long process. The
achievement of reform is stall in time and is hard
to show its effectiveness at once. Sometimes, the
achievements of the enterprise may even go
backwards temporarily. Therefore, the new culture
formed from reform of the enterprise at a short
time is liable to be pounced on by the old culture.
The application of IT in enterprise can let the
clerks well enjoy the great convenience brought
by IT. When they have enjoyed the increased
efficiency and the convenience, the clerks will
voluntarily regard learning IT as part of their work,
thus cultivating a kind of information culture, and
strengthen the achievements of reform. The
information culture has functions of 1) guidance 2)
binding 3) cohesion 4) merging 5)radiation.
Information culture as part of enterprise culture at
the time of reflecting the characteristics of IT, acts
as catalysis and binder in the formation of BPR
culture, and can better strengthen and perfect the
result of revolution of BPR.
2. USING BPR TO PUSH THE
AUTOMATION OF ENTERPRISE
2.1BPR is helpful for enterprise to make
automation plan
The idea of BPR was born in information era. It
includes much excellent management thinking of
the past. BPR asks we stand at the strategy height
and stand in the front of information society to
reform our enterprise, making it meet the
competition demand of information era and net
economic era. Though BPR does not provide
specific revolutionary method or tool to reform
our enterprise, it input a new thought into the
reform, and give a new direction to reform. That is
to combine reform of enterprise and application of
IT at the direction of EC and net economy to adapt
the competition requirement of net economic era.
Just as Marxist philosophy is the summary and
distillation of all other natural science, social
science and politics, BPR is from information era,
and will serve the information era. It is of vital

importance to the revolution of our enterprise ,
and has an active directory role in the automation
plan of an enterprise.
In the past, when our enterprise makes automation
plan, usually it only automate and computerize the
original business process, which can not well
support the future operation of the enterprise.
Besides, when making automation plan of the
enterprise, designers usually design the
automation system model according to department
function instead of business process, making the
application of automation only automate some
specialized procedures of the whole process which
form many isolate island of automation.
Information does not really flow.
Reengineering the enterprise to make process as
its center and creating new reengineering culture
of enterprise first before making automation plan
can better propose the requirements that enterprise
needs, and can better design the future application
plan of automation.
2.2BPR helps
automation plan

enterprise

to

carry

out

When an enterprise carries out automation plan,
IT itself will impact on the business process,
organizational structure and the culture of the
enterprise. If there is no good planning, even
though all the software and hardware are well
prepared, the real application of automation plan
is hard to well carry out. Thus not only the
operation efficiency of the enterprise can not be
increased, but also the execution of IT becomes an
extra burden to enterprise. Nowadays, there are
many enterprises that are trying to apply ERP
system, but few of them have realized that ERP
itself includes many management thinking. Only
when the enterprise has fully reengineered itself,
and has created a new operation model according
to ERP can the enterprise finally reach its goal. At
present, only a few enterprise that has applied
ERP has reached its anticipated goal. The key
reason is that they did not well keep its relief of
their business reengineering.
Enterprise’s carrying out BPR can help it better
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realize the goal of automation plan. In the process
of carrying out information plan, if enterprise run
BPR thinking through the whole automation
process and fully consider the changes that may
happen in its business process, organizational
structure and enterprise culture etc., it will actively
provide strong support to the application of
automation plan instead of passively receive
enterprise’s automation process. Then the
anticipated goal will be better reached.
3. REENGINEERING OF BUSINESS
PROCESS AND THE AUTOMATION
PROGRAM OF ENTERPRISE ARE
COMPLEMENTARY TO EACH OTHER
3.1Applying IT to carry out BPR
The appeal for revolution to enterprise brings a
wave of business process reengineering to
enterprise. In America, many big famous
companies like General Motor, Detroit Company,
Cisco, and Dell have carried out BPR. Chinese
consultant companies and plot hatching companies
are booming in this wave too. At a time,
enterprises all give their money to consultant
company asking for their business process
reengineering.
The early practice of BPR got succeed to
different degree. But the enthusiasm and the
expect for BPR decrease recently. According to
one investigation of American Deloitte & Touche ,
most companies that have executed BPR got result
less than what they had expected. There are many
reasons for it. Among them, one very important
reason is that they were not aware of the
characteristics of this information era, and did not
fully make use of the great power of IT to push
BPR.
Information revolution brings BPR, therefore, the
execution of BPR must be with the help of IT.
BPR must be executed according to the final net
economy. Otherwise, it will not really succeed.
This is determined by our era---information era
and our society---information society. One must
be aware that IT is the pushing power to BPR and

the execution of BPR must be supported by IT.
America is the predecessor of BPR. They have
many successful experience as well as much
failure lessons. Their experience and lessons all
tell us that in order to fulfill the aim of BPR, IT
must be taken as an active factor and a powerful
tool. Reform of enterprise purely promoted by
CEO or management leaders but ignoring the
active power of IT is not suitable. Revolution of
the enterprise must be prompted and taken part in
by CEO together with the help of IT.
For example, in order to increase the efficiency of
the enterprise, procedures need to be integrated
and eliminated to clear up the unnecessary
procedures and path. This is impossible without IT.
Limited by the ability of mastering and applying
information, the width of information spread is in
inverse proportion to depth of it. If information
needs to be spread laterally, many middle people
must be needed to pass and exchange the
information. On the other hand, the deep spread of
information requires a middle management level
to pass the upper information to the lower or vice
versa. These procedures and persons are needed
without the help of IT. Information technology and
the relative equipment can simultaneously
increase the depth and width of the spread of
information. For instance, we can use post serve
system to pass and exchange information within
the enterprise. Information can be shared and thus
help increase the usage of information, help avoid
repetition and therefore help avoid repetition
procedures and process. For this reason, to reach
the goal of BPR is to fully make use of IT, and
take the development of EC into account.
3.2Automation of enterprise can not be well
completed without the guidance of BPR
Using IT can greatly increase the operation
efficiency of the enterprise, the market
competition ability, and the ability to quickly
catch the market information and respond to it.
Early construction of information system pay
attention only to the automation and
computerization of the original business process,
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took little into account the whole direction of
using computer and MIS in the enterprise. There is
hardly any cooperation between or among the
departments. Each department exploits and uses
its own system, and most datum are limited within
the department, resulting in many repitition
information and resource waste of datum
processing. With the development of software
project and improvement of information process
technology, construction of MIS system becomes
mature. We experienced MRP, MRPⅡ, ERP and
MIS system. So far the application of them has not
obtained enough good result. This is mainly
because the construction of MIS system in the
enterprise is mainly from technological prospect
to automate the original manually handled process,
and does not take into account the fact that
information revolution asks all enterprise to
establish new organizational structure, new
operation model and new process style to adapt
the information society. The most advanced
technology can not bring the best achievement of
the enterprise. Practice proves that pure
automation of the original process will not
succeed. For example, before reengineering, Ford
employed about 500 people in the accounts
payable department in North America. The
business is many and diverse. By establishing
ERP system, labor strength was reduced,
efficiency was increased, and the clerks were
reduced by 20%. Then Ford was astonished to
discover that Mazda, in whom they had 22% stake,
did the same job with only 5 people! Even after
allowing for scale difference between the two
firms, Ford need at most 100 clerks. Therefore
they began reengineering. By integrating business,
adjusting the order and method of business dealing,
they reduced middle procedures, greatly increased
efficiency and reduced 75% of their clerks. Ford
example well illustrated that pure instruction of
information system does not work well, that
integration of information datum and program
model must be compatible with BPR.
The application of IT must meet the demand of
future development and competition. Simple

automation and computerization is not the real
automation of the enterprise. Otherwise isolate
island of information is liable to be formed, and
the future development of the enterprise will likely
to be obstructed instead of being promoted. We
must stand at the height of information era and
information society, consider the future demand of
development and competition of enterprise, and
combine the front management thinking with the
advanced information technology on the basis of
enterprise reform to well reach the aim that IT
serve the reform and development of the
enterprise and reform and development of the
enterprise guide the application of IT. Execution
of BPR can not succeed without the aid of IT and
EC. IT and EC as a strong power to push forward
the information era and information society
support strongly the execution of BPR . In the
practice of applying BPR, we must fully be aware
of the powerful function of IT and EC and make
full use of them to help enterprise integrate and
better its business process.
3.3Mutual promoting
BPR and IT

relationship

between

We are in an era of information and revolution.
Our enterprises are facing a revolution in
information era. Revolution of enterprise asks us
to establish a new operation model that adapts the
needs of competition in information society.
On one hand, IT brings BPR and provides
powerful tool to help complete BPR; On the other
hand, BPR can well guide and strongly support the
execution of automation plan in enterprise.
Without IT, BPR will fail. Without the guidance
and instruction of revolutionary thinking,
execution of automation plan is hard to realize its
real aim. Therefore, in the process of automation,
enterprise must fully consider the changes brought
by IT, and think how BPR can actively guide the
planning and execution of automation. When it
reforms the enterprise, enterprise must fully
consider the power of IT, and use IT as a strong
pushing power to push the reform of enterprise.
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In one word, we are in a revolutionary era.
Enterprise must follow the trend, and reengineer
itself with the aid of IT. IT and BPR must promote
each other and support each other. Only in this
way can enterprise really realize its reform goal in
information era.

IT

BPR

Chart3 mutual promoting relationship between BPR and IT

[1]Joe Peppard, Philip Rowland . Business
Process Re-engineering. Prentice Hall Press
[2]Cai-guo Xu. China Commerce Dictionary.
Tongji University Press
[3]Chun-chang Liu. Electronic Commerce. China
City Press
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ABSTRACT
The emergence of the Internet has revolutionized retailing
industry. However, the technology stock slump worldwide
last year has made financing much more difficult for many
e-tailer. As more well-established traditional retailers roll
out their own online divisions and branches, online market,
or marketplace, becomes increasingly competitive. How
can Australian e-tailers successfully survive in this new
competitive environment? This paper attempts to integrate
research on Australian e-tailers and empirically explore,
using a case study approach, some strategic issues in
managing e-tailers.
Research so far on Australian e-tailers has shown
that
Australian e-tailers have used state-of-the-art Internet
technology in designing their Web site and have offered a
big range of products to their online customers. They also
perform reasonably well in customer services. The most
difficult challenge facing them is fulfillment because of its
geographic isolation and low population density.
Australian government is actively involved in tackling
those issues concerned by consumers, such as privacy and
security, by legislation and promoting 'best practice model'.
The findings from a case study of an Australian e-tailer
helps us understand several strategic issues in managing
pure e-tailers. To survive, e-tailers need to carefully select
product offerings, streamline business processes, minimize
marketing budget and HR costs, improve fulfillment
efficiency, and adopt a long -term growth strategy.
INTRODUCTION
The emergence of the Internet has revolutionized many
industries and one of these industries is retailing.
The
Internet has provided many opportunities for online
retailers, or e-tailers, to start up their businesses and to
compete with traditional, or "click-and mortar" retailers.
The early expectation was e-tailers would outperform their
traditional counterparts under the assumptions that they
have many competitive advantages. Such advantages
include that they can operate with little spending on
physical infrastructure (such as physical stores and
warehouses), be accessible 24x7 and reached by virtually
anywhere in the world.

The technology stock slump worldwide in April 2000 has
shattered high expectations many people have on e-tailers.
With the cash draining from financial investors, many etailers have abandoned their early "get-big" strategies and
rethink their business models to keep them float. As the
well-established traditional retailers roll out their own
online divisions and branches, online market, or
marketplace, becomes increasingly competitive.
Should
pure e-tailers abandon their business models? If not, how
do they manage their businesses to survive and grow in
such a new competitive environment?
Australian e-tailers not only face the challenges that their
overseas cousins have, but also face some unique ones,
particularly in fulfillment and growth, because of its large
territory and relatively small population. Although more
than 50 per cent of adults are online and 40 per cent of
household have accesses to the Internet by November 2000
[21], some international consultants [cited in 3] claimed
that no city in Australia can provide economic delivery
intensity, questioning seriously the survival of Australian
e-tailers.
How do Australian e-tailers take up the challenges in
managing their businesses? What are the success factors
and lessons we can learn from them? This paper attempts
to address these questions by integrating the extant
publications on the management of Australian e-tailers and
also by conducting one case study of a new startup e-tailer
in Australia.
RESEARCH ON AUSTRALIAN E-RETAILERS
Overview of Australian E-Tailers
Currently, there are three types of e-tailers operating in
Australia: online branch of a traditional retailer, pure etailer and online shop of a manufacturer or wholesaler [10].
It was estimated that there were about 650 on-line retailers
by the end of 2000 [10]. Recently, several leading pure etailers were acquired by traditional retailers, including
TheSpot by David Johns in June 2000, Dstore by Harris
Scarfe in December 2000, and Wine Planet by Foster in
March 2001. Australians spent about A$2.9 billion from
online purchase and it is estimated to increase to A$3.75
this year, according to ACNeilson [cited in 18].
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Product Considerations
In general, Australian e-tailers offer a large variety of
products to online buyers.
These products can be
categorized into airtickets, books, clothing, electronics &
IT, flowers, gifts, groceries, health and beauty, home &
garden, music & movies, office supplies, romance & adult,
sport and outdoors, and wine [11]. The most popular
goods purchased online are books (45%), computers and
computer-related products (45%), CDs and recorded music
(37%), clothing (25%), video and filmed entertainment
(21%), electronic products (16%), and food and drink
(15%) according to a recent survey by Ernst and Young
[10].
This suggests that the most popular products purchased
online are commodity-based items. Two factors contribute
to this. First, these products are standardized and thus do
not require any customization [6]. The second factor,
which is more important for Australian e-tailers, is the
available time of these products. Usually, most of these
products are made in the USA. They are launched there
first and then exported to Australia. Therefore, Australian
e-tailers have a competitive advantage over the physical
ones because of their supply channels. My recent
interview with an e-tailer's owner also found that DVDs
are also selling well in Australia. Sales of clothing have
increased in the last year. This reflects the increase of
customers' confidence in online transaction.
Australian
consumer's confidence on online transaction is expected to
grow.

Web Site Design and Customer Service Functions
Site design and functionality is the shop front of an e-tailer.
The quality of a site design can be regarded as an indicator
of the service level behind it [20]. Because of the
information storing capacity of a site, e-tailers can provide
detailed product information and customers' review and/or
comments on these products. This can be a competitive
advantage for e-tailers over their physical rivalry. Besides
this, a good site should provide other information
regarding who is providing the goods purchased and how
the process works.
On line customer service is important to increase sales and
to enhance customer relationship. Its quality and amount
are closely related to site design. A well-designed site can
enable customers to serve themselves, thus reducing the
amount of customers' request for servicing. According to
GartnerGroup [12], a good site should have the following
customer service functions: 1) frequently asked questions,
2) self-service (search engine and a site map, 3) trouble
ticket, 4) voice over internet protocol (VoIP), 5)
environment (contact information, such as contact number,
address and operation hours), 6) collaboration assistance
('call me' buttons and chat functions), and 7) e-mail
address. Moreover, it also needs to have statement of
privacy and return policies.

usability. Using Amazon.com as a benchmark, the site
usability of many leading Australian e-tailer's site have
been found superior or close to that of Amazon.com
(Global Reviews, 2001).
Security and Privacy
Security and privacy have been repeatedly identified as
major hurdles for consumers to buy online in Australia [9]
[10]. However, Australian companies were found not
paying enough attention to these areas. For example,
Anderson Legal [cited in 13] conducted two surveys of
Australian top 100 sites in October last year and February
this year and reported that only 60 and 47 per cent of these
sites have an on-site privacy policy respectively.
Such
percentages are much lower than that of American top 100
where 97 per cent of them have an online privacy
statement. For Australian e-tailers, it had been found that
many of them do not have privacy policy and the
percentages of sites with encryption functions or digital
certificates are only 41 and 20 respectively [10]. However,
a recent site survey has found that Australian e-tailers have
made significant improvement in these areas (Global
Reviews, 2001).
Australian government has been actively involved in
addressing the privacy issue and legislated in online
privacy. From 21 st December this year, private companies
with annual revenue over A$ 3 millions are obliged to
comply with the Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act
2000 (for more details, see www.privacy.gov.au).
This
may not applied to most of Australian e-tailers as their
annual revenue is less than A$ 3 millions. A recent survey
by Ernst & Young [10] reported that only a half of
Australia e-tailers generated more than A$ 1 million a year.
However, the Federal Treasury of Australia has set up a set
of activities called "Best Practice Model" in which privacy
and security are two major components (for more details,
see www.treasury.gov.au/ecommerce) to promote the
awareness of importance of privacy and security issues
among small Australian e-tailers.

Customer Relationship Management
The Internet technology provides many ways for online
retailers to track their customer's browsing and purchase
behavior. Many technology firms also offer such services
to e-tailers. The database of online buyers and their
behavior can be very useful for marketing purposes.
However, many e-tailers do not fully recognize the value
of such a database. As reported by Ernst & Young [10],
39 per cent of Australian e-tailers do not use customer
information at all, only 27 per cent of them use this
information for track repeat customers and 23 per cent for
feeding it into market research. The percentages of etailers that offer customized products or personalized web
pages are only 14 per cent and 10 per cent respectively.
This is an important area that Australian e-tailers need to
improve significantly.

Regarding site usablity, several recent research and
publications [20] [11] [10] report that many Australian etailers' site has a reasonably good functionality and
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Fulfillment and After-Sale Support

offers customers the option to pick up their goods

Fulfillment has been one of the biggest challenges for etailers. For traditional e-tailers, customers usually are
responsible for picking and delivering the goods purchased.
They also take the goods back to the shop if they want to
return them. The products are usually stocked in shops.
So, aggregating the products purchased is easily
accomplished in the shop. However, many pure e-taliers
do not have physical warehouses and do not stock products
presented on their site. Therefore, product aggregation,
delivery and return are much more difficult for e-tailers
than their physical counterpart. In addition, providing
after-sale service, such as handling return, or reverse
logistics, and tracking goods purchased, can be very
challenging for them, because of their fulfillment
processes that are usually involved many third party
players.

purchased at the BP convenience store at their choice.

Currently, three delivery categories have been used in
Australia: in-sourcing, out-tasking, and alliance. Some etailers have established their own in-house transportation
fleet and deliver goods to their customers. Examples of etailers in this category include Greengrocer.com and
shopfast.com. Both are online grocers and operating in
Sydney and Melbourne. The online arm of a giant retailer,
MyerDirect, also has its own delivery fleet. The economic
viability of this mode of delivery is questionable in
Australia. It is estimated that a cost of delivery for each
transaction is about A$ 8 [3] based on the average order is
A$100. This requires a large number of orders a day to
deliver goods cost-effectively. As estimated by David
Gold, the former CEO of a leading pure e-tailer in
Australia, an -e-tailer needs 2,500 to 3,000 orders to justify
the economics of having its own delivery system.
Most of Australian e-tailers rely on a third party to deliver
their products to the customers. In Australia, the dominant
e-fulfillment organizations are Australia Post, TNT, and
Toll Holdings, a private transportation company
[18].
Australia Post has invested about A$35 million in efulfillment technology [18], focusing on four areas of
fulfillment: warehousing, fulfillment, delivery and
payment systems for Australian e-tailers [16]. It has about
4,500 post offices and deliver goods for the online arms of
Coles, Telstra and David Johns. Many small Australian etailers are also using its delivery services. Toll Holdings
delivers groceries for the online shopping unit, HomeShop,
of a retailing giant, Woolworths. It has also made a
significant investment on technology, including setting up
a new online marketplace for relocation business.
E-tailers in the third category of e-fulfillment is to
establish alliances, either in the form of joint venture or
strategic alliance with other, particularly established,
companies. For example, Dstore set up a joint venture (efill) with 3PP – a logistics and fulfillment company and
added Home Delivery last year in its fulfillment system.
Home Delivery provides out-of-hour delivery service to
customers.
Wishlish.com, a leading specialized online gift e-tailer in
Australia, has formed an alliance with BP Express. It

Customers can also return their goods to the PB stores. It
was claimed that such a strategic delivery arrangement
could reduce the average deliver costs to A$2.

Success Factors
According to a survey by Ernst & Young (2001), a
carefully selected product range and a well-designed site
are perceived by Australian e-tailers and customers as the
most important factors to Australian e-tailers' success.
Other success factors, such as security, privacy, after-sales
service, are also rated highly, but differences in their
importance exists between the e-tailers and customers. As
shown in Table 1, Australians rated price much important
than the e-tailers did. Interestingly, good brand was rated
very low by online buyers in Australia.
Table 1 The Perceived Success Factors of Australian Etailers and Online Buyers
Perception of success factors
Consumers
e-tailers
(%)
(%)
Good range of product
27
23
Good site
25
23
Competitive Prices
17
7
Good after sales service
14
9
Convenience
10
14
Good security
5
14
Good brands
2
10
Source: Ernst & Young [10] with 997 Internet users and
133 Australian e-tailers.
Challenges
Australian e-tailers face many challenges. Ernst & Young
[10] identified three major challenges, namely, getting
customers to the site, overseas competition, and fulfillment.
Other publications have repeatedly pointed delivery as a
biggest challenge facing Australian e-tailers [1] [17] [3]. It
is not surprising as marketing and fulfillment have also
been reported as major challenges in many studies in other
countries [19] [4] [2] [5].
So far, we have reviewed existing publications on some
strategic issues and success factors in managing Australian
e-tailers and the challenges they face. The next section
presents some findings from a case study of how a
Australian e-tailer addresses these strategic issues and
outlines the challenges the company faces in this new
competitive environment.
A CASE STUDY OF AN AUSTRALIAN E-TAILER
Perth-based Starshop.com was established in May 2001
and has made a steady progress in increasing its revenue.
The company did not receive venture capital and is run by
two persons, an owner and a CEO. The CEO is mainly
responsible for updating its site's content and getting their
suppliers involved. The owner takes care of sales and
customer relationships. This section outlines its strategic
considerations and challenges in operating a pure e-tailer.
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that the customers may buy other products with
margins at the same time or in the future.

Selecting product carefully: The most important criterion
for selecting products, according to the owner, is that they
are easily to sell online. Currently, there are 11 categories
of products displayed on the site: music, art, books,
computer games, DVD and video, electrical, perfumes and
fragrances, jewelry, toys, travel goods, and wine. These
products are in line with the most popular products
purchased online as reported by Ernst & Young (2001).
Another criterion for product selection is to have a wide
range of products. This not only provides convenience and
more choices to customers, but also offers opportunities
for customers to test the e-tailer's creditability and delivery.
For example, some customers would like to buy some
small items to test the site's creditability and reliability
before they buy big ticket items. Interestingly, the product
margin is not a big consideration. Some products offered
by Starshop.com are sold at very low margins and it hope

Streamlining business process and integrating the front
and back systems . The emergence of the Internet provides
a new medium for communication between all parties
involved, such as customers, intermediaries, manufacturers,
and suppliers. Because of its extensive connections with
its suppliers and customers, organizations that are
conducting online business are dubbed as "extraprises" [7].
Managing e-business processes is a response to “exe cutive
or die” imperative many companies face [15]. To survive
in this new competitive environment, pure e-tailers have to
redesign its business model and one of the crucial
components in a business model is e-business process [14].
For Starshop.com, its e-tailing process can be depicted in
Figure 1.
Deliver the product
ordered to an
Australia Post office

Deliver the goods
to the buyer

Suppliers

Australia Post

Pass the order to
the suppliers

Orders

Starshop

Customer
Web site and email
confirm order and
invoice

high

Credit card Check
Approved or not?

Pass the order to
the Insurer

Bank

Online Transaction
Insurer
Email the order has been insured
Figure 1 The E-tailing Process at Stsarshop.com

The design principle of this e-tailing process is to automate
most of the back office functions and to integrate the front
and back-end functions. Activities such as order taking
and processing, invoicing, payment, credit card checking,
and the accounting activities, are undertaken automatically
by the software. This not only reduces the number of staff
to operate the business, but also increases to license such a
back-office process and integrated system to other e-tailers
in the future.
Minimizing promotion budget: To many pure e-tailers,
the relationship between promotion and revenue is usually
considered as that between 'chicken and eggs'. To bring
customers to their site, promotion is necessary. However,
where the promotion money comes from if no revenue has
been generated in the first place? In the Internet and
technology boom period of 1995-2000, online businesses
were much easier to get funds than now because many
venture capitals were keen to get exposed to online
businesses. Some Australian pure players have lamented
that they had spent too much on promotion in the early
days [8].

For Stallmall.com, its has spent little on promotion and its
promotion depends mainly on publicity by talking to
different government organizations and registering on
Internet search engines. So its customer acquisition cost is
near zero. It does not use affiliation marketing programs.
Minimizing HR costs. Starshop.com also minimizes its
costs of employment through automating its back-office
function and using telecommunication technology.
The
automation of back-office functions enables it to operate
with two persons: the owner and the CEO. Moreover, the
owner has other businesses and only work on a part-time
basis. His time spent on this business has been to handle
customers' enquiry. A non-state specific telephone numb er
(1300) is shown on the site. However, calls to this number
can be diverted automatically to the owner's mobile phone.
Hence, he can take customers' phone calls virtually
everywhere in Australia. The only full-time staff is the
CEO. She is experienced in distribution and wholesales
and spends most of her time on negotiating with potential
suppliers and updating the site contents. To further
minimizing HR costs, the company is considering to get its
suppliers directly involved in updating its site contents.
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Improving fulfillment efficiency.
Starshop.com has
selected Australia Post to deliver products purchased to its
customers.
It has signed a service agreement with
Australia Post to get a discount account and has a supply
agreement with each of its suppliers.
Under this
agreement, suppliers are required to deliver the products to
a nearby Australia Post office. Such goods are then
delivered by Australia Post to the customers in the name of
Starshop.com. At present, aggregation is a problem for
Starshop.com as Australia Post does not provide such a
service. This means the goods purchased by its customers
deliver to the customers item by item if they have
purchased multiple items and may become a nuisance to
them. However, Australia Post are investing heavily on
warehousing. It is expected that Australia Post will
provide aggregation services to e-tailers in the near future.
Adopting a long-term growth strategy.
Overall,
Starshop.com is adopting a long-term growth strategy.
This was clearly expressed by the owner during the
interview. He said that he would like to grow his online
business within his resources and he holds a long-term
perspective for Starshop.com.
He considers the
development of the expertise in e-tailing site design, backoffice process automation and fulfillment, can provide
many opportunities for him. Therefore, he is optimistic of
the future of Starshop.com.
Challenges for Starshop.com. Regarding the challenges
Starshop.com is facing, the owner said that getting
suppliers involved is the biggest challenge so far. It is
much more difficult for manufacturers or wholesalers to
supply to e-tailers than to traditional retailers for several
reasons. First, they are responsible for delivering products
to another delivery agency, such as Australia Post in the
case of Starshop.com, or directly to customers. Second,
orders are usually small in size, causing efficiency in
processing these orders. Third, planning and availability
are also problematic because of difficulties in predicting
the number of orders from e-tailers. The fourth difficulty
is the coordination of online and offline product pricing
and promotion. Another problem in supplying e-tailers is
the investment of information technology. This problem
can be exacerbated if different e-tailer uses different
technological platform. Suppliers' involvement is critical
to the survival of Starshop.com.
Customer relationship management may be a challenge in
the near future. Because the company has only been
operating for three months, the owner can know who is
buying from Starshop.com. As it expands and grows, how
to make use of the customer data for promotion and
product selection will be another challenge for
Starshop.com.

attempts to explore some strategic issues in managing etailers.
Australian e-tailers have been very keen in exploring the
opportunities offered by Internet technologies and are
evolving. Overall, Australian e-tailers have used Internet
technology in designing their Web site and have offered a
big range of products to their online customers. They also
perform reasonably well in customer services, but there is
still much room for improvement in this area. The most
difficult challenge facing them is fulfillment because of its
geographic isolation and low population density.
Australian government is actively involved in tackling
those issues concerned by consumers, such as privacy and
security, by legislation and promoting 'best practice model'.
How can e-tailers advance in this soft economy? The
examination of an Australian e-tailer helps us understand
several strategic issues in managing pure e-tailing players.
To survive, e-tailers need to carefully select product
offerings, streamline business processes, minimize
marketing budget and HR costs, improve fulfillment
efficiency, and adopt a long -term growth strategy. These
are some characteristics
we have identified in
Starshop.com - a new Australian pure e-tailer.
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Abstract

the same time, a ten years economy depression

E-commerce will play an important role in
textile industry. Yet the proper e-commerce
model in textile industry has not been solved
up till now. It is necessary to study the model
as soon as possible, so that we may get

began in Japan, and the depression hasn’t been
eliminated up till now. However, the US meets
its 110-month-long rapid economy increase
under the effect of lower inflation. It’s an
economic phenomena which amazed the
ordinary people 、government official and

together with the advanced countries.
Key words: E-commerce, textile industry,
B2B.
1、 Background of EC
EC has great advantage when compared
with traditional commerce, which is the
essential reason for fast development. The
outstanding point is that it can gain more
business opportunities、reduce business cost、
simplify business flow and increase business
efficiency. It is estimate that EC could falls
40% of the cost and this data will reach 70%
in some enterprises. In addition, EC can help
to offer more job opportunities 、 reduce
business deficit and inflation as far as
government concerned. Information industry
has offered more than 100-million job
opportunities in USA. One of the important
reasons on the lower inflation rate in recent
years is the increasingly reduced cost and
price. From this we can see that EC has strong
life. The America has invested large-scale in
the electronic information technique field
since the 1980’s, but the benefit is not very
distinct. So that the competition capacity of
traditional industry is not so good as in Japan
and some American people have the point that
the USA would be swallow by Japan. But the
benefit emerged greatly in the early 1990’s. At

economist so that they couldn’t explain it by
traditional economic theories. The rigorous
realism waked up Japan and they decided to
invest a great deal of money to EC technology
and tried to come up with the EC level of US.
Europe countries also research and apply EC
together, while many countries in Asia have
launched large amount of money in EC
research and development such as the
multimedia porch planning in Malaysia 、
numeral harbor planning in Hongkong、EC
center planning in Singapore and software and
EC planning in India as well.
2、 The attitude to EC
China has realized the profound effect
being brought from EC revolution subtly.
(1) Chinese government looked EC as a
critical technology of shortening economic
gap and overtaking the economic level
between herself and Europe、US and Japan.
(2) Chinese government has increasingly
accelerated the pace of electronic information
industry since 1990’s. We invested large scale
scientific research outlay and development
fund into communication 、computer and
information disposal fields and spent much
money to build national trunk communication
network and Internet. At the same time, under
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the leading of State Department information
office, a series golden engineering were
constructed in the important national economy
branch such as foreign trade、custom、bank
and tariff department, for example the “golden
bridge engineering” 、 “golden barrier
engineering” and “golden card engineering”
and so on. It changes the poor situation of our
information basic establishment and promotes
the information level of the important
industries to an advance level. Foreign trade、
custom、bank、stock and tariff departments
have already dealt with daily works without
paper. Up till now, our communication main
line has already equipped with fiber. Many
networks such as China common computer
net、China education and scientific research
computer net、China SCI-tech net and China
golden bridge information net have been
constructed in our country. The three big
support net (narrow band web、intellectual
web、multimedia web) have been completed.
The total outlet bandwidth had been 1237M
till June 2000. The present work is to connect
them.
(3) The government steps up China
information industry by means of system
innovation. For example, monopolistic
management in telecom industry was broken
and competition among telecom、CDMA、Lian
Tong、Ji Tong have been formed to increase
the serve quality and accelerate the
development of communication industry.
(4) The government also issues several new
network management licenses to change the
poor situation of network serve and inadequate
fundamental establishment, so that our
network Chinese information quality and
quantity will have fast development and the
outlet bandwidth reach 1G.
(5) The government tries to speed network
application in kinds of industries by means of
policy leading and puts forward government
network engineering and enterprise network

engineering.
(6) Although there are not any policy
framework about EC or any official document
including the principle of developing EC, the
leaders of our country all have an active、
optimism and sustaining attitude toward it.
Chairman Jiang has ever spoken in many
important international conferences that we
should develop EC technology and should
rebuild traditional industry by EC technology
actively. He also points that we should know it
clear that what should be done and what
shouldn’t be done.
(7) National information industry bureau has
established a comprehensive policy document
about EC. It indicates that our country attach
fairly importance to information industry.
“The tenth five-year-plan” in planning
contains modern information technology and
EC for the first time.
(8) The support behavior of government is
represented in the guidance behavior to
enterprise. Foreign economic commerce
cooperation bureau has declared to spread
international commerce management work
with EC pattern. All bidding of export quota
should be carried on web, so the enterprise
doesn’t connect with Internet will lose the
bidding qualification. This will be a great
drive to develop EC in international commerce
enterprise. National economic commerce
committee begins to call on government move
the stock work to network.
Our government gives great importance
on the development of EC and regards it as a
critical technology on increasing economic
competition capacity 、on promoting our
economic development and on actualizing the
great reconstruction. EC will have a beautiful
future.
3、 Role and function of EC on Chinese
future economy
Up to now, information product
manufacture about EC has contributed to
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21.4% of the national economy growth. It
becomes the first big industry when compared
with traditional industries such as traditional
textile 、mechanism industry. The support

(2) EC is an important tool of economic
regulation
Good
market
mechanism
can’t
independent of the support of the exact、timely

industry of US 110-month great economic

and integrate market information system. EC
technology can help to construct the exact、

growth is electronic information industry. The
contribution of US electronic information
industry (mainly EC industry) beyond 60%
and this trend will be strengthened later.
However, The contribution of our electronic
information industry to national economy
growth is far lower than the one in USA. The
gap happens to discover the huge potential and
beautiful future of EC development. In the
information economic era, as one of the main

timely and integrate mechanism of obtaining、
disposing and utilizing information. It can also
carry out and feedback the decision made by
regulation mechanism so that economic
regulation becomes more quickly、scientific
and efficient. The functions of EC to the
whole economic activity are shown as follows:
(1) EC is in favor of shrinking the economy
gap between China and the developed

economic commerce patterns in the 21st
century, it will bring huge innovation to world
and national economy growth mode. EC is the
important component for the national
economy and society service information

capitalist countries. When compared with
USA, the gap of foundation in agriculture is
about 100 years, and the gap in education is
about 40 to 50 years. So if our enterprises
have enough power to compete with a

technology. It has important significance on
changing economic operation mode and
pushing the development of information
industry and offering new opportunity to
economic development.

multinational is a problem to doubt when
china reenter into WTO. There is a normal
point of view that the investment in EC and
network in our country is later than in foreign
countries. The US model will be utilized to

(1) EC is the engine of national economy
The application of EC can rebuild the
produce flow 、 resource management 、
manpower resource management、serve chain

construct Chinese web sites after one or one
and a half year by Chinese students aboard
and the speed is equivalent to the Japanese、
French and Spanish web sites. That is, we are
quite uncultured from the whole situation to

management and client relationship tradition
of enterprise. This is a process of rational
resource distribution and application、reducing
produce cost 、 increasing competition
capacity、changing the consumption custom
and accelerating the sustained、healthy and
harmonious development of national economy.
Therefore, EC is the engine of national
economy.
From
market
distribution,
commodity value can be converted into
application value. If we catch hold of the
middle tache, the produce and consumption
aspects can be drove. EC is the very
technology and it’s the new engine of national
economy.

say, but our lag degree is not very big in the
EC field. Thus, our country will catch up with
the western developed countries in some fields
as long as we catch hold of the opportunity
and make good use of it. (2) It will release our
brain、increase the efficiency and quality of
economic activity and will save many raw
materials in EC activities (consult、trade、
finance、statistic and so on) such as paper、pen
and ink. It is more important that the no paper
business can reduce the disposal time、increase
disposal efficiency and quality of a great lot
business bill of document greatly. It can avoid
the situation of making mistakes in the manual
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work and release the simple work of people so
that energy can be put into advanced creative
headwork to make the society progress. (3) It
is easy to actualize the optimal distribution of
commodity and material、to increase transport

can help to break the limit of division in piece
and zone. It is favor of standardizing
commodity business behavior and creating
new business mechanism. It is efficiency to
describe or trade commodity by electronic

efficiency and to decrease transport cost.
Many traditional goods (such as document、

information, and it is also favor of forming
centralized
restriction
management
mechanism, which is the intensive and
efficient management mechanism.
Anyway, EC can rebuild tradition

video produce and service produce) can be
delivery by electronic mode on Internet
without manual or machine load and unload、
transport and service to door. Large numbers
of labors are saved so that people can obtain
more leisure and entertainment time and
improve the life quality finally. (4) It makes
economic decision more accurate and more in
time so as to avoids blindness. EC obtains
commerce information entire 、in time 、
accurate and safe、save money、energy、
manpower and save trouble as well. EC
technology can help people to obtain all kinds
of accurate information such as political、
economic 、scientific 、 technological and

industry to a information society level and
step up resource optimal distribution and
rational utilization. It can also reduce produce
cost 、 improve enterprise competition 、
ameliorate economic measures of government
management、shrink and gap between China
and developed capitalist countries
catch up with them or surpass them.
necessary selection of Chinese
development. It is the important role

so as to
EC is the
economy
it takes in

military information so that people can make
scientific and quick decision by it. (5) It
accelerates the modernization of finance and

Chinese economy development.
4、 EC in Chinese textile industry
National information industry ministry
announces the decision of regarding textile
industry as national enterprise informization

improves the operating quality and stimulates
the producing of new products. It’s necessary
to use e-currency in EC. So, corresponding
safe technology and equipment should be
developed to realize e-currency. It will drive

experimental industry. The great engineering
of reconstructing traditional textile industry
with high-tech represented by information
technology has already been startup formally.
It will bring huge impetus to the great object

corresponding research and produce of safe
technology production and equipment and
development of some other corresponding
industry and new products such as net bank、

in Chinese textile industry of realizing textile
great power in the new century. The main
contents of EC development are shown as
follows:
(1) Spreading ERP technology in 200
large-medium enterprises in the next
2~3 years.
(2) Constructing expert query system
about dress and surface stylish in
whole country.
(3) Making effort to improve the
scientific contribution rate to textile
industry from 15% to 30% in short
term.

family bank and international finance service
etc. The e-currency and electronic finance
speed each other, which reduce the produce、
storage、circulation and management of cash.
E-currency and EC are drove by each other,
and the obvious indirect efficient is the
reduction of concept currency. (6) it’s helpful
to form a united big market、big currency and
big business so as to be managed and
standardized uniformly. Electronic network
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In order to make the three objects come
true, Chinese textile industry is confronted
with two challenges.
(1) Traditional textile industry leading by
information technology has faced

inefficient management mode and the lack of
enterprise innovation external condition
especially fundamental establishment, result in
the passive phase of low sci-tech content and
intensive degree and lack of development

with high technological trend.
(2) It has faced with rapid economy
globalization and market uniformity
indicating by WTO.
The former not only creates higher

advantages. It is difficult to catch hold of the
innovation
an
economy
globalization
opportunity unless to promote the construction
of information technology and increase the
development advantages.

productivity, but also accelerates the textile
economy globalization course, while the latter
not only brings favorable factor of
participating in international competition, but
also steps up the internationalization of

5、 Information technology thought in
textile industry and research of the
E-commerce Model in Textile Industry
（1）Continue to enlarge the application and

national market and increases the risk of old
productivity being thrown off.
Emergence of virtual factory will
strengthen
the
drastic
international
competition of textile dress market. At the

textile industry, to step up IT contribution to
textile economy growth from 15% to 30%.
Service of textile economic information
network system will drive the improving of
information level and productivity.
（2）Continue to construct and boost computer

same time, modern consumption develops
towards more diversification and individuation.
Functional produce will be replaced by
functional and artistic produce while singular
variety and large quantities of produce will be

service of information technology (IT) in

and network system of enterprise and make
effort to have some break in construction of
enterprise ERP system so that 200 textile key
enterprises can apply the ERP system after

substituted by multi-variety and small
quantities or even single made production.
New technology enters into the whole process
of textile dress produce, which not only
changes the quality、variety、function and style,

five
years
effort
and
establish
a
micro-foundation
of
united
industry
information system. Making effort to spread
CAD and computer aided produce system in
more enterprise produce technology fields and

but the traditional produce increasingly comes
into a new era with flexible、intelligent、
prompt 、extractive 、green 、artistic and
globalization characteristics. In the face of the
new space-time condition fill with Internet, we
must re-survey the traditional advantages of
Chinese textile industry. Many enterprises still
don’t get rid of the traditional economy or
even small produce competition mode, which
greatly depended on such factors as raw
materials and labors. Some other factors such
as stiff innovation mechanism、small research
and development investment 、absence of
innovation talented person 、lagging and

to spread computer aided management system
such as personnel、finance、substance and
distribution system in management system..
（3）Step up the construction of textile EC
system and develop EC operation with B2B as
its core under the condition of building EC
technology and business system, so as to gain
40 billion EC exchange rates in national
textile industry in three years. At the same
time, we should extend commerce and
business service in the whole textile industry
with information network.
The development principles of textile
industry EC are catch hold of key point、erect
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model、drive surface by point、actualize step
by step and avoid repeat and short term
passion.
Different produce、enterprise structure
and market distributing have different demand,
which is represented especially in the
construction of ERP system. It is either the
marked object of enterprise information
technology, or the course of enterprise
information technology construction. The
course is divided into four steps as the figure
shows below:
(1) Textile enterprise information system
construction
st
1 、We should build state level macro
service system, which means that we should
regard Chinese textile information center as a
core to construct “Chinese textile economy
information net (CTEIN)” under the support
of some relevant department. On the base of it,
the CTEIN globalization、socialization and
digitalization course should be accelerated
with open、creative and practical principles
such as increasing invest according with the
demand of textile industry information
technology plan, so as to found nerve center of
complex information system in textile industry.
To build and perfect the information service
system, work will be spread from three levels:
·providing accurate industry fundamental
information and all kinds of market
information and constructing the information
source system.
Providing
significant
increment
·

specialist and other relevant specialists, and
developing query decision service to satisfy
actual demands of enterprise.
2nd 、In order to improve the macro
decision and query service ability of
enterprise、industry 、region industry and
country, all kinds of database 、 database
management system 、models and models
management system should be built and
perfected. It mainly includes information
process standard、information collection and
searches、transportation quality management
and control and security standard, from which
the information resource quality and
efficiency can be assured. ERP engineering
and EC should be step up and B2B mode EC
should be tried in import and export field、
backbone enterprise、international buyer and
other enterprise having definite conditions in
advance.
EC in textile should be constructed as
three steps:
st
1 、Constructing EC model and exploring
commerce cooperation channel and trying to
operate it.
2nd 、Enlarging and perfecting the function
of EC and spreading its operation fields
rd
3 、Realizing integrate service of EC and
making it one of the primary models of textile
trade and trying to gain 40 billion EC
exchange rates per year in national textile
industry after three years effort.

information service to enterprise from
classifying 、 processing and analyzing
information.
· Developing and constructing textile
industry IDSS and ES on the help of textile
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Enterprise information construction

st

1 step

nd

rd

2 step

th

3 step

4 step

Setting up enterprise management information system
Constructing EDI transmission
and disposal、computer aided
management

to

replace

handwork calculate、draw and
report

with DSS. DSS is system having special database and
DBMS lower management level data. The system also
has model driven function, which can be use to
optimize projects and can enter into market by
dialogue between man and computer

EPR system can not only connect all the departments and personnel by the
Forming MIS to decompose the routine into

mainline of plan、produce and control, but also can help to decision by the

sub-systems and dispose them structural by

development of itself. It can also adapt many new ideas such as produce on

computer software, so as to help management

time、whole quality management、optimal produce technology and so on. The

and decision and to realize the whole object of

software not only has manufacture 、finance and distribution function, but also
includes factory and

warehouse management 、 quality and transport

management 、discipline and standard and projects 、invest and market
information management. It can combine computer produce system、enterprise
information communicate system and EC as a uniform one.

Figure 1 textile industry information course sketch map
Textile dress industry has a wide range,
so we should research EC model with its own
characteristic according different industries.
For example in textile industry, the raw
material is simplex such as cotton、wool and
chemical fiber while the application trench is
also simplex such as state cotton enterprise.
And produce arrangement and plan dispatch is
intricate and the distribution channels are

simplex relatively such as printing and dyeing
factories and export enterprises. The
characteristics indicate that EC in textile must
mainly depend on ERP and with SCM and
CRM as its accessories. Textile EC needn’t
use B2C model, for there are nobody buying
coarse fabric. Therefore, textile EC model
should be: ERP+SCM+CRM+INTERNET
Figure 2 is its sketch map.
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Figure 2 E-commerce Model in
Industry of knitting、printing and dyeing and

international unite management method》(the

dress can build EC model with their own
characteristics.
6、 Conclusion

old post bureau publicizes on 1996.4.3 )
public
multimedia
3 、 《 Chinese
communication management method》(the old

EC is the development trend and will get
great benefic if it is developed early enough.
We should discuss and research EC model in
textile actively so as to realize EC in textile
industry as soon as possible.

post bureau publicizes on 1997.9.10 )
4、《Chinese Internet domain name register
management temporary method 》 (State
Department information office publicizes
on1997.6.3)
5、《Computer information net international

Reference:
1 、《 Chinese computer information net
international unite management temporary
regulate 》 State Department publicizes

unite security protect management method》
(public security bureau on 1997.12.30)

on1996.2.1 and corrects on 1997.5.20
2 、《Chinese common computer Internet
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we set out to analyze the
effectiveness of today’s commercial Web sites,
using select criteria considered unique to
effective Web design. A random sample of 43
Virginia bank Web sites represented the study.
Each site was evaluated based on the same
criteria. The results s how fragmentation in Web
sites, ranging from those considered “mere
presence” to sites that were loaded with
multimedia, interactive audio and video, and
truly effective customization, speed, and
scalability. Few lessons can be learned for
improving Web presence on the Internet.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is fast altering the way banking is
transacted. The financial services community is
a sector that will see some of the most dramatic
and swift change. Driving this transformation
are three primary benefits: lower operating costs,
newfound
Internet-based
services,
and
personalization.
Allowing the customer to
transact business over the Internet significantly
reduces rising cost of human tellers. Automation
of online banking procedures also enables banks
to more efficiently serve a larger number of
customers 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, year
round.
Personalization means easing the
transition away from frequent personal contact
and toward a more electronic banking
environment. The personal touch of a handshake
is beginning to give way as financial institutions
create and harvest detailed databases on
customer preferences.
The overall goal is
marketing the right service to the right customer
at the right time and price.
What are today’s customers looking for in
Internet banking?
They want flexibility,
convenience, control of their accounts,
empowerment, and customization. Banks are
attempting to meet these demands and, in the
process, are offering discounts on various
services to attract and maintain customers in the
evolving state of the industry. However, the

Internet presents a challenge. Politicians are
currently facing off over the legal aspects of
electronic commerce, especially over the issue of
taxation and regulation (Thibodeau 2000, p. 16
and Chandrasekaran 1999, p. E1ff). With this in
mind, there is a strong movement toward
consolidation,
privacy,
customization,
interoperability, information management, and
loyalty programs (Awad 2001, chapter 15).
Smaller banks are concerned mainly with the
competition from brokerage firms, mutual fund
companies, and credit unions. This is where
Internet banking could give the “elbow room”
for banks in general to seek unique customers in
an effort to improve the revenue side of the
ledger.
Based on recent studies, electronic marketplaces
improve information sharing between the bank
and its customers and promote quick, just-intime deliveries of services (D’Antoni 2000, p.
165 and Petersen 1999, p. R6). The Web site has
been known to be one EC vehicle for the
consumer-bank interface. Convenience for the
consumer is a major driver to changes in the
financial services industry. Control is another
major driving factor.
Instead of banks
controlling the relationship with the customer,
customers today can have more control of their
banking needs via Internet Web sites that are
increasing in popularity nationwide.
See
(http://www.eds.com/abouteds/homepage/home
page digital economy.shtml.
Much debate has been relayed in the literature
about what constitutes an effective Web site and
to what extent Web design attracts the right type
and volume of visitors. More specifically, what
criteria should be considered in designing
effective Web sites? With the maturing ecommerce, it is important that some
standardization be used to identify an acceptable
Web site.
In this study, we analyze the effectiveness of
select Web sites in banking, using pre-tested
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criteria. A random sample of 43 Virginia bank
Web sites represented the study. Each site was
evaluated based on the same criteria.
AnswerThink
Consulting
Group
(ACG)
examined the level of development of 1,000
business Web sites.
They measured the
usefulness of Web sites in business processes by
assigning each Web site to a particular Web
generation. The five generations of Web sites
are:
1st generation —home page, who we are, etc.
2nd generation —electronic catalog, data
collection
3rd generation —interactive business transactions
4th generation —multimedia, work flow/BPR
integrated
5th generation —delivery platform expansion,
individualization
One conclusion was that fewer than 50 percent
of the Web sites were properly equipped to
handle electronic business. Nine percent has 4 th
generation Web sites and only 2 percent of the
sample organizations had 5 th generation Web
sites (Coleman 1998, p. 12). In this study, the
random sample of bank Web sites were
evaluated in terms of color, content, ancillaries,
category types, speed, services offered,
consistency, and scalability, as well as the
experience gained from this EC type of
investment.
THE EVALUATION CRITERIA
With the overwhelming support that electronic
commerce and Web site design have had across
industries, it seems obvious to focus on one
industry and study its Web site quality and
effectiveness. This study is based on a random
sample of 43 commercial banks in the
Commonwealth of Virginia.
The following
criteria were used:
Color scheme/general layout. A site
visitor is known to form a first
impression of a Web site within the first
seven seconds.
Color and general
layout have a definite psychological
impact on visitors accessing and staying
on
the
site.
See
http://www.colorvoodoo.com.
Color
red symbolizes power, energy, and
warmth, while color blue symbolizes
trust, conservatism, security, and order.
Color green means good luck, while

yellow
symbolizes
optimism,
dishonesty, and betrayal. Many US
banks use green to symbolize money.
Color purple symbolizes mystery,
cruelty, and arrogance, while color
orange connotes balance and warmth.
It may also signify a product that is
inexpensive. Earthy brown symbolizes
reliability and endurance, while gray
represents intellect, modesty, sadness,
and decay. It is the easiest color for the
human eye. White represents purity,
precision, and innocence.
Black
symbolizes power, sophistication, and
unhappiness. An ideal layout is one
with minimal text on a page and lots of
white space. The Web site should be
easy to navigate, with navigation bars
on each page of the site. There should
not be random pictures scattered
throughout the site, as it gives an
unprofessional look.
Type and shape of icons. Shape is an
extre mely powerful (but overlooked)
tool. It can motivate consumers, inspire
visitors, and provide an enjoyable visit
to the Web site. A circle represents
connection, community, wholeness,
endurance, and safety.
It refers to
feminine features like warmth, comfort,
and love. Rectangles represent order,
logic, and security. Finally, triangles
represent energy, power, balance, law,
and science. A circle and triangle in
combination can result in a conveyance
of energetic, dynamic community. Or
combine a circle and a rectangle for
warmth and security.
Page content. Banks new to the Web
have the misconception that once they
put up a site, people will come and visit.
This is far from the truth. Page content
refers to how much text makes up a
Web page. Studies found that users
don’t want to scroll up and down the
page when looking for information.
This means that Web sites should
provide valuable, timely information,
not lots of text. A popular site includes
updated information, interactivity, fun,
and freebies. Well-organized, edited,
and timely original content set in an
attractive, interactive, and consistent
format are traits of great bank Web sites.
Services offered. For this criterion, we
look for unique services that the site
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offers. It is not enough for banks to just
list their services. They must go into
some detail on all services and provide
contact information in case of questions
or follow up.
Primary focus. We expect a bank Web
site to have a primary focus. Take
Oakley, Inc., the maker of designer
sunglasses. The company’s main focus
is making glasses; yet, the company
also produces side products like shoes,
watches, and the like. It is the same
with banks. All banks have a primary
focus, whether it is home equity loans,
auto loans, or CDs. On the side, they
may offer personal checking accounts,
savings & investment plans, etc.
Ancillaries.
In Web design, it is
important to have links to do unique
things for the visitor. For example, one
banking ancillary is to evaluate one’s
current mo rtgage loan or help answer
questions such as “do you qualify for an
auto loan?” These ancillaries have been
known to attract more customers who
want more services or advice that are
freely available.
Site classification. Web sites were also
evaluated based on five categories:
Category 1 (mere presence) to category
5 (multimedia, interactivity, etc.).
Category 1 sites offer the bare essentials
such as hours, location, directions to the
bank, a list of services, etc. The sites
range from ugly, slapped on pages to
well thought-out sites with visual appeal.
But category 1 sites are purely
informational. They barely “talk” or do
much selling.
Category 2 sites are more focused.
They offer more detailed information
(e.g. forms applications, etc.) and
options that allow the visitor to send in
data for services like loan applications,
opening checking accounts, ordering
American
Express
checks,
etc.
Category 3 sites involve greater
interaction, using video and color to
guide the visitor to primary buttons,
links, or services. Category 4 sites use
multimedia as well as workflow tools,
and begin to show some personalization.
Category 5 sites are highly customized
sites and ones that offer advanced
services that stretch across the Internet.

They also coach the visitor into making
decisions, ordering products or services,
and
using
electronic
cash
to
consummate transactions.
Professionalism. This criterion looks
for how professional the site looks in
the eyes of the visitor.
Neatness,
spelling, and grammar are also
considered.
Security. On the security criterion,
sites with firewalls, digital certificates,
as well as SSL for information and
transaction processing would rate high
on the security scale.
Scalability. Scalability is how easily a
site can be updated. This involves use
of simple structure, frames, XML, and
design that lends itself to easy
maintenance.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In the analysis of color and layout, we found
high presence of blue, where blue represents
trust that is appropriate for banking. Sixty-eight
percent of Web sites included high presence of
blue as well as green. After brief interviews with
Web site designers, we deduce that green is used
as reference to money and to US currency.
With regard to icon shapes, we found broad use
of rectangles and significant presence of
triangles (67%). The most effective icons were
supported by Java script, which added a great
deal of convenience (e.g. pop-up menus) and
aesthetic appeal to navigation.
In terms of page content, it was found that Web
sites were more cluttered and text -heavy on sites
of smaller banks (79%) and complex services
were only offered on the larger more advanced
sites. Ancillary tools such as calculating or
refinancing mortgage varied widely across Web
sites, depending on the category of the site. For
example, 46 percent of category 4 and 5 sites
provided more ancillary tools than category 1
and 2 sites, which were heavy on text content.
Speed, consistency, and scalability were among
the highest rated criteria (72-85%) for the sample.
This was in contrast to the lowest rating on site
personalization. It was evident that a bank rarely
tried to take advantage of customer information
by personalizing the site, based on the
customer’s preferences and behaviors. Only 14
% of the banks provided personalized, customer-
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oriented approach to Web site surfing.
One
conclusion is that category 4 and 5 sites (larger
banks) are more likely candidates for major site
improvements or personalization, as they learn to
better leverage customer databases.
In terms of the Web site classifications, only
16% of the sites were category 4-5, representing
7 out of the 43 banks included in the study.
Thirty-seven percent were category 3 (mediumsize banks), and 47% were category 1-2 sites,
which were small banks. One preliminary
conclusion is that most banks are in their early
phases of relying on e-commerce for banking
services. Category4-5 sites, where there is heavy
reliance on lending and specialized services,
require advanced, real-time databases capable of
interactively expediting services quickly and
directly with the site visitor, regardless of
location or time of the day.
This level
technology turned out to be more unique to
large-size banks than medium-size or small
banks.
With respect to security, only 19 percent of the
Web sites were considered adequate on security
protocols. They were heavy on lending via the
Internet. Security standards were measured,
based on whether the Web site used firewalls,
digital certificates, as well as SSL for transaction
processing. In contrast, 53 percent of the sites
had virtually no security standards. The Web
sites were simply advertising presence.
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
This exploratory research set out to determine
the effectiveness of Web sites in commercial
banking. One preliminary conclusion is that the
Internet is definitely altering the way banks
transact business.
Allowing customers to
transact business via bank Web sites reduces
costs of traditional bank tellers, automates online
banking procedures, and allows banks to serve a
large number of customers 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, year round.
In addition to lower operating costs and the
advent of new services via the Internet, the
bank’s
ability
to
personalize
banking
relationships is bound to ease the transmission
away from on-site trips to the bank and toward a
more electronic banking environment.
The
personal touch of a handshake is giving way as
financial institutions create and harvest detailed
databases on customer preferences.
An

emerging goal is marketing the right service to
the right customer at the right time and price.
Likewise, customers look for flexibility,
convenience, empowerment, and customizations.
Banks are meeting the challenge by the way they
approach Web site design and the growing
scalability of such sites with advancing
technology.
Based on the sample, another conclusion of this
study is that financial institutions in the
Commonwealth of Virginia tend to be highly
fragmented. Web presence is clearly defined by
the niche market to which the bank is catering
and the technology used.
One of the
unanticipated findings was the geographic
propensity toward the rural lifestyle in Virginia.
Smaller local banks can thrive in this market
with little or no Web presence, as the population
they serve does not have ready access to the
Internet. As the banking market consolidates
and the “local bank” becomes a thing of the past,
more comprehensive Web-based services are
being offered to Virginia banking consumers
from the larger more established banks. These
services are also more prevalent in the
metropolitan areas of the state due to the
increased familiarity with Web technology.
Finally, these preliminary findings alert us to the
importance of revisiting the conditions that
determine how a bank wants to be represented on
the Internet, the goals and potential of ecommerce to serve the revenue side of the
equation, and the impact of larger banks
continuing to acquire smaller banks and the
resulting effect on e-commerce in banking.
Assessing the status of e-commerce in banking
via Web site evaluation is interesting, but factors
like the ones just sited are additional variables to
consider in a later study.
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ABSTARCT
Present paper is based on the findings of the ongoing
Ajmer Experiments. Ajmer Experiments are quasiexperiments that inquire into the consumer evaluation of
service quality. The paper presents the two factors’ theory
of the author. The paper suggests that a more detailed
approach is required wherein each factor needs to be
considered independently and not as an aggregate
dimension. The paper reports evidence to support two factor theory for services that was dis carded by earlier
researchers. The paper argues to differentiate between the
factors and the outcome of performance along these factors.
The study describes the two factors as ‘vantage factors’
and ‘qualifying factors’. Marketers need to be selective in
that certain factors behave as vantage factors while others
as qualifying factors. The two are different in nature and
require a differential treatment. The paper also analyses the
nature and behavior of these two types of factors.
Managerial implications ofthese factors are also dealt with
in this paper.

responsiveness,
competence,
access,
courtesy,
communication, credibility, security, understanding/
knowing the consumer, and tangibles [1]. Later these were
reduced to five: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness,
empathy and assurance [ 7 ]. Grönroos added a sixth
dimension recovery to these five [8]. This refers to having
a clear-cut strategy for removing the unwanted elements of
service offer to the satisfaction of the consumer.
All have not universally accepted these dimensions.
Researchers have reported that their research do not
support these dimensions. Finn and Lamb researching on
retailing negated the Parasuraman et al.’s claim that their
instrument is applicable to a wide range of services [9].
They concluded that the five dimensions are insufficient to
measure service quality in the retail setting. Similarly,
Cronin and Taylor, researching for services like banks,
dry-cleaning, etc. found little support for Berryet al.’s five
dimensions [10]. They did not have any research sample
that confirmed Parasuraman’s five dimensional construct
of service quality.

INTRODUCTION
This paper revisits the much-debated issue- whether the
determinants of service quality can be classified into two
types along the Herzberg’s two-factors theory: the hygiene
factors and the motivators? Hygiene factors are those,
which, if not provided, result in customer dissatisfaction,
and the motivators are those, which do not cause
dissatisfaction when absent, but when provided, create a
positive disposition for services, leading to enhanced
demand for it.

Silvestro and Johnston [11] and Fitzgerald et al. [12] in
their studies enlarged the Parasuraman et al.'s efforts by
redefining some of the previous dimensions and enlarging
this list to as many as 15 factors. They caution against
relying exclusively on the market (or consumers) to
determine all the key attributes of service quality. Thus,
they maintain that due attention to the specific tasks of
operations is also desirable.

SERVICE QUALITY
One of the most accepted facts is that service quality in
most cases depends on a number of factors or aspects [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Berry
(1985)
identified
ten
determinants:
reliability,

Among others Collier identifies the following service
quality attributes: accuracy, volume and activity,
convenience, time-oriented responsiveness, reliability,
professionalism and competence, friendliness and
consumer empathy, atmosphere and aesthetics, security
and safety , productivity and efficiency, overall market and
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performance
indicators,
technology ,
and
price/value/cost/relationships [5]. Earlier, Juran and his
associates have identified three aspects of services that
should be measured: timeliness, consumer well being, and
continuity of services [13].

studies Maddox found some evidence to support Swan and
Combs’ suggestions [16]. He concluded:
Low values on an expressive attribute will
reduce satisfaction, but will not lead to
dissatisfaction.

Armistead classified the service dimensions as ‘soft’ and
‘firm’. The style (attitude of staff, accessibility of staff,
and ambience), steering (the degree to which customers
feel in control of their own destiny) and safety (trust,
security and confidentiality) are the soft dimensions
whereas; time (availability, responsiveness and waiting),
fault freeness (in physical good, intangible activities and
information) and flexibility (recovery, customization and
augmented services) are the ‘firm’ dimensions [14].

Later in an important study, Cadotte and Turgeon found
that some variables were dissatisfiers when the
performance or absence of the desired feature led to
dissatisfaction, which then resulted in a complaining
behavior. On the other hand, higher levels of performance
along these features did not necessarily lead to
compliments [17]. They therefore concluded, “Dissatisfiers
represent the necessary but not sufficient conditions of
product performance”. They also identified the existence
of some satisfiers that lead to a complimenting behavior,
when performed well, but their absence does not
necessarily leads to dissatisfaction. Thus, they suggested,
“From a management point of view satisfiers represent an
opportunity to move ahead of the pack”.

The significance of these quality characteristics can vary
considerably between types of services and individual
buyers. Yet what is important here is that these studies
assume a similar characteristic for all dimensions- that a
good performance along these dimensions will lead to
customer satisfaction and an insufficient performance level
will lead to customer’s dissatisfaction?
FACTORS THEORY: EARLY RESEARCH
There exists an alternate view. Some research has tried to
approach the determinants by attempting to classify them
as ‘satisfiers’ and ‘dissatisfiers’. Way back in 1976, Swan
and Combs suggested that:
Consumers judge products on a limited set of
attributes, some of which are relatively
important in determining satisfaction, while
others are not critical to customer satisfaction
but are related to dissatisfaction when
performance on them is unsatisfactory [ 15 ].
Swan and Combs made an attempt to classify the
determinants into two- instrumental (the performance of
physical product) and expressive (the psychological
performance of the product). He suggested that both of
these have to be achieved to satisfy a customer. They
further suggested that:
Satisfaction will tend to be associated with
expressive outcomes above or equal to
expectations and dissatisfaction will tend to be
related to performance below expectations for
instrumental outcomes.
Further, to be satisfactory, the product must meet
expectations on both instrumental and expressive
outcomes. Also that dissatisfaction may result from either
type of performance. Though the Swan and Combs study
provide us with some initial research on the factors theory,
it must be pointed out that the exploratory study was
focused on products and therefore cannot be generalized
forservices. Also the researchers had faced some problems
in classifying their data, for example ‘comfort’ could be
classified as either expressive or instrumental. In either
case it significantly affected the outcome. Later in his

They also identified some ‘criticals’ that could lead to both
positive and negative feelings. Using ‘quality of service’ as
a single dimension, they classified it as a critical one
wherein it can be either or both a satisfier and a dissatisfier.
Another category identified by them was ‘neutrals’ that
neither elicits compliments nor the complaints. Studies by
Cadotte and Turgeon thus recognised that causes of
satisfaction and dissatisfaction may be different and that
management must handle them separately. One limitation
of this study was that is considered ‘service’ as a single
variable and it failed to identify and classify the
determinants of ‘service’.
Working on similar lines Johnston and his associates [18],
[19], drawing analogy from Herzberg, et al.’s called their
categories hygiene, enhancing and dual factors. Mersha
and Adlakha using a similar approach also claim some
evidence that a certain level, there may be some difference
between the causes of satisfaction and dissatisfaction [20].
Using critical incidence and cluster analysis, Smith et al.
also subscribed to the idea that determinants of satisfaction
and dissatisfaction may be different [21].
Johnston again in 1995 tried to approach the service
quality using a two factor’s approach. He this time called
them satisfiers and dissatisfiers [ 22 ]. He pointed out
serious limitations of earlier studies as being product based
[15], [16], [23]; or, having used broad categories [15], [17],
[24]; or, having used smaller samples [20], [21]; or, being
exploratory in nature, whose findings cannot be
generalized [15], [16], [20], [21], [23]; and that some
studies used data from different industries where the
satisfiers and dissatisfiers may not necessarily be the same
[18], [20], [24]. In this study Johnston used 17
determinants of service quality [18] to study the banking
service. Johnston resorted to critical ni cident technique
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(CIT) in this study to solicit customers’ perceptions about
the banking service. This important study that returned
more ‘satisfying’ incidents than ‘dissatisfying’ incidents
has concluded that: (i) determinants associated with
dissatisfaction are significantly different from those that
create satisfaction; (ii) study returned a low value of r s,
which implies no correlation rather than inverse correlation,
contrary to the suggestion of Berry et al. that the
determinants that tend to satisfy are the obverse of those
that dissatisfy [1]; (iii) there were only four exclusive
determinants of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the
bankintegrity
(dissatisfaction),
commitment
(satisfaction), aesthetics (dissatisfaction), and cleanliness
(satisfaction); (iv) most determinants can be either a source
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction / the remaining 13 factors
in this case; (v) more significant determinants related to
intangible side of the service; (vi) it was pointed out that
‘reliability’ was typical factor and it at times is a satisfier
and at times a dissatisfier (reliability however was tenth on
the list of satisfiers with only two percent of mentions).
This study thus substantiates the earlier studies by
Johnston and associates [11], [18], [25]. Silvestro and
Johnston [25] maintains:
It might be argued that this implies that quality
factors do not split into two groups of hygiene
and enhancing factors. The reasons behind such
a position would be as follows:

Had some or many of these factors
been cited exclusively as reasons for
satisfaction or dissatisfaction, this
would have provided strong evidence
for hygiene/ enhancer hypothesis.
However, this was not the case for any
of the factors. This is not in itself a
reason to reject the framework; indeed,
it might be worthy of note that none of
the Herzberg’s factors were found to be
exclusively dissatisfying or satisfying
either and this did not prompt him to
abandon the theory.
If the factors divided clearly into two
distinct groups, one would expect the
factors most commonly causing
dissatisfaction to be different from
those factors most commonly referred
to as satisfying. In fact, in this sample
of customers, the four factors which
most commonly caused dissatisfaction
was identical to the four factors most
commonly referred to as dissatisfying.
Five of the 15 quality factors which
emerged from the anecdotal could not

be easily be categorized as either
enhancing or hygiene, since the ratio of
satisfying to dissatisfying references for
each of these factors was less than
55:45.
They however caution that this is not a conclusive disproof
of the enhancer/ hygiene hypothesis.
AJMER EXPERIMENTS
September 1997, a simulated classroom experiment was
carried out at different student groups at different levels of
different faculties. The experiment included a survey of the
student’s perception of what they considered important in
a classroom teaching experience. What qualities do they
consider important in a teacher? Surprisingly, the findings
suggested that friendliness; empathy appeared to be more
important. Competence of the teacher, his knowledge of
the subject, etc. appeared at a low priority. This generated
an intense debate - "Do the competence of the teacher, his
knowledge of the subject not considered important by the
consumer?" Should a new model of "teacher" be explored
in the light of above? In the light of Indian higher
education scenario that continues to exist with shades of its
colonial past and bureaucratic structures this was a
startling result. Findings appeared to be in consonance
with the results of Parasuraman, Berry, Zeithaml model, in
that that there are certain important determinants of quality
of any service. Factors constituting empathy and
responsiveness took prominence over those that account
for assurance and reliability. In the light of above findings,
it was being suggested, that newly discovered attributes of
a teacher need to be emphasized. As a sequel to this, a
study was carried out in later half of 1999 that analyzed the
performance at a classroom. This study was carried out on
the lines of the Three-Column Format suggested by
Parasuraman, et al. [26]. The SERVQUAL dimensions
were not used yet performance was evaluated as compared
to minimum service level and desired level. It was decided
to carry out a comparative analysis of the evaluations for
two groups one that categorically evaluated the
performance as unsatisfactory and the other group that
evaluated it as good.
Another important thing about Ajmer Experiments is that
it approaches the service quality problem by analyzing the
various factors and not the entire dimension as a basic unit.
It must be noted that a dimension consists of a number of
factors. Further that though a dimension may give us an
aggregate idea about the preferences and expectations of
the consumer, it is the factors that are individually
responsible for consumer evaluation on service quality. In
certain critical situations the consumer evaluation of key
factors is such that it do not matches with the evaluation of
the dimension as a whole.
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FACTORS AS DETERMINANTS OF QUALITY
It is important that service providers identify and
emphasize some Key Factors (KF) rather than considering
the entire dimension as one with all constituent factors as
being equally important. This study by the author and his
associates confirms the results of Rosen and Karwan, that,
the importance of quality dimensions appears to vary with
service setting [ 27 ]. Ajmer Experiments suggest that
generalizations are difficult to make because of variation
in the basic nature of services (labor or capital intensity)
and also that the type of industry affect the construct of
service. It was found that the factors that constitute
empathy and responsiveness were found to be more
important for labor-intensive industry while those
constituting tangibles and reliability affected the
assessment of quality dimensions in case of capitalintensive services. This was also confirmed by the results
from a similar study done for ‘Management Education’
where the single most important dimension was the
knowledge of the teacher (assurance).
Services USP (unique selling proposition) can be woven
around different criteria (tangibility, customization, labor
intensity, etc.). This criterion in turn could be the KPD
(key performance dimension). Different user groups can
see each type of service in turn as performing on a number
of factors across different dimensions. From among these
factors, some are the key factors and are relatively more
important for the consumer. A number of these KFs could
be simultaneously important for these user groups, though
the relative importance of these dimensions may vary from
one user group to another. Though there may be general
shift in consumer preference for a dimension for example
from medical care through patient care to hospital care
incase of the consumers of healthcare. Their importance
may also vary from one consumer group/ segment to
another.
SERVICE QUALITY IS DYNAMIC
This proposition is based on the findings of the Ajmer
1
Experiments . As a part of research design an assessment
of quality gap was made for various services. This
assessment was made using the standard SERVQUAL tool
of Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry [7]. The questionnaire
was administered to the consumers of various relatively
new services like computer centers, cyber-cafes,
supermarkets, etc., during February-March, 1997. A
feedback on different quality dimensions was furnished to
the service providers. This was intentionally done so that
the providers may consciously/ subconsciously try to make
some improvements in their services along the various
1

Ajmer Experiments are quasi experiments instituted since March
1997 to carry out investigation into the dynamics of service quality.
The Findings are revealing and have significant contributions to the
body of knowledge in the subject.

quality dimensions. In the second phase (April -March
1998) again an assessment of quality was made. To the
surprise of the researchers it was observed that in spite of
the reported conscious efforts by the provider to improve
the services there existed a quality gap between the
expectations and the perception about the services
provided.
The Quality Gap increased with time. This suggested that
the expectations of the consumer rise with time
irrespective of the activities of the provider. Expectations
keep on rising along the time axis and this may be due to
the ever-increasing pressures of competition, word-ofmouth, designed external communication by the service
provider, or imagination of the consumer.
DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN 'QUALIFYING' AND
'VANTAGE' FACTORS.
Further, the weights assigned to the various quality factors
change over a period of time. It appears that certain factors
of service quality behave as “order winning” factors.
These are the Vantage Factors. They are the most sought
after factors for the consumer group. All assessments about
the quality are influenced by these dominant factors. Over
a period of time these factors start settling down as
maintenance factors or Qualifying Factors. The qualifiers
are those that were once considered important by the
consumers (say cleanliness in a hospital). They are still
important (cleanliness is still important in that its absence
would alienate the consumer) but the focus of competition
gradually shifts to other consideration (say hospitality or
nursing care, etc. in case of hospitals). An absence of these
factors drives away the consumer, while their presence is
considered a basic essential part of the service contract.
Their presence no longer drives in the consumers. Thus the
factors of service quality for a service can be divided into
two parts - one set that enables the service to qualify for
the competition by maintaining the consumer satisfaction
with the service and the other that wins orders by
motivating the consumer into consuming the services as
against the offers of the competitor.
CONSUMER IS MORE TOLERANT OF VANTAGE
FACTORS
Studies as part of the Ajmer Experiments have shown that
consumers are more tolerant of vantage factors. Though
they expect better performance on vantage factors as a
differentiator of a particular service they are generally
more tolerant to a not so good a performance i.e. empathy
and courtesy of nursing personnel in a healthcare setting or
decor in the service scape of a travel agent or that of a
hotel. The factors that the consumer classifies as qualifying
factors are ones, which the consumer generally does not
consider for differentiating a service offer. But
paradoxically he is not willing to accept an inadequate
performance. It must be noted that both the desired service
level and adequate service levels are both close and low.
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As opposed to this, the zone of tolerance is wide for
vantage factors - decor in the front office of a bank or a
hospital. Thus the consumer is not vary particular about
the qualifying factors which he assumes will be of an
adequate quality for a service offer to exist in the market in
the face of competition. But this reluctance does not mean
that he is not interested in the performance along this
factor. In fact he is intolerant of any inadequate
performance along this factor.
TRANSITION OF VANTAGEFACTOR TO A
QUALIFYING FACTOR
The service provider as a part of their marketing strategy
often introduce and communicate about a performance
along a particular factor as a unique selling proposition.
The pressures of competition generally drive this. Either
the going practice of the contemporary times is adapted or
an innovation is introduced as an enhancement of service
concept. This serves as vantage factors say; cleanliness in
Indian hospitals some years back was a vantage factor. In
recent times e-shopping is a vantage factor. Consumer is
delighted by this 'new experiment'. But over a period of
time he gets used to it and is no more attracted by the offer.
In fact he starts expecting this 'new' feature as a necessary
part of routine offer. This then becomes a part of the bare
essential requirements of the offer. To be in the market a
hospital has to be clean, self service in a fast food outlet is
absolutely fine and Pentium machines- of course! Apart
from this what else is on the offer?
The factor enters into consideration as a vantage factor but
over a period of time, as competition matures, is relegated
to as a qualifying factor. The zone of tolerance gradually
gets narrower. To begin with consumer allows for more
variation as he attributes such a variation to
experimentation with the new offer and he gets more
tolerant about this factor of the service offer. But over a
period of time he believes that a provider must include this
factor as a part of the offer. His tolerance reduces. He is
now not ready to excuse the provider for inadequacies of
performance on this factor, which by now is a qualifyingfactor.
DOMINANT FACTORS
There are certain factors that are important for consumers
at a point of time. Performance along these factors/
dimensions eclipses, to a certain extent, the evaluation of
performance along other factors/ dimensions. In the third
phase of Ajmer experiments, with responses from
consumers of auto servicing, air travel agents, private
nursing homes, beauty parlors and supermarkets, it was
analyzed that aggregate assessment of the quality of a
service is with reference to a few factors alone. The
consumer considers not all factors of all dimensions. Given
some time to respond to a structured questionnaire seeking
response for various items (22 items in SERVQUAL) and
dimensions a consumer may evaluate the performance. But

while making an overall assessment all factors/ dimensions
do not get into consideration. Respondents from a crosssection of industries were asked to evaluate the
performance along various factors and also make an
overall assessment. The results suggest that qualifying
factors do not enter the consideration as long as there is an
inadequate performance. Consumer evaluation of service
quality is based only on the performance along vantage
factors that are the dominant factors. Incase the qualifying
factors are not of an adequate quality, they assume
dominant postures and the evaluation of quality revolves
around them. It must be noted that qualifying factors are
dominant only for a negative evaluation. They have little
role in positive evaluation of the service quality. Given an
adequate performance of qualifying factors, dominant
vantage factors determine whether the service offer is good
or not so good.
QUALIFYING FACTORS
An inadequate performance of a qualifying factor would
adversely affect the overall perception of service quality,
more than an inadequate performance of a vantage factor.
The consumers who rated the overall performance as
inadequate did so because the gap between the expected
adequate level of performance and the consumers'
perception of the service providers' quality was larger for
certain factors that did not appear on consumers' priority.
Only in 19 percent cases was the overall rating poor when
the performance of factors rated 'important' was not so
good. This was substantiated by the fact that for an
overwhelming 68 percent of the cases where the overall
rating was 'inadequate' the performance along the
'important dimensions' was between the expected levels
and the adequate levels. The lesson for the service
marketers is that they need not invest a lot on qualifying
factors, as they do not extend any additional advantage to
the provider. But performance along all such factors be
tracked so as to ensure that these factors do not get below
the adequate level mark. In such situations these qualifying
factors become the dominant factors and tend to eclipse
even the good performance along the vantage factors
(factors that are contemporarily rated 'important' by the
provider).
VANTAGE FACTORS
As long as the performance of qualifying factors is
maintained around the 'adequate levels', the vantage factors
become the dominant factors. The vantage factors are
those factors that the consumers rate as important at a
particular point of time. It is these factors that are
emphasized (or need to be emphasized) in all
communication and appear as a part of USP hospitality in
a hospital, decor at a saloon, in-flight gifts, etc.
Just opposite to the nature of qualifying factors, an
exceptionally good performance of a vantage factor overassesses the over-all quality of service, more than an
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exceptionally good performance of a qualifying factor. An
exceptionally good performance on qualifying factors in
73 percent cases could get converted in only an adequate
overall rating (2 on a 3-point scale). Of all the cases where
the overall rating was good (3 on a 3 point scale) 84
percent reported that the perceived performance was close
to the expected level mark. The evidence suggests that
companies should work hard to identify and select a few
important vantage factors at a point of time so that
energies may be channelized to keep the performance on
higher side of the zone of tolerance.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This section tries to highlight how the findings of the
present study are a departure from some earlier studies.
The first important thing to be noted here is that the
Parasuraman et al.’s five dimensions with 22 -item tool
though may provide a good theoretical model of service
quality. It is rather difficult for the customer/s to evaluate
quality on the basis of such a comprehensive list. In fact
what determines the service quality at a point of time is a
function of some dominant factors. One, which factor/s
dominate at a point-of-time, must be determined on a case
basis and two, what is likely to dominate must be
understood by the service leadership. Further as pointed
out earlier factors are not same as dimensions. A
dimension consists of a number of factors. It must also be
understood that a dominating factor may come from a not
so important dimension. On the other hand there may be
some not-so-important factors from a very important
dimension. Factor dominance often depends on the
competitive position and the positioning strategies adopted
by the provider. As an example, Johnston and Lyth suggest
that the cleanliness of facilities in a restaurant is a hygiene
factor because the customer expects it- for example if, if
the cutlery is dirty, then the customer becomes dissatisfied.
However, if cutlery is clean, the customer’s perception of
quality provided is not positively enhanced…. [28]. It is
however known that McDonalds has successfully
communicated cleanliness as a enhancing factor that its
customers value. Thus ‘satisfying’, ‘dissatisfying’ and
‘critical’ may not necessarily be different categories of
factors- instead it is just the customer reaction to the
perceived performance along the factor. Thus this study
suggests that the factors could be ‘vantage’ or ‘qualifying’
depending upon the state and nature of competition, while
the resultant experience could be ‘satisfying’ or
‘dissatisfying’ which may lead to its being ‘a dominating
factor’, still it may not be critical.
A factor cannot be classified as satisfier or dissatisfier.
Factor is secular and a performance of this factor results
into satisfaction or dissatisfaction or some intermediate
position. These intermediate positions are also important in
that the service leadership must keep a track of these and
evaluate how much of variation may result into these
becoming dominating factors. Thus factors need to be

differentiated from the outcomes of the performance along
these factors at certain levels.
At a point of time there may be many factors that account
for evaluation of service quality. Conscious efforts by
providers may induce the consumers to consider some
more factors as part of their evaluation say for example cleanliness in case of McDonalds or timely home-delivery
in case of Domino’s Pizza. Service companies must make
sustained efforts to keep these factors as vantage factors or
else the competition may relegate them as qualifying
factors. In that case the providers must focus on new
service features to keep them ahead of the competition.
It must also be understood that there will be a limited
number of dominating factors around which the customer
will evaluate the service experience. Both the vantage and
qualifying factors could be dominating depending upon the
level of performance along them. A below expectation
performance for a qualifying factor may render it
dominating while an outstanding performance along a
vantage factor may help differentiate a service from the
competition. Further what is a vantage factor and what is a
qualifying factor will vary from situation to situation. Also,
how long a factor remains a vantage or qualifying factor
will also vary from case to case.
Still the service leadership must understand that customers
are generally less tolerant to inadequate performance along
a qualifying factor whereas they are relatively more
tolerant to an inadequate performance along a vantage
factor.
LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDIES
One of the most important limitations of the Ajmer
experiments has been the failure to develop an Analytical
2
Hierarchy Process (AHP) tool that differentiates between
a vantage factor and a qualifying factor. This is an
important gap in the service quality research as service
providers may like to have such a tool to track which
factors are vantage factors and which are qualifying factors
2 Analytical hierarchy process (AHP) tool is a quantitative technique
that facilitates structuring a multi-attribute, multi period and multi
person problem hierarchically. The attribute can be qualitative or
quantitative. The Methods involve development of relative importance
among the attributes using expert opinion or similar methods.
Relative weights are then calculated based on respective importance of
the attributes. The relative importance would then depend upon the
goals and sub goals of the problem. Hence, the problem to decide
which factors are vantage factors and which one are just qualifying
factors, can be broken hierarchically into different structures depending
upon its goals and sub-goals. Ajmer Experiments propose to
concentrate on the development of a suitable AHP tool for the purpose
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and to pin point when a vantage factor slips into the
qualifying factor category. Given the present state of
research only some indications are available that may help
us differentiate between the two categories:
a. Given the adequate overall performance, the factors
that attract the consumer towards a service offer are
generally vantage factors.
b. Vantage factors have a greater zone of tolerance
c. Factor that are individually important but are from a
not-so-important dimension may be the qualifying
factors.
d. Consumers are very particular about the inadequate
performance of a qualifying factor.
e. Qualifying factors have a narrow zone of tolerance.
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ABSTRACT
For many years the Energy Research Laboratory of the
Institute of Industrial Technology Research (ITRI) in Taiwan
has provided R&D and technical support to the
refrigeration/air-conditioning
industry. Although the
majority of vendors in this industry are small companies with
limited activities on the Internet, they have annual revenue
of $3 billion US dollars. This paper studies the
competitiveness and market positioning of an ITRI operated
e-marketplace specializing in refrigeration/air-conditioning
products and services. The authors propose a business
strategy to evolve this e-marketplace in three stages with
each stage offering mo re advanced services.
Keyword: Refrigeration, E-Marketplace, Air-Conditioning
1.INTRODUCTION
Refrigeration and air-conditioning products in the consumer
market include air-conditioners, de-humidifiers, air purifiers,
and refrigerators etc. In the industrial market there are large
freezers for food industry; large coolers used in the chemical
processes by textile and petro-chemical
industries;
de-humidifiers used in lithium batter plant; and clean-room
air-conditioning systems used
in semi-conductor,
pharmaceutical, bio-tech industries as well as in operation
rooms of hospitals.
The equipment and processes used in high-tech industries
always require stringent environmental conditions with
precise control over temperature, humidity, and air purity. As
the traditional industries in Taiwan are gradually changing
over to high-tech industries, demand for high quality
refrigeration and air-conditioning will increase. Once Taiwan
joins the WTO, fierce foreign competition in the
refrigeration/air-conditioning sector is inevitable, hence
increasing efficiency and establishing distribution channels
via the Internet to enhance the competitiveness of Taiwan’s
refrigeration and air-conditioning industry is suggested.
Although Internet commerce has experienced some setbacks
this past year, its potential should not be under-estimated.
Possibly, there were too many B2C web sites competing to
give consumers free services in order to increase the
customer base or market share. Notwithstanding, this
business model failed to produce profits. The B2B model, on
the other hand, can bring efficiency and cost down for both
suppliers and clients. An e-marketplace can be defined as an
electronic or on-line platform that provides, between buyers
and sellers, support for all steps of the entire order fulfillment
process. Strader (1997)[6] demonstrated that e-markets enjoy

transaction cost advantages over traditional markets from
both the buyers’ and sellers’ perspectives.
The purpose of this study is to explore the feasibility of
setting up an e-marketplace specializing in refrigeration and
air-conditioning products and services. Vendors from each
sector of Taiwan’s refrigeration and air-conditioning
industry have been interviewed to learn of their concerns
and interests in participating in such an e-marketplace.
This paper is organized in five sections: Section II reviews
the literature on the operation of e-marketplaces. Section III
describes the competitiveness of e-marketplaces operated
by different enterprises with different market positions.
Section IV describes the current status of the Taiwan
refrigeration/air-conditioning industry and the market
positioning of an e-marketplace operated by ITRI. Section V
proposes the service offerings in three developmental
stages for the refrigeration/air-conditioning e-marketplace of
Taiwan. Section VI discusses our conclusions and
recommendations.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
To understand the characteristics or to master the success
factors of an e-marketplace, one has to categorize the
different types of e-marketplace which are differentiated by
their operators. Bakos (1991)[2] refers to the firm operating
the e-marketplace as the intermediary. The intermediary may
be a market participant (a buyer or seller), an independent
third-party, or a multi-firm consortium. This study further
differentiates the market participant into a friendly
(complementary to other participants) participant; a hostile
(competing against other participants) participant; and a
single-buyer participant (buy from multi-sellers) or a
single-seller participant (sell to multi-buyers). Detailed
descriptions of these participants are explained in Section III.
Jutla(1999)[5]classifiede-marketplaces into three categories:
the e-broker (cybermediary) model (e.g. amazon.com), the
manufacturer model (e.g. Dell), and the auction model (e.g.
priceline.com). The e-broker is equivalent to the independent
third-party in our study, the auction model refers to the
transaction method rather than differentiating the operator,
and the category of manufacturer really did not distinguish
the different market position and market strengths as we
have distinguished them in Section III.
Jutla (1999)[5] also looked into the success factors of an
e-marketplace: strategic factors, technical factors, and
functional factors. Strategies include first-to-market, brand
establishment, customer focus, targeted marketing,
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outsourcing, and development of a customer or user
community, etc. Technical issues encompass quality of
service items such as response time, throughput, reliability,
etc. Functional aspects include facilitation of product
customization, support for negotiation, and access to a
similar-interest user community, etc. In this paper, we
describe the planning of an e-marketplace for a specific
industry. We suggest different service offerings for three
developmental stages which are to meet some of the
strategies as well as possess some of the functionalities
described above. The technical performance objectives for
our e-marketplace are assumed to satisfy all participants’
needs and, therefore, are not within the scope of this study.
3. THE COMPETITIVENESSOF E-MARKETPLACE
OPERATORS
B2B e-commerce can be interpreted as an enterprise
conducting business with another enterprise over the
Internet. If this is done on an individual basis, there is no
marketplace involved. However, if many enterprises go to
one website to do business with one another, then this
website acts just like a marketplace. E-marketplaces may be
classified into the following categories by the different kinds
of websites owners:
3.1. E-marketplace of a Single Enterprise
A very large enterprise that buys from a large number of
suppliers is in a good position to operate an e-marketplace
on its own website. For example, General Motor buys a large
variety of products and components for a large amount of
money from a large number of potential suppliers. GM
announces the products that it wants to buy, the volume, the
specifications, and the delivery requirements on its website,
and vendors throughout the world respond to the request
for proposals by sending their responses to GM’s website
before the due date. GM can efficiently pick the most
appropriate vendors through this on-line vendor selection
mechanism.
GM and the vendors benefit from this Internet e-marketplace
because no paperwork needs to be prepared, no express mail
is required, no manpower is needed to compare the bids, as
well as numerous other advantages. Decisions can be made
in relatively short time, and the GM purchasing department
saves millions of dollars.
A very large enterprise that sells to a large number of
customers is also in a good position to operate an
e-marketplace on its own website. For example, China Steel is
at the top of the supply chain of various steel products in
Taiwan. China Steel can list all of its products on its website
and ask buyers to e-mail their purchase orders. China Steel
can vary its prices instantaneously reflecting the latest
supply and demand situations. China Steel can even ask the
buyers to bid forits products at times when demand exceeds
supply. China Steel can also base the knowledge of the latest
demand for its products and adjust its production schedules
accordingly. Since China Steel is the largest supplier of such
steel products in Taiwan, all of the downstream vendors will
have no choice but to cooperate with China Steel’s
e-marketplace selling mechanism.

3.2 E-marketplace Operated by a Third Party Not in the
Same Industry
Section 3.1 describes the e-marketplace of a large seller or a
large buyer doing business with a large group of its business
partners. This section describes the situation of a large
group of vendors that need to do business with one another.
In such a situation an opportunity exits for a third party to
operate a website as the e-marketplace which will allow
vendors to conduct business among themselves as well as
for their customers to do business with them.
The incentives for vendors to join such an e-marketplace
1.)includes: Most vendors do not have the technical
expertise or capital to set up an e-commerce transaction
system, nor does there exist enough business to justify their
individual investment or to cover recursive maintenance
2.)expenses. An e-marketplace can generate a clustering
effect by attracting more vendors and clients, which will
translate into higher visibility and more businesses for all
3.)participating vendors. The independent third party is
offering a useful service and poses no threat to the vendors.
The following conditions may have to be true for a third
party to have an opportunity to play the role of an
1.)e-marketplace operator. No vendor in an industry is big
2.)enough to form an e-marketplace. There are big vendors, 3.)
but they are not interested in operating an e-marketplace.
There are big vendors, and some of them are interested in
operating an e-marketplace.
However, since the big vendors are competitors in the same
market against the small vendors, the small vendors cannot
trust that the big vendor’s e-marketplace would treat them
fairly.Therefore, an independent third party may be preferred
to offer the e-marketplace service.
This outside third party could be an Application Service
Provider (ASP) who is experienced in developing front-desk
and back office e-commerce operations. Instead of helping
individual companies to set up e-commerce websites, this
ASP could custom develop an e-marketplace for a group of
vendors. The e-marketplace is like a mall which has built
facilities such as air-conditioning, parking lots, security, etc.,
and which expects shop owners to lease a space there.
Similarly, an ASP could develop an e-commerce platform
including an inquiry system, order system, transaction
system, and payment system, etc., and which expects
vendors to set up their e-shops in this e-marketplace. The
mall owner collects monthly rent from shop owners.
Sometimes the mall may also charge a commission based on
a certain percentage of a shop’s revenue. The e-marketplace
may follow exactly the same charging structure.
3.3. E-marketplace Organized by Several vendors in the
Same Industry
Several big vendors of similar sizes may sponsor an
e-marketplace. Since none of them is in a dominant position,
there is a balance of market strengths. They may realize that
by joining efforts to form an e-marketplace, there will be
lower operations costs and more profit for all of them.
3.4. E-marketplace Operated by a Competing Vendor in
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the Same Industry
A large vendor with brand name visibility and e-commerce
capability on its website may want to expand its role and try
to take the lead in becoming an e-marketplace. This large
vendor may only invite other vendors whose
products/services are complementary to its own to join this
e-marketplace. The goal of this kind of e-marketplace is to
become a total-solution provider so customers can enjoy
“one-stop shopping.” The strategy of this e-marketplace is
to increase the competitiveness for vendors within this
e-marketplace and compete against the vendors outside of
this e-marketplace.

Registered Freezer/Refrigeration Equipment
Suppliers

358

Registered Ventilation Equipment Suppliers

441

If the products or services provided by an institution are
complementary to the products and services of other
vendors, then this institution should pose no threat to the
other vendors. Some unique services may include R&D,
technical support, and consulting, etc., which are services
needed by other vendors. This institution may be a
candidate to operate an e-marketplace which will need the
participation of vendors in this market.

Refrigeration/air-conditioning
products are sold to
residences, business offices, and commercial and industrial
facilities. To come up with proper product design, vendors
have to analyze different clients’ different needs. Because
there is different equipment from different suppliers that has
different performance characteristics, the users are often
confused by the number of possible choices. To add another
dimension of complexity, there are government’s stringent
regulations, safety codes, and technical standards.
Therefore, a client’s refrigeration/air-conditioning system
often requires registered engineering companies to assist in
design and registered technicians to install. In Taiwan, there
are millions of clients, thousands of engineers/technicians,
and hundreds
of equipment
suppliers
in the
refrigeration/air-conditioning market. The information flow
among these parties is neither efficient nor effective. Clients
donot necessarily get the best solution to satisfy their needs,
engineers do not necessarily have knowledge about the
latest available technologies and equipment, and equipment
suppliers do not know who needs their products. All of these
parties could be brought together on one website to increase
the information flow.

4.

4.2. The Services Provided by ITRI

This big vendor’s e-marketplace will be in competition with
any other e-marketplaces. Similar to the competition in the
brick-and mortar world, it really depends on the size of the
market to tell how many e-marketplaces can co-exist.
3.5. E-marketplace Operated by a Complementary Vendor
in the Same Industry

THE
E-MARKETPLACE
OF
TAIWAN
REFRIGERATION
&
AIR-CONDITIONING
PRODUCTS

4.1 The Suppliers of Refrigeration & Air-Conditioning
Products/Services in Taiwan
According to the 2000 Yearbook of Taiwan Refrigeration &
Air-Conditioning Products/Services, the total revenue of
this industry is about $3 billion US dollars (ITRI 2000), in
which 60% belongs to the air-conditioning sector, and 40%
belongs to the refrigeration sector. The revenues are
expected to grow as the economy grows. Taiwan is the
world’s fifth largest production region for small-sized
air-conditioners. The number of suppliers in this industry is
summarized in Table1.
Table 1.Categories and Number of Suppliers in Taiwan’s
Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning Industry
Categories of Suppliers

Number of
Suppliers

Licensed Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning
Technicians

452

Licensed Electrical Technicians

265

Registered Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning
Engineering Companies

1064

Registered Plumbing Engineering Companies

2454

Registered Refrigeration/Air-Conditioning
Equipment Suppliers

402

The Energy Research Laboratory of the Institute of
Industrial Technology Research (ITRI) in Taiwan conducts
technology research and provides technical support to
equipment manufacturers and engineers/technicians of the
refrigeration/air-conditioning industry. ITRI maintains a
large database of relevant information with respect to
refrigeration/air-conditioning,
including
product
specifications, national standards, government regulations,
design rules and methodologies, construction/installation
procedures, vendor lists, etc. In order to better manage the
precious domain knowledge in this field, ITRI has decided to
set up a website as a vehicle to deliver her services via
Internet. Expanding the functions of the website to include
e-marketplace functionalities seems to be a logical extension.
4.3. The Rational for ITRI Offering E-marketplace
Services
As mentioned in the previous section, the Taiwan
refrigeration/air-conditioning industry has a large number of
equipment and service suppliers. Unfortunately, most of
them are too small to benefit from web technologies, let alone
conduct e-commerce via the Internet. Additionally, there is
no dominant equipment manufacturer in this market.
Consequently, there is no e-marketplace yet for Taiwan’s
refrigeration/air-conditioning products/services.
Since ITRI is partially sponsored by government funding,
one of its charters includes promoting Taiwan’s
refrigeration/air-conditioning
industry.
Offering
e-marketplace services will increase the efficiency of
conducting business for all vendors, engineers, and clients.
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Information of the latest R&D developments either by ITRI
or from foreign sources can be circulated through the
e-marketplace to improve the quality of the products and
services provided by domestic refrigeration/air-conditioning
vendors. Establishing a focused e-marketplace will also help
expand
the
global
visibility
of
Taiwan’s
refrigeration/air-conditioning equipment suppliers.
5.SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE REFRIGERATION &
AIR-CONDITIONING E-MARKETPLACE
To help accomplish the strategic objectives at each stage the
following services will be offered in several stages of the
development
of
a
refrigeration/air-conditioning
e-marketplace. Different competitive strengths built up at
different stages of the e-marketplace will win acceptance
from the target industry.

regulatory, and market information can be located at
users’ request.
5. Directory Service: The e-marketplace lists the names,
addresses, expertise, products/services, etc., of all of
suppliers/providers
in
the
refrigeration/air-conditioning industry.
6. Forums for User Groups: Forums will be available for
different subjects and user groups of special interests
in the refrigeration/air-conditioning arena where
people may raise questions or concerns and ask for
advice. Those seeking partners for joint venture
opportunities may also participate in these forums.
Each user group will be a small community, and they
will become the loyal buyers and sellers in this
e-marketplace (Hagel & Armstrong, 1997).[3]

5.1. Stage One

5.2. Stage Two

The most challenging objective of an e-marketplace at stage
one is to win awareness and acceptance. The e-marketplace
must provide value to equipment suppliers, service
providers, and buyers, and pose no threat or cause
suspicion among the suppliers so that they will willingly
support and participate in the e-marketplace.

When most suppliers participate in this e-marketplace, most
buyers are aware of this e-marketplace, and they all make use
of information from this e-marketplace, the e-marketplace is
ready to evolve into the second stage. At this stage, the
e-marketplace does not need to be as cautious as in the first
stage not to cause any resentment from the suppliers. The
services that can be offered in the second stage are
described in below:

1. Information Content: The key contribution of a
website is its capability to effectively distribute
information of value to whomever needs it. The ITRI
website will make the following public information
available:
technical
standards,
government
regulations, news releases, reference articles, updates
of the latest technological improvements, activity
announcements such as conferences, seminars, and
new product release, etc. Other information content
may be free of charge to only e-marketplace members,
or usage charges may be levied based on the type and
volume of information retrieved. Examples include:
technical specifications and guidelines, standard
operations
procedures,
design
rules
and
methodologies, technical or marketing reports, design
software, etc.
2. Website hosting service: The e-marketplace leases
storage space to host vendors’ websites which
basically present their products and services. ITRI
can serve as an ASP to help design and implement
websites for vendors, as well as to maintain these
websites. The e-marketplace will also take advertising
from vendors.
3. Request For Proposals: Designated areas for different
product categories in the e-marketplace will allow
buyers to pose their requests for proposals. Here they
can reach a large group of potential suppliers very
quickly, whilesuppliers are exposed to more business
opportunities.
4. Search Capability: There will be keyword search
capability to locate information on the e-marketplace.
Buyers can search for product information; suppliers
can search for buyers’ needs; and all technical,

1. Evaluation Service: The operator of an e-marketplace
needs to establish its image by assuring the quality of
the products and s ervices offered in its e-marketplace.
Even though the content on a vendor’s website is its
own responsibility, the e-marketplace could do what
the Consumer Report does: perform impartial testing,
verification, evaluation, or give ratings on the
features and performances of vendor provided
equipment and services as well as conduct client
satisfaction surveys and keep the records for future
reference.
2. Price Bargaining: The e-marketplace will promote its
value to larger refrigeration/air-conditioning buyers
in petro-chemical, textile, and electronic industries,
etc. to invite them to purchase from the e-marketplace.
Buyers consolidating their purchases can get more
bargaining power. Commonly used and consumed
products
and
materials
for
refrigeration/air-conditioning equipment like fans,
pipes, filters, valves, thermometers, pressure gears,
control gears, anti-freezer, insulator, etc., can get bulk
rate discount if purchased from the e-marketplace.
The e-marketplace will provide a mechanism for
buyers of any product to consolidate their purchase
orders and bargain for the lowest price.
3. Expand Globally: The e-marketplace will expand its
reach to foreign suppliers and industrial purchasers
to take the full advantage of worldwide connectivity
of the Internet. However, the language barriers must
be overcome. The e-marketplace must hire staff with
foreign language capability who can translate Taiwan
buyers’ needs to foreign suppliers and translate
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foreign buyers’ request for proposals to Taiwan
suppliers. This e-marketplace can serve as a bridge to
bring Taiwan refrigeration/air-conditioning industry
to the global market while global suppliers can also
supply domestic needs.
5.3. Stage Three
The majority of Taiwan refrigeration/air-conditioning
vendors are small companies which do not have a company
website and do not use the Internet. In the third stage the
e-marketplace operator starts by first bringing them onboard
and giving them a presence in the e-marketplace and by
sharing technical information and business opportunities
with them. However, since their internal operations are far
from computerized, they are not ready for on-line B2B
transactions. Finally, a secure on-line system with electronic
payment capabilities will be developed.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

suppliers and buyers. The electronic transaction
functionality of e-marketplace has to come in the next phase.
This e-marketplace will serve as a driver to push Taiwan
refrigeration/air-conditioning vendors’ transition into the
new digital economy. Although, it might take a few years to
transform the industry structure, the payoffs for both the
vendors and the e-marketplace will be big. Because the entry
barrier for e-marketplace followers will be high, early
investment and patiently bringing the vendors into the
e-marketplace will be worthwhile in the long run. Taiwan
suppliers and buyers in the refrigeration/air-conditioning
industry will have revolutionized ways of conducting
business via the Internet.
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ABSTRACT

product 1, but demands from product 1 can not be
satisfied using the stocks of product 2. The downward

In this paper we study a single-period two -product

substitution structure exists in real life, such as the

inventory model with stochastic demands, proportional

product with higher capacity or function can satisfy the

revenues and costs, substitution. We focus on full

demands for the product with lower capacity or function.

downward substitution in our study.

For example, the circuits with higher performance

We assume that the orders have to be placed before the
demands are realized. And the problem is to decide the

characters can substitute the circuits with lower
performance characters in the semiconductor industry;

ordering quantity for each product. We develop a general

the higher capacity memory chips can satisfy the

profit maximization model for single-period two -product

demands for the lower capacity me mory chips in the

substitution problem, and show that it is concave and

computer manufacturing factory[2]. Other examples are

submodular. And we develop the optimization condition

as follows. The steel beams with greater strength can be

for the problem and rewrite the solution of the problem in
a perfect form, which is similar to the solution of the

used to satisfy the demands for the beams with lesser
strength in the steel industry[3]; the petrol with higher

newsboy problem. Then we compare the solution of this

quality can substitute the petrol with lower quality at the

problem with the solution of newsboy problem, and proof

petrol station.

that the profit can be improved using the substitution

We assume that the demands for each product are

policy.

stochastic. The order, holding, penalty, and salvage costs

For the optimization solution, we study the effects of the
parameters, such as the purchase cost, the penalty cost,

are proportional to the quantity, and the revenue earned is
also linear in the quantity sold. The orders have to be

the salvage value, the sale price. And we can get some

placed before the demands are realized. And the problem

interesting properties of the solution with respect to the

is to decide the ordering quantity for each product. We

parameters, and so we can know some instructions to

develop

adjust the order quantities while the parameters are

single-period two-product substitution problem, and

changed. From the properties, we can find out the
parameters that have stronger effects on the order

show that it is concave and submodular. And we develop
the optimization condition for the problem and rewrite the

quantities, and pay more attention on them while making

solution of the problem in a perfect form, which is similar

the ordering decision.

to the solution of the newsboy problem. Then we compare

a general

profit maximization

model

for

the solution of this problem with the solution of newsboy

1. INTRODUCTION

problem, and proof that the profit can be improved using

In this paper we study a single-period two -product

the substitution policy.
For the optimization solution, we study the effects of the

inventory model with stochastic demands, proportional

parameters, such as the order, penalty, salvage cost, sale

revenues and costs, substitution. A substitution is

price, and the variation of demands. And we can get some

occurred whenever the demands from one product are

interesting properties of the solution with respect to the

met using stocks of another product. We focus on full

parameters. We can know how to adjust the order

downward substitution in our study. That is, demands
from product 2 can be satisfied using the stocks of

quantities while the parameters are changed, e.g. when
the order price of product 1 decreases, the order quantity
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of product 1 will increase and the order quantity of

So the problem can be expressed as the following

product 2 will decrease.

maximization problem:
Max P (Q , Q ) 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,

1

we develop a general profit maximization model for
single-period two-product substitution problem. In
section 3, we develop the optimization condition for the
problem and rewrite it in a perfect form, which is similar
to the solution of the newsboy problem. Then we compare
the optimal solution with the solution of the newsboy
problem in section 4. In section 5, we show some
properties of the optimal solution, which can give
instructions while we are making decisions. Finally, we
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In this section, we develop a general profit maximization

2



1

Q

( x Q )

two-product

substitution

problem.
The demand for product i is a random variable D i , with
marginal density of f i (·) and marginal distribution of F i (·),
Let f(·) and F(·) be the joint density and the joint

f

1

1

( x )dx

1

 Q 1 
p 2 
( x y Q Q ) f ( x, y)dydx
1
2
  Q1Q 2x



(1)
  ( y  Q 2 ) f ( x , y ) dydx 
Q Q

1

model fo r single-period

2

2

The first three lines in (1) are the revenue from supplying
the demands, both directly and using substitution. The
fourth line is the purchase cost. The next three lines are
the net salvage value for excess inventory. The last three
lines are the penalty cost for shortage.

distribution of demands for product 1 and product 2. For
each unit of product i, the purchase cost is c i , the selling
price is p i , hi is the inventory holding cost, ð
shortage penalty, and s

i

is the salvage value for any

i

surplus at the end of the period. Let v i be the effective per
unit salvage value of product i, i.e. v i = si - hi . Denote ri =
p i +ð i . We make assumptions as follows.
Assumption 1: ri c

i

v

Assumption 2: r1 r

2,

i

0, fori = 1, 2.

c1 c

2,

v1 v

2.

Assumption 3: if a unit of product 1 supplies the demand
for product 2, the price charged is p
Assumption 4: r2 v 1 .

3. Optimal Solution

is the

2 (instead of p 1 ).

Assumption 1 states that each product will indeed be used
to supply demand for that produce, instead of being held
as inventory and exchanged for salvage value, and there is
incentive for placing orders. Assumption 2 states that it is
more profitable to satisfy unmet demand of product 1
than of product 2, and it is not optimal to substitute
product 1 for product 2 whenever there is excess
inventory of product 2. Assumption 4 states that
substitution of product 1 for product 2 is profitable.
Let P(Q 1 ,Q2 ) be the expected single period profits when
the starting inventory is zero and the order quantity of
product i is Q i . It can be proved that always supply
demand for product i using on-hand product i units as

In this section, we develop the optimal condition of the
problem, and rewrite it in a perfect form that is similar to
the solution of the newsboy problem.
It can be shown that P(Q 1 ,Q2 ) is concave and submodular
in (Q1 Q2 )[1][4]. So the optimal condition can be
expressed as follows:
  P

  Q
 
 P
  Q


(2)

 0
1

 0
2

Denote that
G

Q , Q  Q Q
1

1

2

 




1

Q

2

 x

f ( x , y ) dydx

(3)

From equation (2) and (3), we can have
  *  r 2 v 1  *

*

Q ,Q 
 r 1 c1
F 1
Q
G
1 
1
2 




r1 r 2
r1 r 2


*
*
*
*
* 
r 2 c 2
 


 r2 v 1 
G Q1 ,Q 2 F Q1 , Q2  

F 2 Q2 



r2 v 2
r2 v 2

(4)

Where (Q 1 * ,Q2 * ) are the optimal order quantities of
product 1 and 2.
In equation (4), the left side is the actual service level,
both directly and using substitution, and the right side is
the optimal service level. It is similar to the solution of the
newsboy problem.

much as possible, and always supply the unmet demand
for product 2 using the excess inventory of product 1[4].
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4. Compare With The Newsboy Problem

purchase cost of product 2 decreases; and Q

1

*

is

decreasing when the purchase cost of product 1 or the net
In this section, we compare the order quantity of each

salvage value of product 2 increase. And the optimal

product and the profit of this problem with that of the
newsboy problem, and show the advantages of

order quantity of product 2, Q 2 * , is increasing when the
sell price, the penalty cost, and the net salvage value of

substitution policy.

product 2 increase, or the purchase cost of product 1

Let (Q 1 n ,Q2 n ) be the optimal order quantities of product 1

decreases; and Q 2 * is decreasing when the purchase cost

and 2 without substitution, i.e. the optimal solution of the

of product 2 increases, or the sell price and the penalty

newsboy problem. Let r 2 v

cost of product 1 increase.

1

in the equation (4), we can

get the optimal solution of the newsboy problem. It can be
expressed as:
  n  r 1 c 1
(5)
 Q 

F1
  1  r 1 v 1

n
r 2 c 2
 
F 2 Q 2 


 
r 2 v 2

We also can show that the purchase cost and the salvage
value have stronger effects on the order quantities, and
the sell price and the penalty cost have weak effects. So
when we make the order decisions, we should pay more
attention on the potential changes of the purchase cost

We can prove that the order quantity of product 1 in the
substitution scene is greater than that of the newsboy

and the salvage value.

6. Conclusion

problem, and the order quantity of product 2 is less than
that of the newsboy problem, that is
Q1 *Q

n
1 ,

Q2 *Q

2

n

In this paper, we study a single-period two-product

(6)

Let P (Q1 , Q2 ) be the optimal expected single period

inventory model with stochastic demands, proportional

profits. We can show that

revenues and costs, downward substitution, and zero

n

n

P (Q

n
1

n

n

n

n

n
, Q 2 )  P ( Q 1 ,Q

2

)  0

(7)

leadtime of supply. We develop the optimal condition and
rewrite it in a form, which is similar to the newsboy

(8)

problem. Then we give some properties of the optimal

From the optimal condition, we have
n

P ( Q 1 , Q 2 )  P ( Q
*

*

1

n

, Q 2 )  0

solution that can guide the ordering decisions.

So, we can get
P ( Q 1 , Q 2 )  P ( Q
*

*

n

n
1

(9)

n

, Q 2 )  0

That is the profit can be improved by using the
substitution policy.

An obvious extension of the current work is to study the
multi-period and

the multi-product version of

the

problem. Another interesting extensions is consider the
scene that the salesman has the ability to update his
demand forecast as the selling season approaches, and

5. The Properties Of Optimal Solution

can modify the order quantities.
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ABSTRACT
Six Sigma was developed by Motorola in the mid-1980s.
The essence of Six Sigma is to stop variations in quality at
the earliest possible point by attacking variation during
design of products and processes and to create a culture that
demands perfection.
The concept of Six Sigma is as a much-needed
management program that has the highest impact on the
bottom-line financials. The key focus of all Six Sigma
programs is to optimize overall results at the business,
operations, and process level within a company. The Six
Sigma Breakthrough Strategy provides the tools to achieve
the goal 3.4 defects per million opportunities, through a
highly focused system of problem solving. Six Sigma has a
disciplined approach covering five phases: define, measure,
analyze, improve, and control. The work of Six Sigma is led by
the right people selected and trained in the Six Sigma
methodology and establishes infrastructure Master Black
Belts, Black Belts, and Green Belts. The object of these
training efforts is to have every employee make
improvements in their work processes. What distinguishes
Six Sigma from TQM is that each Six Sigma’s work team with
solving a specific problem has a clear goal tied a financial
incentive.
When companies embark on Six Sigma quality programs,
the object of technical viewpoint is to reduce the process
variance and the objective of managerial or customer
viewpoint being cost-effective is to adjust the process to the
target value such as employee training in statistical
problem-solving methods and techniques. That is why the
Six Sigma long-term process is allowed to be off centering
with 1.5 sigma shift to minimize the number of setups or tool
changeovers.
Keywords: Six Sigma, off-centering, quality management.
1. Introduction
Quality engineers had advocated statistical process
control, process capability and meeting requirements for

years. They might conclude that the Six Sigma methodology
is nothing newin quality. Six Sigma is neither new nor rocket
science. It is acollection of tools for problem solving that will
lead to economic benefits, value added to business, and
globally competitive positions. Six Sigma is not just a
modification of the old engineering idea of three sigma
quality levels; it is entirely new way to manage an
organization. Thus, Six Sigma is not primarily a technical
program; it is a much-needed management program that has
the highest impact on the bottom-line financials and
customer satisfaction.
2. What Is Six Sigma
Six Sigma is not only a business improvement approach,
but also a comprehensive quality and management program.
It analyzes the root causes of business problems and solving
them in delivering product, service, and relationship quality
that customers value and reward. It is designed to achieve
different yet complementary results at the business,
operations, and process level within a company[1]. Success
at each level associated with short-term and long-term
performance goals is defined as the extent of improvement in
the organization’s quality and profitability as Table 1[4].
2.1. The basic concept of Six Sigma
The concept of Six Sigma is a disciplined, quantitative
approach for improvement of defined metrics in
manufacturing, service or financial processes. The Six Sigma
approach drives the overall processes of selecting the right
projects based on their potential to improve performance
metrics. This also drives processes that identify and train the
right people to get the business results. The heart of the Six
Sigma approach is a method summarized by a disciplined
process of five-phase improvement cycle: Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve, and Control(DMAIC)[3][6][7].
DefineClearly define problems related to the business or
critical to customer satisfaction and the metrics with their
baseline and entitlement levels. Critical to quality(CTQ)
factors essential for customer satisfaction are correlated with
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the overall business process at issue. Establish the project
charters, identify the required resources, and obtain the
leadership approvals to maximize project. In preparation for
this phase, the training consists of a review of process
mapping techniques and orientation to online tools available
to support teams.
Table 1: A View of Six Sigma From an Organizational Perspective
Organization
Strata
Goals
Vision
Long-te
Short-ter
Strate
Tactics
Tools
rm
m
gy
Busines Benchmar
Attain
Utilize
s
k as best in entitlement
Develop
Six
Metrics
class
performanc
deployment
Sigma to
tracking and
within five e within two
and
achieve
reporting
years from years from
compensatio
business
system
baseline
baseline
n plan
goals
period
period
Operati
Attain
Acquire
Improve
Define Six
Six Sigma
ons
entitlement
Six
at 78% per
Sigma
project
rate of
Sigma
year for all
project
tracking and
improveme human
Six Sigma
selection
reporting
nt for key resource
metrics
criteria
system
metrics
capacity
Process
Attain
3.4
entitlement Build Six
Six Sigma
Apply Six
DPMO for capability
Sigma
breakthroug
Sigma
the CTQs
for the
human
h
breakthroug
related to
CTQs
resource
technologie
h strategy to
all
related to capabilit
s and
all projects
processes
key
y
software
processes
Source: Mikel J. Harry, ”Abatement Of Business Risk IS Key To Six
Sigma” Quality Progress, July 2000.

MeasureEstablish base level measures of defects
inherent in the exis ting process and define customer
expectations to determine “out of specification” conditions
or unacceptable performance. Gather preliminary data to
evaluate current performance. Training for this phase
includes basic probability and statistics, statistical analysis
software, and measurement analysis.
AnalyzeAnalyze the preliminary data to document
current performance or baseline process capability. Examine
potential variables affecting the outcome and identify the
most significant root causes. Develop a prioritized list of
factors influencing the desired outcome. Tools used for this
phase include multivariate analysis, test for normality,
ANOVA, correlation, and regression.
ImproveSeek the optimal solution. Develop and test a
plan of action for implementing and confirming the solution.
Modify the process to significant reduce the defect levels or
variability. Measure outcome to determine whether the
revised method produces results within customer
expectations. Additional statistical methods include design
of experiments and multiple linear regression to support the
final analysis of the problem and to test the proposed
solutions.
ControlOnce the desired improvements have been made,
implement the ongoing measures to keep the problem from
recurring and to ensure the improvements are sustained.
Control charting techniques are used as the basis for
developing these measures.

When these five steps are completely for all key processes
within a company, breakthrough improvement occurs in
economics and customer satisfaction. Although improved
quality and efficiency are immediately by-products of Six
Sigma, the purpose of Six Sigma is about improving
profitability. Six Sigma leads to long-term payoffs both in
quality and financial terms[8].
2.2. Origin of Six Sigma
Inthemid-1980s, Motorola was being consistently beaten
in the competitive marketplace by foreign firms. Motorola
observed that Japanese products were of much higher
quality at a lower cost than was supposed by traditional
optimal quality level curves. Bill Smith, a reliability engineer
at Motorola, was studying the correlation between a
product’s life and the frequencies of repair during the
manufacturing process. He concluded that a much higher
level of internal quality was required. His holistic view is
“reliability” measured by mean time of failure and “quality”
measured by process variability and defect rates. It was the
Six Sigma quality objective. Bob Galvin, chairman of
Motorola, agreed with his new supposition of the
importance of setting Six Sigma as a quality goal.
The initial Six Sigma umbrella consists of statistical
process control(SPC), advanced diagnostic tools(ADT),
planned experimentation(PE), and design for manufacture
(product capability and product complexity) as quality was
linked to business performance, accomplishing quality
through projects. While Motorola’s design margin had been
25 percent(4), the disparity between actual reliability and
the expected reliability at final test could be indicated by
increased product complexity and deviations of the process
mean from the target value, arriving at a value of 1.5 sigma.
When a process mean that could not be maintained exactly
on target deviated from target, the traditional three-sigma
process produced large numbers of parts that exceed
specifications. It was major contribution to break the
three-sigma quality tradition. This breaking with the old idea
of statistical control was the recognition of the role of
complexity which dramatically increases the number of
opportunities for defects.
With absorbing the Japanese optimal quality level,
Motorola recognized that
the costs of poor quality were far larger than was
predicted;
focusing on quality improvement of performance
measures as a companywide effort;
establishing a both moving toward quality improvement
and low-cost solutions simultaneous system;
shifting the focus of quality improvement from product
attributes to operational procedures;
developing a dynamic model in which customer needs
for quality depends on their willingness to pay for these
improvement;
focusing on preventing error at the source, thereby
dramatically reducing appraisal costs.
If the product was assembled error free, the product rarely
failed during the early use by the consumer. Thus, Motorola
was finding that best-in-class manufacturers were making
products that required no repair or rework during the
manufacturing process[11, p.30].
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In 1988, Motorola won the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award. As other companies studied its success,
Motorola was learning to create a deeper strategy with
specific tactics and tools to accelerate Six Sigma and to
achieve total customer satisfaction. It included a description
of different competence levels in the Six Sigma methods.
Motorola adopted the terms “Green Belts, Black Belts and
Master Black Belts.”
Green Belts(GB) are employee with some training in Six
Sigma techniques. They must complete the required training
and two projects to achieve certification. They must also
complete one additional project and eight hours of
post-certification training each year. Black Belts(BB) are
team leader to implement the Six Sigma methodology in
projects of business related. They act as technical and
cultural change agents for quality and responsible for
applying leadership skills in Six Sigma projects. They coach
Green Belts on their projects. Master Black Belts(MBB) train,
mentor and develop Six Sigma tools and are full-time teachers
of the Six Sigma process. They help with the most difficult
projects and problem. The object of these training efforts is
to have every employee make improvements in their work
processes[3].
2.3. Why Six Sigma is not TQM
Six Sigma performance metrics established directly
measure the improvement in cost, quality, yield, and capacity.
Contrary to some total quality management(TQM) initiatives,
there is no difference between Six Sigma and TQM. Six Sigma
does employ some of tools and techniques of improvement
achieved through the many TQM efforts. Both Six Sigma and
TQM focus on the importance of top down leadership and
continuous quality improvement that is critical to long-term
business success. The TQM plan-do-study-act cycle is not
fundamentally
different
than
the
Six
Sigma
define-measure-analyze- improve-control cycle[10].
But there are critical differences that explain whySix Sigma
is succeeding where TQM failed. The primary difference is
management. TQM produced only broad guidelines for
management to follow butSix Sigma was created by some of
America’s most gifted CEOs like Motorola’s Bob Galvin,
AlliedSignal’s Larry Bossidy, and GE’s Jack Welch. Six
Sigma is based on designated teams(people power) that
focus solely on solving a specific problem(process power).
What distinguishes Six Sigma from TQM is that each team
has a clear goal. Employees benefit because companies
usually tie a financial incentive to a team’s goal. There exists
a single goal kept by these people that made their business
successful.
The following is a number of shortcomings for quality
specialty of TQM.
They emphasized quality but ignored other critical
business issues.
They tended to lack of integration. A “quality council”
made up of delegates rather than of the core management
team.

They suffered from all of suboptimization problems
within the organization.
They required no financialfigures both to select projects
and to evaluate success and tracked performance metrics
rigorously.
They focused on minimum acceptance requirements and
standards rather than striving for ever-increasing levels of
performance.
They developed no infrastructure
for releasing
resources to improve business processes.
The CEOs could realize what the problems were and create
an approach that fixed them. Six Sigma addresses them all[12,
p.101].
Bottom-line results created.
Senior management leadership is active.
A disciplined approach(DMAIC) is used.
Rapid project completion(3-6 months).
Clearly defines success.
Infrastructure(MBB,BB,GB) established.
Customers and processes are the focus.
A sound statistical approach is used.
3. The Economics of Six Sigma Quality
When companies launched Six Sigma quality projects, is
their object to reduce the process variance or to have very
few defects? From technical viewpoint, it is in terms of the
process variance so that the half tolerance of the product
characteristic is equal to six times the standard deviation.
From the managerial or customer viewpoint, the quality
standards can be described in terms of defects per million. If
the goal is to reduce the number of defects, it does not center
the process[13].
3.1. The 1.5 Sigma shift
The short-term understanding of Six Sigma is for a single
CTQ characteristic; in other words, when the process is
centered. The long-term perspective after the influence of
process factors such as material change, tool wear, and
machine setup, is discovered that the 3.4 ppm(errors or
defects per million opportunity) in terms of a defect rate is
due to a 1.5 sigma shift for the process mean. In other words,
the process is allowed to be off-centered to minimize the
number of setups or tool changeovers. Stated differently,
until Six Sigma became popular, all quality calculations were
based on the standard normal distribution without any
“adjustment”[5][9]. Six Sigma modifies the short-term
performance by “adjusting” the process mean by 1.5
standard deviation before making a rational estimate of the
long-term process capability. In addition, adjusting the
process to move the process mean closer to the target value
is relatively easier than improving the process to reduce the
variance[13]. That is,if the capability of a CTQ characteristic
is 6.0in the short-term, the long-term capability may be
approximated as 4.5as Figure 1[11].
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While the traditional normal model oversimplifies reality, it
makes things look much better to the business than they
look to customers. For example, in a production,
oversimplifications include estimating sigma based on
short-term variation, making measurement on new product,
not considering shipping and handling effects, failing to
consider environment to which product will be exposed, and
incomplete understanding of the customers’ requirements.
The 1.5 sigma shift is simply a correction that illustrates
factors not included in the model of reality.
3.2. Achievement of quality level
The idea of “opportunities for defects” is referred to the
sum of all CTQs. It is to reduce quality problems to a metric
called defects per opportunities(DPO), which is called to
defects per million opportunities(DPMO). The DPMO metric
can be transformed into an equivalent Z value, alsoknown as
sigma capability. The desired quality level expressed by
DPMO might be achieved through several combinations of
off-centering and process standard deviations. Table 2
provides an comparison between off-centering quality levels,
sigma capability, and the resulting DPMO[2][13].
Table 2: Number of Defectives (Parts per Million) For Specified
Off-Centering of the Process And Quality Levels
Off-centerin
g quality
3  3.5  4 4.5 5 5.5 
6 
level
0

2,700

465

63

6.8

0.57

0.034

0.002

0.25 

3,577

666

99

12.8

1.02 0.1056 0.0063

0.5 

6,440

1,382

236

32

3.4

0.71

0.019

0.75 

12,288

3,011

665

88.5

11

1.02

0.1

1 

22,832

6,433

1,350

233

32

3.4

0.39

1.25 

40,111 12,201 3,000

577

88.5

10.7

1

1.5 

66,803 22,800 6,200

1,350

233

32

3.4

577

88.4

11

1.75 

105,60
40,100 12,200 3,000
1

2 

158,70
66,800 22,800 6,200

1,300

233

32

0
Source: Pandu R. Tadikamalla, “The Confusion Over Six Sigma
Quality,” Quality Progress, November 1994

In his article “Six Sigma’s Missing Link,” author Robert J.

Gnibus offers two excel spreadsheets for the positive and
negative side of normal distribution curve. He calculated the
Z
value
or
sigma
capability
directly
using
NORMSINV(probability). His calculation for examining the
examples assumes long-term data, which results in a shift
from long-term to short-term of +1.5 sigma for the final
answer.
For example, from Table 2, a four-sigma quality program
with 1.5 sigma off-centering results in only 6200 defects per
million.
6,200/1,000,000 defects, or
993,800/1,000,000 defect free, or
NORMSINV(9,938/10,000)
The sigma rating would equal NORMSINV(0.9938)+1.5 =
2.5+1.5 = 4.
In addition, a quality level of 3.4 DPMO can be achieved in
at least three different ways as Table 2 shown:
a five sigma quality program with 0.5 sigma off-centering.
a 5.5 sigma quality program with 1 sigma off-centering.
a six sigma quality program with 1.5 sigma off-centering.
The costs associated with adjusting the process mean
determine how to achieve a specified quality level or a given
number of DPMO. Being cost-effective is essential.
The process sigma calculation complicated depends on
many factors: multiple customer requirements, multiple
opportunities for defects within one product or service,
multiple process levels, and non-normal data distributions. If
the process centering can be not effectively controlled, it is
allowed on each side of the specification to make process
shifts. Six Sigma methods provide just as this way to deal
with each of these complications.
4. Conclusion
While the essence of Six Sigma quality is the reduction of
variability, management must get involved in the inevitability
of variability in all kinds of business processes, set
achievable measures on a good target to track a long-term
commitment to attain the Six Sigma quality. Quality progress
on a breakthrough project is in cost reductions, reduced
scrap, increased production capacity, faster turnaround,
quicker time to market, more profitable sales, faster delivery,
and increased customer loyalty. As these accomplishments
realized, the company grows closer to its customers and shift
customer needs to develop the marketing mechanisms. Six
Sigma quality system positions the company for greater
customer satisfaction, profitability, and competitiveness.
As CEOs of leading U.S. firms praise the accomplishments
of their Six Sigma initiatives, it is not a series of brilliant
insights or bold gambles, but a fanatical attention to detail.
Six Sigma will have a lasting impact on quality management
because it has focused much-needed management attention
on quality.
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Strategic Marketing Environment based on Integrated CRM to Foster Competition
ABSTRACT
After the great wave of ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) systems implementations, the organizations
focus has been turning to CRM (Customer Relationship
Management) applications. CRM systems are centered on
one to one interactions with customers, they analyse each
client trying to identify his or her own characteristics
from internal and external data. At the same time, every
client interaction is registered, to create a relationship
historical data. Intelligent tools like data mining and
OLAP using complex algorithms, rules based systems,
fuzzy logic and multivariate statistics data analysis will
retrieve the best of clients, partners, employees, suppliers
and other strategic data to provide the organization with
accurate actions for marketing campaigns, better
products, excellence of services and decision making,
based on the organization ecosystem. This study reviews
concepts of CRM, its architecture and integration with
ERP,
Governance
Systems,
and
Competence
Administration, in the current perspective of integrated

INTRODUCTION
The administration inside and outside organizations has
been changing considerably. It is becoming more agile and
flexible with the Information Technology help. In this new
millennium, the web and e-commerce are key industries
drivers in a new environment, where few companies are or
will be immune to the effects of these trends. This new
channel for exchanging information and doing business
allows companies to reach new boundaries easily, and is
changing the way the world does business.
High administration of established companies in all areas
are struggling to comprehend and deal with this new
tendency that is changing patterns everywhere, when the
internet media begins to be considered and becomes
available. The use of technology is fundamental to
transform business and processes such as purchasing,
customer service, delivery, fulfillment, etc. It is the right
time, and it is very important to design a comprehensive
high-performance e-business model that restructure key
business processes and enterprise applications creating a
new framework where the information flows harmoniously
around the organization to connect clients, employees,
partners, resellers and suppliers.

corporate management systems connected to the internet.
In kernel we propose a “intelligence core joystick” where
the strategic core supports and decides about resources
allocation, negociates and establishes politics and actions
to minimize the conflicting forces to get a balance line
satisfaction between participants or partners.
Our model also contemplates data warehouse, which
centralizes separately all the corporate significant data to
provide managers with high quality data for the decision
making. According to the corporation, this data warehouse
can feed others data marts to serve specific departamental
areas such as Marketing and Human Management
Competences.
In addition, to link the participants, organization and
processes,
there is a intelligent
communication
infrastructure to simplify and speed actions, to spread
organizational
culture
and relevant information
throughout the organization in a symbiotic way .

Modern business design of large organizations are
constructed from well integrated and intertwined
enterprise applications, which can include for instance:
Enterprise Resource Management, Customer Relationship
Management, Partner Relationship Management, Supply
Chain Management, Selling Chain Management, EIS Executive Information Systems, Legacy Systems, eProcurement and Human Resources Management. The
integration of these applications is imperative for the
company to succeed in the competitive market of the
digital economy .

THE OBJECTIVES AND CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Our practical proposal in this article encompasses four
main objectives, like that: 1) To relate the general adapted
models of Deschamps and Kalakota in some abstractions
frames; 2) Amplify each one, the models of Deschamps
and Kalakota, improving boths with important dimensions;
3) Improving the model of Patricia and; 4) Analyses some
cases of success to getting a goodness of fit. The
adherence of the two models in abstraction level frames
are showed on figure 1 that represent an integrated and
general model.
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Seed:
Corporate
Vision;
Visionaire
Directions for Markets and Clients; Getting
real results
Strategic Conceptual Balance Line:
Focus; Energy Entrepreneur; Corporative
Leadership; Resources allocations; Politics
definition for red points contacts (true
hours).
Conceptual Integrated Model:
Managerial
Culture;
(Real
Constraints).

Time

Implementation Real Level
Organizations expertise; Cultural Impacts
resolution; Learning; Abilities to changing;
previous Know How / as Built and
Information Tecnology Changes; Decision
processes
Nomological Chain:
Empirical validations; Structural models
Grounded Measures:
Empirical observation; Cognitive senses;
Quantitative assessments

Figure 1 - Integrate abstractions models – conceptual motherboard
The seed of this model is the entrepreneur or a group
visionary that put lights over the other systemic
components of enterprise. In sequence, it projects shapes
in a second frame adapted fromDeschamps e Hayak (1997)
called virtuous circle. The Strategic Conceptual Balance
Line is a model that is adapted from the virtuous circle of
Deschamps e Hayak (1997), which considers three basic
elements of satisfaction. We have changed this model
adding the satisfaction of / with Suppliers and Partners,
then, we confronted all the elements to themselves, where
appear the unvirtuous forces (conflictive forces) and then

named the model as “The Virtuous Circle X Conflictive
forces”. When you analyze it, you can notice the same
logical coherence and cause and effect relation, and a more
comprehensive and flexible approach. Its objective
remains basically the same, to relate the high performance
of an enterprise to the balance of different levels of
stakeholders, employees, clients, and suppliers/partners’
satisfaction, taking into account the conflictive forces
involved (see figure 2).
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Virtuoso Circle X Conflictive forces
Superior
Products and
Services

Clients 鈠
Satisfaction
Increase in
Loyalty

Quality and
Flexibility

High profits and
Revenues

Suppliers 鈠
Satisfaction

Fi
Stakeholders/
High Administration
Satisfaction

Costs and
Rentability

抯

Investments
to increase
Productivity
Dedicated
Work Force

Investments
Employees and in Human
Resources
Partners 鈠
Satisfaction

Figure 2. Virtuous Circle x Conflictive forces. Adapted from Deschamps e Hayak (1997).
The Conceptual Integrated Model is a general e-business
architecture model which is a fusion of ideas and models
proposed and/or adopted by authors and companies such
as Kalakota
and Robinson(1999),
Peppers
and
Rogers(2000a, 2000b), Berson, Smith and Thearling(2000),
IBM, Patricia Seybold Group, and Metagroup (see figure
3). We have changed it considerably, beginning with the
creation of the cognitive strategic joystick, an important
element which is strongly supported by Business
Intelligence and high integration. It is the core of a
powerfull and flexible integrated systems connected to
their participants. It allows companies to change quickly
according to the demands and changes of the 21th century
market. These integrated systems include:
1. The Back-end applications, that are represented
by the ERP systems (or similars) and the Supply
Chain Management. These applications are
directly responsible for all the back-end
integration
that
can
include
inventory,
purchasing, outsourcing, production planning,
manufacturing, distribution, etc. They respond
also for quality, flexibility and costs of services
and production as well as to all the entreprise
logistics. In the “abstraction level” they are
directed related to the “Suppliers Satisfaction” in
figure 2.
2. The Front-end applications, that are represented
by CRM applications and the Selling Chain
Management. They are responsible to all the
experience with customer, resellers and retailers,

3.

4.

which includes the Sales Force Automation,
Marketing Automation, Products and Services
support, Call-center and Web solutions. The
Relationship Marketing here manages the formal
communication (one-to-one communication) and
front-end actions through the several channels.
Business Intelligence and data mining tools help
to maximize clients interactions. In the
“abstraction level” these kinds of processes are
directed related to the “Clients Satisfaction” in
figure 2.
The Governance System - It includes systems
related to high administration interests, such as,
EIS, auditing, finance and managerial systems.
The fundamental idea is to provide stakeholders
with best information to strategic decision
making, for instance: new investiments; analysis
of
riscs
and
results;
and
the
performance/satisfaction of participants. In the
“abstraction level” they tend to be more related
to the “Stakeholders Satisfaction” in figure 2.
The Competence
Administration
- The
applications related are Human Resouces
Management
Systems,
e-procurement,
purchasing and knowledge management systems.
It analyses the goals and qualifications of
employees and partners, finds a way to reward
them for their good services and creativity, seeks
new forms to enhance the enterprise culture (elearnig, multimedia, web-seminars), and studies
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new forms to improve the environment of work.
In the “abstraction level” they are direct related
to the “Employees/Partners Satisfaction” in
figure 2.

quality information for more accurate strategic
decision making and marketing campaign, based on
the Business Intelligence and the marketing one-toone paradigm (see picture 5).

The architecture proposed has also a comprehensive
Data Warehouse infrastructure
and softwares
solutions to provide organizational areas,
high
administration, and relationship marketing with high
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Figure 3. The New CRM / e-business architecture. Adapted from Kalakota and Robinson (1999), Berson, Smith,
Thearling (2000), Metagroup, Patricia Seybold Group
A real-time
communication
infrastructure
proposed is closed connected to the e-business
architecture and was designed to link and unite
empployees, partner, suppliers, resellers, clients
and the organization itself, to leverage processes,

facilitate business, predict clients actions, enhance
and fast campaigns, improve products and
services, and to spread strategic culture and
knowledge over the corporation and beyond,
through the communication chanells available.
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Real time Marketing - Communication one to one
and Business Intelligence
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N- New
U- Usual
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A- Advocate

Figure 4 – Architecture for formal communication – many tools to support Business Intelligence demand. Adapted from
Berson, Smith, Thearling (2000) and Patricia Seybold Group Web site, Inc. - 1999 http://www.psgroup.com.br

THE GOODNESS OF FIT MODEL
In order to verify the goodness of fit of this integrated
model we identified some large enterprises in Brazil that
has the best practices in integrated CRM. The initial
hipothesis was that these enterprises are apologists that the
practices of integrated CRM has good results in
Relationship Marketing, promoting a great growing in
marketing share. This initial resource is considered
exploratory and a descritive analysis, we used opened
questions interview applied to some people that compose
the intelligence core of the enterprise that respond for the
political implementation of CRM. The FIAT motors
showed adherence to our model except in the following
points:
1.

2.

3.

The great distance between the Information
Technology
advances
and
the
cultural
organization adaptability. Despite of great
theoretical proposal there are great delays
between the technological design and cultural
changing response (like dinossaurs);
Difficult to attend completely clients’ one to one
relations necessities due to complex operations
and prodution flexibility;
Administrative conflict, due to the stakeholders’
profit necessities, when confronted to the needs of
new
maket investiments, and to costs for
attending well the clients and your emotional
necessities.

Conclusions
They observed that our model has adherence with the
organization ideology and cognitive style of core
intelligence, but there are much resistance when it reaches
operational actions because the great inertia of personnel
to assimilate technological changes and new procedures.
Therefore, the three great villains of integration that opose
to our model are:
1. The high abundance of technological tools that
offers miraculous panaceas;
2. The fact that the enterprise is not an experimental
laboratory
(difficulties
to
measure
the
effectiveness of softwares before buying it);
3. Great internal resistance for changing.
This case showed us that their strategic implementation
model is top down in accordance to our model (figure 1).
So, their senior management seeks technological solutions
in agreement to the market strategics to attend their
expectations according to their business model, not the
contrary.
The CRM can be integrated in large corporations, but it
depends on the core intelligence willingness. The
maturation of this systems seems to be greater in large
organization, in this particular case, longer than desired.
The desire to maintain lasting competitive advantage and
to conquer new markets leads organizations to invest in
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significative changes based on processes that makes the
clients climb the loyalty ladder (see figure 4).
The Information Technology, without much spendings, is
considered to be the great allied in the composition of the
clients, employees, suppliers and stakeholders relationship.
The integrated model is considered as an important
strategic conceptual guide to lead senior management to
plan their job having in mind a macro vision of the
corporate enterprise processes.

As a suggestion of a conclusive causal research resulted
from our exploratory study based on the corrent theory, we
are proceeding a comprehensive survey based on the
nomological chain presented in the Figure 5. This will be
applied in several enterprises with integrated CRM
pratices, to assess the integration of the 5 S (characterized
by: Satisfaction of Suppliers, Satisfaction of Employees,
Satisfaction of Stakeholders, Satisfaction of Clients,
Satisfaction of Management) and the 1C (Communication
Management).

Figure 5 – Structural Validation of Nomological Chain for Integrated CRM
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Abstract
This paper investigates the
relationship between supply chain
strategy and TQM practices. We
empirically test the relationships
among strategic quality planning,
supplier based relationships, product
design, product innovation,
dependable deliveries, and value to
customer quality. The findings
suggest that the success of some
TQM practices, as reflected in the
value-to-customer are influenced by
supply chain principles such as
developing appropriate supplier
relationships. In addition, the present
study verifies positive linkages
between certain TQM practices like
product design and innovation, and
value to customers. Structural
equation modeling is used for finding

and testing relationships between
the various constructs.

Introduction
Total quality management
(TQM) is a management philosophy
aimed at improving the quality of
products and processes to achieve a
competitive advantage. While the
implementation varies from one
organization to another there are
major characteristics that provide a
unifying theme to all programs.
Agreement is apparent among the
quality movement founders and
principal spokesmen [20] [22] [47]
[49] regarding fundamental
philosophy, assumptions, and
recommended practices [40]. Some
of the fundamental characteristics of
the TQM approach are: 1) prevention
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rather than detection [14] [101], 2)
understanding that customer
satisfaction is the driving force
behind work processes [14], 3)
continuous improvement, and 4) the
underlying belief that people are
naturally motivated to do a good job
and improve quality [40]. A definition
of TQM reflecting the above
principles is provided by Flynn et al.
[34]: “TQM is an integrated approach
to achieving and sustaining high
quality output, focusing on the
maintenance and continuous
improvement of processes and
defect prevention at all levels and in
all functions of the organization, in
order to meet or exceed customer
expectations.”
The quality management
literature exhibits different
orientations: overview, conceptual,
case study, and empirical. Overview
articles present an integrative
approach to managing quality, [2] [9]
[19] [24] [25] [33] [37] [63] [96] and
insights [103] into the Baldridge
criteria [37] [25], international
comparisons of quality practices [79]
[26] [43] [33]. Conceptual articles
include prescriptive models and
methods for implementing TQM, [50]
[80] [87] [91] [95] [102] [104] and
case studies of a few organizations
[17] [38] [60] [61] [66] [99].
Several empirical studies
have examined TQM implementation
in international organizations;
countries and across countries [78]
[10] [27] [36] [82] [83] [85] [32] [79]
[89].

Current supply chain literature
contains dozens of references to the
importance of supplier relationships
and its impact on product design [44],
product innovation [7] and product
delivery [16]. A firm’s abilities in
product innovation and product
design as well as its capabilities in
terms of providing dependable ontime deliveries to its customers
definitely create value to its
customers. It is this creation of value
to customers, as the customers
perceive in terms of standards of
performance, safety, and reliability,
which, in the final analysis, can lead
to customer retention and firm
performance. Also it is to be noted
that the firm’s product innovation,
and design abilities, as well as its
ability for affecting dependable
deliveries are in turn linked to the
firm’s suppliers, and their abilities. It
is imperative that solid supplier
relationships are built to sustain the
firm’s design, innovation, and
delivery capabilities to its customers.
In this paper the strength of the
relationship between supplier based
relationships and product design,
product innovation and dependable
deliveries to the customer will be
tested. The role of product design,
product innovation and dependable
delivery to value-to-customer quality
will also be analyzed. The model, as
well as the various relationships
(A,B,C) that will be tested are shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Relationships tested by proposed Model

Strategic
Planning

A

Supplier
Relationships

If these relationships are
shown to be significant there are
several implications that would result.
Most significant of these are the
relationships among the TQM
construct involving supplier
relationships and the constructs of
product design, product innovation,
and dependable delivery. While TQM
would consider all of these
constructs valuable, the suggestion
that supplier relations may impact
the effectiveness of these other
constructs could change the way in
which TQM is implemented in
organizations.

Literature Review
The following sections review
current literature for each of the
constructs tested in our proposed
model. Each section relates relevant
literature leading to hypotheses to be
investigated.
Strategic Quality Planning
Before discussing the linkage
between strategic quality planning

B

 Product
Design
 Product
Innovation
 Dependable
Delivery

C

Value to
Customer
Quality

and supplier based relationships the
strategy literature as it relates to the
current topic is briefly reviewed. Prior
literature discusses strategy from
two different points of view. The
strategy literature focuses on
strategy types in which TQM is
investigated as a type of strategy [1].
Various approaches have been
utilized by researchers to assess
different types of strategy. Porter [75]
[76] proposes three competitive
strategies: cost leadership,
differentiation and focus. Cost
leadership involves an attempt to
achieve competitive advantage via
economies of scale, controlling raw
materials, proprietary technology and
other cost reduction efforts. The
differentiation strategy utilizes
positioning techniques to present a
winning combination of product and
service mixes in the marketplace
while a focus strategy chooses a
market or product segment for
specialization. According to Porter, a
company cannot achieve cost
leadership and differentiation
simultaneously since differentiation
is a costly strategy whereas cost
leadership by definition involves very
tight cost controls.
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According to Kotha and Orne
[57] there are eight unique
manufacturing strategies that
precipitate from combining Porters
grid and the product-process matrix
[46]. These eight strategies are
comprised of three dimensions
including organizational scope,
process structure complexity, and
product line complexity. This
synthesis emphasizes cost cutting as
a means to cost reduction and the
creation of unique services or
products to achieve differentiation
leadership.
Parthasarthy and Sethi [70]
proposed a different set of strategy
options suggesting cost leadership,
qualityleadership and flexibility.
Miller and Roth [65] further
suggested yet another set of three
strategy options for manufacturing
environments including caretakers,
marketers, and innovators.
According to Miller and Roth, market
differentiation and market scope are
the primary means of classifying
their proposed strategy types.
In summary, a firm’s strategy
is developed with the purpose of
achieving some sort of advantage
over a competitor. The strategy
provides a basis for organizing the
operations and alignment between
the strategy and a company’s
operations is necessary for success.
Ferdows and DeMeyer [32] suggest
that synergy among manufacturing
capabilities results in longer-term
competitive advantage and that the
first step in achieving this synergy is
to focus on quality. Therefore, the
adoption of TQM as a foundation to
build superior capabilities results in
enhanced product quality at reduced
cost.

Improving quality is a longterm competitive strategy [8] [61] [72]
[48] [22] [95]. It requires developing
a quality culture, which is a lengthy
process. Given the time factors,
organizations must plan the process
for achieving quality and integrating
quality improvement planning into
the overall business plan. Although
organizations often seek immediate
benefits from the start of a quality
improvement process, a long-term
focus is a greater objective. In a
study, The American Quality
Foundation found that in the United
States, Canada, Germany and
Japan strategic quality planning had
significant effects on organizational
performance measures. A strategic
view of quality leads to: 1) the
integration of quality management
and customer satisfaction in the
organizational strategic and
operational plans, 2) long-term
quality vision of the organization, and
3)the deployment and
understanding of quality goals and
policies throughout the entire
organization. The strategic quality
planning construct tested in our
proposed model includes three items
that tie in well with strategy literature.
These areas include strategic plan
supporting long-term quality
improvement, strategic plan synergy
with the firm’s quality mission and
policies, and strategic plan focus on
quality as an integral part of the
overall strategy.
Supplier based relationships
As in the case with all other
organizational processes, strategy
plays a significant role with the
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supplier based relationships as well.
Our interest in this relationship is to
highlight the importance of strategic
quality planning in forming the
framework as to how an organization
deals with suppliers with respect to
the supplier’s role in the overall
organizational operations and the
influence that the strategy employed
has on the ultimate performance
outcomes associated with operations.
Supplier based quality
practices provide a means to
increase the likelihood of an
organization having suppliers who
are reliable and willing to work
toward the company’s goals of
achieving quality excellence.
One great contribution of
quality management is the
recognition of suppliers as one of the
most important resources
organizations have [35]. This
recognition grew out of the
realization of three critical facts:
(1)
The quality of the products
depends to a large extent on
the quality of its supplied
components.Inmany
organizations, the
procurement costs range from
50 to 70 percent of sales
volume.
(2)
To design and develop new
products in shorter times and
with higher reliability, an
organization needs the full
cooperation of the supplier,
beginning with the initial
phases of development.
Leonard and Sasser [62] found a
major source of quality
product/process problems are
defective incoming supplies. The
impact of defective supplies on
quality performance has raised the

importance of quality procured
materials, parts, and services, and
elevated supplier relationships as a
major component of quality
management [3] [34]. Quality
performance of suppliers is critical in
many ways. For example, the quality
of incoming material, parts, and
components, determine the levels of
SPC usage. Furthermore, quality of
supplied parts impact the quality of
the final product and therefore, the
ability of a manufacturer to satisfy
the needs and expectations of its
customers. Additionally, knowledge
and experience of the vendor has
been found valuable during the initial
design of new products and in the
solution of problems to achieve high
quality and faster response to market
needs [22] [20] [47] [36] [31] [61] [90].
Supplier relationships with
management have helped Japanese
companies achieve world-class
leadership. To obtain the best quality
parts at a given price, Japanese
managers promote long-term
relationships and mutual cooperation
with suppliers, extending from
product development to
manufacturing. In short, the vendor
relationships in total quality
management can be described as
mutual trust and maximum
cooperation within a long-term
framework for the purpose of
ensuring the greatest customer
satisfaction.
Krause, Handfield, and
Scannel [59] studied the importance
of supplier development based on
reactive and strategic processes and
concluded that the strategic
approach to these relationships
provided significantly greater longterm benefits compared to the
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reactive approach. Their work
suggests that the approach to
supplier relationships is a key
component of organizational strategy.
Additional research effort by Carr
and Pearson [15] conclude that
strategically managed long-term
relationships with key suppliers can
have a positive impact on a firm’s
performance. Further, that the
investment made in these
relationships may reduce transaction
costs and result in higher levels of
cooperation.
Investigation of the
relationship between strategic quality
planning and supplier based
relationships therefore leads us to
our first hypothesis:
H1: Strategic quality planning has a
positive impact on supplier based
relationships.

Impact of supplier relationship
on product design
The importance of supplier
relationships has also been studied
in the context of its impact on
product design, product innovation,
and dependable product delivery
capabilities [93] [84] [44]. In a study
by Hartley, Zirger, and Lamath [44]
management of the buyer-supplier
interface lead to reduced supplierrelated delays and over-all project
related delays. In a generic new
product design and development
model proposed by Peters, Rooney,
Rogerson, McQuarter, Spring, and
Dale [71] supported the importance
of common information and
information management in the

NPDD process. Research by
Callahan and Moretton [12]
concluded that supplier involvement
in defining product requirements,
system design and beta testing
reduced development time.
Furthermore, effective integration of
suppliers into the product
value/supply chain has been found
to be a key for manufacturers in
achieving the improvements
necessary to remain competitive [42].
This work by Handfield, Ragatz,
Petersen, and Monczka presented
17 case studies of manufacturing
organizations. In 37.2% of these
organizations supplier involvement
as early as the concept development
stage was reported.
The assurance of quality
design of products affects internal
quality performance and competitive
capabilities through its effect on
product manufacturability, product
complexity, product reliability,
product features, and product
serviceability. Moreover, the
efficiency of the manufacturing
process is affected by considerations
of producibility (materials,
specifications, tolerances, etc.) at the
product design stage. When the
product components are designed in
such way that they are easy to
manufacture and assemble, the
manufacturing process variance is
reduced. As a consequence, the
reduction in variance will be reflected
on different measures of internal
quality performance (waste, rework,
cost, time, etc.). Furthermore,
designs that reduce the complexity
of the final product increase its
reliability since fewer components
typically lower failure rates. In
addition, fewer components also
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facilitate better coordination during
the manufacturing process, reduce
the manufacturing throughput time,
and reduce the manufacturing cost.
Of critical importance is the
assurance of the incorporation of
customer desired product features at
the early design stage because it
improves the quality, and enhances
the value in the eyes of the customer,
and minimizes changes during the
production stage which affect the
efficiency and productivity of the
manufacturing process. The design
of products’ ease of use enhances
the serviceability of the product,
which is believed to impact the
product’s value perception by
customers [45].
Brinton [11] reported supplier
involvement as one of the keys to
successful product development.
Other important keys to success
were top management support,
strategic alignment, and focus on
product definition. The importance of
supplier involvement at the concept
stage of product development was
confirmed by Carbone [13] in an
article on the development of
medical technology. Research by
Kessler [54] concluded that
accessing external know-how is a
key strategy for reducing or even
eliminating costs at the development
stage. This predominance of
research supports the importance of
suppliers in the product design
process and leads us to our second
hypothesis.
H2: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on product
design.

Supplier relationship and
product innovation
Innovation has been defined
as “the generation, acceptance and
implementation of new ideas,
processes, products or services for
the first time within an organizational
setting” [73] [94]. Other scholars
have defined innovation as “the
implementation of an internally
generated or a borrowed idea
whether pertaining to a product,
service, system, process, policy,
program, or service that is new to the
organization at the time of adoption”
[21]. In a manufacturing context
product innovation may be
summarized as the extent to which
the manufacturing enterprise is
capable of introducing new products
and features in the market place [58]
[18]. Knight [56] proposed a
taxonomy based on four categories
of innovation: product or service,
production-process, organizational
structure and people innovations
while others propose a taxonomy
classifying innovations as radical or
incremental [23] [29] [30]. Radical
innovations require fundamental
changes in technology, where
incrementalinnovations are small
changes in existing technology.
Product innovations fall into both
categories. While existing products
are incrementally improved with
small changes and totally new
products involve radical
improvements or in some cases the
creation of newtechnology.
The role of innovation in
supporting the achievement of
significant improvements in the
capabilities of an organization were
discussed by Schroeder, Scudder,
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and Elm [86]. The research found
that managers rely on quality
improvement programs to help
generate and implement new ideas
to enhance the organization’s
competitive capabilities. In other
research Bagchi-Sen [7] finds that
small to medium-sized enterprises
(SME’s) with higher levels of product
innovation use external service
inputs for problem-solving and
business development. This study
examined the relationship between
innovation and business
performance in SME’s and the
competitive strategies and product
innovation. It was reported that
63.7% of “high” innovators in the
Niagara region of Canada regard
quality, specialization, and delivery
speed and after sales support as
important competitive strategies.
Annon [5] found that better supplier
relationships create opportunities for
both sides to innovate leading to
improved performance. This study
was based on an A.T. Kearney
survey of 463 of the world’s largest
corporations. In a meeting of the
Soap and Detergent Association [84]
the SDA conference reported that
association members rely on
suppliers for help with innovation.
The strong literature support for the
connection between supplier based
relationships to innovation brings us
to the third hypothesis.
H3: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on product
innovation.
Importance of supplier
relationship to delivery

The characteristics of
dependable delivery includes the
concepts of on-time, accurate
quantity, and dependability. Hall [41]
defines dependable delivery as “the
extent (to which) a manufacturing
enterprise is capable of providing ontime, the type and volume of
products required by customer(s)”.
Dependability is viewed as the
consistency of the company in
performing at the time scheduled or
promised. Hartley et al., [44] found
that management of the buyer
supplier relationship was effective at
reducing supplier related delays.
Supplier related delays effect the
organizations internal customers by
creating design, product introduction
and production delays. For the same
reasons the end (external)
customers are also effected in a
similar way. Other research reports
that the delivery construct accounts
for 21% of the variance underlying
success factors for the JIT-P process
[67]. Chamberlain [16] reports that
supplier integration resulted in a 50%
lead-time reduction with respect to
“time to market” over three years in a
study at Maytag. The strong
literature support for the connection
between supplier-basedrelationships to dependable delivery
brings us to the fourth hypotheses.
H4: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on
dependable deliveries.
Value to customer quality
The goal of any organization
is to remain viable by providing its
customers with products that are
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competitive in every way with that of
its competitors so as to insure
survival of the organization. In this
context TQM is viewed by many
authors as a rational strategy to
assure quality and customer value.
As a construct value to customer
quality may be defined as “the extent
(to which) a manufacturing
enterprise is capable of offering
product quality and performance that
creates higher value for customer(s).
Moreover, it gauges the capability of
the firm to produce products that
would satisfy customer needs and
expectations for quality performance
[39] [6].
There is considerable
literature support for the impact of
product design, product innovation,
and dependable delivery to value-tocustomer quality. Rahman [77]
concludes that quality is largely
attributable to design. Product
design has a direct effect on
reliability, manufacturability, and cost
therefore the effect on customer
value is significant. Because of its
relationship to manufacturability,
design also effects delivery. Studies
on Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) techniques have also
confirmed this relationship.
Vonderembse and Raghunathan [98]
report that QFD has a positive
impact on developing product
concepts and devising designs that
meet customer quality and
performance objectives. Studies
have shown that while design cost
may account for approximately 5
percent of product cost, 70 percent
or more of the manufacturing
process cost is determined in design
[92]. In a study testing the links
between TQM practices, customer

satisfaction and organizational
performance Agus, Krishman, and
Kadir (2000) found customer
satisfaction predicted by product
quality, product features, product
delivery, and product competitive
pricing. These four predictor
variables relate well to product
design, product innovation, and
dependable delivery. Product quality
and cost is primarily driven by design,
product features is determined by
design and product innovation, and
product delivery is a component of
dependable delivery.
Kessler and Chakrabarti [53]
concluded that high-level quality
innovators often utilize a customer
focus strategy. The study
investigated the factors of strategic
orientation and organizational
capability that influence the quality of
new product innovations. The
customer focus strategy is consistent
with the TQM goal of customer
satisfaction. Both Deming [22] and
Juran [48] promote customer
satisfaction as the ultimate goal of
TQM. Anderson and Sohal [4] in a
study of the relationship between
quality management practices and
performance in small businesses
found significant links between
design, innovation, supplier
relationships, management and
process improvement and the quality
of products and services to
organizational performance. The
literature support for the relationship
between product design, product
innovation, and dependable delivery
tovalue-to-customer quality leads to
hypotheses five, six, and seven.
H5: Product design has a positive
impact on value to customer quality.
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H7: Dependable delivery has a
positive impact on value to customer
quality.

H5: Product design has a positive
impact on value to customer quality.
H6: Product innovation has a
positive impact on value to customer
quality.
H7: Dependable delivery has a
positive impact on value to customer
quality.

Hypotheses Summary

The Model

H1: Strategic quality planning has a
positive impact on supplier based
relationships.
H2: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on product
design.
H3: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on product
innovation.
H4: Supplier based relationships
have a positive impact on
dependable deliveries.

While there have been
several studies on the relationship
between TQM practices and
customer satisfaction, very little
research has focused on the
relationships among these TQM
constructs. Our model hypothesizes
that some TQM constructs may be
important precedents and others are
important antecedents of the overall
relationship. The model is depicted
in Figure 2 below.

H6: Product innovation has a
positive impact on value to customer
quality.

Figure 2: Model and associated hypotheses

Product
Design
H2

Strategic
Quality
Planning

H1

Supplier
Based
Relationship

H5

Product
Innovation

H3

H4

H6

Value to
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Dependable
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Data collection methodology
and sample characteristics
The data collected here is
from Solis [88] who used survey
methodology. The survey was
mailed to 2900 potential respondents
from a mailing list provided by the
Quality Management Division of
American Society for Quality. The
survey yielded 300 usable responses
for a response rate of 10.4%. The
majority of responses came from
organizations with less than 500
employees (70.5%). Only 18% of
the responses were from firms with
more than 1000 employees. The
respondent organizations covered
SIC codes ranging between 2000
and 3900. Five manufacturing
sectors accounted for 55.2% of the
responses: chemicals, rubber and
plastics, electronic products, food
and kindred products and fabricated
metal products. While the majority of
respondents identified themselves as
middle management level quality
managers, 30% identified
themselves as CEO’s, owners,
presidents and vice-presidents.
Table 1: Survey Response by
SIC Code
Respondents by SIC Code
SIC
Code

3400

3600
3000
2800

Name
Fabricated metal
products except
machinery and
transportation
equipment
Electric and other
electronic equipment
and components
except computers
Rubber and
miscellaneous plastic
products
Chemical and allied

Percent

20.3

14.5
11.6
9.1

2000

3900

products
Food and kindred
products
Miscellaneous
manufacturing
industries
Others
Total

6.2

10.0
24.7
100.0

Table 2: Position
Respondents by Position
Position
Percent
Top management
29.8
Middle management
61.8
Others
8.4
Total
100.0

Table 3: Firm Size
Firms by Size
Number of employees
Up to 100
101 to 500
505 to 1000
1001 to 5000
Over 5000
Total

Percent
27.1
43.4
11.1
10.8
7.6
100.0

Analysis
The items used to measure
each of the 6 constructs, and the
data set for this research, are from
prior research by Solis [88]. The
construct validation process used in
the prior research by Solis is
summarized below. A five point
Likert scale was utilized with the
respondents indicating strong
agreement (1) to strong
disagreement (5) for each question.
Organizational performance was
evaluated based on the respondents
perceived performance relative to
their industry/competitors on the
following scale: 1) much lower, 2)
lower, 3) about the same, 4) higher,
or 5) much higher. The items used to
measure each of the seven
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constructs are presented in appendix
A.
Solis [88] tested each of the
items in a pilot study using structured
interviews and Q-sort methodology.
The data were analyzed for simplicity
of factor structure, purification,
reliability, brevity, convergent validity,
discriminent validity and predictive
validity. Factor analysis was utilized
to confirm the set of items for the
seven constructs in the proposed
model. Following Nunally’s [68]
suggestion, eigenvalues greater than
1.0 was utilized as a general
guideline for the number of factors to
extract. Maximum likelihood was
selected as the extraction procedure
and the varimax method was utilized
for factor rotation. Missing values in
the data set were replaced with the
variable mean for the item. Items
which did not load at 0.60 or above
or with cross-loadings greater than
0.40 were eliminated. Finally, the
stability of the factors was analyzed
by measuring the ratio of
respondents to items, the Tinsley
and Tinsley guideline of having a

minimal ratio between 5 and 10 was
followed.

Results and Discussion
To test the various
hypotheses, the model proposed in
Figure 2 was tested utilizing
Structural Equation Modeling
methodology. SEM is preferred over
Factor Analysis methodology
because of its ability to account for
inter-item error correlations therefore
enhancing the robustness and
flexibility in establishing construct
validity. The software employed was
Lisrel 8.3 developed by Joreskog
and Sorbom (1989). Detailed results
for the model and all measurement
items and constructs are
summarized in Table 4. Overall, the
results indicate significant
relationships among all hypothesized
relationships proposed by the model.
Figure 3 shows the model with the
structural path coefficients (ë) values
and the corresponding t-values in
parentheses.

Figure 3: Structural model with ë and t-values.

Product
Design
.68
(8.21)

Strategic
Quality
Planning

.56
(7.95)

Supplier
Based
Relationship

.16
(2.45)

.41
(5.66)

Product
Innovation

.23
(3.50)

Dependable
Deliveries

.17
(2.75)

Value to
Customer
Quality

.18
(3.01)
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Tests for reliability and
unidemensionality (convergent
validity) are important in establishing
construct validity. The reliability of
the constructs was measured using
Cronbach’s alpha. The values for the
model constructs reported are; .89
for Strategic Quality Planning, .83 for
Supplier Based Relationships, .85 for
Product Design, .91 for Product
Innovation, .92 for Dependable
Deliveries, and .86 for Value to
Customer Quality. All alpha values
indicate good reliability.

Unidemsionality is indicated
by the Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
and the Adjusted Goodness of Fit
Index (AGFI). The GFI indicates the
relative amount of variance and
covariance jointly explained by the
model: the AGFI differs form GFI in
adjusting for the number of degrees
of freedom. Analysis results indicate
values of .89 and .87 for GFI and
AGFI. Values approximating .9 or
higher are considered evidence of
good fit.

Table 4: Test results summary

Goodness-of-Fit Indices of the Model
Degrees of freedom
2 Statistic
p-Value
2 / df
Goodness of Fit Index (GFI)
Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI)
RMSEA
Constructs and Items
a) Strategic quality planning
SP1 long-term improvement efforts
SP2 company policy support
SP3 strategic plan integration
b) Supplier based relationships
SB1 quality based supplier selection
SB2 long-term supplier focus
SB3 confidence and trust
SB4 supplier participation
SB5 supplier continuous improvement
c) Product design
PD1 manufacturability
PD2 supplier involvement
PD3 customer-driven
PD4 multi-disciplinary approach
PD5 environmental and legal concerns
d) Product Innovation
PI1 new product features

Standardized
loadings (ë)

223
356.72
0.00
1.60
0.90
0.88
0.045
Standard
errors

Cronbach’s
alpha ()
.89

.78
.88
.90

.39
.22
.19

.66
.77
.80
.66
.67

.57
.41
.35
.57
.55

.68
.75
.69
.71
.57

.53
.44
.52
.50
.68

.95

.09

.83

.85

.91
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PI2 develop new products
PI3 develop unique features
e) Dependable deliveries
DD1 provide dependable deliveries
DD2 on-time deliveries
DD3 correct quantity on-time
f) Value to customer quality
VCQ1 customer performance needs
VCQ2 customer safe-to-use needs
VCQ3 customer reliability needs
VCQ4 meet pre-established standards

The hypothesized relationship
between strategic quality planning
and supplier-based relationships was
strongly supported by the model
(ë=.56, t=7.95). We believed that this
relationship existed based on the
work of Krause et al., (1998), which
suggests that the approach to
supplier development is a key
component of organizational strategy.
We extended this to infer that
supplier relationships are key to
strategic quality planning as well. We
also hypothesized that supplier
relationships directly affected
product design, product innovation
and dependable deliveries. Support
for these relationships were also
confirmed by the results with strong
support for the linkage from supplier
relationships to product design
(ë=.68, t=8.21). The support for the
linkage to product innovation and
dependable deliveries, while
significant, were less strong.
The hypothesized relationship
between supplier relationships and
product design was based on prior
work which linked successful product
design and development to external
suppliers that provide know-how [54],
reduced supplier related delays [44]
and reduced development time [12].

.89
.80

.20
.36

.94
.95
.81

.12
.10
.35

.79
.79
.78
.70

.36
.36
.37
.50

.92

.86

The hypothesized linkage
between supplier relationships and
product innovation, while significant
(ë=.16, t=2.45) is only moderately
supported by the results. One reason
for this may be the differences
between large organizations which
internalize much of the innovation
process and small to medium size
enterprises (SMEs) which have been
reported in literature to rely more
heavily on external sources of
innovation [7]. In our study we had a
preponderance of SMEs, nearly 70%.
Although other studies have reported
reliance on suppliers by large
organizations [84], only moderate
support was found in our data.
Slightly stronger support is
indicated for the linkage from
supplier relationship to dependable
delivery (ë=.23, t=3.50).
The linkages from product
design, product innovation and
dependable deliveries to value to
customer quality are supported at
similar levels as from supplier based
relationships to these same three
constructs. We found strong support
for the linkage from product design
tovalue-to-customer quality (ë=.41,
t=5.66), weak support for product
innovation to value-to-customer
quality (ë=.17, t=2.75), and moderate
support for dependable delivery to
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value-to-customer quality (ë=.19,
t=3.01).

Conclusion
In this study we developed
and tested a model in which strategic
quality planning was hypothesized to
impact supplier-based relationships
which in turn impacted product
design, product innovation and
dependable deliveries. We found
these relationships supported by the
data. We also tested the linkages
from product design, product
innovation, and dependable
deliveries to value-to-customer
quality. These linkages were also
supported.
Significant managerial
implications can be drawn fromthe
study. First of all the strategic
relevance of supplier relationships
and its effect on processes within
organizations implies that managers
should actively be involved in the
supplier selection process.
Historically, the supplier selection
has been performed by procurement
and quality functions, which
generally operate independently of
internal process managers. This is
not to say that internal managers
have not been involved in this
process but that their involvement
has been largely reluctant and
generally punitive in nature. Because
of the impact that the suppliers have
on the success of internal processes,
which impact both the customer and
the organizational performance,
managers should be integrated into
the supplier selection and
relationship building process.
Future research should
investigate the relationship between

successful TQM and supply chain
management practices including not
only supplier relationships but other
aspects of supply chain
management. Another area of
interest for future research is the
connection between managers of
internal processes (operational level
managers) and their role in supplier
selection and relationship building.
This concept is important to
organizational performance, which
increasingly relies on the
performance of suppliers.
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APPENDIX A
Strategic quality planning measurement items include responses to the following questions:
SP1
Our strategic plan supports long-term (3 years of more) quality improvement efforts.
SP2
Our strategic plan is supported by our company’s quality mission and policies.
SP3
In our strategic plan quality is an integral part.
Supplier based relationship items include responses to the following questions:
SB1
Our primary criteria to select suppliers is quality not price.
SB2
Our supplier relationships are focused on the long term.
SB3
Our supplier relationships have achieved high levels of confidence and trust.
SB4
Our suppliers readily participate in solving quality problems.
SB5
Our suppliers are involved in our continuous improvement effort.
Product design items include responses to the following questions:
PD1
Our product design process incorporates manufacturability as an important component.
PD2
We involve external suppliers early in the product design.
PD3
Our product design process applies customer-driven techniques (such as quality function
deployment).
PD4
Our product design process is supported by a multidisciplinary approach (marketing,
manufacturing, R & D, etc.)
PD5
Our product design process addresses environmental and legal concerns.
Product Innovation includes responses to the following questions:
PI1
Our capability of developing a number of “new” product features is
PI2
Our capability of developing a number of “new” products is
PI3
Our capability of developing unique features is
Dependable Delivery items include responses to the following questions:
DD1
Our capability of providing dependable deliveries is
DD2
Our capability of providing on-time deliveries is
DD3
Our capability of delivering the correct quantity of products needed on time is
Value to Customer Quality items include responses to the following questions:
VCQ1 Our capability of offering products that perform according to customer needs is
VCQ2 Our capability of offering products that meet customer’s safe-to-use needs is
VCQ3 Our capability of offering products that meet customer’s reliability needs is
VCQ4 Our capability of offering products that meet customer’s pre-established standards is
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ABSTRACT:
In this paper we report suppliers’ quality practices in six countries — China, Taiwan, India, Korea, Mexico and Costa Rica. The
practices include suppliers’ education, technical assistances, involvement in product development and long-term relationships.
India, China, Korea and Taiwan are four major countries in Asia that have shown substantial economic growth over the years.
Mexico is a member of NAFTA. Cost Rica is a growing country in Central America. Differences in terms of quality results are
explored as well. In general, supplier quality practices are related to the overall quality management practices. Supplier quality
practices affect the internal and external quality results. However, the length of quality experience in the organizations turns out to
be a discriminating factor for choosing particular supplier quality practices. The implication of these results confirms that supplier
quality practices are important practices for both internal and external quality results.
INTRODUCTION:
Many cases studies and other empirical research on quality practices have been conducted over the years [4] [5] [6] [7]. Through
theoretical and empirical analyses these researchers have provided better understanding of quality practices. One of the important
practices identified has been supplier quality practices. Increasingly, supply chain management includes a worldwide network of
suppliers. Effective supply chain management includes strategic, operational and tactical decisions in relation to suppliers’ quality
practices. In the global market economy, sourcing decisions are important and the quality of products depends upon the supplier’s
quality and supplier quality practices [1] [2] [3]. The countries of Asia like China and India with their large populations and
sizeable burgeoning mobile classes are candidates for the products of the industrialized countries as well as the locations for
production and supplier sources. Understanding the quality and supplier practices in the context of these and other developing
countries is necessary for the producers in the industrialized countries. We find that there are not many studies in this area. There
is a need of research in this area since many conceptual and practical questions about s upply chain management (i.e., global chain
network) need to be answered.
ANALYSIS
Data was collected in six countries (Korea, Taiwan, China, Mexico, Costa Rica and India) as part of an ongoing study on
International Quality Practices at the university of Toledo. Statistical analyses, which explore the supplier quality practices and
their relationship to quality results, are presented in this paper. “Supplier quality practices” was one of the constructs of this study
[5]. Table 1 provides industry classification of the organizations responding to the survey. In all six countries, the top or middle
managers responded except Costa Rica. Workforce median age is between 31-37. The majority of respondents are from small or
medium size companies except Korea and India. The status of ISO 9000 suggests that China and Mexico are relatively new while
Korea and Taiwan are more experienced in implementing quality management practices according to the international standards.
TABLE 1: Characteristics of the study sample
Title of Respondents (%)
Top Manager (%)
Middle Manager
Other (%)
Workforce Age (median)
Number of employees
Fewer than 500(%)
Between 500-1000(%)
More than 1000(%)
ISO 9000 certified (%)

Korea

Mexico

Taiwan

China

India

Costa Rica

30
60
10
31

39
34
27
30

29
52
19
33

33
47
20
35

69
30
11
37

55
12
33
N/A

35
30
45
65

70
8
22
10

41
31
27
54

43
9
48
6

19
18
63
34

42
28
30
30

Table 2 shows the mean, standard deviation of quality management constructs of six countries. In all constructs, China’s score is
consistently high compared to all other nations. This might be due to the perceptual differences related to their experiences of
quality management practices. Countries with longer experiences with quality management practices tend to be a little more
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modest in their assessment. In the case of China, with strong initial enthusiasm of implementing quality practices, they seem to
respond quite positively about their overall quality management experiences.
TABLE 2: Mean, standard deviation of quality management constructs
Construct
(# of items,
Reliability*)
Leadership
(7, 0.95 )

Strategic Quality
Planning
(4, 0.92 )

Quality of
Information Analysis
(3, 0.86)
Quality of
Information Use
(3, 0.92)

Employee Training
(4, 0.80)

Employee
Involvement
(5, 0.87)

Quality Assurance of
Products and Services

Country

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.8545
3.5461
3.9055
3.9726
3.9429
3.9337

0.6468
1.1063
0.8427
0.8275
0.6345
0.8352

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.6743
3.6150
3.9275
3.7899
3.8389
3.8700

0.7042
1.0111
0.9201
0.8241
0.7662
0.8820

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.4343
3.3510
3.7888
3.6738
3.6851
3.7407
3.4495
3.1445
3.5318
3.8688
3.2449
3.6726
3.4060
2.9159
3.5744
3.5452
3.3310
3.5978
3.1648
2.8655
3.2183
3.4894
3.0345
3.3316
3.7596
3.3646
3.9252
4.2340
3.5563
4.0542

0.6797
1.0791
0.9228
1.0323
0.8056
0.9695
0.6780
1.1170
1.0142
1.2493
0.8690
1.1282
0.7199
1.0772
0.9368
1.4434
0.9040
1.2188
0.6258
1.1459
0.9140
1.4174
0.8204
1.1562
0.6814
1.1443
1.0004
1.6234
0.8427
1.3032

Construct
(# of items,
Reliability*)
Suppliers’
Quality
(6, 0.87)

Country

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.4321
3.1799
3.5941
4.3262
3.2712
3.8981

0.5715
1.5379
1.2022
1.8621
0.8325
1.5504

Customer Focus and
Satisfaction
(8, 0.87)

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.6365
3.5498
3.9905
3.9839
3.6952
3.9722

0.6530
0.9956
1.0530
1.1790
0.6813
1.0713

Quality Citizenship
(4, 0.86)

Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica
Korea
Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

3.5573
3.2035
3.9828
3.9176
3.6925
3.9828
3.6307
2.9912
3.8473
3.7793
3.3153
3.8244
3.5259
3.0956
3.7405
3.9383
3.2485
3.7405
3.6147
3.3584
3.8798
3.7713
3.5056
3.9278

0.7341
1.4766
1.1377
1.6360
0.9889
1.1377
0.6860
1.3705
1.1625
1.1305
0.9743
1.1355
0.6106
1.4378
1.0094
1.6174
0.9336
1.0094
0.5769
1.5225
0.9968
1.0787
0.9282
1.2085

Benchmarking
(4, 0.92)

Internal
Quality Results
(5, 0.87)

External Quality
Results
(4, 0.83 )

Note:
[1] # of items are all the same for all countries.
[2] Reliability () is from USA data, representative of similar results of other
countries.)

Table 3 shows correlation between supplier quality practices and the other quality management practices constructs for which the
correlation coefficient is 0.5 or higher suggesting considerable relationship. In Table 4, the results of stepwise multiple regressions
with internal quality results as the dependent variable are shown. Table 4 shows similar results with external quality results as the
dependent variable. In four countries (Korea, Mexico, China, and India) supplier quality is shown as a significant predictor of
internal quality results. However, supplier quality is a significant predictor in Taiwan, Mexico, India, and Costa Rica for external
quality practices and not in Korea and China. This is a little surprising and it needs further investigation. Further examination of
the size of the regression coefficients shows that the coefficients of external quality results are smaller compared to those for
internal quality results except in the case of Taiwan. A plausible explanation may be the export orientation of Taiwanese
companies to other countries. However, this also needs further analysis. To examine the differences among the effects of the
individual supplier quality practices on internal quality results and external quality results, stepwise regression analyses were
carried out. Table 5 shows the results of such an analysis for internal quality results as well as external quality results. In Korea,
Taiwan and Cost Rica, supplier selection is a common important practice for both internal quality results and external quality
results. In Taiwan, China, India, Mexico and Costa Rica, clarity of specification to suppliers is important for both internal quality
results and external quality results while in Korea providing technical assistance to suppliers appears to be important for external
quality results.
TABLE 3: Correlation of supplier quality practices and quality management practices
Country

Quality Assurance of Product and
Services
0.625**

Customer Satisfaction

Internal Quality Results

External Quality Results

Korea

0.641**

0.657**

0.619**

Mexico
Taiwan
China
India
Costa Rica

0.537**
0.528**
0.647**
0.732**
0.611**

0.331**
0.408**
0.598**
0.704**
0.476**

0.559**
0.491**
0.755**
0.688**
0.491**

0.563**
0.498**
0.499**
0.559**
0.617**

** All correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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CONCLUSION
In general, supplier quality practices are related to the overall quality management practices [1] [2]. Supplier quality practices
affect the internal and external quality results. However, the length of quality experience in the organizations turns out to be a
discriminating factor for what particular supplier quality practices are emphasized. Organizations with longer experiences tend to
focus on careful supplier selection and providing technical assistance while organizations with shorter history of quality practices
regard clarity of specification for quality work. The implication of these results confirms that supplier quality practices are
important practices of overall quality results. From a practitioner point of view, the results of this study suggest that companies
planning to locate facilities, or enter into supplier partnership in these countries should consider their experiences of quality
practices and design supplier quality program accordingly to avoid the pitfalls in supplier development [3] [8].
TABLE 4: The effects of quality management practices on internal and external quality results

Korea

Taiwan

Mexico

China

Internal Quality Results
Supplier Quality
Benchmarking
Quality Assurance of Products and Services
Quality Citizenship
Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Quality Information Use
Quality Citizenship

Quality Assurance of
Products and Services
Employee Involvement
Supplier Quality
Benchmarking
Supplier Quality
Employee Training
Quality Assurance ofProductandServices

Coefficients
0.236**
0.260**
0.262**
0.160**
0.329**
0.367**
0.347**
0.178**
0.293**
0.258**
0.260**
0.375**
0.319**

External Quality Results
Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Strategic Quality Planning
Benchmarking
Quality Citizenship
Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Quality Information Use
Quality Citizenship
Supplier Quality
Employee Involvement
Quality Assurance of Products and Services
Supplier Quality
Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Employee Training
Employee Involvement

3.423**
India

Costa Rica

Coefficients
0.201**
0.263**
0.243**
0.217**
0.256**
0.339**
0.233**
0.178**
0.288**
0.253**
0.240**
0.231**
0.433**
0.513**
-0.331**

Supplier Quality
Employee Involvement
Quality Citizenship
Quality Information Analysis

0.338**
0.257**
0.195**
0.154*

Supplier Quality
Quality Information Analysis

0.392**
0.309**

Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Quality Information Use
Quality Citizenship

0.355**

Customer Focus and Satisfaction
Quality Information Use
Quality Citizenship
Supplier Quality

0.256**

0.321**
0.296**

0.339**
0.233**
0.178**

** All significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
TABLE 5: The Effects of particular supplier quality practices on internal and external quality results
Korea

Taiwan

Mexico

China

India

Costa Rica

Internal Quality Results
F1 (Supplier selection based on
quality)
F2 (Reliance of fewer suppliers)
F4 (Providing technical assistance to suppliers)
F1 (Supplier selection based on
quality)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F4 (Providing technical
assistance to suppliers)
F5 (Suppliers involvement in
product development)
F8 (Clarityof specification to
suppliers)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F2 (Reliance of fewer suppliers)

F4 (Providing technical assistance
to suppliers)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F7 (Long-term relationships with
suppliers)
F1 (Supplier selection based on
quality)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F4 (Providing technical assistance
to suppliers)

Coefficients
0.393**
0.254**
0.267**
0.264**
0.270**

External Quality Results
F1 (Supplier selection
based on quality)
F4 (Providing technical
assistance to suppliers)
F8 (Clarity of specification
to suppliers)
F1 (Supplier selection
based on quality)

Coefficients
0.445**
0.334**
0.358**
0.325**

0.169**
0.361**
0.268**
0.567**
0.347**

0.337**
0.251**
0.238**
0.264**
0.270**
0.169**

F5 (Suppliers involvement
in product Development)
F8 (Clarity of specification
to suppliers)
F8 (Clarity of specification
to suppliers)
F7 (Long-termrelationships
with suppliers)
F2 (Reliance of fewer
suppliers)
F1 (Supplier selection based on
quality)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F4 (Providing technical
assistance to suppliers)
F1 (Supplier selection based on
quality)
F8 (Clarity of specification to
suppliers)
F2 (Reliance of fewer suppliers)

0.358**
0.245**
0.791**
-0.336**
0.194**
0.302**
0.265**
0.157*
0.315**
0.371**
0.144*

** All significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
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Abstract
This case study is an initial attempt to assist colleagues at
resource-limited colleges to efficiently design and conduct
new e-business courses. This detailed case study of the
results is intended to assist others at similar schools in
creating e-business offerings which result in similarly high
levels of student satisfaction, cognitive learning and
affective outcomes. E-business is a rapidly evolving and
confused area. As a result, a major challenge to instructors
is how to support students in learning how to learn rather
than to master an established body of information. No one at
the present time is, or really can be, an “expert” at e-business.
Which means that, particularly at smaller schools, the real
challenge is to determine how existing faculty with no
formal background in the e-business area can leverage their
pedagogical skills to successfully offer new courses in on
topics such as electronic commerce (EC) and electronic
marketing (EM). To facilitate that process, the following
case analyzes in some detail the experience of designing and
offering two new graduate business courses at a small
(6,000+) state college in the United States. A few, very
preliminary, conclusions and recommendations can be made
but each should be carefully assessed within the context of
other institutions and situations.
The Challenge Of Teaching E-Business Courses
The two-year period in which this case was conceptualized
and developed reflected the external, organizational, and
professional challenge of teaching e-businesscourses.
External Challenges. In that time the Web went from
future promise to present shock as business-to-consumer dot
coms died. Business models were ruthlessly revised and
discarded. Business-to-business once touted as the main
area of e-business never really launched. Suddenly, the
Internet became a place for established large businesses and
small niche players to explore new opportunities within the
larger context of their conventional business plans. And
above all, as Business Week noted, it became a place for the
exchange of information. That conclusion is also reflected
in the design of these two courses.
Organizational Challenges. Along with these external
factors, the course organizers also had to deal with some
major institutional changes. Originally this project was
designed to develop and assess complementary new ecommerce and e-marketing courses to be offered in
sequential semesters. Unfortunately, changing curricular
demands required that they both be given in the Spring of
2001. In addition, administrative changes meant that the
graduate students were not informed quickly enough about

the new courses while at the same time they were aware of
faculty proposals to convert the existing Master of Business
Studies degree into a more c onventional MBA. One result
of this changing context was that the enrollment in these
courses was less than half of the expected number of 15-20
per course. Thus the e-Marketing course had only seven
students (plus one undergraduate who audited the course)
and e-Commerce enrolled 11. These numbers severely
limited the utility of the evaluation procedures in terms of
their ability to guide the design of this project.
The courses were developed under a Distinguished Faculty
Fellowship grant of $10,000. That grant was awarded to
support the creation of these courses. However, the courses
themselves were designed and offered as part of normal
course loads. No release time for the design process was
involved.
Professional Challenges. The two instructorsinvolved in
this project were Assistant Professors of Business Studies
with over five years of higher education teaching experience.
Their teaching styles and areas of professional expertise
differed substantially. One, SZ, is a Management professor
who primarily teaches quantitative business methods and has
a strong background in technology and business decision
making. The other, WP, is a psychologist who was
previously a marketing consultant and researcher. As a
Marketing professor he mainly teaches consumer behavior
and market research. Neither had any formal training in, or
direct work experience with, e-business. However, they
were experienced users of the Internet as an educational,
instructional, and personal resource.
Both had previously taught in Stockton College’s Master of
Business Studies program. That program serves the needs of
an extremely heterogeneous group of students representing
both the small business community of largely rural southern
New Jersey and the more sophisticated organizations of
Atlantic City. These are a demanding group of older adult
learners who, sometimes too ruthlessly, seek the skills they
can immediately utilize in their own work. They also are
quick to express their dissatisfactions both directly to an
instructor and indirectly on the Student Evaluation of
Teaching form filled out for all Stockton courses.
The following briefly summarizes the basic instructional
model used to guide design decisions. That model also led
to the selection of range of measurement procedures to
assess student perceptions of the course and of the
instructors plus cognitive learning and affective outcomes.
The data on those measures is presented in some detail as an
indication of the potential utility of the individual-focused
and group-focused designs used for the first offering of the
graduate E-Commerce and E-Marketing graduate courses.
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Finally some preliminary recommendations based on the
experience of offering these courses are presented.
Basic Instructional Model
As a course design tool, both courses loosely reflect a basic
instructional model of the types of cognitive and affective
learning that students should exhibit in an e-business course
(Kleindl, 2001).
In both courses, the sequence of topics and weekly lectures
largely followed the main text chosen by the instructor.
Beyond the lectures, two different approaches to instruction
were employed within this general instructional model. The
e-Commerce course focused on individuals learning
separately while the e-Marketing effort stressed work in
teams. In Business courses, instructors frequently have a
preference for one or the other of these general approaches
and it was decided to assess some of the strengths and
weaknesses of each in this Project.
Instructional Process Evaluation
The major summary measure of the instructional process
was Stockton College’s standardized Student Evaluation of
Teaching Form (SET). This form provides end-of-semester
information on aspects of the instructor’s performance,
specific courseelements, and on the course as a whole.
Within this project no periodic assessments of the
instructional process were done during the semester.
Stockton does not release data on courses across the college
and therefore no direct comparisons can be made between
these courses and others given at the same institution.
However, the effectiveness scale used to rate course
elements does imply a comparison. If students take the scale
points at face value, any rating over “4” is “Average” or
above, and course elements rated either “7” or “6” are
considered by students to be “Very Effective”.
Evaluation Of Instructor . The main focus in the SET is on
the instructor. He or she is evaluated by students on five
separate dimensions:
1. Competence in the subject matter of the course.
2. Sensitivity to student’s feelings and problems.
3. Response to questions and problems in class.
4. Availability to students outside of class.
5. Instructor’s overall performance.
In addition students also rate the “Course as a whole” in
terms of summary value to them.
The same scale is used to evaluate up to five, course-specific
aspects. For the two courses, those aspects were:
Electronic Commerce:
1. The lectures
2. The individual project
3. The texts (McLaren & McLaren (2000). ECommerce, Turban, Lee, King, & Chung (2000).
Electronic Commerce)
4. The hands -on small e-commerce projects

5.

The Website Design Workshop

Electronic Marketing
1. Kleindl, Brad Alan (2001). Strategic Electronic
Marketing: Managing E-Business. South-Western
2. Strauss, Judy and Frost, Raymond (2001). E
Marketing (Second Edition). Prentice-Hall.
3. Team newsletter
4. Team presentation.
5. Extent course was up-to-date
Finally, on a separate E-Business Course Evaluation form,
the students indicated:
Q10. The overall grade I would give this course is:
A+ A B+ B C+ C D F
This measure was included as a rough validation of the
overall course rating on the SET.
Measurement Of Outcomes
The measurement of course outcomes is a complex area. In
this instance the goal was to use the types of measures
typically employed by instructors who are seeking the types
of feedback from students that can lead to course
modification. A mix of common and independent cognitive
and affective measurement techniques were used to assess
outcomes in the two courses. The tools selected reflected
the basic educational model described above.
Cognitive Outcomes. In terms of cognitive learning, those
outcomes include basic knowledge of terminology and
concepts, the integration of that knowledge in the
accomplishment of specific tasks, and the demonstration of
critical thinking skills in different types of projects. The set
of cognitive, affective and course evaluation procedures is
summarized in Table 1. As that Table indicates, the two
courses used somewhat different measures. The two designs
do share a standardized course evaluation form and
questionnaire on affective outcomes. However, knowledge
integration and critical thinking were measured differently,
in part because of differences in the topic areas in the two
courses.
Cognitive Evaluation. The specific tools used to assess
cognitive outcomes can be found in Appendix C. Those
tools include:
Basic Knowledge. The students’ basic knowledge of
concepts and terminology was assessed though multiple
choicepre-and post-tests. In the EM course this process
involved:
1. Selecting 100 multiple-choice questions per course
primarily based on the readings.
2. Choosing equal numbers of questions across major
topic areas
3. Randomly assigning questions to the pre - and posttests
It was hypothesized that there would be considerable
variability in the knowledge levels that students brought to
the course. This was tested in the pre-test. Interestingly, at
the beginning of the semester, the students themselves
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indicated that they felt familiar with the area, a perception
not supported by this measure.
Knowledge Integration. The ability to integrate course
content was measured somewhat differently in the two
courses. Here e-Commerce utilized a Midterm and Final
that went beyond basic concepts and terminology.
The e-Marketing offering assessed this area through a
weekly newsletter created by work teams to evaluate how
well students integrated what they had learned. Each team
published periodic newsletters which was to be based in part
on an assigned subset of sources plus a larger set of potential
sources. This was seen as an effective way of keeping both
students and faculty constantly up-to-date in this fluid area
of content. The Basic suggested topic areas were:
 Major Media - Information from sources like
domestic or overseas newspapers.
 E-media Buzz – Newsletters and ezines only on the
net.
 Websites For You? – Specific sites of particular
interest to marketing managers.
 Damned Lies and Web Statistics – Survey and
other numerical information.
 How To, Voodoo – Suggestions regarding site
designs.
Over the semester, the three teams generated nine separate
newsletters which were distributed electronically to the
entire class. Each week after the one- one and one-half hour
lecture, a Team would present their newsletter to the class
and lead a discussion of each topic that they had covered.
As part of the presentation, they were expected to access the
Web sites that they were analyzing. Here the Instructor was
particularly active in raising questions and in linking the
material to what had been covered in earlier lectures.
After the first set of three newsletters, the class was
informed that the standards were going to be more severe for
the next three. For the last three, they were informed that
the grading would reflect the extent to which they had
demonstrated an integration of Web content with the
marketing-related concepts they had been taught over the
semester.
The nine Newsletters were evaluated by the instructor. More
importantly, the other students also assessed them each
week in terms of perceived Overall Quality and Utility of the
content for them personally using a Newsletter Submission
Assessment form. Here the ten point scale was used with 0
= Low and 9 = High. They also were required to write
specific comments on the aspects of the newsletter that they
found most and least useful and suggested changes for the
next edition. This process was intended as a feedback loop
to maintain quality despite the changing, more stringent,
requirements as the semester progressed.
Critical Thinking. Similarly, critical thinking was assessed
by individual or group projects in the two courses. In eCommerce each student analyzed a real e-business case
using the concepts and knowledge he/she learned in the class.

The preferred e-business case was the company that employs
the student. The project consists of the literature review, the
history and background of the company, pre and post ecommerce analysis of the company, along with a set of
general conclusions and recommendations. Each student was
asked to make two appointments with the instructor to
discuss his/her project. The first appointment was for the
instructor’s approval of the case topic the student has chosen.
The other was to discuss the project when the student has the
draft of the project done.
In e-Marketing critical thinking was assessed through a
Team Project which combined a 30 – 40 minute presentation
plus 10 page summary report. Teams were required to:
 Briefly summarize two major, directly competing
Web sites.
 Compare and contrast the sites in terms of the
strategic managerial and marketing concepts
covered in the course.
 Analyze the marketing strategy behind the site.
 Indicate how each Team would revise eachsite and
why.
Affective Outcomes
Affective outcomes are particularly relevant in e-business
courses since a particularly desirable result in this rapidly
developing area is the creation of self-motivated learners
who will continue their education after the class. A useful
taxonomy of the affective domain can be found in
Krathwohl et. al (1956). Rough measures of different
affective levels were included in the E-Business Course
Evaluation Form. These measures are summarized below
grouped according to the definitions provided by Huitt
(1996). Students responded to these items using a Likerttype scale.
One of the most comprehensive guides to the many
complexities of writing and measuring affective objectives
can be found in the Guide for Air Force Instructors (USAF
Academic Instructor School, 1994).
In addition to the E-Business Course Evaluation, the
Responding dimension of the team-oriented aspect of
Electronic Marketing was also measured through a Team
Participation Rating form. Here the members of each work
group rate each other in terms of the socioemotional
Operation of Team and task-oriented Quality of Product
dimensions.
The standardized Student Evaluation Of Teaching form
employed by Stockton college also uses the above sevenpoint effectiveness scale to assess the general affective area
of “Stimulation of interest in the subject matter.”
This affective evaluation relies heavily on self -report
measures. This strategy is inherently less satisfactory than
behavioral measures which are collected over a longer
period of time. However, that level of measurement was not
possible in this case. Thus the measures employed should be
treated as only being suggestive of the more advanced
affective outcomes.
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The first measurement simply collected summary words and
phrases which were intended to assess overall positive and
negative reactions to the courses. Open ended questions
were also used to obtain additional information on businessrelated learning and on how the student will pursue
additional learning in the future.
Finally, some bottom line questions were asked. These were:
a. Whether the student would recommend this
course to others like themselves who are seeking a
graduate degree in business.
b. The overall grade they would give this course.
The last question is a basic validity check to be compared
with their summary rating of the course on the Student
Evaluation of Teaching.
Such self report measures have obvious limitations. The
ones used in this Project are at best rough measures of
affective outcomes. However, these are the types of
measures typically used by instructors seeking feedback
from students.about areas where the course was less or more
effective at changing attitudes.
COURSE OUTCOMES
Within the semester both cognitive and affective outcomes
were measured. However, while a variety of data was
available for both domains, the limited enrollment severely
limits the generalizability of these results. In particular the
small class size supported greater attention to individual
within the e-Commerce offering and more participation by
individuals in the e-marketing class discussions. However,
it is important to note that smaller classes can have a
negative effect on ratings since one student, acting as an
outlier, can significantly impact on mean ratings. Therefore,
for many of the ratings below, both means and medians are
cited.
Student Evaluation Of Teaching and Course
The results for the two courses on the Student Evaluation of
Teaching and E-Business Course Evaluation items are
presented in Table 2 (see appendix).
Course As A Whole. On average, both courses received an
average and median overall grade of “A”. On the SET, the
mean and median ratings fell in the “outstanding” range.
Since both forms were filled out anonymo usly, it is
impossible to calculate a correlation between the measures.
However, they are consistent in indicating that these students
rated both courses as well above average assuming
“average” is somewhere between a “C+” and a “B” or
around a “4” on the SET.
No student in either class rated it as less than “Outstanding”
(rating of “7” or “6”). All respondent gave the EM course of
“7” or “8” as did all but three of those in EC. One EC
student gave no overall grade and two others awarded a
“B+” and a “B”. Their responses to the open-ended

questions suggest that all three wanted more of a ”hands-on”
course which included an increased focus on internet
projects and additional workbook exercises. As the students
awarding the “B” and “B+” grades indic ated: “Good, less
theory more exercises” and “Good, but would be better w/
hands-on Internet”. Across the class the potentially most
important business-related learning included learning how to
set up a Web site (3), how business operations work on the
Net (3), and the role on intra-and extra -nets.
Electronic Commerce. When students were asked to
describe the course in one or two words, the most common
descriptors were for EC “informative (3), interesting (2),
excellent (2), exciting , challenging” Pe rhaps the best
comment was “Good course considering the fluid nature of
the topic”. On the SET these students were generally
favorable about the overall format and appreciated the
PowerPoint lectures, the balance of lecture/tests/assignments,
the text (but not the workbook), and the way computers were
used in the lab. Most found this to be a valuable learning
experience.
Electronic Marketing. The most common descriptors for
EM were “timely (3), exciting/fun (2), diverse (2),
informative”. As one s tudent commented: “Technology
offers endless possibilities!” Their business learning was
mainly linked to how to avoid Web site design pitfalls (5),
and the links between marketing and e-Marketing (3), using
search engines (2),and e-business logistics and planning.
Most indicated “yes” on the question about whether the
course was a valuable learning experience. Their reasons
included “fresh and up-to-date”, “helped me think in a new
way” and “Very valuable for a marketer”.
Evaluation of Instructors. As Table 2 indicates, there were
no obvious areas of instructor weakness in either class. The
mean and median summary rating of both instructors was in
the “Very Effective” range for all of the aspects assessed by
the
Evaluation Of Course Elements. Table 3 (see appendix)
indicates how they rated specific course elements.
Additional data was available from the open ended questions
on the two course evaluation forms.
Electronic Commerce. The lectures, personal project and
Website Design Workshop all were rated around “6” which
is in the “Very Valuable” range. The texts, however were
only “valuable”. The course aspects that they indicated were
“distinctive” were “real life experience” and “The project”
and “teaching the Website” plus this being an “interesting
subject(2) ” which included “Web design”. Their major
recommendations included more emphasis on how to search
the Net, more hands-on and workbook activities, and, most
commonly, additional opportunities for group discussions
and student interaction through e-mails or Web Caucus.
Electronic Marketing. To these students, the most
valuable course aspect was the extent the course was up to
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date followed closely by the Newsletters. This is not
surprising given that was a main function of this course
aspect. Also “Very Valuable” was the team presentation.
Both texts, on the other hand, were rated considerably lower.
They were generally positive about the course format with a
particular liked the lecture & presentation approach, the
open discussion, the handouts, and, most importantly, the
Newsletters. One student even suggested “Maybe even add
one more”. The distinctive course aspects included “online
applications” and “ Newsletter helped tremendously” as did
the “trend analyses”. Another commented that they course
taught them to rely on more than one source of information
and also acted to “Promote skepticism and forces thorough
research”. The recommended changes included more visits
to Web sites, an earlier emphasis in the newsletter on
marketing concepts and a different book. One student
indicated that he or she “Wish the course 4 hrs nightly – the
time flew!!!” These students had few other specific
recommendations for change and their general feeling during
an end-of-semester discussion in class seemed to be “little is
needed”.
Summary: These results are both gratifying and a bit
frustrating. As designed, both courses appeared to have
effectively met the needs of the students quite well. So well,
in fact, that they do not provide much information on how to
improve the design nor on which course elements are
generally superior.
Both of the professors who taught these courses are
experienced college and graduate business instructors who
were among the first to teach in Stockton’s new Master of
Business Studies program. It is interesting that the ratings
both received for these courses are quite similar to those
received for other graduate courses that they have taught in
the MBS Program. A possible implication here is that these
course designs did support the transfer of prior teaching
expertise to this new content area. That is an important
implication for other instructors interested in making the
same transition. A second implication is that either of the
two disparate approaches employed here to teach different
aspects of e-business can be effective in an introductory
graduate course in this area.
Cognitive Outcomes: As noted above three levels of
cognitive outcomes were assessed – Basic Knowledge,
Knowledge Integration, and Critical Thinking. While
conceptually somewhat separate, in reality the cognitive goal
is for students to exhibit, and link, all three.
Basic Knowledge. Multiple-choice tests were used to assess
this area. In the EC course, there was an expected increase
in the mean scores between the pre- and post tests but this
did not occur for the EM offering. The EM results are
unusual and appear to reflect a number of different factors.
After the pre-test two of the seven enrolled students
indicated that they were phobic about multiple choice tests

and never did well. They did very poorly on the pre-and
post-examinations. The reliability was somewhat low
(Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 reliability coefficients
were .77 and .88). Most importantly, the students had no
motivation to study for the post-test. It did not count for
their grade and the entire class indicated verbally that they
felt humiliated as graduate students to be taking an
undergraduate examination. In addition, the questions were
based on the texts and the students down rated both texts and
indicated that they did not read either since the key material
was being effectively covered in the lectures. Finally, they
felt that the area was changing so rapidly that present
definitions and many of the concepts were no longer really
relevant.
Knowledge Integration: Midterm And Final. In the EC
course, the Midterm and Final went beyond an emphasis on
terminology to include. The results are noted above. Of
particular importance was the size of the improvement over
the semester.
Electronic Marketing. In this course the main cognitive
measures were the pre and post multiple choice tests of
concepts and terminology, the weekly team newsletters, and
the final presentations.
Team newsletters. The single most important cognitive
task in the EM course was the weekly newsletter prepared
by each Team and distributed electronically before each
class. Over the semester, the three teams generated three
sets of three separate newsletters. The mean Personal
Utility and Overall Quality scores for the three sets of
newsletters are presented in Figure 2 (see appendix).
In the first round, the mean Overall Quality and Personal
Utility peer ratings for the three teams were similar at 7.2
and 7.3 on a scale with a maximum value of “9”. The
mean of the third set of three newsletters was higher on both
ratings and Overall Quality increased by close to .7 of a
scale point and Personal Utility by .4. The increase in the
mean peer ratings is a bit surprising given that the standards
were increased for each round of newsletters.
Critical Thinking. The two courses assessed critical
thinking in terms of performance on specific projects. The
form of the project reflected the individual versus team
oriented designs.
Team project. All three EM Teams did “A” level work in
their end-of-semester project and presentation. Each
effectively compared two directly competing Web sites in
terms of the key concepts discussed during the semester.
Perhaps the best example of the potential of this technique
was the team choosing to analyze ESPN.com and CBS
Sportsline.com. They analyzed:
Introduction– The sites were being compared
from two points of view – marketers and
experienced sports consumers. In particular there
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was to be an emphasis on the different strategies to
maximize “stickiness”. The main topic areas were.
Statistics – Specific July 2000 Media Matrix
statistics were appropriately cited. The relationship
of the sites to CBS and Walt Disney Internet Group
was discussed and included cbssportline.com
information.
Customer Relationship Management – Each site
was analyzed in terms of a variety of CRM
variables. This discussion included an evaluation
of site design elements, access times and success at
community building. The latter is discussed in
more detail later in terms of “Seven principles of
success for online communities”.
Channel Conflict – The focus here was not on
conflict but rather on how the sites complemented,
and utilized, other aspects of Disney and CBS.
Promotions – Different promotions were analyzed
in detail and some deficiencies noted particularly
for the CBS site.
Cross Channel Marketing – Links to specific
sports events were noted.
Branding – ESPN in particular was analyzed
because of the ability to create a “ master brand in
sports information is only a continuation of their
already renowned television department”. This
is linked to specific target demographics and the
effective use of multimedia.
Finally, this team correctly noted that the relative strengths
of the two websites involves the flow of information and
specific example, the Dale Earnhardt crash at the Daytona
500, analyzed. They also briefly summarized the superiority
of ESPN compared to CBS Sportsline in terms of the above
variables. All in all this represents a fairly sophisticated
analysis of the two sites and is particularly impressive given
that one of the team members was an undergraduate and
another was a women with relatively little interest in sports.
None, at the beginning of the seme ster, was knowledgeable
about the Net and only the female member had completed
most of the coursework for her MBS. The other two teams
did almost as well with, for example, the Amazon vs.
Borders comparison including a detailed SWOT analysis, a
web page analysis, multiple citations to recent articles. They
effectively summarized why Amazon.com is the “Gold
Standard” for B-to-C sites.
Final Grades
Electronic Commerce. The final grades included 6 “A”, 3
“B”, and 1 “C” grades. The main reason some students
received the lower grade was due to the lower grade of their
final project.
Electronic Marketing. All of the students received an “A”
at the end of the semester because they had exceeded the
stated requirements of the course. This would not have been
true if the multiple-choice tests had counted toward their
grades. Also, the one student flirting with a “B” because of

poor attendance and participation was graded higher because
his team did the best job on the analysis of competing sports
Web sites. The “carrying” of a weaker performer is a
common problem with team-oriented courses.
Affective Outcomes
A variety of items assessed different possible affective
outcomes (Table 5 in appendix). The most general item was
the one on the SET that assessed s tudent ratings of the extent
of “Stimulation of your interest in the subject matter.” Both
courses were rated as “Very Effective”. However this item,
and on seven others, the EC affective ratings were lower
than those obtained for the EM offering. However, the mean
and median ratings of interest in taking other e-business
courses at Stockton were identical for the two courses.
Much of this disparity nay reflect the individual versus
team–oriented nature of the two course designs.
Theoretically, a team-oriented course, if successful, should
have a greater impact on feelings since it involves
considerably more interaction between students.
Receiving. Attendance at both courses was satisfactory
given that these are working graduate students who
occasionally have to go out of town or attend to business
affairs during class time. Only one student in each course
missed what appeared to be an inordinate amount of class
time. The patterns on Q5 and Q2 indicate that EM was
somewhat more successful than EC in achieving Receiving
outcomes.. Those students rated the course somewhat
higher in terms of supporting understanding of the general
role of the Internet in business. This suggests that EC might
have focused a bit more on general business applications
and a bit less on technology. The higher ratings on Q5
relating to the attainment of personal learning goals probably
reflects that EM was teaching a more circumscribed area of
content that was directly related to the needs and interests of
a relatively homogeneous group of students.
Responding. The performance of the EC students on their
Personal Projects and the EM students on the Newsletters,
and the high ratings of these course aspects suggest that the
desired outcomes were attained for this affective area. In
addition, in the EM course, the peer ratings indicated that
only one student was seen as not adequately participating in
the teamwork during the semester.
Valuing. Both courses received mean and median ratings
over “6” on the items (Q8, Q9) recommending that the
course be offered in the future and indicating that they
would personally “recommend this course to others like
myself who are seeking a graduate degree in business”.
Organization. Both courses were perceived as effective in
this area as well. The students indicated that they felt that
their learning about the Internet would be useful to them
both in their business pursuits and in their personal purposes
outside of business. In EM the only two students who only
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checked “Agree” on the business related item may have been
the two government bureaucrats in the class.
.
Characterization by Value. Most importantly, these
students on average strongly disagreed with the statement “I
am not interested in taking other e-business courses at
Stockton”. This result is a bit surprising given that these
wee the first two courses to be given in the general area of ebusiness. Some students may have been somewhat
reluctance due to the news that the college’s proposal to
convert the MBS to an MBA had been turned down by the
state. One implication was that they would have to take
fewer future courses to graduate. Also, many of the students
in both classes had completed, or were close to completing,
their coursework requirements when they took this course.
In both classes, students typically “strongly agreed” or
“agreed” that they expect to continue to learn about either
EC or EM in the future. These results are consistent with
their high ratings noted above on how effectively the courses
stimulated their interest in the subject matter. In EM two of
the students indicated only weak agreement with the
statement about their expectation of continuing to learn
about e-marketing while the others were more confident in
this area. These results suggest that these students might
have benefited from a personal project of some kind.
Summary. Both courses were successful across the five
domains in obtaining desired affective outcomes for these
students. This is a particularly important finding given in
such a rapidly changing area motivating students to continue
their own learning is probably more important than the
content they actually mastered during the semester. In
particular he e-Marketing ratings are surprisingly high and
may also have been positively biased by the small number of
students in the class. As noted above, affective learning is
often easier within a small group that bonds together.
Conclusions and Preliminary Recommendations
In many ways this Project was both exhilarating and
frustrating. The frustration grew out of the rapidly changing
nature of e-business and the unexpectedly low enrollments.
However, despite these impediments, if the evaluation scales
used are taken at face value, overall the students saw these
courses as both “Very Effective” (ratings between 6 & 7)
and of high quality (“A” grade). Unfortunately, in general
the ratings are so high that they do not provide a great deal
of information on how to improve these alternative
approaches to course design. A few, very preliminary,
conclusions and recommendations can be made but each
should be carefully assessed within the context of other
institutions and situations.
Individual- Vs. Group-oriented Course Designs. In this
instance the instructional process and outcomes measures
suggest that either approach can benefit students interested
in the e-business area. This is good news since instructors

tend to be more comfortable with one over the other. Either
approach, if effectively done, apparently can generate above
average levels of student satisfaction. content learning, and
motivation for future study of e-business.
Individual Vs. Group Projects. Again, both approaches
facilitated desirable levels of satisfaction and learning.
There are indications that individual and group projects may
meet different needs. Individual projects support students in
learning which is directly related to their future business
pursuits. A group project may or may not do the same but
can meet social/affiliative needs and the need for immediate
feedback from peers as learning progresses.
Newsletters. The Newsletter seemed to be a particularly
powerful way of supporting students in learning what was
current and of interest to others like themselves. The
feedback of immediate peer ratings and recommendations
was intended to maintain perceived quality and utility as the
grading standards were raised over the semester. They had
that effect but also apparently increased performance in both
domains, a happy outcome. From the instructor’s
standpoint, the newsletters also have the advantage of
shifting some of the responsibilities for creating a “timely”
course onto the students. This is an important consideration
given that present faculty often have multiple responsibilities
and have limited time to “keep up” with what is happening
in the fluid e-business area.
Multiple-Choice Tests. Clearly, when a multiple-choice
testing format contributes materially to a student’s grade, it
facilitates content learning. However, if students are not
motivated in some direct way, the above results suggest that
little content mastery will occur. This is particularly true if
the instructor constantly emphasizes that little of what was
“fact” a year ago is valid today or tomorrow. A separate
problem found in both courses is that graduate students react
negatively to this testing format and many feel somewhat
insulted to be tested like undergraduates.
Use Of Textbooks. The weakest aspect of the course was
clearly the texts. The instructors felt they were the best
available but even the best were not really satisfactory to
these students. This raises the happy possibility (for
students, not publishers) these e-business courses can be
effectively taught without a textbook. Instead some
compendium of recent articles supplemented by weekly
handouts and students seeking information on the Web may
be sufficient, at least until the entire area stabilizes.
Transfer Of Teaching Skills . Perhaps the most important
finding of this Project is that these designs support the
effective transfer of present teaching skills to this new area
of business. Neither of the instructors was an expert in the
area (if such exists) or had previously taught any e-business
courses at either the graduate or undergraduate level. Yet
both were able to facilitate high levels of satisfaction,
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cognitive learning and affective outcomes in a demanding
group of adult learners.

http://teach.valdosta.edu/whuitt/col/affsys/affdom.html,
4/18/01

Bottom Line. A major goal of this project was to determine
if two courses could be successfully offered in a new content
area despite major resource limitations. These results
suggest that existing faculty with decent teaching skills can
effectively utilize either of these designs, or probably some
combination, to teach e-business at the graduate level. It
seems probable that they also can be relatively easily
modified to meet the needs of undergraduates as well.

Krathwohl, D., Bloom, B., & Masia, B. (1956). Taxonomy
of educational objectives. Handbook II: Affective domain.
New York: David McKay.
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Table 2
Student Evaluation Of Instructor and Course
(Means And Medians For Each Course)
Rating Of Instructor (Scale is 1 to 7)
1b. Instructor’s competence in the subject matter of the
course

E-Commerce
Mean Md
6.4
6

E- Marketing
Mean Md
6.7
7

6.4

7

6.5

7

6.3

6

6.5

6

6.3

6

6.2

6

6.4

6

6.7

7

6.3

6

6.7

7

6.9

7

7.4

7

1c. Instructor’s sensitivity to student’s feelings and problems
1d. Response to questions and problems in class
1e. Availability to students outside of class
2. Instructor’s overall performance
4. Course as a whole.
10. The overall grade I would give this course is
(8= A+, 7 = A, 6 = B+, 5 = B)

Table 3
Rating Of Course Elements
Electronic Commerce
The lectures

Mean Md
6.0
6

Electronic Marketing
The Kleindl text

Mean Md
4.5
4

The personal project

6.1

6

The Strauss & Frost, text

4.6

4

The texts

5.2

5

Team newsletter

6.7

7

The Website Design Workshop

6.0

6

Team presentation.

6.3

6

Extent course was up-to-date

7.0

7

Table 5
Ratings of Affective Outcomes Items
Course Evaluation Item
(Scale is 1 to 7)
2. This course has given me a clearer understanding of the
general role of the Internet in business.

E-Com
merce
Mean Md
5.7 6

E- Mar
keting
Mean Md
6.6 7

3. I am notinterested in taking other e-business courses at Stockton.

2.1

2

2.1

2

4. I expect to continue to learn about this area in the future.

5.6

6

5.9

6

5. In general, I achieved my personal learning goals for this course.

5.0

5.5

6.3

6.5
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6. As a result of this course I can now more effectively use the
Internet for personal purposes outside of business

5.4

6

6.0

6.5

7. What I have learned in this class will be useful to me
in my own business pursuits.

5.4

6

5.6

5.5

8. I would recommend this course to others like myself who are
seeking a graduate degree in business.

6.0

6.5

6.8

7

9. This course should be offered again in the future. Do not change:

6.0

6.5

6.9

7

SET – Stimulation of interest in subject matter

6.44 6

6.67 7

Fig. 2

Figure2: Mean PeerNewsletter
Ratings
9
8.5
8

Qualit
y

7.5
7
6.5
6
1

2

3

Time Period
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ABSTRACT
E-commerce is a relatively new phenomenon.
One of the basic tenets of e-commerce is the way
transactions, processes and customers are distributed,
therefore, the role of teams/groups in such an environment
can be crucial. In this research, we look at the literature on
the interactions of teams/groups with inter-organizational
information systems and telecommunications to hypothesize
about the role and functionality of e-commerce.
This
paper can be of value to researchers, in that it will help them
identify core areas of research that are yet to be undertaken,
and to practitioners who may gain from these findings by
recognizing the importance of teams relative to various
e-commerce functions .
INTRODUCTION
One of the basic tenets of e-commerce is the way
transactions, processes and customers are distributed. Hence,
one of the ingredients that needs to be analyzed is the role of
teams/groups in such an environment. Numerous benefits
of teams have been reported, including increased
performance, increased creativity and commitment, higher
quality of products, less absenteeism, and reduced turnover
[1][2]. Teams allow individuals in locations around the
world to interact and solve operational problems; they help
firms bridge barriers and combine efforts.
As researchers, it is imperative that we understand
the literature on e-commerce and groups/teams to help
practitioners prepare for such eventualities by identifying
salient factors and interactions, and by developing theory. In
this paper, we attempt to lay the groundwork by uncovering
patterns in the literature on the role of teams/groups and
e-commerce. By sampling key journals we hope to cover
interactions between groups/teams and various areas in IS.
In addition we look at the publication propensity by journal
and year.
As such, this paper can be of value to
researchers, in that it will help them identify core areas of
research that are yet to be undertaken, journals for specific
studies, and areas of the literature that are expected to
flourish. In addition, practitioners may gain from these
findings by recognizing the importance of teams relative to
various e-commerce functions.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we
discuss how our data was collected, categorized, and
analyzed. Results of the analyses are then presented.
Following the patterns identified by the results, a discussion
on the particular aspects of teams/group research is
presented. Finally, in the conclusion section, the key

findings and their implications are briefly summarized.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Thirty-eight articles published between 1990
and 1999 were obtained from a sample of 35 journals.
Articles were included in the data set based on the
following two criteria: (1) the article should concentrate
specifically on groups/teams, and (2) it should have
either an inter-organizational information systems or
telecommunications focus.
Each article was coded on the following
categories: year of publication and topic area of
information systems. Based on a reading of the
articles and the keywords used by the authors,
publications were categorized under the following topic
areas: Artificial Intelligence (AI), audit (information),
database, decision making, decision support systems,
design, Expert Systems (ES), human factors in IS,
human-machine
interface,
information
resource
management,
intra-organization
systems,
knowledge-based systems, management information
systems, networks, Object Oriented Programming
(OOPS), project management, programming, systems
design and software development.
To ensure
reliability in the classification process the first two
raters coded the articles independently. The third rater
then compared the two classifications. If the two earlier
classifications matched in terms of the primary and
secondary areas - they were included in the database.
However, if discrepancies arose, the third rater
compared the two classifications with the articles and
decided on the final classification.
Given the classification by journal, year, and
topic area, a number of analyses were generated.
In
our study, the articles were first sorted by journal and
by year. From this data it was possible to sum the
number of publications by year and by journal.
REFERENCES
[1] Donnellon, A. _Cross-functional teams in product
development: accommodating the structure to the
process,_ Journal of Product Innovation Management,
1993, 10, 377-392.
[2] Harris, T.E., _Toward effective employee
involvement: an analysis of parallel and self-managing
teams,_ Journal of Allied Business Research, 1992,
9(1), 25-33.
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in China are not deficient compared with those
in other countries over the world, the effective
use efficiency is not high. There is a big

possibility, performances and procedures of
establishing the E-commerce patterns.
Therefore, the E-commerce will provide the
applicable operation platform for the
E-commerce for water resources management

wastage either in agricultural water use, in
industrial water use or in daily living water
use. whereby indicating that water resources
management in china is till in backward level
or state. E-commerce as a major means of

and operation on which water resources
development and operation, advocacy and
extension as well as information services can
be completed, and also on which the inner
professional exchanges and cooperations can

economic trade in the 2lst century has brought
about new opportunity for economic growth in
the countries over the world. On the one hand,
E-commerce uses the internet technology to
retransform the enterprise production flow

be carried out so as to satisfy the demands by
the decision makers at the different levels. At
the same time, facing the international
competition, carrying out water resources
trade, establishing scientific water price

process, marketing flow process and resources
management, through which the all social
resources can be disposed and used in a more
rational way; the production cost of the
enterprises can be reduced most greatly; the

system and realizing the sustainable
development strategy of water resources can
also be achieved via the E-commerce.

international competitive power of the
enterprises can also be raised; and the new
economic growing point of the enterprises can
be promoted. On the other hand, water is a
kind of natural resources with use value as

resources
pattern

Abstract:

Although total water Resources

well as of the commercial product through
being processed and transported. For this
reason, water should be included in
commercial economy, which should be
operated or disposed rationally via marketing
regulation, thus, providing the possibility for
E-commerce to enter water resources
management system.
This paper deals with the establishment
of E-commerce patterns or models for water
resources management system by means of
combining E-commerce with water resources
management system and using water price as
an economic means and discusses the

Keywords:

E-commerce

management

water
water

price

The lower degree of water resource
utilization and the great water waste in
Agriculture、Industry and life make it clear
that the water resource management level is
low in our country, although the total water
resource in our country is not less than the one
in other countries of the world. As the most
important economic trade mode in the 21st
century, electronic commerce (EC) will bring
new opportunities to the economy increase of
all the countries in the world. On the one hand,
the using of internet technique makes the
produce flow、distribution flow and resource
management of enterprise been reconstructed
and makes all the resources collocated and
utilized more reasonable. From the process,
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the production cost is reduced greatly and the
competition capacity is increased and the new
economy growth point is promoted as well.
On the other hand, as a valuable natural
resource, water should be brought into
commerce and be collocated rational from the
market adjust, which makes combination of
EC and water resource management system
possible.
1、 Analysis of EC application on water

mainly includes the collection、transmission、
storage and disposal of water information. The
Chinese water resource modern information
technology has made many achieves as
follows:
（1）The collection、transmission、storage and
disposal of water and rainfall information and
online flood forecast have been realized
primarily in the national water resource
system and have had great effort in the flood

resource
In order to accelerate the development of
the electronic information industry, the
Chinese government has ploughed much
money in the communication engineering、

control and drought fighting.
National hydrological fundamental database
and parts of professional databases have been
set up primarily.
(2) The increasing office automation level

computer technique and information disposal
designedly from the 1990’s. The government
has also invested much money on
fundamentally establishment and has built the
main communication web and Internet and put

makes the tele-transmission and management
of document and file easy.
(3) The established national water information
transmission computer wide web has brought
many achieves in the practice.

many “golden engineering” into practice in
some important departments such as foreign
trade、custom、bank and revenue. The state
directs all the applications of web through
policies such as the government web

(4) Water resource bureau and some other
interrelated institutions have established web
sites and offered water resource information to
the society.
(5) National flood control command system is

engineering and the enterprise web
engineering. In a word, the Chinese
government has recognized that EC
renovation will bring great influence into
Chinese economy.

in the process of implement.
However, many problems still exist in
water resource EC when compared with the
developed countries’.
(1) The knowledge about water resource EC is

As the fundamental of national economy,
water resource management department must
got hold of the opportunity to re-locate and
adjust its industry construction. Namely,
building a new management system to step on
the construction of water resource modern
information technology by the leading of EC.
Water resource management is the main
responsibility of water resource bureau.
Special leading group has been set up to
response for the construction and implement
of responsibility for, which is to utilize and
develop water resource information under the
utilization of modern information technique. It

surface, because the introduced time is short
of EC and there are many point of views think
that water resource is a traditional industry,
which is independent with EC.
(2) The investment is greatly insufficient on
water resource modern information technology.
Water resource information be collected often
scatter in the remote western areas and many
water works are aging and disrepairable. That
is why a great deal of fund is needed.
(3) Common information platform of water
resource is still not been established. Due to
the neglect of standardization and the
weakness of fundamental work, the
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information system developed has many
disadvantages such as slow speed、lower
efficiency、bad currency capacity、short life
cycle 、 narrow content and lack of big
database shared by the entire water resource

advantages of water resource and its users, the
EC mode B2B should be adopted.
There are also three aspects in water
resource management EC.
As for the information flow, water

industry etc. although water resource
information system has some improving on
practicability、real time and diversification, it
still can’t meet the need of society. Many
kinds of application software and databases

resource management departments set up their
web sites and offer all kinds of water resource
information online to satisfy the user. They
also provide information about water supply
plan and its implement to collocate water

has been developed, but the integration
capacity is not good and systems can’t be
linked each other, which leave resource
unused in great extent.
(4) Uniform planning and normative

resource rationally. At the same time, they
introduce some achieves、policies、rules and

management is absence in the water resource
EC. Lower and repeated develop phenomenon
is widely. For example, water resource
engineering is supervised by water resource
bureau while water distribution by the city

As for the capital flow, the management
department can receive water resource charge
and water charge. It’s an urgent affair to set up
scientific water charge system for lower water
charge and inadequate water conservation in

construction department and sewerage
disposal by environmental conservation
department. The united property of water
resource application and conservation is split
artificially. Some data indicate that there are

China.
The substance flow is an aspect about
delivery. Water resource is a special kind of
commerce, which can flow and be polluted
easily and can be dispatched in space and time

400-million m3 water can be saved per year in
3
Beijing and 100-million m water in Tianjin,
which will fill the water shortage gap in 2005
in Beijing approximately and will supply the
water shortage in 2001 in Tianjin respectively.

through pipe net and trench system. Thus, the
construction of pipe and trench system is very
important.
The concrete thoughts above can be
understood from several aspects as follows:

Shanghai has set up a special water affair
bureau to realize the uniform planning 、
detaching、water taking、charge and water
quality and quantity management, which is a
great progress in the modern information
technology and commercialization of water
resource management.
2、 Concrete thoughts of water resource
EC development
EC is an intricate system engineering
including information flow、capital flow and

(1) Constructing computer and network
system and spreading the utilize of water
resource GIS 、MIS and other correlative
assistant software system so as to form a
favorable network circumstance.
(2) Water resource modern information
technology includes four aspects:
a、The implement of office automation in
water resource department
b、the construction of water resource net site
c 、 the implement of “golden water

substance flow. Water resource EC
development must depend on the completion
of the three aspects. Combining the

engineering”, which means to realize water
resource modern information technology and
network connection and information sharing

other knowledge of water resource and trade
or distribute water resource on the electronic
business platform.
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in the correlative areas.
d、layout rational hydrologic station web to
realize water resource modern information
technology.
（3）The construction of public water resource
fundamental information platform including
information
source
development
and
fundamental database construction. modern
information technology management of water
resource is the basis of commercialization. On

resource be dispatched reasonably. Therefore,
construction of water resource EC platform
should be step up to rational dispatch the
limited water resource by B2B mode and
market adjusting.
（4）Construction the complex water resource
MIS can obtain such alteration of water
resource in time as the alteration of water
quantity、water quality、water supply and
demand capacity, so as to form the basis of

the base of it, water resource management will
be brought into the good market cycle, in
which commercialization course of water
resource will be accelerated by water price as
a lever. For instance, JTSin in USA is an

management and dispatch. Some kinds of
database、database management system、model

agency that sells electric power resource on
network. The member of power station may
enter the dynamical database expediently to
understand the surplus or shortage of power
resource in different fields. Then, he can offer

into being a completed water resource EC
system.
The steps of constructing water resource
management EC can be shown as the figure
below:

bank and its management system should be
established based on the decision support
system (DSS) and export system (ES) to come

real-time trade online and make the power
st

1 step

2 step

Forming MIS to decompose the routine into sub-systems
and dispose them with computer software, so as to realize
the automation and modern information of office system.

3rd step

Setting up GIS、DSS、ES and utilizing dynamical database
and its management system to optimize decision project.
Bring water resource management and dispatch into market
mechanism through the communication between
sub-systems and users.

nd

Water

Constructing EDI transmission and disposal、computer
aided management、water resource modern information

resource

management EC
construction

Forming EPR system to uniform the large-scale save、
planning、development、transportation and distribution
everyday, which include water quality supervision、water
4th step

quantity control、optimal dispatch、finance management、

pipe net transportation and market information etc, and
from which water resource management and EC can be
connected completely.
characteristics are single production、simple serve
3、 Model of water resource EC development
Water resource is natural state commerce. It’s
channel and complex distribution trench. Water is
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necessities for the whole society and almost all the
industries are the user of it, so the relationship
between them is intricate and intimate. Therefore,
serve chain management system (SCM) is not
necessary in water resource industry but client

intelligence DSS (IDSS)、ES and visual DSS (VDSS)

relationship management system (CRM). In addition,
GIS and MIS are needed for the space-time specialty
of water and web server is needed for the user to know
water status such as water quality and quantity、water
pollution、sewage disposal、flood control etc. The B2B

market.
ERP is a software system widely used in
enterprises. It can save the large-scale business
information and uniform planning 、producing 、

mode will be the primary one in water resource
development, which is decided by the client
characteristic of it.
The key point of water resource EC is decision
management system. We must depend on two
measures. One is technical measure including DSS、

combination of ERP and EC is the development
direction. Thereby, we should fell water resource EC
and Intranet、Extranet、Internet together to build a
integrated EC pattern. The pattern can be shown as the
figure below:

to help decision. The other is to adjust water price
according to supply and demand relation and
dynamical water price policy so as to form a scientific
water price system and help to form a perfect water

transportation and distribution as a whole. The

ERP

MIS

GIS

DSS

CRM

Web server

Firewall

Internet

Client (1-n)

Suppler (1-m)

Water affair enterprise

Water resource EC development pattern figure
Direction:
(1) All the water demand departments in
industries、agriculture and town life are
water resource clients. The demand and
content degree of these departments can be
reflected on the web dynamically.
(2) Water suppler include rivers、reservoirs and

groundwater.
(3) Water affair enterprise include catchment’s
management office、reservoir management
office、city water company and so on.
DSS is the core of the water resource EC in this
pattern. Therefore, we must introduce the function and
structure in the figure below:
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Information query
Auto surveys and receives water
and weather information
Integrated forecast and alarm
Client

Client interface

Problem
Mid-long term control application
Short term dispatch decision
Real time drought control dispatch
Real time flood control dispatch

From the thoughts and assumption above we can
see that EC is able to re-build the traditional water
resource industry and to make it modern information
technology and commercialization. It also can
accelerate the optimal collocate and rational
application and reduce the cost and improve water
resource management level, so as to form a big and
uniform water resource market in our country as a
whole. Thus, EC is an inevitable decision of water
resource management.
Reference:
1、《Chinese common computer Internet international
unite management method》(the old post bureau
publicizes on 1996.4.3 )
2 、《Chinese public multimedia communication
management method》(the old post bureau publicizes
on 1997.9.10 )
3 、《 Chinese Internet domain name register
management temporary method》(State Department
information office publicizes on1997.6.3)
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Abstract
Data mining is the process of discovering explicit knowledge from large amounts of data
stored in database, data warehouse or other repositories. There have been many studies about
models of data mining such as association rule, sequential pattern and so on. Collaborative
filtering is one of data mining models. In this paper, we propose two approaches to solving
the mining process of collaborative filtering. Finally, collaborative filtering mining is applied
to Knowledge Management system.
Key Word: Data Mining, Collaborative filtering, Knowledge Management

Introduction
Since 1970s, database technology has been developed to manage and maintain
large amounts of data. Relational database system has been wildly applied in business
applications from 1980s. Data Mining means the mechanism of Mining potential
useful knowledge from large amounts of data[10]. Instead that Data warehouse help
business executives organize, understand their data to make strategic decision. And
On-Line Analytical Processing(OLAP) provides Multidimensional data view[2].
Mining potential useful knowledge can help different business domain do a best
marketing and control business risk[9].
The technology of database has evolved from information processing to analytical
processing and from analytical processing to Data mining[5]. Data mining supports
knowledge discovery in database by finding hidden patterns, performing classification,
making prediction, estimating the results and constructing association analytical
model[8].
Related Work in Data Mining
There are different mechanisms in Data Mining: association rule, sequential
pattern, classification, clustering, outlier mining, and regression analysis.
Mining Association rule means finding interesting relationship among items in a
given data set by giving support and confidence value[3]. A typical application of
association rule is market basket analysis. For instance, if customers buy this brand of
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bread, how likely are they to also buy certain brand of milk. The problems of mining
association rule have been firstly solved by Apriori algorithms. But the time
complexity of Apriori algorithms is O(N m ). Many studies in solving association rule
tried to improve the time complexity[4]. Such algorithms are FP-tree, DHP and etc.
Mining sequential pattern was to discover time series knowledge[1]. The input
data is a set of sequences, called data-sequences. Each data-sequence is a list of
transactions, where each transaction is a set of literals, called items. Typically there is
a transaction-time associated with each transaction. A sequential pattern also consists
of a list of sets of items. The problem is to find all sequential patterns with a
user-specified minimum support. For example, in the book-club, a sequential pattern
might be 5% of customers bought “Foundation”, then “Foundation and Empire”, and
then “Second Foundation”. The data-sequence corresponding to a customer who
bought some other books in between these books still contains this sequential pattern;
the data-sequence may also have other books in the same transaction as one of the
books in the pattern. The results apply to many scientific and business domains. For
instance, in the medical domain, a data-sequence may correspond to the symptoms or
diseases of a patient, with a transaction corresponding to the symptoms exhibited or
diseases diagnosed during a visit to the doctor. The patterns discovered using this data
could be used in disease research to help identify symptoms or diseases that precede
certain diseases.
Classification is one of the data analysis forms that can be used to extract models
describing important data classes or to predict future data trends. For example, a
classification model may be built to categorize bank loan applications as either safe or
risky. There are many approaches for data classification model building, including
“decision tree induction”, “Bayesian classification”, “neural networks”, “case-based
reasoning”, “genetic algorithms” etc.
Unlike classification, the class label of each object is unknown in cluster
analysis[6]. Clustering is the process of grouping the data into classes or clusters so
that objects within a cluster have high similarity in comparison to one another, but are
very dissimilar to objects in other clusters. Similarity are measured based on the
attribute values describing the objects. Often distance measures are used. Cluster
analysis has been widely used in numerous applications, including pattern recognition,
data analysis, image processing, and market research. Clustering analysis is organized
into the following categories: partitioning methods, hierarchical methods,
density-based method, grid-based methods, and model-based methods.
For many KDD applications, such as detecting criminal activities in E-commerce,
finding the rare instances or the outliers, can be more interesting than finding the
common patterns. “What is an outlier?” Very often, there exist data objects that do not
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comply with the general behavior or model of the data. Such data objects, which are
grossly different from or inconsistent with the remaining set of data, are called
outliers. Related to outlier detection is an extensive body of work on clustering
algorithms. From the viewpoint of a clustering algorithm, outliers are objects not
located in clusters of a dataset, usually called noise. Outlier mining has wide
applications. It can be used in fraud detection, for example, by detecting unusual
usage of credit cards or telecommunication services. In addition, it is useful in
customized marketing for identifying the spending behavior of customers with
extremely low or extremely high incomes, or medical analysis for finding unusual
responses to various medical treatments. The methods for outlier detection can be
categorized into three approaches: “statistical approach”, “distance-based approach”,
and “deviation-based approach”.
Collaborative Filtering Architecture
Collaborative Filtering recommend people for something by finding the similar
behavior in the threshold ratio of users or calculating the similar ratings in all
users[7][11][12]. Collaborative Filtering comprises the behavior and the rating of
relish model in our study.
Behavior model
The behaviors of certain of consumers have fixed patterns among groups of
consumers. Consider below simple matrix, in which rows stand for the consumer id
and columns stand for the item. The cell of matrix represents whether the consumer
bought the item.
Table I Consumers/Item matrix
Consumer/Item
Beer
Bread
Milk
Chips
Soda
Peter
1
1
0
1
0
Rita
1
1
0
1
1
John
0
1
1
1
0
May
1
1
0
1
1
Eric
1
1
1
0
1
In our study, three parameters are given to solve the behavior model in
collaborative filtering. First parameter named Support means that the number of the
same behavior consumers meet the minimum Support value. Second parameter named
Length means that meet the minimum number of behaviors of the consumer. Third
parameter named Difference means that maximum number of difference behavior
between different consumers must be satisfied. Therefore Let (Support, Length,
Difference) to be (2,4,1), above matrix could be mining knowledge. The length of all
consumers is calculated first. Length(Peter) equals three; Length(Rita) equals four;
Length(John) equals three; Length(May) equals four; finally Length(Eric) equals four.
Because Length is set to be “four”, the patterns of Rita, May and Eric to be mining
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first. Then Support is set to be two. The behaviors of Rita and May are the same. The
value of Support is calculated to meet minimum Support. Finally, the difference is set
to be “one”, Difference(Peter,Rita) equals “one”. The behaviors of Peter meet the
maximum difference. But Difference(John,Rita) equals “three”. The behaviors of
John do not meet the maximum difference. The Collaborative filtering system will
recommend Peter for Soda. Below algorithms describe behavior model of
Collaborative Filtering.
Mining Behavior model of Collaborative Filtering Algorithms:
Input: Given a set of users, where each user consists of a set of items; a minimum
Support S; a minimum Length L; a maximum Difference D
Output: finding all recommendations of all users that meet (S,L,D)
Procedure Mining_CF_Behavior(matrix,S,L,D)
Calculate all users’ length
Find the candidate users that meet minimum L
From the candidate users, find the candidate patterns that meet minimum S
From candidate patterns, find all recommendations of all users meet maximum D
End Procedure
Rating of relish model
Rating of relish model based on the subjective rating or evaluations of others.
Virtual community has been more and more popular in internet. The core idea is to
group people who have similar interests or similar evaluations in virtual community.
The questionnaire is a common way to understand how much people like subject.
According to different scores by different evaluations of others, the fond degree of
specific subject will be predicted. For instance, a record store site has history data
about the fond degree of specific subject by different members. As table II described.
The value of the cell in this matrix range from one to ten. The higher value means
much preferences for subject.
Table II member/music matrix
Consumer/music Folk music
Classical
Pop music
Jazz
Rock music
Peter
4
5
3
4
Rita
4
4
3
4
6
John
3
5
2
5
5
May
4
5
3
4
6
Eric
3
4
3
5
5
Assume Peter is the active user, we want to make some recommendations for
him at Rock music. From the Table II, we found other four people, Rita, John, May
and Eric, have different ratings with Peter on the Music (Folk music, Classical, Pop
music, Jazz) that Peter rated, and these people all rated music Rock music. So we can
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predict the rating that Peter will give to the music Rock music according to these four
people’s rating on this music. The most popular algorithms used in the collaborative
filtering are Correlation or Vector Similarity. Using this kind of algorithms, firstly,
correlation coefficients of appropriate users are computed based on their rating
similarity to the active user. And then a threshold is set for choosing a subset of
appropriate users based on their correlation coefficients with the active user. Finally,
weighted aggregate of their ratings is used to generate predictions for the active user.
First, we compute correlation coefficient, weights between -1 and 1 that indicate
how much Peter tended to agree with each of the others on those articles that they
both rated. For example, Peter’s correlation coefficient with Rita is computed as:
_
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In the formula above, P is the average of Peter’s ratings. All the summations
and averages in the formula are computed only over those articles that Peter and Rita
both rated. Similarly, Peter’s correlation coefficient with John, Mary and Eric are
0.816, 1 and 0.426.
Second, we set threshold 0.7 for choosing a subset of appropriate users based on
their correlation coefficients with the active user. We get Rita, John and Mary. Finally,
to predict Peter’s score on the Rock music in the matrix, take a weighted average of
all the ratings on Rock music according to the following formula:
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Case Study
Knowledge Management System has been developed in our study. Besides basic
function like bulletin board, document management in KM, KM systems have been
more intelligent by using the mechanism of collaborative filtering. Most organizations
construct Knowledge Management System for colleagues to upload documents and
share knowledge.
The applicable scenarios in Knowledge Management combined with collaborative
filtering are as follows. In KM system, Peter searched terms “Data
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Mining”, ”Agent”, ”CRM” and Rita searched terms “Clustering”, “Text Mining”,
“CRM” and so on. As table III described. If (S,L,D) is given (2,3,1), the system would
find support pattern “Peter” and “May” and give Eric recommendation for searching
term “Agent” by the behavior model of collaborative filtering.
Table III Users Search terms in KM system
User/Search
Data Mining
Agent
Clustering Text Mining
CRM
Peter
1
1
0
0
1
Rita
0
0
1
1
1
John
1
1
1
1
0
May
1
1
0
0
1
Eric
1
0
0
0
1
Another scenario in KM system is the evaluation of specific document by
members. As table iv described. For instance, a member named Peter viewed
documents and gave his evaluations on specific document. According to correlation
coefficient algorithms, the predictive score of Rita’s preference in Agent.ppt can be
calculated.
Table IV users/document in KM system
User/document Mining.doc
Agent.ppt
KM.doc
BI.ppt
CRM.doc
Peter
1
9
2
Rita
8
3
1
John
5
8
3
9
May
3
5
7
74
Eric
7
2
1
Conclusion
Data Mining has played an important role in database and business marketing. In
this paper, the model of collaborative filtering has been divided into behavior model
and rating model. The behavior model can be used in retailer business, KM
recommendation system. The rating of relish model can be used for building virtual
community, in which people have high similarity about specific subject. The core
spirit of collaborative filtering is to group people who have same behaviors or similar
evaluations. Depend on these evaluations, the future behavior of someone will be
predicted or recommended by system.
By predicting user’s preference for specific subject, many business applications
such as market segmentation, direct mail and market basket analysis are used for
reducing business cost.
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ABSTRACT
After the rapid development in recent years, E-business has
been a common business topic, although there is still some
confusion in this new scope. In this paper, we will analyze
the E-business in China from the point of view of research,
and the research areas of China E-business are analyzed also,
including the E-business Industry model, E-commerce XML
infrastructure, E-auction, E-procurement, E-payment, online
cataloguing and selection, and so on. Based on the analysis,
we deduced the trends of E-business research in China,
especially the most perspective business model in the future.
Keywords: E-business, E-commerce
1 INTRODUCTION
E-business (E-biz) has been a hot topic in China since 1996.
This new scope has attracted great attention from Chinese
scholars and businessmen, as well as officers [1, 10].
However, since the crash of “network bubbles” in recent two
years, people become more realistic to deal with EC issues
than before. It is necessary to summarize the experiences,
especially the research methods and scopes for E-biz
researcher.
As a economist, we often regard the E-biz as a productive
force. The characteristics of e-business as a productive force
can be concluded as follow:
E-biz is a new production tool. E-biz enlarge the objective
of production, E-biz creates a new market as well as
brings the traditional industry to a fantastic future. It is no
doubt that the E-biz is playing the same role in the new
century as the steam engine at the beginning of the 20th
century.
IT has become the essential qualification of labor. Just
because the importance of E-biz in the new economy, the
information technologies is the basic requirements in
many positions, one without IT technology will be refused
for the new enterprise.
According to the problems we must face in the E-biz era, we
will analyze the E-business in China from the point of view
of research in this paper. Firstly, the scope of China e-biz
will be analyzed. Then we will discuss the research areas of
China e-biz. Finally, the future of e-biz research in China is
also put forward in the paper.
2 E-BUSINESS REVIEW OF CHINA
2.1 The E-biz Practice of China
Since the 1980’s, lots of Chinese enterprises have paid great
efforts in developing their information systems so as to
improve their competitiveness [6, 7]. Among the total

number of 10 millions enterprises in China, about 15000 are
recognized as the key enterprises to the China’s economy.
The diffusion rate of computer applications in these key
enterprises has exceeded 90% [8]. More than 2000
enterprises have accomplished their information systems. A
series of national projects on information infrastructure
“Golden Project Series” have been accomplished with great
success, which constructed a backbone of the countrywide
network system.
At the same time, the number of Internet users in China is
increasing dramatically:(Table 1)[8]
Table 1 Internet Users in China (millions)
Time
1999 2000 April, 2001
2005
(estimated)
Internet Users
8.90 16.00
20.00
100.00
Although a lot of dot.com companies went bankrupt and the
stock price of high-tech industry dropped down, E-biz in
China is still under developing.(Table 2)
Table 2 Turnover of EC in China (millions, RMB)[9]
Year
B2C
B2B
Total
2000
390
76770 77160
2001(estimated)
1300
94200 95500
Increasing Rate
233.3% 22.8% 23.8%
Besides dotcoms, more companies from traditional
industries start to join the efforts in EC development. Table 3
shows the percentage of business using Internet in
enterprises from 6 major industries in 2000. [9]
Table 3 Percentages of doing business through Internet
ConsuElec.& Electric Indust.
Auto.
Industries
mer
Comm.
App.
Equip.
Indust.
Goods
Total
49%
32%
31%
18%
13.3%
Using EC
8%
7%
5%
4%
3.2%
Platforms
Using
Company’s
27%
13%
14%
7%
8.7%
own
Website
Using
other
14%
12%
12%
7%
1.4%
Website
There are four kinds of e-biz practitioners in China, IT
professional, scholars, officers and customers.
• IT Professional: Based on the distribution of hardware
and software abroad, they are the practice pioneers.
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•
•
•

Combined with the ideas of talents in Silicon Valley and
venture capital, they organized a batch of E-biz
companies firstly.
Scholars: they came from all kinds of background to the
new research scope, and tried their best to form the new
framework of economics and management.
Officer: they are the most important factors in the
development of China E-biz, all basic principles and
rules are formed under their efforts.
Customers: they are the backbone of China E-biz, the
growth of customers owe to the success of education in
China.

2.2 Problems Analysis
Briefly, the development of China E-biz can be divided into
four steps: information techniques oriented step, E-biz
knowledge spreading, rules and laws establishing, and
enterprises implementing. After the four steps, the E-biz in
China has some achievements now, especially the
management theories based on Chinese status.
Although we have some new theories about E-biz, such as
attention economics, knowledge economics, foam theory, we
still need more economics and management theories about
the new era [4]. This is a very serious problem for all
scholars and practicers, and the main reason of this paper is
to classify the research scope of E-biz.
What is the best business model for E-biz companies? It is a
very important problem for E-biz management. So much
business model emerged recently, such as the initial portal
(sina.com, sohu.com, china.com etc.), B-C,
B-B, B-G
(my8848.net, Alibaba.com etc.), ASP (Application Service
Provider), ISP (Internet Service Provider), ICP (Internet
Content Provider) and so on. All of the models should be
summarized according to the economics and management
principles, if the principles are clear, the research work will
be clear also.
3 MAIN RESEARCH SCOPE OF E-BIZ IN CHINA
3.1 The Industrial E-biz Model
The main research work of E-biz model in China is the
industrial E-biz Model. In order to form the models, a lot of
work have been done to analyze the business process of
many industry, and some business logic model have been
formed.
Based on the industrial business logic model, the E-biz
application system will be designed according to calling.
And some researchers designed the e-Market Place to fulfill
this requirement. This is a Web-based platform for
enterprises in the same industry.
Besides the E-biz theory, the advanced information systems
such as ERP, CRM, SCM, have been developed very fast.
As we know, the information infrastructure in the basic of
E-biz, so the combination of E-biz with advanced
information systems is another research scope for E-biz
model researching.
3.2 E-Commerce XML Infrastructure
XML (and RDF), recommended by W3C, is a major
metadata technology and an open standard. Its flexibility in
data description satisfies the requirements of the Web
application development for storing, exchanging, and
managing the data. Therefore, XML is widely accepted for
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E-Commerce development. E-commerce XML infrastructure
is designed and tailor-made to support management and
exchange of various types of data in E-Business activities,
transactions, and performance.
3.3 E-Auction
Auctions on the web are growing fast for the reason that a
sufficient match can be found due to a larger number of
bidders and items to be sold. During an e-auction process,
the bidders need to be identified and registered, the items
need to be evaluated and classified, the auction methods
need to be decided, and the auction process needs to be
operated.
3.4 E-Procurement
Procurement is a complex process, existing in
every
enterprise. Traditional procurement process is quite costly
and e-procurement emerges to replace from the context of
turning paper work into e-document management. An
e-procurement system consists of three major steps in
general. The first step is pre-ordering, including online
cataloguing, selection, negotiation, and decision-making.
The second step is e-purchasing. The third step is
post-purchase, including invoicing and e-payment.
The two major techniques used in E-procurement are
intelligent search technique and agent technique. So the
research focused on the two techniques recently.
3.5 E-Payment
E-payment is an important step after the product is delivered
to customer. The activities involving e-payment include
checking the product against the order, reviewing the invoice,
and signing off the payment. When the payment is done by
e-cash, contact to the issuing bank will be necessary in order
to verify it. The e-payment system will manage a generic
form of payment, used for describing the content of invoices,
orders, payments, as well as the metadata for verification
and signature.
Problems in E-payment process need coordination of a few
kinds of techniques, such as current applications of payment
cards, credit cards, XML signature technology, security
technology etc. [3]
3.6 Online Cataloguing and Selection
Online Cataloguing is to support the business participants to
easily search and sort out the products and services online.
This system involves data transferring, information
classification, as well as integrity and consistence control.
Online Selection helps buyers compare the online products
and services and choose those that best meet their
requirements. This system considers issues including the
user profiles, preferences and even personalization.
4 RESEARCH TRENDS OF E-BIZ IN CHINA
4.1 Depth Trends
After the NASDAQ disaster, both government and scholars
are considering E-biz more deeply, and they are doing some
fundamental research works related to the basic economics
and management theory, so do as the practical work.
Government: from office automation to e-government.
Chinese government decide to improve the information
system in the recent five years, so that the main framework
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of e-government will be formed.
Business: from advertise to supply chain e-management.
The traditional enterprise in China used Internet as an
advertisement tools in the past, but now the realized that the
Internet should be a place to build virtual company.
Person: from search for information to living in the Internet.
Customers have become mature in the Internet; they use it as
a common tool to improve their basic living conditions.
4.2 Personalization
Personalization is another trends of E-biz development. The
relating research scope is the customizing management
methods and techniques. The example of customizing
techniques if the Website customizing, which allows visitors
customize the interface according to their willingness.
For a personalization business management, the CRM
(Customer Relation Management) is a good way. CRM is
based on data warehouse and data mining methods, and all
theories and techniques about business intelligence is the
main research scope in this area.
4.3 Specialization
In the near future, the main E-biz models maybe the
specialized information service model. As we discussed in
section 2, the calling based supply chain portal (SCP) maybe
the most important business model, because a lot of
enterprise need industrial information and principles.
Another promising specializing business model
is the
specialized service provider (SSP), which can provide
different service to enterprises, such as information system.
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trends of E-biz development, enterprises need specialized
service, especially specialized information technology
service.
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4.4 Syncretism
Another research trends are syncretism model. The annex of
E-biz company is a trend since last year. The syncretis m
models including three kinds, the first is the syncretism of
same kind of websites, which is the simplest one. The
second is complementary annex, which required the business
of both sides in syncretism is complementary. The third is
the strategy alliance, which is a virtual company according
to the market and your orders.
The syncretism model is a very complex model, there are a
lot of basic work must be accomplished, such as the partner
selection methods, optimization methods etc.
5 CONCLUSION
Based on the analyses of China E-biz status, we can reach
the conclusion that the E-biz in China has a bright future,
because of the booming trends in this scope.
In recent years, the main research works maybe focused on
such areas:
Enterprise e-Management: the e-management methods in
an enterprise and the combination methods between E-biz
and the information systems in enterprise. Especially the
E-business models of different industries
E-Biz supported techniques: Such as XML techniques,
security technology, customizing technology and so on.
According to the achievements in the recent years and the
trends of economy, the most perspective business models of
Dot com company can be concluded as following.
Calling based supply chain portal (SCP): for the common
characteristics of information in the same industry, this kind
of portals is the most attractive portals for enterprise.
Specialized service provider (SSP): for the specialization
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ABSTRACT
This study is aimed at identifying the impact of corporate
cultural factors on successful development of data
warehousing in the United Arab Emirates. The theoretical
framework of the study is formulated based on analysis of
related literature coupled with the information gained from
interviewing data warehousing experts. Five hundred and
eighty data warehouse users in 34 companies were
surveyed to obtain their perceptions of the extent that each
of 132 items had actually contributed to their firms’ DW
success at different phases of development.
Rigorous
multivariate statistical analysis procedure has been
followed to design and construct an overall model of DW
success. The model has proven that all its independent
variables have significant influence on the DW overall
success and that corporate cultural factors have dominant
impact on this success throughout the different phases of
DW development.
INTRODUCTION
The last two decades have witnessed cautious spreading of
data warehouses (DW) across different industries in the
Western world. Although data warehousing providers have
repeatedly reported many success stories of the use of data
warehousing, a number of failure cases have been published,
too.
In essence, the economic result of using data
warehousing on business performance has been mixed.
There is a need for a study to investigate data warehousing
success.

Although many related studies to data warehousing have
been published, they have been concerned with technical
issues. They have provided a comprehensive understanding
of the technical factors affecting data warehousing success,
they did not however account for many other important
dimensions. Business/culture/implication related issues are
of interest and fall among these left for future studies. Very
few academic studies have endeavored to explore the factors
that may affect data warehousing implementation, e.g., [70].
However, one may argue against their generalizability to the
data warehousing problems in non-Western countries.
Many empirical studies have examined the different effects
of individual organizational factors on the successful
implementation of different IT tools ([75] [35] [38] [1] [106]
[78] [125]; to name a few). Many ideas and theories have
been accumulated and several models of implementation
have been proposed for information systems ([71] [79]; and
[108]).
However, a comprehensive research model,
according to Cooper and Zmud [15], should provide a basis
for answering research questions which build upon prior
research and which have a good probability of significantly
enhancing an understanding of the implementation process.
The studies conducted by Kimberly & Evanisko [61] and
Cooper & Zmud [15] are two major endeavors to construct
empirical integrative models to deal with success of
information technology implementation. They proposed a
model in which IT adoption is a function of task
compatibility and technology characteristics. Yet, cultural
factors were left behind. Overall, there is a scarcity of
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empirical studies that examine the data warehousing success
in general and the effect of cultural factors on this success
within an integrative model.
The current exploratory study intends to focus on the effect
of the cultural factors on the data warehousing success. It
aims at providing empirical evidence that identifies the
cultural factors that influence successful adoption &
diffusion of data warehousing, thereby extending the body of
knowledge concerning management support systems
implementation in general and data warehouses in specific.
THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Though there is evidence that sequential stage models of
technology diffusion may not depict actual implementation
processes [32] [124], recent work suggests that such models
may be more appropriate for technologies which are
borrowed or adapted rather than custom made [84].
Cooper and Zmud [15] proposed a model that described the
adoption and diffusion of IT innovation in terms of six
stages: initiation, adoption, adaptation, acceptance,
routinization, and infusion.
The current study uses a similar model to describe the DW
completion process. The process consists of four phases:
initiation & adoption, adaptation, acceptance & routinization,
infusion. This approach usefully emphasizes the continual
tension between efficiency and effectiveness in the use of IT.
At one time it is necessary to relax and let the organization
search for effectiveness; at another it is necessary to focus on
efficiency in order to control costs [11, Chapter 7].

A Model of The Data Warehouse Success
Reviewed related literature and semi-structured interviews of
data warehousing experts have suggested four groups of
explanatory variables: support characteristics, ext ernal
environment characteristics, implementation characteristics,
and organization characteristics. However, the current study
expects a sound impact of corporate culture as a major
organization dimension. It also introduces the system
appropriation-related effects to the model. Two factors that
contribute to system appropriation: shared understanding &
meanings of the DW project, and clarity of routines &
processes.
Figure 1 presents the model of DW success examined in this
study. The model is comprised of seven sets of variables: (1)
success of the DW, (2) support characteristics, (3)
characteristics of DW implementation, (4) external
environment characteristics, (5) corporate culture &
organizational climate characteristics, (6) meanings &
understanding of what the DW project is about, and (7)
clarity of routines & processes of capturing, processing and
reporting data from the DW.
Although effort is exerted to identify all factors that may
influence Data warehousing success, this study is meant to
concentrate on analyzing the impact of corporate culture &
organizational climate on that success. Constructing an
integrative model of DW success enables the researcher to
account for the effects of non-corporate culture &
organizational factors when estimating the model.

Organization-Related Factors:
Support Characteristics
Characteristics of DW Implementation
External Environment Characteristics
Corporate Culture Characteristics

Success of the DW System:
Successful Initiation & Adoption
Successful Adaptation
Successful Acceptance & Routinization
Successful Infusion

System Appropriation-Related Factors:
Shared Understanding about the DW
Clarity of Routines & Processes

Figure 1
Integrated Model of the Factors that Influence DW Success
First.

Success of the Data Warehousing System
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Initially, Sanders and Courtney [102] posit that successful
adoption of a DSS contributes positively to its successful
management after adoption. Data warehouses are used in
conjunction with decision support systems at large.
Therefore, successful adoption of a data warehouse is
expected to contribute positively to the data warehouse
successful management.
Success of a data warehouse project, as a DSS related project,
is defined in terms of its ability to encompass the real
information needs of the business. Generally speaking, the
most difficult data warehousing problems do not have to do
with technology. Rather, they have to do with delivering
value to users, maintaining the data warehouse and shifting
from a transaction processing to a decision-support mindset
[41].

The people who participate in systems implementations
should be as important to implementation success as the way
the project is managed and approached 116] [117]. The
learning curve in data warehousing is very steep, and the
project suffers if the skills of project members are inadequate
to complete the project tasks [8] [97]. Research has
addressed many facets of teams, including the impact of the
quality of teams on implementation and the effects of team
member characteristics [14] [122].
The functional dependency of a DW on other operational
databases in the firm, according to Lazos [65] is fundamental.
Front-end analysis and decision support tools allow users to
process the data, both in the data warehouse directly and in
local extracted copies. Moreover, it has been argued that a
marriage of Internet and DW technologies is natural [90].

Prior research viewed management support systems’ success
from a variety of perspectives and used varying definitions
and measures of success, including:
(1) overall user
satisfaction and decision-making satisfaction (e.g., [102]), (2)
levels of system usage (e.g., [82]), (3) perceived benefits of
the information system (e.g., [80]), (4) improved decision
quality and performance (e.g., [106]), and (5) business
profitability (e.g., [77]).

Data warehousing implementations are large, complex
undertakings, and funds should be available when needed;
otherwise, tasks cannot be completed, deadlines are missed,
and requirements cannot be met [95] [70]. In fact, research
has shown that as the time and funds increase, the likelihood
of system success increases [109].

Primary interviews of DW experts revealed that data
warehousing success indicators should differ from one DW
development phase to another. Therefore, it seems crucial to
select different sets of DW success variables, such that each
set of variables relates to a specific stage of successful
completion.
The concern here is with dynamic
implementation of the DW.

The environment surrounding the DW is defined as the
external environmental factors that influence its use of
information. The existence of powerful forces affecting the
enterprise such as turbulence in the economic, competitive or
regulatory environments is a good example of such factors.

Second. Support Characteristics:
Data warehousing projects are described in the literature as
expensive, time-consuming undertakings [49] [101] [119];
therefore, having adequate resources should be critical to
their success [8].
Adequate resources are defined in terms of data, skills,
money, and IT related infrastructure facilities to support the
data warehouse.
Past studies have found that the quality of an organization’s
data can have a profound effect on systems initiatives and
that companies that improve data management realize
significant benefits [30] [37].
Poe [87] predicates that quality of the source data (degree of
detail, cost, age, how data is integrated and transformed, and
integrity) is an important ingredient to the success of a data
warehouse system. Besides, Davydrov [23] states that it is
essential to guarantee that needed skills are in place to
support the adoption of a data warehouse.

Third.

External Environment Characteristics

The importance of organization’s environmental context for
innovation has been acknowledged conceptually, but rarely
examined empirically. One of the pioneering studies that
have explored the effect of this variable was Kimberly and
Evansiko [61]. Intensive competition has become the norm
in nowadays business environment. Kimberly and Evansiko
[61] hypothesized that competition in an organization’s
domain is related to adoption behavior.
Uncertainty about the environment is a fundamental problem
with which executives must cope [110]. One of the primary
means for doing so is collecting more information [36]. The
higher perceived environmental uncertainty, the greater the
felt need for information [38]. In fact, information is often
defined in terms of its ability to reduce uncertainty [17].
Environmental turbulence has been discussed most
frequently as consisting of two dimensions: complexity – the
number of factors that must be addressed – and volatility –
the rate of change of those factors [31] [110] [28] [48]. Both
dimensions are likely to affect the design requirements
relating to scope (complexity) and timeliness (volatility) of
data warehousing systems through the ‘strategic choice’ of
the executives in an organization [12].
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Economic stability and complexity are cited as major
influences on innovation behavior and technological
innovation success [123] [88].
There is some convergence around the notion that more
complex environments encourage adoption of innovation as
an organizational stra tegy for coping with the uncertainty
that accompanies unpredictability [4].
Fourth.

Implementation

System implementation is defined, according to Cash et al.
[11, p. 50], as the phase that involves extensive user-IT
coordination as the transition is made fro m the
predominately technical, IT-driven tasks of the construction
step to its completed installation and operation in the user
environment.
The implementation consideration has been shown as a key
element in successful development of information systems
[118: pp. 1-46] [113, Chapter 13].
Careful system
implementation is defined as “the degree to which user
training, data integration, benefits/costs relationship,
selecting a pilot application, quick and frequent building of
prototypes, incremental implementation, proactive and
publicized reporting, and end-user involvement affect the
data warehouse success” [25].
Gray [40]; Keenan [59]; Darling [19]; Griffin [42], to name a
few, have postulated that managerial difficulties are
important factors in successful management of the data
warehouse.
Planning the DW project is very important, too.
Data
warehousing initiatives are large and complex undertakings,
and planning for them should be carefully addressed [26]
[101]. Project planning has been identified quite often as an
important factor of information systems implementation
success [2] [50].
King [62] stresses the importance of MIS planning. The
process of MIS planning includes: defining the mission and
the objectives of information systems, and mapping them to
those of the enterprise on the decision, to adopt such systems.
It is one of transforming the organizational strategic purpose
and direction into an appropriate, relevant, and consistent
MIS objectives, constraints, and design strategies.
Fifth.

Corporate Culture

Data warehousing raises a number of cultural issues such as
the problems that arise when people are not used to sharing
their data. IT staff can also be a problem. They need to be
able to produce demonstration systems quickly and to think
themselves into the shoes of line management without
detailed requirement specifications [7, p. 72].

At the core of the data warehousing issue are two tightly
intertwined questions: Who should own the data warehouse?
And what is IS’s role in data ware housing? Some would see
that as long as data in the warehouse is used for business
decision-making, therefore, the responsibility and ownership
lie primarily with the business areas that generate the data
and feed the warehouse.
Advocates of Data Marts’
viewpoint stresses that this ownership lie typically with the
functional area person responsible for the particular issue.
Others assert that successful exploitation of a data
warehouse necessitates organizational changes, which means
move away from the f unctional ownership concept and move
towards a shared way of using information and resources.
Still a third group believes that as long as this central core of
information - the data warehouse - is critical to the success
of management in the firm, somebody has to own it. Clearly,
the CIO is the someone who is going to have to own it.
As for the IS service role, it is focused on creating,
maintaining, and administering the warehouse, not “owning
it”. An open flexible IS department is often a critical aspect
in the success of a warehousing project [96].
Researchers have recognized the crucial impact of top,
executive, and operating management support on successful
implementation of MSS in general. Large, complex systems
projects (e. g., data warehousing) induce change within the
organization and likely cause resistance through
redistribution of organizational power or from the resulting
uncertainty among employees [33] [57].
Management
support can help overcome such resistance
Finally, a data warehouse is not an operational system that
people have to use to do their jobs. It has value, however,
only if used. Inmon [55] argues that in systems based on
operational data, the classic systems -development-life- cycle
applies, with the first step being requirements gathering. In
the data warehouse world, the life cycle is reversed.
A
simple data warehouse is built and then over time, as people
understand what the data can and cannot do for them and the
warehouse evolves, the requirements become understood. In
other words, the life cycle of the data warehouse is datadriven rather than requirements-driven.
Sixth. Shared Understanding & Meanings of the DW
Project:
This variable deals with learning and shared understanding
of what the DW project is about, what it means for them, for
the organization, for the different stakeholders [113]. It is
important to know if there are very different understandings
and interpretations among users, management, and IT group
of what the information the DW system provides is used for.
The Northwestern University studies of the fate of
management information systems and operations research
provide some clues. Published results of this research [83]
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[91] [92] [93] indicate that several factors are associated
with successful implementation.
Operational and tactical information systems, such as
Transactions Processing Systems, Information Reporting
Systems, and Decision Support Systems, are different from
strategic information systems, such as Executive Information
Systems and Data Warehousing Systems. Making decisions,
looking for trends, planning, taking action, finding problems,
historical reference, budgeting, controlling and guiding
activities, reporting to superiors, aiding in increasing
productivity, cutting costs are the primary concerns of
operational and tactical information systems [34] [72].
Strategic information systems, on the other hand, aim at
improve competitiveness by changing the nature or conduct
of business [118].
Seventh. Clarity of Routines and Processes:
This variable is defined as how clear are the procedures and
organizational process that relate to the DW, for organizing
new data entry, for extracting reports, or if there are
ambiguities in the way data is captured, processed and
reported [125] [3].
Zmud [125] postulated that this variable is concerned with
how clear are the procedures and organizational process that
relate to the DW, for organizing new data entry, for
extracting reports, or if there are ambiguities in the way data
is captured, processed and reported.
Hypothesized Effect of Corporate Culture Factors on the
DW Success
Based on the above-mentioned integrative model of data
warehousing success and focusing on the expected effects of
the culture-related factors, the following functional
relationships are hypothesized.
First.

Hypothesized Effect of User Partnership

Established partnership and co-operation among users,
management, and IT group in adopting and managing the
system is vital for its continuity and success [108]. User
partnership constitutes a social influence that impacts user
behavior toward the system [6]. It is considered an effective
approach to overcome resistance to change.
The people who participate in systems implementations
should be as important to implementation success as the way
the project is managed and approached [116] [94] [117]. In
the innovation literature, positive associations have been
proposed or found with adoption [4] [46] and with
acceptance [22]. OR/MS/MIS research has found positive
associations with adaptation and routinization [39] [83]
[125]. However, inconsistent results have been observed
between user partnership and usage [125].
Thus, one can expect:

H0(1a): The higher the user partnership in adopting and
managing the system, the more successful the new system
adoption.
H0(1b): The higher the user partnership in adopting and
managing the system, the more successful the new system
adaptation.
H0(1c): The higher the user partnership in adopting and
managing the system, the more successful the new system
routinization.
H0(1d): The higher the user partnership in adopting and
managing the system, the more successful the new system
infusion.
Second. Hypothesized Effect of Management Commitment
Several researchers have emphasized the importance of top
management support as a determinant of system success [34]
[67] [68] [72] [102] [44]. In the innovation literature,
positive associations have been proposed or found with
adoption [4]. In the MIS literature, Lucas [72] found support
to be positively associated with system success, while Lee
[67] reported that lack of support was a critical barrier to
more effective system utilization. OR/MS/MIS research has
found positive association with adaptation and usage [91]
and with satisfaction [125].
Therefore, one would expect:
H0(2a): The stronger the management commitment to the
new system, the more successful the new system adoption.
H0(2b): The stronger the management commitment to the
new system, the more successful the new system adaptation
H0(2c): The stronger the management commitment to the
new system, the more successful the new system
routinization.
H0(2d): The stronger the management commitment to the
new system, the more successful the new system infusion.
Third. Hypothesized Effect of User responsibility for system
This aspect is related to user participation and involvement.
It contributes to corporate culture and organizational climate
through motivating users to accept the system, commit to it,
and use it [81]. Generally, positive associations have been
proposed or found with satisfaction [45] [114] and
performance [43]. It is believed that the greater the user
responsibility for system, the less likely the user’s resistance
to change, and the more likely the system would be a success
at different phases of development.
As a result, one would expect:
H0(3a): The stronger the user feel responsible for the new
system, the more successful the new system adoption.
H0(3b): The stronger the user feel responsible for the new
system, the more successful the new system adaptation.
H0(3c): The stronger the user feel responsible for the new
system, the more successful the new system routinization.
H0(3d): The stronger the user feel responsible for the new
system, the more successful the new system infusion.
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RESEARCH METHOD
Sampling Procedure
A random sample of data warehouse users is selected from
each firm in the study population of firms that satisfied the
research criterion.
The sampling design is nearly
proportionate stratified random sampling.
All medium-to-large firms that are known to be undergoing
or having completed a data-warehousing project are included
in the study pool from which the sample is drawn. First, the
number of companies included in the study sample from
each of the UAE industries varied as a function of how
important the respective industry was to the national
economy. Second, the number of questionnaires to be filled
out by each of the selected companies is determined (10, 20,
or 30 depending on the company size approximated by its
sales). Third, a random sample of individuals (30% senior
management, 40% functional management end-users, and
30% IS personnel) within each of the chosen companies is
selected.
Measurement of Variables
A data warehouse is defined in the current study as “a
subject-oriented, integrated, time-variant, nonvolatile
collection of data that is used in the support of
management’s decision-making process” [54, p. 1].
The
following is how each of the study variables was measured
in this study.
Success of The Data Warehouse. Four variables are used to
measure success of the data warehouse systems through its
different phases of development: success at the initiation &
adoption phase, success at the adaptation phase, success at
the acceptance & routinization phase, and success at the
infusion phase. Here is a list of detailed items that are used
to operationalize each of the DW success variables.
1. Data warehouse success at the initiation & adoption
phase: match of DW with organization [15], timely DW
decision to invest to exploit the new opportunity and make
use of new technology, DW used in organization’s work [15],
DW answers new decision questions [70], and DW is in long
term business plan,
2. Data warehouse success at the adaptation phase: DW is
ready to use [15], DW is responsive [56], and can identify
different and sophisticated uses [100],
3. Data warehouse success at the acceptance &
routinization phase: how successful is the project team in
resolving initiation issues [112], expandable DW use [97],
scaleable DW [3], DW planned workability [3], DW use
encouraged [15], people induced to commit to DW use [15],
how successful is the steering committee in resolving
integration issues [37], work practices are flexible modified
[49], DW viewed as asset [102], and DW changing
executives’ work [80],

4. Data warehouse success at the infusion phase: the
organizational systems adjusted for DW [15], and DW used
to full potential [15].
Support Characteristics. Three variables are employed to
measure the support characteristics: data management, IT
suitability, and system reliability & support team
responsiveness. The following is a list of detailed items that
are widely selected by related literature to represent each of
these three support characteristics:
1. Data management: Availability of data management
tools to manipulate the data as necessary, availability of
metadata to provide a detailed attribute map of all DW data
[3],
2. IT suitability: Suitability of the DW platform,
sophistication of IT networking in place, tuning each data
mart for the particular function it provides for each business
area [54] ,
3. System reliability & support team responsiveness: High
level of compatibility among hardware, network, and
software, tuning each data mart for the particular function it
provides for each business area [54].
External Environment. A single variable is utilized to
measure the external environment: industry environmental
pressures .
Detailed items that are employed to
operationalize this variable are given in the following.
1. Industry environmental pressures: Volitality of the firm
economic environment, volitality of the firm competitive
environment, complexity of the firm competitive
environment, volitality of the firm regulatory environment
[29] [48].
Characteristics of the Data Warehousing Implementation.
Two variables are frequently cited in related empirical
studies to measure the characteristics of data warehousing
implementation: end-user involvement & expectations, and
use of prototyping. The detailed items that are employed to
operationalize these two variables are given in the following.
1. End-user involvement & expectations: Importance of
user expectations about the DW potential capabilities to the
DW implementation, importance of the system user
sponsorship to the DW implementation, importance of enduser involvement to the DW implementation [5],
2. Use of prototyping: Importance of quick and frequent
building of prototypes to the DW implementation,
importance of prototyping tools to the DW implementation
[54] [25].
Corporate Culture & Organizational Climate.
Three
variables are chosen to measure the characteristics of
corporate culture & organizational climate: user parntnership,
management commitment, and user responsibility for the
system.
The detailed items that are utilized in
operationalizing these three variables are given in the
following.
1. User partnership: The DW users, management, and IT
group are partners in adopting the DW, the DW users,
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management, and IT group are co-operating in managing the
DW [108] [6],
2. Management commitment: A top manager who is a
visionary or a leader supports the DW system, a top manager
who believes that DW creates business opportunities
supports the DW system, top management is strongly in
favor of the concept of DW, a committed and informed
executive sponsor supports the DW system, a committed and
informed operating sponsor supports the DW system, top
management support to increase IT infrastructure
capabilities [44],
3. User responsibility for system: Responsibility for the
system lies with the business area that generates the data,
responsibility for the system lies with the functional area,
responsibility for the system is shared among all users [81].
Shared Understanding & Meanings of the DW Project. A
single variable is utilized to measure the shared
understanding & meanings of the DW project: DW is aimed
at executive use. The detailed items that are used to
operationalize this variable are given in the following.
1. DW is aimed at executive use: The DW aims at
improving the way managers conduct business, the DW aims
at allowing managers to share information with customers
and vendors, the DW aims at integrating information for
effective use by executives [118].
Clarity of Routines & Processes. A single variable is used to
measure the clarity of routines & processes: clarity of
procedures.
The detailed items that are utilized to
operationalize this variable are given in the following.
1. Clarity of procedures: Clarity about the organizational
procedures of capturing data, clarity about the organizational
procedures of processing data [52].
Analytical procedure
A detailed questionnaire is developed, reviewed, pilot tested,
and revised. Reliability and confirmatory factor analyses are
employed to check reliability and validity aspects of the
dependent and independent side variables.
Multivariate variance analysis and multivariate regression
analysis are utilized to examine the relationships between the
dependent and independent variables in the study model and
test the study hypotheses.
DATA ANALYSIS
Sample Characteristics. The sample contained almost equal
percentages of governmental and public companies, on one
hand, and private companies, on the other. All these
companies were medium to large size and with annual sales
between 200 and 800 million Dirhams.

The study sample nicely represents all possible levels of DW
technology adoption among these firms. A reasonable
degree of adoption levels, i.e. moderate variation, would be
favorable for any further statistical investigation.
Respondent Experience. Two criteria were used to insure
reasonable respondent knowledge of the system: (1) The
respondent must have had a minimum of six months’
experience in using IT tools, and (2) The respondent must
have had at least two years total experience as a top
manager/executive, functional manage/staff, or IS personnel
to qualify as a member of his or her respective constituency
group.
As expected, the individuals surveyed had a high degree of
experience with respect to using IT tools. Their IT
experience ranged from six months to twelve years, with a
mean of 2.25 years and a standard deviation of 0.56 years.
Reliability of Dependent and Independent Variables
Cronbach’s Alpha is perhaps the most recommended method
of measuring reliability, and the recommended measure of
internal consistency for each of the dimensions determined
from the factor analysis [105] [66] [104] [47].
Reliability of Independent Variables:
Reliability analysis is performed on all the eleven
independent variables. Only system reliability & support
team responsiveness had lower Cronbach’s Alpha than the
predetermined cut off point of 0.70. It had an Alpha of 0.67,
which is slightly below the acceptable 0.70 threshold, but
still can be tolerated if the constructs make sense [89]. All
the other variables passed this internal consistency test.
Thus, there will be 11 valid independent variables to use in
all further analysis.
Reliability of the Dependent Variables:
Cronbach’s Alpha for each of the study dependent variables
is computed. All of the selected variables pass the 0.7
threshold requirement. Thus, all dependent variables are
considered reliable to use in further analysis.
Validity of Dependent and Independent Variables
Validity is the degree to which an instrument measures the
construct under investigation [74, pp. 208-211 and 233-236].
It can be established by submitting the data for factor
analysis [104] [13]. The results of factor analysis can
confirm whether or not the theorized dimensions emerge.
A confirmatory factor analysis is employed to show that the
variables have discriminant validity. This discriminant
validity is confirmed if the pattern of items loading onto
extracted factors should produce the items in the variables –
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and this happens if the loading of each item is high on the
designated factor and low on other factors.
Validity of Independent Constructs:

Analysis shows that the variables are satisfactory since they
correspond to the four extracted factors (KMO is .848) and
the off-factor weightings are all below 0.4 . Therefore, there
were four success variables to use in analysis.

All the items of all the variables are entered into factor
analysis where the number of factors extracted is equal to the
number of variables. Ideally, items in one variable load
strongly only onto one factor. If an item or a variable
produce bad results then one should remove the offending
item (so long as the remaining variable is reliable) or remove
the variable entirely and seek a solution with fewer factors.

The Model Design

Investigating the offending data items in the initial
confirmatory factor analysis based on the Maximum
Likelihood method of extraction (ML) with oblimin rotation
according to the above criteria, eleven factors resulted. The
eleven extracted components/factors are associated with
eleven constructs that were identified previously, but with
slight changes by removing certain items from these
constructs. The KMO statistic was .804. The eleven
extracted factors explained 84.6% of the total variation in the
data items. Therefore, there were eleven independent
variables to use in analysis.

The model employed is designed with two sides: dependent
and independent.
The dependent side included four
dependent variables (success of the DW at the different DW
adoption & diffusion phases). However, the independent
side included two main effect factors (4 levels of DW
adoption/diffusion phase, and 7 levels of jobs). It also
included the interaction effect between DW development
and job positions (to account for the perceptions of users
who are responsible for different jobs and use DW systems
at different phases of development) and eleven covariates.
In order for MANOVA to reflect the way that the data was
collected and because of the fact that respondents were
grouped within firms, analysis was constructed so that to
distinguish between effects related to DW adoption &
diffusion phases and job positions, on one hand, and firms
within phases, on the other. Finally, eleven covariate terms
representing the reliable and valid independent variables
widely used in related literature are included. The design
reads as follows:

Validity of Dependent Constructs:
As is done with the independent variables, confirmatory
factor analysis is performed to show that these outcome
variables have discriminant validity, too.

The classical procedure of developing a multivariate analysis
model of variance analysis was followed. First the main
effects were determined, then the interaction effects,
followed by the within terms, and finally the covariantes
effect.

DW Success at initiation & adoption
DW Success at adaptation
DW Success at acceptance & routinization = Intercept + PHASE + JOB + PHASE*JOB
DW Success at infusion
+ FIRM(PHASE)
+ X5DATA + X5GOODIT + X5SUPPRT + X7ENVIRO
+ X8PRTCP + X9USEREX + X9PROTYP + X10COMIT
+ X13RESPN + X16EXECS + X17PROCS
Where,
PHASE denotes DW phase of development,
JOB denotes respondent job,
PHASE*JOB denotes the interaction effect of DW phase of development and respondent job
FIRM(PHASE) denotes the firm effect within the different DW phases of development
X5DATA denotes data management
X5GOODIT denotes IT suitability
X5SUPPRT denotes system reliability & support team responsiveness
X7ENVIRO denotes industry environmental pressures
X8PRTCP denotes user partnership
X9USEREX denotes end-user involvement & expectations
X9PROTYP denotes use of prototyping
X10COMIT denotes management commitment
X13RESPN denotes user responsibility for the system
X16EXECS denotes DW is ained at executive use
X17PROCS denotes clarity of procedures
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All dependent and independent variables in the model were
computed on the basis of the simple unweighted average of
the items included of the reliable and valid variables per the
analysis given in the previous section.
Estimating the Model

Table 1 reports estimation results of the above model at the
multivariate level of analysis using collected data from 580
respondents. The results indicate that all the variables in the
model are significant. Hence, the designed model is
statistically dependable and can be used in analyzing the
relationships between the criterion and predictor variable
sets and further analysis is feasible.

Multivariate Results:

Effect
Intercept
FIRMNUM(PHASE)
PHASE
JOB
PHASE * JOB
X5DATA
X5GOODIT
X5SUPPRT
X7ENVIRO
X8PRTCP
X9USEREX
X9PROTYP
X10COMIT
X13RESPN
X16EXECS
X17PROCS

Table 1
Multivariate Tests
Pillai's Trace
Hypothesis df
Value
F
0.050
6.621
4.000
0.625
3.156
120.000
0.528
27.234
12.000
0.236
5.346
24.000
0.188
1.396
72.000
0.073
9.983
4.000
0.264
45.630
4.000
0.027
3.582
4.000
0.045
6.047
4.000
0.261
44.770
4.000
0.066
8.933
4.000
0.078
10.775
4.000
0.535
145.919
4.000
0.122
17.725
4.000
0.220
35.814
4.000
0.072
9.825
4.000

Between-Subjects Effects:
Table 2 reports the result of testing the between-subjects
effects. Not all relationships between X and Y variables (or
categorical factors) are significant.
First, the influence of the interaction between respondent’s
job position and DW phase of development on the system
success is only significant at the adaptation phase.
This
suggests that not only the respondents’ job positions play an
important role on their perception of the DW success at the
adaptation phase of the DW project, but this role depends
also on the development phase of the DW they use.
Second, firms within DW phases of development
(FIRMNUM (PHASE)) have significant impact on the DW
success at the initiation (YINIT), adaptation (YADAPT), and
infusion (YINFUSE). At these particular phases, the effect
of the DW phase of development on the system success
differs considerably from a firm to another.
Third, the DW phase of development has significant
influence only on success at the adaptation phase
(YADAPT).

Error df

Sig.

508.000
2044.000
1530.000
2044.000
2044.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000
508.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.000
0.000
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Fourth, job position is significant in its relationship with DW
success at all system phases’ development.
Fifth, data management (X5DATA) has significant effect on
DW success at the initiation and adaptation phases.
Good
IT (X5GOODIT), user parntnership (X8PARTCP), and
oriented DW toward executive use (X16EXECS)
significantly influence the system success at all its phases of
development.
System reliability & support team
responsiveness (X5SUPPORT) and external industrial
environmental pressures (X5ENVIRO) significantly affect
the system success at the “acceptance & routinization” and
infusion phases. End-user involvement and expectations
(X9USEREX), prototyping (X9PROTYP), responsibility for
the system (X13RESPN), and clarity of procedures
(X17PROCS) have significant influence on the system
success at the “initiation & adoption”, adaptation, and
infusion phases.
Management commitment (X10COMIT) has significant
impact on system success at both the adaptation and
“acceptance & routinization” phases.
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Table 2
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Source

Dependent
F
Variable
Corrected Model
YINITa
25.901
YADAPT b
26.723
YACCEPTc
42.708
YINFUSE d
5.663
Intercept
YINIT
2.288
YADAPT
20.936
YACCEPT
6.852
YINFUSE
1.593
FIRMNUM(PHASE) YINIT
3.993
YADAPT
2.424
YACCEPT
1.378
YINFUSE
3.085
PHASE
YINIT
0.844
YADAPT
158.815
YACCEPT
1.845
YINFUSE
1.697
JOB
YINIT
4.635
YADAPT
4.933
YACCEPT
2.721
YINFUSE
5.218
PHASE * JOB
YINIT
1.210
YADAPT
2.060
YACCEPT
1.000
YINFUSE
0.636
X5DATA
YINIT
18.211
YADAPT
11.170
YACCEPT
0.280
YINFUSE
0.206
X5GOODIT
YINIT
31.583
YADAPT
27.743
YACCEPT
54.339
YINFUSE
14.823
X5SUPPRT
YINIT
3.527
YADAPT
0.009
YACCEPT
11.069
YINFUSE
8.380
X7ENVIRO
YINIT
1.821
YADAPT
2.691
YACCEPT
7.913
YINFUSE
6.426
a R Squared = .775 (Adjusted R Squared = .745)
b R Squared = .781 (Adjusted R Squared = .751)
c R Squared = .850 (Adjusted R Squared = .830)
d R Squared = .430 (Adjusted R Squared = .354)

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.131
0.000
0.009
0.207
0.000
0.000
0.090
0.000
0.470
0.000
0.138
0.167
0.000
0.000
0.013
0.000
0.247
0.006
0.458
0.872
0.000
0.001
0.597
0.650
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.061
0.923
0.001
0.004
0.178
0.102
0.005
0.012

Source
X8PRTCP

X9USEREX

X9PROTYP

X10COMIT

X13RESPN

X16EXECS

X17PROCS

Dependent
Variable
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE
YINIT
YADAPT
YACCEPT
YINFUSE

F

Sig.

52.357
10.218
33.804
17.085
4.670
5.013
1.952
18.881
11.776
27.818
0.044
9.493
0.001
23.984
327.996
3.442
10.717
27.121
0.158
30.285
45.722
15.138
10.313
12.573
7.769
14.010
0.007
24.720

0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.031
0.026
0.163
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.834
0.002
0.974
0.000
0.000
0.064
0.001
0.000
0.691
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.006
0.000
0.935
0.000
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Parameter Estimates:

parameters of the model. Table 3 presents the results for
estimating X constructs’ parameters.

In order to investigate this behavior in more detail, one
should look into the parameter estimates. Literature review,
expert interviews, and statistical analysis reported in
previous section led to the choice of two sets of variables
(dependent and independent.) Regression parameters
generated by the GLM procedure will be discussed in light
of statements of prior expectations concerning the

Most of the independent covariates estimated parameters are
positive, suggesting a positive relationship; only few are
negative. Also, most of these parameters are significant at (p
< 0.05) level indicating strong relationship between these
constructs and DW success at various phases of development.

Table 3
Parameter Estimates – Convariate Terms
Dependent Variables
Intercept
X5DATA
X5GOODIT
X5SUPPRT
X7ENVIRO
X8PARTCR
X9USEREX
X9PROTYP
X10COMIT
X13RESPN
X16EXECS
X17PROCS
* Significant at 0.05 level.

YINIT
0.504
0.183 *
0.173 *
0.061
0.052
0.172 *
0.061 *
-0.085 *
-0.001
0.090 *
0.205 *
-0.070 *

Results for the Hypotheses
DW success at the initiation phase is positively affected by
six characteristics – data management (X5DATA),
suitability of IT (X5GOODIT),
user partnership
(X8PARTCP), end-user involvement & expectations
(X9USEREX), responsibility for system (X13RESPN), and
DW aimed at executive use (X16EXECS). This supports
hypotheses 1a, and 3a.
At the adaptation phase, DW success is positively influenced
by seven characteristics – data management (X5DATA),
end-user involvement & expectations (X9USEREX), use of
prototyping (X9PROTYP), management commitment
(X10COMIT), responsibility for system (X13RESPN), DW
aimed at executive use (X16EXECS), and clarity of
procedures (X17PROCS). This supports hypotheses 2b, and
3b. There are two characteristics that need careful handling
at this phase: suitability of IT (X5GOODIT), and user
partnership (X8PARTCP) because of their negative impact
on this phase success.
However, success at the acceptance & routinization phase is
positively affected by the following five characteristics –
suitability of IT (X5GOODIT), industrial environmental
pressures (X7ENVIRO), user partnership (X8PARTCP),
management commitment (X10COMIT), and DW aimed at
executive use (X16EXECS).
This result supports

YADAPT
-1.235 *
0.169 *
-0.191 *
0.004
0.075
-0.090 *
0.074 *
0.154 *
0.238 *
0.169 *
0.139 *
0.111 *

YACCEPT
0.338
0.020
0.198 *
-0.095 *
0.095 *
0.121 *
0.034
0.005
0.653 *
-0.010
0.085 *
0.002

YINFUSE
0.893
-0.036
0.221 *
-0.177 *
0.183 *
-0.184 *
0.228 *
0.143 *
-0.143 *
0.283 *
-0.201 *
0.234 *

hypotheses 1c, and 2c. Only responsiveness of IT and
support team (X5SUPPRT) needs careful attention at this
phase because of its negative effect on success.
Still, success of the DW at the infusion phase is positively
influenced by the following six characteristics - suitability of
IT (X5GOODIT), industrial environmental pressures
(X7ENVIRO), end-user involvement & expectations
(X9USEREX),
use of prototyping
(X9PROTYP),
responsibility for system (X13RESPN), and clarity of
procedures (X17PROCS). This result supports hypotheses
3d. Three characteristics ha ve negative influence on success
at the infusion phase: responsiveness of IT and support team
(X5SUPPRT), user partnership (X8PARTCP), DW aimed at
executive use (X16EXECS) and require careful treatment.
Significant Corporate Cultural Factors that affect the
DW Success across Different Phases of Development
The results show that user partnership (X8PARTCP) is
important determinant of success across all DW
development phases.
User parntnership (X8PARTCP) reflects users, management,
and IT group partnership in adopting and managing the
system. Results reveal that user partnership has positive
effect on the DW success at both the “initiation & adoption”
(YINIT) and “acceptance & routinization” (YACCEPT)
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phases. Unexpectedly, user partnership has negative effect
on the DW success at both the adaptation (YADAPT) and
infusion (YINFUSE) phases.

At the multivariate level of analysis, the interaction effect
between both DW development phase (PHASE) and user job
position (JOB) on the DW success appears significant.

Management commitment (X10COMIT) has positive effect
on the DW success at the adaptation (YADAPT) and
acceptance & routinization (YACCEPT) phases.

Tests of between subjects effects show that this interaction
effect on the DW success is significant only at the adaptation
phase (YADAPT). This means that the effect of the DW
adoption & diffusion phase on the DW success at the
adaptation phase depends on the effect of the user job
position.

Responsibility for the system (X13RESPN) has positive
impact on the DW success at the initiation & adoption
(YINIT), adaptation (YADAPT), and infusion (YINFUSE)
phases. It reflects system users’ preference between three
choices of handling responsibility for the system: to allocate
it to the business division that generates the data, assign it to
the functional area, or share it among all users.
DISCUSSION
Based on an intensive international comparative study of key
issues in information systems management, Watson, Kelly,
Galliers and Brancheau [120] have suggested that national
culture and economic development can explain substantial
international differences in these key issues. At the macro
level of analysis, researchers suggest that, as a nation
progresses through different stages of economic and IT
development, the relevant key issues should change from
infrastructure issues to operational issues, and finally to
strategic issues. On the basis of economic development, the
UAE, a GCC member country, is a developing country with
issues driven more by operational needs.
Although, the GCC countries, including the UAE, did not
become economic powers until the late 1970s, they have
invested heavily during the last two decades in technological
infrastructure. The key concerns of the GCC illustrate a
mixture of issues. The top issue is improving MIS strategic
planning, followed by improving information security and
control. Furthermore, organizational learning and the use of
IS technologies are important as IT revolutionizes the way
firms operate [120].
The overall conclusion of the results in Table 3 supports the
existence of this mixture of issues. While some of the above
cited significant considerations are strategic in nature (e.g.,
industry environmental pressures – X7ENVIRO, and top
management commitment
- X10COMIT), others are
operational (e.g., data management - X5DATA,
responsiveness of IT and supporting team - X5SUPPRT, use
of prototyping - X9PROTYP, and responsibility for the
system – X13RESPN).
Main Effects and Interactions
Two main effects are considered and have been proven
important: the DW phase of development (PHASE) and user
job position (JOB).
Effect of the Interaction between the DW Phase of
Development and User Job Position (PHASE*JOB):

The wisdom of the above statistical result is that if firms
seek to maximize the DW success, they should investigate
the critical issues that the adoption & diffusion phase of their
DW presents as evaluated by their users of different job
positions. It is not enough to address the DW adoption &
diffusion phase problems without considering what these
problems mean to the system users. Each of these phases
has its benefits and problems that may be weighed
differently by each of the system users. Success of the DW
at the adaptation (YADAPT) is more sensitive to this
interaction more than at any other adoption & diffusion
phase. As such, the development of DW warrants higher
level of caution and planning.
Effect of DW Development Phase (PHASE):
Related literature recognizes the functional parallelism
between IS implementation and adoption & diffusion of
technological innovation [28] [58] [76]. Empirical and nonempirical studies related to organizational innovation and IS
implementation have identified adoption & diffusion phases
characteristics as major forces that contribute to successful
efforts to introduce technological innovations into
organizations [64].
At the multivariate level of analysis, the effect of the DW
development phase (PHASE) on the DW success is
significant.
Further investigation of tests of between subjects effects for
the same factor identifies (PHASE) as a significant factor
that affects the DW success at the adaptation phase
(YADAPT). This means that each of these phases generates
different benefits and problems that might influence its
success. Understanding these possible benefits and problems
should constitute the first step that management should make
in order to decide on how to increase the effects of any
possible DW phase benefits and reduce the effect of any
probable DW phase problems. This finding agrees with
Kwon and Zmud [64], Cooper and Zmud [15] and supported
Cash et al. [11] that organizations must understand and
manage their implementation processes in order to maximize
the benefits from IT investments.

Effect of Job Position (JOB):
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Job positions have different involvement rates in managerial
activities. Conceptual literature proposes a positive impact
of broader involvement in managerial on adoption [16] [61]
[73].
At the multivariate level of analysis, the effect of job
position (JOB) on the DW success appears to be significant.
Tests of between-subjects effects indicate that differences in
DW success at each of each of the four phases of
development are significantly explained by (JOB.)
The
practical implication of such a result is that if organizations
seek to increase their individual DW success at any of the
four phases of development, they should investigate their
staff’s perceptions about their individual DW systems. They
should identify these individual job positions’ perceived DW
benefits and problems. The concept here is that there is no
such unified perception of the individual DW in use; rather
every job position has its own different perception of the
system. It is important for the organization to manage these
perceptions and beliefs. Increasing of the DW success
depends on making the best of these benefits and taking care
of these problems. This finding agrees with Little [70] that
there are significant differences between primary
constituents in their perception of the factors that influence
the implementation of the DW. This finding confirms the
findings of Cameron [10]. Related literature acknowledges
also the different effect of an information system users’
managerial level (grouping) on the system success [102] [44],
a variable closely related to job position.
Effect of the Firms Within DW Development Phases
(FIRMNUM(PHASE)):
At the multivariate level of analysis, the within impact on the
DW success is significant. It means that there is a sufficient
evidence to reject the null hypothesis that there is no
difference in average DW success for firms which relate to
the same phase.
Tests of between subjects effects reveal that this effect
constitutes significant impacts on DW success at each of the
initiation (YINIT), adaptation (YADAPT), and infusion
(YINFUSE) phases.
Covariates Effect
The researchers have explicitly stated their expectation to
arrive at different sets of independent variables that each
may be more important than the others in explaining the DW
success at each of the different phases of DW development.
The acceptance of the fact that some variables are important
in a particular system implementation may be totally
different from variables determined to be important in other
systems or applications is beginning to be acknowledged by
some researchers [10] [64] [70].
Typically, managers who are concerned with planning the
development of a particular DW system would not focus

their attention on one or two variables. They would usually
device a plan to manage this development. This plan is
multifaceted and multivariate. It is only when a pattern can
be discerned in a large number of variables that it is possible
to describe or define a particular firm’s DW development
plan. For this reason, the attention here is focused on groups
of variables, which together describe major components of
the total plans of the UAE companies’ DW development.
Organization variables will be discussed first followed by
system appropriation v ariables.
Generally speaking, most of the variables included in this
section of the current study were subject to investigate in
other studies. Most of these studies have examined the
effect of a single organizational variable on an IS’s success
(e.g., [103] [86] [115] [27] [89], to name a few).
Few
studies have endeavored to explain the relationships between
organizational variables and IS success employing
integrative models (e.g., [44] [24] [34] [98] [64] [15] [61]).
Corporate Culture & Organizational Climate
Characteristics
It is widely accepted that corporate culture affects success of
the management of computer-based information systems
[107] [69] [120].
A popular literature on corporate cultures, following Peters
and Waterman [85], insists that shared values represent the
core of a corporate culture. Hofstede, Heuijen, Ohayv, and
Sanders [51] have demonstrated that shared perceptions of
daily practices to be the core of an organization’s culture.
Related literature found that strong culture does not ensure
success unless the culture is one that encourages a healthy
adaptation to the external environment, including new
technology [63].
User Partnership (X8PARTCP):
The IS theory [108] and DW advocates [53] have recognized
the importance of establishing partnership between
management, and-users, and IS personnel on the IS success.
This partnership coupled with cooperation between these
three groups are considered an effective approach to
overcome resistance to change.
At the multivariate level, user partnership (X8PARTCP) is
significant in its association with DW overall success. Tests
of between subjects effects, however, show that user
partnership constitutes a significant influence on DW
success at all phases of development.
Above results are in agreement with the results obtained by
Davis et al. [20], Inmon and Hackathorn [53], Guimaraes et
al. [44], and Amoroso and Cheney [3].
Analysis of estimated parameters reveals that although user
partnership (X8PARTCP) has positive relationships with
DW success at the initiation & adoption (YINIT) and
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acceptance & routinization (YACCEPT), it has negative
relationships with DW success at the adaptation (YADAPT)
and infusion (YINFUSE). Users, management, and IT group
are not co-operating in adopting and managing the DW.
Adopting the system is supposed to take place in the
“initiation & adoption” phase. Concluding the adaptation
phase, a firm should have a ready-to-go system to manage
and further develop. This calls for expanding the system,
inducing people to commit to it, encourage them to use it as
a normal activity, develop its applications, and resolve
integration issues. The objective here is to have a scalable,
workable, flexible system that may be considered a corporate
asset, change the way users do their work. Subjects do not
perceive this co-managing aspect as sincere at minimum.
Management Commitment (X10COMIT):
Both formal and informal organizational structures influence
the introduction of technological innovations [121] [21]
[111]. Much research has investigated the effect of formal
structural factors on innovation, especially regarding
initiation & adoption behaviors [64]. The current study
concentrates only on the formal structural aspects of the DW
innovation at different development phases.

be used within the organization to its fullest potential. It
seems somewhat reas onable to assume that the UAE large
firms that acquired DW systems and reached the infusion
phase of diffusion are subject to some of these integration
problems. The impression here is likely that management
commitment is expected to get weaker as the system
development completes. Full operational, executive, senior,
and top management support normally shift their attention
and support to other projects as the first project concludes.
Management commitment does not have significant
association with DW success at the “initiation & adoption”
(YINIT) phase.
This relates to novelty of the DW
technology. One does not expect that all management
members in a developing country such as the UAE,
especially top management, to be aware of the DW
technology, their firms’ need to employ such a technology,
and how much support it takes to develop. As such, it is not
unusual for them to allocate needed funds on demand and
wait until situations develop where their managerial support
is needed. Normally, there would be very few problems that
require their intervention at the initiation & adoption phase.
Responsibility for the system (X13RESPN):

It has been argued that the organizational setting
characteristics significantly influence information systems
adoption behavior.
Certain features of organizations
themselves either facilitate or encourage adoption of
innovation.

Certain values and ethics are common and acceptable
throughout many organizations, thus they direct this
organization members’ behavior towards the DW system
[18]. Responsibility for the system, its data, and procedures
are controlled by these ethics and values.

Management support is repeatedly cited in the related
literature as a vital consideration on successful
implementation of information systems. At the multivariate
level of analysis, management commitment appears
significant in influencing the DW success. This finding
agrees with many studies [70] [87] [44] [25] [10].
Univariate statistical results showed that management
commitment (X10COMIT) has significant influence on the
DW success at the adaptation (YADAPT), the acceptance &
routinization (YACCEPT), and the infusion (YINFUSE)
phases. It did not have such significant effect on the DW
success at the initiation & adoption (YINIT).

Multivariate tests indicate that responsibility for the system
(X13RESPN) has significant impact on the DW overall
success. This means that firms ought to plan for this
partnership if they seek to increase the likelihood of their
systems success. However, tests of between subjects effects
reveal that responsibility for the system has significant
impacts on the DW success at the initiation & adoption
(YINIT), adaptation (YADAPT), infusion (YINFUSE)
phases.

Analysis of estimated parameters shows that although
management commitment (X10COMIT) is positively
associated with both the DW success at both the adaptation
(YADAPT),and
the acceptance & routinization
(YACCEPT).
However, management commitment
(X10COMIT) is negatively associated with the DW success
at the infusion (YINFUSE) phases. This finding may be
explained in terms of the system growth pains and
management search for control.
If IS management is
incapable of handling the system integration problems,
usually management tends to issue many new rules to
achieve more control over the use of the new system then the
system suffers. It becomes difficult for the system to be
employed in organizational work, and for the organizational
systems to adjust to account for the DW, and for the DW to

Generally, organizational behavior literature has proposed or
found positive associations between responsibility and
infusion phase’s performance [45] [114] [43].
Analysis of estimated parameters reveals that although
responsibility for the system (X13RESPN) has positive
impact on the DW success at the initiation & adoption
(YINIT), adaptation (YADAPT), and infusion (YINFUSE)
phases, it does not have significant relationship with DW
success at the acceptance & routinization phase (YACCEPT).
The construct contains three choices of handling
responsibility for the system: to allocate it to the business
division that generates the data, assign it to the functional
area, or share it among all users. Not all three choices have
the same impact on all the features of success at the
acceptance & routinization phase (expanding the use of the
system, encouraging its use as a normal activity, inducing
users to commit to its use, modifying the organization work
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practices to suit the system, viewing it as an important asset,
and changing the way people do their work).

determining the system success during a development phase
than they might be in another.

Validation Interviews

Implications for Research:

A sample of representative respondents of the constituency
groups were interviewed for the purpose of validating the
study results. Seventy five individuals (13%) of the original
study sample subjects (580 subjects) were contacted,
however only 41 individuals (7%) have positively cooperated with the researcher.
The interviews were
administered by telephone calls. The sample members were
asked if they are surprised by or agree with the study main
conclusions.

None of the reviewed integrative studies have included any
culture-related variables.
The current study model
encompassed a distinct construct on corporate culture &
organizational climate to test their influence on DW success
within the study model. Statistical results of this testing
showed that culture-related constructs were dominant in
influencing DW overall success and explaining differences
in this success between different (acceptance & routinization
and on-going use) development phases.

Throughout each of these interviews each subject was asked
to allow the researcher thirty minutes of his/her time to hear
each of the study main results (and their interpretation) and
give his/her answer in agree/disagree format. If disagree
was the answer, the respondent was asked to give his/her
alternative comment.

This study is valuable to DW researchers because it
identifies key areas that organizations need to address in
their implementation process.

The overall percentage of validation sample individuals’
agreement with the study significant factors that influence
the DW overall success ranges between 76% and 100%. The
highest overall percentage of agreement corresponded to
suitability of IT, management commitment, user partnership,
end-user involvement & expectations, and use of prototyping.
This is where all constituencies have full agreement with the
study results.
Yet, the lowest overall percentage of
agreement corresponded to clarity of procedures, data
management, and responsibility for the system.
Top management has fully agreed with the study results that
suitability of IT, industry environmental pressures, user
partnership, end-user involvement & expectations, use of
prototyping, management commitment, responsibility for the
system, and DW aiming at executive use are the most
important factors that influence DW overall success.
However, end-users have fully agreed with the study
findings and top management validation results that
suitability of IT, user partnership, end-user involvement &
expectations, and management commitment are the most
important factors that influence DW overall success. On the
other side, IS personnel have fully agreed with the study
results that data management, suitability of IT, system
reliability & support team responsiveness, management
commitment, and DW aiming at executive use are the most
important factors that affect DW overall success.

While most of the variables identified in this particular study
are similar to some of the factors identified in the
implementation literature, it must be noted that some
variables are totally new and have not been previously
identified. Additionally, there are major differences in some
of the items making up those constructs from those found in
earlier implementation studies.
The implication here is that, the current study model is an
endeavor to contribute to a contingency theory that to help
the implementation efforts with respect to data warehousing.
Other researchers may use the current study as a model to
achieve contributions with respect to other information
systems toward the development of a contingency theory.
Appreciating the dynamic nature of IT and the current rate of
introduction of new technologies, the development of a
normative model that is generally adaptable to any system
development may never be possible.
Implications for Practice:
The fact that there is significant effect of DW development
phase on UAE firms’ data warehousing success as evaluated
by their top management, end-users, and IS developers
highlights the demanding organizational activity of dealing
with
relevant
implementation-process-related
and
organizational-behavior-related
aspects
of
DW
implementation.

Study Implications

On one side, corporate culture & organizational climate
aspects should be on the top of the implementation-processrelated list.

Analysis in the current study demonstrated that the
substantial differences in DW success among the UAE firms
might be due to organizational factors, system appropriation
factors, and the DW stage of development. This implies that
these firms need to be extremely cautious when adopting a
DW system.
Different organizational or system
appropriation variables might be more dominant in

It behooves top management, end-users, and IS developers
in the UAE to carefully consider the factors which contribute
to the DW success during the planning stage as well as
throughout the entire DW diffusion process on a contingency
basis.
Since individuals assuming different job positions in the
UAE firms seem to have important effect on the DW success
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at different phases of development, there is necessary to
invite these parties to increase their involvement in adopting
and managing the system.
Their expectations should
carefully be investigated and their partnership should be
encouraged.
CONCLUSION
The current study has built an overall multivariate model that
treats the DW success at the different phases of development
(YINIT, YADAPT, YACCEPT, and YINFUSE) as a Y
vector associated with the same set of factors (PHASE, JOB,
PHASE*JOB, and FIRMNUM(PHASE)) and X variables
(data management, suitability of IT, system reliability and IT
team responsiveness, industry environmental pressures, user
partnership, end-user involvement & expectations, use of
prototyping, management commitment, responsibility for the
system, system aiming at executive use, and clarity of
procedures). The model has proven that all its factors and
independent covariates have significant influence on the DW
overall success.
Multivariate statistical analysis shows that users’ perceptions
about the DW development phase benefits & problems have
significant explanatory power of the system success. More
importantly, it shows that the following are the most
influential organizational and system appropriation factors
that impact the DW overall success:
(1) support
characteristics (data management, suitability of IT, and
system reliability & support team responsiveness), (2)
industry environmental pressures, (3) implementation
characteristics (end-user involvement & expectations, use of
prototyping, and management commitment), (4) corporate
culture & organizational climate (user partnership, and
responsibility for the system), (5) shared understanding &
meanings about the system, and (6) clarity of organizational
routines & processes.
Although some organizational and system appropriation
issues were important to DW success across all its
development phases, univariate statistical analysis (in terms
of tests of between-subjects effects) reveals also that some
issues are more important to this success at certain phases
than at the others. Also, while all of the above-mentioned
factors are hypothesized to have positive impact on the DW
success at all its development phases, statistical estimation of
relationship coefficients indicates that some of these factors
may have negative effect on this success at certain
development phases.
Focusing on the corporate culture & organizational climaterelated variables, DW success at the initiation phase is
positively affected by user parntnership, and responsibility
for system. At the adaptation phase, DW success is
positively influenced by – management commitment and
responsibility for system. The impact of user parntnership
are negative and hence require careful attention. However,
success at the acceptance & routinization phase is positively
affected by user parntnership and management commitment.

Still, while success of the DW at the infusion phase is
positively influenced by responsibility for system, it is
negatively influenced by user partnership and management
commitment.
Finally, worthy to mention that current study, like all others,
is subject to some limitations.
Generalizability of the
analysis results may be perceived by certain reviewers as
limited by variables included in the study model, study
sample, items included in survey analysis, and nature of
exploratory research.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to assess the relative
effectiveness of delivering learning on the Internet. The
method was to interview nine college professors who have
taught both on line and in the traditional classroom.
Professors were asked to compare the Internet with the
traditional classroom as to learning delivery effectiveness
and were also asked questions about conducting discussions
and grading on the Internet and about the consequences of
both the convenience inherent in and the necessary structure
that accompanies on-line teaching. Among the results
according to this sample of professors: teaching on the web
has more weaknesses than strengths, the web was inferior
when interaction and when one-on-one assistance were
important for learning, it was superior when learning from
the written word was important, the structure necessary for
web delivery prevents flexibility, and the convenience
reinforced impulses to avoid classroom intensity.
INTRODUCTION
E-businesses have had an adventurous ride. After an early
development phase, these businesses, at least in the United
States, seemed to acquire an atmosphere of invincibility.
The perception was that E-businesses, would thrive and
grow without hindrance, and people invested in them
seemingly without scrutiny. Then in the las t half of 2000,
reality set in, and many E-businesses went out of business.
A similar pattern seems to be happening with E-education.
Taking courses via computerized networks is now an
established phenomenon, and Internet education is now a
growth industry. While web-based courses were a rarity
only a decade ago, they have become an accepted means of
providing higher education, and their popularity is
increasing. According to Duvall [5] for example, a web
sight now exists offering 1.5 million internet courses
available through 3,000 different institutions.
The educational delivery industry is extremely enthusiastic
about this medium. Apparently, it has latched onto the web
with an accomplish-all attitude, without serious
consideration of its advantages and disadvantages.
It
appears that those creating, developing, and implementing
web course delivery have not studied the medium
thoroughly enough to understand when it is effective and

when it is not. One could argue that such explorations have
not been adequately undertaken for other teaching methods,
and this is true. However, there are inherent limitations in
teaching on the web, in particular the lack of learner-teacher
face-to-face contact. Given this seemingly fundamental
limitation, it is important to develop an accurate
understanding of what the web can do well and what it
cannot.
This calls for research. Most of the literature available Eeducation either advocates its advantages or describes its
growth or potential [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [10] [14] [15]. A few
papers offer critiques [10] [14] and a few published papers
report research assessing the effectiveness of web-based
education.
Much of this available research assessed Internet education
from the student perspective, and much of it used student
responses to Likert-type questions as measuring devices.
Arbaugh [2] used student perceptions of learning,
technology usefulness, and flexibility to assess Internet
medium quality. Christensen et. Al [3] measured receptivity
to distant learning, Arbaugh [1] measured perceptions of
interaction difficulty, and Webster & Hackley [13] measured
student perceptions of media richness, their own learning
outcomes, and self-efficacy. Some studies have used
objective measures to assess Internet course effectiveness.
Arbaugh [1] used a multiple choice-test to measure learning
and the number of comments made by a student to measure
of participation, and the same author [2] assessed the
medium by measuring interaction patterns among students.
It should be noted that none of the above studies were
comparison studies. In none was Internet effectiveness
compared with that in the traditional classroom. One study
has been undertaken in which Internet effectiveness has been
compared to that from another medium and should be noted.
However in this study [12], Internet teams were compared
with face-to-face teams instead of Internet classes with faceto-face classes. Solving a mystery puzzle was the task to be
accomplished, and both groups were equally effective in
solving the puzzle. The Warkentin et. Al study [12] is
meaningful because it suggests that the Internet interaction is
as effective as face-to-face interaction, at least for some
tasks.
This paper assesses the medium from the instructor’s
perspective. It appears that no other study has explored the
perspectives of instructors in attempting to assess Internet-
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education effectiveness. Doing so makes sense, as college
instructors are the professionals in college education
delivery.
This study’s general purpose was to explore the perspective
of college professors as to the effectiveness of Internet
course delivery. There were six specific purposes. The first
was to ascertain whether instructors who have both Internet
and classroom experience think the Internet is as effective as
a teaching-learning medium as the face-to-face classroom.
The second was to determine the learning processes for
which the Internet is more effective than the classroom and
those processes for which the web is less effective. The third
through sixth purposes pertained to specific features of
Internet delivery. The third was to compare how instructors
handle discussions on the Internet to that in the classroom,
the fourth was to compare how instructors graded on the
Internet with that in the classroom, the fifth was to explore
instructor perspectives of the consequences of being very
structured on the web, and the sixth was to explore the
consequences of the convenience available to students on the
web.

book' for obvious reasons. At present UW-Whitewater does
not use an external testing service.
The courseroom software package used by the university,
Learning Space from the Lotus Corporation, provides a
schedule, mediacenter, profiles, courseroom and assessment
manager as its tools for structuring and delivering the course.
In addition, a CD (or multiple CDs) with instructor-delivered
audio/visual presentations almost always accompanies
course delivery. 'Live' chatroom software is also available to
aid students in their group work. Finally, email is used
extensively by students to communicate with each other and
with the instructor for clarification, organization, and
problem solving throughout the course.
Internet classes are taught entirely on the Internet. Classes
do not meet face -to-face. Class size is almost always greater
on the web at UWW, partially because course delivery is
more expensive on line (and increased numbers of students
per class compensates for this) and partially because there is
more demand for web courses. There is more administrative
support for web classes than classroom classes as well as
more administrative direction.

METHOD
Internet Education
Whitewater

at

University

of

Wisconsin-

At present, the Internet MBA program at the University of
Wisconsin-Whitewater parallels the traditional classroom
program. The requirements are the same, and while not all
the courses in the MBA program are offered on the Internet,
the majority are, and enough courses are offered so that
students can attain a University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
MBA entirely on the Internet. In addition, students can take
some courses on line and some in the classroom.
Web classes at UW-Whitewater (UWW) have many
similarities to those in the classroom. They are taught by a
single faculty member. The content and learning objectives
of web classes are generally the same as those taught in the
classroom. Courses proceed over a determined length of
time, either a semester or a half-semester. Students are
expected to complete assignments, exams and other
activities by a predetermined time.
Finally, at UW Whitewater, the person who develops a course is the same
person who delivers it.
There are also differences. Discussions on the web are often
allowed to proceed over days or even weeks instead of being
confined to a portion of a two and a half hour class. Often,
multiple discussions take place at the same time. Weekly
assignments are used more frequently in web classes to
increase student interaction and act as an aid to motivate
students to keep up with the course content (just as meeting
once or twice a week in the classroom motivates students to
keep pace). Finally exa ms and quizzes tend to be 'open

Exhibit 1: Respondents
Instructor Specialty Years of
teaching
experience
YG
JW
DM
TB
WD
SH
BL
DW
JB

GM
GM
ComSys
POM
GM
HR
ComSys
HR
GM

26
26
18
15
14
14
11
11
6

# of
courses
taught on
Internet
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1

# of
sections
taught on
Internet
3
1
1
4
11
1
1
2
1

Sample
The sample consisted of nine professors from the
Management Department of the University of WisconsinWhitewater. All nine are tenure-track professors; seven
have tenure. Exhibit 1 lists the professors, their specialty,
years of teaching experience, and number of courses and
sections taught on the Internet.
Professors from a single department at a single university
were chosen to keep interpretations of data as simple as
possible. These professors experienced the same technology,
the same course structure, and the same program and
administrative requirements. Difficult-to-interpret results
would emerge from a sample of professors from a variety of
universities, with different software and different
administrative requirements.
Procedure
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All professors were interviewed. There were six questions,
five open–ended. The interview questions are contained in
exhibit 2. Interviews lasted between 20 and 40 minutes. For
any question, respondents could give more than one answer.
While all interviews began with the opening question in
exhibit 2, the entire interviews were conducted so that
questions were asked out of order if the natural flow of
conversation so dictated.
RESULTS
In response to the question asking respondents to compare
the learning effectiveness of the Internet and the classroom,
of the nine professors interviewed, two said students learned
as much in their web classes as they did in the classroom,
four said students
Exhibit 2: The interview schedule
OPENNING QUESTION:
Which of the following 4 statements is truest for you?
1
2 3
4
1. Students learn as much in my courses when I teach on the
web as they do when I teach the same courses in the
classroom.
2. Students learn more in my courses when I teach in the classroom than they do when I teach the same courses on the
web.
3. Students learn more in my courses when I teach on the web
than they do when I teach the same courses in the classroom.
4. It is very hard for me to compare what the students learn on
the web with that learned in the classroom.
OTHER QUESTIONS
I want to interview each of you as to why you made the choice
you made. The interview should take no longer than 20
minutes.
Here are some of the questions I will ask:
1. Why did you choose the statement you chose?
2. a. If you chose #1, are there some things (concepts, skills,
etc.) better learned on the web and other things better
learned in the classroom? If so, what are they?
b. If you chose #2, what things (concepts, skills, etc.) are
learned better in the classroom, and what makes the classroom better?
c. If you chose #3, what things (concepts, skills, etc.) are
learned better on the web, and what makes the web better?
d. If you chose #4, what does one learn in each of the media
and how?
3. I also want to know how you handled discussions on the web
and the outcomes.
4. Did you test on the web, and were you satisfied? If you did
not test, on what basis did you g rade?
5. Did you find that you had to be more structured on the web?
What were the outcomes of that?
6. The web is promoted as very convenient? What are the consequences (positive and negative of the convenience?

learned more in the classroom than they did on the web, and
three said it was difficult to compare what students learned
on the web with that learned in the classroom.
Web Effectiveness in Helping Students Learn
Two of the respondents said that the web was more effective
than the classroom in helping students learn from printed,
i.e., textual and case, material. Four said that the web,
because it provided for asynchronous discussions with no
competition for air-time, helped students to think through
and compose ’meatier” responses during discussions. One
said students gained skills in developing virtual groups on
the web, and one said students learned computer-related
skills when taking a course on line. Of the nine respondents,
seven provided the above answers, and for these seven, there
were 1.43 instances of effectiveness mentioned per
respondent (and if you count all nine respondents, there were
1.11 instances of effectiveness per respondent).
Two
interviewees offered no ways in which the web was effective
(compared to the classroom) in helping students learn.
Web Ineffectiveness
All nine mentioned ways in which the web was ineffective
or less effective than the classroom. Six pointed out that in
the classroom students could learn better from interactions
between people. Of those six, all mentioned that learning
from interaction among students was superior in the
classroom, and two pointed out that it was easier to learn
from interactions with the instructor in the classroom than on
the web. In the classroom and not on line, an instructor can
use body language, tone inflections, and the black board to
help communicate his thoughts and explanations.
Three said the web format made it too easy to avoid being
thoroughly involved in the course; three said that learning
from spontaneous discussion was less likely on the web;
three said it was much more difficult to help students who
were having material-mastery problems when teaching on
the web. Two worried that one could not be sure who was
taking quizzes and doing assignments when students were
responding only on the Internet. Two said that it was
difficult to know how students were reacting to instruction
on the web; two said there was a disproportionate amount of
group work necessary on the web; one said it was close to
impossible to work on communication skills with a web
format; one pointed out that it was hard to give feedback on
the Internet; and one said that the asynchronous nature of
discussions made it hard for everyone to be involved in
discussions. There were 2.89 instances of ineffectiveness
mentioned for the web per respondent.
Discussions
Exhibit 3 shows the differences between the ways which the
professors managed discussion differently on the web than
in the classroom. As indicated in exhibit 3, eight used small
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groups for discussions on the web, while five used them in
the classroom. Instructors were more likely to have contact
with these small groups when in the classroom than on the
web. They were more likely to have problems keeping track
of student contribution on the web. In addition to the
information in exhibit 3, four of the nine said a greater
percentage of the course grade was devoted to discussions
on the web, and one graded participation on line but not in
the classroom. One of the nine said that discussions in the
classroom were more focused than those on the web, that on
the web, it was easier for students to “go in their own
direction” without consideration of the topic being discussed.
Exhibit 3: Differences in managing discussions between the
web and classroom
# of resp.
# of resp.
indicating
indicating
on the web
in the
classroom
Use of Small Groups
8
5
Have Groups report to full class
0
3
Interacted with groups as
0
2
they were proceeding
Had trouble assessing a given
4
0
student’s contribution
Spent too much time tracking
4
0
participation for grading
purposes
Found it easier to give feedback
1
0
to the groups
Grading
Two of the respondents said they graded the same in their
Internet classes as they did in the classroom. Four said they
graded on quantity of discussions and quantity of
assignments turned in to a greater degree on the web than in
the classroom. Of those, one offered that he graded on a
greater number of specific assignments on the web and on a
fewer number of larger projects (for example, a term paper)
in the classroom. A second said that the material covered
and questions asked on the assignments in web classes were
the same as that covered and asked on the more
comprehensive exams in the classroom. One allowed
students to replace more grades on the Internet than in the
classroom. Two used closed book tests for their MBA’s in
the classroom and abandoned that practice for the web.
Structure
Seven of the nine agreed that teaching on the Internet
requires more structure than teaching in the classroom. For
four of the respondents, the structure was in the form a
greater preparation before actual course delivery. For two,
it was in the form of a high quantity of short, easy-to-grade
assignments.

For three of the respondents, the added structure produced
positive consequences. One said that the structure, if it were
implemented well, reduced student alienation, one said the
structure added certainty in that everyone knew what must
be done, and the third said that the need for structure helped
him to think through the flow and the interrelationships
among the units of the course.
For five of the interviewees, the added structure meant
negative outcomes. Four said that the added structure
prevented fle xibility. It was difficult, on the web, to keep
current or change the course as events or student
characteristics suggested, and difficult on the web to adapt
instruction to the knowledge level of the students. One said
that the structure served only as a police function, preventing
those who wanted a easy ride from the course from getting it.
One said the need to attend to structure prevented him from
spending time and energy helping students learn. One said
that the structure prevented carry-over from one learning
module to the next.
Convenience
All respondents acknowledged that the web was more
convenient for students. Five offered positive outcomes
associated with convenience. Three acknowledged that more
people could take classes and attain the benefits of a
graduate business education. One said that it was a good
medium for those who could not attend classroom sessions.
Two said that on the Internet, students could be focused on
the course when they wanted to and be away from it when
they had o ther priorities.
Seven offered negative consequences associated with
convenience. Four said that the convenience reinforced the
lack of motivation and commitment. One said the opposite,
that because the course is always available on a nearby
computer, that for the serious student, there is no escape to
an ‘ever-present’ course. Two said that the availability of
the web made it too easy for those who could make it to the
classroom but wanted to avoid its intensity and interaction.
One pointed out that the convenience results in large classes,
which in turn requires the instructor to spend time and
energy keeping track of participation, and thus the
experience becomes too bureaucratic.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This study’s general purpose was to gain the instructor’s
perspective as to the effectiveness of Internet course delivery.
The first specific purpose was to attain the opinions of
instructors who have both Internet and classroom experience
on the relative effectiveness of the Internet versus the faceto-face classroom. The results for this sample show a
tendency towards a “the classroom is more effective” answer,
as while four of the nine said the classroom was superior to
the Internet for learning delivery, none said the Internet was
superior to the classroom. In addition, whereas only seven
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of the nine indicated ways that Internet was superior to the
classroom, all nine suggested ways in which the classroom
was superior to the Internet. Respondents offered more
examples of web ineffectiveness per person than examples
of web effectiveness. Also, while five mentioned negative
outcomes from the increased structure that accompanies web
delivery, three mentioned positive outcomes, and while
seven stated negative consequences associated with that fact
that the web is convenient, five stated positive outcomes.
One of the study’s purposes was to determine the ways in
which the web is more effective than the classroom and the
ways in which it is less effective. According to these
respondents, the web was superior in helping students learn
printed material, learn computer-related skills, develop
virtual teams, and respond more thoughtfully during
discussions. The web was inferior in learning from
interactions, in particular spontaneous interactions, both
among students and between teachers and students. It was
harder on the web for these teachers to help students having
trouble with course material. The web was inferior in that
avoiding involvement in the course seemed easier on it.
Respondents als o pointed out that it was difficult to learn
communication skills on the web and that it was hard for
professors to know how students were reacting to their
instruction on the web. These results suggest that the
Internet does limit certain kinds of learning. Learning from
interactions and spontaneity and learning communication
skills ideally require face-to-face contact.
These are
impossible if a course is entirely on the web. On the other
hand, some of what respondents said the web could do better
than the classroom are possible in the classroom. Certainly,
students enrolled in a classroom can learn printed material,
and instructors can manage discussions so that students have
time to think before they talk.

However from this sample, there was at least some
indication that the instructor was distant from small group
interaction, that it was difficult for the small group to focus,
and that learning from interactions was relatively difficult on
the web. Furthermore, some said they had trouble assessing
the quality of participation in their small groups, and some
said it was an effort to keep track of every individual’s
contribution during discussions, an effort that distracted the
instructor for interacting with and helping students learn. So
in this sample at least, Internet courses were being managed
with a technique somewhat counter-productive for learning.
While the results of this study might reflect the perceptions
of other Internet users, generalizing from these results would
be extremely suspect. The number of respondents is too
small. It is very possible that the present study’s results
reflect only those conditions at the University of WisconsinWhitewater. The research methodology (the open–ended
interview) is imprecise, and the interviews in this study more
than occasionally turned into a free flowing discussion
which varied in pattern and emphasis with the individual
respondent. This diversity may have affected the results.
Nevertheless, the topic covered in this study is important.
This course delivery medium is a popular but controversial.
It is convenient for students but time consuming for faculty.
Whether it is effective cries out for empirical research. This
study is exploratory, but the interview questions and answers
begin to lay a foundation for future research. The following
questions are among those that can be answered with future
research studies, perhaps more rigorous than this one.
*In what ways is the Internet superior to the classroom in
effecting learning related outcomes, and in what ways is the
classroom superior to the Internet?

In the introduction, I implied that the education delivery
industry should find out what the web does well and what it
does poorly. It appears from these results that it does well in
helping students learn from printed material, think through
what they want to say, and in helping them to deal with
virtual groups. It appears to do poorly when it is important
that learning occur from interactions among participants, and
it’s not a good medium when material is difficult and help
from the instructor is important for mastery.

*Are Internet students less motivated and committed than
classroom students?

Regarding discussions, eight of the respondents said they
used small groups, four to a greater degree on the web than
in the classroom. Four said they graded on participation in
the small groups the greater degree on the web. Apparently,
group work seems to be a necessity on the web if there are
large classes. Discussion is a natural outgrowth of contact
with course content, but it is time-consuming for the
instructor to actively conduct an asynchronous discussion
with large (more than 20?) students. So to insure that all are
involved, small groups are indicated.

*Does the structure and reduction of size of learning units
prevent the assignment of larger, more integrative,
challenging assignments, which result in less higher level
learning?

*To what degree (if at all) does the lack of face-to-face
contact prevent course learning?
*Is there a class size limit below which relationship
development can take place on the web so that learning from
interaction can occur?
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ABSTRACT
Tax agencies in the U.S. are under pressure to maximize
their operations with their constrained budgets. While
taxpayers welcome the benefits of electronic government
(e-government) services, the true motivation may lie in
improving the efficiency of providing government services.
Tax agencies transitioning from traditional brick-andmortar operations to e-government services and systems
need to reengineer their business processes, redefine
individual roles within the agency and relationship with
taxpayers, and redesign organization structures around the
new electronic technologies implemented. This paper
presents and discusses six critical issues involved with this
transition based on a case study of a state tax agency.
They include managing expectations, articulating strategy,
reengineering business processes and organization
structure, managing the technology infrastructure and
resources, training, and recruiting.

INTRODUCTION
Like businesses and other government agencies, tax
collection agencies throughout the U.S. have begun
migrating their brick and mortar operations to electronic
government (e-government). While e-commerce
transforms the way the private sector operates, government
agencies at all levels are under pressure to take advantage
of the new technologies to better service and interact with
citizens, businesses and other government agencies.
Because of their frequent and universal interaction with
citizens and businesses, tax agencies need to exploit ecommerce tools. For example, filing individual income
tax returns, extensions and claims, or paying taxes via the
Internet opens new opportunities for these tools.
Although the convenience of e-government will quickly
win the favor of most people, the real motivation may lie
in legislative pressure to reduce the cost of government
operations. For many state government agencies, greater
budgetary constraints, a steadily increasing population and
freezes on government hires place added burdens on their
ability to serve the public. In essence, fewer resources are
available to perform more work. This especially poses a
dilemma for tax collection agencies, an income generating
branch of the government. Individual tax revenues

represent a major portion of income for state governments.
Difficulties in processing individual tax returns in a timely
manner often lead to problems in catching returns that owe
money to the state. This in turn costs the state millions of
dollars in lost revenue, and thereby reduces the funds
available for other state agencies and public programs.
Hence, tax collection represents an important function of
the state government.
A possible solution is e-government, adopting an
information technology (IT)-based business model to
electronically manage tax returns and share information
with other agencies. Electronic filing (ELF) services alone
can greatly reduce error-correction time, staff time to open
mail and enter the return data into the tax processing
system, and all paper handling cost related to the paper
return. ELF can save a state tax agency at least $1 per
return [1]. With their automated system, the state of Texas
realized an 80 percent cost saving per tax return with their
phone filing system (33 cents versus $1.66) [2]. When
designed to help taxpayers calculate their taxes, webenabled filing systems have been able to reduce filing
errors by as much as 20 percent [3].
The e-government service model shifts from the traditional
relationship of a taxpayer interacting with a government
worker who may turn to an IT system in the background,
invisible to the taxpayer. Instead, the taxpayer interacts
directly with the IT of the agency though Internet, and the
worker is freed from the routine, repetitive tasks to serve
as a problem solver for the more complex issues.
However, moving from a bricks and mortar business
model to an e-government model poses many challenges
and requires the tax agency to closely examine its
processes and organization structure, and reengineer itself
to make the IT-based business model work. In making this
move, there are major management issues that need to be
addressed to ensure the successful transition and
conversion. The purpose of this paper is to present and
discuss critical issues surrounding this transition based on
a case study of a state tax agency.
REVIEW
While e-government can refer to government services by
any electronic system or application, it is commonly
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defined as “online government services, that is, any
interaction one might have with any government body or
agencies, using the Internet or World Wide Web” [3].
Rather than gathering information or transacting business
at a physical location or interactively over the phone,
people can conduct these tasks over the Internet. A major
advantage is accessibility. In contrast to a physical means,
e-government can serve people 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week (i.e., 24x7) from nearly anywhere in the state (or
world).
The U.S government is among the leaders to take
government services online. Government agencies at each
level (federal, state and city/county) are trying to catch up
with the e-government demand. E-government services in
general have transitioned from the initial simple agency
information posting (presence) to basic search and limited
interactivity (interaction) to process-based self-service
applications (transaction) in an effort to achieve one-stop
government online services (transformation).
At the state level, for example, the governor of Hawaii,
Ben Cayetano, has ordered that all government services
should be on the Internet by June, 2002 [4]. A similar
initiative proposed by the Secretary Of State of California
specifies that the Governor should require agencies to
provide 90 percent of their services over the Internet by
2002 [5]. Many states including California, Hawaii,
Michigan envision a single portal on the Internet to offer
one-stop services for the residents of the state. The most
recent development in California allows citizens to
personalize their e-government service application to
‘MyGov’ as in the case of ‘MyYahoo’. Citizens can select
preferred on-line state services and category links as well
as news that are most relevant to them based on their needs.
In the future, E-government services will be a list of
services needed at various times in a citizen’s life and
within a few clicks away from one stop online.
A recent survey [6] conducted among federal (government)
chief information officers (CIOs) identified five critical
enablers of e-government, including leadership and
management (increased CIO authority and leadership to
transition to e-government), IT infrastructure, information
assurance and security (dedicated resources and
dependable security), IT work force (acquiring skills
required for the transition), and strategic sourcing and
acquisition (granting CIOs greater authority over resource
acquisition). These form the basis on which a solid
foundation can be built. With a predicted 22 percent
growth rate beyond 2000 [8], many state and local
governments have already implemented state-wide IT
architectures and directed resources toward supporting
applications, such as licensing, tax filing, e-procurement
and e-purchasing, employee services, fine payments, and
permitting systems.
The MIT90 framework [7] provides a means for
identifying organizational components that will be affected
by the e-government transition (Figure 1). According to
the MIT90 model, five components, strategy, structure,
business processes, individuals and roles, and technology,
interact with one another to achieve change. The adoption
of an e-government business model marks a change in

strategies and points the way toward the development of
the other four components.

Figure 1. MIT90 framework
Strategy: Tax agencies that initiate e-government services
need to lay out their strategies clearly and thoroughly. Egovernment services are more than just applications of
new Internet technologies; they represent the new order, a
business model enabled by IT. They depend not only on
new technologies, but also on new organization strategies.
Technology: IT is the backbone required to support egovernment services. Just as “death and taxes” are
constants, so are changes to technology. With egovernment, there will be many technology issues that
need to be addressed, such as IT infrastructure, portal
maintenance, and technical resource management.
Building a solid IT infrastructure ensures the availability
of technology throughout the organization and enables it to
exchange information and data with other agencies and
external entities.
Business Processes: Business processes represent the
coordinated work activities including their resources that
result in a service or product of value to the customer [8].
For a tax agency, the paperless intake of tax returns from
the Internet triggers a chain of changes in the tax return
process, such as customer services, revenue account, tax
collections, audit, and administration. Within each step of
tax information processes, the electronic technology helps
a tax agency improve its services to taxpayers and its
internal efficiency, while in return the agency itself is
required to spin its operations around the new technology
so as to maximize the benefits of e-government services.
In transitioning to an e-commerce business model, El
Sawy [11] cites three ways for redesigning a business
process: restructuring and reconfiguring the process,
changing the information flows around the process, and
changing knowledge management around the process.
Structure: The changes in tax processing brought about by
e-tools require organization redesign. The new structure
not only includes communication (i.e., flow of information)
and the realignment of resource and expertise, but also
structural changes between agencies. In an electronic
environment, this is especially important since IT must be
able to facilitate the communication of information within
the organization, and between the organization and its
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external entities. Improved information flows enable
lower leveler managers to hold greater authority over key
decisions, thereby improving their task performance.
Individuals and Roles: Public employees who are trained
and willing to adapt to e-government provide good
taxpayer services. This involves providing both technical
and end-user training, negotiating agreements with public
worker unions, and shaping the employees’ aptitudes to
adapt and learn. Preparing employees for change reduces
their resistance to the change. This represents an
important initial step. Lewin [9] suggests driving forces
must overcome restraining forces before change can go
forward. In preparing employees, they must be convinced
that they will benefit or succeed from the change (i.e.,
outcome beliefs) and the energy they exert to modify their
behavior will be minimal. Once they accept the
technology (change), they will commit themselves to its
(technology’s) use[10] [11]. Thus, employees who
believe in e-government and have internalized the
agency’s goals and objectives will most likely promote it
and contribute to its successful implementation.
Although initially attractive, transitioning to e-government
model poses many other challenges. The differences
between a bricks and mortar operation and an electronic
environment, such as e-government, require organizational
changes rather than (ad hoc) localized changes. Because
e-government is an IT-enabled business model, the first
challenge lies in implementing major changes to the
organization’s strategy, technology, business processes,
structure, and people component (individuals and roles).
Changes must be carefully planned and orchestrated. The
second challenge occurs in the alignment of these
components to ensure the organization benefits from the
changes. All components must work together toward a
common set of goals and objectives to improve the overall
quality of the final product or service. In making this
transition, critical management issues will arise and need
to be addressed.

CRITICAL MANAGEMENT ISSUES
When implementing an e-government system, a tax
agency faces a myriad of problems. This paper presents
and discusses six major critical issues that arose from an egovernment system project in a state tax agency.
The mission of the state agency is to administer tax laws
for the state in a consistent, uniform, and fair manner. Its
vision is its commitment to satisfying customers
proactively, investing in its employees’ future, and using
technology to empower all. Its day-to-day operation
involves processing state tax returns, collecting delinquent
taxes, conducting audit and criminal investigation,
educating taxpayers, interpreting tax code, and etc.
The tax agency contracts with more than one medium to
larger technology consulting firms (at the same time or
consecutively) to develop and implement its e-government
project. The project, among other online services, mainly
involves providing tax filing services online.

Managing Expectations
As part of the strategy planning process, managing
expectations involves identifying the stakeholders in the egovernment service and finding a common ground in their
expectations. While private sectors put more emphasis on
economic return, government agencies have to consider
both political gains and economic benefits. Executives of
state agencies include those of tax agencies that often
report to political appointees who in turn are overseen by
the governor. Politicians see e-government as a way to
seize votes, satisfy their constituents, and ensure future
contributions. Citizens want the ease to use the egovernment and the convenience of 24x7 service and
support. Businesses also want the same level of services
found in the private sector. Citizens and business are not
only users of e-government services, but also donors (by
paying taxes and fees) for funding these services. In return,
they are in a position to influence the strategy making
either as part of the agency’s constituency, or through
industry and profession association, or through lobbying
means. The agency itself aims at generating more
revenues and reducing costs, but has to deal with meeting
other parties’ expectation with rigid funding schemes and
limit labor resources. Each party benefits from egovernment services, but holds different expectations.
Therefore, a successful E-government implementation
requires studying expectations up front.
Juggling between the expectations of each party places the
project in a peculiar situation, think big and start small.
By thinking big, the project takes customer (citizen and
business) expectations in consideration and plans for
different phases of e-government services. In this way,
customer expectations will be met eventually, but probably
not initially. In the same sense, the project delivers the
most widely filed but relatively simp le return forms, such
as the tax clearance application form, the estimated tax
forms, extension forms, etc. By starting small, the agency
is able to deliver a manageable initial offering of 12 forms
online in less than a year. As the e-filing process gains
wider acceptance and greater momentum, the agency gains
confidence in its employees, the legislature and taxpayers,
and optimizes its resources for meeting basic customer
expectations.
Articulating Strategy
Careful agency planning is essential to ensure the egovernment implementation succeeds. During the
planning, the project team reevaluates how the agency
conducts its business, considers automating groups of
processes that serve a common customer together, and
coordinates with other agencies to achieve customerfocused approaches. The project team also tries to build
the e-filing system on the existing efforts, prioritizes
agency implementation based on achievability and net
benefits, and coordinates the plan and schedule with the
agency’s strategic IT planning activities with consistency
to the budget process.
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The goal of the agency is to achieve 30 percent
participation on e-filing. The objective of the strategy is to
transform the current agency-centric, paper-based business
model to a future enterprise, customer-centric electronic
business model. Taxpayers demand more information,
more interactivity online, higher quality information and a
greater freedom to make and shape transactions that fit
their needs and interests. The Internet must serve as more
than just electronic billboard; it must serve as the
interactive interface between taxpayers and the agency.
The interaction includes not only distributing tax forms,
providing information and answering taxpayer’s questions
on specific issues, but also offering a customized
transaction application at the taxpayer’s request.
Government agencies must take a holistic approach to egovernment strategy, clearly identifying the objectives
while addressing significant external (i.e, political,
legislative constraints) and internal (i.e., lack of technical
infrastructure and technical resources) enablers and
impediments.
Reengineering Business Processes And Organization
Structure
E-government service implementation is an organizational
change that encompasses the system/application
implementation. Organization design (OD) and change
management (CM) go together with the e-government
system implementation. Before the project team begins
designing the system, a separate team launches a study on
the organization structure and business processes, and
delivers a blueprint of OD/CM. This document clearly
defines the details of the current organization structure and
business processes. More importantly, recommendations
are given on the new strategy/structure/business processes
in compliance with the system implementation each phase.
The project team also maintains an ongoing effort to
redefine tasks/business processes, including reconciling
differences between what the Internet technology/system
can offer and what the agency can support/what the
legislature stipulates.
The redesign of organization structure and business
processes resulted in economic gains. The agency receives
savings in not only dollars but also man-hours and related
tasks, such as those involving the mailroom, data prep,
data entry, and file maintenance and exception handling
issues. Furthermore, by incorporating form edits and
manual edits into business rules for the (tax return) form,
many common filing errors can be prevented and further
savings achieved. The agency is also able to discharge
some of its administrative obligations by making tax
services, such as distributing forms, tax return data entry,
tax advice and new legislature update and taxpayer
education, available online.
Managing Technology Infrastructure And Resources
The third critical issue concerns developing a new focus
for organization. Given the diversity of players involved in
delivering public services, developing an effective IT
system requires new partnerships across programs,

agencies, levels of government, and between the public
and private sectors.
Most agencies do not see the value in designing a servicebased portal, instead opting to web-enable one process at a
time. However, e-government at the state level is
dominated by the rise of the ‘portal.’ A portal is defined
as “an umbrella web site or a starting point that provides
users with links to the information they want ” [12]. Two
types of portals have emerged. One is a state provided
portal, and the other a vendor-provided portal. Stateprovided portals are developed internally, and usually
maintained internally as well. Vendor-provided portals
usually require special legislation for the state or vendor to
charge an access fee to public information. These charges
often take the form of ‘convenience’ fees that come in
addition to the cost of the basic transaction, but spare
citizens the hassle of waiting in line. Transaction fees
from vendor-provided portals are split between the state
and the vendor with the state taking the larger share,
usually 80 percent [13].
In the case of the tax agency under study, the decision has
been made to carry out the e-filing system on the state
portal website. Since the portal is privately operated, a
transaction fee of $2.50 is charged for returns with bills
paid online. The tax agency does not pay for any of the
services of the portal vendor, although the agency is
responsible for assisting them with the development of the
web applications to ensure it functions as required by the
agency.
The forms implemented on the web include form edits to
prevent exception handling on the backend for the
department. Many of the manual and system edits have
been addressed to avoid the more common errors that
prevent the department from processing a return.
Additional user information can be used to create a user
profile so screens can be customized screens to efficiently
lead him/her through the navigation of his/her web
application.
Training
A separate team works on training as soon as the project
begins. Training runs parallel with system
design/coding. When the new e-government system is
ready, so are the employees and the department as a
whole.
Training also involves taxpayer education. E-government
services are only good if taxpayers use them. The training
targets different levels. The department gives preliminary
training to software companies who design the state tax
filing software and professional groups, such as CPA firms
that help clients file taxes. They can then train their users
or client. The department also employs the local media to
circulate the news about the newly added online tax
services.
Different media are employed to help employees/taxpayers
understand and use the new e-government services,
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including videos, computer-based training (CBT),
classroom slide presentations, pamphlets and even news
conferences.

egov.govtech.net/reports/pastrepeports/dec98/refund/
refund.phtml.
[3]

Momentum Research Group of Cunningham
Communication, “Benchmarking the eGovernment
Revolution: Year 200 Report on Citizen and Business
Demand,” July 26, 2000.
www.egovernmentreport.com

[4]

Griffin, John. “E-government will transform
relationship with citizens,” The Honolulu Advertiser,
April 1, 2001.

[5]

Jones, Bill. “California eGovernment Plan,”
December 1999.
www.ss.ca.gov/executive/bj_tech_plan.htm

[6]

“Surveys of Federal and State CIOs show Egovernment a Challenge, Priority,” Journal of
Government Financial Management, 2001, 50 (2).

[7]

Scott Morton, Michael S. The Corporations of the
1990s. Oxford University Press, 1995.

[8]

El Sawy, Omar A. Redsigning Enterprise Processes
for e-Business. McGraw-Hill Irwin, 2001.

Recruiting
Lastly, the agency must coordinate its recruitment of
qualified employees with the civil service department to
meet new resources needs (usually technical staff) for new
roles created by e-government systems/services. This has
to be planned early due to anticipated bureaucratic
obstacles (i.e., government red tape).
Another problem that frequently besieges government
agencies is the loss of technical talent to the private sector.
The tax agency in this study faces significant inadequacy
in technical resources and technical knowledge due to
inadequate planning (i.e., not anticipating needs soon
enough) and migration of key employees to the private
sector. While it may take a private business a few days to
hire, it usually takes an agency at least a month. To attract
more talent, the state offers shortage differential salaries
(money that supplements the current salary schedule) to
technical staff due to the shortage of technical resources.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The management issues cited in this paper may apply to
other state or federal agencies, and foreign governments.
Although different countries exercise different
political/economic systems and laws, in general, all
governments practice similar bureaucratic functions, and
therefore, will encounter similar problems when
implementing e-government services.
Transitioning from a bricks and mortar business model to
an e-government model requires careful planning since
moving to an electronic environment marks the move in a
new direction as reflected in the agency’s strategy. As a
result, the agency will experience organizational changes
to its IT infrastructure and resources, business processes,
structure, and individuals and roles. The six critical
management issues presented and discussed in this paper
lend further support to the MIT90 framework. Although
the framework was developed for general IT practices, it
can be readily applied to a specialized application, such as
e-government. Thus, as indicated in this case study, the
move to an electronic -based (i.e., e-government, ebusiness) business model will affect all areas of an
organization, not just to an isolated area.
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the current status of enterprise resource
planning (ERP) implementation in China by means of
executive survey and statistical analysis. Pilot studies were
conducted to help facilitate the design of the survey
questionnaire; follow-up phone interviews were made to
ensure the usable return of the research. We sent out survey
questionnaires in July 2001 to senior executives of 150
companies and received 86 returns, with 82 usable ones.
Statistic analyses were conducted using SAS to determine the
trend of ERP implementation in China, its key success
factors, and managerial implications of ERP in China.
1.

INTRODUCTION

We investigate enterprise resource planning (ERP)
implementation in China in a broad sense, which includes
integrated e-procurement and enterprise management (ERP),
supply chain management (SCM), customer relationship
management
(CRM), and other strategic
business
applications. According to AMR Research Inc., the
aforementioned enterprise commerce management (ECM)
applications will have a combined market of $102 billion by
2005, as companies re-evaluate their return on investment
and cost-effectiveness (AMR Research Inc. 2001).
Despite high expectations on ERP systems, past research
provides little confidence that the transformational power of
information technologies (IT’s) materializes as intended.
Many questions regarding ERP implementation remain
unanswered: For exa mple, why implement ERP if the
existing but fragmented decision support systems (DSS’s) or
the existing legacy systems may do? Where or which module
of ERP can or cannot be used? And how to ensure a
successful ERP implementation would improve SCM?
Indeed, research results covering a variety of technologies
implemented in many different kinds of industries have
revealed that changes induced by information technology are
often resisted, and that modification of intended changes is
common.
ERP implementation in China is relatively new compared
with that in US, nevertheless there are some well-publicized
successful implementation cases, such as Haire Electronics.
Some of the most commonly cited obstacles of ERP
implementation in China are high cost, complexity of
implementation, culture and language differences, and lack
of infrastructure. Others believe that lack of conceptual
understanding of what ERP can or cannon do among top
executive hinders the growth rate of ERP implementation in
China.
In this research, we investigate the ERP implementation in
China, by means of pilot studies, executive intervie ws, mail

survey questionnaire, and statistical analysis. The results of
this research will provide valuable insights of ERP
implementation in China as opposed to that in US.
Specifically, we try to explore the trend of ERP
implementation, success factors, integration with other
information technologies, and its impact on global
competitiveness. Pilot studies were conducted on selective
Chinese enterprises with operations in Beijing, whereas
executive interviews were held mainly with the students in
the Executive Class of Beijing International MBA at Peking
University. The mail survey questionnaire was followed by
telephone follow-ups and second round survey questionnaire.
Statistic analyses would be focused on both descriptive
statistics and hypothesis tests. The descriptive statistics
would provide valuable insights of ERP implementation in
China, whereas the hypothesis tests would help identify
unique ERP implementation features relevant to societal,
economical, and cultural aspects in China.
Managerial implications would be analyzed by linking ERP
integrated supply chain networks with business process
reengineering (BPR), because complex, cumbersome,
unnecessary, or non-value-added activities are what account
for organizational obesity and burdensome costs.
BPR, together with ERP integrated SCM, has been credited
with the following:
Reducing inventory
Eliminating paperwork
Eliminating redundant function
Reducing manufacturing or service cycle times
Lowering warehousing and shipping costs
 Bypassing unnecessary steps such as incoming
inspection
Eliminating extraneous communication and expediting
Speeding payments across the arcs of the supply chain
Reducing errors
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The advance of modern information and communication
technologies, such as ERP, makes it possible to develop and
implement a variety of flexible supply chain options that can
create significant cost and value advantages, due to the
emergence of new information technologies and awareness
of new organizational forms such as virtual organizations
(Jacobs and Whybark, 2000).
Shapiro (1999, p. 739) believes that ERP systems offer the
promise of homogeneous, ‘transactional databases’ that will
enhance the integration of supply chain activities. As a result,
ERP standardizes the company’s data and manages it on a
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real-time basis so that it could perform the required SCM
functions from data entry to accounting to purchasing, and so
on.
Although ERP has been implemented in many manufacturing
organizations, there have been mixed reports concerning a
universally successful outcome. Many factors contribute to
the success of ERP implementation: for instance, top
management
initiative,
commitment,
and
support;
implementation strategy; education and training; selection of
software vendors ; and change management (Bingi, Sharma,
and Godla, 1999).
In a recent Deloitte Consulting (1999) report on ERP
evolutions in manufacturing, it was concluded that ERP is
not an all-winner tool. “For some companies, it helps to
create a reenergized
organization with customers,
shareholders, and employees more empowered than ever to
drive new business value. For others, however, the results
can be an organization
fatigued from the long
implementation experience, people frustrated by a perceived
lack of business benefits and uncertain of their company’s
direction.”
BPR was first introduced by Hammer (1990) in a Harvard
Business Review paper with the eye-catching title,
"Reengineer work: Don’t Automate, Obliterate." BPR
involves a fundamental rethinking and redesign of business
processes to achieve improvement in critical measures of
performance, such as cost, quality, customer service, and
speed to market. BPR relies on a different school of thought
than continuous process improvement. In the extreme,
reengineering assumes that the current process is irrelevant,
that it doesn't work, that it's broke, and to forget it and start
over. Such a clean-slate perspective enables the system
designers to disassociate themselves from the current
process. It is like projecting oneself into the future and asking
the questions: what should the process look like? What do the
stakeholders want it to look like? How do best-in-class
organizations do it? What might we be able to achieve with
new technology? Mainly, BPR implementation requires a
commitment for change not only by top management (a
must), but also by everyone else in the firm.
BPR goes hand in hand with ERP (Ng, Ip, and Lee, 1999).
Ng et al. assert that the use of IT is essential to the success of
BPR and that BPR should precede ERP and must be
integrated with it. Nothing but a state-of-the-art IT can make
BPR possible. They define BPR as the rapid and radical
redesign of the organization to achieve all the good things
that we want, from ERP to JIT to SCM.
In a recent study on IBM, we find that IBM has entered into
partnerships with many ERP vendors, including SAP, Baan,
Oracle, and Peoplesoft, which account for 70% of the 7
billion dollar ERP market. IBM believes that in order to
make an ERP implementation successful, it is necessary to
encompass ERP with SCM and CRM and to expand ERP
externally with web-enabling features.
3.

METHODOLOGY

The survey questionnaire consists of four (4) parts: 1.
Company and respondent information, 2. Basic concept of
ERP as opposed to SCM, 3. Expected benefits of ERP
implementation,
and 4. Major obstacles of ERP
implementation in China. All the survey questions, initially
designed in English, were available both in English and in
Chinese. Pilot studies were conducted in three companies:
one in the computer industry, another in the electronic
appliances industry, and still another in the electronic tools
industry. Feedbacks of the pilot study were used to refine the
survey questionnaires in order to receive desirable survey
results.
Part 1 of the questionnaire has 5 questions: Annual, Number
of Employees, Types of Ownership, Industry Group, and
Respondent Position. Each question can be answered in five
(5) categories. In addition to company information in Part 1,
where are a total of 54 questions in the questionnaire in parts
2 through 4, which are rated in 1 to 7 Likert scale: 1 –
strongly disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – somewhat disagree, 4 –
not sure, 5 – somewhat agree, 6 – agree, and 7 – strongly
agree.
Survey questionnaires were sent out to executives of 150
companies in July 2001, with follow-up phone interviews. As
of July 31, 2001, we have received 86 returns, of which 82
are usable ones or a 54.7% usable return rate.
4. ANALYSIS
Preliminary analysis indicates that China has begun its
journey toward ERP implementation. However, due to such
factors as high ERP implementation cost, language barrier,
lack of IT infrastructure, and ownership of many state owned
enterprises,
ERP
implementation
has
its
unique
characteristics in China.
The following is a list of tables describing
information of the 82 respondents:
Annual Sales
< $1 million
$1 - 10 million
$10 - 100 million
$100 million - $1 billion
> $1 billion
Total

company

Frequency
05
29
26
12
10
82

No. of Employees
< 25
25 - 100
100 - 500
500 - 1000
> 1000
Total

Frequency
08
17
29
08
20
82

Type of Ownership
Joint Venture
State Owned Enterprise
Foreign Funded

Frequency
17
26
15
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Nonprofit Organization
Other
Total

01
23
82

Industry Group
Manufacturing
Wholesaler & Retailer
Telecom & Utilities
Finance & Insurance
Professional Service
Total

Frequency
28
03
17
13
21
82

Position
CEO/CIO/CFO
Senior V. P.
Director
Senior Manager
Other
Total

Frequency
36
23
09
08
06
82

The 54 questions in the survey questionnaire are listed below:
I. Basic Concept of ERP Implementation
1.
2.
3.
4.

SCM is an important component of business operations
ERP would enhance the efficiency of SCM
SCM would reduce costs and increase quality and speed
IT would enhance the effectiveness of overall
performance
5. ERP is more of a concept than software
6. BPR is one of the key success factors in implementing
ERP
7. ERP and SCM implementation support business
strategies
8. Executive support is the key success factors for ERP
implementation
9. CRM is an important concept in the service industry
10. MRPII should be implemented before ERP
11. E-business is a prerequisite to ERP or CRM
implementation
II. Expected Benefits of ERP or CRM Implementation
12. ERP would improve internal communication and
coordination
13. ERP would strengthen strategic planning
14. ERP would enable firms to adopt innovative
organizational structures
15. ERP would improve management decision making
16. ERP would streamline business processes
17. ERP would help firms gain leverage over its suppliers
18. ERP would help reduce variance in suppliers’ lead times
19. ERP would help develop close relationship with
suppliers
20. ERP would improve the quality of products/services
from suppliers
21. ERP would enable electronic transactions with suppliers
22. ERP would improve production throughput or service
volume
23. ERP would enhance operations flexibility

24. ERP would improve the labor productivity
25. ERP would enhance utilization of equipment
26. ERP would reduce cost of tailoring products or services
27. CRM would enhance the business value
through
customer satisfaction
28. CRM would decrease the cost of new products/services
development
29. CRM would reduce the development time for new
products/services
30. CRM would enhance the quality of products/services
31. CRM would support product/service innovation
32. CRM would enable the identification of market trends
33. CRM would increase the ability to anticipate customer
needs
34. CRM would enable sales people to target right market
segments
35. CRM would improve the accuracy of sales forecasts
36. CRM would help track market response to pricing
strategies
37. CRM would enhance the ability of post sales service and
support
38. CRM would enhance the flexibility and responsiveness
to customers
39. CRM would improve the distribution of goods and
services
40. CRM would enhance the ability to attract and retain
customers
41. CRM would help enhance customer loyalty
III. Major Obstacles of ERP Implementation in China
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

ERP is too expensive for most Chinese enterprise
ERP is too complicated for most Chinese enterprises
The prerequisite for ERP is TI infrastructure in China
The main obstacle of ERP in China is lack of well
trained employees
The main obstacle of ERP in China is lack of incentives
for SOE
The main obstacle of ERP in China is language barrier
The main obstacle of ERP in China is different business
culture
ERP is not applicable when speed of information is not
critical
ERP is not applicable when transaction cost is not
critical
ERP is not applicable when data integration is not
critical
ERP is not applicable to small or medium size
enterprises
CRM is not applicable to service industries in China
CRM is another way of saying ERP in the service
industry
5. SUMMARY
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ABSTRACT
MES (Manufacturing Execution System) is a computer
application system that integrates all relevant real-time
information along every step in a manufacturing process.
MES functions include data collection, WIP (Work in
Process) tracking, material management, inventory
management,
exception
management,
and quality
management etc.
IC manufacturing has over 300 fabrication processes,
prohibitively expensive equipment, a large variety of
products, and short product life cycle. MES, therefore, is
essential for IC foundry manufacturers for gathering
real-time production
line information,
supporting
manufacturing
decision
making,
and
increasing
manufacturing efficiency.
Taiwan IC manufacturers have invested in MES over the past
few years. For this study we interviewed managers from
Taiwan’s leading IC manufacturers responsible for
implementing MES systems.
Their MES adoption
experiences and suggestions could benefit other IC
manufacturers as well as manufacturers of other industry
sectors.
Keyword: MES, MESA, IC Foundry
1.INTRODUCTION
Rapid progress in information and communications
technologies made global connection via the Internet
possible. Transportation capabilities have enabled goods to
be shipped worldwide and communication capabilities have
allowed information exchange. Enterprises throughout the
world now face global competition. To compete
manufacturers will have to produce the best quality, at the
lowest cost, and become responsive to customers’ needs.
The Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is a platform of
computer system designed to help manufacturers reach
these objectives.
MESA (Manufacturing Execution System Association) is a
non-profit professional organization composed of MES
software development companies. The charter of MESA
includes providing a forum for MES developers and users to
exchange ideas, joining efforts to promote industry
awareness of MES, and defining standard interfaces
between MES functions and between MES and other
enterprise information systems.

According to MESA [2][3][4][5][6], the definition of MES is
as follows: MES collects real-time status and performance
data about products-in-process and equipment in the
production line. MES processes such data, transforms it into
useful information, and disseminates it to all production
related organizations. The information is then used as input
to re-optimize manufacturing resources allocation and
scheduling.
Taiwan has become the base of world’s largest IC foundry.
Because IC fabrication involves over three to four hundred
processes, and the cost of equipment for these processes
may be as high as several million US dollars, from the
supply-side perspective of saving manufacturing resources,
the IC industry should be an early adopter of MES.
Due to the dynamic and competitive nature of the IC market,
IC products’ market windows and life cycles are getting
shorter. The customers of foundry operators request the
latter to be responsive and flexible enough to accommodate
their changing needs. From the demand-side perspective of
increasing flexibility and efficiency, the IC industry should
also be an early adopter of MES. In fact, most all of Taiwan IC
foundries have adopted MES. The top three MES products
used is PROMIS, Workstream, and POSEIDON.
Taiwan IC foundries were the first to adopt MES. There have
been some success stories and some painful experiences,
which can be valuable references forother plants planning to
implement MES. For this paper, we interviewed several
Taiwan IC foundry personnel involved in implementing MES.
Their experiences and suggestions are summarized for the
benefit of future MES adopters.
2. LITERATURE RESEARCH
The purpose of this research is to summarize the experiences
of Taiwan IC foundry operators in their adoption of MES.
The following literature summarizes other scholars’
observations of important factors for making adopting of a
new system successful.
Kostoff and Geisler (1999)[1] studied the strategic
management and implementation issues of adopting textual
data mining systems in government organization. Their
research found three major reasons which can cause the
adoption of a new system to fail: 1.) The new system was
treated as subordinate; 2.) The new system was treated as
independent to the existing system; and 3.) There exists big
difference in understanding between the new system
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developer and the users. These two scholars then suggest
the following twelve prerequisites for the successful
adoption of a new system.
1.

Commitment of senior management

2.

Motivation of the evaluation managers

3.

A clear statement of objectives

4.

Competency of technical evaluators

5.

Relevance of evaluation criteria to future action

6.

Selection of evaluation criteria

7.

Reliability of evaluation

8.

Evaluation integration

9.

Normalization across technical disciplines

4.

Without MES, all in-process batch jobs are monitored
by “run cards”. But the tracking capabilities of run cards
are not only very primitive, but also limited. A MES
system can track the real time status of every batch job
in the fabrication processes.

5.

A MES system can generate real time status reports of
the performance of equipment and the quality of
in-process products. Any malfunction of equipment or
defect in product quality can be detected right after it
occurs, and correction actions can take place
immediately. The efficiency of IC fabrication equipment
is thus increased, whilethe human resources required to
achieve this level of performance is less than without
MES.

6.

MES has become the core of a Computer Instructed
Manufacturing (CIM) system and the foundation of
operation of IC foundries. It provides management with
critical information to make business decisions.

7.

MES can simplify and systemize the information
required for manufacturing control, and increase the
usefulness of it. MES also provides a foundation for the
innovation and exchange of information and knowledge.

8.

Besides fabrication technology, five other key success
factors for an IC foundry are: cost, yield, quality,
customer service, and cycle time. A MES system is
targeted to excel on each of these manufacturing
performance benchmarks, therefore, MES is critical to
the competitiveness of IC foundries.

9.

MES generates an abundance of useful information,
which translates into commercial value in IC fabrication,
a typical knowledge management example in an era of
knowledge economy.

10. Awareness of available information
11. Cost of S&T evaluation
12. Ethics of personnel

Sultan and Chan (2000)[7] studied the adoption of
object-oriented computing in software companies. They
classified the important factors that will affect the adoption
of a new system into four categories, namely, the personal
factors, the team factors, the organizational factors, and the
technological factors.
Personal factors include the level of experience of personnel
involved in the adoption project and the motivation to make
the project succeed. Team factors include the team spirit,
leadership, communication among team members, and
responsiveness to solve problems. Organizational factors
include organization culture, organization structure,
technology policy, competitive strategy, risk management,
and the support from senior management. Technological
factors include the relative advantages of the new
technology to the existing technology, the compatibility
between the new technology and the existing technology,
and the complexity of the new technology.
3. THE BENEFITS OF MESTO IC FOUNDRIES
1.

2.

3.

A MES system has control over all processes of an
entire production line. It’s online monitoring and
guiding capabilities
assure smooth flow of
manufacturing activities, which, in turn, increases the
equipment utilization rate and product yield rate. MES
has become indispensable in any IC fabrication plant.
The cost of some IC fabrication equipment may be as
high as several million US dollars per unit. It makes
economic sense to have the most intelligent software to
orchestrate the orderly operation of all of the equipment
in the IC foundry.
Although the cost of implementing a MES system is
quite significant, the savings generated from more
efficient operation of the fabrication process and better
quality products make this investment very worthwhile.

10. MES controls the core of a manufacturing-oriented
enterprise. Without precision and responsiveness in the
core activity, the benefits of Supply Chain Management
(SCM) and Enterprise Resource management (ERP)
cannot materialize.
11. MES makes use of information technology that
emphasizes information collection, distribution, and
eventually turns the information into useful knowledge
to support decision-making. It has become the “brain”
of IC fabrication.
12. IC foundry has gone through business cycles every
several years. At the peak of a cycle, the demandis high,
and the efficiency of IC fabrication is critical in order to
produce more output. At the bottom of a cycle, cost
containment becomes the critical survival factor. MES
can accomplish both goals of expanding throughput
and lowering costs.
13. Taiwan IC foundry companies expect to become the
“virtual fab” for other IC companies. To do so will
require MES to provide to customers detailed real-time
status information about their orders at every stage of
the fabrication process. Only by sharing information so
openly, directly and instantaneously with customers will
they feel comfortable and confident about the quality
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and services provided by a virtual IC foundry.
14. MES can be integrated with other enterprise information
systems to provide customers with one-stop shopping
service. Two-way communication via the Internet,
information such as orders, technical specifications,
service menus, in-process status reports, performance
statistics reports, delivery schedule confirmation, and
all kinds of inquiries can be exchanged promptly.
Benefits to customers include saving human resources
and time, as well as providing critical information to help
customers make right business decisions in time.
15. IC foundry with MES capabilities can provide
customers with real-time information. It increases
customer satisfaction and establishes an enterprise
image of being technologically advanced and assurance
of customer-oriented service quality.
16. The life cycles of IC products may be as short as several
months in a highly dynamic and competitive market.
Both customers and providers of IC foundry services
must exercise extreme flexibility with respect to
order/production adjustments. Customers may want to
increase or decrease the size of an order, or push forward
or delay the schedule ofanother order in response to the
latest market information. The foundry provider must be
able to rely on MES to re-optimize the production
scheduling of all orders to adapt to customers’ requests
for changes.
4. THE DIFFICULTIES IN ADOPTING MES
1. Decision makers do not easily appreciate the benefits
of MES to IC foundry, as the cost of acquiring MES is
over several millions of US dollars. This is why there
is always debate over whether to implement MES
sooner or later.
2. In evaluating alternative MES vendors and selecting
the right MES product most appropriate for the
existing operation of an IC foundry are the critical
decisions to make in the preparation stage.
3. Adopting MES means changes to existing
procedures, which inevitably lead to re-organization.
There will be resistance from the personnel because
they will have to abandon past experiences and
routines, learn new skills, and will be under the tight
scrutiny of computers.
Top management’s
persistence in pursuing MES as well as support for
middle management are essential to the success of
adopting MES.
4. Unrealistic anticipation that adoption of MES will be
quick may cause chaos in the operation and lead to
abandoning of MES. Transition to MES should start
with a few simple functions run parallel with old
procedures and tests of its validity, then gradually
phasing out old procedures and implementing
additional new MES functions. It is estimated that at
least one year to 1.5 years is required to bring in MES
and have the new system operate smoothly in an IC
foundry.

5. Before implementing the MES, verbal descriptions of
process related situations were written on “run
cards” by operators to pass down to the next shift
operators or their supervisors. One of the most
tedious tasks in converting to MES is to generalize
the situations into specific states, which are
prioritized according to their relative importance and
frequency of occurrence, and code them with
computer language into the MES database. This
process converts operators’ observations and
judgments based on their past experiences into
discrete states that the computer can distinguish.
This is also to convert operators’ personal
experiences into managed knowledge in the MES so
that some of the operators’ tasks can be performed by
the MES computer system. The human brain of an
experienced operator can respond to very complex
situations, expecting computers to possess the same
capability requires a lot of effort. Making a routine
check up, for example, may involve hundreds of
possible situations, which need to be coded into the
MES database to prepare for any possible outcome.
6. MES engineers need to convert the standard
operations procedures of every piece of equipment
involved in the IC fabrication process into the MES
database. The purpose is to make MES
knowledgeable enough to control the fabrication
equipment under any circumstances. However, there
are many “exceptions” of the “standard” operation
procedures. It took MES engineers over one year to
take care all exceptions before the MES could perform
its functions smoothly.
7. Much of the required data for the MES is entered into
the computer by operators who need to be trained so
that the precision of the data they code in will have
significant impact on the performance of the MES as
well as other business decisions.
8. In IC foundry, about 20%-30% of capacity is used to
fabricate pilot lots, which share use of equipment with
other lots. Because the quantity of pilot lots is small
and the processes are still experimental, it generates
lots of unstable situations, which need to be reported
by operators into the MES. This is one of the areas
operators complain about a lot. Because a computer
system works reliably in repetitive conditions, but
unintelligently when confronted with new conditions,
much effort is required from operators to input into
the MES information about the pilot lots.
9. The processes of IC assembly and testing vary for
different products. Hence, the flexibility of the MES to
adapt to various requirements is important.
10.All personnel working in the MES environment
should be able to respond quickly to unexpected
conditions and make adjustments to change of
requirements.
11.IC fabrication involves several hundred complex
processes. However, customers continue to expect
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shorter cycle time. MES engineers have to respond
quickly to customers’ requests so that changes can
be made before the delivery date is reached.
12.IC foundry always faces a dilemma before adopting a
MES system: whether to purchase the source code of
a MES product or pay only royalty to lease a MES
product. The advantage of purchasing is the ability to
modify the source codes to fit the user’s needs. Some
concerns include whether heavy cash outflow to pay
for the purchase price is worthwhile and whether
there is enough in-house talent to enhance and
maintain the purchased version. The advantage of
leasing is that the IC foundry can rely on the MES
vendor to upgrade and maintain the system, but the
risk is that the vendor would not make the necessary
modifications required by user.
13.MES needs to be integrated with a Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) system and a
Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP) system.
However, incompatibility problems may exist between
the data formats and structures used by different
systems. Interfaces will have to be defined in order to
do data trans-coding or conversion before
information can be exchanged between systems.
14.MES engineers’ main responsibilities include
developing or activating new MES functions.
However, in order for MES to be user-friendly to
production line operators, MES engineers should
also devote time to improve the user interface to the
MES.
15.The selection of MES product must be very
cautiously evaluated not only because the capital
investment is huge but also due to the fact that the
implementation of MES takes a long time and
tremendous human resources.
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR ADOPTING MES
1. A MES can only be built based on the foundation of a
computerized plant information system. Therefore,
top management has to realize this fact and be
prepared to invest in computerizing the plant
management information system.
2. The head of the MIS department has to become a firm
believer in MES who understands the strategic
position and importance of a MES in the entire
enterprise information system. This champion must
develop a thorough implementation plan and explain
the benefits of MES to top management.
3. The determination and commitment of top
management to implement MES is essential for the
success of MES.
4. A “MES Steering Committee” composed of leaders
from all departments should have the authorization
and full support from top management to implement
MES because implementing a MES is not the
responsibility of the manufacturing department only.
Implementing MES will revolutionize the entire

operation of an enterprise.
5. To implement a MES depends on the scale of
business, the availability of investment capital, and
the complexity of the manufacturing processes to
decide the right set of MES functional modules which
should be implemented in several phases with
consideration of the overall operations strategy.
6. Different industries require different MESs. Even
companies in the same industry may need different
MES
functionalities.
Therefore,
thorough
investigation of the characteristics and needs of a
company is important to select the most appropriate
MES product.
7. Implementing a MES is an important business
decision. It will result in big benefits if successful but
it might cause serious damage to a company if it fails.
Therefore, the conservative “risk aversion” strategy
is recommended. In other words, every effort should
be made to avoid the risk of failure.
8. For plants with unique manufacturing processes,
purchasing a MES product with just the fundamental
MES functional modules and developing other
needed functional modules either in-house or
through an outside software house is recommended.
This is because no MES product can satisfy all of its
customers’ needs.
9. For plants with standard manufacturing processes,
selecting a MES product that has been used, tested,
and proved by other plants within the same industry
will be a safe strategy.
10.The success of implementing MES requires the full
cooperation of all personnel. The first-line operators
are responsible for the accuracy of the data they enter.
Proper training in technicality and mentality with
respect to MES is essential.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
IC fabrication involves three to four hundred processes.
Each requires equipment that is complex, precise, and highly
automated by computer control. There may be hundreds of
products in production simultaneously. Because different
products require different processes, the status monitoring
capability of MES becomes indispensable for an IC foundry.
This research emphasized the importance of implementing
MES in IC foundry, summarized the implementation
experience of those who have adopted MES, and highlighted
some suggestions to those who plan to adopt MES.
MES is the core of Computer Integration Manufacturing
(CIM) and should be integrated with Enterprise Resource
Planning(ERP) and Supply Chain Management (SCM). ERP
facilitates communication between departments within an
enterprise. SCM facilitates communication with partners
outside of the enterprise. Without real-time and accurate
information provided from MES, there is really nothing
useful to share either within or outside of the enterprise.
Consequently, MES is the most important capability that a
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manufacturing facility must develop. It is also the foundation
for ERP and SCM.
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ABSTRACT
Database snapshots have been an effective way of
supporting decision support applications, and will continue
to play an important role in providing data in an Intranet
decision support environment. This paper discusses the
special characteristics of the database snapshot management
in an Intranet decision support environment, review the
major components involved in the management of snapshots,
and then define new commands for the management of
snapshots in this environment.
1. INTRODUCTION
Database snapshots are read -only copies of a selected
portion of the database representing the state of the database,
and a user's view of the operational data at a fixed point in
time (snaptime) [1]. A snapshot is initiated by a DEFINE
SNAPSHOT statement that defines the snapshot contents.
In Structure Query Language, SQL, this command might
look like:
DEFINE SNAPSHOT <snapshot-name> AS <query>
where <query> can be any valid SQL SELECT command.
Database records that satisfy the query are said to be
relevant or qualified to the snapshot. Relevant records are
materialized and stored under the snapshot-name.
A
snapshot is read-only from the user's point of view to
maintain its consistency with the database at the snaptime.
As updates occur to the databas e, the snapshot will
eventually become "stale" and its value for decision making
will diminish. To bring a snapshot to a new state consistent
with the database, the user issues a REFRESH command. In
SQL this command is:
REFRESH SNAPSHOT <snapshot-name>
Thus, snapshots correspond to "materialized views" except
that they are "refreshed" only when the user explicitly issues
a refresh request. Snapshots are created mainly for decision
support applications.
Many such applications call for
historical or end-of-period data. In decision support systems
users may either prefer not to use, or should not be allowed
to use, real time data. Current materialized view research
emphasizes using materialized views to efficiently answer
queries with real time data [2]. Unlike materialized views,
snapshots are not designed to provide real time data.

A decision support database (DSDB), such as a data
warehouse, contains data from various sources including
internal and external data. Data from these sources are first
extracted, cleaned, and then integrated before loaded to the
DSDB [3]. A DSDB is read-only, and holds information
that is consistent with the various data sources as of a
specific point in time. Updates to the DSDB will be done
according to a predefined schedule. A DSDB is essentially a
generalization of the snapshot concept in the sense that its
content remains static between two refreshes so that users
involved in decision support and analysis activities can work
with a relatively static copy of the database.
An Intranet is an organization’s internal network that
provides an Internet-like environment within the
organization for improving communication, collaboration,
and information sharing. Intranets are being used as a
platform for developing business applications to support
managerial decision-making.
Today, many companies
develop Enterprise Information Portal (EIP) to integrate
Intranet applications. Decision support databases and tools
such as data mining and Online Analytical Processing
(OLA P) tools are major components of EIP [4]. With the
development of decision support activities on Intranet, an
easy access to the decision support databases via Intranet is
essential to the success of such development.
Many
management reports and decision support analyses are
performed periodically and require the same type of
information. Database snapshots are an effective way to
meet the needs for such recurring information.
The management of database snapshots for Intranet decision
support applications is quite different from that in a
traditional transaction processing system. In a transaction
processing system, snapshots are typically materialized at a
centralized location and are materialized as a regular
database file. In an Intranet decision support environment,
snapshots may be distributed on users’ computers, and may
be materialized as a web page rather than a database file. In
order to support the OLAP and other decision support
applications, snapshots must be converted to a format
readable to those applications. The traditional snapshot
management commands, such as the DEFINE and the
REFRESH commands, only focus on managing the contents
of the snapshot. Those commands must be extended to
include options for users to specify the snapshot’s location
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and the format of materialization in order to effectively
manage snapshots in this environment.
This paper discusses the special characteristics of the
database snapshot management in an Intranet decision
support environment, review the major components involved
in the management of snapshots, and then define new
commands for the management of snapshots in this
environment.
2. SNAPSHOT MANAGEMENT IN AN INTRANET
DECISION SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
This section discusses issues related to the management of
snapshots in an Intranet decision support environment that
make it different from a traditional transaction processing
system.
Static Database The database of a transaction processing
system is volatile with many updates. A major snapshot
management task in that environment is to keep track of
updates relevant to snapshots. Unlike transaction databases,
a DSDB is updated by a periodical maintenance schedule,
and is static between two updates.
Virtual and Materialized Snapshots Snapshots defined on
a transaction database must be materialized to maintain the
consistency at a point in time. Since a DSDB is static,
besides the scheduled maintenance, a DSDB is consistent
with its source databases at the time of the last maintenance.
Applying the snapshot definition to the DSDB at any time
between two scheduled updates will produce results that are
consistent with the DSDB and its source databases at the
time of the earlier update. Therefore, snapshots that require
the same consistent point as the DSDB do not have to be
materialized to maintain their consistency. Note that those
snapshots may be materialized for efficiency purpose if they
are accessed frequently. Hence it is possible to have virtual
snapshots defined on a DSDB. Snapshots that require a
different consistent point from the DSDB must still be
materialized.
Support of OLAP and Local Decision Support
Applications OLAP is an integral part of EIP [4].
In
addition to OLAP applications, users may have other
decision support applications installed on their computers.
Snapshots with aggregated information are ideal data source
for OLAP and other decision support applications.
To
efficiently support these applications, snapshots may be
materialized in a format that is readable by these
applications.
Delivery and Materialization Options In an Intranet
decision support environment, a user may request a snapshot
be delivered (1) as a web page to be viewed with a browser,
(2) as a database file downloaded to a users’ local database
system for further processing, or (3) as a data file readable to
a user’s decision support applications. Hence a snapshot

may also be materialized in those formats. Table 1
illustrates the possible combinations of snapshot
materialization options and delivery options. A snapshot
materialized as a database file may need to be converted if
the user uses a different DBMS. Creating a web page
typically requires a server-site scripting such as Microsoft’s
Active Server Page. Creating other file formats usually
requires a specialized program to convert the snapshot to the
target format. A virtual snapshot needs querying the
database, and then converts the results to the specified
format.
Snapshot Ownership and Personalization Some snapshots
on Intranet are syste m-owned and made available to the
public; others are user-owned and only for personal use.
Web sites today typically provide personalized web pages to
users. By keeping track of the snapshot ownership allows
the Intranet to provide personalized web pages with links to
the user-owned snapshots and the system-owned snapshots
that users are allowed to access.
Snapshot Location With an Intranet, a snapshot can be
easily downloaded to a user’s computer. A user-owned
snapshot can be materialized only on a user’s computer and
not on the server. Based on the location, we can classify
snapshots into server-site snapshots and client-site snapshots.
Users must decide to create a server-site snapshot or a clientsite snapshot. A server-site snapshot is easier to maintain
than a client-site snapshot but requires communication costs
to access it. A client-site snapshot is locally available but
requires more works to keep it up-to-date. The snapshot
management in an Intranet environment must include both
server-site and client-site snapshots.
Snapshot Refresh Options A snapshot is usually refreshed
in response to a user’s refresh request, especially for
snapshots materialized on their computer. Such a refresh is
called user-pull refresh. Today, with Internet technology, it
is possible for a server to send out refresh messages to
clients proactively. Such a refresh is called server-push
refresh. In a server-push refresh, the server-site snapshot
manager refreshes a snapshot automatically. A server-push
refresh can be performed every time the DSDB is updated.
For snapshots that require constant consistency with the
DSDB, the server-push refresh is an ideal way of refreshing.
3. COMPONENTS OF SNAPSHOT MANAGEMENT
IN AN INTRANET DECISION SUPPORT
ENVIRONMENT
Managing snapshots in this environment requires the
coordination between server-site and client-site components.
Figure 1 shows the major components and the direction of
data flow. The components are introduced in the following.
3.1 Server-Site Components
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DSDB Maintenance Algorithm The functions of DSDB
maintenance algorithm are well known. Data from the
internal and external databases is extracted, cleaned,
validated, properly aggregated, and loaded to the DSDB [3].
Changes in the source databases are collected and applied to
the DSDB to keep it up-to-date. Since snapshots are defined
on the DSDB, the changes prepared by this algorithm can
also be applied to update the snapshots.
Server-Site Snapshot Manager
The major tasks of
snapshot manager are handling requests for creating,
refreshing, accessing, and deleting snapshots. It keeps track
of a snapshot’s definition, consistent point, and the user that
created the snapshot. Remembering a snapshot’s definition
and consistent point enables the sn apshot manager to
generate all the updates relevant to the snapshot since the
consistent point. Remembering a snapshot’s owner allows
the server to provide security to prevent illegal access to the
snapshot, and allows the EIP to provide personalized service
such as creating a web page with links to the user’s
snapshots. Since a snapshot may be delivered to users in
various formats, this component must provide appropriate
utilities to generate snapshots according to the users’ request.
These utilities may include server-site scripting tools to
generate database web pages, and specialized programs to
convert the snapshots from a database format to a decision
support application format.
Web Server and EIP This component provides interface
for users to access snapshots and perform snapshot
management activities, i.e., defining snapshots, refreshing
snapshots, etc. A web-enabled query builder with an
interface similar to Query-By-Example provides a userfriendly interface for users.
For power users who are
familiar with database query language, this interface can be
a text box to enter the query language command. Ideally,
the interface should allow a user to define any type of
queries supported by the database server.
3.2 Client-Site Components
Browser A browser provides an interface to the EIP. It
enables a user to send queries and receive results.
A
browser can also be a useful tool for managing snapshots. It
has the built-in capability to refresh or reload a dynamic
database page, and to save the database page as a local page.
Other snapshot management functions may be added to the
browser as plug-ins. For example, a browser may be
expanded with a Save AS plug-in that is able to save the data
in a web page to a desirable format.
Personal DSDB Maintenance Algorithm
A personal
DSDB is owned and used exclusively by the user. It may
contain internal and external data as the organizational
DSDB. It is personalized to fit a user’s need. It may also
contain personal knowledge about the proble m the user is
solving. The internal data may be downloaded from the
Intranet or other organizational sources. This component is

responsible for maintaining the personal DSDB. It takes
data from the Intranet and other sources.
Client-Site Snapshot Manager This component manages
snapshots that are downloaded to the client computer. It
keeps track of a snapshot’s definition and its consistent point
in order to refresh the snapshot. In a typical refresh, the
client-site snapshot manager initiates the refresh by sending
a refresh request to the server-site snapshot manager, and the
server-site snapshot manager responses by sending refresh
messages to the client -site. The client-site snapshot manager
then applies those refresh messages to update the snapshots.
The server-site snapshot manager may also initiate the
refresh in which it actively sends the refresh messages to the
client-site.
4. THE COMMANDS FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF
SNAPSHOTS IN AN INTRANET DECISION
SUPPORT ENVIRONMENT
From a user’s perspective, managing snapshots involves
defining, accessing, refreshing and deleting snapshots. This
section will define commands to perform these activities in
an Intranet decision support environment. It assumes the
existence of the server-site and client-site snapshot managers
to process these commands, the existence of the EIP on
Intranet to provide the interface for users to enter these
commands.
Defining snapshots: A snapshot is the realization of the
function S{SC(Q, T, D(T)), SM(O, L, M, R)} where SC(A,
C, T, D(T)) is a set of parameters specifying the contents of
the snapshot, and SM(O, L, M, R) is a set of parameters
specifying the management of the snapshot. The meaning of
these parameters is explained below:
SC(Snapshot Contents)
Q: The sequence of query operations and logical
conditions to generate snapshot records
T: A point in time called the consistent point
D(T): The database state at T
SM(Snapshot Management)
O: Snapshot owner
L: Snapshot location
M: Snapshot materialization option
R: Snapshot refresh option
The following DEFINE SNAPSHOT command lets users to
enter parameters:
DEFINE SNAPSHOT <snapshot-name>
AS <query>
[AS OFconsistent-point ]
[OWNER IS system | username]
[{MATERIALIZED ATserver-site | client-site
AS database file | web page |other files}]
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[REFRESH BY user-push | server-pull ]
In the syntax, clauses enclosed in the brackets are optional;
clauses enclosed in the braces may be repeated; words in
italic separated by the vertical bars are possible choices for
the parameters.
The AS OF clause specifies that the snapshot represent the
state of the database at the time of the consistent point. This
kind of consistency is called point consistency. There are
two types of consistent point: (a) System-determined
consistent point: This is the case where the DSDB
determines the consistent point. Since the DSDB is
basically a snapshot of the source databases, the DSDB is
consistent with the source databases at the time the DSDB
was last updated in a scheduled maintenance. Hence, when
a snapshot is created, its consistency point is the time the
DSDB was last updated. (b) User-specified consistent point:
This is the case where users determine the consistent point.
Frequently users may need a snapshot with a consistent point
different from the DSDB database to fit their need. For
example, rather than using an end-of-day consistent point
determined by the system, a user may request a snapshot that
is consistent with the source databases at the end of half-ofday. Without the AS OF clause, the system-determined
consistent point is assumed.
The OWNER IS clause specifies whether the snapshot is
either system or user-owned. Without it, the system-owned
is assumed.
The MATERIALIZED AT clause specifies the snapshot’s
location and its format of materialization. Without it, the
server-site is assumed. Note that the other files option is a
list of other file formats supported by the system.
This
clause can be repeated which indicates a snapshot can be
materialized both at the server-site and at the client -site,
optionally with multiple formats. Hence, it is possible to
enter the following clauses in a DEFINE SNAPSHOT
command:
MATERIALIZED AT server-site AS database file
MATERIALIZED AT client -site AS database file
MATERIALIZED AT client -site AS web page
The REFRESH BY clause specifies the snapshot to be
refreshed by a server-push or user-pull refresh. Without it,
the user-pull refresh is assumed.
Accessing Snapshots As discussed earlier, a user may
request a snapshot to be delivered as a database file, a web
page, or as a file readable to the decision support
applications. This may require a specialized program to do
the conversion, and needs the support of a web server.
Therefore, a sever-site snapshot can be retrieved with a
format different from its original materialized format.
A
client-site snapshot without the support of a web server can
only be accessed in its original format, and typically via a

link on a web page. Hence, the RETRIEVE command
proposed below applies only to the server-site snapshots.
RETRIEVE <snapshot-name>
[{AS database file | web page |other files}]
The AS clause lets users specify the retrieved format which
may be different from the original format, and can be
repeated. Hence, it is possible to enter the following clauses
in a RETRIEVE command:
AS database file
AS web page
Without it, the web page is assumed.
Refreshing Snapshots As discussed in the previous section,
a snapshot specifies with a server-push refresh in its
definition does not require users to send refresh request. The
following REFRESH command applies only to the user-pull
refresh.
REFRESH <snapshot-name>
[AS OFconsistent -point]
The AS OF clause allows the user to specify the new the
consistent point, of which may be different from the systemdetermined point.
Without it, the system-determined
consistent point is assumed.
Deleting Snapshots: Deleting a server-site snapshot
requires removing its definition from the server-site manager.
Deleting a client-site snapshot requires removing the
definition from both the server-site and client-site snapshot
manager. The delete command is simply:
DELETE <snapshot-name>
5. CONCLUSIONS
Database snapshots have been an effective way of
supporting decis ion support applications. Today, Intranet
with EIP have become an important platform to provide
decision support services and data communication. Hence,
snapshots will continue to play an important role in
providing data in an Intranet decision support environment.
This paper addresses the management of database snapshots
in such environments from users’ perspectives. Managing
snapshots involves defining, accessing, refreshing and
deleting snapshots. I have defined commands to perform
these activities. Although these commands have not been
implemented, they illustrate the ideal capabilities that such
commands should offer to the users.
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TABLE 1: POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF SNAPSHOT MATERIALIZATION AND DELIVERY OPTIONS
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FIGURE 1: COMPONENTS OF SNAPSHOT MANAGEMENT IN AN INTRANET DECISION SUPPORT
ENVIRONMENT.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this project is to research the impact of e-business on today’s information technology department in terms of its
requirements under the new global environment settings. First, the different types of e-business and their functions will be
examined. Second, the requirements of the traditional data processing department in a “brick and mortar” business model
environment are presented. Last, the requirements of today’s information technology department to support a successful ebusiness in this information environment era will be studied.
INTRODUCTION
The invention of inexpensive and powerful microcomputers in
the late 70s has brought computing capability to the desktop of
individuals. Since then, numerous microcomputer hardware
and software manufacturers have improved this technology
and created the client/server computing that provides the
communication foundation between different types of
computers. Therefore, these two information technologies,
microcomputer and client/server computing, have nested and
nourished the birth of the Internet that connects all individual
computers, regardless of size and type, to form a single and
universal network.
The Internet has become the backbone of the information
super highway that allows instantaneous exchange of
messages between two computers or information distribution
from one computer simultaneously to many computers
without any distance limitation and time difference.
In
addition, the global hypertext publishing of World Wide Web
(WWW) has facilitated the creation, manipulation, and
organization of a gigantic and universal information library
that permits all online information to be stored, accessed and
retrieved in a fast and easy-to-use manner.
The combination of the instant information delivery by the
Internet and the worldwide online libraries supported by the
World Wide Web has created a new transaction method or
sales channel named electronic business or e-business for
organizations. A well-planned and implemented e-business
enables organizations to conduct daily operations and business
transactions in a more efficient and effective manner. In some
cases, e-business is essential to organizations for gaining a
competitive edge in this global world. In other cases, ebusiness is a necessary vehicle used by organizations to
survive and stay in business.
The success of an e-business absolutely and completely
depends on the support from a competent and flexible
information technology department that is somewhat different
from the traditional data processing department. This new fact
has moved the information technology department from a

negative image as an overhead oriented group to a positive
image as a profit-generating center.
More importantly,
organizations have treated the information technology as a
vital tool in their strategic planning to acquire competitive
advantages in this information era [4].
The purpose of this project is to research the impact of ebusiness on today’s information technology department in
terms of its requirements under the new global environment
settings. First, the different types of e-business and their
functions will be examined. Second, the requirements of the
traditional data processing department in a “brick and mortar”
business model environment are presented.
Last, the
requirements of today’s information technology department to
support a successful e-business in this information
environment era will be studied.
TYPES OF E-BUSINESS
In general, e-business can be characterized as an individual or
an organization using electronic network to provide service,
product, or information to other individuals and/or other
organizations for a profit or a cause. E-business has a set of
subcategories either defined by its major purpose or by the
types of organizations behind it. The most common and
important subcategories that can be found in the literature are
e-commerce, e-education, e-government, electronic data
interchange (EDI), e-mail and portal [1] [5]. Some of these
subcategories do not have a clear-cut boundary or definition.
The following is a brief description for each subcategory of ebusiness.
The e-commerce can be described as using electronic network
to conduct business transactions for a profit or a cost reduction.
There are three major types of e-commerce models that are
currently practiced by business organizations or discussed in
the research literature. They include business-to-business
model, business-to-customer model, and customer-tocustomer model [3].
The business-to-business model is most likely established by
the big or medium business organizations that intend to
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efficiently manage their supply chain. These organizations
set up a private network or use the Internet to connect their
material suppliers and/or their retailers as an entity. By doing
so, the real time information related to purchasing,
manufacture and selling could be exchanged between involved
parties for achieving the control of the inventory level to the
point of just in time.
The business-to-consumer model is adopted by any valueadded business organizations or individuals that would like to
have a virtual store front on the Internet to sell their service,
product, and information on line. Any individual regardless of
his or her location on earth and time of the day can make a
purchase as long as he or she has on line access to that
particular virtual store.
The business organizations or
individual can deliver the purchased information and
entertainment on line and send the purchased physical
commodities through the traditionalshipping service.
Customer-to-customer model is created by those business
organizations that would like to set up and maintain a virtual
store providing an online auction site for the others. The
general public can use the site to negotiate the selling and
purchasing merchandise among themselves according to the
rule established by the business organizations of the site. The
business organizations would charge a fix fee or commission
to the seller who has made a successful sale using the site.
E-education uses the Internet to delivery the course material
by educational institutions or organization. The course
syllabus, lecture material, homework assignment, and term
projects are posted on a web site. The students with a special
access code can view and down load all or part of the
information. A chat room or e-mail can be set up between
instructor and students for question and answer sessions. An
on line test can also be conducted and monitored to evaluate
the progress of a student.
E-government is adopted by federal government and state
government not only to facilitate internal communication, but
also with business organizations and general public using
Internet. Government posts new laws and revised regulations
on its web site for individuals to access and down load the
necessary information. Business organization and private
citizen can handle their corporate taxes, individual returns, and
welfare using the Internet to interact with their government.
Moreover, the government has an electronic procurement
system to manage all the purchasing transactions from
business organizations. One can view the e-government as a
special type of e-commerce that is owned by a government
entity instead of a business entity.
Electronic data interchange is the earliest version of businessto-business model of e-commerce that uses an expansive value
added private network to coordinate and streamline the
ordering process between the organizations and within the
organizations during late 1970s and early 1980s. Electronic
data interchange allows electronically transmitting

standardized and structured purchasing information between
suppliers and customers.
E-mail is an universal electronic mail service system. It
enables those individuals and organizations connected to the
Internet to instantly send and receive a message and a
document to each other within seconds. It also allows
information to be simultaneously disseminated to computers
of a specific group of individuals who are located in different
locations.
Portal is a special type of e-commerce. It provides value
added service by containing various links to other interesting
web sites for the visitors. It serves as an ease to use gateway
or interface for users to offer timely information without the
trouble of using an on line search engine. There are two types
of portals named vertical portal and horizontal portal (1). The
vertical portal concentrates on one subject area where the
horizontal portal provides a variety of subject areas. The
publisher of the portal makes profit on selling the
advertisement space on the portal.
THE REQUIREMENTS AND
ENVIRONMENTALSETTINGS OFTHE
TRADITIONAL DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENT
Traditional data processing department has been established
by organizations with the objectives to improve the daily
operational efficiency and to increase the overall business
productivity since the1950s.
The department has been
achieving these objectives by constantly creating, maintaining,
and revising computer information systems either to replace
the existing operations or help the decision making process for
different level of management over the last half century.
Those computer information systems built by the traditional
data processing department can be classified into four major
categories.
They are transaction processing systems,
management information systems, decision support systems,
and expert systems [8]. The transaction processing systems
use computers to handle the business transactions among the
organization, suppliers, and customers. The management
information systems automatically generate routine and
exceptional business operation status reports for lower and
middle management. The decision support systems utilize
different mathematical models to analyze alternatives for
strategic management. The expert systems use knowledge
base and inference engine to produce solutions for complex
problems or business decisions.
The above four different types of computer information
systems have the similar requirements and environmental
settings needed from the traditional data processing
department. These requirements and environmental settings
can be roughly grouped into system, end user, staff, schedule,
security, and capacity.
System
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The computer information systems have been created and
implemented to carry out daily accounting transactions and
financial analyses. These operations are well defined,
established, and structured functions. The traditional data
processing department only needs to use the available
hardware and software to make the existing procedure a more
effective one.
The internal processes and reporting requirements of these
computer information systems remain the same over the years
since accounting and finance are the basic core functions of
any organization. The traditional data processing department
does not have to constantly change or overhaul the existing
computer information systems. However, the new tax laws
and new financial regulations posted by the state and federal
governments force the data processing department to conduct
some minor adjustments for these computer information
systems to produce proper reports for the end users.
The traditional data processing department has not been
challenged to use the information technology as an innovative
and strategic weapon for the business to reach the
organizational vision or goal. Therefore, the traditional data
processing department has been treated as an overhead
consumption unit and service department under the division of
either accounting or finance in an organization.
End User
The computer information systems themselves are all
designed to support the internal existing business operations
for clerical work or different levels of management decisionmaking process within an organization. This makes to the end
users of the computer information systems solely limited to
the employees of the organization. The personnel working in
the traditional data processing department can identify the end
users since they are co-workers in the same organization.
There are less or even no cultural difference and language
barriers between the individuals working in the traditional data
processing department or other departments in the same
organization. Under this circumstance, it is very easy for the
personnel in traditional data processing department to
communicate with the end users in other departments in order
to define the system requirements since they share the same
language. Moreover, it is impossible to offend other cultures
since the main purpose of the computer information systems is
to generate accounting and financial reports.
The traditional data processing department can always put on
a series of training courses for the internal end users when
there is a complete new system implementation or minor
system change. The training material can be designed to fit
into the knowledge and background of the internal end users.
The traditional data processing department can even revise the
course contents according to the feedback from the internal
end user.

More importantly, these internal end users are very tolerant to
any system bugs, inefficient system, and incomplete system
for the following three reasons. First, the traditional data
processing department is the sole supplier to create and
develop their computer information systems. Second, the end
users need to keep a good relationship with the traditional data
processing department for future system maintenance work.
Third, the internal end users still have the old system as a back
up system that they can use to handle the business process
without any interruption.
Staff
Typically, a director is the head of the traditional data
processing department and reports to the vice president of
finance in the organization. The directorship is the highest
position a data processing professional can achieve in the
organization structure. The other types of individuals working
in the traditional data processing department include system
operator, system developer, data base administrator, and end
user consultant.
The primary function of a system operator deals with running
and maintaining the computer information systems. The
system developer focuses not only on the analysis, design, and
implementation of the new computer information systems, but
also review and improve the existing computer information
systems. The data base administrator is responsible for the
creation and maintenance of a standard database for all the
computer information systems usage. The end user consultant
provides the assistance and training of the information system
usage to the end user. Therefore, all the employees working
in the traditional data processing department have the special
skills and knowledge of the system hardware, software,
database, network, and operation.
Schedule
The traditional data processing department has two wellknown problems in terms of systems development. First, it
has a huge backlog of developing new computer information
systems.
Second, it cannot deliver a new computer
information system within the predefined time frame and
budget limit. The traditional data processing department
realizes that they are the sole source to accomplish the
computer information systems development work for the
entire organization. There is no incentive for the traditional
data processing department to meet the deadline since the
existing system even with some problems is still working for
the function area.
The work load for the computer information systems can be
calculated for the entire organization. The operational
schedule of the computer information systems can be
predefined and effectively managed to fully utilize the system
capacity by the traditional data processing department. All the
interactive computer information systems are running during
the business hours for end users. All the batch processing and
report generating computer information systems are scheduled
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at night to fully utilize the idle time of main computers. The
backup for database and the maintenance of the computer
systems are also done at night when the business transaction
volume is light.
Security
Security is not a major concern for the traditional data
processing department. First, the network security is not a big
issue for the traditional data processing department since all
the computer information systems are used only by the
employees within the organization. Therefore, the traditional
data processing department only needs to establish a closed
organizational network that no outsider is allowed to connect
and access any information.
The second one is related to the data and information security.
The traditional data processing department usually develops a
normalized database for all the functional area users in the
organization.
This normalized database can be either
centralized in one location, or decentralized in several
locations connected to the organizational network.
The
control of data and information retrieval will be implemented
by assigning a proper password to an individual or group for
restricted and authorized database access [2]. A security log
records any illegal attempt to invade the computer information
systems in terms of terminal number, date, time, and action.
Proper action will be taken to investigate these violations and
to prevent their future occurrence.
Capacity
There are two important issues in terms of the capacity of a
computer information system. The first one is the interface
needed to communicate with other existing computer
information systems.
The traditional data processing
department can gather the information regarding hardware,
software, database, and network for all the existing computer
information systems and the end user’s requirements as the
constraints for designing and implementing the new interfaces.
The traditional data processing department can then fully test
these interfaces and iron out any problems before its actual
operations.
The second one is the capacity of the computer information
system to handle the end user’s needs. The traditional data
processing department can discuss the usage requirement
issues in terms of the response time for an interactive system,
through put for a batch processing systems, the database
specification, and the network speed, etc. with the internal end
users. The traditional data processing department can then use
the usage requirements to implement a new computer
information system with the sufficient capacity to handle the
current needs of end users, the future growth, and the seasonal
demand of the business in an organization.
E-BUS INESS IMPACT ON TRADITIONAL DATA
PROCESSING DEPARTMENT

The most three important characteristics of e-business that do
not exist in the conventional brick and mortar are its dynamic,
universal, and timeless features. These fierce forces have not
only changed the requirements and environmental settings of
the traditional data processing department, but also have
altered the department’s name to information technology
department that better reflects its current status. The
following is a discussion of the new requirements and
environmental settings in terms of system, end user, staff,
schedule, security, and capacity for the information
technology department to accommodate e-commerce practice.
System
E-business is a new and special type of computer information
system that utilizes the communication technology and
information technology together to provide inexpensive
pervasive computing and electronic services to the entire wide
world. It has leveled the playing ground for a small business
to compete with the big business through the Internet since the
size, space, and location of a business organization become a
single point of contact and the presence of a web page.
E-business becomes the necessary strategic computer
information system that enables a business to survive and to
gain a competitive advantage [7]. In other words, the success
of a business is highly tied with the successful implementation
of E-business.
However, the information technology
department has become the backbone in creating and
implementing an attractive e-business for an organization.
Therefore, an organization depends upon its information
technology department to achieve its visions and goals. The
information technology department has converted its image
from a passive overhead consumption unit to a positive profitgenerating unit.
The customer-centric characteristic of e-business has pushed
the information technology department to become a dynamic
working environment [6].
The information technology
department not only continu ally needs to scout the latest and
most suitable communication and information technologies to
enhance performance, but also requires constantly updating
the existing information with new information in order to
attract frequent return visits from customers. Otherwise,
customers will definitely seek the other similar e-business web
sites for their suppliers since they are only a click away on the
Internet.
End User
E-business uses the network to telecommunicate with
individuals scattered across the world. This has extended the
end users of e-business beyond the internal employees to also
encompass the external customers who are connected to the
Internet. The information technology department can no
longer clearly identify the population of its end users . It
becomes impossible to interact with all the potential customers
to define the system requirements for the e-business.
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An universal language and culture that will be understood by
every customer do not exit in the Internet. The customers
coming from the same country might not even share the same
language and cultural backgrounds. Because these differences,
the information technology department must design one user
interface that is suitable for every customer. One user
interface design of the e-business might be proper for one type
of language and cultural background, but it will be improper
or even insulting to another type of language and culture
background. Moreover, the same user interface might be a
lawful design according to the legal regulation of one country,
but it becomes a criminal act in another country. In both
situations, the business organization of that e-business can
potentially face the great danger of a national or international
lawsuit.
The user interface constantly needs to update or change its
contents in order to provide new information or services to
attract potential customer visits. The information technology
department cannot offer a training session for the customer to
navigate through the new user interface whenever there is a
change. If the customer cannot get the information or service
that is needed at that particular moment, he or she would go to
other similar sites. This results in a loss of a valuable
customer and potential sales.
To overcome the lack of customer training, there should be a
frequently asked questions page to list the most common
questions and answers in the user interface to solve some
problems for the visitors. Additionally, there should be a call
center established for the customers. The major function of
the center is to handle the problems encountered by the
customers during the entire transaction process of the ebusiness. A dark page should also be available to provide
sufficient and proper information for the public whenever
there is a disaster related to the organization.
The information technology department cannot afford any
problems in the user interface since there are many similar
web sites that offer the same information and service. The
user interface has to be perfect and easy to use for customers
at their first time visit. The user interface also must allow
customers to access it without any interruption or degraded
service. In other words, Internet customers have zero
tolerance for any mistake, error, imperfection, unavailability,
and inefficiency of the user interface during their navigation
for information and service.

disciplines in order to design an effective user interface that
does not offend any cultural and legal requirements of any
country on the earth.
The members of the interdisciplinary group should include
psychologists, lawyers, sociologists, artists, and professional
writers. Then, psychologists understand the pattern of human
behavior and can help to design a better navigation path for
the user interface. The lawyers, who have the knowledge of
the national and international laws and regulations, can
prevent any illegal materials used in the user interface. The
sociologists are aware of the customs of different ethnic
groups and can assist the user interface to avoid any improper
words or phrases to upset any group of individuals. The artists
and professional writers can produce an attractive and
understandable user interface.
E-business is a new sale and marketing channel in addition to
face-to-face, mail, and telephone. The special characteristic of
this new sale and marketing channel that is different from the
existing three is its capability of mass customization. The
mass customization enables a business organization not only
to produce its product or service in large quantities for cost
saving, but also to allow the product and service to be
customized for each individual customer. Therefore, the
information technology department needs to work closely with
the marketing department to design the contents of the use
interface to achieve the objectives of (1) to penetrate the target
market, (2) to increase existing sales, (3) to avoid any channel
conflicts, and (4) to promote cross product selling.
Today’s business organizations require to constantly conduct
business process reengineering that examines the
organization’s structure and business processing to improve its
operations.
The information technology provided by the
information technology department is the major facilitator to
achieve the goals of business process reengineering.
It
becomes the essential for the top management to acquire
business knowledge as well as information technology in
order to successfully run a business in this information era.
This fact has created a new position of chief information
officer, who has the ability of establishing strategic usage of
the information technology for new business opportunities.
The chief information officer holds a position at least the same
level as other vice presidents and has a chance to advance for
the commander of the entire organization.
Schedule

Staff
E-business can be classified as an international computer
information system with customers coming from every
country on the universe. Its user interface has to meet the
cultural and legal requirements for every country. Therefore,
the information technology department has to hire its
employees beyond the individuals with the knowledge of
hardware, software, database, and network of computer
information systems. It is essential for the information
department to assemble a group of employees from different

E-business eliminates the old constraints of the size and
location of an organization’s capability to enter business. This
global open market competition allows the small business
organizations or even individuals to provide the same or
similar products and services as big business organizations on
the Internet. These different types of business organizations
competing for the same customers are only a click away from
the eyes of every customer. This universal competition
characteristic of e-business has forced the information
technology department to shorten its computer information
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systems development and maintenance time to the new
Internet schedule and speed. In other words, the pressure is
put on the information technology department to deliver an
effective and efficient computer information system on time or
even before the deadline.
The information technology department has to change its
computer information systems development schedule style
from linear to parallel. This implies that the information
technology department does not have the luxury to create the
next version of a computer information system until it is
absolutely unusable by the end users. The sharp global
competition forces the information technology department to
operate a new computer information system on the Internet
and simultaneously design and construct the next version of
the system.
The operational schedule for the computer information
systems in an e-business environment follows the sun around
the world and never ends. It is a one hundred percent proof
service level with twenty-four hours a day and seven days a
week. There cannot be any down time of the system.
Shutting down the system equals cutting off the customer
access at that moment. This situation leaves the door open for
competitors to gain customers.
The important maintenance jobs or back up functions of the
database and the computer information systems have to be
performed in a way that does not disturb the access of any
customer. This can be done using two identical servers for the
same computer information system where one server takes
over the entire work load and the other one can perform the
back up function and necessary maintenance during the least
busytime.
Security
E-business creates a computer information system that is a
global open market to every customer connected to the
Internet. The organization has to allow its customers to access
organizational information through the virtual open market.
This situation causes a serious security problem to protect the
organizational information, process, and database for the
information technology department. Extra security policies,
procedures, and systems have to be es tablished by the
information technology department in order to exclude
hackers and intruders who could severely damage the
reputation and assets of the organization.
The network security system used by the information
technology department includes firewall, encryption, and
authentication. Firewall is implemented to separate the public
web server and private network of an organization. It is used
to control organizational resource access for both internal end
users and external customers. It can be in the form of proxy
server, packet filter, application gateway, and circuit-level
gateway.

Encryption technology is used to convert a message into a set
of secret or unreadable codes in order to ensure the privacy
and the confidentiality for the information transmission
between two places through the network. It includes two
basic encryption and decryption systems using a private key
and a public key. A message, that is encrypted using the
public key, has to be decrypted using the private key. On the
other hand, a message that is encrypted using the private key,
has to be decrypted using the public key. The private key
takes much longer to be decrypted and is more secure than the
public key.
Authentication utilizes the digital signature and works much
like the handwritten signature of an individual. The digital
signature is a fixed number of digits named digital hash that is
computed for the entire message being transmitted. The
digital hash is unique for every message and is encrypted with
the private key. The receiver can use either his/her private key
or the public key of the sender to decrypt the message and the
digital hash for assurance.
The process of generating,
encrypting, and decrypting the digital signature ensures two
things. First, the message has not been altered during its
transmission. Second, the message is indeed sent by a
particular individual or organization since the digital hash is
impossible to be forged by others.
Another important issue dealing with the network security is
the credit card payment security of the Internet. The
information technology department needs to assure e-business
customers that their credit card information used in the
payment for an on line purchasing is one hundred percent safe
and private during the entire transaction process. This can be
done using the Secure Electronic Transaction protocol that
guarantees the process of the credit card transactions over the
Internet is as simple and secure as in the retail business. In
addition, the Secure Electronic Transaction protocol will only
transmit the minimum information of the transaction to the
buyer and seller for the sake of protecting privacy.
Capacity
The capacity of computer information system interfaces must
be versatile to meet the needs of both internal end users and
external end users. It is easy for the information technology
department to design and develop the computer information
system interfaces that work well with the existing hardware
equipment and software of the internal end users in the
organization since it is a set of predefined facts. This is not
the case for the external end users since they are the
individuals, customers, and organizations scattered in different
continents. The information technology department faces the
uncertainty issues associated with hardware equipment and
software that are (1) the type of client machine and its version,
(2)the type of operating system and its version, (3) the type of
browser and its version, and (4) the type of network
equipment, software, and protocols.
The information technology department has to create a
computer information system interface that will handle
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different combination of client machine, operating system,
browser and network.
The information technology
department has to avoid any proprietary tools to develop a
computer information system whenever it is used by external
end users. The information technology department needs to
closely follow the standard established by the international
organizations. It is necessary for the information technology
department to use open architecture for designing the
computer information systems that could interact with other
external computer information systems without problems in an
e-business environment.
The information technology department has to work hand in
hand with marketing department and sales department to
forecast the usages in analyzing the computer information
systems for e-business. The forecasting should include (1) the
number of users, (2) the time and date of usage, (3) the pattern
of usage, (4) the length of usage, and (5) the future growth,
and (6) The seasonal changes.
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This predicted usage has to be calculated as the highest
possible demand in the future. The information technology
department then can utilize this forecast as the basis to
carefully determine the optimal requirements of computer,
network, program, database, operating system, and interface
needed for the computer information system. In this way,
there will have a sufficient capacity of the computer
information system to process the peak time usage demand
without overloading the system and degrading the system
performance under any circumstance.
CONCLUSION
The Internet and the World Wide Web have generated the
information super highway for business environment. It has
given the birth of e-business that eliminates the distance, time,
size, and location to connect suppliers and customer forming
an international and virtual world. These new surroundings
have transformed the traditional data processing department
into the information technology department in the “brick and
mortar” business model.
The new information technology department can no longer
inherit any of the slow, inflexible, proprietary, data processing
oriented, and overhead dependent characteristics to deal with
its routine business from its predecessor named traditional
data processing department. The information technology has
to adopt a new approach that is dynamic, flexible, standard,
end user oriented, and profit seeking to support the functions
of other departments in the organization.
It is essential for an information technology department to
utilize the available information technology to improve the
over all business productivity. Additionally, it must scout new
information technology to gain a strategic and competitive
advantage for its organization in the new e-business world.
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ABSTRACT
There were one million forty-five thousands small &
medium enterprises in Taiwan with the ratio 97.76% of the
total amount of enterprise up to 1998. In order to develop
the international markets, almost 40.11% of enterprises
must rely on the international trading companies. Therefore
the existence of international trading companies was very
important certainly to help the small & medium enterprises
in Taiwan to enter the international markets. Recently, the
types of international trade become diversiform, because of
rapid growing-up in EC. Could the traditional exporting
functions be replaced by internet? To find out the answers,
we first investigate the export trading enterprises in Taiwan
by utilizing the questionnaire in order to find the items of
export activities that are affected seriously by E-commerce.
Beside, we also discuss deeply with the third party logistics,
publishers of export magazine and advertising agencies in
order to realize how the export trading companies played a
new role against the application of E-commerce by above
mentioned industries. From the empirical results, we find
that due to the impetus of E-commerce , the advantage of
“International information asymmetry” which was relied
by exporters in the past disappear gradually. At the same
time, the export trading companies are very active in using
the related hardware & software to respond the impacts of
e-commerce on the related activities. Furthermore, by
interview deeply with third-party logistics and trading
advertising agencies, we find that the impact on export
trading companies is not so large as we expected. The
E-commerce platform providers still play an assistant role
to promote the opportunities of transaction for exporters.
The relationship
of cooperation between trading
advertising agencies and export trading companies didn’t
change. Anyway, E-commerce is a necessary instruments
of survival for exporters.
Key words: Electronic Commerce,
Value Chain, Export Trading Company
INTRODUCTIION
Taiwan is an island-type country that lacks for natural
resource. The international trade is the main power of
growing-up of Taiwan’s economy. The eighty thousand of
small & medium international trading companies in Taiwan
play a very important role in economic development.
Recently, the unlimited trade opportunities in internet with
the characteristics of high-speed information transmission,
getting information conveniently and operating easily by

everyone are noticed by more and more enterprises. Many
enterprises’ application forms the “Electronic-Commerce”
(EC). The types of international trade become diversiform,
the custom of customer’s order changes and service quality
of customer’s demand becomes more and more strict
because of rapid growing-up in EC. For competition and
survival, the enterprises must change the mode of
production & marketing and the strategy of competition.
Therefore, the international trading companies would face
the impact of reconstruction because the trading
environment changing rapidly.
There were one million forty-five thousand small &
medium enterprises in Taiwan up to 1998 with the ratio
97.76% of the total amount of enterprises. For such ratio,
40.11% of enterprises must rely on the international trading
companies to develop the international markets. Therefore
the existence of international trading companies were very
important certainly in helping the small & medium
enterprises in Taiwan to enter the international markets.
To small-scale manufactory, Onkvisit & Shaw〔10〕brought
up the ideas that it was not suitable to build up its own
marketing and distributing system under the following
situations:
(1) The markets of manufactory were very dispersed.
(2) The overseas market was too small.
(3) The demand of new product is uncertain.
(4) The manufactory didn’t have any experience of
international marketing.
(5) The manufactory wished to simplify its activities of
business.
The opinions showed above are also suitable for small &
medium enterprises in Taiwan.
In this paper, our focus is on export trading companies due
to the reasons that export is so important for the small &
medium enterprises in Taiwan. Could the traditional
exporting functions 〔10〕, such as market information
collecting, market planning, customers finding, packing
and storage, documents preparing, insurance , customs
clearance, financial service providing, transaction risk
undertaking, after-sale servicing and so on, be replaced by
internet because it provides on-line real-time and
cross-international service? To find out the answers of
the above questions is the major motive of this paper.
In this paper, by means of surveying and researching of
literature, interviewing with the related companies, and
summarizing the questionnaire which were filled by related
enterprises in Taiwan, we hope to get the answers of the
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following questions:

customers mutually.

(1) What are the definitions and operation characteristics
of electronic commerce?
(2) What is the situation of using internet by the small &
medium enterprises in Taiwan now?
(3) How to play the new role by traditional trading
enterprises under the environment of EC. ?

The Characteristic of Operating Environment of

Definitions of Electronic Commerce (EC.)
At the description of the new economy, American Wired
magazine made a simplest annotations of electronic
commerce ： ”Doing
business by internet, that is
E-commerce”.
According the book ”Electronic Commerce-A Manager
Guide” 〔8〕 said, there were a series of definitions of
E-commerce from different viewpoints:
(1) From the viewpoint of communication, E-commerce is
the information product or service by means of telephone
wires、computer networks or other medium .
(2) From the viewpoint
of business
processes,
E-commerce is a technical application of automation of
business transactions and operations. (According the
definitions of IBM、HP、COMPAQ, this field which is
separated especially from others is called e-Business)
(3) From the viewpoint of service, E-commerce is a tool
to reduce the cost of service between companies and
customers. In the same time, it’s also a tool to raise the
quality and the delivery speed of products.
(4) From the viewpoint of networks , e-commerce
provides a capability of on-line trading and on-line
information service in internet.
The conceptual diagram of E-commerce is shown below:

So far, the classification of E-commerce is:
(1) Business to Business (B2B): the automated process in
order to integrate mutual resource between enterprises and
enterprises, to raise the benefit and efficiency of each
valued chain, to reduce the operating and trading cost
mutually.
(2) Business to Customers (B2C): to provide the on-line
added valued service and transaction , including web site
searching (for example, Yahoo) 、Portal Site (for example,
Kimo 、Yam) and sale on-line (for example, Amazon、
CDNowe、Toys). Most of the E-commerce site which are
searched in internet belong to this kind.
(3) Customers to Business (C2B): customers negotiate
prices with enterprises (for example: priceline.com).
(4)

Consumer to Consumer (C2C): customers trade with

E-Commerce
In this paper, we define the characteristics of operating
environment of e-commerce as shown below by surveying
literatures in the pass:
(1) Operative environment is full of uncertainty. The
reasons are ：lack of standard or successful operating
models、changing previous system of physical transaction
is difficult、lack of experts、lots of enterprises of on-line
transaction still get minus profit. Even the large and elder
company Amazon.comstill did not have benefit until now
with it’s continuous and large investment. Rapidly grow up
in market 〔7〕
(2) The complexity and frequency of delivery increase
because of the unlimited space and time. 〔4〕
(3) Frequency of order increases.
(4) Average quantity per order is small.
(5) More orders with customization and specialization.
(6) The cost of searching and transaction for customers
are decreasing. The cost is very cheap and the speed is very
fast when the information is transmitted by internet. At
present, there is a site called”bots”. Simply input the name
of product you wish to buy, the ”bots” will get all the
information including prices for you from many web site
around the world.
(7) Types of product have the trend of diversification.
The opportunities of direct contact for companies and
customers that locate up and downstream of supply chain
increase under the environment of E-commerce due to the
characteristics show above. In addition, because the
information of product and market can be obtained easily,
the niche of “International information asymmetry” which
was relied by the trading enterprises in the past disappears
gradually. With regard to trading enterprises, how to find
the new definition of value chain under the trend of
E-commerce need immediate attention without any delay.
THE SMALL & MEDIUM ENTERPRISES
The Characteristics of Small & Medium Enterprises in
Taiwan
From the viewpoint of industrial structure, fast response to
deal with a contingency, flexible management and
operation are the main characteristics of small & medium
enterprise in Taiwan. With lots of pioneering enterprises in
Taiwan, it is helpful to assist elder industry transform into a
new style. The characteristics of small & medium
enterprises in Taiwan concluded from many literatures are
shown below：
(1) Smaller scale, fast response to deal with the fast
change of industry environment.
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(2) Most of industries are labor intensive. The strategy of
operation is using labor to replace with capital usually.
(3) Focus on OEM.
(4) The risk of operation is small due to the shorter time of
return of assets .
(5) The
operation
exported-oriented.

of

enterprises

toward

the

(6) Lacks of the concept of marketing. Few of them are
engaged in market investigation, so the information of
marketing is insufficient.
(7) The structure of organization is family-type enterprise
in most part.
(8) Labors are deficient. The technique of production is
straggly, so the improvement of product is impossible in
general.
(9) The efficiency of production is low. The management
of company is hard.
(10) Lacks of integration along the supplying chain. To
expand the scale of enterprise is obstructed.
(11) The structure of distribution channel is very
complicated. It is easy to come up the situation of
multi-layer plunder and over benefit. The prices and costs
increase finally.
(12) The main pattern of production is build to order. It will
cause the demand uncertainty.
(13) The credit is not good. It is difficult to be granted a
loan because most enterprises lack for capital and can’t
afford enough mortgages.
(14) The enterprises are not familiar with finances and
accounting management. The expenses of family and
company are always mixed because lack of
scientific
management.
(15) The capital of proprietor is not enough. It is hard to
maintain the enterprises forever. And many decision are
constrained by traditional concept of family-type
enterprises.
Situation of Using Internet by Small & Medium
Enterprises in Taiwan
According to the investigative results “The investigation of
current application of internet in Taiwan ”, the bottlenecks
of application contained six areas. They were :
1.

The problems of security

2.

Insufficient information

3.

Insufficient technical support

4.
5.

Lacks of standard transaction system
Insufficient band-width of network

6.

Restrictions from the law

Among above areas, large-scale enterprise felt difficult to
solve the problems of security、lack of transaction system
and insufficient band-width of network. Small & medium
enterprise felt insufficient support in the problems of
transaction system
and technical support. The other

bottlenecks were:
1. The category of industries was not suitable to apply
e-commerce.
2. The co-operation or integration with each other among
the supply chain was very difficult in the real word.
3. Lack of advantage of competition.
4. Didn’t believe it can reduce cost by E-commerce.
It was found from the investigative results that nearly 60%
enterprises in Taiwan didn’t recognize the characteristics of
E-commerce to proceed with related activity of integration.
In such case, the efficiency of developing E-commerce will
be affected.
According to the report “The investigation of current
application of internet in Taiwan ”, which was written by
the FIND department of MIC (1999), induces some
conclusions as the following. There were 53.7% enterprises
utilizing internet among the 74.8% enterprises which use
computer in Taiwan. (see Table 1) It is easy to conclude
that only 40.2% (74.8%*53.7%) enterprises use internet in
Taiwan. Even thought the ratio of using internet is
growing-up rapidly, but the state of application was not
popular as expectation.
From table 1, we can find that the service industries get the
greatest ratio 20.4% (see table 1) among the 53.7%
enterprises that had used internet. The definition of the
service industry by MIC includes the industry of
international trade、customs clearance broker、publishers of
export magazine and advertising agency. In addition, we
can also find that more and more manufacturers (11.2% in
table 1) create market opportunities by internet.
Furthermore, they deal with receiving orders or delivering
goods by themselves from internet. In such situation,
whether the manufacturers rely on the exporter as past or
not, is the main topic in this paper. In advance, We will
research the impact of E-commerce for traditional export
enterprises after E-commerce was used by the third party
logistics or publishers of export magazine and advertising
agency .
In the beginning, we will discuss the traditional value chain
activities for traditional export company
METHODOLOGY
First, we need to confirm the items of activities of export
trading enterprise. Value is created through the activities.
The combination of value activities called ”value chain” by
Poter 〔11〕.There are thirty-four items of activities
according to the value chain of export trading companies
summarized from the literatures. Next, we must investigate
the export trading companies in Taiwan by utilizing the
questionnaire in order to realize the items of activities that
are affected seriously by E-commerce. Beside, we also
discuss deeply with the third party logistic、publisher of
export magazine and advertising agency in order to realize
how the export trading companies played a new role
against the application of E-commerce by above mentioned
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Table 1: The situation of using internet by different occupation
Classification of occupation

used

unused

total

farmer、forest、fishing、herd

3(0.1%)

7(0.3%)

10(0.5%)

mineral、extract earth

4(0.2%)

2(0.1%)

6(0.3%)

water and electricity、gas

19(0.9%)

18(0.9%)

37(1.8%)

transportation、storehouse、communication

59(2.8%)

42(2.0%)

101(4.8%)

manufacture

234(11.2%).

149(7.1%)

383(18.4%)

construction building

52(2.5%)

32(1.5%)

84(4.0%)

wholesale、retail、restaurant

38(1.8%)

111(5.3%)

149(7.1%)

banking、insurance、immovable property

67(3.2%)

20(1.0%)

87(4.2%)

Industry and trading Service

426(20.4)

353(16.9%)

779(37.4%)

social service and individual service

107(5.1%)

117(5.6%)

224(10.7%)

public administration

107(5.1%)

117(5.6%)

224(10.7%)

Others

19(0.9%)

24(1.2%)

43(2.1%)

Total

92(0.9%)

89(4.3%)

181(8.7%)

Reference：FIND department of MIC, 1999
industries.
Object and Scope of The Study
The object of study in this paper is the export trading
companies in Taiwan. The samples are selected from the
reference book “Enterprises Lists in Taiwan” (published by
China Credit Information Service Ltd.). There are five
hundred eighty-two records of import & export trading
companies totally in this book. However, the object of
study in this paper is export trading companies. So it is
necessary to classify the name lists into three part, the pure
import company、the pure export company and the import
& export company.
After verified record by record,
and sift more complete operational record out secondly, we
choose two hundred ninety-six companies as the sample of
the study. The necessary empirical information in this
paper is completely based on the primary data that is
collected by using the questionnaire. Interviews by
telephone are assistant method also in order to have a quick
and kind response. Beside, we interviewed the experts of
related companies, including two operators of trading
platform、three managers of international trading company
and one manger of third party logistics.

The activities of export shown above are the service that
are provided by export trading companies to manufacturers.
There are thirty-four variables totally in the questionnaire
and these variables selected from the “values chain” of
export trading companies shown above. It is very easy to
fill the sheet. Simply mark “YES” if the activity was
provided. On the other hand, mark “NO” if it wasn’t. The
Likert ‘s scale of five quantity is adopted to dealing with
the problem of “what is the effect from E-commerce? “ and
“what are the items of adjustment in facing the impact of
e-commerce?”. It is measured by self-reports from exporter.
The scope of measurement could be divided from 1 to 5.
The number “1” represents “small influence” 、 ”no
adjustment” respectively. On the contrary, the number “5”
represents “large influence occurred”、”active adjustment”
respectively.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
There were forty-nine samples return. The amounts of
available samples were forty-one when we rejected the
imperfect answers. The ratio of effective recovery is
18.45%. A simple method of statement-statistics was
applied to analyze the available samples and the results
were shown below.

Designing the Questionnaire
Analyzing The Years From Establishment of The
The main algorithm of questionnaire can be separated into
three parts. In sequence, these are (1). What is the activities
of export for each export trading company? What is the
effect of E-commerce among these activities? What are the
items of adjustment in facing the impact of e-commerce?
(2) What is the major area of exporting for the most part?
(3) The basic information of the export trading companies.

samples
The years from establishment are eleven to twenty years
for near half of the samples (see table 2). The mean value
is fourteen years. Therefore, most of them had the
experience of traditional trade and have to face the impact
of e-commerce now.
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The Major Category of Expor t Product of Samples

Scale Analysis of Samples

The major category of export product of samples is shown
in Table 3. Each company could fill the top three items
according to the amounts of export. From table 3 we could
ind that the major category is the metal、ironware product
with 18 companies in total. The secondly category was
sundries product with 15 in total.

The minimum capital to set up a trading company is five
million NT dolla rs in Taiwan. The capitals of available
samples are twenty million to thirty million NT dollars in
most part. Furthermore, the capitals less than thirty million
NT dollars are approximate 80% of samples In the case of
the amount of employees, the numbers are ten to
twenty-five in the majority. (see Table 4) Therefore, the
scale of samples in this paper is small & medium trading
companies with no doubt.

Table 2 the years from establishment of the samples
years of existence

Amount of

Percentage

company

(%)

Table 4 Amount of employees of the samples

Below 5 years

3

7.3

Amount of

Amount of

6 – 10 years

9

21.95

employees( persons)

company

11- 15 years

12

29.8

Less than 10 persons 9

16- 20 years

8

19.51

10-25 persons

17

41.46

21- 25 years

5

12.20

26-50 persons

10

24.39

26- 30 years

3

2.54

51-100 persons

3

7.32

Above 30 years

1

2.44

Greater than 100

2

4.88

Total

41

100

41

100

Table 3 The major category of export product of samples

21.95

persons
Total

classification of exporting product Amounts of
company

percentage(%)

Table 5 Capitals of the samples
Capitals (NT dollars) Amount of

Percentage(%)

1. food

7

2.weave、dress、decoration

4

5-10 million

8

19.51

3.shoe

2

10-20 million

19

46.34

4.leather and related decoration

1

20-30 million

6

14.63

5.chemistry and medicine

1

30-40 million

3

7.32

6.paper product & paper pulp

0

40-50 million

3

7.32

7.plastic

5

2

4.88

8.rubber

1

Greater than 50
million
Total

41

100

9.nonmetal and mineral

0

10.product for leisure and sport

6

11.furniture, wood, bamboo and

9

The major markets of the export product for samples are
the North America. Next region is China and the third is
Europe (except East-Europe).

12.metal、ironware

18

Table 6 The major markets of samples

13.machinery

7

14.electronic & electric

9

vines

engineering

companies

The Major Markets of Samples

Region of market

Amount of
companies

North America

28

15.optics and accurate equipment

2

Middle & South America

7

16transportation vehicle

3

Europe (except East-Europe)

22

17.sundries

15

East-Europe

9
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the Middle East

15

New Zealand、Austria

5

Mainland China

25

South-East Asia (except Mainland

11

certification of original or consular visa, expanding new
market, visiting overseas buyers periodically, providing
service for consolidation.. etc. More than 70% companies
have the identical activities that are helping the buyer to
find the supplier, offering inquiry from overseas buyers,
arranging the transportation for delivery, dealing with
customs clearance, preparing the trading documents.
According to the major activities, a further investigation
would be proceeded for the impact of E-commerce.

China)
North East Asia

10

Africa

3

The Activities Items Impacted and Serviced by

The Major Activities of Samples

E-commerce

It is necessary to list the major activities of samples first in
order to realize the items that were impacted by
E-commerce. It is shown in Table 7. More than half
companies proceed the activities included : attending the
international trade exhibition, setting up branch office
overseas, providing an show room, sending proposal letters
and price list and sample to the potential customers,
investigating the credit of buyers, planning the marketing
strategy, helping the buyer to find supplier, provid ing the
overseas base of selling, offering inquiry from overseas
buyers, packing & marking, arranging the transportation
for delivery, arranging insurance, dealing with commodity
inspection and surveying, dealing with customs clearance,
preparing the trading documents, applying export license or

According to table 8, due to the impetus of E-commerce ,
the advantage of “International information asymmetry”
which was relied by exporters in the past disappear
gradually. The activities were related with international
information of market, such as providing trading
opportunity and information, helping the buyer to find the
suppliers, offering in according with the inquire from
buyers, making advertisement media and catalog, mailing
catalog & price list & sample to the potential customers,
expanding new market, had a serious effect from
e-commerce. At the same time, the export trading
companies are very active in using the related hardware &
software with E-commerce to respond the impacts of
e-commerce on the related items. Anyway, E-commerce is
a necessary condition of survival for exporters.

Table 7 The major service items of samples
Activities of export

Frequency (%)

1. provide trading opportunity and information

40.6

2. investigate the overseas market/evaluate macro economic environment of market

46.9

3. give assistance in laws of import & export

18.8

4. attend the international trade exhibition

50

5. set up branch office overseas

53.1

6. provide an show room

50

7.make advertisement media and catalog

46.9

8. send proposal letters & catalog & price list & sample to the potential customers

59.4

9.investigate the credit of buyer

59.4

10. plan the marketing strategy

56.3

11. help the buyer to find the supplier

71.9

12. provide the overseas base of trading

53.1

13. offeraccording to inquiry from buyer

87.5

14. source and prepare materials for factory

46.9

15. pack & mark

59.4

16. provide warehouses

43.8

17. arrange the transportation and delivery

84.4

18.arrange insurance

83.3
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19. deal with commodity inspection and surveying

65.6

20. deal with customs clearance

71.9

21. prepare the trading documents

78.1

22.apply for quota

18.8

23. apply for export license、certification of original、consular visa

65.6

24.make a loan before shipment

34.4

25. be a guarantor for a loan

12.5

26. design the new product

37.5

27.expand new market

56.3

28. set up overseas distribution warehouse

31.3

29. set up overseas maintain & service center

12.5

30. visit overseas buyers periodically

62.5

31. help to solve dispute and claims for trading

37.5

32. give assistance in antidumping contradict

3.1

33. provide service for consolidation

50

34.merge overseas order

46.9

Table 8 The activities items impacted by E-commerce
Activities of exporting

The items impacted by EC

The items serviced by EC

Mean

Mean

Standard
division

Standard
division

1. provide trading opportunity and information

2.1852

0.9214

2.4074

1.1522

2. investigate the overseas market/evaluate

2.0833

0.9286

1.9583

1.0826

3. give assistance in laws of import & export

2.0417

0.8587

1.4583

0.7790

4. attend the international trade exhibition

2.2400

0.9256

1.8333

1.1293

5. set up branch office overseas

2.0833

0.8805

2.0417

1.1221

6. provide an show room

2.2609

1.0539

2.0870

1.0835

7. make advertisement media and catalog

2.3333

1.1672

2.00

1.1677

8. send proposal letters & catalog & price list &

2.5

1.0632

2.25

1.4521

9. investigate the credit of buyers

2.3182

1.0414

2.1304

1.2175

10. plan the marketing strategy

2.4388

0.8435

2.1304

1.1403

11. help the buyers to find the suppliers

2.5385

1.3336

2.4

1.1180

12. provide the overseas base of trading

2.4167

0.9743

2.3750

1.1726

13. offer according to inquiry from buyer

2.5185

1.0874

2.3704

1.1485

14. source and prepare materials for factory

1.9565

1.0651

1.9565

1.3973

15. pack & mark

1.7391

0.9154

2.0

1.4142

macro economic environment of market

sample to the potential customers
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16. provide warehouses

1.9583

0.8587

2.0

1.2158

17. arrange the transportation for delivery

1.96

0.8888

1.68

1.0693

18.arrange insurance

1.8750

0.8999

1.75

1.1516

19. deal with commodity inspection and

1.9091

0.9211

1.7273

1.1622

20. deal with customs clearance

2.08

1.0376

1.92

1.1874

21. prepare the trading documents

2.04

1.0798

1.84

1.2138

22. apply for quota

1.8696

0.9679

1.5652

0.9921

23. apply export license、certification of

1.9583

0.9991

1.7083

1.1229

24. make a loan before shipment

1.7727

0.8696

1.5909

1.0075

25. be a guarantor for a loan

1.7391

0.8643

1.381

0.9207

26. design the new product

1.9130

1.0835

1.8571

1.2762

27. expand new market

2.3750

1.1349

2.0952

1.2209

28. set up overseas distribution warehouse

2

1.0871

1.8095

1.0305

29. set up overseas maintain & service center

1.8333

1.0072

1.3810

0.74

30. visit overseas customer periodically

2.1154

1.1429

2.0

1.1282

31. help to solve dispute and claims for trading

1.913

0.996

1.381

0.74

32. give assistance in antidumping contradict

1.875

0.8999

1.4286

0.7464

33. provide service for consolidation

1.8333

1.0072

2.0

1.1127

34. merge overseas order

1.9583

1.8026

1.8636

1.0821

surveying

original、consular visa

The Impact on Exporter After Adopting E-Commerce
by

Third-Party

Logistics

and

Trading

Adverting

Agency
Due to the strong capability of e-commerce, such as
gathering the information of
suppliers and buyers,
transmitting the trading information of market speedy,
being supported by powerful resource of trading software ,
it is directly supposed that bargain could be made by ecommerce and thus the trading advertising agency who
provide the e-commerce platform can replace the role and
function of export trading companies. But by the way of
interview deeply with third-party logistics and trading
advertising agency, the impact on export trading companies
is not so large as we expected. The E-commerce platform
providers play an assistant role to pro mote
the
opportunities
of transaction.
The relationship
of
cooperation between trading advertising agency and export
trading company didn’t change. For trading advertising
agency, the E-commerce provides a new media to service
their customers. The added value is created through the
service of on-line inquiry, market information searching,
on-line showroom and the management of customer and
order information that didn’t provide in the past.

Mutual proof could be obtained from the result of
questionnaires that were filled by export trading companies.
The impact of e-commerce is not still obvious except the
items such as providing trading opportunity and
information, helping the buyers to find the suppliers,
offering according to inquiry from buyer, making
advertisement media and catalog, sending proposal letters
& product catalog & price list & sample to the potential
customers 、providing trading opportunity and market
information、expanding new market etc.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
Even thought there are forty-five items of value activities,
most companies focus on the major activities that are core
advantage against the competitors and with other activities
outsourcing. From the questionnaire we can find the major
activities include the items of helping the buyer to find the
source of goods, offering in accordance with the inquiry
from buyers, arranging the transportation for delivery,
arranging insurance, dealing with customs clearance,
preparing the trading documents etc.
Beside, due to the impetus of E-commerce , the advantage
of “International information asymmetry” which was relied
by exporters in the past disappear gradually. The activities
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which were related with international information of
market, such as providing trading opportunity and
information, helping the buyer to find the supplier, offering
in according with the inquire from buyers, making
advertisement media and catalog, mailing catalog & price
list & sample to the potential buyers, expanding new
market, had a serious effect from e-commerce.
Furthermore, by the way of interview deeply with
third-party logistics and trading advertising agency, the
impact on export trading companies is not so large as we
expected. The E-commerce platform providers play an
assistant role to promote the opportunities of transaction.
The relationship
of cooperation between trading
advertising agency and export trading companies didn’t
change. For trading advertising agency, the E-commerce
helps them to provide a new media to service their
customers. The added value is created through the service
of on-line inquiry、market information searching、on-line
showroom and the management of customer and order
information which didn’t provide in the past.
As a conclusion, the impact of E-commerce to the export
trading industry is still in the stage of tuning. The export
trading companies have no choice but to respond the
problem induced by internet which can provide on-line,
real-time and cross-international service. In general, the
operation of related enterprises is in the phase of
transformation and they are enjoying the convenient
service from E-commerce right now. The E-commerce
service which is provided by thirty party logistics and
trading advertising agency is gradually eroding the service
supported by traditional trading companies such as
searching of buyers and information from the market.
Furthermore,
the
niche
of
export
trading
companies-“reducing risk of international transaction”
should be replaced as UPS express planning to provide the
service of finance.. In such case, the trading environment
would be reconstructed again. We believe that it is a
worthy subject to be researched further.
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ABSTRACT
With the advent of EC, Internet shopping becomes a way of
business transactions. This research investigates how trust
can affect customers’ purchase intentions. Having
surveyed related literature, a conceptual framework has been
proposed. The framework consists of four components:
independent variables (privacy policy and reputation),
intervening variables (cognitive and affective trust),
dependent variable (customers’ purchase intentions), and
moderating variable (perceived risk). The 2(with/without
privacy policy)*2(good/bad reputation) experiments are
employed to collect primary data to validate the proposed
conceptual framework. The two levels privacy policy and
reputation can significantly influence cognitive and
affective trust. Moreover, the effect of cognitive trust and
purchase intentions is more than that of affective trust. The
study result also shows the interaction between privacy
policy, reputation, and trust for the major product is not
significant. Therefore, we suggest that electronic shopping
sites’ managers should consider customers’ mentality in
order to raise their purchase intentions.
INTRODUCTION
The applications of Internet have been evolved from the
communications of the national defense and academic
researches into marketing, information services, recreations
and general commerce. The whole world is now devoted to
expanding electroniccommerce. In other words, the Internet
becomes
another communication medium besides
broadcasting, television, newspapers and magazines.
Moreover, it can be used interactively for doing transactions
like telephones and fax machines. Electronic commerce has
three business models: business-to-business
(B2B),
business-to-consumer (B2C), and consumer -to-consumer
(C2C). This research provides a conceptual framework for
B2C discussions.
Furthermore,in terms of B2C marketing activities, we should
persuade relationship marketing instead of transaction
marketing now. So-called relationship marketing aims at not
only providing different products to different customers but
also building long-term stable relationship with customers in
order to gain customers’ lifelong value. Most important,
when scholars discuss relationship marketing they find that
the central of relationship marketing is trust [15]. Moreover,
advantages of electronic shopping quite attract customers,
for example, saving time, more privacy, not expensive, etc.
But it truly has some risks. Customers who do their shopping
may perceive some risks in most stores, especially in
non-stores. Hence customers may take action to reduce
some risks and then affect customers’ purchase intentions
[17].

This research aims at the trust issue when customers go
shopping in electronic shopping sites. Main concerns would
be that how electronic shopping sites’ privacy policy and
reputation influence customers’ buying intentions.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKAND MODEL
Internet Shopping
Internet shopping is also called electronic shopping. Kotler
(1994)[12] suggests that Internet shopping is that customers
use personal computers linking on-line service to order
products or services. In other words, Internet is used as a
marketing channel. Generally speaking, when customers
browse electronic stores’ homepages through Internet and
buy goods from those stores, it is so-called Internet
shopping.
According to an investigation of the famous search engine
Yam.Com about Internet users in Taiwan in 1999 [22], the
result finds that the overwhelming majority (about 76.3%)
doesn’t shop through Internet. The primary concern is the
transaction safety which accounts for 46.5%. Other reasons
blocking their interests are the protection of their personal
information and transaction safety. One can see t hat because
of lack of trust, customers would not go shopping through
the Internet.
Privacy Policy
As the information age coming, Internet users growing and
technology developing, Internet has become a major tool of
gathering and communicating personal information by the
way of asking users for registering or providing their
personal information before supplying services. Therefore,
the conception of information privacy shows up.
Information privacy is different from traditional privacy,
which thinks of personal data protection and the
confrontation of privacy in the information age. So-called
information privacy is that the owner of data can’t use the
information for another purpose, which the person involved
provides for a particular purpose without informing and
acquiring agreement. The key point of this view is that
people are the originally productive source of their personal
datum, the final checker for the correctness and
completeness of their information, and the participative
decision-maker of their datumto use to what extent [13].
Since information privacy is so important, some Internet
stores start to explore relative privacy policy on homepages
in order to explain how they use customers’ data to protect
their rights. Nevertheless, IMSN’s surveyed 700 worldwide
sites and found that most of them (about 75%) still do not
exhibit privacy policy. Privacy policy means that sites
discloses such words as ‘privacy policy’ and displays
some options like FAQs and help on homepages. Other than
one can directly select someillustration about privacy policy
on the first page, most sites communicate its privacy policy 1037
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by step-by-step displays on the screen [21]. Additionally,
some sites show it by the ways of professional certification,
for example TRUSTe [11] or BBBonline [10]. Such
certification supplies the protection of privacy policy. Only
when a site identifies itself as an advocate of protecting
privacy and it’s privacy policy conforms with the rules of
data
protection,
it
can
then
apply
for
trustmark(

、

).The trustmark is

awarded only to sites that adhere to established privacy
principles and agree to comply with ongoing TRUSTe or
BBBonline oversight and consumer resolution procedures
[8].
Reputation
Reputation is a kind of social memory, which consists of
business past, experience, past products, managerial
performance and so on. The kind of social memory will form
good, not good, excellent or indistinct business evaluation.
In fact, aninstitution or company’s reputation is a blueprint,
which assembles customers’
image, social image,
investors’
image, and employees’ image through
institutions’ identification, naming, and self-statement as
shown in Figure 1 [3]. In other words, institutions’
reputation, which is a value judgment for institutions’
characteristics, usually forms with long-term accumulation
and reinforces by effective communication [9].
The past researches find that good or bad store’s reputation
is the mostconsiderable factor when customers go shopping
in electronic shopping sites [23]. Hence, among the most
successful factors of influencing electronic shopping sites,
Institutions'
identification

Naming,self-statement
Customers'
image

Employees'
image
Social image

Investors' image

Institutions' reputation

to build good reputation is theextremely important one. That
is to say, reputation can affect customers’ trust to
non-stores shopping and then influence their purchase
intentions.
Figure 1. The composition of a institution’s reputation [3]
Trust
Internet is a virtual circumstance. Transaction parties need
to shoulder some risks when they transact in the virtual
space. According to the social exchange theory, trust is an
important element between the two interdependent
transaction parties. Trust can reduce the opponent’s
opportunistic risk. If there are no trust between the two
parties, the transaction could still go on but probably could
have cognitive gap and even have accommodation results
[4].As fortrust’s definition, every scholar has his opinions.
Our research adopt the definition of Moorman, Zaltman &
Deshpande [19] which is more comprehensive. They

suggest that trust is to have willingness to trust transaction
partners, and to have confidence to them. If actors of trust
feel confident to trusted persons but have no willingness to
relay on them, then this kind of trust is very limited and
meaningless.
Driscoll (1978) and Scott (1980) classify trust according to
the formative process. Trust has two components: (1)
general component, includingbehavioral and affective trust;
(2) specific component, including situation and cognitive
trust [15]. Haider Ali & Sue Birley(1998)[1] propose a trust
model which includes cognitive and affective trust after
discussing the role of trust in marketing activities.
Daniel(1995) separate trust into two categories which are
affective base andcognitive base trust[15]. Michell, Reast &
Lynch (1998) [18] recommend twenty-two variables such as
confidence, truthfulness, integrity, professional standing,
reputation, fair-mindedness, benevolence, caring, values,
sincerity, helpful advertising, warranties, dependability,
quality consistency, quality standing, predictability,
guarantee from corporate name, personal experience,
opinion, purchasing duration, experience of peers, and
delivery. They divide the above-mentioned into four
dimensions which are probity, equity, reliability and
satisfaction. The four dimensions belong to affective and
cognitive variables. As Figure 2 shows. According to the
foregoing literature, our research suggests that the trust
should be made up of twocategories, which are affective and
cognitive trust.
Perceived Risk
Cox [6] indicates that customers will have perceived risks
when they cannot feel satisfying with thegoal of purchasing,
assuming customers’ behavior is goal-oriented. Perceived
risk is a function of two factors: (1) Customers perceive the
probability of disadvantage before buying; (2) Customers
subjectively perceive thedegrees of losses when the results
of buying are disadvantageous. Cunningham (1967) [7]
defines the former is uncertainty and the latter is
consequence. Moreover, Cunningham measures the specific
products’ risks and finds that those are in specific order.
That is, customers think some as higher perceived risk
products than others. They are in some order. However, we
should not classify different products into a high or low
perceived risk. Cunningham points out that perceived risk
are highly of individualistic nature and time dynamics. In
other words, one may feel the purchase situation risky, while
others may not. Different kinds of customers will perceive
different degrees of risks. Besides, customers may perceive
high risks in some point o f time, but they may not think so in
the future [17].
Roselius [20] classifies perceived risk factors into five
groups such as performance risk, financial risk, physical risk,
social risk and time-loss risk. Furthermore, a research about
Internet customers’ behavior finds that customers will face
five kinds of perceived risks: 1. Time risk: Customers worry
about wasting time when they search target goods in
electronic shopping sites because of the excessive content
loading (such as too many images). 2. Vendor risk:
Customers feel nervous about non-stores shopping. 3.
Security risk: Customers concern about computer crime that
may jeopardize the security of personal information and
credit card numbers. 4. Brand risk: Customers feel uncertain 1038
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Figure 2. The four dimensions of trust [18]
when facing unfamiliar brand. 5. Privacy risk: Customers
worry that personal information they left on the purchasing
site may be abused or resold.
METHOD
Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework, shown in Figure 3, includes four
parts: (1) Independent variable: sites’ privacy policy and
reputation. (2) Dependent variable: customers’ purchase

intentions. (3) Intervening variable: cognitive and affective
trust. (4) Moderating variable: customers’ perceived risk.
This research proposes following five hypotheses: H1:
privacy policy significantly influences cognitive trust. H2:
reputation significantly influences affective trust. H3: under
the interference of perceived risk, privacy policy
significantly influences cognitive trust. H4: under the
interference of perceived risk, reputation significantly
influences affective trust. H5: both cognitive and affective
trust significantly
influences customers’ purchase

H1
Sites’ privacy

Cognitive trust

policy
H3

H5

Customers’ perceived risk

Customers’
purchase intentions

H4
Sites’ reputation

Affective trust
H2

Figure 3. The conceptual framework
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intentions.
Operational definitions
Independent variables: A site’s reputation can be classified
into either good or bad reputation according to a famous
company’s virtual Internet investigation. In terms of sites’
privacy policy, this research categorizes a site by whether it
discloses privacy policy in the first page.
Dependent variables. This researchrevises the measurement
of shopping intention by Baker etc. [2], which include three
items tojudge thepossibility of shopping in a specific store.
Intervening variables. Cognitive and affective trust are
measured by using the trust model of Paul Michell etc. [18]
Moderating variable. Our research modifies Chung’s [5]
research thatseparates perceived risk into five parts such as
financial, performance,psychology, social and time risk. The
degrees of perceived risk are the product of the risk
probability and the testee’ s subjective importance of the
risk.
Experiment design
The point of our research is how customers’ trust which
come from Internet shopping sites’ privacy policy and
reputation influence their purchase intentions. The research
method we adopt is laboratory experiment because of better
internal validity. Furthermore, our research conveys
questionnaires through Internet. The reasons are Internet is
closer to the population we needs and more advantageous
than traditional questionnaire investigation. Internet
investigations can directly perform by www and can avoid
some work like copy, print and so on. Besides, Internet
questionnaires can use pc to collect data and compile
statistics, which is more efficient and correct than a
traditional way.
Our researchattaches the address of questionnaire in emails
that gather from snowball sampling. This experiment
involves 2(good/bad reputation)*2(privacy
policy/no
privacy policy)=4 groups that each one has 43 units.
Because of the characters of Internet, not all products are
suitable to sale by Internet. Therefore, we select mobile
phones as experimental target in order to fit for Internet
circumstances. The content of four experimental web pages
all download and revise form a real website. And their names
are faked up in order to avoid the disturbance of existing
image.
RESULTS
172 samples are collected. The reliability of each construct is
more than 0.7and is reasonable high. The constructs and
corresponding reliabilities are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Reliabilities of constructs
Construct
Cronbach’s alpha
Affective trust
0.8599
Cognitive trust

0.7887

Purchase intentions

0.9079

Perceived risk

0.8597

The relationship between privacy policy and cognitive
trust
When privacy policy is used as the independent variable
and cognitive trust as the dependent variable. Table 2 lists
the one-way ANOVA results. In other words, H1 isn’t

rejected. Privacy policy significantly influences cognitive
trust.

Source

Table 2. Summary of one-way ANOVA
Sum of
df
Mean
F-value
Squares
Squares

Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

143.101

1

143.101

1331.806

170

7.834

1474.907

171

18.266***

*** means p<0.05
The relationship between reputation and affective trust
When reputation is used as the independent variable and
affective trust as the dependent variable. Table 3 lists the
one-way ANOVA results. In other words, H2 isn’t rejected.
Reputation significantly influences affective trust.
Table 3. Summary of one-way ANOVA
Source
Sum of
df
Mean
F-value
Squares
Squares
Between
Groups
Within
Groups
Total

252.928

1

252.928

1339.368

170

7.879

1592.297

171

32.103***

*** means p<0.05
The moderate effect of perceived risk
One can use reputation and perceived risk as independent
variables and affective trust as dependent variable.
Additionally, one can us privacy policy and perceived risk as
the independent variable and cognitive trust as the
dependent variable to perform regression analysis. Table 4
and Table 5 list the statistic results. We find that H3 and H4
are partly rejected. That is to say, perceived risk doesn’t
significantly influences affective and cognitive trust.
Table 4. Summary of ANOVA
Source
Sum of
df
Mean
F-value
Squares
Squares
Regression 580.359
2
190.179
48.462***
Residual
Total
Source
Regression

1011.938
1592.297
Sum of
Squares

169
171
df

5.988

146.444

2

73.222

Mean
Squares

F-value
9.315***

Residual 1328.463
169
7.861
Total
1474.907
171
*** means p<0.05
Note: Independent variables of the above are reputation and
perceived risk, and dependent variable is affective trust.
（R=0.604;R2=0.364）; Independent variables of the bottom
are privacy policy and perceived risk, and dependent
variable is cognitive trust.（R=0.315;R2=0.099）
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Table 5. Summary of regression analysis
Unstandardized
Standardized
t-value
coefficients
coefficients
Reputation 1.732
Perceived
3.339E-04
risk
Unstandardized
coefficients
Privacy
1.903
policy
Perceived
3.585E-03
risk
*** means p<0.05

0.604
0.004
Standardized
coefficients

9.808***
0.070
t-value

0.319

4.316***

0.048

0.652

The relationship among cognitive trust, affective trust,
and purchase intentions
When affective and cognitive trust is used as independent
variables and purchase intentions as the dependent variable
to perform. Table 6 and Table 7 list the regression analysis
results. We find that H5 is partly rejected. That is to say,
cognitive trust significantly influences purchase intentions,
but affective trust doesn’t significantly influence purchase
intentions.
Table 6. Summary of ANOVA
Source
Sum of
df
Mean
F-value
Squares
Squares
Regression 1218.473
2
609.236
84.115***
Residual 1224.056
169
7.243
Total
2442.529
171
*** means p<0.05
Note: Independent variables are cognitive trust and affective
trust, and dependent variable is purchase intentions.
（R=0.706;R2=0.499）
Table 7. Summary of regression analysis
Unstandardized
Standardized
t-value
coefficients
coefficients
Cognitive
0.727
0.170
6.407***
trust
Affective
0.210
0.565
1.926
trust
*** means p<0.05
CONCLUDING REMARKS
These samples show that the majority of the Internet users
are male. The ages are between 21 and 25, of college
education or above, mostly students, and inhabitations are
in thenorth. Because of the fastcirculating information in the
north, t his group can more easily make use of Internet to do
something about trade activities.
According to statistic analysis, different levels of privacy
policy and reputation can independently influence the
cognitive and affective trust significantly. In addition, in
terms of the influences of cognitive trust, affective trust to
purchase intentions, the influences of cognitive trust are
more than affective trust obviously. In fact, related reports
show that in all kinds of reasons to affect purchase
intentions, the proportion of caring about trade safety is
46.5% [22]. That is, customers decide when to go shopping

by Internet on cognitive trustmostly. Even though, affective
trust still affects purchase intentions just notsignificantly.In
the case of the moderate effect of perceived risk, the
affection to trust isn’t significant. The reasons are that
customers will take actions like data collection, their or
someone experience, preventive methods (buy high quality
products) and so on to avoid or decrease risks when facing
[14]. Therefore, the influences relatively decrease to trust
and make the result isn’t significant.
Customers’ purchase intentions will increase if managers
concern privacy policy and try to solve from the beginning.
Moreover, to establish websites’ reputation can retrieve
customers’ unsafety by advertisements, management
strategies. Because of the insignificant results of perceived
risk, we can discuss what strategies influence trust except
reputation and privacy policy anddevelop another model for
Internet issues.
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ABSTRACT
In recent times, most of governments make tremendous
efforts to build up the information technology (IT) industry.
This study investigates whether the huge amount of
injection of money to IT industry is really effective to
upgrade the national competitiveness through the
examination of the relationship between the productivity and
informatization. In particular, we test the hypothesis that the
informatization level has a positive effect on the productivity
at the national level utilizing the aggregate data on index of
informatization and productivity. The proxies for
productivity are total factor productivity (TFP) and labor
productivity. Our main findings are twofold. First is that the
informatization level has a positive relationship with total
factor productivity in broad sense. Second, the positive
relationship between total labor productivity and
informatization gets stronger in the countries with relatively
higher informatization level, such as USA or Finland.

productivity.
Based
on
ITU(International
Telecommunication Union) data, national informatization
index is measured to compare informatization level among
the six countries. The main objective of the present study is
descriptive. We set out to explore the relations between IT
and productivity, and whether these relations are
statistically significant according to our expectations. We
also examine whether the IT productivity paradox exists and,
if then, how we can explain the phenomenon.
PAST RESEARCH ON THEIMPACTOF IT
Impact of IT on firm performance
Review of the literature on IT and business performance
reveals that three different models of the IT-performance
linkage have been proposed and tested: the direct effects
model; the conversion effectiveness model; and the
intermediate effects model (Bharadwa, Bharadwa &
Konsynski 1995).

INTRODUCTION
Over the past twenty to thirty years Information Technology
(IT) has spread rapidly throughout modern industrial
economies. Despite of enormous investments in IT and
significant enhancements in the underlying technology
there is controversy as to whether these investments have
made businesses and economies, in aggregate, more
productive (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1993 & 1996; Strassmann
1990; Berndt and Morrison 1992; Triplett 1998; Krueger 1993).
Although the information systems literature is replete with
anecdotal evidence documenting spectacular successes
obtained through IT investments (e.g., American Airlines or
Federal Express), there is a critical shortage of research
documenting statistical evidence linking IT investments to
increased firm performance. There are, however, a significant
number of empirical studies that show little or no evidence
relating IT to macroeconomic productivity, moreover
showing the
so-called “productivity paradox”
phenomenon.
IT can produce different impacts at different levels of
aggregation in the environment: for the individual, group,
organization, industry, and economy or society. Obviously,
there are different types of impacts which also vary
depending on the process or phenomena (Chismar & Kriebel
1985). In this paper we execute empirical study of IT’s impact
on macroeconomic productivity. We investigate six
countries in OECD to analyze the relationship between the
national informatization level and the macroeconomic
productivity. Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and real output
per worker hour are used to measure the macroeconomic

The direct effects model (Figure 1) hypothesizes a direct link
between IT and some measure of business performance.
This model implicitly assumes that investigating in IT will
suffice to produce superior results along some dimensions
of organizational performance (Lucas 1993). Taken as a
whole, studies employing this model reveals only weak or
negative effects of IT’s impact on firm level performance
(Wilson 1993).
The conversion effectiveness model (Figure 2) is a revised
version of the direct effects model. Weill(1992) argued that
investments in IT do not per se translate into superior
performance, unless the investing firms can efficiently use
their IT resources. A firm’s conversion effectiveness
mediates its ability to translate IT investments into
productive output. However, the assumption that there is a
direct and measurable link between the use of IT and firm
performance still persists.
The intermediate effects model (Figure 3) posits that IT will
impact organizational performance indirectly through
intermediate outcome variables. In their study employing
this model, Barua, Kriebel, and Mukhopadhyay (1995)
concluded that IT favorably impacts certain intermediate
outcome variables (e.g., capacity utilization, inventory
turnover), which in turn are found to be significant drivers of
market share and ROA.
An alternate conceptualization of IT, that of the moderator
(contingency) model of IT’s effects on business
performance, was proposed by Bharadwa and et al. (1995). In 1043
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contrast to the mediational role of IT, they argued that the
benefit which a business derives from its IT capabilities is
contingent on the joint effects of IT with industry structure
variables, competitive strategies, and firm-specific
intangibles.

paper also uses real output per work hour in manufacturing
industry to compare productivity of labor among six
countries.

HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY
Impact on macroeconomic productivity
Measures of IT productivity at the macro level of the
economy do not yield a fair comparison because there are
many other factors that have influenced the productivity of
the entire national economy (Due 1994). Although the total
investment in capital stock of the economy represented by
IT have been increasing rapidly, productivity gains resulting
from this investment have not become apparent and some
researches have shown even decrease in productivity.
This embarrassing and controversial phenomenon is the
so-called productivity paradox. Brynjolfsson(1992) pointed
out that four explanations for thephenomenon can be given:
Measurement error. The input and output of
information-consuming industries are not being
properly measured by conventional approaches.
Lags. Time lags in the payoffs from IT make
analysis of current costs versus current benefits
misleading.
Redistribution. IT may be used to benefit parts of
the enterprise in way that may not benefit the
enterprise as a whole.
Mismanagement. The lack of explicit measures of
the value of information makes it vulnerable to
misallocation and over-consumption.
However, recent studies using the United States data on and
after 1990 have shown the positive relationship between IT
investment and productivity. While many empirical
researches have been done on the productivity paradox
problem in the United States, there has been little comparable
research among other countries (Wong, 1994). Therefore, it
is needed to study whether this phenomenon is different
among several countries and , if then, how we can explain it.
Informatization level and productivity
For the comparable research among several countries,
objective measure is required to indicate IT investment level
of one country as an independent variable. We use national
informatization index, as a sort of surrogate variable, to show
IT investment (or informatization) level. It can be
conveniently used to identify various phenomena of IT
utilization quantitatively. National informatization index is
composed of seven items (table 2-1) that are extracted from
four areas for the easy and objective comparison. This index
is based on ITU (International Telecommunication Union)
data.
In this paper, Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and real output
per worker hour are used to measure the macroeconomic
productivity. TFP concept was appeared to measure the
actual contribution of technology advancement to economic
growth. Growth accounting methodology (Solow 1957) has
been used to analyze TFP in a number of researches. This

Hypothesis
This paper is to investigate the relationship between
informatization level and productivity using the sample from
OECD countries. The first hypothesis is that informatization
level has the positive relationship with total labor
productivity for each country. In recent times, the spread of
Information Technology influences the performance of
business activity through the channel of technological
innovation. The technological innovation can be
represented by the total factor productivity(TFP). Second
hypothesis is that informatization level has the positive
relationship with labor productivity for each country. The
labor productivity is defined as the ratio of GDP to working
hours. As the informatization level deepens, the
infrastructure of information technology in each society
arrives at the mature stage. The high level of capital output
ratio strengthen the labor productivity. Third hypothesis is
that the positive effect of informatization level to total factor
productivity and labor productivity is stronger in the society
with higher level of information technology than the case of
the society with lower level of information technology. The
third hypothesis is to explain the productivity paradox in
terms of lag effect of informatization level to productivity.
Empirical model
For the test of three hypothesis, this study utilizes the
regression techniques as well as correlation methods. In
case of regression models, we test the hypothesis using four
empirical models. The equation (1) is to test the first and
second hypothesis that informatization level has the
positive relationship with total factor productivity or labor
productivity
PROD(t) = INT + INFO(t)

(1)

Where PROD(t) is the proxy variable to represent the current
state of productivity. In this paper, we employ total factor
productivity and labor productivity. INT is the intercept of
regression equation. INFO(t) represent the current state of
informatization level for each country. The and  are
regression coefficients.. The equation (2) is to test the third
hypothesis that it t akes a time for the informatization level to
influence the productivity. In other words, there is a lag
effect.
PROD(t) = INT + INFO(t) + INFO(t-1)

(2)

Where PROD(t) is the proxy variable to represent the current
state of productivity. The INT is the intercept of regression
equation and INFO(t) represent the current state of
informatization level for each country. The novelty of
equation (2) is that the equation (2) includes the term
INFO(t-1), last year’s informatizatio level, to examine the
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significance of lag effect of informatization to productivity.
The , and are regression coefficients. This study
employs the equation (3) and equation (4) to obtain more
detailed dynamic pattern of the information and
technological investment to productivity.
PROD(t) = INT + INFO(t) + INFO(t-1)
+ INFO(t-2)
(3)
PROD(t) = INT + INFO(t) + INFO(t-1)
+ INFO(t-2) + INFO(t-3)
(4)
In equation (3) and equation (4), the term INFO(t-2) and
INFO(t-3) represent the informatization levels two years ago
and three years ago.
Data
This paper employs the national informatization index to
represent the informatization level for OECD countries such
as Unites States, United Kingdom, France, Norway,
Australia and South Korea. The national informatization
index is calculated from the computer, communication,
broadcasting and internet sectors. This paper employs the
data of national informatization index obtained from the
White Paper of National Informatization published from
South Korea. This paper employs total factor
productivity(TFP) and labor productivity as a proxy for the
productivity.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The Relationship Between Informatization and Total
Factor Productivity
The paper classifies six OECD countries into three categories:
High informatization group, Middle informatization group
and Low informatization group. The high informatization
group includes United States and Norway. The middle
informatization group includes Australia and United
Kingdom, and the low informatization group, South Korea
and France. The correlation analysis shows that the
correlation relationship is stronger in case of high
informatization group than those in case of middle and low
informatization group.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
Figures and tables are available upon request.

Production Paradox and Lag Effect
The Regression results shows that the current value of
informatization level, INFO(t) does not influence the current
value of total factor productivity, PROD(t) in four
specifications of the regression equation. Itseems to signify
that there is a phenomenon of production paradox. In case of
lag effect, the coefficient of the lagged value of total factor
productivity, PROD(t-2) is positive sign and t-value of that
coefficient is relatively large although it is not significant. It
might suggest that it takes a time to have a significant effect
of investment in Information Communication Technology.
REFERENCES
[1] Brynjolfsson, E., 1993, "The Productivity Paradox of
Information Technology: Review and Assessment,"
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The Impact of Risk Preference on Auction Mechanism: An Experimental Approach
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Abstract
Auction is an important exchange mechanism from both the practical as well as
theoretical perspective. The advent of the Internet has opened up new research arena for
the theory of auctions. In this paper, we investigate the bidding behavior of subjects
under three mechanisms, namely, the first-price, second-price, and third-price sealed-bid
auctions, taking into consideration the risk profile of the subjects. In particular, we
address the question of whether third-price auctions generate the highest expected
revenue for the seller when bidders are risk seeking (Monderer and Tennenholtz (2000)).
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“ABSTRACT”
The new e-conomy characterizes itself by its newness and its
potentiality of growth. In order to participate in this activity,
the companies are renewing their processes of business, as
well as the old ways to serve and to attract their clients. This
has motivated traditional business to move its commercial
operations towards others, much more dynamic, that are
based on using computer supports and the use of networks
through the connection to the Internet and the web pages.
The main obstacle for using new technologies has been the
great number of Spanish business, specially the small and
medium ones, that have restricted themselves only to include
these information technologies to apply them exclusively, to
their processes and internal procedures, instead of using
them to overcome the difficulties and the barriers imposed
by their environment, or to improve their competitiveness
and their position in the market. With all the above, this
work will be based on the examination and overhaul of the
“Resource-Based View” (RBV), of the Theory of the
Distinguishing Competitions, and its adjustment to the
dynamic and turbulent environment that characterizes this
segment of business.
The incorporation of technological advances in the
telecommunications and computer science fields, has
supposed the consolidation of worldwide scale markets that
are provided with a great facility for the analysis of an ample
volume of information, that allows decision taking in real
time.
The sum of these new technologies in the companies can be
turned into inimitable resources, where the characteristics of
their products it have to be differentiated in a very evident
way. That is the reason why it can be generated competitive
advantages, especially in costs leadership or differentiation
of the products.
The processes known with the name Digital Economy B2B
or B2C, receive the denomination of e-business, including
the field that is known as e-conomy. In agreement with [1,
p.21], there are different steps in the evolution of initiatives
by e-business channel, that go from the provision of
information, to the creation of markets, which would
culminate the cycle of this evolution.
The main conclusions will be:
A great part of the Spanish companies are in the first step of
the preparation for e-business cycle.

Another of the detected problems is the difficulty that exists
to get to know the behavior habits of the consumers. Finally,
we will mention the nonexistence of a model of enterprise
culture for small and medium business, which could support
the technological infrastructures that are necessary to
complete all the stages of e-business, as well as the
construction of trustworthy and periodically updated
databases, that would go over the profiles of the customers.
Keyword: e-conomy, e-business, competitive advantages,
intangible assets, e-commerce, RBV, distinctive competition.

INTRODUCTION
The enormous opportunities that emerge daily throw Internet,
are allowing persons, corporations, and states to use Internet
technology with increasing intensely, which at the same time
requires the design of new systems in order to adapt more
effectively to this technology. The boom of Internet is
considered to be one of the most relevant characteristics of
the actual decade.
If the general evolution of Internet in Spain were evaluated,
we can find that a clear disproportion exits between its
influence level and its real penetration. However, this
disproportion is decreasing proportionally to the increase of
it users and the number of firms and organizations that are
adopting this new form of informatics’ navigation. Never
less the stock situation of the firms known as .com has not
been as favorable as expects, because although they
awakened great expectations there are not yet firmly
established enough to attracts the confidence of institutional
investors.
THE RESOURCE-BASED VIEW THEORY (RBV)
The RBV theory analyzes the interior textual of
organizations according the work of [2], [3], [4], [5], {6] &
[7].
Another theory is that of Distinctive Competence due to [8]
& [9], also examines the internal aspects which might
determine business success. However the RBV theory
centres on the analysis of an organization’s internal elements
to find the causes that lead to the differences in the
empresarial resources.
From this perspective the company’s resources constitute
the basic unity of analysis, making success or failure depend
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on this resources, even though external factors also influence
their level of competitivity.
However technical and specialized it may be, information
can be estimated as a key resources for the organizations. In
consequence the tactical dimension of knowledge is
considered the principal essence of empresarial potentiality.
The differentiation between resources and capacities is based
on the treatment of resources as inputs, which are
incorporated in the productive process and which process
together with the market, a certain form of real characters,
not virtual, while the capacities refer to ability of the
individuals s, groups and organizations to carryout certain
tasks and accomplish certain functions which accumulated
definitively within the organizations. [5] [p.116]. At the
same time, [5] [p.119] classifies the resources in: physical,
financiers,
humans,
technological,
reputation
and
organizational.
The intangible resources constitute the origins of the
competitive advantages of the company, and include the rest
of the resources and its capacities
[5] & [7].

business -B2B-; business -to-consumer -B2C-; between
companies or even between two consumers, it receives the
denomination of e-business [1] [p.33].
The companies usually follow a related to e-business
evolution, as the one that appears represented in FIGURE 1.
FIGURE 1: PHASES IN THE EVOLUTION OF THE
INITIATIVES OF E-BUSINESS
Communities of Interests Market
maker
Real Time Organizations
One on one Relations
Transaction Activation
Interaction with the consumer
Information Supply
1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

SOURCE: [1][p.21]

The technology is a mean that can be used in other areas of
the organization without losing his previous qualities. It also
admits the possibility of integrating and combination itself
with other technological resources.
Companies that use the same group of techniques can be
differentiated from others, if they have social relations and
complementary resources that allow them to get a better
advantage of the technology, which would mean to turn into
irreplaceable this technological resource [7] [p.107]. A
strategically irreplaceable resource will harness the
technological capacities -that is composed by organizational
structures and culture of business-.
The technology is directly related to the innovating efforts of
the company, wh ich are in last instance, the elements that
provide competitiveness. Therefore, the change from the
technology to the competitiveness usually takes place
through the innovation. The innovation turns the potential
(the one from the technological resources) into economic
goods or products and thus, according with [10] [p.134], we
can consider the innovation as the result of the application of
one or several technologies to the development of new
products and/or processes, or to the improvement of these
ones.
THE E-CONOMY
The economy includes the virtually world, in where a type of
business is carried out; in which it is created and exchanged
value and in where it takes place the transactions trough a
one -by -one relationships, in agreement with [1] [p.1].
Any initiative made through Internet (tactical or strategic), in
where the business relations are transformed: business-to-

- The information supply appears in the beginning, when the
organizations use Internet to present their advertising
brochures, the lists of telephones of the employees and later
on, some more important documents, like catalogues and
lists of prices.
-The phase of interaction with the customer happens when
the companies start a system of communication with their
clients that allow them to enter, to ask for and to establish
the type of added value that is necessary to provide. The
term "client" can have several meanings: a consumer, a final
client, an employee, and etceteras.
-The phase of the transaction activation takes place when the
companies begin to use the network to extend the processes
aimed to sale products, storing of provisions and other
necessities.
-The phase of one-on-one relations arises when Internet is
used to create customized products equipped with
interactivity. Since the Web technology allows the
companies to deal with the clients in an individualized way,
the allocation of prices to products becomes fluid and, it
often ends up with an auctions-type process.
-The stage of real time organizations is characterized by the
capacity of the company to provide its clients and to plan its
suppliers in the less possible time.
-Regarding the phase of communities of interests, it consists
on the creation of an added value chain through the use of
Internet, which will serve as a bond and, as an assembly of
companies and will help to improve the commercial relations
among them, based on the common interests.
THE DIGITAL MARKET
A basic element for a company that wants to begin in any
type of business, is the knowledge of its customers.
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This question has been demonstrated in the survey made by
the Spanish Association of Electronic Commerce [11] in
March of 2001, in which a sample of 4,200 companies
established in Spain, was analyzed. The most relevant data
from the mentioned study indicate that a 24% of the Spanish
companies (203.400), have got a Web page in the Internet,
being the main objectives of their Web sites: to make
publicity; to give information about products and services
they offer; the seizure of clients and the sales and the
customers liaison, as it appears in FIGURE 2.

FIGURE 4: TYPES OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
SUPPLIED THROUGH THE INTERNET
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FIGURE 2: OBJECTIVES OF THE ENTERPRISE WEB
PAGES IN THE INTERNET
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From the total amount of companies with Web page, 13,6%
of them sale their products or services through the Internet.

The main difficulties demonstrated by the companies that
compose the sample, for the accomplishment of the sales
vary widely and are showed in FIGURE 5: a 23% of these
companies declare not to find any problem, a 19% affirm the
distrust in the system of payments by their clients, a 14%
faces the ignorance of computers by their customers, a 11%
indicate the habits of the consumer like the main difficulty
and a 29% declare other barriers using the network of
networks.
FIGURE 5: MAIN BARRIERS FOR THE SALE IN
INTERNET
40%
35%

The main incoming sources in the electronic commerce are
the sales of products and services (76,6%); the publicity
(19,7%); the attainment of subscriptions (10,1%); the
collection of commissions (9,1%) and others (5,9%), as it
shows FIGURE 3.
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FIGURE 3: INCOMING SOURCES IN THE
ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
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The investments made by the companies also vary and, thus
the figures expressed in U.S. dollars reflect that 28,6% of
them declare to have invested less than 1.500; the 21,7% of
the companies, answer that they have spent within 1.500 and
5.000; the 8,4% of them declare to have made an investment
located from 5,000 to 25.000; 2,8% indicate that they have
spent between 30.000 and 75.000. Finally, 2,3% invested
more than 250.000.

25%
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35%

25%
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The type of products and services that are offered by the
companies trough the Internet are: lodging bookings (61,1%);
trip bookings (50,8%); books (22,1%); software (10,3%);
educational (10,2%); hardware (3,8%) and insurances (2,5%),
as it shows FIGURE 4.

Another circumstance talks about the reasons why the
companies do not sell in Internet and the main answers are:
the 28,3% indicate that they do not have appropriate
products for the distribution by this channel; the 18,8% think
that there is no necessity to work with a Web. The 13,1%
consider that the size of their company is very small; the
10,2% that his target group is inadequate; 8% adduce the
lack of technological knowledge; the 5,4% do not see it as a
clear opportunity of business, the 5% shows the
circumstance of the conflict with the traditional channels of
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sales. The 4.1% has still not considered it and the 3.5%
consider it like a project on the way to accomplis h.
Spain has a total of 7,63 million users of the Internet, from
which 970.000 indicate that they had made some purchase
by this channel during year 2000 and its average cost of
purchase by Internet was of 175 USD per inhabitant and year.
Nevertheless, the use of Internet is not uniform in all the
places, according to Netvalue. In its analysis on the results of
Internet in Europe , it reveals that a 12.7% of the Spanish
homes are connected to the network. [12] In France it is up
to 17,6%, in Germany to 25,8% and the United Kingdom to
31,2%.
This study also indicates that 46.2% of Spanish people have
been connected less than a year, whereas a 23.1% have been
connected more than two years. Finally the 63% of the
Spanish people who use the Web are younger than 35 years,
percentage that in France reaches 59.9% and in the United
Kingdom 48,6%.
[1] [p.11], declare that the mechanism adapted for the
preparation for the use of the Internet is made up of six
fundamental factors: the clients, the global unions, the
alliances, the employees, the business culture and the
possibility of getting the access to the information. That is
why the qualities most important to get the success trough
the use of the electronic business is: the leadership, the
business model, the capacities and the technology.

CONCLUSIONS
The companies try to adapt their models of business, when
the economy and the habits of the consumers change.
In this context, the new digital tools constitute an appreciable
aid for the companies, when allowing them to apply business
patterns, that adapt better to the necessities of the markets,
and when they are sufficiently flexible to adapt quickly to
their variations.
In order to conquest successfully in the new economy, it is
essential to have the necessary infrastructure to take
advantage of the digital technology, creating new
alternatives of value, that fit the clients and the consumers,
who also will benefit to: to be able to accede to information
referred to the range of the produced goods; to have an
effective and fast technical service; to be able to make the
configuration of its own products; the unloading of
information on specific subjects; the improvement of its
communications; etceteras.
The failure of the companies that act in the e-cono my usually
is due to, the lack of proposals of value for its customers, not
using or not knowing the opportune models, and the lack of
strategic controls enough and adapted to maintain and to
stimulate the yield in this class of businesses.

The development of the resources as well as the capacities,
gives the companies the competitive advantages and
indicates the way of its future evolution. As the new
alternatives to apply appear, also the new opportunity
sources arise, that cause improvements
in the
competitiveness.
The possibility of extension of the new technologies,
knowledge and capacities, will allow to solve new
necessities, and will improve the way to satisfy those, that
already were being taken care of.
The capacity to combine, to administer and to harness the
resources, which the company has, depends on its
organization capacities, the dominion of skills and abilities,
and on the technology chosen. It is a slow process that is not
immediately translated to financial results.
For that reason, the companies that try to generate
competitive advantages, must fix long-term objectives,
oriented towards the technological leadership -as the German
companies do- or decide to increase the market quotes -as
the Japanese do-.
In reference to Spanish companies, we believe that one of
the best alternatives to choose, would be to aim themselves
towards the development of applications of self-made
models, that would serve to sustain effective channels of
communication with their customers, to discern the nonsatisfied necessities by this activity, and which also, could
generate differentiating competitive advantages.
The capacities arise from the individuals, being the
continuous formation of the personnel somewhat crucial.
Tied with the personnel policie s, there is the corporate
culture, being this one the result of a continuous process,
oriented towards the communication to all the members of
the company, in an assembly of rules and uniform values.
The fundamental thing consists on the diffusion and
transmission to all the organization, of an assembly of
principles and beliefs that favor the accumulation of
specialized knowledge and cause a desire of constant
improvement and permanent learning.
The development of certain capacities that stimulate the
generation of other new ones, the existence of the values, the
language and the common identity keys, will favor the
transmission inside the organization of those knowledge and
abilities. By all this, the culture, the will of the company and
the goals that would be indicated, will be the result of the
application of that capacity to learn, to develop or to improve
new businesses.
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ABSTRACT
Although repurchase intention and customer
satisfaction have attracted a lot of attention in
service management research, relatively few
studies have discussed the impact of waiting
time on repurchase frequency. In this study,
we investigate the effect of waiting time and
other service quality factors on customer
satisfaction and repurchase frequency. Using
the Generalized Linear Model as a tool, a
Return Frequency Model was developed to
describe the relationship between number of
return visits in certain time period and the
waiting time and different service factors in
the fast food service setting. Using
Polytomous Logistic Regression, an Overall
Satisfaction Model was developed to
demonstrate the relationship between
customer’s overall satisfaction level, waiting
time and service quality.
1. INTRODUCTION
Service quality has become a very popular
topic among practitioners and academic
researchers. Improving service quality has
become one of the most important strategies
for a service provider to differentiate
themselves from their competitors and thus
position them selves more effectively in the
marketplace [4].
Rust & Oliver (1994)
suggested that quality is one dimension on
which satisfaction is based. Service quality is
viewed as an antecedent to satisfaction.
In previous research, it was suggested that

waiting time significantly influence customer
satisfaction [7]. Customer waiting time for
services typically represents the first
interaction between customers and most
service delivery processes, so the importance
of properly managing waiting times is of
significant interests to most service
operations.
Waiting for a service is a
pervasive and often unavoidable experience
for customers and appears to be a strong
determinant of overall satisfaction with the
service and customer loyalty [28] [32] [33]
[12]. As the standard of living in many
countries increases, the value of customers'
time also increases; therefore, the speed of
service has been shown to provide a firm with
a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
In marketing literature, return or repurchase is
a consequence of satisfaction.
The
importance of customer satisfaction in
relation to return rates in the hospitality field
has long been noted. Therefore, the link
between satisfaction and the long-term
retention of customers is typically formulated
by marketing practitioners and scholars, and
is treated as the starting point, rather than the
core question of the analysis.
The phenomenon that has been discussed
above is especially significant for fast food
service operations.
People who visit fast
food outlets mainly do so because they are in
a hurry for their meals.
Therefore, their
waiting time as well as some essential
customer satisfaction factors such as
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cleanliness of the restaurant and the staffs’
attitude to service are believed to be important
determinants as to whether the customers will
revisit the restaurant or not. This will directly
affect the profit of the operations. As a
consequence, fast food service is a typical
industry in which people are interested in
investigating the determinants for overall
customer
satisfaction
and
repurchase
behavior.
A service manager needs to
understand the form of these relationships, so
that they can apply suitable methods for
improvement.
In other previous research, statistical methods
such as Linear Regression, Factor Analysis
and LISREL have been used to identify the
underlying service factors affecting customer
satisfaction and customers’ numbers of return
visits. The important factors that have been
found in fast food operations so far include
cleanliness of the restaurants, freshness of the
food, speed of service, service attitude
employees, food price and convenience of
location, etc.
Although many publications provide a
theoretical basis for studying the waiting time,
consumer satisfaction and return frequency,
they have failed to investigate the relationship
between waiting time and the return
frequency directly for a defined length of
period. The aim of this study is to investigate
the impact of waiting time and other service
quality factors on customer satisfaction and
return frequency in the fast food industry.
Using the Generalized Linear Model as a tool,
a Return Frequency Model was build with
data collected from students at the City
University of Hong Kong. This model will
describe the relationship between the number
of return visits in certain time period, waiting
time and other service quality factors. Using
Polytomous Logistic Regression techniques,
an Overall Satisfaction Model was also built.
The model describes the Relationship
between the customer’s overall satisfaction
level, the waiting time and other service
quality factors.
2. THEORETICAL MODELS

2.1 Return Frequency Model
A generalized linear model (GLM) is used to
study the relationship between the waiting
time and the repurchase frequency in fast food
operation. Ehrenberg (1998) suggested that
the probability of a customer making r
purchases with a long-run mean purchasing
frequency in a given time-period is given by
the Poisson distribution
f(r) = e-r /r!

(2.1)

In a single period of time length T, the mean
number of return visits is supposed to have
the
following
inversely
proportional
relationship with the waiting time (w).
T
aw bX c

m

(2.2)

where
a is the parameter of waiting time w
b is the parameters of other service factors
vector X
c is the constant
As a result, the probability of the number of
return visits r given the waiting time w in a
period of length T is given by:
f(r/w) = e-(T/aw+bx+c) [T/(aw+bx+c)] r / r! (2.3)
Since this probability function is a member of
exponential family, the concept of GLM is
adopted in order to estimate the parameters
and find the significant factors affecting the
number of returns.
In this study, the log likelihood function of
the response variable (number of return visits)
with Poisson distribution is
l(m, y) = ( yi logmi - mi )
for y=0,1,2…..

(2.4)

Alternatively, bj can be found by minimizing
the deviance function
D(y ; m) = 2l (y , y)-2l (m,y)
= 2 S { y i log (yi / m
i ) – (yi - m
i ) } (2.5)
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where i = exp =
i exp

In order to interpret the results for the PLR,
the proportional odds model is used.
Moreover, it is easier to investigate by
focusing on the Cumulative Logit.

p

b

j

xij

j 1

2.2 Overall Satisfaction Model
Polytomous logistic regression (PLR) is used
to quantify the categorical measurement of
overall satisfaction.
Logistic regression is frequently used to
model
the
relationship
between
a
dichotomous response variable and a set of
predictor variables. It is common that the
response variable may have more than two
levels. PLR is a method that can examine the
relationship between a nominal level
dependent variable with multiple categories
and
independent
variables
that
are
dichotomous or continuous.
For a response variable with T+1 categories,
denote by d (d=0,….,T) the category and by
x’=(x1 ,….x p ) the vector of covariates (x’
denotes the transpose of x). Let Zdi be an
indicator variable which equals to 1 if the ith
case is in the dth category and 0 otherwise,
i=1,….,n where n is the sample size. Denote
by Pdi the conditional probability
Pdi =P[Zdi =1|xi], d=0,…..T
Therefore,
T

Pdi =exp (xi’b d) / {  exp (x’ib t)}

(2.6)

t 0

where bt are vectors of unknown parameters.
For uniqueness, it is common to define bo =0.
This category is referred to as the baseline or
reference category. Thus, according to the
equation.
log (Pdi /P oi )=x’ibd

(2.7)
^

Log [prob (Yk)/ prob (Y>k)] =
a k=1 + b k=2 + c k=3 + … … … . . . + A +B +

C+ D….
(2.8)
where
Y = the response variable
k = number of levels of the dependent
variable
a, b, c, , , , ...= parameters of the
independent variables
A, B, C, D= the level of each independent
variables where they are converted to 0-1
indicator variables
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A two-phase survey was carried out to test the
return frequency model and the customer
satisfaction model show above. The results
indicate that waiting time and other service
factors such as the staffs’ attitude, price of
food, seat availability and quality of food
significantly influence the customers' return
frequency. Results also show that waiting
time, the staffs’ attitude, food quality, variety
of food and the environment of the fast food
outlets
significantly
affect
customer
satisfaction. However, the significance of the
relationship depends on the time period of the
visits.
These models help managers to identify the
significant factor that influence customer's
satisfaction and return frequency in the fast
food industry. Managers should try to
improve the customer satisfaction by focusing
on the factors identified.

The maximum likelihood estimate b =
^

^

( b 1’,….., b T’) are obtained by solving pxT
nonlinear equations.
The set of nonlinear equations can then be
solved numerically by the Newton Raphson
Method.

This paper makes significant contribution to
the service management literature by
formulating and validating the Return
Frequency Model and the Overall Satisfaction
Model.
(Note: References and full papers are available from
the authors upon request)
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ABSTRACT

literatures, we proposed that trust is the most important
invisible platform for the e-business. In this article, we
discuss the relationship between trust and three major

E-Business is the new business imperative in the age of
components of e-business: (1) the trust for effective
Internet. With the features of Internet, business can extend
knowledge management (KM) within an organization; (2)
their business activities across space and time. Without
the trust between organization and customer for effective
traditional fact-to-face interaction, most of the e-business
customer relationship management (CRM); and (3) the
activities can be done through networks. Since they do not
trust between organizations for supply chain management
have to see each other during e-business transaction, the
(SCM).
levels of trust between members are pretty low. Mutual
trust within a business, between suppliers and retailers, and

Keywords: E-business; Trust; Knowledge Management;

between sellers and customers is the most important
Customer

Relationship

Management;

Supply

Chain

successful factors of e-business. Based on the review of
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Management

Supply Chain Management
(Between Organizations)

E-business
Knowledge Management
Customers Relationship Management
(Within Organizations)
(Between Customers and Organization)
Managerial Level Platform: Mutual Trust
Technical Level Platform: IT Infrastructure
Figure 1. e-business Model
survival of any social group depend upon the presence or

INTRODUCTION

absence of such trust [45].
Keen et al. commented that the number one issue on
For trust is a concept with many meanings in different
e-business management is building and maintaining trust
disciplines such as psychology, economic, social, and
within the organization and between organizations [29].
organization

theory.

Lane

tried

to summarize

three

This article reviews the relevant papers in trust and
common elements as following [33]: First there is an
discusses the issues regarding the needs for (1) the trust
assumption of a degree of interdependence between trustor
relationship for internal management within an e-business,
and

trustee.

Therefore,

expectations

about

another's

such as knowledge management (KM); (2) the trust
trustworthiness become relevant when the completion of
relationship between e-business and their partners, such as
one's own consequential activities depend on the prior
supply chain management

(SCM); and (3) the trust
action or cooperation of the counter party. Secondly, trust

relationship between e-business and their customers, such
provides a way to cope with uncertainty in exchange
as

customer

relationship

management

(CRM).

The
relationship. Risk arises because trusting behavior will

structure of this paper is presented in figure 1. In brief, an
expose the agent to the presumed opportunistic of the
e-business is supported by three main components: SCM,
business

partner.

So, trust

is required

for a risky

KM and CRM. As these three components of e-business
pre-commitment on the part of one actor. If there is no risk,
interlock

business

units and individuals

in different
it is not necessary for trust involved. Thirdly, trust is a

organizations,

two

basic

platforms,

managerial

and
belief or an expectation that the vulnerability resulted from

technical levels, are required to guarantee that flow of data
the acceptance of risk will not be taken advantage of by the
run across the inter-organizational boundaries effectively.
counter party in the relationship. In general, trust is a risky
The former platform focuses on trust, security and privacy
investment, and the risk is due to the fact that the trustee
policy, etc., while the later one focuses on data structure,
may exploit the vulnerability of the trustor. Keen et al.
protocol and security controls.
argued that trust is especially one of the critical successful
factors of e-business, for the highly interdependent and

TRUST

complex operation environment of e-business is creating a
series of risks that have impacts that need to be addressed
Trust is the expectation that arises within a community of
in new ways.
regular,

honest

and cooperative

behavior,

based

Therefore, the establishment of trust in

on
e-business operation will be a result of the followings:

commonly shared norms, on the part of the members of the
community [16]. One of the most salient factors in the

l

Creating the perception that the information systems

effectiveness of our present complex social organization is
running within or between the organizations are
the willingness of one or more individuals in a social unit
trustworthy and can be used with confidence to
to trust each other. The efficiency, adjustments and even
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resolve the interior response of information system
l

operation.
find out what kind of antecedent factors can assist to build

Ensuring that the reliability of the systems and
up strong trust. Table 1 shows the antecedent factors been
processes

are

impeccable,

well-described

and
studied.

managed for performing the tasks they are designed
to.
Nevertheless Doney &
l

Cannon thought that a

trust

relationship will not only be built on the static antecedes,
There has to be true values to the parties in the
but also on a dynamic process in which the trustor and
exchange process.
trustee interact. They addressed five distinct processes by
which trust can develop in business relationships [11].

In order to guarantee the success of e-business, the value
and return to the participants have to be equitable and
(1) Calculative process: An individual or organization
accessible.

In

brief,

trust

relationship

building

and
calculates the costs and/or rewards of another party

maintaining within and between organizations are not only
cheating or staying in the relationship to the extent that
technical issues, bust also critical management challenges
the benefits of cheating do not exceed the costs of
for the e-business operation [29].
being caught (factoring in the likelihood of being
caught), one party infers that it would be contrary to
From the resource point of view, trust is a valuable asset of
the other party's best interest to cheat and therefore the
the company since it reduces transaction costs. Kini &
party can be trusted.
Choobineh have divided trust into three kinds [30]:
(2) Prediction process of developing trust relies on one
(1)

Individual

Trust

(The

Approach

of Personality

Theorists): It focuses on the individual’s personality

party's ability to forecast another party's behavior. As
trust requires an assessment of the other party's

characteristics that determine the readiness of the
credibility and benevolence, one party must have
individual to trust, such as marriage.
information about the other party's past behavior and
promises. Repeated interaction enables the party to
(2)

Societal Trust (The Approach of Sociologists And
interpret prior outcomes better, providing a basis for
Economists): It is the trust between individuals and
assessing predictability.
institutions, such as an organization, or societal
structures, such as judicial system or an education
(3) Capability

process

involves

determining

another

system.
party's ability to meet its obligations, thereby focusing
primarily on the credibility component of trust.
(3)

Relationship

Trust

Psychologists): Like

(The

Approach

of

a social psychologists

Social
who
(4) Intentionality process, the trustor interprets the target’s

approach trust as an expectation of the other party in a
words and behaviors and attempts to determine its
relationship, this approach focuses on the factors that
intentions in exchange. People or groups motivated to
create or destroy trust in individuals involved in a
help or reward the perceiver will be more trusted than
personal or work relationship.
those suspected of harboring exploitative intentions.
Inferences of benevolent intentions also can result
If trust is very important to business, then it is imperative to
when two parties develop shared values or norms that
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enable one party to understand the other partner's

Clearly, some factors can invoke multiple trust-building

objectives and goals better (i.e., what drives their

processes. For example, frequent contact with a supplier's

behavior).

salesperson can invoke the prediction process by helping
the buyer

more accurately

predict

the salesperson's

(5) Transference process. The “extension pattern” of

behavior. Or, the buyer could interpret frequent contact as

gaining trusts as using a “third party's definition of

an indication of the salesperson's genuine interest in the

another

as a basis

for defining

that

other

as

buying firm's welfare, thereby invoking the intentionality

trustworthy.” This s uggests that trust can be transferred

process. Therefore, each process represents a different

from one trusted “proof source” to another person or

manner in which subjective probability judgments of a

group with which the trustor has little or no direct

partner's trustworthiness can be made.

experience.
Table 1. Trust Antecedents
Authors

Antecedent Factors

Boyle and Bonacich [2]

Past interactions, index of caution based on prisoners’
dilemma outcomes
Availability, competence, consistency, discreetness, fairness,
integrity, loyalty, openness, promise fulfillment, receptivity
Trustworthy intentions, ability
Credible threat of punishment, credibility of promises
Ability, intention to produce
Openness, ownership of feelings, experimentation with new
behavior, group norms
Dependence on trustee, altruism
Openness, previous outcomes
Expertness, reliability as information source, intentions,
dynamism, personal attraction, reputation
Ability, intention, trustees’ claims about how (they) will
behave
Openness / congruity, shared values, autonomy/feedback
Expertise, motivation to lie
Reliability
Ability, behavior is relevant to the individual’s needs and
desires
Competence, motives
Personality, environment, risk
Benevolence, honesty
Competence, integrity
Ability, Benevolence, Integrity
Moral integrity, goodwill
Judgment or competence, group goals
Ability, value congruence
Benevolence
Benevolence

Butler [4]
Cook and Wall [6]
Dasgupta [9]
Deutsch [10]
Farris, Senner and Butterfield [13]
Frost, Stimpson and Maughan [15]
Gabarro [17]
Giffin [19]
Good [20]
Hart et al. [23]
Hovland, Janis and Kelley [24]
Johnson George and Swap [25]
Jones, James and Bruni [26]
Kee and Knox[28]
Kini and Choobineh [30]
Larzelere and Huston [34]
Lieberman [35]
Mayer, Davis and Schoorman [38]
Ring and Van de Ven [43]
Rosen and Jerdee [44]
Sitkin and Roth [47]
Solomon [48]
Strickland [49]

Source: Modified from Mayer, Davis and Schoorman [38]

TRUST ISSUES BETWEEN E-BUSINESS: SCM

chain management can be a very good example of such
coordinated business cooperation. Wal-Mart’s continuous
replenish systems is one of the successful cases in this area.

Many enterprises try to identify their own competencies,
In comparison to traditional communications channel, such
and collaborate with others to outsource other operation to
as face-to-face communication, the information richness is
whomever are excel in those business activities. Supply
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lower in the context of Internet.

Therefore how to

may

arise

form

attributes

of

a

partner,

and

maintain a trustful relationship between supply chain

institutional-based trust will arise upon formal mechanisms,

members is a critical issue. E-trust is the indispensable

such as intermediary mechanisms and implicit guarantees

invisible platform for SCM.

[39][40]. Kasper-Fuehrer and Ashkanasy indicated that
trust is an integral feature for sustaining the virtual

A

strategic

alliance

is

a

long-term

cooperative

organizational [27]. Trust between businesses can facilitate

arrangement between two or more independent firms

the agreement and execution of transactions and reduce

(buyers and suppliers)

that combine their individual

transaction cost. Especially it can help organizations to set

strengths and engage in reduce nonprofit activities to

up their mutual goals and share information in order to

improve performance. In order to keep the commit ment of

reduce cost.

these companies, win-win solutions must exist [52][46][54].
Relationships between organizations are based on an

Based on above discussions, we propose some issues for

invisible platform: mutual trust. Ganesan suggested that

further

mutual trust in one of the main factors that will affect the

organizations, (2) how to trust partners in a worthy alliance,

long-term relationship between buyer and seller [18].

(3) how to evaluate the trust between organizations, (4)

studies:

(1)

how

to develop

trust

between

how to build trust over Internet, and finally, (5) how to
The weakest link in most supply chain is not technology,

overcome different cultural aspect of trust when business

but people. Lack of trust between companies will affect the

establish international supply chain with international

results of cooperative and collaborative atmosphere [37].

alliances?

Whipple and Frankel found that trust is one of the key
TRUST ISSUES WITHIN THE E-BUSINESS: KM

factors that will affect the strategic alliance success [54].
Fram also have similar opinion, the results of his study
indicated that when

Today’s managers need to access to corporate repository of

business consider buyer-supplier

alliance, price in not the main concern. Instead, it is the

knowledge

in

order

to

deal

with

the

challenging

trust relationship that plays the decisive role [14]. With

environment. They have to shift business operation form

trust, business can reduce cost and risk to cooperate with

"prediction of future" to "anticipation of surprise" [36].

other companies rather than replying on formal contract.

Knowledge management treat organizational knowledge as
a strategic corporate asset that needs to be garnered,

In international SCM, those differences in trust can be

retained, updated, disseminated and applied to future

the key point in the international alliances [39]. Managers

organizational problems [36].

from different culture may have different values and
different viewpoints of view toward trust. This will be a

A crucial of knowledge in organizational setting resides

great challenge to coordinate them together to share the

within the individual employees who enter and exit the

same vision and to form international strategic alliances.

workplace each day [8]. The critical successful factor of

Therefore, Parkhe indicated that

knowledge management is the employees’ willingness to

trust is the key to

successful international strategic alliances. Three kind of
trust

are

needed

in the

partnership,

they

are

share knowledge within
(1)

the organization [51]. From

empirical investigation of some KM projects, Gupta and

processed-based trust, (2) characteristic-based trust, and (3)

Grovindarajan

found

that in most cases

the actual

institutional-based trust. Processed-based trust will arise

knowledge sharing do fall below executives' expectations.

form past or future interaction; characteristic-based trust

They identified common pathologies and challenges in
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knowledge accumulating and sharing

and found that

mentioned most often simultaneously with KM is "trust."

“Knowledge is power” and “How does it help me?”

Effective communication and extensive knowledge sharing

syndromes are two barriers for successful knowledge

are not likely to happen unless there is an atmosphere of

sharing [21]. In additions, Quinn et al. analyzed the

trust. In the business context, trust is treated as an effective

benefits

mechanism

of knowledge

sharing

and found

that the

professionals usually are the most beneficial group of the

that lower

transaction

costs

and enable

cooperation [31].

KM projects, but they are also the group who resist sharing
their knowledge [41].

Therefore, in order to promote effective KM, the roles of
manager should at least incorporates the following:

Kramer et al. suggested that knowledge sharing with other
organizational members is one of the collective action

(1) Knowledge buyer: To purchase knowledge of

pervade organizational life [32]. Individuals are expected to

employee's and transfer it to the knowledge

contribute their time, attention and knowledge toward the

repository of the organization for further usage.

achievement of collective
Organizations

cannot

goals of the organization.

recognize

and

reword

every

(2) Knowledge

cooperative act, nor can detect and punish every failure to
cooperate,

for

the

reason

of limited

broker:

To facilitate

knowledge

exchange among the employees.

organizational

resources. Consequently, successful cooperation depends

(3) Knowledge market maker: To build up the

on the willingness of individuals to engage voluntarily in

infrastructure of knowledge collection, storage

behaviors for collective

and access.

aims. Although most people

recognize that failure to cooperate with others can lead the
collective undesirable outcomes, they also realize that

(4) Knowledge market clearer: To compensate the

isolated acts of cooperation are not likely to have much

price differential for the knowledge exchange

impact on the collective outcome. Moreover, unilateral

transaction with the

knowledge sharing can be quite costly, because the person

organization.

reward system of

the

who contributed his knowledge will bear all of the burdens
while the benefits are enjoy by others. In the absence of

The most critical issues of an organization to act in this

some trust basis for thinking the others will reciprocate,

area are: (1)

therefore, individuals may find it hard to justify the

mechanisms within the organizational information access,

decision to knowledge sharing. As the competitive nature

(2) how to foster the trust culture within an organization for

of organizational life increases greatly the

facilitating

costs of

how to balance the trust and control

knowledge

sharing

among

organization

misplaced trust, it can be fatal to one's career. As a result, it

members, and (3) how to persuade employees that the

is often difficult for collective trust to obtain even a toehold,

organization is trustworthy for contribute their knowledge

let alone flourish. Therefore, Kramer et al. argued that the

and loyalty?

willingness of individuals to engage in trust behavior in
situations requiring collective action, such as knowledge

TRUST ISSUES BETWEEN CUSTOMERS AND

sharing, is tied to the salience and strength of trust with an

E-BUSINESS: CRM

organization and its members [32]. Koenig and Srikantaiah
also pointed out that in the practice of business downsizing

E-business is now using information technology as an

where the sense of job insecurity is high, the word being

important interface to interact with their customers. IT has
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enabled the business to utilize the customer data fully and

open source customer data with their own database to

make one-to-one marketing, database marketing, computer

uncover hidden private customer information. Under the

integrated call center service possible. It's already rewritten

power assault of advanced technology the traditional

the rules of competition in industries such as securities

mechanisms

trading, travel reservations and sales, PCs, book and music

complete safe. The individual consumers are the helpless

retailing. With IT, nowadays business can have closer

victims, thus they may distrust the business if they suspect

interaction with their customers: to identify, interact,

that the business abuse their personal data. Observing the

differentiate, track and customize [1]. IT can also assist

seriously worrisome mood of the consumers about the

managers to better understand their customers, retain their

abuse of customer personal data in business context, Clarke

loyalty and maximize the profit potentials with key

indicated that invasion of customer privacy is a trust crisis

customers. Furthermore, with data mining to find market

in public confidence [5].

of customer

privacy

protection

are not

clusters, a business can identify market segment and
predict the behavior pattern of its customers.

Why dose the trust crisis happen? The most obvious reason
is most of current application of IT on CRM focused on the

In order to build up a closer relationship with customers, to

technical capabilities, such as the development of cookie,

increase customer retention rate and customer profit, CRM

data warehouse, data mining, and customer profiling

enables a business to fulfill the need of the following

technologies, and the general lack of managerial and

marketing management: (1) analysis & refinement through

strategic perspective on the impacts of the CRM on

learning, (2) knowledge discovery of customer, (3) market

customers. Arguably, the implicit assumptions of CRM,

planning and then take action, and (4) interaction with

such as (1) closer relationship with customers is better

customer [50]. The findings of a multi-industries empirical

customer relationship and (2) more understanding of

survey by Reichheld and Teal pointed out that “customer

customer behavior pattern will reach higher customer

retention” and “customer loyalty” are

loyalty, may not hold true if there is no trust between

the two most

important factors that explain the difference of business

customers and business. It is imperative that business does

performance [42]. These two factors are more important

its utmost effort to protect their customer’s personal data

than cost advantage, business size, quality management and

privacy in order to foster a harmonious trust relationship

market share. Consequently, all business activities should

between customer and business. If a business neglects the

be done to support the core of customer value. Falque also

increasing privacy concerns of customer information, it

postulated that the goal of CRM is to utilize customer

will deteriorate the customer trust and will have difficulty

knowledge to order to increase customer retention rate, and

to maintain the customer loyalty and retain the old

such high retention will finally increase business profit

customers. In other words, using advanced IT without

[12].

concerning the human issues will negatively affect a
company’s profitability in the long run.

Nevertheless, Clarke warned that overuse or even abuse of
customer data would hurt the trust relationship between

Wang et al. warned the IT application on marketing

business and its customers with backfire [5]. With IT,

activities may bleach customer privacy, and thus may have

business now can merge different sources of customer data

potential negative impact on customer trust and confidence

and

[53]. These marketing applications included unsolicited

then

analyze

the

integrated

customer

database

efficiently and cheaply. With search engine of Spider

e-mail marketing, spamming, uninformed personal data

programs on the Internet, a business even can merge the

collection - such as cookies, user identification features -
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such as Intel processor serial number, or unauthorized cross

customers, (5) how do our customer value the trust

marketing.

relationship, (6) how to retain the trust relationship with

They

categorized

the

privacy

invasion

activities as follows: (1) improper acquisition, such as

failure recovery activities, (7) how to align our strategy and

improper

practice for customer data protection?

access,

improper

collection,

and

improper

monitoring; (2) improper use, such as improper analysis
CONCLUSION

and improper transfer; (3) improper invasion or unwanted
solicitation; and (4) improper storage.

Based on literature review, we proposed that trust is the
Customers are very upset about personal data privacy

most important invisible platform for the internal operation

caused by the personal data transfer without consent of

and collaboration with business partners and customers of

customers [5]. Privacy survey conducted by Harris &

an e-business. In this article, we discuss three aspects of

Westin found 81% of Net users are concerned about threats

trust relationship of the e-business operation: (1) the trust

to their privacy [22]. Cranor et al. and Harris & Westin

for effective knowledge management (KM) within an

found that privacy concerns is an ongoing issue [7][22].

organization; (2) the

Keen et al. estimated that around 60% of online service

customer for effective customer relationship management

users would either log off or lie if asked to give private

(CRM); and (3) the trust between organizations for supply

information [29]. It can take many years to build trust bond,

chain management (SCM). Based on our discussions, we

whether in personal or business, but it can take a mere

found

second to destroy it. Brzezinski pointed out that the correct

well-developed theory that can be used to understand the

and updated consumer database is the critical successful

role of trust in developing a successful

factor of CRM [3].

Therefore, further studies need to be conducted.

However, customers will reject to

provide their personal data, or simply fill

that

trust between organization and

we still do not have

a full-spectrum

e-business.

in false data
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ABSTRACT
The Internet is a useful business tool that is increasingly
being made available to employees to enhance their work
productivity. Recent reports in the popular literature,
however, suggest that the Internet may well be a doubleedged sword that companies should use with caution, since
the ease and convenience with which the Internet may be
accessed at the workplace lends the potential for it to be
abused by employees. This study thus examined the
extent to which Internet abuse – termed ‘cyberloafing’ –
occurs at the workplace in Singapore.
We define
cyberloafing as the act of employees using their
companies’ Internet access during office hours to surf nonwork related Web sites and to check personal email.
Data were collected, using an electronic questionnaire
posted on the Internet, from 188 working adults with
access to the Internet at their workplace. Results of our
study suggest that employees do cyberloaf while at work
by surfing non-work related Web sites and checking
personal email. Findings further suggest that respondents
feel justified in using their companies’ Internet access for
personal purposes when they have been treated unfairly, or
when they feel that they have expended extra effort to
fulfil their job duties. Majority of respondents in our study
either worked in organizations where there were no
policies regulating workplace Internet usage or were
unaware of the existence of such policies. Implications of
our findings for organizations are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, perhaps the one technology that has
had a dramatic effect on people’s lives is the Internet.
Businesses, in particular, have been quick to identify and
harness the potential offered by the Internet as a platform
for conducting business in non-traditional ways, and as a
tool for enhancing employee performance. The Internet
has played an important role in helping businesses to
reduce costs, shorten product cycle times, and market
products and services more effectively [1]. Thus, the
Internet has revolutionized how businesses are conducted,
and in this management era where timely information
takes precedence as a form of competitive advantage in the
business world, it comes as no surprise that more
businesses will provide, or at least, consider providing
desktop Internet access to their employees.

Recently, however, anecdotal evidence suggests that the
Internet is a double-edged sword which companies should
deploy freely to employees with caution due to the
possibility of the Internet being abused by employees. For
example, an online survey reported that about 84% of
employees sent non-work related email, while another
90% surfed the Internet for recreational Web sites using
time when they should have been working [12].
Employees misusing the Internet while at work warrant
managers’ attention because they may incur considerable
costs. For instance, a study by SurfWatch found that when
employees accessed the Internet on company time with
company’s computers for non-work reasons, as much as
US$1 billion in costs may be incurred [8].
Besides these direct costs, intangible costs in the form of
productivity losses can result from employees’ misuse of
the Internet. For example, majority of the 150 executives
polled in a study reported that their employees’
productivity levels are being impaired because these
employees use the Internet for non-work related purposes
[9]. Further, another study reported that as much as 30%
to 40% of employee productivity is lost due to employees
surfing the Internet for non-work purposes [13].
Thus, taken together, these figures provide evidence
regarding the prevalence and the very real possibility of
employees misusing the Internet access provided at work.
Although a recent study found that about 15.2% of the 244
companies surveyed were not concerned at all, and 50%
somewhat concerned about employees surfing the Internet
for non-work reasons [13], employees’ misuse of the
Internet is a noteworthy and rather worrisome trend for the
following reasons: (1) direct costs are incurred;
(2)
productivity losses occur; (3) companies may be
vulnerable to legal liabilities if the email and Internet at
work are not used appropriately; and (4) networks may be
exposed to the possibilities of viruses, intrusion and
tampering. Thus, taken together with existing empirical
evidence which suggests that employees’ abuse of the
Internet is increasingly becoming an issue of concern for
business which provide Internet access to their employees,
Internet abuse at the workplace presents practitioners with
potential disciplinary situations.
Defining Employees’
Misuse of the Internet:
Cyberloafing
To facilitate a more fruitful discussion of the issue, a
definition of this phenomenon is warranted. Drawing from
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extant anecdotal and descriptive surveys of this form of
misbehavior, we define any voluntary act of employees’
using their companies’ Internet access during office hours
to surf non-work related Web sites for non-work purposes
and to check (including receiving and sending) non-work
email as misuse of the Internet, and we use the term
“cyberloafing” to refer to any such acts [6]. Both surfing
and checking non-work related email constitute an
unproductive use of time in that they detract employees
from conducting and completing their job duties. Figure 1
provides a diagrammatic representation of the components
of cyberloafing.
FIGURE 1
Components of Cyberloafing

Cyberloafing

Browsing non-work
related Web sites
For example:
§
General news
sites,
§
Investmentrelated sites,
Adult-oriented
§
sites, and so on

propensity to cyberloaf. This is especially the case given
that the Internet is poised to play a significant role as
organizations embrace information technology in an effort
to remain competitive. Consequently, having a better
understanding of the factors which increases employees’
tendency to become cyberloafers will enable organizations
to come up with appropriate policies and guidelines
regarding what constitutes acceptable workplace Internet
usage. Companies will then be able to foster and maintain
an ethical environment in which the Internet is used
responsibly in the organizational setting.
With the government in Singapore working towards the
country being a fully wired nation by the end of this
century [11], Internet access is widespread in Singapore,
not only at home but also increasingly, at the workplace.
Thus, with Singaporeans being generally IT and Internetsavvy, it would be interesting to base our study here. The
objective of this study was thus to examine whether
working adults in Singapore with access to the Internet at
their workplace engage in cyberloafing and the deciding
factors for their doing so.

Checking non-work
related email
Includes:
§
Sending nonwork related
email, and
Receiving non§
work related
email

Our definition of cyberloafing thus categorizes it as a type
of production deviance, which refers to relatively minor,
albeit, still organizationally harmful misbehaviors engaged
in by employees. Production deviance in the form of
loafing is a perennial and costly phenomenon that has
existed in organizations since time immemorial, as is
evident from studies where employees admitted to various
forms of malingering on the job [10]. With the availability
of the Internet, however, production deviance has evolved
to take on a new form. Employees can now not only
engage in loafing on the job, they can literally enjoy the
best of both worlds by maintaining the guise of being hard
at work in the real world while in effect, travelling through
cyberspace by surfing Web sites for non-work interests
and purposes.
The advent of technology has thus revolutionized loafing.
Specifically, cyberloafing is the IT way of idling on the
job. Therefore, while access to the Internet may not
necessarily result in an increase in production deviance
with more people engaging in loafing per se, the
temptation to do so is certainly higher since the Internet
makes it so much more easier and convenient to loaf in
this manner.
OBJECTIVE OF STUDY
Given the potentially detrimental organizational effects of
cyberloafing, it is imperative for organizations to
determine the extent to which cyberloafing is occurring at
the workplace and the factors which facilitate individuals’

METHOD
Sample and Procedures
Data were obtained through the use of an electronic
questionnaire which was posted on the Internet.
The
questionnaire was designed such that respondents would
be prompted when they try to electronically submit an
incomplete survey. This helps to reduce the number of
unusable responses.
Respondents comprised working
adults with access to the Internet while at work. Prior to
the design of the questionnaire, intervie ws were held with
several working adults to ensure that the cyberloafing
items were easily understood by them. Issues, concerns
and suggestions raised by the interviewees were noted.
The revised instrument was then pre-tested with two
undergraduate Internet users. While no major problem
was detected, several minor modifications were made
based on their feedback regarding the clarity of some items
as well as the overall presentation of the survey.
The
second round of pre-test was conducted using three
working adults. No major adverse comments were raised
by these working adults. Thus, the electronic survey
instrument was deemed ready for actual respondents.
The survey site was publicized in various newsgroups, and
via personal emails. To encourage participation in the
survey, a token phonecard worth S$3 was offered as an
incentive to the first 100 participants. A total of 188
surveys were received. Since these received surveys were
fully completed by respondents, all 188 surveys were used
in our data analyses.
Of these 188 respondents, about 47% were men.
The
average age of respondents was 30 years (S.D. = 7).
Majority of respondents were Chinese (96%), while the
remaining 4% comprised Malays, Indians, Eurasians and
other ethnic minorities. About 85% of respondents had at
least a diploma or a bachelor’s degree.
Respondents
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Vault.com’s study which was conducted in the US, where
32% of those surveyed reported that they surfed the
Internet for non-work related purposes at work a few times
a day, and about 21% did so a few times a week [12].

reported that on average, they use the Internet while at
work for about 2.4 hours each day (S.D. = 2), and have
been using the Internet for about 2.6 years (S.D. = 2).
About a month after the survey was first posted, focus
group interviews were conducted with 20 respondents who
had agreed to be interviewed. The purpose of these
interviews was to elicit comments which could further our
understanding of cyberloafing at the workplace.
Each
interview lasted an average of one hour.
RESULTS
In this section, we present the results obtained from our
survey.
First, we examine how often respondents
reportedly engage in cyberloafing while at work. This is
followed by the reasons as to why respondents cyberloaf
when they should be working. Finally, responses to items
pertaining to organizational regulation of Internet usage at
the workplace are presented.

Other popular destinations when respondents surfed the
Web during office hours include entertainment related
Web sites, which approximately 35% of respondents
reported browsing a few times monthly (Item 4);
investment related Web sites, which were visited by about
26% of respondents a few times a month (Item 5); and
sports related Web sites, which garnered visits a few times
per month by approximately 25% of respondents surveyed
(Item 6).

Reported Frequency of Cyberloafing
Generally, results suggest that respondents do use the
Internet access at their workplace for non-work interest
during office hours.
Browsing Activities
Figure 2 summarizes the frequency with which
respondents cyberloafed by browsing Web sites when they
should have been working.
FIGURE 2
Reported Frequency of Cyberloafing –
Browsing Activities (N = 188)
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1.Non-workrelatedWebsites

27.1

27.7

2.Generalnewssites

26.1

26.6

24.5

3.Downloadnon-workrelated
information

37.2

35.1

4.Entertainment-relatedsites

37.8

35.1

45.7

5.Investment-relatedsites

22.9

52.7

7.Shoponlineforpersonalgoods

53.7
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10.6

21.3
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8
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Majority of respondents admitted to engaging in some
form of cyberloafing.
For example, almost 23% of
respondents reported that they used the Internet to browse
non-work related Web sites while at work a few times a
day (Item 1). Another 26% reported that they browsed
non-work related Web sites a few times a week. Results
are thus fairly consistent with the findings obtained in

Respondents who used the Internet at work to browse nonwork related Web sites typically visited general news Web
sites or downloaded non-work related information.
For
instance, almost 27% of respondents reported visiting
general news sites, such as the Straits Times Interactive, a
few times each month (Item 2).
Pertaining to the
downloading of non-work related information, another
35% of respondents reported that they engaged in this type
of activity a few times a month (Item 3).

Interestingly, while almost 28% of respondents admitted to
cyberloafing in the form of online shopping of personal
goods a few times monthly (Item 7), none of the
respondents did so constantly. Instead, about 54% of
respondents reported that they never used the Internet
access while at work to shop online. Results are generally
consistent with those of previous research conducted
locally [11] and in the West [3], which found that online
shopping had not taken off in general. Typically, people
shop online for goods which are unique, not available
locally, and preferably when some form of sampling is
possible (e.g., books for which synopses are usually
provided), or when people are familiar with the product
and opt for the convenience offered by making purchases
online (e.g., groceries and stationery). Actual visits to the
shopping malls appear to be still favored over shopping on
the Internet plausibly because inherent in online shopping
are the risks associated with it. For instance, there may be
concerns about the security of transmitting credit card
details over the Internet. Further, people may remain
reluctant about making purchases without being able to
touch or feel the products of interest [3]. Thus, for these
reasons, online shopping does not appear to be a popular
form of cyberloafing.
Majority of respondents in our study (86%) also reported
that they never visited adult-oriented Web sites as a form
of cyberloafing (Item 8). One plausible explanation for
this low incidence of visits to these sexually-explicit sites
could be due to the presence of a proxy server which
restricts access to such sites. Additionally, there is the
possibility that organizations may actually have the
abilities to track the Web sites which have been visited by
employees. This may result in a general reluctance on the
employees’ part to visit adult-oriented sites, partly because
of a fear of an ensuing disciplinary action as a
consequence of visiting such questionable sites.
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Another reason could be that in our relatively conservative
Asian culture, sex is generally a taboo topic best discussed
behind closed doors – if discussed at all. Individuals may
thus find it awkward and embarrassing to visit such Web
sites while at work due to the possibility of losing face in
front of their co-workers should they get caught.
Generally, some stigma appears to be attached to a display
of flagrant interest in sexually explicit materials,
regardless of whether the materials are in print form (e.g.,
magazines, books) or in the form of Web sites, videos and
so on. Thus, individuals would rather not indulge in this
form of cyberloafing for fear of being stigmatized upon
being caught. Nevertheless, some respondents surveyed
still reported that they do visit these adult-oriented Web
sites. For example, about 9% of respondents reported that
they browsed these adult sites a few times each month;
another 3% stated that they did so a few times a week; and
almost 2% reported doing so a few times daily.

engage in browsing and messaging activities when using
the Internet at work. This is noteworthy as it suggests that
it is plausible that the boundaries between home and work
activities are becoming increasingly indistinguishable such
that people may simply take whatever time is available to
them to carry out certain activities, instead of drawing a
clear demarcation between work and non-work activities.
Factors Influencing Individuals’ Propensity to Engage
in Cyberloafing
A summary of reasons affecting respondents’ propensity to
engage in cyberloafing is presented in Table 1. In general,
findings suggest that respondents feel justified in using
their companies’ Internet access for non-work purposes in
certain situations. These may be situations in which
respondents perceive themselves to have been treated
unfairly by their companies, or in situations when
extra
effort had been expended on their part to do their job.

Emailing Activities
TABLE 1
Factors Influencing Individuals’ Propensity to
Cyberloaf (N = 188)

Figure 3 provides a summary of the frequencies with
which respondents cyberloafed by checking non-work
related email.
FIGURE 3
Reported Frequency of Cyberloafing –
Emailing Activities (N = 188)
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Majority of respondents (54%) received non-work related
email (Item 1) up to 5 times a day – a figure which is
considerably higher than the 32% who reported receiving
non-work related emails up to 5 times per day in the study
conducted by Vault.com [12].
Fifty-two percent of
respondents checked their non-work emails 1 to 5 times
daily (Item 2), while another 51% reported that they used
hours which should be spent on work to send non-work
related emails 1 to 5 times daily (Item 3), which is
comparable to the 47% US respondents who reported
engaging in a similar act at their workplaces [12].
In summary, results suggest that cyberloafing does take
place in the workplace. Upon comparing our findings with
those of studies conducted to examine cyberloafing in the
US [12], our study suggests that in general, cyberloafing is
as prevalent in Singapore as in the US.
Furthermore,
findings are comparable to those of existing studies
conducted locally, which investigated how the Internet is
used at home [11], in that people were also more likely to

In my opinion, it is alright for me to
use the Internet for non-work
related reasons:
1. If I have to put in extra effort to
find enough information to get
the job done.
2. If I have to do overtime work
without compensation.
3. If I were asked to do excessive
amounts of work.
4. If I am exposed to conflicting
demands that other people make
of me.
5. If I have to put in extra work
because I do not receive enough
help and equipment.
6. If my responsibilities are clearly
defined and I have no extra job
obligations.

Disagree
(%)

Neutral
(%)

Agree
(%)

18.6

21.3

60.1

26.6

22.3

51.1

30.9

26.1

43.0

27.7

35.1

37.2

28.2

35.1

36.7

52.1

21.3

26.6

Majority of respondents (60%) agreed that it is alright for
them to use the Internet for non-work related reasons if
they have to put in extra effort to find enough information
to get the job done (Item 1). Fifty-one percent of
respondents also agreed that they need not experience
feelings of guilt when they cyberloaf if they have to do
overtime work without comp ensation (Item 2). It is
plausible that individuals rationalize that since they had to
put in extra effort to perform their jobs, they are ‘entitled’
to spend some time visiting non-work related Web sites as
a form of ‘informal’ compensation, which may be a form
of relaxation at the same time.
Forty-three percent of respondents also agreed that it is
acceptable to use the Internet for non-work interest if they
were asked to do excessive amounts of work (Item 3).
Additionally, about 37% of respondents agreed that they
need not experience guilt over cyberloafing in each of the
following situations: if they are exposed to conflicting
demands that other people make of them (Item 4); and if
they have to put in extra work because they do not receive
enough help and equipment (Item 5).
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Conversely, in work situations where job responsibilities
are clearly defined and where there are no extra job
obligations (Item 6), approximately 52% of respondents
disagreed that they should not feel guilty for abusing their
companies’
Internet access.
Stated alternatively,
individuals would feel that cyberloafing is unacceptable
and thus, experience lower propensity to cyberloaf when
job responsibilities are clearly defined and they have no
extra job obligations.

TABLE 2
Organizational Regulation of Internet Usage (N = 188)

1.

2.
3.

Previous studies have found that employees generally
become disgruntled when they perceive that the effort they
expend to do their jobs is greater than the reward that they
receive from their employers. Indeed, past research efforts
have found that individuals will be motivated to respond in
some manner to restore this perceived inequity [2]. While
it is plausible that employees previously would resort to
other forms of loafing on the job in an effort to address
this perceived imbalance, with the advent of technology,
employees now have an easier way in which to redress
their perceived grievances – the Internet. Given that
cyberloafing is not easily detected and that it provides
instant gratification – literally, gratification with just a few
clicks of the mouse – it is hardly surprising that employees
are more willing to engage in this act when they perceive
that companies overwork and underpay them.
Indeed, comments obtained from respondents in our focus
group interviews lend support to this line of reasoning:
“It is alright for me to use the Internet for non-work
reasons at work. After all, I do work overtime without
receiving extra pay from my employer.”
“I don’t see anything wrong with using the company’s
Internet access for non-work purposes as long as I do not
do it too often, and complete my work as required by my
boss.”
Thus, results of our study suggest that when employees are
able to rationalize that they have earned this right to use
their companies’ Internet access for non-work purposes, it
is highly likely that they would not be averse to the act of
cyberloafing.
Organizational
Usage

Regulation

of

Workplace

Internet

Table 2 provides a summary of respondents’ responses to
questions regarding existing and possible organizational
regulation of workplace Internet usage.

4.

Do you know anyone (professionally or
personally) who has been disciplined
because of non-work related use of the
Internet at the workplace?
Do you think it is possible to regulate
Internet usage in the workplace?
Does your organization have policies
regarding the use of the Internet?
Is this policy acceptable to you?

Yes
(%)

No
(%)

Don’t
Know
(%)

14.4

85.6

—

56.9

43.1

—

47.3

40.4

12.3

60.1

17.6

22.3

Majority of respondents (86%) reported that they did not
know anyone, professionally or personally, who had been
disciplined as a consequence of non-work related Internet
usage at the workplace (Item 1). Findings suggest that
organizations do discipline employees who abuse the
access that they have to the Internet while at work, since
approximately 14% of respondents reported that they
actually were aware of colleagues who have been taken to
task by the organization for cyberloafing.
Additionally, respondents appeared to be divided when
queried about the possibility of regulating Internet usage at
the workplace (Item 2). For example, while almost 57%
of respondents felt that it is possible to do so, 43% of
respondents indicated otherwise.
One plausible
explanation for this could be that respondents may feel that
they are being treated like children when companies
monitor their movements on the Internet, and thus may
view Internet regulation with resentment [7].
About 47% of respondents reported that the organization
that they work for has policies regarding the use of the
Internet (Item 3), while about 40% reported that such
policies do not exist at their workplace. Compared to
findings of studies conducted in the West [4], where 87%
of companies surveyed indicated that they had formalized
Internet usage policies, this figure is relatively low.
Further, approximately 12% of respondents indicated that
they did not know about the existence of any policies
governing Internet usage at the workplace. This is a
noteworthy finding as it highlights the plausibility that
such policies, though in existence, may not have been
adequately and effectively communicated to employees.
This not only defeats the purpose of having the policies in
the first place, but would also make it difficult for the
organizations to enforce the policies should there be a
breach of conduct in future. Thus, our finding draws
attention to the need of not only having clearly written
guidelines governing Internet usage in the organizational
context, but also the need to ensure that these guidelines
are communicated to all employees.
Results also suggest that among respondents whose
organizations had drawn up policies to regulate Internet
usage, 60% of respondents indicated that they found their
organizational Internet policy acceptable, while another
18% did not (Item 4).
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IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
In summary, while results of our study suggest that
cyberloafing is generally as prevalent in Singapore as in
the US, companies in Singapore are still lagging behind
their American counterparts where the regulation of
Internet usage at work is concerned. Given that our
findings suggest that individuals are not averse to the
possibility of engaging in some form of cyberloafing when
they perceive that their companies are working them too
hard or making work too difficult for them while not
providing adequate compensation, it is imperative that
organizations start paying attention to the issue of potential
Internet abuse at the workplace now.
Companies which provide Internet access to their
employees must first understand that there is the
possibility that some employees will cyberloaf some of the
time each day. From there, organizations should then
decide the extent to which cyberloafing will be tolerated.
For example, some companies may decide that
cyberloafing is acceptable as long as employees finish
their work effectively and efficiently. Other companies
may decide to adopt a stern stance towards cyberloafing
and limit access to the Internet altogether or allow
employees access but use programs like Watchdog 2.0
which serve to monitor employees’ application usage [7].
Whether companies decide to adopt Hewlett Packard’s
approach – which plays it safe, or DSF Internet Services’
approach – which places no restrictions on employees’
Internet access [5], there is clearly a need for distinct and
explicit guidelines to be established.
However, findings of our study suggest that a substantial
proportion of companies still lack a policy which governs
Internet usage. Thus, as our society enters the information
age and the Internet becomes a relatively indispensable
business tool at the workplace, it is timely for companies
which still do not have Internet usage policies to design an
appropriate one for their employees. In developing these
guidelines, managers should consider the importance for
organizations to clearly define and communicate to all
employees what they would consider to be unacceptable
Internet usage behaviors.
Another reason why workplace policies regarding Internet
usage are advocated is that the existence of clearly stated
policies would help to establish ethical norms which are
objective and unambiguous. In this way, employees
would find it more difficult to rely on their own subjective
interpretation of ambiguous or non-existent norms where
Internet usage is concerned and thus, more difficult to
negotiate the line between what is wrong and what is
acceptable. That is, employees would be more hesitant in
trying to justify and legitimize cyberloafing to themselves
as well as to other organizational members when wellestablished guidelines are in place.

while at work. In monitoring employees’ usage of the
Internet while at work, organizations will also have to deal
with the issue of individual privacy rights.
Should
organizations decide to track their employees’ movements
in cyberspace and monitor the emails that are being sent
and received via the company server, this must be
explicitly stated in the policy.
This is to avoid the
situation in which employees become disgruntled because
they view that their privacy has been invaded when the
organization engages in such forms of monitoring, or
simply view monitoring negatively as it reflects a lack of
trust in them. Comments elicited from respondents who
were interviewed lend support to this being an issue of
concern:
“If there is a need to regulate, the company is better off not
providing Internet access to its employees.”
“I guess the company could track the sites visited by the
employees… but I think it (tracking) shows that the
company doesn’t respect their employees’ privacy!”
Results of our study also highlight the need to ensure that
such policies are communicated to all employees.
Basically, the existence of a policy is not beneficial to the
company unless employees know of its existence and
adhere to the guidelines outlined within the policy.
Organizations should also enforce the policy as and when
Internet abuse is detected to ensure that the policy would
be taken seriously by employees and thus, serve its
purpose of curbing cyberloafing.
In conclusion, the Internet is fast becoming an
indispensable tool which can be used to improve
employees’ efficiency and productivity, and thus enhance
organizations’ competitive advantage in a world where
time is of the essence. However, organizations, in their
eagerness to embrace the Internet as a business tool, must
also be aware of the possibility that employees may be
presented with the temptation of a new way in which to
loaf on the job – cyberloafing.
Cyberloafing is a
management issue that will need to be dealt with as
technology increasingly plays a greater role in our work
lives.
Results of our study have shed light on the prevalence of
cyberloafing at the workplace. More importantly, our
study has highlighted the need for explicit guidelines to be
drawn regarding Internet usage. This is because without
such clear and unambiguous norms about the use of the
Internet at the workplace, it becomes all too easy for
employees to rationalize and legitimize the deviant act of
cyberloafing. Thus, as the Internet rises in stature as an
indispensable work tool, employers should try to ensure
that the work culture is such that employees would utilize
this powerful information tool left at their disposal wisely
and responsibly.

Possible areas which these policies should cover include
what constitutes cyberloafing; what means, if any, will be
used to track and monitor employees’ movements in
cyberspace; and what disciplinary actions would be
enforced should employees be caught abusing the Internet
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ABSTRACT
In the age of E-Business many companies are faced with
massive data sets that must be analysed for gaining a
competitive edge. These data sets are in many instances
incomplete and quite often not of very high quality.
Although statistical analysis can be used to pre-process
these data sets, this technique has its own limitations. In
this paper we are presenting a system – and its underlying
model – that can be used to investigate the integrity of
existing data and pre-process the data into clearer data sets
to be mined. LH5 is a rule -based system, capable of selflearning and is illustrated using a medical data set.
INTRODUCTION
The strong competition between electronic businesses
employing and analysing large amounts of electronic data
has led to an increase in the use of intelligent methods to
extract useful ‘meaning’ from raw data. This meaning may
take the form of associations, sequential patterns,
classifiers, or clusters, but, in the end, the function used is
one of finding common patterns among seemingly
different people, products, customer records, and events.
Data mining is a relatively new science, building on the
strengths of machine learning – extracting classifying rules
from data – statistical analysis, and operational research, to
allow decision makers to find useful patterns in large data
‘mines’. In this, it emulates human intelligence where, for
example, in the case of 70% of customers who bought
product A but also product B an association is identified to
help future decision making.
Mining Sets from Multiple Sources
A common problem in learning methods is that the quality
of the analysis depends on the quality of data collected.
Many companies are now interested in mining data; for
example, a multinational company can be mining its
Internet sales data to identify classifications
of
geographical patterns; the information being sought is
whether customers from Europe are buying a particular
product under certain conditions in larger quantities than
US customers. Applying data mining tools on the data can
extract this information with ease; assuming that the
company keeps accurate sales records with consistent
rigour in all departments, the answer will be pretty
accurate. However, searching for the same information on

sales data collected from departments that record with
different standards of quality or even searching for the
same information on sales data collected from other
companies through the World-Wide-Web will not produce
results of similar accuracy. The answer sought may be
found through the same statistical analysis and collation
but, being partially based on low quality data, how
trustworthy is this answer? The problem is that, quite often,
the larger the distribution of the data collection points in
an organisation the greater the chances that some of these
sources of data are likely to be sources that do not keep
accurate records. The result of this problem is that mining
this data can lead to wrong decision making in the
organisation. Some of these organisations are likely to be
departments (internally) or companies (externally) that
will succeed, some are likely to be departments or
companies that will go bankrupt within a year, and some
are likely to be departments or companies that publish
misleading data available for marketing reasons.
Cost of Decision Making
As data mining techniques mature, information analysts
have turned their attention to the wealth of knowledge that
can be extracted by mining large data sets such as medical
records. Analysis of medical records can identify and
present trends, support theories, and answer ‘what if’
questions. The results merit the support of the field: faster
identification of epidemics, more accurate
links to
causation, better management of medical resources [3].
Yet, as said earlier, the success of decision making is
related, not only to the methods applied, but also to the
quality of the data used. In addition, knowledge
acquisition methods – regardless if they are used with
experts or not – can never attain a true representation of
what is in a person’s mind. In the case of collection of
medical records there are a number of factors that can
affect how a certain symptom can be recorded and how
impartially and accurately a diagnosis is reached (see
figure 1). At best, following a lengthy series of stages, the
number of misrepresented or missed facts can be
minimised – not eliminated. In medical records even this
attempt to approximate accuracy is abandoned as resources
can limit the length of discussion between doctor and
patient to as little as 15 minutes. Therefore, the collection
of patient records from which information is mined can
contain errors, and the mined information will be an
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approximation to the truth in the hope that, in the ‘larger
picture’, most erroneous entries will cancel each other out.

True
symptoms

external
influence

patient’s
understanding

Reported
symptoms

Patient records
doctor’s
understanding

medical
authority
guidelines

Observed
symptoms

Understood
symptoms

come from accurate and consistent records representing a
correct ‘view’ of how the world is, otherwise it is accepted
that the system will most likely fail [6]. Yet, unlike
learning done by computers, human learning cannot afford
to fail. It can handle an infinite number of sources with
varied degrees of quality and still extract knowledge that
can be used for decision making. To aid this, human
learning has an ever-increased capacity of discriminating
sources and detecting bias [4]. For example a 4-year old
child can tell whether one person is more trustworthy than
another, or whether other children are less to be believed
than adults [5].

FIGURE 1
Whereas we can accept that the bias that comes into
capturing and recording patient data cannot be removed, it
is necessary to measure the quality decay within the data
before data mining takes place. Data mining should then
be based not only on the data but also on the quality of the
data as well [6].
In the case of mining medical data the cost of mining an
impure sample is evident. Centralised decision-making –
affecting the channelling of funds towards specific
problems – is made based on aggregate data collected and
assumed to be mostly correct. The result is the often seen
reversal of decision ‘in light of new evidence’.
Many medical authorities are now making decisions based
on data collected from a large set of doctors. Increasingly,
web-based questionnaires are used to collect data and an
authority will often allocate funds based on statistical
analysis of the doctors’ information, analyse and identify
geographical trends, and, in short, try to maximise the
health service provided within the budget available. This
electronic analysis of data is used to improve the
management of funds in the same way as with any other
company relying on electronic data. However the
frequency of cases where ‘new evidence has shown that
the previous assumption was wrong’ suggest that not all
sources of information are of the same quality. This is not
difficult to accept; as all information providers will differ
in their understanding of the rigour required for their work,
doctors will differ in the quality and completeness of the
information they provide. A careful human-based analysis
of each doctor’s record-keeping can identify the ‘good’
cases from the ‘bad’ cases so that the classification and
statistical analysis is only done from the best sources.
However, as with all companies, the cost of having one
more employee to monitor the quality of each information
provider is prohibiting, thus ensuring that erroneous data
will continue to pollute the data mine.
THE LH5 MODEL
The LH5 model – a development of the Hydra Learning
System [2] – has been designed to extract knowledge from
data employing models of belief that mirror those learned
by a human. When presented with new facts a computerbased classifying system will either confirm/expand its
knowledge or correct it. Positive instances will confirm or
add rules, negative instances will enhance rules to ensure
discrimination. But in learning systems the data have to

LH5 represents this model of learning by extending any
normal rule-base with information as to the source of each
fact – and rules derived from these facts – and with a
belief set defining the trustworthiness of each source (see
figure 2). At any one moment LH5 makes a distinction
between the system’s accepted view of the world, and the
system’s perceived views of others (which may or may not
match the sources’ real view of the world). The system’s
view must remain a consistent set of rules. But as this set
is dependent on what LH5 has received from different
sources, and on how much LH5 trusts these sources, rules
in the set may change by the introduction of relevant facts,
but also of irrelevant facts which change the belief set.

Rule-base of
source B

Rule-base of
source A

LH5’s view of A’s
'knowledge'
LH5’s view of
the world

LH5’s view of
B’s
'knowledge'
Belief set
LH5’s own,
consistent,
'knowledge'

FIGURE 2
Improving the Quality of the Data Set
LH5 represents this model of learning by extending any
normal set of learned information (rules, classifiers,
sequences) with information about the source of each fact
– and knowledge derived from these facts – and with a
calculated belief set defining the trustworthiness of each
source (see figure 3). At any one moment LH5 makes a
distinction between the system’s accepted view of the
world, and the system’s perceived views of others (which
may or may not match the sources’ real view of the world).
The system’s view must remain a consistent set of rules on
which decisions can be based. However, as this set is
dependent on what LH5 has received from different
sources, and on how much LH5 trusts these sources, rules
in the set may change by the introduction of relevant facts,
but also of irrelevant facts which change the belief set.
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Patient 48

B's data

D's data

A's data

attack related to anxiety : yes,
period of fear of next attack : 20,
attacks in one month : 2,
dyspnea : yes,
dizzinessfaintness : no,
palpitations : no,
trembling shaking : yes,
sweating : yes,

C's data
Records on which
normal data mining

Space of possible records

B's data

....

D's data

A's data
C's data

Diagnosis: Panic Disorder
Records on which
data mining is done.

FIGURE 4

Records quarantined
by LH5 as 'suspect'.

Space of possible records

FIGURE 3
The strength of this model comes from turning the ‘search
for patterns’ to the discriminated sources as well. When a
child learns not to trust other children as much as adults, it
can apply this knowledge to discriminate against newly
encountered children, thus improving the efficiency of
future learning. Similarly, the LH5 model can look for
useful patterns on the discriminated source – in our case
doctors – and look for common elements of training,
locality, number of patients, to identify useful patterns that
can be used to discriminate other sources and improve the
overall quality of the data mine.
LH5’s Discriminating Process
The LH5 system assumes a core ‘image’ of a source’s
knowledge, as derived from the data supplied by that
source. For example, assume that we have the set of all
doctors providing data on patients diagnosed to suffer (or
not suffer) from panic disorder:
Sources doctors : {Dr. Blue, Dr. Verdi, Dr. Blanche, Dr.
Mauve, Dr. Black, Dr. Scarlet, ...}
Each doctor provides a number of patient records where,
for each patient, we have the symptoms and a diagnosis
(see figure 4).
As the data set does not include two doctor’s diagnoses of
the same patient, a data mining system can be used to
collect all patient records to extract from them an abstract
picture of what symptoms would normally be present
when a patient suffers from panic disorder.
Though the experiment presented here is quite trivial and
used for demonstration purposes, it is easy to see how
including doctors’ data without first filtering out those
who may not follow the required rigour in their diagnosis
and data recording can lead to wrong decisions being made.
The results of this can affect funding, research and future
diagnoses.

LH5 employs a customised learning algorithm, originally
based on ID3 [7] to extract rules from the data it is given:
Learn(Data) ---> Knowledge

(1)

However the knowledge gained could only represent the
collective knowledge of doctors if it were possible for all
doctors to be working in ‘one mind’, i.e. with the same
methods, knowledge, experience, rigour. The LH5 model
caters for this in two steps:

·
·

Removal of singly untrustworthy sources (SUS)
Removal of deviating sources (DS)

The first step is simply mirroring the human process of
raising suspicion over any source that is not consistent
with itself, on the grounds that any source that records the
same facts but opposite conclusions at different times is, in
the absence of other evidence, unreliable:
RemoveSUS(Sources) ---> Sources’

(2)

where Sources’ are in this case all doctors that have not
recorded diagnoses contradicting other diagnoses from the
same source.
For the second step LH5 isolates the data provided for
each source and repeats the learning process for each
source separately, creating a representation of each
doctor’s knowledge as it appears from the data recorded.
Learn(Data Dr. Blue ) ---> Knowledge Dr. Blue
Learn(Data Dr. Verdi ) ---> Knowledge Dr. Verdi
etc.

}

(3)

In the case where all doctors were exposed to the same
patients and symptoms and followed the same methods for
diagnosis the knowledge representation that LH5 records
for each doctor should be the same:
Knowledge i =Knowledge j

(4)

for all i,j in Sources doctors 2. However, as each Knowledge
represents a different doctor’s knowledge – gained from
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different experiences – a deviation can be expected
between the representation of knowledge:
Knowledge i

Knowledge j =Deviation ij

(5)

The LH5 model is calculating this deviation by measuring
the degree of ‘coverage’ between one doctor’s knowledge
and the other doctor’s data, i.e. the likelihood that one
doctor would diagnose the other doctor’s patients’
symptoms as caused by the same illness. In cases of a
complete match the deviation should be null:
Knowledge i

Knowledge j =Deviation ij = null

(6)

Due to the fact that each doctor will see only a subset of all
possible combinations of symptoms it is highly unlikely
that for any two doctors (6) would be true. However the
deviation between any two doctors should vary within a
range of acceptable deviation without exceptions, allowing
the creation of ‘clusters of medical opinion’. LH5 uses this
property to identify the clusters and, in turn, uses this to
isolate doctors who deviate from the generally accepted
opinions by more than what it finds to be the normal
within the training data set.
In the experiment performed, a separate application was
created generating 100 random patient records allocated to
any one of 6 different doctors. The application then
proceeded to generate three training sets for LH5, selecting
at random one doctor and converting the diagnoses to
misdiagnoses for 75%, 50% and 25% of his cases
respectively. LH5 has consistently detected the erroneous
source and removed it from the data set in all cases, using
for its decision no other knowledge except the data set that
was analysed (see figure 5).
The LH5 System
The system used (see figure 5) has been developed in the
last 5 years around the LH5 model and has been tested
with large data sets involving more than 2000 facts. The
system has been originally developed in LPA Prolog and
then redesigned in SWI-Prolog as a background
knowledge base handling tool, involving about 5000 lines
of Prolog rules, and interfacing with users through an
independent, Windows-based RAD front-end, using OLE.
The learning in the core of LH5 is done by the Hydra
system [2], a substantially enhanced version of Quinlan’s
ID3 algorithm [7] specifically customised for the needs of
LH5 to allow for the handling of variances in
representations of data between different sources,
including linguistic issues such as synonyms. Following
the central concepts of ID3 the system produces a tree of
rules extracted from the given data set. As with ID3, the
system can be used for unsupervised learning, classifying
data belonging to multiple categories producing rules that
are always consistent with the data set and can be used to
prove any piece of data within the data set. Nonetheless,
the LH5 model is independent from the learning process
applied; any learning algorithm can be used in the place of
Hydra, including genetic algorithms or neural nets.

FIGURE 5
Given a set of data D provided by multiple sources S the
implementation of the LH5 model’s process for clearing
the data is as follows:
i.
Collect all data in D raw
ii. harmonise representations in D raw producing D
iii. extract sources from Dproducing set of sources S
iv. for each source s in S
v.
if D(s) is inconsistent with itself remove s fromS
giving S’ and D(s) from D giving D’
vi. if remaining S’ contains only one source then
vii.
apply Hydra on D’ producing rules R and stop
viii. else
ix.
for each s in S’
x.
remove s from S’ giving S’’
xi.
apply Hydra on D(s) giving rules R(s)
xii.
for each source s 2 in S’’
xiii.
calculate deviation(s,s )2 comparing D(s 2 ),
with R(s)
xiv.
calculate totaldeviation(s) from deviation(s,s )i
for all si in S’’
xv.
calculate
threshold
deviation
from
all
totaldeviation(s i ) for all si in S’
xvi.
for each s in S’
xvii.
if totaldeviation(s) >threshold remove s from
S’ producing S’ cleared and remove D(s) from D’
producing D’ cleared
xviii.
apply Hydra on D’ cleared giving Rcleared
In the cases where all sources are found to be trustworthy
the knowledge mined from the data set (R cleared ) will be the
same with the knowledge that would have been mined by
applying a traditional algorithm. In the case however that
the sources are likely to be untrustworthy R cleared is going
to be a cleaner set of rules to base decisions on than what
would otherwise have been mined.
CONCLUSION
The results have shown promise for the LH5 model for the
process of removing from a data mine possibly suspect
sources and producing a clearer data set without using any
external supervision. As data mining in E-Business starts
looking at larger and larger sets of data that is collected
with reduced rigour in quality it is evident that there are
numerous applications of the LH5 model. By detecting
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which sources to learn from and which sources to
‘quarantine’ with their data out of the data mine, LH5 can
lead to better data mining results and, in turn, better
decision making.
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ABSTRACT

consumers’ acquisition and carrying costs are both similar,
and if there are few low-valuation consumers, then again an

This paper characterizes the optimal coupon strategy for a

e-coupon and a regular coupon should be issued, which

monopolistic manufacturer in the presence of Internet. The

perform

literature on coupon strategies has examined the price

functions, but in this case the face value of the e-coupon

discrimination function of regular coupons (those issued off

must be much higher than that in case (1). Despite the merits

the Internet) under the assumption of fu ll consumer

of e-coupons, we find that the issuance of e-coupons may

awareness for the product; see Gerstner and Hess (1991,

reduce the benefits of regular coupons and/or aggravate the

1995). This paper allows the manufacturer to issue both

downstream channel members’ incentive problems. Our

regular and e-coupons in a marketing environment where

results are consistent with recent empirical facts.

some potential buyers are unaware of the product. We show

Keywords:

that e-coupons perform a fundamentally different function

Advertising, Promotion

respectively

Viral

the

advertising

Marketing,

and

E-coupons,

promotion

Screening,

than regular coupons: By issuing some properly designed
e-coupons to a small number of consumers on the net, the
1.

manufacturer may benefit greatly from free advertising

INTRODUCTION

which raises the consumer awareness for the product. This
happens because the e-coupons may be forwarded to the

The emergence of Internet has drastically changed the way

associates of the early receivers under the latter’s discretion.

information is transmitted. Although advertising expenditure

We distinguish two levels of redemption costs, the costs of

has fallen in the past decade, it has been documented that

acquiring a coupon, and the costs of carrying the coupon till

online advertising has become increasingly important, and

redemption. We show that (1) if consumers have similar

the spending on online advertising in the United States will

carrying costs, then an e-coupon and a regular coupon

reach $22 billion by 2004, more than triple the amount in

should be issued, which perform respectively the advertising

1999; see Dreazen (1999)[2]. Among the several forms of

and promotion functions; (2) If consumers have similar

online advertising, viral messages are found to be most

acquisition costs but very different carrying costs, and if

effective; see Zimmerman (2001), White (2001) and Kelly

there

are

many

low-valuation

consumers,

then

the

(2000).

1

[16][15][7]

Of particular

importance

are the

manufacturer should issue just one e-coupon which performs
the dual functions of advertising and promotion; (3) If

1

For example, Zimmerman (2001) finds that viral messages
are much more effective than banner ads.
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electronic coupons, which spread the viral messages by
carrying rewards for the receivers; see Hassell (1999)[6].

The literature on coupon strategies has focused on the

According to a survey conducted by NPD Online Research,

screening role of regular coupons. Gerstner and Hess (1991),

currently 23% of Internet users have used e-coupons when

for example, show that regular coupons can be used to price

making a purchase, and 87% say they plan to use online

discriminate consumers if the latter’s valuations for the

coupons in the future (Direct Marketing, 1999)[17]. A

product and redemption costs for the coupons are positively

consumer may obtain e-coupons at several well-known web

correlated; see also Narasimhan (1984)[12]. Gerstner and

sites, among which the top three are Coolsavings.com,

Hess (1995)[4] show that, by inducing only low-valuation

which was visited by 51 percent of e-coupons acquirers,

consumers to use a regular coupon, the double mark-up

followed by Valupage.com, 48 percent, and Mypoints.com,

problem that arises

30 percent; see Liddle (2000)[9]. Alternatively, corporations

alleviated,

can send e-coupons to randomly selected consumers via

low-valuation consumers’ net valuation for the product gets

electronic mail. In Taiwan, famous restaurants like the

closer to that of the high-valuation

Brasseries at Grand Formosa Regent Taipei and King Join

literature has assumed full consumer awareness; that is, the

send their e-coupons to consumers constantly. In most cases,

size of potential buyers is independent of the firm’s coupon

these e-coupons can be re-produced and transferred from

strategy.

because

in a distribution channel can
with

the

regular

be

coupon

consumers.

the

This

one consumer to another.
The point of departure of this paper is the observation that
Despite the prevalence of e-coupons, little has been known

for consumers forwarding an e-coupon to a friend is less

regarding how e-coupons may be combined with regular

costly than transferring a regular coupon to an associate.

coupons (conventional coupons) to enhance the functions

Since the cost of forwarding an e-coupon is low, the

they perform, or

more generally how pull promotion

manufacturer may save some costs by issuing a coupon via

instruments

be

may

optimally

designed

to

raise

a

the net, and he may also get (nearly) free advertising if an

manufacturer’s profits in the presence of Internet. The

e-coupon receiver can be induced to forward the e-coupon to

purpose of this paper is to characterize a manufacturer’s

his associates. The latter would be possible if consumers

optimal coupon strategy in the presence of

take their associates’ utilities into account and if the face

Internet.

Specifically, we address the following issues:

value of the e-coupon is sufficiently high: the only reason

1. When should a manufacturer issue an e-coupon? When

that an e-coupon receiver wants to forward the e-coupon to

should he issue a regular coupon?
2. What functions do

e-coupons and regular coupons

respectively perform?
3. How to determine the face value and expiration date of an
e-coupon?

his associates is because he expects the latter to benefit from
the e-coupon. On the other hand, the manufacturer must also
benefit from the issuance of an e-coupon. This requires that
the

e-coupon

perform

either

the

function

of

price

discrimination, or other functions. To develop a theory of

4. Why do some e-coupons have higher redemption rates

e-coupons, we therefore assume that there are consumers

than others? Should the manufacturer prefer a high or a

unaware of the product. We then apply a game-theoretic

low redemption rate?

model to identify the occasions where

5. Does the use of e-coupons marginally enhance or reduce
the benefits of regular coupons?

the e-coupon

performs only the function of awareness enhancement, and
where it also performs the function of price discrimination.

6. Are e-coupons useful for alleviating downstream channel

Thus the marketing environment we will be studying differs

members’ incentive problems, just like regular coupons?

from that of Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4] in two
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ways: the presence of Internet, and the presence of

consumers sufficiently fast, nearly all consumers will

consumers who are unaware of the product.

receive the e-coupon before transactions take place. Issuing
the e-coupon is efficient because it raises the number of

A second observation that motivates the subsequent analysis

aware consumers, but it does not change the ratio of

is that, although consumers must spend considerable costs to

high-valuation

locate a regular coupon, the acquisition costs of e-coupons

consequence, the optimal regular coupon in the presence of

are generally lower. Since we are interested in the nature of

the optimal e-coupon is just the optimal regular coupon in

e-coupons as viral messages (carrying rewards), we shall

the absence of e-coupons, a result we refer to as a

focus on the e-coupons that are sent out by the manufacturer,

“separability”. The optimal e-coupon is purely advertising,

and leave those e-coupons one can download from web sites

in the sense that it provides an inexpensive instrument for

out of the picture.

2

to

low-valuation

consumers.

As

In this case, e-coupons may be passively

the manufacturer to raise consumer awareness. In fact, all

received, but they cannot be actively acquired. A number of

feasible e-coupons fail the price discrimination function in

randomly reached consumers will end up with an e-coupon,

the current case and must be purely advertising, because as

and for these consumers the acquisition costs are zero.

far as e-coupons

Nonetheless, these e-coupon receivers must decide whether

acquisition costs across consumers disappears.

are concerned,

any differential

a

in

or not to keep the e-coupon for later redemption. We
recognize that carrying a coupon till redemption can also be

Second, suppose that consumers’ redemption costs consist

costly. Thus, in our model the redemption costs in Gerstner

mainly of carrying costs. In this case, the manufacturer

and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4] are explicitly divided into two

should issue just one e-coupon if (1) consumers’ carrying

parts, the acquisition costs and the carrying costs, and our

costs are very different, and (2) there are sufficiently many

main results show that the functions e-coupons may perform

low-valuation consumers. If these conditions fail, then the

crucially depend on consumers’ variations in these two

manufacturer should again issue one e-coupon and one

costs.

regular coupon. The idea is that, for the manufacturer to give
up the regular coupon, the e-coupon must also perform the

Under the assumptions that the e-coupon can be transferred

function of price discrimination. This means that only

back and forth sufficiently fast before transactions take place,

low-valuation consumers should be induced to carry and

and that a consumer unaware of the product turns himself

redeem the e-coupon. The problem with this coupon strategy

into an aware consumer upon receiving the e-coupon, this

is that an e-coupon receiver may refuse to forward the

paper generates the following results. First, if consumers’

e-coupon to his associates. This could happen if the receiver

redemption costs consist mainly of acquisition costs, and if

believes that his associates are likely to be high-valuation

the costs of issuing e-coupons and regular coupons are both

consumers, or if the face value of the e-coupon is too low to

reasonably low, then the manufacturer should first issue one

create a sufficient benefit for his associates. Condition (2)

e-coupon and then one regular coupon, and the two coupons

ensures that a receiver believes that his associates are likely

perform respectively the advertising and screening functions.

to be low-valuation consumers, and condition (1) ensures

The intuition of this result is as follows. Under the

that the face value of e-coupon can be much higher than the

assumption that the e-coupon can be transferred between

low-valuation consumers’ redemption costs. When these
conditions fail, the e-coupon can not perform the screening

2

In fact, an alternative interpretation of our model allows us
to also cover the case where e-coupons are first acquired at
those web sites by consumers constantly surfing on the net,
and then re-produced and forwarded to the associates of
these early receivers. See footnote 12.

function. The manufacturer has to run a regular coupon
subsequently to price discriminate consumers. The face
value of the e-coupon in this case must be higher than in the
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previous case where consumers’

redemption costs for

serving all consumers, he must offer more trade promotions

coupons consist mainly of the acquisition costs. This

to the retailer, so that the retailer will be better off in the

happens because when condition (1) fails, essentially either

presence of the e-coupon.

all consumers or no consumers want to redeem the e-coupon.
To induce an e-coupon receiver to forward the e-coupon to

Our theory is consistent with recent empirical facts. For

his associates, the face value must be sufficiently high so

example, our third result implies an inverse relationship

that even the high-valuation consumers are willing to carry

between the number of e-coupons and the number of regular

the e-coupon.

coupons issued, which is consistent with the findings of
Liebeskind (2000)[10]. Our prediction that, unlike those of

Our third result is that, despite the merits of e-coupons, the

regular coupons, the redemption rates of e-coupons are

use of e-coupons may reduce the benefits of regular coupons

either very high or very low is consistent with the recent

and/or

aggravate

the downstream

members’

incentive

experiences of Grand Formosa Regent Taipei and King Join

problems in a distribution channel, if the e-coupon may not

in Taiwan. That the manufacturer in many cases issues both

be transferred sufficiently fast before transactions take place.

e-coupons and regular coupons is consistent with the report

In this case, the gains resulting from the e-coupons must be

of Editor and Publisher.

traded off against the costs. The intuition is roughly as

it may also be optimal for the manufacturer to issue an

follows. First consider a vertically integrated channel. At the

e-coupon that is never redeemed. This result is consistent

time transactions take place, due to imperfect forwarding of

with some real cases in Taiwan, mostly about soft drinks and

the e-coupon, the manufacturer is generally faced with four

instant noodles, where e-coupons were extensively sent out

classes of consumers: the highs with the e-coupon, the lows

to reach a large

number of consumers, and yet

with the e-coupon, the highs without the e-coupon, and the

redemption

were

lows without the e-coupon. A consumer with the e-coupon

discussions in section 3.

rates

3

A variant of the model shows that

extremely

low;

the

see also our

has a higher valuation for the product than his counterpart
without the e-coupon. Thus the presence of consumers with

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

the e-coupon discourages the manufacturer from serving the

section 2, we lay out the basic model where a vertically

lows without the e-coupon (these are the consumers with the

integrated distribution channel must choose an e-coupon and

lowest valuation for the product). This implies that the

regular coupon strategy to optimally raise

manufacturer’s incentives of running a regular coupon is

awareness and optimally price discriminate consumers. In

also reduced. To see this, note that a regular coupon has

section 3, we solve the equilibrium of the model in two polar

value because only the low-valuation consumers will redeem

cases, the case where acquiring coupons is costless and the

it, but in the current case, the e-coupon receivers tend to

case where carrying coupons is costless. These polar cases

have high valuations for the product, and given that they

best demonstrate our argument that e-coupons and regular

have spent the carrying costs for the e-coupon, they do not

coupons perform essentially different functions. The general

mind carrying the regular coupon (the carrying costs are

model is solved in section 4, where we deliver our main

essentially fixed costs). Thus the presence of the e-coupon

results and give interpretations. In sections 3 and 4, we also

makes a subsequent regular coupon less effective as a price

discuss the several crucial assumptions adopted in the model,

discrimination device. A similar reasoning applies when

and consider the effects of relaxing them. Two new results

there is an independent retailer in the distribution channel.

are obtained after we allow imperfect forwarding of

consumers

The e-coupon discourages the retailer from serving the lows
without the e-coupon, and if the manufacturer insists on

3

See the article entitled, “Web coupons clip,” on page 32 of
Editor and Publisher, volume 32, 1999.
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when

incur

possible extensions along this line of research.

consumer’s objective function is additive, his decision
regarding

forwarding

whether

the

the

e-coupon.

6

e-coupons. We conclude in section 5, where we discuss

received

e-coupon

Because

the

should

be

forwarded to his associate is independent of his own
2. THE MODEL

valuation for the product. This greatly simplifies the
subsequent analysis. As for the regular coupons, we assume

Consider

a monopolistic

manufacturer

who costlessly

produces and sells a product to a large
consumers.

4

5

number of

that transferring a

regular coupon to an associate is

prohibitively costly.

The population of consumers is normalized to

one, and a fraction of consumers have become aware of

An important assumption that will be maintained throughout

the product, where 10. A consumer who is aware

this article is that an unaware consumer is transformed into

(respectively, unaware) of the product will be referred to as

an aware consumer immediately after he is reached by an

an “aware consumer” (respectively, “unaware consumer”),

e-coupon. We have in mind two arguments that support this

and an aware consumer’s reservation price for the product

assumption. First, unlike other advertising activities, the

can either be V or v, where V>v>0. Let a be the fraction of

message delivered by an e-coupon comes with a benefit for

the aware consumers with valuation V (referred to as

the receiver.

“high-valuation consumers” hereafter), where 1a0. An

attention to a message forwarded by an associate, for it

unaware consumer has no well-defined reservation price, but

represents a reliable piece of opinion.

we can without loss of generality take it to be zero.

regular coupon may also deliver a message with a benefit to

7

Second, the receiver is inclined to pay

8

On the other hand, a

unaware consumers, but it incurs higher costs to do so, and
For simplicity, assume that all consumers have email

since the message is less reliable, the receiver may choose to

accounts so that an aware consumer has the same chance of

disregard it.

receiving an e-coupon as an unaware consumer does.

e-coupon to a fraction of consumers on the net incurs a

Moreover, assume that each consumer has exactly one other

cost E(), where E()=kif 0 >0 and E()= k0 if <0 .

consumer as his associate (more generally, this could be a

On the other hand sending a regular coupon to a fraction 

friend, a relative, a colleague, and so forth). We assume that

of consumers off the net incurs a cost T()=K 0 +K, where

a consumer seeks to maximize the sum of his consumer

K0 >0,

surplus

and

his

associate’s

consumer

surplus.

More specifically, we assume that sending an

K>k>0.

10

This

assumption intends to substantiate the idea that a consumer
who receives an e-coupon will forward it to his associate if
and only if the benefit his associate derives from the
e-coupon is expected to exceed the small cost d>0 he must

4

9

Throughout this article we assume that the distribution
channel is vertically integrated. In section 3.4 we discuss
how our main results may be affected by the presence of an
independent retailer.
5
We shall apply the law of large numbers to estimate the
fraction of consumers who ultimately own an e-coupon, if
initially only a small fractionof consumers are reached by
the coupon. To this end, we must assume a large number of
consumers; see equation (2.1) below. The assumption of
costless production is for simplicity, and immaterial.

6

The parameter d will subsequently be used to gauge the
relative importance of high-valuation and low-valuation
consumers.
7
Proctor and Gamble argues forcefully that successful
on-line advertising must exhibit two R’s: the richness of
presentation and sufficient reward to consumers; see Hassell
(1999).
8
Erin Kelly (2000) wrote, “Marketing messages spread like
the flu, passed by word of mouth from one friend to another
to five more, until there is a full-blown epidemic.”
9
In any case, money-saving coupons, if they can reach
consumers, are useful for raising brand awareness; see for
example Mettra (2000)[12].
10
According Credit World 87[19], web sites have the
advantage of capturing customer data. Some sites have been
using “push” technology to email specific information to
specific customers. Here, the threshold level  0 may stand
for a group of customers of whom the manufacturer has
collected useful data (by spending the cost k 0 ). An
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performs

the

function

of

price

discrimination,

and

In this paper, we distinguish two levels of redemption costs,

“advertising” if it helps to enhance consumer awareness for

the acquisition costs and the carrying costs. The acquisition

the product.

12

costs refer to the costs that one must incur to obtain a
coupon. For regular coupons, we assume that the acquisition

The

costs for high-valuation and low-valuation consumers are

consumers are modeled as an extensive game, which

respectively A and 0, where A0. We shall assume that the

proceeds as follows. At first, the manufacturer posts the

acquisition costs for regular

product price and chooses an e-coupon strategy.

coupons are fixed costs,

interactions

between

the

manufacturer

and

13

the

At this

representing mainly the costs of time spent on the search of

time, the manufacturer must choose a price p, specify the

the coupons. We have in mind the situation where in case

face value for the e-coupon, and determine the fraction 

there

of consumers to be reached by the e-coupon initially, with a

are

multiple

regular

coupons

issued

by

the

manufacturer, a consumer can spend a one-time cost to
locate all these coupons.

11

The acquisition costs for

cost E(spent. Then, all consumers learn the price posted
by the manufacturer, and those who received an e-coupon

e-coupons are quite different. For those who received

must make two decisions: whether to carry the e-coupon till

e-coupons from the manufacturer or their associates, the

the shopping day, and whether to forward the e-coupon to

acquisition costs are zero, and for those who did not, the

their associates. We assume that all consumers will visit the

acquisition costs are infinity (meaning that e-coupons may

manufacturer’s store on the same day. A consumer who

only be passively received). On the other hand, the carrying

received an e-coupon will carry it till the shopping day if

costs refer to the costs of carrying the coupon till redemption.

and only if he will buy the product on the shopping day, and

These may include the storage costs and the mental costs

moreover, the carrying cost (which is a fixed cost) of the

that one may incur when he has to remind himself to bring

e-coupon is lower than the sum of the face values of the

the coupon along when he visits the manufacturer’s store.

e-coupon and of the regular coupon that he thinks the

We assume that the carrying costs are fixed costs, in the

manufacturer will issue next. Such a consumer will forward

sense that once a consumer carries an e-coupon, say, then the

the e-coupon to his associate if and only if he expects his

marginal cost of carrying an additional regular coupon is

associate to derive an utility from the e-coupon higher than

zero. The (fixed) carrying costs for high-valuation and

the cost d>0 that he must bear to forward the e-coupon. We

low-valuation consumers are respectively C and c, where

assume that an e-coupon receiver does not know how many

C>c0. Following Gerstner and Hess (1995), we have

other consumers have received the e-coupon before him, nor

assumed A0 and C>c 0 so that regular coupons may be

does he know if his associate has received the e-coupon

used to price discriminate consumers and alleviate an

(except for the case where he has personally forwarded the

independent dealer’s incentive problems. By abusing the

e-coupon to his associate earlier), and moreover, that he,

terminology slightly, we call a coupon “promotional” if it
12

alternative interpretation is that the manufacturer spends a
cost k0 to operate a web-site which offers e-coupons to
the surfers on the net, and the surfers have population  0 .
11
This assumption is crucial, for if the acquisition costs are
variable costs, one will reach the conclusion that in the
context of Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995), for example, the
manufacturer should keep issuing new coupons until the
highs have zero consumer surplus. One way to justify the
optimality of the single-coupon strategy in Gerstner and
Hess (1991, 1995) is to assume that consumers have fixed
acquisition costs for regular coupons.

Also, the two terms price discrimination and screening
will be interchangeably used.
13
Following the above fixed acquisition and carrying costs
assumption, the manufacturer will issue at most one
e-coupon and one regular coupon. We shall also assume that
a consumer is limited to present at most one e-coupon and
one regular coupon for each purchase. This seems to be the
standard practice nowadays; to implement this policy
Domino’s asks its clients to show personal ID’s. The latter
assumption can be shown to be optimal indeed, but we
choose to post it as an assumption to simplify the subsequent
analysis.
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having one associate only, will ignore the e-coupon the

consumer awareness. However, we argue that K

second time he sees it. Suppose that an e-coupon can be

cost parameters) tend to be prohibitively high so that this

forwarded n times before the shopping day, where n is

will not be feasible. The main problem here is that, unlike

exogenous. Given , if is such that consumers are willing

the e-coupon forwarded by one’s associate, the regular

to forward the e-coupon to their associates, then ultimately

coupon may simply be ignored because it does not come

the fraction of consumers who received the e-coupon will be

from someone the receiver trusts as an opinion leader. With

xn , where x 0 =, x1 =2-2 , and for all n2,

this simplifying assumption, it follows that the manufacturer

0

and K (the

can only make the regular coupon accessible to the aware
xn =xn-1 +(xn-1 -xn-2 )(1-xn-1 ).

(2.1)

consumers.

16

We shall assume that in so

doing the

manufacturer incurs a fixed cost F0, and hence the
Lemma 2.1 below shows that x
to infinity.

14

n

will approach 1 as n tends

Since this is true for any >0, the optimal

e-coupon which induces forwarding must specify the
minimum 0 . As 0 goes to zero, the expenditure k

0

manufacturer’s only relevant

decisions concerning the

regular coupon are whether to spend the cost F, and to
determine the face value for the regular coupon.

goes to

zero also, this demonstrates the idea that e-coupons can

After the manufacturer chooses his regular coupon strategy,

serve as inexpensive on-line advertising instruments, as long

consumers must decide whether or not to acquire the coupon,

as inducing forwarding is no problem.

and once they have it, whether to retain (carry) it for later
redemption. Because the carrying costs are fixed costs,

After the e-coupon

receivers’

decisions,

15

the game

consumers who have carried the e-coupon necessarily will

continues with the manufacturer issuing a regular coupon.

carry the regular coupon. Finally, at the last stage of the

At this time, two things matter. First, some originally

game, consumers arrive at the manufacturer’s store on the

unaware consumers may have become aware of the product,

shopping day, and they purchase the product and redeem the

and hence the population of aware consumers may rise.

coupons.

Second, those consumers who have carried the e-coupon
essentially have higher valuations for the product. The

To begin, we make several simplifying assumptions.

manufacturer’s problem at this time is similar to that treated
in Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4], except that the

Assumption 1

price has been determined at the first stage of the game. The

Forwarding of the e-coupon is perfect; that is, n=.

manufacturer may find it beneficial to mail his regular
coupon to some randomly selected consumers in an effort to

Assumption 2

raise consumer awareness, which is possible in particular if

V-A-C v-c.

no actions have been taken in earlier stages to enhance
Assumption 3
14

There are x 0 =initially reached consumers, who forward
the e-coupon to other consumers, where with probability
(1- x 0 ) a new receiver has not obtained the e-coupon before.
We rely on the law of large numbers to assert that x 1 =2-2
holds approximately. Now only the new receivers (-x 0 +x1 )
will forward the e-coupon, and this time with probability
(1-x1 ) a new receiver has not received the e-coupon before.
This explains equation (2.1).
15
If either =0 or =0, then e-coupons are not issued, or
equivalently, the manufacturer has chosen to ignore the
presence of Internet.

In the absence of the Internet, the manufacturer prefers
issuing a regular coupon and serving all consumers to not

16

For example, the manufacturer may attach the regular
coupon to newspapers, or place the regular coupon in his
store. We are assuming that the regular coupon so issued
never catches the eyes of the unaware consumers. To raise
consumer awareness in the absence of the Internet, the
manufacturer must resort to other means like advertising.
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issuing a regular coupon. That

is, min([a(A+C)-c],

[(v-c)-a(V-A-C)])F.

Proof of Lemma 2.1: Following lemma 2.1, at the time the
manufacturer determines his optimal regular coupon strategy,
the population of

aware consumers will be 1. From

Assumption 1 is an idealization. In subsection 3.4 we

assumption 3, the manufacturer will run a regular coupon

discuss the case

and serve all consumers after an e-coupon is issued if and

where n<. The

last inequality in

assumption 2 ensures that when both the acquisition costs

only if min(a(A+C), [v’-a(V’-A-C)]F, where v’ and V’

and the carrying costs are present, the optimal screening

stand for the lows’ and the highs’ valuations for the product

coupon will have a face value equal to the highs’ redemption

given that the e-coupon has been issued. There are two

costs; see Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4] for a proof.

possibilities: Either all consumers have the e-coupon, or

Assumption 3 is made so that our results can be compared to

only the lows have the e-coupon. In both cases, we have

those in Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4]. It says that
without the Internet, the segment of lows

is important

[v’-a(V’-A-C)][v-a(V-A-C)]F,

(2.3)

enough so that the manufacturer would like to issue a regular
coupon and serve both

the highs and the lows (i.e.

and hence our assertion follows.

Q.E.D.

[(v-c)+a(A+C)]FaV), and that the cost of running the
regular coupon is low enough so that using the regular
coupon to extract the highs’ consumer surplus is a good idea

3. THE OPTIMALCOUPON STRATEGY: TWO

(i.e. [a(A+C)-c]F).

Lemma 2.1

POLAR CASES

If an e-coupon is issued by the manufacturer,

In this section we shall focus on two polar cases, the case

and is forwarded by the initial receivers, then on the

where consumers’ redemption costs differ mainly because

shopping day the population of aware consumers is one.

they have different acquisition costs, and the case where the
differences are mainly due to differences in the carrying

Proof of Lemma 2.1: We must show that x

n

in equation

costs. These polar cases best demonstrate our argument that

(2.1) converges to 1 when n tends to infinity. First observe

e-coupons and regular coupons perform essentially different

that the sequence { x n } is increasing and bounded above,

functions, and the intuition we obtain by inspecting these

which must have a limit. Repeatedly using (1), we have

polar cases stands valid for the general case, which we shall
analyze in section 4.

(xn -xn-1 )=(x1 -x0 )(1-x 1 )(1-x 2 )…(1-x n-1 ).

(2.2)
3.1. The Case of C=c=0.

Since the left -hand side of (2.2) converges to zero as n tends
to infinity, we conclude that x n-1 must converge to one.

In this subsection we assume that consumers’ redemption

Q.E.D.

costs for a coupon

consist of acquisition costs only.

Although the high-valuation and low-valuation consumers
Lemma 2.2

Maintain assumptions 1-3. Suppose that an

differ in the acquisition costs for a regular coupon, as far as

e-coupon has been issued, and all the e-coupon receivers

e-coupons are concerned, they have identical redemption

forward it to their associates. Then the e-coupon enhances

costs (which are zero following the assumption C=c=0). In

the manufacturer’s incentives to subsequently run a regular

this case whenever an e-coupon is issued, all receivers will

coupon and serve all consumers.

redeem it. The message we are trying to deliver here is that,
e-coupons may be very useful for raising the overall
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consumer awareness, but unlike regular coupons, they may

receivers

not serve the purpose of screening well. This is true

Q.E.D.

will

redeem

to 0

consumers

is

optimal.

especially when consumers’ redemption costs for coupons
consist mainly on

acquisition costs. This observation

Note that the left-hand side in (3.1) represents the least cost

underlies our argument that e-coupons and regular coupons

the manufacturer must

incur in order

to obtain free

have fundamentally different functions.

forwarding of the e-coupon. When equation (3.1) fails, the
manufacturer will simply ignore the presence of the Internet,

Lemma 3.1 Maintain assumptions 1-3. Suppose that

and his behavior is as described in Gerstner and Hess (1991,
1995)[3][4]. Equipped with the preceding lemmas, we are

k0 < (1-)(v+aA).

(3.1)

Then the optimal e-coupon is such that d and =

0.

All

ready to express:

Proposition 3.1

Maintain assumptions 1-3. If k

consumers receive and redeem the e-coupon in equilibrium.

(1-)(v+aA), the manufacturer’s optimal coupon strategy is

The optimal regular coupon is such that =A. In equilibrium

to first issue an e-coupon (d, =

only low-valuation consumers acquire and redeem the

issue a regular coupon =A at a cost F. The corresponding

regular coupon.

product price is p=v+A+d. The manufacturer’s equilibrium
profit

is v+aA-F-k 0 .

If

0

<

0

) at a cost k 0 and then

k0

>

(1-)(v+aA),

the

Proof of Lemma 3.1: Since consumers have identical

manufacturer’s optimal coupon strategy is simply ignoring

redemption costs for the e-coupon, the e-coupon, if issued,

the presence of the Internet, and issuing the regular coupon

must be purely advertising. The manufacturer can either

(=A) at a cost F. The corresponding product price is p=v+A

ignore e-coupons, or issue an e-coupon to 

and the manufacturer’s equilibrium profit is  (v+aA)-F.

0

consumers, or

issue an e-coupon to all consumers. (The manufacturer’s
profit is linear in the population of the consumers initially

Proposition 3.1 shows a full separability between e-coupons

reached by the e-coupon, and hence we confine our attention

and regular coupons: E-coupons are first issued to raise

to the corner solutions.) Note that these alternatives affect

consumer awareness, and then regular coupons are used to

the subsequent regular coupon design only via (1) changes

price discriminate consumers. This result is consistent with

in consumers’ valuations for the product and (2) the

Gerstner and Hess (1991, 1995)[3][4] and the findings of

determination of the population of aware consumers. Note

Kuchinskas and Susan (1999)[8]. The latter paper points out

also that the optimal regular coupon, if issued, must be

that online advertising is especially useful in increasing

independent of the population of aware consumers. Now

brand awareness.

assumptions 1-3 and the condition k

0

< (1-)(v+aA) ensure
3.2. The Case A=0, c=0 and d<(1-a)C.

that the regular coupon will be issued, and since the
e-coupon strategy has nothing to do with the acquisition
costs for the regular coupon, the optimal regular coupon is

In this and the next subsections, we assume that consumers

independent of the e-coupon strategy. It follows from

incur no search costs for coupons. The entire redemption

Gerstner and Hess (1991)[3] that the optimal regular coupon

costs originate from the carrying costs. Since we have

is such that =A, which only the low-valuation consumers

assumed that the carrying costs are fixed costs, a rational

will redeem. Since the e-coupon strategy has no bearing on

consumer will carry either both the e-coupon and the regular

the subsequent regular coupon strategy, it follows from k
< (1-)(v+aA) again that issuing an e-coupon which all

0

coupon or neither of them. Unlike in subsection 3.1 where
an e-coupon can never serve the purpose of screening,
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Proposition 3.2 below shows that in the current case an

The latter problem would disappear, if an e-coupon receiver

e-coupon can assume the dual roles of advertising and

thinks that his

screening, as long as  0 is small and a condition on the

consumer, or if that is not very likely, the e-coupon has a

composition of high-valuation and low-valuation consumers

high face value. This is the meaning of the condition d<

is satisfied.

(1-a)C.

Proposition 3.2 Maintain assumptions 1-3.

3.3. The Case A=0 and d (1-a)C.

1.

low-valuation

If k0 <(1-)(v+aC)+F, the manufacturer’s optimal
coupon

strategy

is to issue

just one e-coupon

In this case the e-coupon cannot serve the dual functions of

(=C,=0 ), which only the lows will redeem but all

free advertising and price discrimination: It is not possible to

receivers

The

issue an e-coupon carried and redeemed only by the

and the

low-valuation consumers while forwarded by all receivers.

will

corresponding

2.

associate is probably a

forward
product

to their
price

associates.

is p=v+C

manufacturer’s profit is v+aC-k 0 .

There are three possibilities for an e-coupon: (1) no one

If k0 >(1-)(v+aC)+F, the manufacturer’s optimal

redeems and forwards it; (2) the lows will redeem it but no

coupon strategy is to ignore the Internet and to issue a

one forwards it; and (3) all consumers will redeem and

regular coupon (=C). The corresponding product

forward it.

price is p=v+C. In equilibrium the manufacturer’s
profit is (v+aC)-F.

Proposition 3.3 Maintain assumptions 1-3.
1.

Proof of Proposition 3.2: Consider the case where k

If aC<k(1-),
0 k0 <(1-)v-aC+F, the manufacturer’s
optimal coupon strategy is to issue an e-coupon

0

<(1-)(v+aC)+F. It is apparently better for the manufacturer

(>max(d+aC+(1-a)c, C), = 0 ) at a cost k0 that all

to issue an e-coupon that induces forwarding than one that

consumers

does not. The condition d< (1-a)C, however, says that even

corresponding

if =C so that only low-valuation consumers may redeem

manufacturer’s equilibrium profit is v-k 0 .
2.

the e-coupon, an e-coupon receiver still finds it optimal to

will

redeem

product

price

and
is

forward.

The

p=v+.

The

If aC>k(1-),
0 k< (1-)v+(a-)C, the manufacturer’s

forward the e-coupon to his associate. Given n=, lemma

optimal coupon strategy is to issue an e-coupon

2.1 ensures that all consumers will become aware of the

(=C, =1) that only the lows will redeem but no one

product by the time the manufacturer chooses his optimal

forwards. The corresponding product price is p=v+C.

regular coupon strategy. The regular coupon, if it were

The manufacturer’s equilibrium profit is v+aC-k.

issued, would have a face value =C. This proves that the

3.

If k0 > (1-)v-aC+F, and k > (1-)v+(a-)C, the

e-coupon (=C, = 0 ) is indeed optimal, since it spares the

manufacturer’s optimal coupon strategy is to ignore

cost F of issuing another regular coupon with the same face

the Internet and to issue a regular coupon (=C). The

value.

The

straightforward.

case

where

k 0

>(1-)(v+aC)+F

Q.E.D.

is

corresponding product price is p=v+C. In equilibrium
the manufacturer’s profit is (v+aC)-F.

Proposition 3.2 can be understood as follows. For an

The condition d(1-a)C says that an e-coupon receiver

e-coupon to be promotional (to perform the function of

would not forward the coupon to his associate unless the

screening), it must allow only low-valuation consumers to

face value of

redeem, but this may run the risk of discouraging the early

high-valuation associate would like to retain and redeem that

receivers from forwarding the e-coupon to their associates.

coupon. Consequently, given

the e-coupon is so

high that even a

the parameter d, if

the
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manufacturer wishes consumers to forward the e-coupon, the

e-coupon, however, can be zero, 1-a>0, or one, depending

face value of the e-coupon in Proposition 3.3 must be a lot

on whether or not the lows have non-zero carrying costs, and

higher than that in Proposition 3.1. Proposition 3.3 points

whether it is too costly to have e-coupons play the

out that the manufacturer can issue e-coupons to all online

promotional role.

users if the issuing cost is small,

17

and as before, if k or 0

are not small, the manufacturer will ignore the Internet and

Next, we show that there are profound effects of allowing n

issue a promotional regular coupon.

< . Note that with imperfect forwarding the manufacturer
has to face four segments of consumers in general: the highs

3.4 Discussions

with the e-coupon, the lows with the e-coupon, the highs
without the e-coupon, and the lows without the e-coupon.

In this subsection, we briefly go over assumptions 1-3 and

More precisely, after the issuance of a purely advertising

discuss their relationships with the above obtained results.

e-coupon with face value , these four groups of consumers’

First, we claim that issuing an e-coupon that nobody wants

valuations for the product are respectively V+-C, v+, V,

to redeem may be optimal if low-valuation consumers have

and v. Depending on

strictly positive carrying costs (i.e. c>0). The idea is that, to

manufacturer’s subsequent decisions for the regular coupon

induce forwarding, an e-coupon must at least be retained and

and the transaction price will be different. Take case 1 for

redeemed by low-valuation consumers, but that can be

example.

costly if the latter also have strictly positive carrying costs.

Proposition 3.1, if Vv+d then low-valuation consumers still

This is true in particular when k is very small, for in that

have a lower valuation than high-valuation consumers, no

case

matter whether they have the e-coupon or not; but if instead

to

raise

the

overall

consumer

awareness

the

whether or not v+

With the advertising

e-coupon

V, the

specified

manufacturer can cheaply issue an e-coupon that will never

v+d> V, then the ranking will be reversed. In any case,

be forwarded. Essentially, when k is small, issuing an

proposition 3.4 documents an inverse relationship between

e-coupon that will never be forwarded is just like sending a

the number of e-coupons and the number of regular coupons

catalog. Of course the problem here is that such an e-coupon

issued under the condition n<, which is consistent with the

may not be very effective in creating awareness, since it

findings of Liebeskind (2000)[10].

in

delivers a message without a reward; see Hassell (1999).
Taking the above discussions and propositions 3.1-3.3

Proposition

together,

assumptions 2 and 3. The issuance of e-coupons tends to

we have the following

testable

implication

3.4

Suppose that n<,

but

maintain

regarding the redemption rates of regular and e-coupons.

discourage the manufacturer from issuing regular coupons.

Corollary 3.1

Proposition 3.4 renders another testable prediction regarding

Regular coupons tend to have more stable

redemption rates than e-coupons.

the relationship between regular and e-coupons. To see that
proposition 3.4 is true, note that by the stated assumptions

As our theory shows, an optimal regular coupon is always

the manufacturer would issue one regular coupon and

promotional, in the sense that it induces the lows to redeem

optimally serve all consumers in the absence of Internet. In

but not the highs. The redemption rate, defined as the ratio

the presence of Internet, when ,k, and 

of the number coupons redeemed to the sales volume, is

manufacturer would optimally issue an e-coupon to enlarge

always 1-a>0 in our model. The redemption rate for an

the population of aware consumers, but as we mentioned

0

are small, the

above, this would also change the composition of consumers.
In particular, the presence of consumers with e-coupons will
17

That is, k < aC /(1- 0 ).
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induce the manufacturer to abandon the low-valuation

enlarge the population of aware consumers, and then regular

consumers without e-coupons.

coupons can be used to price discriminate consumers and to

This together with the

following fact implies that the benefits of regular coupons

alleviate

downstream
18

channel

members’

incentive

However, in case n=is a poor approximation

are diminished, or equivalently, the manufacturer should

problems.

optimally use less regular coupons: Consumers with the

to the reality, e-coupons may interfere not only with the

e-coupon tend to have higher valuations for the product, and

manufacturer’s incentives of using regular coupons (as

give that the redemption costs are mainly fixed costs, these

mentioned above), but also with an independent dealer’s

people essentially have lower marginal redemption costs for

incentives of taking a targeting strategy that lowers the

the regular coupon, which makes a regular coupon less

channel profits. We record this finding as proposition 3.5.

likely to be promotional. Thus the issuance of e-coupons
reduces the manufacturer’s incentives of issuing regular

Proposition

3.5

coupons, when the forwarding effect of the e-coupons is less

assumptions 2 and 3. Suppose also that, besides the

than perfect.

manufacturer, the distribution channel has another member,

Suppose that n<,

but

maintain

an independent retailer. Suppose that both the manufacturer
Another effect of allowing n<is that, when k is very small,

and the retailer are confined to use linear pricing policies so

the manufacturer may find it optimal to issue e-coupons that

that a miscoordination problem is present. The issuance of

will never be forwarded by the initial receivers. This result

e-coupons may enhance consumer awareness on the one

looks the same

hand, but it may aggravate the miscoordination problem on

as in the case where low-valuation

consumers have strictly positive carrying costs, but it

the other hand.

happens for a different reason. Similar to that case, here
issuing an e-coupon to get free advertisements can be costly

For a detailed discussion of the miscoordination problem in

to the manufacturer, and the cost is that it may reduce the

a distribution channel with independent dealers, see Gerstner

benefits

of

promotional

regular

coupons.

Thus

the

and Hess (1995)[4]. As we mentioned earlier, the issuance of

manufacturer must balance his concerns of getting free

purely advertising e-coupons may change the composition of

advertising

consumers facing the retailer, and in fact the presence of

by issuing

an e-coupon

with imperfect

forwarding effect and the forfeited promotional benefits that

consumers

with e-coupons

encourages

the retailer

would otherwise be available from the subsequently issued

abandon the low-valuation consumers without e-coupons. It

regular coupon.

follows that with the e-coupons, the manufacturer must

to

provide more trade promotions and the retailer may enjoy a
These results show that there is an inverse relationship

higher rent in equilibrium (part of this rent, of course, stems

between the number of e-coupons and the number of regular

from

coupons issued. This inverse relationship is consistent with

consumers).

the

enlargement

of

the

population

of

aware

the findings of Liebeskind (2000), where a migration from
regular coupons to e-coupons is documented.
4. THE OPTIMAL COUPON STRATEGY: THE
GENERAL CASE

Finally, it should be emphasized (although clear) that our
results stand valid whether or not the distribution channel is
vertically integrated, as long as n=. To the extent that n=
18

is a good approximation to the reality, our results show that,
in a sense of separability, e-coupons can first be used to

Recall that in subsection 3.2, the optimal e-coupon also
performs the function of a screening regular coupon, and
hence it helps to alleviate channel members’ incentive
problems.
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Table 1: 10 feasible coupon strategies in the presence of the Internet.

Strategy Category
Category I:
Issuing neither regular coupon
nor e-coupon
Category II:
Issuing a regular coupon
Category III:
Issuing an e-coupon only

S1

S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Category VI:
Issuing a regular coupon and
an e-coupon

S7

S8

S9

S10

Feasible Strategies
No coupon is issued.

Issuing the regular coupon that only low-valuation consumers
will redeem.
Issuing the e-coupon that no one will redeem and forward.
Issuing the e-coupon that only low-valuation consumers will
redeem but no one will forward.
Issuing the e-coupon that all consumers forward and only
low-valuation consumers will redeem.
Issuing the e-coupon that all consumers will redeem and
forward.
Issuing the e-coupon that no one will redeem and forward, and
then issuing the regular coupon that only low-valuation
consumers will redeem.
Issuing the e-coupon that only low-valuation consumers will
redeem but no one will forward, and then issuing the regular
coupon that only low- valuation consumers redeem.
Issuing the e-coupon that all consumers forward and only
low-valuation consumers will redeem, and then issuing the
regular that only low-valuation consumers will redeem.
Issuing the e-coupon that all consumers will redeem and
forward, and then issuing the regular that only low-valuation
consumers will redeem.

In section 3, we discussed two polar cases to highlight the

also in their acquisition costs for coupons, as will be shown,

different roles the e-coupon and the regular coupon may play.

the manufacturer may employ both e-coupons and regular

In this section we will extend the model to the general case

coupons

where neither acquiring nor carrying a regular coupon is

consumers. As mentioned before, in the first stage, the

costless for high valuation consumers; that is C >0 and A>0;

manufacturer posts the product price and chooses its

also, the carrying cost for e-coupons is the same as that for

e-coupon strategy, including the face value

regular coupons, which is equal to c for low-valuation

e-coupon, and the fraction ë of consumers who will be

consumers and C for high-valuation consumers. All other

reached by the e-coupon initially. Given the choice of ç and

assumptions remain the same. We shall still focus on the

ë by the manufacturer, consumers decide whether to retain it

case where n=∞. In the following, we shall first consider

for later redemption, whether to forward it to their associates.

the manufacturer’s feasible coupon strategies and then solve

In terms of strategy outcome, the manufacturer’s e-coupon

each of them to derive the associated best coupon strategy.

strategies can be classified into the following five ones: (1)

Finally, we characterize the optimal coupon strategy for the

not issuing an e-coupon; (2) issuing an e-coupon which no

manufacturer through three propositions.

one will redeem and forward; (3) issuing an e-coupon which

to

price

discriminate

against

high-valuation

ç of the

no one will forward while the low-valuation receivers will
4.1 The Ten Feasible Coupon Strategies

redeem; (4) issuing an e-coupon which all receivers forward
and only low-valuation receivers will redeem; (5) issuing an

When consumers differ not only in their carrying costs but

e-coupon which all receivers will forward and redeem.
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Lemma 4.1 shows that in the general model where A0 and
Given its e-coupon strategy chosen in the previous stage, the

C c0, the manufacturer can price discriminate against

manufacturer decides whether to issue a regular coupon, and

high-valuation

the face value of the regular coupon. Two resulting strategies

acquisition costs and through their higher carrying cost for

are available for the manufacturer: not issuing a regular

regular coupons. In contrast, all consumers incur the same

coupon,

cost (assumed to be zero) when acquiring e-coupons.

and

issuing

a

regular

low-valuation consumers will redeem.

coupon
19

that

only

Combining the five

consumers

both

through

their

higher

Therefore, in terms of price discrimination, regular coupons

e-coupon strategies and two regular coupon strategies, we

can do a better job than e-coupons. In the following, we will

summarize all of the manufacturer’s strategies in table 1.

consider the role of e-coupons in the presence of the Internet
and explore whether and when the regular coupon will be

Before the emergence of the Internet, the manufacturer only

replaced by the e-coupon.

has two feasible coupon strategies (S1 and S2). We shall first
characterize the manufacturer’s optimal regular coupon

4.3 In the presence of the Internet

strategy in the absence of the Internet, and then proceed to
analyze the other eight strategies, which become feasible

In this section, we will analyze all feasible coupon strategies

only after the emergence of the Internet.

in the presence of the Internet. According to Lemma 4.1, the
manufacturer prefers issuing the regular coupon in the

4.2 The Optimal Coupon Strategy without the Internet

absence of the Internet; i.e., S2 is preferred to S1. Moreover,
after the emergence of the Internet, the manufacturer prefers

In the absence of the Internet, only regular coupons are
feasible,

and the population

of aware

consumers

S7 to S3. It happens because in both strategies, the
is

manufacturer issues the e-coupon that no one will redeem

predetermined as The manufacturer can either issue no

and thus the use of the e-coupon

regular coupons or issue a regular coupon that is to be

consumers’ willingness to pay but expands the market of

redeemed by the low-valuation consumers. Assumption 3

aware consumers; Since in the absence of the Internet it pays

ensures that the manufacturer prefers issuing a regular

for the manufacturer

coupon and serving all aware consumers to issuing no

through regular coupons (Lemma 4.1), there is no way for

regular coupon or serving the high-valuation consumers only.

the manufacturer to give up the opportunity of further price

The following lemma

discrimination through a regular coupon given that the

reports the equilibrium

coupon

strategy before the emergence of the Internet.

does not change

to price discriminate

consumers

market of aware consumers has been expanded by a
e-coupon. Therefore, by eliminating S1 and S3, we can

Lemma

4.1

Maintain

assumptions

1,2 and

assume

focus on the remaining seven coupon strategies in addition

min([a(A+C)-c], [(v-c)-a(V-A-C)]F. In the absence of

to S2, which were classified in table 1 into two categories

the Internet, the manufacturer will issue the regular coupon

(e-coupon only and both coupons) and will be analyzed

(ñ=A+C) that only the low-valuation consumers will redeem.

below.

The corresponding product price is p=v+A+C-c and the
manufacturer’s equilibriumprofit is ð[v-c+a(A+C)] -F.

4.3.1 E-coupons only

The first strategy in this category is issuing the e-coupon that
19

It is obvious that it is not feasible in our model for the
manufacturer to issue a regular coupon redeemed only by
the high-valuation consumers. Also, it is not optimal to issue

only low-valuation consumers

to redeem but no

a regular coupon redeemed by all consumers.
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forwards (S4). As

far as e-coupons

are concerned,

Again, with n=∞, the optimal ë will be minimum ë

0,

and the

consumers’ acquisition costs are zero, and their redemption

proportion of aware consumers will be one. The optimal

costs are exactly the carrying cost. In this case, it is obvious

price and face value in this strategy are p=v+ç -c, ç≧max{C,

that the face value of the e-coupon should be set between the

d+aC+(1-a)c}, and the corresponding profit is

consumers’

high-valuation

and

the

low-valuation

consumers’ carrying cost, i.e., C≧ç≧c. Moreover, the face

Ð(S6)=v-c-kë 0 .

(4.3)

value of the e-coupon is such that no one will forward it, i.e.,
d＞(1–a)(ç–c). In this strategy, the manufacturer will send

Here, the manufacturer issues the e-coupon only to raise

an e-coupon to a fraction ë of consumers by email, and thus

awareness level of consumers without price discriminating

there will be ð+(1-ð)ë of all consumers who are aware of the

them.

product. Hence, the optimal ë, price and face value in this
strategy are ë=1, p=v+ç u -c, ç=ç
the corresponding profit is

u

Lemma 4.2 When the manufacturer issues the e-coupon

= min{C, c+d/(1-a)} and

20

Ð(S4)=v-c+aç u -k.

only, the optimal e-coupon strategy is as follows:
1.

If d≧(1-a)(C-c), k＜

(4.1)

aC
1 l0

and k≦(1-ð)(v-c)+(a-ð)C,

the optimal e-coupon strategy is such that ç=C, ë=1
Here, the e-coupon performs the dual roles of advertising

where no one will redeem and forward the e-coupon

and promotion.

(i.e., S4) and the resulting profit is v-c+aC-k;
2.

If d < (1-a)(C-c), the optimal e-coupon strategy is such

The second strategy is to issue only the e-coupon that the

that ç=C, ë=ë

lows will redeem and all consumers will forward (S5).

will redeem while all consumers will forward it (i.e., S5)

Therefore, the e-coupon is designed such that C≧ç≧c and

and the resulting profit is v-c+aC-kë

d≦(1–a)(ç–c).

21

In this case, the optimal ë will be set at ë

0

3.

0

where only low-valuation consumers

If d≧(1-a)(C-c) and k≧

to take advantage of free advertising by consumers. This

aC
1 l0

0;

, the optimal e-coupon

perfect forwarding will induce all consumers become aware

strategy is such that ç≧max{C, d+aC+ (1-a)c} , ë=ë

of the product, i.e., the proportion of aware consumers will

where all consumers will redeem and forward the

equal one. The optimal price and face value in this strategy

e-coupon (i.e., S6) and the resulting profit is v-c-kë

0

0.

are p=v+C-c, ç=C, and the corresponding profit is
The message sent from the above lemma is that when the
Ð(S5)=v-c+aC-kë 0 .

(4.2)

forwarding cost d is too large (i.e., d≧(1-a)(C-c)), the
manufacturer can not induce consumers to forward the

Here, the e-coupon serves the dual functions of advertising

e-coupon without giving

up the opportunity of price

and promotion.

discrimination. As a result, depending on the magnitude of
issuing cost k, the manufacturer either saves its issuing cost

The third strategy is to issue the e-coupon that all consumers

by giving up the benefits from price discrimination (i.e., S6),

will redeem and forward (S6). Hence the face value of the

or price discriminates consumers by incurring the issuing

e-coupon has to satisgy ç≧C≧c and d≦a(ç–C)+(1–a)(ç–c).

cost k (i.e., S4). On the other hand, if the forwarding cost is
small enough, it is preferable to let consumers forward the

20

ë=1 if (1-ð)(v-c)+(a-ð)ç u -k≧0.
Combining these two conditions, we obtain C≧ç≧
d/(1-a)+c and d≦(1–a)(C–c).

e-coupons free of charge.

21
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4.3.2 Both coupons

population of aware consumers, and regular coupons are
then used to price discriminate aware consumers.

We now consider the coupon strategies in category IV where
both coupons will be used. As far as the e-coupon is

The second strategy is to issue an e-coupon that only the

concerned, the optimal e-coupon strategy is the same as

low-valuation consumers will redeem but no one will

before. The only difference is that in addition to the

forward, and a regular coupon redeemed by only the

e-coupon, the manufacturer will issue the regular coupon

low-valuation consumers (S8). In this case, the optimal ë,

that

price and face values of two coupons in this strategy are ë=1,

only

the

low-valuation

consumers

will

redeem.

Therefore, we will only illustrate the analysis of strategy S7.

p=v+ç u +A-c, where ç u = min{C, c+d/(1-a)}, and ñ=A, and

For all other three strategies, we will just report the

the corresponding profit is

24

associated profits.
Ð(S8)=v-c+a(A+ç u )-k-F.

(4.5)

The first strategy is to issue the e-coupon that no one
redeems and no one forwards, and a regular coupon

In this situation, the e-coupon performs the dual roles of

redeemed by only the low-valuation consumers (i.e., S7). In

advertising and promotion, and the regular coupon also

this case, it is obvious that the face value of the e-coupon is

performs the role of promotion.

smaller than the low-valuation consumers’ carrying cost
such that no one will redeem and will forward, i.e., C≧c≧ç

The third strategy is to issue an e-coupon that only the

≧ 0. Because no one carries the e-coupon for later

low-valuation consumers will redeem and all consumers will

redemption,

the

high-valuation

consumers’

and

the

low-valuation consumers’ carrying costs for the regular
coupon

are

still

C

and

c respectively.

Hence

forward, and a regular coupon redeemed by only the
low-valuation consumers (S9). In this case, the optimal price

the

high-valuation consumers’ total redemption cost of the

and face values of two coupons in this strategy are
p=v-c+A+C, ç=C, ñ=A, and the corresponding profit is

regular coupon is A+C, and the low-valuation consumers’ is
c.22 Therefore the face value of the regular coupon has to

Ð(S9)=v-c+a(A+C)-kë 0 -F.

(4.6)

satisfy A+C≧ñ≧c. Because consumers will not forward the
e-coupon, the manufacturer still sends e-coupons to a

In this situation, the e-coupon performs the dual roles of

fraction ë of consumers by email, thus having proportion

advertising and promotion, and the regular coupon also

ð+(1-ð)ë of all consumers aware of the product. The optimal

performs the function of promotion.

ë, price and face values of two coupons in this strategy are
ë=1, p=v-c+A+C, ç=0, ñ=A+C, and the corresponding profit
is

23

The fourth strategy is

to issue an e-coupon that all

consumers will redeem and forward, and a regular coupon
redeemed by only the low-valuation consumers (S10). In
Ð(S7)=v-c+a(A+C)-k-F.

(4.4)

this case, the optimal price and face values of two coupons
are p=v-c+ç+A, ç≧max{C, d+aC+(1-a)c}, ñ=A, and the

This strategy shows distinct functions served by e-coupons

corresponding profit is

and regular coupons: E-coupons are issued to enlarge the
Ð(S10)=v-c+aA-kë 0 -F.

(4.7)

22

Remember that the acquisition cost of e-coupons is zero,
the low-valuation consumers’ acquisition cost of the regular
coupon also is zero and the high-valuation consumers’ is A.

23
24

Note that the optimal ë=1 if (1-ð)(v-c+a(A+C))≧k.
Note that the optimal ë=1 if (1-ð)(v-c+aA)+(a -ð)ç
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this strategy, the use of e-coupon is only serving the function
This strategy also shows that e-coupons and regular coupons

of advertising. All consumers receive the message but no

play completely distinct role: the E-coupon is issued to

one

enlarge the population of aware consumers, and the regular

consumers only by the regular coupon with a large face

coupon is then used to price discriminate aware consumers.

value.

Lemma 4.3 If the manufacturer issues both coupons, as far

4.4 The Equilibrium Coupon Strategy in the Presence of

as the latter three strategies (S8, S9, S10) are concerned, the

the Internet

redeems.

The

manufacturer

price

discriminates

optimal regular coupon strategy is such that ñ=A where only
the low-valuation consumers will redeem, and the optimal

In the above

e-coupon strategy is the same as described in lemma 4.2.

strategies for all feasible ones in the presence of the Internet.

The resulting profits are summarized as follows:

In the following,

1.

2.

3.

If

d ≧ (1-a)(C-c),

k

＜

aC
1 l0

and

k

≦

conditions

three lemmas, we describe the coupon

under

we will
which

derive

the corresponding

each strategy

is indeed

the

equilibrium coupon strategy for the manufacturer. We shall

(1-ð)(v-c+aA)+(a-ð)C, the optimal coupon strategy is

summarize the results in the following three propositions.

S7 and S8, and the resulting profit is v-c+a(A+C)-k-F;

Proposition 1 is the equilibrium which the manufacturer only

If d < (1-a)(C-c), the optimal coupon strategy is S9

issues the regular coupon. Proposition 2 is the equilibrium

and the resulting profit is v-c+a(A+C)-kë

which the manufacturer only issues the e-coupon; i.e., after

If d ≧ (1-a)(C-c) and k ≧

aC
1 l0

0 -F;

, the optimal

the emergence of the Internet, the regular coupon is
completely replaced by the e-coupon. Proposition 4 is the

e-coupon strategy S10 and the resulting profit is

equilibrium

which

the

manufacturer

issues

both

the

v-c+aA-kë 0 -F

e-coupon and the regular coupon, thus the e-coupons
complement the use of regular coupons.

Lemma 4.3 shows that, when e-coupon has been used, the
regular coupon can still be used by the latter three strategies

Proposition 4.1 In the presence of the Internet, the optimal

(S8-S10) to further price discriminate consumers through

coupon strategy for the manufacturer is to issue the regular

consumers’ variations in acquis ition cost for regular coupons.

coupon where

Whether it pays to do so depends on the issuing cost F

redeem if one of the following sets of conditions holds:

relative to the benefits of price discrimination.

1.

Besides, we find that the profits of S7 and S8 are the same.
It is because both strategies involve issuing two coupons,

only the low-valuation consumers

d < (1-a)(C-c), aA≧F, ð≧

2.

values are the same A+C, and only low-valuation consumers

d < (1-a)(C-c), aA＜F, ð≧

3.

v 
c aC kl 0 F
v 
c a( A C )

;

d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA≧F,
ð≧max{

), the manufacturer can first issue an e-coupon which

no one will redeem and forward, and then issue the regular

;

or

Therefore, if d is large (d≧(1-a)(C-c)) and k is small (k＜

aC
1 l0

v 
c a( A 
C ) kl0
v 
c a ( A C )

or

thus having the same issuing costs. Because both total face

will redeem coupons, so their revenues are the same, too.

will

v 
c a ( A C ) k v 
c aA kl 0
,
v 
c a ( A C )
v 
c a ( A C )

}

; or
4.

d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA＜F, ð≧max{,

coupon (i.e., S8), which results in the same profits as S7. In

v 
c k l 0 F
,
v 
c a ( A C )
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v 
c aC F
k
v 
c a(A C)

the e-coupon only that all consumers will redeem and

};

forward. The corresponding equilibriu m price, ç, and

The corresponding equilibrium price, ñ, and profit are

profit

are

respectively

p=v+ç-c,

respectively p=v, ñ=A+C, Ð(S2)=ð[v-c+a(A+C)]-F.

d+aC+(1-a)c}, Ð(S6)=v-c-kë 0 .

ç ≧ max{C,

Proposition 4.1 says that the higher ð is , the more likely that

In contrast with proposition 4.1, proposition 4.2 shows that

it is optimal for the manufacturer to issue the regular coupon

the e-coupon only strategy is optimal only when ð is small

only. The intuition is that if ð is large, the marginal benefit

enough. Moreover, e-coupon strategy is optimal only when

of increasing aware consumers by using e-coupons is limited.

aA＜F. It happens because when the manufacturer uses

On the other hand, the cost of using e-coupons weakly

e-coupons to make all consumers aware of its product, it

increases with the forwarding cost d. Consequently, if the

does not pay for the manufacturer to price discriminate

forwarding cost d is high, it will be difficult for the

consumers by incurring the cost of issuing the regular

manufacturer to induce forwarding, thus increasing the

coupon if aA＜F.

minimum ð for this e-coupon strategy to be optimal.
Conversely, if d is small, it is easier to induce consumers to

When d is small (d < (1-a)(C-c)), the manufacturer will issue

forward the e-coupon and do free advertising for the

the e-coupon that not only allows the manufacturer to price

manufacturer, thus making the e-coupon strategy more

discriminate consumers, but also induces all consumers to

attractive and increasing the required ð.

forward, thus doing free advertising for the manufacturer. As
mentioned before, when d is too large, the manufacturer

Proposition 4.2 In the presence of the Internet, it is optimal

faces the trade-off between price discrimination and free

for the manufacturer to issue the e-coupon only when one of

advertising by consumers through forwarding e-coupons.

the following sets of conditions holds.

When the issuing cost k is large, then the manufacturer will

1.

If

d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA＜F, k＜

aC
1 l0

prefer saving the issuing cost by giving up the opportunity of

, and

price discrimination. Finally, the lower the forwarding cost,

k(1-ð)(v-c)+(a-ð)C, the optimal coupon strategy is to

the higher awareness level is required for this e-coupon only

issue the e-coupon that only low-valuation consumers

strategy to be optimal.

will redeem but no one will forward. The corresponding
equilibrium

price,

ç, and profit

are respectively

p=v+C-c, ç=C, Ð(S4)=v-c+aC-k.
2.

ð ＜

3.

both coupons when one of the follo wing conditions holds.

If d < (1-a)(C-c), aA＜F, and

v 
c aC kl 0 F
v 
c a( A C )

Proposition 4.3 It is optimal for the manufacturer to issue

1.
, the optimal

If d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA≧F,

coupon

aC
1 l0

≧k, and

k≦(1-ð)(v-c+aA)+(a-ð)C, the optimal coupon strategies

strategy is to issue the e-coupon that only low-valuation

are S7 or S8. Both of these two optimal price and profits

consumers will redeem and all consumers will forward.

are the same, p=v+A+C-c, Ð(S7,S8)=v-c+ a(A+C)-k-F.

The corresponding equilibrium price, ç, and profit are

The face values for S7 are ç=0, ñ=A+C, while those for

respectively p=v+C-c, ç=C, Ð(S5)=v-c+aC-kë

S8 are ç=C, ñ=A.

If

ð＜

d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA＜F, k≧

aC
1 l0

v 
c k l 0 F
, the optimal
v 
c a ( A C )

0.

, and

strategy is to issue

2.

If d < (1-a)(C-c), aA≧F, and
ð＜

v 
c a( A 
C ) kl0
v 
c a ( A C )

, the optimal coupon

strategy is first to issue the e-coupon that only the
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low-valuation consumers will redeem and all consumers

general model the regular coupon can be employed as a

will forward, and then to issue a regular coupon that

screening device both through consumers’ variations in the

only the low-valuation consumers will redeem (S9). The

carrying cost and through those in the acquis ition cost for

corresponding equilibrium price, face values, and profit

coupons. However, the role that the regular coupon plays is

are

still limited to price discrimination while the e-coupon may

respectively

p=v+A+C-c,

ç=C,

ñ=A,

Ð(S9)=v-c+a(A+C)-kë 0 -F.
3.

serve both advertising and promotion purposes, depending

aC
1 l0

If d≧(1-a)(C-c), aA≧F, k≧

ð＜

v 
c aA kl 0
, the
v 
c a ( A C )

on the structures of consumers’ redemption costs and the

, and

forwarding

optimal strategy is first to

costs. If consumers’

redemption

costs of

e-coupons are the same, then the e-coupons can not be used
to screen consumers. If consumers’ redemption costs of

issue an e-coupon which all consumers will redeem and

e-coupons are different, but the forwarding cost is high, it

forward, and then issue a regular coupon which only

may happen that the manufacturer will optimal issue a

low-valuation

higher face value of e-coupon to encourage all consumers to

consumers

redeem

(S10).

The

corresponding equilibrium price, face values, and profit

forward and redeem it at the expense of the benefit of

are respectively p=v+A+ç-c, ç≧max{C, d+aC+(1-a)c},

screening. In contrast, if consumers’ redemption costs of

ñ=A, Ð(S10)= v-c+aA-kë 0 -F.

e-coupons are different and the forwarding cost is small, the
e-coupon will serve to play the promotion role as well.

In contrast with proposition 4.2, proposition 4.3 shows that
the regular coupon will be used in addition to the e-coupon

Next, we find whether to issue only the regular coupon

only when aA > F. That is, this strategy is optimal only when

depends on the initial awareness level and the magnitude of

the benefit of price discrimination is large enough to justify

the forwarding cost. When ð is large, the benefit of

the issuing cost F.

increasing potential consumers through e-coupons is limited,
and therefore it is more likely that the manufacturer prefers

If d is high, ð, k and F are small, the manufacturer will first

only issuing the regular coupon to issuing e-coupons only

issue the e-coupon that no one forwards and no one redeems,

and to issuing both coupons. Furthermore, if the forwarding

and then issue a regular coupon to screen aware consumers.

cost d is high, it will be difficult to induce forwarding, and

This strategy is similar to the case C=c=0 in section 3 where

thus

price discrimination through e-coupons is not possible.

regular-coupon-only strategy to be optimal will be smaller.

the

required

awareness

level

ð

for

the

However, when C > 0, the strategy S7 will not be dominated
by the strategy S10 any more. The reason is that unlike the

Third, we find that whether the manufacturer will issue the

latter strategy, the former strategy reserves the opportunity

e-coupon that will be forwarded by consumers depends on

of price discriminating consumers through their variations in

the issuing cost k and d. When d is small, the manufacturer

carrying cost for coupons, thus obtaining an extra benefit aC.

will issue the e-coupon that will be forwarded by all

In this strategy, the e-coupon and the regular coupon

consumers, thus enjoying the benefit of free advertising.

perform

When d is large, if k is small, the manufacturer prefers to

respectively

the

advertising

and

promotion

functions.

issue e-coupons to all consumers directly. If k is large,
inducing forwarding is optimal for the manufacturer.

4.5 Discussions
Finally, we find that when ð is not large enough but F is
From the above three propositions, we find that in this

higher, the regular coupon will be replaced by the e-coupon.
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However, when ð is not large enough and F is smaller, the

among

consumers.

Consumers

are

mainly

classified

manufacturer will issue two coupons. Thus the e-coupon

according to their valuations for the product, and depending

will be used to complement the regular coupon.

on the classification, they are attached with different
redemption costs. In particular, we have assumed that all
consumers are equal in the ability of using email. It would

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

be much more realistic to allow the presence of consumers
who have no access to e-coupons, and hence even perfect

In this paper we have conducted an exploratory study of the

forwarding will not result in the same composition of

functions of e-coupons and their interactions with regular

consumers for the manufacturer as without the Internet.

coupons, and we have provided a characterization of the
optimal combination of the two coupons for a monopolistic

Despite the above limitations, the paper has obtained useful

manufacturer. Our results, as mentioned in section 1, are

insights for marketing researchers and professionals. The

found consistent with several recently documented empirical

obtained

facts.

particular those statements about the face values and

propositions

contain

testable

implications,

in

redemption rates of the regular and e-coupons.
The current study is admittedly imperfect. However, its
major limitations can be lifted in further research along this
APPENDIX

line. First, for our purpose the current paper has focused on
polar cases where either the acquisition costs or the carrying
costs are absent. This can be easily improved upon, by

Before the emergence of the Internet, the manufacturer must

allowing

also decide

general

redemption

costs.

Similarly,

as we

whether

to serve

all consumers

or the

mentioned in section 3.4, allowing non-zero redemption

high-valuation consumers only, and his optimal profit in this

costs

case is equal to

for

low-valuation

consumers

has

important

implications for the manufacturer’s coupon strategy, and its
implications can be easily obtained.

Ð(S1)= max{ðv, ðaV}.

(A.1)

Second, the current paper has not allowed the manufacturer

If the manufacturer decides to issue a regular coupon for the

to explicitly design the duration of the e-coupons. As we

lows, then he seeks to

mentioned

in

section

3.4, allowing n<

(imperfect

forwarding) would significantly change the manufacturer’s
optimal

coupon

strategy

and

his

relationship

with

Max
p,r

Ð =ð[p-(1-a)ñ]-F

s.t. v+ñ-c-p≧0,

downstream channel members. Thus it will be promising to

V-p≧0,

explicitly examine how the design of duration may alter the

v+ñ-c-p≧v-p,

optimal face value of the e-coupon and the size of the

V-p≧V+ñ-A-C-p,

initially reached consumers. This will be even

more

interesting, if the spreading-out of the e-coupon can be

The first two inequalities are the lows’ and the highs’

modeled as a stochastic process where the law of large

individual rationality constraints, and the last two their

numbers may not be needed.

incentive compatibility constraints. The optimal product
price and the face value of the regular

Third, the current paper has not allowed much heterogeneity

coupon are

respectively p=v+A+C-c and ñ=A+C. Correspondingly, the
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ABSTRACT
The intent of this paper is to explore the future role of ebooks in the publishing industry. Emphasis is put on the
impact it has on the supply chain of the industry. Issues
dealing with the legal ramifications and financial
implications, such as sales taxes, will also be addressed.
The first section describes characteristics of e-books and the
current developments in e-books from the consumer’s point
of view. With the handling of the content of publications in
digital form, intellectual property rights will become more
complex and will require new regulations to deal with the
new medium. These and other related legal issues are
addressed in the third section. With the likelihood of
utilizing the Internet for the distribution of the e-book to
consumers, the collection of sales taxes will be difficult for
government agencies to handle. The situation will be further
complicated due to the globalization of the market place.
Which policies are in effect, how will they are enforced, and
who are responsible for their collection are emerging issues
that will need to be addressed in the global and local arenas.
Then it will be followed by the impact it has on the supply
chain of the industry. For example, one of the benefits of ebooks is the reduction of logistical costs throughout the
supply chain. Also, due to the ease of distribution, there
most likely will be consolidation of certain levels within the
supply chain. It may trigger a shift of competitive power
among the various levels. The likely scenario of the future
business environment of the publishing industry is discussed
in the concluding section.

Writers can now post directly to a website. Readability is
enhanced and multimedia possible. Usability is increased
through hypertext links.
Leaving e-books in personal libraries on the Internet allows
24/7 access and enhances portability. Out-of-print books
become available, and are immediately downloadable.
Searchability exists and consumers have the flexibility to
download (and pay for) a single page, a chapter or several
volumes. Space, physical damage and depreciation are no
longer issues for either producers or consumers. User
feedback and input give authors and producers quick and
increased information about the market, and the Web gives
immediate access to international markets. Finally, the ebook expands possibilities for persons with disabilities by
enabling large text formats and text -to-audio synchronization
of e-books
On the other hand, disadvantages include the high cost to the
consumer, if an e-book viewer (PDA) or other reader device
is required. Although there is a growing industry of e-book
authors, publishers and bookstores, lack of content is a
constant complaint. Although some critics will always fear
technological change and point to the cost to society of laidoff workers, most economists believe lower costs, efficiency
and productivity have a positive effect on our standard of
living. Finally, there are the effects on the supply chain
management, copyright and tax issues that need to be
addressed before larger gains can be attained.
LEGAL ASPECTS OF E-BOOKS

INTRODUCTION
Electronic publishing allows consumers to download files to
either a personal computer or an e-book viewer. The
advantages over the traditional printed book (p-book)
include reduced printing costs and reduced time to market
through streamlined editing, proofing, and printing processes.
Binding, distribution and shipping are eliminated. Revisions
are simple. The need for physical bookstores and inventories
are eliminated. Thus, the entire supply chain is shortened.

The age of electronic publishing has presented many
challenges to traditional notions of enterprise and ownership
of intellectual property, and in particular, that of copyright
protections. Recent U.S. court decisions would seem to
reflect the present state of confusion and conflict in
interpretations of copyright holder’s rights.
Copyright provides the owner of a creative work the right to
keep others from using the work without the owner’s
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permission.
A creative work (a work of authorship)
currently is protected under U.S. Copyright Law the moment
the work assumes a tangible form. It is not necessary to
obtain basic copyright protection; however, it is desirable in
terms of enforcing one’s rights in the courts.
There are some exceptions to use of a copyrighted work
without the permission of the copyright holder. Onc such
use is a doctrine known as “fair use”. The use is still
considered infringement, but under the doctrine of fair use,
the “infringing use” is “excused” because the work is being
used for a condoned purpose such as research, scholarship,
criticism or journalism. Courts typically balance a
combination of factors in determining if the use exceeds the
reasonable boundaries of “fair use”. The factors considered
include the purpose and character of the use, the amount and
substantiality of the use, and the effect of the use on the
commercial or market value of the work.
In a February 2001 case, a federal court denied Random
House Inc.’s (a well-known and successful publishing house)
request for a preliminary injunction against an electronic
publisher, Rosetta Books LLC. Random House asserted that
Rosetta violated the publisher’s contracts with its authors,
including non-compete clauses. Random House held the
right to publish the author’s titles “in book form” extended
broadly to all types of publishing, including e-books. Rights
are licensed by authors to publishers by way of contract.
Any rights specified in the contract generally contain
provisions outlining royalties.
Rosetta said Random
House’s contracts covered only the print version. Rosetta
argued that the authors, not the publisher, continued to hold
the electronic rights, and Rosetta said the authors could sell
(transfer) those rights as they wished. The court agreed.
This decision was based on the fact that the contracts in
question were written long before the introduction of “ebook” technology. Thus, this case, which will be appealed,
is an industry “test case” concerning previously published or
“backlisted” books. The case is significant in terms of the
supply chain and the revenue stream.
This is the first case to directly tackle the question of who
owns electronic rights in book publishing. The courts have
been reviewing numerous cases involving electronic
publishing. In January 2001, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that newspaper publishers infringed the copyright of freelance writers by reproducing articles in electronic databases
without their permission. That case focused on the specific
aspects of copyright law as opposed to contract law.
SALES AND USE TAXES ON
INTERNET SALES OF E-BOOKS
The sale of goods on the Internet, such as e-books, has
created a complexity in the area of sales and use taxes. Sales
tax is imposed typically when the seller and buyer are in the
same state. If the seller is outside the buyer’s state, then a
use tax is imposed by the buyer’s state to compensate forthe
lost sales tax. In the case of Internet sales, state boundaries

become blurred. The challenge becomes how to determine
the state in which the sale occurred. A sale transaction that
utilizes the Internet may involve multiple locations.
For
example, the buyer’s computer may be in one state, the
seller’s computer in a second state, the seller’s web site in a
third state, and the seller’s server in a fourth state. There are
no clear rules governing which state is entitled to receive the
sales tax or whether and how it should be allocated between
multiple states.
The concept of nexus is essential to the understanding of
how sales taxes work. Nexus means that a seller has a
physical presence in a state, such as a business office or
salespeople working in that state. The physical presence
creates a connection between the state and the sales
transaction that it seeks to tax. There are two important U.S.
Supreme Court cases that reinforce this concept of nexus. In
the National Bellas Hess case (1967), the court concluded
that a mail order business whose only connection with
customers in the State was by common carrier or the mail
lacked the requisite minimum contacts with the State.
Therefore, the company was not required to collect the sales
tax from the customer. The second case is the Quill
Corporation case (1992). The court concluded in this case
that companies who operate out-of-state and do not have a
physical presence in the taxing state are not required to
collect use taxes.
Another complexity with sales taxes arises in connection
with the determination of what is taxable. If we look to the
basic rules for sales tax, we find that sales tax is calculated
using the gross receipts from the sale of tangible personal
property unless specifically exempted by law.
Tangible
personal property is not clearly defined for products
delivered over the Internet. For example, the sale of an ebook on a CD-ROM that is mailed to the customer is likely
to be a taxable transaction. On the other hand, if the e-book
is delivered electronically, then it may or may not be taxable
depending on the state in which the transaction occurred.
This sales tax issue is further complicated by the fact that
there is not just one uniform rate for sales and use taxes.
Instead, there are probably as many different rates as there
are state and local governments. With most states imposing
a sales tax, the result is thousands of different sales tax
jurisdictions with a broad array of sales and use tax rates.
In recent years, important initiatives have been undertaken to
develop approaches to resolving these sales and use tax
problems. First, the Streamlined Sales Tax Project (SSTP)
was begun in 1998 for the purpose of addressing
inconsistencies in sales tax rules. Its primary objective is to
simplify the sales and use tax system. The premise is that
simplification will lead to a more effective tax collection
process, thereby, increasing tax revenues. The SSTP is
looking to technology to advance the simplification process.
Taxware International and Hewlett-Packard have developed
an online tax collection system that will be pilot tested in
four states. The system is designed to receive sales data
through the Internet from unrelated sellers, calculate the
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sales tax, and send the tax amount back to the sellers within
a matter of seconds.
The second initiative is called the Internet Tax Freedom Act.
It came into existence in 1998 with a sunset date of October
2001. It provided for the prohibition of multiple and
discriminatory taxes on electronic commerce and placed a
moratorium on new sales taxation of Internet access services.
In addition, it established the Advisory Commission on
Electronic Commerce. This Commission, however, was
disbanded in the past year because it was unable to reach
agreement on an official recommendation to Congress.
However, even if they had submitted a recommendation to
Congress, the potential for tax revenues from e-commerce
would have diminished as a result of many dot.com
companies going out of business in recent months.

electronic filing and remittance methods; reasonable
compensation for tax collection by sellers; and exemption
from use tax collection requirements for remote sellers
falling below a de minimis threshold of $5,000,000 in gross
annual sales.
Opponents of the Internet Tax Moratorium and Equity Act
cite privacy issues because it would authorize the
government to track online purchases by consumers-although the bill acknowledges that online consumer privacy
must be protected. Furthermore, they claim that it would
add to the bureaucracy at the state and federal levels. States
argue that if they cannot tax Internet sales, they need the
power to impose Internet access fees to raise revenue as is
done for telephone and cable services.
SUPPLY CHAIN AND LOGISTICS ISSUES

There are several stakeholders who could be significantly
impacted by the sales tax strategies and methodologies that
are ultimately adopted. On one side of the issue are the
brick-and-mortar retailers who claim that they are at a
competitive disadvantage if Internet commerce continues to
be largely tax-free and the state and local governments who
need the revenues from sales and use taxes. Most states use
the sales tax revenues to provide up to 50% of the funding
needed for education programs. On the other side of the
issue are the Internet-based retailers who need the tax-free
advantage in order to attract new Internet customers and the
consumers, themselves, who want to be rewarded for
purchasing goods and services from the Internet by being
exempted from paying sales and use taxes.
Several Congressional bills have been proposed and
discussed in recent times. One that is getting much attention
and growing in favor is The Internet Tax Moratorium and
th
Equity Act that was introduced in the Senate (S. 512, 107
st
Congress, 1 Session) on March 9, 2001. As stated in the
bill, the purpose of this bill is to foster innovation and
technological advancement in the development of the
Internet and electronic commerce, and to assist the States in
simplifying their sales and use taxes. In addition, The
Internet Tax Moratorium and Equity Act supports the
decision in the Quill Corporation case discussed previously
and places responsibility for developing and implementing
sales and use tax collection systems with the States.
An important provision of this bill is an extension of the
moratorium under the Internet Tax Freedom Act until
December 31, 2005. Beyond this, the bill sets forth a model
for a streamlined sales and use tax system to promote
simplicity, uniformity, neutrality, efficiency, and fairness.
Some of the key features include: a “centralized, one-stop,
multi-state registration system for sellers”; uniform
definitions for goods or services and for attributing
transactions to particular taxing jurisdictions; equal
treatment of purchasers exempt from sales and use taxes;
relief from liability for sellers; uniform procedures for the
certification of sales and use tax rate software; uniform
format for tax returns and remittance forms; consistent

Even though e-books will have a significant impact in the
reduction of cost and will improve the distribution of
published materials throughout the world, it does present a
tremendous threat to the core business model of the industry
in terms of financial distribution.
By focusing on the major levels of the supply chain (the
authors, the publishers, the distributors, the retailers, and the
consumers), one can easily see that legal issues will most
likely impact the upstream portion of the chain more than the
downstream. From a legal point of view, the most valuable
asset along the chain is the content, which is traditionally
protected internationally by copyright laws. The content
owner/provider, in this case, the publishers, should bare most
of the burden of the changes due to the difficulties in
protecting the copyright of their materials in the new
electronic media. Since most of the content can easily be
digitized and be exposed via computers and distributed via
the Internet with practically no effort or cost, traditional
means of protection will not work effectively.
Some new media forms such as the Internet may challenge
traditional distribution channels through major distributors.
There is a risk of these traditional distribution channels being
bypassed in the long run as in the case of a large number of
industries. This is especially true in industries where the
product can be easily digitized. Unless there will be
enhancement or modification of the digitized products at the
distribution level, electronic distribution by the traditional
distributors will add no value to the supply chain.
The originators of the content, authors that are well known
or not, can expect to see their positions improved in terms of
bargaining power. In particular, unknown authors may have
a better opportunity to gain new access to the consumers
through the Internet if they can provide their content in
digitized form. But these authors will have difficulty
handling the legal aspect of the content due to the
complexity and cost involved.
So, in some sense, the
publishers will have to be involved with the publishing end
of the content with a new and improved distribution system.
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If the new distribution system is sound enough and is
strategically designed to eliminate the traditional distributors,
then it will significantly impact the survival of distributors in
the industry. If carried out to an extreme, in other words,
the powers within the industry will do nothing innovative,
the publishing industry supply chain may see a repeat of the
movie industry over the past fifty years. That is, the movie
studios have lost their power and grip over the
actors/actresses and directors/producers and only act as the
distribution channel for these newfound powerhouses.

redistribution of power along the supply chain will
materialize within the next decade.

By observing the recent corporate activities of such giants as
Bertelsmann AG, it is doubtful that they will let history
repeat itself. Even if it does, the balance of power and the
roles of each level upstream and downstream along the
supply chain of the publishing industry will be altered
dramatically by the arrival of e-books within the next decade.

Anonymous, (August 2001) “State Tax Trends: Roundtable”,
Taxes, 13-34.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Some, such as author Peter McWilliams, believes copyrights
are a thing of the past. With the revolution of the WWW
and electronic publishing, enforcement of copyright is
virtually impossible. Writers and publishers, in his opinion,
must instead explore new ways of collecting payment. For
example, receiving five cents from each of a million people
is the same as receiving $2.00 from 25,000 people.
Especially with the content being published and distributed
in digital form, the logistical costs will be significantly
reduced. Players along the various stages of the supply
chain would be able to maintain profit levels and reduce
price/revenue at the same time. The difference is in the
economies of scale realized by the electronic publishing
media and passed along to the user, makes paying for the
accessible copies more palatable to users. McWilliams even
goes one step further. His company, Prelude Press publishes
his books for profit in traditional markets, but posts the
entire contents of his books online (http://222.mcwilliams.
com) for free. McWilliams compares the on-line service to
users picking up a book in a bookstore and leafing through it
to decide if they want to purchase it. McWilliams asserts
that since placing his books on the Web, his sales numbers
have risen. Paying a relatively small fee to access books online is the answer, he believes. [Meeks]
But, if as McWilliams says, “There’s no way to control the
Internet . . . It’s as though the printing press has been
invented again . . .. You can move text around the world at
the speed of light at almost no cost”, why would users pay
even nominal fees, if they can use it without penalty?
The ultimate answer will more than likely lie in-between.
New information technology will advance and provide
copyright owners the ability to more effectively monitor and
enforce their rights, and, because of the cost reductions in
delivering electronic, as opposed to print materials, the
copyright fee (license) will likewise be significantly reduced
to a level that the “market can bear”. But no doubt, the

Although the e-book may never exceed 20 to 30 % of the
total publishing market, the authors believe it is here to stay;
and that for many purposes, it will enhance the reading
experience of the consumer at a potentially lower cost, while
providing profits to authors and publishers.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports an investigation into the state-of-the-art
practices of Internet banking in Taiwan. Emphasis is focused
on the adoption of security technology. Three kinds of
security utilities—SSL, SET, and Non-SET—are compared in
terms of risks and supported functions. The author also
analyzes factors that influence the development of Internet
banking.
The Ministry of Finance of the Taiwanese government has
adopted a policy that fosters the development of Internet
banking. However, understanding security technologies
demands in-depth expert knowledge, and goes beyond the
capacity of general citizens. The authors suggest that the first
priority is given to the authority’s promulgation of laws and
guidelines. Second, the banking industry needs to integrate
the security mechanisms of Internet banking services with the
existing environment. Finally, a risk allotment policy would
help to remove fear and doubt from customer’s minds.
Keyword: Electronic commerce, Internet banking, information
security, transaction security
1. INTRODUCTION
As the digital era comes, the application of information
technology (IT) has been a competitive advantage for
businesses to increase sales and to make strategic decisions.
The financial industry is an early adopter of IT, and presently
the prosperity of the Internet opens a new battlefield for all
banks. Traditionally banks increase their profitability by
running new branches, automatic teller machines (ATMs), and
telephone banking services. Herein the Internet banking
service is a new option for the bank client. Being featured by
24-hour non-stop and teller-less services, the Internet banking
increases business efficiency with reduced maintenance cost;
hence the financial industry may have greater profit and
competitive advantage.
The boom of Internet and the maturity of technology realize the
application of Internet banking. The first available Internet
banking institution, the “Security First Network Bank”
(SFNB), initiated its service in October 1995. SFNB is also the

first virtual bank on the Internet. One of its organizers Dr.
Ralph Kimball states, “It is not the value of a virtual bank to
threaten traditional banks, but to prove the practicality of
Internet banking”. The active participation of the financial
industry has proved the Internet banking as a potential
channel in the future.
The Internet andelectronic commerce will play important roles
in business in the 21st century, and their impact to the financial
industry will be far greater than that to consumer products.
The integration of cash flows is a critical success factor for
either business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer
(B2C) electronic commerce. Namely the Internet banking
service will help the development of businesses in the field of
electronic commerce.
1.1 Motivation and Objectives
As the Internet application becomes a fast developing trend,
the Ministry of Finance (MOF) authorizes Internet banking
services step by step. The first authorized services include
enquiries of personal account and financial information; the
account transfer of registered accounts is then provided
afterwards.
From May 2000, the account transfer of
unregistered accounts is also available. To date Internet
banking services vary in several ways. The client no longer
needs to go to the bank teller in order to do transactions.
According toa survey made by CitiBank, the average cost of a
transaction processed by the bank teller, telephone banking
service, ATM,orInternet banking service is 34, 17, 9 and 3New
Taiwan Dollars (NTD), respectively. Regardless of the
difference in setup costs, the Internet banking service is still
the service channel with lowest cost. The low cost encourages
the financial industry to invest, but security issues discourage
the client to do transactions online. The Quality of Banking
Service Survey 2000 initiated by Business Weekly reveals that
only 4.8% of the 5200 bank clients interviewed have Internet
banking account, and 51.1% of the client without Internet
banking accounts have security concerns. Hence transaction
security has been considered seriously as an important factor
in the development of Internet banking.
As transaction security issue is the main factor discouraging
the bank’s client, this paper collects information and surveys
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the current state to make suggestions for the competent
authority and the financial industry. We wish that a win-win
situation could be achieved for both the client and the financial
industry in the field of Internet banking.
1.2 Research Method

The research method of this paper is shown in Figure 1. We
first design the subject matter according to our research
motivation and objectives. The information source is mainly
based on web sites constructed by the financial industry. An
analysis , compiled based on service items, security
mechanisms, and other related information, is also included.
Finally a few suggestions are proposed to the competent
authority
and
the
banking
authority.

Motivation & purpose
Design of subject matter
Survey of Internet banking

Collections of
information from
domestic banks

Collections of
literature and
secondary data

Analysis of current state

Study on security issues

Conclusions & suggestions

Fig. 1. Research method

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Essentials of Internet Banking
The notion of remotebanking was first proposed in the United
States in 1970s, when the banks offer clients telephone
services to make account balance enquiries, payments or
transfers. Clients no longer had to ask for financial services at
the bank counter. In early 1990s, some banks began to adopt
the newPC-version family banking services. As computer and
network technology become more advanced, banks offer
automated devices to extend service hours and to expand
service coverage area.
By offering electronic financial
services, the bank may benefit from cost saving, increased
service efficiency, reduced branch workload, and better
profitability.
There are various electronic financial services offered by the
financial industry. This paper summarizes the common terms
below:
Electronic Banking. The clients of financial institutions,
including the natural person and the corporate person in law,
may access financial services via electronic and
communication devices without going to the institution. The

channel of communication can be categorized into three kinds
of networks: the proprietary network, the Value Added
Network (VAN), and the Internet.
PCBanking. The client gets services directly from the bank by
connecting his or herPC to the bank server via the proprietary
bank network or the VAN. Users of PC banking may include
business enterprises and individuals .
Internet Banking. The client gets services directly from the
bank by Internet connection to the bank. It is not necessary to
make service requests at the bank teller.
Phone Banking. The client first makes a connection to the
bank server via the telephony network, and then requests for
services. A dual frequency touch-tone telephone is required
to access the phone banking services.
Mobile Banking. The client uses his or her mobile phone to
make enquiries, transactions, or active notification services. In
comparison to phone banking services, the mobile banking
service takes advantage in LCD-displayed transaction process
and itemized operation procedure without lengthy voice
instructions.
2.2 Architecture of Domestic Internet Banking Systems
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There are three participants in domestic Internet banking
architecture: the bank, the client, and the Certification

Certificate

CA

Authority (CA). Figure 2 illustrates the Internet banking
architecture. System operation is stated as follows.

Transaction Security
Control System
Certificate

Customers
DB
Accounts
System

Internet

Transaction Security
Control Software

Registration by
Dedicated line

Registration
by
Tellers

Registration
by
Dedicated line

Certificates
Management
System

Registration
Authority

Bank's Headquarter

Fig. 2. Illustration of the Internet banking infrastructure
Source: Market Intelligence Center, Institute for Information Industry, 1999
If the bank client intends to access Internet banking services,
he or she has to apply for an electronic certificate at one of the
branches. The client willthen receive a password and a floppy
disk or an IC card after successful registration. The floppy disk
contains a certificate application software. The client connects
his or her computer with the Internet, and then applies for a
certificate from the CA’s web site. After CA and bank’s
authorization, a public key pair is generated and the private key
of the key pair is stored on the client’s floppy disk. The client
can then access Internet banking services with this key pair
and certificate afterwards.
As to the software and hardware requirements of the Internet
banking services, the client needs a personal computer with
capability of Internet connection, and the bank connects
traditional mainframe computer with the transaction server to
complete fund transfer and payments. The Internet banking
service offers only those items that are appropriate to proceed
over the public network. By straightforward and ease-of-use
network interface, the Internet banking enables the customer
to enquire his or her account balance, transaction history log,
fund transfer, notification, announcement, financial products
and other related information.
2.3 Security Requirements of Domestic Internet Banking
Service

Property

As fund transfer is involved in the Internet banking services, it
is a critical issue to ensure transaction security. The Bankers
Association of ROC (Taiwan) announced the "Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial
Institutions" in 1998, with the permit of the MOF.
This
guideline describes security standard and the design of
Internet banking services to secure the transactions between
the client and the bank.
For better compatibility with the international security policy
of electronic finance, the ROC Association of Banks and the
MOF decided to revise the "Security and Management
Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial Institutions" in
August 2000. The revision of the Internet banking security
requirement is summarized as follows:
Security requirement of transactions: The "Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial
Institutions" exemplifies the Internet transaction security as
Table 1. According to the protection level and transaction
type, the guideline classifies security requirement into two
categories: mandatory and conditional. Mandatory properties
must be satisfied by every Internet banking service; while the
conditional ones can be optional, based on each bank’s own
decision.

Table 1. Security requirements of the Internet banking transaction
Category of Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and Transaction
Non-EFT and Transaction
Transaction
Instructions
Instructions
High Risk Transactions Low Risk Transactions

Message Confidentiality
Message Integrity
Authentication of

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory

Mandatory
Mandatory
Conditional

Conditional
Conditional
Conditional
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Message Origin
Prevention of Replay
Mandatory
Mandatory
Conditional
Attacks
Non-repudiation of
Mandatory
Conditional
Conditional
Origin
Non-repudiation of
Mandatory
Conditional
Conditional
Delivery
Exposition:
1. EFT and transaction instruction: service items regarding to fund transfer or items effecting the client’s right,
e.g., account transfer, remittance, payment delivery, issuance of documentary letter of credit, and
modification of documentary letter of credit.
2. Non-EFT and transaction instruction: service items that have nothing to do with fund transfer or have no
effect on the client’s right.
3. High-risk transaction: those EFT and transaction instructions that have significant influence on the client’s
right, e.g., EFT of unregistered accounts or transaction instructions
4. Low-risk transaction:transactions such asaccount transfer of registered account, or small amount transfer of
unregistered account (maximum amount: 50000 NTD/transaction, 100000 NTD/day, 200000/month). Such
EFT and transaction instructions have only minimum security requirement, but security mechanism of higher
level may be adopted.
Source: The Security and Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial Institutions, MOF, 2000
Security requirement of management: As described in the
"Security and Management Criterionfor Electronic Banking of
Financial Institutions", the financial institution should follow
certain guidelines in Table 2. This guideline emphasizes the

protection of the computer resources in financial institutions
over intrusion from external channels. It also secures the
integrity and confidentiality of resources, and maintains the
usability of computer systems.

Table 2. Security requirements of management
Protection facility
Objectives
Complete security strategies Only the authorized clients can access the system resource. This facility reduces
the possibility of illegal intrusion.
Enhance system reliability By enhancing the reliability and usability of the computer system, the clients may
benefit from minimum possibility of unavailable services.
Organize operation
The operation management guidelines include two separate parts for the financial
management guidelines
institution and the client; they assure accountability, authorization procedure and
responsibility attribution among financial institutions.
Source: The Security and Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial Institutions, MOF, 2000
2.4 Categories of Domestic Secure Internet Banking
Mechanisms
According to the "Security and Management Criterion for
Electronic Banking of Financial Institutions", the security
mechanisms of the Internet banking services include the
following three:
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL): SSL was first proposed by
Netscape in Oct. 1994. It is one of the major secure
communication protocols applied on the WWW, which
satisfies the basic security requirement for commercial
transaction message exchange. SSL provides point-to-point
authentication, confidentiality of communication, information
integrity, and optionally point-to-point authentication. As
SSL is one of the most popular security mechanisms on present
electronic commerce transaction platform, the MOF of Taiwan
demands low risk transactions in the revised "Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of Financial
Institutions" with symmetric key length of equal to or greater
than 128 bits. The transaction with low risk is defined as which

does not satisfy the properties of non-repudiation of origin
and non-repudiation of delivery in electronic fund transfer and
payment instruction. With additional security mechanisms
such as personal identification number (PIN) and user
password, the Internet banking service is better protected from
malicious network attackers. It is the financial industry’s own
discretion to adopt appropriate mechanism based on
transaction security and practical operation efficiency.
Secure Electronic Transaction (SET): SET is designed as an
adaptation security mechanism for credit card payment over
the Internet. It includes four groups of participants: the client
e-Wallet software, the merchant server, the payment gateway,
and the certification authority. Its security features protect
on-line transactions in many ways. By individual application
of digital certificate, the client can be authenticated. Digital
signatures achieve information integrity and non-repudiation,
and the digital envelope protects data confidentiality.
Non-SET: Because SET adopts detailed and complicated
specifications, some banks regard the SET transaction process
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as a lengthy procedure with high setup cost. Hence the
financial industry designs another secure transaction
mechanism, which adopts the electronic certificate and the
digital signature. The Non-SET mechanism satisfies mutual
authentication, information integrity, non-repudiation with the
cryptographic Triple-DES algorithm to fit the security
requirement of the Internet banking service.
3 CURRENT STATE OF DOMESTIC INTERNET BANKING
3.1 Evolution of Domestic Internet Banking Services
The Internet banking service grows with the maturity of
network technology and the popularity of the Internet.
According to a survey held by the Institute for Information
Industry, the Internet population in Taiwan was 5.94 million in
September 2000. AC Nielsen released a similar result that there
were over 5 million Internet users by September 2000. Both
surveys reveal a trend that the Internet is consistently
attracting more attention in Taiwan. Presently all Internet
banking services have to be permitted by the authority, the
MOF. The development of the Internet banking services in
Taiwan to date is depicted in the following periods:
Introductory stage (1995 to 1997). In May 1994, the MOF
authorized
services
including
enquiry,
general
correspondence and financial information services.
The
financial industry may offer these services without separate
application to the authority MOF. At the time Internet user
population did not reach an economic scale, thus the target
achievement of offering such services was to create public
acknowledgement. Services offered include general enquiries
(e.g., saving deposit interest rate and currency exchange rate),
account applications (e.g., application form download), and
spreadsheet examples (e.g., examples of loan interest charge or
term deposit interest rate).
Takeoff stage (1998 to 1999). The MOF further authorized the
financial industry to run the account transfer of registered
account service in January 1998. Later in May 1998 the
authority announced the "Security and Management Criterion
forElectronic Banking of Financial Institutions", modeling the
security standards and design of services. The basic
requirements such as confidentiality, integrity, authentication,
non-repudiation and replay attack prevention must be
achieved to secure electronic transactions. There was a boom
of Internet user population in this period, and on-line shopping
was drawing great attention to Internet users. The financial
industry followed this trend, expanding web services and
upgrading hardware peripherals to take early entry advantage.
At this stage, the Internet banking service included general
enquiry, account legend information, and account transfer of
registered account.
Competition stage (2000 to 2001). In May 1999, the MOF
released the "Guidelines Governing the Off-the-bank
Automatic Service Machines of Financial Institutions". This
template was to strengthen the security control operation of
the financial industry and to secure the rights of the service
user. Hence it clarified the rights and responsibilities between

the bank and the service user for the account transfer of
unregistered account. The Financial Information Service Co.,
Ltd.(FISC) was authorized to set upthe IEBS in February 2000,
offering the financial industry a transaction platform for the
account transfer of unregistered account service.
The
electronic commerce was growing prosperously during this
period.
A large-scale Internet survey held by Yam, a
well-known portal site, showed that the amount of single
transactions were averaging 2,611NTD, which was a prominent
increase compared to past surveys. By the end of year 2000
many banks were authorized to offer Internet banking services.
Herein the warfare era began with the competition among the
domestic financial industry.
3.2 A survey of the current state
Survey procedure. This survey focuses on the domestic
financial industry, and it collects information from the web
sites set by the banks. Additional information from academic
reports and other secondary information resources are also
cited for analysis. The procedure of this survey is shown
below:
1.
Survey target: This survey investigates the top 20 banks
with highest deposit outstanding. The sum of deposit
outstanding of these 20 banks is over 75% of the
outstanding of all banks. Table 3 lists these 20 banks.
2.
Design of subject matter: Based on the motivation and
purpose of this survey, the following factors are chosen
as the survey subjects:
l
Presence of web site: Whether a web site has been
set up to offer the Internet banking services.
l
The category of services: By distinguishing
different client demands, the Internet banking
services can be categorized into three groups:
enquiry (e.g., account balance enquiry,
transaction log enquiry, and general financial
information enquiry), account management (e.g.,
intrabank account transfer, interbank transfer of
registered account, interbank transfer of
unregistered account, and transfer of tax), and
others (e.g., electronic mail, application for ATM
card/credit card, and lost or stolen report).
l
Security mechanisms:
The “Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of
Financial Institutions” divides the Internet
banking transactions into two groups; one is
Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) and transaction
instruction, and the other is Non-EFT and
transaction instruction. Because of their different
security requirements, this survey analyzes their
mechanisms respectively.
l
Transaction system implementation: Summarizes
the implementation state of the Internet banking
services.
The banks may build their own
transaction platform, or adopt the FISC’s Internet
Electronic Banking System (IEBS).
3.
Duration of survey: From December 2000 to March 2001.
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Table 3. Listing of the Internet banking services
Account
Enquiry
Others
Management

URL

Bank

1 Bank of Taiwan
2 Taiwan Cooperative
Bank
3 Land Bank
4 First Commercial Bank
5 Hua Nan Commercial
Bank
6 Chang Hwa Bank
7 Taiwan Business Bank
8 Chinatrust Commercial
Bank
9 United World Chinese
Commercial Bank
10 The International
Commercial Bank of
China
11 Taipei Bank
12 The Farmers Bank of
China
13 The Shanghai
Commercial and Savings
Bank
14 International Bank of
Taipei
15 Hsinchu International
Bank
16 Chiao Tung Bank
17 Bank of Overseas
Chinese
18 Taishin Bank
19 Fubon Bank
20 E.Sun Commercial Bank

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
-

*
-

*
*

*
-

*
-

*
-

*
-

-

*
-

*
-

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

* www.bot.com.tw
www.tcb-bank.com.tw
*
* www.landbank.com.tw
* www.firstbank.com.tw
www.hncb.com.tw
*
* www.chb.com.tw
- www.tbb.com.tw
www.chinatrust.com.tw
*
*

www.uwccb.com.tw
www.icbc.com.tw

*

*

*

*

*

* www.taipeibank.com.tw
www.farmerbank.com.tw

*

*

*

*

www.scsb.com.tw

*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*

*

*
*
*

*

www.ibtpe.com.tw
www.hibank.com.tw

*

www.ctnbank.com.tw
www.booc.com.tw

*

* www.taishinbank.com.tw
* www.fubonbank.com.tw
* www.esunbank.com.tw
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Summary of this survey: The information collected in this
period is described below.
1.
Service items: Table 3 summarizes the services offered
by the top 20 banks. Asterisk “*” represents available
services, blank“ “ represents services unavailable, and
dash “-“ means information not available. This survey
shows that all 20 banks provide general enquiry services.
Because of the membership policy of the Taiwan
Business Bank, service information other than general
enquiries is not accessible. 12 out of the remaining 19
banks provide complete account management services.
2 (Chiao Tung Bank and the Bank of Overseas Chinese)
of the other7banks provide no services in this category.
As to other services, this survey focuses on electronic
mail service, banking card application, lost/stolen card
report, and credit card application. Among all services,
credit card application is the most common service,
which is provided by 16 banks. 8 banks offer electronic
mail delivery of statement or other passbook-related
information. Banking card application and lost/stolen
card reportare provided by 7 and 13banks, respectively.

2.

This survey explains a fact that the domestic financial
industry is playing an active role in implementing
Internet banking services. So far the service items
offered among banks have no substantial difference,
and they are estimated to be uniform. Hence for the
financial industry, the Internet banking service will be
general and ordinary service instead of particular
competition advantage.
Transaction system: As the security requirement varies
on different services, the financial industry adopts
security mechanisms of several levels. The mechanisms
used in the Internet banking services,categorized earlier
as SSL, SET and non-SET, are shown in Table 4. SSL is
commonly used for enquiry, low risk account
management services and other service items with
security concern. SET and non-SET mechanisms are
adopted for account transfer services. At present the
financial industry may choose to build its own platform
or to import FISC’s IEBS to provide account
management services.

Table 4. Usage of security mechanisms for the Internet banking services
Service
Enquiry
Account management
Security
Mechanism

General
information

Low risk
transaction
P

High risk
transaction

SET

P

P

Non-SET

P

P

SSL

Account
balance
P

Table 5 shows the implementation state of the account
transfer transaction system for the Internet banking
service. In the 20 banks offering the Internet banking
service, the Taiwan Business Bank is not accessible due
to its membership policy (5% of all the 20 banks). 14 out
of the 20 banks adopt FISC’s share Internet banking
system (70%); 3 banks (15%) do not use IEBS, including
Chinatrust Commercial Bank (non-SET system),
Shanghai Commercial and Savings Bank (128-bit SSL
system for account transfer service), and Hsinchu
International Bank (128-bit SSL system for account
transfer service). 2 banks (10%) have no account
transfer system.
A finding of this survey reveals that the majority (14 out
of the 20 banks) of the domestic financial industry
adopts FISC’s IEBS for account transfer transactions.
However, 9 of these 14 banks also implement other
account transfer transaction system. Clients of these
banks may choose their preferred transaction platform.
In the case of Hua Nan Commercial Bank, it offers 3
systems for interbank account transfers, including
FISC’s IEBS, its non-SET system, and the 128-bit SSL
system. As the service charge varies with the chosen
transaction system, platform selection can possibly be

Other
services
Optional

confusing for the client. Such a chaotic situation is
attributed to the low degree of integration between the
FISC’s IEBS and the financial industry’s internal
systems.
The certificate of IEBS is registered with the bank
client’s account number, somehow this client may have
more than one account within the bank, such as demand
deposit account, checking and savings account, time
deposit account, etc.
Authentication based on
single-account certificate leads to a troublesome
situation that the client has to apply for many certificates,
and each account needs a unique certificate. With keen
competition in the banking industry, the Landbank
offers revised Internet banking service in May 2001. The
certificate is registered with the client’s citizen ID
instead of one account number in this revision; hence
the client may use this certificate to make transactions
with any of his or her account.
In addition to the essential security requirements, the
financial industry also evaluates the practical factor of
system integration for better service quality. Hence this
will be a major issue of the financial industry in the near
future.
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Table 5. Implementation state of the account transfer transaction system
Bank

Platform

Bank of Taiwan

IEBS

Taiwan
Cooperative Bank

IEBS

Land Bank

IEBS

First Commercial
Bank

IEBS

Internet banking
account number
Demand deposit
account number
Demand deposit
account number
Demand deposit
account number
United account
number for all
accounts

IEBS

SET

Members of IEBS

10/15

SET

Members of IEBS

Free/12

SET

Members of IEBS

5/15

SET

Members of IEBS

7/15

SET

Members of IEBS
10/15
Members of FISC’s
Non-SET
shared CD/ATM
Free/15
system
Members of FISC’s
SSL 128bits shared CD/ATM
Free/15
system
SET
Members of IEBS
Following FISC’s
Partial financial
charging policy
SET
institutions

Hua Nan
Individually-built
Commercial Bank
system

United account
number

Chang Hwa Bank

IEBS
Individually-built
system

United account
number

Taiwan Business
Bank

-

-

-

Chinatrust
Individually-built
Commercial Bank
system

United account
number

Non-SET

IEBS
United World
Chinese
Individually-built
Commercial Bank
system

United account
number

The International
Commercial Bank
of China

Demand deposit
account number

IEBS
IEBS

Taipei Bank

Individually-built
system

The Farmers Bank
of China
The Shanghai
Individually-built
Commercial and
system
Savings Bank

Service charge
(intra-bank/
inter-bank)

Security
Available
mechanism institutions for EFT

SET

Demand deposit
account number

Composite
account number

IEBS
International Bank
Individually-built
of Taipei
system

United account
number

Hsinchu
Individually-built
International Bank
system

United account
number

SSL

SET

-

-

Members of FISC’s
shared CD/ATM
system
Members of IEBS
Members of FISC’s
shared CD/ATM
system

Free/18

Free/18

Members of IEBS

-

Members of IEBS

Free/18

Members of FISC’s
SSL 128bits shared CD/ATM
system

Free/18

SET
SET

SET

Members of IEBS

Members of FISC’s
SSL 128bits shared CD/ATM
system
Bank of the account
SSL 128bits
holder
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Platform

Internet banking
account number

Taishin Bank

IEBS

United account
number

Fubon Bank

Individually-built
system

Bank

Security
Available
mechanism institutions for EFT

Service charge
(intra-bank/
inter-bank)

Chiao Tung Bank
Bank of Overseas
Chinese

IEBS

IEBS
E.Sun Commercial
Individually-built
Bank
system

3.

Demand deposit
account number
United account
number

Security mechanisms: Following the “Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of
Financial Institutions”, the financial industry offers
enquiry and other non-EFT services without mandatory
usage of electronic certificates. Instead, the client is
asked to sign in by the user identification number and
password. Messages transmitted over the Internet are
encrypted by SSL to enhance security. If the login
procedure fails 3 times consecutively, the client has to
apply for another valid password. To further strengthen
security control, the Internet banking system terminates
a user session after the client idles over 5 minutes in this
system.

SET
SET

128-bit SSL encryption:
The “Security and
Management Criterion for Electronic Banking of
Financial Institutions” suggests that the EFT and
payment instructions of account management
services have to satisfy non-repudiation of
delivery and non-repudiation of reception. Further,
the key length of adopted symmetric cryptosystem
should no less than 128 bits. The financial industry
chooses the 128-bit SSL product along with
password sign-in. In this survey, there are 7 banks
out of 20 adopt such system.

l

SET: As it is tailor-designed for credit card
payments on the Internet, the financial industry
uses it with some modification. The Internet
banking system concatenates the account number,
the identification number of bank, and the

Free/18
Free/15

Members of IEBS
SSL 128bits

Free/18

SET

Members of IEBS

Free/18

SSL 128bits

-

-

application serial number as the client’s SET credit
card number. The participants of this system
include the client (cardholder in SET), the bank
(merchant in SET, may be the financial industry or
FISC), the clearing center (acquirer in SET, may be
the financial industry or FISC), the bank (issuer in
SET), and the certification authority. The Internet
banking system takes advantage of the security
protocol and data format of SET to gain customer
acceptance of on-line transactions.
l

The IEBS of FISC is secured by SET, and it is
adopted by 14 banks. In addition to IEBS platform,
the financial industry also implements its own
transaction platforms. Chang Hwa Bank has both
FISC’s IEBS and its own SET system for account
transfer services.

l

Non-SET: The financial industry implements
security mechanisms other than SSL and SET for
its individual need. At present the Taiwan-CA
company (TaiCA) offers certification service for
these non-SET Internet banking systems.
The
electronic certificate and digital signature provide
user
authentication,
data
integrity,
and
non-repudiation protection along with additional
encryption of triple-DES. The non-SET system
specification provided by TaiCA is similar to SET,
but it is without the involvement of the third party
(e.g. FISC) to fit the interaction model between the
client and the bank. A comparison of the two is
shown in Table 6. Presently 3 banks, Chinatrust
Bank, Hua Nan Commercial Bank and Land Bank
implement non-SET systems.

Three security mechanisms protect the account
management services, which are in the category of the
EFT and payment instruction service.
l

Members of IEBS

Table 6. Comparison of SET and non-SET systems
Internet Electronic Banking System of
Item

Non-SET transaction system
FISC (SET)

The Security and
Management Criterion for

Message confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, replay attack prevention,

Message confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, replay attack prevention,
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Electronic Banking of
Financial Institutions
Content of certificate
Authentication

Operating system

Software requirement of the
client

and non-repudiation and delivery and
receipt
Account number
Client/IEBS/bank follow the
cardholder/merchant/bank
authentication procedure of SET
The bank website is a transaction
window only; FISC handles real
transactions
Authorized SET e-Wallet software
installation; private key and personal
certificate have to be stored in hard drive

3.3 Customer Acceptance of Internet Banking Services
The Quality of Banking Service Survey 2000 initiated by
Business Weekly interviewed 5200 bank clients, only 4.8% of
the interviewees have Internet banking account. The reasons
not to take Internet banking services include security concern
(51.1%), habit of interpersonal contact (45.1%), and sufficient
convenience of ATM machines (over 30%).
This survey further analyzes dissatisfaction factors from the
247 clients with Internet banking accounts among all 5200
interviewees. The most dissatisfaction factor is attributed to
the slow speed of enquiry (33.2%); other 2 noticeable factors
are frequent connection failure (27.1%) and lack of
user-friendly interface (over 10%).
As the financial industry evaluates the Internet banking
service as the mainstream in the future, implementation of
transaction system will be consistently going ahead. However
the growth of the Internetbanking client is not substantial yet,
baffled by the issue of transaction security. Although the
Internet infrastructure is not mature in Taiwan, and the age of
heavy Internet users does not fit the target market of the
financial industry, the e-generation at the age of 20 to 30 will
still be the key client of the Internet banking services in future.
4. ANALYSIS OF TRANSACTION SECURITY
The Internet banking system provides services in the public
network, hence the account holder’s equity is vulnerable to
the lack of security protection. The transaction message
transmitted may suffer from eavesdropping, modification,
malicious deletion, fabrication of message or identification,
repudiation of bank or client, or even invasion of system.
Transaction delay and error are other reasons to cause the
account holder’s loss. These threats lower the account
holder’s will to choose Internet banking services. Thus the
security issue is a major concern by both the client and the
bank.
Security requirements may be achieved by
cryptographic mechanisms and comprehensive system design
and management. Herein the current state of cryptographic
products and the related protocols such as SSL, SET and
non-SET security mechanisms are further elaborated below:
4.1 Cryptography

and non-repudiation and delivery and
receipt
Citizen ID
Mutual authentication of client/bank

Individual platforms implemented by bank;
simplified operation procedure with higher
system integration
“Client management software”
installation; private key and personal
certificate are stored in floppy disk

Symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystems: To ensure the
confidentiality of communication, information is first
encrypted into ciphertext before transmitting to the receiver.
The legitimate receiver uses the same cryptographic algorithm
to convert ciphertext back to plain text. Two types of
cryptographic mechanisms are in use: the symmetric and
asymmetric cryptosystems. The symmetric cryptosystem is
also addressed as secret key cryptosystem, in which the
message sender and receiver use the same key to
encrypt/decrypt messages. Data Encryption Standard (DES)
is the most widely used symmetric cryptosystem.
The other type of cryptosystem is asymmetric, known as
public key cryptosystem. Every participant of this system
uses a pair of keys for message encryption/decryption
respectively. These two keys (one public key, one private key)
have a mathematical relation, and it is futile trying to compute a
private key from the corresponding public key. Namely, the
announcement of public key does not damage the
confidentiality of the corresponding private key. Asymmetric
cryptosystems
are commonly
used
for message
encryption/decryption and generation of digital signatures.
RSA is the most widely used asymmetric cryptosystem.
Digital signature: Digital signature is an application of the
public key cryptosystem. The sender uses his or her own
private key to encrypt messages, and the outcome of
encryption is a digital signature. The message receiver uses
the sender’s public key to verify the signature and to secure
message integrity.
Message Authentication Code (MAC): In business activities,
both the message sender and the receiver concern if there is
maliciousmodification of message. One-way hash function is
adopted in this matter, and it helps to compute message digest
MAC.
Message of arbitrary length is hashed into a
fixed-length MAC. It facilitates the system processing,
because digital signature is more efficient by encrypting the
message digest instead of original whole text. Commonly used
one-way hash functions are Message Digest Version 5 (MD5)
and Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA).
Digital certificate: Before proceeding transactions in the
wide open Internet, all participants of the system have to
authenticate one another. The characteristics of digital
signature help this concern, but the major issue is to validate
the legitimacy of other participants’ public keys. In this case,
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the job of key management has to be handled by a fair and
objective organization. This organization, the certification
authority (CA), manages works such as certificate assignment,
filing, and revocation. Every participant of the system
validates a certificate by CA’s public key.
X.509 key management standard: This standard is organized
by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) and the
International Standards Organization (ISO). X.509 adopts a
hierarchy structure of organizations to work on user
authentication and certificate issuance. The fields in a X.509
format certificate record the version, certificate serial number,
algorithm, issuer name, subject name, subject’s public key,

period of validity, and other information.
4.2 Current State of Cryptographic Applications
The Research, Development and Evaluation Commission of
the Executive Yuan entrusted Chinese Open System
Association (COSA) to set the “Regulations Governing the
Information Processing of Public Institutions”.
The
evaluation regarding to the financial information security is
listed in Table 9. As the level of consensus, stability,
completeness, and maturity are all evaluated as high level; the
infrastructure of domestic Internet banking is further
consolidated.

Table 9. Security evaluation of financial information
Item
Level
Level of Consensus
High
Stability
High
Completeness
High
Maturity
High
Source: The Regulations Governing the Information Processing of Public Institutions,
the Research, Development and Evaluation Commission, the Executive Yuan, ROC
5. CONCLUSION
The MOF encourages the financial industry to provide
Internet banking services with protection of security and
clients’ equity as two prerequisites. Although the financial
industry is consistently investing and implementing
transaction platforms, the bank client does not have a
participative response as expected. Theinconvenience of SET
discourages the public to adopt the whole SET architecture. In
June 21, the major credit card issuers including ChinaTrust
Commercial Bank announced to stop issuing SET certificates
for the cardholder. Herein a critical success factor for Internet
banking is attributed to the existence of a secure environment
drawing the client’s participation.
Thus the following
suggestions are summarized:
Laws and regulations: The government should play a
supportive role in newly evolved business services, and it has
to promulgate general principles as the guidelines for the
sector’s execution. Only through such approaches can the
society earn the greatest welfare. For example, the MOF
requests the financial industry to follow SET security
standards when offering high-risk transaction services. In this
case, the financial industry is faced with a holdback when
adopting operational products, which violates the principle of
general guidelines. Thus the development of Internet banking
may be limited, and the appropriateness of legal regulation has
to be reviewed time after time.
Market acceptance of security mechanisms: The phlegmatic
attitude of bank clients toward SET certificate issuance
mentioned above exemplifies the concerns of new network
services. In addition to security issues, the Internet banking
has to take care of the habit of commercial behavior and the
ease of integration with existing operations. One shortcoming
of SET is the certificate application and usage policy for the

client. When the client has more than one bank account, the
efficiency and transparency of certificates will become
important issues to reduce the development cost of Internet
banking.
Implementation of risk allotment policy: Practically, two
factors other than transaction security are considered: the
convenience of regular operation and the acceptance of the
client. Taking thecredit card system as an example, regardless
of the large amounts of credit card thefts and frauds, it is still
widely accepted by clients. A risk allotment policy protects
the client with limited loss; hence the client trusts and uses this
system. The competent authority secures the client equity by
allotting the client’s loss to the issuer bank. The MOF revised
the “Standard Contract of Credit Card” in January 2001, in
which the maximum loss for a loss or stolen card report is 3000
NTD. With this contract of limited loss, the cardholder
increases his or her trust in making credit card payments.
Similarly, the competent authority should promulgate a policy
to allot potential loss of on-line transactions.
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Abstract

The Rise of E-Commerce

The intent of this research paper is to explore the
future role of e-commerce in the health care
industry. The impact of e-commerce on the
supply chain of the health care industry will be
emphasized. The paper will be separated into
what role e-commerce plays from the
consumers’ point of view and at the various
levels within the health care industry. With the
aging of the population in the United States and
other countries, rising health care costs have
been a major issue in the respective economies.
Efficiency gains within the industry have been
attributed to the application of information
technology and, most specifically, the Internet.
E-commerce as a relatively new technology, if
deployed properly, could have significant impact
in the cost of the overall delivery of health care.
The deployment/maintenance of patient-centered
databases will become more manageable. The
sensitive issue of patient information will be
escalated with the advancement of e-commerce.
These and other issues will also be discussed.
Special discussion will be included focusing on
the lower end of the supply chain, the private
provider (physician office), from B2B and B2C
points of view. The overall impact on the supply
chain in the health care industry will be more
than just improvements in efficiency. It will
have a fundamental impact on the quality of
health services provided and the quality of life.
The authors will present surveys on the abovementioned topics and related issues in this
research paper.

E-commerce, defined as the use of information
and telecommunications technologies, including
Internet technologies, has emerged in the global
economy as a key tool in the drive toward
efficiency and effectiveness.
E-commerce
involves the preparation of a wide array of
business transactions by suppliers and end-users.
Online technologies are the most significant
facets of e-commerce and include the use of the
Internet for retailing, banking, electronic
settlements, and the sale of both products and
services. [8]
Business-to-business
(B2B)
e-commerce
represents the sale of goods and services directly
to other firms and government agencies using the
Internet.
Additional costs can be incurred
because of the need to develop, expand and
maintain a distribution and transportation system.
Business-to-consumer
(B2C)
e-commerce
involves suppliers providing goods and services
directly to consumers. Revenue is generated
through sales, with additional costs incurred
from serving a large, disparate market. [9] Web
portals and Internet connectivity where revenue
is generated primarily through advertisements
and fees, support the growth of both B2B and
B2C e-commerce and are designed to entice
people to go online for goods, services and
information.
There are a number of sound business reasons
for the growth in B2B e-commerce. One of the
most important reasons is the promise of lower
operational expenses primarily from lower
transaction costs and faster and more efficient
payment from suppliers and/or customers that
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means improved cash flow. It is estimated that
on average the cost to process a purchase order is
$100, which is all but eliminated with B2B
transactions. [4] By streamlining the ordering
and shipping process, e-commerce allows justin-time deliveries, cutting inventories and
lowering the holding costs of goods. In addition,
e-commerce expands the potential for market
research that can decrease the time lag from
conception to the opening of markets for new
products and services. [8]

streamlined. It has transformed banking and
financial services, retailing, publishing, travel,
manufacturing and entertainment. According to
Phil Lohman, First Consulting Group it is
inevitable that e-health – the application of ecommerce to health care and pharmaceuticals –
will foster new paths of communication and
transactions in health care and introduce new
patterns and organizational configurations. [7]

Research indicates B2C e-commerce represents
10% to 15% of the total e-commerce market,
with business-to-business e-commerce making
up the balance. [7] It has been estimated that the
e-commerce market is growing at 30 times the
rate of the world economy as a whole. A study
released in late April 2001 by Shop.org and The
Boston Consulting Group Inc. (BBC) found that
shopping online retailing in North America grew
66% in 2000 to almost $45 billion, and is
expected to reach $65 billion by the end of 2001.
[11] The demand for goods and services on-line
is anticipated to continue to grow, as consumers
become more accustomed to turning to the
Internet for goods, services and information.

The rise of e-health takes place in a business
environment that is extraordinarily complex,
with multiple organizational models subject to
multiple
regulatory
requirements
and
accreditation standards. Technological advances
have revolutionized medical practice at the same
time cost-containment strategies have controlled
utilization and fundamentally altered the use of
scarce health care services. Demographic shifts,
not the least of which is the aging of the
population, have altered the need for and demand
of services. As health care moves to embrace ehealth technologies it must address not only
these issues but also the fact that the industry
lags behind others in the application of advanced
information technology. [16]

The growth in B2C e-commerce can be traced
back to the steadily increasing online population.
The number of people in the United States with
Internet access rose from 68 million in the first
quarter of 2000 to 104 million by the second half.
It is estimated that greater than 60% of the US
population have Internet access from home or
office. An important target population for B2C
e-commerce is the adult population age 55 to 64.
In April 2001, 42% of this age group used the
Internet, up from 36% six months prior. [13]
According to a survey by Shop.org, retired
seniors, who account for slightly more than 10%
of the total Net population, go online an average
of 15.9 days a month, more than any other group
in the US. [13] Income directly impacts the B2C
usage - 80% of households earning more than
$75,000 has Internet access compared to 31% of
households earning less than $30,000. [13]
The Internet has been the catalyst for
fundamental change in the way business is
transacted, the way customers are targeted,
goods and services are ordered and purchased,
and information is obtained. Through the
application of Internet technologies all aspects of
B2B and B2C activities, processes and
communication have been integrated and

The Rise of E-Health

Even given these factors, health care lends itself
to the application of e-commerce strategies
because of its size, the current inefficiencies of a
paper-based system, and the critical need for upto-date information.
Consumers demand
improved access to quality health care
information and services, while physicians want
to be able to track their patients over multiple
care sites and have access to information about
the latest diagnostic and treatment options. The
industry as a whole, faced with increasing
demand and rising costs, must improve its
efficiency.
E-health promises to create
improvements in the delivery of health services
for health care providers, consumers and funding
organizations and agencies. [8]
The benefits of embracing e-commerce strategies
in the health care arena are many, including:
Improved delivery of services through online access to clinical advice, specialists’
referrals, diagnostic test results, drug
formularies and adverse interactions, and
other online healthresources.
Improved clinical outcomes through the
application of online technology which
monitors patient compliance, drug regimens
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and overall health status, and alerts the
health professional(s) of needed intervention
strategies.
Improved consumer access to health care
information which fosters responsibility for
and control over their own health.
Improved efficiency in the use of scarce
physician resources, enabling nurses,
physician assistants, and other support
personnel to monitor treatment protocols
and communicate complications and patient
status.
Improved access to vital patient information
through community health information
networks at the point of care to reduce cost
and improve care delivery.
Improved processes for the credentialing,
performance monitoring and profiling of
health care professionals.
Improved business practices and bottom-line
performance through increased market share;
medical and pharmacy supply management,
contract
compliance,
and
employee
productivity.
E-health offers the promise of both increased
efficiency and enhanced quality. By developing
a community health information network
(CHIN), duplication or unnecessary services can
be avoided, drug regiments monitored, adverse
reactions minimized, practice protocols more
easily implemented, and outcomes documented.
[16] Through the use of the Internet a
community health information network avoids
the cost of building and maintaining a pricey,
complicated centralized database. The Internet
allows physicians and other providers to access,
enhance or analyze health data irrespective of the
computer platform. Providers may examine
laboratory and imaging results, direct or support
a clinical team, order prescriptions, and analyze
outcomes in real time. [9]
The Role of E-Health
E-health describes the combined use of
electronic communication and information
technology in the health care sector by the
consumer, provider, supplier and payer.
For
both the consumer and provider, access to the
Internet and the myriad of health information it
contains has fundamentally
altered the
physician-patient relationship.
Armed with
information accessed over the Internet, patients
are taking a more intense interest in their own
care, and often expect their physicians to

interpret the information that their Internet
search uncovered. [6] The use of e-health and
Internet technologies, coupled with advances in
medical testing modalities, provide some relief
to the physician who faces large patient loads
and increasing administrative responsibilities in
the managed care world of medicine. It is
feasible that physicians eventually will treat
common ailments over the Internet and through
e-mail, ailments that once required office visits,
on-site diagnostic tests, and time-lagged
treatment. Information about common ailments
contained in or linked to practice web-sites,
coupled with e-mail communications between
physicians and patients, will save the physician
and patient time, improve outcomes by treating
ailments before complications, and enhance
patient loyalty and retention. [6]
Between 40% and 60% of adult online users
search the Internet for health related information.
The Internet has played an important role in
empowering patients to become involved in their
own care decisions. A recent study conducted
by the Boston Consulting Group found that
patients who use the Internet report that the
online information influenced how they managed
their care and complied with prescribed
treatments. [1] The Boston Consulting Group, in
their report, Vital Signs: The Impact of E-health
on Patients and Physicians categorized patients
into four groups:
Accepting (8% of patients) – Rely on
physician for health information and
decisions.
Informed (55% of patients) – Rely on
physicians to make health decisions but
utilize the Internet to learn more about a
diagnosis or treatment plan.
Involved (28% of patients) – Partner with
their physician in making care decisions and
seek information online to discuss at each
visit; however, they still rely on the
physician to make the ultimate decision
regarding care.
In Control (9% of patients) – Determine
their own care; use online resources to
diagnose themselves before visits to
determine treatment options they want and
to convince their physician to treat them
accordingly. [1]
Utilizing this categorization of patients, the
Report findings show that while the involved and
in control groups are relatively small, they
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account for a significant portion of health care
expenditures. Within these two groups are
patients tending to su ffer from the most severe
conditions and therefore most likely to be the
heaviest consumer of health care resources.
Interestingly they are most likely to be women,
who often are the decision-makers regarding
health care for their children, spouses and
parents. The Report finds that:
Patients have already begun to
migrate to more active segments.
This suggests that greater patient
access to online information is leading
to greater patient involvement.
Ultimately, if these shifts continue,
the more active patients could well
become the largest portion of the
health care marketplace. [1]
Web-based disease management programs
are also an important part in the e-health
revolution, and are designed to alter the
delivery of care to patients with chronic
medical conditions, including congestive
heart failure (CHF), diabetes, and asthma.
Disease
management
programs
are
designed to use technology to monitor
patients daily to determine their health
status, to remind them to take their
medications, and to handle problems before
they become serious.
These programs
collect data without patients having to
come to the office or go to the hospital,
allow patients to communicate with their
physician and share information with others
with the same condition, and have the
potential to improve quality as well as
control costs. [16] An Independent Practice
Association (IPA) in Santa Cruz, California
implemented a disease management
program for their CHF patients. During the
first year of operation, the program saved
an average of $2,400 per patient per year,
with overall savings of $80,000 on
professional costs and $400,000 on
institutional costs. [16] McKessonHBOC’s
disease
management
program,
CareEnhancer(SM)
Congestive
Heart
Failure
Program,
has demonstrated
improved health outcomes, including a
73% reduction in hospital readmission rates
for cardiac-related symptoms, as well as a
54% reduction in the average inpatient
costs on a per person basis. [13]

Disease management programs overall
have helped physicians improve patients’
adherence to treatment plans, deliver better
care, reduce costs, and enhance overall
patient satisfaction.
Providers, while
recognizing the important role of webbased disease management programs in
improving quality and containing costs,
have expressed concern over the increased
workload. Disease management programs
allow a larger caseload, but may not
directly reimburse for monitoring patients
on-line. [16] To review findings forwarded
daily by the case coordinator and
recommend changes in the treatment
protocol, requires time, time that is not
directly paid. Depending on the delivery
model sponsoring the program, however,
providers can see increased income through
the distribution of risk pools – funds set
aside to handle unanticipated complications
of a covered population. If the population’s
health can be maintained in the least costly
setting (home), risk pool funds that would
have been spent on high cost hospital readmissions and patient complications can
be distributed to the physician.
Forrester Research predicts that Internet
based health care commerce in the United
States will total some $370 billion by 2004,
up from less than $50 billion in 1999. [16]
A major component of this burgeoning
market is the online sale of drugs, vitamins,
nutritional supplements, vision products
and durable medical equipment direct to the
consumer. Other revenue is generated
through web-based education, publishing,
online advertising and the sale of hardware
and software to the health care industry. [10]
Pharmaceutical companies have also
realized the profit potential of e-health. By
utilizing the Web, they can directly reach
the population with a specific chronic
disease, and influence that group’s
persistence and compliance with medical
therapies,
including
prescription
medications. It is important to remember
that the age group most associated with
chronic diseases (age 55 and over) is the
exact same group whose use of the Internet
has increased significantly over the last
year. [13]
By utilizing the Internet,
pharmaceutical companies promote patient
loyalty for a specific brand that can be
leveraged across successive generations of
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brands. In addition, by providing online
medical support, they gain a competitive
advantage on aggregate patient usage,
consumer wants and needs, satisfaction,
and access to outcome data for research. [2]
Robert K. Jenkin, publisher of ehealthcare
Market Reporter, predicts that because of
its cost savings potential the migration to ehealth and the Internet by suppliers and
providers will result in savings for
employers,
insurers,
managed
care
organizations and government sponsored
programs. [10] In support of this, in March
2000 five of the biggest suppliers of health
care products – Abbott Laboratories, Baxter
International,
GE Medical Systems,
Johnson & Johnson and Medtronic –
formed an electronic trading exchange,
Global Health Care Exchange (GHX), to
transform the way suppliers and health care
providers interact. [16] GHX improves
supply chain efficiency by eliminating
excess costs in the procurement process.
Hospitals spend more than $100 billion
annually on products and services, with the
average cost of processing a purchase order
estimated at $100 each. [4] In essence GHX
becomes a single global marketplace that
fully integrates the health care purchaser
with diverse supply chain sources. Another
example of the innovative use of e-health,
Baxter International has initiated a program
that allows physicians to access information
about their patients remotely using the
Internet. It also is testing ways that will
allow physicians to monitor the status of
their kidney-dialysis patients using homebased web-connected dialysis machines.
[16]
Conclusion
E-health holds the promise of reducing the
overall cost of health care while improving
access and quality. These positive attributes will
become increasingly important when viewed in
the context of changing demographic trends. In
the last 50 years, while the population increased
by 3.5 billion people, the global economy was
able to generate an increase in real income of
around 3.8% on average. [5] The challenges of
the next 50 years will be quite different. By
2050 the number of people over 60 will triple to
2 billion worldwide. As the population ages, the
number of young people in the workforce will

decline sharply due primarily to declining
fertility rates (number of children per women of
childbearing age). [3] Coupled with these
demographic trends, there has been an increase
in the incidence of obesity, a common risk factor
for congestive heart failure and diabetes.
As health care costs continue to rise nationally
and globally in light of demographic trends and
health status indicators, providers, suppliers and
payers will continue to look for innovative ways
to become more efficient while maintaining and
improving quality.
Use of the Internet in
innovative ways will continue to develop.
Ehealth, like e-commerce, is transforming the way
health care is provided.
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Abstract: With the development of modern science and information technology, the Internet has brought about the
new opportunity for the development of tourism enterprises, and also made network marketing possible. Starting form
concrete situation of tourism industry in Shaanxi Province and making a breakthrough in traditional marketing
strategies province, this paper suggests the strategy integration of network marketing for the tourism enterprise in
Shaanxi Province.
Keywords : network marketing, strategy integration, tourism enterprise, Shaanxi Province

The development of the tourism industry must take the tourists as the center so as to provide them with good
services at right time, right place and right circumstance, and to satisfy their maximum demand. In traditional marketing
strategy, the product price, the ad vocation and marketing channels, the manufacturers’ geographical location and the
sales promotion strategies constitution the key items of the enterprise operation, market analysis and marketing strategy
because of the limitation of technological means and material foundation (Jiang Xuping, 1998). The network
circumstance and e-commerce have thoroughly changed the foundation of traditional marketing strategy. The tourism
enterprise can have a better understanding of the tourist’s demand in time and provide them the just-in-time services by
relying on the Internet----the over space and time transmission “superconductor” media, while the implementation of
network marketing can bring about much direct or latent benefits to the tourism enterprise, such as providing the
tourists with more satisfactory services so as to intensify the relations with the tourists and improving the enterprises’
fames, etc. In addition, under the network condition, some other new problems should be involved in marketing strategy,
which need to be considered, such as how to prepare homepages and how to establish the e-commerce system so as to
facilitate tourists to express their desire for purchase and demands, how to determine to satisfy tourists’ procurement
desires and demand costs, how to enable the tourists to be convenient to purchase the commodities and to obtain
satisfactory delivery of goods and after service, and how to make the manufacturers and the tourists establish the
convenient, fast and friendly channels, etc. As for Shaanxi ----being a large tourism province, some relevant tourism
enterprise must conform such a change and work out the strategy integration of the network marketing timely, in such a
way that the enterprise competition ability can be ensured and upgraded so as to make the tourism industry become a
real growing point in Shaanxi economy.
I. Strategy for market orientation
One of very distinctive features of so-called network tour should be that all the exchange between the service
provider and the consumers must be realized via network (A Yuan, 2000). The items in the network tour is based on the
rich tour service resources; and the concept of “individual tour” can be introduced via the instance on-line service so
that the special service will be provided to every tourist. Concretely speaking, the network tour is that tourists use
computers to make arrangement of their tour itinerary and to advance their required communication modes and
accommodation condition on the network. And then, the website will arrange their itinerary in accordance with their
requirements. At present, the popularization of domestic Internet is still low. Although the number of Internet user is on
a fast increase, it is still a drop in the ocean relatively in comparison with a large population base in China. Accordingly,
the different orientation strategy for Shaanxi Provincial network tour service should be presently worked out in
accordance with the different culture and living backgrounds both home and abroad.
1. The fixed orientation for foreign market.
Nowadays, the major tourist resource countries with the tourists entering Shaanxi markets are Japan, U.S. and the
developed countries and regions in Europe, where the popularization of Internet is so high that the people have been
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used to look for and to arrange their tour itinerary.
2. The fixed orientation for domestic market.
Within the country, the network tour markets should be oriented in the developed regions along the southeastern
coastal (the Pearl River Delta and the Yangtzi River Delta), the neighboring provinces and the central cities within
Shaanxi Province.
II.

Satisfying the demand strategy
Since the Internet is characterized by the interactivity and inductivity, the tourists can select the tour products and

services or advance the specific requirements for them through Internet and under the guidance of the tourism
enterprises, whereas the tourism enterprises can provide the just-in-time services in accordance with the selections and
demands by tourists. In this way, the traditional product strategy begins to become inclined and gradually evolves the
marketing strategy to meet the needs of the consumer’s demands.
1.

Establishing the conception of service idea.

The tour products in traditional sense are mostly a kind of service conception, while in the information-oriented
society the conception of tour products has changed greatly and evolved into a conception of integrated services and
satisfaction of demands, that is, what the tourism enterprises have sold are not only services and material type of
products, but a kind of integrated service conception as well.
2.

Acceleration of renewal of tour products.

Any product has a concept of life-cycle. In the case of network environment, since the producers and consumers
can establish the direct connection with each other on Internet, to meet the needs of consumers’ demand is the correct
direction of the tour product renewal and development. As far as the tourism enterpris es, the newly-developed tour
itinerary is also considered as the new product development. Therefore, when the old products are in the stage of
maturity, the enterprises can start to develop a series of new products in next generation. The advent of new products
can replace the saturated period and incline phase of the old products so as to make products could always be in vigor
and vitality with a long life.
III. Pricing strategy for satisfying demands
Price is the most sensitive problem to tour enterprises, tourists and the middlemen. The pricing strategy of
traditional products is basically determined in accordance with “production cost + production profit + sales profit +
brand coefficient. The manufactures play the guiding role in determining price. Whether the consumers and markets can
accept such pricing strategy can be an unknown factor with great risk. The features of free information on the Internet
can make the enterprises, tourists and middlemen have a full understanding of the price information of tour products so
that the tourism enterprises can also know corresponding production cost in accordance with the different requirements
of tour products and services suggested by each tourist. Accordingly, tour products developed with this cost and the risk
of product price worked out by this cost are relatively small.
In addition, the network marketing can make the tourism enterprises both deal with the tourists directly without the
traditional middlemen and reduce the cost on the product development and sale promotion whereby lowing the product
price. Again, largely owing to the openness and inductiveness of Internet and the transparence of tour markets, the
tourists can make full comparation of the product price with each other, which requires the tourism enterprises to
provide the tourists with their products and service at the prices as low as possible, whereby making the price be
favorable not only for the enterprises to gain profits but also for the consumers to satisfy their demands.
IV. Strategy for convenient procurement
In the marketing strategy of traditional tourism enterprises, there is a strong regional restriction. However, in the
case of the network environment, there is no regional concept in the marketing process between the tour products and
service supplier and the tour middlemen so that the marketing channels and advocacy strategy have become the
e-commerce and trade process, and the tour information exchange and processing have placed the most part of work in
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the original tour operation process. Under such situation, the important problem to be considered in the marketing
strategy of the tourism enterprises of Shaanxi Province is that the rich tour information resources on the network should
be used not only to attract the tourists but to be convenient for the tourists as well. For this reason, the following aspects
should be taken into account:
1. Having a foothold in Xi’an, it is necessary to plan the integral items using the advantages of Xi’an
municipality----the cultural ancient capital of the world grade, i.e., the ancient culture, historic sites, cultural relics and
scenery spots in Xi’an from the scenery spots to the way and vice versa should be planned in the vertical structure from
point, line and surface and around such 6 aspects as eating, living, traveling, visiting, shopping and doing recreation and
in combination with historical culture, classic literature quotation and folk custom and custom and practice, etc. and in
accordance with the view of tourism guidance science.
2. The tour information special column of Shaanxi province should be set up as the channel mode.
3. The business and trade special column of Shaanxi province should be set up as the channel mode.
4. The tour information service column of Shaanxi province should be set up as the channel mode.
V.

Strategy for real time communication
In the case of network environment, the tourism enterprises can set up the on-line real time communication with

the middlemen and the consumers. In marketing strategy, the tourism enterpris es of Shaanxi Province can use this
condition to set up the wide information channeling at different levels with various kinds of communities so as to
improve operation efficiency and obtain the maximum profit objective.
1. The real time communication fro m within the tourism enterprise. For example, there are 8 branch companies in
Shaanxi Provincial Travel Group Corporation to set up their own LAN. As a result, the 8 branch companies have often
communicated with each other so as to promote work efficiency and to ensure operation and management qualities and
to maintain enterprise vitalities.
2. Exchanges between culture and feelings. The network has provided the maximum convenience for the two-way
communication in cultures and feelings between the tourism enterprises and the tourists. As far as the tourism
enterprises are concerned, the network has created the good opportunities for the fine images of the enterprises and their
products. And at the same time, the tourism enterprises can understand what the consumers are most interested in and
begin to conceive new products as well as develop new services and continue to enrich and perfect the images, thus
forming their own special enterprise cultures. This process will eventually make the tourists produce confirmation of the
tourism enterprises in feelings and show interest in their websites and remember them.
3. The communication with consumers. There are two purposes in communicating with consumers in the process
of the enterprise marketing, one is to attract consumers, and the other is to understand the consumers. The tourism
enterprises in Shaanxi Province can plan and organize the activities of the tour celebration days and make a large-scale
advocacy work on the Internet. Only in this way, can the touris ts be made to participate in the marketing activities of the
enterprises; and can the tourists be attracted to seek for some related tour information from Internet. This is helpful to
the tourism enterprises for carrying out the analysis and prediction with the visiting circumstance via their websites, for
better understanding of the demands by the tourists and for working out the new purposeful and active marketing
schemes.
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ABSTRACT
In the last years, a great activity in the technological field
was observed, because of the dissemination of the Internet
and the mobile telephony. Concepts of marketing had
been boarded with a new approach to customize the new
consumers, more exigent.
The customized communication, where the customer is
the focus of the companies, not more the customer who
adjust to the product, appears inside with great force of
the Brazilian and world-wide corporations. One of the
most efficient tools used is the e-mail, therefore when it
applied in correct way, according it will be explained in
this study, it can be an instrument of construction of
relationship with consumer/client. To arrive at a
conclusion of the effectiveness of the e-mail marketing
was made an research analysis using itself that was
developed following the basic features of the method
"Delphi", that it is recognized as one of the best
instruments of qualitative forecast.
INTRODUCTION
In the 1990’s, the world was impacted by the
popularization of new technologies, as the Internet and
the mobile telephony. From this moment, a process of
revolution in the mode of communication between the
people and, consequently, the companies and the
customers was initiated. The questioning appears of the

effectiveness of the mass medias (television, radio,
magazines, periodicals). The chance of the customized,
direct and individual communication took diverse
companies to diversify its tools of marketing. In this
context, the e-mail, if presents as an important instrument
of relationship, leading the organizations to the
development of strategies for its use. Much more of that a
media, the e-mail surpasses its business-oriented initial
function and assures its space as business developer.
Today the consumers inhabit an increasing universe of
new offers, urgent requests and promotions. It fits to the
current professionals of marketing to place its messages
ahead of these consumers and to make with that they
deviate its attention for these messages, exactly that for an
only brief e instant. The marketing professionals need to
ahead place its messages of the consumers, they need it
for a simple question of survival.
The problem is: the consumer desires more messages of
marketing?
The interactivity allows that it is asked directly to the
consumer if it would like to have more information and
then to supply them. It is possible to reward the customer
to receive and to recognize its message, guaranteeing that
its interest is taken care of, teaching, offering to it a new
product to it, a new service.
How, then, to use the ema il marketing with effectiveness?
At this moment, it must be learned to conjugate marketing
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necessities and tools of technology, working the
information with intelligence and creating a lasting bond
with its customers. The time to develop and to manage
individual relations with individual customers arrived.
PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES
From the new effective world-wide economic conjuncture,
this study it considers: How is processed the use of tool
email in the bracket to the actions of Marketing?
In accordance with KOTLER (1998), [1, p.303] as
companies must make more of the one than to
manufacture good products - the consumers must inform
on the benefits of the product and locate carefully them in
the minds of the consumers.
In ample direction, it makes an analysis of the email as
tool accomplishes in the bracket to marketing actions e,
more specifically, is intended:
a) To contribute that professional of marketing they can
usufruct of the email as instrument of communication,
information and development of business;
b) To raise positive and negative factors in the
communication by email, to generate businesses;
c) To diagnosis the particularitities of the email as a
new channel of direct marketing.
THEORETICAL REFERENCIAL
The email, as the proper name suggests, means electronic
mail. From the first experiments until today, it
changedded into one of the greatest invented medias
already.
Todd Campbell, founder and CEO of the Pretext
Magazine (http://www.pretext.com), tells that in 1971, an
engineer of computers called Ray Tomlinson sent the first
message of email. It directed a number of messages has
tested for himself of a machine for another one.
Tomlinson is remembered as the man who chose @ as the
symbol delimiter of electronic addresses. In the truth,
anyway, he is the inventor of the email, the application
that launched the revolution of the digital information.
Campbell describes the beginning of the process of the
creation of the email when telling that Tomlinson worked
for Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN), the company
contracted for the Department of Defense of the United
States in 1968 to build ARPANET, the precursor of the
Internet. In 1971 he was fixing something in the program
of electronic message called SNDMSG, that it had
developed, to allow that to programmers and researchers
who were working in the Digital PDP-10s - one of the
most recent computers of ARPANET – send messages to
each other.
But this was not accurately the email. As well as some
programs of existing electronic messages, older of the one
than of years 60, SNDMSG only acted local; it was
planned to allow the swap of messages between users
who shared the same machine. Those users could create
an archive text and send it for one appointed post office.
When Tomlinson still used the SNDMSG, it already was
working with a experimental protocol transference of files
called CYPNET, for interaction between computers
connected in remote places inside of ARPANET (at the
moment the ARPANET consisted in 15 linked points,
located in places as UCLA in Ca lifornia, the University of

Utah in Salt Lake City, and the BBN in Cambridge,
Massachusetts).
When CYPNET style originally was developed, it sent
and received archives, but it did not have ways to attach
files. Then it prepared the adaptation of the CYPNET to
use the SNDMSG to send messages to the mailboxes in
remote machines, through the ARPANET.
Campbell comments what Tomlinson made later, maybe
has placed him in a place beside of the giants of the
history of communication.
First, he chose the symbol @ to differentiate the
addressed messages for the mailboxes in local machines
of the messages that were lead out of the network. He
used the sign @ to indicate that the user was in another
host machine used.
Later he sent for himself an email message. The BBN had
two computers PDP-10 connected together through the
ARPANET. The first email message was sent between
two machines that were literally side by side in a room in
Cambridge. The only physical connection of them,
however, was through the ARPANET.
Once that Tomlinson was satisfied with the functioning of
the SNDMSG in the network, it sent a message to the
colleagues allowing them to know the new features, with
instructions to put the symbol @ between the name of
user login and the name of its host computer.
The new Tomlinson’s program became diverse usual
applicatory obsolete at the time. Later that it granted the
improved version of the SNDMSG for other sites, all of
the virtual communications had been made by email. Two
years later, a study discovered that 75 percent of all the
communications in the ARPANET had been by email.
The broadcasting of the use of the email almost happened
that without divulgation. For the engineers and scientists
who had quickly adopted it as the mode of
communication preferred in day-by-day, mainly it was
felt as a natural growth of the development of the
ARPANET.
In fact, it almost delayed five years for the developers and
programmers of the ARPANET materialize the use of the
email. It became the true reason of being of the new
computers network.
A surprising aspect of the messages service was the lack
of planning, anticipation, and the unsustainable nature of
its birth and recent development. Simply it happened, and
its recent history has appeared more as a discovery of a
natural phenomenon than the deliberate development of a
new technology.
For Campbell, the one of the reasons that email was
adopted so quickly was its perfect adaptation to the
communication necessities and style of the engineers who
had developed the ARPANET.
In an assay published in 1978 for the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, two of the most
important figures in the creation of the ARPANET, J. C.
R. Licklider and Albert Vezza, had explained the
popularity of the email. “One of the advantages of the
system of messages on the post office for letter was that,
in a message of the ARPANET, one could be syntheticaly
written and be typed imperfectly, exactly for a older
person in an upper position or even to a person that you
did not know very well, the receiver would not take as
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offensive. Inside of the advantages of the services of
messages for the network more than the telephone are the
fact of that one could pass immediately to the
point
desired without to start a formal talk before, that the
service of messages produced a register that can be
preserved, and that remitter and the receiver did not have
to be available in the same time.“
The email was characterizing itself as a commercial
media.
The
website
eMarketer.com
(http://www.emarketer.com)
presents some estimates
about the evolution of the investments in email marketing
in United States.
TABLE 1
Expenses with email marketing in U.S.A.; 1999-2003 (in
millions of dollars)
Advertising by email
E-mail marketing with
products and services
Total of expenses with
email marketing

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

$179
$242

$496
$589

$927
$1.148

$1.558
$1.707

$2.199
$2.359

$422

$1.084

$2.074

$3.265

$4.558

Fonte: e-marketer, 2001
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Fonte: e-marketer, 2001

According to the TABLE 1, the investments in email
marketing in U.S.A. are in growth quickly, therefore,
according to E-marketer, until year 2003 4.5 billion dollar
will be expenses. It wants to say that, since 1999 the
advertising by email plus the email marketing with
products and services is putting into motion practically
the double of dollars year after year.
[2, p.327] “As well as the mass marketing created a new
generation of communications in mass media, the
changing for the marketing one to one is creating a new
generation of communication efforts more specialized and
highly directed.”
In accordance with KOTLER (1998), and according it
was seen in TABLE 2, is happening a growth of the direct
marketing or one to one. This already was foreseen for
him has some time. To explain about direct marketing, it
is necessary to understand the mix of marketing.
In conformity to KOTLER (1998), the mix of marketing,
generally, are composite for the 4 P.s, that had been
considered by the professor Jerome McCarthy, in the
decade of 60. It consists itself of: product, price, place and
promotion, where each P encloses some activities.
The P of mix of promotion, has covered all those tools of
communication that make to arrive a message at the
public-target. These tools fit in five well ample categories:

advertising, sales promotion, public relations, sales force
and direct marketing.
[3, p. 147,148] “Not only paths or niches can be reached
in more efficient way, but also individuals, called
segments of one, as consequence of database marketing.
Many companies have their own database with the profile
of thousand or millions of customers and potential
customers (...) These companies can classify the constant
names of its databases to collect any subgroup of names
that can represent a marketing opportunity.”
As the markets, nowadays, are being broken up in small
paths, is appearing a more specialized propagation. It has
an explosion of magazines, each one with announcements
and publishing material directed to a specific group of
customers. The advances in television, in the otic staple
fibre networks and in the transmission by satellite are
leading to an explosive increase in the number of
available channels in TV, that will have to arrive in
thousands in a future not very distant. In this context, the
email becomes only as direct marketing instrument,
therefore it allows the segmentation of the communication,
besides being a fast channel and easy reply, guaranteeing
valuable interaction with the public.
[4, p.327] “However, even so the television, the
magazines and other mass medias continue being very
important, this domain are losing force. The spalling of
the market caused the spalling of the media - in an
explosion of more directed media than it matches better
with the well directed strategies of nowadays .”
KOTLER (1998) affirms that the companies, today, are
extending less and focusing more. They are diversifying
its directed commu nication tools, searching to reach
different markets and targets. Then, the advertising
propagated in mass media is being substituted for the
interactive marketing one to one. The email, therefore, is
a sufficiently useful media to the marketing, uniting the
directed communication to the power to reach many
people simultaneously. For KOTLER (1998), the sped up
growth of the direct marketing is explained by the trend of
evolution of the marketing one to one.
[5, p. 328] “... the direct marketing requires direct
communications with consumers carefully directed to get
an immediate reply. Through the direct marketing, the
companies can match its offers of marketing and
communications with the necessities of paths sufficiently
defined.“
But how to attract the attention of the public-target,
obtaining itself generate a good index of reply and a solid
base for relationship with future customers?
GODIN (2000) [ 6 ] affirms that with the book “The One
you the One Future”, Don Peppers and Martha Rogers
had obtained to change the panorama of marketing. This
workmanship considered a radix change in the
relationship between professionals of marketing and its
customers, when presenting a new way of how the
companies can magnify its profits selling more to little
people. Following this philosophy, GODIN (2000)
developed the concept of permission marketing.
[7, p. 57] “The professional of Permission Marketing
works to change its focus: instead of wanting to find the
biggest possible number of potential customers, he wants
to convert the biggest possible number of potential
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customers into customers. Later, it wants to intensify the
permission in constant base.”

other available communication channels. All time that the
bulletin is sent, a message at the end informs of the
possibility of the user opt out with only one click. Beyond
notice, the email adds promotions, with distribution of
prizes, stimulating the magnifying of the base.
In the YesMail web site (http://www.yesmail.com) the
main advantages of the email with permission in relation
to the traditional forms of direct marketing are detached:

FIGURE 1: E-mail marketing ladder
e-mail
marketing

4
E
3

D

LOYAL
CUSTOMERS

CUSTOMERS

2

q

C
1
A

B

NEW
CLIENTS

PROSPECTS

SUSPECTS

p
d

Receptive public to the message
Its offers reaches a customer who already revealed
previous interest in the subject of its message.

b
a

(A, B, C, D, E) Points of discontinuity
(1, 2, 3, 4 ) Curves of skip in the discontinuity points
(a,b, d, p,q) Points of evasion

Low Cost
Compared with other forms of direct marketing, the email
is significantly cheaper.
Rapidity and Efficiency
The traditional plans of direct marketing, as the direct
mail, can take months to be bred and implemented. Then,
it is necessary to wait some more months to analyze its
results and to survey the success. Campaigns of email
with permission can be executed in few days with
measurable result in real time. This allows that the
companies still get feedback with the campaign in
progress.

Analyzing the FIGURE 1 developed for this study, is seen
that the construction of a relationship with the customer is
based on stairs, where each conquered stage is a step
reached for top. Beginning since SUSPECT until the
LOYAL CUSTOMER that it is the biggest objective of
all companies of product or services. The email marketing,
as main point in this study, enters as mediating or
catalytic between PROSPECT and NEW CLIENT, or
High index of responses
either developing a new relationship with a prospected
Normally, the campaigns of email with permission has a
consumer.
final result of responses bigger than the traditional tools
According GODIN (2000), the construction of a personal
of direct marketing or other types of advertising online.
relationship with a customer cannot clearly be made
unless concordant it with the process. Any form of contact
Constant learning
with this customer requires a clear-cut agreement for the
The email allows fast tests and refinement of campaigns
parts. It is the depth of the permission that has with each
to identify the best combination of hearing, offers and
customer who offers weapons to trace the advantages of
creativity.
its investment in permission marketing.
The technology has allowed professionals of marketing to
In the United States many researches are made relative to
have a perfect memory. Combined with a database of
the use of the email. According to estimates of the Jupiter
customers who wait to receive messages, for having given
Communications, the email marketing goes to put into
permission to them for this, the companies have
motion US$7.3 billions in businesses in the year of 2005.
optimized its process of marketing, multiplying the profits.
The Forrester Research announced that the email use
The email with permission is a way that facilitates the
relates 35% of the total time excused by Internet users and
interaction between the organizations and the consumers
estimated that in 2001, 50% of the consumers will be
who had authorized the act of receiving of promotionals
communicating itself by email. All these numbers
messages and other directed information to its interests.
reaffirm the importance and the potential of the
The strategy of marketing based on the email with
investment in email with permission.
permission respects the customers, therefore the
To initiate a permission relationship it is necessary,
confirmation of its interest only sends messages after. The
according to GODIN (2000), that if it offers some benefit
customer who intentionally enrolled itself to receive some
that is some form of rewards.
communication by email will start to be part of the
[9, p. 137] “When making use of the attention offered for
company database. This action is called opt-in, the user
the consumer, the marketing professional offers its
opts to the act of receiving of some type of information.
knowledge, to long of the time, informing the consumer on
In opposing way, at any time, the user has the freedom to
the product or job .”
leave of the stack, in case that he leaves of interesting for
After a consumer having done the positive option, the
the messages. This option must be well accessible in all
professional of marketing uses the email to remember the
the messages and is called opt-out.
potential consumer to come back to the site on the
In accordance with B2B Magazine, [ 8 ] the korean mark
Internet. Email is the use number 1 on the Internet, and
LG Eletronics (www.lg.com.br) today, has a bank with
more than eighty percent of the users had informed that
two hundred thousand people registered in cadastre who
this is the main reason will be connected.
receive national and international notice by means of the
When duly authorized, the messages reach positive
LG News, sent for email. Throughout four years, the base
indices of attention and reply. Thus, the professionals of
of users was registered in cadastre of events, resales and
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marketing use the email to show to the consumer the
benefits of its product.
The not requested email, sent for thousand of people
simultaneously is called Spam. Some companies use this
type of communication believing that they go to generate
businesses. However, when this email is received, the
people perceive it as irrelevant and invading of its right of
privacy - that it makes with the message is ignored and
extinguished of the post office box, without at least being
read.
The correct use of a permission politics allows the
sending of customized emails of companies to its
customers on the Internet, in way to add, positively,
information in the same ones.
The permission politics based on opt-in means that only
those users who had given authorization receive e-mails
customized, in accordance with described profile in its
respective cadaster.
TABELA 3
Spam
- Addresses
gathered from
anywhere

Opt-out
-Existing
customers
They haven’t
given you
permission, but
you have their
address.

Opt-in
- A checkbox
gave you
permission to
send mail.

Confirmed
Opt-in
A checkbox
gave you
permission and
you’ve
confirmed the
address.

Pitfalls
- Many
- Not bullet
- Doesn’t work complaints
proof:
- None
- Creates
- Doesn’t scale
distrustful
- A 100% clean
complaints
(imagine: what if visitors use
and loyal
- ISPs shut you every company
bogus
audience.
down
made you opt
addresses.
out?
ACCEPTABILITY (The spectrum of e-mail marketing)

Font: Message Media, 1999

As the analysis above of the Message Media - North
American company who develops email marketing
programs - can be observed that the composition of a
database of customers demand a detailed cadastre work,
based on the total agreement of the users in receiving
messages from marketing. The Message Media divides in
four levels of acceptability of the email marketing sending.
These levels graduate since the Spam until the acceptance
confirmed for the user.
[10, p. 332, 333] “Usually, the professionals of direct
marketing and its customers like reciprocally rewarding
relationships. Sometimes, however, happen condemnable
facts. The aggressive tactics and sometimes suspicious of
some of these professionals can annoy or harm the
consumers, denigrating the image of all sector (...) In the
last years, the direct marketing industry also faced
increasing concerns on questions of invasion of privacy.”
The extensive amount of personal datas circulating in web
could be alarm cause. Since the advent of the PC
(personal computer) it comes growing the concern with
the privacy of information, reaching its height with the
“boom” of the Internet.

[11, p. 58,59] “Even a consumer surfing in the Web is
low profile in the time to supply personal information,
some of them will leak in any way. If you visit a web page
kept by the Center for Measured and Democracy, for
example, you will find a feature utility called ‘Who’s
Whatching You And What Are You Telling Them?’. This
group of research and lobby shows to the consumers who
any basic Web site that you visit will be able to get four
itens on you that to connect itself always: what kind of
browser you have, what kind of computer and operational
system you are using, which is your service hosting and
where it is hosted .”
The consumers whom they choose to supply its data to
the advertisers expect to have in swap discountings or
better services, as well as the content creators they expect
swap of gratuitous information and entertainment. These
data, however, must be kept in secrecy, therefore the web
users are more demanding in case the advertisers resell
yours data.
The relationship with the consumers has to be conserved
by means of a swap of favors - the user given important
supplies to the company for them and they keep in
secrecy the passed information, only using for the purpose
previously informed to the consumer. In opposite case,
the company can have its relation compromised to the
direct consumer and other potential consumers who will
be informed on the politics of privacy adopted for the
company.
METHODOLOGY
The research was developed following the basic features
of the "Delphi" method, that is recognized as one of the
best instruments of qualitative forecast. Its area of more
current application is the technological forecast, being
also used in other areas, as the Management (mainly in
Description of Future Scenes in the field of the Strategical
Planning). This method is more indicated when do not
exist historical data regarding the problem that it
investigates, little scientific literature or, in other terms,
when lack quantitative data referring exactly. The method
"Delphi" offers two advantages: its cost is relatively low
and it suppresses the pressures, that the participants could
have in a confrontation face-to-face.
The principle of the method is intuitive and interactive. It
implies the constitution of a group of specialists in
determined area of knowledge, that answer to a series of
questions. The anonymity between the participants is
estimated to this method, so the influence in one on the
other is eliminated. At any moment of the interview they
intercommunicate themselves. Some variations can imply
in the rub-out of one or more characteristic of the
“Delphi” method, or in the creation of different
procedures, that are admitted, since that are conserved the
basic features.
Interviews through a questionnaire with 4 (four) opened
questions had been made, where the units of comment had
deep knowledge of Internet and the use of the email.
Inside of the cited descriptive research, the project of
occasional research was used with samples of elements of
the interest population, in case 10 (ten) professional of the
Internet area had been interviewed. Two of them had been
submitted the individual personal interviews with the use
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of a recorder and the eight others, individual interviews
by email.
The results of the interview had been analyzed
semantically, searching the attainment of a consensus or
almost consensus. This data had been gotten by
intermediary of the qualitative research.
Secondary data - those that had already been collected,
tabulated and commanded; and that already catalogued to
the disposal of the interested parties - had been used as
help to the research. These data are duly presented and
with its sources cited in the theoretical referencial of this
study.
ANALISYS
Questions of the interviews
P1. Do you consider the email a efficient marketing tool?
P2. How to prevent that the email sending is considered
spam?
P3. How to develop strategies of personalization in the
communication by email?
P4. What kind of recommendation or recommendations
would you give to a company to use the email to generate
businesses?
Entrevistados
Entrevistado 1 – CEO of Zargon Group e VP of
SUCESU
Entrevistado 2 – Consultant and Director of SUCESU
Entrevistado 3 – E-business Coordinator of RBS Online
Entrevistado 4 – Information Architect of Globo.com
Entrevistado 5 – Web Designer of W B2/TN Internet
Entrevistado 6 – Tecnology Manager of Netuniversitaria
do Brasil S/A
Entrevistado 7 – Systems Analist (Microsoft Certified
Professional + Internet and Sun Certified Java
Programmer)
Entrevistado 8 – Analist of Tecnical Support of
Netuniversitaria do Brasil S/A
Entrevistado 9 – Webdeveloper of Netuniversitaria do
Brasil S/A
Entrevistado 10 – Web Producer of WB2/TN Internet
Analysis of the interviews (see Appendix 1)
Most of the interviewed people had considered the email
as a efficient marketing tool. The necessity of the
presence of a benefit for the user in the content of the
message is salient. Another important point is the
personalization of the email in accordance with the profile
of the user. This process must be lead through the access
to a data base, where some people and its preferences are
registered in cadastre. Some interviewed had considered
important that the email is not used separately. A
marketing campaign must be planned conjugating the
email to a specific website, in accordance with the
necessities of the public.
The email marketing strategy is not only considered Spam
for the majority of the interviewed ones, when the user
opts to receive the messages of marketing (opt-in).

Some interviewed people had added that the sending of
email must be associated to a benefit for the customer,
since that the product/service are interesting for it. Others
had pointed the customization, the management of the
permission and segmentation of market as a form to
prevent the practical of Spam.
The interviewed ones agree that to develop a
personalization strategy it is necessary that mount a
register in cadastre established with the profile of the
customers of the company and in the purchase behavior of
these customers. This register in cadas tre is structuralized
having as main condition the assent of the user in being
part of this stack. The technology of the Information
(CRM, Datamining, Cookies and/or similar softwares)
was mostly boarded of the respondents as strategy of
personalization in the communication by email.
As recommendation for the managers whom they desire
to establish email marketing strategies, the interviewed
ones pointed:
§ Creation of one lists allowed, or either, with
permission of the user;
§ Content of the messages conjugated with the
necessity and interest of the customer and that it
offers some type of benefit;
§ Stimulate, through some benefit, the fulfilling of in
accordance with register in cadastre (data base) the
profile of the user;
§ Guarantee of privacy of the information passed for
the user;
§ Investment in relationship software with the customer;
§ Prevent the risk of purchase of one register in
cadastre without permission.
FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this work a study was developed that analyzes the
increasing use of the email as an efficient tool of direct
marketing and relationship with customers.
Was searched, through the opinion of some specialists of
the Internet area, to show that the email marketing is a
known practical, however little used in Brazil. In U.S.A.
its use as strategy of direct marketing and one to one is
already a reality in the corporations and will put into
motion, according to forecasts, some thousands of dollar
in a short space of time.
The analysis of the research together to the interviewed
ones disclosed contributions for the knowledge of the
effectiveness of the email as marketing tool. The
marketing by email, boarded in this study, must be
understood as an allowed form of sending of information
to the customers. These would authorize the type of
message required in the web site after the register in
cadastre yours personal information. It would be as a
swap of favors - filling the data that the company needs,
the user assures the right to receive information and
contents from its interest.
It is important to stand out that this procedure can become
dangerous, in case the information supplied for the
customer is used for other ends. Without the assent and
authorization of it, this practical is seen as privacy
invasion.
Some companies use the email marketing in wrong form.
They send not authorized messages for customers who
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they identify as potential. In the majority of the times, the
customers receive messages from products or services
that do not take care of to its necessities or do not offer
explicit benefits. Even the public has affinity with the
product offered, the message only must be sent in case
that has previous and explicit assent on the part of the
each one of the addressees.
In this way, it is clearly that if it does not have to buy
stacks of emails offered by the Internet. The work of
construction of a database of users is arduous, but the
results obtained with a list structuralized from the
permission, certainly will be much more satisfactory.
Another consideration to be pointed is the use of
Information Technology as strategy of personalization in
the communication by email.
The study demonstrated it that the email marketing is an
efficient strategy. It is important for the professionals of
Marketing
conjugate
marketing necessities
and
technology tools, working the information with
intelligence and creating a lasting bond with its customers.
The time to develop and to manage individual relations
with individual customers arrived.
The power of the email marketing as communication tool
is upper-class evident in this study, however, as all
marketing action, must be added to the ethical principles
of the human beings relations.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1
ENTREVISTA
DOS

1

P1. Do you consider the
email a efficient
marketing tool?

P2. How to prevent that
the email sending is
considered spam?

P3. How to develop
strategies of
personalization in the
communication by
email?

-

It is efficient
email + benefits/
“enticement”
product + interest
profile (database
sweeping)
persuasion not
inconvenient

-

-

It is efficient
culture in
development
doubt about the future
public in
contradiction
diferent from post
service (acceptability)

-

-

2

-

3

-

4

-

5

-

-

-

email + benefits for
the user
interest
profile
adjusting of message
to the client profile

-

-

opt-in
cadastre (promotion,
prizes)
regular frequency of
sending
email + benefits
product + interest
database
profile
adjusting of message
to the client profile

-

yes, into a marketing
mix
complementar tool
linked with a website
1 to 1
user profile
user segmentation
email + benefits
opt-in (permission
marketing)
database
research

-

only linked with a
specific website
email campaign
user profile

-

opt-in
manage the
permission

-

Yes
Marketing tool
Direct channel
between the company
and the consumer
personalized
communication

-

available to receive
any kind of
information
opt-in/ opt-out
well pointed
communication, even
not requested can be
positive effect

-

-

manage the
permission
communication and
personalized product
perception of
customization
CRM

-

-

-

-

database
full cadastre
adjusting of message
to the client profile
strategic planning of
action
personalization
profile

It’s hard
identification by
“cookie”
mapping online
behaviour
profile
historic of buying and
navigation
full cadastre
adjusting of message
to the client profile
opt-in
specific software
total CRM and
applied
database
specific software
mapping online
behaviour
profile
opt-in
permission
adjusting of message
to the client profile
“clusters”
integration of content
+ necessity
database marketing
specific software
opt-in
adjusting of message
to the client profile
wide personalization
(using other tools:
digital)
know the consumer
(desires e
expectations)
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P4. What kind of
recommendation or
recommendations would
you give to a company to
use the email to generate
businesses?
detect necessities
cadastre based in
benefits
website with
interesting contents
risk in buying mailing
list
email + benefits
newsletter
incentive in fill the
form of cadastre
database + profile
obtainning of lawful
mailing list
creation of
promotions with
cadastre
interest email
product + benefits
newsletter
integration of content
+ necessity
website with
interesting content
-

investment in
softwares
investment in CRM
team
marketing + IT

-

total permission
never send email not
solicited

-

diversify the
communication tools
potential relationship
closer with the
consumer
know the client
email as important
marketing tool in
companies strategies

-

-
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6

-

Yes. Fast approach in
the client

-

permission
opt-in

-

-

email as other media
spreading of news
reach the user fast

-

salutation to the client
+ company brand
links with full
informations
persolization
softwares
opt-in

-

opt-in
Email + benefits
More direction
Don’t buy cadastre
personalization
differential in
relationship with
clients

-

personalization

-

don’t put animated
banners
attractive values for
the client
opt-in
against opt-in with
authorization
short messages,
without attachment
files
client necessity
personalization
privacy of
informations sending
by the users

7

-

Not in Brazil.
opt-in
It can’t be consider
marketing
Indignation in the
users

-

-

8

-

Yes. When well used.

-

9

-

Yes. Opt-in
No. Without previous
authorization

-

The companies are
not profesionals in
Brazil
Selling of email
cadastre
opt-in opposite optout
Not direction
Attitude more
professional
Email + benefits
segmentation of
market
public-target

-

sending messages
only with
authorization

-

know the cliente
CRM and Datamining

-

10

-

Yes. If used correctly
and good sense
efficient, fast and
cheap

-

opt-in
delay on loading
subject don’t inform
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ABSTRCT
E-business is erasing the typical boundaries of space, time,
organization and community with shared interest and
cooperation. The two most critical features of e-business
practices are: (1) the unique capacity for customization, and
(2) the trust-based sharing of information along supply
chains. E-business strategy should be particularly effective
for globalization. The case of Haier from China suggests that
legacy firms need to develop e-business strategy to compete
in the Internet Age. However, e-business must be built on a
solid basis of sound business practices. The case of Haier
also suggests that companies need to be creative when
formulating e-business strategies for operations in the
developing countries where infrastructure is underdeveloped. Further, strategic alliances between local and
multinational firms are imperative for e-business in the
developing countries such as China.
INTRODUCTION
Although many doubters regard e-business as a fad, we are
convinced that e-business is the most significant
phenomenon in our modern times, which will transform our
society as much as the Industrial Revolution did. As the
convergence of digital technology, intellectual property and
customer supremacy, e-business is no less than a true
revolution. This conclusion is based on our conviction that
e-business is facilitating a new business paradigm--the
Paradigm of Network Capitalism. E-business is an
efficient and effective way to harness intellectual capital to
best serve customers in an open and integrated network, both
externally and internally. E-business has redefined business
practices by erasing the boundaries of space, time,
individuals and organizations so as to build virtual
communities of stakeholders with shared interest and

cooperation. E-business requires an integrated alignment of
technology, operation, strategy, structure, and human in a
continuously expanding network.
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF E-BUSINESS
The Components of e -Business Framework
Four key developments occurred in the past few decades,
and they seem to have been accelerating in recent years [1]
[2] [3]. They are digital technologies (e.g., the Internet);
intellectual properties (e.g., information/knowledge);
consumer supremacy (e.g., customization and reduced cycle
time); and productivity growth (e.g., economic growth
without inflation). The first three elements can be viewed as
the antecedents of e-business, while the last can be viewed
as the consequence of e-business. We argue that e-business
is the core component and the primary driver of the so-called
“new” economy since e-business has the potential to
transform the entire competitive environment by changing
the competitive landscape in traditional industries and also
creating new industries [4].
The concept of new economy refers to an entire economy
that is undergoing a revolutionary paradigm shift, resulting
from the convergence of digital technology, intellectual
property and customer supremacy. Though many only
consider IT industrial sector and e-commerce space (which
we refer to as the digital economy) as the new economy, we
define the new economy as a paradigm shift of the macroeconomy as a whole rather than just a part of it. The digital
economy is only a part of the new economy rather than the
whole new economy per se, although it is the most dynamic
sector and a driving force of the new economy. The
paradigm shift can be characterized as follows [5] [6] [7]:
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1.

It is a shift in emphasis from physical assets and
products to intellectual assets and services.

2.

It is a shift in emphasis from monetary capital
ownership by shareholders to human capital
ownership by employees.

3.

It is a shift in emphasis from mass standardization
to mass customization.

4.

It is a shift in emphasis from stand-alone
competition to cooperative competition within an
ecosystem of partnerships.

5.

It is a shift in emphasis from stable continuity to
disruptive change.

6.

It is a shift from a trend of inflationary growth to
that of deflationary growth due to high productivity
growth, transparent information, increasing returns,
and network effect.

2
players, partners, customers and employees are all
empowered by e-business, so network cooperation and
intellectual capital become the focus of value creation. Ebusiness will lead to more competition, thus a long-term
deflationary trend.
As a sub-set of e-business, e-commerce is any transaction
completed over a computer-mediated network that involves
the transfer of ownership or rights to use goods or services;
B2B (business-to-business) and B2C(business-to-consumer)
spaces are the two basic segments of e-commerce [12].
The Central Theme of e-Business

1.

No longer do physical assets play the central role in
value propositions.

The central theme shared by the above issues is emerging,
and at the core of this emerging theme is the notion of
network [13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. Network technology is at
the core of digital technology that is the key enabler of ebusiness. Social networks of intellectual contributors are
also critical for the creation and exchange of ideas,
information and other intellectual properties, which
constitute the content of e-business. Business networks of
suppliers, customers and even competitors are shaping the
new eco-system of the new economy, which is the result of
e-business. All these factors converge to the notion of
network, so we define the emerging theme as the network
paradigm. Paradigm [18] is defined as a holistic, dynamic
and paradoxical integration of business model and
organizational structure at the micro level, which affects the
economic system and structure at the macro level. This
definition of paradigm coincides with the new broad
conceptualization of strategy, which includes both business
model and organizational structure [19] [20] [21] [22].
Business model refers to the scope of business functionality
configuration in a company, which is the classic, yet narrow,
conceptualization of strategy [23] [24]. Organizational
structure refers to the style of business relationship
coordination within and outside a company [25], including
the modes of internal control and strategic alliance. Network
paradigm has the best prospect for addressing the e-business
paradoxes of core/non-core, competition/cooperation,
control/trust, flexibility/stability, click/brick, and spinoff/integration [26] [27].

2.

No longer is access to information restricted and
expensive.

The Four-Dimension Typology of e-Business Strategy

The concept of e-business refers to a business phenomenon
in which digital technology, intellectual property and
customer supremacy are seamlessly integrated with business
activities, which alters, and often replaces, the conventional
business paradigm at both industrial and corporate levels.
Put it differently, e-business is about the commitment and
capability of companies in various industries to utilize
digital technology (particularly the Internet), emphasize
intellectual property, and enhance customer satisfaction,
across the business functions, thus changing the way of
doing business from a traditional company-centric standalone paradigm to a new network-leveraged synchronized
paradigm. The Internet network has ten key properties:
mediating technology, universality, network externalities,
distribution
channel,
time
moderator,
information
asymmetry shrinker, infinite virtual capacity, low cost
common standard, creative destroyer, and reducer of
transaction cost [8]. As the result, e-business has given rise
to a new set of rules with significant implications. At least
five key rules of the “old” Industrial Economy have
crumbled [9] [10] [11]:

3.

No longer are high interaction and collaboration
costs.

4.

No longer does size ultimately limit returns.

5.

No longer does it take years and deep pockets to
build a global presence.

In the context of e-business and the new economy, the
boundaries of space and time will be increasingly elastic and
compressed in responding to market changes. Further, small

According to Li [28] [29], a 4-dimension typology can be
used to measure the content of strategy. The four dimensions
are strategic target, strategic thrust, strategic posture and
strategic mode. Strategic target is the means to achieve a
firm’s ultimate intent (i.e., to maximize volume size and/or
margin rate). Strategic thrust is the means to achieve
strategic target (i.e., to lower cost and/or improve value).
Strategic posture is the means to achieve strategic thrust
(i.e., to configure broad and/or narrow scope of markets,
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3
P4: The strategic mode for e-business is a concurrent
application of tight and loose control, with tight control over
the core business and loose control over the non-core business;
the mode is also a concurrent application of conservative and
aggressive style in entry timing, with aggressive style for noncore business and conservative style for core business,
applicable to both internal coordination issues (e.g., Enterprise
Resources Planning or ERP, and Business Process
Reengineering or BPR) and external coordination issues (e.g.,
Supply Chain Management or SCM, Customer Relationship
Management or CRM, and e-Marketplace).

functions and locations). Strategic mode is the means to
achieve strategic posture (i.e., to coordinate business
relationships both within and outside the firm with tight
and/or loose control as well as with aggressive and/or
conservative style regarding market entry timing such as
being the first-movers or second-followers).
This 4dimension typology is also applicable to the content of ebusiness strategy (Figure 1). Applying it to e-business, we
will have the following propositions with regard to ebusiness strategy [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]:

P5:
The proper brick-and-click model should be the one
where the bricks focus on the physical elements and the clicks
focus on the virtual elements, and they exist as two spin-offs
and work as an integrated team.

P1:
The strategic target for e-business is a concurrent
pursuit of volume size and margin rate, with the focus of core
business on margin rate and the focus of non-core business on
volume size.

P6: The proper relationship between supply-chain and emarketplace should be the one where supply-chain is
company-centric and for core business and e-marketplace is
community-based and for non-core business.

P2:
The strategic thrust for e-business is a concurrent
pursuit of low cost and high value, with the focus of core
business on high value and the focus of non-core business on
low cost.

P7: The essence of e-business strategy is the integration of
customization in core and standardization in non-core.

P3:
The strategic posture for e-business is a concurrent
configuration of narrow and broad scopes of markets,
functions and locations, with the focus of core business as inhouse specialist at the firm level and the focus of non-core
business as outsourcing generalist at the network level.

P8: The effect of e-business strategy is increased productivity
andprofitability.

Figure 1
Conceptual Framework of e-Business Strategy
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Methodology
China’s Haier Group
We chose to adopt the method of longitudinal case study
because this method offers the best prospect for advancing
our knowledge of strategic process [35] [36]. We chose
Haier for our case study of e-business in China due to four
major reasons. First, Haier is one of the most successful
companies in China. Second, Haier is ready for e-business.
Third, Haier has successfully formulated and implemented
an e-business strategy. Fourth, Haier has a clear strategic
intent of internationalizing itself, which is closely related to
its e-business strategy. We used the secondary data from
corporate brochures, corporate annual reports, books,
newspaper/magazine reports, others’ case studies, corporate
websites, and public information websites. Only the data that
were corroborated from multiple sources were used here.
China’s e-Business Status
The prevailing view is that China is not ready yet for acrossthe-board e-business due to the lack of technical
infrastructure,
consumer
acceptance,
management
commitment, component supply industries, and legal
protection in China [37]. The cultural preference for
personal face-to-face contacts in China does not help China
in developing e-business in China. There is no online
payment system available in China due to the lack of
personal and institutional credit systems in China. Most of
the legacy firms in China do not have adequate computer
information systems in house. As the result, the online sales
were only 0.018% of China’s retail sales in 2000, compared
to that of 1.4% in the US [38] [39].

A recent survey [40] reveals that 74% of large state-owned
enterprises have launched Web sites or home pages, but only
28% of them are satisfactory. Although 63% of the firms
have plans to install ERP systems, the core of e-commerce,
only 2.9% have working ERP systems. About 70% of the
firms recognize their investment in information technology
inadequate, which accounts for mere 0.3% of their total
assets, far below the ratio of 8% to 10% by the large firms in
developed countries. Also, 62% of the firms say they lack
information technology professionals. About half of
medium- and small-sized enterprises, which constitute 99%
of China’s total number of businesses, have no computers at
all. Another survey by China Statistics Bureau [41] shows
that China ranks very low in terms of national informationprocessing capacity, as compared to other 27 countries
including the US, South Korea and Brazil. Despite the
disappointing status, China has great potentials for ebusiness in the future. This optimism is based on the facts of
China’s economic reforms and take-off, both of which will
accelerate after China’s entry into the World Trade
Organization.

Restructured in 1985 as a small manufacturer of refrigerators
burdened by a debt of 1.47 million RMB, Haier Group has
not only survived a series of radical reforms but also turned
out to be one of the mo st successful companies in China. Its
story has been written as a case study by Harvard Business
School. Now Haier has become an international organization
that generates close to 43 billion RMB (US$5.18 billion) in
sales in 2000. In 1985, Haier had only one product and a
staff of 800. Today more than 20,000 employees are
producing a full line of electronic household appliances,
including refrigerator, air-conditioner, washing machine,
freezer, TV set, computer, cellular phone, furnishing
equipment and many others in 42 main categories and more
than 9,000 models. Haier ranks No. 1 in China’s household
appliance industry as measured by brand recognition and
sales revenues. According to a survey by The Manager, a
Chinese magazine, at the end of 1999, Haier ranked No. 1 as
measured by innovation, quality, customer service, brand
and international achievement. Haier has gained an
international reputation by exporting to over 100 countries.
In a global survey by Appliance, an American trade
magazine, Haier is the fastest-growing household appliance
maker in the US market. Financial Times places Haier the
seventh, the only Chinese company among the top ten,
among the outstanding Asian multinational companies.
Haier has achieved a hyper growth for 16 consecutive years
with an annual average growth rate of 51.5%; it even grew
by more than 80% in 2000.
There have been three key phases in Haier’s development:
1.

Brand-building phase (1984--1991): It took Haier
seven years to build a strong brand in refrigerators
through a well-planned TQM (total quality
management) program.

2.

Diversification phase (1992 --1998): It took Haier
another seven years to diversify and broaden its
product offerings.

3.

Internationalization phase (since 1998): Haier is
currently undergoing through a program to
internationalize the company. It has about 62
distributors and more than 30,000 outlets around
the world. The company's strategic intent is to
become one of Global Top 500.

Background of Haier’s e-Business
The strategic intent of Haier’s e-business. The overall longterm strategic intent or vision of Haier is to be one of the top
500 companies in the world with a world-renowned brand.
Haier views e-business as the most effective means to
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achieve Haier’s strategic intent of joining the Global 500
Club.
The compelling reasons for Haier’s e-business. Haier has
identified the following business trends in the household
appliance industry:
1.

The competition is intensifying, so each firm has to
be creative in sustaining existing competitive
advantages and developing new ones.

2.

There is an increasing demand for customization.

3.

There is an increasing demand for reduced cycle
time for high speed to the market.

4.

There is an increasing demand for value-added
services, which is the current competitive
advantage of Haier.

5.

Global presence is increasingly imperative,
particularly for the Chinese firms prepared for
China’s immediate entry into the World Trade
Organization..

There is an increasing need for cost reduction along the
whole value chain.
Haier’s readiness for e-business. Haier appeared ready for ebusiness when it launched its e-business initiatives. First,
Haier had the strong commitment from its top management
team, who has led Haier in its e-business effort. Haier’s
leadership is fully aware of the imperatives of e-business and
the implications of the new economy. Just as Mr. Zhang
Ruimin, the CEO of Haier, points out: “do e-business or
die." Haier realizes that e-business is the most effective for
sustaining existing competitive advantages and developing
new ones. E-business is imperative for customization;
reduced cycle time; more value-added services; reaching out
across the world; and minimized cost. "Innovation is the
core of new economy" as Mr. Zhang Ruimin said. First,
speed is the reflection of new economy. The key point of
enterprise developing is different in different stage. The key
point in 1980's is quality, in 1990's it is enterprise
reorganization, and in 2000's it is speed. The speed of firms
to get information and to reflect according to the new
information is the way to keep competitive advantages.
Second, every employee is a subject of self-innovation.
Employees should be given enough space to be an innovator.
Human capital ownership by employees is the major source
of competitive advantages.
Haier has laid a solid foundation for the success of ebusiness with the implementation of two critical programs.
The first is ERP for building the technical infrastructure for
information collecting and processing. Digital information
on various business functions is integrated for sharing by all
parties. This is also a premise for a firm to adapt to the
volatile market place and survive in the era of e-business

6
revolution. The second is BPR. As e-business is not simple
as setting up a website or even an information system, any
firm has to readjust their traditional business processes so as
to meet the requirements of e-business.
The Content of Haier’s e-Business Strategy
e-Target
The primary strategic targets for Haier’s e-business are the
revenue size, market share and revenue growth rate. These
targets are based on Haier’s long-term intent and vision of
global brand. However, Haier seems to pay much less
attention to profit growth and profit margin. Further, there is
no differentiation between core and non-core businesses in
Haier with regard to its e-target.
e-Thrust
With the above strategic target in mind, Haier has identified
its strategic thrust as a simultaneous pursuit of both low cost
and high value. Haier wants to provide value-added services
along with superior products at the lowest total cost. Haier
wants to reduce its total working inventory and the
associated working capital cost. It also wants to reduce the
cost of transaction by streamlining the commercial interface
between business partners so as to share information.
Further, Haier wants to improve the value of its products
with enhanced services and customization. Again, there is no
differentiation between core and non-core businesses in
Haier with regard to its e-thrust.
e-Posture
To accomplish its e-thrust, Haier chooses both broad and
narrow coverage as its configuration of business portfolio.
Within its core business of household appliance sector, Haier
produces 42 types of household appliances. It has also
diversified into computer and hand phone areas. However,
the new business areas are somewhat related to Haier’s core
business. Further, Haier has a certain level of vertical
integration, and it has a fairly extensive supply chains.
Nevertheless, the level of outsourcing of non-core operations
in Haier is still rather limited.
e-Mode
The strategic mode of Haier’s e-business is its e-business
platform. This e-business platform is composed of four key
elements. The first is supply chain management (SCM),
including the distributor management, supplier management
and other corporate partnership management). The second is
customer relationship management (CRM), including
institutional and individual consumers. The third is
enterprise resource planning (ERP) system. The fourth is
organizational restructuring. The first two elements are the
B2B and B2C external networks, while the last two are the
typical internal networks. These four elements constitute
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Haier's integrated e-business platform or e-business strategy
mode.
Haier’s external B2B network is based on iHaier.com. It is
an international supply chain. With this platform, Haier can
find the best suppliers, set up close partner relationships with
their suppliers, and reduce the purchase cost while
improving product quality. Haier p lans to use this system not
only for itself but also for other related companies. This
platform has the functions of ordering, automated stock
replenishment, payment processing, and production control
and processes more directly related to the production
process. This platform is open, where information is fully
shared. Haier has not been a member of any neutral emarketplaces yet. Further, up to now, iHaier.com only
focuses on household appliance industry. Finally, Haier’s
platform only supports Haier’s own procurement, although
Haier states that it will also host third party procurement in
the future.
Haier’s B2C external network is based on eHaier.com. This
website has the function of taking online orders, but online
payment is limited to selective cities only (most consumers
pay at the time of delivery). However,Haier’s B2C platform
is still only for Haier's own products. It will be changed to
carry other producers’ products in the future. To support its
B2C platform, Haier has built one of the best distribution
networks in China. Haier has more than 30 call centers in
major cities, and more than 10 thousand distributors that
reach more than 60 thousand rural area. Further, Haier's B2C
platform is able to process customized orders.
What is really unique about Haier’s e-mode is its creative
adaptation of B2C model to China’s special situations. Since
many Chinese individual consumers do not have direct
access to the Internet at home, Haier has adopted a new
B2B2C model. Haier is trying to leverage its established
distribution systems with its website system. Haier asks its
distributors and retailers to provide the Internet access for its
consumers. As a result, in addition to being the point of
delivery, service, and payment collection, Haier’s
distributors and retailers also serve as a point of providing
product information, offering consultation or advice, and
taking customized orders from the consumers who do not
have the Internet access or do not feel comfortable placing
online orders by themselves. This B2C platform is the basis
of Haier’s CRM system.
As discussed earlier, Haier has implemented an internal ERP
system, which serves as part of its IT system for its ebusiness strategy. The current problem of Haier’s ERP
system is that its internal logistic flows, capital flows and
information flows are still separately handled by different
internal systems. This is due to the different times when
various parts of the information systems were adopted. Haier
will have to work hard to improve its internal ERP system.

7
Haier has worked with many IT partners (e.g., Lucent and
SAP) and some consulting firms (e.g., McKinsey) for
technical and business advices. In a promising market with
various entry barriers, such complementary alliances
between local companies and foreign multinationals are
critical to the success of both types of companies [42].
Haier has also restructured its organization and managerial
process toward an e-management system. With a shift from
a traditional function structure to a flat market-chain
structure, Haier is trying to instill a new culture into the
company. In the past, employees were only responsible for
his/her boss rather than the market. Now every employee in
Haier has to be responsive to the market because each
employee is a market. This is the famous Haier's Market
Chain Management.
According to the Market Chain Management, customer is
the focus of the company. The capital flows, material flows
and information flows constitute a continuous and
information-rich market chain. Haier has built its new
workflow centers, commerce-flow centers, capital-flow
centers, and overseas headquarters out of original functional
departments. Separate from the functional departments,
these independent logistic, financial and international
marketing units are granted the status of profit centers with
full responsibilities of their own.
The entry mode of Haier’s e-business strategy is one of
brick-and-click integration. Haier did not spin off the click
portion of its e-business operation, though Haier has
established an e-business unit, Haier E-Business Co., with a
small staff of 45. This unit is responsible for Haier’s all ebusiness initiatives.
The Effect of Haier’s e-Business Strategy
The overall effect of Haier’s e-business strategy has been
extremely positive. For its B2C e-business, the number of
website visits grew by three folds within the first six months
after Haier’s initial launch of its e-business platform, and
orders came from more than 90 cities and rural areas around
China. The zero distance service greatly increased consumer
loyalty. The information received via the Internet from the
worldwide customers helps Haier serve its customers much
better and faster than ever before. When Haier announced its
“customized refrigerator” in August, 2000, within just one
month, it received orders of more than 1 million customized
refrigerators, which is about one third of Haier’s annual
sales of refrigerators. Now about half of all the refrigerators
are for customized orders. As for its B2B e-business, Ha ier’s
procurement cost was reduced by nearly 200 million RMB,
and its inventory cost was reduced by nearly 700 million
RMB. Among the online transactions worth more than 1.4
billion RMB, more than 14% of which were paid online.
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Haier’s e-business strategy has greatly enhanced its
globalization initiatives. Haier now has 62 overseas agents
covering more than 30,000 overseas distribution terminals.
Haier’s products can be found in more than 100 countries.
Haier’s export to the US and Europe accounts for 60% of
Haier’s total exports. In 2000, Haier’s overall export grew
by 118%, reaching a total of US$280 million, the largest
among China’s manufacturers of householder appliances.
Haier enjoys a high market share in both domestic and
overseas markets. For example, Haier’s small refrigerators
have a market share of 25% in the U.S.; its freezers have a
market share of 28% in Indonesia; its air-conditioners have a
market share of 60% in Uruguay; and its washing machines
have a market share of 30% in Sri Lanka. Inside China,
Haier’s refrigerators have a market share of 33.4%; its
freezers have a market share of 41.8%; its air conditioners
have a market share of 30.6%; and its washing machines
have a market share of 30.5%.
By the end of 2000, Haier has set up 5 global R&D centers;
10 global information centers; 7 global industrial parks; 40
global manufacturing plants; 11,976 global service stations;
5,100 global distributors, and 167 global trading centers.
Haier is the only member from China in the World Design
Organization. Haier has 1,783patents, and 1-3 new products
are invented each day.
The Remaining Problems of Haier
Despite of its apparent success, Haier still faces many
challenges. First, there is no time–tested e-business model,
either in China or abroad, for Haier to follow. The best Haier
could do is to follow a trial-and-error process. Another
related problem is that none of the 45 staffs of Haier Ebusiness Co. has a solid training in e-business. However,
they study the e-business models of other companies (e.g.,
General Electric of the US), and try their best to develop
their own e-business model.
Second, the e-business environment in China limits the
development of Haier’s e-business. As we discussed earlier,
China is not ready yet for across-the-board e-business due to
the lack of technical infrastructure, consumer acceptance,
credit system, management commitment, legal protection as
well as the cultural preference for personal face -to-face
contacts in China. Even some of Haier’s suppliers do not
have adequate computer information systems in house. All
these factors hinder Haier’s effort to develop its e-business
on a fast track. Further, the IT system inside Haier has not
been fully integrated yet, so foreign IT partners are needed.
Third, Haier is also fighting an up-hill battle in its pursuit of
global brand. Globalization takes more than just a smart ebusiness strategy; it will take a long time, a lot of money,
and a diverse staff of global-savvy managers to achieve the
global success.

7
Fourth, there is a concern that Haier may have selected a
wrong strategic intent or vision for itself. It is controversial
for Haier to focus too much on being one of the global top
500 companies. It is being argued that Haier should shift
more toward higher returns to investment rather than just
growing revenue or market share. Further, Haier should
redesign its diversification program, which is driven by its
single-minded pursuit of being one of the global top 500,
because it is highly likely that Haier has expanded too broad
beyond its core competency and too fast beyond its scope of
control.
The above discussion about the overall e-business
environment in China, Haier’s readiness for e-business,
Haier’s e-business strategy, and the effect of Haier’s ebusiness strategy can be summarized in Figure 2.
Discussion about the Case Evidence
In the section of literature review for the proposal of a
conceptual framework, we offered eight propositions with
regard to the design of effective e-business strategy. The
case evidence of China’s Haier lends partial support to those
propositions. Specifically, the case evidence lends strong
support to the second proposition (e-thrust), the third
proposition (e-posture), the fifth proposition (brick-and-click
model), and the eighth proposition (productivity and
profitability), while the fourth proposition (e-mode), the
sixth proposition (supply chain and e-marketplace) and the
seventh proposition (customization and standardization) are
only partially supported. The first proposition (e-target) is,
however, not supported. It is important to note that the lack
of support for Proposition 1 and the lack of full support for
Propositions 4, 6 and 7 are directly related to the issue of
core and non-core distinction. Haier failed to make a clear
distinction between its core and non-core activities, so it
failed to fully utilize the potential benefit of e-business with
regard to the concurrent pursuit of both revenue size and
profit margin, as e-target (Proposition 1), the concurrent
application of both tight and loose control as well as both
aggressive and conservative entry timing, as part of e-mode
(Proposition 4), the concurrent application of both companycentric supply chain and community-based e-marketplace, as
part of e-mode (Proposition 6), and the concurrent
realization of both customization and standardization
(Proposition 7). The lack of distinction between core and
non-core activities is the root problem for Haier’s current ebusiness strategy and will be the biggest obstacle for Haier’s
future e-business development. This problem is related to
some general problems in China, including (1) the pridedriven focus on corporate size as the preferred indicator of
success; (2) the under-development of component supply
industries; and (3) the lack of effective legal protection.
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Figure 2

The Case Evidence of Haier’s e-Business Strategy
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CONCLUSION
This paper argues that e-business is revolutionary in the
sense that it reinvents new rules of competition. E-business
emphasizes information technology, intellectual properties,
customer supremacy, cooperative competition, creative
change, productivity growth, and long-term economic boom.
The case of Haier bears critical implications for legacy
companies in general. First, it is a must for legacy firms to
involve in e-business. Second, it is imperative for a legacy
firms to collaborate with IT firms (i.e., the brick-and-click
model). Third, e-business is an effective approach for a
company to globalize its business. Fourth, the most critical
feature of e-business is its unique capacity for business
customization. Fifth, another critical feature of e-business is
that the sharing of open information along supply chains is
crucial and it is based on mutual trust. Sixth, e-business has
to be built upon a solid basis of sound business practices
rather than constructing a castle in the sand.

The case of Haier bears critical implications for local firms
from the developing countries and foreign multinational
companies that enter the developing counties. First, local
firms from the developing countries need to be creative in
adapting the business models from the developed countries
to their special local conditions (such as Haier’s B2B2C
Model) so as to overcome the problems of e-business
implementation in the developing countries (such as underdeveloped technical infrastructure and lack of social
acceptance). Second, strategic alliance with foreign partners
(such as IT and consulting firms) is imperative for local
firms from the developing countries. The implications of
Haier’s case for multinational enterprises are the extensions
of the above implications. First, multinational firms have to
adapt their business models to the local conditions of the
developing countries. Second, multinational firms have to
adopt the entry mode of strategic alliance with local firms.
Haier’s case also points to the fact that China is not ready
yet for across-the-board e-business. China lacks in technical
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infrastructure, credit and payment system, consumer
acceptance, component supply industries, and legal
protection. Other problems include the cultural preference
for personal face-to-face contacts, the pride-driven focus on
corporate size as performance indicator, the lack of global
brand, and the lack of distinction between core and non-core
activities. To compete in such an environment, the Chinese
companies have to pay special attention to the following
issues. First, the Chinese companies need to work hard to
develop their in-house IT systems in terms of hardware,
software, and staff in particular. Both local and foreign IT
partners are needed for the development of sophisticated IT
systems to compensate for the lack of in-house IT expertise
among the Chinese companies. Second, globalization should
be an integral part of e-business strategy. However, one has
to realize that it has to take a long time, a lot of money, and a
diverse team of global-savvy managers to achieve global
success. Third, the Chinese companies have to emphasize
both revenue size and profit margin as the targets of their ebusiness strategy. Fourth, the Chinese companies have to
redesign their diversification program with the goal to focus
on the core activities and team up with partners on non-core
activities. Fifth, it is imperative to adapt any foreign model
to China’s unique culture and institutional conditions. One
has to be highly creative and flexible in adapting foreign
models to China. Haier’s unique B2B2C model is a success
story of adapting the US e-business models to China.
Finally, partnership is essential for the success of e-business
in China. The Chinese companies need to help their
suppliers and customers to develop adequate IT capabilities.
The industry leaders need to work together to establish
shared IT network and e-marketplace. They need to team up
with the Chinese banks to develop e-payment systems. They
need to establish an effective credit-checking system. They
need to reach individual customers through business
partners. They need to learn from each other to share
successful e-business experience. They need to work
together in the pursuit of global expansion and global
recognition. They need to work with government to
accomplish all the above tasks. Further research, both
conceptual and empirical, is surely needed to advance our
understanding of e-business in general and e-business in
China in particular.
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ABSTRACT
The population of web sites continues growing every year,
but are the sites usable? Most sites seem to ignore the
usability issue. Usability is about making the site easy for
consumers to navigate and operate. Unusable sites do not
attract and retain consumers. A usable site is one that is
concerned with the user’ perception and provides the
fundaments that allow the consumer to accomplish tasks
such as searching and purchasing. According to ISO’s
usability definition, examining its effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction, measures the usability of the web site.
Five commonly used usability evaluation methods,
competitive analysis, scenarios, inspection method, log
analysis and on-line questionnaires, were reviewed. Using
these earlier concepts as a basis, the usability evaluation
model was developed. The model consists of four
components - Information, Transaction Service, Trust, and
Non-functional requirements.
The model was first tested on Travel sites. It was found
that it could be used to classify the sites. It was then tested
against a user perception survey of the industry sites. This
indicated an agreement between the model and the user
perceptions. The model was then tailored for e-commerce
web sites and, based on the core similarities, a more
abstract level could be postulated. This was then tested
against its application to a third industry, Internet banking
sites. Similarities and differences between the fundamental
elements of the sites in the three industry sectors are
related to the sector’s needs and those of the customers
that they service.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The web site is the portal through which a user
communicates with the computer. It has a strong influence
on how a user views and understands site functionality.
The Web considers user experience of the site first,
purchase and payment second. On the Web, users first
experience the usability of a site and then, if satisfied, buy
something. If users have a good experience, then they are
apt to turn into frequent and loyal customers. Conversely,
the Web offers low switching costs; if you do not find
what you want, the competition is only a mouse-click
away. Only if a site is easy to use will anybody bothers to
use it. Nielsen & Norman [1] claimed most web usability
studies still encounter troubles in navigation and page
design. Forrester Research reported that Fortune 1000
companies spent anywhere from $1.5 million to $2.1
million each last year on redesigns, however those
redesign efforts rarely focused on improving the
workability of sites for those who use them. Usability
studies have been around since the 1980s, but many web

developers are just becoming aware of the issues, while
Web managers are using the concept to justify the project
dollars they have spent. In corporate circles, usability is
thought of as how easily a site can be used. However,
usability is a far richer interface design concept with great
applicability for improving information retrieval on the
Web from the user's viewpoint. In other words, it is
something that consumers are now expecting from a site.
Usability will continue to play a role in most corporations
that use the Web for business.
ISO (cited in [2]) define usability as “… the effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction with which specified users can
achieve special goals in particular environments.”
This
implies that usability is not simply a property of a product
in isolation, but rather that is will also be dependent on
who is using the site, the goal that they are trying to
achieve and the environment in which the product is being
used. Usability is a property of the interaction between a
product, a user and the task, or the sets of tasks.
This article reviews the usability literature as to measures
of usability and commonly used usability methods. Then a
Usability Evaluation Model is proposed, and the model is
discussed for completeness.
2.

WHY IS USABILITIY IMPORTANT?

Unusable sites mean consumers cannot find products they
want to purchase. Forrester Research claimed poorly
constructed sites are underselling because if a consumer
cannot find a product, they cannot buy it. E-Satisfy.com
and WebCriteria (cited in [3]) examined human factors in
site performance. An example is the visitor’s perception
that a site has stopped responding when one of the site’ s
pages takes significantly longer to load than others.
Therefore from the user's perspective, usability is
important because it can make the difference between
performing a task accurately and completely or not, and
enjoying the process or being frustrated. From the
developer's perspective, usability is important because it
can mean the difference between the success or failure of a
site or system. From a business’s perspective, sites that are
unusable cost the company more in wasted expense and
increased production time. Given a choice, people will
tend to visit or repeat visit a site that is user-friendlier.
Consumers do like the convenience, the ability to find
information quickly and easily, and the fact they can save
time. This is why usability has become an important issue
in web technology. The web site achieves usability by
focusing on the user and the user’s need, and in doing so
makes user issues, rather than technical consideration,
central in the design process. To summarise, usability is an
important issue either commercially or technically.
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The advantage of usability is to ensure that the web site
interfaces created are easy to use and satisfying; and this
produces utility and functionality that are highly valued by
the target population and will increase user support (or
sales) and repeat user support (or sales). Moreover, the
usable site can minimise the cost of service, training, and
hot-line calls, acquiring a competitive edge by making the
usable web site a perfect place to shop.
3.

MEASURES OF USABILITY

Jordan [2] translated from the ISO definition that there are
three keys that can be used to measure usability of the web
site. They are effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.

4.

USABILITY EVALUATION METHODS

This section reviews the literature on usability evaluation
methods. Evaluation is concerned with gathering
information about usability or potential usability of a
system in order either to improve features within an
interface and its supporting material or to assess a
completed interface. There are five commonly used
methods: competitive analysis, scenarios, inspection
method, logs analysis and on-line questionnaires. Each
method has a series of properties that gives that method
certain advantages and disadvantages.
4.1

Competitive Analysis

Effectiveness is about the extent to which a goal or task is
achieved. Task completion and quality of output are
addressed. Task completion is the basic measure of
whether or not a web site is effective for a particular task
or goal by measuring whether the consumer can complete
that task on a web site. In other words, it is about the site’s
business objective, for example, the site aims to sell
product via the Internet. Then the site must provide the
facility that allows the consumer to complete the sale
transaction, such as finding the product that they want,
purchasing, paying and tracking the product’s despatch.
The site must be able to serve its intended task; if not, then
the site will be ineffective. Another measurement
component of effectiveness is quality of output. Even if the
web site provides functions that enable the consumer to
complete a transaction on the site, it does not mean that the
site is effective. The quality of output resulting from the
completed transaction is consequential. Enabling the
consumers to find easily what they want and giving what
they are expecting, is the cornerstone. Therefore, task
completion and quality of output together represent the
site’s effectiveness.

This involves analysis of existing web sites provided by
similar organisations with similar business objectives [4].
These sites can be analysed to determine perceived
strengths and weaknesses and to derive an informal set of
desirable features. This analysis is commonly used by
most web sites. The analysis is conducted with a
representative sample of users, as the use of developers or
information providers may reflect their subjective opinion,
rather than those of real users.

Efficiency is about the amount of effort required to
accomplish a goal. Deviation from the critical path and
error are addressed. Ideally, to complete the main task on
the site requires the least effort. However, the consumers
can deviate from the main task; this would be a cost in
terms of time and effort to complete the task. It is not
actually an error, as it does not require any corrective
action. The consumer just does not know how to use the
provided facilities, as there is not a useful guide (or
manual) to use the web site. Providing online help or FAQ
would be adding usability to the site because the
consumers use less time and effort to complete their tasks.
Error rate is one of the most commonly used measures of
efficiency. If the consumer can complete a task without
any errors along the way, the task may requires less effort,
than if errors occur on the site.

One alternative to use real target consumers is gathering
them together to discuss a particular issue. These scenarios
can be developed in brainstorming sessions involving the
developer and information providers to identify key user
types and tasks associated with this target. However, even
though this approach is commonly used, there are some
concerns whether the key users identified actually reflect
real user groups, and whether there are important groups
that have not been identified [4]. Scenarios are useful for
helping to generate ideas and requirements of a web site.

Satisfaction refers to the level of comfort that the user feels
when visiting the site and how acceptable the site is to
consumers as a path for achieving their goals. It is attitude
analysis; it can be investigated by asking the consumers
whether the site satisfies them. Using a questionnaire or
interview can achieve this . Those comments can then be
analysed to gain an indication of the users’ satisfaction
level with the sites.

4.2

Scenarios

This involves using real target consumers. The sample
target group should be representative of the user
population. They can give an idea of what the user thinks
of the web sites in the simulated operational environment.
The users might be asked to browse the site. That activity
can represent an important part of user behaviour on the
Web. However, it is hard to build the appropriate models
of user behaviour, to determine whether this behaviour is
typical of all users or only particular types of user, or how
those particular users could be characterised.

4.3

Inspection Method

Inspection, or Expert Evaluation, is a diagnostic method
lying between the theoretical approach taken in analytic
evaluation and more empirical methods. This evaluation
method does not require users. It is a class of usability
evaluation method that involves a systematic comparison
of an interface against a pre-determined set of criteria or
guidelines that might be specified at higher or lower levels
of abstraction. Those checklists are based on the
judgement of an evaluator who is the expert in the
usability area. Jakob Nielsen, who has written many
usability articles, and whose work is referenced by many
usability and web design articles, is such a person. This
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method is commonly known as a heuristic evaluation.
Ideally, only the expert evaluators can perform such
evaluations, though Nielsen (cited in [4]) suggests that
non-experts can achieve useful results. However, the
guidelines might not be entirely applicable, as this method
does not take into account actual user behaviour or user
tasks. The solution is to use key user scenarios to guide a
heuristic walkthrough and to identify which usability
problems are likely to have the most impact on users.
4.4

Log Analysis

Log analysis can help to build models of user behaviour
and monitor actual site use. It is the automatic collection
and analysis of access logs gathering important
information about real users and real patterns of use within
a site [4]. This information will then be interpreted. For
instance, the results can indicate functions that have been
used a lot, or have been used very little or not used at all.
The method can be comparatively cheap in terms of both
investigator and participant time [2]. Participants may be
observed in the context of their usual work, rather than in a
contrived session. Web log analysis can provide a variety
of information, for example hits-per-page, and information
about actual user interactions. It can be automated to an
extent, and it can provide an ongoing record of changes in
user behaviour. However, defining visitors and sessions is
still problem with log analysis of the web site.
This
concern needs to be addressed. The session refers to the set
of activities performed by a single visitor during a single
visit to the site. However, visitors cannot be uniquely
identified, as the log information records only the IP
address. The same users might use another machine for
another session, or their ISP may allocate it dynamically,
so we cannot be sure that the same user conducted
different sessions. This suggests that building models of
user behaviour from logs is unreliable.
4.5

On-line Questionnaires

Questionnaires can be used to capture information about
user behaviour in term of technical, demographic, user
satisfaction and/or visit information. The questionnaires
can help to build models of user behaviour and track
changes in that behaviour over time. This technique might
be more reliable for sites [4]. A disadvantage of this
technique is that only a small proportion of the
questionnaires issued or available to users are completed
and returned. The unsatisfied response rate cannot be used
to draw generalised conclusions.
5.

USABILITY EVALUATION MODEL

The model used explored further in this paper is based on
that of Hersey (cited in [5]). It forms the underlying
fundamental architecture. The model’s constructs are
easier to operationalise and it can measure the overall
usability rating of the site. The model proposed can
measure effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. The
model deals with four core components: Information,
Transaction
Service,
Trust,
and
Non-Functional
requirements.
Those components
are fundamental
components that must be present in web sites for them to

be considered usable. Effectiveness can be measured by
looking at task completion and quality of output.
Information and Transaction Service components are used
to measure this. The elements in Information component,
company information, customer information, and product
information represent the main purpose of the site. These
could be to provide information, advertising services,
selling products, positioning
in the market or
demonstrating competency. The type of web site should
correspond with the Transaction Service component. If it
is a selling site, the obligatory transaction service elements
should be present. These are search, negotiation, order,
payment, delivery, after sale service and help. If the site
offers fewer elements, the site effectiveness is lower. This
effectiveness also includes the quality of outputs and
transactions. Presenting the elements alone cannot
guarantee essential effectiveness.
The proposed model can measure the efficiency
constituent of usability by considering the amount of user
effort required to accomplish goals. Deviation from the
critical path and errors are addressed. Use of the Help
element is classified as a deviation from the critical path
[2], because it helps the users use less effort and time to
learn about the site, such as how to use the search facility.
Ideally, a site should not produce errors. For example, if
error messages such as “the page can not be found” or
“there are script errors” appear, the users need to apply
more effort to accomplish their tasks. This reflects on the
efficiency and usability of the site.
Measuring satisfaction was achieved by surveying users to
test the model [6]. The results of the evaluation using the
model agreed with the survey results as to the user’s
requirements. The example sites used by the respondents
scored highly in the evaluation model. Thus we conclude
that the proposed model can be represented as a tool to
measure user’s satisfaction. Of particular interest were the
two areas where the users felt that the example ecommerce (travel) sites had shortcomings: Promotion and
Security. For the first of these, the users felt that they
needed more promotional elements that would entice the
users to revisit the site. The evaluation model also
highlighted this. This observation is also backed up
independently by the observation of Foreman [7] [8]. As to
the other component, that is trust (containing legal
disclaimer, privacy policy and security), the survey and the
evaluation model differed. The trust components were well
represented in the evaluation performed using the model,
yet the survey showed that the respondents still expressed
dissatisfaction with them. Other studies (e.g. [9] [10]) also
show that those elements, especially security, are of
concern for the users performing online transactions via
the web site. Sites must ensure that those elements are
present to give the users confidence to complete their
transactions (especially payment).
The survey also showed that other issues that could not be
evaluated by the model were important. This was
particularly true of “branding”. No matter how well a
given site might score in terms of the model’s assessment,
if it was not well known the users would not know about it
and use it.
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The proposed model combines four of the usability
methods outlined in the previous section: competitive
analysis, scenarios, inspection method, and on-line
questionnaires. Web evaluation researchers examined the
model. Those experts were asked individually to weight
elements of the model. The result showed that those
experts agreed and accepted that all elements on the model
are important as basic elements for usable web sites and
can be used to examine the existing web sites. The model
was used for competitive analysis by examining the web
sites within three industries: Travel, Retail and Banking.
The sites were analysed as to their strengths and weakness
by giving them a score based on the presence or absence of
each of the elements. Then users were surveyed to
ascertain their perception (only for the travel and banking
industries as those contained few sites). Questionnaires
were distributed to analyse the user scenarios.
We conclude that the proposed model can measure
usability on the web site with regard to effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction. It will be called the Usability
Evaluation Model.
5.1

User Evaluation Model as a User Evaluation
Standard

The components used in the three industries: Banking,
Retail and Travel vary. Different models were developed
and tested for the Travel [6] Retail [11] and Banking [12]
industries. The models have common components such as
three types of information, but the elements within those
components might be named differently because the way
they are presented is different. In this paper we combine
the industry models to a more abstract model or User
Evaluation Standard. The fundamental components and
elements required for each site within an industry sector
are evaluated, so that the usability of the individual sites
can be determined. This ignores how those elements are
formatted on the site, each organisation has a different
style, and this might also be reflected in the web sites
design to the benefit of their sales.
This abstract usability evaluation model can be applied
mainly to commerce web sites. It will be described in the
following section. There are four components. These are
Information, Transaction Service, Trust, and NonFunctional requirements.
Information – This component contains three elements:
company, consumer, and product information because they
are essential information that should be provided to the
online consumer. The models contain the same elements.
Each element is briefly described.


Company Information: The web site should provide
comprehensive company information as it can
reassure the consumer about the organisation with
which they deal.
 Consumer Information: In order to do on-line
selling, the e-commerce sites require prior registration
and consumer information, such as payment details
including credit card information. This information is

fundamental information for an e-commerce site to
deal with consumers and for marketing purposes.
 Product information: This element is the theme of
an electronic commerce site. Like a traditional shop, if
you want to sell something, you should show and tell
the consumer what you sell or service.
Transaction Service – In the travel model, the term
‘feedback’ is changed to “after sales service” to reflect its
wider meaning. After sales service includes feedback,
return and guarantee policy. These are important for
commerce transactions. The transaction service component
is about the service that should be provided as part of full
online commerce. There are six elements: Negotiation,
Order, Payment, Delivery, After sales service and Help.
Negotiation: The e-commerce site should allow the
consumer to bargain as the real commercial
counterpart allows such an operation. The web site
allows all the customisation of the product/ price that
the user could reasonably expect.
Order: The online order option should be offered to
consumers for the site to be a complete e-commerce
site.
Payment: Typically, the trading cycle includes a
payment option. Thus electronic trading should
support the online payment option as well.
Delivery: The web site provides as wide a selection of
delivery options as could reasonably be expected that
are generally satisfactory, convenient and reassuring.
If the product is a digital one, such as software, a
download option is required.
After sales service: the contact option provides such
items as an e-mail contact or feedback form. It is
included because the element is a service by which the
site should allow the consumer to contact them to
discuss the product’s problems. This includes any
suggestion or comment from the consumers to the site.
Help: On the web the consumer wants help as much
as they would in a store. They need help with product
selection (such as size, colour), contact information
for sales representation, shopping system, credit
policy, information about shipping and handling costs,
guarantees and statements about product quality.
Alternatively, FAQ (Frequently Asked Question)
items might be represented as an element.
Trust – This component is included as important as it can
help build trust with consumers by providing the legal
policies that the site needs to present to the Internet
consumer. The Legal Disclaimer, Privacy Statement and
Security Service should be stated. Although these elements
are not necessarily involved in web development, you
cannot ignore them, as they are part of the consumer’s
concerns [11]. The e-commerce guideline book of Ministry
of Economic Development [13] also stresses that they are
important elements for electronic business.
Legal disclaimer: It is a statement that informs the
user about the conditions for using the site and the
legal status of any transaction that is done on the site.
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It includes the refund and fee policy for purchased
products.
Privacy statement: Outlines the reason why the
consumer information is collected, and the uses, if any,
of the information, including access to it and
divulgence to third parties.
Security: Outlines the security used to transmit the
consumer information. People are often concerned
about sending credit card information across the
Internet. This is particularly relevant if credit card
information is used online to pay for services. The site
might use a third party to support and validate their
site security such as SSL, RSA, or 128 bit.
Non-functional
requirements
– A non-functional
requirement is a constraint on the system [14]. There are
four measurements: Aesthetic effect, Ease of use,
Innovation and Community. These are modelled on the
‘pillars’ supporting the e-commerce process as depicted by
Hersey. For the travel model, responsiveness was included,
but it is omitted from the usability evaluation mo del.
Responsiveness is more focussed on the web site
performance (response speed) and is under the control of
the
Internet
Service
Provider
(ISP)
and
telecommunications companies. In the information-based
travel industry it is measured by recording how long each
site took to respond to an email enquiry. Responsiveness
forms an important component in the attempt to create the
User Interface Standard. Its relative importance and
manifestation will vary between industries. Community is
added and it is represented as part of the promotion
component in the travel model.
Aesthetic Effect: This is a measure that the site is
using colour, graphics and text to enhance site
attractiveness.
Ease of use: It is a measure of the site’s performance.
It was measured by clicking and linking to the
associated information. The links on the site must
work (i.e. not result in dead links). The site should
provide a good response, no dead links or error
messages such as “This page cannot be found”.
Innovation: This measurement gauges whether the
organisation develops its site to provide an innovative
service using more advanced functions to improve the
site’s effectiveness and usability.
Community: The web site is excellent at fostering
community among its consumers. Therefore, the site
should provide some sort of facility to establish a
community of people sharing a common interest, for
example a bulletin board or consumer review. These
facilities may give the site a chance to interact with
the consumer and build a consumer relationship.
There are two different applied techniques: push and
pull. Using the push technique the site supplies the
consumer with information and, if it is the consumer
who seeks information and retrieves this information
at his/her own need, it is called the pull technique.
5.2

Application to the Industries

The model was applied on to the Travel and Retail
industries (30 sites each). This was further expanded by
comparing the results to those from the Internet Banking

sector [12]. Chung and Paynter [12] used this model to
evaluate all seven retail Internet Banks present in New
Zealand.
Industry Sector
Travel
Information
Company
Customer
Product
Transaction Service
Negotiation
Order
Payment
Delivery
Feedback

Retail
Information
Company
Customer
Product
Transaction Service
Negotiation
Order
Payment
Delivery
After-sales service

Trust
Legal Disclaimer
Privacy Statement
Security
Promotion
24 hr Clock
Calendar
Weather
Newsletter
Auction
Other Techniques

Trust
Legal Disclaimer
Privacy Statement
Security
Community

Non-Functional
requirements
Aesthetic effect
Ease of use
Innovation
Responsiveness

Non-Functional
requirements
Aesthetic effect
Ease of use
Innovation

Internet Banking
Information
Company
Customer
Product
Transaction Service
Order
- Check account
balance
- Transfer funds
between accounts
- Check bank
statement
- Purchase bank
product (e.g. open
an account)
- Download account
information
- Make payment
- Order cheque or
deposit book
- Request loan
changes
- Cheque
reconciliation
- Make IRD payment
- Change password
After sales services
(e.g. email enquires)
Trust
Legal Disclaimer
Privacy Statement
Security
Community
Competitions/Rewar
ds

Non-Functional
requirements
Aesthetic effects
Ease of use
Innovation
FAQ/Tutorial/Help
Demonstration
Search
Navigation
Performance
Update frequency
Response time
Download time

Table 1: Testing the abstracted model on the different
sectors
Although two of the five sets of the components are the
same across the models, it is noticeable that that the
banking sector is more exhaustive, reflecting the
sensitivity of Internet banks to the level of service that they
must provide and the sensitivity of the customer
information there. Hence the transactions (services) that
must be provided for the bank to be competitive and to
differentiate between the different banks’ offerings are
listed exhaustively. They represent the heart of the services
provided by Internet Banks.
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The travel industry is all about information. People are
unlikely to visit a site unless they have a need for doing so;
hence revisit techniques are required. The promotion of a
24-hour clock, or a calendar, for different countries is such
an example of a revisit technique. The travel industry
because of its international focus had additional
components not found in the other two sectors.
The Community is comprised of elements that make the
user feel part of web site community. This is achieved in
different ways across the industries. For instance, the
travel sites might have a bulletin board or similar that
allows users to share their travel experiences, while the
banks have community sponsorship in the forms of trusts
or team sports. Responsiveness for a retail site or travel
agent might measures speed of response to an email
enquiry, whereas for a bank it is the speed of processing
the transactions. Update frequency is also of paramount
importance to a bank.
6.

CONCLUSION

The proposed usability evaluation model can be shown to
measure the usability of web sites by looking at three
dimensions: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.
However, the model mainly focuses on electronic
commerce web sites. The model represents an abstraction
level that ignores the format of each element and how the
information (pages) should be presented. These designs are
subjective; different web designers or developers have
their own opinions. Various industry sectors might use
different ways to present those components or name the
elements using different terms. Regardless, the model
represents the fundamental components that the web site
should present to make the site usable for consumers.
Organisations that follow the guidelines suggested by this
model will be rewarded with the site increasing its visitors
and, if applicable, sales or custom.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a study of leadership in six multinational corporations (MNCs) in Thailand. Specifically, the
study examined relationships between leadership (transformational and transactional) and organizational outcomes as reported
by 296 subordinates of middle and lower level managers in U.S.-based MNCs in Bangkok. In the Information Age, access to a
global IT infrastructure, particularly through telecommunications, is at the heart of business and national competitiveness.
Individual managers everywhere face a growing scope of responsibility, with accountability for more goals and people than
ever before. Consequently, it is more important now than ever for managers delegate authority and communicate effectively
with their employees. The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) was used to measure transformational and
transactional leadership and three organizational outcomes (extra effort on the job, perception of leaders’ effectiveness, and
subordinates’ job satisfaction). Results indicate that transformational and transactional leadership accounted for significant
amounts of the variance in subordinates’ extra effort, perceptions of leader effectiveness and job satisfaction. Results are
similar to those obtained in previous studies in North America.
Today’s business environment is increasingly complex
and competitive. Companies are constantly growing and
changing.
Electronic commerce is now positioned at the
cutting edge of fundamental change. The confluence of
technological advances, linked to loosening of barriers to
global trade, creates an era of unprecedented opportunity.
Companies must now compete internationally, or at least keep
an eye on global competitors, and be prepared to respond to
new challenges or opportunities. Leadership is often regarded
as the single most important factor in the success and failure
of organizations. Nationally leaders are seeking to connect IT
sites within their countries to encourage organizations to
share information in a way that make each organization more
competitive internationally. North American management
studies have described leadership in many different ways in
the 20 th century; for example, as a personality attribute, as
inducing compliance, as an exercise of influence and/or
power, as a form of persuasion, and as the initiation of
structure [7].
At the beginning of the 21st century, with the
accelerating rate of globalization in business and technology,
it is appropriate to examine the applicability of U. S.
management theories in other cultures. This paper presents
research on leadership in multinational corporations (MNCs)
in Thailand as a step toward greater understanding of how
U.S. leadership models might apply in East Asian countries,
specifically Thailand.
Burns and Bass dis cover the initial research on
transformational leadership. Transactional leaders relate to
followers on the basis of an exchange (or transaction)
approach (e.g., by substituting one goal for another, reducing
resistance to certain actions, implementing a decision) [5]
[14]. Transformational leaders empower followers to go
beyond immediate self-interest and consider longer-term
outcomes for themselves and others [21].

Although transformational and transactional leadership
are distinct behaviorally and psychometrically, studies
indicate that effective leaders utilize both synchonistically.
Transformational
leaders build on the transactional
framework to enhance their effectiveness. By adopting a
transformational leadership orientation, a leader can prevent
transactional behaviors from degenerating into passive
management-by-exception or laissez-faire leadership [10].
Research shows that transformational leadership, by itself, is
not effective. Tosi indicates that most successful charismatic,
transformational leaders effectively transact daily, routine
events [26]. Without transactional leadership skills, even the
most inspirational, transformational leader would fail to
accomplish his/her mission. Historically, many charismatic
leaders who lacked (or whose followers lacked) the
transactional management skills failed to successfully
implement their visions [3]. In fact, research tends to indicate
that both transformational and transactional leadership are
positively related to desired organizational outcomes.
According to Bass the MLQ (Multi-Factor Leadership
Questionnaire) describes three aspects of leadership in terms
of laissez-faire (extremely inactive), transactional and
transformational (extremely active) [5]. The five dimensions
of transformational leadership include the following.
Idealized Influence (Charisma). The two dimensions of
idealized influence refer to the leader’s charismatic attributes
and behaviors. They consistently appear as the most imp ortant
transformational leadership dimensions. Idealized behaviors
describe a leader’s actions. Idealized attributes are perceived
by subordinates, and lead to a strong desire to identify with
and emulate the leader, and to place confidence in his/her
vision and values [5].
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Inspirational Motivation.
Transformational leaders
motivate and inspire their subordinates by providing
meaningful, challenging work [2].
Inspirational leaders
passionately articulate their vision and communicate shared
future organizational goals [10].
Intellectual Stimulation. This entails intellectual
stimulation of subordinates’ ideas and values. The leader
encourages subordinates to open their minds and use their
imaginations to discover new solutions to old problems.
Consequently, subordinates develop and strengthen their
capabilities for solving unexpected problems and learn to
analyze and resolve problems independently [6].
Individualized Consideration. This occurs when leaders
recognize subordinates’ distinct differences and treat each one
accordingly by mentoring and coaching and ensuring
individual development of talents and skills. The leader
attempts to recognize and satisfy subordinates’ needs and to
arouse and elevate those needs in an effort to promote their
development [6].
Transactional leadership, leader-subordinate relationship
that employ a series of exchanges or implicit contracts, has
three dimensions.
Contingent Reward. Transactional leadership primarily
involves contingent reinforcement that can be positive or
negative [5]. Leaders provide contingent rewards, such as
bonuses, increases in pay, or praise, when subordinates
perform at acceptable levels. Conversely, they provide
negative consequences, such as withholding bonuses or pay
increases, when subordinates do not perform at acceptable
levels.
Active Management by Exception. Active managementby-exception occurs when the leader has a system for actively
monitoring errors and gaps in expected performance and takes
corrective action appropriately [10].
Passive
Management
by
Exception.
Passive
management-by-exception occurs when a leader intervenes
only when there is a gap between desired and actual behavior.
Accordingly, the leader pays attention to the subordinate only
when mistakes are made and corrective actions are necessary.
Thus, there are no preventive actions or attempts by the leader
to monitor or influence performance [10].
Laissez-faire leadership differs from transformational
and transactional leadership. Laissez-Faire.
Laissez-faire
leaders are “hands off,” avoid influencing subordinates and
evade their supervisory responsibilities. Some believe that
that this type of leadership adversely affects work-related
outcomes [7] [29].
The following hypotheses apply research demonstrating
the positive effects of both transactional and transformational
leadership
on
organizational
outcomes
(extra
effort/motivation, leader effectiveness and job satisfaction)
with Thai managers.
1. Transactional and transformational leadership dimensions
are positively related to extra effort on the job.
2. Transactional and transformational leadership dimensions
are positively related to subordinates’ perceptions of leader
effectiveness.
3. Transactional and transformational leadership dimensions
are positively related to subordinates’ job satisfaction.

Methods
Participants
Respondents worked in one of six U.S.-based MNCs in
Bangkok, Thailand. Women comprised 56.1 % of the sample.
Most (166, 56%) respondents were 20 to 30 years old, while
103 (34.8 %) were 31 to 40 years, and the rest were older.
Most respondents were single (67.2%) and 94 (31.8%) were
married. Most respondents (94.6 %) had a bachelors degree or
higher. Most respondents (86.1%) received their highest
degree in Thailand and the rest in the United States, Australia
and Europe.
Measures
MLQ. The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire
(MLQ). The MLQ was translated into Thai and then backtranslated into English by Translation Center of Faculty of Art
at Chulalongkorn University. The MLQ Form consists of 63
items with twelve subscales, five for transformational
leadership, three for transactional leadership, one for laissezfaire leadership and three for the outcomes (extra
effort/motivation, perception of leadership effectiveness and
job satisfaction).
Validity and Reliability of Measures.
Howell and
Avolio provided evidence of convergent and discriminant
validity of the MLQ (Form 10) with partial least square
(PLS), and this method was used in this research as well [19].
In PLS, relationships among latent variables are estimated and
tested within the context of a measurement model which
describes individual item reliability, internal consistency and
discriminant validity [17]. Internal consistency reliabilities for
all constructs was greater than the 0.7 as required. The
average variance extracted from the construct from items is
indicates of the amount of variance accounted for by the
constructs (from the measures) using a criteria of 0.5 or
greater. The results obtained for the current data followed the
same pattern of results and are available from the authors
upon request.
Results
The hypotheses
concern
relationships
between
leadership (transformational and transactional) and three
organizational outcomes (extra effort on the job, perceptions
of leader effectiveness, and subordinates’ job satisfaction). Of
400 questionnaires distributed, there were 296 usable
responses. Table 1 reports the intercorrelation matrix and
Cronbach’s alpha (reliability coefficients) for all study
variables. All transformational leadership dimensions are
positively correlated with each other and with the
transactional leadership dimensions (See Table 1).
Table 2 summarizes the results of regressing Extra
Effort on the leadership dimensions. The mu ltiple regression
coefficient is 0.744; R 2 of 55.3 indicates that the leadership
dimensions account for 55% of the variance in Extra Effort.
One leadership dimension, idealized behavior, is related to
Extra Effort.
Table 3 presents the regression results for perceptions of
Leadership Effectiveness. The multiple regression coefficient
(R) is 0.80; the leadership dimensions accounted for 65
percent of the variance (R 2 =64.6). Only one leadership
dimension, Idealized Attributes (IIA), is related to emp loyee
perception of Leader Effectiveness.
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VARIABLES

Table 1. Intercorrelation Matrix and Reliability Estimates for Study Variables
IIA
IIB
IM
IS
IC

CR

Idealized Attributes (IIA)
Idealized Behavior (IIB)
Inspiration Motivation (IM)
Intellectual Stimulation (IS)
Individualized Consideration (IC)
Contingent Reward (CR)
Management-by-Exceptive (Active) (MBEA)
Management-by-Exceptive (Passive) (MBEP)
Laissez-Faire (LF)
Extra Effort (EXTRA)
Effectiveness (EFF)
Satisfaction (SAT)

0.75
.769**
.776**
.669**
.747**
.735**
.535**
.329**
.490**
.661**
.758**
.740**

0.71
.796**
.742**
.744**
.705**
.562**
.296**
.471**
.694**
.735**
.685**

0.76
.713**
.643**
.713**
.587**
.305**
.512**
.620**
.724**
.660**

0.77
.699**
.642**
.518**
.302**
.482**
.619**
.702**
.652**

0.70
.648**
.525**
.205**
.367**
.643**
.667**
.698**

0.70
.547**
.240**
.437**
.638**
.689**
.670**

VARIABLES
Idealized Attributes (IIA)
Idealized Behavior (IIB)
Inspiration Motivation (IM)
Intellectual Stimulation (IS)
Individualized Consideration (IC)
Contingent Reward (CR)
Management-by-Exceptive (Active) (MBEA)
Management-by-Exceptive (Passive) (MBEP)
Laissez-Faire (LF)
Extra Effort (EXTRA)
Effectiveness (EFF)
Satisfaction (SAT)

MBEA

MBEP

LF

EXT

EFF

SAT

0.57
-.068
.281**
.395**
.503**
.327**

0.62
.655**
.194**
.358**
.433**

0.77
.374**
.509**
.551**

0.63
.759**
.672**

0.82
.802**

0.74

Variables

Table 2: Regression Analysis for Extra Effort on the Job
Unstand.
Coeff.
Std.
Beta
Std.
Coeff.
Error

Constant
Idealized Attributes (IIA)
Idealized Behavior (IIB)
Inspiration Motivation (IM)
Intellectual Stimulation (IS)
Individualized Consideration(IC)
Contingent Reward (CR)
Management-by-Except
(Active)(MBEA)
Management-by-Except
(Passive)(MBEP)
Laissez-Faire (LF)

Regression coefficient (R) = 0.744
Adjusted R Squared 0.530

-3.664E – 02
9.170E – 02
0.426
9.674E – 02
0.135
0.189
0.100
-9.744E – 02
6.525E – 02
7.282E - 02

0.245
0.111
0.118
0.112
0.098
0.102
0.097
0.083
0.080
0.071

0.085
0.387
0.090
0.123
0.172
0.084
-0.081
0.056
0.079

R Squared = 0.53
F = 23.136

T

Sig.

-0.149
0.824
3.603
0.864
1.377
1.858
1.031
-1.174
0.812
1.032

0.881
0.411
0.000*
0.389
0.170
0.065
0.304
0.242
0.418
0.304

Sig. of F. = 0.000
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Table 3: Regression Analysis for Perception of Leader Effectiveness

Variables

Constant
Idealized Attributes (IIA)
Idealized Behavior (IIB)
Inspiration Motivation (IM)
Intellectual Stimulation (IS)
Individualized Consideration(IC)
Contingent Reward (CR)
Management-by-Except (Active)(MBEA)
Management-by-Except (Passive)(MBEP)
Laissez-Faire (LF)
Regression coefficient (R) = 0.744
Adjusted R Squared = 0.63

Unstand.
Beta

Coeff.
Std.
Error

0.555
0.279
0.182
0.130
0.149
0.139
8.746E – 02
1.560E – 02
-0.101
-4.857E - 02

0.233
0.105
0.112
0.106
0.093
0.097
0.095
0.080
0.076
0.068

R Squared = 0.65
F = 33.24

Std.
Coeff.

T

Sig.

0.247
0.158
0.115
0.127
0.120
0.070
0.012
-0.082
-0.049

2.381
2.648
1.624
1.224
1.599
1.432
0.918
0.194
-1.332
-0.715

0.018
0.009*
0.106
0.223
0.112
0.154
0.360
0.846
0.185
0.476

Sig. of F. = 0.000

Table 4: Regression Analysis for Subordinates’ Job Satisfaction

Variables

Constant
Idealized Attributes (IIA)
Idealized Behavior (IIB)
Inspiration Motivation (IM)
Intellectual Stimulation (IS)
Individualized Consideration(IC)
Contingent Reward (CR)
Management-by-Except (Active)
Management-by-Except (Passive)
Laissez-Faire (LF)
Regression coefficient (R) = 0.744
Adjusted R Squared 0.65

Unstandardized
B

Coeff.
Std.
Error

0.640
0.274
0.272
8.387E – 02
-2.452E – 02
0.373
0.272
-0.263
-0.218
-4.145E - 02

0.254
0.116
0.123
0.116
0.102
0.106
0.100
0.086
0.083
0.073

R Squared = 0.65
F = 36.88

Table 4 presents the regression results for
subordinate’s Job Satisfaction. The multiple regression
coefficient (R) was 0.816 and the coefficient of
determination
(R2), 0.67.
Three transformational
dimensions (Idealized Attributes, Idealized Behavior and
Individual
Consideration)
and
three
transactional
dimensions
(Contingent
Rewards,
Management-byException - Active and Management-by-Exception
–
Passive) were significant at p < 0.05 level. Interestingly,
both Management-by-Exception-Active and Managementby-Exception-Passively
are
negatively
related
to
subordinates’ job satisfaction.
Conclusions
The results demonstrate
positive relationships
between some aspects of transformational leadership and
subordinates’ job satisfaction, extra effort on the job and
perceptions of leader effectiveness. All three transactional
leadership dimensions (Contingent Reward, Managementby-Exception-Active and Management-by-Exception -

Std.
Coeff.

T

Sig.

0.213
0.208
0.065
-0.019
0.286
0.193
-0.184
-0.158
-0.038

2.519
2.370
2.213
0.724
-0.240
3.507
2.710
-3.060
-2.623
-0.565

0.013
0.019*
0.028*
0.470
0.810
0.001*
0.007*
0.003*
0.010*
0.573

Sig. of F. = 0.000

Passive) are positively related to subordinates’ Job
Satisfaction. No transactional leadership dimensions are
related to Extra Effort on the Job and Job Satisfaction.
Perceptions of Leader Effectiveness.
The results are consistent with previous research
suggesting positive relationships between transformational
leadership and outcomes [5] [12] [23] [25] and transactional
leadership and outcomes [4] [7] [10] [11].
All outcome variables were positively related to some
transformational dimensions. Idealized Influence explained
the most of the variance for Subordinates’ Job Satisfaction,
Extra Effort on the Job and Perception of Leader
Effectiveness.
However, the Individual Consideration
provided a positive effect on subordinates’ job satisfaction.
In transactional Leadership style, Contingent Reward
showed a positive affect and Management-by-Exception
(Active) and Management-by-Exception (Passive) showed
the negative affect on Subordinates’ Job Satisfaction.
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Three multiple regressions were used to analyze the
relationships between leadership behavior (transformational
and transactional leadership style), and the three outcome
criteria (subordinates’ job satisfaction, extra effort on the
job, and perceptions of leader effectiveness). The analysis
showed
significant
relationships
between
both
transformational and transactional leadership styles and
subordinates’ job satisfaction, extra effort on the job and
perception of leader effectiveness.
Idealized Influence explained the greatest amount of
the variance for subordinates’ job satisfaction, extra effort
on the job and perception of leader effectiveness. However,
Intellectual Stimulation was negatively related to
respondents’ job satisfaction. There were both positive and
negative relationships between transactional leadership and
subordinates’ job satisfaction, extra effort on the job and
perceptions of leader
Discussion of Findings
Transformational leadership describes how leaders
take action to increase associates’ awareness of what is
right and important and to raise them to go beyond their
own self-interests for the good of the group, the
organization, or society. Such leaders provide a sense of
purpose that goes beyond a simple exchange of rewards for
effort provided.
Transformational
leaders displays
behaviors associated with the personality characteristic of
charisma, abilities to be intellectually stimulating, providing
individualized consideration with attention on empowering
others and the ability to relate to employees in a dynamic
and supportive way. Transactional leadership is a process
of gaining compliance from associates through contracts
with the leader. The contractual relations may be explicit
or implicit. The leader clarifies expectations and may
exchange promises of reward or disciplinary threats for the
desired effort and performance levels.
In this study, the mean scores for transformational
leadership were 2.2427 on Idealized Attributes, 2.3494 on
Idealized Behaviors, 2.4224 on Inspirational Motivation,
2.2965 on Intellectual Stimulation and 2.2500 on
Individualized Consideration. Thus, top management
demonstrated transformational leadership. Mean scores for
transactional leadership varied from 1.4800 on LaissezFaire and 2.2578 on Contingent Reward. In other words,
top management demonstrated transactional leadership
styles once in a while (1.0) to fairly often (3.0). This result
indicated that top management in Thailand displayed
transformational
leadership
more
frequently
than
transactional style.
The outcomes variables relate the success of the group
to leadership behaviors. Those outcomes were Extra Effort,
Effectiveness, and Satisfaction. Effectiveness was defined
as the work group productivity [20]. Extra Effort was the
amount of exertion an individual puts forth to complete
assigned tasks [5]. Job Satisfaction was the level of
agreement a subordinate has with an immediate superior’s
leadership style [20]. The mean scores of the outcome
variables in this study were 2.5848 on effectiveness, 2.3727
on Extra Effort and 2.5085 on Satisfaction. Then, the top
management level demonstrated
These studies supported this effect in lower
organizational levels where leadership styles were related to

on sometimes (2.0) to fairly often (3.0) effectively on the
outcome variables. The data confirmed that the outcome
variables – Extra Effort, Effectiveness and Satisfaction – of
subordinates related to leader behavior. As Conger and
Kanungo noted, how subordinates perceived a leader is
more important than what the leader actually does. In other
words, because of the special relationship between the
leader and the followers, how followers view their leader is
what really counts [15].
The multiple regression analyses for the middle-lower
level based on their top management level were statistically
significant at the p < .05 level for all perceived
transformational
and transactional
leadership style.
Idealized Influence (Charisma) is counted for the largest
amount of explained based on the top management’s
perceived leadership styles. Although recent literature has
introduced ‘new’ themes concerning the need to empower
subordinates, to active higher-order needs in the service of
the organization and to develop a sense of ownership for the
things that occur in the organization [30], they echo
Charisma, a popular leadership theme during the 1960’s
when writers such [1], [24] and [22] emphasized power
sharing, mutual trust and participatory decision making.
Burns and Bass reintroduced their humanistic concerns for
quality of work life and supportive relationships in the
transformational
leadership dimension of Idealized
Influence (Charisma)[5] [14].
Transformational
leadership
(Idealized
Influence/Charisma, Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual
Stimulation and Individual Consideration) is highly
correlated with all the outcome variables. The results
reveal
an
interesting
relationship
among
the
transformational factors. Previous research suggests that
transformational leadership factors, charisma, inspirational
motivation,
intellectual
stimulation,
and individual
consideration, are closely related each other. As with
charismatic leaders, the behavior of inspirational leader
may be perceived as inspirational by one person and by an
entire group. The inspirational leader has insight into what
will be challenging to a follower and for what reasons.
Inspirational leaders are perceived by others to display such
behaviors as setting challenging objectives. Intellectually
stimulating leaders see themselves as part of an interactive
creative process [13]. Not bound by current solutions, they
create images of other possibilities. Orientations are shifted,
awareness is increased of the tensions between visions and
realities, and experiments are encouraged.
Although
intellectual stimulation is inspiring and is often associated
with charismatic leadership it involves important
differences. Intellectual stimulation contributes to the
independence and autonomy of subordinates and prevents
“habituated followership,” characterized by the blind
unquestioning trust and obedience that are seen in
charismatic leader-follower relations [18]. The findings
suggest middle-lower level were significantly affected by
the top management level’s leadership styles in their own
leadership behaviors. The results are similar to findings in
previous research on role modeling and the cascading effect
of transformational leadership leadership personel at lower
levels, possible resulting in the shift of power to lower
levels in the organization [6]. The probable submergence
of surface differences in national styles and performance
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their superior’s leadership styles. Burns noted “A one-man
leadership is a contradiction in terms” [14, p.452] and
suggested that leaders and their followers form synergistic
relationships that move organizations, work groups and
individuals to new and higher levels of effectiveness.
It was surprising to observe that Contingent Reward
and Management-by-Exception (Active) were significantly
correlated with all of subordinates’ outcome variables,
although to a lesser degree overall than transformational
factors. Contingent Reward accounted for the majority of
the explained variance for subordinates’ Job Satisfaction
and was the second variable entered into the regression
model for Effectiveness and Extra Effort. Management-byException (Active) accounted for the majority of the
explained variance for Effectiveness and was the second
variable entered into the regression model for Extra Effort
and subordinates’ Job Satisfaction. These results may be
attributed to the nature of the functional areas the
subordinates manage.
The data suggest that subordinates expect their
managers to exhibit both transformational and transactional
leadership styles of their maintenance and growth in the
multinational
organizations.
Transformational
and
transactional leadership, while conceptually distinct, can be
practiced by the same individual in different amounts and
degrees. These results imply that need of subordinates to
strike a balance between transformational and transactional
leadership in order to develop the leadership potential of
subordinates, to inspire and motive workers and to increase
overall organizational productivity [12]. Such a role can be
played out through combining transformational practices,
such as articulating an inspirational vision, encouraging
intellectual
solutions and one-on-one chats, with
transactional practices, such as the give-and-take of goalsetting and balancing individual needs with organizational
prerogatives.
This study provided evidence supporting the notion
that transactional and transformational leadership did relate
significantly with three key organizational outcome
variables – Extra Effort, Effectiveness and Job Satisfaction.
Ideally, Bass’s transformational/ transactional model could
be used to predict measures of extra effort on the job,
perception of leader effectiveness and subordinates’ job
satisfaction [5].
Implications of the Findings
With the increased turbulence in today’s business
environments, a manager must become a strategic thinker in
the new age of management where judgement drives
decision and actions more than do procedures and
precedents. In the 21st century, the human family and
global business as well is increasingly intercultural and
interdependent.
The globalization of industry means
increasing attention to international managers. Information
technology provides many challenges. The information that
was formerly gather by staff can now be obtained with ease
by other managers when they access a common database.
On the other hand, information that was the prerogative of
upper level managers can also be made available to
must still recognize needed increases in attention to
underlying differences in institutes, cultures, and
governments. At the same time, with the rise in power and

influence and the further economic development of
countries whose cultures are alien to the West, attitudes,
values, interest and beliefs that are different from those in
the West and that affect leader-follower relations will
emerge. The cultures are likely to emphasize tradition and
collectivism more heavily than do Western traditions.
This leadership approach, overall, holds up as having
considerable universal potential [8].
It appears that
transformational leadership will universally help leaders
work more effectively with people to reach their needs and
achieve exceptional performance. In order to obtain high
performance, focusing on transformational leadership
would entail enacting the external environment as high
uncertainty and encouraging at least initially, an open
organizational culture and an organic structure. An even
greater fit with transformational leadership would require
high-risked endeavors such as external diversification and
prospector strategies. On the other hand, transactional
leadership would work with low environmental uncertainty,
closed cultures and mechanistic structures with low-risk
corporate and business level strategies. Therefore, applying
these behaviors, leaders may require adjustments and finetuning as we move across cultures, particularly into nonWestern cultures.
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ABSTRACT

value chain, diversified product mix, and new technology

This paper proposes a new improved Genetic Algorithm

leads to complex procurement, production, and distribution

(GA)

processes. In order to respond to customers’ requirements

by

utilizing

a

Data

Mining

technique,

and

demonstrates how it is superior to traditional GA on a

for orders and to take full advantages of limited resources,

popular job shop scheduling problem. GA has long been

a company

widely applied to solve complex optimization problems in a

scheduling systems.

good variety of areas. It has advantages of adaptive

Popular production types

capability,

efficient

optimum, etc.

search,

potential

In recent literature,

must

have

high

demand

for advanced

consist of Single Machine,

to avoid

local

Parallel Machines, Flow-shop, Job-shop, and

so on.

researchers

have

Job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) is a very important

proposed a good number of new GAs by combining basic

issue. A job shop model, typical in manufacturing, can be

GA with other techniques, such as heuristic rules, simulated

described as a set of n jobs {J j }, 1 < j < n composed of

annealing, neural networks, fuzzy sets, and so on, in order

sequences of operations that need to be processed on a set

to improve

of m machines {Mr }, 1 < r < m. The operation of job J j on

the

efficiency

for various

optimization

Mr is

machine

Data mining is a new evolving technology for knowledge

corresponding processing time is denoted T

extraction, classification, clustering, estimation, etc. The

a job have to be executed in order and each operation can

capability of finding frequent patterns in large data set is

only be served on a machine and it cannot be interrupted. A

the key reason why it is integrated with GA in this research.

schedule is a set of completion times for all the operations

Due to the fundamental concept of GA’s randomness during

that conform to the above assumptions. The total time

evolution, a traditional GA may become less efficient in

required to complete all the jobs is called the makespan.

search for optimum. By embedding the frequent schemata

The problem is to find the best schedule that allocations of

into the GA evolution process, the new improved GA could

the operations to time intervals on the machines with

reduce the search time by preserving segments of good

minimum makespan. JSP is usually NP-hard, therefore it

solutions without accidentally being lost due to random

has long been researched.[14]

crossover

In the literature, scholars have developed different solutions

or mutation.

The proposed

new GA was

called

the

operation

Ojr , and

problems.

jr .

the

Operations of

experimented on a popular 6x6 job shop scheduling

to JSP, such as dispatching rules, heruistic algorithms,

problem. The results have shown its better efficiency than

Branch and Bound and so on [2][11][13]. The use of

traditional GAs and potential for further research works.

dispatching rules is according to the properties of a job or

1. INTRODUCTION

an operation to decide its order in scheduling. The

Nowadays scheduling problems require more efficient

calculation is simple and quick, but its major disadvantage

algorithms and integrated solutions, as the development of

is that it only applies for specific scheduling objective or
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data element; for example, Shortest Processing Time (SPT),

a method that combined local search and scheduling

Earliest Due Date (EDD), First Come First Served (FCFS),

heuristics to design neighborhood search based crossover

and Least Work Remaining (LWR) [9][11]. The method of

and Multi-Step Crossover Fusion (MSXF), and applied it to

heruistic

large-scale scheduling problems. Wang and Zheng [13]

algorithms

usually

tackles

problems

by

dispatching rules under complex considerations. During the

submitted a hybrid optimization strategy that integrated

past decades, many probabilistic search methods are also

simulated annealing and genetic algorithm to solve JSP. It

applied to JSP extensively, such as simulated annealing,

showed

tabu

methods for JSP.

search,

beam

search,

and

genetic

algorithm

that

these

methods

outperformed

traditional

[11][12][13]. Among these methods, Genetic algorithm

Although GA is applicable for JSP, but GA may reach a

(GA) is preferably applied to this problem because of its

different solution for each attempt and it is difficult to

high efficiency of search. Meanwhile, scholars have

explain how solution was developed. Therefore, GA can be

continued their good progress on improvement of the

improved by accumulating the experiences of evolution in

representation, crossover, and mutation of GA. Compared

achieving good solutions. Recently, some scholars have

with other methods, although GA

combined the technology of data mining with GA, and

can reach solutions

efficiently through evolution by means of random numbers,

improved the efficiency of GA for JSP by finding patterns

the good experiences of developing solutions cannot be

in

accumulated to accelerate the evolution. This motivates our

Attribute-oriented

research on the improvement of GA for JSP.

operations and induce corresponding priority rules from

This research work makes use of the technology of Data

GA solutions to a JSP which then can be used later for

Mining to find the schemata from

other similar problems. According to the schemata theorem

GA’s solutions in

GA

solutions.

Holland

Koonce
induction

[4][5],

the

and

Tsai

algorithm

quantity

[7] used

an

to classify

the

preliminary search then utilizes them to improve GA search

by

of

highly

efficiency.

short-defining-length schemata will increase during the

fit

process of competition from generation to generation. The
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

best fit schemata along with other survivors in a generation

2.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA)

will produce better fit schemata in the next generation. If

John Holland [5] proposed GA in 1975. It is an adaptive

we can find those schemata from GA solutions with good

method based on the theory of evolution for searching

fitness values and embed them into GA, the GA efficiency

optimal

solutions.

GA

improves

the

searching

by

may be greatly improved.

comparing the fitness values one generation after another,

2.2 Data Mining

and finally reaches the optimal or near optimal solution(s).

Data mining is a technique which helps people to find

It has the advantages of parallel search and capability of

information or knowledge form data for decision support.

avoiding being restricted to local optimum, and it hence is a

Data mining

very popular method for complex optimization problems.

clustering, classification, estimation, etc. An association

Within

rule represented by X ⇒Y,

recent

decades,

a good

number

of genetic

tasks include finding association

rules,

with confidence C in a

algorithms have been developed to solve job shop problems,

transaction set D means that C is the percentage of

and many of them focused on encoding issues. Cheng et al.

transactions in D containing X and containing Y as well. It

[2][3] well compared and analyzed the major encoding

can explain cause and effect relationship between two sets

methods including preference list based, job pair relation

of objects. For example, given all the GA chromosomes

based, disjunctive graph based, job based, operation based,

and its fitness values, we can find frequent schemata with

random key, and so on. Yamada and Nakano [14] submitted

high fitness values . A number of algorithms have been
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developed to mine association rules from large data set

and their corresponding fitness values are collected for

such as Apriori, FP-tree, Rough Set Theory, etc [6]. Rough

mining purpose is Step 2.

Set Theory is developed by Pawlak in 1982 [10]. It can
analyze imprecise, inconsistent and incomplete data to
extract hidden knowledge or underlying rules. It facilitates
association rules mining but it requires repeated scan of the
original data. Recently, a new efficient data structure, CIT
(Class Inheritance Tree) [1], has been proposed using the
concept of inheritance in object-oriented design for the
cause equivalence class in Rough Set. It only scans the
original data once to construct the CIT. In finding all
association rules and calculating the confidences, CIT only
search classes on related sub-trees. It hence significantly
reduces the searching time and space in finding association
rules.

Initialize a population of chromosomes
Evaluate the chromonsomes in the population
t=0
while (not termination condition ) do
if ( t < R) then
apply crossover operator
else
if ( t >= R) then
if ( t = R) then
using data mining to extract rules
endif
crossover by rule
endif
endif
apply mutation operator
apply selection operator
t = t+1
endwhile

Step 1

Step 2
Step 3

FIGURE 1 The algorithm of an improved GA by data
mining.

3. A NEW PROPOSED GENETIC ALGORITHM

The first task of applying GA to a complex optimization

In this section, an improved GA by data mining is proposed.

problem is to encode the problem parameters as a long

The efficiency of GA depends mainly on the encoding

digital code on which crossover and mutation operations

method of chromosomes and evolutionary operations. The

can be performed. For a (m x n) job shop schedule problem,

elements of the encoded chromosomes are parameters of

this research use 1,2, .., and (m x n) as operations

the fitness function. The characteristic of random search of

identification numbers. For example,

GA may result in multiple optimal or good solutions. With

problem

a good design of encoding method and a data mining

[7,4,1,5,6,2,8,3,9] where 1-3 denotes the operations of the

algorithm, good fitting hidden schemata in terms of

first job, 4-6 the second job, and 7-9 the third job,

association rules from preliminary GA solutions may be

respectively). Fitness function is defined as the total

used to improve GA. Based on this motivation, this paper

processing time for the ordered operations being scheduled

presents a new improved genetic algorithm by data mining

and processed at the corresponding machine shops.

technology. The algorithm is divided into 3 steps as show

The order-based crossover method (OC2) [12] is adopted

in Figure 1. Step 1 use a standard genetic algorithm to

by this research. OC2 randomly selects two chromosomes

generated GA solutions. These encoded chromosomes then

as parent chromosomes and randomly chooses a number of

will be processed by a data mining algorithm to obtain

exchange positions. From parent 1 chromosome, copy the

schemata for accelerating the evolution of GA in Step 2. In

chromosome

Step 3, a new improved, GA with mined schemata as

chromosome. The genes at the exchange positions are then

heuristic rules are applied to accelerate the search for

inserted to the empty positions of the child chromosome in

optimal solution(s). The following sections describe the

the order the genes are placed in parent 2 chromosome.

details of the three steps.

TABLE 1 is an example of order-based crossover. In parent

Step 1： GA for preliminary results

1, the genes at exchange positions (2,3,5,8) are (2,5,9,7).

In Step1, a standard GA is applied to the problem to be

They are placed into the child chromosome in the order

solved for R generations of evolution. All the chromosomes

is

encoded

as

a

at non-exchange

9

a 3×3 job shop

integer

positions

array

(e.g.,

to the child

they are placed in parent 2 (i.g., 5→2→7→9).
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Gene positions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

to find all the lower,

upper,

and multidimensional

Parent 1

1

2

5

6

9

8

3

7

4

association rules. For instance, an association rule could be

7

2

1

7

8

9

3

4

“IF P 32 = 28 and P33 = 35 THEN Fitness value ≧ 139

8

3

4

with count =100.” It means that there are 100 chromosomes

Parent 2

5

Exchange positions
Temporary Child

1

Order in Parent 2

5

7

2

1

7

8

9

3

4

whose operation 28 is assigned to gene position 32,

New Child

1

5

2

1

7

8

3

9

4

operation 35 assigned to gene position 33, and all the 100

6

TABLE 1 An example of order-based crossover.

chromosome’s fitness values are lager than or equal to 139.

Mutation is proceeded by changing the genes at the

Rules like this are attributed-oriented induction schemata

randomly selected positions. TABLE 2 is an example of

which indicate some potential fragments of good schedules

mutation. Positions 2 and 5 are selected for mutation. The

with higher fitness values. In general, the higher minimum

gene at first mutation position (2) is allocated to the second

fitness value and count number a rule has, the potentially

mutation position (5). The genes at the selected mutation

valuable the rule is to help GA find the optimal solutions.

positions except the mutation end position are then shifted

In our research, a minimum count number is defined to

one position forward in the mutated gene.

ensure the high appearing frequency of extracted rules. The

Gene positions

1

2

3

4

5 6

7

8

9

Genes selected for Mutation

1

2

5

6

9 8

3

7

4

rules will be used for improving GA efficiency in next step.
Step3 ： Improved GA using data mining
In this step, mined rules are embedded into GA to increase

Mutation positions
Mutated gene

1

5

6

9

2 8

3

7

4

the search efficiency. To avoid falling into local optimum,

TABLE 2 An example of mutation.

we randomly selected the association rules with higher

Selection strategy used in this paper is the popular Roulette

numbers of count and applied to only a portion of crossover

wheel selection [4],[12] to avoid trapped in local optimum

operations. A crossover method with rules is designed to

during evolution. The total area of the Roulette wheel is the

ensure the genes under rule mask unchanged. TABLE 3

summation of the fitness values of all chromosomes in the

gives an example of GA crossover with rules. In the

population.

The

area

of

each

chromosome

is

its

example, the rule is that “IF P

2 =3

and P3 =5 and P4 =6

corresponding fitness value. Randomly generate random

THEN Fitness value=140 with count = 5.” To maintain the

numbers and according to the values of the random

rule mask, genes at positions 2 and 6 are exchanged.

numbers pick the corresponding genes as chromosomes of
next generation of population. Basically the higher fitness
value a gene has, the higher possibility it will be selected.
Step2 ： Data mining for schemata
This research combined Rough set theory and CIT structure
to mine association rules from GA solutions in Step 1.
According to Rough set theory, association rules may found

Genepositions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Parent 1

1

3

5

6

2

7

4

8

9

Parent 2

2

5

4

6

1

7

9

3

8

1

2

5

6

7

3

4

8

9

3

5

6

3

5

7

2

4

8

9

Exchange
Temp Child

positions
(Using

OC2)

RuleMask

Swap
NewChild

1

6

TABLE 3 An example of GA crossover with rules.

in the form of X⇒Y with support C where X is the cause
item set, Y the result item set and C the count of satisfied
chromosomes (fitness values ≧ minimum fitness value).
In JSP problem, X could contain different genes and Y
refers the fitness values. All the chromosomes obtained in
step 1 could be scanned to construct a CIT structure of
cause equivalent classes. The rough set theory can be used

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS FOR A JOB SHOP
SCHEDULING PROBLEM
To illustrate our proposed algorithm, we experimented on a
6×6 JSP which Muth and Tompson [9] have researched.
The JSP has 6 jobs and 6 operations for each job to be
processed on 6 different machine shops. The optimal
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schedule requires 55 time units. Table 4 is the details of the

without rules. Besides, for GA with rules, the higher

JSP. For each cell, the first number is the machine shop

percentage of rules were adopted, the more number of runs

number, and the second the processing time.

reached

Job

Operation

the

optimum

and

the

smaller

number

of

generations required to reach the optimum.

1

1
3(1)

2
1(3)

3
2(6)

4
4(7)

5
6(3)

6
5(6)

2

2(8)

3(5)

5(10)

6(10)

1(10)

4(4)

3

3(5)

4(4)

6(8)

1(9)

2(1)

5(7)

4

2(5)

1(5)

3(5)

4(3)

5(8)

6(9)

5
6

3(9)
2(3)

2(3)
4(3)

5(5)
6(9)

6(4)
1(10)

1(3)
5(4)

4(1)
3(1)

GA with Rules

TABLE 4 A 6x6 Job shop problem (Muth &
Thomposon, 1963).
The proposed improved GA by data mining was applied to
solve the JSP. In Step 1, combinations of crossover rate (P

GA without Rules

Population size = 30
Pc = 40 ; Pm = 30
Termination : Max # of generations = 300
# of Test runs = 100

c)

and mutation rate (P m) of different values were tested. In
the experiment, the population size is set to 30 and the

Population size = 30
Pc = 40 ; Pm = 30
Termination : Max # of generations = 500
# of Test runs = 100

% of genes of
a generation
rules applied

50

60

70

-

# of runs
reached Opt.

19

23

30

18

%
improved

5.56

16.67

66.67

-

AVG # of
generations
reached Opt.

114.68

108.38

102.576

145

%
improved

20.91

25.26

29.26

-

maximum number of generations is 500. 50 runs were

TABLE 6 Test results of experiments on a 6x6 JSP using

tested for each combination of P

new GA by data mining.

c

and Pm. The numbers of

runs reaching the optimum and the average numbers of
generations reaching the optimum are listed in Table 5. The

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

best combination, P c =40 and P m=30, was further used for

A great number of new genetic algorithms have been

data mining in step 2.

proposed and applied successfully in various areas. In this
research, an improved GA by data mining technique was

Population size = 30
Termination : Max generations = 500
# of Test runs = 50

developed and tested. The experiments on a 6×6 JSP

Pc

40

40

40

30

30

30

20

20

20

problem has demonstrated its superior evolution efficiency.

Pm

10

20

30

10

20

30

10

20

30

However, this is only the result of our preliminary attempt

2

9

10

3

7

10

3

3

10

in combining GA and Data mining. A number of related

# of runs
reached Opt.
AVG # of
generations
reached Opt.

issues such as the experiments on more complex scheduling
103 188

115 286

218 190

293 129

123

problems, the impact of different strategies of rules

TABLE 5 Test results of different combinations of

adoption, the integration of GA and different data mining

crossover and mutation rates.

methods may all be the future works of great interest and

In mining association rules, the population size was set to

potential.

30, P c =40, and P m=30. 100 GA generations were tested for
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ABSTRACT
In the E-Commerce network, it is an important issue to reduce
the transmission time. The quickest path problem is to find the
path in the network to send a given amount of data from the
source to the sink with minimum transmission time. This
problem traditionally assumed that the capacity of each arc in
the network is deterministic. However, the capacity of each arc
is stochastic due to failure, maintenance, etc. in many real-life
networks. This paper proposes a simple algorithm to evaluate
the probability that d units of data can be sent through the
E-Commerce network within T units of time. Such a
probability is a performance index for E-Commerce networks.
Keywords: Quality Management; E-Commerce Networks;
Performance index; Quickest Path.
1.

Introduction

the capacity vector of G. We assume that the capacity of each
arc is stochastic with a given probability distribution, and that
all data are sent through one minimal path.
Suppose P1 , P2 , …, Pm are MPs of G from s to t. With
respect to each MP Pj = {aj1 , aj2 , …, a jn }, j = 1, 2, …, m, the
j

capacity of P j under the capacity vector X is min ( x ) . If d
jk
1k n j

units of data are transmitted through P j under the capacity
vector X, then the transmission time, denoted by y(d, X, P j ), is
lead time of Pj + 

d

thecapacityof

2. The Algorithm
Let G (N, A, L, M) denote an E-Commerce network
with source s and sink t where N the set of nodes, A {a i |1  i
n} the set of arcs, L (l 1 ,l 2 , …, ln ) with li the lead time of ai
and M = (M1 , M2 , …, M
n ) with M
i the maximal capacity of ai .
The (current) capacity of arc ai , denoted by xi , takes values 0 =
b i1 <b i2 <… < b =M i . The vector X (x 1 , x2 , …, xn ) denotes


 d

l

jk
min x jk
k 1
1k n
nj

j


,



where xis the smallest integer such that xx. Let x(d, X)
denote the minimum transmission time for the network to send
d units of data from s to t under the capacity vector X. Then
x(d, X) = min y d( ,X ,P ) .
j

1 j m

It is an important issue to reduce the transmission time in
the E-Commerce network. Chen and Chin [5] proposed the
quickest path problem to find a path with minimum
transmission time to send a given amount of data from the
source to the sink, where each arc has the capacity and the lead
time [5, 9, 17]. More specifically, the capacity and the lead
time of each arc are both assumed to be deterministic.
However, due to failure, maintenance, etc., the capacity
of each arc is stochastic in many real flow networks such as
computer systems, telecommunication systems, etc. This paper
is mainly to evaluate the probability that an E-Commerce
network can send d units of data from the source to the sink
within a given time T in which each arc is stochastic. Such a
probability is named the system reliability and is a
performance index for E-Commerce networks. A simple
algorithm based on minimal paths (MPs) is proposed firstly to
find all lower boundary points for (d,T), and then to calculate
the system reliability in terms of such points, where a MP is an
ordered sequence of arcs from the source to the sink without
loops, and a lower boundary point for (d,T) is a vector
representing the capacity of each arc.

 =

P j 

2.1 Lower boundary points for(d,T)
If X is a minimal capacity vector such that the network
can send d units of data from the source to the sink within T
units of time, thenX is called a lower boundary point for (d,T).
That is, X is a lower boundary point for (d,T) if and only if (i)
x(d, X) T and (ii) x(d, Y) > T for any capacity vector Y with
Y < X. Hence, the system reliability R d,T to meet such a
requirement is Pr{X|x(d, X) T}= Pr{X|X Xj for a lower
boundary point Xj for (d,T)}. Several methods such as
inclusion-exclusion rule [8,13-16,19], disjoint-event method
[8,20] and state-space decomposition [1,2,10,12] can be
applied to calculate Pr{X|X  Xj for a lower boundary point for
Xj (d,T)}.
2.2 The Algorithm to evaluate the system reliability
As those algorithms in [12-14,16,19,21], the proposed
algorithm supposes that all MPs have been precomputed.
Step1. For each P j = {aj1 , aj2, …,

a jn j },

find the minimal

capacity vector X j = (x1 , x 2 , …, xn ) such that the network
sending d units of data within T units of time.
1.1 Find the minimal capacityv of Pj such that d units of
data can be sent through P j within T units of time. That
is, find the smallest integer v such that
nj

l
k 1

jk

d 
   T.
v 

(1)

iri
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1.2 If v 

min ( M jk ) , then

1 k n j

Xj can be obtained according

to
x jk minimal capacity u of a i with u v a i Pj .



x i 0 a i Pj
Otherwise, Xj does not exist.

(2)

Step2. If X j exists, then B j = {X|X  Xj }. Otherwise, B j = f.
Then the system reliabilityR d,T is Pr{ m B }.

U

j

j 1

3. An example
We use the network in figure 1 to illustrate the proposed
algorithm. The capacity and the lead time of each arc are both
shown in table 1. There are six MPs: P 1 = {a 1, a4 },P 2 = {a1 , a5,
a 8 },P 3 = {a1 , a2 , a6 },P 4 = {a1 , a2 , a7 , a8 }, P5 = {a 3, a6 } and P6
= {a3 , a7, a8 }. If 8 units of data are required to be sent from s
to t within 9 units of time. Then all lower boundary points for
(8,9) and the system reliability R 8,9 to meet such a requirement
can be derived as follows.

a4

a1
s

a5

a2
a3

a6

t
a8

a7
Figure 1. A benchmark network
Step1.
1.1 The lead time of P1 = {a1 , a4 } is 1l + l4 = 5. Then v = 2 is
the smallest integer such that (5 8 ) 9.
v 
 
1.2 The maximal capacity of P 1 is only 1. Hence, X1 does
not exist.
1.1

The lead time of P2 = {a1 , a5 , a8 } is 1l +l 5 + 8l = 4. Then
v = 2 is the smallest integer such that (4 8 )  9.
 
v 

1.2

The maximal capacity of P 2 is only 1. Hence, X2 does
not exist.

1.1

The lead time of P3 = {a1 , a2 , a6 } is 1l +l 2 + 6l = 5. Then
v = 2 is the smallest integer such that (5 8 )  9.
v 
 

1.2

The maximal capacity of P 3 is 3. Hence, x1 = x2 = x6 = 2
and xi = 0 for others. So we obtain X3 = (2,2,0,0,0,2,0,0).

1.1

The lead time of P4 = {a1 , a2 , a7 ,a 8 } is 1l + l2 + l7 +l 8 =

1.2

6. Thenv = 3 is the smallest integer such that (6 8 )
v 
 
9.
The maximal capacity of P4 is 3. Hence, x1 = x2 =x 7 = x8
= 3 andx i = 0 for others. So we obtainX 4 =
(3,3,0,0,0,0,3,3).


Table 1. The arc data of figure 1
Capacity Probability Lead time
3*
0.80
a1
2
0.10
2
1
0.05
0
0.05
3
0.80
a2
2
0.10
1
1
0.05
0
0.05
2
0.85
a3
1
0.10
3
0
0.05
a4
1
0.90
3
0
0.10
a5
1
0.90
1
0
0.10
4
0.60
3
0.20
a6
2
0.10
2
1
0.05
0
0.05
5
0.55
4
0.10
a7
3
0.10
2
2
0.10
1
0.10
0
0.05
3
0.80
a8
2
0.10
1
1
0.05
0
0.05
*Pr{the capacity of a1 is 3} = 0.80.
Arc

Step 2.Three lower boundary points for (8,9) are generated by
step 1. Let B3 = {X|X  X3 }, B4 = {X|X  X4 } and B5 = {X|X 
X5 }. The system reliability R8,9 = Pr{B 3  B4  B5 } = 0.91275
by applying inclusion-exclusion rule.
5. Conclusions
This paper uses the capacity vector X and minimal paths
to describe the flows in E-Commerce network. An algorithm is
proposed to evaluate the probability that d units of data are
sent from the source to the sink through the E-Commerce
network within T units of time. The idea of lower boundary
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points for (d,T) is proposed, which are the minimal capacity
vectors satisfying the requirement. At most m lower boundary
points for (d,T) are generated if there are m minimal paths.
The system reliability can be computed in terms of all lower
boundary points for (d,T). From the point of view of quality
management, we can treat the system reliability as a
performance index, and conduct the sensitive analysis to
improve the most important component (e.g., critical
transmission line) which will increase the system reliability
significantly.
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The Internet presents a variety of new challenges for companies' market research. It requires conventional survey
instruments to be adapted for online use, for example.
More significantly, it provides new possibilities for collection of data on consumer behavior. Internet users automatically leave different types of tracks when they visit
Web sites. Such tracks can be systematically recorded and
collected and then used to prepare "customer profiles".
No observer, watching users' every step and precisely
recording their behavior, is required for such data collection: customer-behavior data is generated largely automatically as part of information/data exchange in the
Internet. In keeping with the intensive, consumer-oriented
usage of the Internet as an information and transaction
medium, such data can become very comprehensive. Its
level of detail, with regard to consumer behavior, can far
exceed that achieved by the traditional data-collection
methods used in the non-virtual realm.
One example: observation in an online shop
When a customer visits an online shop, for example, his
every step along the shop's virtual "shelves" can be observed automatically. Detailed, time -stamped records can
be made of all of the customer's "pauses" and all of his
actions at "forks in the road". And such detailed observation need not stop with the customer's preferred paths.
Records can easily be kept of every product that the customer considers as he "stands" in front of a "shelf", as well
as of the order in which he studies products and the time
he spends on each product – and all of this can be recorded
regardless of whether the customer ultimately purchases
the products in question or not. When such information is
linked with information about the customer's identity and
demographic categories, a comprehensive picture of the
customer can emerge, one so extensive that the customer
becomes virtually "transparent". Such pictures can be used
as a basis for customer-specific design of marketing instruments.
Observation in the Internet: what's really new about it?
In market research, there is nothing new about the idea of
observing customers in order to gain a basis for designing

marketing instruments. For example, this idea is applied in
studies of customer traffic in retail stores, of purchase
behavior and of handling and use. But in spite of the unquestioned importance of observation in market research,
this data-collection method is used relatively seldom –only
in a few, selected problem areas – in the non-virtual world.
The primary reason for this is that observation of customers, in many real-life situations, presents considerable
problems [2]:
Observation in the non-virtual world can be very time consuming, involved, and expensive. The time and effort that must be invested in gaining the data grow as a
function of the desired degree of observational detail.
In the non-virtual world, an observer who wishes to
obtain genuine, comprehensive and detailed insights
into a consumer's behavior – such as insights into his
professional life, recreational activities and purchasing
behavior – must accompany the consumer everywhere
he goes and record all of his behavior in detail. Obviously, any person would consider such observation
very annoying and would hardly tolerate it in actual
practice.
Outside of the Internet, therefore, consumer behavior has
normally been observed only in order to answer small
numbers of closely defined questions. Online observation,
on the other hand, is not subject to the above-described
limitations; the Internet is a platform that supports data
collection with virtually no extra expense and effort. Consequently, the Internet permits detailed observation of
consumer behavior, in many areas of daily life [2]:
From a technical standpoint, the Internet makes it easy
to determine what users visit what sites – and for how
long. The main reason for this is that a great deal of
relevant information about consumer behavior is generated and recorded automatically as a result of Internet data exchange between providers and consumers.
The Internet's importance as a space for information
exchange and for transactions, as a space covering
more and more areas of life (professions, hobbies, recreation, etc.), has been growing very rapidly. As a result, such automatically generated data is not limited
to small slices of consumers' lives, as is usually the
case with data in comparable conventional (nonvirtual) studies. Depending on how intensively con-
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sumers use the Internet in various areas of their lives,
such data can provide a relatively comprehensive picture about consumer behavior. In extreme cases, this
picture can cover almost all areas of life.
Because the data is generated automatically, data
collection and processing can be largely automatic as
well. As a result, consumer profiles can be produced at
virtually no extra cost and effort. Suitable profiling
tools are available that can automatically collect and
analyze data, in keeping with pre-defined criteria, and
make it available for marketing purposes.
Since automatically generated data is already in digital
form, it can be used directly and quickly in analytical
processes. Depending on the speed with which relevant analysis can be carried out, it can even be possible to generate results in real time and apply them directly to transactions with customers. This, in turn,
makes it possible to respond to all of consumers'
movements – and thus to shape communications individually and responsively, as a function of observed
behaviors.
How observation in the Internet works
Most of the procedures and options for observational collection of data in the Internet can be classified as "nonreactive". The term "non-reactive" means that the consumer does not influence or distort the data collection by
reacting to the observation, simply because he is not aware
that his behavior is being recorded and that the relevant
data is being analyzed and used. Collection of consumerbehavior data in the Internet, via non-reactive processes,
thus is "quasi-biotic"; it can proceed relatively free of
disruptive factors (cf. in greater detail [3, p.157ff.], as well
as [1]).
Data collection via log files
One way of observing consumer behavior in the Internet is
to use log files. Log files automatically record information
about exchanges of data between consumers and Web sites;
they do this by recording every requested instance of data
transmission and reception. They thus are relatively comprehensive data sources that can provide valuable information about consumer behavior during visits to Web sites.
The task of log-file analysis is to link user information and
attributes with requests recorded in such files, in order to
derive specific behavior patterns. The methods for doing
this are not always trivial, however. Nonetheless, such data,
within the framework of observation, can support conclusions about usage and, thus, behavior, of individual consumers or of consumer groups as they access Web sites. It
can be used to answer questions such as:
When did the person in question visit a given
Web site?
What areas in the Web site did the person visit?
How much time did he spend in these areas?
What information did he request, and in what order?
IP Address

Userid

Time

Request (Method/URL/Protocol)

123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.2
123.456.78.3
123.456.78.5
233.999.79.4
IP Address
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.8
123.456.78.2
123.456.78.3
123.456.78.5
233.999.79.4

-------------Status
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

[09/May/2001:03:04:41 – 0500]
"Get Buxel.html HTTP/1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:04:51 – 0500]
"Get Wiedmann.html HTTP/1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:05:32 – 0500]
"POST /cgi-bin/p1 HTTP/1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:05:41 – 0500]
"Get Buxel.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:05:59 – 0500]
"Get Wiedmann.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:06:30 – 0500]
"Get Frenzel.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:07:11 – 0500]
"Get Buckler.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:07:45 – 0500]
"Get Halstrup.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:03:12:23 – 0500]
"Get Meissner.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:05:05:11 – 0500]
"Get Buxel.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:05:06:03 – 0500]
"Get Walsh.html HTTP /1.0”
[09/May/2001:05:06:05 – 0500]
"Get robots.txt”
[09/May/2001:05:06:07 – 0500]
"Get Buxel.html HTTP /1.0”
Size
Referrer
Agent
3290
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
5450
Buxel.html
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
5096
Wiedmann.html
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
3290
Mozilla (IE4.2,WinNT)
5450
Buxel.html
Mozilla (IE4.2,WinNT)
1000
Wiedmann.html
Mozilla (IE4.2,WinNT)
2020
F.html
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
3030
Frenzel.html
Mozilla (IE4.2,WinNT)
4040
Wiedmann.html
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
3290
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
4040
Buxel.html
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
1020
Mozilla/3.04 (Win95,I)
3290
Ultraseek

Fig. 1: Example of a log file (ECLF)
Data collection via environment variables
Data collection via environment variables is another form
of non-reactive data collection. Like log files, such variables keep records of events that are caused by user actions.
A Web server records environment variables whenever a
user executes a program on the server by running a CGI
script. The information provided by environment variables
is similar to that provided by log files.
Data collection via cookies
In Internet consumer-data collection, "cookies" can be
used as complements to log files. Cookies are files that
Web sites place on consumers' computers, in order to store
information that they (the Web sites) can check again later.
Where cookies contain ID codes that identify consumers,
the cookies can be used to observe how specific consumers
access Web sites.
Use of cookies in profiling can present some problems:
In general, cookies function as applications that
can be used "secretly", i.e. even without the consumer's explicit consent. As a result, their use often presupposes their acceptance by consumers,
and this has sparked concerns about this technology with regard to privacy issues.
Most users do not understand how cookies work.
What is more, users do not have the opportunity
to assess cookies' content – users are never told
what information about them is going into their
cookie files.
In spite of these problems and others, cookies, in comb ination with log files, are an important instrument for
observation. They are thus now used extensively.
Data collection via software agents
Another client-side data-collection method is use of applications or programs that support data collection on the
consumer's computer, in non-reactive form, as well as
transmission of the relevant data to a server or other desti-
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nation addresses. Examples include e-mail attachments
and Web-site programs that self-extract and/or self-execute
upon arriving at the client computer. The most common
representatives of this class are software agents such as
Java scripts, Java applets and Active X components. In
data collection, all such software agents access and collect
data that is generated in the client computer. Consequently,
their use, like use of cookies, presupposes the consumer's
implicit consent – and, once again, such consent may not
really be present.
Data collection via modified browsers
Another data-collection technique involves modifying the
browsers that consumers use to surf the Internet. In the
modification, browsers are given an additional logfunction component that causes them to automatically
record the behavior of test consumers and send the resulting data to an external source for evaluation. To date, such
modification has been carried out for research purposes
only; no such browsers have been made available for
commercial use.
Data processing: the challenge of converting the data
into a usable form
Once it has been collected, data must be processed in such
a way that it can be used to prepare observation profiles.
Due to the manner in which it is recorded and presented,
non-reactively collected data has to undergo a number of
transformations before it can be used to generate profiles.
The relevant data processing is a complex process whose
design, of course, influences the structure, quality and
(ultimately) usefulness of profiles. Once data has been
properly processed, it must be stored within a suitable data
structure that supports the relevant study objectives. Buxel
[2] presents a description of the relevant procedures.
Legal aspects of observation in the Internet
German lawmakers have recognized that consumers can be
observed non-reactively while they are in the Internet, and
they have amended Germany's laws to take account of this
fact. In Germany, market researchers who use non-reactive
observation methods in the Internet must conform to the
data-protection provisions of the TKG (Telecommunications Act), TDDSG (Act on Data Protection in Teleservices), MDStV (State Agreement on Media Services),
BDSG (Federal Data Protection Act) and TDG (Act on
Use of Teleservices). The following general statements can
be made in this area ([5], provides greater detail):
In general, non-reactive data collection and usage is permissible, without the user's (i.e. consumer's) consent,
where none of the collected data is personal data or personally correlatable data. Where usage profiles are prepared solely on the basis of pseudonyms that cannot be
correlated to any specific, identified person, the relevant
observation methods do not violate any data-protection
provisions.
Where the observation collects personal data or personally
correlatable data, profiling is subject to the consumer's/user's explicit consent. All efforts to obtain such

consent must comply with the provisions of Art. 2 (2)
TDDSG (or Art. 11 (2) MDStV) in conjunction with Art. 3
TDDSG (or Art. 12 MDStV).
In Germany, collection of personal data is not subject to
the consumer's consent when it is carried out by an Internet-services provider who is located abroad and whose
activities do not fall within the scope of application of
German data-protection provisions. On the other hand, in
such cases the legitimacy of the data collection is governed
by the legal provisions of the country in which the provider is located.
Privacy Issues
Use of non-reactive procedures to observe behavior in the
Internet is seen as problematic by consumer advocates,
who maintain that such observation could violate consumers' rights to privacy, and related rights. The concerns
expressed about computer-based observation in online
environments in general, and about development and use
of observation in electronic commerce in particular, can be
divided into three different levels [6, p.106]:
In general, consumers and the public may consider
data collected for the purpose of customer profiling to
be private (or at least confidential) information. Where
this is the case, non-reactive collection of such data is
considered inherently unethical or immoral and is seen
as an invasion of privacy.
Even where the data itself is not seen as private information, the non-reactive collection of which would be
inherently unethical or immoral, consumers and the
public may still have reservations about the methods
used to collect the data. In such cases, criticism of observation focuses on the non-reactive aspects of the
data collection.
And even when the data collection and the observation
methods are seen as acceptable, consumers may still
be concerned about the many ways in which the data
is used.
Specific concerns about comprehensive observation in the
Internet focus on the ethical and moral aspects related to
violation of individual privacy. "Privacy is an essential
component of individual autonomy and dignity. Our sense
of liberty is partly defined by the ability to control our own
lives – whether this be the kind of work we undertake,
whom we choose to associate with, where we live, the kind
of religious and political beliefs we hold, or the information we wish to divulge about ourselves.” [4, p.398f.]
Criticism of data-collection methods and concepts concentrates on three main aspects [2]:
Secrecy
Many Internet users are not aware that they leave tracks
that can be recorded non-reactively – that Web-site operators can collect such data from consumers without consumers' being aware of this. Providers of Internet eCo mmerce services can prepare profiles of consumers without
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the affected consumers' knowing that such profiling is
taking place. Because of the "invisibility" of such data
collection, many consumers do not know what is happening with their data. Relevant criticism thus considers use of
cookies, for example, to pose a danger to consumers' right
to privacy, since surfers normally are unaware of cookies'
arrival unless their browsers are set to provide relevant
warnings. Recent studies give an indication of the extent to
which criticism of cookies can be considered justified:
A 2000 study of the Pew Internet & American Life
Project found that only 43 % of all Internet users are
aware that cookies can be used to observe activities in
the Internet.
These findings were confirmed by a 2000 study of
CyberDialogue, which found that 42 % of all Internet
users do not know what cookies are and how they
work.
Involuntary participation
Another focus of criticism, closely related to the focus on
secrecy, is that many non-reactive collection procedures,
such as "Web bugs" or "packet-sniffing" technologies, can
theoretically be used to obtain and record data about consumers without the consumers' consent. Consumers' resulting loss of control over their own data is also seen as a
potential invasion of privacy.
Lack of protection
Yet another point of criticism, closely related to those
focusing on secrecy and consumers' involuntary participation, is that consumers lack ways to protect themselves
against most non-reactive data-collection procedures.
There are three reasons for the perceived lack of protection:
Before consumers can protect themselves against
undesired data collection, they must be aware that they
can be observed. Where data-collection procedures are
used secretly, or where their method of function is unclear, consumers, logically enough, have little opportunity to protect themselves.
What is more, no protection is even available for
many data-collection procedures, due to systeminherent reasons – i.e. even consumers who are aware
of the collection cannot stop it (except by avoiding
Web sites where they presume profiling to be taking
place). This is especially the case with data collection
via log files and environment variables. On the other
hand, such data-collection procedures cannot be used,
by themselves, to collect personal data.
Consumers are able, theoretically, to block some datacollection procedures – for example, by setting their
browsers to reject cookies or certain applications. On
the other hand, consumers must have a certain amount
of know-how in order to make use of the available
protection, and not all Internet users are so wellinformed. For example, consumers can protect themselves against cookies only if they know what cookies
are and/or have learned how to destroy or modify the
content of cookie files. A 2000 study of the Personal-

ization Consortium revealed that 57 % of all Internet
users do not know how cookies can be rejected.
Challenges in use of non-reactive observation procedures
Non-reactive behavior observation in the Internet provides
many opportunities and new business areas for market
research. To date, market researchers have given little
attention to the relevant methods. The extent to which the
new opportunities can be tapped will depend on how
quickly market researchers can develop (improve) suitable
approaches for non-reactive collection, processing, storing
and analyzing of data (i.e. data that is suitable for nonreactive collection) in the Internet and how fast market
researchers acquire the necessary know-how to apply the
new methods in their work. In addition, non-reactive data
collection in online environments touches upon privacy
issues that will require development of, and compliance
with, privacy guidelines – as well as efforts to engender
trust in test persons. The market-research community is
now challenged to develop and implement relevant guidelines and measures programs of the sort currently being
discussed in the U.S..
Observation in the Internet
Data use/target level
Privacy Issues

Legal
provisions
-BDSG

Data analysis
Data warehousing

-TKG
-TDDSV

Data processing

-TDSV
Data collection

Fig 2: Challenges in use of non-reactive observation
procedures in the Internet
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ABSTRACT
The Internet is changing the whole business model by
allowing companies to communicate instantly with suppliers,
partners, and customers on a worldwide scale. To enjoy realtime data exchange and higher transaction efficiencies,
companies need to use information technology (IT) solutions
and change how they distribute goods and how they
collaborate within the company with contractors and suppliers.
While the Internet is the channel that allows instant
interaction between all components of a company, IT
provides the ability to streamline the structure and to
influence and control the flow of information. In this paper,
we evaluate the impact that using the Internet can have on the
procurement aspect of the construction industry. Specifically,
we describe how the traditional service procurement process
in construction is affected by the use of a web-based bidding
tool (WBBT). We use a simulation model on a case study to
evaluate how the WBBT affected service procurement in a
large pharmaceutical company. The paper describes the
potential impact of IT solutions in the Construction Industry
and on the procurement aspect in particular, before discussing
the case study in detail.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet is changing the whole business model by
allowing companies to communicate instantly with suppliers,
partners, and customers on a worldwide scale. To enjoy realtime data exchange and higher transaction efficiencies,
companies need to use information technology (IT) solutions
and change how they distribute goods and how they
collaborate within the company with contractors and
suppliers. While the Internet is the channel that allows
instant interaction between all components of a company, IT
provides the ability to streamline the structure and to
influence and control the flow of information.
In this paper, we evaluate the impact that using the Internet
can have on the procurement aspect of the construction
industry. Specifically, we describe how the traditional
service procurement process in construction is affected by
the use of a web-based bidding tool (WBBT). We use a
simulation model on a case study to evaluate how the WBBT
affected service procurement in a large pharmaceutical
company. The paper describes the potential impact of IT
solutions in the Construction Industry and on the
procurement aspect in particular before discussing the case
study in detail.

NEED FOR IT SOLUTIONS IN THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Construction projects have generally been fragmented and
highly dependent on information exchange in paper-based
formats. Workman [16] found that people in various
functional groups possess different information, tend to
focus on their own part of a project, and define the entire
process from their own perspective. To improve project
performance and productivity, many companies have
implemented various technologies. Many times, technology
has been involved enough to take care of specific tasks but
there has not been a complete integration that enables them
to work together. Many information technologies have been
implemented without verifying the means for sharing
information with other technologies. The result is that
information cannot be transferred from one system to
another directly, and, therefore data re -entry is necessary
[10].
The lack of an efficient means of disseminating information
between different functional groups contributes to poor
communication among these groups in the construction
industry. Plotted drawings are often used to transfer designs
and reports of one project phase to another and to check the
compatibility of the many design efforts. Often, only a
fraction of the information conveyed is required or relevant.
This type of paper-based process is difficult to coordinate
and may fail under time constraints due to: processing or
retrieval delays, lost documents, misrouted forms, and
storage problems. Elaborate procedures for checking
drawings to ensure that the changes of one designer are
completely and accurately added to other drawings and
reports cause time and cost delays [15].
IT PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS
Kalakota and Robinson [8] point out that billions of dollars
are wasted every year because of ine fficient procurement
practices. Estimates of cost of goods and services range from
50-60% of sales. IT procurement solutions have the potential
to be more cost efficient primarily by decreasing the number
of procurement specialists necessary to perform primary
tasks. In construction, the major procurement tasks include
creating and delivering invitations to bid (ITBs) and requests
for quotations (RFQs), processing purchase orders (Pos),
attaching drawings, plans and specifications, tracking
changes to bid packages, and facilitating bid analyses. Such
IT solutions are also more effective because their impact
include increased control over the supply chain, proactive
management of key procurement data, and higher quality
purchasing decisions within organizations. Further, cost
savings in procurement may also be gained by using Web-
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based procurement tools as an outsourced service.
Outsourcing offers innovative ways to save money and
participate in new markets without a significant up-front
payment.
Web-based Bidding Tools (WBBTs) are found in most IT
procurement solutions. WBBTs automate most of the
activities that take place in the bidding process. Regardless
of the claims and warranties offered by the computer service
firms, many project managers are still reluctant about the
impact a WBBT could have on their current bidding
practices.
Web Based Bidding Tools (WBBTs)

Other risks associated with WBBT are the following:
High fees and overall cost including the cost of software
license and services and the higher cost of labor to
create and maintain complex internet-based systems [4].
Entrusting the quality and reliability of service as well
as the confidential data of your company to the firm that
provides the WBBT services [11, 12].
Outsourcing adds complications of operations, training,
and legalities. Further, the electronic partnerships
created by outsourcing have the risk of failing [4].
 Small online markets could be negatively affected when
any member joins or leaves the group [4].

WBBTs allow its users to issue invitation to bids (ITBs) and
requests for quotations (RFQs). They allow contractor(s) to
respond with their bid(s) and owners to issue purchase orders,
all in a secure, online environment. Typical applications for
WBBTs include traditional auctions, reverse auctions, which
address markets with one buyer and many sellers, as well as,
bid/ask-style exchange mechanisms, which support bidding
processes in markets with many sellers and buyers for the
same services or goods.

TOOLS TRADITIONALLY USED IN THE
EVALUATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES
Several
alternative
methodologies
for
quantifying
information management investments have been proposed in
the literature. Some of the alternatives available for
information research include data forms, process flow charts,
process-simulation modeling, financial analyses, case studies,
prototyping, decision tree analysis, net present value (NPV)
at risk, and EPC Macro/Micro methodology.

Some of the benefits commonly attributed to the use of
WBBTs include:
Creates new value for buyers, sellers, and marketplaces
by facilitating negotiation, as well as auction and market
mechanisms. A complete transaction history can be
easily maintained.
Reduces costs of buying and selling by automating
transactions where possible, by reducing cycle time and
service costs. A larger number of transactions can be
supported compared to manual operations, reducing the
marginal cost per transaction.
Reduction of execution times can be accomplished
through automated processing or structured data inputs.
ITBs and RFQs can also be easily sent to multiple
vendors and contractors reducing the workload involved
at this stage of the procurement process.
Security and reliability can be ensured through data
encryption, user authentication and routine backups
There is also a choice of deployment options offered by
most vendors - either as purchased software to create a
trading marketplace, by joining as an integrated part of a
specific marketplace or as a hosted service, with access
to over thousands of suppliers and hundreds of buyers
on a specific network.
WBBTs are not without its drawbacks. Security of the
information is usually the first risk that is associated with
internet-based systems. Such systems are subject to various
security risks including, hacking, corruption of data, theft of
data (both transaction and customer data). A better
understanding of security risks, especially those associated
with electronic transactions, has helped companies design
and architect a secure network infrastructure [9]. However,
“some contractors are still nervous about submitting
proposals electronically, with all the vendors having access
to the information” [13].

Data Collection Forms
The data collection process involves the creation of the
forms, collecting the data, normalizing the data, and
documenting any assumptions. The data collection form
compiles specific information about activities that take place
in a particular process. Back et al [1] describe a data
collection strategy in which a baseline condition (regarding
cost and time) is measured in terms of percentages, so that
changes caused by future and different information
management strategies could also be measured.
The level of detail of each activity could influence the results
of further analyses based on the data from the data form. It
is important to segregate activities that require large amounts
of resources, such as time and/or money. A major limitation
in the utilization of data forms has to do with the idleness of
an activity. Idleness is described as the time in which an
activity is neither operational, nor generating an output.
Process Flow Charts
A process analysis is the systematic examination of all
aspects of a process to evaluate and improve its operation –
make it faster, more efficient, less costly, or more responsive.
A basic tool for process analysis is the process flow chart
that is used to analyze how the steps of a job or a set of jobs
fit together into the overall flow of the process [14]. A
limitation of the process flow chart is that it needs to be used
in combination with other types of analyses and jobdescription forms in order to create a comprehensive and
detailed picture of a job.
Simulation Modeling
Simulation Modeling is a modeling approach primarily used
to analyze probabilistic problems. Gibson [6] suggested that
a useful construction process model would need to be
hierarchical, modular, standardized in structure, and capable
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of representing the complex processes that take place in the
construction
procurement
processes.
Information
technologies intended to improve an organization's
information infrastructure could be evaluated with the use of
simulation modeling to determine if they add value to the
construction process. The main limitation of simulation
modeling is that it does not normally provide a solution;
instead it provides information that is used to make a
decision [14]. Another limitation of simulation modeling is
that assumptions utilized in the model might go
unchallenged.
The Extend Simulation Package is a decision support
modeling software package that allows the simulation of
discrete and continuous events. The Extend Performance
Modeling software is primarily used to simulate processes
from the manufacturing and service industries. It supports
the simulation of continuous and discrete events. Extend
models are built by connecting blocks together in a logical
sequence. The simulation itself is a series of calculations
and actions, which proceed along the path of the connections
[5].
Blocks are the basic building component of Extend models.
Extend blocks are like blocks in a block diagram.
Each
block in the diagram is used to represent a specific function
or process within a system. However, unlike a block in a
typical block diagra m, information enters the Extend block
and is processed by the program defined by the block.
Information is then transmitted to the next block in the
simulation. Any block may create, modify, or present
information, and many perform more than one of these
functions.
Financial Analyses
Financial tools are favored for management decision-making,
and are used to determine the financial impact of an
information management strategy for which both costs and
benefits are available [2]. The major drawback of using
financial analyses to evaluate an IT solution is that such
analyses do not incorporate information regarding the
dynamics involved in today’s markets, technology
implementation or corporate business commitments.
The
measures include return on assets (ROA), break-even (BE)
analysis, and payback period.
Matrix Analysis
Croom et al. [3] incorporate matrix analysis. to classify and
critically analyze the contributions information technologies
provide to different supply chain events. The first dimension
of the matrix will be used to classify the level of the analysis.
There could be three different levels: dyadic, which
considers the single relationship between supplier or
contractor and buyer, chain, which encompasses a set of
dyadic relationships, and network, which concerns the whole
network of operations. The second dimension of the matrix
relates the nature of the exchange or transaction between
actors in the different networks. The element of exchange
considered could be assets, information, knowledge or
relationships. The main drawback of the matrix analysis is
that addressing the different aspects of elements and levels in

the network is not always clear. The relationship between
the element of exchange and the level of the analysis needs
to be explicitly defined, or else, speculation and estimation
error could alter the accuracy of the analysis.
Business-To-Business (B2b) Model Constructs
The B2B model represents the interaction between vendors,
contractors and non-retail buyers. This model also includes
marketplaces where the market owner facilitates transactions
between vendors, contractors and non-retail buyers. In order
to analyze a B2B model, De et al. [4] discussed several
analytical constructs that have to be measured. These include
transaction costs, switching costs, network externalities
(marginal impact of the addition or action of a member to a
network), being part of a network associated with a market
niche, ongoing IT infrastructure investment, user experience
models (processes or steps a user moves through to obtain a
product or service), and revenue models (derived from sales
transactions and cost savings). The main limitation of B2B
model constructs is that they do not normally provide a
solution; instead, it identifies elements that might trigger the
success or failure of an e-business strategy, which could be
used to make a decision.
Prototyping
Prototyping is becoming a popular strategy to evaluate a
potential investment in an IT solution. Hardgrave and
Wilson [7] claim that the prototyping approach has grown
nearly 30% from the 1980’s to the 1990’s. The main
drawback of prototyping is that it still requires the
commitment of resources and requires a significant planning
effort prior to implementation to maximize the effective use
of those resources. In addition, the prototype itself does not
provide the means to quantify the benefits from enterprise
wide implementation.
Decision Tree Analysis
Decision Tree Analysis allows the decision maker to see the
logic of decision-making by providing a picture of the
decision process [14] together with the probabilities of
success and failure. This methodology provides direction to
take an IT investment decision. The limitation of such
analysis is that it does not provide for the dynamics involved
in the development and implementation of a technology. In
addition, decision trees do not assist the decision maker in
evaluating the “business value” of several IT possibilities.
Net Present Value (NPV)-At-Risk Method
NPV-at-Risk is a decision support methodology that
incorporates risk analysis and financing models into the
assessment of a potential investment.
Recently, this
methodology has been gaining popularity to evaluate
complex capital investments in the construction industry [17].
It incorporates the time value of money into the meanvariance method using the NPV concept and takes financing
methods into account using the WACC as the discount rate.
The WACC is the cost of various financial sources weighted
by their corresponding proportions in the overall pool of
financing. The cost of a financial source is the return
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expected by the investors. The most important limitation of
the NPV-at-Risk analysis is that it is subject to estimation
error resulting from sampling error, inappropriate discount
rate, and/or inappropriate cash flow model.

bidding process, (sub)contractor selection and payment for
completed services. Pharmco is considering deploying a
WBBT in order to shorten the time cycle of their current
bidding process.
PHARMCO’S TRADITIONAL BIDDING PRACTICES

Engineering
Procurement
Construction
(EPC)
Macro/Micro Methodology For Information Intensive
Activities
The main purpose of the EPC Macro/Micro Methodology is
to allow companies to make a more accurate companyspecific
prediction
of
information
management
improvements for projects that they encounter most
frequently. This methodology has been used to evaluate
information management improvements in the construction
industry [1].
The data collection process requires special attention in
order to preserve the accuracy of the data. The data for each
project associated with each activity in the data form is then
used as the data sets for the development of statistical
distributions of time and cost fo r each activity. The EPC
Macro/Micro methodology utilizes the Activity Based
Costing Simulation (ABC-SIM) logic network, which is a
Monte Carlo based modeling tool. There are several
drawbacks associated with the EPC Macro/Micro
methodology. The accuracy of the distributions derived
through data fitting programs influences the simulation
output. Another drawback is that the data collection process
itself introduces subjectivity into the baseline data.
Companies do not typically recollect or record project time
and cost information according to specific activities. Rather,
each company has a different method to record information
and time and cost categories to track projects. Each person
makes assumptions providing data regarding which activities
correspond to which category.
PHARMCO BIDDING PRACTICES
Pharmco is a global pharmaceutical company that discovers,
develops, manufactures and markets a broad range of human
and animal health products, Pharmco is growing rapidly
inside and outside of the United States, driven by sales of
existing products and launches of new products. This rate of
growth has created a need for efficient project management
techniques for facility expansion and new facilities
construction projects.
Within Pharmco, Global Engineering is responsible for
ensuring manufacturing facilities are ready when a new
candidate emerges from the pipeline despite the uncertainty
of when the product may receive regulatory approval and of
ultimate market demand. The Global Engineering team is
currently considering the possibility of integrating eprocurement applications to their existing procurement
system. These applications are expected to create a more
efficient flow of information in the materials and services
procurement areas. Service procurement is one of the areas
that will be structurally affected by the implementation of eprocurement tools.
Service procurement includes the

Pharmco’s (The name of the company and other identifying
information have been disguised to protect its identity and
those of its employees who assisted with this project)
traditional bidding practices are fundamentally characterized
by a sealed bid auction format. A sealed bid implies that a
bidder for the product or service is not aware of the other
bidders’ information, such as their names and how much
they are offering. Pharmco is also characterized by taking
the role of both, the Project Manager (Global Engineering
group) and the owner.
Advertising Phase
Once a substantial amount of the design phase of the
construction project is completed, drawings, plans,
specifications and requirements are put together by the
Engineering and Procurement division of the Global
Engineering group at Pharmco to initiate the advertising
phase. When the package is complete, the final documents
are reproduced and distributed.
Initially, a notice of proposed bidding is posted in public
places and advertisements for bids are placed in newspapers,
trade journals, and magazines. Generally, the advertisement
describes the location, extent, and nature of the work. It also
designates Pharmco & Co. as the authority under which the
project originated. Regarding the bid, it gives the place
where bidding documents are available and lists the time,
manner, and place where bids will be received. It will also
list bond requirements and start and completion dates of
work.
Contractors that have never provided services to Pharmco
will be subject to a pre-qualification process. Pharmco’s
pre-qualification of bidders follows three steps:
1. The contractors fill out a questionnaire.
The
questionnaire gathers all contractors’ profile data
including: expertise, years of experience, previous jobs,
etc.
2. A ranking process helps measure the contractor’s
reliability. The pre-qualification process also requires
that other companies previously serviced by the
prospective contractor fill out report cards.
3. A final selection is done based on the previous prequalification and ranking steps.
Pre-bid Conference
At Pharmco’s pre-bid conferences, bidders are walked
through the premises where the construction project is going
to take place. All questions are answered with the help of
the design firm and the project management team.
Bids Closing
The architect/engineer prepares a checklist of all items that
are confirmed before opening the bids. All contractors turn
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in their bid package before or at the specified time and date,
and at the right location. After all of the bids have been
opened, the project manager may, by inspection, verify the
completeness of each bid package including the submittal of
a bid bond and determine the identity of the apparent low
bidder, subject to later confirmation after a careful bid
review and evaluation. Pharmco calls this process “DeScoping”.
At the end of the bid-opening session, the individual bids are
tabulated and evaluated, and each bidder’s profile is checked
for financial credibility, licensing (where required), and
integrity. Where unit prices form the basis of the bid, every
individual line item is tabulated for each bidder in
preparation for a detailed, item-by-item evaluation, analysis,
and comparison of bids.
It is common to find irregularities and extraordinary
questions that might require further adjustments of the
contractors’ bid price estimate. These irregularities are
generally attributed to misunderstandings and/or conflicting
specifications. For this reason, a revised bid pricing
submittal deadline is specified.
This extension allows
contractors to clarify and correct any final changes in their
respective bids. Pharmco gives such a grace period in order
to avoid more costly delays because of irregularities found
after a contractor has been selected. After the project
managers have confidentially announced all readjustment
requests, the deadline for the revised bid submittal becomes
the final bid-closing deadline.
Announcement of Award
Once all adjusted bids have been received, compared and
tabulated again, the successful bidder is announced. Upon
being awarded the contract, the successful bidder is
obligated to enter into a contract with Pharmco for the
construction of the work. If the successful bidder fails to
enter into contract with Pharmco, the bid bond is forfeited,
and Pharmco will then award the contract to the next lowest
bidder.
PHARMCO’S NEW BIDDING PRACTICES
Experience has shown Pharmco & Co. that their traditional
bidding practices need to be optimized, and that the months
spent completing the bidding process adds to the cost of the
project and hinders the overall success of the project.
Pharmco is considering outsourcing a Web-based Bidding
Tool to improve the efficiency of their current bidding
practices but, at this point, Pharmco is not fully aware of the
possible effects in their process flow.
Pharmco’s new process flow, using WBBT differs from its
traditional bidding process in its virtual data hosting and its
open bid auction. The WBBT software will be hosted on
Pharmco’s server. The network-hosted service allows the
interaction with thousands of suppliers, vendors and
contractors within the WBBT marketplace or other virtual
marketplaces. The data exchange and transactions between
Pharmco’s project managers and the bidders will be
simplified with the electronic data transmission capabilities

incorporated in the WBBT software. The reproduction of
documents, such as the original bidding documents,
specifications and list of requirements, is all electronically
handled. Pharmco is expecting to eliminate the need for
hard copies of the bidding documentation.
The new dynamic bidding procedure will differ greatly from
the current auction process. All bidders will virtually meet
in an auction platform prepared by Pharmco project
managers. The identity of each bidder is kept confidential.
The new process will have an open bid format in which all
bidders know all offers. Thus, bidders compete against each
other, decreasing the bid price until the end time and date.
Once the bidding starts, the process will not stop until a
contract has been awarded. Offers will be placed in
electronic forms that will make the tabulatio n, comparison
and evaluation of all offers easier and more accurate. Based
on the evaluation of all bids, the award is electronically
awarded.
ANALYSIS OF PHARMCO'S CASE STUDY
The methodology used for the evaluation of the web-based
bidding strategy is based upon the EPC Macro/Micro
strategy for the evaluation of information intensive activities.
Tools such as data collection forms, process flow charts, the
Extend simulation modeling software, ROA, and payback
period analysis, were also used for the evaluation of the
applicability of WBBTs in the case study related to the
procurement practices at Pharmco & Co.
Data Collection Stage
Interviews with professionals in the procurement field are an
essential tool for acquiring the necessary research data. In
the case study, time and cost data associated with each
activity was provided by senior procurement managers at
Pharmco & Co., and experts in the implementation and
integration of the WBBT provider. All data was gathered
through phone interview sessions and electronic mail
exchanges. The data collected represents the average cost
and duration of the last 10 construction projects managed by
Pharmco project managers.
To complete the data acquisition stage, a data collection
form for both, the traditional bidding process and the webbased bidding process, was created in order to collect data
pertaining to the activities that take place in each particular
process.
Several assumptions were also clarified through the
interviews and data collection forms. These assumptions
establish an average of:
5 bidders per bidding process.
12 bidding processes per project.
8 large (> $50 million) construction projects per year.
15% of bidders have had no previous relationship with
Pharmco (Z%).
100% of bidding packages require corrections due to
changes or omissions in the drawings, plans and/or
specifications (X%).
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60% of all bidders get a re-adjustment grace period
(Y%).
8.25 weeks is the average duration of the traditional
bidding process.
6 weeks is the expected duration of the new web-based
bidding process.
15% cost savings are expected with the use of the
WBBT.
30% timesavings are expected with the use of the
WBBT.
It is important to mention that the procurement experts from
Pharmco determined that the WBBT provider’s forecast of
20% reduction in service costs and cycle time reductions of
50% to 80% were too optimistic. For this reason, a very
conservative assumption of 15% for cost savings and 30%
for timesavings was used.
Development of the Process Flow Charts
The use of process flow charts was combined with the Data
Collection Forms to provide a more complete perspective of
each activity in the traditional and the new bidding processes.
The information gathered in the interviews and data
collection forms was imperative for the creation of the
process flow charts. The process flow charts were used to
visualize how the different activities fit together into the
overall flow of the bidding process. The process flow charts
will also become the backbone of the Simulation Modeling
tool.
Simulation Stage
The Extend simulation-modeling tool was used to evaluate
the performance of the activities in each respective bidding
process. This tool gathered statistics on the average queue
length, average wait time, and utilization of all the activities
in the traditional and new web-based bidding processes. Two
Extend models were developed to simulate the traditional
bidding process and the new web-based bidding process.
The model shows bidders arriving in a random fashion.
These bidders will form a line waiting for activities that
handle one bidder at a time and will be combined as a “group
of bidders” for activities capable of handling all bidders at
once.
The simulation was setup for a 9-week duration based on a
5-day a week and 11-hours a day schedule. The Generator,
Queue FIFO, Activity Delay, Select DE Output, Batch, Unbatch, Combine, Input Random Number and Exit blocks
were found in the Discrete Event (DE) library.
The
Generator block models the arrival of the bidders. In these
models, a Generator with a Poisson distribution averaging
one bidder every 0.2 weeks was used. The Queue FIFO
block is used to represent the waiting line for different
activities, since the first bidder in the line will be the first out
of the queue. Activity Delay blocks represent the delays
found in the bidding process.
The Select DE Output, Combine, and Input Random Number
blocks were used to create a routing yield for several
activities in the process flow. In these blocks the following
assumptions were integrated into the model: 15% of bidders

have had no previous relationship with Pharmco (Z%), 100%
of bidding packages require corrections due to changes or
omissions in the drawings, plans and/or specifications (X%)
and, 60% of all bidders get a re-adjustment grace period
(Y%). The Batch and Un -batch blocks were used
accordingly to delay the activities based on individual
bidders or a “group of bidders”. Bids that have been
completely evaluated end in the Exit block. The Exit block
allows items to be counted as they pass out of the simulation.
A Plotter Discrete Event block from the Plotter library is
used to plot both the queue length and the number of bidders
that exit the system.
Simulation Results and Discussion
The simulation analysis has been very useful to identify the
major bottlenecks in the traditional and new web-based
bidding processes. In this case, the bottleneck activities are
all of those with an “average queue length” greater than zero.
These activities are the major cause of time delays and large
idle times.
It is important to notice that the queue length for some of the
bottleneck activities reached a maximum of 4 or 5 bids in the
waiting line (see the “Max. Queue Length” column in Table
1). These values are ext remely high queue lengths, especially
when considering that a total of 5 bids were processed during
the whole duration of the simulation. A percentage of
improvement calculation was used to determine the change
in efficiency of the major bottleneck activities after
implementing the WBBT. The Improvement (%) can be
represented as shown in Eq. 1:
Improvement (%) = [Performance (0) – Performance (1)] /
Performance (0)
(1)
where, “Performance (0)” is the average queue length of an
activity of the traditional process and “Performance (1)” is
the average queue length of an activity of the new web-based
process. Overall, the percentage of improvement for the
efficiency of the bottleneck activities represents a 58.2%.
Financial Analysis
Financialanalysis tools were used to determine the cash flow
impact to Pharmco’s
business after a possible
implementation of the WBBT. Since the WBBT is being
used to generate savings and not revenues, the profitability
for the financial analyses described in this section will be
derived from expected savings associated with use of the
WBBT.
Cost Analysis
The cost analysis classifies the costs associated with the
bidding process in expenses incurred by leading procurement
personnel’s salary, overhead, administrative and secretarial
support, and miscellaneous expenses. From these expenses,
Pharmco representatives calculated a rate per an hour for
each of the leading procurement employees.
This
information combined with the expected working hours per
week and duration of the process was utilized to calculate the
expenses associated with the traditional and web-based
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bidding processes (see Tables 2 and 3). The total calculated
expenses for the traditional bidding process are $38,370.00
and for the new web-based bidding process are $23,802.00,
which represents a difference of $14,568.00.
ROA Analysis
The ROA per bidding process was calculated with the
estimated cost of the traditional and new web-based bidding
processes and the cost of implementing and the WBBT. The
total ROA per bidding process was calculated to be 1.2%. It
is important to realize that Pharmco, on average, performs 12
bidding processes per project, which represents an ROA of
14% per project.
Payback Period
The WBBT requires an initial investment of $1,250,000.00.
Cash inflows, based on savings per year, are expected to be
of $515,145.00. In this case, three years is the payback
period of the investment.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
New information technology (IT) investments are helping
many companies to generate higher productivity rates and to
create more efficient processes.
Businesses must earn
enough rates of return on IT investments to compensate for
the rapid obsolescence, depreciation and falling market value
of these IT assets. IT investments must be extraordinarily
productive during their short lives.
Several computer service firms that provide IT solutions
have developed multi-tasking e-procurement tools.
The
procurement activities most commonly automated by eprocurement tools have been: creating and delivering ITBs
and requests for RFQs, processing POs, attaching drawings,
plans and specifications, tracking changes to bid packages,
and facilitating bid analyses. Web-based Bidding Tools
(WBBTs) are found in most IT procurement solutions.
Application service providers claim the WBBTs maximize
revenues and savings when executing trading transactions.
On average there is a 5% to 20% reduction in service costs
and cycle time reductions of 50% to 80%. Regardless of the
promises and warranties offered by the computer service
firms, many project managers in construction are still
reluctant about the impact a WBBT could have on their
current bidding practices. This study investigates how the
traditional service procurement process is affected by the
implementation of a WBBT.
A case study was developed based on Pharmco & Co.’s
recent initiative to invest in a WBBT. A pilot scenario was
created based on a typical process plant construction project.
After comparing the process flow charts of Pharmco’s
traditional bidding process and the new web-based bidding
process, several differences and benefits related to the use of
a WBBTs were recognized:
Less time will be spent while reproducing documents
and drawings in the new web-based bidding process.
Most activities will be done and managed electronically
in the new web-based bidding process.

The bidding format is different in both processes
o The traditional bidding process has a paper
based closed bid format.
o The new web-based bidding process utilizes an
open bid format in an electronic-channel
auction.
 No more time extensions will be granted for bid
readjustments in the new web-based bidding process.
 Bid analyses, comparisons and tabulations will take less
time in the new web-based bidding process.
In Pharmco’s case study it was found that a WBBT could
achieve immediate rates of return. A decrease in the number
of bottleneck activities, a 58.2% improvement in the
efficiency of the bottleneck activities, a 65.8% shorter
duration of the bottleneck activities, a 14% rate of return per
project, $515,145.00 dollars saved per year and a 3-year
payback period, support the previous statement.
In
Pharmco’s case study, there is a good probability that the
productivity claims stated by various WBBT applicat ion
service providers is accurate.
However, the large amount of risks associated with the
implementation of a WBBT is still a major concern and
cannot be ignored. These risks require further investigation.
Project managers need to be aware of all of these risks prior
to committing approximately $1.25 million dollar to invest
on a WBBT. There are several questions that still need to be
considered:
Are the returns worth the risks associated with
entrusting confidential data about the company to the
firm that provides the WBBT services, entrusting a
partnership agreement with contractors with whom there
has been no previous relationship, and entrusting the
quality of the services being contracted?
Who guarantees that the lower margin of profit that
contractors get when using a WBBT is not in one way or
another translated into lower quality products and
services?
The declining economy has generated a large instability
for start-ups and small technological companies. Are
WBBT application providers going to survive the
declining economy and be in existence long enough
after investing in their solutions?
The major drawbacks of the strategy used to evaluate
Pharmco’s case study for the evaluation of the
implementation of a WBBT solution are:
It does not provide a solution; instead, it provides
information that is used to make a decision.
Assumptions used in the different analyses might
represent sources of errors are not applicable to every
case scenario.
This strategy is not useful when trying to develop a
generic methodology.
The data collection process itself introduces subjectivity
into the baseline data.
For example, barriers of implementation, specific to the
construction industry, could be researched by developing
case studies of several construction companies. Alternatives
that could prevent the consequences associated with the risks
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of implementing a WBBT could be investigated. These
alternatives should be complementary to the WBBT solution
and may ease its implementation and utilization.
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TABLE 1: Data from Extend Simulation Model
Duration

Duration
/ Bidder

(wks)

(wks)

Avg.
Queue
Length

Max.
Queue
Length

Avg.
Wait
(wks)

Activity
Utilization
(%)

0.400
0.160
1.600
0.160
1.750

0.080
0.032
0.320
0.032
0.350

0.089
0.035
0.320
0.277
0.003

5.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
1.0

0.160
0.064
0.576
0.499
0.015

4.4%
1.8%
17.8%
17.4%
7.8%

0.110
1.120
0.160

0.022
0.224
0.032

0.024
0.224
0.195

5.0
4.0
3.0

0.044
0.404
0.351

1.2%
12.4%
12.2%

Activity

Traditional Bidding Process
Documents and Drawings are reproduced and delivered.
Verification of completeness of bidding packages
Bids review and evaluation
Verify bidders licensing and integrity
Bids re-adjustment grace period
New Web-based Bidding Process
Verification of completeness of bidding packages
Bids review and evaluation
Verify bidders licensing and integrity

Evaluation
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TABLE 2: Current Costs of the Traditional Bidding Process

Current Costs of the Traditional Bidding Process
Direct Costs
Procurement Leader
Site Contract Administrator
Equipment Group - Pharmaceutical Equipment
Expeditor

Hrs/Wk

No. No.
Rate/Hr Rate/Trip
Trips Wks

7.00
11
3
1

8.25
8.25
8.25
8.25

$
$
$
$

1
4
4

$ 5,197.50 0.00035
$ 5,445.00 0.00036
$ 2,227.50 0.00015
$
742.50 0.00005
$ 13,612.50 0.00091

8.25 $ 90.00
8.25 $ 80.00
8.25 $ 30.00

$
742.50 0.00005
$ 2,640.00 0.00018
$
990.00 0.00007
$ 4,372.50 0.00029
1,200.00 $ 2,400.00 0.00016
$ 38,370.00 0.00256

Sub Total
Travel Expenses

Percent
of
ATPC

90.00
60.00
90.00
90.00

Sub Total
Indirect Costs
Management
Construction Auditor
Clerical

Expenses

2

$

Total Direct and Indirect Cost
PharmcoAssump tions for Traditional Bidding Process:
Current Duration of Bidding Process (wks)
8.25
Average Total Procurement Cost (ATPC)
$ 15,000,000.00
(Equivalent to 1.5 - 2.5% of the total project cost)
Average Total Duration of Procurement (wks)
100
Cost of Buying and Installing Dynamic Trade
$
1,250,000.00
TABLE 3:
Expected Costs of the New Bidding Process
Expected Costs of the New Bidding Process
Direct Costs
Procurement Leader
Site Contract Administrator
Equipment Group - Pharmaceutical Equipment
Expeditor

Hrs/Wk

No. No.
Rate/Hr Rate/Trip
Trips Wks

7.00
11
3
1

6
6
6
6

$
$
$
$

76.50
51.00
76.50
76.50

1
4
4

6
6
6

$ 76.50
$ 68.00
$ 25.50

$
$
$
$
$

Sub Total
Indirect Costs
Management
Construction Auditor
Clerical
Sub Total
Travel Expenses
Total Direct and Indirect Cost
Pharmco Assumptions for New Bidding Process:
Current Duration of Bidding Process (wks)
Average Total Procurement Cost (ATPC)
$
Cost Savings
Time Savings
Expected Duration of New Bidding Process (wks)

2

Expenses

3,092.51
3,239.78
1,325.36
441.79
8,099.44

$
441.79
$ 1,570.80
$
589.05
$ 2,601.64
$ 1,200.00 $ 2,400.00
$ 23,802.15

6
15,000,000.00
15%
30%
6
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ABSTRACT

advertising. The secondary purpose is to rates each
of the four methods using the AIDA model.

Over the past few years, there has been tremendous
growth in the use of the Internet for promoting
goods and services.
This new technology is
enabling companies to reach new markets all over
the world. Locating target markets and advertising
on the Internet takes a different approach.
This
paper examines several popular Internet advertising
techniques used by marketers to attract the
attention of the target market to particular sites. It
uses the Delphi technique to determine that banner
ads are still the most effective overall.
INTRODUCTION
One of the biggest advances in technology over the
past decade has been the vast expansion of the
Internet. It had overwhelming growth in the 90’s,
which has kept expanding into the new millennium
[8]. Figure 1 shows the growth pattern in the use
of the Internet from 1996 – 2001. The Internet is
not only being used as a form of communication,
entertainment, and an educating tool but it also has
opened new opportunity in the retailing world (e.g.,
Amazon.com). The WWW is where millions of
people converge for things that fit their interests,
personality,
lifestyle,
and
demographic
characteristics.
Figure 1: Growth of the Internet
1996-2001
Users in
Millions

150
100
50
0
1996

1998

2000

Year

By its very nature, the Internet has taken the art of
selling and retailing to a whole new level. With the
growing popularity of virtual stores, the retailing
world has opened up to new promo tional
techniques.
Allowing marketers new ways to
inform, persuade, and remind the target market.
Now that the "smoke has cleared", it is obvious that
the Internet plays an important role in an Integrated
Marketing Communication (IMC) program.
The
primary purpose of this research is to closely
examine the four most widely used forms of online

INTERNET PROMOTION
Eight out of ten Internet businesses fail to make a
profit [11]. Someone can start a website with the
greatest technology, the lowest price, and the best
quality but without customers it becomes a
complete waste of time, money, effort, and other
resources.
It takes a good IMC strategy to
successfully inform, persuade, and remind target
market customers. The site needs to “stand out
from the crowd”. Traditionally, most marketers
use push strategy. Internet technology affords
marketers the opportunity to use the pull strategy.
With the millions of websites available today,
competition is tough and gaining sustainable
competitive advantage can be difficult. To be
successful, it is important to find the promotional
strategy that will appeal to your target market.
A successful strategy takes careful planning and
consideration of the audience, budget, and the
objectives to be accomplished. The first step that
needs to be taken into consideration is to set the
goals and objective in mind. The purpose needs to
be clear from the start. Know the target market:
what interests them and why and how much they
use the Internet. Create a unified central theme and
message that is recognizable to the website.
Choose one of the many marketing strategies that
best fill the needs of the target market and
implement it. The ad needs to unique so as to catch
the attention of the target market. The ad needs to
be convincing so consumers develop an interest
towards the product. The ad must be personable
that consumers feel the need and desire to acquire
the product. Also, the ad must be unique and
appealing so that consumer can recall it and choose
the product the next time a similar need arises.
Among all of the elements of the promotional mix,
the Internet has had an incredible impact on
advertising. It gives marketers a wider market and
a new approach in reaching that market. The web
provides interactive, demand-based information for
both current and potential customers [9]. As an
effective IMC tool, a web site can increase a
company’s exposure, promote brand image, and
build brand equity. There are several forms of
Internet advertising methods that can be chosen.
The four most commonly used ads are banner,
email, sponsorship, and interstitial ads. Choosing
the best advertising method depends on the target
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market and budget. The Internet Advertising
Bureau showed that most money was spent on
banner ads (56%) and the sponsorships were in a
close second (27%) [12]. Figure 2 looks at the
amount of money spent by Internet advertisers in
2000 on each form of ads (Strauss and Frost, 2001).
Figure 2 : Internet Advertising
Expenses in 2000

11%
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Banner ads are the biggest online expenditure.
This is buying space on another website and
creating a link to yours, much like a billboard on
the interstate, but just a click away from your site.
They are the equivalent of a 15-second spot on TV,
a print ad, or a direct mailer, except that the banner
ad holds a promise of doing more than advertising
an online message [3]. They also have a click
through capability, allowing customers to click
directly to the site. This form of ad first became
popular in the early 90s. Banner ads are fairly
inexpensive and many times an animated ad is
designed to get the attention of a browser to view
your site. It is usually rectangular and consisting of
three to four words. Banner ads get attention of the
user by giving them a visual to look at. They are
also a great way to get some of the traffic from a
more popular site. Most of the time the ad put on a
site has the same subject matter as the site being
viewed. This has been called the greatest direct
marketing tool [13]. Banner ads are not as
successful today as they once were. Click-through
rates are below two percent. Software exists that
can block out all banner ads. In response to these
recent developments, marketers are scrambling to
find innovative ways to use banner ads more
effectively. For example, Proctor and Gamble has
successfully increased click-through rates by
personalizing banner ads.
They have hired
personnel to communicate directly with consumers
who click through on banner ads.
E-mail ads are the least expensive type of Internet
advertising being used today. An e-mail ad is a
short letter giving information of a firm or website.
Advertisers will purchase space in the e-mail
sponsored by others [12]. Then they send e-mails
to everyone in that account that fits in the target
market. This form of advertising is usually more

accurate in identifying and locating the target
market because they are found by researching the
clients browsing and shopping patterns while on
the Internet (using cookies and URL encoding). Emails allow the marketer to focus on attracting the
individual customer depending on their online
shopping history. Marketers can use creativity in
emails with graphics and moving pictures using
HTML. They also provide a click through option
to send the customer directly to the site. This is not
a very effective form of advertising due to the high
usage of SPAM Mailing (unwanted mail). An
option exists on many email accounts that will
instantly place ‘junk mail’ in the trash bin and also
the option to block send particular email addresses.
Table 1
The Top Four Forms of Internet Advertising
Type of
Advantag
Disadvanta
Most
ad
es
ges
commo
nly
used
Banners

Inexpensive,
provides a
visual and a
click through
effect

Email

Least
expensive all
of ads

Sponsorship

Inexpensive,
connects
with similar
target
markets
Provides a
visual

Interstitial

Hard to
distinguish
from
competitors,
does not often
attract
customers
Not very
effective

Low attention
rate

Poor
installation can
cause slow
loading

To attract
the traffic
of more
popular
sites

Contact
directly to
target
market
Exchange
links
between
two sites
Make
product
aware

Sponsorships are the mention or publication of one
website by another. Many times two sites will
exchange sponsorship for each other. It can be in
the form of an icon, hyperlink, banner, or button.
An icon is a graphic symbol on a site that suggests
the purpose of an available function. A hyperlink
is an electronic link providing direct access from
one distinctively marked place in a hypertext
document to another in the same or a different
document [10]. A banner or button is buying space
on another website to place an ad. Typically, a
sponsorship will be listed at the bottom of the page
[9]. This combines editorial content and advertising.
Sponsorship gives additional exposure and creates
the impression that the publication endorses their
product. They are particularly suited for the web
because in many ways the commercial side of the
web is simply a series of firms clamoring after
similar targets [12]. Also, sponsorship gives the
sponsor greater control over the content of the site.
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Interstitials are Java-based ads that appear while
content is loading. These ads are becoming less
popular over time because they are hard to properly
install and lengthen user-waiting time, which is
never good. A newer version of interstitials is
being created called superstitials. These are mini
videos using flash technology to make ads more
entertaining and fast. They do not load until the
page is downloaded completely to prevent slowing
down the process.

ANALYSIS OF EFFECTIVENESS
Once the strategy has been implemented, the next
logical step is to evaluate its’ effectiveness. It is
important to know that the strategy is reaching your
target market. It is equally important that the
strategy meet or neat its intended goals and
objectives.
Each method should be analyzed
carefully to see which provided the greatest reach
or number of people exposed to the advertisement.
Banner ads can be monitored through looking at
the cost per click per customer.
Additionally,
traditional measures can be used such as recall,
brand awareness, and purchasing interest.
Online advertisers are trying to address larger
marketing issues than just making viewers aware of
sites. They want to also build relationships with
customers and getting them to return. They also
want to persuade visitors and viewers to shop more
and not just browse. So, when analyzing the
promotion effects, marketers should not only
consider if people view the site, but also if they are
purchasing the products and if so how much are
they spending. Web marketers are now realizing
the potential lifetime value of the customer to
determine how much marketing effort to use.
The conversion rate of an online store is the
percentage of visitors who purchase from the store.
There are four general shopping steps in an online
store [7]. Product impression is when a customer
views the hyperlink to a web page presenting the
product. Click through is a click on the hyperlink
and later a view of the web page of the product.
Basket insertion is the placement of the item in the
shopping basket if interested. Purchase is the
complete purchase of the item. Each subsequent
effort requires more marketing effort than the
previous one. Over 80% of the shopping carts are
left abandoned.
The analysis of Internet ads gives quicker
responses and provides more feedback. The cost to
generate each inquiry should be calculated to
determine which is most cost effective. One way
of analyzing the communication efforts of each ad
can be done by looking at them through the AIDA

model. This model is widely used to determine the
ad's influence on getting the customers Attention,
Interest, Desire, and Action.
Traditional, marketers have been using this model
to determine if their ad is breaking through the
clutter of other messages. Messages are most
likely to be attended when they are distinctive and
relevant to the audience [4]. Each ad should follow
these four essential AIDA basics [6]. To know
your audience, you must first capture the browser’s
attention. The ad must not only appeal to the target
market but also be located where it will reach them.
Once the attention has been captured, the ad must
keep their interest to cause them to stop and
research the product. The body of the ad must have
cognitive appeal. The body can state the benefits
of the product or site being advertised. Use unique
features and create a niche. Now the interest needs
to turn into desire for the product. Desire is needed
to convince the browser to do more than look. If
enough desire is there, than the customer will then
move to the action stage. This is the actual
purchase of the product. It most directly affects the
organization, and can be the hardest step to achieve.
That is why many ads include incentives to
stimulate a purchase by reducing costs. If the first
three steps have been done well, and the browser is
qualified, they will more than likely take the action
and purchase.
We rated the effectiveness of four of the methods
of Internet advertising using the AIDA Model.
First, examining each form of advertising and how
well it caught the attention, interest, desire, and
likeliness to purchase from the site. The Delphi
technique along with a convenience sample was
used to get some insights into the actual process.
Five people were surveyed and asked to rate the
four methods discussed in this paper using the
AIDA Model. They rated each on a scale of 1-10
to determine how well they met each criteria of the
model. Using the Delphi method, the results of the
survey were collected and analyzed from all the
respondents and later shared with each of them,
allowing them to change their response to effect the
final results. The technique calls for an iterative
process that is done until everyone agrees on a final
outcome. This method requires a consensus of the
results or sharing of criticism [2]. The results were
only changed twice before the entire group agreed
on the outcome.
They where then ranked
according to which had the greatest overall
effectiveness in meeting each area of the AIDA
Model.
The results and final analysis shows a substantial
difference in the attitude of people toward the
effectiveness of banner ads and sponsorships
against email and interstitial ads. Despite the
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criticisms, Banner ads were unanimously rated the
best choice with sponsorships coming in second.
They attract the least amount of attention, but when
it does, it gets fairly high interest, action, and desire.
The third were email ads. They have become as
undesirable as junk mail sometimes attracting
attention, but rarely going beyond the interest stage.
Finally, interstitials cannot help but attract attention
when leaping on the page in the middle of changing
sites, but are easily ignored and considered a
nuisance when slowing down a loading page.
Table 2
Rating each of the Online Advertising
Methods using the AIDA Model
Method
(In order by
ranking)
Banner
Sponsorship
Email
Interstitials

Attention

Interest

Desire

Action

8
5
6
7

7
6
4
3

6
4
3
3

4
5
3
2

CONCLUSION
The Internet has had a drastic impact on advertising
as a whole. It is providing both retailers and etailers with another approach to reaching the
desired target market. This paper examined four
very commonly used forms of Internet advertising.
Banner ads and sponsorships are the most common
of the four and considered to be the most effective.
While, email and interstitials, are not as commonly
used and are thought of more as a nuisance for
browsers. The Web has become an advertising
medium for a number of organizations. It offers
many benefits to marketers. Organizations of all
sizes can establish a basic site for a nominal cost
that is accessible to browsers around the world at
any time. Marketers use the WWW to combine
words, pictures, and even sound and video to reach
domestic and global markets [4]. Also, the
information at a web site may be customized to the
browser’s buying history and preferences, allowing
marketers a good source of marketing research data.
A web site is an investment in the future of your
business [5]. It is vital to get involved now while
the market is still hot. It is a big market with an
array of competition. Before actually promoting
your site, spend time on the Internet and see what
gets your attention. Try different sites, including
competitors for ideas. Remember that the Internet
advertising is not everything. Giving customers a
reason to purchase and return is a whole other task.
Try to create a positive predisposition in all ads to
have a positive feedback. This is a great market to
begin or expand a business but it needs to have the
right approach to be profitable.
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should use the gained information to make continuous
adjustments along the way. The following are just a few
areas in which speed is important.

What Is So New?
ABSTRACT
Stories about firms being created, about firms dying, about
new technologies replacing old technology, and about eBusiness are all we hear. If you read the popular press it
would seem that these things are characteristics of the socalled New Economy, but are they? The answer is clearly, no.
The dynamic economic process we are experiencing has
been going on at least since the industrial revolution. But
what is different is the speed at which change occurs and the
increasing level of environmental uncertainty that managers
and entrepreneurs face. Being able to deal with speed and
uncertainty may be the most important skills that
entrepreneurs and managers can have in the current business
environment. But how do you make that happen? Top
management leadership is only way. In addition, a tolerance
for failure must be recognized. This is a short opinion piece
highlighting some of theses issues.

INTRODUCTION
Stories about firms being created, about firms dying, about
new technologies replacing old technology, and about eBusiness are all we hear. If you read the popular press it
would seem that these things are characteristics of the socalled New Economy, but are they? The answer is clearly, no.
The dynamic economic process we are experiencing has
been going on at least since the industrial revolution. But
what is different is the speed at which change occurs and the
increasing level of environmental uncertainty that managers
and entrepreneurs face. Being able to deal with speed and
uncertainty may be the most important skills that
entrepreneurs and managers can have in the current business
environment. This is a short opinion piece highlighting some
of the key issues.

SPEED TO MARKET
First, this should go without saying. Get to the market fast.
This does not mean that you should just put any old product
or service on the market. It should be well tested. However,
typically the most valuable test is how the product is
received by the customers. Accordingly, the most valuable
information will come from how the product performs with
the customer in the customer space and against the
competition in the market space [2]. On the other hand,
business must be aware of the potential pitfalls of being the
first mover [1].

First Mover Advantage?
First mover advantage and its (supposed) importance for
with e-related businesses is well known. The story goes, “ If
we are first in the market place, we can gain market
recognition, market share early and the lion’s share of the
market’s money. We can become entrenched in the market
so that our lead will be insurmountable and then we can ride
the wave of momentum and relax."
First mover advantage is a bit more complicated than that. In
fact, being first may be a disadvantage. Ultimately, relying
on being first mover as a(n) (Internet) strategy and/or
competitive advantage involves a great amount of risk.
These risks must be balanced against the advantages of
getting to the market quickly.
As a result, qualified speed to market is important.

SPEED TO HIRE
Speed to hire is how fast your firm is to hire, especially
talented people. This is rarely thought about. As a result, if a
manager can really understand this point, it may become a
competitive advantage for his/her company. One of the most
important battles any company faces is the battle to attract
and secure talent. It is talented people that are ultimately
going to create the products and plans that will make your
company successful today and in the future. One of the most
important tasks of top management is to first identify the
skill and competencies it will need in the future and then to
obtain them. There is time pressure to do this. The
companies that are quick to identify their human resource
needs and then are quick in obtaining them will be faster in
their development and execution of their current and future
strategies.

Business and society itself are moving at a rapid pace. We
hear the discussion of Internet time, which roughly equates
one month to one year. What this means is that business
cannot wait they must act. They cannot be paralyzed by
analysis; they must act. Given that the firm will never have
perfect information or complete information, it is better to
act than to wait. In fact, by acting more information is
gained. The process of acting itself will often bring to the
fore new information that can only be revealed through
acting and market participation. In fact this market
participation may even lead to hitherto unseen market
opportunities through knowledge corridors and opportunity
There are a number of ways. First, the firm must always be
paths [2] [5]. In Kirzner’s view the reason that these
recruiting. The firm must have its eyes and ear open and be
opportunities (exist and) persist is because of the inability of
ready to hire when it comes across great talent. Second, the
current market participants to learn from their experience [4].
firm must recognize that it may be better to hire a brilliant
In the market process theory learning plays an important
people who does not have experience in the particular task
role, the market actors are suppose to learn from their
and train him or her than hire a mediocre person with
participation and make adjustment in their own self-interest.
experience. Finally, the firm must hire the best recruitment
In other words, you have access to different information
staff it possibly can. It must instruct that staff that good is
when you are "inside" and often times the only way to get
not good enough. The recruitment staff then must develop a
inside is to act. Furthermore, once you begin to act you
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system to differentiate between good and great and then
only hire those near the top of the heap.

environment. Huge profits await those who are able to take
decisive steps in an uncertain environment.

Smaller and younger firms have the advantage here, because
they probably have fewer average or below average people.
For them hiring just a few key people may be enough to
start turning things around.

But how do you make that happen? Top management
leadership is only way. In addition, a tolerance for failure
must be recognized. The nature of uncertainly will produce
incorrect decisions. The workforce must see and believe that
they will not be punished for taking decisive and rapid
action. If the organization is monitoring and learning from
their decisions, they should be able to adjust most decisions
to the environment, if structured properly.

SPEED IN SENSING CHANGE
The business environment is changing around us. This
change is affecting all firms. How? Business is largely a
sensemaking activity [6]. Part of sensemaking, of course, is
sensing or perceiving. Sensemaking is about how the
organization sees itself as well as its surroundings. So the
question is, how does the typically firm sense what is going
on in the environment? How does the firm determine what is
relevant and what is not? How does the firm interpreting the
results?
To be successful, a firm needs to have sensing structures
established. Creating business intelligence units is a good
way to start but it is neither the solution nor the only step
required. All boundary spanning units and people must be
trained and used in this effort (boundary spanning basically
means structure or person that comes in contact with
structures or people outside the organization)[3]. Ultimately,
this requires a change in corporate culture. Successful firms
need a culture that itself is sensitive to the environment,
internal and external, and change.

SPEED AT ADJUSTING
Now after you have sensed the environment, what do you do?
Firms need to structure their organization so that it is
flexible enough to change when necessary. This also may
require a certain type of corporate culture, as stated above.
Organizational change is typically seen as threatening at the
individual level as well as the organizational level. People
have a natural inertia against change. You have to find a
way to make change seem normal or routine.

Speed and uncertain are not just two of the latest buzzwords.
In the current business environment, it is not only success
that may depend on how a firm deals with them, but also
firm survival itself may depend on how it handles them. It
would be wise for top management teams to begin preparing
the organization today. Have a bias toward action and have a
bias towards the future.
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Given that many changes cannot be anticipated with
accuracy, those firms that are prepared and ready to respond
the quickest and most effectively, will be the ones to gain a
competitive advantage.

UNCERTAINTY
Speed and economic dynamism is increasing the level of
uncertainty in the environment and with firms themselves. If
change is uncomfortable to most people, uncertainty is
frightening. Organizations attempt to limit or remove
uncertainty whenever possible. Advanced market testing
before product launches and strategic planning are examples
of the way resources are expended to reduce uncertainty.
Organizational crises create upheavals which disturb
operations and paralyse effective decision-making.As a
result, getting managers to make decisions and to act in an
increasing uncertain environment is difficult, but may be
one of the keys to success in the current business
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ABSTRACT
Past research papers on consumer behaviour of Internet
non-shoppers in Hong Kong have been lacking.
This
empirical study by on-line questionnaire and focus group
interview is an attempt to explore further into the key
aspects in this subject area. The focus of this study is on
understanding what are the barriers against Internet
shopping in Hong Kong, and what can be done to facilitate
local Internet shopping.
Research overseas suggests that major barriers against
Internet shopping are “payment security”, “privacy and
trust”, “shipping cost” and “logistics”. (Deloitte, 1999 :
Froomkin, 1996 ; Luckett, 1996 ; Slatalla, 2000 ; Ernst &
Young, 2000 ; Oxley & Yeung, 1999). This study came to
similar conclusions in Hong Kong.
Inducements for non-shoppers to purchase on-line include
“increasing web traffic”, “trust building”, “online cooperative program” and “bricks and clicks”. (Hoey, 1998;
Picken, 1999 ; Zellner, 2000 ; Pine, Peppers & Rogers, 1993 ;
Mara, 2000 ; Gulati & Garino, 2000). This study in Hong
Kong indicates that more effort needs to be made to
improve trust”, “delivery logistics” and “online payment
method”.
The marketing implications of these findings are identified
and discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet shopping is still relatively new in Hong Kong.
There is substantial reluctance by the general public to
purchase and make payment on-line. Despite the recent
down-playing of e-commerce, because of the price crash of
web stocks and the fast slowing world economy after the
9.11 event, there is no doubt that the Internet as a
technology will continue changing world consumer
practices.
“With companies facing cutbacks, what could be better and
cheaper than an on-line marketing campaign, or taking your
ordering system on-line, or having a web-site instead of a
brochure?” (Internet, 2001). Indeed, the making of an ebrochure normally costs only one-fifth of the traditional
paperback. Also, e-brochures can be easily updated, readily
distributed and environmental resources saving.
To e-marketing personnel, e-service providers and
regulatory authorities, the need to understand more about
the ever-changing on-line shopping behaviour is, if not
increasing, certainly not diminishing. Business transactions,
including B2B (business-to-business) , B2C (business-toconsumer) and C2C (consumer-to-consumer) have all been
fast growing.
Past research on “barriers” to on-line shopping in Hong
Kong has been minimal and inconclusive. There is a lack of
systematic study into understanding
Internet nonshoppers. It is of importance to local e-commerce operators
to have more information about this group of potential
customers. Through understanding what inhibits Internet
shopping could help them to shape future e-marketing
strategies.
This empirical study employs a multi-research methodology,
namely an on-line questionnaire as the major data collection
process, and an ancillary focus group discussion.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Why do People Refuse to Shop On-line?
(1.1)

Trust and Privacy:

Of all concerns related to trust and confidence, data privacy
is regarded as dominant (Lam, 2001). Unless consumers are
assured of the privacy (including security) of their personal
data, this new mechanism for customers to perform
commercial transactions (via Internet platforms) will be held
back from achieving its full potential (McLeish, 2001).
Indeed, the Privacy Commission’s surveys consistently
show that privacy is a major issue for the people of Hong
Kong (McLeish, 2001).
In short, a strong (negative) relationship was found
between consumer perceptions of the risk of web-shopping
and purchase behavior (Barwise, Elberse and Hammond,
2000).

(1.2)

Internet is unsuitable for products which require “touch
and feel”, not to mention “taste and smell” (Barwise,
Elberse and Hammond, 2000). High-priced, differentiated
goods and apparel need to be physically examined prior to
purchase (Rosen & Howard, 2000). Another consideration
is that physical shopping is a social experience.

Inducements for Internet non-shoppers to shop on-line
(2.1)

Rowley (2000) suggested that to facilitate on-line shopping,
e-retailers have to make their e-shops a great place to visit.
A lower cost base is a myth. There is a fine balance
between providing sufficient information for the customer
to make a decision and too much information, which
provokes overload. For those customers seeking for a
specific item, it will be necessary to provide information
about the product in sufficient detail to answer consumer
questions. At the same time there is a need for an easy,
user-friendly display to attract browsers.

Payment Security:
(2.2)

Deloitte (1999), Froomkin (1996) and Sampson, Kolodinsky
& Greeno (1997) all pointed out that worry over on-line
payment security is the major inhibitor against Internet
shopping. Their views were shared by Ernst & Young
(2000), who suggested that payment security and the cost
of payment had severely limited the e-trading of small items.
Also, as a consequence of the worry about payment
security, Internet users in Hong Kong tended to shop for
inexpensive items only (Apple,2000)

(1.3)

Shipping Cost:

Shipping and related handling cost has been another major
inhibitor of on-line shopping. Forrester Research (Slatalla,
2000) reported recently that over ninety per cent of on-line
shoppers were concerned about shipping and handling
charges. Indeed, it is important to keep the shipping fee
structure simple (Lyndon, 2000; Argenti & Boritz, 1999).

(1.4)

Logistics and After-sale Services:

Other inhibitors include worry over a lack of good logistic
support and after-sale services. There have been many
complain on post transaction issues, such as billing and
delivery. Also, many Internet shoppers have wondered
whether there will be “hassle-free” returns and speedy
refunds (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree & Bitner, 2000; Morck,
Oxley & Yeung, 1999)
(1.5)

Increasing Web Traffic:

Physical Shopping Experience:

Product Customisation:

There are some commercially acceptable ways by which
businesses gather information on web users to promo te
customized products. One basic approach is through
registration. Another common approach is to capture
electronic addresses of the web users. A third method of
gathering information on customers is by using cookies.
Data is written to a file, which can then be accessed by the
cookie owners.
Users’ demographic, attitudinal and
behavioural information will permit e-firms to be more
precise in their service and product customization
(Prabhaker, 2000).

(2.3)

Trust Building:

No matter how advanced technology is, or how
sophisticated the products are, or how knowledgeable
customers become, the formula for a successful sales
transaction has not changed over the ages. It comes down
to a company building and maintaining a feeling of trust and
confidence in the minds of its customers. The bond of
trust, especially in the de-personalized setting of the
Internet, is very fragile (Prabhaker, 2000).
Indeed, as suggested by Ratnasingham (1998), when on-line
shopping you do not just trust that the quality of the goods
or services will be satisfactory; you may also have to trust
that you will even receive them.

(2.4)

On-line Co-operative Program:

Mara (2000) suggested that group buying on-line, as with
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the traditional cooperative society, may help to bring prices
down for every participating purchaser. It is difficult to
organize group buying in physical shopping, but by
uniting, Internet purchasers from all parts of the world can
easily come together to make a collective bid.

(2.5)

Bricks and clicks:

“Bricks and clicks”, also named as “Bricks and mortar”
means physical retail shops building up their own on-line
virtual shops or merging with Internet operators.
By
integrating virtual and traditional, physical operations,
sellers can promote brand names more cost effectively. The
sharing of back-office support and pooling merchandise
buying enable higher bulk discounts, and most importantly,
can achieve distribution efficiencies (Gulati & Garino, 2000).

This decision was to deter respondents entering for a
reward. This would have distorted the survey results by
leading to a skewed users’ profile.
Data obtained from the survey was tabulated and analyzed
using the statistical tools available on SPSS for Windows
Release 10.01. In most cases, the Pearson two-way Chisquare test, which is a non-parametric inferential procedure,
was conducted to test the independence of variables at a
95% significance level.
In all 386 responses received, out of which 292 were Internet
shoppers and 94 Internet shoppers.

(2)

Focus group Discussion:

In addition, a focus group discussion of six Internet nonshoppers was conducted to explore further the subject of
how to induce on-line shopping in Hong Kong, and to
facilitate interpretation of the findings of the abovementioned web questionnaire.
METHODOLOGY

An online questionnaire survey was carried out to explore
into why Internet users in Hong Kong chose not to shop
online.

(1)

On-line Questionnaire:

In this study, random sampling on-line was not applied,
because normally this would require the ability to download
client-side scripting language to the users’ browser or
mining server-side programs from the web server.
In
practice, this is not commercially viable.
Instead,
participants came to the survey site from a variety of
avenues. Responses were automatically downloaded to a
database for further statistical computations and analysis.
Also, e-mails have not been used as a survey tool, because
Hong Kong lacks a general, unbiased, e-mail address list.
This means that using e-mail as a survey tool will inevitably
lead to a biased sample.
This survey was posted from the 12 th of July 2001 until the
31st of July, 2001, for a period of 20 days. Two local web
sites
were
used,
namely
Mandarinnet.com
and
Sinob2bnet.com. The former is a film and entertainment web
site operated by the Mandarin Films Group, a listed film
producer in Hong Kong. The latter is a Chinese networking
website run by the Sun Wah Group, which has over 30
years close business connections in China. Also, these two
web sites are in turn hyper-linked to various arts,
entertainment and Chinese database websites.

This study used a focus group methodology to collect
information from Internet non-shoppers in Hong Kong,
regarding their experiences with Internet shopping, and how
they could be attracted to shop on line. The group
interview, as a focus group survey method, is well suited to
produce a rich body of data for interpretation and analysis.
The current focus group was structured using broad, openended questions. These questions or discussion guidelines
served to encourage a moderated discussion between
participants within the group.
The main objective of this focus group discussion is to
obtain
first-person
descriptions
of interviewees’
experiences of, and anticipation towards, on-line shopping
in Hong Kong. The discussion was carried out in a relaxed
atmosphere that precipitated an open dialogue.
The focus of this study was on how to facilitate Internet
shopping in Hong Kong. Data for this research were
collected by a focus group discussion, consisting of six
Internet non-shoppers ranging in age from 18 to 35 years
old. Educational levels ranged from secondary school
graduate to tertiary degree holder. They were recruited from
office workers in Central District, Hong Kong. Table 1
provides profiles of the Internet non-shoppers who
participated in this discussion.
For purposes of confidentiality, participants are referred to
by pseudonyms.

(Table 1)Profiles of focus group participants:
All Internet users visiting these web sites were invited by
homepage banner advertisement to participate in this
survey. No promotional items were given for click-through.

Name

Age

Gender

Education
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Grace
Axel
Skiva
Kris
John
Thomas

35
32
28
19
23
21

F
M
F
F
M
M

Tertiary
Secondary
Secondary
Tertiary
Secondary
Secondary

The discussion on the 9 th of October 2001 lasted about two
hours. To enable an open and free exchange of ideas, the
participants requested that the meeting should not be
taped. The author of this paper took extensive notes during
the discussion. A rough draft of the transcript was
presented to the six participants for their comments.
Appropriate criticisms were considered in the revision of
the final transcript

The following issues were tabled for discussion:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Competitive pricing;
Convenience (shopping at home around the clock);
Product variety;
Personalized items;
Bad physical shopping experience (for example;
shopping for embarrassing personal items; and
queuing up for payment);
Logistic support (for example; delivery delay; out of
stock; delivery of wrong items; and goods arriving in
bad condition);
Payment security;
Privacy and trust concerns;
Shipping cost;
After-sales service (for example; no refund; and no
return of goods);
Web traffic and technology;
Customer relationship management;
On-line bulk discount/ co-op programs;
Bricks and clicks; and
Developing new mass loyalty.

The results reported are based upon the synthesis of the
interview transcripts. Transcripts were read multiple times to
insure
thorough
and accurate
categorization
of
interviewees’ opinions. Common themes that emerged
have been identified.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS

(1)

(1.1)

Why Refuse to Shop On-line?

Traditional versus On-line:

There has been very little research into the attitudinal and
motivational factors on why Hong Kong Internet nonshoppers refuse to shop on-line. To explore this further, online questionnaire interviewees were asked to evaluate the

relative importance of the following factors on their
traditional physical shopping decisions. The same
questions were then asked with respect to their on-line
shopping decisions. The answers were represented on a
Likert scale ranging from 1 to 9, with a “1” as the rating for
“very unimportant” to a “9” as the rating for “very
important”.

(Table 2) Factors affecting Hong Kong Internet nonshoppers’ purchases decisions:
Total score
Traditional shopping Product Availability
1668
Convenience
1740
Pricing
1909
Trust
1758
Popular Brand name
1786
Online shopping
Product Availability
1950
Convenience
2029
Pricing
2188
Trust
2249
Popular Brand name
1803

Overall Internet non-shoppers give higher weighting to
factors such as “product availability”, “convenience”,
“price” and “trust” with regard to their on-line shopping
decisions (versus traditional purchases decisions).
All
these factors have been confirmed by overseas research in
e-commerce as major on-line customers’ considerations
(Mara, 2000; Lyndon, 2000; Zellner, 2000; Alba & Lynch,
1997; McLeih, 2001; Lam, 2001).
For instance, when making an online shopping decision,
Internet non-shoppers have more serious consideration on
whether the product is available (commanding a score of
1950 versus a score of 1668 in physical shopping decision),
compared with making a traditional physical purchase. This
implies unless a product is not easily available in physical
stores, will an Internet non-shopper considers to shop
online. To e-shops, the lesson is to offer something special
to attract this segment of potential buyers.
These findings are important for e-retailers in Hong Kong to
consider when shaping their e-marketing strategies. They
must meet customers’ requirements (particularly those of
non-shoppers) on price and trust, both command a high
total score of 2188 and 2249. This, in practice, means on-line
pricing has to be competitive (relative to pricing offered in
physical stores), while non-shoppers’ concern on “trust”
must be addressed.
“Convenience” is the factor that Internet non-shoppers
place heavy consideration on (a high score of 2029) when
making an online shopping decision (versus that of
traditional physical shopping). Because these Internet nonshoppers are a segment of buyers that demands
“convenience shopping”, and the fact that in Hong Kong
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online shopping delivery is so “inconvenient”, turn these
people away from shopping online.
This marked a significant deviation from overseas literature
on subject. Research in the States comes to the conclusion
that Internet shopping, which offers purchase online
opportunities at home 24 hours a day, is convenient
compared
with
traditional
physical
shopping.
“Convenience” as a major attraction will induce more and
more consumers joining this shopping model.

For non-shoppers:

Product availability
Convenience
Pricing
Trust
Popular brand name

Asymptotic significance (2-tailed)
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.127

For shoppers:
Indeed, multi-national consumer e-commerce operators have
to watch out for this difference in attitude towards
“convenience” associated with Internet shopping, when
they move in Asian market, especially into crowded urban
cities alike Hong Kong. In their marketing strategy in major
Asian cities, they should not highlight “convenience’ as
an attraction. In addition, they should spend more effort in
solving this delivery logistic issue. For instance, they may
have to consider offering convenient pick-up points.
Also, a Wilcoxon T-test was conducted to explore further
the difference of attitudes of Internet non-shoppers towards
on-line versus traditional shopping. This T-test was applied
to confirm whether the “differences in total scores”
between online shopping versus physical shopping are
random (a coincidence only) or statistically significant.
Statistically, if the asymptotic significance is below 0.025, it
implies that there exist significantly different distributions
between the two set of variables (online versus traditional
shopping decision factors) at a confidence interval of 95%.
In practice, this means that Internet non-shoppers do place
different weights on these factors when making an on-line
shopping decision (versus making a traditional shopping
decision).
Findings in this study (factors including product
availability, convenience, pricing and trust all have
asymptotic significances below 0.025) indicate that online
non-shoppers
in Hong Kong do place heavier
weightings/considerations on these four factors (product
availability, convenience, pricing and pricing) when making
their Internet shopping decisions. In fact, “product
availability”, “convenience”, and “pricing” are seen by
past research as the main benefits of on-line shopping,
while “lack of trust” is the major barrier.

Product availability
Convenience
Pricing
Trust
Popular brand name

By comparing results of the two Wilcoxon T-tests
respectively on Internet non-shoppers and Internet
shoppers, there appears a material difference in the
asymptotic significance in the factor of “convenience”.
This is an interesting finding, and helps to explain why
certain Internet users become non-shoppers (that is, refuse
to shop online).
For Internet non-shoppers there is an obvious difference in
attitude on “convenience” (asymptotic significance of 0.00)
as a decision factor with respect to on-line versus
traditional shopping. On the other hand, Internet shoppers
do not show any significant difference (asymptotic
significance of 0.306 is higher than the benchmark of 0.025)
in attitudes towards “convenience” with respect to on-line
(versus traditional shopping decisions). This means, in
practice, Internet non-shoppers are more concerned about
“convenience” in their on-line shopping decisions, than
Internet shoppers.
Because Internet non-shoppers are more concerned about
“convenience”, they tend to refuse to shop online in Hong
Kong. As discussed above, in Hong Kong delivery
problems and delays have made Internet shopping
inconvenient (compared with physical shopping).
In summary, implications drawn from this T-tests confirmed
that of Table 2 above-discussed.

(1.2)

(Table 3): Wilcoxon T-test: Relative importance in factors
affecting on-line shopping versus traditional shopping
decisions

Asymptotic significance (2-tailed)
0.000
0.306
0.000
0.000
0.011

Motivational and Attitudinal Factors Analysis:

To further help to answer the question “why refuse to shop
on-line?” questionnaire interviewees were asked the
following fifteen questions to evaluate the relative
importance of the factors influencing them not to purchase
on line. The answers were represented on a Likert scale
ranging from 0 to 5, with a “0” as the rating for “no
influence” to a “5” as the rating for “most influence”.
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and convenient).
(Table 4) Factors influencing consumers not to shop online:
Number
of
responses
Past unhappy on-line shopping experience 121
Heard of unhappy on-line shopping
271
Worry about payment security
288
Worry about privacy
285
No confidence in the e-retailer
275
No need to make purchase on-line/offline
192
No access to the Internet
119
No computer and/or no credit card
86
Do not know how to make on-line
197
purchase
Physical shopping more fun
245
Physical shopping more convenient
261
Shipping cost too high
283
Need to physical examine products
283
Worry not receiving items ordered on-line
284
Worry items arrived delayed/in bad
282
condition

Mean
score
2.40
3.39
3.81
3.91
3.75
2.57
2.37
2.30
2.47
3.07
3.48
3.05
3.58
3.55
3.89

Out of fifteen suggested factors influencing non-shoppers
not to purchase on-line, eleven questions had answers of
mean score higher than the arithmetic mean of 2.5. Ten of
these were above the mean score of 3.0, out of which six
were above score of 3.5 .
Three of the most influential factors inhibiting Hong Kong
Internet users from shopping on-line were “worry about
payment security” (mean score of 3.81), “worry about
privacy” (mean score of 3.91), and “no confidence in eretailers” (mean score of 3.75). These findings confirmed
overseas research on the subject. Deloitte(1999), Froomkin
(1996), Luckett (1996), Sampson, Kolodinsky & Greeno
(1997), McLeish (2001), Lam (2001), Prabhaker (2000) and
Hoffman, Novak & Chatterjee (1996) all suggested that
worries about payment security, privacy and lacking of trust
were major barriers against Internet shopping.
The other three factors deterring users from shopping online were the need to physically examine products” (mean
score of 3.58), “worry about not receiving the products
ordered” (mean score of 3.55) and “worry about the goods
arriving late and/or in bad condition” (mean score of 3.89).
These views were shared by researchers overseas including
Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree & Bitner (2000), Morck, Oxley &
Yeung (1999) , and Rosen & Howard (2000). However the
overseas research gave less significance on these factors,
perceiving them as secondary inhibitors of on-line
shopping. A reason why these three factors, connected to
logistics, played a more important role in the local situation,
may be because in Hong Kong waiting at home for goods
delivery is so much more inconvenient and uncertain
(compared with physical shopping, which is so easy, safe

(2)

Facilitators:

The following is a summary of recommendations made by
attitudes and suggestions expressed by the focus group
towards Internet shopping in Hong Kong:

(2.1)

Payment Security:

Payment security has been the major deterrent against
online shopping. A respondent reported an event that after
an online order of beauty products, her visa card had been
used to purchase online for other electronic appliances
without her notice and authorization. Most likely, during her
previous online payment process, the visa card number had
been stolen and misused.
Some of the respondents who mentioned payment security
as an issue of concern were fairly confident that it is
possible to overcome any future vulnerability in this area by
developing more advanced techniques like encryption,
digital certificates, digital signatures and firewalls. One
participant mentioned that the recent introduction of the
public-key system by the Hong Kong Post Office as the
certification authority; and the passing of appropriate
enforcement laws are important steps towards providing
sufficient protection to Hong Kong e-transactions.
An interim solution recommended is to make payment offline or by using debit card. For instance, one can order
online and than make payment through deposit dollar
consideration direct into vendor’s bank accounts, or
writing cheques. Also, in future, one may be able to pay
online at home using debit/cash card (which has no credit
limit) like the Octopus card. The maximum loss will then be
contained to the pre-stored value of this debit/cash card.
Hong Kong Bank is moving in this direction.
A respondent suggested an alternative to pay through
utilities monthly billings. For example, an e-shop can ask a
strategic partner or a collection agent like the Hong Kong
Water/Gas/Electric Supplies, to collect payables on their
behalf.

(2.2)

Trust and Privacy:

It was suggested that the issue of the security of personal
data is becoming the key issue in the emerging Internet
based business environment. Until these issues have been
properly addressed, many people will continue to refrain
from purchasing via the Internet. Their lack of trust arises
from the perceived lack of control over e-operator’s access
to their personal information during the order placing and
payment process. They are also worried about the control
over the secondary use of information, that is, whether the
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data will be misused or sold to unknown third parties. For
instance, the receiving of junk mails from an unknown third
party is one of the undesirable consequences.
Also, there is always the question of whether the traders
will honour an e-transaction.
The problem becomes
particularly acute for high value orders. All participants
were of the same opinions. They all agreed that “trust” and
“privacy” were their major concern for on-line shopping.
It was suggested during the discussion, that the
deployment of a range of remedial measures, for example,
digital signatures, the creation of pseudo-identities and
trusted third parties, will allow customers to engage in
Internet-based transactions without necessary revealing
their identity. Indeed, the e-operation management should
realize that in most cases, it is the determination to apply
privacy safeguard technologies that are lacking, not the
technologies thems elves. This view was shared by a
majority of the participants. A few of them went further to
state that the benefits of building trust and confidence in
the e-economy will in the long term reflect favourably upon
e-brand reputations.
In fact, Barwise, Elberse and Hammond (2000) suggested
that consumers are willing to disclose personal information
and to have that information subsequently used to create
customer profiles for business use, if they also perceive that
there are fair procedures in place to protect individual
privacy.
Also, interviewees shared McLeish’s (2001) view that
sometimes “they are entirely unaware that their personal
data has been transferred offshore”. To induce them to
shop on-line, “data collectors must state the purpose for
which data is collected” (McLeish, 2001).

(2.3)

Bricks and Clicks:

Respondents stated that personal contacts with employees
are important in building trust. This is an added advantage
in merging virtual shops with traditional, physical stores in
order to promote sales for both of them. Consumers may go
to physical stores to talk to sales staff and inspect, touch
and otherwise experience products. Subsequently, when the
need arises, they can place orders via the Internet. This B2B
(back-to-basic) model has been very successful recently in
the United States, and is a fast growing e-commerce
business model.
In Hong Kong, “bricks and clicks” operation has the added
advantage that an on-line shopper can choose to pick up
the goods themselves from physical stores. The latter may
be located close to their office or on their way home. This
saves the time and anxiety of waiting for delivery of goods.
A few respondents specifically pointed out that they do not
mind picking up goods ordered on-line, from pick-up points
close to their working places.
Thus, shipping costs
associated with on-line orders will also disappear.

Finally, after-sales services, such as refunds and returns, for
goods purchased on-line, could be more easily carried out
through traditional physical stores. Respondents pointed
out that in Hong Kong e-shops, “refunds and returns”
system is lacking. Backed by a sizable traditional physical
stores, will help to build up Internet non-shoppers’
confidence in e-shops’ after-sale services.

(2.4)

Popularity and Brand Name Building:

A majority of the respondents considers that a popular
brand name associated with the e-retailer helps to increase
their confidence in on-line shopping. “Trust” will be
increased, while fear towards problems associated with
“logistics” and “after- services” reduced.
Indeed, in the context of the Internet, the brand is the
experience and experience is the brand. Loyalty is not won
with technology. It is won through the delivery of a
consistently superior customer experience” (Barwise,
Elberse and Hammond, 2000).

(2.5)

Improve Web Traffic:

A few participants had indicated that they would only visit
a web-site for fun. To induce them to consider on-line
shopping, it must be fun. They had suggested that e-shops
could add games, competitions, lifestyle information and
links to other e-shops. These have to be changed everyday
to reflect customer response. Also, there needs to be an
easy navigation and e-shopping process to convince users
to shop on-line. A respondent pointed out that broad
bandwidth has been increasingly popular in Hong Kong,
making the downloading of games and video files faster and
less of a waiting exercise. Also, the latest streaming
techniques, which enable the downloading of films and
other real-time events, will help to attract more and more
web traffic in the future.
However, one respondent stated otherwise. Making eshopping fun would not make him consider shopping online. A purchase decision to him is based on pricing,
product quality and delivery guarantee. Games and other
attractions will only make him spend more time surfing the
web site. Barwise, Elberse and Hammond (2000)
recommended similar view that e-managers should aim not
only to maximize the breath (time spent on a site) and depth
(number of pages viewed) of visits to their website, in
addition to the repeat-visit rate, but also, the amount of
money spent per customer.

(2.6)

Customer Relationship Management:

A respondent indicated that one-to-one marketing is
important to induce on-line shopping. In the Internet world,
through the application
of customer relationship
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management “e-CRM” software, e-shops can easily keep
track of customers’ visit and preference records. This data
can then be used to create an ongoing sales dialogue with
each particular customer. Allowing, for example, an e-retailer
to take the initiative in introducing new products to fit that
particular customer taste and budget. Such a task is
formidable in a physical sales environment, while in the
virtual world it is both possible and practicable.
This
“segment of one” is a new technology enabled marketing
strategy that e-commerce operators should learn and apply.
CRM also helps to facilitate on-line product personalization
as well.
Another participant pointed out that two of the local
leading newspaper groups and an electronic appliances
manufacturer recently installed the Oracle ERP (enterprise
resource planning) software system, which include a
customer relationship management module. This will help
them to keep real-time client database, and definitely will
facilitate their future moves into online shopping market.

(2.7)

On-line Discount Shop:

In general, interviewees think that the “online discount
shop” concept is practicable, and may induce them to
consider shopping on-line. This in turn confirms that “price
competitiveness” is a major factor driving on-line orders.
This conclusion is in line with that of the online
questionnaire survey above-mentioned, and overseas
empirical studies on subject.
Also, an interviewee mentioned that merging an on-line
discount house with a traditional physical store would help
to solve delivery issues, and at the same time address the
“trust” concern.
As a matter of fact, online discount shops have a major
competitive edge over physical stores, that over webplatform it is much easier to pool collective bids together.
This is a business direction e-operators should closely look
at.

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Respondents both from the on-line questionnaire and focus
group discussion indicated that issues of “payment
security”, “privacy and trust”, “logistics”, “after-sale
service” and “ shipping costs” have to be adequately
addressed, before on-line shopping in Hong Kong can
prosper.
Also, the concepts of “bricks and clicks” and “on-line coop discount programs”
appear to be promising
developments for the future.
Implications drawn from this study on why certain Internet

users in Hong Kong refuse to shop online? Also, what can
be done to facilitate online shopping in Hong Kong will
assist e-shop operators in shaping their future marketing
strategies. They may also help future researchers to build
an e-commerce consumer behaviour model.
However, any conclusions drawn from these studies are
time and space specific. Given that Internet technology and
the business environment are changing so rapidly, any
finding of online shopping behaviour will need to be
updated periodically to reflect.
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Abstract
Hong Kong has long been an entrepot to China and a transshipment hub for South-East
Asia. The volume of goods transshipped through Hong Kong has grown explosively in
the last two decades, fueled by the growth in containerized shipping worldwide, the
“open-door” policy adopted by China and the rapid industrialization in the South China
region.
While many experts are optimistic about Hong Kong’s position as the major
transshipment hub in the region, others see dark clouds on the horizon. On the one hand,
Hong Kong transporters face strong competitive pressures from container ports in other
Asian countries as well as new container ports that have been established in nearby areas
in China. On the other hand, changing technology and business practices also creates
pressure on the lead times, transportation modes and routes in the delivery system.
China’s future success (or failure) to establish more direct trading relationships with other
countries will also have a major impact on Hong Kong’s position as the leading
transshipment hub in the region.
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This paper is partially based on research findings conducted over the last two years.
During this period, we have conduced in-depth interviews and a broad survey of
exporters and transporters that are operating locally in Hong Kong and are involved in
cross-border traffic between Hong Kong and China. Therefore, this paper paints a picture
of the current state of the industry and the industry’s view of the trends and challenges for
the future including the impact of China entry to the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Some of the attributes that we will discuss include: geographical advantages, its crossborder business skills and market acumen, its “corruption-free” government, its free flow
of capital, information and goods, its freedom of personal expression, the press, the
media and all communications, its regional headquarters capital of the Asia-Pacific, its
world class regulatory regimes, and its world class protection of intellectual property. On
the other hand, we will also consider factors that threaten Hong Kong as the key
operations hub for operations in China in the future, including: We will briefly review the
roles of Hong Kong as banking & financing hub, trading hub, logistics & transportation
hub, telecommunication hub, import & export hub, as well as a market information &
competitor intelligence hub.
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